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CYCLOPAEDIA OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

FROM 1727 TO 1780.

POETa

HE fifty-three

years between
1727 and 1780,

comprehend-
ing the reign

of George 11.,

and a portion

of that of
George IIL,
produced more
men of letters,

as well as more
science, than any

extent in

men of

epoch of similar

tlie literary history of Eng-
land. It was also a time
during which greater pro-

gress was made in diffusing

literature among the people

at large, than had been made,
perhaps, througliout all the
it. Yet wliile letters, and

thus abundant, it

ages that went before
the cultivators of letters, were
must he allowed that, if we keep out of view the

rise of the species of fiction called the novel (includ-

ing the delineation of character, and not merely in-

cidents), the age was not by any means marked by
such striking features of originality or vigour as

some of the preceding eras.

For about a third of this period Pope lived, and his

name continued to be the greatest in English poetry.

The most distinguished of his contemporaries, how-
ever, adopted styles of their own, or at least departed

widely from that of their illustrious master. Thom-
son (who survived Pope only four years) made no
attempt to enter the school of polished satire and
pungent wit. His enthusiastic descriptions of nature,

and Ills warm poetical feeling, seemed to revive the

spirit of the elder muse, and to assert the dignity of

genuine inspiration. Young in his best performances

—his startling denunciations of death and judgment,

his solenm appeals, his piety, and his epigram—was
equally an originaL Gray and Collins aimed at the

dazzling imagery and magnificence of lyrical poetry
' ^the direct antipodes of Pope. Akenside descanted

on the operations of the mind, and the associated

charms of taste and genius, in a strain of melodious

and original blank verse. Goldsmith blended mora-

lity and philosophy with a beautiful simplicity of

expression and numbers, pathetic imagery, and
natural description. Beattie portrayed the roman-
tic hopes and aspirations of youtli'ftil genius in a
style formed from imitation of Spenser ami Tlnmi-
son. And the best of the secondary poets, as 8hen-
stone, Dyer, and Mason, had each a distinct and in-

dependent poetical character. Jolinson alone, of all

the eminent authors of this period, seems to have
directly copied the style of Pope and Dryden. The
publication of Percy's Jieliqnes, and Wartoii's IJislonj

ofPoetry, may be here adverted to, as directing pulilic

attention to the early writers, and to the powerful

effects which could be produced by simple narrative

and natural emotion in verse. It is true that few
or none of the poets we have named had much im-

mediate influence on literature : Gray was ridiculed,

and Collins was neglected, because both public taste

and criticism had been vitiated and reduced to a

low ebb. The spirit of true p(x;try, however, was
not broken ; the seed wiis sown, and in tlie next
generation, Cowper completed what Thomson had
begun. The conventional style was destined to fall,

leaving only that taste for correct language and ver-

sification which was established by the example of

Pope, and found to be quite compatible with the

utmost freedom and originality of conception and
expression.

In describing the poets of this period, it will not

be necessary to include all the n.ames that have
descended to us dignified with this title. But we
shall omit none whose literary history is important,

singular, or instructive.

KICHARD SAVAGE.

Richard Savage is better known for his misfor-

tunes, as related by Johnson, than for any peculiar

novelty or merit in his poetry. The latter rarely

rises above the level of tame mediocrity ; the former

were a romance of real life, stranger than fiction.

Savage was born in London in 1698, the issue of an

adulterous connexion between the Countess of Mac-
1

43
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clesflcM nnd I^rd Rivers. The lady openly avuwcd
her pmflipicy, in order to obtain a divorce from lier

hu-sbiiiirl, with wliom she lived on unhappy terms,

anil the illegitimate eliild was horn after their sepa-

ration, lie was placed under the charge of a poor

woman, and brought up as her son. The boy, how-
ever, obtained a superior education tliruugli the care

and generosity of his maternal grandmother. Lady
Mason, who placed him at a grammar-school in St

Albans. Whilst he was there I^rd Kivers died,

and in his lust illness, it is said the countess had the

inhumanity and fidsehood to state that Savage was
dead, by which he was deprived of a jirovision in-

tended for him by bis father. Such unnatural and
unprincipled conduct almost exceeds belief. The boy
was now witlidrawn from school, and placed appren-
tice to a shoemaker ; but an accident soon revealed

his birth and the cause of its concealment. His

nurse ami supposed mother died, and among her

etfects Savage found some letters which disclosed

the circumstances of his paternity. The discovery

must have seemed like the ojicning of a new world

to his hopes and ambition. He was already distin-

guished for quickness and proficiency, and for a

sanguine enthusiastic temperament. A bright pro-

spect had dawned on him ; be was allied to rank
and opulen<re ; and though his birth was accompanied
by humiliating circumstances, it was not probable

that he felt these deeply, in tlie immediate view of

emancip:ition from the low station and ignoble em-
ployment to which he had been harshly condenmed.
We know also that .Savage was agitated by those

tenderer feelings which link the child to the parent,

and which must have burst upon him with peculiar

force after so unexpected and wonderfid a discovery.

The mother of the youth, however, was an exception

to ordinary humanity—an anomaly in the history of

the femrde heart. She had determined to disown
him, and repulsed every effort at acknowledgment
and recognition

—

Alone from strangers every comfort flowed.

His remarkable history became known, and friends

sprang up to shield the hapless youth from poverty.
Unfortunately, the vices and frailties of his own
character began soon to be displa)-ed. Savage was
not destitute of a love of virtue and principles of
piety, but his habits were low and sensual His
temper was irritable and ' capricious ; and whatever
money he received, was instantly spent in the obscure
haunts of dissipation. In a tavern brawl he had the
misfortune to kill a Mr James Sinclair, for which
he was tried and condemned to death. His relent-

less mother, it is said, endeavoured to intercept the
royal mercy ; but Savage was pardoned by Queen
Caroline, and set at liberty. He published various
poetical pieces as a means of support ; and having
addressed a birth-day ode to the queen, calling him-
self the ' Volunteer Laureate' (to the annoyance, it is

said, of CoUey Ciblxjr, the legitimate inheritor of the
laurel), her m.ijesty sent him £50, and continued
the same sum t<> him every year. His threats and
menaces induced Lord Tyrconnel, a frieml of his

neither, to take him into his family, where he lived

on equal ttTms, and was allowed a sum of £2on per
annum. Tliis, as Johnson remarks, was the * gulden
perioil' of Savage's life. As might have lieen fore-

seen, however, the habits of the poet diH'ercd very
widely from those of the peer; they soon quarrelled,

and the former was again set adrift on the world.

The death of the queen jUso stopped his ix-nsion ; but
his friends m.ade up an annuity for him of equal

amount, to which I'ope generously contributed XiiO.

Savage agreed to witlidraw to the country to avoid

the temptations of London. He selected Swansea,

but stopping at Bristol, was treated with great kind-

ness by the opulent merchants and other inhabitants,

whom he alierwanls lilielled in a sarcastic poem.

In Swansea he resided about a year ; but on revisit-

ing Bristol, he was arrested for a small debt, and
being unable to find bail, wa.s thrown into prison.

His folly, extravagance, and pride, though it was
' pride that licks the dust,' had left him almost with-

out a friend. He made no vigorous effort to extri-

cate or maintain himself. I'ope continued his

allowance; but being provoked by some part of his

conduct, he wrote to him, stating that he was 'de-

termined to keep out of his suspicion by not being

officious any longer, or obtruding into any of his

concerns.' Savage felt the force of this rebuke from

the steadiest and most illustrious of his friends. He
was soon afterwards taken ill, and his condition not

enabling him to procure medical assistance, he was
found dead in his bed on the morning of tlie 1st of

August 1743. The keeper of the prison, who had
treated him with great kindness, buried the unfor-

tunate poet at his own expense.

Savage was the author of two plays, and a volume
of miscellaneous poems. Of the latter, t!ie principal

piece is The Wanda-cr, written with greater care

than most of his other productions, as it was the

offspring of that happy period of his life when he

lived with Lord Tyrconnel. Amidst nincli puerile

and tawdry description, 'The Wanderer' contains

some impressive passages. The versification is easy

and correct. T/ie Basltird is, however, a superior

poem, and bears the impress of true and energetic

feeling. One couplet is worthy of I'ope. Of the

bastard he says,

He lives to build, not boast a generous race:

N(j ttitth trmisiiiitla' of a foolUh face.

The concluding passage, in which he mourns over

the fatal act by which he deprived a felbiw niortid

of life, and over his own distressing condition, pos-

sesses a genuine and manly pathos :

—

Is chance a guilt, that my disastrous heart,

For mischief never meant, must ever smart

!

Can self-defence be sin ? Ah, plead no more!

^^'hat though no purposed malice stained thee o'er?

Had heaven befriended thy unhappy side.

Thou hadst not been provoked—or thou hadst died.

Far be the guilt of homeshed blood from all

On whom, unsought, embroiling dangers fall I

Still the pale dead revives, and lives to me,
To me ! through Pity's eye condemned to see.

Remembrance veils his rage, but swells his fate

;

Grieved I forgive, and am gro\vn cool too late.

Voung .and unthoughtful then ; who knows, one day.

What ripening virtues might have made their way

!

He might have lived till folly died in shame,
Till kindling wisdom felt a thirst for fame.

He might perhaps his country's friend have proved

;

Both happy, generous, candid, and beloved ;

He might have saved some worth, now doomed to fall,

And I, perchance, in him, have murdered all.

O fate of late repentance ! always vain :

Thy remedies but lull undying pain.

Where shall my hope find rest ! No mother's caje

Shieldeti my infant innocence with prayer

:

No f:itlu'r'« guardian hand my youth maintained,

Called forth my virtues, or from vice restrained;

Is it not thine to snatch some powerful arm,
First to advance, then screen from future harm !

.\m I returned from death to live in pain !

Ilr would imperial pity save in vain!
nistni'-t it not. What blame cim mercy find,

\\'Iiich gives at once a life, and rears a mind i

Mother, miscalled, farewell—of soul severe.

This sad reflection yet may force one tear

:
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All I was H-retcheil by to you I owed

;

Alone from strangers every comfort flowed !

Lost to the life you gave, your son no more,

And now adopted, who was doomed before.

New bom, I may a nobler mother claim.

But dare not whisper her immortal name

;

Supremely lovely, and serenely great,

Majestic mother of a kneeling state ;

Queen of a people's heart, who ne*er before

Agreed—yet now with one consent adore

!

One contest yet remains in this desire.

Who most shall give applause where all admire.

IFrom Tlic Wanderer.
"[

Yon mansion, made by beaming tapers gay,

Drowns the dim night, and counterfeits the day

;

From lurained windows glancing on the eye,

Around, athwart, the frisking shadows fly.

There midnight riot spreads illusive joys,

And fortune, health, and dearer time destroys.

Soon death's dark agent to luxuriant ease

Shall wake sharp warnings in some fierce disease.

man ! thy fabric *8 like a well-formed state ;

Thy thoughts, first ranked, were sure designed the

great;

Passions plebeians are, which faction raise ;

Wine, like poured oil, excites the raging blaze
;

Then giddy anarchy's rude triumphs rise :

Then sovereign Reason from her empire flies

:

That ruler once deposed, wisdom and wit,

To noise and folly place and power submit

;

Like a frail bark thy weakened mind is tost,

Unsteered, unbalanced, till its wealth is lost.

The miser-spirit eyes the spendthrift heir,

And mourns, too late, eft'ects of sordid care.

His treasures fly to cloy each fawning slave,

Yet grudge a stone to dignify his grave.

For this, low-thoughtcd craft his life employed
;

For this, though wealthy, he no wealth enjoyed
;

For this, he griped the poor, and alms denied,

Unfriended lived, and unlamented died.

Yet smile, grieved shade ! when that unprosperous

store

Fast lessens, when gay hours return no more

;

Smile at thy heir, beholding, in his fall,

Men once obliged, like him, ungrateful all

!

Then thought-inspiring wo his heart shall mend,
And prove his only wise, unflattering friend.

Folly exhibits thus unmanly sport.

While plotting mischief keeps reserved her court.

Lo ! from that mount, in blasting sulphur broke,

Stream flames voluminous, en^vrappcd with smoke

!

In chariot-shape they whirl up yonder tower,

Lean on its brow, and like destruction lower!

From the black depth a fiery legion springs
;

Each bold bad spectre claps her sounding wings

:

And straight beneath a summoned, traitorous band.

On horror bent, in dark convention stand :

From e.ich fiend's mouth a ruddy vapour flows.

Glides through the roof, and o'er the council glows

:

The villains, close beneath the infection pent.

Feel, all possessed, their rising galls ferment

;

And burn with faction, hate, and vengeful ire.

For rapine, blood, and devast.ition dire!

But justice marks their ways ; she waves in air

The sword, high-threatening, like a comet's glare.

While here dark villany herself deceives.

There studious honesty our view relieves.

A feeble taper from yon lonesome room,

Scattering thin rays, just glimmers through the

gloom.
There sits the sapient bard in museful mood,
And glows impassioned for his country's good !

All the bright spirits of the just combined.

Inform, refine, and prompt hia towering mind

!

ROBERT BLAIR.

Jlr Snuthey lias incautiously ventured a state-

ment in his ' Life of Cowper,' that Blair's Grave is

the only poem he could call to mind which has been

composed in imitation of the 'Night Tiioughts.'
' The Grave' was written prior to the publication of

the ' Night Thoughts,' and has no other resemblance
to the work of Young, than that it is of a serious

devout cast, ami is in blank verse. The author was
an accomplished and exemplary Scottish clergyman,
who enjoyed some private fortune, independent of

his profession, and was thus enabled to live in a
superior style, and cultivate the acquaintance of the

neiglihouring gentry. As a poet of pleasing and
elegant manners, a botanist and florist, as well as a
man of scientific and general knowledge, his society

was much courted, and he enjoyed tlie correspond-

ence of ])r Isaac Watts and l)r Doddridge. Blair

was born in Edinburgh in 1G99, his father being
minister of the Old Church there. In 1731 he was
appointed to the living of Athelstaneford, a parish

in East Lothian. Previous to his ordination, he had
written ' The Grave,' and submitted the manu-
script to Watts and Doddridge. It was published

in I74;i. Blair died at the age of forty-seven, in

February 1740. By his marriage with a daughter
of Mr I^aw, Professor of Moral I'hilosophy in the

University of Ed-nburgh (to whose memory he
dedicated a poem), he left a numerous family ; and
his fourth son, a distinguished lawyer, rose to be

Lord President of tlie Court of Session.
' The Grave' is a complete and powerful poem, of

limited design, but masterly execution. The sub-

ject precluded much originality of conception, but,

at the same time, is recommended by its awful im-

portance and its universal application. The style

seems to be formed upon that of the old sacred and
puritanical poets, elevated by the author's admira-

tion of Milton and Shakspeare. There is a Scottish

presbyterian character about the whole, relieved by
occasion.al flashes and outbreaks of true genius.

These coruscations sometimes subside into low and
vulgar ideas, as towards the close of the following

noble passage :

—

'\\'here are the mighty thunderbolts of war?
The Roman Ciesars and the Grecian chiefs.

The boast of story ? Where the hot-brained youth,

Who the tiara at his pleasure tore

From kings of all the then discovered globe ;

And cried, forsooth, because his arm was hampered,

And had not room enough to do its work ?

Alas, how slim—dishonourably slim !

And crammed into a space we blush to name !

Proud royalty ! How altered in thy looks !

IIow blank thy features, and how wan thy hue

!

Son of the morning ! whither art thou gone?
Where hast thou hid thy many-spangled head.

And the majestic menace of thine eyes

Felt from afar ? Pliant and powerless now :

Like new-born infant wound up in his swathes.

Or victim tumbled flat upon his back.

That throbs beneath his sacrificer's knife
;

Mute must thou bear the strife of little tongues,

And coward insults of the base-bom crowd,

That grudge a privilege thou never hadst.

But only hoped for in the peaceful grave—
Of being unmolested and alone!

Arabia's gums and odoriferous drugs,

And honours by the heralds duly paid

In mode and form, e'en to a very scruple

;

(Oh cruel irony !) these come too late.

And only mock whom they were meant to honour I
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The death of the strong man i3 forcibly depicted

—

Strcii^h, ton ! thou surly and less gentle buast

Of those that lau«rh loud at the villa;:e ring !

A fit of common sickness pulls thee down
With greater eaf»e than e'er thou didst the stripling

That rashly dared thee to the unequal fight.

What proiin was that I heard ? Deep groan, indeed,

With an;.'uinh heavy laden ! let me trace it

:

From yoii<ler l>ed it comes, where the strong man,
Hy stroiijrcr arm belaboured, gasps for breath

I/ike a iiard-hunted beast. How his great heart

HeatH tiiick ! his roomy chest by far too scant

To give the lungs full play ! What now avail

The stroii;,'-built sinewy limbs and well -spread

shouldcra

!

See» how he tugs for life, and lays about him,

Mad with his pain ! Eager he catches hold

Of what comes next to hand, and grasps it hard,

Just like a creature drowning. Hideous sight

!

Oh how his eyes stand out, and stare full ghastly I

While tlie di!*tem])er'3 rank and deadly venom
Shoot*! like a burning arrow 'cross his bowels,

And drinks his marrow up. Heard you that groan!

It was his last. See how the great Goliah,

Just like a child that brawled itself to rest,

Lies still. What mejin*>t thou then, mighty boa.ster.

To vaunt of nerves of thine i What means the bull.

Unconscious of his strength, to play the coward,

And tiee before a feeble thing like man

;

That, knowing well the slackness of his arm.
Trusts only in the well-invented knife!

In our extracts from Congrcvc, we liave quoted a

passage, mucli admired by Johnson, descriptive of

the awL' and fuar inspired by a cathedral scene at

niidniglit, * where all is hushed and still as deatii.'

Blair has ventured on a similar description, and has
impartud to it a terrible and gloomy power

—

See yonder hallowed fane ! the pious work
Of names once famed, now dubious or forgot,

And buried midst the wreck of things which were:

There lie interred the more illustrious dead.

The wind is up : hark ! how it howls ! methinks

Till now I never heard a sound so dreary

!

Doors creak, and windows clap, and night's foul bird,

Rocked in the spire, screams loud : the gloomy aisles.

Black - plastered, and hung round with shreds of

'pcutcheons,

And tattered coats of arms, send back the sound,

Laden with heavier airs, from the low vaults.

The mansions of the dead. Roused from their slumbers.

In grim array tlie grisly spectres rise,

Grin horrible, and, obstinately sullen,

Pass and repass, hushed as the foot of night.

Again the screech-owl shrieks—ungracious sound !

I'll hear no more ; it makes one's blood run chill.

With tenderness equal to liis strength, Blair la-

ments the loss of death-diviileil friendships-

Invidious Grave ! how dost thou rend in sunder

Whom love has knit, and sympathy made one I

A tie more stubborn far than nature's band.

Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul

!

Sweetener of life ! and solder of society !

I owe thee nmch. Thou hast deserved from mc
Far, far beyond what 1 can ever pay.

Oft have 1 proved the labours of thy love,

And the warm etforts of thy gentle heart.

Anxious to please. Oh 1 when my friend and I

In some thick wood have wandered heedless on,

Hid from the vulgar eye, and sat us down
Upon the sloping cowslip-covered bank.

Where the pure limpid stream has slid along

In grateful errors through the underwood.

Sweet murmuring, methought the shrill - tongued

thrush

Mended his song of lore; the sooty blackbird

Mellowed his pipe, and softened every note;

The eglantine smclled sweeter, and the rose

Assumed a dye more deep; whilst every flower

Vied with its fellow-plant in luxury
Of dress! Oh! then the longest summer's day
Seemed too, too much in haste : still, the full heart

Had not imparted half: 'twas happiness

Too exquisite to last. Of joys departed

Not to return, how painful the remembrance

!

Some of his images are characterised by a Sbak-
spearian force and picturesque fancy : of suicides

he says

—

The common damned shun their society.

And look upon themselves as fiends less foul.

Men see their friends

Drop off like leaves in autumn ; yet launch out

Into fantastic schemes, which the long livers

In the icnrkVs hah and widff/enerate days

\\'ould scarce have leisure for.

Tlie divisions of churchmen are for ever closed—

The lawn-robed prelate and plain presbyter,

Erewhile that stood aloof, as shy to meet,

Familiar mingle here, lil-e si^ter-strcams

That some rude interposing rock has spiit.

Man, sick of bliss, tried evil ; and, as a result

—

The good he scorned

Stalked off reluctant, like an ill-used ghost,

Not to return ; or, if it did, in visits,

Like those of angels, short and far between.

The latter simile has been appropriated by Mr
Canipbell, in his * Pleasures of Hope* witli one

slight verbal alteration, which can scarcely be called

an improvement—
What though my winged hours of bliss have boon.

Like angel visits, few and far between.

The original comparison seems to belong to an
obscure religious poet, Korris of BenuTtnn, who,

prior to Blair, wrote a poem, ' The Purling,' wbicl)

contains the following verse :

—

How fading are the joys we dote upon
;

Like apparitions seen and gone

;

But those who soonest take tlieir ilight,

Are the most exquisite and stnuig.

Like anffch'' ri.\-its short and hri>jht

;

Mortality's too weak to bear them long.

Tlie conclusion of ' The Grave' has been pronounced
to be inferior to the earlier portions of the poem

;

yet the following passage has a dignity, pathos, and
devotional rapture, equal to the higher Iliglits of
Young :

—

Thrice welcome, Death I

That, after many a painful bleeding step,

Coixlucts us to our home, and lands us safe

On the long-wished-for shore. Prodigious change !

Our bane turned to a blessing I Death, disarmed,
Loses his fellness quite; all thanks to Him
Who scourged the venom out. Sure the last end
Of the good man is peace ! How calm his exit!

Night-dews fall not more gently to the ground,
Nor weary worn-out winds expire so soft.

Behold him I in the evening tide of life,

A life well spent, whose early care it was
His riper years should not upbraid his green :

Ity uni)erceivcd degrees he wears away
;

Yet, like the sun, seems larger at his setting !

High in his faith and hopes, look how he reaches

After the prize in view ! and, like a bird

That's hampered, struggles hard to get away!
Whilst the glad gates of sight are wide expanded
]'n let new glories in, the first fair fruits

Of the fust-coming harvest. Then, oh then.
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Each curtli-boni joy <n*owa vile, or disappears,

Shrunk to a thing of nought ! Oh, how he longs

To have his piissport signed, and be dismissed

!

'Tis done—and now heV happy ! The glad soul

Has not a wish uiiorowned. E'eu the lag flesh

Rests, too, in hope of meeting once iigaia

Its better half, never to sunder more.
Nor shall it hope in vain : the time draws on
When not a single spot of burial earth.

Whether on land, or in the spacious sea.

But must give back its long-committed dust

Inviolate ; and faithfully shall tliese

Make up the full account ; not the least atom
Embezzled or mislaid of the whole tale.

Each soul shall have a body reaily furnished ;

And each shall have his owni. Hence, ye profane I

Ask not how this can be ! Sure the same power
That reared the piece at tirst, and took it down,
Can re-adsemble the loose scattered parts,

And put them as they were. Almighty God
Hath done much more: nor is his arm impaired
Through length of days ; and what he can, he will

;

His faithfulness stands bound to see it done.

When the dread trumpet sounds, the slumbering dust,

Not unattentive to the call, shall wake

;

And every joint possess its proper place,

With a new elegance of form, unkuoi\'n

To its first state. Nor shall the conscious soul

Mistake its partner, but amidst the crowd.
Singling its other half, into its arms
Shall rush, with all the impatience of a man
That's new come home, and, having long been absent,

With haste runs over every different room,
In pain to see the whole. Thrice-happy meeting !

Nor time, nor death, shall ever part them more.

'Tis but a night, a long and moonless night

;

We make the grave our bed, and then are gone !

Thus, at the shut of even, the weary bird

Leaves the wide air, and in some lonely brake
Cowers do\vn, and dozes till the dawn of day.

Then claps his well-fledged wings, and bears away.

I>B WATTS.

Isaac Watts—a name never to be pronounced

without reverence by any lover of pure Christianity,

or by any well-wislicr of mankind—was born at
Southampton, July 17, 1B74. His parents were
remarkable for piety, jleaiis would have been pro-

Dr Watts,

vided for placing him at the unirersity, hut he
early inclined to the Dissenters, and he was edu-
cated at one of their establishments, taught by the
I{ev. Thomas Rowe. He was afterwards four years
in the fiiniily of Sir John Hartopp, at Stoke Newing-
ton. Here he was chosen (lfi98) assistant minister by
an Independent congregation, of which four years
after he succeeded to the full charge ; but bad health

soon rendered him unfit for the performance of the
heavy labours tlms imposed upon him, and in his

turn he required the assistance of a joint pastor,

tlis health continuing to decline. Watts was received

Abney TTouse.

in 1712 into the house of a benevolent gentleman of

his neighbourhood. Sir Thomas Abney of Abney
Park, where he spent all the remainder of his life.

There is no circumstance in English literary biogra-

phy parallel to the residence of this sacred bard in

the house of a friend for the long period of thirty-

6
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six years. Abney House was a haiulsome iimnsion,

surruumleil l»y beautiful pleasure-crouiuls. lie had

apartments assijiiieil to liini, of wliicb he enjoyeU tlie

U8C aa frt'cly as if be ba<i Ix'cn tl»e master of the

house. l)r Giblwns says, ' Here, witlmut any care

of his own. he bad everytbinj; wliieli could contri-

bute to the enjoyment of life, and faviiur tlie pursuit

of his studies. Here lie dwelt in a family whidi. for

piety, order, harmony, and every virtue, was a lu)use

of God. Here he had tlie privik%'e of a country

recess, the fratjrant bower, tlie spreading lawn, the

flowery garden, and otiier advantaj^es to soothe his

minil and aid his restoration to health ; to yield him,

whenever he chose them, most grateful intervals

from bis lalmrious studies, and enable him tu return

to them with redoubled vi(,'our and deli^'ht.* The
death of Sir TliomaM Abney, eij^ht years after he
went to reside with him, made no chancre in these

agTeeable arrangements, as the same benevolent
patronage was extended to liim by the widow, who
outlived him a year. While in this retirement, he
preached occasionally, hut gave the most of his time
to study, and to the composition of those works
which have given him a name in the annals of

literature. His treatises on lA)ijic and on the Im-
provement of the Mind are still highly prized for their

cogency of argument an<l felicity of illustration.

"Watts also wrote several theological works and
volumes of sermons. His poetry consists almost
wholly of devotion:d hymns, which, by their sim-
plicity, their unaffected ardour, and their imagery,
powerfully arrest the attention of children, and are

never forgotten in mature life. In infancy we learn

the hymns of Watts, as part of maternal instruction,

and in youth his moral and logical treatises impart
the germs of correct reasoning and virtuous self-

government. The life of this g(Mjd and usefid man
terminated on the 25th of November 1748, liaving

been prolonged to tlie advanced age of seventy-five.

[Tlie Rose.']

How fair is the rose ! what a beautiful flower,

The glory of April and ]\Iav !

But the leaves are beginning to fade In an hour,
And they wither and die in a day.

Yet the rose has one powerful virtue to boast,
Above all the flowers of the field

;

When its leaves are all dead, und its fine colours lost,

Still how sweet a perfume it will yield!

So frail is the youth and the beauty of men,
Though thoy bloom and look gay like the rose;

But all our fond care to preserve them is vain,
Time kills tUeni as fa^st as he goes.

Then I'll not be proud of my youth nor my beauty,
Since both of them wither and fade

;

But gain a good name by wtdl-doiu" my dutv '

This will scent like a rose when I'm deal.'

{The Heb^xw Banl.l

• • •

Softly the tuneful Hhephercl leads
The Hebrew tlocks to llowery meads:
He marks their path with notes divine.
While fountains spring with oil and wine.

Rivers of peace attf*nd his song,

And draw their milky train along.

He jars; ami, lo! the flints are broke,
But honey i^**ucs from the rock.

When, kindling with victorious fire.

He shakos his hmce across the lyre.

The lyre resounds unknown alarms,
And sets the Thunderer iu arms.

Behold the God ! the Almighty King
Kides on a tempest's glorious wing;
His euhigns lighten round the sky,

And moving legions sound on high.

Ten thousand cherubs wait his course,

Chariots of fire and flaming horse:

Earth trembles ; and her mountains flow.

At his approach, like melting snow.

But who those frowns of wrath can draw.

That strike jieaven, earth, and hell, with awe!
Hed lightning from his eyelids broke;

His voice was thunder, hail, and smuke.

He spake ; the cleaving waters fled.

And stars beheld the ocean's becl

:

While the great Master strikes his lyre,

You see the frighted floods retire:

In heaps the frighted billows stand.

Waiting the changes of his hand :

He leads his Israel through the sea.

And watery mountains guard their way.

Turning his hand with sovereign sweep,

He drowns all KgAT)t in the deep

:

Then guides the tribes, a glorious band,
Through deserts to the promised land.

Here camps, with wide-embattled force,

Here gates and bulwarks stop their course
:

He storms the mounds, the bulwark falls.

The harp lies strewed with ruined walls.

See his broad sword flies o'er the strings.

And mows down nations with their kings:
From every chord his bolts are hurled,

And vengeance smites the rebel world.

Lo! the great poet shifts the scene.

And shows the face of God serene.

Truth, meekness, peace, salvation, ride,

"With guards of justice at his side.

[A Summer Evening.]

How fine has the day been, how bright was the sun,
How lovely and joyful the course that he run,

Though he rose in a mist when his race he begun,
And there followed some droppings of rain !

But now the fair traveller's come to the west.

His rays are all gold> and his beauties are best

;

He paints the sky gay as he sinks to his rest.

And foretells a bright rising again.

Just such is the Christian ; his course he begins,

Like the sun in a mist, when he mourns for his sins.

And melts into tears ; then he l)iL'aks out and shines,

And travels his heavenly way :

But when he comes nearer to finish his race,

Like a fine setting sun, he looks richer in grace,

And gives a sure hope at the end of his days,

Of rising in brighter array.

EDWARD YOUNG.

EnwARD Young, antbt>r of the IVutht Thoughts,
was born in IGSl at Upliam, in Hampshire, where
his father (afterwards dean of Salisbury) was
rector. He was educxtod iit Winchester sdiool,

and subsequently at All Souls' college, Oxford. In
1712 he commenced publie life as a courtier and poet,

and he continued both clniracters till be was past
eighty. One of his patrons was the notorious Duke
of Wharton, 'the scorn and wonder of his days,*

whom Young accom]);inied to Ireland in 1717. He
was next tutor to Lord Burleigh, and was -induced
to give up this situation by Whiirton, who promised
to provide for him in a more suitable and ample
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nmiiner. The duke also i)iTviiilc'il on Yoiiiij;', iis ii

IioliticiJ supviorttT, to como fiirwani as a caiuliclalu

for ttio ropri'sentatioii of tlie borouyli of ('irciH-cstiT

in |>arUament, anil liu jiavt him a bond for XGdU to

defray the expenses. Young was defeated, Whar-

Edward Yomig.

ton died, and the court of cliancer)- decided against

tlie validity of the boml. Tlie poet, being now quali-

fied by experience, pu\ilishuil a satire on tlie Uni-

versiil'Passion—the Lore of Fame, wliieli is at once

keen and powerful, and the nearest approach we
have to the polislied satire of Pope. \\'hen upwards

of fifty. Young entered the church, wrote a pane-

p>-ric'on the king, and was made one of his majesty's

chaplains. Swift has said tluit the poet was com-

pelled to

torture his invention

To flatter knaves, or lo.se his pension.

But it does not appear that there was any other

reward than the appointment as chaplain. In 1730,

Young obtained from his college the living of Wel-
wyn, in Ilertfordsliire, where he was destined to

close his days. He was eager to obtain further pre-

ferment, but having in his poetry professed a strong

love of retirement, the niini.-^try seized upon this as

a pretext for keeping him out of a bishopric. Tlie

piK't made a noble alliance with the daughter of the

Karl of Lichfield, widow of Colonel Lee, which

lasted ten years, and proved a happier union than

the titled marriages of Dryden and Addison. The
lady had two cliildren by her first marriage, to

whom Young was warmly attached. Both died

;

and when the mother also followed, Young com-

posed his ' Night Thoughts.' Sixty years had

strengthened and enriched his genius, and aug-

mented even the brilliancy of his fancy. In 17GI

the poet was made clerk of the closet to tlie

Princess Dowager of Wales, and died four years

afterwards, in April 1765, at the advanced age of

eighty-four.

A iife of so much action and worldly anxiety has

rarely been united to so much literary industry and

genius. In his youth. Young was g.ay and dissi-

pated, and all hi.s life he was an indefatigable cour-

tier. In his poetry he is a severe moralist and

ascetic divine. That he felt the emotions he de-

scriltes, must be true ; but tliey did not perniaiiently

iiiflueiire his condnet. He was not weaned from the

world till age had incapacitated him for its p>U'-

suits ; and the ei>igraminatic jioint and wit of his

'Night Thoughts," with the gloomy views it pre-

sents of life and religion, show the poetical artist

fully as much as tlie humble and jienitent Christian.

His works are numerous ; but the best are tlie

'Night Thoughts,' the "Universal Passion,' and

the tragedy of Revciiye. The foundation of his

great poem was family misfortune, coloured and
exaggerated for jioeticid etfect

—

Insatiate archer ! could not one suffice !

Thy shafts flew thrice, and thrice my peace was slain;

And thrice, ere thrice yon moon had filled her horn.

This rapid succession of bereavements was a poeti-

cal license ; for in one of the eases there was an

interval of four years, and in another of seven

months. The profligate character of Lorenzo has

been supposed to indicate Young's own son. It

seems to us a mere fancy sketcli. Like the charac-

ter of Childe Harold, "in tlie hands of Uyron, it

afforded the poet scope for dark and powerful paint-

ing, and was made the vehicle for bursts of indig-

nant virtue, sorrow, regret, and admonition. This

artificial character pervades the wliole poem, and is

essentially a part of its structure. But it still leaves

to our admiration many noljle and sublime passages,

where tlie poet speaks as from inspiration—with the

voice of one crying in the wilderness—of life, death,

and immortality. The truths of religion are en-

forced with a commanding energy and persuasion.

Epigriim and repartee are then forgotten by the

poet ; fancy yields to feeling ; and where imagery is

employed, it is select, nervous, and suitable. In

this sustained and impressive style Young seldom

remains long at a time ; his desire to say witty and

smart things, to load his picture with supernume-

rary horrors, and conduct his personages to their

' sulphureous or ambrosial seats,' soon converts the

great poet into the painter and epigrammatist. The
ingenuity of his second style is in some respects as

wonderful as the first, but it is of a vastly inferior

order of poetry. Mr Southey thinks, that when
Johnson said (in his 'Life of MUton') that 'the

good and evil of eternity were too ponderous for the

wings of wit,' he forgot Young. The moral critic

could not, however, but have condemned even witty

thoughts and sparkling metaphors, which are so in-

congruous and misplaced. The 'Night Thoughts,'

like ' Hudibras,' is too pointed, and too fuU of com-

pressed reflection and illustration, to be read con-

tinuously with pleasure. Nothing can atone for the

want of simplicity and connection in a long poem.

In Young there is no plot or progressive interest.

Eacli of the nine books is independent of the other.

The general reader, therefore, seeks out favourite

passages for perusal, or contents himself with a

single excursion into his wide and variegated field.

But the more carefully it is studied, the more ex-

tr.aordinary and magnificent will the entire poem
appear. The fertility of his fancy, the pregnancy

of his wit and knowledge, the striking and felicitous

combinations everywhere presented, are indeed re-

markable. Sound sense is united to poetical ima-

gery ; maxims of the highest practical value, and

passages of great force, tenderness, and everlasting

truth, are constantly rising, like sunshine, over the

quaint and gloomy recesses of the poet's imagina-

tion

—

The glorious fragments of a fire immortal,

With rubbish nnxed, and glittering in the dust.

After all his bustling toils and ambition, how finely
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does Young advert to the quiet retirement of his

country life—
Rlest be that hand divine, which gently laid

My heart at rest hcneath this humble shade

!

The worUrs a stately bark, on danj^'erous 6eaa,

With pleasure seen, but boarded at our peril

;

Uvrv^ on a siii;:jle plank, thrown safe atthore,

I hear the tumult of the distant throng.

As that of seas remote, or dyinj^ storms ;

And meditate on scenes more silent still

;

Pursue my theme, and fight the fear of death.

Here like a shepherd, gazing from his hut,

Touching his reed, or leaning on his statf,

Kager ambition's fiery chase I see

;

I see the circling hunt of noisy men
Burst law's enclosure, leap the mounds of right,

Pursuing and pui^sued, each other's prey

;

As wolves for rapine ; as the fox for wiles
;

Till death, that mighty hunter, earths them all.

Why all this toil for triumphs of an hour ?

What thougli we wade in wealth, or soar in fame,

Earth's highest station ends in ' here be lies,'

And ' dust to dust' concludes her noblest song.

And when he argues in favour of the immortality of

man from the analogies of nature, with what ex-

quisite taste and melody does he characterise the

changes and varied appearances of creation

—

Look nature through, 'tis revolution all

;

All change, no death ; day follows night, and night

The dying day ; stars rise and set, and set and rise;

Earth takes the example. See, the Summer gay.

With her green chaplet and ambrosial flowers,

Droops into pallid Autumn : Winter gray,

Horrid with frost and turbulent with storm,

Blows Autumn and his golden fruits away,

Then melts into the Spring : soft Spring, with breath
Favonian, from warm chambers of the south.

Recalls the first. All, to reflourish, fades :

As in a wheel, all sinks to reascend

:

Emblems of man, who passes, not expires.

He thus moralises on human life

—

Life speeds away
From point to point, though seeming to stand still.

The cunning fugitive is swift by stealth,

Too subtle is the movement to be seen
;

Yet soon man's hour is up, and we are gone.

Warnings point out our danger
;
gnomons, time

;

As these are useless when the sun is set.

So those, but when more glorious reason shines.

Reason should judge in all; in reason's eye
That sedentary shadow travels hard.
But such our gravitation to the wrong,
So prone our hearts to whisper that we wish,

'Tis later with the wise than he's aware:
A Wilmington' goes slower than the sun :

Ant] all mankind mistake their time of day;
Even age itself. Fre^h hopes are hourly sown
In furrowed brows. To gentle life's descent
We shut our eyes, and think it is a plain.

We take fair days in winter for the spring,

And turn our blessings into bune. Since oft

Man must compute that age he cannot feel,

He scarce believes he's older for his years.

Thus, at life's latest eve, we keep in store

One disappointment sure, to crown the rest

—

The disappointment of a i)romised hour.

And again in a still nobler strain, where he com-
pares human life to tlie sea

—

Self- flattered, unexperienced, high in hope.

When young, with sanguine cheer and streamers gay,

We cut our cable, launch into the world,

1 Lord WUminstott.

.'\nd fondly dream each wind and star our friend;
All in some darling enterprise embarked ;

But where is he can fathom its event!
Amid a multitude of artless hands,

Ruin's sure perquisite, her lawful prize !

Some steer aright, but the black blast blows hard,
And puffs them wide of hope : with hearts of proof
Full against wind and tide, some win their way,
And when strong efl^ort has deserved the port.

And tugged it into view, 'tis won ! 'tis lost

!

Though strong their oar, still stronger is their fate :

They strike ! and while they triumph they expire.

In stress of weather most, some sink outright:

O'er them, and o'er their names the billows close;

To-morrow knows not they were ever bom.
Others a short memorial leave behind,

Like a flag floating when the bark's ingulfed

;

It floats a moment, and is seen no more.
One Caesar lives ; a thousand are forgot.

How few beneath auspicious planets born
(Darlings of Providence I fond Fate's elect !)

With swelling sails make good the promised port,

With all their wishes freighted ! yet even these,

Freighted with all their wishes, soon complain

;

Free from misfortune, not from nature free,

They still are men, and when is man secure?
As fatal time, as storm ! the rush of years
Beats down their strength, their numberless escapes
In ruin end. And now their proud success

But plants new terrors on the victor's brow:
What pain to quit tlie world, just made their own,
Their nest so deeply downed, and built so high !

Too low they build, who build beneath the stars.

With such a throng of poetical imagery, bursts of
sentiment, and rays of fancy, does the poet-divine
clothe the trite and simple truths, that all is vanity,
and that man is born to die

!

These thoughts, Night ! are thine
;

From thee they came like lovers* secret sighs,

While others slept. So Cynthia, poets feign,

In shadows veiled, soft, sliding from her sphere,

Her shepherd cheered ; of her enamoured less

Than I of thee. And art thou still unsung,
Beneath whoee brow, and by whose aid, I sing I

Immortal silence ! where shall I begin?
Where end * or how steal music from the spheres
To soothe their goddess !

majestic Night !

Nature's great ancestor ! Day's elder bom !

And fated to sun'ive the transient sun !

By mortals and immortals seen with awe !

A starry crown thy raven brow adorns.
An azure zone thy waist ; clouds, in heaven's loom
Wrought through varieties of shape and shade.
In ample folds of drapery divine.
Thy flowing mantle form, and, heaven throughout,
Voluminously pour thy pompous train :

Thy gloomy grandeurs—Nature's most august.
Inspiring aspect !—claim a grateful verse ;

And, like a sable curtain starred with gold,
Drawn o'er my labours past, shall clothe the scene.

This magnificent apostrophe has scarcely been
equalled in our poetry since the epic strains of
Milton.

On Llfe^ Dtathy mid ImmortaUty.

Tired Nature's sweet restorer, balmy Sleep !

He, like the world, his rendy visit pays
Where Fortune smiles ; the ^vreteI^ed he forsakes;
Swift on his downy pinion flies from wo,
And lights on lids unsullied with a tear.

From short (as usual) and disturbed repose
I wake : how happy they who wake no more !

Yet that were vain, if dreams infest the grave.
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I wake, eniprging from a sea of dreams
Tumultuous ; where my wrecked desponding thought

From wave to wave of fancied misery

At random drove, her helm of reason lost.

Though now restored, *tis only change of pain

(A bitter change !), severer for severe :

The day too short for my distress ; and night,

E'en in the zenith of her dark domain,
Is sunshine to the colour of my fate.

Night, sable goddess ! from her ebon throne,

In rayle^s majesty, now stretches forth

Her leaden sceptre o*cr a slumbering world.

Silence how dead ! and darkness how profound !

Nor eye nor listening ear an object finds ;

Creation sleeps. 'Tis as the general pulse

Of life stood still, and Nature made a pause

;

An awful pause ! prophetic of her end.

And let her prophecy be soon fulfilled :

Fate ! drop the curtain ; I can lose no more.

Silence and Darkness ! solemn sisters ! twins

From ancient Night, who nurse the tender thought

To reason, and on reason build resolve

(That column of true majesty in man),
Assist me : I will thank you in the grave

;

The grave your kingdom : there this frame shall fall

A victim sacred to your dreary shrine.

But what are ye?
Thou, who didst put to flight

Primeval Silence, when the morning stars,

Exulting, shouted o'er the rising ball

;

Oh Thou ! whose word from solid darkness struck

That spark, the sun, strike wisdom from my soul

;

My soul, which tlies to thee, her trust, her treasure,

As misers to their gold, while others rest.

Through this opaque of nature and of soul,

This double night, transmit one pitying ray.

To lighten and to cheer. Oh lead my mind
(A mind that fain would wander from its wo),

Lead it through various scenes of life and death,

And from each scene the noblest truths inspire.

Nor less inspire my conduct than my song
;

Teach my best reason, reason ; ray best will

Teach rectitude ; and fix my firm resolve

Wisdom to wed, and pay her long arrear :

Nor let the phial of thy vengeance, poured

On this devoted head, be poured in vain. * *

How poor, how rich, how abject, how august,

How complicate, how wonderful is man

!

How passing wonder He who made Him such !

Who centered in our make such strange extremes,

From different natures marvellously mixed,
Connexion exquisite of distant worlds !

Distingushed link in being's endless chain

!

Midway from nothing to the Deity

!

A beam ethereal, sullied and absorpt

!

Though sullied and dishonoured, still divine I

Dim miniature of greatness absolute!

An heir of glory ! a frail child of dust

:

Helpless immortal ! insect infinite !

A worm ! a god ! I tremble at myself.

And in myself am lost. At home, a stranger,

Thought wanders up and down, surprised, aghast,

And wondering at her own. How reason reels!

Oh what a miracle to man is man!
Triumphantly distressed ! what joy ! what dread !

Alternately transported and alarmed !

What can preserve my life ! or what destroy !

An angel's arm can't snatch me from the grave

;

Legions of angels can't confiine me there.

'Tis past conjecture ; all things rise in proof:

While o'er my limbs sleep's soft dominion spread,

What though my soul fantastic measures trod

O'er fairy fields ; or mourned along the gloom
Of silent woods ; or, down the craggy steep

Hurled heatUong, swam with pain the mantled pool

;

Or scaled the cliff; or danced on hollow winds,

With antic shapes, wild natives of the brain ?

Her ceaseless flight, though devious, speaks her nature
Of subtler essence than the conmion clod : * *

Even silent night proclaims my soul immortal I * *

A\'hy, then, their loss deplore that are not lost | * *

TVfW is the desert, this the solitude :

How populous, how vital is the grave!
This is creation's melancholy vault.

The vale funereal, the sad cypress gloom

;

The land of apparitions, empty shades I

All, all on earth, is shadow, all beyond
Is substance ; the reverse is folly's creed;
How solid all, where change shall be no morel

This is the bud of being, the dim dawn,
The twilight of our day, the vestibule

;

Life's theatre as j'et is shut, and death.

Strong death alone can heave the massy bar,

This gross impediment of clay remove.

And make us embryos of existence free

From real life ; but little more remote
Is he, not yet a candidate for light.

The future embryo, slumbering in his sire.

Embryos we must be till we burst the shell.

Yon ambient azure shell, and spring to life,

The life of gods, oh transport ! and of man.
Yet man, fool man ! here buries all his thoughts

;

Inters celestial hopes without one sigh.

Prisoner of earth, and pent beneath the moon.
Here pinions all his wishes ; winged by heaven
To fly at infinite : and reach it there

Where seraphs gather immortality,
On life's fair tree, fast by the throne of God,
\\'hat golden joys ambrosial clustering glow
In his full beam, and ripen for the just,

^Vhe^e momentary ages are no more!
Where time, and pain, and chance, and death ezpirel

And is it in the flight of threescore years

To push eternity from human thought,

And smother souls immortal in the dust?
A soul immortal, spending all her fires,

Wasting her strength in strenuous idleness,

Thrown into tumult, raptured or alarmed.
At aught this scene can threaten or ihdulge,

Resembles ocean into tempest wrought.
To waft a feather, or to drown a fly.

[Thoughts on Tiim.]

The bell strikes one. We take no note of time
But from its loss: to give it then a tongue
Is wise in man. As if an angel spoke,

I feel the solemn sound. If heard aright,

It is the knell of my departed hours.

\Vhere are they! With the years beyond the flood.

It is the signal that demands despatch :

How nmch is to be done ? My hopes and fears

Start up alarmed, and o'er life's narrow verge
Look down—on what? A fathomless abyss.

A dread eternity ! how surely mine

!

And can eternity belong to me,
Poor pensioner on the bounties of an hour?

time ! than gold more sacred ; more a load
Than lead to fools, and fools reputed wise.

What moment granted man without account?
What years are squandered, wisdom's debt unpaid!
(Jur wealth in da^'s all due to that discharge.

Haste, haste, he lies in wait, he's at the door.
Insidious Death ; should .his strong hand arrest,

No composition sets the prisoner free.

Eternity's inexorable chain
Fast binds, and vengeance claims the full arrear.

Youth is not rich in time ; it may be poor;
Part with it as with money, sparing

; pay
No moment, but in purchase of its worth

;

And what it's worth, ask death-beds; they can telL
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Part with it as with life, reluctant ; big

j

With lioly hi>pc of nobler time to cmne ;

1 Time higher uiiiicJ, still nearer the ^eat mark
' Of men and aii^eU, virtue more divine.

1 On all important time, through every aire,

! Though much, and wunn, the wise have urged, the man
! Is yet unborn who duly weighis an hour.

• I've lost a day '—the jirince who nobly cried,

Had been an emperor without his crown.

Of Rome ? mVf rather, lord of human race

:

He spoke a.'* if ileputed by mankind.

So should all speak ; so rca-son speaks in all

:

From the soft whispers of that God in man,

:
Why tly to folly, why to frenzy fly,

For rescue from the blessings we possess ?

Time, the supreme !—Time Is eteniity
;

I
Pregnant with sill that makes archangels smile.

Who murders Time, he crushen in the birth

A power ethereal, only not adored.

Ah ! how unjust to nature and himself

Is thoughtless, thankless, inconsistent man !

Like children babbling nonsense in their sports,

We censure Nature for a span too short

;

That span too short we tax as tedious too;

Torture invention, all expedients tire.

To lash the lingering moments into speed.

And whirl us (happy riddance) from ourselves.

Time, in advance, behind him hides his wings,

And seems to creep, decrepit with his age.

Behold him when passed by ; what then is seen

But his broad pinions swifter than the winds I

And all mankind, in contradiction strong,

Rueful, aghast, cry out on his career.

We waste, imt use our time ; we breatlie, not live
;

Time wasted is existence ; used, is life :

And bare existence man, to live ordained,

Wrings and oppresses with enormous weight.

And why i since time was given for use, not wa-ste,

Enjoined to fly, with tempest, tide, and stars,

To keep his speed, nor evtr wait for man.

Time's use was doomed a pleasure, wa-^te a pain,

That man might feel his error if unseen.

And, feeling, fly to labour for his cure ;

Not blundering, split on idleness for ease.

We push time from us, and we wish him back
;

Life we think long and short ; deuth seek and shun.

Oh the dark days of vanity ! while

Here, how tasteless! and how terrible when gone

!

Gone ? they ne'er go ; when past, they haunt us

still

:

The spirit walks of every day deceased,

And smiles an angel, or a fury frowns.

Nor death nor life delight us. If time past.

And time possessed, both pain us, what can please ?

That which the Deity to please ordained,

Time used. The nlan who consecrates his hours

By vigorous effort, and an honest aim.

At once he draws the sting of life and death

:

He walks with nature, and her paths are peace.

*Tis greatly wise to talk with our past hours,

And ask them what rejiort they bore to heaven,

And how they might have borne more welcome news.

Their answers form what men experience call ;

If wisdom's friend her best, if not, worst foe.

All-sensual man, because untouched, unseen,

He looks on time as nothing. Nothing else

Is truly man*H ; 'tis fortune's. I'ime's a god.

Hast thou no'er heard of Time's omnipotence ?

For, or against, what wonders can lie do !

And will : to stand blank neuter he disdains.

Not on those terms was time (heaven's stranger !) sent

On his important embassy to man.

Lorenzo I no : on the long destined hour,

From everlasting ages growing ri[>e.

That memorable hour of wondrous birth,

When the iJread ^ire, on emanation bent,

And big with nature, rising in his might.

Called forth creation (for then time was bom)
By (iudhead streaming through a thousand worlds ;

Not on those tenns, from the great days of heaven.

From old eternity's mysterious orb

Was time cut oti", and cast beneath the skies ;

The skies, which watch him in his new abode,

Mea'*uring his motions by revolving spheres.

That horologe machinery divine.

Hours, days, and months, and years, his children play.

Like numerous wings, around him, as he flies j

Or rather, as unequal plumes, they shape

His ample pinions, swift as darted flame.

To gain his goal, to reach his ancient rest,

.\nd join anew eternity, his sire :

Li his immutability to nest.

When worlds that count his circles now, unhinged,

(Fate the loud signal sounding) headlong rush

To timeless night and chaos, whence they rose.

But why on time so lavish is my song

:

On this great theme kind Nature keeps a school

To teach her sons herself. Kach niglit we die

—

Each mom are bom anew ; each day a life

;

And shall we kill each day ? If trifling kills,

Sure vice must butcher. what heaps of slain

Cry out for vengeance on us ! time destroyed

Is suicide, where more than blood is spilt.

Throw years away ?

Throw empires, and be blameless : moments seize

;

Ileaven'-s on their wing: a moment we may wish,

When worlds want wealth to buy. Rid day standstill,

Itid liim drive back his car and re-impart

The period past, re-give the given hour,

liorenzo ! more than niira<'les we want.

Lorenco ! for yesterdays to come 1

[77(6 Man whose Thoughts are not oftliis TTorW.]

Some angel ^uide my pencil, while I draw.

What nothing less than angel can exceed,

A man on earth devoted to the skies

;

Like ships in seas, while in, above the world.

With a-*pect mild, and elevated eye,

Huliold him seated on a mount serene,

Above the fogs of sense, and passion's storm
;

All the black cares and tumults of this life,

Like harmless thunders, breaking at his feet,

Kxcite his pity, not impair his peace.

F.arth's genuine sons, the sceptred and the slave,

A mingled mob! a wandering herd! he sees,

Bewildered in the vale ; in all unlike!

WU full reverse in all ! what higher praise ?

What stronger demonstration of the right?

The ])resent all their care, the future his.

When public welfare calls, or private want.

They give to Fame; his bounty he conceals.

Their virtues varnish Nature, his exalt.

Mankinil's esteem they court, and he his own.
Theirs the wild chase of false felicities;

UU the ciunposed possession of the true.

Alike thniughout is his consistent peace,

All of one colour, and an even thread ;

While party-coloured shreds of happiness.

With hideous gaps between, patch up for them
A madman's robe ; each puff of Fortune blows
The tatters by, and sho^vs their nakedness.

He sees with other eyes than theirs : where they
Rehold a sun, he spies a Deity.

What makes them only smile, makes him adore.

Where they see mountains, he but atoms sees.

An empire in his balance weighs a grain.

10
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Tiicy things terrestrial worship as divine;

His hopes, imnuTtal, blow them by as dust

That iliins his si^'ht, and shortens his survey,

Wliich lonp^, in intinile, to lose all bouml.
Titles and honours (if they prove his fate)

He l;iys aside to find his dignity ;

No dijrnity they find in au^ht besides.

They triumph in externals (which conceal

Man's real glory), proud of an eclipse:

Himself too much he prizes to be ya'oud,

And nothing thinks so great in m;in as man.
Too dear he liolds his interest to neglect

Another's welfare, or his right invade:

Their interest, like a lion, lives on prey.

They kindle at the shadow of a wrong

;

M'rong he sustains with temper, looks on heaven,
Nor stoops to think his injurer his foe.

Nought but what wounds his virtue wounds his peace.

A covered heart their character defends

;

A covered heart denies him half his praise.

With nakedness his innocence agrees,

While their broad foliage testifies their fall.

Their no-joys end where his full feast begins

;

His joys create, theii-s murder future bliss.

To triumph in existence his alone
;

And his alone triumphantly to think
His true existence is not yet begun.
His glorious course was yesterday complete ;

Death then was welcome, yet life sliU is sweet.

[Proa'asthiaiion.'\

Be wise to-day ; 'tis madness to defer

:

Next day the fatal precedent will plead ;

Thus on, till wisdom is pushed out of life.

Procrastination is the thief of time ;

Year after year it steals, till all are fled,

And to the mercies of a moment leaves

The vast concerns of an eternal scene.

If not so frequent, would not this be strange?
That 'tis so frequent, this is stranger still.

Of man's miraculous mistakes, this bears
The palm, * That all men are about to live,'

For ever on the brink of being born :

All pay themselves the compliment to think
They one day shall not drivel, and their pride
On this reversion takes up ready praise ;

At least their o\vn ; their future selves applaud
;

How excellent that life they ne'er will lead !

Time lodged in their own hjinds is Folly's vaila

;

That lodged in Fate's to wisdom they consign
;

The thing they can't but purpose, they postpone.
*Tis not in folly not to scorn a fool,

And scarce in human wisdom to do more.
All promise is poor dilatory man,
And that through every stage. When young, indeed,
In full content we sometimes noblv rest,

Unanxious for ourselves, and only wish,
As duteous sons, our fathers were more wise.

At thirty man suspects himself a fool ;

Knows it at forty, and reforms his plan;
At fifty chides his infamous delav.
Pushes his prudent purpose to resolve

;

In all the magnanimity of thought
Resolves, and re-resolves; then dies the same.
And why I because he thinks himself immortal.

All men think all men mortal but themselves
;

Themselves, when some alarming shock of fate
Strikes through their wounded hearts the sudden dread:
But their hearts wounded, like the wounded air.

Soon close ; where past the shaft no trace is found,
As from the wing no scar the sky retains,

The parted wave no furrow from the keel,
So dies in human hearts the thought of death :

E'en with the tender tear which nature sheds
O'er those we love, we drop it in their grave.

{^Fivm the Lore of Fame]

Not all on books their criticism waste;
The genius of a dish some justly taste,

And eat their way to fame ! with anxious thought
The salmon is refused, the turbot bought.

Impatient Art rebukes the sun's delay,

And bids December yield the fruits of May.
Their various cares in one great point combine
The business of their lives, that is, to dine

;

Half of their precious day they give the feaat,

And to a kind digestion spare the rest.

Apicius here, the taster of the town,

Feeds twice a-week, to settle their renown.
These worthies of the palate guard with care

The sacred nnnals of their bills of fare
;

In those choice books their panegyrics read,

And scorn the creatures that for hunger feed;

If man. bv feeding well, commences great,

Much more the worm, to whom that man is meat.

P.elu8 with solid glory will be crowned
;

He buys no phantom, no vain empty sound.

But builds himself a name; and to be great,

Sinks in a quarry an immense estate
;

In cost and grandeur Chandos he'll outdo;
And, Burlington, thy taste is not so true;

The pile is finished, every toil is past,

And full perfection is arrived at last

;

'^^'hen lo ! my lord to some small corner runs,

And leaves state-rooms to strangers and to duns.
The man who builds, and wants wherewith to pay,

Provides a home, from which to run away.
In Britain what is many a lordly seat,

But a discharge in full for an estate ?

Some for renown on scraps of learning dote.

And think they grow immortal as they quote.

To patch-work learned quotations are allied ;

Both strive to make our poverty our pride.

I.et high birth triumph ! what can be more great ?

Nothing—but merit in a low estate.

To Virtue's humblest son let none prefer

Vice, though descended from the Conqueror.
Shall men, like figures, pass for high or base,

Slight or important only by their place ?

Titles are marks of honest men, and wise
;

The fool or knave that wears a title, lies.

They that on glorious ancestors enlarge.

Produce their debt instead of their discharge.

[The Emptiticsa 0/ Jiichcs.'}

Can gold calm passion, or make reason shine?
Can we dig peace or wisdom from the mine?
Wisdom to gold prefer, for 'tis much less

To mak*^' our fortune than our happiness

:

That happiness which great ones often see,

With rage and wonder, in a low degree.

Themselves unblessed. The poor are only poor.
But what are they who droop amid their store ?

Nothing is meaner than a wretch of state.

The happy only are the truly great.

Peasants enjoy like appetites with kings,

And those best satisfied with cheapest things.
Could both our Indies buy but one new sense,

Our envy would be due to large expense

;

Since not, those pomps which to the great belon",
Are but poor arts to mark them from the thron"'.
See how they beg an alms of Flattery

:

They languish! oh, support them with a lie!

A decent competence we fully taste

;

It strikes our sense, and gives a constant feast;

11
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More we perceive hy dint of thought alone
;

The rich must labour to possess their own,

To fi-cl their frreat abundance, and request

Their humble friends to help them to be blest

;

To see their treasure, hear their glory told,

Aiid aid the wretched impotence of gold.

But some, great souls ! and touched with warmth
divine.

Give gold a price, and teach its beams to shine

;

All hoarded treasures they repute a load,

Nor think their wealth their own, till well bestowed.

Grand reservoirs of public happiness.

Through secret streams diffusively they bless.

And, while their bounties glide, concealed from view,

Relieve our wants, and spare our blushes too.

JAMES THOMSON.

Tlie publication of the Seasons was an important

era in tlie history of English poetry. So true and

beautiful are the descriptions in the poem, and so

entirely do tliey harmonise with those fresh feelings

and glowing impulses which all would wish to

cherish, tluit a love of nature seems to be synony-

mous with a love of Thomson. It is difficult to con-

ceive a person of education in this country, imbued

James Thomson.

with an admiration of rural or woodland scenery,

not entertaining a strong affection and regard for

that delightful poet, who has painted their charms

with so much fidelity and entlmsiasm. The same

features of blandness and benevolence, of simplicity

of design and beauty of form and colour, wliicli we

recognise as distinguishing traits of the natural

landscape, are seen in the pages of Tlionison, con-

veyed by his artless mind as faithfully as the

lights and shades on the face of creation. No criti-

cism or change of style has, therefore, affected his

popularity. We may smile at sometimes meeting

with a heavy monotonovis period, a fiUse ornament,

or tumid expression, the result of an indolent mind

working itself up to a great effort, and we may wisli

the subjects of his description were sometimes more

select and dignified ; but this drawback does not

affect our permanent regard or genera! feeling ;
our

first love remains unaltered ; and Thomson is still

the poet with whom some of our best and purest

associations arc indissolubly joined. In the Seasons

we have a poetical subject poetically treated—filled

to overflowing with the richest materials of poetry,

and the emanations of benevolence. In the Castle

of Indolence we have the concentration or essence

of those materials applied to a subject less poetical,

hut still affording room for luxuriant fancy, the
most exquisite art, and still greater melody of

numbers.
Jamks Thomson was born at Ednam, near Kelso,

county of Roxburgh, on the 1 1 th of September, 1 700.

His fatlier, who -Kas then minister of the parish of

Ednam, removed a few years afterwards to that of

Southdean in the same county, a primitive and
retired district situated among the lower slopes of

the Chevnots. Here the young poet spent his boyish

years. The gift of poesy came early, and some
lines written by him at the age of fourteen, show
how soon liis manner was formed :

—

Now I surveyed my native faculties,

And traced my actions to their teeming source

:

Now 1 explored the universal frame.

Gazed nature through, and with interior light

Conversed with angels and unbodied saints

That tread the courts of the Eternal King

!

Gladly 1 would declare in lofty strains

The power of Godhead to the sons of men,
liut thought is lost in its immensity:

Ini.agination wastes its strength in vain.

And fancy tires and turns within itself.

Struck with the amazing depths of Deity!

Ah ! my Lord God ! in vain a tender youth,

Unskilled in arts of deep philosophy.

Attempts to search the bulky mass of matter,

To trace the rules of motion, and pursue

The phantom Time, too subtle for his gra-sp

:

Yet may I from thy most apparent works

Fonu some idea of their wondrous Author.'

In his eighteenth year, Thomson was sent to Edin-

burgli college. His father died, and the poet pro-

ceeded to London to push his fortune. His college

friend Mallet procured him the situation of tutor to

the son of Lord Binning, and being shown some of

his descriptions of Winter,' advised him to connect

them into one reguLir poem. This was done, and
' Winter' was publislied in March 1726, the poet

having received only three guineas for the copy-

right. A second and a third edition appeared the

same year. "Sunmier' appeared in 1727. In 172S he

issued' proposals for publishing, by subscription, the

'Four Seasons;' the number of subscribers, at a

guinea each copy, was 387 ; but many took more
than one, and Pope (to whom Thomson had been

introduced by Mallet) took three copies. The
tragedy of Suphnuisha was next produced ; and in

17.'il tile poet aci oniiiiinicd the son of Sir Charles

Talbot, afterwards lord chancellor, in the capacity

of tutor or travelling companion, to the continent.

They visited France, Switzerland, and Italy, and it

is easy to conceive with what pleasure Tlionison

must have passed or sojourned among scenes which

he had often viewed in imagination. In Novenilier

of the same year the poet was at Rome, and no

doubt indulged the wish expressed in one of his

letters, 'to see the fields wliere Virgil gathered his

immortal honey, and tread the same ground where

men have thought and acted so greatly.' On his re-

turn next year lie publisheil his poem of Liberty, and

obtiiined the sinecure situation of Secretary of Hriefs

in the Court of Chancery, which he held till the

death of Lord Talbot, the chancellor. The succeed-

' Tills curious frapnent was first publiahed in 1841, in a life

of Thomsim by Mr Allan Cimninghom, prefixed to an iUus-

tratcd ejition of the * Seasons*
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ing chancellor bestowed tlie situation on anotlier,

Thomson not having, it is s;iiil, from characteristic

indolence, solicited a continiiiince of the olhce. He
again tried the stage, and produced Ayamemnun,
which was coMly received. Ktlwtird and Kkonoru
followed, and the poet's circiimstances were bright-

ened by a pension of I..100 a-vear. wliich he ob-
tained tlirough I.yttclton from the Prince of Wales.
He further received the appointment of Surveyor
General of the Leeward Lslunds, the duties of which
he was allowed to perform by deputy, and which
brought him L.300 per aniuun. He was now in

comparative oi)uIence, and his residence at Kew-
lane, near Richmond, was the scene of social enjoy-
ment and lettered case. Retirement and nature
became, he said, more and more his passion every
day. 'I have enlarged my rural domain,' he
writes to a friend : 'the two fields ne,\t to me, from
tlie first of which I have walled—no, no

—

paled in,

about as much as my garden consisted of before, so

that the walk runs round the hedge, where you
may figure me walking any time of the day, and
sometimes at night' His house appears to have

Thomson's Cottage.

been elegantly furnished : the sale catalogue of his

effects, which enunicratos tlie contents of every

room, prepared after his death, fills eight pages of

print, and his cdhir was stocked with wines and
Scotch ale. In this snug suburban retreat Thomson
now applied himself to finish the ' Castle of Indo-

lence,' on which he had been long engaged, and a

tragedy on the subject of Coriolanus. The poem
was pubhshed in May 1748. In August following,

he took a boat at Hammersmith to convey liim to

Kcw, after having walked from London. He caught

cold, was thrown into a fever, and, after a short ill-

ness, died (27th of August 1748). No poet was ever

more deeply lamented or more sincerely mourned.

Though born a poet, Thomson seems to have

advanced but slowly, and by reiterated efforts, to

refinement of taste. The natural fervour of the
man overpowered the rules of tlie scholar. The
first edition of tlie ' Seasons' differs materially from
the second, and the second still more from the third.

Kvery alteration was an improvement in delicacy of
thought and language, of which we may mention
one instance. In the scene betwi-xt Damon and
Musidora—'the solemnly-ridiculous bathing,' as
Campbell has justly termed it—the poet had origi-

nally introduced three damsels I Of propriety of
language consequent on these corrections, we may
cite an example iu a line from the episode of La-
viuia

—

And as he viewed her ardent o'er and o'er,

stood originally

And as he run her ardent o'er and o'er.

One of the finest and most picturesque similes in

the work was supplied by Pope, to whom Thomson
had given an interleaved copy of the edition of 1736.

The quotation will not be out of place here, as it is

honourable to the friendship of the brother poets,

and tends to show the importance of careful revision,

without which no excellence can be attained in

literature or the arts. How deeply must it be re-

gretted that Pope did not oftcner write in blank
verse ! In autumn, describing Lavinia, the lines of
Thomson were

—

Thoughtless of beauty, she was Beauty's self.

Recluse among the woods ; if city daraes

Will deign their faith : and thus she went, compelled
By strong necessity, with as serene

And pleased a look as Patience e'er put on.

To glean Palemon's fields.

Pope drew his pen through this description, and
supplied the following lines, which Thomson must
have been too much gratified with not to adopt
with pride and pleasure—and so they stand in all

the subsequent editions :

—

Thoughtless of beauty, she was Beauty's self,

Recluse among the close-embowering woods.

As in the hollow breast of Apennine,

Beneath the shelter of encircling hills

A myrtle rises, far from human eyes,

And breathes its balmy fragrance o'er the wild

;

So flourished blooming, and unseen by all.

The sweet I.avinia ; till at length compelled

By strong Necessity's supreme command.
With smiling patience in her looks, she went
To glean Palemon's fields.*

That the genius of Thomson was purifying and
working ort' its alloys up to the termination of his

existence, may be seen from the superiority in style

and diction of the 'C.astle of Indolence.' 'Between
the period of his composing the Seasons and the
Castle of Indolence,' says Mr Campbell, ' he wrote
several works which seem hardly to accord with the
improvement and maturity of his taste exhibited in

the latter production. To the Castle of Indolence
he brought not only the full nature, but the perfect

art of a poet. The materiiUs of that exquisite poem
are derived originally from Tasso ; but he was more
immediately indebted for them to the Faery Queen

:

and in meeting with the paternal spirit of Spenser,

he seems as if he were admitted more intimately

to the home of inspiration.' If the critic had gone

* The interleaved copy with Pope's and Thomson's altera-

tions is in the possession of the Rev. J. Mitford. See that

Rentleman's edition of Gray's works, vol. ii. p. 8, where other

instances are given. All Pope's corrections were adopted by
Thomson.
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over the alterations in the ' Seasons,' which Thomson

had been more or less engaged upon for about six-

teen years, he would have seen the gradual improve-

ment of his taste, as well as imagination. So far as

the art of the poet is concerned, the last corrected

edition is a new work. The power of Thomson,

however, lay not in his art, but in the exuberance of

his genius, which sometimes required to be dis-

ciplined and controlled. The poetic glow is spread

over all. He never slackens in his enthusiiism, nor

tires of pointing out the phenomena of nature which,

indolent as he was, he had surveyed under every

aspect, till he hail become familiar with all. Among
the mountains, vales, aud forests, he seems to realise

his own words

—

Man superior walks

Amid the glad creation, musing praise,

And looking lively gratitude.

But he looks also, as Johnson has finely observed,

' with the eye which nature bestows only on a poet

—the eye that distinguishes, in everything presented

to its view, whatever there is on which imagination

can delight to be detained, and with a mind tliat at

once comprehends the v.ast. and attends to the

minute.' lie looks also with a he.art that feels for

all mankind. His sympathies are universal. His

touching allusions to the condition of the poor and

suffering, to the hapless state of bird and beast in

winter; the description of the peasant perishing in

the snow, the Siberian exile, or the Arab pilgrims,

all are marked with th.at humanity and true feeling

which shows that the poet's virtues ' formed the

magic of his song.' Tlie genuine impulses under

which he wrote he lias expressed in one noble stanza

of the ' Castle of Indolence :'—

I care not, Fortune, what you me deny

;

"i'ou cannot rob me of free Nature's grace,

You cannot shut the windows of the sky,

Through which Aurora shows her brightening face
;

You cannot bar my constant feet to trace

The woods and lamis, by living stream, at eve :

Let health my nerves and finer fibres brace.

And I their toys to the great children leave

;

Of fancy, reason, virtue, nought can me bereave.

' Tlie love of nature,' says Coleridge, ' seems to have

led Thomson to a cheerful religion ; and a gloomy

religion to have led Cowper to a love of nature. The

one would carry his fellow-men along with Inm into

nature ; the other Hies to nature from his fellow-

men. In chastitv of diction, however, and the har-

mony of blank verse, Cowper leaves Thomson im-

measurably below him ;
yet, I still feel the latter to

have been the born poet.' The ardour and fulness

of Tliomson's descriptiims distinguish tliem fnmi

tliose of Cowper, who was naturally less enthusias-

tic, and who was restricted liy bis rcligioius teiicts,

and by his critical and classically formed taste. The

diction of the Seasons is at times pure and nmsical

;

it is too elevated and ambitious, however, for ordi-

nary themes, and where the poet descends to minute

description, or to humorous or satirical scenes (as

in the account of the chase and foxhunters' din-

ner in Autumn), the effect is grotesque and absurd.

Mr Campbell has happily said, that 'as long as

Thomson dwells in the pure contemplation of nature,

and appeals to the universal poetry of the human

breast, his redundant style comes to us as somethmg

venial and adventitious— it is the flowing vesture of

the Uruid ; and perhaps to the general experience,

is rather imposing; but when he returns to the

familiar narrations or courtesies of life, the same

diction ceases to seem the mantle of mspiration, and

only strikes us by its unwieldy difference from the

common costume of expression.' Cowper avoiiled

this want of keeping httwcun his style and his sub-

jects, adajitingone to the other with inimitable ease,

grace, and variety; yet only rising in one or two
instances to the higher flights of Thomson.

Ill l!<43, a I'uem to t/ie Meninn; of Mr Conqreve,

/nscrifieti to Iter Grttce Jlenriefia, iJuekess of Marl-

liorouyh, was reprinted for the Percy Society (under

the care of Mr Peter Cunningham) as a genuine

though un.acknowledged production of Thomson,
first publislied in 1729. We have no doubt of the

genuineness of this poem as the work of Thomson.
It possesses all the cliaracteristics of his style—its

exaggeration, entliusiasm, and the peculiar rhytlim

of his blank verse. The poet's praise of Congreve

is excessive, and must have been designed rather to

gratify the i)ucliess of Marlborough than to record

Thomson's own deliberate convictions. Jeremy
Collier would have started with amazement from

such a tribute as the following :

—

What art thou. Death ! by mankind poorly feared.

Yet period of their ills. On thy near shore

Trembling they stand, an<l see through dreaded mista

The eternal port, irresolute to leave

This various misery, these air-fed dreams

Which men call life and fame. Mistaken minds

!

'Tis reason's prime aspiring, greatly just

;

'Tis happiness supreme, to venture forth

In quest of nobler worlds ; to try the deeps

Of dark futurity, with heaven our guide.

The unerring Hand that led us safe through time:

That planted in the soul this powerful hope.

This infinite ambition of new life.

And endless joys, still rising, ever new.

These Congreve tastes, safe on the ethereal coast,

Joined to the numberless immortal quire

Of spirits blest. High-seated among these,

He sees the public fathers of mankind,

The greatly good, those universal minds,

Who drew the sword or planned the holy scheme.

For liberty and right ; to check the rage

Of blood-stained tyranny, and save a world.

Such, high-boni JIarlbro', be thy sire divine

Witli wonilcr named ; fair freedom's champion he,

By heaven approved, a conqueror without guilt ;

.4iid such on earth his friend, and joined on high

By deathless love, Godolphin's patriot worth.

Just to his country's fame, yet of her wealth

With honour frugal ; above interest great.

Hail men immortal! social virtues hail!

First heirs of praise! But I, with weak essay.

Wrong the superior theme ; while heavenly choirs.

In strains high warbled to celestial harps.

Resound your names ; and Oongrcve's added voice

In heaven exalts what he admired below.

With these he mixes, now no more to swerve

From reason's purest law ; no more to please,

Bonie by the torrent down a sensual age.

Pardon,' loved shade, that I with friendly blame,

Slight note thy error ; not to wrong thy worth,

(ir shaile thy memory (far from my soul

Be that biuse aim), but haply to deter.

From flattering the gross vulgar, future pens

Powerful like thine in every grace, and skilled

To win the listening soul with virtuous charms.

The gentle and benevolent nature of Thomson is

seen in this slight shade of censure, lie, too, tlat-

tercJ tlie ' gross inilgar,' but it was with adulation,

not licentiousness.

We subjoin a few of the detached pictures and

descriptions in the 'Seasons,' and part of the

' Castle of Indolence.'
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l^ShottxTS in Spring.}

Tlio north-oust sjiemls his rage ; he now, shut up
Within his iron cave, the effusive south
\Vanns the wide air, and o*er the void of heaven
Hrt'uthes the h\g clouds with vernal showers distent.

At first, a dusky wreath they seem to rise,

Scarce stainiiii:; eitlier, but by swift degrees,

In heaps on heaps the doubled vapour sails

Along the loaded sky, and, mingling deep,

Sits on the hnri/on rmnid, a setlk'd gloom ;

Not such as wintry storms on mortals shed,

Oppressing life ; but lovely, gentle, kind,

And full of every hope, of every joy,

The wish of nature, firadual sinks the breeze

Into a perfect calm, that not a breath
Is heard to quiver through the closing woods,

Or rustling turn the many-twinkling leaves

Of aspen tall. The uncurling floods, ditiused

In glassy breadth, seem, through delusive lapse,

Forgetful of their course. 'Tis silence all.

And pleasing expectation. Herds and flocks

Drop the dry sprig, and, mute-imploring, eye

The falling verdure. Hushed in short suspense,

The plumy people streak their wings with oil,

To throw the lucid moisture trickling off.

And wait the approaching sign, to strike afc once
Into the general choir. Even mountains, vales,

And forests, seem impatient to demand
The promised sweetness. Man superior walks
Amid the glad creation, musing praise.

And looking lively gratitude. At last.

The clouds consign their treasures to the fields,

And, softly shaking on the dimpled pool

Prelusive drops, let all their moisture flow

In large eft'usion o*er the freshened world.

The stealing shower is scarce to patter heard
By such as wander through the forest-walks,

Beneath the umbrageous multitude of leaves,

{^Birdt Pairing in Spring.}

To the deep woods
They haste away, all as their fancy leads.

Pleasure, or food, or secret safety, prompts

;

That nature's great command may be obeyed

:

Nor all the sweet sensations they perceive

Indulged in vain. Some to the holly hedge
Nestling repair, and to the thicket some

;

Some to the rude protection of the thorn

Commit their feeble offspring ; the cleft tree

Offers its kind concealment to a few,

Their food its insects, and its moss their nests :

Others apart, far in the grassy dale

Or roughening waste their humble texture weave

:

But most in woodland solitudes delight,

In unfrequented glooms or shaggy banks,

Steep, and divided by a babbling brook,

Whose murmurs soothe them all the live-long

day,

When by kind duty fixed. Among the roots

Of hazel pendent o'er the plaintive stream.

They frame the first foundation of their domes,

Dry sprigs of trees, in artful fabric laid.

And bound with clay together. Now 'tis nought

But restless hurry through the busy air,

Beat by unnumbered wings. The swallow sweeps

The slimy pool, to build his hanging house

Intent : and often from the careless back

Of herds and flocks a thousand tugging bills

Steal hair and wool ; and oft, when unobserved.

Pluck from the bam a straw ; till soft and warm,
Clean and complete, their habitation grows.

As thus the patient dam assiduous sits,

Not to be tempted from her tender task

Or by sharp hunger or by smooth delight,

Though the whole loosened spring around her
blows,

Her sympathising lover takes his stand
High on the opponent bank, and ceaseless sings
The tedious time away ; or else supplies
Her place a moment, while she sudden flits

To pick the scanty meal. The appointed time
With pious toil fulfilled, the callow young.
Warmed and expanded into perfect life,

Their brittle bondage break, and come to light;
A helpless family! demanding food
With constant clamour; what passions then,
What melting sentiments of kindly care.

On the new parent seize! away they fly

Aflectionate, and, undesiring, bear
The most delicious morsel to their young,
Which, equally distributed, again
The search begins. Even so a gentle pair.

By fortune sunk, but formed of generous mould.
And charmed with cares beyond the vulgar breast,

In some lone cot amid the distant woods,

Sustained alone by providential heaven,
rtft as they, weeping, eye their infant train.

Check their own appetites, and give thera all.

Nor toil alone they scorn ; exalting love,

By the great Father of the spring inspired.

Gives instant courage to the fearful race,

And to the simple art. With stealthy wing.

Should some rude foot their woody haunts molest,

Amid the neighbouring bush they silent drop,

And whirring thence, as if alarmed, deceive

The unfeeling schoolboy. Hence around the head
Of wandering swain the white-winged plover wheels

Her sounding flight, and then directly on,

In long excursion, skims the level lawn
To tempt him from her nest. The wild-duck

hence
O'er the rough moss, and o'er the trackless waste
The heath-hen flutters : pious fraud ! to lead
The hot-pursuing spaniel far astray,

[A Sweainer Moi'ning.^

With quickened step

Bro^vn night retires : young day pours in apace,

And opens all the lawny prospect wide.

The dripping rock, the mountain's misty top

Swell on the sight, and brighten with the dawn.

Blue, througli the dusk, the smoking currents shine ;

And from the bladed field the fearful hare

Limps awkward ; while along the forest glade

The wild-deer trip, and often turning gaze

At early passenger. Music awakes
The native voice of undissembled joy

;

And thick around the woodland hymns arise.

Roused by the cock, the soon-clad shepherd leaves

His mossy cottage, where with peace he dwells
;

And from the crowded fold, in order, drives

His flock, to taste the verdure of the morn.

[Summer Eveniiig,']

Low walks the sun, and broadens by degrees.

Just o'er the verge of day. The shifting clouds

Assembled gay, a richly gorgeous train,

In all their pomp attend his setting throne.

Air, earth, and ocean smile immense. And now,

Ai> if his weary chariot sought the bowers

Of Amphitrite, and her tending nymphs,
(So Grecian fable sung) he dips his orb

;

Now half immersed ; and now a golden curve

Gives one bright glance, then total disappears. * *

Confessed^from yonder slow-extinguished clouds.

All ether softening, sober evening takes

Her wonted station in the middle air ;

A thousand shadows at her beck. First this
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She sends on earth ; then that of deeper dye

Steals soft behind ; and then a deeper still,

In circle following circle, gathers round.

To close the face of things. A fresher gale

Begins to wave the wood, and stir the stream,

Sweeping with shadowy gust the fields of com :

While the quail clainuurs for his running mate.

Wide oVr the thistly lawn, as swells the breeze,

A whitening shower of vegetable down
Amusive floats. The kind impartial care

Of nature nought disdains : thoughtful to feed

Her lowest sons, and clothe the coming year.

From field to field the feathered seeds she wings.

His folded flock secure, the shepherd home
Hies merry-hearted ; and by turns relieves

The ruddy milkmaid of her brimming pail

;

The beauty whom perhaps his witless heart

—

Unknowing what the joy-mixed anguish moans

—

Sincerely loves, by that best language shown
Of cordial glances, and obliging deeds.

Onward they pass o'er many a panting height,

And valley sunk, and unfrequented ; where

At fall of eve the fairy people throng.

In various game and revelry, to pass

The summer night, as village stories tell.

But far about they wander from the grave

Of him whom his ungentle fortune urged

Against his own sad breast to lift the hand
Of impious violence. The lonely tower

Is also shunned ; whose mournful chambers hold—
So night-struck fancy dreams—the yelling ghost.

Among the crooked lanes, on every hedge.

The glowworm lights his gem ; and through the dark

A moving radiance twinkles. Evening yields

The world to night ; not in her winter robe

Of massy Stygian woof, but loose arrayed

In mantle dun. A faint erroneous ray.

Glanced from the imperfect surfaces of things.

Flings half an image on the straining eye;

While wavering woods, and villages, and streams,

And rocks, and mountain-tops, that long retained

The ascending gleam, are all one swimming scene,

Uncertain if beheld. Sudden to heaven
Thence weary vision turns ; where, leading soft

The silent hours of love, with purest ray

Sweet Venus shines ; and fmm her genial rise,

W'hen daylight sickens till it springs afresh,

Unrivalled reigns, the fairest lamp of night.

[^AufAimn Evening .S'cfTie.]

But see the fading many-coloured woods,

Shade deepening over shade, the country round
Imbrown ; a crowded umbrage dusk and dun,
Of ever)' hue, from wan declining green

To sooty dark, Tlicse now the lonesome muse,
Low whispering, lead into their leaf-strown walk**,

And give the seiison in its latest view.

Meantime, light shadowing all, a sober calm
Fleeces unbounded ether: whose least-wave

Stands trenmlous, uncertain where to turn

The gentle current : while illumined wide,

The dewy-skirted clou'ls imbibe the sun.

Ami through their lucid veil his softened force

Shed oVr the peaceful world. Then is tlie time.

For those whom virtue and whom nature charm,
To steal themselves from the degenerjite crowd.

And soar above this little scene of things :

To tread low-thoughted vice beneath their feet

;

To soothe the throbbing pjussions into peace;
And woo lone Quiet in her silent walks.

Thus solitary, and in pensive guise.

Oft let me wander o'er the russet mead.
And through the saddened grove, where scarce is

heard

One dying strain, to cheer the woodman's toil.

Haply some widowed songster pours his plaint.

Far, in faint warblings, through the tawny copse;

While congregated thrushes, linnets, larks,

And each wild throat, whose artless strains so late

Swelled all the music of the swarming shades.

Robbed of their tuneful souls, now shivering sit

On the dead tree, a dull despondent flock

:

With not a brightness waving o*er their plumes.

And nought save chattering discord in their note.

let not, aimed from some inhuman eye.

The gun the music of the coming year

Destroy ; and harmless, unsuspecting harm,
Lay the weak tribes a miserable prey

In mingled murder, fluttering on the ground I

The pale descending year, yet pleasing still,

A gentler mood inspires ; for now the leaf

Incessant rustles from the mournful grove;

Oft startling such as studious walk below.

And slowly circles through the waving air.

But should a quicker breeze amid the boughs
Sob, o'er the sky the leafy deluge streams

;

Till choked, and matted with the dreary shower.

The forest walks, at every rising gale,

Roll wide the withered waste, and whistle bleak.

Fled is the blasted verdure of the fields
;

And, shrunk into their beds, the flowery race

Their sunny robes resign. E'en what remained
Of stronger fruits falls from the naked tree ;

And woods, fields, gardens, orchards all around,

The desolated prospect thrills the soul. * *

The western sun withdraws the shortened day,

And humid evening, gliding o'er the sky.

In her chill progress, to the ground condensed
The vapour throws. Where creeping waters ooze.

Where marshes stagnate, and where rivers wind.
Cluster the rolling fogs, and swim ahuig

The dusky-mantled lawn. Meanwhile the moon,
Full-orbed, and breaking through the scattered

clouds,

Shows her broad visage in the crimsoned east.

Turned to the sun direct her spotted disk,

\\ here mountains rise, umbrageous dales descend,

And caverns deep as optic tube descries,

A smaller earth, gives us his blaze again,

Void of its Hame, and sheds a softer day.
Nnw through the passing clouds she seems to

stoop,

Now u]) the pure cerulean rides sublime.
Wide the pale deluge floats, and streaming mild
o'er the skied mountain to the shadowy vale,

Wliile rocks and floods reflect the quivering gleam

;

The whole air whitens with a boundless tide

Of silver radiance trembling round the world. * *

The lengthened night elapsed, the morning shines
Serene, in all her dewy beauty bright,

Unfolding fair the last autumnal day.
And now the mounting sun dispels the foj;

The rigid hoar-frost melts before his beam

;

And hung on every spray, on every blade
Of grass, the myriad dew-drops twinkle round.

[Episode o/XrtrJnia.]

The lovely young Lavinia once had friends
;

And Fortune smiled, deceitful, on her birth;

For, in her helpless years deprived of all,

(If every stay, save innocence and heaven.

She, with her widowed mother, feeble, old,

And poor, lived in a cottage, far retired

Among the windings of a woody vale
;

By solitude and tleep surrounding sliades,

But more by bashfvil modesty, concealed.

Toi^ether thus they shunned the cruel scorn

Which virtue, sunk to poverty, would meet
From giddy passion and low-mindcil pride;

Almost on Nature's common bounty fed ;
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Like the gay birds that eung them to repose.

Content, and careless of to-inori-ow'8 fare.

Her form wa-s fresher than the morning rose

When the dew wets its leaves ; unstained and pure,

As is the lily, or the mountain snow.

The modest virtues mingled in her eyes.

Still on the ground dejected, darting all

Their humid beams into the blooming flowers:

Or when the mournful tale her mother told.

Of what her faithless fortune promised once.

Thrilled in her thought, they, like the dewy star

Of evening, shone in tears. A native grace

Sat fair-proportioned on her polished limbs.

Veiled in a simple robe, their best attire.

Beyond the pomp of dress ; for loveliness

Needs not the foreign aid of ornament,

But is, when unadorned, adorned the most.

Thoughtless of beauty, she was beauty's self.

Recluse amid the close-embowering woods.
As in the hollow breast of Apennine,
Beneath the shelter of encircling hills,

A myrtle rises, far from human eye.

And breathes its balmy fragrance o*er the wild

;

So flourished blooming, and unseen by all.

The sweet Lavlnia ; till, at length, compelled
By strong Necessity's supreme command,
With smiling patience in her looks, she went
To glean Palemon's fields. The pride of swains

Palemon was, the generous, and the rich

;

Who led the rural life in all its joy

And elegance, such as Arcadian song

Transmits from ancient uncorrupted times;
MTien tyrant custom had not shackled man,
But free to follow nature was the mode.
He then, his fancy with autumnal scenes

Amusing, chanced beside his reaper-train

To walk, when poor Lavinia drew his eye;
Unconscious of her power, and turning quick
AVith unaffected blushes from his gaze

:

He saw her charming, but he saw not half

The charms her do^vncast modesty concealed.

That very moment love and chaste desire

Sprung in his bosom, to himself unknown ;

For still the world prevaile<l, and its dread laugh,

Which scarce the firm philosopher can scorn,

Should his heart own a gleaner in the field

:

And thus in secret to his soul he sighed

:

* What pity ! that so deligate a form,

By beauty kindled, where enlivening sense

And more than vulgar goodness seem to dwell,

Should be devoted to the rude embrace
Of some indecent clown ! She looks, methinks.
Of old Acasto*s line ; and to my mind
Recalls that patron of my happy life.

From whom my liberal fortune took its rise

;

Now to the dust gone down ; his houses, lands.

And once fair-spreading family, dissolved.

*Tis said that in some lone obscure retreat.

Urged by remembrance sad, and decent pride,

Far from those scenes which knew their better days,

His aged widow and his daughter live.

Whom yet my fruitless search could never find.

Romantic wish ! would this the daughter were !*

When, strict inquiring, from herself he found

She was the same, the daughter of his friend,

Of bountiful Acasto, who can speak

The mingled passions that surprised his heart,

And through his nerves in shivering transport ran ?

Then blazed his smothered flame, avowed, and bold;

And as he viewed her, ardent, o'er and o'er,

Love, gratitude, and pity, wept at once.

Confused and frightened at his sudden tears,

Her rising beauties flushed a higher bloom.

As thus Palemon, passionate and just,

Poured out the pious rapture of his soul.

* And art thou, then, Acasto's dear remains!

.slit', whnm my restless gratitude has souglit,

So long ill vain? Oh heavens! the very bame,
The suftened image of my noble friend,

Alive his every look, his every feature,

More elegantly touched. Sweeter than Spring I

Thou sole surviving blossom from the root

That nourished up my fortune! Say, ah where,
In what sequestered desert hast thou drawn
The kindest aspect of delighted Heaven ?

Into such beauty spread, and blown so fair;

Though poverty's cold wind, and crushing rain,

Beat keen and heavy on thy tender years ?

Oh let me now into a richer soil

Transplant thee safe ! where vernal suns and showers
Diffuse their warmest, largest influence

;

And of my garden be the pride and joy !

HI it befits thee, oh, it ill befits

Acixsto's daughter, his whose open stores,

Though vast, were little to his ample heart,

The father of a country, thus to pick

The very refuse of those har^'est -fields.

Which from his bounteous friendship I enjoy.

Then throw that shameful pittance from thy hand,
But ill applied to such a rugged task

;

The fields, the master, all, my fair, are thine

;

If to the various blessings which thy house
Has on me lavished, thou wilt add that bliss.

That dearest bliss, the power of blessing thee !'

Here ceased the youth : yet still his speaking eyo
Expressed the sacred triumph of his soul.

With conscious virtue, gratitude, and love,

Above the vulgar joy divinely raised.

Nor wanted he reply. Won by the charm
Of goodness irresistible, and all

In sweet disorder lost, she blushed consent.

The news immediate to her mother brought,

While, pierced with anxious thought, she pined away
The lonely moments for Lavinia's fate

;

Amazed, and scarce believing what she heard,

Joy seized her withered veins, and one bright gleam
Of setting life shone on her evening hours:

Not less enraptured than the happy pair;

Who flourished long in tender bliss, and reared

A numerous offspring, lovely like themselves,

And good, the grace of all the country round.

[A Winter Landscape.']

Through the hushed air the whitening shower descends,

At first thin-wavering, till at last the flakes

Fall broad and wide, and fast, dimming the day
With a continual flow. The cherished fields

Put on their winter robe of purest white :

'Tis brightness all, save where the new snow melts

Along the mazy current. Low the woods
Bow their hoar head ; and ere the languid sun

Faint from the west, emits his evening ray
;

Earth's universal face, deep hid, and chill,

Is one wide dazzling waste, that buries wide
The works of man. Drooping, the hibourcr-ox

Stands covered o'er with snow, and then demands
The fruit of all his toil. The fowls of heaven.

Tamed by the cruel season, crowtl around
The winnowing store, and claim the little boon
Which Providence assigns them. One alone,

The red-breast, sacred to the household gods.

Wisely regardful of the embroiling sky.

In joyless fields and thorny thickets, leaves

His shivering mates, and pays to trusted man
His annual visit. Half-afraid, he first

Against the window beats ; then, brisk, alights

On the warm hearth ; then hopping o'er the floor.

Eyes all the smiling family askance.

And pecks, and starts, and wonders where he is

:

Till more familiar grown, the table crumbs
Attract his slender feet. The foodless wilds
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Pour forth their brown inhabitants. The hare,

Though tinioroiiH of heart, and hard beset

By death in various foniis, dark «nares and dogs,

And more unpitying men, the garden seeks,

Urged on by fearless want. The bleating kine

Eye the bleak heaven, and next, the glistening earth,

With looks of dumb despair ; then, sad dispersed.

Dig for the withered herb through heaps of snotp. * •

As thus the snows arise, and foul and fierce

All winter drives along the darkened air,

In his own loose revolving fields the Siwain

Disastered stands ; sees other hills ascend,

Of unknown joyless brow, and other scenes,

Of horrid prospect, shag the trackless plain
;

Nor finds the river nor the forest, hid

Beneath the formless wild ; but wanders on
From hill to dale, still more and more astray,

Impatient flouncing through the drifted heaps.

Stung with the thoughts of home ; the thoughts of

home
Rush on his nerves, and call their vigour forth

In many a vain attempt. How sinks his soul !

What black despair, what horror, fills his heart !

When for the dusky spot which fancy feigned,

His tufted cottage rising through the snow,

He meets the roughness of the middle waste,

Far from the traek and blessed abode of man
;

While round him night resistless closes fast.

And every tempest howling o'er his head.

Renders the savage wilderness more wild.

Then throng the busy shapes into his mind.
Of covered pits, unfathomably deep,

A dire descent ! beyond the power of frost

;

Of faithless bogs ; of precipices huge
Smoothed up with snow ; and what is land unknown,
What water of the still unfrozen spring,

In the loose marsh or solitary lake.

Where the fresh fountain from the bottom boils.

These check his fearful steps, and down he sinks

Beneath the shelter of the shapeless drift,

Thinking o'er all the bitterness of death,

Mixed with the tender anguish nature shoots

Through the wrung bosom of the dying man.
His wife, his children, and his friends, unseen.

In vain for him the officious wife prepares

The fire fair blazing, and the vestment warm :

In vain his little children, peeping out
Into the mingling storm, demand their sire

With tears of artless innocence. Alas !

Nor wife nor children more shall he behold,
Nor friends, nor sacred home. On every nerve
The deadly winter seizes, shuts up sense,

And o'er his inmost vitals creeping cold.

Lays him along the snows a stitfened corse,

Stretched out, and bleaching on the northern blast.

[BeiievoletU Rijlict ions
y from * Winter.'']

Ah little think the gay licentious proud.
Whom pleasure, power, and affluence surround ;

They, who their thoughtless hours in giddy mirth,
And wanton, often cruel, riot waste

;

Ah little think they, while they danco alonn-,

How many feel, this very moment, death
And all the sad variety of pain.

How many sink in the devouring flood.

Or more devouring flame. How many bleed,
By shameful variance betwixt man and man.
How many pine in want and dungeon glooms;
Shut from the common air, and common use
Of their own limbs. How many drink the cup
Of baleful grief, or eat the bitter bread
Of misery. Sore pierced by wintry winds,
How many shrink into the sordid hut
Of cheerless poverty. How many shake
With all the fiercer tortures of the mind.

Unbounded passion, madness, guilt, remorse;

Whence tumbled headlong from the height of life,

They furnish matter for the tragic muse.
Even in the vale, where wisdom love.-* to dwell.

With friendship, peace, and contemplation joined,

How many, racked with honest passions, droop

In deep retired distress. How many stand

Around the deathbed of their dearest friends,

And point the parting anguish. Thought fond man
Of these, and all the thousand nameless ills,

That one incessant struggle-render life,

One scene of toil, of suffering, and of fate,

Vice in his high career would stand appalled.

And heedless rambling impulse learn to think;

The consious heart of charity would warm,
And her wide wish benevolence dilate ;

The social tear would rise, the social sigh

;

And into clear perfection, gradual bliss,

Refining still, the social passions work.

Hymn on the Seasons,

These, as they change, Almighty Father, these

Are but the varied God, The rolling year

Is full of thee. Forth in the pleasing Spring

Thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love.

Wide flush the fields ; the softening air is balm;
Echo the mountains round ; the forest smiles;

And every sense and every heart is joy.

Then comes thy glory in the Summer months.
With light and heat refulgent. Then thy sun
Shoots full perfection through the swelling year:
And oft thy voice in dreadful thunder speaks,

And oft at dawn, deep noon, or falling eve,

By brooks and groves in hollow-whispering gales.

Thy bounty shines in Autumn unconfined.

And spreads a common feast for all that lives.

In M'inter awful thou ! with clouds and stonns
Around thee thrown, tempest oVr tempest rolled,

Majestic darkness ! On the whirlwinil's wing
Hiding sublime, thou bidst the world a<lore.

And humblest nature with thy northeni blast.

Mysterious round ! what skill, what force divine,

Deep-felt, in these appear ! a simple train

Yet so delightful mixed, with such kind art.

Such beauty and beneficence combined
;

Shade unperceived, so softening into shade;

And all so forming a h'armonious whole.

That, as the}* still succeed, they ravish still.

But wandering oft, with rude unconseioun gaze,

Man marks not thee, marks not the mighty hand
That, ever busy, wheels the silent spheres

;

Works in the secret deep ; shoots steaming thence
The fair profusion that oVrspreads the spring;

Flings from the sun direct the flaming day

;

Feeds every creature ; hurls the tempest forth.

And, as on earth this grateful change revolves,

With transport touches all the springs of life.

Nature, attend! join, every living soul

Beneath the spivcious temple of the sky,

In adoration join ; and ardent raise

One general song! To Him, ye vocal gales.

Breathe soft, whose spirit in your freshness breathes.

Oh talk of Him in solitary glooms,

Where o*er the rock the scarcely waving pine

Fills the brown shade with a religious awe.

And ye, whose bolder note is heard afar,

AVho shake the astonished world, lift high to heaven
The impetuous song, and say from whom you rage.

His praise, ye brooks, attune, ye trembling rills;

And let me catch it as I muse along,

Ve headlong torrents, rapid and profound
;

Ye softer floods, that lead the humid maze
Along the vale ; and thou majestic main,
A secret world of wonders in thyself,

Sound His stupendous prai'^c, whose greater voice
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Or bids jou roar, or bUls your roaring fall.

So roll your incense, herbs, and fruity, and flowers,

In mingled clouds to Him, whose sun exalts,

Whose breatli perfumes you, and whose pencil paints.

Ye forests bend, ye han'ests wave to Uim
;

Hreathe your still song into the reaper's lieart,

As home he goes beneath the joyous moon.
Ye that keep watch in heaven, as earth asleep

Unconscious lies, effuse your mildest beams
;

Yo constellations, while your angels strike,

Amid the spangled sky, the silver lyre.

Great source of day ! blest image here below
Of thy Creator, ever pouring wide.

From world to world, the vital ocean round.

On nature write with every beam His praise.

The thunder rolls : be hushed the prostrate world,

While cloud to cloud returns the solemn hymn.
Bleat out afresh ye hills

;
ye mossy rocks

Retain the sound ; the broad responsive low,

Ye valleys, raise ; for the Great Shepherd reigns,

And his unsuticring kingdom yet will come.
Ye woodlands, all awake ; a boundless song
Burst from the groves ; and when the restless day,
Expiring, lays the warbliiig world asleep,

Sweetest of birds ! sweet Philomela, charm
The listening shades, and teach the night His praise.

Y'"e chief, for whom the whole creation smiles

;

At once the head, the heart, the tongue of all.

Crown the great hymn ! in swarming cities vast,

Assembled men to the deep organ join

The long resounding voice, oft breaking clear,

At solemn pauses, through the swelling base

;

And, as each mingling flame increases each,

In one united ardour rise to heaven.

Or if you rather choose the rural shade,

And find a fane in every sacred grove,

There let the shepherd's lute, the virgin's lay,

The prompting seraph, and the poet's lyre,

Still sing the God of seasons as they roll.

For me, when I forget the darling theme,
Whether the blossom blows, the Summer ray
Russets the plain, inspiring Autumn gleams.
Or Winter rises in the blackening east

—

Be my tongue mute, my fancy paint no more,
And, dead to joy, forget my heart to beat.

Should fate command me to the farthest verge

Of the green earth, to distant barbarous climes,

Rivers unkno'mi to song ; where first the sun
Gilds Indian mountains, or his setting beam
Flames on the Atlantic isles, 'tis nought to me

;

Since God is ever present, ever felt,

In the void waste as in the city full

;

And where He vital breathes, there must be joy.

M''hen even at last the solemn hour shall come,
And wing my mystic flight to future worlds,

I cheerful will obey ; there with new powers,

A\'ill rising wonders sing. I cannot go

M'here universal love not smiles around,
Sustaining all yon orbs, and all their suns;
From seeming evil still educing good,

And better thence again, and better still.

In infinite progression. But I lose

Myself in Him, in light ineffable ! •

Come, then, expressive silence, muse His praise.

[_The Caravan of Mecca."]

Breathed hot

From all the boundless furnace of the sky.

And the wide glittering waste of burning sand,

A suffocating wind the pilgrim smites

With instant death. Patient of thirst and toil,

Son of the desert ! e'en the camel feels,

Shot through his withered heart, the fiery blast.

Or from the black-red ether, bursting broad,

Sallies the sudden whirhnnd. Straight the sands

Commoved around, in gathering eddies play;
Nearer and nearer still they darkening come,
Till with the general all-involving stonn
Swept up, the whole continuous wilds arise

;

And by their noon-day fount dejected thrown,
Or sunk at night in sad disastrous sleep,

Beneath descending hills, the caravan
Is buried deep. In Cairo's crowded streets

The impatient merchant, wondering, waits in Taill>

And Mecca saddens at the long delay.

iTItc Sibe}-ian Exik.']

Our infant winter sinks

Divested of bis grandeur, should our eye
Astonished shoot into the frigid zone

;

Where for relentless months continual night
Holds o*er the glittering waste her starry reign.

There, through the prison of unbounded wilds,

Barred by the hand of nature from escape.

Wide roams the Russian exile. Nought around
Strikes his sad eye, but deserts lost in snow;
And hea\'j'-loaded groves ; and solid floods

Tliat stretch athwart the solitary waste
Their icy horrors to the frozen main ;

And cheerless towns far distant, never blessed

Save when its annual course the caravan
Bends to the golden coast of rich Cathay,

[Pe3tiknc€ at Carthagena,']

Wasteful, forth

Walks the dire power of pestilent disease.

A thousand hideous fiends her course attend,

Sick nature blasting, and to heartless wo
And feeble desolation casting down
The towering hopes and all the pride of man.
Such as of late at Carthagena quenched
The British fire. You, gallant Venion, saw
The miserable scene ;

you, pitying, saw
To infant weakness sunk the warrior's arm

;

Saw the deep racking pang, the ghastly form.

The lip pale quivering, and the beamless eye
No more with ardour bright

;
you heard the groans

Of agonising ships, from shore to shore
;

Heard, nightly plunged amid the sullen waves.

The frequent corse; while on each other fixed

In sad presage, the blank assistants seemed
Silent to ask whom Fate would nest demand.

IFrom tlie * Castle of Indolence,'']

O mortal man, who Hvest here by toil,

Do not complain of this thy hard estate

;

That like an emmet thou must ever moil.

Is a sad sentence of an ancient date
;

And, certes, there is for it reason great

;

For, though sometimes it makes thee weep and wail.

And curse thy star, and early drudge and late,

Withouten that would come a heavier bale,

Loose life, unruly passions, and diseases pale.

In lowly dale, fast by a river's side,

With woody hill o'er hill encompassed round,

A most enchanting wizard did abide.

Than whom a fiend more fell is nowhere found.
It was, I ween, a lovely spot of ground :

And there a season atween June and May,
Half pranked with spring, with summer half im-

browned,

A listless climate made, where, sooth to say,

No living wight could work, ne cared even for play.

Was nought around but images of rest

:

Sleep-soothing groves, and quiet lawns between
;

And flowery beds that slumberous influence kest,

From poppies breathed ; and beds of pleasant green,
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Where never yet was creeping creature seen.

Meantime unnumbered glitteringstrcainlets played,

And hurled everywhere their waters sheen ;

That, as they bickered through the sunny glade,

Though restless still themselves, a lulling murmur
made.

Joined to the prattle of the purling rills,

Were heard the lowing herds along the vale,

And flocks loud bleating from the diHtant hills.

Ami vacant shepherds piping in the dale:
And now and then sweet Philumel would wail.

Or stock-doves ^Ifiin aniicl the forest deep,
That drowsy rustled to the sighing gale ;

And still a coil the gra-sshopper did keep;
Yet all these sounds yblent inclined all to sleep.

Full in the passage of the vale above,

A sable, silent, solemn forest stood,

Where nought but shadowy forms was seen to move.
As Idlesse fancied in her dreaming mood:
And up the hills, on cither side, a wood
Of blackening piiic*, aye waviiig to ami fro,

Sent forth a sleepy horror through the blood
;

And where this valley winded out below.
The murmuring raain was heard, and scarcely heard,

to flow.

A pleasing land of drowsy-head it was,
Of dreams that wave before the half-shut eye

:

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass.

For ever flushing round a summer sky :

There eke the soft delights, that witchingly
Instil a wanton sweetness through the breast.

And the calm pleasures, always hovered !iigh
;

But whatever smacked of noyance or unrest.

Was far, far off expelled frorathis delicious nest.

The landskip such, inspiring perfect ease.

Where Indolence (for so the wizard hight)
Close hid his castle mid embowering trees,

That half shut out the beams of Phoebus bright.
And made a kind of checkered day and night.
Meanwhile, unceasing at the massy gate.
Beneath a spacious palm, the wicked wight
Was placed ; and to his lute, of cruel fate.

And labour harsh, complained, lamenting man's
estate.

Thither continual pilgrims crowded still,

From all the roads of earth that pass there by ;

For, as they chanced to breathe on neighbouring hill,

The freshness of this valley smote their eye.
And drew them ever and anon more nigh

;

Till clustering round the enchanter false they hung.
Ymolten with his syren melody

;

While o'er the enfeebling lute his hand he flung.
And to the trembling chords these tempting verses

sung

:

* Behold ! ye pilgrims of this earth, behold !

Sec all but man with unearned pleasure gay :

See her bright robes the butterfly unfuld.
Broke from her wintry tomb in prime of May

!

What youthful briJe can equal her array?
Who can with her for eiusy jileasure vie ?

From mead to mend with gentle wing to stray,
From flower to flower on balmy gales to fly.

Is all she has to do beneath tlie radiant sky.

Behold the merry minstrels of the mom.
The swarming songsters of the careless grove.
Ten thousand throats ! that from the fl<iweringthorn,

Hymn their good (lod, and carol sweet of love,

Such grateful kindly raptures them emove

:

They neither plough, nor sow ; ne, fit for fliiil,

E*er to the barn the nodding sheaves thev drove;
Yet theirs each harvest dancing in the gale,

I

Whatever crowns the hill, or smiles along the vale.

Outcast of nature, man! the wretched thrall

Of bitter dropping sweat, of sweltry pain,

(_»f cares that eat away thy heart with gJiU,

And of the vices, an inhuman train.

That all proceed from savage thirst of gain :

?'or when hiird-hearted Interest fir*t began
To poison earth, Astnea left the plain ;

Guile, violence, and murder, seized on man.
And, for soft milky streams, with bI<H>d the rivers ran !

Come, ye who still the cumbrous load of life

Push bard up hill ; but as the furthest steep

You trust to gain, and put an end to strife,

Down thunders back the stone with mighty sweep,

And hurls your labours to tlie valleys deep,

For ever vain ; c<ime, and, withoutcn fee,

1 in oblivion will your sorrows steep.

Your cares, yuur toils, will steep you in a sea

Of full delight : oh come, ye weary wights, to mel

With me, you need not rise at early dawn.

To pass the joyless day In various stounds

;

Or, louting low, on upstart fortune fawn,

And sell fair honour for some |raltry pounds
;

Or through the city take your dirty rounds,

To cheat, and dun, and lie, and visit pay.

Now flattering base, now giving secret wounds

:

Or prowl in human courts of law fur human prey,

In venal senate thieve, or rob on broad highway.

No cocks, with me, to rustic labour call,

From village on to village sounding clear:

To tardy swain no shrill-voiced nuitrons squall

;

No dogs, no babes, no wires, to stun jour ear;

No hanmicrs thump ; no horrid blacksmith fear;

No noisy tradesmen your sweet slumbers start,

With sounds that are a misery to hear:

But all is calm, as would delight the heart

Of Sybarite of old, all nature, and all art.

Here nought but candour reigns, iiululgent ea.se,

( iood-natured loun^ring, sauntering up and down:
They who are pleased themselves must always please:

On others* ways tiiey never squint a frown,

Nor heed what haps in hamlet or in town:
Thus, from the source of tender indolence,

With milky blood the heart is overflown.

Is soothed and sweetened by the social sense;

For interest, envy, pride, and strife, are banished hence.

What, what is virtue, but repose of mind,
A pure ethereal calm, that knows no storm

;

Above the reach of wild ambition's wind.

Above the passions that tliis world deform.

And torture man, a proud malignant wi^rm ?

But here, instead, soft gales of ]>assion play,

And gently stir the heart, thereby to fonn
A quicker sense of joy ; as breezes stray

Across the enlivened skies, and make them still more
gay.

The best of men have ever loved repose;

They hate to mingle in the filthy fray ;

Where the soul sours, and gradual rancour grows,

Imbittered more from peevish day to day.

Kven those whom Fame ha,s lent her fairest ray.

The most renowned of worthy wights of yore.

From a base world at la'^t have stolen away :

So Scipio, to the soft Cunnran shore

Retiring, tasted joy he never knew before.

But if a little exercise you choose.

Some zest for ease, 'tis not forbidden here.

Amid the groves you may indulge the muse.

Or tend the blooms, and deck the venial year;

Or softly stealing, with your watery gear.

Along the brook, the criinson-spottcl fry

Vou may drluile; the whilst, nniu!«<'(l. you hear

Now the hoai-se stream, and now the 7e]diyr's sigh,

Attuned to the birds, and woodland melodv.
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Oh, grievous folly ! to heap up estate,

Losing the days you see hoiieath tlie sun
;

Whfn, sudden, comes blind unrelenting fate.

And gives the untivsted portion you have won,
With ruthless toil, and numy a wretch undvinc,

To those who mock you gone to Pluto's reign.

There with sad ghosts to pine, and shadows dun

;

But sure it is of vanities most vain,

To toil for what you here uutolliug may obtain.*

He ceased. But still their trembling ears retained

The deep vibrations of his 'witching song;
That, by a kind of magic power, constrained

To enter in, peU-mell, the listening throng.

Heaps poured on heaps, and yet they slipped along.

In silent eaee ; as when beneath the beam
Of summer-moons, the distant woo<is among,
Or by some flood all silvered with the gleam,

The eoft-embodied fays thix)ugh airy portal stream.

* • »

Waked by the crowd, slow from his bench arose

A comely full-spread porter, swollen with sleep
;

His calm, broad, thoughtless aspect breathed repose

;

And in sweet torj>or he was plunged deep,

Ne could himself from ceaseless yawning keep;
While o'er his eyes the drowsy liquor ran.

Through which his halt-waked soul would faintly

peep.

Then taking his black staff, he called his man,
And roused himself as much as rouse himself he can.

The lad leaped lightly at his master's call.

He was, to weet, a little roguish page,

Save sleep and play who minded nought at all,

Like most the untaught striplings of his age.

This boy he kept each band to disengage,

Garters and buckles, task for him unfit,

But ill-becoming his grave personage,

And which his portly paunch would not permit,
So this same Umber page to all performed it.

Meantime the master-porter wide displayed

Great store of caps, of slippers, and of gowns;
Wherewith he those that entered in, arrayed
Loose, as the breeze that plays along the downs.
And waves the summer-woods when evening frowns.

Oh fair undress, best dress ! it checks no vein,

But every flowing limb iu pleasure dromis.
And heightens ease with grace. This done, right fain

Sir porter sat him down, and turned to sleep again.

* * #

Strait of these endless numbers, swanning round,
As thick as idle motes tn sunny ray,

Not one eftsoons in view was to be found.
But every man strolled off his own glad way,
Wide o'er this ample court's blank area,

With all the lodges that thereto pertained
;

No living creature could be seen to stray
;

While solitude and perfect silence reigned

;

So that to think you dreamt you almost was conatralned.

As when a shepherd of the Hebrid isles.

Placed far amid the melancholy main
(Whether it be lone fancy him beguiles,

Or that aerial beings sometimes deign
To stand embodied to our senses plain),

Sees on the naked hill, or valley low.

The whilst in ocean Phoebus dips his wain,
A vast assembly moving to and fro

;

Then all at once in air dissolves the wondrous show.

The doors, that knew no shrill alanuing bell,

Ne cursed knocker plied by villain's hand,
Self-opened into halls, where, who can tell

What elegance and grandeur wide expand.

The pride of Turkey and of Persia land ?

Soft (|uilts on quilts, on carpets carpets spread,
And couches stretched around in seemly band ;

And endless pillows rise to prop the head ;

So that each spacious room was one full-swelUng bed.

And everywhere huge covered tables stood,
M'ith wines high flavoured and rich viands crowned

;

Whatever sprightly juice or tasteful food
On the green bosom of this earth are found,
And all old ocean genders in his round

;

Some hand unseen these silently displayed,
Even undemauded by a sign or sound

;

You need but wish, and, instantly obeyed.
Fair ranged the dishes rose, and thick the glasses

played.

The rooms with costly tapestry were hung,
'\^*hore was inwoven many a gentle tale

;

Such as of old the rural poets sung.
Or of Arcadian or Sicilian vale :

Reclining lovers, in the lonely dale.

Poured forth at large the sweetly-tortured heart

;

Or, sighing tender passion, swelled the gale,

And taught charmed echo to resound their smart

;

While flocks, woods, streams, around, repose and peace
impart.

Those pleased the most, where, by a cunning hand,
Depainted was the patriarchal age

;

What time Dan Abraham left the Chaldee land,
And pastured on from verdant stage to stage,

Where fields and fountains fresh could best engage.
Toil was not then. Of nothing took they heed,
But with wild beasts the sylvan war to wage,
And o'er vast plains their herds and flocks to feed

;

Blest sons of nature they ! true golden age indeed !

Sometimes the pencil, in cool airy halls.

Bade the gay bloom of vernal landscapes rise,

Or autumn's varied shades imbroi^Ti the walls

;

Now the black tempest strikes the astonished eyes,

Now down the steep the flashing torrent flies

;

The trembling sun now plays o'er ocean blue,

And now rude mountains frown amid the skies

;

Whate'er Lorraine light-touched with softening hue,
Or savage Rosa dashed, or learned Poussin drew.

A certain music, never kno\vn before.

Here lulled the pensive melancholy mind,
Full easily obtained. Behoves no more.
But sidelong, to the gently-waving wind.
To lay the well-tuned instrument reclined

;

From which with airy flying fingers light,

Beyond each mortal touch the most refinetl.

The god of winds drew sounds of deep delight

;

Whence, with just cause, the harp of jEoIus it

hight.

Ah me ! what hand can touch the string so fine I

Who up the lofty diapason roll

Such sweet, such sad, such solemn airs divine,

Then let them down again into the soul ?

Now rising love they fanned ; now pleasing dole
They breathed, in tender musings, through the heart

;

And now a graver sacred strain they stole,

As when seraphic hands a hymn impart

:

Wild warbling nature all, above the reach of art!

Such the gay splendour, the luxurious state
Of Caliphs old, who on the Tigris' shore,

In mighty Bagdad, populous and great.

Held their bright court, where was of ladies store
;

And verse, love, music, still the garland wore

;

When sleep was coy, the bard in waiting there
Cheered the lone midnight with the muse's lore

;

Composing music bade his dreams be fair.

And music lent new gladness to the morning air.
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Near the pavilions where we slept, still ran

Soft tinkling streams, and dashing waters fell,

And sobbing breezes sighed, and ofl began

(So worked the wizard) wintry stonns to swell,

As heaven and earth they would together mell

;

At doors and windows threatening seemed to call

The demons of the tempest, growling fell.

Yet the least entrance found they none at all

;

Whgice sweeter grew our sleep, secure in massy hall.

And hither Morpheus sent his kindest dreams,

Raising a world of gayer tinct and grace ;

O'er which were shadowy cast Elysian gleams.

That played in waving lights, from place to place,

And shed a roseate smile on nature's face.

Not Titian's pencil e'er could so array.

So fierce with clouds, the pure ethereal space ;

Ne could it e'er such melting forms display.

As loose on flowery beds all languishingly lay.

No, fair illusionsi artful phantoms, no!

My muse will not attempt your fairy land ;

She has no colours that like you can glow;

To catch your vivid scenes too gross her hand.

But sure it is, was ne'er a subtler band

Than these same guileful angel-seeming spri^hts.

Who thus in dreams voluptuous, soft, and bland.

Poured all the Arabian heaven upon our nights.

And blessed them oft besides with more refined delights.

They were, in sooth, a most enchanting train,

Even feigning virtue ; skilful to unite

With evil good, and strew with pleasure pain.

But for those fiends whom blood and broils delight,

Who hurl the wretch, as if to hell outright,

Down, domi black gulfs, where sullen waters sleep ;

Or hold him clambering all the fearful night

On beetling clitl's, or pent in ruins deep

;

They, till due time should serve, were bid far hence

to keep.

Ye guardian spirits, to whom man is dear.

From these foul demons shield the midnight gloom ;

Angels of fancy and of love be near.

And o'er the blank of sleep difli'use a bloom ;

Evoke the sacred shades of Greece and Rome,
And let them virtue with a look impart

:

But chief, awhile, oh lend us from the tomb
Those long-lost friends for whom in love we smart.

And fill with pious awe and joy-mixt wo the heart.

Hide Britannia.

When Britain first at Heaven's command,
Arose from out the^azure main,

This was the charter of the land.

And guarilian angels sung the strain :

Rule Britannia, Britannia rules the waves !

Britons never shall be slaves.

The nations not so blest as thee.

Must in their turn to tyrants fall.

Whilst thou shalt flourish great and free,

The dread and envy of them all.

Rule Britannia, &c.

Still more majestic shalt thou rise.

More dreadful from each foreign stroke
;

As the loud blast that tears the skies,

Serves but to root thy native oak.

Rule Britannia, Sic.

Thee haughty tyrants ne'er shall tame

;

All their attempts to bend tlice down
Will but arouse thy generous flame.

And work their wo and thy renown.

Rule Britannia, &c.

To thee belongs the rural reign
;

Thy cities shall with commerce shine;

All shall be subject to the main.

And every shore it circles thine.

Rule Britannia, &c.

The muses, still with freedom found,

Shall to thy happy coast repair;

Blest isle, with matchless beauty crowned,

And manly hearts to guard the fair.

Rule Britannia, kc.

JOHN DTEB.

John Dyf.r, a picturesque and moral poet, was a
native of Wales, being born at Aberglasslyn, Car-

marthenshire, in 1700. His father was a solicitor,

and intended his son for the same profession. The
latter, however, had a taste for the fine arts, and
rambled over his native country, filling his mind
with a love of nature, and his portfolio with sketches

of her most Ixjautiful and striking objects. The
sister art of poetry also claimed his regani. and
during his excursions he wrote Grongar Hill, the

production on which his fame rests, and where it

rests securely. Dyer next made a tour to Italy, to

study painting. He does not seem to have excelled

as an artist, though he was an able sketclicr. On
his return in 1740, he published another jwem. The
Jiitiiis vf Rurne, in blank verse. One short passage,

often quoted, is conceived, as Johnson remarks,
' with the mind of a poet :'

—

The pilgrim oft

At dead of night, 'mid his orison, hears.

Aghast, the voice of time, disparting towers,

Tumbling all jirecipitate down dashed.

Rattling around, loud thundering to the moon.

Seeing, probiilily, that he had little chance of suc-

ceeding as an artist. Dyer entered the church, and
obtamed successively the livings of Calthrop, in Lei-

cestershire, of Conningsby, in Huntingdonshire, and
of Belchford ami Kirkby, in Lincolnshire. He pub-
lished in 1757 his longest poeticTl work. The Fleece,

devoted to

The care of sheep, the labours of the loom.

Tlie subject w.as not a happy one. How can a man
write poetically, as was remarked by Johnson, of

serges and druggets? One critic aslved Dodsley
how old the autlnir of ' The Fleece' was ; and learn-

ing that he was in advanced life, ' He will,' said the

critic, ' be buried in woollen.' The poet did not

long survive the publication, for he died next year,

on the 24th of July 1758. The poeticiJ pictures of

Dyer are happy miniatures of nature, correctly

drawn, beautifuily coloured, and grouped with the

taste of an artist. His moral reflections arise na-

turally out of his subject, and are never intrusive.

All bear evidence of a kind and gentle heart, and a
true poetical fancy.

Grongar EHU

Silent nymph, with curious eye,

Who, the [lurplc evening, lie

On the mountain's lonely van,

Beyond the noise of busy man ;

Painting fair the form of things.

While the yellow linnet sings

;

Or the tuneful nightingale

Charms the forest with her tale;

Come, with all thy various hues,

Come, and aid thy sister Muse ;

Now, while Phoebus, riding high.

Gives lustre to the land and sky !
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WILI-IAM HAMILTON.

WnxiAM IlAsnLToN of Ban^our, a Scottish pentlc-

man of educatiun, rank, and aecoinplislinK'ntfl, viis

born of an ancient family in Ayrshire in 1704. He
was the delit^lit of tliu fashionable oircWs of his

native country, and became early distinjijuislied for

his poeticid talents. In 174.5, struck, we may sup-

pose, ^vith the romance of the enterprise, Hamilton
joined the stand.ard of Prince Charles, and became
the 'volunteer Iaiu"eate' of tlie Jacobites, by cele-

brating the battle of Gladsmuir. On the discomfi-

ture of the party, Hamilton succeeded in cflecting

his escape to France ; but having' many friends and
admirers among the royalists at home, a ])ardon

was procured for the rebellious poet, and he was
soon restored to his native country and ins paternal

estate. He did not, however, live long to enjoy his

good fortune. His liealth had always been delicate,

and a pulmonary complaint forced him to seek the

warmer climate of the continent. He gradually

declined, and died at Lyons in 17.54.

Hamilton's first and best strains were dedicated

to lyricjil poetry. Before he was twenty, he had
assisted Allan Ramsay in his 'Tea-Table Miscellany.'

In 1748, some person, unknown to him, collected

and pul>lished his poems in Glasgow ; but the first

genuine and correct copy did not appear till after

the author's death, in 1760, when a collection was
made from his own manuscripts. The most attrac-

tive feature in his works is his pure EngUsh style,

and a somewhat ornate poetical diction. He had
more fancy than feeling, and in this respect his

amatory songs resemble those of the courtier poets

of Charles II. 's court. Nor was he more sincere, if

we may credit an anecdote related of him by Alex-

ander Tytler in his hfe of Henry Home, Lord Karnes.

One of the ladies whom Hamilton annoyed by his

perpetual compliments and solicitations, consulted

Home how she should get rid of the poet, who slie

was convinced had no serious object in view. The
philosopher advised her to dance with him, and show
him every mark of her kindness, as if she had re-

solved to favour his suit. Tlie lady adopt-ed the

counsel, and the success of the experiment was com-
plete. Hamilton wrote a serious poem, entitled Con-

templation, and a national one on the Thistle, wliich

is in blank verse :

—

How oft beneath
Its martial influence have Scotia's sons,

Through every age, with dauntless valour fought

On every hostile ground ! While o'er their breast,

Companion to the silver star, blest type

Of fame, unsullied and superior deed,
Distinguished onmnieiit ! this native plant

Surrounds the sainted cross, with costly row
Of gems emblazed, and flame of radiant gold,

A sacred mark, their glory and their pride I

Professor Richardson of Glasgow (wlio wrote a
critique on Hamilton in the * Lounger') quotes the

following as a favourable specimen of his poetical

powers :

—

In everlasting blushes seen.

Such Priiigle shines, of sprij^'btly mien
;

To her the power of love imparts.

Rich gift ! the .soft successful arts.

That best the lover's fire provoke.

The lively step, tlie mirthful joke,

The speaking glance, the amoruus wile,

The sportful laugh, the winning smile.

Ber soul awakauny cvct'j/ ffracCf

Is all abroad upon her fare ;

In bloom of youth still to survive.

All charms are there, and all alive.

Others of liis amatory strains are full of quaint
conceits and exaggerated expressions, without any
trace of real passion. His ballad of 77tr Braes of
Yarrow is by far the finest of his effusions : it has
real nature, tenderness, and pastoral simpUcity.

As the cause of the composition of Wordsworth's
three beautiful poems, * Yarrow Unvisited,' ' Yarrow
Visited,' and * Yarrow Revisited,' it has, moreover,

some external importance in the records of British

hterature. The poet of the lakes has copied some
of its lines and images.

The Braes of Yarrow.

A. Busk ye, busk ye, roy bonny bonny bride,

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow !

Busk ye, busk ye, my boimy bonny bride.

And think nae mair on the Braes of Yarrow,

i?. Where gat ye that bonny bonny bride !

Where gat ye that winsome marrow ?

A. I gat her where 1 darena well be seen,

Pouiug the birks on the Braes of Yarrow.

Weep not, weep not, ray bonny bonny bride.

Weep not, weep not, my winsome marrow I

Nor let thy heart lament to leave

Pouing the birks on the Braes of Yarrow.

B. Why does she weep, thy bonny bonny bride!
Why docs she weep, thy winsome marrow \

And why dare ye nae mair weil be seen,

Pouiug the birks on the Braes of Yarrow?

A, Lang maun she weep, lang maun she, maun she
weep,

Lang maun .she weep with dule and sorrow,

And lang maun I nae mair weil be seen

Pouing the birks on the Braes of Yarrow.

For she has tint her lover lover dear.

Her lover dear, the cause of sorrow,

And I hae slain the comelicst swain

That e'er poued birks on the Braes of Yarrow.

Why runs thy stream, Yarrow, Yarrow, red !

Why on thy braes heard the voice of sorrow

!

And why yon melancholions weeds
Hung on the bonny birks of Yarrow ?

What's vender floats on the rueful rueful fludet

What^s yonder floats* dule and sorrow I

'Tis he, the comely swain 1 slew .

Upon the doleful Braes of Yarrow.

Wash, oh wash his wounds his wounds in tears,

His wounds in tears with dule and sorrow.

And wrap his limbs in mourning weeds.

And lay him on the Braes of Yarrow.

Then build, then build, ye sisters slitters sad,

Ye sisters sad, his tomb with sorrow,

And weep around in waeful wise,

His helpless fate on the Braes of Yarrow.

Curse ye, curse ye, his useless useless shield,

My arm that wrought the deed of sorrow,

The fatal spear that pierced his breast.

His comely breast, on the Braes of Yarrow,

Did I not warn thee not to lue.

And warn from fight, but to my sorrow ;

O'er rashly bauld a stronger arm
Thou met'st, and fell on the Braes of Yarrow.

Sweet smells the birk, green grows, green grows the

grass,

Yellow on Yarrow hank the gowan,

Fair hangs the ai)ide frae the rock,

Sweet the wave of Yarrow flowan.
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Flaws Yurrow sweet? as sweet, as sweet flows Tweed,
As *n^cn its ^Tft*!', its gowun as yellow,

As >wcet smells uii ittf braes the birk,

The upi>le frae the rock as mellow.

Fair woj* thy love, fair fair indeed thy love,

In Howery bands thou hira didst fetter;

Though he was fair and weil beloved again,

Than me he never lued thee better.

Bu-*k ye, then busk, my bonny bonny bride,

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow,

Busk ye, and lue me on the banks of Tweed,

And think uae mair on the Braes of Yarrow.

C. How can I busk a bonny bonny bride.

How can I busk a winsome marrow,
How lue him on the banks of Tweed,

That slew my love on the Braes of Yarrow.

Yarrow fields ! may never never rain.

Nor dew thy tender blossoms cover.

For there was basely slain my love,

My love, as he had not been a lover.

The boy put on his robes, his robes of green.

His purple vest, *twas my ain sewing,

Ah ! wTctched me ! I little little kenned
He was in these to meet his ruin.

The boy took out his milk-white milk-white steed,

Unheedful of my dule and sorrow.

But e'er the to-fall of the night

He lay a corpse on the Braes of Yarrow.

Much I rejoiced that waeful waeful day

;

I sang, my voice the woods returning,

But lang ere night the spear was flown

That blew my love, and left me mourning,

"What can ray barbarous barbarous father do,

But with his cruel rage pursue me?
My lover's blood is on thy spear,

How canst thou, barbarous man, then woo mel

My happy sisters may be may be proud
;

With cruel and ungentle scoffin.

May bid me seek on Yarrow Braes

My lover nailed in his coffin.

My brother Douglas may upbraid, upbraid,

And strive with threatening words to move me,
My lover's blood is on thy spear.

How canst thou ever bid me love thee ?

Yes, yes, prepare the bed, the bed of love,

With bridal sheets my body cover.

Unbar, ye bridal maids, the door,

Let in the expected husband lover.

But who the expected husband husband is ?

His hands, methinks, are bathed in slaughter.

Ah me ! what ghastly spectre's yon.

Comes, in his pale shroud, bleeding after!

Pale as he is, here lay him lay him down,
lay his cold head on ray pillow;

Take aft' take afF these bridal weeds.

And crown ray careful head with willow.

Pale though thou art, yet best yet best beloved,

O could my warmth to life restore thee !

Ye*d lie all night between my breasts,

No youth lay ever there before thee.

Pale pale, indeed, lovely lovely youth.

Forgive, forgive so foul a slaughter.

And lie all night between my breasts.

No youth shall ever lie there after.

A. Return, return, mouniful mournful bride,

Return and dry thy useless sorrow

:

Thy lover heeds nought of thy sighs.

He lies a corpse on the Braes of Yarrow.

Sortff.

Ye shepherds of this pleasant vale,

Where Yarrow streams along,

Forsake your rural toils, and join

In my triumphant song.

She grants, she yields ; one heavenly smile
Atones her long delays,

One happy minute crowns the painB
Of many sutfering days.

Raise, raise the victor notes of joy.

These suffering days are o'er;

Love satiates now his boundless wish
From beauty's boundless store:

No doubtful hopes, no anxious fears,

This rising calm destroy
;

Now every prospect smiles around,
All opening into joy.

The sun with double lustre shone
That dear consenting hour.

Brightened each hill, and o'er each vale
New coloured every flower :

The gales their gentle sighs withheld.

No leaf was seen to move.
The hovering songsters round were mute.
And wonder hushed the grove.

The hills and dales no more resound
The lambkin's tender cry

;

Without one murmur Yarrow stole

In dimpling silence by :

All nature seemed in still repose

Her voice alone to hear.

That gently rolled the tuneful wave.
She spoke and blessed my ear.

Take, take whate'er of bliss or joy
You fondly fancy mine

;

Whate'er of joy or bliss I boast.

Love renders wholly thine

:

The woods struck up to the soft gale.

The leaves were seen to move,
The feathered choir resumed their voice,

And wonder tilled the grove

;

The hills and dales again resound
The lambkins' tender cry,

W'ith all his murmurs Yarrow trilled

The song of triumph by
;

Above, beneath, around, all on
Wa.s verdure, beauty, song;

I snatched her to my trembling breast,

All nature joyed along.

Ah, the poor shepherd's mournful fate.

When doomed to love and doomed to languish^
To bear the scornful fair one's hate,

Nor dare disclose his anguish I

Yet eager looks and dying sighs

My secret soul discover,

While rapture, trembling through mine eyes,
Reveals how much I love her.

The tender glance, the reddening cheek,
O'erspread with rising blushes,

A thousand various ways they speak
A thousand various wishes.

For, oh ! that form so heavenly fair,

Those languid eyes so sweetly smiling.
That artless blush and modest air.

So fatally beguiling ;
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broke college, Oxford. Misfurtunes in trade happened

to the elder Johnson, and Samuel was compelled

to leave the university witliout a degree. He was

Dr Johnson's Room in Pembroke College.

a short time usher in a school at Jlarket Bosworth

;

but marrying a widow. Mrs Porter (wliose age was

double his own), he set up a private academy near

his native city. He h.ad only three pupils, one of

whom was David Garrick. .\fter an unsuccess-

ful career of a year and a-half, .Jolinson went to

London, accompanied by Garrick. He now com-

menced author by profession, contributing essays,

reviews, &c, to the Gentleman's Magazine. In

1738 appeared liis London, a satire; in 174+ his

Li/e o/ Saviige ; in 1749 Thi- Viniilii of Hiimiin

Wuhei. an imitation of .Juvenal's tentli Satire, and

the tragedy of Irene; in 17.50-52 the Rambler, pub-

lishetl in numbers; in 1755 his Dictionary of the

English Language, which had engaged liiin above

seven years ; in 1758-60 tlie Lller, anotlier series of

enays : in 1759 Kasxrlax ; in 1775 the Journey to

tie Western Islands of Scotland; and in 1781 tlic

Lives of the Poets. The high church and Tory pre-

dilections of Johnson led him to embark on tlie

troubled sea of party politics, and he wrote some
Tigorous pamphlets in defence of the ministry and

against the claims of the Americans. His degree

of LI..D. was conferred upon him first by Trinity

college. Dublin, ami afterwards by the university

of Oxford. His majesty, in 17B2, settled upon him
an annuitv of £.W0 per annum. Johnson died on

the nth of Deoemlicr 17S4.

As an illustration of Johnson's character, and in-

cidentally of his pro.se stylo, we subjoin his cele-

brated letter to Lord Chesterfield. The courtly

nobleman had made great professions to the retired

scholar, but afterwards neglected him for some years.

When his '1 )iotionary' was on the eve of publica-

tion, Chesterfield (hoping the work might be dedi-

cated to him) attempted to concilia'c ini' iuithor by

writing two papers in the periodical called 'The
World,' in recommendation of the work. .Johnson

thought all was 'false and hollow,' and penned his

indign.int letter. He did Chesterfield injustice in

the affair, as from a collation of the facts and cir-

cumstances is now apparent ; but as a keen and

dignified expression of woimded pride and surly

independence, the composition is inimitable :

—

Fcbniary 7, 1753.

My I^ord— I have been lately iufomicd by the

proprietor of the ' World,' that two papers, in which

my * Dictionary' is recommended to the public, were

written by your lordship. To be so distinguished is

an honour, which, being very little accustomed to

favours from the great, 1 know not well bow to receive,

or in what terms to .acknowledge.

When, upon some sliglit encouragement, I first

visited your lordship, I was overpowered, like the rest

of mankind, by the enchantment of your address, and
could not forbear to wish that I might boast myself

le vainqucur du ^-ainqucur de la lerre;—that I might
obtain that regard for which I saw the world contend-

ing ; but I found my attendance so little encouraged,

that neither pride nor modesty would sutler me to

continue it. \Vlicn I ha<l once addressed your lord-

ship in public, I had exhausted all the art of pleas-

ing which a retired and uncoiirtly scholar can possess.

I had done all that I could ; and no man is well

pleased to h.ave his all neglected, be it ever so little.

Seven years, my lord, hare now passed since I

waited in your outward rooms, or was repulsed from

your door ; during which time I have been pushing

on my work through difficulties, of which it is useless

to complain, and have brought it at last to the verge

of publication, without one act of a'ssist.ance, one word

of encouragement, or one smile of favour. Such treat-

ment 1 did not expect, for I never had a patron before.

The shepherd in Virgil grew at last acquainted with

Love, and found him a native of the rocks.

Is not a patron, my lord, one who looks with un-

concern on a man struggling for life in the water, and,

when he has reached ground, encumbers him with

help? The notice which you have been pleased to

take of my labours, had it been early, had been kind
;

but it has been delayed till I am indilTercnt, and can-

not enjoy it ; till I am solitary, and cannot impart it

;

till 1 am known, and do not want it. I hope it is no

very cvnical asperity not to confess obligations where

no benefit has been received, or to be unwilling that

the public should consider me as owing that to a

patron which providence has enabled me to do for

myself.

Having carried on my work thus far with so little

obligation to any favourer of learning, 1 shall not be

disappointed though I should conclude it, if less be

possible, with less ; for I have been long wakened from

that dream of hope, in which I once boasted myself

with so much exultation, my lord—Your lordship's

most humble, most obedient servant

—

Sam. Johnson.

The poetry of Johnson forms but a small portion

of the history of his mind or of his works. His

imitations of Juvenal are, however, among the best

imitations of a classic author which we possess ; and
Gray has pronounced an opinion, that ' London (the

first' in time, and by far the inferior of the two) has

all the ease and all the spirit of an original.' Pope
also admired the composition. In Tfie Vanity oj

Human Wishes, Johnson departs more from liis ori-

ginal, and takes wider views of human nature, so-

ciety, and manners. His pictures of Wolsey and
Charles of Sweden have a strength and magnificence

that would do honour to Dryden, while the histori-

cal and philosophic paintings are contrasted by re-

flections on the cares, vicissitudes, and sorrows of

life, so profound, so true, and touching, that they

may justly be denominated 'mottoes of the heart.'

Sir Walter Scott has termed this poem ' a satire, the

deep and pathetic moralitj' of which has often ex-

tracted tears from those whose eyes wander dry over

piiges professedly sentimental.' Johnson was too

prone to indulge in dark and melancholy views of

human life ; yet those who have experienced its dis-

appointments and afflictions, must subscribe to the
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severe morality and pathos with which the contem-

plative poet

Expatiates free o'er all this scene of man.

The pecTiliarity of Juvenal, according to Johnson's

own definition, *is a mixture of gaiety and stateU-

nt'ss. (if pointed sentences and declamatory gramieur.'

lie )iad less retlection and less moral dignity than

his English imitator.

The other poetical pieces of Johnson are short and
occasional ; hut his beautiful Proloprue on the open-

ing of Drury Lane, and liis lines on the death of

Levett, are iu his best manner.

[From die Vanity ofHuman Wiskes,']

Let observation, with extensive view,

Survey mankind, from China to Peru

;

Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife,

And watch the busy scenes of crowded life ;

Then say how hope and fear, desire and hate,

O'erspread with snares the clouded maze of fate,

Where wavering man, betraje<i by venturous pride,

To tread the dreary paths without a guide

;

As treacherous phantoms in the mist delude,

Shuns fancied ills, or chases airy good.

How rarely reason guides the stubborn choice,

Rules the bold hand, or prompts the suppliant voice.

How nations sink, by darling schemes oppressed,

When vengeance listens to the fool's request.

Fate wings with every \vish the afflictive dart.

Each gift of nature, and each grace of art,

With fatal heat impetuous courage glows.

With fatal sweetness elocution flows,

Imi>eachraent stops the speaker's powerful breath,

And restless fire precipitates on death.

But scarce observed, the knowing and the bold,

Fall in the general massacre of gold
;

Wide-wasting pest ! that rages unconfined.

And crowds with crimes the records of mankind
;

For gold his sword the hireling ruftian draws.

For gold the hireling judge distorts the laws
;

Wealth heaped on wealth, nor truth nor safety buys.

The dangers gather as the treasures rise.

Let history tell where rival kings command,
And dubious title shakes the maddened land

;

When statutes glean the refuse of the sword.

How much more safe the vassal than the lord
;

Low skulks the hind beneath the rage of power,
And leaves the wealthy traitor in the Tower,
Untouched his cottage, and his slumbers sound,
Though confiscation's vultures hover round. * •

Unnumbered suppliants crowd preferment's gate,

Athirst for wealth, and burning to be great

;

Delusive fortune hears the incessant call.

They mount, they shine, evaporate, and falL

On every stage, the foes of peace attend,

Hate dogs their flight, and insult mocks their end.
Love ends with hope, the sinking statesman's door
Pours in the morning worshipper no more

;

For growing names the weekly scribbler lies,

To growing wealth the dedicator flies
;

From every room descends the painted face.

That hung the bright palladium of the place.

And smoked in kitchens, or in auctions sold,

To better features yields the frame of gold
;

For now no more we trace in every line

Heroic worth, benevolence divine ;

The form distorted justifies the fall,

And detestation rids the indignant wall.

But will not Britain hear the last appeal,

Sign her foes* doom, or guard her favourites* zeal ?

Through free<iom's sons no more remonstrance rings,

Degrading nobles and controlling kings;

Our supple tribes repress their patriot throats,

And ask no questions but the price of votes

;

With wLH'kly libels and septennial ale,

Their wisli is full lo riot and to rail.

In full-blown dignity, sec Wolsey stand,

Law in his voice, and fortune in his hand :

To him the church, the realm, their powers consign

;

Tliruugh him the rays of regal bounty shine;

Turned by his nod the stream of honour Howe,

His smile alone security bestows :

Still to new heights his restless wifhcs tower;

Claim leads to claim, and power advances power;
Till conquest unresisted ceased to please,

And rights submitted, left him none to seize.

At length his sovereign frowns—the train of state

Mark the keen glance, and watch the sign to hate:

Where'er he turns he meets a stranger's eye.

His suppliants scorn him, and his followers fly

;

Now drops at once the pride of awful state,

The golden canopy, the glittering plate.

The regal palace, the luxurious board,

The liveried army, and the menial lord.

With age, with cares, with maladies oitpressed,

He seeks the refuge of monastic rest.

Grief aids disease, remembered foIW stings,

And his last sighs reproach the faith of kings.

Speak thou, whose thoughts at humble peace repine^

Shall AVolsey's wealth, with Wolsey's end be thine!

Or liv'st thou now, with safer pride content,

The wisest Justice on the hanks of Trent?

For why did Wolsey near the steeps of fate,

On weak foundations raise the enormous weight?

Why, but to sink beneath misfortune's blow.

With louder ruin to the gulfs below.

What gave great Villiers to the assassin's knife,

And fixed disease on Harley's closing life?

What murdered Wentworth, and what exiled Hyde,
By kings protected, and to kings allied ?

What, but their wish indulged in courts to shine.

And power too great to keep, or to resign ! * *

The festal blazes, the triumphal show.

The ravished standard, and the captive foe,

The senate's thanks, the gazettes pompous tale.

With force resistless o*er the brave prevail.

Such bribes the rapid Greek o*er Asia whirled.

For such the steady Romans shook the world
;

For such in distant lands the Britons shine.

And stain with blood the Danube or the Rhine

;

Tliis power has praise, that virtue scarce can warm,
Till fame supplies the universal charm.
Yet reason frowns on war's unequal game,
Where wasted nations raise a single name.
And mortgaged states their grjindsires T\Teaths regret,

From age to age in overla:sting debt

;

Wreaths which at last the dear-bought right convey
To rust on medals, or on stones decay.

On what foundations stands the warrior's pride,

How just his hopes, let Swedish Charles decide;

A frame of adamant, a soul of fire.

No dangers fright him, and no labours tire ;

O'er love, o'er fear, extends his wide domain,
Unconquered lord of pleasure and of pain.

No joys to him pacific sceptres yield,

War sounds the trump, he rushes to the field ;

Behold surrounding kings their power combine,

And one capitulate, and one resign
;

Peace courts his hand, but spreads her charms in rain

;

' Think nothing gained,' he cries, * till nought remain^
On Moscow's walls till Gothic standards fly,

And all be mine beneath the polar sky.*

The march begins in military state.

And nations on his eye suspended wait

;

Stern famine guards the solitary coast,

And winter barricades the realms of frost;

He comes, nor want, nor cold, his course delay;
Hide, blushing glory, hide PuUowa's day

:
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The vanquished hero leaven his broken bands,

And shows his miseries in distant lands;

CondeiiUKMl a needy supplicant to wait,

While ladies interpose, and slaves debate.

Hut did not ehance at lonj^th her error mend?
ni<l no subverted empire mark his end i

l*id rival nionarehs give the fatal wound,
Or hostile millions ])ress him to the ground?
His fall was destined to a barren strand,

A petty fortress, and a dubious hand ;

lie left the name, at which the world grew pale,

To point a moral, or adorn a tale.*

All times their scenes of pompous woes afford,

From Persia's tyrant, to Uavaria's lord. •

In gay hi'stility and barbarous pride.

With half mankind embattled at his side,

Great Xerxes came to seize the certain prey,

And starves exhausted regions in his way
;

Attendant flattery counts his myriads o'er.

Till counted myriads soothe his pride no more;
Kresh praise is tried till madness fires the mind,
The waves he lashes, and encliains the wind

;

New powers are claimed, new powers are still

bestowed.

Till rude resistance lops the spreading god
;

The daring Greeks deride the martial show.
And heap their valleys with the gaudy foe ;

The insulted sea with humbler tliouglits he gains,

A single skitf to speed his flight remains
;

The encumbered oar scarce leaves the dreaded coa-^t

Through purple billows and a floating host. * *

Enlarge my life with multitude of days,

In health, and sickness, thus the suppliant prays;
Hides from himself his state, and shuns to know.
That life protracted, is protracted wo.

Time hovers oVr, impatient to destroy.

And shuts up all the passages ofjoy

:

In vain their gifts the bounteous seasons pour,

The fmit autumnal, and the vernal flower
;

With listless eyes the dotard views the store,

He views and wonders that they please no more;
Now pall the tasteless meats, and joyless wines.

And luxury with sighs her slave resigns.

Approach, ye minstrels, try the soothing strain,

Diffuse the tuneful lenitives of pain :

No sounds, alas ! would touch the impen-ious ear,

Though dancing mountains witnessed Orpheus near
;

* To show how admirably Johnson has imitated this part

of Juvonal, appljing to tlie modem hero, Charles XIT., what
the lloman satirist directed against Hannibal, we subjoin a
literal version of the words of Juvenal:— * AVeigh Hannibal-
how many ptiunds' weight will jou tintl in tlmt consimimate

(Teneral ? This ts the man whom Africa, washed by the

Moorish sea, and stretching to the warm Nile, cannot contain.

Again, in addition to Ethiopia, and other elephant-breeding

countries, Sjiain is added to his empire. He jump* over the

Pyrene*?s: in vain nature opjwsed to him the Alps with their

snows; he severed the rocks, and rent the mountains with
vinegar. Now he reaches Italy, yet he determines to go farther :

*' Nothing is dnne," says he, " unless with our Punic stilders we
break down their gates, and I plant my standard in the midst
of Saburra (street). O what a figure, and what a fine picture

he would mitke, the one-eyed general, carried by the Getulian

brute! AVHiat, after all, was the end of it? Alas for glory!

tbifi very man is routed, and tlies headlong into banishment,
and there the great and wonderfid commander gits like a poor
dei>endent at the palace door of a king, till it please the
Bithynian tyrant to awake. That life, which had so long
disturbed all human affairs, wiis brought to an end, not by
ewords, nor stones, nor darts, but by thnt redresser of Cannfe,
and avenger of the blood that had been shed—a ring.' Co,
madman ; hurry over the savage Alps, to please the school-

boys, and become their subject of declamation !"*

* It will be recollected that Hannibal, to prevent his falling

Into the hands of the Romans, swallowed poison, which he
carried in a ring on his finger.

Nor lute nor lyre his feeble j)()wers attend.

Nor sweeter music of a virtuous friend,

Hut everlasting dictates crowd his tongue,
Perversely grave, or positively wrong.
The still returning tale, and lingering je.st,

Peii>lex tlie fawning niece, and pampered guest.

While growing hopes scarce awe the gathering
sneer,

And scarce a legacy can bribe to hear;
The watchful guests still liint the last offence,

The daughter's petulance, the son's expense.
Improve his heady rage with treacherous skill,

And mould his p:issions till they make his will.

Unnumbered maladies his joints invade,
Lay siege to life, and press the dire blockade

;

But unextinguished avarice still remains,
And dreaded losses aggravate his pains

;

He turns, with anxious heart and crippled hands.
His bonds of debt, and mortgages of lands;
Or views his cotlers with suspicious eyes,

L'nlocks his gold, and counts it till he dies.

But grant the virtues of a temperate prime,
Rless with an age exempt from scorn or crime;
An age that melts with unperceived decay.
And glides in modest innocence away

;

Whose peaceful day benevolence endears,
Whose night congratulating conscience cheera

;

The general favourite as the general friend
;

Such age there is, and who shall wish its end ?

Yet even on this her load misfortune flings.

To press the weary minutes' flagging wings;
New sorrow rises as the day returns,

A sister sickens, or a daughter mounis.
Now kindred merit tills the sable bier,

Now lacerated friendship claims a tear.

Year chases year, decay pursues decay,
Still drops some joy from withering life away;
New forms arise, and diflerent views engage.
Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage,

Till pitying nature signs the last release.

And bids afflicted worth retire to peace.
But few there are whom hours like these await.

Who set unclouded in the gulfs of fate.

From Lydia's monarch should the search descend,
By Solon cautioned to regard his end.
In life's last scene what prodigies surprise.

Fears of the brave, and follies of the wise?
From Marlb'rough's eyes the streams of dotage flow,

And Swift expires a driveller and a show. * *

Where, then, shall hope and fear their objects
find?

Must dull suspense corrupt the stagnant mind ?

Must helpless man, in ignorance sedate.

Roll darkling down the torrent of his fate?
Must no dislike alarm, no wishes rise.

No cries invoke the mercies of the skies ?

Inquirer, cease
;
petitions yet remain,

\\''hich Heaven may hear, nor deem religion vain.
Still raise for good the supplicating voice.

But leave to Heaven the measure and t!ie choice.
Safe iu his power, whose eyes discern afar
The secret ambush of a specious prayer.
Implore his aid, in his decisions rest,

Secure whate'er he gives, he gives the best.

\et when the sense of sacred presence fires,

And strong devotion to the skies aspires,

Pour forth thy fervours for a healthful mind,
Obedient passions, and a will resigned

;

For love, which scarce collective man can fill

;

For patience, sovereign o'er transmuted ill
;

For faith, that, panting for a happier seat.

Counts death kind nature's signal of retreat

:

These goods for man the laws uf Heaven ordain.
These goods he gnints, who grants the power to gain

;

With these celestial wisdom calms the mind,
And makes the happiness she does not find.
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Prolo'jiu: spohn by Mr GarncJ:^ at the opaiing of Oie

Theatre in Drury Lane^ in 1747.

When Learning's triumph o*er her barbarous foes

First n'arcJ the stage, immortal Shak.>*pfarc rose
;

Each change of many-coloured life he drew,

Exhausted worlds, and then imagined new :

Existence saw him spurn her bounded reign,

And panting time toiled after him in vain :

His powerful strokes presiding truth impressed,

And unresisted passion stormed the breast.

Then Jonson came, instructed from the school.

To please in method, and invent by rule;

His studious patience and laborious art,

By regular approach essayed the heart:

Cold approbation gave the lingering bays,

For tiiose who durst not censure, scarce could praise.

A mortal bom, he met the general doom.
But left, like Egypt's kings, a lasting tomb.
The wits of Charles found easier ways to fame.

Nor wished for Jonson's art, or Shakspeare's flame
;

Themselves they studied, as they felt they writ,

Intrigue was plot, obscenity was wit.

Vice always found a sympathetic friend
;

They pleased their age, and did not aim to mend.
Yet bards like these aspired to lasting praise,

And proudly hoped to pimp in future days

:

Their cause was general, their supports were strong,

Their slaves were willing, and their reign was long

;

Till shame regained the post that sense betrayed,
And virtue called oblivion to her aid.

Then crushed by rules, and weakened as refined.

For j'ears the power of Tragedy declined:
From bard to bard the frigid caution crept,

Till declamation roared, whilst passion slept;

Yet still did virtue deign the stage to tread;
Philosophy remained, though nature fled.

But forced at length her ancient reign to quit,

She saw great Faustus lay the ghost of wit

:

Exulting folly hailed the joyful day,

And Pantomime and song confirmed her sway.
But who the coming changes can presage,

And mark the future periods of the stage ?

Perhaps, if skill could distant times explore.

New Behns, new D'Urfeys, yet remain in store

;

Perhaps, where Lear has raved, and Hamlet died,

On flving cars new sorcerers may ride
;

Perhaps (for who can guess the eflVcts of chance?)
Here Hunt may box, or Mahomet may dance.

Hard is his lot, that, here by fortune placed,

Must watch the wild vicissitudes of taste;

With every meteor of caprice must play,

And chase the new-blown bubble of the day.
Ah I let not censure term our fate our choice.

The stage but echoes back the public voice

;

The drama's laws the drama's patrons give.

For we that live to please, must please to live.

Then prompt no more the follies you decry,
As tyrants doom their tools of guilt to die;
*Tis yours this night to bid the reign commence
Of rescued nature and reviving sense;

To chase the charms of sound, the pomp of show,
For useful mirth and solitary wo,

Bid Scenic Virtue form the rising age.

And Truth difi"uso her radiance from the stage.

On the Death of Dr Robert Lci-eU—1782.

Condemned to hope's delusive mine,
As on we toil from day to day,

By sudden blasts, or slow decline,

Our social comforts drop away.

Well tried through many a varying year,

See Levett to the grave descend,

Officious, innocent, sincere.

Of every friendless name the friend.

Yet still he fills affection's eye,

Ubsrurely wise and coarsely kind
;

Nor, lettered arrogance, deny
Thy praise to merit unrefined.

When fainting nature called for aid,

And hovering death prepared the blow.

His vigorous remedy displayed

The power of art without the show.

In misery's darkest cavern kno«Ti,

His useful care wa-s ever nigh,

Where hopeless anguish poured his groan.

And lonely want retired to die.

No summons mocked by chill delay.

No petty gain disdained by pride;

The modest wants of every day
The toil of every day su]»pliud.

His virtues walked their narrow round,

Nor made a pause, nor left a void ;

And sure the Eternal Master found
The single talent well employed.

The busy day—the peaceful night,

Unfelt, uncounted, glided by
;

His frame was firm—his powers were bright,

Though now his eightieth year was nigh.

Then with no fiery throbbing pain.

No cold gradations of decay.

Death broke at once the vital chain,

And freed his soul the nearest way.

^^ILLIAM COLLINS,

None of our poets have lived more under the
*skiey influences' of ininginatinn than that exquisite

but ill-fated bard, Collins. His works are imbued
with a fine ethereal fancy and purity of taste ; and
thon<rh, like the poems of Gray, they an' small in

number and amount, they are rich in vivid imagery
and beautiful description. His history is brief but
painful. William Collins was the son of a respect-

able tradesman, a hatter, at Cliichester. where he
was born on Christmas d;iy, 1720. In his * Ode to

Pity,' -the poet alludes to liis 'native plains,' which
are bounded by the South Down hills, and to the

small river Aruii. one of the streams of Sussex, near
which Otway, also, was born.

But wherefore need I wander wide
To old Hissus' distant side?

Deserted stream and mute !

Wild Arun, too, has hearil thy strains.

And Eclio 'midst my native plains

Been soothed by Pity's lute,

Collins received a learned education, in which he
was aided by pecuniary assistance from bis uncle,

Colonel Martin, stationed with his regiment in

Flanders. While at Magdalen college, Oxford, he
published his Oriental Krhnjuca^ wliich, to the dis-

grace of the university and the literary public, were
wholly neglected. Meeting shortly afterwards with

some repulse or indignity at tlic university, he sud-

denly quitted Oxford, and repaired to London, full

of high hopes and magnificent schemes. His learn-

ing was extensive, but he wanted steadiness of pur-

pose and application. Two years afterwards, in

1746. he publislied his Odrx. whicli were purchased
by Millar the bookseller, but failed to attract at-

tention. Collins sunk under the disappointment^

and became still more indolent and dissipated. The
fine promise of his youth, his ardour and ambition,

melted away under this baneful and dejiressing in-

fluence. Once again, Iiowever. he strung his l^Te

with poetical enthusiasm. Thomson dieil in 1747:

Collins seems to have known and loved him, and he
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honoured his memory witli an Ode, which is cer-

tainly one of tlie finest elegiac productions in the

language. Among liis friends was also Home, tlie

author of ' Douglas,' to whom he addressed an

Ode, which was found nnfinislicd after his death,

on the Superstitions of the Hiijhhmds. He loved to

dwell on these dim and visionary objects, and the

compliment he pays to Tiisso, m.ay be applied

ecjually to himself

—

Prevailing poet, whose nndoubting mind
Believed the magic wonders which he sung.

At this period. Collins seems to have contemplated

a journey to Scotland—

The time shall come when I perhaps may tread

Your lowly glens o'erhung with spreading broom
;

Or o'er your stretching heaths by Fancy led ;

Or o'er your mountains creep in awful gloom !

Then will I dress once more the faded flower,

"Where Jonson sat in Drummond's chissic shade

;

Or crop from Teviotdale each lyric flower.

And raourn on Yarrow's banks where M'illy's laid.

In the midst of the poet's difficnltics and distresses,

his uncle dieil and left him X2000 ; 'a sum,' says

Johnson, ' which Cnllins could scarcely think ex-

haustible, and which he did not live to exhaust.'

He repaid Millar the bookseller the loss sustained

by the publication of his ' Odes ;' and buying up the

remaining copies, committed them all to tlio flames.

He became still more irregular in his habits, and
eank into a state of nervous imbecility. AU hope
and exertion had fled. Johnson met him one day,

carrying with him as he travelled an English Testa-

ment. ' I have but one book,' said Collins, ' but it

is the best' In his latter days he was tended by
his sister in Chichester; but it was necessary at one

time to confine him in a lun.atic asylum. He used,

when at liberty, to wander day and night among
the aisles and cloisters of Chichester cathedr.al, ac-

companying the music with loud sobs and moans.
Reath at length came to his relief, and in 17.56—at

the early age of thirty-six, ten years after the publi-

cation of his immortal works— his troubled and
melancholy career was terminated : it affords one

of the most touching examples of accomplished
youth and genius, linked to personal humiliation
and calamity, that throws its lights and shades on
our literary annals.

CoUins's Monument in Chichester Ciitht'dral.

Mr Southey has remarked, that, though utterly

neglected on their first appearance, the 'Odes' of

Collins, in the course of one generation, without any
adventitious aid to bring them into notice, were
acknowledged to be the best of their kind in the

language. ' Silently and imperceptibly they had
risen by their own buoyancy, and their power was
felt by every reader who had any true poetic feel-

ing.' This popularity seems still to be on the in-

crease, thougl\ the want of human interest and of

action in CoUins's poetry prevent its being gencriiUy

read. The ' Eclogues' are free from the occasional

obscurity and remoteness of conception that in part

pervade the ' Odes,' and they charm by their figu-

rative language and descriptions, tlie simplicity and
beauty of their dialogues and sentiments, and their

mnsiciU versification. The desert scene in Hassan,

the Camel Driver, is a finished picture—impressive

and even appalling in its reality. The Ode on the

Passions, and that on Evening, are the finest of

his lyrical works. The former is a niiignificent

gallery of allegorical p.aintings ; and the poetical

diction is equally rich with the conception. No
poet has made more use of metaphors and personi-

fication. He has individualised even metaphysical

pursuits, which he terms ' the shadowy tribes of

Jlind.' Pity is presented with ' eyes of dewy light'

—a felicitous epithet ; and Danger is described with
the boldness and distinctness of sculpture

—

Danger, whose limbs of giant mould
What mortal eye can fixed behold 1

Who stalks his round, a hideous form.

Howling amidst the midnight storm,

Or throws him on the ridgy steep

Of some loose hanging rock to sleep.

Eclogv£ II.—Hassan; or the Camel Driver.

Scene—The Desert Time—Mid-day.

In silent horror, o'er the boundless waste,

The driver Hassan with his camels past

;

One cruise of water on his back he bore,

And his light scrip contained a scanty store;

A fan of painted feathers in his hand,

To guard his shaded face from scorching sand.

The sultry sun had gained the middle sky,

.\nd not a tree and not a herb was nigh ;

The beasts with pain their dusty way pursue,

Shrill roared the winds, and dreary was the view

!

With desperate sorrow wild, the affrighted man
Thrice sighed, thrice struck his breast, and thus began
' Sad was the hour, and luckless was the day,

When first from Schiraz' walls I beut my way !'

Ah ! little thought I of the blasting wind,

The thirst or pinching hunger that I find

!

Bethink thee, Hassan ! where shiill thirst assuage,

When fails this cruise, his unrelenting rage?

Soon shall this scrip its precious load resign.

Then what but tears and hunger shall be thine ?

Ye mute companions of my toils, that bear

In all my griefs a more than equal share

!

Here, where no springs in murmurs break away.
Or moss-crowned fountains mitigate the day,

In vain ye hope the green delight to know,
Which plains more blessed or verdant vales bestow ;

Here rocks alone and tasteless sands are found,

And faint and sickly winds for ever howl around.
* Sad WHS the hour, and luckless was the day,
When first from Schiraz' walls I bent my way !*

Cursed be the gold and silver which persuade
Weak men to follow far fatiguing trade

!

The lily peace outshines the silver store.

And life is dearer than the golden ore

;

Yet money tempts us o'er the desert bro^vn.

To every distant mart and wealthy town.

Full oft we tempt the land, and oft the sea

;

And are we only yet repaid by thee

!
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Ah I why was ruin ho attractive made.
Or why foml inan so easily betrayed ?

Why heed we not, while mad wc haste along,

Tho fTf-iitlc voice of Peace, or Pleasure's song?

Or wherefore think the flowery mountain's side.

The fountain's murmurs, and the valley's pride;

Why think we these less pleasing to behold

Tiian dreary deserts, if they lead to gold *

'Sad was tlie hour, and luckless was the day,
Wheti first from Schir.iz' walls I bent my way!*
O cease, my fears! All frantic as 1 go,

When thought creates unnumbered scenes of wo,
What if the lion in his rage I meet!
Oft in the dust I view his printed feet

;

And fearful oft, when l>ay's declining li^ht

Yields hor pale en)pire to the luouriier Ni^'ht,

By hunger roused he scours the groaning plain,

Oaunt wolves and sullen tigers in his train ;

Before them Death with shrieks directs their way,
Fills the wild yell, and leads them to their prey.

*Sad was the hour, and luckless was the day,

When first from Schiraz* wnlls [ bent my way !'

At that dead hour the silent asp shall creep,

If aught of rest I find, upon my sleep ;

Or some swoln serpent twist his scales around,

And wake to anguish with a burning wound.
Thrice happy they, the wise contented poor,

From lust of wealth and dread of death secure!

They tempt no deserts, and no griefs they find ;

Peace rules the day where reason rules the mind.
* Sad was the hour, and luckless was the day.

When first from Schirax' wAlls I bent my way!'
hapless youth ! for she thy love hath won,

The tender Zara ! will be most undone.
Big swelled my heart, and owned the powerful maid,
\\'hen fast she dropped her tears, as thus she said :

* P'arewell the youth whom sighs could not detain,

M'hom Zara's breaking heart implored in vain

!

Yet as thou go'st, may every blast arise

Weak and unfelt as these rejected sighs

;

Safe o'er the wild no perils may'st thou see,

No griefs endure, nor weep, false youth ! like rae.*

*
! let me safely to the fair return.

Say with a kiss, she must not, shall not mourn
;

! let me teach my heart to lose its fears.

Recalled by Wisdom's voice and Zara's tears.*

He saiil, and called on Heaven to bless the day
When back to Schiraz' walls he bent his way.

Ode Written in the Year 1746.

How sleep the brave who sink to rest.

By all their country's wishes blest?

When Spring, with dewy fingers cold.

Returns to di'ck their hallowed mould,
She there shall dress a sweeter sod.

Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.

By fairy hamls their knell is rung,

By forms unseen their dirge is sung

;

There Honour comes, a pilgrim gray.

To bless the turf that wraps their clay,

And Freedom shall awhile repair.

To dwell a weeping hermit there.

Ode to Evaung,

If aught of oaten stop, or pn~stonil song.

May hope, chaste Kve, to soothe thy modest car,

Like thy own solemn sjirings,

Thy springs, and dying gales
;

Oh nymph reserved, while now the bright-haired sun

Sits in yon western tent, whose cloudy skirts,

^\'ith bredi' ethereal wove,

O'erhang his wavy bed :

Now air is hushed, save where the weak-eyed bat.

With short shrill shriek, flits by on leathern wing,

Or where the beetle winds
His small but sullen honi,

As oft he rises midst the twilight path,

Against the pilgrim borne in heedless hum :

Now teach me, maid composed,

To breathe some softened strain,

Whose numbers stealing through thy darkening Tale

May not unseemly with its stillness suit,

As, musing slow, I hail

Thy genial loved return !

For when thy folding-star arising shows
His paly circlet, at his warning lamp

The fragrant hours, and elves

Who slept in buds the day.

And many a nymph who wTcathes her brows with sedge,

And sheds the freshening dew, and lovelier still,

The pensive pleasures sweet

Prepare thy shado^vy car.

Then let me rove some wild and heathy scene,

Or find some ruin 'midst its dreary dells,

Whose walls more awful nod
By thy religious gleams.

Or if chill blustering winds, or driving rain.

Prevent my willing feet, be mine the hut
That from the mountain's side

Views wilds and swelling floods,

And hamlets broivn, and dim-discovered spires.

And hears their simple bell, and marks o'er all

Thy dewy fingers draw
The gradual dusky veil.

While Spring shall pour his ^bowers, as oft he wont.
And bathe thy breathing tresses, meekest Kve !

While Summer loves to sport

Beneath thy lingering liglit:

MTiile sallow autumn fills thy lap with leaves.

Or Winter yelling through the troublous air,

AtFrights thy shrinking train.

And rudely rends thy robes

:

So long, regardful of thy quiet rule,

Shall Fancy, Friendship, Science, smiling Peace,
Thy gentlest influence own.

And love thy favourite name !

Ode on the Passiom,

When Music, heavenly maid! was young,
While yet in early Cireece she sung,

The Passions oft, to hear her shell,

Thronged around her magic cell

;

Exulting, trembling, raging, fainting,

Possessed beyond the muse's painting;

By turns they felt the glowing mind
Disturbed, delighted, raised, refined

;

Till once, 'tis said, when all were fired,

Filled with fury, rapt, inspired.

From the supporting myrtles round,

They snatched her instruments of sound;
And aju they oft had heard apart

Sweet lessons of her forceful art,

Each, for madness ruled the hour,

Would prove his own expressive power.

First Fear his hand, its skill to try,

Amid the chords, bewildered laid;

And back recoiled, he knew not why,

Even at the sound himself had made.

Next Anger rushed, his eyes on fire

In lightnings owned his secret stings;

In one rude clash he struck the lyre,

And swept with hurried hand the strings.
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With woful ineu.suros wan Despair,

Low sullen Kounds his grief bejruiled;

A solemn, strange, and mingled air

;

Twas sad by fits, by starts 'twas wild.

But thou, oh Hope ! with eyes so fair,

What was thy delighted measure I

Still it whispered promised pleasure,

And bade the lovely scenes at distance hail.

Still would her touch the strain prolong

;

And from the rocks, the woods, the vale,

She called on Kcho still through all the song;
And where her sweetest theme she chose,

A soft re^onsive voice was heard at every close

;

And Hope enchanted smiled, and waved her golden
hair:

And longer had she sung, but with a frown
Revenge impatient rose

;

He threw his blood-stained sword in thunder down,
And, with a withering look.

The war-denouncing trumpet took,

And blew a blast so loud and dread.

Were ne'er prophetic sounds so full of wo

;

And ever and anon he beat
The double drum with furious heat

;

And though sometimes, each dreary pause between,
Dejected Pity at his side

Her soul-subduing voice applied,

Yet still he kept his wild unaltered mien,
While each strained ball of sight seemed bursting

from his head.

Thy number?. Jealousy, to nought were fixed

;

Sad proof of thy distressful slate;
Of differing themes the veering song was mixed,

And now it courted Love, now raving called on Hate.

With eyes upraised, as one inspired,

Pale Melancholy sat retired.

And from her wild sequestered seat,

In notes by distance made more sweet.

Poured through the mellow horn her pensive soul

;

And clashing soft from rocks around,
Bubbling runnels joined the sound

;

Through glades and glooms the mingled measure
stole

:

Or o'er some haunted streams with fond delay.
Round a holy calm diffusing.

Love of peace and lonely musing,
In hollow murmurs died away.

But oh ! how altered was its sprightly tone,
When Cheerfulness, a nymph of healthiest hue.
Her bow across her shoulder flung,

Her buskins gemmed with morning dew,
Blew an inspiring air, that dale and thicket rung,
The hunter's call, to Fawn and Dri-ad known

;

The oak-crowned si«fters,and their chaste-eyed queen.
Satyrs and sylvan boys, were seen
Peeping from forth their alleys green

;

Brown Exercise rejoiced tu hear.

And Alport lcape<l up, and seized his beechen spear.

Last came Joy*s ecstatic trial

:

He, with viny crown advancinir.

First to tbe lively pipe his hand addressed ;

But soon he saw the brisk, awakening viol,

M'hose sweet entrancing voice he loved the best.

They would have thought, who heard the strain,

They saw, in Tempe's vale, her native maids,
Amidst the festal sounding shades.

To some unwearied minstrel dancing

:

While, as his flying fingers kissed the strings.

Love framed with Mirth, a gay fantastic round.
Loose were her tresses seen, her zone unbound :

And he, amidst his frolic play,
As if he would t!ie charming air repay.

Shook thousand odours from his dewy wings.

Oh Music ! sphere-descended maid,
Friend of Pleasure, Wisdom's aid,

Why, goddess ! why to us denied,
Lay'st thou thy ancient lyre aside?

As in that loved Athenian bower.
You learn an all-commanding power;
Thy mimic soul, oh nymph endeared,
Can well recall what then it heard.
Where is thy native simple heart,

Devote to virtue, fancy, art?
Arise, as in that elder time.

Warm, energetic, chaste, sublime!
Thy wonders in that godlike age
Fill thy recording sister's page

;

'Tis said, and 1 believe the tale.

Thy humblest reed could more prevail,

Had more of strength, diviner rage.

Than all which charms this laggard age;
Even all at once together found,
Cecilia's mingled world of sound.
Oh ! bid your vain endeavours cease,

Revive the just designs of Greece ;

Return in all thy simple state
;

Confirm the tales her sons relate.

Ode to Liberty,

Who shall awake the Spartan fife.

And call in solemn sounds to life.

The youths, whose locks divinely spreading,

Like vernal hyacinths in sullen hue.

At once the breath of fear and virtue shedding,

Applauding freedom loved of old to view ?

What new Alceus, fancy-blessed.

Shall sing the sword, in myrtles dressed,

At wisdom's shrine a while its flame concealing,

(What place so fit to seal a deed renowned J)

Till she her brightest lightnings round revealing.

It leaped in glory forth, and dealt her prompted wound!
rih goddess, in that feeling hour,

When most its sounds would court thy ears,

Let not my shell's misguided power,

E'er draw thy sad, thy mindful tears.

No, freedom, no ; I will not tell

How Rome, before thy face,

With heaviest sound, a giant statue fell.

Pushed by a wild and artless race

From off its wide ambitious base.

When time his northern sons of spoil awoke,
And all the blended work of strength and grace,

M'ith many a rude repeated stroke.

And many a barbarous yell, to thousand fragments
broke.

Yet, even where'er the least appeared.

The admiring world thy hand revered
;

Still 'midst the scattered states around.
Some remnants of her strength were found

;

They saw, by what escaped the storm.

How wondrous rose her perfect form
;

How in the great, the laboured whole,
Each mighty master poured his soul

;

For sunny Florence, seat of art.

Beneath her vines preserved a part,

Till they, whom science loved to name,
(Oh, who could fear it ?) quenched her flame.
And, lo, a humbler relic laid

In jealous Pisa's olive shade !

See small Marino joins the theme.
Though least, not last in thy esteem

;

Strike, louder strike the ennobling strings

To those whose merchants' sons were kings
;

To him, who, decked with pearly pride,

In Adria weda his creen-haircd bride

:

^
3:j
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Hail port of glorv, wenltli and pkiusuri',

Ne'er let tne change this Lydiau measure
;

Nor e'er her funner pride relate,

To sad Li^'uria's bleedinj;^ state.

Ah, iio! incre plea-sed thy haunts I seek,

On wild Helvetia's mountains bleak

(Where, when the favoured of thy choice,

The daring archer heard thy voice,

Forth from his eyry roused in dread,

The ravening eagle northward fled)

;

Or dwell in willowcd meads more near,

With those to whom thy stork is dear:

Those whom the rod of Alva bruised,

\\'hose crown a British que»*n refused !

The magic works, thou feel'st the strains,

One holier name alone remains
;

The perfect spell sluill then avail.

Hail, nymph, adored by Britain, hail

!

AMISTROPHE.

Beyond the measure vast of thought,

The works the wizard time has wrought

!

The (iaul, *tis held of antique story.

Saw Britain linked to his now adverse strand,

No sea between, nor cliff sublime and hoary.

He pa-'^st'd with unwet feet through all our land.

To the blown Baltic then, they say,

The wild waves found another way,

Whpre Orc.Ls howls, his wolfish mountains rounding;
Till all the banded west at once 'gain rise,

A widf wild storm even Nature's self confounding.

Withering her giant eons with strange uncouth
suqirise.

This pillared earth so firm and wide,

By winds and inward labours torn.

In thunders dread was pushed aside,

And down the shouldering billows borne.

And see, like gems, her laughing train,

The little isles on every side,

Mona, once hid from those who search the main,
Where thousand elfin shapes abide,

And Wight who checks the westering tide.

For thee consenting heaven has each bestowed

A fair attendant on her sovereign pride:

To thee this blessed divorce she ow-ed,

For thou hast made her vales thy loved, thy last

abode !

SECOND EPODE.

Then, too, 'tis said, a hoary pile,

*Midst the green naval of our isle,

Thy shrine in some religious wood,
soul enforcing goddess, stood !

There oft the painted native's feet

Were wont thy fonn celestial meet

:

Though now with hopeless toil we trace

Time's backward rolls, to find its place

;

Whether the fiery-tressed Dane,
Or Roman's self o'erturned the fane,

Or in what heaven left age it fell,

*Twere hard for modern song to tell.

Yet still, if truth those beams infuse,

Which guide at once, and charm the muse,
Beyond yon braided clouds that lie.

Paving the light embroidered sky;

Amidst the bright pavilioned plains.

The beauteous model still remains.

There happier than in islands blessed,

Or bowers by spring or Hebe dressed,

The chiefs who fill our Albion's story.

In warlike weeds, retired in glory.

Hear their consorted Druids sing

Their triumphs to the immortal string.

How may the poet now unfold

What never tongue or numbers told

!

IIiiw leani delighted, and ania/ed.

What hands unknown that fabric raised!

Kven now, before his favoured eyes,

In f lothic pride it seems to rise

!

Yet (irecia's graceful orders join,

Majestic, though the mixed dcHign;

The secret builder knew to choose,

Kach sphere found gem of richest hues
;

Whate'er heaven's purer mould contains,

Wiien nearer suns emblaze its veins

;

There on the walls the patriots sight

May ever hang with fresh delight.

And. graved with some prophetic rage,

Kea<l Albion's fame through every age.

Ye forms divine, ye laureate band,

That near her inmost altar stand !

Now soothe her to her blissful train,

Blithe Concord's social form to gain :

Concord, whose m\Ttle wand can steep

Kven Anger's blood-shot eyes in sleep :

Before whose breathing bosom's balm.

Rage drops his steel, and storms grow calm ;

Her let our sires and matrons hoar
\A'elcome to Britain's ravaged shore;

Our youths, enamoured of the fair,

Plav with the tangles of her h.air ;

Till, in one loud applauding sound.

The nations shout to her around,

how supremely art thou blest,

Thou, lady, thou shalt rule the west!

Dirge in Ctfttibdine,

Sung by GurDERirs and Arvtbaous over Fidhle, supposed

to be dead.

To fair Fidele's grassy tomb
Soft maids and village hinds shall bring

Each opening sweet, of earliest bloom,

And rifle all the breathing spring.

No wailing ghost shall dare appear
To vex with shrieks this quiet grove.

But shepherd lads assemble here.

And melting virgins ovn\ their love.

No withered witch shall here be seen,

No goblins lead their nightly crew;
The female fays shall haunt the green.

Anil dress thy grave with pearly dew

;

The redbreast oft at evening hours

Shall kindly lend his little aid.

With hoan,' moss, and gathered flowers.

To deck the ground where thou art laid.

MTien howling winds, and beating rain.

In tempests shake thy sylvan cell,

Or midst the chase on every plain.

The tender thought on thee shall dwell.

Each lonely scene shall thee restore,

For thee the tear be duly shed ;

Beloved till life can charm no more;
And mourned till pity's self be dead.

Ode on the Death of Mr Thomson,

The scene of the fnllowins stanziw is supposed to lie on tho
Thames, near Kiehmond.

In yonder grave a Druid lies.

Where slowly winds the stealing wave !

The year's best sweets shall duteous rise,

To deck its poet's sylvan grave !

In 3'on deep bed of whispering reeds

His airy harp shall now be laid.

That he, whose heart in sorrow bleeds,

May love ilirough life the soothing shade,
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The nmicla aiul youths shall liii'ier here,

Ami, while its souiiils at distance swell,

Shall sadly seem in pity's oar

To hear' the woodland [)ilj;rim'a knell.

Renienibranee oft shall haunt the shore,

When 'I'hanies in summer wreaths is drest

;

And oft suspend tlie dashing oar,

To bid his gentle spirit rest 1

And ofl as ease and health retire

To breezy lawn, or firest deep.

The friend shall view yon whitening spire,

And 'mid the varied landscape weep.

But thou, who oivn'st that earthly bed,

Ah ! what will every dirge avail i

Or tears, which love and pity shed,

That mourn beneath the gliding sail

!

Yet lives there one, whose heedless eye

Shall scorn thy pale shrine glimmering near ?

\Vitii liim, sweet bard, may fancy die,

And joy desert the blooming year.

But thou, lorn stream, whose sullen tide

No sedge-crowned sisters now attenrl.

Now waft me from the green hill's side,

Wluise cold turf hides the buried friend I

And see, the fairy valleys fade.

Dun night has veiled the solemn view !

Yet once again, dear parted shade,

Meek nature's child, again adieu !

The genial meads, assigned to bless

Thy life, shall mourn thy early doom !

Their hinds and shepherd girls shall dress

With simple hands thy rural tomb.

Long, long thy stone and pointed clay

Shall melt the musing Briton's eyes :

I vales, and wild woods, shall he say.

In yonder grave your Druid lies !

WILLIAM SHENSTONE.

William Shenstone added some pleasing pas-

toral and elegiac strains to our national poetry, but

he wanted, as Johnson justly remarks, ' cuiuprelieii-

sion and variety.' Though highly ambitious of

poetical fame, he devoted a large portion of Ins time,

anil squandered most of his means, in landscape-

gardening and ornamental agriculture. He reared

up around him a sort of rural paradise, expending

his poetical taste and fancy in the disposition and
embellishment of liis grounds, till at length pecuniary

difficulties and distress drew a cloud over the fair

prospect, and ilarkened the latter days of the poet's

life. Swift, who entertained a mortal aversion to

all projectors, might have included the unhnppy
Shcnstone among the fanciful inhabitants of his

Laputa. The estate which he laboured to adorn

was his n.ital ground. At Leasowes, in the parish

of Hales Owen, Shropshire, the poet was born in

Novendicr 1714. He was taught to read at what
is termed a dame school, and his venerable precep-

tress has been immortalised by his poem of the

Scluiulmi:,lresit. At the proper age he was sent to

Pembroke college, Oxford, where he remained four

years. In 17-15, by the death of his parents and an

elder brother, the paternal estate fell to his own care

and management, and he began from this time, as

Johnson characteristically describes it, ' to point his

prospects, to diversify his surface, to entangle his

walks, and to wind his waters ; which he did with
such judgment and fancy, as made his little domain
the envy of the great and the admiration of the

skilful ; a place to be visited by travellers and copied

by designers.' Descriptions of the Leasowes have

been written by Dodsley and Goldsmith. The iiro-

perty was altogether not worth more than i'.'UlO per

annum, and Shcnstone had devoted so much of his

The Leasowes.

means to external embellishment, that he was com-
pelled to live in a dilapidated house, not fit, as he
acknowledges, to receive ' polite friends.' An unfor-

tunate attachment to a young lady, and disappointed

ambition—for he aimed at political as well as poetical

celebrity—conspired, with his passion for gardening

and improvement, to fix him in his solitary situation.

He became querulous and dejected, pined at the un-

equal gifts of fortune, and even contemplated with

a glcxmiy joy the complaint of Swift, that he would

be ' forced to die in a rage, like a poisoned rat in a

hole.' Yet Shenstone was essentially kind and bene-

volent, and he must at times have experienced ex-

quisite pleasure in his romantic retreat, in which
every year would give fresh beautj', and develop

more distinctly the creations of his taste and labour.
' The works of a person that builds,' he says, ' begin

immediately to decay, while those of him who plants

begin directly to improve.' This advantage he pos-

sessed, with the additional charm of a love of litera-

ture ; but Shenstone sighed for more than inward
peace and satisfaction. He built his happiness on
the applause of others, and died in solitude a votary
of the world. His death took place at the Leasowes,
February II, 1763.

The works of Shenstone were collected and pub-
lished after his death by his friend Dodsley, in three

volumes. The first contains his poems, the second

his prose essays, and the third his letters and other

pieces. Gray remarks of his correspondence, that

it is ' about nothing else but the Leasowes, and his

writings with two or three neighbouring clergyman
who wrote verses too.' The essays are good, dis-

playing an ease and grace of style united to judg-

ment and discrimination. They have not the mellow
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ripeness of tliouKht and learning of Cowley's essays,

but f liey resemWi-' tlicm more closely tlian any others

we possess. In jioetry, Shenstoiie trieil (litlerent

styles ; his ele^'ies hiirely reach mediocrity ; his

levities, or i>iecus of humour, are dull and spirit-

less. His hifihest effort is the ' Schoolmistress,' a

descTiptive sketch in imitation of Spenser, so de-

lifthtfully quaint and ludicrous, yet true to nature,

that it has all the force and vividness of a painting
by Teniers or Wilkie. His I'asluml Bulhul, in four
parts, is also the finest English poem of that or-

der. Tile pastorals of Spenser do not aim at lyrical

simplicity, and no modern poet has appri>ached
ShenstoTie in the simple tenderness and pathos of

pastoral song, llr Campbell seems to regret the
affected Arcadianism of these pieces, which un-
doubtedly present an incongruous mixture of pas-
toral life and modern niiinners. But, whether from
early associations (for almost every person has read
Shenstone's ballad in youth), or from the romantic
simplicity, the true touches of nature and feeling,

and the easy versification of the stanzas, they are

always read and remembered with delight. Wc
must surrender up the judgment to the imagination
in perusing tlieni, well knowing that no such Cory-
dons or I'hylisscs are to be found ; but this is a sa-

crifice wliich the Faery Queen equally demands, and
M'hich few readers of i)oetry are slow to grant.

Johnson quotes tlie followmg verses of the first part,

with the striking euloginm, that, if any mind denies
its sympathy to them, it has no .acquaintance witli

love or nature :

—

I prized every hour that went by.

Beyond all that had pleased nie before ;

But now they are past, and I si^h.

And I grieve that I prized them no more.

When forced the fair nymph to forego,

What anguish 1 felt in my heart

!

Yet I thought (but it might not be so)

'Twas with pain that she saw me depart.

She gazed as I slowly withdrew,

Aly path 1 could luirdly discern;

So sweetly she bade me adieu,

I thought that she bade me return.

We subjoin the best part of the ' Schoolmistress ;'

but one other stanza is worthj' of notice, not only
for its iiitrinsic excellence, but for its having pro-
bably suggested to Gray the fine reflection in his

elegy—

'Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,' &c.

Mr D'Israeli has pointed out this resemblance in

his 'Curiosities of Literature,' and it appears well-
founded. The Jialm of merit, as well as originality,

seems to rest with Shenstone; for it is more naturid
and just to predict the existence of undeveloped
powers and great eminence in tlie humble child at
school, than to conceive they liad slumbered through
life in the peasant in the grave. Yet the conception
of Gray has a sweet and touching pathos, that
sinks into the heart an<l memory. Shenstone's is as
follows :

—

Yet, nursed with skill, what dazzling fruits appearf^
Even now sagacious foresight points to show
A little bench of heedless bishops here,

And there a chancellor in embryo.

Or bard sublime, if bard may e'er be so,

As Milton, Shakspearc—names that ne'er shall die

!

Though now he crawl along the ground so low.

Nor wccting how the Muse should soar on high,

Wishetb, poor starveling elf ! his paper kite may fly.

Ah me ! full sorely is my heart forlorn.

To think how modest worth neglected lies ;

Wliile ])artial fame doth with her blasts adorn
Such deeds alone as pride and pomp disguise;
l)eeds of ill sort, and mischievous emprise;
Lend me thy clarion, goddess! let nie try

To sound the praise of merit ere it dies

;

Such as I oft have chanced to espy,

Lost in the dreary shades of dull obscurity.

In every village marked with little spire,

Kmbowered in trees, and hardly known to fame.
There d^vells, in lowly sheil, and mean attire,

A matron old, whom we schoolmistress name;
Who boasts unruly brats with birch to tame;
They grieven sore, in i>iteous durance pent.

Awed by the power of this relentless dame

;

And ofttimes, on vagaries idly bent,

For unkempt hair, or task unconued, are sorely shent.

Cottage of the Schoolmistress, near Hales-Owen, Shropshire.

And all in sight doth rise a birchen tree.

Which learning near her little dome did stowe;
Whilom a twig of small regard to see,

Though now so wide its waving branches flow,

And work the simple vassals mickle wo
;

For not a wind might curl the leaves that blew,
But their limbs shuddered, and their pulse beat low;
And as they looked, they found their horror grew.

And shaped it into rods, and tingled at the view.

Near to this dome is found a patch so green.
On which the tribe their gambols do dis|)lay

;

And at the door imprisoning board is seen.

Lest weakly wights of smaller size should stray;
Eager, perdie, to bask in sunny day

!

The noises intermixed, which thence resound,
I>o learning's little tenement betray ;

Where sits the dame, disguised in look profound.
And eyes her fairy throng, and tunis her wheel around.

Her cap, far whiter than the driven snow,
Emblem right meet of decency does yield

:

Her apron dyed in grain, as blue, 1 trow,

As is the harebell that adorns the field

;
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And in hor hanti, for sceptre, she docs wield

Tway birchen simivs ; with anxioun fear entwined.

With dark distrust, and sad repentance filled
;

And .•steadfast hate, and sharp aftliction joined,

And fury uncontrolled, and chastisement unkind.

A russet stole wa^ o'er her shoulders thrown

;

A russet kirtle fenced the nipping air;

*Twa-s .simple russet, but it was her own
;

*Twas her own country bred the Hock so fair!

*Twas her own labour did the fleece prepare

;

And, sooth to say, her pupils ranged around,

Through pious awe, did term it passing rare

;

For they in gaping wonderment abound,

And think, no doubt, she been the greatest wight on

ground.

Albeit ne flattery did corrupt her truth,

Ne pompous title did debauch her ear
;

Goody, good woman, gossip, n'aunt, forsooth.

Or dame, the sole additions she did hear

;

Yet these she challenged, these she held right dear

;

Ne would esteem him act as mought behove,

Who should not honoured eld with these revere

;

For never title yet so mean could prove.

But there was eke a mind which did that title love.

One ancient hen she took delight to feed.

The plodding pattern of the busy dame
;

Which, ever and anon, impelled by need,

Into her school, begirt with chickens, came

;

Such favour did her past deportment claim ;

And, if neglect had lavished on the ground
Fragment of bread, she would collect the same

;

For well she knew, and quaintly could expound,

What sin it were to waste the smallest crumb she

found.

Herbs, too, she knew, and well of each could speak.

That in her garden sipped the silvery dew
;

Where no vain flower disclosed a gaudy streak.

But herbs for use and physic, not a few,

Of gray renown, within those borders grew:

The tufted basil, pun-provoking thyme,

Fresh balm, and marigold of cheerful hue:
The lowly gill, that never dares to climb

;

And more I fain would sing, disdaining here to rhyme.

Here oft the dame, on Sabbath's decent eve.

Hymned such psalms as Stemhold forth did mete
;

If winter 'twere, she to her hearth did cleave,

But in her garden found a summer-seat

:

Sweet melody ! to hear her then repeat

How Israel's sons, beneath a foreign king.

While taunting foenien did a song entreat,

All, for the nonce, untuning every string,

Uphung their useless lyres—small heart had they to

sing.

For she was just, and friend to virtuous lore,

And passed much time in truly virtuous deed
;

And, in those elfins' ears would oft deplore

The times, when truth by popish rage did bleed,

And tortuous death was true devotion's meed;
And simple faith in iron chains did mourn.
That nould on wooden image place her creed

;

And lawny saints in smouldering flames did burn

:

Ah ! dearest Lord, forefend thilk days should e'er re-

turn.

In elbow-chair (like that of Scottish stem,

By the sharp tooth of cankering eld defaced,

In which, when he receives his diadem.

Our sovereign prince and liefest liege Is placed)

The matron sat ; and some with rank she graced,

(The source of children's and of courtiers' pride!)

Redressed affronts—for vile affronts tliere passed;

And warned them not the fretful to deride,

But love each other dear, whatever them betide.

Bight well she knew each temper to descry,

To thwart the proud, and the sul)miss to raise;

Some witli vile enpiu'r-i>ri/.e exalt on high,

And some entice with pittance small of praise

;

And otiier sume with baleful sprig she Trays :

Even absent, she the reins of power doth hold,

AVhilc with quaint arts the giddy crowd she sways;
Forewarned, if little bird their pranks behold,

'Twill whisper in her ear, and all the scene unfold,

Lo! now with state she utters her command;
Eftsoons the urchins to their tasks repair,

Their books of stature small they take in hand,
Which with pellucid horn secured are.

To save from finger wet the letters fair:

The work so gay, that on their back is seen,

St George's high achievements does declare
;

On which thilk wight that has y-gazJng been.

Kens the forthcoming rod—unpleasing sight, I ween 1

Ah ! luckless he, and born beneath the beam
Of evil star! it irks me whilst I write;

As erst the bard by MuUa's silver stream,*

Oft, as he told of deadly dolorous plight.

Sighed as he sung, nnd did in tears indite

;

For brandishing the rod, she doth begin

To loose the brogues, the stripling's late deligKt;

And down they drop ; appears his dainty skin,

Fair as the furry coat of whitest ermilin.

ruthful scene ! when, from a nook obscure.

His little sister doth his peril see,

All playful as she sat, she grows demure

;

She finds full soon her wonted spirits flee;

She meditates a prayer to set him free ;

Nor gentle pardon could this dame deny
(If gentle pardon could with dames agree)

To her sad grief that swells in either eye,

And wrings her so that all for pity she could die.

No longer can she now her shrieks command

;

And hardly she forbears, through a\vful fear,

To rushen forth, and, with presumptuous hand,

To stay harsh justice in its mid career.

On thee she calls, on thee her parent dear;

(Ah! too remote to ward the shameful blow!)

She sees no kind domestic visage near,

And soon a flood of tears begins to flow,

And gives a loose at last to unavailing wo.

But, ah ! what pen his piteous plight may trace!

Or what device his loud laments explain

—

The form uncouth of his disguised face

—

The pallid hue that dyes his looks amain

—

The plenteous sliower that does his cheek distain?

When he, in abject wise, implores the dame,

Ne hopeth au;;ht of sweet reprieve to gain ;

Or when from high she levels well her aim,

And, through the thatch, his cries each falling stroke

proclaim.

But now Dan Phcebus gains the middle sky.

And liberty unbai-s her prison door

;

And like a rushing torrent out they fly

;

And now the grassy cirque han covered o'er

With boisterous revel rout and wild uproar;

A thousand ways in wanton rings they run.

Heaven shield their short-lived piiHtimes I implore;

For well may freedom erst so dearly won
Appear to British elf more gladsome than the sun.

Enjoy, poor imps! enjoy your sportive trade,

And cha->e gay flies, and cull the fairest flowers

;

For when my bones in grass-green sods are laid.

Oh never may ye taste more careless hours

In knightly castles or in ladies' bowers.

* Spenser,
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Oil vain to seek dcli^rht i?i earthly thing!

Hut inu:*t in courts, where pruuii aiubition towers

;

Dclu'lcii wi^rht ! who wt'cns fair peace can i^prin^

Ilcne^ith tiie poiiipous dome of kesar or of kiii^.

Sec in each sprite i*oinc various l>ent appear !

'("huiu rudely carol most incondite lay ;

Those sauntering on the green, with jocund leer

Salute the stranger piwsing on his way

;

Some huilden fragile tenements of clay ;

Some to the standiifg lake their courses b^nd^

With ]H*bl>les smooth at <tuck ami drake to play;

Thilk to thehuxter's savoury cottage tend.

In pa^'try kings and queens the allotted mite to spend.

Here as each season yields a different store,

Each scaj'iMi^s stores in order ranged been
;

Apples with cabbage-net y-covered o'er,

(jailing full sore the unmoneyed w-ight, are seen,

And goosebrie clad in livery red or green
;

And here, of lovely dye, the Catharine pear.

Fine pear ! as lovtdy fur thy juice, I ween
;

may no wight e'er jtenniless come there,

Lest, smit with ardent love, he pine with hopeless care.

See, cherries here, ere cherries yet abound,

With thread so white in tempting posies tied,

Scattering, like blooming maid, their glances round,

With pampered look draw little eyes aside;

And must bo bought, though penury betide.

The plum all azure, and the nut all brown ;

And here each season do those cakes abide,

Whose honoured names* the inventive city own.

Rendering through lJritain*s isle Salopia's praises

known.

Admired Salopia ! that with venial pride

Kves her bright form in Severn's ambient wave,

Famed for her loyal cares in perils tried,

Her daughters lovely, an<l her striplings brave :

Ah ! midst the rest, may fiowei-s adon: his grave

Wliose art did first these dulcet cates display

!

A motive fair to learning's imps he gave.

Who cheerless o*er her darkling region stray
;

Till reason's morn arise, and light them on their way.

A Padoral BaUadj in Four Parts— 1743.

* Axbustahumilesque myricffl.'—Viro,

1. ABSENCE.

Ye shepherds, so cheerful and gay,

Wliose flocks never carelessly roam
;

Should Corydon's happen to stray,

Oh ! call tlie poor wanderers home.
Allow me to mu^io and to sigh,

Nor talk of the change that ye find;
None once was so watchful as I ;

1 have left iny dear Phyllis behind.

Now 1 know what it is to have strove

With the torture of doubt and desire;

What it is to admire and to love,

And to leave her we love and admire.
Ah ! lead forth my flock in the morn.
And the damps uf each evening repel ;

Alas ! 1 am faint and forlorn

—

I have bade my dear Phyllis farewell.

Since Phyllis vouchsafed me a look,

I never onct^ dreamt of my vine
;

May 1 lose both my pij'O and my crook,

If 1 knew of a kid that was mine.

1 prized every hour that went by,

Beyond all that had pleased me before;

But now they are i)iust, and I sigh,

And I grieve that 1 prized them no more.

* Shrewsbury Cakcii. '

JJut why rlo I languish in vain ?

Why wander thus j)ensivLdy here?

Oh ! wiiy did I come from the plain,

Where 1 fed on the smiles of my dear!
They tell me, my favourite i:iaid,

'i'lie pride of that valley, is flown ;

Ala^l where with her 1 have strayed,

I could wander with pleasure alone.

When forced the fair nymph to forego,

What anguish I felt at my heart:

Yet I lliought—but it might not be so

—

'Twas with pain tliat she saw me depart.

She gazed ius I slnwly withdrew.

My path 1 could hardly discern
;

So sweetly slie bade me adieu,

1 thought that she bade me return.

The pilgrim that jouniies all day
To visit some far distant shrine.

If he bear but a relic away.
Is happy, nor heard to repine.

Thus widely removed from the fair,

\Vhere my vows, my devotion, I owe;
Soft hope is the relic I bear,

And my solace, wherever 1 go.

My banks they are funiished with bees.

Whose nmrmur invites one to sleep

;

My grottos are shaded with trees,

And ray hills are white over with sheep.

1 seldom have met with a loss.

Such health do my fountains bestow;

My fountains, all bordered with moss,

Where the harebells and violets grow.

Not a pine in my grove is there seen,

But with tendrils of woodbine is bound
;

Not a beech's more beautiful green,

But a sweetbrier entwines it around.

Not my fields in the prime of the year

More charms than niy cattle unfold;

Not a brook that is limpid and clear,

But it glitters with fishes of gold.

One would think she might like to retire

To the bower 1 have laboured to rear;

Not a shrub that 1 heard her admire,

But I hasted and planted it there.

how sudden the je.ssamine strove

With the lilac to render it gay I

Already it calls for my love

To prune the wild branches away.

From the plains, from the woodlands, and groves.

What strains of wild melody flow!

How the nightingales warble their loves.

From thickets of roses that blow!

And when her bright form shall appear,

Kach bird shall harmoniously join

In a concert so soft and so clear,

As—she may not be fond to resign.

1 have found out a gift for my fair,

I have found where the wood-pigeons breed;

But let me that ])luiider fi-rbear,

She will May, 'twas a barbarous deed.

For he neVr could be true, she averred,

Who could rob a poor bird of his \oung;

And I loved her the more when I heard

Such tenderness fall from her tongue.

I have heard her with sweetness unfold

How that pity was due to a dove;

That it ever attended the bold.

And she called it the aister of Love,
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But her words such a pleasure convey,

So much I her acccuts adore,

Let her speak, and whatever she say,

Methiuks I should love her the more.

Can a bosom so gentle remain
Unmoved, when her Corydon sighs?

Will a nymph that is fond of the plain.

These plains and this valley despise ?

Dear regions of silence and shade!

Soft scenes of contentment and ease !

Where I could have jdeasingly strayed,

If aught in her absence could please.

But where does my Phyllida stray?

And where are her grots and her bowers I

Are the groves and the valleys as gay.

And the shepherds as gentle as ours!

The groves may perhaps be as fair.

And the face of the valleys as fine
;

The swains may in manners compare,

But their love is not equal to mine,

III. SOLICITUDE.

Why will you my passion reprove?

Why terra it a folly to grieve ?

Ere I show you the channs of ray love

:

She is fairer than you can believe.

With her mien she enamours the brave,

With her wit she engages the free.

With her modesty pleases the grave

;

She is every way pleasing to me.

you that have been of her train,

Corae and join in my amorous lays ;

1 could lay down ray life for the swain.

That will sing but a song in her praise.

When he sings, may the nymphs of the town

Come trooping, and listen the while
;

Nay, on him let not Phyllida frown.

But I cannot allow her to smile.

For when Paridel tries in the dance

Any favour with Phyllis to find,

how, with one trivial glance.

Might she ruin the peace of my mind!
In ringlets he dresses his hair,

And his crook is bestudded around ;

And his pipe—oh my Phyllis, beware

Of a magic there is in the sound.

'Tis his with mock passion to glow,

'Tis his in smooth tales to unfold
* How her face is as bright as the snow,

And her bosom, be sure, is as cold.

How the nightingales labour the strain,

With the notes of his charmer to vie j

How they vary their accents in vain,

Repine at her triumphs, and die.*

To the grove or the garden he strays,

And pillages every sweet

;

Then suiting the vrreath to his lays,

He throws it at Phyllis's feet.

* O Phyllis, he whispers, more fair,

More sweet than the jessamine's flower !

What are pinks in a mom, to compare ?

What is eglantine after a shower \

Then the lily no longer is white.

Then the rose is deprived of its bloom.

Then the violets die with despite.

And the woodbines give up their perfume.'

Thus glide the soft numbers along.

And he fancies no shepherd his peer

;

Yet I never should envy the song,

Were not Phyllis to lend it an ear.

Let his crook be with hyacinths bound.
So Phyllis the tntphy despise:

Let his foreliCiid witli laurels he crowned,
So they shine not in I'hylli.'i's eyes.

The language that flows from the heart,

Is a stranger to Paridel's tongue

;

Yet may she beware of his art.

Or sure 1 must envy the song.

IV, DISAPPOINTMENT.

Ye shepherds, give ear to my lay,

And take no more heed of my sheep:

They have nothing to do but to stray

;

I have nothinj; to do but to weep.

Yet do not ray folly reprove
;

She was fair, and my ])assion b^gun ;

She smiled, and I could not but love;

She is faithless, and I ara undone.

Perhaps I was void of all thought:

Perhaps it was plain to fure.-;ee.

That a nyraph so comjtlete would be sought

P.v a swain more engaging than me.

All ! love every hope can in.spire
;

It banishes wisdom the while
;

And the Up of the nymph we admire

Seems for ever adorned with a smile.

She is faithless, and I am undone
;

Ye that witness the woes I endure.

Let reason instruct you to shun
A\'hat it cannot instruct you to cure.

Beware how you loiter in vain

Amid nymphs of a hi<:her degree :

It is not for me to explain

How fair and how fickle they be.

Alas ! from the day that we met,

A\'hat hope of an end to my woes ?

When 1 cannot endure to forget

The glance that undid ray repose.

Yet time may diminish the pain :

The llower, and the shrub, and the tree.

Which I reared for her pleasure in vain,

In time raay have comfort for me.

The sweets of a dew-sprinkled rose,

The sound of a mui-muring stream,

The peace which from solitude flows,

Henceforth shall be Corydon's therae.

High transports are shown to the sight.

But we are not to find them our own ;

Fate never bestowed such delight.

As 1 with my Phyllis had known.

ye woods, spread your branches apace

;

To your deepest recesses I fly ;

1 would hide with the beasts of the chase

;

I would vanish from every eye.

Yet ray reed shall resound through the grove

With the same sad complaint it begun
;

How she smiled, and I could not but love;

Was faithless, and 1 am undone

!

S&nff,
—Jemmy Dawson.*

Come listen to my mournful tale.

Ye tender hearts and lovers dear
;

Nor will you scorn to heave a sigh,

Nor will you blush to shed a tear.

* Captain James Dawson, the amiable and unfnrtimate sub-

ject of these stanzas, was one of the eight orticurs belnnKini?

to the Manchester regiment of volunteers, in the servitt uf the

young chevalier, wlio were hanged, drawn, and qu;u"terctl, on

Kenninjrton-Coninion in I7-*G-
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Ami tlioii, ilciir Kilty, ]>cTrless maul,
Do tiiuu a pensive ear incline

j

For ilnm canwt weep at every wo.

And pity every plaint but mine.

Vounj; Dawson was a jiallant youth,

A brij:hler never trod the jdain ;

And well lie loved one charming maid,
And dearly was he loved again.

One tender maid she loved him dear,

llf jrentle blond the damsel eame :

And faultless was her beauteous form.

And spotless was her virgin fame.

But curse on party's hateful strife,

Thiit led the favoured youth astray
;

The day the rebel elans appeared,

O had he never seen that day !

Their colours and their sash he wore,

And in the fatal dress was found ;

And now he must that death endure,

Which gives the brave the keenest wound.

How pale was then his true love's cheek.

When Jemmv's sentence reached her earl

For never yet did Alpine snows

So pale or yet so chill appear.

With faltering voice she weeping said,

Oh I>awson, monarch of my heart I

Think not thy lioath shall end our loves.

Fur tlioa and I will never part.

Yet might sweet mercy find a place.

And bring relief to Jemmy's woes,

rJeorge ! without a prayer for thee

My orisons should never close.

The gracious prince that gave him life

Would crown a never-dying flame
;

And every tender babe I bore

Should learn to lisp the giver's name.

But though, dear youth, thnu shouldst be dragged

To yonder ignominious tree.

Thou shalt not want a faithful friend

To share thy bitter fate with thee.

then her mourning-coach was called,

The sledge moved slowly on before
;

Though borne in her triumphal car,

She had not loved her favourite more.

She followed him, prepared to view

The terrible behests of law ;

And the last scene of Jemmy's woes

With calm and steadfast eye she saw.

Distorted was that blooming face,

Which she had fondly loved so long ;

And stifled was that tuneful breath.

Which iu her praise had sweetly sung :

And severed was that beauteous neck,

Round which her arms had fondly closed
;

And mangled was that beauteous breast,

On which her love-sick head reposed :

And ravished was that constant heart,

She did to every heart prefer
;

For though it could its king forget,

'Twas true and loyal still to her.

Amid those unrelenting flames

She bore this constant heart to see
;

But when 'twas mouldered into dust,

Now, now, she cried, I follow thee.

My death, my death alone can show
The pure and lusting love I bore :

Accept, O Heaven ! of woes like ours,

And let us, let UB weep no more.

Tlie dismal scene was o'er and past,

The h>vL'r's mournful hearse retired
;

The nuiid drew back her languid head,

And, sighing forth his name, expired.

Though justice ever must prevail,

The tear my Kitty sheds is due
;

For seldom shall she hear a tale

So sad, so tender, and so true.

[Written at an Inn at IlenUy.']

To thee, fair Freedom, 1 retire

From flattery, cards, and dice, and din ;

Nor art thnu found in mansions higher

Than the low cot or humble inn.

'Tis here with boundless power I reign.

And every health wliich I begin

Converts dull jmrt to bright champagne :

Such freedom crowns it at an inn.

I fly from pomp, I fly from plate,

1 fly from falsehood's specious grin ;

Freedom I love, and form I hate,

And choose my lodgings at an inn.

Here, waiter ! take my sordid ore,

Which lackeys else might hope to win
;

It buys what courts have not in store,

It buys me freedom at an inn.

Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round,

Where'er his stages may have been.

May sigh to think he still has found
The warmest welcome at au inn.

DAVID MALLET.

David Mallkt, author of some beautiful ballad
stanzas, and some florid iinimpassioned poems in

blank verse, was a successful but unprincipled lite-

rary adventurer. He praised and courted Tope
wliilc living, and. after experiencing liis kindness,
traduced bis nicnntry when dead. lie earned a dis-

graceful pension by contributing to the death of a
brave naval officer, Admiral Hyng, who fell a victim
to tlie clamour of faction ; and by various other acts
of liis life, he evinced that self-aggrandisement was
bis (inly steady and ruling passion. When John-
son, then-fore, states that Mallet was tlie only Scot
whom Scntclimen did not eomniend. be pays a com-
pliment to the virtue and integrity* of the natives of
Scotland. The original name of the poet was Mal-
loeb, which, after his removal to London, and his

intimacy with the great, he changed to Mullet, as
more easily pronounced by the Knglisb. Ilis father

kept a small inn at OriefT, Perthshire, where David
was born about the year 1700. He attendeil Aber-
deen ci>llege, and was afterwards receiveil. though
without salary, as tutor in tlie family of Mr Home
of Dregborn, near Kdinburgb. He next obtained a
similar situation, but witli a salary of .CM) per an-
num, in the family of the Dnke of Montrose. In
172.S, be went to London with the duke's family,

and next year bis ballad <tf W'HIiitm and Mariiuret
appeared in Hill's peritidical. ' Tlie Tlain Dealer.' He
soon numbered among his friends Young. Pope, and
other eminent persons, to whom his assiduous atten-
tions, his agreeable manners, and literary taste,

rendered bis society accei)table. In 17'i,'i he pub-
lished a satire on lieiitley. inscribed to Vi}\}v, en-
titled Verlnil Critirlstn, in which he characterises the
venerable scholar as

In error obstinate, in wrangling loud,

For trifles eager, positive, and jtroud
;

Deep in the darkness of dull authors bred.

With all their refuse lumbered in his head.
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MftUft wa3 ii|ip<iiiitt'd umicr si'cnjtary to the Prinoe

of Wales, with a sahiry of i."2U0 per annum ; and, in

cotvjunction with Thomson, he produced, in 1741), tiie

Masque of Alfred, in honour of the birtli-day of tlie

Princess Au^rnsta. A fortunate second marriage

(nothing is known of his first) brought to the poet

a fortune of £10,000. The laily was daughter of

Lord Carlisle's steward. Both Mallet and his wife

professed to be deists, and the lady is said to have
surprised some of her friends by commencing her

arguments with

—

'Sir, we deists' When Gibbon
the historian was dismissed from his college at

0.\ford for embracing popery, he took refuge in

Mallet's house, and was rather scandalised, he says,

than reclaimed, by tlie philosophy of his host.

Wilkes mentions that the vain and fantastic wife of

Mallet one day lamented to a lady that her husband

suffered in rcputaliun by his name lieing so often

confounded with that of Smollett ; tlie lady wittily

answered, ' Madam, there is a sliort remedy ; let

your husband keep his own name.' To gratify Lord
Bolingbroke, MsUlet, in his pref;<ce to the ' Patriot

King,' heaped abuse on the memory of Pope, and
Bolingbroke rewarded him by beiineathing to him
the whole of his works and manuscripts. When
the government became unjioindar by the defeat at

Minorca, he was eniploj'ed to defend them, and
under the signature of a Plain Man, he published

an address imputing cowardice to the admiral of

the fleet. He succeeded : Byng was shot, and Mallet

was pensioned. On the death of the Duchess of Marl-

borough, it was found tliat she bad left i'lOOO to

Glover, author of ' Leonidas,' and Mallet, jointh',

on condition that they should draw up from tlie

family papers a life of the great duke. Glover, in-

dignant at a stipulation in the will, tliat the memoir
was to be submitted before publication to the Earl

of Chesterfield, and being a high-spirited man, de-

volved the whole on Mallet, who also received a

pension from the second Duke of Marlborough, to

stimulate his industry. He pretended to be busy

with the work, and in the dedication to a small col-

lection of his poems published in 1762, he stated

that he hoped soon to present his grace with some-

thing more solid in the life of the first Duke of

Marlborough. Mallet had received the solid money,

and cared for notliing else. On his death, it was
found that not a single line of the memoir had been

written. In bis latter days the poet held the lucra-

tive situation of Keeper of the Bo<")k of Entries for

the port of London. He died April 21, 176.5.

Alallet wrote some theatrical pieces, which, though
parti.ally successful on their representation, are now
utterly forgotten. Gibbon anticipated, that, if ever

his friend should attain poetic fame, it would be

acquired by his poem of Amyntor and Theodora.

This, the longest of his poetical works, is a tale in

blank verse, the scene of which is laid in the solitary

island of St KiUla, whither one of his characters,

Aurelius, had fled to avoid the religious perse-

cutions under Charles II. Some highly-wrought

descriptions of marine scenery, storms, and ship-

wreck, with a few touches of natural pathos and

afiection, constitute the chief characteristics of the

poem. The whole, however, even the very names
in such a locality, has an air of improbability and

extravagance. Another work of the same kind, but

inferior in execution, is his poem The Excursion,

written in imitation of the style of Thomson's
' Seasons.' The defects of Thomson's style are

servilely copied ; some of his epithets and expres-

sions are also borrowed ; but there is no .approach to

his redeeming graces and beauties. Contrary to

the dictum of Gibbon, the poetic fame of Mallet

rests on his ballads, and chiefly on his ' William

and ^Margaret,' which, written at the age of twenty-
three, afforded high hopes of ultimate e.xccUence.

The simplicity, here remarkable, he seems to have
thrown aside when he assumed the airs and dress of
a man of taste .and fashion. All critics, from Dr
Percy downwards, have united in considering 'Wil-
liam and Margaret' one of the finest compositions of

the kind in our language. Sir Walter Scott con-
ceived that Midlet had imitated an old Scottish tale

to be found in Allan Kanisay's ' Tea-Table Miscel-
lany,' beginning,

There came a ghost to Margaret's door.

The resemblance is striking. Mallet confessed only
(in a note to his ballad) to the following verse in

Fletcher's ' Knight of the Burning Pestle :'

—

When it was grown to dark midnight,
And all were fa,st asleep,

In came Margaret's grimly ghost,

And stood at William's feet.

In the first printed copies of Mallet's ballad, the two
first lines were nearly the same as the above

—

When all was wrapt in dark midnight,

And all were fast asleep.

He improved the rhyme by the change ; but beauti-

ful as the idea is of night and morning meeting, it

m.ay be questioned whether there is not more of

superstitious awe and affecting simplicity in the old

words.

William and Margaret.

'Twas at the silent solemn hour,

^^'Ilon night and morning meet

;

In glided Margaret's grimly ghost,

And stood at \\'illianrs feet.

Her face wa.s like an .April mom
Clad in a wintry cloud

;

And clay-cold was her lily hand
That held her s.able shroud.

So shall the fairest face appear
When youth and 3'ears are flown :

Such is the robe that kings must wear,

When death hajs reft tlieir crown.

Her bloom was like the springing flower.

That sips the silver dew ;

The rose was budiled in her cheek.

Just opening to the view.

But love had, like the canker-worm.
Consumed her early prime ;

The ro.se gi-ew pale, and left her cheek

—

She died before her time.

Awake ! she cried, thy true love calls,

Come from her midnight grave :

Now let thy pity hear the maid
Thy love refused to save.

This is the dark and dreary hour
When injured ghosts complain

;

When yawning graves give up their dead,

To haunt the faithless swain.

Bethink thee, William, of thy fault.

Thy pledge and broken oath !

And give me back my maiden-vow,
And give me back ray troth.

W'hy did you promise love to me.
And not that promise keep ?

Why did you swear my eyes were bright,

Yet leave those eyes to weep ?
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How coulJ you say my face was fair,

And yet that fuce forsake?

How could you win my virgin heart,

Yet leave that heart to break ?

Why did you way my lip was sweet,

And made the scarlet pale?

And why did 1, young witless maid!
Believe the Mattering tale?

That face, alas ! no more is fair,

Those lips no longer red :

Dark are my eye.-i, unw closed in death,

^\iid every charm is flud.

The hungry worm my sister is
;

This winding-sheet I wear:

And cold and weary la>ts our night,

Till that last morn appear.

But hark ! the cock has warned me hence
;

A long and last adieu !

Come see, false man, how low she lies,

Who died for love of you.

The lark sung loud ; the morning smiled
M'ith beams of rosy red :

Pale William quaked in every limb.

And raving left his bed.

He hied him to the fatal place

^\'here Margaret's bodj' lay

;

And stretched him on the green-grass turf
That wrapt her breathless clay.

And thrice be called on Margaret's name,
And thrice ho wept full sore;

Then laid his check to her cold grave,

And word spake never more

!

Edwin arul Emma,

Far in the windings of a vale.

Fast by a sheltering wood,

The safe retreat of health and peace,

A humble cottage stood.

There beauteous Emma flourished fair,

Beneath a mother's eye
;

Whose only wish on earth was now
To see her blest, and die.

The softest blush that nature spreads
Gave colour to her cheek

;

Such orient colour smiles through heaven.
When vernal mornings break.

Nor let the pride of great ones scorn
This chiinner of the plains:

That sun, who bids their diamonds blaze,
To paint our lily deigns.

Long had she filled each youth with love,
Each maiden with despair;

And though by all a wonder owned.
Yet knew not she was fair:

Till Edwin came, the pride of swains,
A soul devoid of art

;

And from whoso eye, serenely mild,
Shone forth the feeling Iieart.

A mutual flame was quickly caugbt.
Was (|uickly too revealed

;

For neither bosom lodged a wish

That virtue keeps concealed.

WTiat happy hours of home-felt bliss

Did love on both bestow !

But bliss too mighty long to last,

Where fortune proves a foe.

His sister, who, like envy formed,
Like her in mischief joyed.

To work them harm, with wicked skill,

Each darker art employed.

The father too, a sordid man.
Who love nor pity knew,

Wa'i ail unfeeling as the clod

From whence his riches grew.

Long had he seen their secret flame.

And seen it long unmoved ;

Then with a fatiier's frown at last

Had sternly disapproved.

In Edwin's gentle heart, a war
Of dirtering passions strove:

His heart, that durst not disobey,

Yet could not cease to love.

Denied her sight, he oft behind
The spreading hawthorn crept.

To snatch a glance, to mark the spot

Where Kmma walked and wept.

Oft, too, on Stanmore's wintry waste.

Beneath the moonlight shade,
In sighs to pour his softened soul.

The midnight mourner strayed.

Hi^ clieek, where health with beauty glowed,
A deadly pale o'erca-st

;

So fades the fresh rose in its prime.
Before the northern blast.

The parents now, with late remorse.
Hung o'er his dying bed

;

And weiiried Heaven with fruitless VOWS,
And fruitless sorrows shed.

'Tis past ! he cried, but, if your souls
Sweet mercy yet can move,

Let tiiese dim eyes once more behold
M'hat they must ever love !

She came ; his cold hand ?oftly touched,
And bathed with many a tear:

Fast-failing o'er the primrose pale,
So morning dews appear.

But oh ! his sister's jealous care,

A cruel sister she !

Forbade what Emma came to say;
' 'My Edwin, live for me !'

Now homeward as she hopeless wept,
The chureliyard path along.

The blast blew cold, tlie dark owl screamed
Her lover's funeral song.

Amid the falling gloom of night,
Her startlini; fancy found

In every bush his hovering shade.
His groan in every sound.

Alone, appalled, thus had she passed
The visionary vale

—

When lo ! the death-bell smote her ear,
Sad sounding in the gale \

Just then slie reached, with trembling step,
Her aged mother's door :

He's gone ! she cried, and I shall see
That angel-face no more.

I feel, I feel this brqaking heart
Beat high against my side!

From her white arm down sunk her head
She shivered, sighed, and died.
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The Birla of Ini'ermay.

The smiling mom, the breathing spring,

Invite the tuiiefu' binls to sing;

And, wiiile they warltle fnini the spray,

Love melts the universal lay.

Let us, .\man(ln, timely wise.

Like them, improve the hour that flics

;

And in soft raptures waste the day,

Among the bilks of Invermay.

For soon t!»e winter of tlie year.

And age, life's winter, will appear;

At this thy living bhtoni will fade,

As that will strip tlie verdant shade.

Our taste of pleasvire then is o'er.

The feathered songsters are no more;
And when they droji an<l we decay,

Adieu the birks of Invermay !

Some adilitional stanzas were added to the above
by Dr Bryoe, Kirknewton. Invermay is in Pertli-

shire, the native county rf Mallet, and is situated

near the termination iif a litllc picturestjue stream
called the May. Tlie ' birk' or birch-tree is abun-
dant, adding grace and beauty to rock and stream.
Thougli a Celt by birtli and language. Mallet had
none of the imaginative wililiiess or superstition of

his native country. Macplierson, on tlie other hand,
seems to have been completely imbued with it.

MARK AKCNSIDE.

The author of The Pleasures nf Imnghuition, one
of the most pure and noble-minded poems of the
age, was of bumble origin, llis parents were dis-

senters, and the Puritanism imbibed in his early
years seems, as in the case nf Milton, to have given
a gravity and earnestness to liis character, and a
love of freedom to his thoughts and imagination.
Mark. Akenside was the son of a respectable

House in which Akenside w.is bom.

butcher at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where he was born,

November 9, 1721. An accident iu lus early years

—

the fall of one of his father's cleavers, or hatchets,

on his foot—rendered him lame for life, and per-

petuated the recollection of his lowly birth. The
Society of Dissenters advanced a sum for the edu-
cation of the poet as a clergyman, and he repaired
to Edinburgh for this purpose in his eighteenth
year. lie afterwards repented of this destinatiim,

and, returning the money, entered himself as a stu-

dent of medicine. He was then a poet, and in his

Hijmn tn Sciem-c, written in Edinburgh, we see at
once the formation of his classic taste, and the
dignity of his personal character :—

•

That last best effort of thy skill,

To form the life and rule the will,

Propitious Power! impart;
Teach me to cool my passion's fires,

Make me the judge of ray desires.

The master of my heart.

Raise me above the vulgar's breath,

Pursuit of fortune, fear of death,

And all in life that's mean
;

Still true to reason be ray plan.

Still let my actions speak the man,
Through every various scene.

A youth animated by such sentiments, promised a
manhood of luinour and integrity. After three
years spent in Edinburgh, Akenside removed to

Leyden to complete his studies; and in 1744 he was
admitted to the degree of M.D. He next esta-

blished himself as a physician in London. In Hol-
land he* had (at the age of twenty-three) writ-

ten his ' Pleasures of Imagination,' which he now
ofTered to Dodsley, demanding ;S120 for the copy-
right. The bookseller consulted Pope, wlio told

him ' to make no niggardly offer, since this was no
every-day writer.' "The poem attracted much at-

tention, and was afterwards translated into French
and Italian. Akenside estiiblished himself as a
physician in Northampton, where he remained a

year and a-half, but did not succeed. The latter

part of his life was spent in London. At Leyden
lie had formed an intimacy with a young English-
man of fortune, .Jeremiah Dyson, Esq., which ripened
into a friendship of the most close and enthusiastic

description ; and Mr Dyson (who was afterwards
clerk of the House of Commons, a lord of the trea-

sury, &c.) had the generositv to allow the poet £300
a-year. After writing a few Odes, and attempting
a total alteration of his great poem (in which he
was far from successful), Akenside made no further

efforts at composition. His society was courted for

his taste, knowledge, and eloquence ; but his solemn
sententiousness of manner, his romantic ideas of
liberty, and his unbounded admiration of the an-
cients, exposed him occasionally to ridicule. The
jphysician in Peregrine Pickle, who gives a feast in

the manner of the ancients, is supposed to have been
a caricature of Akenside. The description, for rich
uiiionr and grotesque combinations of learning and

folly, has not been excelled by Smollett; but it was
unworthy his tidents to cast ridicule on a man of
liigli character and splendid genius. Akenside died
suddenly of a putrid sore throat, on the 23d of June
1770, in his 49th year, and w.as buried in St James's
church. With a feeling common to poets, as to

more ordinary mortals, Akenside, in his latter days,
reverted with delight to his native landscape on the
banks of the Tyne. In his fragment of a fourth
book of ' The Pleasures of Imagination,' written in

the last year of his life, there is the following beau-
tiful passage :

—

• ye dales

Of Tyne, and ye most ancient woodlands ; where
Oft as the giant flood obliquely strides,
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And his banks open and his lawTis extend,

Stops short the ]>leasi'd traveller to view,

Presiding o'er the scene, some rustic tower

Founded by Xornian or by Saxon hanrls:

ye Northumbrian shades, which overlook

The rocky pavement and the mossy falls

Of solitary Welisbcck's limpid stream!

How ^ladlv I recall your well-known seats

Beloved of old, and (hat delightful time

When all alone, for many a summer's day,

1 wandered through your calm recesses, led

In silence by some powerful hand unseen.

Nor will I e'er for;;ct you ; nor shall e'er

The graver tasks of manhood, or the advice

Of vulgar wisdom, move nu* to disclaim

Those studies which possessed me in the dawn
Of life, and fixed the colour of my mind
For every future year : whence even now

From sleep I rescue the clear hours of mom.
And, while the worlil around lies ovenvhelmed

In idle darkness, am alive to thoughts

Of honourable fame, of truth divine

Or moral, and of minds to virtue won

By the sweet magic of harmonious verse.

The spirit of Miltou seems to speak in this strain of

lofty egotism

!

' The Pleasures of Imagination' is a poem seldom

read continuously, though its finer passages, by fre-

quent quotation, particularly in works of criticism

and moral philosophy, are well known. Gray cen-

sured the mixture of spurious philosophy—the spe-

culations of Hutcheson and Shaftesbury—which the

work contains. Plato, Lucretius, and even the pajiers

by Addison in the Spectator, were also laid under

contribution by the studious author. He gathered

sparks of enthusiasm from kindred minds, but the

train was in his own. The pleasures whicli his poem

professes to treat of, ' proceed,' he says, ' either from

natural objects, as from a flourishing grove, a clear

and murmuring fountain, a ciilm sea by moonlight,

or front works of art, such as a noble edifice, a mu-
sical tune, a statue, a picture, a poem.' These, with

the mor.al and intellectual objects arising from them,

furnish abundant topics for illustration ; but Akcn-

side dealt chiefly with abstract subjects, pertaining

more to philosophy than to poetry. He did not

seek to graft upon them human interests and pas-

sions. In tracing the final causes of our emotions,

he could have described their exercise and effects in

scenes of ordinary pain or pleasure in the walks

of real life. This does not seem, however, to have

been the purpose of the poet, and hence his work is

deficient in interest. He sehhim stoops from the

heights of philosophy and classic taste. He con-

sidered that physical science improved the charms of

nature. Contrary to the feeling of an accomplished

living poet, who repudiates these ' cold material

laws," he viewed the rainbow with additional jilea-

sure after he had studied the Newtonian theory of

lights and colours.

Nor ever yet

The melting rainbow's vernal tinctured hues

To me have shone so pleasing, as when tirst

The hand of Science pointed out the path

In which the sunbeams gleaming from the west

Fall oft the watery cloud, whose darksome veil

Involves the orient.

Akcnside's Ili/mn to the Naiads has the true classical

spirit. He had caught the manner ami feeling, the

varied pause and harmony, of the Greek poets, with

such felicity, that Lloyil considered his Hymn as

fitted to give a better idea of that form of compo-

sition, than could be conveyed by any translation

of Homer or Callimachus. Gray wa.s an ecjually

K-arned poet, jK.'rhaps superi'ir. His knowledge wi\g

better digested. But (!ray had not the romantic
enthusiasm of character, tinged with pedantry, which
naturally belonged to Akenside. He had also the

experience of nuiture years. The genius of Aken-
side was early devclo|)ed, and bis dill'u.se and florid

descriptions seem the natural product—marvellous

of its kind—of youthful exuberance. He was after-

wards conscitms of t)ie defects of his pm'm. Ilf* saw
that there was too nuich leaf for the fruit ; but in

cutting otr these luxuriances, he sacrificed some of

the finest blossoms. Posterity has been more just

tt> his fame, by almost wholly disregarding this

secnnil copy of his philosophical ix)eni. In his youth-

ful aspirations after moral and intellectual great-

ness and l^eauty, he seems, like Jeremy Taylor in

tile pulpit, ' an angel newly descended from the

visions of ghiry.' In ailvanccd years, he is the pro-

fessor in his robes; still free from stain, but stately,

formal, and severe. The blank verse of ' The l^lea-

sures of Imaginatmn' is free and well-modulated, and
seems to be distinctively his own. Though apt to

run into too hmg periods, it has more compactjiess

of structure than Thomson's ordinary composition.

Its occasional want of perspicuity proliably arises

from the fineness of his distinctions, and the diffi-

culty attending mental analysis in verse. He might
also wish to avoid all vulgar and connnon expres-

sions, and thus err from exi'essive refinement. A
redundancy of ormmient undoubtedly, in some pas-

sages, takes off from the clearness an<l jirominence

of his conceptions. His highest fligiits, however

—

as in the allusion to the death of Ca?s.ar, and his

exquisitely-wrought parallel between art and na-

ture—have a flow and energy of expression, with
appropriate imagery, which mark tlie great poet.

His style is chaste, yet elevated and nmsical. He
never compromised his dignity, though he blended

sweetness with its expression.

[Aspirations after the Infinite.l

Sav, why was man so eminently raised

Amid the vjust creation ; why ordained

Through life and death to dart his piercing eye,

With thoughts beyoncl the limit of his frame ;

But that the Omnipotent might send him forth

In sight of mortal and immortal powers,

.\s on a boundless theatre, to run

The great career of justice ; to exalt

His generous aim to all diviner deeds;

To chase each partial purpose from his breast

;

.Vnd through the mists of passion and of sense,

.Viul through the tossing tide of chance and pain.

To hold his course unfaltering, while tlie voice

(_)f Truth and Virtue, up the steep ascent

Of Nature, calls him to his high reward.

The ajiplauding smile of Heaven i i'llse wherefore bums
In mortal bosoms this unquenched hope.

That breathes from ylwy to day sublimer things,

And mocks possession i wherefore darts the mind
With such resistless ardour to embrace
Majestic forms ; impatient to be free.

Spurning the gross control of wilful might

;

Proud of the strong contention of her toils
;

Proud to he daring I who hut rather turns

To Heaven's broad fire his unconstrained view.

Than to the glinnnerinir (fa waxen flame!

Mho that, from j\l]:ine heights, his labouring eye

Shoots round the wide horizon, to survey

Nilus or (janges rolling his bright wave
Through mountains, plains, through empires black

with shade,
.And continents of sand, will turn his gaze
To nnirk the windings of a scanty rill

That nmrnmrs at his feet ! The high-bom soul
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Disdains to rest her heaven-aspiring wing
Beneath its native quarry. Tircil of earth

And this diunial seene, she springs aluft

Through fields of nir; pursues the flying storm
;

Rides on the volHed lightning through the heavens
;

Or, yoked with whirlwinds and the northern blast.

Sweeps the long tract of day. Then high she soara

The blue profound, and, hovering round the sun,

Beholds him pouring the redundant stream
Of light ; beholds his unrelenting sway
Bend the reluctant planets to absolve

The fated rounds of Tirae. Thence far effused,

She darts her swiftness up the long career

Of devious comets; through its burning signs

Kxulting measures the perennial wheel

Of Nature, and looks back on all the stars,

Whose blended light, as with a milky zone,

Invest the orient. Now, amazed she views

The empyreal waste, where happy spirits hold,

Beyond this concave heaven, their calm abode;
And fields of radiance, whose unfading light

Has travelled the profound six thousand years,

Nor yet arrives in sight of mortal things.

Kven on the barriers of the world, untired

She meditates the eternal depth below

;

Till half recoiling, down the headlong steep

She plunges ; soon o*erwhelmed and swallowed up
In tliat immense of being. There her hopes
Rest at the fated goal. For from the birth

Of mortal man, the sovereign Maker said.

That not in humble nor in brief delight,

Not in the fading echoes of Renown,
l'o\ver's purple robes, nor Pleasure's flowery lap.

The soul should find enjoyment : but from these

Turning disdainful to an equal good,

Through all the ascent of things enlarge her view.

Till every bound at length should disappear,

And infinite perfection close the scene.

[Intelkctual Beauty—PatnotUm.]

Mind, mind alone (bear witness earth and heaven I)

The living fountains in itself contains

0f beauteous and sublime : here band in hand
Sit paramount the Graces ; here enthroned,

Celestial Venus, with divinest airs.

Invites the soul to never-fading joy.

Look, then, abroad through Nature, to the range
( ){ planets, suns, and adamantine spheres,

Wheeling unshaken through the void immense
;

And speak, oh man! does this capacious scene

With half that kindling majesty dilate

Thy strong conception, as when Brutus rose

Refulgent from the stroke of Caesar's fate.

Amid the crowd of patriots ; and his arm
Aloft extending, like eternal Jove

When guilt brings down the thunder, called aload

On Tully's name, and shook his crimson steel.

And bade the father of his country, hail

!

For lo ! the tyrant prostrate on the dust,

And Uome again is free! Is aught so fair

In all the dewy landscapes of the spring.

In the bright eye of Hesper, or the mom.
In Nature's fairest forms, is aught so fair

As virtuous friendship? as the candid blush

Of him who strives with fortune to be just

!

The graceful tear that streams for others' woes,

Or the mild majesty of private life.

Where Peace, with ever-blooming olive, crowns

The gate ; where Honour's liberal hands effuse

Unenvied treasures, and the snowy wings

Of Innocence and Love protect the scene ?

Once more search, undismayed, the dark profound

Where nature works in secret ; view the beds

Of mineral treasure, and the eternal vault

That bounds the hoary ocean ; trace the forms

Of atoms moving with incessant change
Their elemental round : behold the seeds

Of being, and the energy of life

Kindling the mass with ever-active flame:
Then to the secrets of the working mind
Attentive turn ; from dim oblivion call

Her fleet, ideal band ; and bid them, go !

Rrcak tlirough time's barrier, and o'ertake the hour
That saw the heavens created ; then declare

If aught were found in those external scenes

To move thy wonder now. For what are all

The forms which brute unconscious matter wears,

Greatness oi bulk, or symmetry of parts ?

Net reaching to the heart, soon feeble grows
The superficial impulse ; dull their charms,
And satiate soon, and pall the languid eye.

Not so the moral species, nor the powers
Of genius and design : the ambitious mind
There sees herself: by these congenial forms

Touched and awakened, with Jntenser act

She bends each nerve, and meditates well-pleased

Her featuiea in the mirror. For of all

The inhabitants of earth, to man alone

Creative \Visdom gave to lift his eye

To truth's eternal measures ; thence to frame
The sacred laws of action and of will.

Discerning justice from unequal deeds.

And temperance from folly. But beyond
This energy of truth, whose dictates bind
Assenting reason, the benignant Sire,

To deck the honoured paths of just and good,

Has added bright imagination's rays :

Where virtue, rising from the awful depth
Of truth's mysterious bosom, doth forsake

The unadorned condition of her birth ;

And, dressed by fancy in ten thousand hues.

Assumes a various feature to attract

With charms responsive to each gazer's eye,

The hearts of men. Amid his rural walk.

The ingenious youth, whom solitude inspires

With purest wishes, from the pensive shade
Beholds her moving, like a virgin-muse

That wakes her lyre to some indulgent theme
( H' harmony and wonder : while among
The herd of servile minds her strenuous form
Indignant flashes on the patriot's eye.

And through the rolls of memory appeals

To ancient honour, or, in act serene

Yet watchful, raises the majestic sword

Of public power, from dark ambition's reach.

To guard the sacred volume of the laws.

[^OjKrailons of the Mind in the Production of Work's

of Jiiiagination.]

By these mysterious ties, the busy power
(tf memory her ideal train preserves

r.ntire ; or when they would elude her watch.

Reclaims their fleeting footsteps from the waste
Of dark oblivion ; thus collecting all

The various forms of being, to present

Before the curious eye of mimic art

Their largest choice : like spring's unfolded blooma
K.xhaling sweetness, that the skilful bee

May taste at will from their selected spoils

To work her dulcet food. For not the expanse
Of living lakes in summer's noontide calm,

Reflects the bordering shade and sun-bright heayens
With fairer semblance ; not the sculptured gold
More faithful keeps the graver's lively trace,

Than he whose birth the sister powers of art

Propitious viewed, and from his genial star

Shed influence to the seeds of fancy kind,

Than his attempered bosom must preserve

The seal of nature. There alone, unchanged
Her form remains. The balmy walks of May
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Thert' breathe perennial sweets : the trembling chord
Resounds for ever in the abstractc.] ear,

Melodious ; and the virgin*8 radiant eye,

Superior to disease, to grief, and time,

Sliine.s with unbatinj^ lustre. Thus at length
Kndowed with all tluit nature can be-^tow,

The child of fancy oft in silence bends
O'er these mixed treasures of his pregnant breast

With conscious pride. From them he oft resolres

To frame he knows not what excelling things,

And win he knows not what sublime reward

Of praise and wonder. By degrees the mind
Feels her young uervea dilate : the plastic powers
Labour for action : blind emotions heave
His bosom ; and with loveliest frenzy caught,
From earth to heaven he rolls his daring eye,

From heaven to earth. Anon ten thousand shapes,

Like spectres trooping to the wizard's call.

Flit swift before hi?n. From the womb of earth,

From ocean's bed thoy come : the eternal heavens
Disclose their splendours, and the dark abyss

Pours out her births unknown. With fixed gaze

He marks the rising phantoms. Now compares
Their different forms ; now blends them, now divides;

Enlarges and extenuates by turns
;

Opposes, ranges in fantastic bands.

And infinitely varies. Hither now,
Now thither fluctuates his inconstant aim.
With endless choice perplexed. At length his plan
Begins to open. Lucid order dawns;
And as from Chaos old the jarring seeds

Of nature at the voice divine repaired

Each to its place, till rosy earth unveiled

Her fragrant bosom, and the joyful sun
Sprung up the blue serene ; by swift degrees

Thus disentangled, his entire design

Emerges. Colours mingle, features join,

And lines converge: the fainter parts retire
;

The fairer eminent in light advance
;

And every image on its neighbour smiles.

Awhile he stands, and with a father's joy
Contemplates. Then with Promethean art

Into its proper vehicle he breathes

The fair conception ; which, embodied thus,

And permanent, becomes to eyes or ears

An object ascertained : while thus informed.
The various objects of his miraic skill,

The consonance of sounds, the featured rock.

The shadowy picture, and impassioned verse,

Beyond their proper powers attrat^t the soul

By that expressive semblance, while in sight

Of nature's great original we scan

The lively child of art ; while line by line,

And feature after feature, we refer

To that divine exeiuplar whence it stole

Those animating charms. Thus beauty's palm
Betwixt them wavering hangs: applauding love
Doubts where to choose ; and mortal man aspires

To tempt creative i)raisc. As when a cloud
Of gathering hail with limpid crusts of ice

Enclosed, and obvious to the beaming sun.
Collects his large etiulgence ; straight the heavens
With equal flames present on either hand
The radiant visage : Persia stands at gaze,

Appalled ; and on the brink of (Ganges doubts
The Hiiowy-vested seer, in Mithra's name.
To which the fragrance of the south shall burn,

To which his warbled orisons ascend,

[TVwte.]

What tlien is taste, but these internal powers
Active, and strong, and feelingly alive

To each fine impulse? a discerning sense

(tf decent and sublime, with quick disgust

From things deformed or disarranged, or gross

In Hpccies! This, nor gems nor stores of gold,
Nor purple state, nor culture can bestow

;

Hut (iod abuie, when first his active hand
Imprints the secret bios of the soul.

He, mighty parent ! wise and just in all,

Free as tlie vital breeze f)r light of heaven,
Reveals the charms of nature. Ask the swain
Who jiMirnies homeward from a summer day's
Long labour, why, forgetful of his toils

And due repose, he loiters to behold
'I'he sunshine gleaming, as through amber clouds,
n'l-r all the western sky ; full soon, I ween,
11 is rude expression and untutored airs.

Beyond tlie power of language, will unfold
The form of beauty smiling at his heart.

How lovely ! how commanding ! But though heaven
In every breast hath sown these early seeds

(.>f love and admiration, yet in vain,

\\'ithout fair culture's kind parental aid.

Without enlivening suns, and genial showers,

.^nd shelter from the blast, in vain we hope
The teniler plant should rear its blooming head,

Or yield the harvest promised in its spring.

Nor yet will every soil with equal stores

Repay the tillerV labour; or attend

His will, obsequious, whether to produce
The olive or the laurel. Different minds
Incline to diHerent objects : one pursues
The vast alone, the wonderful, the wild

;

Another sighs for harmony, and grace,

And gentlest beauty. Hence when lightning fires

The arch of heaven, and thunders rock the ground
;

When furious whirlwinds rend the howling air,

And ocean, groaning from his lowest bed.

Heaves his tempestuous billows to the sky.

Amid the mighty uproar, while below
The nations tremble, Shakspeare looks abroad
From some high cliff superior, and enjoys

The elemental war. But Waller longs

All on the nuirgin of some flowery stream
To spread his careless Umbs amid the cool

Of plantain shades, and to the listening deer

The tale of slighted vows and love*s disdain

Resound soft-warbling all the live-long day

:

Consenting zephyr sighs ; the weeping rill

Joins in his plaint, melodious ; mute the groves;

And hill and dale with all their echoes mourn.
Such and so various are the tastes of men.

() blest of heaven ! whom not the languid songa

Of luxury, the siren ! not the bribes

Of sordid wealth, nor all the gaudy spoils

( )( piigeant honour, can seduce to leave

Those ever-blooming sweets, which from the store

( )f nature fair imagination culls

To charm the enlivened soul ! What though not all

Of mortal oflspring can attain the heights

Of envied life; though only few possess

Patrician treasures or inijierial state

;

Yet nature's care, to all her children just,

\\'ith richer trea-sures and an ampler state,

Endows at large whatever happy man
Will deign to use them. His the city's pomp.
The rural honours his. Whate'er adorns

The jirincely dome, the column and the arch,

Tlie breathing marbles and the sculptured gold,

Reyond the proud possessor's narrow claim.

His tuneful breast enjoys. For him the spring

Distils her dews, and from the silken gem
Its lucid leaves unfokls : for him the hand
Of autumn tinges every fertile branch

With blooming gold and blushes like the mom.
Each pH.ssing hour sheds tribute from her wings;
.•\inl still new ln'auties meet his lonely walk,

And loves unfelt attract him. Not a breeze

Flies o'er the meadow, not a cloud imbibes

The setting sun's effulgence, not a strain
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From nil the tt'imiits of the warbling shade
Ascends, but whence hijj bosom can partake

Fresh pleasure, unreproved. Nor thence partakes

Fresh pleasure only : for the attentive mind,
l\y this harmonious action on her powers,

Rcconies herself harmonious : wont so oft

In outward things to meditate the charm
(f sacred order, soon she seeks at homo
To find a kindred order, to exert

Within herself this elegance of love.

This fair inspired delight : her tempered powers
Refine at length, and every passion wears

A chaster, milder, more attractive mien.

But if to ampler prospects, if to gaze

On nature's form, where, negligent of all

Tliese lesser graces, she assumes the port

Of that eternal majesty that weighed
The world's foundations ; if to these the mind
Kxalts her daring eye ; then mightier far

Will be the change, and nobler. Would the forms

Of servile custom cramp her generous power;
Would sordid policies, the barbarous growth
Of ignorance and rapine, bow her down
To tame pursuits, to indolence and fear 1

Lo ! she appeals to nature, to the winds
And rolling waves, the sun's unwearied course,

The elements and seasons : all declare

For what the eternal Maker hjis ordained
The powers of man : we feel within ourselves

His energy divine; he tells the heart,

He meant, he made us to behold and love

What he beholds and loves, the general orb

Of life and being ; to be great like him,
Beneticent and active. Thus the men
Whom nature's works can charm, with God himself

flold converse; grow familiar, day by day,

With his conceptions, act upon his plan,

And form to his, the relish uf their souls.

O/i a Sermon Ar/ainst Glory.— 1747.

Come, then, tell me, sage divine,

Is it an offence to own
That our bosoms e'er incline

Towards immortal glory's throne

!

For with me nor pomp nor jdensuro,

Bourbon's might, Bragatiza's treasure.

So can fancy's dream rejoice,

So conciliate reason's choice,

As one approving word of her impartial voice.

If to spurn at noble praise

Be the pjissport to tliy heaven,

Follow thou those gloomy ways
;

No such law to me was given ;

Nor, I trust, shall I deplore me.

Faring like my friends before me

;

Nor a holier place desire

Than Timoleon's arms acquire.

And Tally's curule chair, and Milton's golden lyre.

Inscription for a Monument to Shal'spcarc.

youths and virgins : declining eld :

pale misfortune's slaves : O ye who dwell

Unknown with humble quiet : ye who wait

In courts, or fill the golden seat of kings

:

sons of sport and pleasure : thou wretch

That weep'st for jealous love, or the sore wounds
Of conscious guilt, or death's rapacious hand.

Which left thee void of hope : O ye who roam

In exile, ye who through the embattled field

Seek bright renown, or who for nobler palms

Contend, the leaders of a public cause.

Approach: behold this marble. Know ye not

The features? Hath not oft his faithful tongue

Told you the fashion of your own estate.

The secrets of your bosom ? Here then round
His monument with reverence while ye stand.
Say to each other : 'This was Shakspeare's form ;

Who walked in every path of human life,

Felt every passion ; and to all mankind
Doth now, will ever that experience yield.

Which hia own genius only could acquire.*

Iiisa-iption for a Statue of Chaucer^ cU Woodstock,

Such was old Chaucer: such the placid mien
Of him who first with harmony informed
The language of our fathers. Here he dwelt
For many a cheerful day. These ancient walla
Have often heard him, while his legends blithe
He sang ; of love, or knighthood, or the wiles
Of homely life ; through each estate and a^-e,

The fashions and the follies of the world
With cunning hand portraying. Though perchance
From Blenheim's towers, O stranger, thou art come
flowing with Churchill's trophies

; yet in vain
Dost thou applaud them, if thy breast be cold
To him, this other hero ; who in times
Dark and untaught, began with charming verse
To tame the rudeness of his native land,

LORD LYTTELTON.

As a poet, Ltttelton might escape remembrance,
but he comes before us as a general author, and is,

from various considerations apart from literary talent,
worthy of notice. He was the son of Sir Thomas
Lyttelton of Ilagley, in Worcestershire (near the
Leasowes of Shenstone) ; and after distinguishing

"W^^

H^ley, the seat of Lord Lyttelton.

himself at Eton and Oxford, he went abroad, and
passed some time in France and Italy. On lus

return, he obtained a seat in parliament, and op-
posed the measures of Sir Robert Walpole. He be-
came secretary to the Prince of Wales, and was thus
able to benefit his literary friends, Thomson and
Mallet. In 1741 he married Miss Lucy Fortescue
of Devonshire, who, dying five years afterwards,
aflTorded a theme for his muse, considered by many
the most successful of his poetical efforts. When
Walpole and the Whigs were vanquished, Lyttelton
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wiw made one of the lords of the treasury. lie was
afterwards a privy eouncillor and chancellor of the

exehequer, and was elevated to the peerage. He
died Angaist 22, 17 7.1, aged sixty-four. Lyttelton

was autlior of a short but excellent treatise on The
Conversion of St Paul, which is still regarded as one

of the subsidiary bulwarks of Christianity. He also

wrote an elalM)rate lliston/ of the Jleiyn of Ilvnry II.,

to which he brought ample information and a spirit

of impartiality and justice. These valuable works,

and his patronage of literary men (Fielding, it will

be recollected, dedicated to him his Tom Jones, and
to Thomson he was a firm friend), constitute the

chief claim of Lyttelton upon the regard of pos-

terity. Gray has praised his Munody on his wife's

death as tender and elegiac ; but undoubtedly the

finest poetical effusion of Lyttelton is his Prologue

to Thomsons Traycdi/ of Coriolanus. Before tliis

play could be brought out, Thomson had paid the

debt of nature, and his premature death was deeply

lamented. The tragedy was acted for the benefit

of the poet's relations, and when Quin spoke the

prologue by Lyttelton, many of the audience wept
at the lines

—

He loved his friends—forgive this gushing tear

:

Alas ! I feel I am no actor here.

[From the Monody.']

In vain I look around
0*er all the well-known ground,

My Lucy's wonted footstep!^ to descry ;

Where oft we used to walk,

Where oft in tender talk

We saw the summer sun go down the sky;
Nor by yon fountain's side,

Nor where its waters glide

Along the valley, can she now be found :

In all the wide-stretched prospect's ample bound,
No more my mournful eye

Can aught of her espy,

But the sad sacred earth where her dear relics lie.

Sweet babes, who, like the little playful fawns,

Were wont to trip along these verdant lawns,

By your delighted mother's side :

Who now your infant steps shall guide?

Ah ! where is now the hand whose tender care

To every virtue would have formed your youth,

And strewed with flowers the thorny ways of truth ?

loss beyond repair !

wretched father, left alone

To weep their dire misfortune and thy own !

How shall thy weakened mind, oppressed with wo,
And drooping o'er thy Lucy's grave.

Perform the duties that you doubly owe,

Now she, alas ! is gone,

From folly and from vit-c their helpless age to save

!

Advice to a Lady.

The counsels of a friend, Belinda, hear.

Too roughly kind to plca^te a lady's car,

Unlike the flatteries of a lover's pen,

Such truths as women seldom leani from men.
Nor think I praise you ill, when thus I show
What female vanity might fear to know:
Some merit's mine to dare to be sincere;

But greater yours sincerity to bear.

Hard is the fortune that your sex attends

;

Women, like princes, find few real friends:

All who approach them their own ends pursue;

Lovers and ministers are seldom true.

Hence oft from Reason heedless Beauty strays,

And the most trusted guide the most betrays

;

Hence, by fond dreams of fancied power amused.
When most you tynmnise, you're most abused.

What is your sex's earliest, latest care.

Your heart's sujireme ambition \—To be fair.

For this, the toilet every thought employs,

Hence all the toils of dress, and all the joys:

For this, hands, lips, and eyes, are put to school,

And each instnicted feature has its rule:

And yet how few have leamt, when this is given,

Not to disgrace the jtartial boon of Heaven !

How few with all their pride of fonn can move !

How few arc lovely, that are made for love

!

Do you, my fair, endeavour to possess

An elegance of mind, as well a» dress

;

Be that your onianient, and know to please

I'}' graceful Nature's unafleetcd case.

Nor make to dangerous wit a vain pretence,

But wisely rest content with modest sense;

For wit, like wine, intoxicates the brain,

Too strong for feeble woman to sustain :

Of those who claim it more than half have none

;

And half of those who have it are undone.
Be still superior to your sex's arts.

Nor think dishonesty a proof of parts

:

For you, the plainest is the wisest rule

;

A cunning woman is a knavish fool.

Be good yourself, nor think another's shame
Can raise your merit, or adorn your fame.

Virtue is amiable, mild, serene
;

Without all beauty, and all peace within
;

The honour of a prude is rage and storm,

'Tis ugliness in its most frightful form
;

Fiercely it stands, defying gods and men.
As fiery monsters guard a giant's den.

Seek to be good, but aim not to be great

;

A woman's noblest station is retreat

;

Her fairest virtues fly from public sight,

Domestic worth, that shuns too strong a light*

To rougher man Ambition's task resign,

*Tis ours in senates or in courts to shine.

To labour for a sunk corrupted state,

Or dare the rage of Envy, and be great

;

One only care your gentle breasts .••hould move.
The iinjwrtant business of your life is love

;

To this great point direct your constant aim.

This makes your happiness, and this your fame.
Be never cool reserve with passion joined ;

With caution choose! but then be fondly kind.

The selfish heart, that but by halves is given.

Shall find no place in Love's delightful heaven

;

Here sweet extremes alone can truly bless:

The virtue of a lover is excess,

A maid unasked may own a well-placed flame
;

Not loving /r.sV, hut loving urontf, is shame.
Contemn the little pride of giving pain,

Nor think that conquest justifies disdain,

Short is the period of insulting power;
Oflended Cupid finds bis vengeful hour;
Soon will resume the empire which he gave,

And soon the tyrant shall become the slave.

Blest is the maid, and worthy to be blest,

Whose soul, entire by him she loves possessed,

Feels every vanity in fondness lost.

And asks no power but that of pleasing most:
Hers is the bliss, in just return, to prove

The honest warmth of undissembled love;

For her, incotistant man might cease to range,

And gratitude forbid desire to change.

But, lest liarsh care the lover's peace destroy.

And roughly blight the tender buds of joy.

Let Beasoii teacli what Passion fiiin would hide.

That Hymen's bands by Prudence should be tied;

Venus in vain the wedded pair would crown.

If angry Fortune on their union frown:

Soon will the flattering dream of bliss be o'er,

And cloyed Imagination cheat no more.
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Then, waking to the sense of lasting pain,

With mntual tears tlic nuptial couch they stain

;

And that foiul love, which should atiord relief.

Does but increase the anguish of their grief:

While both eouhl easier their own sorrows bear.

Than the sad knowledge of each other's care.

Yet may you rather feel that virtuous pain,

Than sell your violated channs for gain,

Than wed the wretcli whom you despise or hate,

For the vain glare of useless wealth or state.

E'en in the happiest choice, where favouring Heaven
Has equal love and easy fortune given.

Think not, the husband gained, that all is done;
The prize of happiness must still be won :

And oft the careless find it to their cost,

The lover in the husband may be lost

;

The (iraces might alone his heart allure

;

They and the Virtues meeting must secure.

Let e'en your prudence wear the pleasing dress

Of care for him, and anxious tenderness
;

From kind concern about his weal or wo.
Let each domestic duty seem to flow.

The household sceptre if he bids you bear.

Make it your pride his servant to appear

;

Endearing thus the common acts of life.

The mistress still shall charm him in the wife

;

And wrinkled age shall unobserved come on,

Before his eye perceives one beauty gone

:

E'en o'er your cold, your ever-sacred urn,
His constant flame shall unextinguished burn.
Thus I, Belinda, would your charms improve.
And form your heart to all the arts of love.

The task were harder, to secure my own
Against the power of those already known ;

For well you twist the secret chains that bind
With gentle force the captivated mind

;

Skilled every soft attraction to employ,
Each flattering hope, and each alluring joy

;

I own your genius, and from you receive

The rules of pleasing, which to you I give.

[^Prologue to the Tragedij of Coriolamts—Spoien hj
Mr Quin.']

I come not here your candour to implore
For scenes whose author is, alas ! no more

;

He wants no advocate his cause to plead
;

You will yourselves be patrons of the dead.
No party his benevolence confined,

No sect—alike it flowed to all mankind.
He loved his friends—forgive this gushing tear

:

Alas ! I feel I am no actor here

—

He loved his friends with such a warmth of heart,

So clear of interest, so devoid of art.

Such generous friendship, such unshaken zeal.

No words can speak it, but our tears may tell.

candid truth ! faith without a stain

!

O manners gently firm, and nobly plain !

sympathising love of others' bliss

—

Where will you find another breast like his !

Such was the man : the poet well you know ;

Oft has lie touched your hearts with tender wo
;

Oft in this crowded house, with just applause.
You heard him teach fair Virtue's purest laws

;

For his chaste muse employed her heaven-taught lyre

None but the noblest passions to inspire

;

Not one immoral, one corrupted thought.
One line which, dying, he could wish to blot.

m.ay to-night your favourable doom
Another laurel add to grace his tomb

:

Whilst he, superior now to praise or blame,
Hears not the feeble voice of human fame.

Yet if to those whom most on earth he loved,

From whom his pious care is now removed.
With whom his liberal hand, and bounteous heart,

Shared all his little fortune could impart

:

If to those friends your kind regard shall give
\\'luit they no longer can from his receive,

Tliat, that, even now, above yon starry pole,

May touch with pleasure his immortal soul.

To the ' Castle of Imlolence,' Lyttclton contributed
the following excellent stanza, containing a portrait

of Thomson :

—

A bard here dwelt, more fat than bard beseems,
Who, void of envy, guile, and lust of gain.

On virtue still, and nature's pleasing themes,
Poured forth his unpremeditated strain

:

The world forsaking with a calm disdain,

Here laughed he carele;^s in his easy seat

;

Here quafled encircled with the joyous train.

Oft moralising sage ; his ditty sweet

He loathed much to write, ne cared to repeat.

THOMAS CRAY.

Thomas Gray was born at Cornlull, London,
December 26, 1716. His father, Philip Gray, was
a money-scrivener— the same occupation carried

i>

on by Milton's father; but though a 'respectable

citizen,' the parent of Gray was a man of harsh
and violent disposition. His wife was forced to

separate from him ; and it was to the exertions of
this excellent woman, as partner with her sister in

a millinery business, that the poet owed the advan-
tages of a learned education, first at Eton, and after-

wanis at Cambridge. The painful domestic circum-
stances of his youth gave a tinge of mehancholy and
pensive reflection to Gray, which is visible in his

poetry. At Eton, the yoimg student had made the
friendship of Horace Walpole, son of the prime
minister; and when his college education was com-
pleted, Walpole induced him to accompany him in

a tour through France .and Italy. They had been
about a twelvemonth together, exploring the natural

beauties, antiquities, and picture galleries of Rome,
Florence, Naples, &c., when a quarrel took place

between them at Eeggio, and the travellers sepa-

rated. Gray returning to England. Walpole took
49
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the blame of tliis differeiice on himself, as he was

vain and volatile, and not disposed to trust in the

better knowledge and the somewhat fastidious tastes

and habits of his associate. Gray went to Cam-
bridge, to take his degree in civil law, but without

intending to follow up the profession. His father

had died, his mother's fortune was small, and the

poet was more intent on learning than on riches.

He had, however, enough for his wants. He fixed

his residence at Cambridge; and amidst its noble

libraries and learned society, passed the greater

part of his remaining life. He hated matheniatic:J

and metaphysical jmrsuits, liut was ardently de-

voted to classical learning, to which he added the

study of architecture, antiquities, natural history,

and other branches of knowledge. His retired life

was varied by occasional residence in Ix)ndon,

where he revelled among the treasures of the

British Museum ; and by frequent excursions to

the country on visits to a few learned and attached

friends. At Cambridge Gray was considered as an

unduly fastidious man, and tliis gave occasion to

practical jokes being played off upon him by his

fellow-inmates of St Peter's college, one of which—
a false alarm of fire, by which he was induced to

descend from his window to the ground by a rope

—

was the cause of his removing (1756) to Pembroke

HaU. In 1765 he took a journey into Scotland,

Gray's Window, 8t Peter's college, Cambridge.

and met his brother poet l)r Beattie, at Glamniis
castle. He also penetrated into Wales, and ni.-ide

a journey to Cumberland and Westmoreland, to see

the scenery of tlie lakes. His let.tcrs describing

these excursions are remarkable for elegance and
precision, for correct and extensive observation, and
for a dry scholastic humour peculiar to tlie poet.

On returning from these agreeable holidays. Gray
set himself calmly down in his college retreat—pored

over his favourite authors, compiled tables of chro-

nology or botany, moralised on ' all he felt and all

he saw' in correspondence with his friends, and occa-

sionally venture(l into the re:Ums of jioetry and ima-
gination. He had studieil tlie Greek poets with such

intense devotion and critical care, that their spirit

and essence seem to have sunk into his mind, and
coloured all his efforts at original composition. At
the same time, his knowledge of human nature,

and his sympathy with the world, were varied and
profound. Tears fell unbidden among the classic

iiowers of fancy, and in his almost monastic cell,

his heart vibrated to the finest tones of humanity.
Gray's first public appearance as a poet was

made in 1747, when his Oile t<i Etim Cultcye was
published by Dodsley. Two years afterwards, his

Ehgn Written in a Country Churchyard was printed,

and immediately became popular. His Pindaric

Odes appeared in 1757, but met with little success.

His name, however, was now so well knoivn, that

he was offered the situation of poet-laureate, vacant
by the death of Colley Cibber. Gray decUned the

appointment ; but shortly afterwards he obtained

the more reputable and lucrative situation of Pro-
fessor of Jlodern History, which brought him in

about £400 per annum. For some years he had
been subject to hereditary gout, and as his circum-

stances improved, his health declined. While at

dinner one day in the college h;dl, lie was seized

with an attack in the stomach, which was so vio-

lent, as to resist all the efforts of meilieine, and
after six days of suffering, he expired on the 30th

of July 1771, in the flfty-fiftli year of his age. He
was buried, according to his desire, by the side of

his motlier, at Stoke, near Eton—.adding one more
poetical association to that beautiful and classic

district of England.
The poetry of Gray is all comprised in a few

pages, yet he appears worthy to rank in qu.ality

with the first order of poets. His two great odes.

The Progress of Pnesy, and The Bard, are the most
splendid compositions we possess in the Pindaric

style and measure. They surpass the odes of Col-

lins in fire and energy, in boldness of imagination,

and in condensed and brilliant expression. Collins

is as purely and entirely poetical, but he is less com-
manding and sublime. Gray's stanzas, notwith-

.standing tlieir varied and complicated versification,

flow with lyrical ease and perfect harmony. Each
jircsents ricli personilicatiou, striking thoughts, or

happy imagery

—

Sublime their starry fronts tlicy rear.

'The Bard' is more dramatic and picturesque than
' The Progress of Poesy,' yet in tlie latter are some
of the poet's richest and most majestic strains. As,

for example, the sketch of the savage youth of

Chili :—

In climes beyond the solar road,

Where shaggy forms o'er ice-built mountains roam,

The muse has broke the twilight gloom.

To cheer the shivering native's dull abode.

And oft beneath the odorous shade

(If Chili's boundle.w forests laid.

She deigns to hear the savage youth repeat,

In loose numbers wildly sweet.

Their feather-cinctured chiefs and dusky loves.

Her track, where'er the goddess roves,

Glory pursue and geneiwis shame.

The unconquerable mind and Freedom's holy flame.

Or the poetical characters of Shakspcare, Milton,

and Dryden :

—

Far from the sun and summer gale,

In thy green lap was Nature's darling laid,

What time, where lucid Avon strayed.

To him the mighty mother did unveil
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Her awful face : the dauntless child

Stretched forth his little arms, and smiled.
' This pencil take,' she said, ' whose coloui-s clear

Richly paint the venial year:
Thine, too, these golden keys, immortal boy

!

This can unlock the pites of .Foy
;

Of Horror that, and thrillini; Fears,

Or ope the sacred source of sympathetic Tears.'

Nor second he, that rode sublime
Upon the seraph-wings of Kcstacji

The secrets of the abyss to spy.

He passed the flaming bounds of space and time

:

The living throne, the sapphire-blaze.

Where angels tremble while they gaze,

He saw ; but blasted with excess of light,

Closed his eyes in endless night.

Behold where Dryden's less presumptuous car
"Wide o'er the fields of glory bear
Two coursers of ethereal race.

With necks in thunder clothed, and long-resounding
pace.

The ' Ode to Eton College," the ' Ode to Adversity.'
and the far-famed ' Elegy,' present the same careful
and elaborate finishing ; but the thoughts and ima-
gery are more simple, natural, and toucliing. A
train of moral feelings, and solemn or afTecting asso-
ciations, is presented to the mind, in connection
with beautifiU natural scenery and objects of real

life. In a letter to Beattie, Gray remarks— ' As to
description, I have alw.iys thought that it made the
most graceful ornament of poetry, but never ought
to make the subject.' He practised what he taught

;

for there is always some sentiment or reflection

arising out of the poet's descriptive passages. Tliese
are generally grave, tender, or pathetic. The cast of
his own mind, and the comparative loneliness of his
situation and studies, nursed a sort of pliilosophic

spleen, and led him to moralise on the vanity of
life. Byron and others have attached inordinate
value to the 'Elegy,' as the main prop of Gray's
reputation. It is. doubtless, the most frequently
read and repeated of all his productions, because it

is connected vvitli ordinary existence and genuine
feeling, and describes, in exquisite harmonious verse.
what all persons nnist, at some time or other, have
felt or imagined. But the highest poetry can never
be very extensively popular. A simple ballad air
will convey pleasure to a greater number of persons
than the most successful eftbrts of accomplished
musical taste and genius; and. in like manner,
poetry which deals with siibjects of familiar life,

must find more readers than those inspired flights
of imagination, or recondite allusions, however
graced with the charms of poetry, whidi can only
be enjoyett by persons of fine sensibility, and some-
thing of kindred taste and knowledge. Gray's
classical diction, his historical and mythological
personifications, must ever be lost on the nnilti-
tude. Even Dr Johnson was tempted into a coarse
and unjust criticism of Gray, chiefly because the
critic admired no poetry which did not contain
some weighty moral truth, or some chain of rea-
soning. To restrict poetical excellence to this
standard, vi-ould be to blot out Spenser from the
list of high poets, and to curtail i^h.akspeare and
Milton of more than half their glory. Let us
recollect with another poet— the author of the
Night Thoughts—that ' a fixed star is as much in
the bounds of n.ature as a flower of the field, though
less obvious, and of far greater dignity.'

In the character of Gray there are some seeming
inconsistencies. As a man, he was nice, reserved,
and proud—a haughty retired scholar; yet we find
him in his letters full of English idiom and English

feeling, with a touch of the gossip, and sometimes
not over fastidious in his allusions and remarks.
He was indolent, yet a severe student—hating Cam-
bridge and its college discipline, yet constantly re-

siding there. He loved intellectuiil ease and luxury,
and wished, as a sort of Mohammedan paradise, to
' lie on a sofa, and read eternal new romances of
Marivanx and Crebillon.' Yet all he could say of
Tliomson's ' Castle of Indolence,' when it was first

published, was, that there were some good verses in

it ! Akenside, too, whom he was so well fitted to
appreciate, he thought ' often obscure, and even un-
intelligible.' As a poet, Gr.ay studied in the school
of the ancient and Italian poets, l.ibouring like an
artist to infuse part of their spirit, their melody, and
even some of their expressions, into his inimitable
Mosaic work, over which he breatlied the life and
fragrance of eternal spring. In his country tours,

the poet carried with him a plano-convex mirror,
which, in surveying landscapes, gathers into one
confined glance the forms and tints of the surround-
ing scene. His imagination performed a similar
operation in collecting, fixing, and appropriating
the materials of poetry. All is bright, natural, and
interesting—rich or magnificent—but it is seen but
for a moment. Yet, despite his classic taste and
models. Gray was among the first to welcome and
admire the Celtic strains of Macpherson's Ossian;
and he could also delight in the wild superstitions of
the Gothic nations : in translating from the Norse
tongue the Fatal Sisters and the Descent of Odin,
he called up the martial fire, the rude energy and
abruptness of the ancient ballad minstrels. Had
his situation and circumstances been different, the
genius of this accomplished and admirable poet
would in all probability have expanded, so as to em-
br.ace subjects of wider and more varied interest

—

of greater length and diversity of character.
Tlie subdued humour and fancy of Gray are per-

petually breaking out in his letters, with brief
picturesque touches that m.ark the poet and man of
taste. The advantages of travelling and of taking
notes on the spot, he has playfully but admirably
summed up in a letter to a friend, "then eng.aged in
making a tour in Scotland :

—
' I)o not you think

a man may be the wiser (I had almost said the
better) for going a hundred or two of miles; and
th.at the mind lias more room in it than most
people seem to tliink, if you will but furnish the
apartments? I almost envy your last month, being
in a very insipid situation myself; and desire you
would not fail to send me some furniture fur my
Gothic apartment, whic'i is very cold at present.
It n-iU he the easier tiisk, as you have nothing
to do but transcribe your little red books, if they
are not rubbed out ; for I conclude you have not
trusted everything to memory, which is ten times
worse than a lead pencil. Ildf a word fixed upon
or near the spot is worth a cartload of recollection.
When we trust to the picture that objects draw
of themselves on our mind, we deceive ourselves

;

without accurate and particular observation, it is

but ill-drawn at first, the outlines are soon blurred,
the colours every day grow fainter, and at last,
when we would produce it to anybody, we are
forced to supply its defects with a few strokes of our
own imagination.'

Impressed with the opinion he here inculcates,
the poet was a careful note-taker, and his delinea-
tions are all fresh and distinct. Thus, he writes in
the following graceful strain to his friend Nicholls,
in commemoration of a tour which he made to
Southampton and Netley Abbey : — 'My healtli
is much improved by the sea, not that I drank
it or bathed in it, as the common people do;
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no, I only walked by it, and looked upon it. The
climate is remarkably mild, even in October and
November; no snow has been seen to lie there

for these thirty years past ; the myrtles grow in the

ground against the houses, and Guernsey lilies

bloom in every window ; the town clean and well-

built, surroundtd by its old stone-walls, with their

towers and gateways, stands at the point of a penin-
sula, and opens full south to an arm of the sea,

which, having formed two beautiful baj-s on each
liand of it, stretches away in direct view, till it joins

the British Channel ; it is skirted on either side

with gently-rising grounds, clothed witli thick wood,
and directly cross its nioutli rise the high lands of

the Isle of Wight at some distance, but distinctly

seen. In the bosom of the woods (concealed from
profane eyes) lie hid the ruins of Netley Abbey

;

there may be richer and greater houses of religion,

but the abbot is content with his situation. Pee
there, at the top of that hanging meadow, under the

shade of those old trees that bend into a luilf circle

about it, be is walking slowly (good man!), and
bidding his beads for the souls of liis benefactors,

interred in that venerable pile that lies beneath him.
Beyond it (the meadow still descending) nods a
thicket of oaks that mask the building, and have
excluded a view too garisli and luxuriant for a holy

eye ; only on either hand they leave an opening to

the blue glittering sea. Did you not observe how,
as that white sail shot by and was lost, he turned
and crossed himself to drive the tempter from him
that had thrown that distraction in his way? I

should tell you that the ferryman who rowed me, a
lusty 3'oung fellow, told me that he would not for all

the world pass a night at the abbey (there were such
things near it), though there was a power of money
hid there. FMm thence I went to Salisbury, Wil-
ton, and Stonehenge ; but of these I say no more

;

they will be publislied at the university press.

P. S.—I must not close my letter without giving
you one principal event of my history, which was,
that (in the course of my late tour) I set out one
morning before five o'clock, the moon shining
through a dark and misty autumnal air, and got to

the sea-coast time enough to be at the sun's levee.

I saw the clouds and dark vapours open gradually to

right and left, rolling over one another in great
smoky wreaths, and the tide (as it flowed gently in

upon the sands) first whitening, then slightly tinged
with gold and blue ; and all at once a little line of
insuflerable brightness that (before I can write these
five words) was grown to half an orb, and now to a
whole one, too glorious to be distinctly seen. It is

very odd it makes no figure on paper
; yet I shall

remember it as long ,as the sun, or at least as long as

I endure. I wonder whether anybody ever saw it

before? I hardly believe it.'

Much as has since been written on the lake
country, nothing can exceed the beauty and f/iish
of this miniature pictiire of Grassmere :

—
' Passed

by the little chapel of Wiborn. out of which the Sun-
day congregation were then issuing. I'assed a beck
[rivulet] near Vunmiiilrnii.se, and entered Westmore-
land a second time ; now begin to see Uelmcrag, dis-

tinguished from its nigged neighbours not so nmch
by its height, as by the strange broken outline of
its top, like sonic gigantic building demolished, .and

the stones that composed it flung across each other
in wild confusion. .Tust beyond it opens one of the
sweetest landscapes that art ever attempted to imi-
tate. The bosom of the mountains spreading here
into a broad basin, discovers in the midst Grasstnere
water; its margin is hollowed into small bays with
bold eminences, some of them rocks, some of soft

turf, that half conceal and vary the figure of the

little lake they command. From the shore a low
promontory pushes itself far into the water, and on
it stands a white village with the p.arish chorch
rising in the midst of it ; hanging inclosures, corn
fields, and meadows green as an emerald, with their

trees, hedges, and cattle, fill up the whole space
from the edge of the water. Just opposite to you is

a large farm-house, at the Ijottom of a steep smooth
lawn embosomed in old woods, which climb half way
up the mountain's side, and discover above them a
broken line of crags, that crown tlie scene. Jiot a
single red tile, no glaring gentleman's house or
garden walls, break in upon tlie repose of this little

unsuspected piiradise ; but all is peace, rusticity,

and happy poverty, in its neatest and most becoming
attire.'

The sublime scenery of the Grande Chartreuse,

in Dauphiny (the subject of Gray's noble Alcaic
ode), awakened all his poetical enthusiasm. Writ-
ing to his mother from Lyons, he says— ' It is a
fortnight since we set out hence upon a little excur-
sion to Geneva. We took the longest road, which
hes through Savoy, on purpose to see a famous
monastery, called the Grande Chartreuse, and had
no reason to think our time lost. After having
travelled seven days very slow (for we diil not
change horses, it being impossible for a chaise to go
post in these roads), we arrived at a little village

among the mountains of Savoy, culled Echelles

;

from tlience we proceeded on horses, wlio are used
to the way, to the mountain of the Chartreuse. It

is six miles to tlie top ; the ro.ad runs winding up it,

commonly not si.x feet broad ; on one hand is the

rock, with woods of pine-trees hanging overhead

;

on the other a monstrous precipice, almost perpen-

dicular, at the bottom of which rolls a torrent, that,

sometimes tumbling among the fragments of stone

tliat have fallen from on high, and sometimes preci-

pitating itself down vast descents with a noise like

thunder, which is still made greater by the echo
from the mountains on each side, concurs to form
one of the most solemn, the most romantic, and the

most astonishing scenes I ever beheld. Add to this

the strange views made by the cr.ags and cliffs on
the otlier hand, the cascades that in many places

throw themselves from the very summit down into

the vale and the river below, and m-any other par-

ticulars impossible to describe, you will conclude

we had no occasion to repent our pains. This place

St Bruno chose to retire to, and upon its very top

founded the aforesaid convent, which is the superior

of the whole order. When we came there, the two
fathers who are commissioned to entertain strangers

(for the rest must neither speak one to another, nor

to any one else) received us very kindl}-, and set be-

fore usarepast of dried fish, eggs, butter, and fruits,

all excellent in their kind, and extremely neat.

They pressed us to spend the night there, and to

stay some days with them ; but this we could not

do, so they led us about their house, which is, you
must think, like a httle city, for there are a hundred
fathers, besides three hundred servants, that make
their clothes, grind their corn, press their wine, and
do everything among themselves. The wliole is

quite orderly and simple ; nothing of finery : but

the wonderful decency, and the strange situation,

more than supply the place of it. In the evening

we descende<l by the same way, passing througli

many clouds that were then forming themselves on
the mountain's side.'

In a subsequent letter to his poetical friend West,
Gray again adverts to tliis memorable visit :

' In our
little journey up the Grande Chartreuse,' he s.ays,

'I do not remember to have gone ten paces without
an exclamation that there was no restraining. Not
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a precipice, not a torrent, not a cliffy hut is pregnant with

religion and poetnj. There are certain scenes that

woulJ aire an atheist into belief, withont the help of other

argument. One iilcJ not have a very fantastic ima-

gination to see spirits there at noonday. Yon have
Death perpetually before your eyes, only so far re-

moved, as to compose the mind without frighten-

ing it,'

In turning from tliese exquisite fragments of de-

scription to the poetry of Gray, tlie liiffercucu will

be found to consist cliiefly in tlie rhyme and mea-
sure : in loftiness of sentiment and vividness of

expression, the prose is egual to the verse.

Bymn to Adversiiy,

Daughter of .Tove, relentless power,
Thou tamer of the human breast.

Whose iron seourge, and torturing hour.

The bad atlVight, afflict the best!

Bound in thy adamantine chain.

The proud are taught to taste of pain.

And purple tyrants vainly groan
With pangs unfelt before, unpitied, and alone.

When first thy sire to send on earth

Virtue, his darling eliild, designed.

To thee he gave the heavenly birth,

And bade to form her infant mind.
Stem rugged nurse, thy rigid lore

With patience many a year she bore :

What sorrow was, thou liad'st her know.
And from her own she learned to melt at others* wo.

Scared at thy frown terrific, fly

Self-pleasing Folly's idle brood.

Wild Laughter, Noise, and thoughtless Joy,
And leave us leisure to be good.

Light they disperse, and with them go
The summer friend, the llattering foe ;

By vain Prosperity received.

To her they vow their truth, and are again believed.

Wisdom, in sable garb arrayed.
Immersed in rapturous thought profound.

And Melancholy, silent maid.
With leaden eye, that loves the groimd.

Still on thy solemn steps attend :

Warm Charity, the general friend.

With Justice, to herself severe,

And Pity, dropping soft the sadly-pleasing tear.

Oh, gently on thy suppliant's head,
Dread goddess, lay thy chastening hand I

Not in thy gorgon terrors clad.

Nor circled with tlie vengeful band
(As by the impious thou art seen).

With thundering voice, and threatening mien,
With screaming Horror's funeral cry,

Despair, and fell Disease, and ghastly Poverty.

Thy form benign, oh goddess ! wear,
Thy milder influence impart.

Thy philosophic train be there,

To soften, not to wound, my heart.
The generous spark extinct revive

;

Teach me to love and to forgive;

Exact my own defects to scan.

What others are, to feel, and know myself a man.

Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College.

Ye distant spires, ye antique towers.

That croivn the watery glade,
WTierc grateful science still adores
Her Henry's* holy shade

;

* King Henry VL, founder of the college.

And ye, that from the stately brow
Of Windsor's liciglits the expanse below
Of grove, of lawn, of mead survey

;

Whose turf, whose shade, whose flowers among
AVandcrs the hoary Thames along

His silver-winding way!

Ah, happy hills ! ah, pleasing shade

!

Ah, fields beloved in vain !

Where once my careless childhood strayed,
A stranger yet to pain :

I feel the gales that from ye blow
A momentary bliss bestow.

As, waving fresh their gladsome wing,
My weary soul they seem to soothe,
And, redolent of joy and youth.

To breathe a eecond spring.

Say, Father Thames, for thou hast seen
Full many a sprightly race.

Disporting on thy margent green,
The paths of pleasure trace,

Who foremost now delight to cleave
With pliant arm thy glassy wave}
The captive linnet which inthral S

W^hat idle progeny succeed
To chase the rolling circle's speed.

Or urge the flying ball

!

While some on earnest business bent
Their murmuring labours ply

'Gainst graver hours, that bring constraint
To sweeten liberty

;

Some bold adventurers disdain
The limits of their little reign.

And unknown regions dare descry :

Still as they run, they look behind;
They hear a voice in every wind,

And snatch a fearful joy.

Gay hope is theirs, by fancy fed.

Less pleasing when possessed

;

The tear forgot as soon as shed,
The sunshine of the breast.

Theirs buxom health of rosy hue.
Wild wit, invention ever new,
And lively cheer of vigour bom

;

The thoughtless day, the easy night,
The spirits pure, the slumbers light,

That fly the approach of morn.

Alas ! regardless of their doom.
The little victims play

;

No sense have they of ills to come,
Nor care beyond to day

;

Yet see how all around 'em wait
The ministers of human fate.

And black Misfortune's baleful train.

Ah! show them where in ambush stand,
To seize their prey, the murth'rous band;

Ah, tell them they are meu !

These shall the fury passions tear,

The vultures of the mind,
Disdainful Anger, pallid Fear,

And shame that skulks behind

;

Or pining love shall waste their youth,
Or Jealousy with rankling tooth.

That inly gnaws the secret heart

;

And Envy wan, and faded Care,
Grira-visaged comfortless Despair,

And Sorrow's piercing dart.

Ambition this shall tempt to rise.

Then whirl the wretch from high.
To bitter Scora a sacrifice,

And grinning Infamy.
The stings of Falsehood those shall try.
And hard Uukindness' altered eve.

^ '
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That mocks the tear it forced ti» flow
;

And keen Ueinonie with blood dvfiled,

And jnoody M:idiiess laughing wild

Aiuid severest wo.

Lo! in the vale of years beneath
A ^«ly trooj) are seen.

The paihfal family of Death,

Mure hideous than their queen :

I This racks the joints, this fires the veins,

' That every labouring sinew strains,

Those in the deeper vitals ra.i^e

:

I.o ! Poverty, to fill the band,

That numbs the soul with icy handy
And slow-consuming Age.

To each his sufferings : all are men,
Condemned alike to groan;

The tender for another's pain.

The unfeeling for his own.

Yet, ah ! why should they know their fate,

Since sorrow never comes too late,

And happiness too swiftly flies?

Thought would destroy their paradise.

No more ; where ignorance is bliss,

Tis folly to be wise.

[77i« Bard.—A Pindaric Ode.']

[Tliis ode is founded on a tradition current in Wales, tliat

Edward I., wlK'ii he completud the conquest of that country,

ordered all the ba.rd3 th;it full into his bandy to be put to

death.]

* Ruin seize thee, ruthless king.

Confusion on thy banners wait

;

Though fanned by conquest's crimson wing,

They mock the air with idle state.

Helm, nor hauberk's twisted mail,

Nor e'en thy virtues, tyrant, shall avail

To save thy secret soul from nightly fears,

From Cambria's curse, from Cambria's tears
!'

Such were the sounds, tliat o*cr the crested pride

Of the first Edward scattered wild dismay,

As down the steep of Snowdon's ^ shaggy side

He wound with toilsome march his long array.

Stout Glo'ster^ stood aghast in speechles^s trance;
* To arras !* cried Mortimer,^ and couched his quiver-

ing lance.

On a rock, whose haughty bmw
Frowns o'er old Conway's foaming flood,

Robed in the sable garb of wo.
With haggard eyes the poet stood

(Loose his beard, and hoary hair

Streamed, like a meteor, to the troubled air) ;

And with a master's hand, and prophet's fire.

Struck the deep sorrows of his lyre.

' Hark, how each giant oak, and desert cave,

Slgiis to the torrent'w awful voice beneath !

0*cr thee, oh king! their hundred arms thoy wave,
Revenge on thee in hoarser murmurs breathe;

Vocal no more, since Cambria's fatal iiay.

To high-bom Iloel's harp, or soft Llewellyn's lay.

' Snowdon was a name frfven by the Saxons tn that moun-
tainous tract which the Welsh themsclve-s call rraiKian-eryri.

It included all the hiithlands of Caernarvonshire and Merio-
netlmhSre, ax far cast a« the river Conway. It. ITygden, sjieak-

iuK of the castle of Conway, built by Kins; Kdward 7.. says,
' Ad ortum nmnis Conway ad clivum montis Krcry;' ai]<l

Matthew of Westminster (ad ann. VM\), ' Apud Abcrconway
ad pedes montis Snowdoniie fecit erisi eastruni forte.*

* Gilbert do Clare, surnamed the Red, Earl of Gloucester

and Hertford, non-in-Iaw to King Rdnard.
3 Edmond de Mortimer, Lord of Wi^rniore. They both were

Lords-Marchers, whose lands lay on the borders of Wales, and
probably accompanied the kiuK in thin expedition.

' Cold is Ca^lwallo's tongue,

That hushed the litonny main :

Bnive Urien sleeps upon his craggy bed;
Mountains, ye mouni in vain

Modred, whose magic t-ong

Made liuge IMinlimnion bnw his cloud-toppcd head.

On dreary Arvrm's shore' they lie,

Smeared with gore, and ghastly pale:

Far, far aloof tlic aflriglited ravens sail

;

The famished eagle^' screams, and passes by.

Dear lost companions of my tuneful art.

Dear as the light that visits these sad eyes,

Dear a> the ruddy drops that warm my heart.

Ye died amidst your dying country's cries

—

No more I weep. They do not sleep.

On yonder cliffs, a grisly band,

I see them sit ; they linger yet,

Avengers of their native land :

M'ith me in dreadful harmony they join,

And weave with bloody hands the tissue of thy line,*

' Weave the waqi, and weave the woof,

The winding-sheet of Edward's race.

Give ample roum, and verge enough
The' characters of hell to trace.

Mark the year, and mark the night,

When Severn shall re-echo with aftright.

The shrieks of death through Berkeley's^ roof that ring,

Shrieks of an agonising king!

Siie-wnlf-* of France, with unrelenting fangs,

That tear'st the bowels of thy mangled mate.
From thee be born,^ who o'er thy country hangs

The scourge of Heaven ! What terrors round him
wait

!

Amazement in his van, with Flight combined.

And Sorrow's faded form, and Solitude behind.

Mighty victor, mighty lord,

Low*> on his funeral couch he lies !

No pitying heart, no eye afford

A tear to grace his obsequies.

Is the sable warrior" fled \

Thy son is gone. He rests among the dead.

The swarm, that in thy noontide beam were bom?
(ione to salute the rising mom.
Fair lauirhs the mom,** and soft the zephyr blows,

While proudly riding o'er the azure realm.

In gallant trim the gilded vessel goes;

Youth on the prow, and Pleasure at the helm
;

Regardless of the sweeping whirlwind*s sway,

That, hushed in grim repose, expects his evening prey.

Fill high the sparkling bowl,^

The rich rep;ist jirepare
;

Reft of a crown, he yet may share the feast

:

Close by the regal chair

Fell Thirst and Fauiine scowl

A baleful smile upon their baffled guest.

1 The shores of Caernarvonshire, opposite to the Isle of

AnRlesey.
2 Camden and others observe, that eagles used annually to

build their cyry among the rocks of Snowdon, winch from

thence (as some thinkl were named by the WeUh Craijo'an-

cryri, or the craps of the eagles. At this day, I am t.dd, the

hii;hest jKiInt of Snowdon is called the eagle's nest. That bird

is certainly no stranger to this island, as the Scots and the

jK'iiplo of Cumlwrlaiid, Westmoreland, &c., can testify; it

has even built its nest in the Peak of Derbj-shire.— ( See Wil-

louphhy's OrniOioU)f)iJ, published by Hay).
•'' Edward II., cruelly butchered in Berkeley Castle.

* IsalH-l of France, Edward II. 's adidtorous queen.

^ Alluding to the triumphs of Edward IIL in Franco.

'' Alluding to the death of that king, abandoned by his chil-

dren, and even robbed in his last moments by his courtiers and

his mistress.
" Edward, the Black Prince, dead some time before his father.

fl MaRnifieeuee of Iticbard II. "s reign. See Froissart, and

other contemporary writers.

» Ilichard XL (as we are told by ArehblsUop Scroop, and the
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Heard ye the din of battle bray,l

Lance to laiico, and horse to horse?

Long years uf luivoc urge their destined course,

And through the kindred squadrons mow their way.
Ye Towers of Julius,- London's lasting shame,
With many a foul and midnight murder fed.

Revere his consort's faith,-"' his father's-* fame,
And spare the meek usurjier's^ holy head

!

Above, lu'linv, the rose uf jinow,C

Twined with her blushing foe, we spread :

The brijJtled boar? in infant gore

Wallows beneath the thorny shade.

Now, brothers, bending o'er the accursed loom,

Stamp we our vengeance deep, and ratify his doom.

" Edward, lo ! to sudden fate

(Weave we the woof. The thread is spun).
Half of tliy heart^ we consecrate.

(The web is wove. The work is done).'*

Stay, oh stay ! nor thus forlorn

Leave me unblessed, unpitied, here to mourn :

In yon bright tract, that tires the western skies,

They melt, they vanish from my e3'es.

But oh ! what solemn scenes, on Snowdon*g height
Descending slow, their glittering skirts unroll ?

Visions of glory, spare my aching sight
;

Ye unborn ages, crowd not on my soul

!

No more our long-lost Arthui'-'' we bewail.

All hail, ye genuine kings!"J Britannia's issue hail!

Girt with many a baron bold,

Sublime their starry fronts they rear ;

And gorgeous dames, and statesmen old,

In bearded majesty appear.
In the midst a form divine !

Her eye proclaims her of the Briton-line
;

Her lion-port, '1 her awe-commanding face,

Attempered sweet to virgin-grace.

What strings symphonious tremble in the air,

^^'hat strains of vocal transport round her play !

Hear from the grave, great Taliessin,^- hear!
They breathe a soul to animate thy cla}'.

confederate lords in their mnnifestn, by Thomas of Walsing-
ham, and all the older %vriter3) was starved to death. The
story of his assassination by Sir Piers, of Exon, is of much
later date.

' Ruinous ciWl wars of York and Lancaster.
2 Henry VL, George, Dukeof Clarence, Kdward V., Richard,

Duko of Yori:, &c., believed to be murdered secretly in the
Tower of London. The oldest part of that structure is vul-

garly attributed to Julius Cie^iar.

3 Margaret of Anjou, a woman of heroic spirit, who struggled
hard to save her husband and her crown.

* Henrj- V. * Henry VL, very near been canon-
ised. The line of Lancaster had no right of inheritance to the
crown.

<* The white and red roses, devices of York and Lancaster.
7 The silver boar was the badge of Richard III. ; whence

he was usually known, in bis own time, by the name of the
Boar.

8 Eleanor of Castile died a few years after the conquest of

Wales. The heroic proof she gave of her aflection for her lord

is wcU-known. The monuments of his regret and sorrow for

the loss of her, are still to be seen at Northampton, Gedding-
ton, Waltham, and other places.

y It was the common belief of the Welsh nation, that King
Arthur was still alive in Fairy Land, and should return again
to reitm over Britain.

>" Both Merlin and Taliessin had prophesied, that the Welsh
should recain their sovereignty over this island, which seemed
to be accomplished in the house of Tudor.

•' Speed, relating an audience given by Queen Elizabeth to

Paul Dzialinski, amba^^sador of Poland, >ays, * And thus she,

lion-like, rising, daunted the nialipert orator no less with her
etately port and majestical deiH^rture, than with the tartnesse

of her princelie checkes.'

>*Taliessin, chief of the bards, flourished in the sixth cen-

Bright Rapture calls, and soaring as she sings.

Waves in the eye of Heaven her many-coloured wings.

The verse adorn again
Fierce War, and faithful Love,

And Truth severe, by iiiiry Fiction dressed.
In buskined^ measurc.i move

Pale Grief, and pleasing Pain,
A\'ith Horror, tyrant of the throbbing breast.

A voice- as of the cherub-chuir.

Gales from blooming Eden bear;
And distant warblings-'* lessen on my ear,

That, lost in long futurity, expire.

Fond, impious man, think'st thou yon sanguine cloud,
Raised by thy breath, has quenched the orb of day \

To-morrow he repairs the golden flood.

And warms the nations with redoubled ray.

Enough for me : with joy I see

The ditferent doom our Fates assign.

Be thine Despair, and sceptred Care ;

To triumph, and to die, are mine.'

He spoke, and headlong from the mountain's height,

Deep in the roaring tide he plunged to endless night.

Elegy Wntten in a Country Chwvkyard,

Stoke Pogeis Church, and Tomb of Gray.

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day.
The lowiiig herds wind slowly o'er the lea,

The ploughman homeward plods his weary way,
And leaves the world to darkness and to me.

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,
And all the air a solenm stillness holds,

Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight.

And drowsy tinkliugs lull the distant folds
;

Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tower.
The moping owl does to the moon complain

Of such as, wandering near her secret bower,
Molest her ancient solitary reign.

tury. His works are still preserved, and his memory hdd in
high veneration among his countrymen.

' Shakspeare. 2 Milton.
3 The succession of poets after Milton's time.
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Beneath those rugf;ed cira-i, that yuw-trccV shade,

Where heaves t)ie turf in many a mouldering heap,

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

The breezy call of incense-breathing mom,
The 8wallo\v twittering from the straw-built shed,

The cock's shrill clarion, or the cchoiuj^ horn,

No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.

For them no more tlie blazing hearth shall bum,
Or busy housewife ply her evening care;

No children run to lisp their sire's retuni,

Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share.

Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield.

Their furrow oft the stubborn glebe ha?* broke

;

How jocund did they drive their team a-ficld!

How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke

!

Let not Ambition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys, and destiny obscure;

Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile

The short and simple annals of the poor.

The boast of heraldri,', the pomp of power.

And all that beauty, all tliat wealth e*er gave,

Await alike the inevitable hour:

—

The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

Nor you, ye proud, impute to these the fault,

If Memory o*er their tomb no trophies raise,

Where through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault

The pealing anthem swells the note of praise.

Can storied urn or animated bust

Back to its mansion call the fleeting breath?

Can Honour's voice provoke the silent dust.

Or Flattery soothe the dull cold ear of Death?

Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Some heart once pregnant with celestial 6re

;

Hands that the rod of empire might have swayed,

Or waked to ecstacy the living lyre.

But knowledge to their eves her ample page

Rich with the spoils of time did ne*er unroll;

Chill Penury repressed their noble rage,

And froze the genial current of the soul.

Full many a gem, of purest ray serene.

The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear:
Full many a flower is bora to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Some village-Hampden, that with dauntless breast

The little tyrant of his fields witiistood
;

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Cromwell guiltless of his country's blood.

The applause of listening senates to command,
The threats of pain and ruin to despise,

To scatter plenty o*er a smiling land.

And read their history in a nation's eyes,

Their lot forbade : nor circumscribed alone
Their growing virtues, but their crimes confined

;

Forl>ade to wade throu.trh slaughter to a throne,
And shut the gates of mercy on mankind

;

The struggling pangs of conscious truth to hide,
To quench the blushes of ingenuous shame.

Or heap the shrine of Luxury and Pride
With incense kindled at the Muse's flame.

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife

Their sober wlslies never learned t» stray
;

Along the cool sequestered vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.

Yet even these bones from insult to protect,

Some frail memorial still erected nigh.

With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculjiturc decked,
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh.

Tlieir name, their years, spelt by the unlettered mose,
The place of fame and elegy supply :

And many a holy text around she strewa.

That teach the rustic moralist to die.

For who, to dumb Forgetfulness a prey.

This pleasing anxious being e'er resigned,

Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day,

Nor cast one longing, lingering look behind?

On some fond breast the parting soul relies.

Some pious drops the closing eye requires

;

Even from the tomb the voice of nature cries,

Even in our ashes live their wonted lires.

For thee, who, mindful of the unhonoured dead.

Dost in these lines their artless tale relate;

If chance, by lonely Contemplation led.

Some kindred spirit shall inquire thy fate;

Haply some hoarj'-hcaded swain may say,
* Oft have we seen him at the peep of dawn

Brushing with hasty steps the dews away.
To meet the sun upon the upland lawn.

There at the foot of yonder nodding beech
That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high,

His listless lengfh at noontide would he stretch.

And pore upon the brook that babbles by.

Hard by yon wood, now smiling as in scorn.

Muttering his wayward fancies he would rove;
Now drooping, woful, wan, like one forlorn,

Or crazed with care, or crossed in hopeless love.

One mom I missed him on the 'customed hill.

Along the heath and near his favmirite tree

;

Another came ; nor 3-et beside the rill,

Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he

;

The next, with dirges due in sad array
Slow through the church-way path wc saw him borne;

Approach and read (for thou canst read) the lay
Graved on the stone beneath you aged thorn.*

THE EPITAPH.

Here rests his head upon the lap of Earth,

A Youth, to Fortune and to Fame unknown;
Fair Science frowned not on his humble birth,

And Melancholy marked him for her own.

Large was his bounty, and his soul sincere,

Heaven did a recompense as largel}' send :

He gave to Misery all he had, a tear,

Hegained from Heaven ('twas all he wished) a friend.

No farther seek his merits to disclose.

Or draw his frailties from their dread abode,

(There they alike in trembling liope repose),

The bosom of his Father and his God.

77ie AUiance betivccn Oovirnmait ami Education;
a Fragment.

As sickly plants betray a niggard earth,

Whose barren bosom stanes her generous birth.

Nor genial warmth, nor genial juice retains

Their roots to feed, and till their \(Tdant veins :

And, as in climes where Winter liolds his reign.

The soil, though fertile, will not teem in vain,

Forbids her germs to swell, hor shades to rise,

Nor trusts her blossoms to the churlish skies :

To draw mankind in vain the vital aii-s,

t'nformed, unfriended by those kindly cares.

That health and vigour to the soul ini])art.

Spread the young thought, and warm the opening heart.
So fond instruction on the growing powers
Of nature idly lavishes her stores.

If equal justice, with unclouded face,

Smile not indulgent on the rising race,
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And scatter with a free, though frugal hand.
Light goKien showers of plenty o'er the land

;

But tyranny has fixed her empire there,

To check their tender hojie.s with chilling fear,

And blast the blooming promise of the year.

The spacious aninuited scene survey,

From where the rolling orb that gives the day,

His sable sons with nearer course surrounds.

To either pole, and lite's remotest bounds.

How rude soe'cr the exterior form we find,

HoweVr opinion tinge the varied mind.
Alike to all the kind impartial Heaven
The sparks of truth and happiness has given :

With sense to feel, with memory to retain,

They follow plcajiure, and they fly from pain
;

Their judgment mends the plan their fancy draws,

The event presages, and explores the cause;

The soft returns of gratitude they know,
By fraud elude, by force repel the foe

;

"WTiile mutual wishes mutual woes endear.

The social smile and sympathetic tear.

Say, then, through ages by what fate confined.

To different cliraes seem ditierent souls assigned ?

Here measured laws and philosophic ease

Fix and improve the polished arts of peace.

There industry and gain their vigils keep.

Command the winds, and tame the unwilling deep.

Here force and hardy deeds of blood prevail

;

There languid pleasure sighs in every gale.

Oft o'er the trembling nations from afar

Has Scythia breathed the living cloud of war;
And, where the deluge burst, with sweepy sway.

Their arms, their kings, their gods were rolled

away.
As oft have issued, host impelling host,

The blue-eyed myriads from the Baltic coast,

The prostrate south to the destroyer yields

Her boasted titles, and her golden fields ;

With grim delight the brood of winter view
A brighter day, and heavens of azure hue.

Scent the new fragrance of the breathing rose,

And quatf the pendent vintage as it grows.

Proud of the yoke, and pliant to the rod,

Why yet does Asia dread a monarch's nod.

While European freedom still withstands

The encroaching tide that droivns her lessening lands.

And sees far olf, with an indignant groan.

Her native plains and empires once her own ?

Can opener skies and suns of fiercer flame

O'erpower the fire that animates our frame

;

As lamps, that shed at eve a cheerful ray,

Fade and expire beneath the eye of day ?

Need we the influence of the northern star

To string our nerves and steel our hearts to war ?

And where the face of nature laughs around.
Must sickening virtue fly the tainted ground?
Unmanly thought ! what seasons can control.

What fancied zone can circumscribe the soul,

Who, conscious of the source from whence she springs.

By reason's light, on resolution's wings,

Spite of her frail companion, dauntless goes

O'er labia's ileserts and through Zembla's snows ?

She bids each slumbering energy awake,
Another touch, another temper take.

Suspends the inferior laws that rule our clay ;

The stubborn elements confess her sway
;

Their little wants, their low desires, refine.

And raise the mortal to a height divine.

Not but the human fabric from the birth

Imbibes a flavour of its parent earth.

As various tracts enforce a various toil.

The manners speak the idiom of their soil.

An iron race the mountain-clifis maintain.
Foes to the gentle genius of the plain

;

For where unwearied sinews must be found.

With sidedong plough to quell the flinty ground.

To turn the torrent's swift-descending flood,

To brave the savage rushing from the wood,
\Vhat wonder, if to patient valour trained,

They guard with spirit what by strength they gained ?

Antl while their rocky ramparts round they see.

The rough abode of want and liberty,

(.Vs lawless force from confidence will grow},
Insult the plenty of the vales below?
AVhat wonder, in the sultry climes that spread,

Wliere Nile, redundant o'er his summer bed,

From his broad bosom life and verdure flings,

And broods o'er Egypt with his watery wings.
If with adventurous oar and ready sail.

The dusky people drive before the gale

;

Or on frail floats to neighbouring cities ride.

That rise and glitter o'er the ambient tide.

WILLIAM MASON.

William Mason, the friend and literary executor

of Gray, long survived the connection which did him
so much honour, but he appeared early as a poet.

He was the son of the Rev. Mr Mason, vic.ar of St.

Trinity, Yorkshire, where he was born in 1725.

At I'enibroke college, Cambridge, he became ac-

quainted with Gray, who assisted him in obtaining

his degree of M.A. His first literary production

was an attack on the Jacobitisni of Oxford, to which
Tliomas Warton replied in his ' Triumph of Isis.' In

1753 appeared his tragedy of £//";•/(/«, ' written,' says

Soutliey, ' on an artificial model, and in a gorgeous

diction, because he thought Shakspeare had pre-

cluded all hope of excellence in any other form of

drani.a.' The model of Mason was the Greek drama,
and he introduced into his play the classic accom-
paniment of the chorus. A second drama, Caractct^

cus, is of a higher cast than ' Elfrida ;' more noble

and spirited in language, and of more sustained

dignity in scenes, situations, and character. Mason
also wrote a series of odes on Independence, Memon/,
Melanckoli/, and The Fall of Ti/ranny, in which his

gorgeoiisncss of diction swells into cxtravngance

and bombast. His other poetical works are his

English Gurden, a long descriptive poem in blank

verse, extended over four books, and an ode on the

Commemoration of the British Revolution, in which he

asserts those Whig principles whioli he steadfastly

maintained during the trying period of the Ameri-
can war. As in his dramas Mason had made an in-

novation on the estiiblished taste of the times, he
ventured, with equal success, to depart from the

practice of English authors, in writing the life of

his friend Gray. Instead of presenting a continuous

n.arrative, in which the biographer alone is visible,

lie incorporated the journals and letters of the poet

in chronological order, thus making the subject of

the memoir in some degree his own biographer,

and enabling the reader to judge more fully and
correctly of his situation, thoughts, and feelings.

The plan was afterwards adopted by Boswell in his

Life of Johnson, and h.as been sanctioned by subse-

quent usage, in all cases where the subject is of im-
portance enough to demand copious information and
minute personal details. The circumstances of
Mason's life .are soon related. After his career at

college, he entered into orders, and was apjjointed

one of the royal chaplains. He held the living of

Ashton, and was precentor of York cathedral.

When politics ran high, he took an active part on
the side of the Whigs, but was respected by all

parties. He died in 1797.

Mason's poetry cannot be said to be popular, eren
with poetical readers. His greatest want is simpli-

city, yet at times his rich diction has a fine effect.

In liis ' English Garden,' though verbose and lan-
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guid as a whole, tliere are some exquisite images.

Tbiu, he says of Time, its

Gradual touch

Hft9 mouldered into beauty many a tower

Which, when it frowned with all its battlements,

Was only terrible.

Of woodland scenery

—

Many a glade is found

The haunt of wood-gojn only ; where, if art

E'er dared to tread, 'twas with unsandaled foot,

PrintleBs, as if 'twere lioly ground.

Gray quotfa the following lines in one of Mason's

odt'S as ' superlative :'

—

While through the west, where sinks the crimson day.

Meek twilight slowly sails, and waves her bannersgray.

[From Caractacu^.1

Mona on Snowdon calU :

Hear, thou king of mountains, hear ;

Hark, she Rjx'aks from all her strings :

Hark, her loudest echo rings ;

King of mountains, bend thine ear

:

Send thy spirits, send them soon.

Now, when midnight and the moon
Meet upon thy front of snow

;

See, their gold and ebon rod,

Where the sober sisters nod.

And greet in whispers sage and slow.

Siiowilon, mark ! 'tis magic's hour.

Now the muttered spell hath power
;

Power to rend thy ribs of rock.

And burst thy base witli thunder's shock:

But to thee no ruder sjiell

Shall Mona use, than those tliat dwell

In music's secret cells, and lie

Steeped Iti the stream of harmony.

Snowdon has heard the strain :

Hark, amid the wondering grove

(Jthcr harpings answer clear,

Other voices meet our ear.

Pinions flutter, shailows move,

Itusy murnmrs hum around,

Hustling vestments bru-^h the ground ;

Uound and rouml, and round they go,

'Ihrougli tlie twilight, through the shade.

Mount the oak's nuijestic head,

And gild the tufted mislctoe.

Cease, ye glittering race of light.

Close your wings, imd check your flight

;

Here, arranged in order due.

Spread your robes of salfron hue ;

For lo ! with more than mortal fire,

Mighty Mador smites the lyre:

Hark, he sweeps the master-strings;

Listen all

Epitaph on Mrs Mason, in the Calhcdral of Bristol.

Take, holy earth ! all that my soul holds dear:

Take that best gift which heaven so lately gave:

To Hristol's fuunt 1 bore with trembling care

Her faded form ; slie bowed to tasti- the wave.

And died ! Dnes youth, doi-s beiiuty, reatl the line ?

I)oes symjiathctic fear their brejists aliirm ?

Speak, dead Miiria ! lireatlie a strain divine
;

I'lven from the grave thou shalt have power to charm.

Bid them l)e clutste, be innocent, like thee
;

Bid them in duty's sphere as meekly move
;

And if so fair, from vanity as free ;

As (inn in friendship, and as fond in love.

Tell them, though 'tis an awful tiling ('i die,

('Twas even to thee) yet the dread path once trod,

Heaven lifts its everlasting portals high,

Aud bids ' the pure in heart behold their God.'

OUVEB GOLDSMITH.

Oliver Goldssiith, whose writings range over
every department of miscellaneous literature, chal-

lenges attention as a poet chiefly for the unaflTected

e:ise, grace, and tenderness of his descriptions of rural

and domestic life, and for u certain vein of j>ensive

philosophic reflection. His countryman Burke said

of himself, that he had taken his ide.as of liberty not
too high, that they might last him through life.

Goldsmith seems to have i>itclied his poetry in a
subdued under tone, that he might luxuriate at will

among those images of quiet beauty, comfort, bene-
volence, and simple pathos, that were most congenial

to his own character, his hopes, or his exj>erience.

This popular poet was born at I'allas, asinall village

in the parish of Korney, county of Longford, Ireland,

on the lOtli of November 1728. He was the sixth

of a family of nine children, and his father, the Rev.
Charles Goldsmith, was a poor curate, who eked
out the scanty funds which he derived from his pro-

fession, by renting and cultiv,ating some land. The
poet's father afterwards succeeded to the rectory of
Kilkenny West, and removed to the house and farm

ItuiMS of the )ioiiso nt T.issny, wliero Goldsmith spent

his youth.

of Lissov, in his former parish. Here Goldsmith's
youth was spent, and here he found the materials
for his Di'wrtnl Vilhtije. After a good country edu-
cation, Oliver was admitted a sizer of Trinity college,

Dublin, .lone 11, 174'). The exiiense of his education
w;is chiefly defVayeil by his uncle, the Uev. Thomas
t'lint.-irini, an excellent nnui, son t^) an Italian of the
Contarinr fantily at Venice, and a clergyman of the
established church. At college, the poet was
thoughtless :ind irregular, and always in want. His
tutor was a man of fierce and brutal jtassions, and
having struck liliu on one occasion i)eforc a party
of friends, the iinct left college, and wandered abcmt
the country for some time in the utmost poverty.
His brother Henry clotheil and carried him back to
college, and on the 27th of Kebruary 1749, he was
admitted to the degree of H.A. Giddsmitli now
gladly left the university, and returned to Lissoy.
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His father was dead, but he idled away two years
among his rtlatioiis. He afterwards became tutor

in the family of a gentleman in Irehinil, where he
remained a year. His uiule then gave him £30 to

study the law in Dublin, but he lost the whole in a

gaming house. A seeond contribution was raised,

and the poet next proceeded to Edinburgh, where
he continued a year and a-half studyin;;' medi-
cine. He then drew upon his uncle for i'20, and
embarked for Bordeaux. The vessel was driven

into Neweastle-upon-Tyne, and whilst there. Gold-
smith and his fellow passengers were arrested and
put into prison, where the poet was kept a fortnight.

it appeared that his companions were Scotsmen, in

the French service, and had been in Scotland enlist-

ing soldiers for the French army. Having over-

come this most innocent of all his misfortunes, he is

represented as having immediately proceeded to

Leyden ; but this part of his biographj- has lately

got a new turn from the iiupuries of a gentleman
whose book is quoted below,* according to which it

would appear to have been now, instead of four years

later, that Goldsmith acted as usher of Dr Milner's

school at Peckham, in the neighbourhood of Loudon,
The tradition of the school is, that he was ex-

tremely good-natured and playful, and advanced
his pupils more by conversation than by bo(.)k-tasks.

On the supposition of tliis being the true account of

Goldsmith's 23th year, we may presume that he
next went to Leyden, and there made the resolution

to travel over the Continent in spite of all pecuniary
deficiencies. He stopped some time at Louvain, in

Flanders, at Antwerp, and at Brussels. In Friince,

he is said, like George I'rinirose, in his Vicar of

Wakefield, to have occasionally earned a night's

lodging and food by placing on his flute.

How often have I led thy sportive choir.

With tuneless pipe, beside the murnniring Loire !

Where shading elms along the margin grew,

And freshened from the wave the zephyr tiew
;

And haply, though my harsh touch, faltering still.

But mocked all tune, and marred the dancer's skill,

Yet would the village praise my wondrous power,

And dance, forgetful of the noontide hour.
TravdUr.

Scenes of this kind formed an appropriate school

for the poet. He brooded with deliglit over these

pictures of humble primitive happiness, and his

imagination loved to invest them with the charms of

poetry. Goldsmith afterwards visited Germany
and the Khine. From Switzerland he sent the first

sketch of the 'Traveller' to his brother. The loftier

charms of nature in these Alpine scenes seems to

have had no permanent effect on the character or

direction of his genius. He visited Florence, Verona,
Venice, and stopped at Padua some months, where
he is supposed to have taken his medical degree. In

1756 the poet reached England, after two years of

wandering, lonely, and in poverty, yet buoyed up
by dreams of hope and fame. Many a hard straggle

he had yet to encounter ! His biograjihers repre-

sent him as now becoming usher at Dr Milner's

school, a portion of his history which we have seen

reason to place at an earlier period. However this

may be, he is soon after found contributing to the

Monthly Review. He was also some time assistant

to a chemist. A college friend, Dr Sleigh, enabled

him to commence practice as a humble physician

in Bankside, Southwark ; but his chief support

arose from contributions to the periodical literature

* Collections Illustrative of the Geologj*. History, Anti-

quities, and Associations of Camberwell. By Douglas AUport.

Cambemell: 1841.

of the day. In 1758 he presented himself at
Surgeons Hall for examination as an hospital
mate, with the view of entering the army or navy

;

but he had the mortification of being rejected
as unqualified. That he might appear before
the examining surgeon suitably dressed, Goldsmith
obtained a new suit of clothes, for which Grilfiths,

publisher of the Monthly Ueview, became security.
The clothes were immediately to be returned when
tile purpose was served, or the debt was to be
discharged. Poor Goldsmith, having failed in his
object, ami jirobably distressed hf urgent want,
piiwned the cluthes. The publisher threatened, and
the poet replied— ' I know of no misery but a gaol,
to which^ my own imprudences and your letter
seem to point, I liave seen it inevitable these
three or four weeks, and, by heavens ! request it as
a favour—as a favour that may prevent somewhat
more fatal. I have been some years struggling with
a wretched being—with .ill that contempt and indi-

gence brings with it—with all those strong passions
which make contempt insupportable. What, then,
has a gaol that is formidable ?' Such was the almost
hopeless condition, the deep despair, of this im-
prudent but amiable author, who has added to the
delight of millions, and to the glory of English
hterature.

Henceforward the life of Goldsmith was that of a
man of letters. lie lived solely by his pen. Besides
numerous contributions to the Monthly and Critical
Reviews, the Lady's Magazine, the British Jlaga-
zine, &c., he published an luquinj into the Present
State of Polite Learning in Europe (1759), his admir-
able Chinese Letters^ afterwards published with the
title of The Citizen of the Worhl, a Life of Beau IVash,

and the Histm-i/ of Enyhnni in a series of letters from
a nobleman to his son. The latter was highly suc-
cessful, and was popularly attributed to Lord Ches-
terfield. In December 17G4 appeared his poem of
The Traveller, the chief corner-stone of his fame,
' without one bad line,' as lias been said ;

' without
one of Dryden's careless verses.' Charles Fox pro-
nounced it one of the finest poems in the Enghsh
language j and Dr Johnson (then numbered among
Goldsmith's friends) said that the merit of ' The
Traveller' was so well established, that Mr Fox's
praise could not augment it, nor his censure diminish
it. The periodical critics were mianimous in its

praise. In 1766 he published his exquisite novel,

The Vicar of Wakefield, which had been written two
years before, and sold to Newberry the bookseller,

to discharge a pressing debt. His comedy of The
Good-Natured Man was produced in 1767, his Jiowan
History next ye.ar, and The Descried Village in 1770.
The latter was as popular as ' The Traveller,' and
speedily ran through a number of editions. In 1773,
Goldsmith's comedy. She Stoops to Conquer, was
brought out at Covent Garden theatre with immense
applause. He was now at the summit of his fame
and popularity. The march had been long and toil-

some, and he was often nearly fainting by the way

;

but his success was at length complete. His name
stood among the foremost of his contemporaries ; his
works brought him in from £1000 to £1800 per an-
num. Difficulty and distress, however, stiU clung
to him : poetry had found him poor at first, and she
kept him so. From heedless profusion and extrava-
gance, chiefly in dress, and from a benevolence which
knew no limit while his funds lasted. Goldsmith was
scarcely ever free from debt. The gaming table also

presented irresistible attractions. He hung loosely
on society, without wife or domestic tie ; and his

early habits and experience were ill calculated to
teach him strict conscientiousness or regularity. He
continued to write task-work for the booksellers,
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and produceJ a ' History of England' in four vulunios.

This wiis succeeiled by a ' History of Greece' in two
Tolumes, for wliich he was paid £230. He had con-
tracted to write a ' History of Animated Nature' in

eight viihuues, at tlie rate of a hundred guineas for

each volume; but tliis work he did not live to com-
plete, tliou^h the greater part was iinislied in his

own attr.ictive and easy manner. In Marcli 1774,

he was attacked by a painful complaint (dysuria)
caused by close study, which was succeeded by a
nervous fever. Contrary to the advice of his apo-
thecary, he persisted in tlie use of James's powders,
a medicine to which he had often had recourse; and
gradually getting worse, he expired in strong con-
vulsions on the 4th of April. "The deatli of so popu-
lar an author, at the age of forty-five, was a shock
equally to his friends and the public. The former
knew his sterling worth, and loved him with all his

foibles—his undisguised vanitj', his national prone-
ness to blundering, hi.s thoughtless extravagance, his

credulity, and his frequent absurdities. Under tliese

ran a current of generous benevolence, of enlightened
zeal for the happiness and improvement of mankind,
and of manlj' independent feeling. He died £2000
in debt :

' Was ever poet so trusted before !' ex-
claimed Johnson. His remains were interred in the
Temple burying ground, and a monument erected to

his memory in Westminster Abbey, next the grave
of Gay, whom he somewhat resembled in character,

and far surpassed in genius.

The plan of ' Tlie 'Traveller' is simple, yet compre-
hensive and philosopliical. The poet represents him-
self as sitting among Alpine soUtudes, looking down
on a hundred realms

—

Lakes, forests, cities, plains extending wide,

The pomp of kings, the shepherd's humbler pride.

He views the whole with delight, yet sighs to think
that the hoard of human bliss is so small, and he
wishes to find some spot consigned to real happmess,
where his ' worn soul'

Might gather bliss to see his fellows blessed.

But where is such a spot to be found.' The natives
of each country think their own the best—the pa-
triot boasts—

•

His tirst, best country, ever is at home.

If nations are compared, the amount of happiness in
each is found to be about the same; and to illustrate
this position, the poet describes the state of manners
and government in Italy, Switzerland, France, Hol-
land, and England. In gcner.al correctness and
beauty of expression, these sketches have never been
surpassed. The politician may think that the poet
ascribes too little importance to the influence of
government on the happiness of mankind, seeing
that in a despotic state the whole must depend on
the individual character of the governor

; yet in the
cases cited by Goldsmith, it is difficult to resist his
conclusions; while his short sententious reasoning
is relieved and elevated by bursts of true poetry.
His character of the men of England used to draw
tears from Dr Johnson :

—

Stem o'er each bosom reason holds her state,
With daring aims irregularly great.

Pride in their port, defiance in tlieir eye,

I see the lords of human kind pass by
;

Intent on high designs, a thoughtful band,
By forms unfashioncd, fresh from nature's hand.
Fierce in their native hardiness of soul,

True to imagined right, above control,

While even the peasant boasts these rights to scan.
And Icams to venerate himself as man.

Goldsmith was a master of the art of contrast in

heightening the effect of his pictures. In the fol-

lowing quotation, the rich scenery of Italy, and the
etreniin:ite ch.aracter of its population, are placed in
striking juxtaposition with the rugged mumitains of
Switzerland and their hardy natives.

[Italians and Sii-iss Contrasted.}

Ear to the right, where Apennine ascends,

Bright .IS the sunnner, Italy extends
;

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side,

Woods over woods in gay theatric pride

;

While oft some temple's mouldering tops between,
With venerable grandeur mark the scene.

Could nature's bounty satisfy the breast,

The sons of Italy were surely blest.

^\'lultcvcr fruits in different clinics were found.
That proudly rise, or humbly court the ground

J

AVliatevcr blooms in torrid tracts appear.
Whose bright succession decks the varied year;
\\'hatever sweets salute the nortliem sky
A\'ith vernal lives, that blossom but to die;
These, here disporting, own the kindred soil,

Nor ask luxuriance from the planter's toil
;

While sea-born gales their gelid wings expand.
To winnow fragrance round the smiling land.
But small tlie bliss that sense alone bestows,

And sensual bliss is all the nation knows.
In florid beauty groves and fields appear,

Man seems the only growth that dwindles here.

Contrasted faults through all his manners reign :

Though poor, luxurious; though submissive, vain
J

Though grave, yet trifling ; zealous, yet untrue

;

And even in penance planning sins anew.
-•Ill evils here contaminate the mind.
That opulence departed leaves behind

;

For wealth was theirs, not far removed the date,
\\'hen commerce proudly flourished through the state;
At her command the palace learned to rise.

Again the long-fallen column sought the skies
;

The canvass glowed beyond even nature warm,
The pregnant quarry teemed with human form.
Till, more unsteady than the southern gale.

Commerce on other shores disjilayed her sail
;

^\'hile nouglit remained of all that riches gave.
But towns unmanned, and lords without a slave

;

And late the nation found with fruitless skill.

Its former strength was but plethoric ill.

Yet, still the loss of wealth is here supplied
By .arts, the splendid WTecks of former pride;
From these the feeble heart and long-fallen mind
An easy compensation seem to find.

Here may be seen, in bloodless pomp arrayed.
The pasteboard triunipii and the cavalcade;
Processions formed for piety aud love,

A mistress or a saint in every grove.
By sports like these arc all their cares beguiled.
The sports of children satisfy the child

;

Each nobler aim, repressed by long control,
Xiiw sinks at last, or feebly niiins the soul

;

While low delights, succeeding fiist behind,
In happier meanness occupy the mind :

.\s in those domes, where Caesars once bore sway.
Defaced by time and tottering in decay,
There in the ruin, heedless of the dead.
The shelter-seeking peasant builds his shetl

;

And, wondering man cuuld want the larger pile.

Exults, and owns his cottage with a smile.

My soul turn from them, turn we to survey
M'here rougher climes a nobler race (lisplay,

^\'llere the bleak Swiss their stormy mansion tread.
And force a churlish soil for scanty bread

;

No product here the barren hills afford.

But man and steel, the soldier and his sword;
No vernal blooms their torjiid rocks array.
But winter lingering chills the lap of May

;
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No zephyr fv>iully sues the mountain's breast,

But meteors ^lave, anil stormy glooms invest.

Yet still, even here, content can spread a charm,
Redress the clime, and all its rage disarm.

Though poor the peasant's hut, his feasts though
small.

He sees his little lot the lot of all ;

Sees no contiguous palace rear its head.

To shame the meanness of his humble shed ;

No costly IiuhI the sumptuous banquet deal,

To make him loath his vegetable meal
;

But calm, and)>red in ii:norance and toil,

Kach wish contracting, fits him to the soil.

Cheerful at mom, he wakes from short repose,

Breathes the keen air, and carols as he goes
;

With patient angle trolls the tinny deep.

Or drives liis venturous ploughshare to the steep ;

Or seeks the den where snow-tracks mark the way,

And drags the struggling savage into day.

At night returning, every labour sped.

He sits him down the monarch of a shed
;

Smiles by his cheerful fire, and round surveys

His children's looks, that brighten at the blaze ;

While his loved partner, boastful of her hoard,

Displays her cleanly platter on the board :

And haply too some pilgrim thither led.

With many a tale repays the nightly bed.

Thus every good his native wilds impart,

Imprints tlie patriot passion on his heart
;

And even those ills that round his mansion rise,

Knhance the bliss his scanty fund supplies.

Dear is that shed to which his soul conforms,

And dear that hill which lifts him to the storms;

And as a child, when scaring sounds molest.

Clings close and closer to the mother's breast,

So the loud torrent, and the whirlwind's roar,

But bind him to his native mountains more.

[France Contrasted with Holland.^

So blest a life these thoughtless realms display,

Thus idly busy rolls their world away :

Theirs are those arts that mind to mind endear,

For honour forms the social temper here.

Honour, that praise which real merit gains.

Or even imaginary worth obtains.

Here passes current
;
paid from hand to hand.

It shifts in splendid traffic round the land.

From courts to camps, to cottages it strays,

And all are taught an avarice of praise

;

They please, are pleased, they give to get esteem,

Till, seeming blest, they grow to what they seem.

But while this softer art their bliss supplies,

It gives their follies also room to rise

:

For praise too dearly loved, or warmly sought,

Enfeebles all internal strength of thought

;

And the weak soul, within itself unblest,

Leans for all pleasure on another's breast.

Hence ostentation here, with tawdry art,

Pants for the vulgar praise which fools impart

;

Here vanity assumes her pert grimace.

And trims her robe of frieze with copper lace

;

Here beggar pride defrauds her daily cheer.

To boast one splendid banquet once a-year

;

The mind still turns where shifting fashion draws.

Nor weighs the solid worth of self-applause.

To men of other minds my fancy flies,

Embosomed in the deep where Holland lies.

Methinks her patient sons before me stand.

Where the broad ocean leans against the land.

And, sedulous to stop the coming tide.

Lift the tall rampire's artificial priile.

Onward, methinks, and diligently slow.

The firm connected bulwark seems to grow

;

Spreads its long arms amidst the watery roar,

Scoops out an empire, and usurps the shore

:

While the pent ocean, rising o'er the pile.

Sees an amphibious world beneatli him smile;
The slow canal, the yellow-blossomed vale.

The willow-tufted bank, the gliding sail,

The crowded mart, tlic cultivated ]ilain,

A new creation rescued from his reign.

Thus, while around the wave-subjected soil

Impels the native to repeated toil,

Industrious habits in each bosom reign,

.4nd industry begets a lo\'e of gain.

Hence all the good from opulence that springs,

With all tlmse ills supci"fluous treasure brings.

Are hero displayed. Their much-loved wealth imparts
Convenience, plenty, elegance, and arts ;

But view them closer, craft and fraud appear.

Even liberty itself is bartered here.

At gold's superior charms all freedom flics,

The needy sell it, and the rich man bu^'s

;

A land of tyrants, and a den of slaves

;

Here wretches seek dishonourable graves,

And calmly bent, to servitude conform.

Dull as their lakes that slumber in the storm.

The ' Deserted Village ' is limited in design, but
cxiiibits the same correctness of outline, and the

same beauty of colouring, as ' The Traveller.' The
poet drew upon his recollections of Lissiiy for most
of the landscape, as well as the characters introduced.

His father sat for the village pastor, and such a por-

trait might well have cancelled, with Oliver's rela-

tions, all the follies and irregularities of his youth.

Perhaps there is no poem in the English languaae

more universally popular than the ' Deserted Vil-

lage.' Its best passages are learned in youth, and

never quit the memory. Its delineations of rustic

life accord with those ideas of romantic purity,

seclusion, and happiness, which the yoimg mind
associates with the country and all its charms, be-

fore modern manners and oppression had driven

them thence

—

To pamper lu.^ury, and thin mankind.

Political economists ni.ay dispute the axiom, that

luxury is hurtful to nations ; and curious spccidators,

like Mandeville, may even argne that private vices

are public benefits ; but Goldsmith has a surer ad-

vocate in the feelings of the heart, which yield a

sjiontaneous assent to the principles he inculcates,

when teaching by examples, with all the efficacy of

apparent truth, and all the efTect of poetical beauty

and excellence.

[Dcsmption of Auhtni— 77/e ViUar/e Preacher, the

School nicister, and AMimm—Itejlcctions.]

Sweet Auburn ! loveliest village of the plain,

Where health and plenty cheered the labouring swain
;

Where smiling spring its earliest visit paid.

And parting summer's lingering blooms delayed

;

Dear lovely bowers of innocence and ease.

Seats of my youth, when every sport could please

;

How often have I loitered o'er thy green.

Where humble happiness endeared each scene

!

How often have I paused on every charm!

The sheltered cot, the cultivated farm ;

The never-failing brook, the busy mill,

The decent church that topped the neighbouring hill

;

The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,

For talking age, and whispering lovers made!
How often have I blessed the coming day.

When toil remitting lent its turn to pl.ay
;

And all the village train, from labour free.

Led up their sports beneath the spreading tree

;

While many a pastime circled in the shade.

The young contending as the old surveyed
;

And many a gambol frolicked o'er the ground.

And sleights of art and feats of strength went round.
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And still, as each repeated pleasure tired,

Succeedin;: e-ports the mirthful band inspired

:

The dancing pair that simply sought renown,
By holding out to tire each other down

;

The fwain, mistrustless of his smutted face,

While secret laughter tittered round the place;
The bashful virgin's sidelong looks of love,

The matron's glance that would those looks reprove

—

These were thy chanu?, sweet village ! sports like these.

With sweet succession, taught e'en toil to please.

Sweet was the sound, when oft, at evening's close,

Up younder hill the village murmur rose;

There as I passed, with careless steps and slow,

The mingling notes came softened from below ;

The swain responsive as the milk-maid sung,
The sober herd that lowed to meet their young

;

The noisy geese that gabbled o'er the pool,

The playful children just let loose from school
;

The watchdog's voice that bayed the whispering i\'ind,

And the loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind

;

These all in sweet confusion sought the shade.
And filled each pause the nightingale had made.
Near yonder copse, where once the garden smiled,

And still where many a garden flower grows wild.

There, where a few torn shrubs the place disclose,

The village preacher's modest mansion rose.

A man he was to all the country dear,

And passing rich with forty pounds a-year

;

Remote from towns, he ran his godly race,

Nor e'er had changed, nor wished to change, Ixis place

;

Unskilful he to fawn, or seek for power.
By doctrines fashioned to the varying hour;
Far other aims his heart had learned to prize.

More bent to raise the wretclied than to rise.

His house was known to all the vagrant train
;

He chid their wanderings, but relieved their pain.
The long-remembered beggar was his guest,
Whose beard descending swept his aged breast

;

The ruined spendthrift now no longer proud,
Claimed kindred there, and had his claims allowed

;

The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay.

Sat by his fire, and talked the night away
;

Wept o'er his wounds, or tales of sorrow done.
Shouldered his crutch, and showed how fields were won.
Pleased with his guests, the good man learned to glow,
And quite forgot their vices in their wo

;

Careless their merits or their faults to scan,
His pity gave ere charity began.
Thus to relieve the wretched was his pride,

And even his failings leaned to virtue's side

;

But, in his duty prompt at every call.

He watched and wept, he prayed and felt for all

;

And, as a bird each fond endearment tries,

To tempt her new fledged ofl^ipring to the skies,

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,
Allured to brighter worlds, and led the way.

Beside the bed where parting life was laid.

And sorrow, guilt, and pain, by turns dismayed,
The reverend champion stood. At his control
Despair and anguish fled the struggling soul

;

Comfort came down the trembling wretch to raise,

And his last faltering accents whispered praise.
At church, with meek and unaffected gi-ace.

His looks adorned the venerable place
;

Truth from his lips prevailed with doulde sway

;

And fools, who came to scoff, remained to pray.
The service past, around the pious man.
With ready zeal, each honest rustic ran ;

Even children followed with endearing wile.

And plucked his gown, to share the good man's smile

;

His ready smile a parent's warmth expressed,

Their welfare pleased him, and their cares distressed
;

To them his heart, his love, his griefs were given.

But all his serious thoughts had rest in heaven.

As some tall cUfl'tliat lifts its awful form.

Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the storm
;

Though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread,

Etenial sunshine settles on its hea^l.

Beside yon straggling fence that skirts the way,
With blossonied furze unproJitalily guy^

There, in his noisy mansion skilled to rule,

The village master taught his little school

;

A man severe he was, and stem to view
;

I knew him well, and every truant knew.
Well had the boding tremblers learned to trace

The day's <lisa.*ters in his moniing's face

;

Full well tliey laughed with counterfeited glee

At all his jokes, for many a joke had he;
Full well the busy whisper circling round.

Conveyed the dismal tidings when he frowned;
Yet he was kind ; or, if severe in aught.

The love he bore to leanung was in fault;

The village all decLared how much he knew;
'Twas certain he could wTite, and cipher too

;

Lands he could measure, terms and tides presage

;

And even the story ran that he coulJ guage
;

In arguing, too, the parson owned his skill,

For even, though vanquished, he could argue still

;

While words of learned length, and thundering sound,
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around

;

And still they gazed, and still tlie wonder grew.

That one small head could carry all he knew.
But past is all his fame: the very spot

Where many a time he triumphed, is forgot.

Near yonder thorn that lifts its head on high.

Where once the sign-post caught the passing eye,

Low lies that house where nut-brown draughts inspired,

Where gray-beard mirth and smiling toil retired
;

Where village statesmen talked with looks profound.

And news nmch older than their ale went round.

Imagination fondly stoops to trace

The parlour splendours of that festive place ;

The white-washed wall, the nicely sanded floor,

The varnished clock that clicked behind the door;
The chest, contrived a double debt to pay,

A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day

;

The pictures placed for ornament and use,

The twelve good rules, the royal game of goose;

The hearth, except when winter chilled the day,

With aspen boughs, and flowers, and fennel gay

;

While broken tea-cups, wisely kept for show,

Ranged o'er the chimney, glistened in a row.

Vain transitory splendour ! could not all

Reprieve the tottering mansion from its fall

!

Obscure it sinks, nor shall it more impart

An hour's importance to the poor man's heart.

Thither no more the peasant shall repair,

To sweet oblivion of his daily care;

No more the farmer's news, the barber's tale,

No more the woodman's ballad shall prevail

;

No more the smith his dusky brow shall clear.

Relax his ponderous strength, and lean to hear

;

The host himself no longer shall be found
Careful to see the mantling bliss go round

;

Nor the coy maid, half willing to be pressed,

Shall kiss the cup to pass it to the rest.

Yes! let the rich deride, the proud disdain.

These simple blessings of the lowly train
;

To me more dear, congenial to my heart.

One native charm, than all the gloss of art.

Spontaneous joys, where nature ha« its play.

The soul adopts, and o\vns their first-born sway:
Lightly they frolic o'er the vacant mind,
Unenvied, unmolested, unconfined.

But the long pomp, the midnight masquerade,

With all the freaks of wanton wealth arrayed,

In these, ere triflers half their wish obtain,

The toiling pleasure sickens into pain
;

And even while fashion's brightest arts decoy,

The heart distrusting av-^ks if this be joy *

Ye friends to truth, ye statesmen who survey
The rich man's joys increase, the poor's decay,
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'Tis yours to jml'^o lunv wide the limits stand

Hetwccn a spleiulitl aiul a iiappy laml.

Pnmtl sxvells tho tiile with huuls of frci/^htcd ore,

And shovitiii^ tolly hails thcni iVoni her shore
;

Huards, even beyond tlie inisev's wish, abound.
And rich men lloek from all the world around.

Yet count our ;:aiin. 'I'liis wealth is but u name,
That leiives our usoful jiroduet still the same.
Not so the loss. The man ot' wealth and pride

Takes up a spaee that many poor supplied ;

Space for his lake, his parks extended bounds,

Space for his horses, o(iuipa^c, and hounils
;

The robe tliat wraps his limbs in silkeii sloth,

Hii5 robbed the neighbouring titdds of half their

growth

;

His seat, where solitary sports are seen,

Indi^iant spurns the cottape from the <;reen ;

Around the world each needful product flies.

For all the luxuries the world supplies.

While thus the land adorned for pleasure all,

In barren splendour feebly waits the fall.

As some fair female, unadorned and plain,

Securo to please while yovith contirms her rei^ijn,

Slights every borrowed charm that dress supplies,

Nor shares with art the triumph of her eyes
;

But when those charms are past, for charms are frail.

When time advances, and when lovers fail.

She then shines forth, solicitous to bless.

In all the glaring impotence of dress :

Thus fares the land, by luxury betrayed.

In nature's simplest charms at first arrayed

;

But verging to decline, its splendours rise.

Its vistas strike, its palaces surprise;

While, scourged by famine from the smiling land,

The mournful peasant leads his humble band

;

And while he sinks, without one arm to save,

The country blooms—a garden, and a grave.

Edwin 071(1 Angdhia*

* Turn, gentle hennit of the dale,

And guide my lonely way.
To where yon taper cheers the vale

With hospitable ray.

For here forlorn and lost I tread,

With fainting steps and slow
;

Where wilds immeasurably spread,

Seem lengthening as I go.'

* Forbear, my son,' the hermit cries,

To tempt the dangerous gloom
;

For yonder phantom only flies

To lure thee to thy doom.

Here, to the houseless child of want.
My door is open still :

And thou^ih my portion is but scant,

1 give it with good will.

Then turn to-night, and freely share

Whate'er my cell bestows ;

My rushy couch and frugal fare,

My blessing and repose.

No flocks that range the valley free,

To slaughter I condemn
;

Taught hy that power that pities me,
I learn to pity them.

But from the mountain's grassy side,

A guiltless fea-st I bring ;

A scrip, with herbs and fruits supplied.

And water from the spring

Then, Pilgrim, turn, thy cares forego;

All earth-bom cares are wrong :

Man wants but little here below.

Nor wants that little long.'

Soft as the dew from heaven descends,
His gentle accents fell ;

The modest stranger lowly bends.
And follows to the cell.

Far in a wilderness obscure.
The lonely mansion lay

;

A refuge to the neighbouring poor,

And strangers led astray.

No stores beneath its humble thatch
Required a master's care ;

The wicket, opening with a latch.

Received the harmless pair.

And now, when busy crowds retire,

To take their evening rest,

The hermit trimmed his little fire.

And cheered his pensive guest :

And spread his vegetable store,

And gaily pressed and smiled;
And, skilled in legendary lore.

The lingering hours beguiled.

Around, in sympathetic mirth.

Its tricks the kitten tries
;

The cricket chirrups in tlie hearth.

The crackling faggot flies.

But nothing could a charm impart,

To soothe the stranger's wo
;

For grief was heavy at his heart.

And tears began to flow.

His rising cares the hermit spied.

With answering care opjirest :

•And whence, unhappy youth/ he cried,
* The sorrows of thy breast ?

From better habitations spumed.
Reluctant dost thou rove?

Or grieve for friendship unretumed.
Or unregarded love \

Alas! the joys that fortune brings

Are trifling and decay ;

And those who prize the paltry things

More trifling still than they.

And what is friendship but a name :

A charm that lulls to sleep!

A shade that follows wealth or fame,
And leaves the wretch to weep

!

And love is still an emptier sound,

The modern fair-one's jest
;

On earth unseen, or only found
To warm the turtle's nest.

For shame, fond youth, thy sorrows hush,
And spurn the sex,' he said :

But while he spoke, a rising blush

His love-lorn guest betrayed.

Surprised, he sees new beauties rise.

Swift mantling to the view.

Like colours o'er the morning skies,

As bright, as transient too.

The bashful look, the rising breast.

Alternate spread alarms ;

The lovely stranger stands confest

A maid in all her charms.

' And ah! forgive a stranger rude,

A wretch forlorn,' she cried,
' Whose feet unhallowed thus intrude

Where heaven and you reside.

But let a maid thy pity share.

Whom love has taught to stray :

Who seeks for rest, but finds despair

Companion of her way.
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My father lived beside the Tyne,

A wt'ulthy lord was he

;

And nil his wealth was marked as mine;
He had but only nic.

To win irie from his tender arms,

Unnumbered suitors came ;

Who |iraised me for imputed charms,
And felt, or feigned, a rtaine.

Each hour a mercenary crowd
With richest protfers strove

;

Amon^t the rest young f^dwin bowed,
But never talked of love.

In humblest, simpleFt, habit clad,

No wealtli nor power had he
;

Wisdom and wortli were all he had

;

But these were all to me.

The blossom opening to the day.

The dews of heaven refined,

Could nouirht of purity display,

To emulate his mind.

The dew, the blossoms of the tree,

With charms inconstant shine ;

Their charms were his ; but, wo to me,
Their constancy was mine.

For still I tried each fickle art

Importunate and vain
;

And while his passion touched my heart,

I triumphed in his pain.

Till quite dejected with my scorn,

He left me to my pride
;

And sought a solitmle forlorn,

In secret, where he died !

But mine the sorrow, mine the fault.

And well my life shall pay :

1*11 seek the solitude he sought.

And stretch me where he lay.

And there, forlorn, despairing, hid,

I'll lay me down and die :

'Twas so for me that Kdwin did,

And so for him will I,*

* Forbid it, Heaven !* the hennit cried,

And clasped her to liis breast :

The wondering fair one turned to chide :

'Twas Edwin's self that prest

!

*Tuni, Angelina, ever dear.

My charmer, turn to see

Thy ovm, thy long-lost Edwin here,

Restored to love and thee.

Thus let me hold thee to my heart,

And every care resign
;

And shall we never, never part,

My life—my all that's mine 1

No, never from this hour to part,

We'll live and love so true
;

The sigh that rends thy constant heart.
Shall break thy Eduiu's too.'

[ Extracts from RetiiUation.']

[Goldsmith and some of his friends occasionally dined to-

gether at the St James's cnffec-hoiise. One day it w as iiii»i»o^d

to wTxiQ epitaphs upon him. Iliscmintiy, diiiloct, nml wit-dom,
fumi»ht'd siilijoets for witticism. lie was called on for retalia-

tion, and, at the next mcetinR, produced Inn pocin bearing that
name, in which wo find nnich of the shrewd "bMTvutiun, wit
and liveliness which dibtingui^h hi» prose « ritings.]

* 9C #

Here lies our good Edmund,* whose genius was such,
We scarcely can praise it or blame it tuo much

;

Who, born for the universe, narrowed his mind,
And to party gave up what was meant fur mankind.

« Burko.

ThoU;i;h fraught with all leaniing, yet straining his

throat.

To persuade Tommy Townsend to lend him a vote;

Who, too deep for his hearers, still went on refining,

And thought of convincing, while they thought of
dining.

Though eijual to all things, for all things unfit

;

Too nice for a statesman, too proud for a wit

:

For a patriot too cool ; for a drudge disobedient,

And too fond of the r'vjht to pursue the cj'pedUnt.

In short, 'twas his fate, unempbiyed, or in place, sir.

To eat mutton cold, and cut blocks with a razor.

• • *

Here lies David Garrick, describe him who can,

An abridgment of all that was pleasant in man
;

As an actor, confessed without rival to sliine
;

As a wit, if not first, in the very first line
;

Yet with talents like these, and an excellent heart.

The man had Iiis failings—a dupe to his art

;

Like an ill-judging beauty, his colours he spread,

And beplastered with rouge his own natural red.

On the stage he was natural, simple, afiecting
;

'Twas only that when he was of!" he was acting ;

With no reason on eartli to go out of his way.
He turned ami he varied full ten times a day

;

Though secure of our hearts, yet confoundedly sick

If they were not his own by finessing and trick :

He cast off his friends as a huntsman his pack.

For he knew, when he pleased, he could whistle them
back.

Of praise a mere glutton, he swallowed what came
;

And the puff of a dunce he mistook it for fame ;

Till his relish grown callous almost to disease,

Who peppered the highest was surest to please.

But let us be candid, and speak out our mind
;

If dunces applauded, he paid them in kind.

Ye Kenricks, ye Kellys, and Woodfalls so grave,

What a commerce was yours, while you got and j'ou

gave !

How did Grub Street re-echo the shouts that you raised,

While he was be-Rosciused, and you were be-praised !

But peace to his spirit, wherever it flies.

To act as an angel, and mix with the skies :

Those poets who owe their best fame to his skill.

Shall still be his flatterers, go where he will
;

Old Shakspeare, receive him with praise and with love.

And Beaumonts and Bens be his Kellys above.
* * «

Here Reynolds* is laid ; and, to tell you my mind,
He has not left a wiser or better behind.

His pencil was striking, resistless, and grand
;

His manners were gentle, complying, and bland
;

Still born to improve us in every part.

His pencil our faces, his manners our heart.

To coxcombs averse, yet most civilly steering ;

When they judged without skill, he was still hard of
hearing :

When they talked of their Rapliaels, Correggios, and
stuff.

He shifted his trumpet,f and only took snuff.

TOBIAS CKORGE SMOLLETT.

Many who are familiar with Sniollett as a novel-
ist, scarcely recollect him as a poet, though lie has
scattered some fine verses amidst liis prose fictions,

and lias written an Ode to Indcpemieiu c, wliich

possesses the masculine strengtli of Dryden, with
an elevation uf nM>ral feeling and sentiment rarely

attempted or felt by tliat great pni*t. Tobias
(iKORGE Smollett was bom in Dalnuhurn-house,
near the village of Kenton, Dumbartonshire, in

* Sir Joshua Kcj-nolds.

t Sir Jof.liua wjw ho remarkaWy deaf, as to be under the
necessity of using an ear-trunij»et in company.
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1721. His father, a younger son of Sir James
Smollett of Hoiiliill, having died early, tlie poet

was educated liy liis grandfather. After tlie usual

Birthplace of Smollett.

course of instruction in the grammar school of

Dumbarton, and at the <uiiTerslty of Glasgow,

Tobias was pLaced apprentice to a medical prac-

titioner, Mt Gordon, Glasgow. He was nineteen

when his term of apprenticeship expired, and, at

this early age, his grandfather having died with-

out making any provision for liim, the young and

sangiiine adventurer proceeded to Ijondon, his chief

dependenee being a tragedy, called the licgkide,

which he attempted to bring out at the theatres.

Foiled in this effort of juvenile ambition, Smollett

became surgeon's m.ate onboard an eighty-gun ship,

and was present at tl>e ill-planned and disastrous

expetlition against Carthagena, which he has de-

scribed with much force in his Roderick liandom.

He returned to Engknd in 1746, published two
satires, Adrice and Beproof, and in 17+8 gave to the

wcirhl his novel of ' Roderick Random.* Pereriritw

Pickle appeared three years afterwards. Smnllett

next attempted to praetise as a physician, but failed,

and, taking a house at Chelse.a, devoted himself to

literature as a profession. Notwithstanding liis

facility of composition, his general information and

talents, his life was one continual struggle fur exist-

ence, embittered by personal quarrels, brought on

partly by irritability of temper. In 175.3, liis ro-

mance of Ferdinand Count Fallinm was published,

and in 1755 his translation of Don t^uixote. The
version of Motteux is now generally preferred to

that of our author, though the Latter is marked by
his chara<'teristic humour and versatility of t:Uent.

After he had finished this task, Smollett paid a visit

to his native country. His fame had gone before

him, and his reception by the literati of Scotland

was cordial and flattering. His filial tenderness and

affection was also gratified by meeting with his

surviving parent. ' Un Smollett's arrival,' says l)r

Moore, ' he was introduced to his mother, witli the

connivance of Mrs Telfur (liis sister) as a gentleman

from the West Indies, who was intimately acquainted

with her son. The better to support his assumed
character, he endeavoured to preserve a serious

countenance approaching to a frown ; but, while his

mother's eyes were rivettcd on his countenance, he
could not refrain from smiling. She immediately
sprung from lier chair, and throwing her arms
around his neck, exclaimed, " Ah, my son ! my son 1

1 have founil you at last." She afterwards told him
that if he h.ad kept his austere looks, .and continued
Utyliiom. he might have escaped detection sometime
longer ;

" but your old roguish smile," added she,
" betrayed you at once." ' On this occasion Smollett
visited his relations and native scenes in Dumbar-
tonshire, and spent two days in Glasgow, .amidst

his boyish companions. Returning to England, he
resumed his literary occupations. He unfortunately
became editor of the Critical Review, and an attack
in that .iournal on Admiral Knowles, one of the
commanders at Carthagena (which SmoUett ac-
knowledged to he his composition), led to a trial

for libel ; and the author was sentenced to pay a fine

of £100, and sufl^ered tliree months imprisonment.
He consoled himself by writing, in prison, his novel of
Laimcelot Greaves. Another proof of his fertility

and industry as an author was afforded by his His^
ton/ of England, written, it is said, in fourteen
months. He engaged in political discussion, for

which lie was ill qualified by temper, and, taking
the unpopular side, lie was completely vanquished
by the truculent satire and abuse of Wilkes. His
health was also shattered by close application to his

studies, and by private misfortune. In his early

days Smollett had married a young West Indian
lady. Miss Lascelles, by whom he had a daughter.
This only child died at the age of fifteen, and the
disconsolate father tried to fly from his grief by a
tour through p'rance and Italy. He was absent two
years, and published an account of his travels, which,
amidst gleams of humour and genius, is disfigured

by the coarsest prejudices. Sterne has successfully

ridiculed this work in his Sentimental Journey.
Some" of the critical dicta of Smollett are mere
ebullitions of spleen. In the famous statue of the

^^enus de Medici, ' which "enchants the world,' he
could see no beauty of feature, and the attitude he
considered awkward and out of character ! The
Pantheon at Rome—that 'glorious combination of
beauty and magnificence'—lie said looked like a
huge cock-pit, open at the top. Sterne said justly,

that such declarations should have been reserved
for his physician ; they could only have sprung
from bodily distemper. 'Yet, be it said,' remarks
Sir Walter Scott, ' without offence to the memory
of the witty and elegant Sterne, it is more easy to

assume, in composition, an air of alternate gaiety
and sensibility, tlian to practise the virtues of gene-
rosity and benevolence, which .Smollett exercised
during his whole life, though often, like his own
Matthew Bramble, under the disguise of peevish-
ness and irritability. Sterne's writings show much
flourish concerning virtues of which his hfe is

understood to have produced little fruit ; the temper
of Smollett was

like a lusty winter,

Frosty, but kindly.'

The native air of the great novelist was more cheer-
ing and exhilarating than the genial gales of the
south. On his return from Italy lie rejiaired to
Scotland, saw once more his affectionate mother, and
sojourned a short time with his cousin, Mr Smollett
of Bonhill. on tlie banks of the Leven.

' The water of Leven,' he observes in his Hum-
phry Clinker, ' though nothing near so considerable

as the Clyde, is much more transparent, jiastoral,

6.^
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and c.k'li{.'litfiil. This cliarminf; striani is tliu cnitlct

of I>ocIi KonmiuJ, Hiid throagli a track of fnur miles

ptirsiic'S its wiiKiiiiLT course over a bed of pebbles, till

it joins tlie Firtli of Clyde at Dumbarton. On tliis

8pi»t stands the castle formerly called Alcluyd. and
wiislwd by these two rivers on all sides except a

narrow isthmus, which at every sprinp-tide is over-

(lowed; the whole is a great curiosity, from the
quality and form of the rock, as from the nature of

its situation. A very little above the source of the
I.even, on the lake, stands the house of Cameron,
helongin!; to Mr Smollett (the late commissary), so

embosomed in oak wood, tliat we did not perceive it

till we were within fifty yards of the door. The
lake approaches on one side to within six or seven
yards of the wiruiows. It mi^ht have been placed

on a higher site, which would have afforded a more
extensive prospect, and a drier atmosphere ; but
this imperfection is not chargeable on the present

proprietor, who jnirchased it ready built, rather than
be at the trouble of repairing his own family house
of Bonhill, wliieh stands two miles Iience, on the

Leven, so surrounded with plantations, that it used

to be known by the name of the Mavis (or Thrush)
Nest. Above the house is a romantic glen, or cleft

of a mountain, covered with hanging woods, having
at the bottom a stream of fine water, that forms a

numl>er of cascades in its descent to join the Leven,
60 that the scene is quite enchanting.

I have seen the Lago di Gardi, Albano di Vico,

Bolsena and Geneva, and I prefer Locli Lomond to

them all—a preference which is certainly owing to

the verdant islands that seem to float upon its sur-

face, affording the most enchanting objects of repose

to the excursive view. Nor are the banks destitute

of beauties which can partake of the sublime- ( )n

this side they display a sweet variety of woodland,
corn field, and pasture, with several agreeable villas,

emerging as it were out of the lake, till at some dis-

tance the prospect terminates in huge mountains,
covered with heath, which, being in the bloom,
affords a very rich covering of purple. Everything
here is romantic beyond imagination. This country
is justly styled the Arcadia of Scotland; I do not
doubt but it may vie with Arcadia in everything
but climate. I am sure it excels it in verdure, wood,
and water.'

All who have traversed the banks of the Leven,
or sailed along the shores of Loch Lomond, in a
calm clear summer day, when the rocks and islands

are reflected with magical brightness and fidelity in

its waters, will acknowledge the truth of this de-

scription, and can readily account for Smollett's

preference, independently of the early recollections

which must have endeared the whole to his feelings

and imagination. The extension of manufactures in

Scotland has destroyed some of the pastonU charms
and seclusion of the Leven, but the course of the
river is still eminently rich and beautifid in sylv.an

scenery. Smollett's health was now completely
gone. His pen, however, was his only resource,

and on his return to England he published a politi-

cal satire, T/ie Adventures of an Atom, in which he
attacks his former jiatron, liord Bute, and also the
Earl of Chatham. As a politician, Smollett was far

from consistent. His conduct in this respect was
guided more by personal feelings than public prin-

ciples, and any seeming neglect or ingratitude at

om-e roused his constitutional irritability and indig-

nation. He was no longer able, however, to con-

tend with the 'sea of troubles' that encompassed
him. In 1770, he again went abroad in ([ucst of

health. His friends endeavoured, but in vain, to

procure him an appointment sls consul in some jiort

in the Mediterranean ; and he took up his residence

in a cottage which Dr Armstrong, then abroad, en-
gaged for him in the neiglibourjiood of Ix:ghorn.
The warm and genial climate seems to have
awakened his fancy, and breathed a temporary ani-
mation into his debilitated frame. He here wrote
his Jlum/j/iri/ Clinker, the most rich, varied, and
agreeable of all his novels. Like Tielding, Smol-
lett was destined to die in a foreign country. He
had just conmiittcd his novel to the public, when
he exjiired, on the 2Ist of October 1771, aged .'51.

H.ad he lived a few years longer, he wouhl have in-

herited, as heir of entail, the estate of lionbill,

worth about £1(100 a-year. His widow erected a
plain monument over his remains at Leghorn, and
his rehitions, who had neglected him in his days of
suffering and distress, raised a cenotaph to his me-
mory on the banks of the Leven. The prose works
of Smollett will hereafter be noticed. He wrote no
poem of any length , but it is evident he could have
excelled in verse had he cultivated his talents, and
enjoyed a life of greater ease and competence. Sir
Walter Seott has praised the fine mytliological com-
mencement of his Ode ; and few readers of taste or
feeling are unacquainted with his lines on Leven
\\'atcr, the picturesque scene of his early days. The
latter were first published in ' Humphry CUnker,'
after the above prose description of the same land-
scape, scarcely less poetical. AVhen soured by mis-
fortune, by party conflicts, and the wasting effects of
disease, the generous heart and warm sensil)ilities of
Smollett seem to have kindled at the recollection of
his youth, and at the rural life and manners of his
native country.

Ode to Independence,

Strophe.

Thy spirit, Independence, let me share,
Lord of the lion-heart and eagle-eve

;

Thy steps I follow, with my bosom bare,
Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky.
Deep in the frozen regions of the north,

A goddess I'iolatod brought thee forth,

Immortal Liberty, whose look sublime
Hath bleached the tyrant's cheek in every varying clime.
What time the iron-hearted Gaul,
With frantic superstition for his guide,
.\rmed with the dagger and the pall.

The sons of Woden to the tield defied
The ruthless hag, by Weser's flood,

In Heaven's name urged the infernal blow

;

And red the stre^am began to flow :

The vanquisheil were baptised with blood !

Antistrophe.

The Saxon prince in horror fled,

From altars stained with human gor«,

And Liberty his routed legions led

In safety to the bleak Norwegian shore.

There in a cave asleep she lav,

Lulled by the hoarse-resounding main.
When a bold savage passed that way,
Impelled by destiny, his name Disdain.
Of ample I'ront the i>ortly chief appeared :

The hunted bear suppliecl a shaggy vest
;

The drifted snow hung on liis yellow beard,

.'Vnd his liroad shnulilers braved the furious bla^t.

He stopt, he ga./.eil, his bosom glowed.

And deeply felt the im])ression of her charms:
He seized the ailvnntnge Fate allowed.

And straight compressed her in his vigorous arms.

Strophe.

The curlew screameil, the tritons blew
Their shells to celebrate the ravished rite

;

tdd Time exulted as he flew ;

And Independence saw the light.

C6
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The light he saw in Albion's happy plains.

Where under cover ufa Howerinj: thorn,

While Philomel renewed her warbled strains,

The auspicious fruit of stolen embrace was bom

—

The mountain l)ryads seized with joy.

The smilinj; infant to their charEre consifined;

The Doric muse caressed tlie favourite boy
;

The hermit Wisdom stored his opening mind.
As roUin;^ years matured his aj;e,

He flourished bold and sine^vj- as his sire;

While the mild pa-ssions in his breast assuage

The fiercer flames of his maternal fire.

Antistraphe.

Accomplished thus, he winged his way,
And zealous roved from pole to pole,

The rolls of riirht eternal to display,

And warm with patriot thought the aspiring soul.

On desert isles 'twas he that raised

Those spires that gild the Adriatic wave.
Where Tyranny belieUl amazed
Fair Freedom's temple, where he marked her grave.

He steeled the blunt liatavian's arms
To burst the Iberian's double chain ;

And cities reared, and planted farms.

Won from the skirts of Neptune's wide domain.
He, with the generous rustics, sat

On Uri's rocks in close divan
;

And winged that arrow sure as fate.

Which ascertained the sacred rights of man.

Strophe.

Arabia's scorching sands he crossed,

Where blasted nature pants supine.

Conductor of her tribes adust.

To Freedom's adamantine shrine
;

And many a Tartar horde forlorn, aghast!

He snatched from under fell Oppression's wing.

And taught amidst the drean,' waste.

The all-cheering hymns of liberty to sing.

He virtue finds, like precious ore,

Diffused through every baser mould
;

Even now he stands on Calvi's rocky shore.

And turns the dross of Corsica to gold ;

He, guardian genius, taught my youth
Pomp's tinsel livery to despise

:

My lips by him chastised to truth,

Ne'er paid that homage which my heart denies.

Antistrophe.

Those sculptured halls my feet shall never tread.

Where varnished vice and vanity combined,
To dazzle and s<'duce, their banners spread,

And forge vile shackles for the free-born mind.
While Insolence Ins wrinkled front uprcars,

And all the flowers of spurious fancy blow
;

And Title his ill-woven chaplet wears,

Full often WTeathed around the miscreant's brow:
Where ever-dimpling falsehood, pert and vain,

Presents her cup of stale professi4)n's froth
;

And pale disease, with all his bloated train,

Torments the sons of gluttony and sloth.

Strophe.

In Fortune's car behobl that minion ride.

With either India's glittering spoils oppressed,

So moves the sumpter-mule in harnessed pride,

That hears the treasure which he cannot tiiote.

For him let venal bards disgrace the bay,

And hireling minstrels wake the tinklin;: string

;

Her sensual snares let faithless pleasure lay,

And jingling bells fantastic folly ring:

Disquiet, doubt, and dread, sh:ill intervene;

And nature, still to all her f".i.'lings ju-^t,

In vengeance hang a damp on every scene.

Shook from the baleful pinions of disgust.

Antistrophe.

Nature I'll court in her sequestered haunts.

By mountain, meadow, streamlet, grove, or cell

;

Where the poised lark his evening ditty cliaunts.

And health, and peace, and cnntemi)lation dwell.

There, study shall with solitude recline,

And friendship pledge me to his fellow-swains,

And toil and temperance sedately twine

The slender cord that fluttering life sustains :

And fearless poverty shall guard the door.

And taste unspoiled the frugal table spread,

And industry supply the humble store.

And sleep unbribed his dews refreshing shed ;

M'hite-mantlcd Innocence, ethereal sprite,

Shall chase fur oft" the goblins of the night;

And Independence o'er the day preside.

Propitious power ! my patron and my pride.

Ode to Zcvcn-JVater,

On Leven's banks, while free to rove.

And tune the rural pipe to love,

I envied not the happiest swain

That ever trod the Arcadian plain.

Pure stream, in whose transparent wave
My youthful limbs I wont to lave

;

No torrents stain thy limpid source,

No rocks impede thy dimpling course.

That sweetly warbles o'er its bed.

With white, round, polished pebbles spread;

While, lightly poised, the scaly brood

In myriads cleave thy crystal flood ;

The springing trout in speckled pride.

The salmon, monarch of the tide ;

The ruthless pike, intent on war.

The silver eel, and mottled par.

Devolving from thy parent lake,

A charming maze thy waters make.
By bowers of birch, and groves of pine,

And edges flowered with eglantine.

Still on thy banks so gaily green.

May numerous herds and flocks be seen

:

And lasses chanting o'er the pail.

And shepherds piping in the dale
;

And ancient faith that knows no guile,

And industry embrowned with toil
;

And hearts resolved, ami hands prepared.

The blessings they enjoy to guard !

The Tears of Scotland.

[Written on the barbarities committed in the TTiphlands by
order of the Duke of Cumberland, after the battle of Culloden,

1746. Smollett was then a surgeon's mate, newly returned

from service abroad. It is said that lie originally finished the

poem in feix stanzas ; when, some one representing that such a

diatribe against povernment might injure his prosjiects, he eat

down and added the still more pointed invective of the seventh

stanza.]

Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn
Thy banished peace, thy laurels torn I

Thy sons, for valour long renowned.

Lie slaughtered on their native ground
;

Thv hospitable roofs no more
Invite the stranger to the door

;

In smoky ruins sunk they lie,

The monuments of cruelty.

The wretched o^vner sees afar

His all become the prey of war ;

Bethinks him of his babes and wife,

Then smites his breast, and curses life.

Thy swains are famished on the rocks,

Wiicre once they fed flicir w;uit«>n flocks
;

Thy ravished virgins shriek in vain
;

Thy infants perish on the plain,
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What boot;* it, then, in every clime,

Through the wide-spreading waste of time,

Thy martial fjlory, crowned with praise,

Still shone with undiminished blaze \

Thy towering spirit now is broke,

Thy neck is bended to the yoke.

What foreign arms could never quell,

By civil rage and rancour fell.

The rural pipe and merry lay

No more shall cheer the happy day

:

No social scenes of gay delight

Beguile the dreary winter night

:

No strains but those of sorrow flow,

And nought be heard but sounds of wo,

While the pale phantoms of the slain

Glide nightly o'er the silent plain.

Oh! baneful cause, oh ! fatal mom,
Accursed to ages yet unborn !

The sons against their father stood.

The parent shed his children's blood.

Yet, when the rage of battle ceased,

The victor's soul was not ajjpeased :

The naked and forlorn must feel

Devouring flames and murdering steel

!

The pious mother, doomed to death,

Forsaken wanders o'er the heath,

The bleak wind whistles round her head,

Her helpless ori>han9 cry for bread
;

Bereft of shelter, food, and friend,

She views the shades of niglxt descend :

And stretched beneath the inclement skies,

W^eeps o'er her tender babes, and dies.

While the warm blood bedews my veins.

And unimpaired remembrance reigns,

Resentment of my country's fate

Within my filial breast shall beat
;

And, spite of her insulting foe,

My sympathising verse shall flow :

* Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn
Thy banished peace, thy laurels torn.'

JOHN ARMSTRONG.

John Armstrong, the friend of Tliomson, of
Mallet, Wilkes, and other public and literary cha-
racters of that period, is now only known as tlie

author of a didactic poem, the Art of Preservhi(f

Healthy which is but little read. Armstrong was
son of the minister of Castleton, a pastoral parish

in Roxburghshire. lie studied medicine in Edin-
burgh, and took his degree of M.I), in 1732. lie

repaired to London, and became known by the
publication of several fugitive pieces and medical
essays. A very objectionable poem, tlie Economy of
Love, gave promise of poetical powers, but marred
his practice as a pliysician. In 1744 appeared his
• Art of Preserving Ilealtli,' which was followed by
two other poems, Bcnrvoh-ure and Taste, and a
volume of prose essays, the latter indifferent enough.
In 1760 he was appointed physician to the forces
in Germany: and on tiie pnacc in 1703, he returned
to London, where he practised, hut with little suc-
cess, till Iiis death, September 7, 1770, in the 7Uth
year of his age. Armstrong seems to liave been
an indolent and splenetic, but kind-hearted man

—

shrewd, causti<', and caruful (he left X'.'iooo, saved
out of a small income), yet warmly attached to bis

friends. His portrait in tiie 'Castle of Indolence' is

in Thomson's happiest manner :

—

With him was sometimes joined in silent walk
(Profoundly silent, for they never spoke)

One shyer still, who quite detested talk
;

Oft fituug by spleen, at oucc away he broke

To groves of jdnc and broad o'ershadowjug oak;
There, inly thrilled, he wandered all ulone.

And on himself his pensive fury wrokc,

Nor ever uttered word, save when first nhono

The glittering star of eve—' Thank Heaven, the day is

done !*

Warton lias praised the * Art of Preserving Ilealth*

for its classical correctness and closeness of style,

and its numberless poetical images. In general,

however, it is stiff and laboured, with occasional

passages of tumid extravagance ; and the images
are not unfrequently echoes of those of Thomson and
other poets. The subject required the aid of orna-

ment, for scientific rules are in general bad themes
for poetry, and few men are ignorant of the true

philosopiiy of life, however they may deviate from
it in practice. That health is to be preserved by
temperance, exercise, and cheerful recreation, is a
truth familiar to all from infancy. Armstrong, how-
ever, was no ascetic philosopher. His motto is,

' take the good the gods provide you,* but take it

in moderation-

MTien you smooth
The brows of care, indulge your festive vein

In cups by well-informed experience found
The least your bane, aiui onbj with ytnir friaids.

The effects of over-indulgence in wine he lias finely

described :—
But most too passive, when the blood runs low.

Too weakly indolent to strive with pain.

And bravely by resisting conquer fate.

Try Circe's arts ; and in the tempting bowl

()f poisoned nectar sweet oblivion swill.

Struck by the powerful charm, the gloom dissolyoB

In empty air; Elysium opens round,

A plciu-^ing phrenzy buoys the lightened soul.

And sanguine hopes dispel your fleeting care;

And what was difficult, and what was dire,

Yields to your prowess and superior stars:

The happiest you of all that e'er were mad,
Or are, or shall be, could this folly last.

But soon your heaven is gone : a heavier gloom
Shuts o'er your head ; and, as the thundering streanii

Swollen o'er its banks with sudden mountain rain,

Sinks from its tumult to a silent brook.

So, when the frantic raptures in your breast

Subside, you languish into mortal man ;

You sleep, and waking find yourself undone.
For, prodigal of life, in one ra-^h night

You lavished more than might su|>port three days.

A heavy morning comes
;
your cares return

With tenfold rage. An anxious stomach well

May be endured ; so may the throbbing head

;

But such a dim delirium, such a dream.
Involves you ; such a dastardly despair

T'nmans your soul, as maddening IVntheus felt,

\\'hen, baited round Cithieron's cruel sides.

He saw two suns, and double Thebes ascend.

In prescribing as a healthy situation for residence

a Iiouse on an elevated part of the sea-coast, he

indulges in a vein of jioetical luxury worthy the en-

chanted grounds of the ' Castle of Indolence :'

Oh ! when the growling winds contend, and all

The sounding forest fluctuates in the storm;

'i'o sink in warm repose, and hear tlie din

Howl o'er the steady battlements, delights

Above the luxury of vulgar sleep.

The murmuring rivulet, and the hoarser strain

nf waters rushing' o'er the slippery rocks.

Will nightly lull you to ambrosial rest.

To please tlie fancy is no trifling good.

Where health is studied ; for whatever moves
The mind with calm delight, promotes the just

And natural movenieiit-i of the harmonious franie.
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All who liave witnessed or felt the inspiriting cflects

of fine nii>nntain scenery on invalids, will subscrilie

to the trnth so hajipily expressetl in tiie eoiieludinj;

lines of this jmssa^'e. Tlie lilank verse of Arnistrcmg
BOUiewhat resembles that of Cowper in e^nnpaet-

ness and viguur, but his iniaj;ination was hard and
literal, and wanted the airy expansiveness and
tenderness of pure inspiration. It was a liiu'h merit,

however, to sueceed where nearly all have failed, in

blending with a subject so strielly practical and
prosaic, the art and fancy of the jioet. Much learn-

in;;, skill, and knowledge are compressed into his

poem, in illustration of !iis medical and ethical doc-

trines. The whole is divided into four books or

divisions—the first on air, the second on diet, the

third on exercise, and the fourth on the passions. In

his first book, Armstrong has penned a ludicrously

pompous invective on the climate of Great Britain,
' steeped in continuiU rains, or with raw fogs be-

dewed.' He exclaims

—

Our fathers talked

Of summers, balmy airs, and skies serene

:

Good Heaven ! for what uuexpiated crimes

This dismal change ! The brooding elements

Do they, your powerful ministers of wrath,

Prepare some fierce exterminating plague?

Or is it fixed in the decrees above,

That lofty Albion melt into the main

!

Indulgent nature! 0, dissolve this gloom;
Bind in eternal adamant the winds

That drown or wither
;
give the genial west

To breathe, and in its turn tlie sprightly south,

And may once more the circling seasons rule

The year, not mix iu every monstrous day

!

Now, the fact we believe is, that in this country
there are more good days in the year than in any
other country in Eurojie. A few extracts from the
' Art of Preserving Ilealth' are subjoined. The
last, wliich is certainly the most energetic passage

in the whole poem, describes the ' sweating sickness'

which scourged England

Ere yet the fell Plantagenets had spent

Their ancient rage at Bosworth's purple field.

In the second, Armstrong introduces an a])Ostrophe

to his native stream, whicli perhaps suggested the

more felicitous ode of ynioHett to I.even Water. It

is not miworthy of remark, that the poet entirely

overlooks the store of romaTitic association and
ballad - poetry pertaining to Liddisdale, which a
mightier than he, in the next age, brought so pro-

Diiiiently before the notice of the world.

IWrecls and Mutations of Ttync]

What docs not fade? The tower that long had stood

The crush f>f thunder and the warring winds.

Shook by the slow but sure ilestroyer Time,
Now hangs in doubtful ruins o'er its base,

And flinty pyramids and walls of brass

Descend. Tiie Babylonia!i spires are sunk;
Achaia, Rome, and Kgypt moulder down.
Time shakes the stable tyranny of thrones,

And tottering empires rush by their own weight.

This huge rotundity we tread grows old.

And all those worlds that rcdl around the sun

;

The sun himself shall die, and ancient night

Again involve the desolate abyss.

Till the gi-eat Father, through the lifeless gloom,
Extend his arm to light another world,

And hid new planets roll by other laws.

\^Recommaidatioii ofA ngVmg. ]

But if the breathless chase o'er hill and dale
Kxceed ycmr strength, a sjiort of less fatigue.

Not less delightful, the prolific stream
Affords. The crystal rivulet, that o'er

A stony channel rolls its rapitl maze,
Swarms with the silver fry ; such through the bounds
Of pastoral Stafford runs the brawling Trent

;

Such Kden, sprung from Cumbrian mountains ; such
The Esk, o'erhung with woods ; and such the stream
( In whose Arcadian banks I first drew air

;

I.iddel, till now, except in Doric lays,

Tuned to her murmurs by her love-sick swains,
Unknown in song, though not a purer stream
Through meads more flowery, or more romantic groves.
Rolls towards the western main. Hail, sacred flood!
May still thy hospitable swains be blest

In rural innocence, thy mountains still

Teem with the fleecy race, thy tuneful woods
For ever flourish, and thy vales look gay
With painted meadows and the golden grain

;

Oft with thy blooming sons, when life was new,
Sportive and petulant, and charmed with toys.

In thy transparent eddies have I laved ;

Oft traced with patient steps thy fairy banks.
With the well-imitated fly to hook
The eager trout, and with the slender line

And yielding rod solicit to the shore

The struggling panting prey, while vernal clouds
And tepid gales obscured the ruffled pool,

And from the deeps called forth the wanton swarms.
Formed on the Samiau school, or those of Ind,

There are who think these pastimes scarce humane

;

Vet in my mind (and not relentless I)

His life is pure that wears no fouler stains.

[Pestilence of the Fifteenth Century.]

Ere yet the fell Plantagenets had spent
Their ancient rage at Bosworth's purple field

;

While, for which tyrant England should receive,

Her legions in incestuous murders mixed,
And daily horrors ; till the fates were drunk
^V'ith kindred blood by kindred hands profused

:

Another plague of more gigantic arm
Arose, a monster never known before,

Reared from Cocytus its portentous head

;

This rapid fury not, like other pests,

Pursued a gradual course, hut in a day
Rushed as a storm o'er half the astonished isle.

And strewed with sudden carcases the land.
First through the shoulders, or whatever part

Was seized the first, a fervid vapour sprung
;

With rash combustion thence, the quivering spark
.^hot to the heart, and kindled all within

;

And soon the surface caught the spreading fires.

Through all the yielding pores the melted blood
Gushed out in smoky sweats ; but nought assuaged
The torrid heat within, nor aught relieved

The stomach's anguish. With incessant toil.

Desperate of case, impatient of their pain,
They tossed from side to side. In vain the stream
Ran full and clear, they burnt, and thirsted still.

The restless arteries with rapid blood
Beat strong and frequent. Thick and pantingly
The breath waa fetched, and with huge labourings

heaved.

At last a heavy pain oppressed the head,
A wild delirium came : their weeping friends
Were strangers now, and this no home of theirs.

Harassed with toil on toil, the sinking powers
Lay prostrate and o'erthrown ; a ponderous sleep
Wrapt all the senses up : they slept and died.

In some a gentle horror crept at first

O'er all the limbs ; the sluices of the skin
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Withheld their moisture, till by art provoked

The sweats o'erflowcd, but in a clammy tide

;

Now free aud copious, now restrained and slow;

Of tinctures various, as the temperature

Had mixed the blood, and rank with fetid streams:

As if the pent-up humours by delay

Were grown more fell, more putrid, and malign.

Here lay their hopes (though little hope remained),

With full effusion of perpetual sweats

To drive the venom out. And here the fates

^V'ere kind, that long they lingered not in pain.

For, who survived the sun's diurnal race.

Hose from the dreary gates of hell redeemed ;

Some the sixth hour oppressed, and some the third.

Of many thousands, few untainted 'scaped

;

Of those infected, fewer 'scaped alive
;

Of those who lived, some felt a second blow

;

And whom the second spared, a third destroyed.

Frantic with fear, they sought by flight to shun

The fierce contagion. O'er the mournful land

The infected city poured her hurrying swarms :

Roused by the flames that fired her seats around,

The infected country rushed into the town.

Some sad at home, and in the desert some

Abjured the fatal commerce of mankind.
In vain ; where'er they fled, the fates pursued.

Others, with hopes more specious, crossed the main,

To seek protection in far distant skies

;

Hut none they found. It seemed the general air,

From pole to pole, from Atlas to the east,

^^as then at enmity with English blood
;

For but the race of England all were safe

In foreign cliraes ; nor did this fury taste

Tlie foreign blood which England then contained.

Where should they fly? The circumambient heaven

Involved them still, and every breeze was bane

:

Where find relief? The salutary art

Was mute, and, startled at the new disease,

In fearful whispers hopeless oinens gave.

To heaven, with suppliant rites they sent their

prayers ;

Heaven heard them not. Of every hope deprived.

Fatigued with vain resources, and subdued

With woes resistless, and enfeebling fear.

Passive they sunk beneath the weighty blow.

Nothing but lamentable sounds were heard.

Nor aught was seen but ghastly views of death.

Infectious horror ran from face to face.

And pale despair. 'Twas all the business then

To tend the sick, and in their turns to die.

In heaps they fell ; and oft the bed, they say,

The sickening, dying, and the dead contained.

WILLIAM JCLinS HICKLE.

An admirable translation of ' The Lusiad' of

Camoens, the most distinguished poet of Portugal,

was executed by William ,Ii'Lu-s Mickle, himself

a poet of taste ami fancy, but of no great originality

or energy. Mickle wjis son of the minister of Lang-

holm, in Dumfriesshire, wliore be was born in 1 ".'U.

He was engaged in trade in Kilinburgh as conductor,

and afterwards partner, of a brewery; but he failed

in business, and in 1764 went to London, desirous

of literary distinction. Lord Lyttelton noticed and
encouraged bis jioi'tical efliirts. and Mickle was
buoyed uj) with dreams of patronage and celebrity.

Two years of increasing destitution dispelled this

vision, and the poet was glad to accept the situation

of corrector of the Clarendon press at Oxford. Here

he published I'olllo, an elegy, and Tlie Cimcuhiiic, a

moral poem in the manner of Spenser, which he

afterwards reprinted with the title of ^y Murl;/n.

Mickle adopted the obsolete phrasecdogy of Spenser,

which was too antiquated even for the age of the

' P'aery Queen,' and which Thomson had almost
wholly discarded in his ' Castle of Indolence.' The
first stanza of this poem has been quoted by Sir
Walter Scott (divested of its antique sjielling) in

illustration of a remark made by him, that Mickle,
' witli a vein of great facility, united a power of
verbal melody, wliich might have been envied by
bards of much greater renown :*

—

Awake, ye west winds, through the lonely dale,

And Fancy to thy faery bower betake
;

Even now, with balraly sweetness, breathes the gale,

Dimpling with downy wing the stilly lake

;

Through the pale willows faltering whispers wake.
And Evening comes with locks bedropped with dew

j

On Desmond's mouldering turrets slowly shake
The withered rye-grass and the harebell blue,

And ever and anon sweet MuUa's plaints renew.

Sir Walter adds, that Mickle, ' being a printer by
profession, frequently put his lines into types with-

out taking the trouble previously to put them into

writing.' This is mentioned by none of the poet's

biographers, and is improbable. The office of a
corrector of the press is quite separate from the

mechanical operations of the printer. Mickle's

poem was highly successful (not the less, perhaps,

because it w-as printed anonymously, and was as-

cribed to different authors), and it went through
three editions. In 1771 he published the first canto

of his great translation, which was completed ia

1775; and being supported by a long list of sub-

scribers, was highly advantageous both to his fame
and fortune. In 1779 he went out to Portugal as

secretary to Commodore Johnston, and was received

with much distinction in Lisbon by the countrymen
of Camoens. On the return of the expedition,

Mickle was appointed joint agent for the distri-

bution of the prizes. His own share was consider-

able ; and having receivcil some money by his mar-
riage with a lady whom be had known in his obscure

sojourn at Oxford, the latter dtiys of the poet were
spent in ease and leisure. He died at Forest Hill,

near Oxford, in 17S8.

The most popular of Mickle's original poems is

his ballad of Ciimnor Hull, which has attained addi-

tional celebrity by its having suggested to Sir Walter
Scott the groundwork of his romance of Kenilworth.*

The plot is interesting, and the versification easy

and musical. Mickle assisted in Evans's Collection

of Old Ballads (in which ' Cumnor Hall' and other

pieces of his first appeared) ; and though in this

style of composition he did not copy the direct sim-

plicity and unsophisticated ardour of the real old

ballads, he had much of their tenderness and pathos.

A still stronger proof of this is afforded by a Scottish

song, the author of which was long unknown, but

wbicli seems clearly to have been written by Mickle.

An imperfect, altered, and corrected copy was found

among bis manuscripts after his death; and his

widow being applied to, confirmed the external

evidence in his favour, by an express declaration

th.at her husband had said the song was bis own,

and that he had explained to her the Scottish words.

It is the fairest Hower in his ]iuetical chaplet. The
delineation of humble niatrimoniiJ happiness and

atlection which the song presents, is almost un-

equalled

—

Sae true his words, sac smooth his speech,

His breath like caller air !

His very foot has music in't

As he comes up the stair.

* Sir Walter intended to have named his romance Cumnor
Hall, but was jM-rsinided by Mr Constable, his publisher, to

adopt the title of Kenilworth.
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And will I see his face a^in ?

And will I hear him speak 1

I'm (lownrij,'ht dizzy with the thought,

In troth I'm like to greet.

Then there are the two lines—a happy Epicurean

fancy, but elevated by the situation and the fuitliful

love of tlie speaker—which Burns says 'are wortliy

of tlie tirst poet'

—

The present moment is our ain,

The neist we never saw.

These brief felicities of natural expression and feel-

ing, eo intinitcly sui>crior to the stock inia,trcs of

poetry, show tliat Mickle could have excelled in

the Scottish dialect, and in portraying Setittisii life,

had lie truly known Iiis own strength, and trusted

to tlie impulses of his heart instead of his ambition.

Cumnor Hall.

The dews of summer night did fall,

The moon (sweet regent of the sky)

Silvered the walls of Cumnor Hall,

And many an oak that grew thereby.

Now nought was heard beneath tlie skies

(The sounds of busy life were still),

Save an unhappy lady's sighs,

That issued irom that lonely pile.

* Leicester,' she cried, * is this thy love

That thou so oft hast sworn to me,

To leave me in this lonely grove,

Immured in shameful privity ?

No more thou com'st, with lover's speed,

Thy once beloved bride to see
;

But be she alive, or be she dead,

1 fear, stern Earl's, the same to thee.

Not so the usage I received

M'hen happy in ray father's hall

;

No faithless husband then me grieved,

No chilling fears did me appal.

I rose up with the cheerful mom,
No lark so blithe, no flower more gay

;

And, like the bird that haunts the thorn,

So merrily sung the live-long day.

If that my beauty is but small,

Among court ladies all despised,

Why didst thou rend it from that hall.

Where, scornful Earl, it well was prized?

And when you first to me made suit,

How fair I was, you oft would say !

And, proud of conquest, plucked the fruit,

Then left the blossom to decay.

Yes ! now neglected and despised.

The rose is pale, the lily's dead
;

But he that once their charms so prized.

Is sure the cause those charms are fled.

For know, when sickening grief doth prey,

And tender love's repaid with scorn,

The sweetest beauty will decay :

What tlowcret can endure the stonn 1

At court, I'm told, is beauty's throne,

Where every lady's passing rare.

That eastern flowers, that shame the sun,

Are not ao glowing, not so fair.

Then, Earl, why didst thou leave the beds

Where roses and where lilies vie,

To seek a primrose, whose pale shades

Must sicken when those gauds are by?

'Mong rural beauties I was one

;

Among the tields wild flowers are fair;

Some country swain might nic have won,
And thought my passing beauty rare.

But, licieoster (or 1 much am wrong),
It is not beauty lures thy vows;

Rather ambition's gilded crown
Intakes thee forget thy humble spouse.

Then, Leicester, why, again I plead
(The injured surely may repine).

Why didst tliou wed a country maid.
When some fair princess might be thinel

Why didst thou praise my humble charms,
And, oh ! then leave them to decay ?

Why didst thou win me to thy arms.
Then leave me to mourn the live-long day?

The village maidens of the plain

Salute me lowly as they go :

Envious they mark my silken train.

Nor think a countess can have wo.

The simple nymphs ! they little know
How far more happy's their estate

;

To smile for joy, than sigh for wo
;

To be content, than to be great.

How far less blessed am I than them.
Daily to pine and waste with care

!

Like the poor plant, that, from its stem
Divided, feels the chilling air.

Nor, cruel Earl 1 can I enjoy

The humble charms of solitude
;

Your minions proud my peace destroy,

By sullen frowns, or pratings rude.

Last night, as sad I chanced to stray,

The village dejith-bell smote my ear;
They winked aside, and seemed to say,

*' Countess, prepare—thy end is near."

And now, while happy peasants sleep,

Here I sit lonely and forlorn ;

No one to soothe me as I weep.
Save Philomel on yonder thorn.

My spirits flag, my hopes decay

;

Still that dread death-bell smites my ear;
And many a body seems to say,

" Countess, prepare—thy end is near." *

Thus sore and sad that lady grieved
In Cumnor Hall, so lone and drear;

And many a heartfelt sigh she heaved,
And let fall many a bitter tear.

And ere the dawn of day appeared.
In Cumnor Hall, so lone and drear.

Full many a piercing scream was heard.
And many a cry of mortal fear.

The death-bell thrice was heard to ring,

An aerial voice was heard to call.

And thrice the raven flapped his wing
Around the towers of Cumnor Hall,

The mastifl^ howled at village door,

The oaks wore shattered on the green

;

Wo was the hour, for never more
That hapless Countess e'er was seen.

And in that manor, now no more
Is cheerful feast or sprightly ball

;

For ever since that dreary hour
Have spirits haunted Cumnor Hall.

The village maids with fearful glance.

Avoid the ancient moss-gro\m wall

;

Nor ever lead the merry dance
Among the groves of Cumnor Hall.
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Full many a traveller has sighed,

And pensive wept the Countess' fall,

As wandering onwards they've espied

The haunted towers of Cuinuor Hall.

The Mariner's Wife,

But are ye sure the news is true ?

And are ye sure he's weel \

Is this a time to think o' wark ?

Ye jauds, fling bye your wheel.

For there's nae luck about the house,

There's nae luck at a'.

There's nae luck abuut the bouse,

When our gudeniau's awa.

Is this a time to think o' wark,

When Coliu's at the door?

Rax down my cloak— I'll to the key,

And see him come ashore.

Rise up and make a clean fireside.

Put on the mickle pat

;

Gie little Kate her cotton goun,

And Jock his Sunday's coat.

And mak their shoon as black ae slaes,

Their stockins white as snaw
;

It's a' to pleasure our giideman

—

He likes to see them braw.

There are twa hens into the crib,

Hae fed this month and mair,

Mak haste and thraw their uecka about,

That Colin weel may fare.

My Turkey slippers I'll put on,

My stoc'kins pearl blue

—

•It's a' to pleasure our gudeman,
For he's baith leal and true.

Sac sweet his voice, sae smooth his tongue;
His breath's like caller air

;

His very fit has music in't,

As he comes up the stair.

And will I see his face again %

And will I hear him speak?

I'm downright dizzy wi' the thought:
In troth I'm like to greet.

[The Spirit of the Cape.l

[From the ' Lusiad.']

Now prosperous gales the bending canvass swelled
;

From these rude shores our fearless course we held:
Beneath the glistening wave the god of day
Had now five times withdrawn the parting ray,

When o'er the jirow a sudden darkness spread.

And slowly floating o'er the mast's tall head
A black cloud hovered ; nor appeared from far

The moon's pale glimpse, nor faintly twinkling star;
So deep a gloom the lowering vapour cast,

Transfixed with awe the bravest stood aghast.
Meanwhile a hollow bursting roar resounds.
Ah when hoan^e surges lash tlieir rocky mounds

;

Nor had the blackening wave, nor fi-owning heaven.
The wonted signs of gathering tempest given.

Amazed we stood—O thou, our fortune's guide,
Avert this omen, mighty (iod, I cried

;

Or through forbidden climes adventurous strayed,
Have we the secrets of the deep surveyed.

Which these wide solitudes of seas and sky
Were doomed to hide from man's unhallowed eye?
Whate'er this prodigy, it threatens more
Than midnight tempest and the mingled roar,

When sea and sky combine to rock the marble shore.

I spoke, when rising through the darkened air.

Appalled we saw a hideous phantom glare
;

High and enormous o'er the floocl he towered,

And thwart our way with sullen aspect lowered.

T^nearthly paleness o'er his cheeks was spread,

Krcct uprose his hairs of withered red
;

Writhing to wpeak, his sable lips disclose.

Sharp and disjoined, his gnashing teeth's blue rows;

His haggard beard flowed quivering on the wind,

Revenge and horror in his mien combined
;

His clouded front, by withering lightning scared.

The inward anguish of his soul declared.

His red eyes glowing from their dusky caves

Shot livid fires: far echoing o'er the waves

His Toice resounded, as the caverned shore

With hollow groan repeats the tempest's roar.

Cold gliding horrors thrilled each hero's breast

;

(lur bristling hair and tottering knees confessed

Wild dread ; the while with visage ghastly wan.

His black lips trembling, thus the Fiend began:
* O you, the boldest of the nations, fired

By daring pride, by lust of fame inspired.

Who, scornful of the bowers of sweet repose,

Through these my waves advance your fearless prows,

Regardless of the lengthening watery way,

And all the storms that own my sovereign sway,

Who 'mid surrounding rocks and shelves explore

Where never hero braved my rage before

;

Ye sons of Lusus, who, with eyes profane.

Have viewed the secrets of my awful reign.

Have passed the bounds which jealous Nature drew.
To veil her secret shrine from mortal view,

Hear from my lips what direful woes attend,

And bursting soon shall o'er your race descend.

With every bounding keel that dares my rage,

Eternal war my rocks and storms shall wage
;

The next proud fleet that through my dear domain.
With daring search shall hoist the streaming vane.
That gallant navy by my whirlwinds tost,

And raging seas, shall perish on my coast.

Then He who first my secret jeign descried,

A naked corse wide floating o'er the tide

Shall drive. Unless ray heart's full raptures fail,

O Lusus ! oft shalt thou thy children wail

;

Each year thy shipwrecked sons shalt thou deplore,

Each year thy sheeted masts shall strew my shore.' * •

He spoke, and deep a lengthened sigh he drew,

A doleful sound, and vanished from the view;
The frightened billows gave a rolling swell,

And distant far prolonged the dismal yell

;

Faint and more faint the howling echoes die,

And the black cloud dispersing leaves the sky,

DR JOHN LANGHOBNE.

Db John Langhorne, an amiable and excellent

clergyman, has long lost the popularity which he
possessed in his own day as a poet ; but his name
nevertlicless claims a place in the history of Eng-
lish lik-rature. He was born at Kirkby Steven,
in Westmoreland, in 1735, and held the curacy
and lectureship of St John*s, ClerkenwcU, in Lon-
don. He afterwards obtained a prebend's stall in

Wells cathedral, and was much admired as a
preacher. He died in 1779. Langhorne wrote
various prose works, the most successful of which
was liis Letters of Theodosius and Constantm ; and,

in conjunction with his brother, he published a
translation of riutarch's Lives, which still main-
tains its ground as the best English version of the
ancient author. His poetical works were chiefly

slight eflfusions, dictated by the passion or impulse
of the moment; but he made an abortive attempt
to repel the coarse satire of Churchill, and to walk
in the magic circle of the drama. His biiihid, Owen
of Carron, founded on the old Scottish tale of Gil
Morrice, is smoothly versified, but in poetical merit
is inferior to the original. The only poem of Lang-
horne's which has a cast of originality is his Country
Justice. Here he seems to have anticipated Crabbe
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in painting the rural life of Eii(.'lanil in true colmirs.

His picture of the gipsies, and liis sketches of venal

clerks ami rapacious overseers, are genuine like-

nesses. He has not the raciness or the ilistinetness

of Crabhe, but is equally faithful, ami as sincerely

a friend to humanity. He pleads wai-mly for the

poor vagrant tribe :

—

Still mark if vice or nature prompts the deed ;

Still mark the strong temptation and the need :

On pressing want, on famine's powerful call,

At least more lenient let thy justice fall.

Kor him who, lost to every hope of life,

Has long witli Fortune held unequal strife,

Known to no human love, no human care,

The friendless homeless object of despair
;

Kor the poor vagrant feel, while lie complains,

Nor from sad freedom send to sadiler chains.

Alike if folly or misfortune brought

Those last of woes his evil days have wrought

;

Believe with social mercy and with me.
Folly 's misfortune in the first degree.

Perhaps on some inhospitable shore

The houseless wretch a widowed parent bore ;

Who then, no more by golden prospects led,

Of the poor Indian begged a leafy bed.

Cold on Canadi.an hills or Minden's plain,

Perhaps that parent mourned her soldier slain ;

Rent o*er her babe, her eye dissolved in dew,

The big drops mingling with the milk he drew.

Gave the sad presage of his future years.

The child of misery, baptised in tears.

This allusion to the dead soldier and his widow on

the field of battle was made the subject of a print

by Bunbury, under which were engraved the pa-

thetic lines of Langhorne. Sir Walter 8cott lias

mentioned, that the only time he saw Bums, tlie

Scottish poet, this picture was in the room. Burns

shed tears over it; and Scott, then a lad of tiftecn,

was the only person present who could tell him
where the lines were to be found. The passage is

beautiful in itself, but this iucident will embalm and

preserve it for ever.

[^Appeal to Country Justices in Behalf of the Rural

Poor.]

Let age no longer toil with feeble strife.

Worn by long service in the war of life ;

Nor leave the head, that time hath whitened, bare

To the rude insults of the searching air
;

Nor bid the knee, by labour hardened, bend,

thou, the poor man's hope, the poor man's friend !

If, when from heaven severer seasons fall,

Fled from the frozen roof and mouldering wall,

Each face the picture of a winter day.

More strong than Teniers' pencil could portray

;

Hthen to thee resort the sliivering train.

Of cruel days, and cruel man complain.

Say to thy lieart (remembering him who said),

'These people come from far, and have no bread.'

Nor leave thy venal clerk empowered to hear

;

The voice of want is sacred to thy ear.

He where no fees his sordid pen invite.

Sports with their tears, too indolent to write

;

Like the fed monkey in the fable, vain

To hear more helpless animals complain.

But chief thy notice shall one monster claim ;

A monster furnished with a human frame

—

The parish-officer !—though verse disdain

Terms that dcfonn the splendour of the strain.

It stoops to bid thee bend the brow severe

On the sly, pilfering, cruel overseer

;

The shuffling farmer, faithful to no trust.

Ruthless as rocks, insatiate as the dust

!

When the poor hind, with length of years decayed,

Leans feebly on his once-subduing spade,

Forgot the service of his abler days,

liis profitable toil, and honest praise.

Shall this low wretch abridge his scanty bread,

This slave, whose board his former labours spread I

When harvest's burning suns and sickening air

From labour's unbraced hand the grasped hook tear,

Where shall the helpless family be fed.

That vainly languish for a father's bread

!

See the pale mother, sunk with grief and care,

To the proud farmer fearfully repair

;

Soon to be sent with insolence away.
Referred to vestries, and a distant day !

Referred—to perish ! Is my verse severe ?

Unfriendly to the human character?

.\h ! to this sigh of sad experience trust

:

The truth is rigid, but the tale is just.

If in thy courts this caitiff wretch appear.

Think not that patience were a virtue here.

His low-born pride with honest rage control

;

Smite his hard heart, and shake his reptile soul.

But, hapless ! oft through fear of future wo.

And certain vengeance of the insulting foe
;

Oft, ere to thee the poor prefer their prayer.

The last extremes of penury they bear.

Wouldst thou then raise thy patriot office highei

!

To something more than magistrate aspire 1

And, left each poorer, pettier chase behind,

Step nobly forth, the friend of human kind !

The game I start courageously pursue!

Adieu to fear ! to insolence adieu !

And first we'll range this mountain's stormy side.

Where the rude winds the shepherd's roof deride.

As meet no more the wintry blast to bear,

And all the wild hostilities of air. •

That roof have I remembered many a year;

It once gave refuge to a hunted deer

—

Here, in those days, we found an aged pair

;

But time untenants—ha! what seest thou there I

' Horror !—by Heaven, extended on a bed
Of naked fern, two human creatures dead !

Embracing as alive !—ah, no !—no life !

Cold, breathless
!'

'Tis the shepherd and his wife.

I knew the scene, and brought thee to behold

What speaks more strongly than the story told

—

They died through want

—

* By every power I swear,

If the wretch treads the earth, or breathes the air,

Through whose default of duty, or design.

These victims fell, he dies.'

They fell by thine.
' Infernal ! Mine !—by '

Swear on no pretence :

A swearing justice wants both grace and sense.

[An Advice to the Married.']

Should erring nature casual faults disclose,

Wound not the breast that harbours your repose;

For every grief that breast from you shall prove,

Is one link broken in the chain of love.

Soon, with their objects, other woes are past,

But pains from those we love are pains that last.

Though faults or follies from reproach may fly,

Yet in its shade the tender passions die.

Love, like the flower that courts the sun's kind ray,

Will flourish only in the smiles of day

;

Distrust's cold air the generous plant annoys,

.And one chill blight of dire contempt destroys.

Oh shun, ray friend, avoid that dangerous coast.

Where peace expires, and fair affection's lost

;

By wit, by grief, by anger urged, forbear

The speech contemptuous and the scornful air.
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The Dead.

Of them, who wrapt in earth are coM,
No more the smilitii^ duy .shall view,

Should iimiiy a tender tale be told,

For many a tender thought is due.

Why else the o*ergrown paths of time.
Would thus the lettered Sii;:e explore,

With pain these cninibling ruins climb,

Ajid on the doubtful sculpture pore I

\Miy seeks he with unwearied toil,

Through Death's dim walks to urge his way,
Reclaim his long asserted cpoil.

And lead Oblivion into day t

Tis nature prompts by toil or fear.

Unmoved to range throngh Death's domain
;

The tender parent loves to hear

Her children's story told again !

Eternal Providence,

Light of the world, Immortal Mind
;

Father of all the human kind!
Whose boundless eye that knows no rest,

Intent on nature's ample breast.

Explores the space of earth and skies.

And sees eternal incense rise!

To thee my humble voice I raise;

Forgive, while 1 presume to praise.

Though thou this transient being gave,
That shortly sinks into the grave

;

Yet 'twas thy goodness still to give
A being that can think and live;

In all thy works thy wisdom see,

And stretch its towering mind to thee.

To thee my humble voice I raise

;

Forgive, while I presume to praise.

And still this poor contracted span.
This life, that bears the name of man,
From thee derives its vital ray,

Eternal source of life and day !

Thy bounty still the sunshine pours.

That gilds its morn and evening hours.

To thee my humble voice I raise

;

Forgive, while I presume to praise.

Through error's maze, through folly's night,
The lamp of reason lends me light

;

Where stem affliction waves her rod.

My heart confides in thee, my God

!

M'hen nature shrinks, oppressed with woes.
Even then she finds in thee repose.

To thee my humble voice I raise

;

Forgive, while i presume to praise.

Affliction flies, and Hope returns

;

Her lamp with brighter splendour bums;
Gay Love with all his smiling train,

And Peace and Joy are iicre again

;

These, these, 1 know, 'twas thiue to give;
I trusted ; and, bihold, 1 live!

To thee my humble voice 1 raise
;

Forgive, while 1 presume to praise.

may I still thy favour prove !

Still grant me gratitude and love.

Let truth and virtue guard my heart;

Nor peace, nor hope, nor joy depart:
But yet, whate'er my life may be,

My heart shall still repose on thee!

To thee my humble voice 1 raise

;

Forgive, while 1 presume to praise.

[A Farewell Hymn to Ote Valley of Incan.]

Farewell the fields of Invan's rale.

My infant years where Fancy led.

And soothed me with the western gale,

Her wild dreams waving round my head,

While the blithe blackbird told his tale.

Farewell the fields of Irwan's vale!

The primrose on the valley's side,

The green thyme on the mountain'^ head.
The wanton rose, the daisy jiied,

The wililing's blossom blushing red;

No longer 1 their sweets inhale.

Farewell the fields of Irwan's vale !

How oft, within yon vacant shade,

Has evening closed my careless eye!
How oft, along those banks I've strayed.

And watched the wave that wandered bj J

Full long their loss shall I bewail.

Farewell the fields of Irwan's vale!

Yet still, within yon vacant grove.

To mark the close of parting day

;

Along yon tiowery banks to rove,

And watch the wave that winds away

;

Fair Fancy sure shall never fail,

Though far from these and Irwan*3 vale.

SIR WTLLIAM BLACKSTONE.

Few votaries of the muses have had the resolution

to abandon their early -worship, or to cast off * the
Dalilahs of the imagination,' when embarked on
more gainful callings. An example of this, however,
is afforded by the case of Sir William Blackstone
(born in London in 1723, died 1780), who, having
made choice of the law for his jtrofossion, and en-
tered himself a student of the Jliddle Temi)lc, took
formal leave of poetry in a copy of natural and
pleasing verses, published in Dodsley's Miscellany.

Blackstone rose to rank and fame as a lawyer, wrote
a series of masterly commentaries on the laws of
England, was knighted, and died a judge in the
court of common pleas. From stmie critical notes

on Shakspeare by Sir William, published by Stevens,

it would appear that, though he had forsaken his

muse, he still (like Charles Lamb, when he had given
up tlie use of the ' great plant,* tobacco) * loved to

live in the suburbs of her graces.'

Tlie Lauycr^s Farewell to Jiis Muse,

As, by some tyrant's stem command,
A wretch forsakes his native land,

In foreign cliraes condemned to roam
An endless exile from his home

;

Pensive he treads the destined way,
And dreads to go ; nor dares to stay

;

Till on some neighbouring mountain's brow
He stops, and turns his eyes below

;

There, melting at the well-known view.

Drops a last tear, and bids adieu

:

So I, thus doomed from thee to part,

( tay queen of fancy and of art,

Beluctant move, with doubtful mind,
Oft stop, and often look behind.

Companion of my tender age.

Serenely gay, and sweetly sage,

How blithesome we were wont to rore,

By verdant hill or shady grove,

AVhere fervent bees, with humming voice.

Around the honied oak rejoice.

And aged elms with awful bend.

In long cathedral walks extend !

Lulled by the lapse of gliding floods,

Cheered by the warbling of the woodA,
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How blest my days, my thoughts how freo,

In sweet society with thee I

Tlicn all was joyous, all waa young,

And years unheeded rolled along :

lint now the jileasing dream is o'er,

These scenes must charm me now no more

;

Lost to the holds, and torn from you

—

Farewell I—a long, a last adieu.

Me wrangling courts, and stubborn law,

To smoke, and crowds, and cities draw :

There seltish faction rules the day.

And pride and avarice throng the way

;

Diseases taint the murky air.

And midnight conflagrations glare
;

Loose Revelry, and Riot bold.

In frighted streets their orgies hold

;

Or, where in silence all is drowned.

Fell Murder walks his lonely round

;

No room for peace, no room for you
j

Adieu, celestial nymph, adieu

!

Shakspeare, no more thy sylvan son,

Nor all the art of Addison,
Pope's heaven-strung lyre, nor Waller's ease,

Nor Milton's mighty self must please:

Instead of these, a formal band
In furs and coifs around me stand

;

With sounds uncouth and accents dry,

That grate the soul of harmony,
Each pedant sage unlocks his store

Of mystic, dark, discordant lore.

And points with tottering hand the ways
That lead me to the thorny maze.

There, in a winding close retreat.

Is justice doomed to fix her seat ;

There, fenced by bulwarks of the law.

She keeps the wondering world in awe

;

And there, from vulgar sight retired.

Like eastern queen, is more admired.

Oh let me pierce the secret shade

Where dwells the venerable maid!
There humbly mark, with reverent awe,

The guardian of Britannia's law
;

Unfold with joy her sacred page.

The united boast of many an age ;

Where mixed, yet uniform, appears

The wisdom of a thousand years.

In that pure spring the bottom view,

Clear, deep, and regularly true ;

And other doctrines thence imbibe

Thau lurk within the sordid scribe

;

Observe how parts with parts unite

In one harmonious rule of right

;

See countless wheels distinctly tend

By various laws to one great end

;

While mighty Alfred's piercing soul

Pervades, and regulates the whole.

Then welcome business, welcome strife,

Welcome the cares, the thorns of life.

The visage wan, the pore-blind sight.

The toil by day, the Lamp at night.

The tedious forms, the solemn prate.

The pert dispute, the dull debate.

The drowsy bench, the babbling hall.

For thee, fair Justice, welcome all

!

Thus though my noon of life be past.

Yet let my setting sun, at la-st.

Find out the still, the rural cell.

Where sage retirement loves to dwell 1

There let "me taste the homefelt bliss

Of innocence and inward peace

;

Untainted by the guilty bribe,

Uncursed amid the harpy tribe

;

No orphan's cry to wound my ear

;

My honour and my conscience clear.

Thus may I calmly meet my end.

Thus to the grave in peace descend.

DR TH0UA8 PERCY.

Db Thomas Percy, afterwards bishop of Dro-
more, in 1765 published his licliques of English

Puetiy, in which several excellent old songs and
ballads were revived, and a selection made of the
best lyrical pieces scattered through the works of
modern authors. The learning and ability with
which Percy executed his task, and the sterling

value of his materials, recommended his volumes to

public fiivour. They found their way into the hands
of poets and poetical readers, and awakened a love

of nature, simplicity, and true passion, in contradis-

tinction to that coldly-correct and sentimental style

ivhicli pervaded p.art of our literature. The influ-

ence of Percy's collection was general and extensive.

It is evident in many contemporary authors. It

gave the first impulse to the genius of Sir Walter
Scott i and it ni-ay be seen in the writings of Cole-

ridge and Wordsworth. A fresh fountain of poetry
was opened up—a spring of sweet, tender, and heroic

thoughts and iniagin;itions, which could never be

again turned back into the artificial channels in

wliich the genius of poesy h.ad been too long and
too closely confined. Percy was himself a poet.

His ballad, ' O, Nanny, wilt Thou Gang wi' Me,'

the ' Hermit of Warkworth,' and other detached

pieces, evince both taste and talent. We subjoin a
cento, ' The Fri.irof Orders Gray,' which Percy says

he compiled from fragments of ancient ballads, to

which lie added supplemental stanzas to connect
them together. The greater part, however, is his

own. The life of Dr Percy presents little for re-

mark. He was born at Bridgnorth, Shropshire, iu

1728, and, after his education at Oxford, entered the

church, in which he was successively chaplain to the

king, dean of Carlisle, and bishop of Dromore : the

The Deanery, Carlisle.

latter dignity he possessed from 1782 till his death

in 1811. lie enjoyed the friendship of Johnson,

Goldsmith, and other distinguished men of his day,

and lived long enough to h.ail the genius of the most

illustrious of his admirers, Sir Walter Scott.
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0, Naimift vnlt Thou Gang wV Me,

0, Nanny, wilt thou gang wi* me.
Nor High to leave the flaunting town I

Can silent glens have charms fur thee,

Tlie lowly cot and russet gown \

Nae langer drest in silken sheen,

Nae langer decked wi* jewels rare,

Say, canst thou quit each courtly scene,

Vv'here thou wert fairest of the fair \

Of Nanny, when thou'rt far awa,
Wilt thou not cast a lonk behind?

Say, canst thou face the flaky snaw,

Nor shrink before the winter wind?
can that soft and gentle mien
Severest hardships learn to bear,

Nor, sad, regret each courtly scene,

Where thou wert fairest of the fairl

Nanny, canst thou love so true.

Through perils keen wi' me to gae!

Or, when thy swain mishap shall rue,

To share with him the pang of wae?
Say, should disease or pain befall,

Wilt thou assume the nurse's care,

Nor, wishful, those gay scenes recall.

Where thou wert fairest of the fair ?

And when at last thy love shall die.

Wilt thou receive his parting breath ?

Wilt thou repress each struggling sigh,

And cheer with smiles the bt-d of death!
And wilt thou o'er his much-loved clay

Strew flowers, and drop the tender tear ?

Nor then regret those scenes so gay.

Where thou wert fairest of the fair?

2%e Friar of Orders Gray,

It was a friar of orders gray

Walked forth to tell his beads,

And he met with a lady fair.

Clad iu a pilgrim's weeds.

Now Christ thee save, thou reverend friar !

I pray thee tell to me,

If ever at yon holy shrine

My true love thou didst see.*

And how should I know your true love

From many another one?'

Oh ! by his cockle hat and staff,

And by his sandal shoon :

But chiefly by his face and mien.
That were so fair to view,

His flaxen locks that sweetly curled,

And eyes of lovely blue.*

* lady, he is dead and gone

!

Lady, he's dead and gone!

At his head a green grass turf.

And at his heels a stone.

Within these hnly cloisters long

He languished, and he died,

Lamenting of a lady's love,

And 'plaining of her pride.

Here bore him barefaced on his bier

Six proper youths und tall

;

And many a tear bedewed his grave

Within yon kirkyard wall.*

'And art thou dead, thou gentle youth

—

And art tliou dead and gone \

And didst thou die for bive of me !

Break, cruel heart of stonel*

* weep not, lady, weep not so,

Some ghostly conifort seek :

Let not vain sorrow rive thy hcart|

Nor tears bedew thy cheek.'

* do not, do not, lioly friar,

My sorrow now reprove
;

For 1 have lost the sweetest youth
That e'er won lady's love.

And now, alas ! fur thy sad loss

I'll evermore weep and sigh
;

For thee I only wished to live.

For thee I wish to die.'

* Weep no more, lady, weep no more

;

Thy sorrow is in vain :

For violets plucked, the sweetest shower
Will ne'er make grow again.

Our joys as winged dreams do fly;

Why then should sorrow last?

Since grief but aggravates thy loss,

Grieve not for what is past.'

' say not so, thou holy friar !

I pray thee say not so

;

For since my true love died for me,
*Tis meet my tears should flow.

And will he never come agaiil

—

Will he ne'er come again ?

Ah, no ! he is dead, and laid in his grave,

For ever to remain.

His cheek was redder than the rose

—

The comeliest youth was he
;

But he is dead and laid in his grave,

Alas ! and wo is me.'

* Sigh no more, lady, sigh no more.
Men were deceivers ever

;

One foot on sea, and one on laud,

To one thing constant never.

Hadst thou been fond, he had been false.

And left thee sad and heavy

;

For young men ever were fickle found.
Since summer trees were leafy.'

* Now say not so, thou holy friar,

1 pray thee say not so ;

Mylove he had the truest heart

—

he was ever true!

And art thou dead, thou much-loved youth?
And didst thou die fur me?

Then farewell home ; for evermore
A pilgrim I will be.

But first upon my true love's grave
My weary limbs I'll lay.

And thrice I'll kiss the green grass turf
That wraps his breathless chiy.*

* Yet stay, fair lady, rest a while
Beneath this cloi^iter wall

;

The cold wind through the hawthorn blows,
And drizzly rain duth fall.*

* stay me not, thou holy friar,

stay me not, I pray
;

No drizzly rain that falls on me,
Can wash my fault away.*

* Yet stay, fair lady, turn again,

And dry those pearly tears

;

For see, beneath this gown uf gray.

Thy own true love appears.

Here, forced by grief and hopeless love,

These holy weeds I sought

;

And here, amid these lonely walls.

To end my davs I thought.
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But haply, for my ycnr of grace

Is not yet passed away,
Might 1 stiU hope to win thy love,

No longer would I stay.*

' Now farewell grief, and welcome joy

Once more unto my heart

;

For since I've found thee, lovely youth,

We never more will part.*

JAMES MACPHERSOK.

Tlie translator of Ossian stands in rather a

dubious light with posterity, and seems to have

been wiUing that his contemporaries should be no

James Macpherson.

better informed. With the Celtic Homer, howeyer,

the name of Jlacpherson is inseparably connected.

They stand, as liberty docs with reason.

Twinned, and from her hath no dividual being.

Time and a better taste have abated the pleasure

with which these productions were once read ; but

poems which engrossed so much attention, which
were translated into many different languages, which
were hailed with delight by Gray, by David Hume,
John Home, and other eminent persons, and which
formed the favourite reading of Napoleon, cannot

be considered as unworthy of notice.

James Macpherson was bom at Kingussie, a

village in Inverness-shire, on the road northwards

from Perth, in 1738. He w.as intended for the

church, and received the necessary education at

Aberdeen. At the age of twenty, he published a

heroic poem, in six cantos, entitled The Highlander,

which at once proved his ambition and his incapa-

city. It is a miserable production, for a short

time Macpherson taught the school of Kuthven,

near bis native place, whence he was glad to remove

as tutor in the family of Mr Graham of Balgowan.

While attending his pupil (afterwards Lord Lyne-

doch) at the spa of Moffat, he became acquainted

with Mr John Home, the author of ' Douglas,' to

whom he showed what he represented as the trans-

lations of some fragments of ancient Gaelic poetry,

which he said were still floating in the Highlands.

He stated that it was one of the favourite amuse-

ments of his countrymen to listen to the tales and
compositions of their ancient bards, and he de-
scribed these fragments as full of pathos and poe-
ticid imagery. Under the patronage of Mr Home's
friends— lilair, Carlyle, and Fergusson—Macpher-
son published a small volume of sLxty pages, en-
titled Fragments of Ancient I'oetrt/ ; translated /ram
the Gaelic or Erse Language. Tlie publication at-

tracted universal attention, and a subscription was
made to enable Macpherson to make a tour in the
Highlands to collect other pieces. His journey
proved to be highly successful. In 1762 he pre-

sented the world with Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poem,
in Six Boohs; and in 1763 Teinora, another epic

poem, in eight books. The sale of these works was
immense. The possibility that, in the third or
fourth century, among the wild remote mountains
of Scotland, there existed a people exhibiting all the
higli and chivalrous feelings of refined valour, gene-
rosity, magnanimity, and virtue, was eminently cal-

culated to excite astonishment ; while the idea of

the poems being handed down by tradition through
so many centuries among rude, savage, and bar-

barous tribes, was no less astounding. Many doubted
—others disbelieved—but a still greater number
' indulged the pleasing supposition that Fingal

fought and Ossian sung.' Macpherson reidised

£1200, it is said, by these productions. In 1764

the poet accompanied Governor Jolinston to Pen-
sacola as his secretary, but quarrelling with his

patron, he returned, and fixed his residence in

London. He became one of the literary suppor-
ters of the administration, published some liisto-

rical works, and was a copious pamphleteer. In

1773 he published a translation of the Iliad in the
same style of poetical prose as Ossian, which was
a complete failure, unless as a soiu-ce of ridicule

and personal opprobrium to the translator. He
was more successful as a politician. A pamphlet
of his in defence of the taxation of America, and
another on the opposition in parliament in 1779,

were much applauded. He attempted (as we have
seen from his manuscripts) to combat the Letters of

Junius, writing under the signatures of ' Musaeus,*
' Sca^vola,' &c. He was appointed agent for the

Nabob of Arcot, and obtained a seat in parliament
as representative for the borough of Camelford. It

docs not appear, however, that, with all his ambi-
tion and political zeal, Macpherson ever attempted
to speak in the House of Commons. In 1789 the

poet, having realised a handsome fortune, purchased
the property of Raitts, in his native parish, and
having changed its name to the more euphonious
and sounding one of Belleville, he built upon it a
splendid residence, designed by the Adelphi Adams,
in the style of an Italian villa, in which he hoped
to spend an old age of ease and dignity. He died at

Belleville on the 17th of February 1796, leaving a
handsome fortune, which is still enjoyed by his fa-

mily. His eldest daughter. Miss Macpherson, is at

present (1S42) proprietrix of the estate, and another
daughter of the poet is the wife of the distinguished

natural philosopher. Sir David Brewster. The eager-

ness of Macpherson for the admiration of his fellow-

creatures was seen by some of the bequests of his

will. He ordered that his body should be interred

in Westminster Abbey, and that a sum of £300
should be laid out in erecting a monument to his

memory in some conspicuous situation at Belleville.

Both injunctions were duly fulfilled : the body was
interred in Poets' Corner, and a marble obelisk, con-

taining a medallion portrait of the poet, may be seen

gleaming amidst a clump of trees by the road-side

near Kingussie.

The fierce controversy which raged for some time
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as to the authenticity of the poems of Ossiau, the

incredulity of Jolinson, and the ohstinate silence of

Macpherson, are circumstances well known. There
seems to he no doubt that a great Ixxly of tradi-

tional poetry was floating over the Highlands, which
Macpherson collected and wrought up into regular

poems. It would seem also that Gaelic manuscripts
were in existence, which he received from ditTerent

families to aid in his translation. How mucli of the

published work is ancient, and how much faliricatcd,

cannot now he ascertained. The Higldand Society

instituted a regidar inquiry into tlie subject-, and in

their report, the committee state tliat tliey ' have not

been able to obtain any one poem the same in title

and tenor with the poems publislied.' Detached
passages, the names of cliaracters and places, with

some of tlio wild imagery characteristic of the

country, and of the attributes of Celtic imagination,

undoubtedly existed. Tlie ancient tribes of the

Celts had their regular bards, even down to a com-
paratively late period. A people like the natives of

the Highlands, leading an idle inactive life, and
doomed from their climate to a severe protracted

whiter, were also well adajited to transmit from one

generation to another the fragments of ancient song

which had beguiled their infancy and youth, and
which flattered their love of their ancestors. No
person, however, now believes that Macpherson
found entire epic poems in the Highlands. The
origin materials were probably as scanty as those on

which Shakspeare founded the marvellous super-

structures of his genius; and he himself has not

scrupled to state (in the preface to his last edition

of Ossian) that ' a translator who cannot equal his

original is incapable of expressing its beauties.' Sir

James llaekintosh has suggested, as a supposition

countenanced by many circmnstances, that, after

enjoying the pleasure of duping so many critics,

Macpherson intended one d.xy to claim the poems as

his own. ' If he had such a design, considerable

obstacles to its execution arose around him. He was
loaded with so much praise, that he seemed bound in

honour to his admirers not to desert them. Tlie

support of his own country appeared to render

adherence to tliose poems, which Scotland incon-

siderately sanctioned, a sort of national obligation.

Exasperateil, on the other hand, by the perhaps

unduly vehement, and sometimes very coarse attacks

made on liini, he was unwilling to surrender to such

opponents. He involved himself at last so deeply,

as to leave him no decent retreat.' A somewhat
sudden and premature deatli closed the scene on

Macpherson ; nor is there among the papers which
he left beliind him a single line that throws any light

upon the controversy.

Mr Wordsworth has condemned the imagery of

Ossian as spurious. ' In nature everytliing is dis-

tinct, yet nothing defined into absolute independent
singleness. In Macpherson's work it is exactly tlie

reverse; everything (that is not stolen) is in this

manner defined, insulated, dislocated, deadened

—

yet nothing distinct. It will always be so when
words are substituted for things.' Part of this cen-

Bure may perhaps be owing to the style and diction

of Macpherson, which have a broken abrupt appear-
ance and sound. Tlie imagery is drawn from the

natural appearances of a rude mountainous coun-
try. Tlie grass of the rock, the flower of the heath,

the thistle with its beard, are (as Blair observes)

the chief ornaments of his landscapes. The desert,

with all its woods and deer, was enough for Fin-

gal. We suspect it is the sameness—the perpetual

recurrence of the same ini.ages—which fatigues the

reader, and gives a misty confusion to the objects

and incidents of the poem. That there is some-

thing poetical and striking in Ossian—a wild soli-

tary magnificence, pathos, and tenderness— is un-
deinable. The Desolation of Balclutha, and the
lanientatinns in the Song of Selma, are conceived
with true feeling and poetical power. The battles of
the car-borne heroca are, we confess, much less to our
taste, and seem stilted and unnatural. They are
like the Quixotic encounters of knightly roniiince,

and want the air of remote antiquity, of dim and
solitary grandeur, and of shadowy superstitious fear,

which shrouds the wild heaths, lakes, and mountains
of Ossian.

[Ossian'a Address to the Sun.]

I feel the sun, Malvina I leave me to my rest.

Perhaps they may come to my dreams ; I think I

hear a feeble voice ! The beam of heaven delights to

shine on the grave of Carthon : I feel it warm around.

O thou that rollest above, round as the shield of

my fathers ! Whence are thy beams, sun ! thy
everlasting light ? Thou conicst forth in thy awful
beauty ; the .stars hide themselves in the sky ; the

moon, cold and pale, sinks in the western wave ; but
thou thyself movest alone. Who can be a companion
of thy course? The oaks of the mountains fall ; the

mountains themselves decay with years ; the ocean
shrinks and grows again ; the moon herself is lost in

heaven, hut thou art for ever the same, rejoicing in

the brightness of thy course. When the world is dark
with tempests, when thunder rolls and lightning flies,

thou lookest in thy beauty from the clouds, and
laiighest at the storm. But to Ossian thou lookest in

vain, for he beholds thy beams no more ; whether thy
yellow hair flows on the eastern clouds, or thou treiii-

blcst at the gates of the west. But thou art perhajis

like me for a season ; thy years will have an end.

Thou shalt sleep in thy clouds careless of the voice of

the morning. Exult then, O sun, in the strength of

thy 3'outh ! Age is dark and unlovely ; it is like the

glimmering light of the moon when it shines through

broken clouds, and the mist is on the hills : the blast

of the north is on the plain j the traveller shrinks in

the midst of his journey.

\_Fingal's Airy JTalLI

Ilis friends sit around the king, on mist! They
hear the songs of UUin : he strikes the half-viewless

harp, lie raises the feeble voice. The lesser heroes,

with a thousand meteors, light the airy hall. Malvina
rises in the midst ; a blush is on her cheek. She
beholds the unknowm faces of her fathers. She turns

aside her humid eyes. ' Art thou come so soon !' said

Fingal, ' daughter of generous Toscar. Sadness dwells

in tlie halls of Lutha. My aged son is sad ! I hear

the breo7,e of Cona, that was wont to lift thy hcxvy

locks. It comes to the hall, but thou art not there.

Its voice is mournful among the arms of thy fathers !

Go, with thy rustling wing, oh breeze ! sigh on Mal-
viiia's tnnih. It rises yonder beneath the rock, at the

blue stream of Lutha. The maids are departed to

their place. Thou alone, oh breeze, mournest there !'

^Address to the Moon.']

Daughter of heaven, fair art thou ! the silence of

thy face is pleasant ! 'Thou coniest forth in loveliness.

The stars attend thy blue course in the east. The
clouds rejoice in thy presence, moon ! they brighten

their dark-brown sides. Who is like thee in heaven,

light of the silent night! The stars are ashamed in

thy presence. They turn away their sparkling eyes.

Whither dost thou retire from thy course, when the

darkness of thy countenance grows! hast thou thy
hall, like Ossian ! dwcUest thou in the shadow of
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grief! have thy sisters fallen from heaven! are they

who rejoiced with thee, at night, no more? Yes,

they have fallen, fair light! and thou dost often re-

tire to mourn. liut thou thyself shalt fail, one night,

and leave thy blue path in lieaven. The stars will

then lift their heads: they, who were ashamed in thy

presence, will rejoice. Thou art now clothed with

thy brightness. Lot)k from thy gates in the sky.

Burst the cloud, wind ! that the daughter t)f night

may look fortli! that the shaggy mountains may
brighten, and the ocean roll its white waves in light.

[Desolation of Bakhttha.']

I have seen the walls of Balclutha, but they were

desolate. The fire had resounded in the halls; and
the voice of the people is heard no more. The
stream of Clutha was removed from its place by the

fall of the walls. The thistle shook there its lonely

bead ; the moss whistled to the wind. The fux looked

out from the windows ; the rank grafs of the wall

waved round its head. Desolate is the dn'elling of

Moina; silence is in the house of her fathers. Raise

the song of raouminff, bards ! over the land of

strangers. They have hut fallen before us: for one

day we must fall. Why dost thou build the hall,

son of the winged days I Thou lookest from thy

towers to-day : yet a few years, and the blast of the

desert comes ; it howls in thy empty court, and
whistles round thy half-worn shield. And let the

blast of the desert come! we shall be renowned in

our day ! The mark of my arm shall be in battle
;

my name in the song of bards. Raise the song, send

round the shell : let joy be heara in my hall. When
thou, sun of heaven, shalt fail ! if thou shalt fail,

thou mighty light ! if thy brightness is but for a sea-

son, like Fingal, our fame shall survive thy beams.

Such was the soug of Fingal in the day of his joy.

lA Description of Female Beauty.']

The daughter of the snow overheard, and left the

hall of her secret sigh. She came in all her beauty,

like the moon from the cloud of the east. Loveliness

was around her as light. Her steps were like the
music of songs. She saw the youth and loved him.
He was the stolen sigh of her soul. Her blue eyes

rolled on him in secret; and she blest the chit-f of

Morven.

[Tlie Songs of Seltna.']

Star of descending night ! fair is thy light in the
west ! thou liftest thy unshorn head from thy cloud :

thy steps are stately on thy hill. What dost thou
behold in the plain ? The stormy winds are laid.

The murmur of the torrent comes from afar. Roaring
waves climb the distant rock. The flies of evening
are on their feeble wings ; the hum of their course is

on the field. What dost thou behold, fair light?

But thou dost smile and depart. The waves come
with joy around thee : they bathe thy lovely hair.

Farewell, thou silent beam! Let the light of 08sian*s
soul arise

!

And it does arise in its strength ! I behold my de-

parted friends. Their gathering is on Lora, as in the
days of other years. Fingal comes like a watery
column of mist; his heroes are around: And see the

bards of song, gray-haired Ullin ! stately Kyno

!

Alpin, with the tuneful voice ! the soft complaint of

Minona ! How are ye changed, my friends, since the

days of Selma's feast? when we contended, like gales

of spring, as they fly along the hill, and bent! by
turns the feebly-whistling grass,

Minona came forth in her beauty, with downcast
look and tearful eye. Her hair flew slowly on the

blast, that rushed unfrequent from the hill. The
souls of the heroes were sad when she raised the tune-
ful ^dicc. Often had they seen the grave of Salgar,

the dark dwelling of white-bosomed Colma, Colma
left alone 0(i the hill, with all her voice of song I

Salgar promised to come : but the night descended
around. Hear the voice of Colma, when she sat alone
on the hill!

Colma. It is night ; I am alone, forlorn on the hill

of storms. The wind is heard in the mountain. The
torrent pours do^vn the rock. No hut receives me
from the rain ; forlorn on the hill of winds !

Rise, moon ! from behind thy clouds. Stars of the
night, arise ! Lead me, some light, to the place where
my love rests from the chase alone ! his bow nearhira,
unstrung: his dogs panting around him. But here I

must sit alone, by the rock of the mossy stream. The
stream and the wind roar aloud. I hear not the voice

of my love ! Why delays my Salgar, why the chief

of the hill his promise ? Here is the rock, and here

the tree! here is the roaring stream! Thou didst

promise with night to be here. Ah! whither is my
Salgar gone ? With thee I would fly from my father

;

with thee from my brother of pride. Our race hafe
long been foes ; we are not foes, O Salgar I

Cease a little while, wind ! stream, be thou silent

a while! let my voice be heard around ! Let my wan-
derer hear me! Salgar, it is Colma who calls ! Here
is the tree and the rock. Salgar, my love ! I am here.

Why delayest thou thy coming? Lo ! the calm moon
comes forth. The flood is bright in the vale. The
rocks are gray on the steep. I see him not on the

brow. His dogs come not before him with tidings of

his near approach. Here I must sit alone!

Who lie on the heath beside me ? Are they ray

love and my brother? Speak to me, O my friend ! To
Colma they give no reply. Speak to me : I am
alone! My soul is tormented with fears! Ah! they
are dead ! Their swords are red from the fight. my
brother! my brother! why hast thou slain my Salgar!
why, Salgar! hast thou slain my brother? Bear
were ye both to me ! what shall I say in your praise?

Thou wert fair on the hill among thousands ! he was
terrible in fight. Speak to me ; hear my voice ; hear
me, sons of my love ! They are silent ; silent for

ever! Cold, cold are their breasts of clay! Oh!
from the rock on the hill ; from the top of the windy
steep, speak, ye ghosts of the dead ! speak, I will

not be afraid ! Whither are you gone to rest ! In

what cave of the hill shall I find the departed ? No
feeble voice is on the gale : no answer half-drowned in

the storm !

I sit in my grief! I wait for morning in my tears !

Rear the tomb, ye friends of the dead. Close it not
till Colma come. My life flies away like a dream:
why should I stay behind ? Here shall I rest with
my friends by the stream of the sounding rock. When
night comes on the hill, when the loud winds arise,

my ghost shall stand in the blast, and mourn the
death of my friends. The hunter shall hear from his

booth ; he shall fear, but love my voice ! for sweet
shall my voice be for my friends: pleasant were her
friends to Colma

!

Such was thy song, Minona, softly blushing daughter
of Torman. Our tears descended for Colma, and our
souls were sad ! Ullin came with his harp ; he gave
the song of Alpin. The voice of Alpin was pleasant

;

the soul of Ryno wa-s a beam of fire ! But they had
rested in the narrow house ; their voice had ceased in

Selnia. Ullin had returned one day from the chase
before the heroes fell. He heard their strife on the
hill ; their song was soft but sad ! They mourned
the fall of Morar, first of mortal men! His soul was
like the soul of Fingal ; his sword like the sword of
Oscar. But he fell, and his father mourned ; his

sister's eyes were full of tears. Minona'a eyes were
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full of tears, the sister of car-bomc Morar. She re-

tired from the song of Ullin, like the moon in the

west, when she foresees the shower, and hides her fair

head in a cloud. I touched the haqi, with UlHn
;

the song of mourning rose

!

Rlpio. The wind and the rain are past ; calm if* the

noon of day. The clouds are divided in heaven. Over
the green hills flies the inconstant sun. Ked throuo:h

the stony vale comes down the stream of the hill.

Sweet are thy murmurs, O stream ! but more sweet is

the voice I hear. It is the voice of Alpin, the son of

song, niouniin^ for the dead! Rent is his head of

age ; red his tearful eye. Alpin, thou son of song,

why alone on the silent hill? why complainest thou,

as a blast in the wood ; as a wave on the lonely

shore?

Alpin. My tears, Ryno ! are for the dead; my
voice for those that have passed away. Tall thou art

on the hill ; fair among the sons of the vale. But
thou shalt fall like Morar ; the mourner shall sit on

thy tomb. The hills shall know thee no more; thy

bow shall lie in the hall, unstrung

!

Thou wert swift, Morar! as a roe on the desert

;

terrible as a meteor of fire. Thy wrath was aa the

storm. Thy sword in battle, as lightning in the field.

Thy voice was a stream after rain ; like thunder on

distant hills. Many fell by thy arm ; they were con-

sumed in the flames of thy ivrath. But when thou

didst return from war, how peaceful was thy brow

!

Thy face was like the sun after rain ; like the moon
in the silence of night ; calm as the brea.st of the lake

when the loud wind is laid.

Narrow is thy dwelling now! dark the place of thine

abode ! AVith three steps I compass thy grave, O
thou who wast so great beforel Four stones, with

their heads of moss, are the only memorial of thee.

A tree with scarce a leaf, long grass which whistles

in the wind, mark to the hunter's eye the grave of

the mighty Morar. Morar ! thou art low indeed.

Thou hast no mother to mourn thee ; no maid with

her tears of love. Dead is she that brought thee forth.

Fallen is the daughter of Morglan.

Who on his statf is this? who is this, whose head
is white with age ? whose eyes are red with tears ? who
quakes at every step ? It is thy father, Morar ! the

father of no son but thee. He heard of thy fame in

war ; he heard of foes dispersed ; he heard of Morar's
renown ; why did he not hear of his wound? Weep,
thou father of Morar! weep; but thy son heareth
thee not. Deep is the sleep of the dead ; low their

pillow of dust. No more shall he hear thy voice ; no
more awake at thy call. When shall it be mom in

the grave, to bid the slumberer awake? Farewell,
thou bravest of men! thou conqueror in the field!

but the field shall see thee no more ; nor the dark
wood be lightened with the splendour of thy steel.

Thou hast left no son. The song shall preserve thy
name. Future times shall hear of thee ; they shall

hear of the fallen Morar!
The grief of all arose, but most the bursting sigh

of Armin. He remembers the death of his son, who
fell in the days of his youth. Carmor was near the
hero, the chief of the echoing Oalmal. Why bursts
the sigh of Armin, he said \ Is there a cause to mourn ?

The song comes, with its music, to melt and please
the soul. It is like soft mist, that, rising from a lake,

pours on the silent vale ; the green flowers are filled

with dew, but the sun returns in his strength, and the
mist is gone. A\'hy art thou sad, O Armin ! chief of
sea-surrounded Gornia ?

Sad I am! nor small is my cause of wo! Carmor,
thou hast lost no son ;

thou hast lost no daughter of

beauty, ('olgar the >Tiliant lives ; and Annira, fairest

maid. The bouglis of thy house a-vcend, O Carmor!
but Armin is the last of his race. Dark is thy bed,

Daura ! deep thy sleep in the tomb ! When sbalt

thou awake with thy songs! with all thy Toice of

music ?

Arise, winds of autunm, arise ; blow along the heath!

streams of the mountains, roar ! roar, temjiests, in the

groves of my oaks! walk through broken clouds,

moon! show thy pale fa^'e at intervals! bring to ray

mind the night when all my children fell; when
Arindal the mighty fell ; when Daura the lovely

failed! Daura, my daughter! thou wert fair ; fair

as the moon on Fura ; white as the driven snow ; sweet

as the breathing gale. Arindal, thy how was strong;

thy spear was swift in the field ; tliy l'x)k was like

mist on the wave; thy shield, a red cloud in a storm,

Arniar, renowned in war, came, and sought Daura's

love. He was not long refused; fair was the hope

of their friends!

Erath, son of Odgal, repined ; his brother had been

slain by Armor. lie came disguised like a son of the

sea; fair was his skiff on the wave; white his locks

of age ; calm his serious brow. Fairest of women,
he said, lovely daughter of Armin! a rock not dis-

tant in the sea bears a tree on its side ; red shines

the fruit afar! There Armor waits for Daura. J

come to carry his love! She went; she called on

Arraar. Nought answered but the son of the rock,

Arraar, my love! my love! why tormentest thou me
with fear? hear, son of Amart, hear; it is Daura who
calleth thee! Krath the traitor fled laughing to the

land, ^he lifted up her voice; she called fur her

brother and her father. Arindal! Armin! none to

relieve your Daura!
Her voice came over the sea. Arindal my son de-

scended from the hill ; rough in tlie spoils of the

chase. His arrows rattled by his side; his bow was
in his hand : five dark gray dogs attend his steps. He
saw fierce Erath on the shore ; he seized and bound
him to an oak. Thick wind the thongs of the hide

around his limbs ; he loads the wind with his groans.

Arindal ascends the deep in his boat, to bring Daura
to land. Armar caint in his wrath, and let fly the

gray-feathered shaft. It sung; it sunk in thy heart,

Arindal, my son ! for Erath the traitor thou diedst.

The oar is stopped at once ; he panted on the rock,

and expired. What is thy grief, O D.aura ! when
round thy feet is poured thy brother*s blood ! The
boat is broken in twain. Armar plunges into the sea,

to rescue his Daura, or die. Sudden a bla-st from the

hill came over the waves. He sunk, and he rose no
more.

Alone, on the sea-beat rock, my daughter was heard
to complain. Frequent and loud were her cries.

What could her father do? All night I stood on
the shore. I saw her by the faint beam of the moon.
All night I heard her cries. Loud was the wind ; the

rain beat hard on the hill. Before morning appeared,

her voice wii^ weak ; it died away like the evening

breeze among the grass of the rocks. Spent with grief,

she expired ; and left thee, Armin, alone. Gone is

my strength in war! fallen my pride among womenl
\\'hen the storms aloft arise, when the north lifts

the wave on high, I sit by the sounding shore, and
look on the fatal rock. Often by the setting moon
1 see the ghosts of my children. Half-viewless, they

walk in mournful conference together. Will none
of you speak in pity ! They do not regard their

father. I am sad, Carmor ! nor small is my cause

of wo!
Such were the words of the bards in the days

of song, when the king heard the music of harps,

the tales of other times ! The chiefs gathered from

all their hills, and heard the lovely sound. They
praised the voice of Cona ! the first among a thousand

bards ! But age is now on my tongue ; my soul has

failed! I hear, at times, the ghosts of bards, and
learn their pleasant song. But memory fails on my
mind. I hear the call of years ! They say, as they
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pass alonj;, why does O.^sian sing 1 Soon shall he lie

in the narrow house, and no bard shall raise his fame!

Roll on, yc dark-brown years ; ye bring no joy on

your course! Let the tomb open to Ossian, for his

strength hiv3 failed. The sons of song are gone to

rest. Aly voice remains, like a blast that roars, lonely,

on a sea-surrounded rock, after the winds are laid.

The dark moss whistles there ; the distant mariner

sees the waving trees!

When Macpherson had not the gronndwork of

Oesian to build upon, he was a very inditTerent

poet. Tlic following, however, shows that, though

Mb taste was defective, he had poetical fancy :

—

The Cave.

pE^ritten in the Highlands.^

The wind is up, the field is bare.

Some hermit lead me to his cell,

Where Contemplation, lonely fair.

With blessed content has chose to dwell.

Behold ! it opens to my sight.

Dark in the rock, beside the flood ;

Dry fern around obstructs the light

;

The winds above it move the wood.

Reflected in the lake, I see

The downward mountains and the skies,

The flying bird, the waving tree,

The goats that on the hill arise.

The gray-cloaked herd* drives on the cow

;

The slow-paced fowler walks the heath ;

A freckled pointer scours the brow
;

A musing shepherd stands beneath.

Curved o'er the ruin of an oak.

The woodman lifts his axe on high
;

The hills re-echo to the stroke

;

I see—I see the shivers fly !

Some rural maid, with apron full.

Brings fuel to the homely flame

;

I see the smoky columns roll,

And, through the chinky hut, the beam.

Beside a stone o'ergrown with moss,

Two well-met hunters talk at ease

;

Three panting dogs beside repose ;

One bleeding deer is stretched on grass.

A lake at distance spreads to sight.

Skirted with shady forests round

;

In midst, an island's rocky height

Sustains a ruin, once renowned.

One tree bends o'er the naked walls

;

Two broad-winged eagles hover nigh

;

By intervals a fragment falls,

As blows the blast along the sky.

The rough-spun hinds the pinnace guide
With labouring oars along the flood

;

An angler, bending o'er the tide.

Hangs from the boat the insidious wood.

Beside the flood, beneath the rocks,

On grassy bank, two lovers lean

;

Bend on each other amorous looks,

And seem to laugh and kiss between.

The wind is rustling in the oak

;

They seem to hear the tread of feet

;

They start, they rise, look round the rock

;

Again they smile, again they meet.

But see 1 the gray mist from the lake

Ascends upon the shady hills

;

Dark storms the murmuring forests shake.

Rain beats around a hundred rills.

* Neat-herd,

To Damon's homely hut I fly

;

I see it smoking on the phiin ;

When storms are past and fair the sky,
I'll often seek my cave again.

From Macplicrsoii's manuscripts at Belleville
we copy the following fragment, marked. An Ad-
dress to Venus, 1785:

—

Thrice blest, and more than thrice, the mom
Whose genial gale and purple light

Awaked, then chased the night.

On which the Queen of Love was bom !

Yet hence the sun's unhallowed ray,
With native beams let Beauty glow

;

What need is there of other day.

Than the twin-stars that light those hills of snow I

THOMAS CHATTERTON.

The success of Macpherson's Ossian seems to have
prompted the remarkable forgeries of Chatterton

—

The marvellous boy,

The sleepless soul that perished in his pride,*

Such precocity of genius was never perhaps before

witnessed. We have the poems of Pope and Cowley
written, one at twelve, and the other aX fifteen years

Thomas Chatterton.

of age, but both were inferior to the verses of Chat-
terton at eleven ; and his imitations of the antique,
executed when he was fifteen and sixteen, exhibit a
vigour of thought and facility of versification—to
say nothing of their antiquarian character, which
puzzled the most learned men of the day—that stamp
him a poet of the first class. His education also was
miserably deficient ; yet when a mere boy, eleven
years of age, this obscure youth could write as fol-

lows :

—

Almighty Framer of the skies,

let our pure devotion rise

Like incense in thy sight

!

Wrapt in impenetrable shade,
The texture of our souls was made.

Till thy command gave light.

* Wordsworth.
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Thp sun of glory gleamed, the ray

Refincil the darkness into day,

And bid the vapours fly :

Impelled by his eternal love,

He left his palaces above.

To cheer our gloomy sky.

How shall we celebrate the day,

"When God appeared in mortal clay.

The mark of worldly scorn.

When the archangel's heavenly lays

Attempted the Redeemer's praise.

And hailed Salvation's mom ?

A humble form the Godhead wore,

The pains of poverty he bore,

To gaudy pomp unkno^vn :

Though in a human walk he trod.

Still was the man Almighty God,
In glory all his own.

Despised, oppressed, the Godhead bears

The torments of this vale of tears.

Nor bids his vengeance rise :

He saw the creatures he had made
Revile his power, his peace invade,

He saw with Jlercy's eyes.

Thomas Chatterton was born at Bristol, No-
vember 20, 17.52. His father, who had taught the

Free School there, died before his birth, and he
was educated at a charity school, where nothing

but English, writing, and accounts were taught.

His first lessons were said to have been from a black-

letter Bible, which may have had some effect on
his youthfid imagination. At the age of fourteen

he was put apprentice to an attorney, where his

situation was irksome and uncomfortable, but left

him ample time to prosecute his private studies. He
was passionately devuted to poetry, antiquities, and
heraldry, and ambitious of distinction. His ruling

passion, he says, was ' unconquerable pride.' He
now set himself to accomplish his various imposi-

tions by pretended discoveries of old manuscripts.

In October 1768 the new bridge at Bristol was
finished ; and Chatterton sent to a newspaper in

the town a pretended account of the ceremonies

on opening the old bridge, introduced by a letter

to the printer, intimating that ' the description of

the friars Jirst passiny over the old bridge was taken
from an ancient manuscript.' To one man, fond

of heraldic honours, he gave a pedigree reaching up
to the time of William the Conqueror ; to another

he presents an ancient poem, tlie ' Romaunt of

the Cnyghte,' written by one of his ancestors

4.50 years before; to a religious citizen of Bristol

he gives an ancient fragment of a sermon on the
Divinity of the IToly Siiirit, as wroten by Thomas
Rowley, a miink of the fifteenth century ; to another,

solicitous of obtaining information .about Bristol, he
makes the valuable present of an account of all the
churches of the city, as tliey appeared three hundred
years liefore, and accompanies it with drawings and
descriptions of the castle, the whole pretended to be
drawn from writings of the ' gode prieste Thomas
Rowley.' llnrace Walpole was engaged in writing
the History uf British Painters, and Chatterton sent

him an ai'count of eminent ' Carvellers and Peync-
ters,' who once flourished in Bristol. These, with
various impositions of a similar nature, dujied the
citizens of Bristol. Chatterton had no confld.ant in

his labours ; he toiled in secret, gratified only by
' the stoical pride of t.alent.' He frequently wrote
by moonlight, c(jncciving that the immediate pre-

sence of that luminary added to the inspiration. His
Sundays were commonly spent in walking alone into

the country about Bristol, and drawing sketches of

churches and other objects which had impressed his

romantic imagination. He would also lie down on
the meadows in view of St Mary's church, Bristol,

fix his eyes upon the ancient edifice, and seem as if

he were in a kind of trance. He thus nursed the
enthusiasm which destroyed him. Though correct

and orderly in his conduct, Chatterton, before he
was si.xteen, imbibed principles of infidelity, and the

idea of suicide was familiar to his mind. It was,

however, overnJed for a time by his passion for

literary fame and distinction. It was a favourite

maxim with him, that man is equal to anything,

and that everything might be achieved by diligence

and abstinence. His alleged discoveries having
attracted great attention, the youth stated that he
found the manuscripts in his mother's house. ' In
the muniment room of St Mary RedcliflTe church
of Bristol, several chests had been anciently depo-

sited, among which was one called the " Coffre" of

Mr Canynge, an eminent merchant of Bristol, who
had rebuilt the church in the reign of Edward IV.
About the year 1727 those chests had been broken
open by an order from proper authority ; some an-

cient deeds had been taken out, and the remaining
manuscripts left exposed as of no value. Chatter-
ton's father, whose uncle was sexton of the church,

had carried off great numbers of the parchments, and
had used them as covers for books in his schooL

Amidst the residue of his father's ravages, Chatter-

ton gave out that he had found many writings of

Mr Canynge, and of Thomas Rowley (the friend of

Canynge), a priest of the fifteenth century.'* These
fictitious poems were published in the Town and
Country Magazine, to which Chatterton h.ad become
a contributor, and occasioned a warm controversy

among literary antiquaries. Some of them he had
submitted to Horace Walpole, who showed them to

Gray and Mason ; but these competent judges pro-

nounced them to be forgeries. After three years

spent in the attorney's office, Chatterton obtained

his release from his apprenticeship, and went to

Ijondon, where he engaged in various tasks for the

booksellers, and wrote for the magazines and news-
papers. He obtained an introduction to Beckford,

the patriotic and popular lord-mayor, and his own
inclinations led him to espouse the opposition party.
' But no money,' he s.ays, ' is to be got on that side

of the question ; interest is on the other side. But
he is a poor author who cannot rcrile oti both sides.*

He boasted that his company was courted every-

where, and ' that he would settle tlie nation before

he had done.' The splendid visions of promotion
and consequence, however, soon vanished, and even

his labours for the periodical press failed to afl'ord

liim the means of comfort.able subsistence. He ap-

plied for the appointment of a surgeon's mate to

Africa, but was refused the necessary recommenda-
tion. This seems to have been his last hope, and he
made no farther effort at literary composition. His

spirits had alw.ays been unequal, alternately gloomy
and elev.atcd—both in extremes; he h.ad cast off the

restraints of religion, and had no stcaily principle to

guide him. unless it was a strong affection for his

mother and sister, to whom he sent remittiinces of

money, while his means lasted. Habits of intem-

perance, succeeded by fits of remorse, exasperated

his constitutional melancholy ; and after being re-

duced to actual want (though with characteristic

pride he rejected a dinner offered him by his land-

lady the day before his death), he tore all his papers,

and destroyed himself by taking arsenic, August 25,

1770. At the time of his death he was aged seven-

teen years nine months and a few days. ' No Eng-
lish poet,' says Campbell, 'ever equalled him at the

* Campbell's Specimens.
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same ape.* The remains of the unhappy youth were
interred in a shell in tlie Inirying-pround of Shoe-
Lanc workhouse. His untinishe<l pai^nTs he had de-

stroyed before his death, and his room, when broken
open, was found covered with scraps of paper. The
citizens of Bristol have erected a monument to the
memory of their native poet.

Tlie poems of Chatterton, published under the

name of Rowley, consist of the tragedy of Ella,

the Execution of Sir Charles Bawdin, Ode to Ella,

the Battle of Hastings, the Tournament, one or two
Diahigues, and a description of Canynge's Feast.

Some of them, as the Ode to Ella (which we sub-

i in), have exactly the air of modern poetry, only
(!isguised with antique spelling and phraseology.

The avowed compositions of Chatterton are equally

inferior to the forgeries in poetical powers and dic-

tion ; which is satisfactorily accounted for by Sir

Walter Scott by the fact, that his whole powers and
energies must, at his early age, have been converted

to the acquisition of the obsolete language and pecu-
liar style necessary to support the deep-laid decep-
tion. * He could have had no time for the study of

our modern poets, tlieir rules of verse, or modes of

expression; while his whole faculties were intensely

employed in the Herculean task of creating the per-

son, history, and language of an ancient poet, which,
vast as these faculties were, were sufficient wholly
to engross, though not to overburden them.' A
power of picturesque painting seems to be Chatter-
ton's most distinguishing feature as a poet. The
heroism of Sir Charles Bawdin, who

Summed the actions of the day
Each night before he slept,

and who bearded the tyrant king on his way to the
scaffold, is perhaps his most striking portrait. The
following description of Morning in the tragedy of

Ella, is in the style of the old poets :-

Bright sun had in his ruddy robes been dight,

From the red ea^t he flitted with liis tniin ;

The llouris draw away the gate of Night,
Her sable tapestry was rent in twain :

The dancing streaks bedecked hcaven'n plain,

And on the dew did smile with skimmcring eye,

Like gouts of blood which do black arm<Mir stain,

Shining upon the bourn which standeth by

;

The soldiers stood upon the hilUs side,

Like young culeared trees whii-h in a forest bide.

A description of Spring in the same poem^
The budding floweret blushes at the light,

The meads be sprinkled with the yellow hue.

Id daisied mantles is the mountain dight,

The fresh young cowslip bendeth with the dew

;

The trees enieafed, into heaven Htraight,

When gentle winds do blow, to whistling din is

brought.

The evening comes, and brings the dews along,

The ruddy welkin shineth to the eyne,

Around the ale-stakel minstrels sing the song.

Young ivj' round the door-post doth entwine
;

I lay me on th«> grass, yet to my will

Albeit all is fair, there lackcth something still.

In the epistle to Canynge, Chatterton has a striking

censure of the religious interludes which formed
the early drama ; but the idea, as Warton remarks,

is the result of that taste and discrimination which
could only belong to a more advanced period of so-

ciety

—

Plays made from holy tales I hold unmeet

;

Let some great story of a man \m sung

;

When as a man we God and Josus treat,

In my poor mind we do the Godhead wrong.

^ Tlic si)rn-post of an alehouse.

The satirical and town eflusioiia of Cliatterton
are often in bad taste, yet display a wonderful com-
mand of easy language and lively sportive allusion.

They have no traces of juvenility, unless it be in

adopting the vulgar scandals of the day, unworthy
his original genius. In liis satire of Kew Gardens
are tlie following lines, alluding to the poet laureate
and the proverbial poverty of poets :

—

Though sing-song Whitehead ushers in the year,
With joy to Britain's king and sovereign dear.
And, in compliance to an ancient mode,
Measures his syllables into an ode

;

Yet such the scurvy merit of his muse,
He bows to deans, and licks his lordship's shoes;
Then leave the wicked barren way of rhyme,
Fly far from poverty, be wise in time :

Regard the office more, Parnassus less,

Put your religion in a decent dress

:

Then may your interest in the town advance,
Above the reach of muses or romance.

In a poem entitled The Prophecy are stmie vigorous
stanzas, in a different measure, and remarkable for

maturity and freedom of style:

—

This truth of old was sorrow's friend^
* Times at the worst will surely mend.*
The difficulty's then to know
How long (Oppression's clock can go

;

When Britain's sons may cease to sigh,

And hope that their redemption's nigh.

When vile Corruption's brazen face

At council-board shall take her place
j

And lords-commissioners resort

To welcome her at Britain's court

;

Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh,

For your redemption draweth nigh.

See Pension's harbour, large and clear.

Defended by St Stephen's pier

!

The entrance safe, by current led,

Tiding round G— 's jetty head ;

Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh,

For your redemption draweth nigh.

When civil power shall snore at ease

;

While soldiers fire—to keep the peace ;

When murders sanctuary find.

And petticoats can Justice blind ;

Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh,

For your redemption draweth nigh.

Commerce o'er Bondage will prevail,

Free as the wind that fills her sail.

When she complains of vile restraint,

And Power is deaf to her complaint

;

Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh,

For your redemption draweth nigh.

When at Bute's feet poor Freedom lies,

Marked by the priest for sacrifice.

And doomed a victim for the sins

Of half the mtts and all the ins;

Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh.

For your redemption draweth nigh.

When time shall bring your wish about.

Or, seven-years lease, you soldj is out

;

No future contract to fulfil

;

Your tenants holding at your will

;

Raise up your heads ! your right demand—
For your redemption's in your hand.

Then is your time to strike the blow.

And let the slaves of Mammon know,
Britain's true sons a bribe can scorn.

And die as free as they were bom.
Virtue again shall take her seat,

And your redemption stand complete.
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The boy who could tlius write at sixteen, might
soon have proved a Swift or a Dryden. Yet in satire,

Chatterton evinced but a small part of his power.

His Rowleian poems have a compass of invention,

and a luxuriance of fancy, that promised a great

chivalrous or allegorical poet of the stamp of

Spenser.

Brittow Tragedy, or the Death of Sir Charles Bawdin.'

The feathered songster chanticleer

Had wound his bugle-hom.
And told the early villager

The coming of the mom

:

King Edward saw the ruddy streaks

Of light eclipse the gray.

And heard the raven's croaking throat,

Proclaim the fated day.

'Thou'rt right,' quoth he, 'for by the God
That sits enthroned on high !

Charles Bawdin, and his fellows twain,

To-day shall surely die.'

Then with a jug of nappy ale

His knights did on him wait;
* Go tell the traitor, that to-day

He leaves this mortal state.'

Sir Canterlone then bended low,

With heart brimful of wo

;

He joumied to the castle-gate.

And to Sir Charles did go.

But when he came, his children twain,

And eke his loving wife.

With briny tears did wet the floor,

For good Sir Charles's life.

'Oh good Sir Charles!' said Canterlone,
* Bad tidings I do bring.'

' Speak boldly, man,' said brave Sir Charles

;

' What says the traitor king ?'

' I grieve to tell : before yon sun
Does from the welkin fly.

He hath upon his honour sworn,

That thou shalt surely die.'

• We all must die,' said brave Sir Charles

;

' Of that I'm not afraid
;

What boots to live a little space ?

Thank Jesus, I'm prepared.

But tell thy king, for mine he's not,

I'd sooner die to-day.

Than live his slave, as many are.

Though I should live for aye.'

Then Canterlone he did go out.

To tell the mayor straight

To get all things in readiness
For good Sir Charles's fate.

Then Mr Canynge sought the king.
And fell down on hia knee

;

' I'm come,' quoth he, ' unto your grace,
To move your clemency.'

'Then,' quoth the king, 'your tale speak out,
Vou have been much our friend

;

Whatever your request may be.

We will to it attend.'

* The antiquated orthography affected by Cliatterton being
evidently no advantaRO to his poems, but rather an impedi-
ment to their bein(? generally read, we dismis-s it in this and
other Bpecimens. The diction is, in reality, almost purely mo-
dern, and Chatterton's spelling in a great measure arbitrary,

so that there Beeins no longer any reason for retaining what
waa only designed at first u a means of supporting a deception.

' My noble liege ! all my request

Is for a noble knight,

Who, though mayhap he has done wiong.
He thought it still was right.

He has a spouse and children twain;
All ruined are for aye,

If that you are resolved to let

Charles Bawdin die to-day,*

' Speak not of such a traitor vile,'

The king in fury said
;

' Before the evening star doth shine,

Bawdin shall lose his bead

:

Justice does loudly for him call.

And he shall have his meed

:

Speak, Mr Canynge ! what thing else

At present do you need
!'

' My noble liege !' good Canynge sud,
* Leave justice to our God,

And lay the iron rule aside

;

Be thine the olive rod.

Was God to search our hearts and reins.

The best were sinners great

;

Christ's vicar only knows no sin.

In all this mortal state.

Let mercy rule thine infant reign,

'Twill fix thy crown full sure;

From race to race thy family

All sovereigns shall endure

:

But if with blood and slaughter thou
Begin thy infant reign.

Thy crown upon thy children's brows
Will never long remain.'

' Canynge, away ! this traitor vile

Has scorned my power and rae

;

How canst tliou then for such a man
Intreat my clemency V

* My noble liege ! the truly brave
Will valorous actimis prize;

Respect a brave and noble mind,
Although in enemies.*

' Canynge, away ! By God in heaven
That did me being give,

I will not taste a bit of bread
Whilst this Sir Charles doth live!

By Mary, and all saints in heaven.

This sun shall be his last
!'

Then Canynge dropped a briny tear.

And froiu the presence passed.

With heart brimful of gnawing grief,

He to Sir Charles did go.

And sat him down upon a stool.

And tears began to flow.

' We all must die,' said brave Sir Charles

;

• What boots it how or when ?

Death is the sure, the certain fate.

Of all we mortal men.

Say why, my friend, thy honest soul

Runs over at thin(; eye ;

Is it for my most welcome doom
That thou dost child-like cry f

Saith godly Canynge, ' I do weep,

That thou so soon must die.

And leave thy sons and helpless wife

;

'Tis this that wets mine eye.'

' Then dry the tears that out thine eye

From godly fountains spring
;

Death I despise, and all the power

Of Edward, traitor king.
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When through the tyrant's welcome meanu
I ahftU resign my life.

The God I serve will soon provide

For both my sons and wife.

Before I saw the lightsome sun.

This was appointed me
;

Shall mortal man repine or grudge
What God ordains to be

!

How oft in battle have I stood.

When thousands died around
;

When smoking streams of crimson blood

Imbrued the fattened ground

:

How did I know that every dart

That cut the airy way.

Might not find passage to my heart.

And close mine eyes for aye ?

And shall I now, for fear of death,

Look wan and be dismayed {

No ! from my heart fly childish fear;

Be all the man displayed.

Ah, godlike Henry ! God forefend.

And guard thee and thy son,

If 'tis his will ; but if 'tis not,

Why, then his will be done.

My honest friend, my fault has been

To serve God and my prince

;

And that I no time-server am.
My death will soon convince.

In London city was I bom,
Of parents of great note

;

My father did a noble arms
Emblazon on his coat

:

I make no doubt but he is gone

Where soon I hope to go,

Wbere we for ever shall be blest.

From out the reach of wo.

He taught me justice and the laws

With pity to unite ;

And eke he taught me how to know
The wrong cause from the right

:

He taught me with a prudent hand
To feed the hungry poor.

Nor let my servants drive away
The hungry from my door

:

And none can say but all my life

I have his wordis kept

;

And summed the actions of the day
Each night before I slept.

I have a spouse, go ask of her

If I defiled her bed ?

I have a king, and none can lay

Black treason on my head.

In Lent, and on the holy eve,

From flesh I did refrain
;

Why should I then appear dismayed
To leave this world of pain i

No, hapless Henry ! I rejoice

I shall not see thy death

;

Most willingly in thy just cause

Do I resign my breath.

Oh, fickle people ! ruined land !

"Thou wilt ken peace no raoe

;

WTiile Richard's sons exalt themselTet|

Thy brooks with blood will flow.

Say, were ye tired of godly peace,

And godly Henry's reign.

That you did chop' your easy days

For those of blood and pain

!

1 Exchange.

What though I on a sledge be draw it,

And mangled by a hind,

I do defy the traitor's power,

He cannot harm nn mind :

What though, uphoisted on a pole.

My limbs shall rot in air,

And no rich monument of brass

Charles Bawdiu's name shall bear;

Yet in the holy book above.

Which time can't eat away,

There with the servants of the Lord

My name shall live for aye.

Then welcome death ! for life eteme
I leave this mortal life

:

Farewell vain world, and all that's dear.

My sons and loving wife 1

Now death as welcome to me comes

As e'er the month of May ;

Nor would I even wish to live.

With my dear wife to stay.'

Saith CanjTige, ' 'Tis a goodly thing

To be prepared to die
;

And from this world of pain and grief

To God in Heaven to fly.'

And now the bell began to toll,

And clarions to sound ;

Sir Charles he heard the horses' feet

A-prancing on the ground.

And just before the oflicers

His loving wife came in.

Weeping unfeigned tears of wo
With loud and dismal din.

• Sweet Florence ! now I pray forbear.

In quiet let me die

;

Pray God that every Christian soul

May look on death as I.

Sweet Florence ! why these briny tears I

They wash my soul away.

And almost make me wish for life,

With thee, sweet dame, to stay.

"Tis but a journey I shall go

Unto the land of bliss
;

Now, as a proof of husband's love

Receive this holy kiss.'

Then Florence, faltering in her say,

Trembling these wordis spoke

:

' Ah, cruel Edward ! bloody king I

My heart is well nigh broke.

Ah, sweet Sir Charles ! why wilt thou go
Without thy loving wife

!

The cruel axe that cuts thy neck.

It eke shall end my life.'

And now the officers came in

To bring Sir Charles away,

Who turned to his loving wife,

And thus to her did say

:

' I go to life, and not to death,

Trust thou in God above.

And teach thy sons to fear the Lord,

And in their hearts him love.

Teach them to run the noble race

That I their father run,

Florence! should death thee take—adieu I

Ye officers lead on.'

Then Florence raved as any mad.
And did her tresses tear

;

'Oh stay, my husband, lord, and life!'

—

Sir Charles then dropped a tear.
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*Till tired out with raving loud.

She fell upon the floor;

Sir Charles exerted all his might.
And marched from out the door.

Upon a sledge he mounted then,

With looks full brave and sweet

;

Looks that enshone no more concern
Than any in the street.

Before him went the council-men,
In scarlet robes and gold,

And tassels spangling in the sun,

Much glorious to behold :

The friars of Saint Augustine next
Appeared to the sight,

All clad in homely russet weeds.

Of godly monkish plight

:

In different parts a godly psalm
Most sweetly they did chant

;

Behind their back six minstrels came,
Who tuned the strange bataant.

Then five-and-twenty archers came;
Each one the bow did bend.

From rescue of King Henry's friends

Sir Charles for to defend.

Bold as a lion came Sir Charles,

Drawn on a cloth-laid sledde,

By two black steeds in trappings white,

With plumes upon their head.

Behind him five-and-twenty more
Of archers strong and stout,

With bended bow each one in hand,
Marched in goodly rout.

Saint James's friars marched next.

Each one his part did chant

;

Behind their backs six minstrels came.

Who tuned the strange bataunt.

Then came the mayor and aldennen.

In cloth of scarlet decked
;

And their attending men each one,

Like eastern princes tricked.

And after them a multitude
Of citizens did throng

;

The windows were all full of heads,

As he did pass along.

And when he came to the high cross.

Sir Charles did turn and say,
' thou that savest man from sin,

Waah my soul clean this day.'

At the great minster window sat

The king in mickle state,

To see Charles Bawdin go along
To his most welcome fate.

Soon as the sledde drew nigh enough.
That Edward he might hear,

The brave Sir Charles he did stand up.
And thus his words declare :

'Thou scest me, Edward I traitor rile I

Exposed to infamy
;

But be assured, disloyal man,
I'm greater now than thee.

By foul proceedings, murder, blood,

Thou wearest now a crowii

;

And hast appointed me to die

By power not thine own.

Thou thinkest I shall die to-day;

I have been dead till now,

And soon shall live to wear a crown

For aye upon my brow

;

Whilst thou, perhaps, fur some few years,

Shalt rule this fickle land.

To let them know how wide the rule

'Twixt king and tyrant hand.

Thy power unjust, thou traitor slavel

Shall fall on thy own head*

—

From out of hearing of the king
Departed then the sledde.

King Edward's soul rushed to his face,

He turned his head away,

And to hiss brother Gloucester

He thus did speak and say:

* To him that so-much-dreaded death

No ghastly terrors bring
;

Behold the man ! he spake the truth ;

He's greater than a king!'

*So let him diel' Duke Richard said ;

* And may each one our foes

Bend down their necks to bloody axe.

And feed the carrion crows.'

And now the horses gently drew
Sir Charles up the high hill;

The axe did glister in the sun,

His precious blood to spill.

Sir Charles did up the scaffold go.

As up a gilded car

Of victory, by valorous chiefs

Gained in the bloody war.

And to the people he did say:
* Behold you see me die,

For serving loyally my king,

My king most rightfully.

As long as Edward rules this land.

No quiet you will know;
Your sons and husbands shall be slain,

And brooks with blood shall flow.

You leave your good and lawful king.

When in adversity

;

Like me, unto the true cause stick.

And for the true cause die.'

Then he, with jmests, upon his knees,

A prayer to God did make,
Beseeching him unto himself

His parting soul to take.

Then, kneeling down, he laid his heal
Most seemly on the block

;

Which from his body fair at on.-e

The able headsman stroke

:

And out the blood began to flow.

And round the scaffold twine
;

And tears, enough to wash't away.
Did flow from each man's eyne.

The bloody axe his body fair

Into four partis cut

;

And every part, and eke his head,

Upon a pole was put.

One part did rot on Kinwulph-hill,

One on the minster-tower.

And one from off the castle-gate

The crowen did devour.

The other on Saint Paul's good gate,

A dreary spectacle

;

His head was placed on the high cross,

In high street most noble.

Thus was the end of Bawdin's fate

:

God prosper long our king.

And grant he may, with Bawdin's soul,

In heaven God's mercy King I
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I7%e Mimtrel't Smg in Ella.']

! eing unto my roundelay ;

1 drop the briny tear with me ;

Dance no more at holiday,

Like a running river be ;

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Black his hair as the winter night,

White his neck as summer snow,

Ruddy his face as the morning light.

Cold he lies in the grave below

:

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Sweet his tongue as throstle's note.

Quick in dance as thought was he

;

Deft his tabor, cudgel stout

;

Oh ! he lies by the willow tree,

^ly love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Hark ! the raven flaps his wing.

In the briered dell below

;

Hark ! the death-owl loud doth sing.

To the nightmares as they go.

My love is dead.

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

See ! the white moon shines on high

;

Whiter is my true-love's shroud

;

WTiiter than the morning sky.

Whiter than the evening cloud.

My love is dead.

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Here, upon my true-love's grave,

Shall the garish flowers be laid,

Nor one holy saint to save

All the sorrows of a maid.
My love is dead.
Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

With my hands I'll bind the briers.

Round his holy corse to gre ;'

Elfin-fairy, light your fires.

Here my body still shall be.

My love is dead.

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Come with acorn cuji and thorn.

Drain my heart's blood all away
;

Life and all its good I scorn.

Dance by night, or feast by day.

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed.

All under the willow tree.

Water-witches, crowned with reytes,^

Bear me to your deadly tide.

I die—I come—my true-love waits.

Thus the damsel spake, and died.

Setignation.

O God, whose thunder shakes the sky.

Whose eye this atom globe surveys
;

To Thee, my only rock, 1 fly.

Thy mercy in thy justice praise.

' Grow. ' Water Saga.

The mystic mazes of thy will.

The shadows of celestial light,

Are past the power of human skill

—

But what the Eternal acts is right.

teach me in the trying hour.
When anguish swells the dewy tear.

To still my sorrows, own thy power.
Thy goodness love, thy justice fear.

If in this bosom aught but Thee
Encroaching sought a boundless sway,

Omniscience could the danger see,

And Mercy look the cause away.

Then why, my soul, dost thou complain

!

Why drooping seek the dark recess!

Shake off the melancholy chain.

For God created all to bless.

But ah ! my breast is human still

—

The rising iflgh, the falling tear.

My languid vitals' feeble rill,

The sickness of my soul declare.

But yet, with fortitude resigned,

I'll thank the inflicter of the blow
;

Forbid the sigh, compose my mind.
Nor let the gush of misery flow.

The gloomy mantle of the night,

Which on my sinking spirits steals.

Will vanish at the morning light.

Which God, my East, my Sun, reveals.

WILLIAM FALCONER.

The terrors and circumstances of a Shipwreck had
been often described by poets, ancient and modem,
but never with any attempt at professional accuracy
or minuteness of detail, before the poem of that

name by Falconer. It wms reserved for a genuine
sailor to disclose, in correct and harmonious verse,

the ' secrets of the deep,' and to enlist the sympathies
of the general reader in favour of the daily life and
occupations of his brother seamen, and in all the
movements, the equipage, and tracery of those mag-
nificent vessels which have carried the British name
and enterprise to the remotest corners of the world.

Poetical associations—a feeling of boundlessness and
sublimity—obviously belonged to the scene of the

poem—the ocean; but its interest soon wanders from
this source, and centres in the stately ship and its

crew—the gallant resistance which the men made
to the fury of the storm—their calm and deliberate

courage—the various resources of their skill and
ingenuity— their consultations and resolutions as

the ship labours in distress—and the brave unselfish

piety and generosity with which they meet their fate,

when at last

The crashing ribs divide

—

She loosens, parts, and spreads in ruin o'er the tide.

Such a subject Falconer justly considered as ' new
to epic lore,' but it possessed strong recommendations
to the British public, whose national pride and
honour are so closely identified with the sea, and
so many of whom have ' some friend, some brother
there.'

William Falconer was born in Edinburgh in

1730, and was the son of a poor barber, who had
two other children, both of whom were deaf and
dumb. He went early to sea, on board a Leitli mer-
chant ship, and was afterwards in the royal navy.

Before he was eighteen years of age, he was second

mate in the Britannia, a vessel in the Levant trade,

which was shipwrecked off Cape Colonna, as de-

scribed in his poem. In 1751 he was living in Edin-
burgh, where he published his first poetical attempt,
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a monody on the death of Frederick, Prince of Wales.
The choice of sucli a subject by a young friendless
Scottish sailor, was as singular as the depth of grief
he descrilies in his poem; for Falconer, on this occa-
sion, wished, with a zeal worthy of ancient Pistol,

To assist the pouring rains with brimful eyes,

And aid hoarse howling Boreas with his sighs

!

In 1757 he was promoted to tlie quarter-deck of the
Eaniilies, and being now in a superior sitxuition for
cultivating his taste for learning, he was an assi-

duous student. Three years afterwards. Falconer
Buffered a second shipwreck; the Kamilies struck
on the shore in the Channel while making for Ply-
mouth, and of 734 of a crew, tlie poet and 25 otliers

only escaped. In 1762 appeared his poem of The
Shipwreck (which lie afterwards greatly enlarged
and improved), preceded by a dedication to the
Duke of York. Tlie work was eminently successful,

and his royal higliness procured him the appoint-
ment of inidsliipnian on board the Koyal George,
whence he was subsequently transferred to the
Glory, a frigate of 32 guns, on board which he
held the situation of purser. After the peace, he
resided in London, wrote a poor satire ou Wilkes,
Churcliill, &c., and compiled a useful marine dic-

tionary. In September 1769, the poet again took
to tlie sea, and sailed from England as purser of
the Aurora frigate, bound for India. The vessel

reached the Cape of Good Hope in December, but
afterwards perislie<l at sea, having foundered, as is

supposed, in the Mos.ambique Channel. No 'tune-
ful Aritm' was left to commemorate this calamity,
the poet having died under the circumstances he
had formerly described in the case of his youtliful

associates of the Britannia.
' The Shipwreck' lias the rare merit of being

a pleasing and interesting poem, and a safe guide
to practical seamen. Its nautical rules and direc-
tions are approved of by all e.\jK;rienced naval
officers. At first, the poet does not seem to have
done more than describe in nautical phrase and
simple narrative the melancholy disaster he had
witnessed. The characters of Albert, Rodmond,
Palemon, and Anna, were added in the second edi-

tion of the work. By choosing the shipwreck of
the Britanniii, Falconer imparted a train of inte-

resting recollections and images to his poem. The
wreck occurred off Cape Colonna—one of the fairest

portions of the beautiful shores of Greece. ' In all

Attica,' says Lord Byron, ' if we except Athens
itself and Marathon, there is no scene more inte-

resting than Cape Colonna. To the antiquary and
artist, si.vteen columns are an inexhaustible source
of observation and design j to the philosopher, the
supposed scene of some of Plato's conversations will

not be unwelcome ; and the traveller will be struck
with the beauty of the prospect oVer " isles that
crown the .Egean dceji ;" hut for an Englishman,
Colonna lias yet an additional interest, as the actual
spot of Falconer's Sliipwrci-k. Pallas and Plato are
forgotten in the recollection of Falconer and Camp-
beU—

Here in the dead of night by I,onna's steep,

The scanian*s cry was heard along the deep.' *

Falconer was not insensible to the charms of these
historical and classic assnciations, and he was still

more alive to the impressions of romantic scenery
and a genial clinuitc. Some of the descriptive and
episodical parts of the poem are, however, drawn
out to too great a length, as they interrupt the nar-

rative where its interest is most engrossing, besides

being occasionally feeble and atlected. The cha-

* Pleafiurett of Iloiie.

racters of his naval officers are finely discriminated

:

Albert, the commander, is brave, lilieral, and just,

softened and refined by domestic ties ami superior

information ; Rodmond, the next in rank, is coarse
and boisterous, a hardy weather-beaten son of
Northumberland, yet of a kind compassionate na-
ture, as is evinced by one striking incident :

—

And now, while winged with ruin from on high,

Through the rent cloud the ragged lightnings fly,

A flash quick glancing on the nerves of light,

Struck the pale helmsman with eternal night

:

Rodmond, who heard a piteous groan behind,

Touched with compassion, gazed upon the blind;

And while around his sad companions crowd,

He guides the unhappy victim to a shroud.
' Hie thee aloft, my gallant friend,' he cries,

* Thy only succour on the mast relies.*

Palemon, ' charged with the commerce,' is perhaps
too effeminate for the rough sea : he is the lover of
the poem, and his passion for Albert's daughter is

drawn with truth and delicacy

—

'Twas genuine passion, Nature's eldest bom.

The truth of the whole poem is indeed one of its

greatest attractions. We feel that it is a passage of

real life ; and even where the poet seems to violate

the canons of taste and criticism, allowance is libe-

rally made for the peculiar situation of the author,

while he rivets our attention to the scenes of trial

and distress which he so fortunately survived to

describe.

[^From the Shipicreck.']

The sun's bright orb, declining all serene,

Now glanced obliquely o'er the woodland scene.

Creation smiles around ; on every spray

The warbling birds exalt their evening lay.

Blithe skipping o'er yon hill, the fleecy train

Join the deep chorus of the lowing plain
;

The golden lime and orange there were seen.

On fragrant branches of perpetual green.

The crj'stal streams, that velvet meadows lave.

To the green ocean roll with chiding wave.

The glaisy ocean hushed forgets to roar.

But trembling munnurs on the sandy shore:

And lo ! his surface, lovely to behold !

Glows in the west, a sea of living gold !

While, all above, a thousand liveries gay
The skies with pomp inefl'able array.

Arabian sweets perfume the happy plains

:

Above, beneath, around enchantment reigns t

While yet the shades, on time's eternal scale.

With long vibration deepen o'er the vale

;

While yet the songsters of the vocal grove

With dying numbers tune the soul to love,

With joyful eyes the attentive master sees

The auspicious omens of an eastern breeze.

Now radiant Vesper leads the starry train,

And night slow draws her veil o'er land and main ;

Round the charged bowl the sailors form a ring j

By tunis recount the wondrous tale, or sing

;

As love or battle, hardships of the main.
Or genial wine, awake their homely strain :

Then some the watch of night alternate keep,

The rest lie buried in oblivious sleep.

Deep midnight now involves the livid skies,

While infant breezes from the shore arise.

The waning moon, behind a watery shroud.

Pale-glimmered o'er the long-protracted cloud.

A mighty ring around her silver throne.

With parting meteors crossed, portentous shone.

This in the troubled sky full oft prevails
;

Uft deemed a signal of tempestuous gales.
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While young Arion sleeps, before his si^ht

Tumultuous swim the visions of the ni;;ht.

Kow blooming Anna, with her hnppy swuin,

Approached the sacred hymeneal fane;

Anon tremenilous lijjhtninjrs flush between ;

And funeral pomp, and weeping loves are seen!

Now with Palemon up a rocky steep,

Whose summit trembles o*er the roaring deep,

With painful step he climbed ; while far above,

Sweet Anna chanued thorn with the voice of love,

Then sudden from the slippery height they fell,

While dreadful yawned beneath the jaws of hell.

Amid this fearful trance, a thundering sound
He hears—and thrice the hollow decks rebound.

Upstarting from his couch, on deck he sprung;

Thrice witii shrill note the boatswain's whistle rung

;

• All hands unmoor !' proclaims a boistrous cry :

* All hands unmoor !* the cavern rocks reply.

Roused from repose, aloft the sailors swarm,
And with their levers soon the windlass arm.
The order given, upspringing with a bound
They lodge their bars, and wheel their engine round :

At every turn the clanging pauls resound.

Uptom reluctant from its oozy cave,

The pondrous anchor rises o'er the wave.

Along their slippery masts the yards ascend,

And high in air the canvass wings extend :

Redoubling cords the lofty canvass guide.

And through inextricable mazes glide.

The lunar rays with long reflection gleam.

To light the vessel o*er the silver stream:

Along the glassy plain serene she glides.

While azure radiance trembles on her sides.

From east to north the transient breezes play

;

And in the Egyptian quarter soon decay.

A calm ensues ; they dread the adjacent shore;

The boats with rowers armed are sent before

;

With cordage fastened to the lofty prow.

Aloof to sea the stately ship they tow.

The nervous crew their sweeping oars extend ;

And pealing shouts the shore of Candia rend.

Success attends their skill ; the danger's o'er;

The port is doubled, and beheld no more.
Now mom, her lamp pale glimmering on the sight,

Scattered before her van reluctant night.

She comes not in refulgent pomp arrayed,

But sternly frowning, wrapt in sullen shade.

Above incumbent vapours, Ida*s height,

Tremendous rock ! emerges on the sight.

North-east the guardian isle of Standia lies,

And westward Freschin's woody capes arise.

With winning postures, now the wanton sails

Spread all their snares to charm the inconstant gales.

The swelling stu'n-sails* now their wings extend,

Then stay-sails sidelong to the breeze ascend ;

While all to court the wandering breeze are placed
;

With yards now thwarting, now obliquely braced.

The dim horizon lowering vapours shroud,

And blot the sun, yet struggling in the cloud ;

Through the wide atmosphere, condensed with haze,

His glaring orb emits a sanguine blaze.

The pilots now their rules of art apply,

The mystic needle's devious aim to try.

The compass placed to catch the rising ray ,2

The quadrant's shadows studious they survey !

Along the arch the grailual index slides,

While Phoebus down the vertic circle glides.

Now, seen on ocean's utmost verge to swim,
He sweeps it vibrant with his nether limb.

1 Studding-sails are long narrow sails, which are only used

in fine weather and fair winds, on the outside of the larger

square-sails. Stay-sails are three-cornered sails, which are

hoisted up on the stays, when the wind crosses the ship's

course either directly or obliquely.

' The operation of taking the sun's azimuth, in order to dis-

cover the eastern or western variatioa of the magnetical needle.

Their sage experience thus explores the height,

And polar distance of the source of light

;

Then through the cliiliad's triple maze they trace

The analogy that proves the magnet's place.

The wayward steel, to truth thus reconciled,

No more the attentive pilot's eye beguiled.

The natives, while the ship departs the land,
Ashore with admiration gazing stand.

Majestically slow, before the breeze,

In silent pomp she marches on the seas.

Her milk-white bottom cast a softer gleam,
While trembling through the green translucent stream.

The wales,! that close above in contrast shone,

Clasp the long fabric with a jetty zone.

Britannia, riding awt'ul on the prow.

Gazed o'er the vassal-wave that rolled below:
Where'er she moved, the vassal-waves were seen

To yield obsequious, and confess their queen. * *

High o'er the poop, the flattering winds unfurled

The imperial flag that rules the watery world.

Deep-blushing armors all the tops invest

;

And warlike trophies either quarter drest;

Then towered the masts ; the canvass swelled on high

;

And waving streamers floated in the sky.

Thus the rich vessel moves in trim array,

Like some fair virgin on her bridal day.

Thus like a swan she cleaves the watery plain,

The pride and wonder of the j^gean main!

[The ship, having been driven out of her course from CandlAt
is overtaken by a storm.]

As yet amid this elemental war.

That scatters desolation from afar.

Nor toil, nor hazard, nor distress appear
To sink the seamen with unmanly fear.

Though their firm hearts no pageant honour boast,

They scorn the wretch that trembles in his post;
Who from the face of danger strives to turn,

Indignant from the social hour they spurn.

Though now full oft they felt the raging tide,

In proud rebellion climb the vessel's side.

No future ills unknoivn their souls appal

;

They know no danger, or they scorn it all I

But even the generous spirits of the brave,

Subdued by toil, a friendly respite crave
;

A short repose alone their thoughts implore,

Their harassed powers by slumber to restore.

Far other cares the master's mind employ;
Approaching perils all his hopes destroy.

In vain he spreads the graduated chart,

And bounds the distance by the rules of art

;

In vain athwart the mimic seas expands
The compasses to circumjacent lands.

Ungrateful task! for no asylum traced,

A passage opened from the watery waste.

Fate seemed to guard with adamantine mound.
The path to every friendly port around.
While Albert thus, with secret doubts dismayed.
The geometric distances surveyed

;

On deck the watchful Rodraond cries aloud.

Secure your lives—grasp every man a shroud !

Roused from his trance he mounts with eyes aghast,
When o'er the ship in undulation vast,

A giant surge down-rushes from on high,

And fore and aft dissevered ruins lie. * *

* the torn vessel felt the enormous stroke
;

The boats beneath the thundering deluge broke

;

Forth started from their planks the bursting rings.

The extended cordage all asunder springs.

The pilot's fair machinery strews the deck,
And cards and needles swim in floating wreck.

' The wales here alluded to are an assemblage of strong

planks which envelope the lower part of the ship's side, where-

in they are broader and thicker than the rest, and appear

somewhat like a range of hoops, which separates the bottom
from the upper works.
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The balanced inizen, rciuring to the head,

In streaming ruins from the margin fled.

The sides convulsive shook on g;roaning beams,

And, rent with labour, yawned the pitchy seams.
They sound the well,^ and terrible to hear I

Five feet immersed along the line appear.

At either pump they ply the clanking brake,2

And turn by turn the ungrateful office take.

Rodraond, Arion, and Palemon, here.

At thi.s sad task all diligent appear.

As some fair castle, shook by rude alarms,

Opposes long the approach of hostile amis
;

Grim war around her plants hi.s black array.

And deat '. and sorrow mark his horrid way
;

Till in some destined hour, against her wall,

In tenfold r.ige the fatal thunders fall

;

The ramparts crack, the solid bulwarks rend,

And hostile troops the shattered breach ascend

;

Her valiant inmates still the foe retard,

Resolved till death their sacred charge to guard

:

So the brave mariners their pumps attend,

And help incessant by rotation lend ;

But all in vain—for now the sounding cord,

Updrawn, an undiminished depth explored.

Nor this severe distress is found alone

;

The ribs oppressed by ponderous cannon groan.

Deep rolling from the watery volume's height,

The tortured sides seem bursting with their weight.

So reels Pelorus, with convulsive throes.

When in his veins the burning earthquake glows
;

Hoarse through his entrails roars the infernal flame
;

And central thunders rend his groaning frame;
Accumulated mischiefs thus arise,

And fate vindictive all their skill defies ;

One only remedy the season gave

—

To plunge the nerves of battle in the wave.

From their high platforms thus the artillery thrown,

Eased of their load, the timbers less shall groan
;

But arduous is the task their lot requires;

A task that hovering fate alone inspires

!

For, while intent the yawning decks to ease.

That ever aiid anon are drenched with seas,

Some fatal billow, with recoiling sweep,

May whirl the helpless wretches in the deep.

No season this for counsel or delay!

Too soon the eventful moments haste away

;

Here perseverance, with each help of art.

Must join the boldest eftbrts of the heart.

These only now their misery can relieve;

These only now a dawn of safety give
;

While o'er the quivering deck, from ran to rear,

Broad surges roll in terrible career

;

Rodmond, Arion, and a chosen crew,

This office in the face of death pursue.

The wheeled artillery o'er the deck to guide,

Rodmond descending claimed the weather-side.

Fearless of heart, the chief his orders gave.

Fronting the rude assaults of every wave.
Like some strong watch-tower nodding o'er the

deep.

Whose rocky base the foaming waters sweep,

Untamed he stood ; the stern aerial war
Had marked his honest face with many a scar.

Meanwhile Arion, traversing the waist,3

The cordage of the leeward guns unbraced,

And pointed crows beneath the metal placed.

* The well is an apartment in the ship's hold, serving to in-

close the pumps. It is sounded by dropping a graduated iron

rod down into it by a Ions; line. Hence the increa&o or diminu-

tion of the leaks arc easily discovered.

2 The brake is the lever or handle of the pump, by which it

is wrought.
8 The waist of a ship of this kind is a hollow space of about

five feet in depth, contained between the elevations of the

quarter deck and forecastle, and having the upper deck for its

base or platform.

Watching the roll, their forelocks they withdrew,
And from their beds the reeling cannon threw;
Then, from the windward battlements unbound,
Rodmond's associates wheel the artillery round

;

Pointed with iron fangs, their bars beguile

The ponderous arms across the steep defile

;

Then hurled from sounding hinges o'er the side.

Thundering, thry plunge into the flashing tide.

[The tempest increases, but the dismantled ship passes the

island of St George.]

But now Athenian mountains they descry,

And o'er the surge Colonna frowns on high.

Beside the cape's projecting verge is placed

A range of columns long by time defaced

;

First planted by devotion to sustain.

In elder times, Tritonia's sacred fane.

Foams the wild beach below with maddening rage,

Where waves and rocks a dreadful combat wage.

The sickly heaven, fermenting with its freight.

Still vomits o'er the main the feverish weight :

And now while winged with ruin from on high,

Through the rent cloud the ragged lightnings fly,

A flash quick glancing on the nerves of light,

Struck the pale helmsman with eternal night:

Rodraond, who heard a piteous groan behind.

Touched with compassion, gazed upon the blind;

And while around his sad companions crowd.

He guides the unhappy victim to the shroud,

Hie thee aloft, my gallant friend, he cries

;

Thy only succour on the mast relies

!

The helm, bereft of half its vital force,

Now scarce subdued the wild unbridled course ;

Quick to the abandoned wheel Arion came.
The ship's tempestuous sallies to reclaim.

Amazed he saw her, o'er the sounding foam
Upborne, to right and left distracted roam.
So gazed young Phaeton, with pale dismay,
When, mounted on the flaming car of day,

With rash and impious hand the stripling tried

The immortal coursers of the sun to guide.

The vessel, while the dread event draws nigh.

Seems more impatient o'er the waves to fly :

Fate spurs her on. Thus, issuing from afar,

Advances to the sun some blazing star;

And, as it feels the attraction's kindling force,

Springs onward with accelerated force.

With mournful look the seamen eyed the strand,

Where death's inexorable jaws expand ;

Swift from their mindji elapsed all dangers past,

As, dumb with terror, they beheld the last.

Now on the trembling shrouds, before, behind.

In mute suspense they mount into the wind.
The genius of the deep, on rapid wing.

The black eventful moment seemed to bring.

The fatal sisters, on the surge before,

YokeJ their infernal horses to the prore.

The steersmen now received their last command
To wheel the vessel sidelong to the strand.

Twelve sailors, on the foremast who depend,
High on the platform of the top ascend:

Fatal retreat ! for while the plunging prow
Inimerges headlong in the wave below,

Down-pressed by watery weight the bowsprit bends,

And from above the stem deep crashing rends.

Beneath her beak the floating ruins lie ;

The foremast totters, unsustained on high ;

And now the ship, fore-lifted by the sea,

ilurls the tall fabric backward o'er her lee;

While, in the general wreck, the faithful stay

Drags the maintop-mast from its post away.

Flung from the mast, the seamen' strive in vain

Through hostile floods their vessel to regain.

The waves they buffet, till, bereft of strength,

O'erpowered, they yield to cruel fate at length.
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The hostile waters close around their head,

They sink tor ever, numbered with the dead

!

Those who remain their fearful doom await,

Nor longer mourn their lost companions' fate.

The heart that bleeds with sorrows all its own,

Forj;ets the pangs of friendship to bemoan.
Albert and Rodmond and Palcmon here,

With young Arion, on the ntast appear;

Even they, amid the unspeakable distress.

In every look distracting thoughts confess
;

In every vein the refluent blood congeals,

And every bosom fatal terror feels.

Inclosed with all the demons of the main,

They viewed the adjacent shore, but viewed in vain.

Such torments in the drear abodes of hell,

"Where sad despair laments with rueful yell

;

Such torments agonize the damned breast,

While fancy views the mansions of the blest.

For Heaven's sweet help their suppliant cries implore
;

But Heaven, relentless, deigns to help no more

!

And now, lashed on by destiny severe.

With horror fraught the dreadful scene drew nearl

The ship hangs hovering on the verge of death,

Hell yawns, rocks rise, and breakers roar beneath I

,

In vain, alas! the sacred shades of yore,

Would arm the mind with philosophic lore
;

In vain they'd teach us, at the latest breath,

To smile serene amid the pangs of death.

Even Zeno's self, and Kpictetus old.

This fell abyss had shuddered to behold.

Had Socrates, for godlike virtue famed,

And wisest of the sons of men proclaimed,

Beheld this scene of frenzy and distress.

His soul had trembled to its last recess!

yet confirm my heart, ye powers above.

This last tremendous shock of fate to prove

!

The tottering frame of reason yet sustain !

Nor let this total ruin whirl my brain

!

In vain the cords and axes were prepared.

For now the audacious seas insult the yard
;

High o'er the ship they throw a horrid shade.

And o'er her burst, in terrible cascade.

Uplifted on the surge, to heaven she flies.

Her shattered top half buried in the skies.

Then headlong plunging thunders on the ground,

Earth groans, air trembles, and the deeps resound!

Her giant bulk the dread concussion feels,

And quivering with the wound, in torment reels
;

So reels, convulsed with agonizing throes,

The bleeding bull beneath the murderer's blows.

Again she plunges ; hark! a second shock

Tears her strong bottom on the marble rock!

Down on the vale of death, with dismal cries,

The fated victims shuddering roll their eyes

In wild despair; while yet another stroke.

With deep convulsion, rends the solid oak :

Till, like the mine, in whose infernal cell

The lurking demons of destruction dwell.

At length asunder torn her frame divides.

And crashing spreads in ruin o'er the tides.

were it mine with tuneful Maro's art.

To wake to sympathy the feeling heart

;

Like him the smooth and mournful verse to dross

In all the pomp of exquisite distress!

Then, too severely taught by cruel fate

To share in all the perils I relate,

Then might I with unrivalled strains deplore

The impervious horrors of a leeward shore.

As o'er the surf the bending mainmast hung,
Still on the rigging thirty seamen clung;

Some on a broken crag were struggling cast,

And there by oozy tangles grappled fast

;

Awhile they bore the o'erwhelming billow*8 rage,

Unequal combat with tlieir fate to wage

;

Till all benumbed and feeble, they forego

Their slippery hold, and sink to shades below;

Some, from the main yanl-arm impetuous thrown
On marble ridges, die without a groan

;

Three with Palcnton on their skill depend.
And from the wreck on oars and rafts descend

;

Now on the mountain-wave on high they ride.

Then downward plunge beneath the involving tide;

Till one, who seenis in agony to strive,

The whirling breakers heave on shore alive :

The rest a speedier end of anguish knew,
And pressed the stony beach—a lifeless crew I

Next, O unhappy chief! the eternal doom
Of heaven decreed thee to the briny tomb

:

What scenes of misery torment thy viewl
What painful struggles of thy dying crew!
Thy perished hopes all buried in the flood,

O'erspread with corses, red with human blood !

So pierced with anguish hoary Priam gazed.

When Troy*8 imperial domes in ruin blazed

;

While he, severest sorrow doomed to feel,

Expired beneath the victor*s murdering steel

—

Thus with his helpless partners to the last.

Sad refuge ! Albert grasps the floating mast.

His soul could yet sustain this mortal blow.

But droops, alas ! beneath superior wo ;

For now strong nature's sympathetic chain

Tugs at his yearning heart with powerful strain ;

His faithful wife, for ever doomed to mourn
For him, alas! who never shall return ;

To black adversity's approach exposed.

With want, and hardships unforeseen enclosed

;

His lovely daughter, left without a friend

Her innocence to succour and defend,

By youth and indigence set forth a prey

To lawless guilt, that flatters to betray

—

While these reflections rack his feeling mind,
Rodmond, who hung beside, his grasp resigned.

And, as the tumbling waters o'er him rolled,

His outstretched arras the master's legs infold

;

Sad Albert feels their dissolution near.

And strives in vain his fettered limbs to clear,

For death bids every clinching joint adhere.

All faint, to heaven he throws his dying eyes,

And 'Oh protect my wife and child!' he cries

—

The gushing streams roll back the unfinished sound
;

He gasps ! and sinks amid the vast profound.

ROBERT LLOTD.

Robert Lloyd, the friend of Cowper and Chur-
chill, was born in London in 1733. His father was
under-master at Westminster school. He distin-

guished himself by his talents at Cambridge, but
was irregular in his habits, Afler completing his

education, he became an usher under his father.

The wearisome routine of this life soon disgusted
him, and he attempted to earn a subsistence by his

literary talents. His poem called The Actor attracted
some notice, and was the precursor of Churchill's

*Rosciad.' The style is light and easy, and the
observations generally correct and spirited. By
contributing to periodical works as an essayist, a
poet, and stage critic, Lloyd picked up a precarious
subsistence, but his means were thoughtlessly squan-
dered in company with Churchill and other wits
' upon town.' He brought out two indifferent thea-
trical pieces, published his poems by subscription,

and edited the * St James's Magazine,' to which
Colman, Bonnel Thornton, and others, contributed.
The magazine failed, and Lloyd was cast into prison
for debt. Churchill generously allowed him a guinea
a-week, as well as a servant ; and endeavoured to
raise a subscription for the purpose of extricating
him from his embarrassments. Churchill died in

November 1764. 'Lloyd,' says Mr Southey, 'had
been apprised of his danger ; but when the news of
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his death was somewhat abruptly announced to him,
as he was sitting at dinner, he was seized with a

sudden sickness, and saying, " I shall follow poor
Charles," took to his bed, from which he never rose

again ; dying, if ever man died, of a broken heart.

The tragedy did not end here : ChurchiU's favourite

sister, who is said to have possessed mucli of her
brother's sense, and spirit, and genius, and to have
been betrothed to Lloyd, attended him during his

illness ; and, sinking under the double loss, soon
followed her brother and her lover to the grave.'

Lloyd, in conjunction with Colman, parodied the

Odes of Gray and Mason, and tlie humour of their

burlesques is not tinctured with malignity. Indeed,

this unfortunate young poet seems to have been one
of the gentlest of witty observers and lively sati-

rists ; he was ruined by the friendship of Churchill
and the Nonsense Club, and not by the force of an
evil nature. The vivacity of his style (which both
Churchill and Cowper copied) may be seen from the
following short extract on

[^The Mueries of a Poet's Llfe.l

The harlot muse, so passing gay,

Bewitches only to betray.

Though for a while with easy air

She smooths the rugged brow of care,

And laps the mind in flowery dreams,
With Fancy*s transitory gleams

;

Fond of the nothings she bestows.

We wake at last to real woes.

Through every age, in every place.

Consider well the poet's case

;

By turns protected and caressed,

Defamed, dependent, and distressed.

The joke of wits, the bane of slaves.

The curse of fools, the butt of knaves

;

Too proud to stoop for servile ends,

To lacquey rogues or flatter friends
;

With prodigality to give,

Too careless of the means to live

;

The bubble fame intent to gain.

And yet too lazy to maintain

;

He quits the world he never prized,

Pitied by few, by more despised,

And, lost to friends, oppressed by foes.

Sinks to the nothing whence he rose.

O glorious trade ! for wit's a trade,

Where men are ruined more than made!
Let crazy Lee, neglected Gay,
The shabby Otway, Dryden gray,

Those tuneful servants of the Nine,
(Not that I blend their names with mine),
Repeat their lives, their works, their fame.
And teach the world some useful shame.

But bad as the life of a hackney poet and critic

8eems to have been in Lloyd's estimation, the
situation of a school-usher was as little to liis

mind ;

—

[ Wretchedncta of a Sckool-Usher.']

Were I at once empowered to show
My utmost vengeance on my foe.

To punish with extremcst rigour,

I could inflict no penance bigger.

Than, using him as learning's tool,

To make him usher of a school.

For, not to dwell upon the toil

Of working on a barren soil.

And labouring with incessant pains,

To cultivate a blockhead's brains,

The duties there but ill befit

The love of letters, arts, or wit.

For one, it hurts me to the soul.

To brook confinement or control

;

Still to he pinioned down to teach

The syntax and the parts of sjieech

;

Or, what perhaps is drudgery worse.

The links, and points, and rules of verse j

To deal out authors by retail.

Like penny pots of Oxford ale

;

Oh 'tis a service irksome more,
Than tugging at the slavish oar

!

Yet such his task, a dismal truth,

AVho watches o'er the bent of youth.
And while a paltry stipend earning.

He sows the richest seeds of learning.

And tills their minds with proper care,

And sees them their due produce bear;
No joys, alas! his toil beguile.

His owi lies fallow all the while.
* Yet still he's on the road,' you say,
* Of learning.' Why, perhaps he may.
But turns like horses in a mill,

Nor getting on, nor standing still

;

For little way his learning reaches.

Who reads no more than what he teaches.

CHARLES CHURCHILL.

A second Dryden was supposed to have arisen in
Churchill, when he published his satirical poem,
The Rosciad, in 1761. The impression was con-
tinued by his reply to the critical reviewers, shortly
afterwards ; and his Epistle to Hogarth, The Prophecy
of Famine, Night, and passages in his other poems

—

all thrown oflf in haste to serve the purpose of the
day—evinced great facility of versification, and a
breadth and boldness of personal invective that drew
instant attention to their author. Though Cowper,
from early predilections, had a high opinion of Chur-
chill, and thought he was ' indeed a poet,' we cannot
now consider the author of the ' Rosciad' as more
than a special pleader or pamphleteer in verse. He
seldom reaches the heart—except in some few lines

of penitential fervour—and he never ascended to

the higher regions of imagination, then trod by Col-
lins, Gray, and Akenside. With the beauties of
external nature he had not the slightest sympathy.
He died before he had well attained the prime of life

;

yet there is no youthful enthusiasm about his works,
nor any indications that he sighed for a higher fame
than that of being the terror of actors and artists,

noted for his libertine eccentricities, and distin-

guished for his devotion to Wilkes. That he mis-
applied strong original talents in following out these
pitiful or unworthy objects of his ambition, is unde-
niable ; but as a satirical poet—the only character
in which he appears as an author—he is immeasur-
ably inferior to Pope or Dryden. The 'fatal faci-

lity' of liis verse, and his unscrupulous satire of liv-

ing individuals and passing events, had, however,
the effect of making all London ' ring from side

to side' with his applause, at a time when the real

poetry of the age could hardly obtain either publishers
or readers. Excepting Marlow, the dramatic poet,

scarcely any English author of reputation has been
more unhappy in his life and end than Charles
Churchill. He was the son of a clergyman in West-
minster, where he was born in 1741. After attend-
ing Westminster school and Trinity college, Cam-
bridge (which he quitted abruptly), he made a clan-

destine marriage with a young lady in Westminster,
and was assisted by his father, till be was ordained
and settled in the curacy of Rainhain, in Essex.
His father died in 1758, and the pwt was appointed
his successor in the curacy and lectureship of St
John's at Westminster. This transition, wliich pro-
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miseti an accession of comfort and respectability*

proved the bane of poor Cliurchill. He was in liis

twenty-seventh year, and liis conduct had been up
to tliis period irreproacliuble. He now, however,

renewed liis intimacy with Lloyd and other school

companions, and launched into a career of dissipa-

tion and extravagance. His poetry drew him into

notice ; and he not only disregarded his lectureship,

but he laid aside the clerical costume, and appeared

in the extreme of fashion, with a blue coat, gold-

laced hat, and rulHes. The dean of Westminster re-

monstrated with him against this breach of clerical

propriety, and his animadversions were seconded by
the poet's parishioners. Churchill aflijcted to ridicule

this prudery, and Lloyd made it the subject of an
epigram :

—

To Churchill, the bard, cries the Westminster dean,

Leather breeches, white stockings ! pray what do you
meanl

Tis shameful, irreverent—you must keep to church

rules.

If wise ones I will ; and if not they're for fools.

If reason don't bind me, I'll shake oft' all fetters.

To be black and all black I shall leave to my betters.

The dean and the congregation were, however, too
powerful, and Churcliill found it necessary to resign

the lectureship. His ready pen still threw off at

will his popular satires, and he plunged into the
grossest debaucheries. These excesses he attempted
to justify in a poetical epistle to Lloyd, entitled
' Night,' in which he revenges himself on prudence
and the world by railing at them in good set terms.
' This vindication proceeded,' says his biographer,
' on the exploded doctrine, that the barefaced avowal
of vice is less culpable than the practice of it under
a hypocritical assumption of virtue. The measure
of guilt in the individual is, we conceive, tolerably

equal ; but the sanction and dangerous example
afforded in the former case, renders it, in a public

point of view, an evU of tenfold magnitude.' The
poet's irregularities affected his powers of composi-
tion, and his poem of 77ie Ghost, published at this

time, was an incoherent and tiresome production.
A greater evil, too, was his acquaintance with
Wilkes, unfortunately equally conspicuous for public

faction and private debauchery. Churchill assisted

his new associate in the North Briton, and received
the profit arising from its sale. ' This circumstance
rendered him of importance enough to be included
with Wilkes in the list of those whom the mes-
sengers had verbal instructions to apprehend under
the general warrant issued for that purpose, the
execution of which gave rise to the most popular
and only beneficial part of the w.arm contest that
ensued with government. Churchill was with Wilkes
at the time the latter was apprehended, and himself
only escaped owing to the messenger's ignorance of
his person, and to the presence of mind with which
Wilkes addressed him by the name of Thomson.' *

The poet now set about his satire, the Prophecy of
Famine, which, like Wilkes's North Briton, was
specially directed against the Scottish nation. The
outlawry of Wilkes separated the friends, but they
kept up a correspondence, and Churchill continued

* Life of Churchill prefixed to works. London : 1804. When
Chun;hill entered the room, "NVilkca was in custody of the

messenger. * Good morning, Mr Thomson,' said Wilkes to

him. * How does Mrs Tiionis^in do? Does she dine in the

country ?' Churchill took the hint as readily as it had been

given. He replied that Mrs Thomson was waiting for him,
and that he only came, for a moment, to ask him how he did.

Then almost directly he took his leave, hastened home, secured

his papers, retired into the country, and eluded all search.

to be a keen i>i)litical satirist. The excesses of his

daily life remained equally con8)>icuous. Hogarth,
wlio was opposed to Cluircliill for lx,'ing a friend

of Wilkes, characteristically exposed his habits

by caricaturing the satirist in tlie form of a bear
dressed canonically, witli ruffles at his |)aws, and
holding a pot of porter. Churchill took revenge
in a fierce and sweeping 'epistle' to Hogarth, which
is said to have caused him the most exquisite pain.

After separating from his wife, and forming an un-
happy connexion with another female, the daugh-
ter of a Westminster tradesman, whom he had
seduced, Churchill's career drew to a sad anil pre-

mature close. In October 1764 he went to France
to pay a visit to his friend Wilkes, and was seized

at Boidogne with a fever, which proved fatal on the
4th of November. With his clerical profession

Churchill had thrown off his belief in Christianity,

and Mr Southey mentions, that though he made his

will only the day before his death, there is in it not

the slightest expression of religious faith or hope.

So highly popular and productive had his satires

proved, that he was enabled to bequeath an annuity
of sixty pounds to his widow, and fifty to the more
unhappy woman whom he had .seduced, and some
surplus remained to his sons. The poet was buried

at Dover, and some of his gay associates placed over

his grave a stone on which was engraved a line from
one of his own poems—

Life to the last enjoyed, here Churchill lies.

The enjoyment may be doubted, hardly less than
the taste of the inscription. It is certain tliat

Churchill expressed his compunction for parts of his

conduct, in verses that evidently came from the
heart :

—

Look back ! a thought which borders on despair,

Which human nature must, yet cannot bear.

'Tis not the babbling of a busy world,

'\\'here praise or censure are at random hurled,

Which can the meanest of my thoughts control,

Or shake one settled purpose of my soul

;

Free and at large might their wild curses roam,
If all, if all, alas ! were well at home.
No ; 'tis the tale, which angry conscience tells,

When she with more than tragic horror swells

Each circumstance of guilt ; when stern, but true.

She brings bad actions forth into review.

And, like the dread handwriting on the wall,

Bids late remorse awake at reason's call
;

Armed at all points, bids scorpion vengeance pass.

And to the mind holds up reflection's glass

—

The mind which starting heaves the heart-felt groan.

And hates that form she know^to be her own.
The Conference.

The most ludicrous, and, on the whole, the best of
Churchill's satires, is his Prophecij of Famine, a
Scots pastor.al, inscribed to Wilkes. The Earl of

Bute's administration had directed the enmity of all

disappointed patriots and keen partisans against the

Scottish nation. Even Johnson and Junius des-

cended to this petty national prejudice, and Churchill

revelled in it with such undisguised exaggeration
and broad humour, that the most saturnine or sensi-

tive of our countrymen must have laughed at its

absurdity. This unique pastoral opens as follows :

—

Two boys whose birth, beyond all question, springs

From great and glorious, though forgotten kings.

Shepherds of Scottish lineage, born and bred

On the same bleak and barren mountain's head.

By niggard nature doomed on the same rocks

To spin out life, and starve themselves and flocks.

Fresh as the morning, which, enrobed in mist.

The mountain's top with usual duluess kissed,
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Jockcv and Sawney to their labours rose
;

Soon c!rt<l I ween, where nature needs no clothes
;

Where from their youth inured to winter skies,

Dress and her vain refinements they despise.

JcK-kcy, whose manly high cheek bones to croivn,

With freckles spotted flamed the golden down,
With nicikle art could on the bagpipes play.

Even from the rising to the setting day ;

Sawney as long without remorse could bawl
Home's madrigals, and ditties from Fingal

:

Oft at his strains, all natural though rude,

The Highland lass forgot her want of food.

And, whilst she scratched her lover into rest,

Sunk pleased, though hungry, on her Sawney's breast.

Far as the eye could reach no tree was seen.

Earth, clad in russet, scorned the lively green :

The plague of locusts they secure defy.

For in three hours a grasshopper must die

:

No living thing, whate'er its food, feasts there,

But the chameleon who can feast on air.

No birds, except as birds of passage flew;

No bee was known to hum, no dove to coo :

No streams, as amber smooth, as amber clear,

Were seen to glide, or heard to warble here :

Rebellion's spring, which through the country ran.

Furnished with bitter draughts the steady clan :

No flowers embalmed the air, but one white rose.

Which, on the tenth of June,* by instinct blows
;

By instinct blows at mom, and, when the shades

Of drizzly eve prevail, by instinct fades.

In the same poem Churchill thus alludes to himself:

Me, whom no muse of heavenly birth inspires.

No judgment tempers, when rash genius tires
;

Who boast no merit but mere knack of rhyme.

Short gleams of sense and satire out of time
;

Who cannot follow where trim fancy leads

By prattling streams, o'er flower-impurpled meads
;

Who often, but without success, have prayed

For apt .Alliteration's artful aid
;

Who would, but cannot, with a master's skill,

Coin fine new epithets which mean no ill

;

Me, thus uncouth, thus every way unfit

For pacing poesy, and ambling wit.

Taste with contempt beholds, nor deigns to place

Amongst the lowest of her favoured race.

The characters of Garrick, &c., in the liosciad, have
now ceased to interest ; but some of these rough
pen-and-ink sketches of Churchill are liappily e.\e-

cuted. Smollett, who he believed had attacked him
in the Critici Review, he alludes to with mingled

approbation and ridicule

—

Whence could arise this mighty critic spleen,

The muse a trifler, and her theme so mean \

^\'hat had I done thaf angry heaven should send

The bitterest foe where most I wished a friend

!

Oft hath my tongue been wanton at thy name.
And bailed the honours of thy matchless fame.

For me let hoary Fielding bite the ground.

So nobler Pickle stands superbly bound
;

From Livy's temples tear the historic crown.

Which with more justice blooms upon thine own.

Compared with thee, be all life-writers dumb.
But he who wrote the Life of Tommy Thumb.
Whoever read the Regicide but swore

The author wrote as man ne'er wrote before

!

Others for plots and under plots may call.

Here's the right method—have no plot at all !

Of Hogarth—

In walks of humour, in that cast of style.

Which, probing to the quick, yet makes us smile

;

* The birth-day of tho old Chevalier. It used to he a (jreat

object with the gardener of a Scottish Jacobite family of thoae

divys to have the Stuart emblem in blow by the tenth of Jime.

In comedy, his natural road to fame.

Nor let me call it by a meaner name.
Where a beginning, middle, and an end
Are aptly joined ; where parts on parts depend.
Each made for cTch, a^ bodies for their soul.

So as to form one true and perfect whole.

Where a plain story to the eye is told,

Which we conceive the moment we behold,

Hogarth unrivalled stands, and shall engage
Unrivalled praise to the most distant age.

In 'Night,' Churchill thus gaily addressed his friend

Lloyd on the proverbi:d poverty of poets :

—

What is't to us, if ta.xes rise or fall?

Thanks to our fortune, we pay none at all.

Let muckworms, who in dirty acres dejil.

Lament those hardships which we cannot feel.

Ilis Grace, who smarts, may bellow if lie please,

But must I bellow too, who sit at ease i

By custom s.afe, the poet's numbers flow

Free as the light atid air some years ago.

No statesman e'er will find it worth his pains
To tax our labours and excise our brains.

Burthens like these, vile earthly buildings bear;
No tribute's laid on castles in the air

!

The reputation of Chm-chill was also an aerial struc-
ture. ' No English poet,' says Southey, ' had ever
enjoyed so excessive and so short- lived a popularity

;

and indeed no one seems more thoroughly to have
understood his own powers ; there is no indication
in any of his pieces that he could have done any
thing better than the thing he did. To Wilkes he
said, that nothing came out till he began to be pleased
with it himself; but, to the public, he boasted of the
haste and carelessness with which his verses were
poured forth.

Had I the power, I could not have the time,
M'hile spirits flow, and life is in her prime.
Without a sin 'gainst pleasure, to design

A plan, to methodise each thought, each line,

Highly to finish, and make every grace
In itself charming, take new charms from place.
Nothing of books, and little known of men.
When the mad fit comes on I seize the pen ;

Rough as they run, the rapid thoughts set down.
Rough as they run, discharge them on the town.

Popularity which is easily gained, is lost as easily

;

such reputations resembling the lives of insects,
whose shortness of existence is compensated by its

proportion of enjoyment. lie perhaps imagined
that his genius would preserve his subjects, as spices
preserve a mummy, and that tlie individuals whom
he had eulogised or stigmatised would go down to
posterity in his verse, as an old admiral comes liome
from the West Indies in a puncheon of rum : he did
not consider that the nmi is rendered loathsome, and
that the spices with which the Pharaohs and Poti-
ph.ars were embalmed, wasted their sweetness in the
catacombs. But, in this part of his conduct, there
was no want of worldly prudence: he was enriching
himself by hasty writings, for which the immediate
sale was in proportion to the bitterness and perso-
nality of the satire.'

MICHAEL BRUCE.

Michael Bruce—a young and lamented Scottish
poet of rich promise—was born at Kinnesswood,

'

parish of Portmoak, county of Kinross, on the 27th
of March 1746. His father was a humble trades-
man, a weaver, who was burdened witli a family of
eight children, of whom the poet was the fifth. The
dreariest poverty and obscurity hung over the poet's
infancy, but the elder Bruce was a good and pious
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ninn, and trainiil all liis cliililren to a knowkilgt; of

tlii'ir letters, and a deep sense of relijlioiis duty. In

the summer montlis Alieliael «as put out to lierd

tattle. His eilucation was retarded l>y this employ-

ment ; but his training as a poet was iKMiefited by

solitary eonuunnion with nature, amidst scenery

that overlooked I^chleven and its fine old ruined

castle. When lie had arrived at his fifteenth year,

the poet was judged fit for college, and at this time

a relation of his fjither died, leaving him a leg.acy of

200 merks Scots, or illl, 2s. 2d. sterling. This sum
the olii man piously devotea to the education of his

favourite son. who proceeded with it to Edinburgh,

and was enrolled a student of the university. Michael

was soon ilistinguished for his proficiency, and for

liis taste for poetry. Having been three sessions at

college. suppt)rfcd by his parents and some kind

friends and neighbours, Bruce engaged to teach a

school at Gairney Bridge, where he received for his

labour? about £11 per annum '. He afterwards re-

moved to Forest Hill, near Alloa, where he taught

for some time with no better success. His school-

room was low-roofed and damp, and the poor youth,

confined for five or six hours a-day in this unwhole-
some atmosphere, depressed by poverty and disap-

pointment, soon lost health ami spirits. He wrote

ids poem of Lochleven at Forest Hill, but was at

length forced to return to his father's cottage, which
he never again left. A pulmonary complaint had
settled on him, and he was in the last stage of

consumption. With death full in his view, he wrote

his Ode to Spring, the finest of all his productions.

He was pious and cheerful to the last, and died on

the .5th of July 1767. aged twenty-one years and
three months. His Bible was found upon his pillow,

marked down at Jer. x.xii. 10, ' Weep ye not for

the dead, neither bemoan him.' So blameless a life

could not indeed be contemplated without pleasure,

but its premature termination must have been a

heavy blow to his aged parents, who had struggled

in their poverty to nurture his youthful genius.

Bmce'a Monument in Portmoak Churchyard.

The poems of Bruce were first given to the world

by his college friend John Logan, in 1770, who
warmly eulogised the character and talents of his

brother poet. They were reprinted in 1784, and

afterwards included in Anderson's edition of the
poets. The late venerable and iK'iicvolent Principal

Baird, in 1807, published an edition by subscription

for the benefit of Bruce's mother, then a willow. In
18.'!7, a complete edition of the poems was brought
out, with a life of the author from original sources,

by the Kev, William Mackelvie, Balgedic, Kinrosa-
shire. In this full and interesting memoir ample
reparation is made to the injured shade of Michael
Bruce for any neglect or injustice done to liis poetical

fame by his early friend Logan. Had Bruce lived,

it is probable he would have taken a high place
among our national poets. He was gifted with the
requisite enthusiasm, fancy, and love of nature.

There was a moral beauty in his life and character
which would naturally have expanded itself in

poetical composition. The pieces he has left have
all the marks of youth ; a style only half-formed
and immature, and resemblances to other poets, so

close and frequent, that the reader is constantly

stumbling on some familiar image or expression.

In ' Lochleven,' a descriptive poem in blank verse, he
has taken Thomson as his model. The opening is

a paraphrase of the commencement of Thomson's
Spring, and epithets taken from the Seasons occur

throughout tlie whole poem, with traces of Milton,

Ossian &c. The following passage is the most ori-

ginal and pleasing in the poem :

—

[A Itural Picture.^

Now sober Industry, illustrious power !

Hath raised the peaceful cottage, calm abode
Of innocence and joy : now, sweating, guides
The shining ploughshare ; tames the stubborn soil

;

Leads the long drain along the unfertile marsh

;

Bids the bleak hill with vernal verdure bloom,
The haunt of flocks ; and clothes the barren heath
With waving harvests and the golden grain.

Fair from his hand behold the village rise,

In rural pride, 'mong intermingled trees I

Above whose aged tops the joyful swains,

At even-tide descending from the hill,

With eye enamoured, mark the many wreaths
Of pillared smoke, high curling to the clouds.

The streets resound with Labour's various voice,

Who whistles at his work. Gay on the green,

Young blooming boys, and girls with golden hair,

Trip, nimble-footed, wanton in their play,

The village hope. All in a reverend row,

Their gray-haired grandsires, sitting in the sun,
Before the gate, and leaning on the staff,

The well-remembered stories of their youth
Recount, and shake their aged locks with joy.

How fair a prospect rises to the eye,

W^here Beauty vies in all her vernal forms,

For ever pleasant, and for ever new !

Swells the exulting thought, expands the soul.

Drowning each ruder care ; a blooming train

C)f bright ideas rushes on the mind.
Imagination rouses at the scene

;

And backward, through the gloom of ages past.
Beholds ,\rcadia, like a rural queen,
Kncirded with her swains and rosy nymphs.
The mazy dance conducting on the green.
Nor yield to old Arcadia's blissful vales

Thine, gentle Leven ! Green on either hand
Thy meadows spread, unbroken of the plough.
With beauty all their own. Thy fields rejoice
With all the riches of the golden ytar.

Fat on the plain, and mountain's sunnv side.

Large droves of oxen, and the fleecy flocks,

Feed undisturbed ; .and fill the echoing air
With music, grateful to the master's ear.

The traveller stops, and gazes round and round
O'er all the scenes, that animate his heart
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With mirth and inu-^ic. Kven tlie lucudicant,
Bowln'iit with age, that on the oM gray atone,

Sole sitting, suns him in the imblio way,
Feels liis heart leap, and to himself he sings.

The conclusion of the poem gives us another picture
of rural life, with a pathetic glance at the poet's own
condition :

—

[ Virtue and Happiness in the Country.
'\

How blest the man who, in these peaceful ])lain8,

Ploughs his paternal field ; far from the noise,

The care, and bustle of a busy world!

All in the sacred, sweet, sequestered vale
Of solitude, the secret primrose-path

Of rural life, he dwells ; and with him dwells

Peace and content, twins of the sylvan shade,
And all the graces of the golden age.

Such is Agricola, the wise, the good
;

By nature formed for the calm retreat.

The silent path of life. Learned, but not fraught
With self-importance, as the starched fool.

Who challenges respect by solemn face.

By studied accent, and high-sounding phrase.

Enamoured of the shade, but not morose.

Politeness, raised in courts by frigid rules,

With him spontaneous grows. Not books alone,

But man his study, and the better jiart

;

To tread the ways of virtue, and to act

The various scenes of life with God's applause.

Deep in the bottom of the flowery vale,

With blooming sallows and the leafy twine

Of verdant alders fenced, his dwelling stands
Complete in rural elegance. The door,

By which the poor or pilgrim never passed.

Still open, speaks the master*8 bounteous heart.

There, how sweet I amid the fragrant shrubs.

At evening cool to sit ; while, on their bought,

The nested songsters twitter o*er their young;
And the hoarse low of folded cattle breaks
The silence, wafted o'er the sleeping lake.

Whose waters glow beneath the purple tinge

Of western cloud ; while converse sweet deceives

The stealing foot of time ! Or where the ground,
Mounded irregular, points out the graves

Of our forefathers, and the hallowed fane.

Where swains assembling worship, let us walk.
In softly-soothing melancholy thought,

As night's seraphic bard, immortal Young,
Or sweet-complaining Gray ; there see the goal

Of human life, where drooping, faint, and tired,

Oft missed the prize, the weary racer rests.

Thus sung the youth, amid unfertile wilds

And nameless deserts, unpoetic ground 1

Far from his friends he strayed, recoi'ding thus
The dear remembrance of his native 6elds,

To cheer the tedious night ; while slow disease

Preyed on his pining vitals, and the blasts

Of dark December shook his humble cot.

Tiic Last Day is another poem by Bruce in blank
verse, but is inferior to * Lochleven.' The want of
originality is more felt on a subject exhausted by
Milton, Young, and Blair ; but even in tliis, as in his

other works, the warmth of feeling and graceful
freedom of expression which characterise Bruce are
Been and felt. In ptX'tical beauty and energy, as in

biographical interest, his latest effort, the Elegy^
must ever rank the first in his productions. With
some weak lines ami borrowed ideas, this poem has
an air of strength and ripened maturity that power-
fully impresses the reader, and leaves liim to

wonder at the fortitude of the youth, who, in strains

of such sensil)ility and genius, could descrilx; the

cheerful appearances of nature, and the certainty of

his own speedy dissolution.

Elcijy— Written in Spri7iff.

'Tis past: the iron North has spent his rage;
Stem Winter now resigns the lengthening day;

The stormy bowlings of the winds assuage.

And warm o'er ether western breezes play.

Of genial heat and cheerful light the source.

From southern climes, beneath another sky.

The sun, returning, wheels his golden course;

Before his beams all noxious vapours fly.

Far to the north grim Winter draws his train.

To his own clime, to Zemhla's frozen shore

;

Where, throned on ice, he holds eternal reign
;

Where whirlwinds madden, and where tempests
roar.

Loosed from the bands of frost, the verdant ground
Again puts on her robe of cheerful green,

Again puts forth her flowers ; and all around
Smiling, the cheerful face of spring is seen.

Behold ! the trees new deck their withered boughs

;

Their ample leaves, the hospitable plane,

The taper elm, and lofty ash disclose
;

The blooming hawthorn variegates the scene.

The lily of the vale, of flowers the queen,

Puts on the robe she neither sewed nor spun
;

The birds on ground, or on the branches green,

Hop to and fro, and glitter in the sun.

Soon as o'er eastern hills the morning peers.

From her low nest the tufted lark upsprings;

And, cheerful singing, up the air she steers

;

Still high she mounts, still loud and sweet she sings.

On the green furze, clothed o'er with golden blooms
That fill the air with fragrance all around.

The linnet sitfJ, and tricks his glossy plumes,
While o'er the wild his broken notes resound.

While the sun journeys down the western sky,

Along the green sward, marked with Roman mound,
Beneath the blithsome shepherd's watchful eye,

The cheerful lambkins dance and frisk around.

Now is the time for those who wisdom love.

Who love to walk in Virtue's flowery road,
Along the lovely paths of spring to rove.

And follow Nature up to Nature's God.

Thus Zoroaster studied Nature's laws ;

Thus Socrates, the wisest of mankind
;

Thus heaven-taught Plato traced the Almighty cause.
And left the wondering multitude behind.

Thus Ashley gathered academic bays;
Thus gentle Thomson, as the seasons roll,

Taught them to sing the great Creator's praise,

And bear their poet's name from pole to pole.

Thus have I walked along the dewy lawn

;

My frequent foot the blooming wild hath worn
;

Before the lark I've sung the beauteous dawn,
And gathered health from all the gales of mom.

And, even when winter chilled the aged year,
I wandered lonely o'er the hoary plain :

Though frosty Boreas warned me to forbear,

Boreas, with all his tempests, warned in vain.

Then, sleep my nights, and quiet blessed my days;
I feared no loss, my mind was all my store;

No anxious wishes e'er disturbed my ease
;

Heaven gave content and health— I asked no more.

Now, Spring returns: but not to me returns

The vernal joy niy better years have known
;

Dim in my breast life's dying taper burns,

And all the joys of life with health are flown.
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Starting and shivcrinj; in the inconstant wind,

Meajn* and pale, the ghtwt of what 1 was.

Beneath some blasted tree I lie reclined.

And count the silent momenta as they pass

:

The winged moments, whose unstaying speed

No art can stop, or in their course arrest

;

Whose flight shall shortly count me with the dead.

And lay me down in peace with them at rest.

Oft morning dreams presage approaching fate
;

And morning dreams, aa poets tell, are true.

Led by pale ghosts, I enter Death's dark gate,

And bid the realiiis of light and life adieu.

I hear the helpless wail, the shriek of wo ;

I see the muddy ware, the dreary shore.

The sluggish streams that slowly creep below,

Which mortals visit, and return no more.

Farewell, ye blooming 6elds ! ye cheerful plains !

Enough for me the churchyard's lonely mound,

Where melancholy with still silence reigns,

And the rank grass waves o'er the cheerless ground.

There let me wander at the shut of eve.

When sleep sits dewy on the labourer's eyes :

The world and all its busy follies leave.

And talk with Wisdom where my Daphnis lies.

There let me sleep, forgotten in the clay.

When death shall shut these weary aching eyes

;

Rest in the hopes of an eternal day.

Till the long night is gone, and the last mom arise.

JOHN LOGAN.

Mr D'Isracli, in his ' Calamities of Authors,' has

included the name of John Logan as one of those

unfortunate men of genius whose life has been

marked by disappointment and misfortune. He
had undoubtedly formed to himself a high standard

of literary excellence and ambition, to which he

never attained; but there is no evidence to warrant

the assertion that Logan died of a broken heart.

From one source of depression and misery he was
happily exempt : though he died at the early age

of forty, he left behind him a sura of £600. Logan
was born at Soutra, in the parish of Fala, Mid-
Lothian, in 1748. His father, a small farmer, edu-

cated him for the church, and, after he had obtained

a license to preach, he distinguished himself so

much by his pulpit eloquence, that he was appointed

one of the ministers of South Leith. He after-

wards read a course of lectures on the Philosophy

of History in Edinburgh, the substance of which he

published in 1781 ; and next year he gave to the

public one of his lectures entire on the Government

of Asia. The same year he published his poems,

which were well received; and in 1783 he produced

a tragedy called Rutmimalc, founded on the signing

of Magna Charta. His parishioners were opposed

to such an exercise of his talents, and unfortunately

Logan had lapsed into irregular and dissipated

habits. The cimsequence was, that he resigned his

charge on receiving a small annuity, and proceeded

to London, where he resided till his death in De-

cember 1788. J)uring his residence in London,

LKigan was a contributor to the Knglisli Review,

and wrote a pamphlet on the Charges Against War-
ren Hastings, which attracted some notice. Among
his nianuscripts were found several unfinished tra-

gedies, thirty lectures on Roman history, portions

of a periodical work, and a collection of sermons,

from wliich two volumes were selected and pub-

lished by his executors. The sermons are warm

and iiassionate, full of piety and fervour, and must
have been highly impressive when delivered.

One act in the literary life of Logan we have
already adverted to—his publication of the poems
of Michael Bruce. His conduct as an editor cannot
be justified. He left out several pieces by Bruce,
and, as he states in his preface, * to make up a mis-
cellany,' poems by different authors were inserted.

Tlie best of these he claimed, and published after-

wards as his own. The friends of Bruce, indignant
at his conduct, have since endeavoured to snatch
this laurel from his brows, and considerable uncer-
tainty hangs over the question. With respect to

the most valuable piece in the collection, the Ode
to the Cuckoo—' magical stanzas,' says D'Israeli,

and all will echo the praise, 'of picture, melody,
and sentiment,' and which Burke admired so much,
that on visiting Edinburgh, he sought out Logan
to compliment him—with respect to this beautiful

effusion of fancy and feeling, the evidence seems to

be as follows :—In favour of Logan, there is the open
publication of the ode under his own name; the

fact of his having shown it in manuscript to several

friends before its publication, and declared it to be

his composition ; and that, during the whole of his

life, his claim to be the author was not disputed.

On the other hand, in favour of Bruce, there is the
oral testimony of his relations and friends, that they
always understood him to be the author ; and the

written evidence of Dr Davidson, Professor of Na-
tural and Civil History, Aberdeen, that he saw a copy
of the ode in the possession of a friend of Bruce, Mr
Bickerton, who assured him it was in the handwrit-
ing of Bruce ; that this copy was signed ' Michael
Bruce,' and below it were written the words, ' You
will think I might have been better employed than
writing about a gowh^—[Anglice, cuckoo.] It is

unfavourable to the case of Log.in, that he retained

some of the manuscripts of Bruce, and his conduct

throughout the whole affair was careless and unsa-

tisfactory. Bruce's friends also claim for him some
of the hymns published by Logan as his own, and
they show that the unfortunate young bard h-ad

applied himself to compositions of this kind, though
none appeared in his works as published by Logan.
The truth here seems to be. that Bruce was the

founder, and Logan the perfecter, of these exquisite

devotional strains : the former supplied stanzas

which the latter extended into poems, imparting to

the whole a finished elegance and beauty of diction

which certainly Bruce does not seem to have been

capable of giving. Without adverting to the dis-

puted ode, the best of Logan's productions are his

verses on a Visit to the Country tn Autunm, his half

dramatic poem of The Lovers, and his ballad stanzas

on the Braes of Yarrow. A vein of tenderness and
mor.T.1 sentiment runs through the whole, and his

language is select and poetical. In some lines On
Oie Death of a Young Lady, we have the following

true and touching exclamation :

—

What tragic tears bedew the eye

!

What deaths we suffer ere we die !

Our broken friendships we deplore.

And loves of youth that are no more \

No after-friendships e'er can raise

The endearments of our early days,

And ne'er the heart <tuch fondness prove.

As when it first began to love.

To the CWi-oo.

Hail, beauteous stranger of the grove I

Thou messenger of Spring

!

Now Heaven repairs thy rural seat.

And woods thy welcome sing.
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What time the daisy deck« the green,

Thy certain voice we hear

;

Hast thou a star to guide thy path,

Or mark the rolling year!

Delightful visitant ! with thee

I hail the time of flowers,

And hear the sound of music sweet

From birds among the bowers.

The schoolboy, wandering through the wood
To pull the primrose gay,

Starts, the new voice of spring to hear,*

And imitates thy lay.

What time the pea puts on the bloom,

Thou fliest thy vocal vale,

An annual guest in other lauds.

Another Spring to hail.

Sweet bird ! thy bower is ever green,

Thy sky is ever clear
;

Thou hast no sorrow in thy song,

No Winter in thy year !

could 1 fly, I'd fly with thee!

We'd make, with joyful wing,

Our annual visit o'er the globe.

Companions of the Spring.

[ Writlen in a Vi^it to the Country m AiUwmn.']

•Tis past ! no more the Summer blooms I

Ascending in the rear,

Behold congenial Autumn comes.

The Sabbath of the year

!

What time thy holy whispers breathe.

The pensive evening shade beneath,

And twilight consecrates the floods

;

While nature strips her garment gay.

And wears the vesture of decay,

let me wander through the sounding woods

!

Ah ! well-known streams !—ah ! wonted groves.

Still pictured in my mind !

Oh ! sacred scene of youthful loves,

Whose image lives behind !

While sad I ponder on the past.

The joys that must no longer last

;

The wild-flower strown on Summer's bier,

The dying music of the grove,

And the last elegies of love,

Dissolve the soul, and draw the tender tear

!

Alas ! the hospitable hall.

Where youth and friendship played,

Wide to the winds a ruined wall

Projects a death-like shade

!

The charm is vanished from the vales

;

No voice with virgin-whisper hails

A stranger to his native bowers :

No more Arcadian mountains bloom.

Nor F.nna valleys breathe perfume

;

The fancied Eden fades with all its flowers !

Companions of the youthful scene.

Endeared from earliest days 1

With whom I sported on the green,

Or roved the woodland maze

!

* This line oriRinally stood—

• Starts thy curious voice to hear,*

which WM probably altered by Logan as defective In quantity.

* Curious may be a Bcnttieihm, bvit it is felicitous. It marliS

tbe unusual resemblance of the note of the cuckoo to the

human voice, tho cause of the start and imitation wliieh follow.

Whereas the " new voice of spring" is not true ; for many voices

in spring precede that of the cuckoo, and it is not l>cculinr or

triking, nor docs it connect cither with the ttari or imitation.'

—you by Lord Mackmiic (»im o/tM ' Man qfFeeling') in lirticc't

Pmvu, h]/ Rtv. W. MacMvit,

Long-exiled from your native clime.

Or by the thunder stroke of time

.Snatched to the shadows of despair

;

1 hear your voices in the wind.

Your forms in every walk I find

;

1 stretch my arms : ye vanish into air

!

My steps, when innocent and young,
These fairy paths pursued

;

And wandering o'er the wild, I sung
My fancies to the wood.

I mourned the linnet-lover's fate,

(_)r turtle from her murdered mate.
Condemned the widowed hours to wail

:

Or while the mournful vision rose,

I sought to weep for imaged woes,

Nor real life believed a tragic tale t

Alas ! misfortune's cloud unkind
May summer soon o'ercast

!

And cruel fate's untimely wind
All human beauty blast

!

The wrath of nature smites our bowers,

And promised fruits and cherished flowera.

The hopes of life in embryo sweeps j

Pale o'er the ruins of his prime.

And desolate before his time.

In silence sad the mourner walks and weeps 1

Relentless power ! whose fated stroke

O'er wretched man prevails !

Ha! love's eternal chain is broke.

And friendship's covenant fails!

Upbraiding forms! a moment's ease

—

memory ! how shall I appease

The bleeding shade, the unlaid ghost I

What charm can bind the gushing eye,

What voice console the incessant sigh,

.\nd everlasting longings for the losti

Yet not unwelcome waves the wood
That hides me in its gloom,

While lost in melancholy mood
I muse upon the tomb.

Their chequered leaves the branches shed

;

Whirling in eddies o'er my head,

They sadly sigh that Winter's near:

The warning voice I hear behind.

That shakes the wood without a wind.

And solemn sounds the death-bell of the year.

Nor will I court Lethean streams.

The sorrowing sense to steep
;

Nor drink oblivion of the themes
On which I love to weep.

Belated oft by fabled rill.

While nightly o'er the hallowed hill

At?rial music seems to mourn ;

I'll listen Autumn's closing strain;

Then woo the walks of youth again.

And pour my sorrows o'er the untimely urn I

Complaint of Nature.

Few are thy days and full of wo,

nmn of woman bom I

Thy doom is written, dust thou art,

And shalt to dust return.

Determined are the days that fly

Successive o'er thy head
;

The numbered hour is on the wing

That lays thee with the dead.

Alas ! the little day of life

Is shorter than a span ;

Yet black with thousand hidden ill*

To miserable man.
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Gay is thy nioniing, flatteriiif; hope
Thy sprightly step attends ;

But soon the tempest howls behind,

And the dark night descends.

Before its splendid hour the cloud
Comes o'er the beam of light

;

A pilgrim in a weary land,

^lan tarries but a night.

Behold ! sad emblem of thy state.

The flowers that paint the field

;

Or trees that crown the mountain's brow,

And boughs and blossoms yield.

When chill the bla.st of Winter blows,

Away the Summer flies.

The flowers resign their sunny robes.

And all their beauty dies.

Nipt by the year the forest fades ;

And shaking to the wind,

The leaves toss to and fro, and streak

The wilderness behind.

The Winter past, reviving flowers

Anew shall paint the plain.

The woods shall hear the voice of Spring,

And flourish green again.

But man departs this earthly scene.

Ah ! never to return !

No second Spring shall e'ei revive

The ashes of the urn.

The inexorable doors of death
What hand can e'er unfold?

Who from the cerements of the tomb
Can raise the human mould

!

The mifrhty flood that rolls along
Its torrents to the main,

The waters lost can ne'er recall

From that abyss again.

The days, the years, the ages, dark
Descending down to night.

Can never, never be redeemed
Back to the gates of light.

So man departs the living scene,

To night's perpetual gloom
;

The voice of morning ne'er shall break
The slumbers of the tomb.

Wliere are our fathers ! Whither gone
The mighty men of old ?

* The patriarchs, prophets, princes, kings.

In sacred books enrolled t

Gone to the resting-pLice of man,
The everla-sting home,

\\*here ages past have gone before.

Where future ages corae.'

Thus nature poured the wail of wo,
And urged her earnest cry

;

Her voice, in agony extreme.
Ascended to the sky.

The Almighty heard : then from his throne

In majesty he rose
;

And from the Heaven, that opened wide.

His voice in mercy flows.

' When mortal man resigns his breath,

And falls a clod of clay.

The soul immortal wings its flight

To never-setting day.

Prepared of old for wicked men
The bed of torment lies

;

The just shall enter into bliss

Immortal in the skies.'

The above hymn has been claimed for Michael
Bruce by Mr Alackelvie, his biographer, on the faith
of 'internal evidence,' because two of the stanzas
resemble a fragment in the handwriting of Bruce.
We subjoin the stanzas and the fragment :^

When chill the blast of winter blows.
Away the summer flies,

The flowers resign their sunny robes.

And all their beauty dies.

Nipt by the year the forest fades.

And, shaking to the wind,
The leaves toss to and fro, and streak
The wilderness behind.

' The hoar-frost glitters on the ground, the frequent
leaf falls from the wood, and tosses to and fro down
on the wind. The summer is gone with all his

flowers ; summer, the season of the muses
; yet not

the more cease I to wander where the muses haunt
near spring or shadowy grove, or sunny hilL It

was on a calm morning, while yet the darkness
strove with the doubtful twilight, I rose and walked
out under the opening eyelids of the morn.'

If the originality of a poet is to be questioned on
the ground of such resemblances as the above, what
modern is safe? The images in both pieces are
common to all descriptive poets. Bruce's Ossianic
fragment is patched with expressions from Milton,
which are neither marked as quotations nor printed
as poetry. The reader will easily recollect the fol-

lowing :

—

Yet not the more
Cease I to wander where the Muses haunt
Clear spring or shady grove, or sunny hill.

Par. Loil, Book lil

Together both, ere the high lawns appeared
Under the opening eyelids of the morn.
We drove afield.

Lycidat.

THOMAS WARTOM.

The Wartons, like the Beaumonts, were a poeti-

cal race. Thomas, the historian of English poetry,
was the second son of Dr Warton of Magdalen
college, Oxford, who was twice chosen Professor of
Poetry by his university, and who wrote some pleas-
ing verses, half scholastic and half sentimental A
sonnet by the elder Warton is worthy being tran-
scribed, for ita strong family likeness :

—

[ Written after Keing Windsor Castle.^

From beauteous Windsor's high and storied halls.

Where Edward's chiefs start from the glowing walls,
To my low cot from ivory beds of state.

Pleased I return unenvious of the great.

So the bee ranges o'^r the varied scenes

Of com, of heaths, of fallows, and of greens,

Pen'ades the thicket, soars above the hill.

Or murmurs to the meadow's murmuring rill

:

Now haunts old hollowed oaks, deserted cells.

Now seeks the low vale lily's silver bells
;

Sips the warm fragrance of the greenhouse bowers.
And tastes the myrtle and the citron's flowers

;

At length returning to the wonted comb.
Prefers to all his little straw-built home.

The poetry-professor died in 1745. His tastes, his
love of poetry, and of the university, were continued
by his son Thomas, born in 1728. At sixteen,
Thomas Warton was entered of Trinity college. He
began early to write verses, and his Pleasures of
Melancholy, published when he was nineteen, gave a
promise of excellence which his riper productions
did not fulfil Having taken his degree, Warton
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ohtiiinc'il a fulluwsliip, and in 1757 was appointed

J*rofossor of Pot/try. Hu was also curate of Wood-
stock, and rector of Kiddington, a small living near

Oxford. The even tenor of his life was only varied

by liis occasional publications, one of which was an

elaborate Essay on Spenser's Faery Queen. He also

edited the minor poems of Milton, an edition which
Leigh Hunt says is a wilderness of sweets, and is the

only one in which a true lover of the original can

pardon an exuberance of annotation. Some of the

notes are highly poetical, while others display War-
ton's taste for antiquities, for architecture, super-

stition, and his intimate acquaintance with the old

Elizabethan writers. A still more important work,

the History of English Poetry, forms the basis of his

reputation. In this history Warton poured out in

profusion the treasures of a full mind. His antiqua-

rian lore, his love of antique manners, and his chi-

valrous feelings, found appropriate exercise in tracing

the stream of our poetry from its first fountain-

springs, down to the luxuriant reign of Elizabeth,

which he justly styled 'the most poetical age of our

annals.' Pope and Gray had planned schemes of a

history of English poetry, in which the authors were
to be arranged according to their style and merits.

Warton adopted the chronological arrangement, as

giving freer exertion for research, and as enabling

him to exhibit, without transposition, the gradual

improvements of our poetry, and the progression of

our language. The untiring industry and learning

of the poet-historian accumulated a mass of ma-
terials equally valuable and curious. His work is a

vast store-house of facts connected with our early

literature ; and if he sometimes wanders from his

subject, or overlays it with extraneous details, it

should be remembered, as his latest editor, Mr Price,

remarks, that new matter was constantly arising,

and that Warton ' was the first adventurer in the

extensive region through which he journied, and into

which the usual pioneers of literature had scarcely

penetrated.' It is to be regretted that Warton's
plan excluded the drama, which forms so rich a
source of our early imaginative literature; but this

defect has been partly supplied by Mr Collier's

Annals of the Stage. On the death of Whitehead in

1785, Warton was appointed poet-laureate. His
learning gave dignity to an office usually held in

small esteem, and which in our day has been wisely

converted into a sinecure. The same year he was
made Camden Professor of History. While pursu-
ing his antiquarian and literary researches, Warton
was attacked with gout, and his enfeebled healtli

yielded to a stroke of paralysis in 1790. Notwith-
standing the classic stiffness of his poetry, and his

full-blown academical honours, Warton appears to

have been an easy companionable man, who de-
lighted to unbend in common society, and especially
with boys. ' During his visits to his brother, Dr
J. Warton (master of Winchester school), the reve-
rend professor became an associate and confidant in

all the sports of the schoolboys. Wlien engaged
with them in some culinary occupation, and when
alarmed by the sudden approach of the master, he
has been known to hide himself in a dark corner of
the kitchen ; and has been dragged from thence by
the doctor, who had taken him for some great boy.
He also used to lielp the boys in their exercises,
generally putting in as many faults as would dis-

guise the assistance."* If there was little dignity in

this, there was something better—a kindliness of dis-

position and freshness of feeling which all would
wish to retain.

The poetry of Warton is deficient in natural ex-

* Tide Campbell's Specimena, seoond edition, p. eiO.

pression and general interest, but some tjf his longer

pieces, by their martial spirit and Gothic fancy, are

calculated to awaken a stirring and romantic enthu-

sia.ini. Hazlitt considered some of his sonnets the

finest in the language, and they seem to have caught
the fancy of Coleridge and Bowles. The following

are picturesque and graceful;

—

Written in a Blaitlc Leaf of Dugdal^i Monastiam.

Deem not devoid of elegance the sage.

By Fancy's genuine feelings unbeguiled

Of painful pedantry, the poring child,

Who turns of the&e proud domes the historic page,

Now sunk by Time, and Henry's fiercer rage.

Think'st thou the warbling muses never smiled

On his lone hours 1 Ingenious views engagf

His thoughts on themes unclassic falsely styled,

Intent. While cloistered piety displays

Her mouldering roll, the piercing eye explores

New manners, and the pomp of elder days.

Whence culls the pensive bard his pictured stores.

Not rough nor barren are the winding ways
Of hoar antiquity, but strewn with flowers.

On Beviaiting the Hirer Loddon.

Ah ! what a weary race ray feet have run

Since first 1 trod tliy banks with alders crowned,

And thought my way was all through fairy ground,

Beneath the azure sky and golden sun

—

When first my muse to lisp her notes begun !

While pensive memory traces back the round
W^hich fills the varied interval between;
Much pleasure, more of sorrow marks the scene.

Sweet native stream ! those skies and suns so pure,

No more return to cheer my evening roadi

Yet still one joy remains, that not obscure

Nor useless, all my vacant days have flowed

From youth's gay dawn to manhood's prime mature,

Nor with the muse's laurel unbestowed.

On Sir Joshua ReyTwldia Painted Window at Oxford.

Ye brawny Prophets, that in robes so rich.

At distance due, possess the crisped niche ;

Ye rows of Patriarchs that, sublimely reared,

Diffuse a proud primeval length of beard :

Ye Saints, who, clad in crimson*s bright array.

More pride than humble poverty display :

Ye Virgins meek, that wear the palmy cro^vn

Of patient faith, and yet so fiercely frown :

Ye Angels, that from clouds of gold recline.

But boast no semblance to a race divine

:

Ye tragic Tales of legendary lore.

That draw devotion's ready tear no more

;

Ye Martyrdoms of unenlightened days.

Ye Miracles that now no wonder raise
;

Shapes, that with one broad glare the gazer strike.

Kings, bishops, nuns, apostles, all alike !

Ye Colours, that the unwary sight amaze,
And only dazzle in the noontide blaze!

No more the sacred window's round disgrace.

But yield to Grecian groups the shining space.

Lo ! from the canvass Beauty shifts her throne;
Lo ! Picture's powers a new formation own

!

Behold, she prints upon the crj'stal plain.

With her oivn energy, the expressive stain 1

The mighty Master spreads his mimic toil

More wide, nor only blends the breathing oil

;

But calls the lineaments of life complete
From genial alchymy's creative heat

;

01)edient forms to the bright fusion gives,

While in the warm enamel Nature lives

Reynolds, 'tis thine, from the broad window's height,

To add new lustre to religious light

:
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Not of its pomp to strip this ancient shrine,

But bid that pomp with purer nidiancc shine

;

With arts unknown before, to reeoncile

The willing Gruees to the Gothic pile.

The HamleU—An Ode.

The hinds how blest, who, ne'er be*juiled

To quit their hamlet's hawthorn wild.

Nor haunt the crowd, nor tempt the main,
For splendid care, and guilty gain!

When morning's twilight-tinctured beam
Strikes their low thatch with slanting gleam,
They rove abroad in ether blue.

To dip the scythe in fragrant dew ;

The sheaf to bind, the beech to fell.

That nodding shades a craggy dell.

AFidst gloomy glades, in warbles clear.

Wild nature's sweetest notes they hear:
On green untrodden banks they view
The hyacinth's neglected hue :

In their lone haunts, and woodland roundfl.

They spy the squirrel's airy bounds
;

And startle from her ashen spray.

Across the glen the screaming jay

;

Each native charm their steps explore

Of Solitude's sequestered store.

For them the moon with cloudless ray
Mounts to illume their homeward way :

Their weary spirits to relieve.

The meadows incense breathe at eve.

No riot mars the simple fare.

That o*er a glimmering hearth they share :

But when the curfew's measured roar

Duly, the darkening valleys o'er,

Has echoed from the distant to^vn,

They wish no beds of cygnet-down,
No trophied canopies, to close

Their drooping eyes in quick repose.

Their little sons, who spread the bloom
Of health around the clay-built room,
Or through the primrosed coppice stray,

Or gambol in the new-mown hay ;

Or quaintly braid the cowslip-twine,

Or drive afield the tardy kine
;

Or hasten from the sultry hill.

To loiter at the shady rill
;

Or climb the tall pine's gloomy-creat,

To rob the raven's ancient nest.

Their humble porch with honied flowers.

The curling woodbine's shade embowers
;

From the small garden's thymy mound
Their bees in busy swarms resound :

Nor fell disease before his time.

Hastes to consume life's golden prime

:

But when their temples long have wore
The silver crown of tresses hoar

;

As studious still calm peace to keep,

Beneath a flowery turf they sleep.

JOSEPH WARTON.

The elder brother of Thomas Warton closely re-

sembled him in character and attainments. He
was born in 1722, and was the scIkm)!fellow of Col-

lins at Wincliester. lie was afterwards a commoner
of Oriel college, Oxford, and ordained on his father's

curacy at Basingstoke. He was also rector of Tam-
worth. In 1766 lie was appointed head master of

Wincliester school, to which were subsequently

added a prebend of St Paul's and of Winchester.

He survived liis brother ten years, dying in 1800.

Dr Joseph Warton early appeared as a poet, but is

considered by Mr Campbell as inferior to his brother

in the graphic and romantic style of composition at
which he aimed. His ihic to Fannj seems, liuwcver,
to be equal to all but a few pieces' of Tliomas War-
ton's. He was also editor of an edition of Pope's
works, which was favounibly reviewed by Johnson.
Warton was long intiniutc with Johnson, and a
member of his literary club.

To Fancy,

parent of each lovely muse 1

Thy spirit o'er my soul diff^use,

O'er all my artless songs preside.

My footsteps to thy temple guide.
To offer at thy tuiif-built shrine

In golden cups no costly wine,

No murdered fatling of the flock,

But flowers and honey from the rock.

O nymph with loosely-flowing hair.

With buskined leg, and bosom bare.

Thy waist with myrtle-girdle bound.
Thy brows with Indian feathers crowned,
Waving in thy snowy hand
An all-commanding magic wand.
Of power to bid fresh gardens grow
'Mid cheerless Lapland's barren snow.

Whose rapid wings thy flight convey
Through air, and over earth and sea,

While the various landscape lies

Conspicuous to thy piercing eyes!
lover of the desert, hail

!

Say in what deep and pathless vale,

Or on what hoary mountain's side,

'Midst falls of water, you reside
;

'Jlidst broken rocks a rugged scene,

With green and grassy dales between

;

'Midst forests dark of aged oak,

Ne'er echoing with the woodman's stroke,

Where never human heart appeared,
Nor e'er one straw-roofed cot was reared,

Where Nature seemed to ait alone,

Majestic on a craggy throne;
Tell me the path, sweet wanderer tell,

To thy unknown sequestered cell.

Where woodbines cluster round the door.

Where shells and moss o'erlay the floor,

And on whose top a hawthorn blows,

Amid whose thickly-woven bouglis

Some nightingale stiU builds her nest,

Each evening warbling tbee to rest

;

Then lay me by the haunted stream.

Wrapt in some wild poetic dream,
In converse while methinks I rove
With Spenser through a fairy grove;
Till suddenly awaked, I hear
Strange whispered music in my ear.

And my glad soul in bliss is drowned
By the sweetly-soothing sound !

Me, goddess, by the right-hand lead.

Sometimes through the yellow mead,
Where Joy and white-robed Peace resort,

And V'enus keeps her festive court

;

Where Mirth and Youth each evening meet,
And lightly trip with nimble feet,

Nodding their lily-crowned heads,

Where Laughter rose-liped Hebe leads ;

Where Echo walks steep hills among,
Listening to the shepherd's song.

Yet not these flowery fields ofjoy
Can long my pensive mind employ

;

Haste, Fancy, from these scenes of folly.

To meet the matron Melancholy,
Goddess of the tearful eye,

That loves to fold her arms and sigh

!

Let us with silent footsteps go
To chamels and the house of wo,
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Tn fiotliie churches, vaults, and tombs,

\\'hcre each wud night some virgin comes,

WUh throbbing breast, and faded cheek,

Her jiroiiiised bridegroom's urn to seek;

Or to some abbey's mouldering towers,

AVhere to avoid cold winter's showers,

The naked beggar shivering lies.

Whilst whistling tempests round her rise,

And trembles lest the tottering wall

Should on her sleeping infants fall.

Now let us louder strike the l)re,

For my heart glows with martial fire

;

I feel, I feel, with sudden heat,

My big tumultuous bosom beat

!

The trumpet's clangours pierce mine ear,

A thousaud widows shrieks I hear
;

* Give me another horse,' 1 cry,

Lo ! the base Gallic squadrons fly.

Whence is this rage ? What spirit, say,

To battle hurries me away ?

*Tis Fancv, in her fiery car.

Transports me to the thickest war,

There whirls me o'er the hills of slain.

Where Tumult and Destruction reign

;

Where, mad with pain, the wounded steed

Tramples the dying and the dead ;

Where giant Terror stalks around,

With sullen joy surveys the ground.

And, pointing to the ensanguined field.

Shakes his dreadful Gorgon shield !

! guide me from this horrid scene

To high-arched walks and alleys green,

Which lovely Laura seeks, to shun
The fervours of the mid-day sun !

The pangs of absence, ! remove.

For thou canst place me near my love.

Canst fold in visionary bliss.

And let me think I steal a kiss.

When young-eyed Spring profusely throws

From her green lap the pink and rose

;

When the soft turtle of the dale

To Summer tells her tender tale :

When Autumn cooling caverns seeks,

And stains with wine his jolly cheeks

;

When Winter, like poor pilgrim old,

Shakes his silver beard with cold ;

At every season let my ear

Thy solemn whispers. Fancy, hear.

THOMAS BLACEXOCK.

A blind descriptive poet seems such an anom!\ly

in nature, that the case of Dr Blacklock has engaged
the attention of the learned and curious in no ordi-

nary degree. We read all concerning him with

strong interest, except his poetry, for this is generally

tame, languid, and commonplace. He was an ami-

able and excellent man, of warm and generous

Bensibilities, eager for knowledge, and proud to

communicate it. Thomas Blacklock was the son

of a Cumberland bricklayer, who had settled in the

town of Annan, Dumfriessliire. When about six

months old, the child was totally deprived of sight

by the small-pox ; but his worthy father, assisted

by his neighbours, amused his solitary boyhood by
reading to liim ; and before he had reached the age of

twenty, he was familiar with Spenser, Milton, I'ope,

and Addison. He was enthusiastically fond of poetry,

particularly of the works of Thomson and Allan

Ramsay. From these he must, in a great degree, have

derived his images and impressions of nature and

natural objects j but in after-life the classic poets

were added to his store of intellectual enjoyment.

His father was accidentally killed when the poet

was about the age of nineteen; but some of his at-

tempts at verse having been seen by Dr Stevenson,

Edinburgh, this benevolent gentleman took their

blind author to the Scottish metropolis, where he
was enrolled as a student of divinity. In 1746 he
published a volume of his poems, which was reprinted

with additions in 1754 and 17.')C. He w.as licensed

a preacher of the gospel in 1759, and three years
afterwards, married the daughter of Mr Johnston, a
surgeon in Dumfries. At the same time, through
the patronage of the Earl of Selkirk, Blacklock
was appointed minister of Kirkcudbright. The
parishioners, however, were opposed both to church
patronage in the abstract, and to this exercise of it

in favour of a blind man, and the poet relinquished

the appointment on receiving in lieu of it a mode-
rate annuity. He now resided in Edinburgh, and
took boarders into his house. His family was a
scene of peace and happiness. To his literary pur-
suits Blacklock added a taste for music, and played
on the flute and flageolet. Latterly, he suflered

from depression of spirits, and supposed that liis

imaginative powers were failing him
; yet the gene-

rous ardour he evinced in 1786, in the case of Burns,
shows no diminution of sensibility or taste in the
appreciation of genius. In one of his later poems,
the blind bard thus pathetically alludes to the sup-
posed decay of his faculties :

—

Excursive on the gentle gales of spring.

He roved, whilst favour imped his timid wing.
Exhausted genius now no more inspires.

But mourns abortive hopes and faded tires
;

The short-lived wreath, which once his temples graced,
Fades at the sickly breath of squeamish taste

;

Whilst darker days his fainting flames imcuure
In cheerless gloom and winter premature.

He died on the 7th of July 1791, at the age of
seventy. Besides his poems, Blacklock wrote some
sermons and theological treatises, an article on
Blindness for the Encyclopaedia Britannica (which
is ingenious and elegant), and two dissertations

entitled Paraclesis ; or Consolations Detlured from
Natural and Revealed Religion, one of them original,

and the other translated from a work ascril>ed to
Cicero.

Apart from the circumstances under which they
were produced, the poems of Blacklock offer little

room or temptation to criticism. He has no new
imagery, no commanding power of sentiment, re-

flection, or imagination. Still he was a fluent and
correct versifier, and his familiarity with the visible

objects of nature—with trees, streams, the rocks,

and sky, and even with diflTerent orders of flowers

and plants—is a wonderful phenomenon in one blind
from infancy. He could distinguish colours by
touch ; but this could only apply to objects at hand,
not to the features of a landscape, or to the appear-
ances of storm or sunshine, sunrise or sunset, or the
variation in the seasons, all of which he has de-
scribed. Images of tliis kind he had at will. Thus,
he exclaims

—

Ye vales, which to the raptured eye
Disclosed the flowery pride of May

;

Ye circling hills, whose suniniits high

Blushed with the morning's earliest ray.

Or he paints flowers with artist-like precision

—

Let long-lived pansies here their scents bestow.

The violet languish, and the roses glow ;

In yellow glory let the crocus shine.

Narcissus here his love-sick head recline

:

Here hyacinths in purple sweetness rise,

And tulips tinged with beauty's fairest dyes.

In a man to whom all external phenomena were, and
had ever been, one 'universal blank,' tliis union of

taste and memory was certainly remarkable. Foeti-
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cal feeling lie must have inherited from nature,

wliich led him to take pleasure even from his in-

fancy in descriptive pwtry ; and the lanjfuage, ex-

pressions, and /liclures thus imprinted on his mind

by habitual aciiuiiiutnnce with the best authors, and

in literary conversation, seem to have risen sponta-

neously iu the moment of composition.

Tarort of a Guilty Conacience.

Cursed with unnumbered groundless fears,

How pale yon shivering wretch appears 1

For him the daylight shines in vain,

For him the fields no joys contain
;

Nature's whole channs to him are lost.

No more the woods their music boast

;

No more the meads their vernal bloom,

No more the gales their rich perfume :

Impending mists deform the sky.

And beauty withers in his eye.

In hopes his terrors to elude,

By day he mingles with the crowd.

Yet finds his soul to fears a prey.

In busy crowds and open day.

If night his lonely walks surprise,

What horrid visions round him rise

!

The blasted oak which meets his way.

Shown by the meteor's sudden ray,

The midnight murderer's lone retreat

Felt heaven's avengeful bolt of late

;

The clashing chain, the groan profound.

Loud from yon ruined tower resound ;

And now the spot he seems to tread,

Where some self-slaughtered corse was laid ;

He feels filed earth beneath him bend.

Deep murmurs from her caves ascend
;

Till all his soul, by fancy swayed,

Sees livid phantoms crowd the shade.

Ode lo A urora an MelUsa's Birthday.

[' A compliment and tribute of affection to the lender assi-

duity of an excellent wife, which I have not anywhere seen

more happily conceived or more elegantly expressed.'

—

Henry

iladtmiie.']

Of time and nature eldest bom.
Emerge, thou rosy-fingered mom ;

Emerge, in purest dress arrayed.

And chase from heaven night's envious shade.

That 1 once more may pleased survey,

And hail Melissa's natal day.

Of time and nature eldest bom.
Emerge, thou rosy-fingered mom

;

In order at the eastern gate

The hours to draw thy chariot wait

;

Whilst Zephyr on his balmy wings.

Mild nature's fragrant tribute brings.

With odours sweet to strew thy way.

And grace the bland revolving day.

But, a» thou lead'st the radiant sphere.

That gilds its birth and marks the year.

And as his stronger glories rise,

Diftused around the expanded skies.

Till clothed with beams serenely bright,

All heaven's vast concave flames with light

;

So when through life's protracted day,

Melissa still pursues her way,

Her virtues with thy splendour vie.

Increasing to the mental eye
;

Though less conspicuous, not less dear,

Long may they Bion's prospect cheer

;

So shall his heart no more repine,

Blessed with her rays, though robbed of thine.

The Portrait.

Straight is my person, but of little size
;

Lean are my cheeks, and hollow are my eyes :

My youthful down is, like my talents, rare ;

Politely distant stands each single hair.

My voice too rough to charm a lady's ear ;

So smooth, a child may listen without fear ;

Not formed in cadence soft and warbling lays.

To soothe the fair through pleasure's wanton ways.

My form so fine, so regular, so new.

My port so manly, and so fresh my hue

;

Oft, as I meet the crowd, they, laughing, say,

' See, see Meinento Mori cross the way.'

The ravished Proserpine at last, we know.

Grew fondly jealous of her sable beau
;

But, thanks to Nature ! none from me need fly.

One heart the devil could wound—so cannot I.

Yet though my person fearless may be seen,

There is some danger in my graceful mien :

For, aa some vessel, tossed by wind and tide,

Bounds o'er the waves, and rocks from side to side.

In just vibration thus I always move :

This who can view and not be forced to love !

Hail, channing self! by whose propitious aid

My form in all its glory stands displayed :

Be present still ; with inspiration kind,

Let the same faithful colours paint the mind.

Like all mankind, with vanity I'm blessed.

Conscious of wit I never yet possessed.

To strong desires my heart an easy prey.

Oft feels their force, but never owns their sway.

This hour, perhaps, as death I hate my foe

;

The next I wonder why I should do so.

Though poor, the rich I view with careless eye

;

Scorn a vain oath, and hate a serious lie.

I ne'er for satire torture common sense ;

Nor show my wit at God's nor man's expense.

Harmless I live, unknowing and unknown ;

Wish well to all, and yet do good to none.

Unmerited contempt I hate to bear

;

Yet on my faults, like others, am severe.

Dishonest flames my bosom never fire
;

The bad I pity, and the good admire

:

Fond of the Muse, to her devote my days,^

And scribble, not for pudding, but for praise.

JAMES BEATTIE.

James Beattie was the son of a small farmer and

shopkeeper at Laurencekirk, county of Kincardine,

where he was born October 25, 1735. His father

died while he was a child, but an elder brother, see-

ing signs of talent in the boy, assisted him in pro-

curing a good education ; and in his fourteenth year

he obtained a bursary or exhibition (always indicat-

ing some proficiency in Latin) in Slarischal college,

Aberdeen. His habits and views were scholastic,

and four years afterwards, Beattie was appointed

schoolmaster of the parish of Fordoun. He was now
situated amidst interesting and romantic scenery,

which increased his passion for nature and poetry.

The scenes which he afterwards delineated in his

Minstrel were (as Mr Southey has justly remarked)

those in which he had grown up, and the feelings

and aspirations therein expressed, were those of his

own boyhood and youth. He became a poet at For-

doun ; and, strange to say, his poetry, poor as it was,

procured his appointment as usher of Aberdeen

grammar school, and subsequently that of professor

of natural philosophy in Marischal college. This

distinction he obtained in his twenty -fifth year.

At the same time, he publishejl in London a collec-

tion of his poems, with some translations. One piece.

Retirement, displays poetical feeling and taste ;
but
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the collection, as a whole, gave little indication of
' The Minstrel.' Tlie poen)s, without the transla-

tions, were reprinted iu 1766, and a copy of verses

James Beattie.

on the Death of Churchill were added. Tlie latter

are mean and reprehensible in spirit, as Churchill
had expiated his early follies by an untimely death.
Beattie was a sincere lover of truth and virtue, but
his ardour led him at times into intolerance, and he
was too fond of courting the notice and approbation
of the great. In 1770 the poet appeared as a meta-
physician, by his JUssay on Truth, in which good
principles were advanced, though with an unphiloso-
phical spirit, and in language which suffered greatly
from comparison with that of his illustrious oppo-
nent, David Hume. Next year Beattie appeared in

his true character as a poet. The first part of ' The
Minstrel' was published, and was received with uni-
versal approbation. Honours flowed in on the for-

tunate author. He visited Ix>ndon, and was ad-
mitted to all its brilliant and distinguished circles.

Goldsmith, Johnson, Garrick, and Reynolds, were
numbered among his friends. On a second visit in

1773, he had an interview with the king and queen,
which resulted in a pension of £200 per annum.
The university of O.xford conferred upon him the
degree of LL.D. and Reynolds painted his portrait
in an allegorical picture, in which Beattie was seen
by the side of an angel pushing down Prejudice,
Scepticism, and Folly! Need we wonder that poor
Goldsmith was envious of his brother poet? To the
honour of Beattie, it must be recorded, that he de-
cUned entering the church of England, in which
preferment was promised him. and no doubt would
have been readily granted. The second part of the
' Minstrel' was published in 1774. Domestic circum-
stances marred the felicity of Beattie's otherwise
happy and prosperous lot. His wife (the daughter
of Dr Dun, Aberdeen) became insane, and was ob-
liged to be confined in an asylum. He had two sons,

both amiable and acc'oniplished youths. The eldest

lived till he was twenty-two, and was .issociated

with his father in tlie professorship : he died in

1790, and the afflicted parent soothed his grief by
writing his life, and publishing some specimens of
his composition in prose and verse. The second son
died in 1796, aged cigjitcen ; and the only consola-

tion of the now lonely poet was, that he could not

have borne to see their 'elegant minds mangled

with madness'—an allusion to the hereditary in-

sanity of their mother. By nature, Beattie was a
man of quick and tender sensibilities. A fine land-

scape or music (in which he was a proficient), atfectcd

him even to tears. He had a sort of hysterical

dread of meeting witli his metaphysical opponents,
which was an unmanly weakness. When he saw
Garrick perform Macbeth, he had almost thrown
himself, from nervous excitement, over the front of

the two-shilling gallery ; and he seriously contended
for the grotesque mixture of tragedy and comedy in

Shakspeare, as introduced by the great dramatist to

save the auditors from ' a disordered head or a
broken heart 1' This is 'parmaceti for an inward
bruise ' with a vengeance ! He had, among his

other idiosyncrasies, a morbid aversion to that cheer-

ful household and rural sound—the crowing of a
cock ; and in his ' Minstrel,' he anathematises ' fell

chanticleer' with burlesque fury

—

to thy cursed scream, discordant still,

Let harmony aye shut her gentle ear :

Thy boastful mirth let jealous rivals spill,

Insult thy crest, and glossy pinions tear,

And ever in thy dreams the ruthless fox appear.

Such an organisation, physical and moral, was ill

fitted to insure happiness or fortitude in adversity.

When his second son died, he said he had done with

the world. He ceased to correspond with his friends,

or to continue his studies. Shattered by a long

train of nervous complaints, in April 1799 the poet

had a stroke of palsy, and after different returns of

the same malady, which excluded him from all

society, he died on the 18th of August 1803.

In the early training of his eldest and beloved son,

Dr Beattie adopted an expedient of a romantic and
interesting description. His object was to give him
the first idea of a Supreme Being; and his method,
as Dr Porteous, bishop of London, remarked, ' had
all the imagination of Rousseau, without his folly

and extravagance.'
' He had,' says Beattie, ' reached his fifth (or

sixth) year, knew the alphabet, and could read a
little

I
but had received no particular information

with respect to the author of his being, because I
thought he could not yet understand such informa-

tion, and because I had learned, from my own ex-

perience, that to be made to repeat words not un-
derstood, is extremely detrimental to the faculties

of a young mind. In a corner of a little garden,

without informing any person of the circumstance,

I wrote in the mould, with my finger, the three ini-

tial letters of his name, and sowing garden cresses

in the furrows, covered up the seed, and smoothed
the ground. Ten days after he came running to me,
and with astonishment in his countenance, told me
that his name was growing in the garden. I smiled

at the report, and seemed inclined to disregard it;

but he insisted on my going to see what had hap-

pened. " Yes," said I carelessly, on coming to the

place ;
" I see it is so ; but there is nothing in this

worth notice ; it is mere chance," and I went away.

He followed me. and taking hold of my coat, said with

some earnestness, " It could not be mere chance, for

that somebody niiist have contrived matters so as

to produce it." 1 pretend not to give his words or my
own, for I have forgotten both, but I give the sub-

stance of what passed between us in such Iangu,age

as we both understood. " So you think," I said,

"that what appears so regular as the letters of your
name cannot be by chance?" "Yes," said he with

firmness, " I think so !" " Look at yourself," I replied,
'• and consider your hands and fingers, your legs and
feet, and other limbs ; are tliey not regular in their

appearance, and useful to you?" He said they were.
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"Came you tlien hither," said I/* by chanee?" "No,"
he answered, *' that cannot bo ; something must have
made me." " And who is that sometliing ?" 1 asked.

He said he did not know. (I took partioular notiee

that he did not say, as Rousseau fancies a child in

like eircunistances would say, that liis parents made
him.) I had now gained the point I aimed at ; and
saw that his reason tau^rht him (tliough he could

not so express it) that wliat begins to be, must liave

a cause, and tliat what is formed with regularity,

must have an intelligent cause. I therefore told

him the name of the Great Being who made him
and all the world, concerning whose adorable nature

I gave him such information as I thought he could

in some measure comprehend. The lesson affected

him deeply, and he never f(»rgot either it or the

circumstance that introduced it.*

' The Minstrel,' on which Beattie's fame now rests,

is a didactic poem, in the Spenserian stanza, de-

signed to • trace the progress of a poetical genius,

born in a rude age, from the first dawning of fancy

and reason till that period at which he may be

supposed capable of appearing in the world as a
minstrel.' The idea was suggested by Percy's pre-

liminary Dissertation to his Reliques— one other

benefit which that collection has conferred upon
the lovers of poetry. The character of Edwin, tlie

minstrel (in which Beattie embodied his own early

feelings and poetical aspirations), is very finely

drawn. The romantic seclusion of his youth, and
his ardour for knowledge, find a response in all

young and generous minds; while the calm philo-

sophy and reflection of the poet, interest the more
mature and experienced reader. The poem was
left unfinished, and this is scarcely to be regretted.

Beattie had not strength of pinion to keep long on

the wing in the same lofty region ; and Edwin would
have contracted some earthly taint in his descent.

Gray thought there was too much description in

the first part of the * Minstrel,* but who would ex-

change it for the philosophy of the second part ?

The poet intended to have carried his hero into a

life of variety and action, but he certainly would
not have succeeded. As it is, when he finds it

necessary to continue Edwin beyond the * flowery

path' of childhood, and to explore the shades of life,

he calls in the aid of a hermit, who schools the young
enthusiast on virtue, knowledge, and the dignity of

man. The appearance of this sage is happily de-

scribed

—

At early dawn the youth his journey took,

And many a mountain passed and valley wide.

Then reached the wild where, in a flowery nook,

And seated on a mossy stone, he spied

An ancient man ; his harp lay him beside,

A stag sprung from the pasture at his call.

And, kneeling, licked the withered hand that tied

A wreath of woodbine round his antlers tall,

And hung his lofty neck with many a floweret small.

{Opening of the Minstrel.']

Ah ! who can tell how hard it is to climb
The steep where Fame's proud temple shines afar;

Ah! who can tell how many a soul sublime
Has felt the influence of malignant star,

And waged with Fortune an eternal war;
Checked by the scofl^ of Pride, by Envy*s frown,

And Poverty's unconquerable bar,

In life's low vale remote has pined alone,

Then dropped into the grave, unpitied and unknown!

And yet the languor of inglorious day
Not equally oppressive is to all

;

Him, who ne'er listened to the voice of praise.

The silence of neglect can ne'er appal.

There are, who, dt'ivf to mad AmbitJon'n call,

Would shrink to hear the obstreperous trump of Fame;
Supremely blest, if to their portion fall

Health, competence, and peace. Nor higher aim
Had he, whose simple tale these artless lines proclaim.

The rolls of fame I will not now explore
;

Nor need I here describe, in learned lay.

How forth the Minstrel fared in days of yore,

Right glad of heart, though homely in array

;

His waving locks and beard all hoary gray
;

While from his bending shoulder, decent hung
His harp, the sole companion of his way,
Which to the whistling wind responsive rung:
And ever as he went some merry lay he sung.

Fret not thyself, thou glittering child of pride,

That a poor villager inspires my strain ;

With thee let Pageantry and Power abide
;

The gentle Muses haunt the sylvan reign
;

Where through wild groves at eve the lonely swain
Enraptured roams, to gaze on Nature's charms.
They hate the sensual, and scorn the vain

;

The parasite their influence never warms.
Nor him whose sordid soul the love of gold alarms.

Though richest hues the peacock's plumes adorn.

Yet horror screams from his discordant throat.

Rise, sons of harmony, and hail the morn,
While warbling larks on russet pinions float

:

Or seek at noon the woodland scene remote,

Where the gray linnets carol from the hill,

let them ne'er, with artificial note.

To please a tyrant, strain the little bill, [will.

But sing what Heaven inspires, and wander where they

Liberal, not lavish, is kind Nature's hand ;

Nor was perfection made for man below.

Yet all her schemes with nicest art are planned,
Good counteracting ill, and gladness wo.

With gold and gems if Chilian mountains glow;
If bleak and barren Scotia's hills arise

;

There plague and poison, lust and rapine grow;

Here peaceful are the vales, and pure the skies.

And freedom fires the soul, and sparkles in the eyes.

Then grieve not thou, to whom the indulgent Muse
Vouchsafes a portion of celestial fire :

Nor blame the partial Fates, if they refuse

The imperial banquet and the rich attire.

Know thine own worth, and reverence the lyre.

Wilt thou debase the heart which God refined ?

No; let thy heaven-taught soul to Heaven aspire.

To fancy, freedom, harmony, resigned
;

Ambition's grovelling crew for ever left behind.

Canst thou forego the pure ethereal soul,

In each fine sense so exquisitely keen.

On the dull couch of Luxury to loll.

Stung with disease, and stupified with spleen
;

Fain to implore the aid of Flatter}''9 screen.

Even from thyself thy loathsome heart to hide
(The mansion then no more ofjoy serene).

Where fear, distrust, malevolence abide,

And impotent desire, and disappointed pride?

O how canst thou renounce the boundless store

Of charms which Nature to her votary yields !

The warbling woodland, the resounding shore,

The pomp of groves, and garniture of fields
;

All that the genial ray of morning gilds.

And all that echoes to the song of even,

All that the mountain's sheltering bosom shields.

And all the dread magnificence of heaven,

how canst thou renounce, and hope to be forgiven !

* « *

There lived in Gothic days, as legends tell,

A shepherd-swain, a man of low degree.

Whose sires, perchance, in Fairyland might dwell,

Sicilian groves, or vales of Arcady

;
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But he, I ween, was of the north countrie
;

A nation faiufd fur sonf:, and beauty's charms

;

Zealous, yet modest ; innocent, though free;

Patient of toil ; serene ainids-t alarms
;

Inflexible in faith; iuTincible in arms.

The shepherd swain of whom I mention made,
On Scotia's mountains fed his little flock

;

The sickle, scythe, or plough he never swayed
;

An honest heart was almost all his stock
;

His drink the living water from the rock :

The milky dams supplied his board, and lent

Their kindly tieece to baffle winter's shock
;

And he, though oft with dust and sweat besprent,

Did guide and guard their wanderings, whereso'er

they went.

[^Description of Edunn.}

And yet poor Edwin was no vulgar boy.

Deep thought oft seemed to fix his infant eye.

Dainties he heeded not, nor gaude, nor toy,

Save one short pipe of rudest minstrelsy ;

Silent when glad ; affectionate, though shy ;

And now his look was most demurely sad.

And now he laughed aloud, yet none knew why.

The neighbours stared and sighed, yet blessed the lad ;

Some deemed him wondrous wise, and some believed

him mad.

But why should I his childish feats display ?

Concourse, and noise, and toil, he ever fled
;

Nor cared to mingle in the clamorous fray

Of squabbling imps ; but to the forest sped.

Or roamed at large the lonely mountain's head.

Or where the maze of some bewildered stream

To deep untrodden groves his footsteps led.

There would he wander wild, till Phoebus' beam,
Shot from the western cliff, released the weary team.

The exploit of strength, dexterity, or speed,

To him nor vanity nor joy could bring:

His heart, from cruel sport estranged, would bleed

To work the wo of any living thing,

By trap or net, by arrow or by sling
;

These he detested ; those he scorned to wield :

He wished to be the guardian, not the king,

Tyrant far less, or traitor of the field.

And sure the sylvan reign unbloody joy might yield.

Lo ! where the stripling, wrapt in wonder, roves

Beneath the precipice o'erhung with pine
;

And sees on high, amidst the encircling groves.

From cliff to cliff the foaming torrents shine ;

While waters, woods, and winds, in concert join.

And echo swells the chorus to the skies.

Would Edwin this majestic scene resign

For aught the huntsman's puny craft supplies ?

Ah, DO ! he better knows great Nature's charms to

prize.

And oft he traced the uplands to survey,

When o'er the sky advanced the kindling dawn,
The crimson cloud, blue main, and mountain gray,

And lake, dim-gleaming on the smoky lawn :

Far to the west the long long vale withdrawn.
Where twilight loves to linger for a while

;

And now he faintly kens the bounding fawn.

And villager abroad at early toil :

But, lo ! the sun appears ! and heaven, earth, ocean,

smile.

And oft the craggy cliff he loved to climb.

When all in mist the world below was lost

—

What dreadful pleasure ! there to stand sublime,

Like shipwrecked mariner on desert coast,

And view the enormous waste of vapour, tost
|

In billows, lengthening to the horizon round.
Now scooped in gulfs, with mountains now emboasedt
And hear the voice of mirth and song rebound.
Flocks, herds, and waterfalls, along the boar pro-

found !

In truth he was a strange and wayward wight.

Fond of each gentle and each dreadful scene.

In darkness and in storm he found delight;

Nor less than when on ocean-wave serene.

The southern sun diffused his dazzling shene.

Even sad vicissitude amused his soul

;

And if a sigh would sometimes intervene,

And down his cheek a tear of pity roll,

A sigh, a tear, so sweet, he wished not to controL
* * •

Oft when the winter storm had ceased to rave,

He roamed the snowy waste at even, to view

The cloud stupendous, from the Atlantic wave
High-towering, sail along the horizon blue

;

Where, *midst the changeful scenery, ever new,
Fancy a thousand wondrous forms descries.

More wildly great than ever pencil drew

;

Rocks, torrents, gulfs, and shapes of giant size,

And glittering cliffs on cliffs, and fiery ramparts rise.

Thence musing onward to the sounding shore.

The lone enthusiast oft would take his way,

Listening, with pleasing dread, to the deep roar

Of the wide-weltering waves. In black array

When sulphurous clouds rolled on the autumnal day,
Even then he hastened from the haunt of man,
Along the trembling wilderness to stray.

What time the lightning's fierce career began,

And o'er heaven's rending arch the rattling thunder
ran.

Responsive to the sprightly pipe, when all

In sprightly dance the village youth were joined,

Edwin, of melody aye held in thrall,

From the rude gambol far remote reclined.

Soothed with the soft notes warbling in the wind.
Ah then, all jollity seemed noise and folly 1

To the pure soul by Fancy's fire refined.

Ah, what is mirth but turbulence unholy,
When with the charm compared of heavenly melan-

choly !

Is there a heart that music cannot melt?
Alas ! how is that rugged heart forlorn

;

Is there, who ne'er those mystic transports felt

Of solitude and melancholy born?
He needs not woo the Muse ; he is her scorn.

The sophist's rope of cobweb he shall twine ;

Mope o'er the schoolman's peevish rage ; or mourn.
And delve for life in Mammon's dirty mine ;

Sneak with the scoundrel fox, or grunt with glutton

swine.

For Edwin, Fate a nobler doom had planned
;

Song was his favourite and first pursuit.

The wild harp rang to his adventurous hand,
And languished to his breath the plaintive flute.

His infant muse, though artless, was not mute.
Of elegance as yet he took no care

;

For this of time and culture is the fruit

;

And Edwin gained at last this fruit so rare:

As in some future verse I purpose to declare.

Meanwhile, whate'er of beautiful or new.

Sublime, or dreadful, in earth, sea, or sky,

By chance, or search, was oflered to his view.

He scanned with curious and romantic eye.

Whate'er of lore tradition could supply

From Gothic tale, or song, or fable old.

Roused him, still keen to listen and to pry.

At last, though long liy penury controlled,

And solitude, his soul her graces 'gan unfold.
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Thus on the chill Lapponian*« dreary land,

For nmny a long mouth lost in snow profound,

When Sol from Cancer sends the season blund,

And in their northern cave the stonns are bound
;

From silent mountains, straight, with startling sound,

Torrents are hurled ;
green hills emerge ; and lo

!

The trees with foliage, elites with flowers are crowned

;

Pure rills through vales of verdure warbling go ;

And wonder, love, and joy, the peasant's heart overflow.

[Morning Landscape.}

Eren now his eyes with smiles of rapture glow,

As on he wanders through the scenes of morn,

Where the fresh flowers in living lustre blow,

Where thousand pearls the dewy lawns adorn,

A thousand notes of joy in every breeze are borne.

But who the melodies of mom can tell!

The wild brook babbling down the mountain side

;

The lowing herd ; the sheepfold's simple bell

;

The pipe of early shepherd dim descried

In the lone valley ; echoing far and wide

The clamorous horn along the clifl^s above

;

The hollow murmur of the ocean-tide

;

The hum of bees, the linnet's lay of love,

And the full choir that wakes the universal grove.

The cottage-curs at early pilgrim bark ;

Crowned with her pail the tripping milkmaid sings
;

The whistling ploughman stalks afield ; and, hark !

Down the rough slope the ponderous wagon rings;

Through rustling corn the hare astonished springs
;

Slow tolls the village-clock the drowsy hour;

The partridge bursts away on whirring wings
;

Deep mourns the turtle in sequestered bower,

And shrill lark carols clear from her aerial tower.

[Life and ImmortalityJ]

ye wild groves, where is now your bloom !

(The Muse interprets thus his tender thought)

Your flowers, your verdure, and your balmy gloom,

Of late so grateful in the hour of drought

!

Why do the birds, that song and rapture brought

To all your bowers, their mansions now forsake I

Ah ! why has fickle chance this ruin wrought I

For now the storm howls mournful through the brake.

And the dead foliage flies in many a shapeless flake.

Where now the rill, melodious, pure, and cool,

And meads, with life, and mirth, and beauty crowned?

Ah ! see, the unsightly slime, and sluggish pool,

Have all the solitary vale embrowned ;

Fled each fair form, and mute each melting sound,

The raven croaks forlorn on naked spray.

And hark : the river, bursting every mound,
Down the vale thunders, and with wasteful sway

Uproots the grove, and rolls the shattered rocks away.

Yet such the destiny of all on earth :

So flourishes and fades majestic man.
Fair is the bud his vernal mom brings forth.

And fostering galea a while the nursling fan.

smile, ye heavens, serene ; ye mildews wan.

Ye blighting whirlwinds, spare his balmy prime,

Nor lessen of his life the little span.

Borne on the swift, though silent wings of Time,

Old age comes on apace to ravage all the clime.

And be it so. Let those deplore their doom
Whose hope still grovels in this dark sojourn

;

But lofty souls, who look beyond the tomb.

Can smile at Fate, and wonder how they mourn.

Shall Spring to these sad scenes no more return \

Is yonder ware the Sun's eternal bed ?

Soon shall the orient with new lustre burn.

And Spring shall soon her vital influence shed,

Again attune the grove, again adom the mead.

Shall I be left forgotten in the dust.

When Fate, relenting, lets the flower revive?

Shall Nature's voice, to man alone unjii-t,

Bid him, though doomed to perish, hopi* to live!

Is it for this fair Virtue oft must strive

With disappointment, penury, and pain \

No ; Heaven's immortal spring shall yet arrive.

And man's majestic beauty bloom again,

Bright through the eternal year of Love's triumphant
reign.

Retirement— 1758.

WTien in the crimson cloud of even

The lingering light decays.

And Hesper on the front of heaven

His glittering gem displays
;

Deep in the silent vale, unseen.

Beside a lulling stream,

A pensive youth, of placid mien,

Indulged this tender theme.

* Ye cliffs, in hoary grandeur piled

High o'er the glimmering <lalc ;

Ye woods, along whose windings wild

Murmurs the solemn gale :

Where Melancholy strays forlorn.

And Wo retires to weep.

What time the wan moon's vellow bom
Gleams on the western deep

;

To you, ye wastes, whose artless charnas

Ne'er drew Ambition's eye,

'Scaped a tumultuous world's alarms.

To your retreats I fly.

Deep in your most sequestered bower

Let me at last recline.

Where Solitude, mild, modest power.

Leans on her ivied shrine.

How shall I woo thee, matchless fair

!

Thy heavenly smile how win \

Thy smile that smooths the brow of Care,

And stills the storm within.

wilt thou to thy favourite grove

Thine ardent votary bring.

And bless his hours, and bid them move
Serene, on silent wing?

Oft let Remembrance soothe his mind
With dreams of former days.

When in the lap of Peace reclined

He framed his infant lays
;

When Fancy roved at large, nor Care

Nor cold Distmst alarmed,

Nor Envy, with malignant glare,

His simple youth had harmed.

'Twas then, Solitude! to thee

His early vows were paid,

From heart sincere, and wann, and free.

Devoted to the shade.

Ah why did Fate his steps decoy

In stormy paths to roam.

Remote from all congenial joy !

—

take the wanderer home.

Thy shades, thy silence now be mine,

Thy charms my only theme
;

My haunt the hollow cliff, whose pine

Waves o'er the gloomy stream.

Whence the scared owl on pinions gray
Breaks from the rustling bought.

And down the lone vale sails away
To more profound repose,

0, while to thee the woodland pours

Its wildly warbling song.

And balmy from the bank of flowers

The zephyr breathes along

:
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Lot no nifle sound invade from far,

No vagrant foot be nigh,

No ray from Grandeur's gilded car

Fla.'ih on the startled eye.

But if some pilgrim through the glade
Thy hallowed bowers exjdore,

guard from harm his hoary head,
And listen to his lore

;

For he of joys divine shall tell.

That wean from earthly wo,
And triumph o'er the mighty spell

That chains his heart below.

For me, no more the path invites

Ambition loves to tread ;

No more I climb those toilsome heights.

By guileful Hope misled
;

Leaps my fond fluttering he.irt no more
To Mirth's enlivening strain

;

For present pleasure soon is o'er,

And all the past is vain.'

T?te Hermit.

At the close of the day, when the hamlet is still.

And mortals the sweets of forgetfulness prove.

When nought but the torrent is heard on the hill.

And nought but the nightingale's sotig in the grove :

*Twas thus, by the cave of the mountain afar,

While his harp rung symphonious, a hermit began :

No more with himself or with nature at war.
He thought as a sage, though he felt as a man.

* Ah ! why, all abandoned to darkness and wo.
Why, lone Philomela, that languishing fall

!

For spring shall return, and a lover bestow,
And sorrow no longer thy bosom inthral

:

But, if pity inspire thee, renew the sad lay.

Mourn, sweetest complainer, man calls thee to mourn

;

soothe him, whose pleasures like thine pass away ;

Full quickly they pass—but they never return.

Now gliding remote on the verge of the sky.
The moon half extinguished her crescent displays :

But lately I marked, when majestic on high
She shone, and the planets were lost in her blaze.

Roll on, thou fair orb, and with gladness pursue
The path that conducts thee to splendour again

;

But man's faded glory what change shall renew?
Ah fool ! to exult in a glory so vain !

'Tis night, and the landscape is lovely no more
;

1 mourn, but, ye woodlands, I mourn not for you

;

For mom is approaching, your charms to restore.

Perfumed withfresh fragrance, and glittering with dew:
Nor yet for the ravage of winter I mourn

;

Kind Nature the embryo blossom will save.
But when shall spring visit the mouldering urn !

when shall it dawn on the night of the grave !

Twas thus, by the glare of false science betrayed,
That leads, to bewilder ; and dazzles, to blind

;

My thoughts wont to roam, from shade onward to
shade.

Destruction before me, and sorrow behind.
" O pity, great Father of Liglit," then I cried,
" Thy creature, who fain would not wander from thee;
Lo, humbled in dust, I relinquish my pride:
From doubt and from darkness thou only canst free !"

And darkness and doubt are now flying away,
No longer I roam in conjecture forlorn.

So breaks on the traveller, faint, and astray,

The bright and the balmy efl'ulgence of mom.
See Truth, Love, and Mercy, in triumph descendin"
And Nature all glowing in Eden's first bloom !

On the cold cheek of death smiles and roses are
blending,

And beauty immortal awakes from the tomb.*

CHRISTOPHER SMART.

Christopher Smart, an unfortunate and irrp-

gular ni.an of genius, was born in 1722 at Ship-
bourne in Kent. His father was steward to Lord
Barnard (afterwards Earl of Darlington), and dying
when his son was eleven years of age, the patronage
of Ix)rd Barnard was generously continued to his
family. Through the influence of this nobleman,
Christopher procured from the Duchess of Cleve-
land an allowance of £40 per annum. He was ad-
mitted of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, in 17.39,

elected a fellow of Pembroke in 1745, and took his

degree of M.A. in 1747. At college. Smart was
remarkable for folly and extravagance, and his

distinguished contemporary Gray prophesied truly
that the result of his conduct would be a jail or
bedlam. In 1747. he wrote a comedy called a Trip
to Camfiridge, or The Grateful Fair, which was acted
in Pembroke College Hall, the parlour of which was
made the green-room. No remains of this play have
been found, excepting a few songs and a nioi'k-

heroic soliloquy, the latter containing the following
humorous simile :

—

Thus when a barber and a collier fight.

The barber beats the luckless collier ickite

;

The dusty collier heaves his ponderous sack.

And, big with vengeance, beats the barber blach
In comes the brick-dust man, with grime o'erspread,

And beats the collier and the barber red

;

Black, red, and white, in various clouds are tossed,

And in the dust they raise the combatants are lost.

From the correspondence of Gray, it appears that
Smart's income at Cambridge was about £140 per
.innum, and of this his creditors compelled him to
.assign over to them £50 a-year till his debts were
paid. Notwithstanding his irregularities. Smart
cultiv.ated his talents, and was distinguished both
for his L.atin and English verse. His manners were
agreeable, though his misconduct appears to have
worn out the indulgence of all his college friends.

Having written several pieces for periodicals pub-
lished by Newberry, Smart became acquainted
with the bookseller's faniily, and married his step-
diiughtcr, Miss Carnan, in the year 1753. He now
removed to London, and endeavoured to subsist by
his pen. The notorious Sir John Hill—whose wars
with the Royal Society, with Fielding, &c., are well-
known, and who closed his life by becoming a quack
doctor— having insidiously attacked Smart, the
latter replied by a spirited satire entitled The llil-

Had. Among his various tasks was a metrical
translation of the Fables of Phajdrus. He also

translated the psalms and parables into verse, but
the version is destitute of talent. He had, how-
ever, in his better days, translated with success, and
to Pope's satisfaction, the Ode on St Cecilia's Day.
In 1756 Smart was one of the conductors of a
monthly periodical called The Universal Visiter ; tind

to assist him, Johnson (who sincerely sympathised,
as Boswell relates, with Smart's imhappy vacilla-

tion of mind) contributed a few ess.ivs. In 1763 we
find the poor poet confined in a mad-house. ' He
has partly as much exercise,' said Johnson, ' as he
used to have, for he digs in the garden. Indeed,
before his confinement, he used for exercise to walk
to the alehouse ; but he was carried back again. I
did not think he ouglit to be shut up. His infir-

mities were not noxious to society, lie insisted on
people praying with him (also falling upon his

knees and saying his prayers in the street, or in any
other unusu.al place); and I'd a.s lief pray with Kit
Smart as any one else. Another charge was, that
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he did not love clean linen ; and I have no passion

for it." Daring his continenient. it is said, writing

materials were denied liini, and Smart used to indent

his poetical thouj;lits with a key on the wainscot of

his walls. A reliRious poem, the Song to David,

written at this time in his saner intervals, pos-

sesses passages of considerable power and sublimity,

and must be considered as one of the greatest

curiosities of our literature. What the unfortu-

nate poet did not write down (and the whole could

not possibly have been committed to the walls of

his apartment) must have been composed and re-

tained from memory alone. Smart was afterwards

released from his confinement ; but his ill fortune

(following, we suppose, his intemperate habits) again

pursued him. He was committed to the King's Bench
prison for debt, and died there, after a short illness,

in 1770.

Song to David.

thou, that sit*st upon a throne,

With harp of high, majestic tone,

To praise the King of kings :

And voice of heaven, ascending swell.

Which, while its deeper notes excel.

Clear as a clarion rings :

To bless each valley, grove, and coast,

And charm the cherubs to the post
' Of gratitmle in throngs

;

To keep the days on Zion's Mount,
And send the year to his account,

With dances and with songs:

servant of God's holiest charge,

The minister of praise at large.

Which thou raayst now receive ;

From thy blest mansion hail and hear,

From topmost eminence appear

To this the wreath I weave.

Great, valiant, pious, good, and clean.

Sublime, contemplative, serene,

Strong, constant, pleasant, wise!

Bright effluence of exceeding grace ;

Best man ! the swiftness and the race,

The peril and the prize

!

Great—from the lustre of his crown.

From Samuel's horn, and God's renown,

Which is the people's voice

;

For all the host, from rear to van,

Applaudetl and embraced the man

—

The man of God's own choice.

Valiant—the word, and up he rose ;

The fight—he triumphed o'er the foes

Whom God's just liins abhor;

And, armed in gallant faith, he took

Against the boaster, from the brook.

The weapons of the war.

Pious—magnificent and grand,

Twas he the famous temple planned,

(The seraph in his soul :)

Foremost to give the Lord his dues.

Foremost to bless the welcome news.

And foremost to condole.

Good—from Jehudah's genuine vein.

From God's best nature, good in grain.

His aspect and his heart

:

To pity, to forgive, to save,

Witness F.n-gedi's conscious cave.

And Shiraei's blunted dart.

Clean—if perpetual prayer be pure,

And love, which could itself inure

To fasting and to fear

—

Clean in his gestures, hands, and feet,

To smite the lyre, the dance cuniplete,

To play the sword and spear.

Sublime—inventioi\ ever young.
Of vast conception, towering tongue,
To God the eternal theme

;

Notes from yon exaltations caught,
Unrivalled royalty of thought.

O'er meaner strains supreme.

Contemplative—on God to fix

His musings, and above the six

The Sabbath-day he blest

;

'Twas then his thoughts self-conquest pruned.
And heavenly melancholy tuned,
To bless and bear the rest.

Serene—to sow the seeds of peace,

Remembering when he watched the fleece.

How sweetly Kidron purled

—

To further knowledge, silence vice.

And plant perpetual paradise.

When God had calmed the world.

Strong—in the Lord, who could defy
Satan, and all his powers that lie

In sempiternal night
;

And hell, and horror, and despair

Were as the lion and the bear

To his undaunted might.

Constant—in love to God, the Truth,
Age, manhood, infancy, and youth

—

To Jonathan his friend

Constant, beyond the verge of death

;

And Ziba, and Mephibosheth,
His endless fame attend.

Pleasant^and various as the year;
Man, soul, and angel without peer.

Priest, champion, sage, and boy ;

In armour, or in ephod clad.

His pomp, his piety was glad

;

Majestic was his joy.

Wise—in recovery from his fall,

Whence rose his eminence o'er all.

Of all the most reviled ;

The light of Israel in his ways,

Wise are his precepts, prayer, and [iraise.

And counsel to his child.

His muse, bright angel of his verse.

Gives balm for all the thorns that pierce.

For all the pangs that rage;

Blest light, still gaining on the gloom,

The more than Michal of his bloom.

The Abishag of his age.

He sang of God—the mighty source

Of all things—the stupendous force

On which all strength depends ;

From whose right arm, beneath whose eyes,

All period, power, and enterprise

Commences, reigns, and ends.

Angels—their ministry and meed.
Which to and fro with blessings speed.

Or with their citterns wait

;

W'here Michael, with his millions, bows.
Where dwells the seraph and his spouse.

The cherub and her mate.

Of man—the semblance and effect

Of God and love—the saint elect

For infinite applause

—

To rule the land, and briny broad,

To be laborious in his laud.

And heroes in his cause.
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The world— the clustering spheres he made,
The glorious light, the soothing f*hade,

Dale, chumpaign, grove, and liillj

The niuUitudinous abvss,

Where secrecy reniuins in bliss,

And witfdom hides her skill.

Trees, plants, and flowers—of Tirtuous root

;

Gem yielding blossom, yielding fruit,

Choice gums and precious balm;
Bless ye the nosegay in the vale.

And with the sweetness of the gale

Enrich the thankful psalm.

Of fowl—e'en every beak and wing
Which cheer the winter, hail the spring,

That live in peace, or prey
;

They that make music, or that mock.
The quail, the brave domestic cock,

The raven, swan, and jay.

Of fishes—every size and shape,

Which nature frames of light escape,

Devouring man to shun :

The shells are in the wealthy deep,

The shoals upon the surface leap,

And love the glancing sun.

Of beasts—the beaver plods his task ;

While the sleek tigers roll and bask,

Nor yet the shades arouse

;

Her cave the mining coney scoops
;

M'here o*er the mead the mountain stoops.

The kids exult and browse.

Of gems—their virtue and their price,

Which, hid in earth from man's device.

Their darts of lustre sheath
;

The jasper of the master's stamp.
The topaz blazing like a lamp,
Among the mines beneath.

Blest was the tenderness he felt,

When to his graceful harp he knelt.

And did for audience call

;

W'hen Satan with his hand he quelled.

And in serene suspense he held
The frantic throes of Saul.

His furious foes no more maligned
As he such melody divined.

And sense and soul detained ;

Now striking strong, now soothing soft,

He sent the godly sounds aloft,

Or in delight refrained.

When up to heaven bis thoughts he piled.

From fervent lips fair Michal smiled,
As blush to blush she stood

;

And chose herself the queen, and gave
Her utmost from her heart—' so brave,
And plays his hymns so good.'

The pillars of the Lord are seven,
Which stand from earth to topmost heaven;

His wisdom drew the plan
;

His Word accomplished the design.

From brightest gem to deepest mine,
From Christ enthroned to man.

Alpha, the cause of causes, first

In station, fountain, whence the burst
Of light and blaze of day ;

Whence bold attempt, and brave advance.
Have motion, life, and ordinance,

And heaven itself its stay.

Gamma supports the glorious %rch

On which angelic legions marcS,

And is with sapphires paved
;

Thence the fleet clouds are sent adrift.

And thence the painted folds that lift

The crimson veil, are waved.

Eta with living sculpture breathes.

With verdant carvings, flowery wreathei

Of never-wasting bloom ;

In strong relief his goodly base

All instruments of labour grace.

The trowel, spade, and loom.

Next Theta stands to the supreme

—

Who formed in number, sign, and scheme,
The illustrious lights that are ;

And one addressed his saffron robe,

And one, clad in a silver globe,

Held rule with every star.

lota's tuned to choral hymns
Of those that fly, while he that swima

In thankful safety lurks ;

And foot, and chapitre, and niche,

The various histories enrich

Of God's recorded works,

Sigma presents the social drOTCB

With him that solitary roves,

And man of all the chief;

Fair on whose face, and stately frame,

Did God impress his hallowed name.
For ocular belief.

Omega ! greatest and the best,

Stands sacred to the day of rest,

For gratitude and thought

;

Which blessed the world upon his pole,

And gave the universe his goal,

And closed the infernal draught,

David, scholar of the Lord !

Such is thy science, whence reward.
And infinite degree

;

strength, O sweetness, lasting ripe

!

God's harp thy symbol, and thy type
The lion and the bee!

There is but One who ne'er rebelled,

But One by passion unimpelled,
By pleasures unenticed ;

He from himself his semblance sent.

Grand object of his own content,

And saw the God in Christ.

Tell them, I Am, Jehovah said

To Moses ; while earth heard in dread,

And, smitten to the heart,

At once above, beneath, around,
All nature, without voice or sound.

Replied, Lord, Thou Art.

Thou art—to give and to confirm.

For each his talent and his term ;

All flesh thy bounties share

:

Thou shalt not call thy brother fool;

The porches of the Christian school

Are meekness, peace, and prayer.

Open and naked of offence,

Man's made of mercy, soul, and sense;

God armed the snail and wilk
;

Be good to him that pulls thy plough;
Due food and care, due rest allow

For her that yields thee milk.

Rise up before the hoary head,

And God's benign commandment dread,

Which says thou shalt not die

;

' Not as I will, but as thou wilt,'

Prayed He, whose conscience knew no guilt}
With whose blessed pattern vie.
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Use all thy pa-^sions !—love ia thine,

And joy and jealousy divine
;

Thine hope's eternal fort,

And care thy leisure to disturb,

With fear concupiscence to curb,

And rapture to transport.

Act simply, as occasion asks

;

Put mellow wine in seasoned casks ;

Till not with ass and bull

;

Remember thy baptismal bond
;

Keep from commixtures foul and fond,

Nor work thy liax with wool.

Distribute ; pay the Lord his tithe,

And make the widow's heart-strings blithe

;

Resort with those that weep:
As you from all and each expect,

For all and each thy love direct.

And render as you reap.

The slander and its bearer spurn,

And propagating praise sojourn

To make thy welcome last

;

Turn from old Adam to the New:
By hope futurity pursue:

Look upwards to the past.

Control thine eye, salute success,

Honour the wiser, happier bless,

And for thy neighbour feel

;

Grutch not of mammon and his leaven,

Work emulation up to heaven
By knowledge and by zeal.

O David, highest in the list

Of worthies, on GoJ*s ways insist.

The genuine word repeat

!

Vain are the documents of men,
And vain the flourish of the pen

That keeps the fool's conceit.

Praise above all—for praise prevails ;

Heap up the measure, load the scales.

And good to goodness add :

The generous soul her Saviour aids.

But peevish obloquy degrades

;

The Lord is great and glad.

^r Adoration all the ranks

Of angels yield eternal thanks,

And David in the midst

;

With God's good poor, which, lost and least

In man's esteem, thou to thy feast,

blessed bridegroom, bidst.

For Adoration seasons change.

And order, truth, and beauty range.

Adjust, attract, and fill

:

The grass the polyanthus checks ;

And polished porphyry reflects,

By the descending rill.

Rich almonds colour to the prime
For Adoration ; temlrils climb.

And fruit-trees pledge their gems ;

And Ivis, with her gorgeous vest.

Builds for her eggs her cunning nest,

And bell-flowers bow their stems.

With vinous syrup cedars spout

;

From rocks pure honey gushing out.

For Adoration springs

:

All scenes of painting crowd the map
Of nature ; to the mermaid's pap
The scaled infant clings.

The spotted ounce and playsome cubs

Run rustling 'mongst the flowering shrubs.

And lizards fi;ed the moss
;

For Adoration beasts embark,
While waves upholding halcyon's ark
No longer roar and toss.

While Israel sits beneath his fig,

With coral root and amber sprig

The weaned adventurer sports
;

Where to the palm the jasmine cleaves.

For Adoration 'mong the leaves

The gale his peace reports.

Increasing days their reign exalt,

Nor in the pink and mottled vault
The opposing spirits tilt

;

And by the coasting reader spied,

The silverlings and crusions glide

For Adoration gilt.

For Adoration ripening canes,

And cocoa's purest milk detains

The western pilgrim's staff;

Where rain in clasping boughs enclosed,

And vines with oranges disposed,

Embower the social laugh.

Now labour his reward receives.

For Adoration counts his sheaves

To peace, her bounteous prince
;

The nect'rine his strong tint imbibes.

And apples of ten thousand tribes,

And quick peculiar quince.

The wealthy crops of whitening rice

'Mongst thyine woods and groves of spice,

For Adoration grow
;

And, marshalled in the fenced land.

The peaches and pomegranates stand.

Where wild carnations blow.

The laurels with the winter strive ;

The crocus burnishes alive

Upon the snow-clad earth :

For Adoration myrtles stay

To keep the garden from dismay,
And bless the sight from dearth.

The pheasant shows his pompous neck ;

And ermine, jealous of a speck,

With fear eludes offence :

The sable, with his glossy pride,

For Adoration is descried.

Where frosts the wave condense.

The cheerful holly, pensive yew.
And holy thorn, their trim renew

J

The squirrel hoards his nuts :

All creatures batten o*er their stores.

And careful nature all her doors

For Adoration shuts.

For Adoration, David's Psalms
Lift up the heart to deeds of alms

;

And he, who kneels and chants,

Prevails his passions to control,

Finds meat and medicine to the soul.

Which for translation pants.

For Adoration, beyond match.
The scholar bulfinch aims to catch
The soft flute's ivory touch

;

And, careless, on the hazel spray
The daring redbreast keeps at bay
The damsel's greedy clutch.

For Adoration, in the skie^.

The Lord's philosopher espies

The dog, the ram, and rose

;

The planets ring, Orion's sword
;

Nor is his greatness less adored
In the vile worm that glows.
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For Adonition, on the strings

The western breezes work their win^,
The captive ear to soothe

—

Hark ! 'tis a voice—how still, and small

—

That makes the cataracts to fall,

Ur bids the sea be smooth

!

For Adoration, incense comes

From bezoar, and Arabian gums,

And from the civet's fur :

But as for prayer, or e'er it faints,

Far better is the breath of saints

Than galbanum or myrrh.

For Adoration, from the down
Of damsons to the anana's crown,

God sends to tempt the taste
;

And while the luscious zest invites

The sense, that in the scene delights,

Commands desire be chaste.

For Adoration, all the paths

Of grace are open, all the baths

Of purity refresh
;

And all the rays of glory beam
To deck the man of God's esteem,

Who triumphs o'er the flesh.

For Adoration, in the dome
Of Christ, the sparrows find a home

;

And on his olives perch

:

The swallow also dwells with thee,

man of God's humility.

Within his Saviour's Church.

Sweet is the dew that falls betimes.

And drops upon the leafy limes
;

Sweet Hermon's fragrant air :

Sweet is the lily's silver bell,

And sweet the wakeful tapers smell

That watch for early prayer.

Sweet the young nurse, with love intense,

Which smiles o'er sleeping innocence
;

Sweet when the lost arrive

:

Sweet the musician's ardour beats.

While hi.s vague mind's in quest of sweets,

The choicest flowers to hive.

Sweeter, in all the strains of love,

The language of thy turtle-dove.

Paired to thy swelling chord ;

Sweeter, with every grace endued.

The glory of thy gratitude,

Respired unto the Lord.

Strong is the horse upon his speed
;

Strong in pursuit the rapid glede,

Which makes at once his game :

Strong the tall ostrich on the ground ;

Strong through the turbulent profound

Shoots xiphias to his aim.

Strong is the lion—like a coal

His eyeball—like a bastion's mole
His chest against the foes :

Strong the gier-eagle on his sail,

Strong against tide the enormous whale
Emerges as he goes.

But stronger still in earth and air,

And in the sea the man of prayer,

And far beneath the tide :

And in the scat to faith assigned,

Where ask is have, where seek i.-j find,

Where knock is open wide.

Beauteous the fleet before the gale ;

Beauteous the multitudes in mail,

Itanked arms, and crested heads ;

Beauteous the garden's umbrage mild.
Walk, water, meditated wild,

And all the bloomy beds.

Beauteous the moon full on the lawn ;

And beauteous when the veil's withdrawn,
The virgin to her spouse :

Beauteous the temple, decked and fillc-d,

"When to the heaven of heavens they build
Their heart-directed towb.

Beauteous, yea beauteous more than these,

The Shepherd King upon his knees,

For his momentous trust ;

With wish of infinite conceit,

For man, beast, mute, the small and great,

And prostrate dust to dust.

Precious the bounteous widow's mite ;

And precious, for extreme delight,

The largess from the churl

:

Precious the ruby's blushing blaze,

And alba's blest imperial rays.

And pure cerulean pearl.

Precious the penitential tear;

And precious is the sigh sincere ;

Acceptable to God

:

And precious are the winning flowers.

In gladsome Israel's feast of bowers,

Bound on the hallowed sod.

More precious that diviner part

Of David, e'en the Lord's own heart,

Great, beautiful, and new:
In all things where it was intent,

In all extremes, in each event.

Proof—answering true to true.

Glorious the sun in mid career ;

Glorious the assembled fires appear

;

Glorious the comet's train :

Glorious the trumpet and alarm ;

Glorious the Almighty's stretchcd-out arm
;

Glorious the enraptured main :

Glorious the northern lights astrL'am
,

Glorious the song, when God's the theme
;

Glorious the thunder's roar:

Glorious hosannah from the den ;

Glorious the catholic amen ;

Glorious the martyr's gore:

Glorious—more glorious is the crown

Of Him that brought salvation down,

By meekness called thy Son ;

Thou that stupendous truth believed.

And now the matchless deed's achieved,

Determined, Dared, and Done,

RICHARD GLOVER,

Richard Glo\t:r (1712-1785), a London mer-

chant, who sat several years in parliament aa

member for Weymouth, was distinguished in pri-

vate life for his spirit and independence. He pub-

lished two elaborate poems in blank verse, Leonidas

and The Athcnui% the former bearing reference

to the memorable defence of Tliermopyla?. and

the latter continuing the war between the Greeks
and Persians. The lengtli of these poems, their

want of sustained interest, and lesser peculiarities

not suited to the existing poetical taste, render

tliera next to xmknown in the present day. Yet
there is smoothness and even vigour, a CiUm moral
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dignity and patriotic elevation in ' Leonidas," wiiidi

might even yet fliul admirers. Tlioinson is said

to have exclaimed, wlieii he lieard of tlie work of

Glover, ' He write an ejiic poem, who never saw a

mountain!' Yet TliomsoEi himself, familiar as he

was in his youth with mountain scenery, was tame

and commonplace wlien lie ventured on classic or

epic subjects. The following passage is lofty and

energetic :

—

[^Address of Lemidas.']

He alone

Remains unshaken. Rising, he displays

His godlilie presence. Dignity and grace

Adorn his frame, and manly beauty, joined

With strength Herculean. On his aspect Bhines

Sublimest virtue and desire of fame,

Where justice gives the laurel ; in his eye

The inextinguishable spark, which fires

The souls of patriots ; while his brow supports

Undaunted valour, and contempt of death.

Serene he rose, and thus addressed the throng

:

' Why this astonishment on every face,

Ye men of Sparta ! Does the name of death

Create this fear and wonder! my friends !

Why do we labour through the arduous paths

Which lead to virtue ? Fruitless were the toil.

Above the reach of human feet were placed

i^'The distant summit, if the fear of death

Could intercept our passage. But in vain

His blackest frowns and terrors he assumes

To shake the firmness of the mind which knows

That, wanting virtue, life is pain and wo

;

That, wanting liberty, even virtue mourns,

And looks around for happiness in vain.

Then speak, Sparta ! and demand my life

;

My heart, exulting, answers to thy call,

And smiles on glorious fate. To live with fame

The gods allow to many ; but to die

AVith equal lustre is a blessing Heaven
Selects from all the choicest boons of fate,

And with a sparing hand on few bestows.'

Salvation thus to Sparta he proclaimed.

Joy, wrapt awhile in admiration, paused,

Suspending praise ; nor praise at last resounds

In high acclaim to rend the arch of heaven ;

A reverential murmur breathes applause.

The nature of the poem affords scope for interesting

situations and descriptions of natural objects in a

romantic country, which Glover occasionally avails

himself of with good effect. There is great beauty

and classic elegance in this sketch of the fountain at

the dwelling of Oileus :

—

Beside the public way an oval fount

Of marble sparkled with a silver spray

Of falling rills, collected from above.

The army halted, and their hollow casques

Dipped in the limpid stream. Behind it rose

An edifice, composed of native roots.

And oaken trunks of knotted girth unwrought.

"Within were beds of moss. C)ld battered arms

Ilung from the roof. The curious chiefs approach.

These words, engraven on a tablet rude,

Megistias reads ; the rest in silence hear:
* Yon marble fountain, by Oileus placed.

To thirsty lips in living water tiows

;

For weary steps he framed this cool retreat

;

A grateful offering here to rural peace.

His dinted shield, his helmet he resigned.

passenger ! if bom to noble deeds.

Thou would'st obtain perpetual grace from Jove,

Devote thy vigour to heroic toils.

And thy decline to hospitable cares.

Rest here : then seek Oileus in his vale.'

Ill tlic 'Athenais' we have a continuation of the

same classic story and landscape. Tlie following is

an exquisite description of a night scene ;

—

Silver Phrebe spreads

A light, reposing on the quiet lake,

S.ave where the snowy rival of her. hue.

The gliding swan, behind him leaves a trail

In luminous vibration. Lo ! an isle

Swells on the surface. Marble structures there
New gloss of beauty borrow from the moon
To deck the shore. Now silence gently yields

To measured strokes of oars. The orange groves.

In rich profusion round the fertile verge.

Impart to fanning breezes fresh perfumes
Kxhaiistless, visiting the scene with sweets,

Which soften even Briareus; but the son

Of Gobryas, heavy with devouring care,

Uncharmed, unheeding sits.

The scene presented by the shores of Salamis on
the morning of the battle is thus strikingly depicted.

The poet gives no burst of enthusiasm to kindle up
his page, and his versification retains most of its

usual hardness and want of flow and cadence
; yet

the assemblage described is so vast and magnificent,

and his enumeration is so varied, that the picture

carries with it a host of spirit-stirring associations :

—

[7%c Armies at Salamis.']

sun ! thou o'er Athenian towers.

The citadel and fanes in ruin huge,

Dost, rising now, illuminate a scene

More new, more wondrous to thy piercing eye

Than ever time disclosed. Phaleron's wave
Presents three thousand barks in pendants rich

;

Spectators, clustering like Hymettian bees.

Hang on the burdened shrouds, the bending yards.

The reeling masts ; the whole Cecropian strand.

Far as Eleusis, scat of mystic rites.

Is thronged with millions, male and female race,

Of Asia and of Libya, ranked on foot.

On horses, camels, cars. jEgaleos tall.

Half down his long declivity, where spreads

A mossy level, on a throne of gold.

Displays the king, environed by hi»>court,

In oriental pomp ; the hill behind
By warriors covered, like some trophy huge.

Ascends in varied arms and banners clad
;

Below the monarch's feet the immortal guard,

Line under line, erect their gaudy spears
;

The arrangement, shelving downward to the beach,

Is edged by chosen horse. With blazing steel

Of Attic arms encircled, from the deep

Psyttalia lifts her surface to the sight,

Like Ariadne's heaven-bespangling crown,

A wreath of stars ; beyond, in dread array.

The Grecian fleet, four hundred galleys, fill

The Salaminian Straits ; barbarian prows

In two divisions point to either mouth
Six hundred brazen beaks of tower-like ships.

Unwieldy bulks ; the gently-swelling soil

Of Salamis, rich island, bounds the view.

Along her silver-sanded verge arrayed.

The men-at-arms exalt their naval spears,

Of length, terrific. All the tender sex.

Ranked by Timothea, from a green ascent.

Look down in beauteous order on their sires.

Their husbands, lovers, brothers, sons, prepared
To mount the rolling deck. The younger dames
In bridal robes are clad ; the matrons sage.

In solemn raiment, worn on sacred days

;

But white in vesture, like their maiden breasts,

AVhere Zephyr plays, uplifting with his breath
The loosely-waving folds, a chosen line

Of Attic graces in the front is placed
;

From each fair head the tresses fall, entwined
113
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With iic\vly-;:Htln're(i flowerfts ; rhaplet^ gay
The siKiwy harni sustains; the native curU,

OVr>-h;ulin^' half, au».nneiit their powerful charms;
While Venus, tempered hy Minerva, tills

Their eyes with arUnur, puinting every glance

To animate, not snften. Knnii on high

Her l;i.r^»' controlling orbs Tiniothea rolls,

Surpassing all in stature^ not unlike

In majesty of shape the wife of Jove,

Presiding o'er the empyreal fair.

A popular vitality has been awarded to a ballad

of Glover's, while his epics have sunk into obli-

vion :

—

Admiral Hosier's Ghost.

[Written on the taking of Carthngena from the Spaniards,

1739.]

[The case of ITosier, which itt here bo pathetically repre-

Bented, wa« briefly this :—In ApriM726, that commander was

sent with a stronR fleet into the Spanish "West Indie-s, to block

up the galleons in the ports of that country ; or, should they

presume to come out, to seize and carry them into England.

He accordingly arrived at the liiustimentos near PortobcUo

;

but being restricted by his orders from obeying the dictates of

hiscoiu-age, lay inactive on that station until he became the jest

of the Spaniards, lie afterwards removed to Carthagena, and

continued crui^iing in those seas until the far greater part of

his men iH?rished deplorably by the diseases of that unhealthy

climate. This brave man, seeing his best officers and men thus

daily swept away, his ships exposed to inevitable destruction,

and himself made the sport of the enemy, is said to have died

of a broken heart.]

As near Portobello lying

On the gentle-swelling flood.

At midnight, with streamers flying,

Our triumphant navy rode ;

There while A'emon sat all glorious

From the Spaniards* late defeat,

And his crews, with shouts victorious.

Drank success to England's fleet:

On a sudden, shrilly sounding,

Hideous yells and shrieks were heard
;

Then, each heart with fear confounding,

A sad troop of ghosts appeared ;

AU in dreary hammocks shrouded,

Which for winding-sheets they wore,

And, with looks by sorrow clouded,

Frowning on that hostile shore.

On them gleamed the moon's wan lustre,

When the shade of Hosier brave,

His pale bands were seen to muster.
Rising from their watery grave :

O'er the glimmering wave he hied him.
Where the Burford reared her sail,

With three thousand ghosts beside hira,

And in groans did Vernon hail.

Heed, oh, heed our fatal story!

I am Hosier's injured ghost;
You wlio now have purchased glory
At this place where I was lost

:

Though in Portobello's ruin,

You now triumph free from fears,

When you think on my undoing.

You will luix your joys with tears.

See these mournful spectres sweeping
Ghastly o'er this hated wave,

Whose wan checks are stained with weeping;
These were English captains brave.

Mark those numbers, pale and horrid,

Whu were ont.e my sailors bold
;

Lo ! each hangs his drooping forehead,

While his dismal tale is tuld.

I, by twenty sail attended,

Did this .Spanish town alfright

;

Nothing then its wealth defended
But my orders—not to fight 1

Oh ! that in this rolling ocean
I had cast them with disdain,

And obeyed my heart's warm motion,
To have quelled the pride of Spain I

For resistance I could fear none ;

IJut with twenty ships had done
What thou, brave and happy Vernon,
Hast achieved with six alone.

Then the Bastimentos never
Had our foul dishonour seen,

Nor the seas the sad receiver

Of this gallant train had been.

Thus, like thee, proud Spain dismaying,
And her galleons leading home,

Though condemned for disobeying,

I had met a traitor's doom

:

To have fallen, my country crj'ing,
' He has played an English part,'

Had been better far than dying
Of a grieved and broken heart.

Unrepining at thy glory.

Thy successful arms we hail;
But remember our sad story,

And let Hosier's wrongs prevail*

Sent in this foul clime to languish.
Think what thousands fell in vain,

W'asted with disease and anguish.
Not in glorious battle slain.

Hence with all my train attending.
From their oozy tombs below,

Through the hoary foam ascending.

Here I feed my constant wo.

Here the Bastimentos viewing,

We recall our shameful doom.
And, our plaintive cries renewing.
Wander through the midnight gloom.

O'er these waves forever mourning
Shall we roam, deprived of rest.

If, to Britain's shores returning.

You neglect ray just request;

After this proud foe subduing,
When your patriot friends you see.

Think on vengeance for my ruin.

And for England—shamed in me.

The poets who follow are a secondary class, few
of whom are now noted for more than one or two
favourite pieces.

ROBERT D0D8LET,

Robert Dodslev (1703-1764) was an able and
spirited publisher of his da}', the friend of literature

and of literary men. He projected the Armtial Re-
gister^ in which Burke was engaged, and be was the

first to collect and republish t!ie * Old Englisli Plays,'

which form the foundation of our national drama.
Dodsley wrote an excellent little moral treatise, Tft9
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Economy of Human Li/e, wliidi was attributed tt>

Lord Clit'stcrticld, and lie was author of some dra-

Dodsley's House and Shop in Pall MalL

matic pieces and poetical effusions. lie was always
attached to literature, and this, aided by his excel-

lent conduct, raised him from the low condition of

a livery servant, to be one of the most influential

and respectable men of the times in which he lived.

[Sony—The Parting Kiss.']

One kind wif^h before we part,

Drop a tear, and bid adieu :

Though we sever, luy fond heart.

Till we meet, shall pant for you.

Yet, yet weep not so, my love,

Let me kiss that falling tear

;

Though my bo<iy must remove,

All my soul will still be here.

All my soul, and all my heart.

And every wisli shall pant for you ;

One kind kiss, then, ere we part,

Drop a tear, and bid adieu.

SAUUEL BISHOP.

Samuel Bishop (1731-1795) was an English
clergyman. Master of Merchant Tailors' School,

lx)ndon, and author of some miscellaneous essays

and poen!s. The best of his poetry was devoted to

the praise of his wife ; and few can read such lines

aa the following without believing that Bishop was
au amiable and happy man :

—

To Mrs Bishop, on the Anniivrmry of her Wedding-
J)ay, uhich icas also htr IjxrtJt-Dayy vith a Ring,

' Thee, Mary, with this ring I wed'

—

So, fourteen years ago, I said.

Behold another ring !
—

' For what !'

' To wed thee o'er again V Why not!

With that first ring I married youth,
Cirace, beauty, innocence, and truth ;

Taste long admired, sense long revered,
And all my Molly then ap|ieared.

If she, by merit since disclosed.
Prove twice the wonuiii I supposed,
1 plead that double merit now.
To justify a double vow.
Here, then, to-day (with faith as sure,

M'ith ardour as intense, as pure,
As when, amidst the rites divine,

I took thy troth, and plighted mine).
To thee, sweet girl, my second ring

A token and a pledge I bring

:

With this I wed, till death us part.

Thy riper virtues to my heart

;

Those virtues which, before untried,

The wife has added to the bride
;

Those virtues, whose progressive claim,
Endearing wedlock's very name,
My soul enjoys, my song approves,

For conscience' sake as well as love's.

And why ?—They show me every hour
Honour's high thought, Aft'ection's power,
Discretion's deed, sound Judgment's sentence,

And teach me all things—but repentance.

SIR WILLIAM JONES.

' It is not Sir William Jones's poetry,' says Mr
Southey, ' that can perpetuate his name.' This is

true : it was as an oriental scholar and legislator,

an enlightened lawyer and patriot, that he earned
his laurels. His profound learning and philological

researches (he was master of twenty -eight languages)
were the wonder and admiration of his contempo-
raries. Sir William was bom in London in 1746.

Su" William Jone&

His father was an eminent mathematician, but died
when his son was only three years of age. The
care of educating young Jones devolved upon his
mother, who was well qualified for the duty by her
virtues and extensive learning. When in his fifth

year, the imagination of the young scholar was
caught by the sublime description of the angel in

the tenth chapter of tlie Apocalypse, and the im-
pression was never effaced. lu 1753 he was placed
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at Harrow school, where lie continued nearly ten

years, and became an accomplished and critical clas-

sical scliolar. He did not confine liimself merely to

tlie ancient authors usually studied, but added a
knowledge of the Arabic characters, and acquired
BufEcient Hebrew to read the Psalms. In 1764 he
was entered of University college, Oxford. Here
his taste for oriental literature continued, and he
engaged a native of .iVleppo, whom he had discovered
in London, to act as his preceptor. He also assidu-

ously perused the Greek poets and historians. In
his nineteenth year, Jones accepted an offer to be
private tutor to Lord Althorp, afterwards Earl
Spencer. A fellowship at O.vford was also conferred
upon him, and thus the scholar was relieved from
the fear of want, and enabled to pursue his favou-

rite and unremitting studies. An opportunity of
displaying one branch of his acquirements was
afforded in 1768. The king of Denmark in that

year visited England, and brought with him an
eastern manuscript, containing the life of Nadir
Shah, which he wished translated into French.
Jones executed this arduous task, being, as Lord
Teignmouth, his biographer, remarks, the only ori-

ental scholar in England adequate to the performance.
He still continued in the noble family of Spencer,
and in 1769 accompanied his pupil to the continent.

Next year, feeling anxious to attain an independent
station in life, he entered himself a student of the
Temple, and, applying himself with his characteristic

ardour to his new profession, he contemplated with
pleasure the ' stately edifice of the laws of England,'
and mastered their most important principles and
details. In 1774 he published Commentaries on
Asiatic Poetri/, but finding that jurisprudence was a
jealous mistress, and would not admit the eastern
muses to participate iu his attentions, he devoted
himself for some years exclusively to his legal

studies. A patriotic feeling was mingled with this

resolution. * Had I lived at Rome or Athens,' he
said, ' I should have preferred the labours, studies,

and dangers of their orators and illustrious citizens

—connected as they were with banishment and even
death—to the groves of the poets or the gardens of
the philosophers. Here I adopt the same resolution.

The constitution of England is in no respect inferior

to that of Kome or Athens.' Jones now practised
at the bar, and was appointed one of the Commis-
sioners of Bankrupts. In 1778, he published a
translation of the speeches of Iskus, in causes con-
cerning the law of succession to property at Athens,
to which he added notes and a commentary. The
stirring events of the time in which he lived were
not beheld without strong interest by tliis accom-
pUshed scholar. He was decidedly opposed to the
American war and to the slave trade, then so pre-
valent, and in 1781 he produced his noble Alcaic
Ode, animated by the purest spirit of patriotism,
and a high strain of poetical enthusiasm. He also

I

joined in representing the necessity that existed for

a reform of the electoral system in England. But
though he made speeches and wrote pampldets in

favour of liberty and pure government, Jones was
no party man, and was desirous, he said, of being
transported to the distance of five thousand leagues
from all the fatal discord of contending politicians.

His wishes were soon accomplished, lie was ap-
pointed one of the judges of the supreme court at

Fort William, in Bengal, and the honour of knight-
hood was conferred upon him. He married the
daughter of l)r Shipley, bishop of St Asaph ; and
in April 178.3, in his thirty-seventh year, he em-
barked fur India, never to return. Sir William
Jones entered upon his judicial functions with nil

the advantages of a high reputation, unsullied in-

tegrity, disinterested benevolence, and unwearied
I)erseverance. In the intervals of leisure from
his duties, he directed his attention to scientific

objects, and estabhshed a society in Calcutta to pro-
mote inquiries by the ingenious, and to concentrate
the knowledge to be collected in Asia. In 1784, his

health being affected by the climate and the close-

ness of his application, he made a tour through
various parts of India, in the course of which he
wrote The Enchanted Fruit, or Hindoo l?7/e, a poeti-

c:d tale, and a Treatise on the Gods of Greece, Italy,

and India. He also studied the Sanscrit language,
being unwilling to continue at the mercy of the
Pundits, who dealt out Hindoo law as they pleased.

Some translations from oriental authors, and origi-

nal poems and essays, he contributed to a periodical

established at Calcutta, entitled The Asiatic Mis-
cellany. He meditated an epic poem on the Dis-
covery of England by Brutus, to which his knowledge
of Hindoo mythology suggested a new machinery,
the agency of Hindoo deities. To soften the violence

of the fiction into harmony with probability, the
poet conceived the future comprehension of Hindo-
stan within the circle of British dominion, as pro-
spectively visible in the age of Brutus, to the guar-
dian angels of the Indian peninsula. This gorgeous
design he had matured so far as to write the argu-
ments of the intended books of his epic, but the
poem itself he did not live to attempt. In 1789 Sir

William translated an ancient Indian drama, Sacon-
tala, or the Fatal Ring, which exhibits a picture of
Hindoo manners in the century preceding the Chris-
tian era. He engaged to compile a digest of Hindoo
and Mahometan laws; and in 1794 he translated

the Ordinances of Menu or the Hindoo system of
duties, religious and civil. His motive to this task,

like his inducement to the digest, was to aid the
benevolent intentions of our legislature in securing

to the natives, in a quiUified degree, the administra-
tion of justice by their own laws. Eager to accom-
plish his digest. Sir William Jones remained in

India after the dehcate health of Lady Jones com-
pelled her departure in December 1793. He pro-
posed to follow her in the ensuing season, but in April
he was seized with inflammation of the liver, which
terminated fatally, after an illness of one week, on the
27th of April 1794. Every honour was paid to his

remains, and the East India Company erected a
monument to his memory in St Paul's Cathedral.

The attainments of Sir William Jones were so pro-

found and various, that it is difficult to conceive how
he had comprised them in his short life of forty-

eight years. As a linguist he has probably never
been surpassed ; for his knowledge extended to a
critical study of the literature and antiquities of

various nations. As a lawyer he h.ad attained to a
high rank in England, and he was the Justinian of

India. In general science there were few depart-

ments of which he was ignorant : in chemistry,
mathematics, botany, and music, he was equally pro-

ficient ' He seems,' says his biographer, ' to have
acted on this maxim, that whatever had been at-

tained was attainable by him ; and he was never ob-

served to overlook or to neglect any opportunity of

adding to his accomplishments or to his knowledge.
When in India, his studies began with the dawn;
and in seasons of intermission from professionjU duty,

continued throughout the day ; meditation retraced

and confirmed wli.it reading had collected or inves

tigation discovered. By a regular ajiplication of
time to particular occupations, he pursued various

objects without confusion ; and iu undertakings
which depended on his indiviihuU perseverance, he
was never deterred by diflicultics from proceeding to

a successful termination.' With respect to the
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division of !us time. Sir William Jones Imd wTitttn

in Indiii, on a small piece of paper, the following

lines :

—

Sir Edward Coke

:

Six hours in sle«p, in law's grave study six,

Four spend in prayer—the rest on nature fix.

Hather :

Seven hours to law, to soothing slumber seven,

Ten to the world allot, and all to heaven,*

The poems of Sir William Jones have been collected

and printed in two small volumes. An early collec-

tion was published by liiniself. dedicated to the

Countess Spencer, in 1772. They consist of a few

original pieces in English and Latin, and transla-

tions from Petrarch and Pindar; paraplirases of

Turkish and Chinese odes, hymns on subjects of

Hindoo mytliology, Indian Tales, and a few songs

from the Persian. Of these the beautiful lyric from

Hatiz is the most valuable. The taste of Sir William
Jones was early turned towards eastern poetry, in

which he was captivated with new images, expres-

sions, and allegories, but there is a want of ciiaste-

ness and simplicity in most of these productions.

The name of their illustrious author * reflects credit,'

as Campbell remarks, ' on poetical biography, but
his secondary fame as a composer sliows that the

palm of poetry is not likely to be won, even by
great genius, without exclusive devotion to the pur-

suit'

An Ode, in Imitation of Alc(tus.

What constitutes a state ?

Not high-raised battlement or laboured mound,
Thick wall or moated gate

;

Not cities proud with spires and turrets crowned
;

Not bays and broad-armed ports,

Where, laughing at the storm, rich navies ride

;

Not starred and spangled courts,

Where low-browed baseness wafts perfume to pride.

No : men, high-minded men.
With powers as far above dull brutes endued

In forest, brake, or den,

As bea-sts excel cold rocks and brambles rude ;

Men who their duties know,
But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain.

Prevent the long-aimed blow.

And crush the tyrant while they rend the chain :

These constitute a state.

And sovereign Law, that state's collected will.

O'er thrones and globes elate

Sits empress, crowning good, repressing ill;

Srait by her sacred frown.

The fiend Discretion like a vapour sinks,

And e'en the all-dazzling Crown
Hides his faint rays, and at her bidding shrinks.

Such was this heaven-loved isle,

Than Leshos fairer, and the Cretan shore I

No more shall Freedom smile?

Shall Britons languish, and be men no more?
Since all must life resign.

Those sweet rewards, which decorate the brave,

'Tis folly to decline,

And steal inglorious to the silent grave.

* As respects sleep, the example of Sir Walter Scott may be

added to that of Sir William Jonea, for the great novelist has

stated that be required seven hours of total unconsciousness to

fit him for the duties of the day.

A Persian Song of llafiz.

Sweet maid, if thou would'st charm my sight,

And bid these arms thy neck enfold
;

That rosy cheek, that lily hand,
Would give thy poet more delight

Than all Bocara's vaunted gold.

Than all the gems of Saraarcaiid.

Boy, let yon liquid ruby flow.

And bid thy pensive heart be glad,

Whate'er the frowning zealots say:
Tell them, their Kden cannot show
A stream so clear as Rocnabad,
A bower so sweet as Mosellay.

0! when these fair perfidious maids.
Whose eyes our secret haunts infest.

Their dear destructive charms display,

Each glance my tender breast invades.

And robs my wounded soul of rest.

As Tartars seize their destined prey.

In vain with love our bosoms glow

:

Can all our tears, can all our sighs.

New lustre to those charms impart?
Can cheeks, where living roses blow.

Where nature spreads her richest dyes,

Require the borrowed gloss of art ?

Speak not of fate : ah ! change the theme.
And talk of odours, talk of wine.

Talk of the flowers that round us bloom ;

'Tis all a cloud, 'tis all a dream
;

To love and joy thy thoughts confine,

Nor hope to pierce the sacred gloom.

Beauty has such resistless power,

That even the chaste Egyptian dame
Sighed for the blooming Hebrew boy;
For her how fatal was the hour.

When to the banks of Nilus came
A youth so lovely and so coy !

But ah ! sweet maid, my counsel hear

(Youth should attend when those advise

Whom long experience renders sage) :

While music charms the ravished ear;

While sparkling cups delight our eyes,

Be gay, and scorn the frowus of age.

What cruel answer have I heard ?

And yet, by Heaven, I love thee still

:

Can aught be cruel from thy lip?

Yet say, how fell that bitter word
From lips which streams of sweetness fill.

Which nought but drops of honey sip ?

fio boldly forth, ray simple lay.

Whose accents flow with artless ease,

Like orient pearls at random strung:

Thy notes are sweet, the damsels say
;

But oh ! far sweeter, if they please

The nymph for whom these notes are sung !

77ic Conchidiiig Sentmce of BcrVek^fs Siris Imitated,

Before thy mystic altar, heavenly Truth,
I kneel in manhood as I knelt in youth

:

Thus let me kneel, till this dull form decay.

And life's last shade be brightened by thy ray:

Then shall my soul, now lost in clouds below.

Soar without bound, without consuming glow.*

* The following is the last sentence of the Siris :—* He that

would make a real progress in knowledge must dedicate his

age as well as youth, the latter growth as well aa the first

fruits, at the altar of Truth.'
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Tetrastic—From the Persian,

On parent knees, a naked new-bom child,

Weeping thou sat'st while all around thee smiled
;

So live, that sinking; in thy last long sleep,

Calm thou mayst smile, while all around thee weep.

FBANCIS FAWKES.

Francis Fawkes (1721-1777) translated Ana-
creon, Sappho, Biun, and other classic poets, and
wrote some pleasing oripnal verses. lie was a

clergyman, and died vicar of Hayes, in Kent. Fawkes
enjoyed the friendship of Johnson and Warton

;

but, however classic in his tastes and studies, he

seems, like Oldys, to have relished a cup of English

ale. The following song is still, and will always be,

a favourite :

—

The Brawn Jug.

DearTom, this brown jug that now foams with mild ale,

(In which I will drink to sweet Nan of the vale)

Was once Toby Fillpot, a thirsty old soul.

As e'er drank a bottle, or fathomed a bowl

;

In bousing about 'twas his praise to excel,

And among jolly topers he bore off the bell.

It chanced as in dog-days he sat at his ease,

In his flower-woven arbour, as gay as you please,

With a friend and a pipe puffing sorrows away.

And with honest old stingo was soaking his clay,

His breath-doors of life on a sudden were shut,

And he died full as big as a Dorchester butt.

His body when long in the ground it had lain,

And time into clay had resolved it again,

A potter found out in its covert so snug,

I
And with part of fat Toby he formed this brown jug

;

Now sacred to friendship, and mirth, and mild ale.

So here's to my lovely sweet Nan of the vale !

Johnson acknowledged that * Frank Fawkes had

done the Odes of Anacreoa very finely.'

WILLIAM WHITEHEAD.

William Whitehead (1715-1785) succeeded to

the office of poet-laureate, after it had been re-

fused by Gray. lie was the son of a baker in Cam-
bridge, and distinguished himself at Winchester
school, on leaving which he obtained a scholarsliip

at Clare-hall, in the university of his native town.

He was afterwards tutor to the son of the Earl of

Jersey. Whitehead had a taste for the drama, and
wrote The Roman Father^ and Creusa, two indifferent

plays. After he had received his appointment as

laureate, he was attacked by Churchill, and a host

of inferior satirists, but he wisely made no reply.

In the family of Lord Jersey he enjoyed comfort
and happiness, till death, at seventy, put a period

to his inoffensive life.

Variety.

[This easy and playful poem opens with the description of a
rural pair of easy furtvine, who live much apart from society.]

Two smiling springs had waked the flowers

That paint the meads, or fringe the bowers,
(Ye lovers, lend your wondering ears,

Who count by months, and not by years),

Two smiling springs had chaplets wove
To crown their solitude, and love :

When, lo 1 they find, they can't tell how,
Their walks are not so pleasant now.

The seasons sure were changed ; the place

Had, somehow, got a diflerent face,

yome blast had struck tlie cheerful scene

;

The lawns, the woods were not so green.

The purling rill, which munnurcd by,

And niice was liquid hanuony,
Became a sluggish, reedy pool

;

The days grew hot, the evenings cool.

The moon, with all the starry reign,

Were melancholy's silent train.

And then the tedious winter night

—

They could not read by candle-light.

Full oft, unknowing why they did.

They called in adventitious aid.

A faithful favourite dog ('twas thus
With Tobit and Ttlemachus)
Amused their steps ; and for a while

They viewed his gambols with a smile.

The kitten, too, was comical,

She played so oddly with her tail.

Or in the glass was pleased to find

Another cat, and peeped behind.

A courteous neighbour at the door.

Was deemed intrusive noise no more.
For rural visits, now and then,

Are right, as men must live with men.
Then cousin Jenny, fresh from town,

A new recruit, a dear delight

!

Made many a heavy hour go down.
At mom, at noon, at eve, at night

:

Sure they could hear her jokes forever,

She was so sprightly and so clever

!

Yet neighbours were not quite the thmg—
What joy, alas ! could converse bring

With awkward creatures bred at home

—

The dog grew dull, or troublesome.

The cat had spoiled the kitten's merit.

And, with her youth, had lost her spirit.

And jokes repeated o'er and o'er.

Had quite exhausted Jenny's store.—
* And then, my dear, I can't abide

This always sauntering side by side.'

* Enough!' he cries, * the reason's plain:

For causes never rack your brain.

Our neighbours are like other folks ;

Skip's playful tricks, and Jenny's jokes.

Are still delightful, still would please,

Were we, my dear, ourselves at ease.

Look round, with an impartial eye.

On yonder fields, on yonder sky;

The azure cope, the flowers below.

With all their wonted colours gluw ;

The rill still murmurs ; and the moon
Shines, as she did, a softer sun.

No change has made the seasons fail.

No comet brushed us with his tail.

The scene's the same, the same the weather

—

We lire^ my rfear, too much together.*

Agreed. A rich old uncle dies.

And added wealth the means supplies.

With eager haste to town they flow,

Where all must please, for all was new. • *

Why should we paint, in tedious song,

How every day, and all day long.

They drove at first with curious haste

Through Lud's vast town ; or, as they passed

'Midst risings, fallings, and repairs

Of streets on streets, and squares on squares,

Describe how strong their wonder grew

At buildings—and at builders tool • *

When Night her murky pinions spread,

And sober folks retire to bed.

To every public place they flew,

Where Jenny told them who was who.

Money was always at command.
And tripped with pleasure hand in hand.

Money was equipage, w;u< show,

Galliui's, Almuck's, and 6uho ;
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The piust-jnirtout through every vein

Of dissipiition's hydra reign.
* *

Suffice it, thiit by just degrees

They reaelicd all heights, and rose with ease
;

(For beauty wins its way uncalled,

Aiid ready dupes are ne'er black-balled.)

Each gambling dame she knew, and he

Knew every shark of quality ;

From the grave cautious few who live

On thoughtless youth, and living thrive,

To the light train who niimie Fi-ance,

And the s«ft sons of nonchalance.

While Jenny, now no more of use,

Excuse succeeding to excuse,

Grew piqued, and prudently withdrew

To shilling whist, and chicken loo.

Advanced to fashion's wavering head,

They now, where once they followed, led

;

Devised new systems of delight,

A-bed all day, and up all night.

In different circles reigned supreme;

Wives copied her, and husbauds him

;

Till so divinclt/ life ran on.

So separate, so quite bon-torif

That, meeting in a public place,

They scarcely knew each other's face.

At last they met, by his desire,

A tt'te-a-tcte a<;ross the fire
;

Looked in each other's face awhile,

M'ith half a tear, and half a smile.

The ruddy health, which wont to grace

With manly glow his rural face,

Now scarce retained its faintest streak,

So sallow was his leathern cheek.

She, lank and pale, and hollow-eyed.

With rouge had striven in vain to hide

What once was beauty, and repair

The rapine of the midnight air.

Silence is eloquence, 'tis said.

Both wished to speak, both hung the head.

At length it burst. ' 'Tis time,' he cries,

* When tired of folly, to be wise.

Are you too tired V—then checked a ^oan.
She wept consent, and he went on

:

* How delicate the married life !

You love your husband, I my wife

;

Not even satiety could tame.

Nor dissipation quench the flame.

True to the bias of our kind,

'Tis happiness we wish to find.

In rural scenes retired we sought

In vain the dear, delicious draught.

Though blest with love's indulgent store,

We found we wanted something more.

'Twas company, 'twas friends to share

The bliss we languished to declare
;

*Twa3 social converse, change of scene,

To soothe the sullen hour of spleen
;

Short absences to wake desire.

And sweet regrets to fan the fire.

We left the lonesome place, and found,

In dissipation's giddy round,

A thousand novelties to wake
The springs of life, and not to break.

As, frora the nest not wandering far,

In light excursions through the air.

The feathercil tenants of the grove

Around in mazy circles move,

Sip the cool springs that murmuring flow,

Or taste tiie blossom on the bough ;

We sported freely with the rest

;

And still, returning to the nest.

In easy mirth we chatted o'er

The trifles of the day before.

Behold us now, dissolving quite

In the full ocean of delight

;

In pleasures every hour emjdoy,
Immersed in all the world calls joy;
Our aflluencc casing the expense
Of splendour and magnificence

;

Our company, the exalted set

Of all that's gay, and all that's great:

Nor happy yet ! and wherc's the wonder!
Wc lircy my dear, too miwh aaundcr!^

The moral of my tale is this :

Variety's the soul of bliss
;

But such variety alone

As makes our home the more our own.
As from the heart's impelling power
The life-blood pours its genial store ;

Though taking each a various way.
The active streams meandering play

Through every artery, every vein,

All to the heart return again
;

From thence resume their new career,

But still return and centre there;

So real happiness below
Must from the heart sincerely flow

;

Nor, listening to the syren's song,

Must stray too far, or rest too long.

All human pleasures thither tend;
Must there begin, and there must end

;

Must there recruit their languid force,

And gain fresh vigour from their source.

DR JAMES GRAINGER.

Dr James Grainger (1721-1766) was, according

to his own statement, seen by Mr I'rior, the bio-

grapher of Goldsmith, *of a gentleman's family in

Cumberland.' He studied medicine in Edinburgh,

was in the army, and, on the peace, established him-
self as a medical practitioner in London. His poem
of Solitude appeared in 1755, and was praised by
Johnson, who considered the opening ' very noble.'

Grainger wrote several other pieces, translated

Tibullus, and was a critic in the Monthly Review.

In 1759 he -went to St Christophers, in the West
Indies, commenced practising as a physician, and
married a lady of fortune. During his residence

there, he wrote his poem of the Sngar-Cane, which
Shenstone thought capable of being rendered a good

poem ; and the arguments in which, Southey says,

are * ludicrously flat and formal.' One point is cer-

tainly ridiculous enough ;
' he very poetically,' says

Campbell, ' dignifies the poor negroes with the name
of *' swains." ' Grainger died in the West Indies.

Ode to Solitude,

Solitude, romantic maid !

Whether by nodding towers you tread,

Or haunt the desert's trackless gloom.

Or hover o'er the yawning tomb,
Or climb the Andes' cUfted side,

Or by the Nile's coy source abide.

Or starting from your half-year's sleep,

From Hecla view the thawing deep.

Or, at the purple dawn of day,

Tadmor's marble wastes survey.

You, recluse, again, I woo.

And again your steps pursue.

Plumed Conceit himself surveying.

Folly with her shadow playing.

Purse-proud, elbowing Insolence,

Bloated empiric, pufled Pretence,

Noise that through a trumpet speaks,

Laughter in loud peals that breaks.

Intrusion with a fopUug's face,

(Ignorant of time and place),
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imparks of fire Disscnstion blowing,

Ductile, court-bred Flattery, bowins;,

Restraint's stitf neck, Cirimace's Icur,

Squint-eyed Censure's artful sneer,

Ambition's buskins, steeped in blood,

Fly thy presence, Solitude.

Sage Reflection, bent with years,

Conscious Virtue void of fears,

Muffled Silence, wood-nymph shy,

Meditation's piercing eye,

Halcyon Peace on moss reclined,

Retrospect that scans the mind,
Wrapt earth-gazing Reverie,

Blushing artless Modesty,
Health that snuffs the morning air,

Full-eyed Truth with bosom bare,

Inspiration, Nature's child,

Seek the solitary wild.

You, with the tragic muse retired,

The wise Euripides inspired
;

You taught the sadly-pleasing air

That Athens saved from ruins bare.

You gave the Cean*s tears to flow,

And unlocked the springs of wo
;

You penned what exiled Naso thought,

And poured the melancholy note.

With Petrarch o'er Vaucluse you strayed.

When death snatched his long-loved maid
;

You taugiit the rocks her loss to mourn.
Ye strewed with flowers her virgin urn.

And late in Hagley you were seen.

With bloodshot eyes, and sombre mien;
Hymen his yellow vestment tore,

And Dirge a wreath of cypress wore.

But chief your own the solemn lay

That wept Narcissa young and gay ;

Darkness clapped her sable wing.

While j'ou touched the mournful string;

Anguish left the pathless wild.

Grim-faced Melancholy smiled.

Drowsy Midnight ceased to yawn.
The starry host put back the dawn

;

Aside their harps even seraphs flung

To hear thy sweet Complaint, Young !

When all nature's hushed asleep,

Nor Love nor Guilt their vigils keep.

Soft you leave your cavemed den,

And wander o'er the works of men ;

But when Phosphor brings the dawu
By her dappled coursers drawn,

Again you to the wild retreat

And the early huntsman meet.

Where, as you pensive pace along.

You catch the distant shepherd's song,

Or brush from herbs the pearly dew.
Or the rising primrose view.

Devotion lends her heaven-plumed mngs,
You mount, and nature with you sings.

But when mid-day fervours glow.
To upland airy shades you go,

Where never sunburnt woodman came,
Nor sportsman chased the timid game

;

And there beneath an oak reclined.

With drowsy waterfalls behind,

You sink to rest.

Till the tuneful bird of night

From the neighbouring poplar's height,

Wake you with her solemn strain,

And teach pleased Echo to complain.

With you roses brighter bloom.

Sweeter every sweet perfume

;

Purer every fountain flows.

Stronger every wildling grows.

Let those toil for gold who please,

Or for fame renounce their case.

What is fame I an empty bubble.

Gold ? a transient shining trouble.

Let them for their country bleed.

What was ISidney's, Raleigh's meed!
Man's not worth a mdmcnt's pain.

Base, ungrateful, fickle, vain.

Then let me, sequestered fair,

To your sibyl grot repair

;

On yon hanging clifl' it stands.

Scooped by nature's salvage hands,
Bosomed in the gloomy shade
Of cypress not with age decayed.
Where the owl still-hooting sits.

Where the bat incessant flits,

There in loftier strains I'll sing

Whence the changing seasons spring;

Tell how storms deform the skies,

Whence the waves subside and rise.

Trace the comet's blazing tail.

Weigh the planets in a scale ;

Bend, great God, before thy shrine,

The boumless macrocosm's tbiue. *

JAMES MERRICK.

James Merrick (1720-1766) was a distinguished
classical scholar, and tutor to Lord North at Oxford.

He took orders, but was unalile to do duty, from
delicate health. Merrick wrote some hymns, and
attempted a version of the psalms, with no great
success. We subjoin an amusing and instructive

fable by this worthy divine :

—

The Chameleon,

Oft has it been my lot to mark
A proud, conceited, talking spark.

With eyes that hardly served at most
To guard their master 'gainst a post

;

Yet round the world the blade has been.

To see whatever could be seen.

Returning from his finished tour.

Grown ten times perter than before
;

Whatever word you chance to drop.

The travelled fool your mouth will stop;
* Sir, if my judgment you'll allow

—

I*ve seen—and sure I ought to know.*-^
So begs you'd pay a due submission.

And acquiesce in his decision.

Two travellers of such a cast,

As o'er Arabia's wilds they passed.

And on their way, in friendly chat,

Now talked of this, and then of that ;

Discoursed awhile, 'mongst other matter.

Of the Chameleon's form and nature.
* A stranger animal,' cries one,
' Sure never lived beneath the sun :

A lizard's body lean and long,

A fish's head, a serpent's tongue.

Its foot with triple claw disjoined
;

And what a length of tail behind !

How slow its pace ! and then its hufr^
Who ever saw so fine a blue V
*Hold there,' the other (juick replies,

**Tis green, I saw it with these eyes.

As late with open mouth it lay,

And warmed it in the sunny ray ;

Stretched at its ease the beawt 1 viewed.

And saw it eat the air for food.*
* I've seen it, sir, as well as you,

And must again affirm it blue
;

At leisure I the beast surveyed

Extended in the cooling shade.*
* *Ti3 green, 'tis green, sir, I assure ye.*

* Green !* cries the other in a fury ;
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' Why, sir, d'ye think I've lost my eyes i'

' 'Twere no jjreat loss,' the friend leiilies
;

• P'or if they always serve you thus,

You'll find them but of little use.'

So high at lust the contest rose.

From words they almost came to blowa

:

When luckily came by a third
;

To him the ijuestion they referred :

And begged he'd tell them, if he knew,

Whether the thing was green or blue.

' Sirs,' cries the umpire, 'cease your pother;

The creature's neither one nor t'other.

I caught the animal last night.

And viewed it o'er by candle-light

:

I marked it well, 'twas black as jet

—

You stare—but sirs, I've got it yet.

And can produce it.'
—*Pray, sir, do

;

I'll lay my life the thing is blue.'

'And I'll be sworn, that when you've seen

The reptile, you'll pronounce him green.'

' Well, then, at once to ease the doubt,'

Replies the man, ' I'll turn him out :

And when before your eyes I've set him.

If you don't find him black, I'll eat him.'

He said ; and full before their sight

Produced the beast, and lo !

—
'twas wliite.

Both stared, the man looked wondrous wise

—

' My children,' the Chameleon cries,

(Then first the creature found a tongue)

'You all are right, and all are wrong :

VThen next you talk of what you view,

Tuink others see as well as you

:

N«r wonder if you find that none

Prtfers your eye-sight to his omj.'

JOHN SCOTT.

John Scott (1730-1783) was our only Quaker
poet till Bernard Barton graced the order with a

sprig of laurel Scott was the sou of a draper in

Boott's Orotto, Amwell.

London, who retired to Amwell. in Hertfordshire,

and here the poet spent his days, improving his gar-

den and grounds. He published several poetical

pieces, of mediocre merit The fiillciwing seems to

have been dictated by real feeling, as well as (Quaker
principle :

—

[Oi!c on Hearing the Drum.]

I hate that drum's discordant sound.
Parading round, and round, and round:
To thoughtless youtli it jdeasure yields,

And lures from cities and from fields,

To sell their liberty for charms
Of tawdry lace, and glittering arms ;

And when Ambition's voice commands,
To march, and fight, and fall in foreign lands.

I hate that drum's discordant sound.

Parading round, and round, and round

:

To me it talks of ravaged plains,

And burning towiis, and ruined swains.

And mangled limbs, and dying groans.

And widows' tears, and orphans' moans
;

And all that misery's hand bestows

To fill the catalogue of human woes.

WnXIAM OLDYS.

William Oldys (1696-1761) was a zealous lite-

rary antiquary, and Norroy King-at-Arnis. He
wrote a Life of Raleigh, and assisted every author
or bookseller who required a leaf from his volumin-

ous collections. Ilis obscure diligence amassed vari-

ous interesting particulars of literary history. The
following exquisite little Anacreontic was from the

pen of Oldys, who occasionally indulged in deep
potations of ale, for which he was caricatured by his

friend and brother antiquary, Grose :

—

Songf inade Extemp&i-e hy a Gcntktnan, occasioned by
a Fly Drinking out of his Cup of Ale*

Busy, curious, thirsty fly.

Drink with me, and drink as I

;

Freely welcome to my cup,

Could'st thou sip and sip it up.

Make the most of life you may.
Life is short, and wears away.

Both alike are mine and thine.

Hastening quick to their decline :

Thine's a summer, mine no more.

Though repeated to tiireescore
;

Threescore summers, when the3''re gone.

Will appear as short as one.*

JOHN CUNNXNGRAM.

John Cunningham (1729-1773), the son of a
wine-cooper in Dublin, was a respectable actor, and
performed several years in Digges's company, Edin-
burgh. In his latter years he resided in Newcastle-
on-Tyne, in the house of a ' generous printer,' whose
hospitality for some time supported the poet. Cun-
ningliam's pieces are full of pastoral simplicity and
lyrical melody. He aimed at nothing high, and
seldom failed.

Song—May-Eve, or Kate of Aberdeen.

The silver moon's enamoured beam.
Steals softly through the night.

To wanton with the winding stream.

And kiss reflected light.

* Oldys's Bonp was inchided in a ' Select Collection of English

Songs,' published by J. Johnson in 17B3. Bums, the Scottish

poet, had a copy of this work (one of the volumes of which is

now before ust, and we observe he has honoured the extem-

pore lyric of the old antiquary ^vith jwncil marks in the mar-

gin. In his Lines written in FriaiV Carse Hermitage, Bums
ba3 echoed some of Oldys's thoughts and expre«£ions.
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To bed* of state ir*». buliny sleep.

('Tis wher(.' v<ni'vc seldom bet'ii.)

Mav's vi!:il while the shepherds keep

With Kate of Aberdeen.

Upon the green the virgins wait,

In rosy chaplets gay.

Till mom unhara her golden gate,

And gives the promised May.
Methinks 1 hear the maids declare,

The promised May, when seen,

Not half 90 fragrant, half 30 fair,

As Kate of Aberdeen.

Strike up the tabor's boldest notes.

We'll rouse the nodding grove
;

The nei^ted birds shall raise their throats,

And hail the maid I love.

And see—the matin lark mistakes.

He quits the tufted green :

Fond bird! 'tis not the morning breaks,

'Tie Kate of Aberdeen.

Now lightsome o*or the level mead,
Where midnight fairies rove.

Like them the jocund dance we'll lead,

Or tune the reed to love:

For see, the rosy May draws nigh
;

She claims a virgin queen
;

And hark! the happy shepherds cry,

'Tis Kate of Aberdeen.

Content, a Pastoral.

O'er moorlands and mountains, rude, barren, and bare,

As wildered and wearied I roam,

A gentle young shepherdess sees my despair,

And leads me o'er lawns to her home.

Yellow sheaves from rich Ceres her cottage had
crowned,

Green rushes were strewed on her floor.

Her casement sweet woodbines crept wantonly round.

And decked the sod seats at her door.

We sat ourselves down to a cooling repast,

Fresh fruits, and she culled me the best

;

While thrown from my guard by some glances she

cast,

Love slily stole into my breast!

I told my soft wishes ; she sweetly replied

(Ye virgins, her voice was divine !)

I've rich ones rejected, and great ones denied.

But take me fond shepherd—I'm thine.

Her air was so modest, her aspect so meek.
So simple, yet sweet were her charms !

I kissed the ripe roses that glowed on her cheek,

And locked the loved maid in my arras.

Now jocund together we tend a few sheep,

And if, by yon prattler, the stream,

Reclined on her bosom, I sink into sleep,

Her image still softens my dream.

Together we range o'er the slow-rising hills,

Delighted with pastoral views.

Or rest on the rock whence the streamlet distils,

And point out new themes for my muse.
To pomp or proud titles she ne'er did aspire.

The damsel's of humble descent ;

The cottager Peace is well-known for her sire.

And shepherds have named her Content.

NATHANIF.L COTTON.

Nathaniel Cotton (1721-17S8), wrote Vmons
in Verse, for children, and a volume of pnetioal

MiareUanics. lie fallowed tlie medical profussiun iu

bt Albans, and was distinyuisUed for his skill in the

treatment of cases of insanity. CowjK'r, his patient,

bears evidence to his * well-known humanity and
sweetness of temper.*

The Fireside,

Dear Chloe, while the busy crowd,

The vain, the wealthy, and the proud.
In folly's maze advance

;

Though singularity and pride

Be called our choice, we'll step aside.

Nor join the giddy dance.

From the gay world we'll oft retire

To our own family and fire,

Where love our hours employs ;

No noisy neighbour enters here ;

Nor intermeddling stranger near,

To spoil our heartfelt joys.

If solid happiness we prize.

Within our breast this jewel lies ;

And they are fools who roam

:

The world has nothing to bestow;
From our own selves our joys must flow,

And that dear hut—our home.
Of rest was Noah's dove bereft.

When with impatient wing she left

That safe retreat, the ark

;

Giving her vain excursion o'er.

The disappointed bird once more
Explored the sacred bark.

Though fools spurn Hymen's gentle powers,

We, who improve his golden hours,

By sweet experience know.
That marriage, rightly understood.

Gives to the tender and the good
A paradise below.

Our babes shall richest comforts bring
j

If tutored right, they'll prove a spring

Whence pleasures ever rise :

We'll form their minds, with studious care,

To all that's manly, good, and fair,

And train them for the skies.

While they our wisest hours engage.

They'll joy our youth, support our age,

And croivn our hoary hairs:

They'll grow in virtue every day;
And thus our fonflest loves repay.

And recompense our cares.

No borrowed joys, they're all our own,
^V'hile to the world we live unknown.

Or by the world forgot

:

Monarchs! we envy not your state ;

We look with pity on the great.

And bless our humbler lot.

Our portion is not large, indeed
;

But then how little do we need !

For nature's calls are few:

In this the art of living lies,

To want no more than may suffice.

And make that little do.

We'll therefore relish with content

Whate'er kind Providence has sent,

Nor aim beyond our power

;

For, if our stock be very small,

*Tis prudence to enjoy it all,

Nor lose the present hour

To be resigned when ills butlde.

Patient when favours are denied,

And pleased with favours given ;

Dear Chloe, this is wisdom's part
;

This is that incense of the heart,

Whose fragrance smells to heaven.
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We'll ask no long protracted treat,

Since winter-life is seldom sweet

;

But when our feast is o*er,

Grateful from table we'll arise,

Nor grudge our sons with envious eyes

The relics of our store.

Thus, haml in hand, through life we'll go;

Ita chequered paths of joy and wo
With cautious steps we'll tread

;

Quit its vain scenes without a tear.

Without a trouble or a fear,

And mingle with the dead:

While conscience, like a faithful friend,

Shall through the gloomy vale attend.

And cheer our dying breath
;

Shall, when all other comforts cease.

Like a kind angel, whisper peace.

And smooth the bed of death.

CHMSTOPHEB AKSTET.

Christopher A.nstet (172-1-1805) was author of

TTie New Bath Guide, a light s.itirical and humorous
poem, which appeared in 1766, and set an example
in this description of composition, that has since

been followed in numerous instances, and with great

success. SmoUett, in his Humphry Clinker, pub-

lished five years later, may be almost said to have
reduced the ' New Bath Guide' to prose. Many of

the characters and situations are exactly the same
as those of Anstey. This poem seldom rises above
the tone of conversation, but is easy, sportive, and
entertaining. The fashionable Fribbles of the day,

the chat, scandal, and amusements of those attend-

ing the wells, and the canting hypocrisy of some
sectarians, are depicted, sometimes with indelicacy,

but always with force and liveliness, ilr Anstey
was son of the Rev. Dr Anstey, rector of Brinke-
ley, in Cambridgeshire, a gentleman who possessed

a considerable landed property, which the poet after-

wards inherited. He was educated at Eton school,

and elected to King's college, Cambridge, and in

both places he distinguished himself as a classical

scholar. In consequence of his refusal to deliver

certain declamations, Anstey quarrelled with the
heads of the university, and was denied the usual

degree. In the epilogue to the ' New Bath Guide,"

he alludes to this circumstance

—

Oranta, sweet Granta, where studious of ease.

Seven years did I sleep, and then lost my degrees.

He then went into the army, and married Miss
Calvert, sister to his friend John Calvert, Esq., of

Allbury Hall, in Hertfordshire, through whose in-

fluence he was returned to parliament for the

borough of Hertford. He was a frequent resident in

the city of Bath, and a favourite in the fashionable

and literary coteries of the place. In 1766 was pub-

lished his celebrated poem, which instantly became
popular. He wrote various other pieces

—

A Poem
on the Death of the Marquis of Taiislock, 1767 ; An
Election Ball, in Poetical Letters from Mr Inkle at

Bath to his Wife at Gloucester; a Paraphrase of the

Thirteenth Chapter of the First Epistle to the Corin-

thians ; a satire entitled The Priest Dissected; Specu-

lation, or a Defence of Mankind (1780); Liheralitj/,

or Memoirs of a Decayed Macaroni (1788); The
Farmer's Daughter, a Poetical Tale (1795); and
various other copies of occasional verses. Anstey
also translated Gray's Elegy into Latin verse, and
addressed an elegant Latin Ode to Dr Jenner.

While the ' New Bath Guide' was ' the only thing

in fashion,' and relished for its novel and original

kind of humour, the other productions of Anstey

were neglected by the puhli<'. and have never l>een

revived. In the enjoyment of his paternal estate,

the poet, however, was iudcpcndiMit of the public

support, and he took part in the sports of the field

up to his eightieth year. While on a visit to his

son-in-law, Mr Bosanquet, at ILirnage, Wiltshire,

he was taken HI, and died on the 3d of August 1805.

The PvMk Brealfcut.

Now my lord had the honour of coming down post.

To pay his respects to so famous a toast

;

In hopes he her ladyship's favour might win.

By playing the part of a host at an inn.

I'm sure he's a person of great resolution,

Though delicate nen'es, and a we.ak constitution
;

For he carried us all to a place cross the river,

And vowed that the rooms were too hot for his liver:

He said it would greatly our pleasure promote,

If we all for Spring Gardens set out in a boat

:

I never as vet could his reason explain.

Why we all sallied forth in the wind and the rain ;

For sure such confusion was never yet knoK-n
;

Here a cap and a hat, there a carilinal blown :

While his lordship, embroidered and powdered all o'er,

M'as bowing, and handing the ladies ashore

:

How the Misses did huddle, and scuddle, aud run ;

Une would think to be wet must be very good fun ;

For by waggling their tails, they all seemed to take

pains

To moisten their pinions like ducks when it rains
;

And 'twas pretty to see, how like birds of a feather.

The people of quality flocked all together
;

All pressing, addressing, caressing, and fond,

Just the same as those animals are in a pond :

You've read all their names in the news, I suppose,

But, for fear you have not, take the list as it goes:

There was Lady Greasewrister,

And Madam Van-Twister,

Her ladyship's sister

:

Lord Cram, and Lord Vulture,

Sir Brandish O'Culter,

With Marshal Carouzer,

And old Lady Mouzer,

And the great Hanoverian Baron Panzmowzer

;

Besides many others who all in the rain went.

On purpose to honour this great entertainment

:

The company made a most brilliant appearance.

And ate bread and butter with great perseverance:

All the chocolate too, that my lord set before 'em.

The ladies despatched with the utmost decorum.

Soft musical numbers were heanl all around,

The bonis and the clarions echoing sound.

Sweet were the strains, as odorous gales that blow
O'er fragrant banks, where pinks and roses grow.

The peer was quite ravished, while close to his side

Sat Lady Bunbutter, in beautiful pride !

Oft turning his eyes, he with rapture surveyed

All the powerful charms she so nobly displayed :

As when at the feast of the great .\le.^andcr,

Timotheus, the musical son of Thersander,

Breathed heavenly measures.
• • »

! had I a voice that was stronger than steel.

With twice fifty tongues to express what I feel,

And as many good mouths, yet I never could utter

All the speeches my lord made to Lady Bunbutter!
So polite all the time, that he ne'er touched a bit,

While she ate up his rolls and applauded his wit

:

For they tell me that men of true taste, when they treat,

Should talk a great deal, but they never should eat:

And if that be the fashion, I never will give

Any grand entertainment as long as I live

:

For I'm of opinion, 'tis proper to cheer

The stomach and bowels as well as the ear.

Nor me did the charming concerto of Abel

Regale like the breakfast I saw on the table

:
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I freely will oim 1 the muffins preferred

To all the rrciitoel conversation I heard.

E'en thou^^h I'd the honour of sittinL' between
My Lady Stuft-damnsk and Pcffsy Moreen,
Who hdth tleu' to li;ith in the nightly machine.
Cries Pe*.'g}', *This place i.s enchantingly pretty;
We never can see such a thing in the city.

You may spend all your lifetime in Catcaton Street,

And never so civil a gentleman meet

;

You may talk what you please
;
you ma}' search Lon-

don through

;

You may go to Carlisle's, and to Almanac's too

;

And I'll give you my head if you find such a host,

For coffee, tea, chocolate, butter, and toast

:

How he welcomes at once all the world and his wife,

And how civil to folk he ne'er saw in his life !*

* These horns,' cries my lady, * so tickle one's ear.

Lard! what would I give that Sir Simon was here!

To the next public breakfast Sir Simon shall go.

For I find here are folks one may venture to know:
Sir Simon would gladly his lordship attend,

And my lord would be pleased with so cheerful a

friend.'

So when we had wasted more bread at a breakfast

Than the poor of our parish have ate for this week past,

I saw, all at once, a prodigious great throng
Come bustling, and rustling, and jostling along;
For his lordship was pleased that the company now
To my Lady Bunbutter should curtsy and bow

;

And my lady was pleased too, and seemed vastly proud
At once to receive all the thanks of a crowd.

And when, like Chaldeans, we all had adored
This beautiful image set up by my lord,

Some few insignificant folk went away.
Just to follow the employments and calls of the day;
But those who knew better their time how to spend.
The fiddling and dancing all chose to attend.

Miss Cluuch and Sir Toby performed a cotillon.

Just the same as our Susan and Bob the postilion
;

All the while her mamma was expressing her joy.

That her daughter the morning so well could enijjloy.

Now, why should the Muse, my dear mother, relate

The misfortunes that full to the lot of the great I

As homeward we came—'tis with sorrow you'll hear
What a dreadful disaster attended the peer;
For whether some envious god had decreed
That a Naiad should long to ennoble her breed

;

Or whether his lordship was charmed to beliold

His face in the stream, like Narcissus of old
;

In handing old Lady Comefidget and daughter.
This obsequious lord tumbled into the water

;

But a nymph of the flood brought him safe to the boat,

And I left all the ladies a-cleaning his coat.

MRS THRAI.E.

Mrs Thralk (afterwards Mrs Piozzi), who lived
for many years in terms of intimate friendship with
Dr Johnson, is autluiress of an interesting little

moral poem, T/w Three Warnings, which is so
superior to her other compositions, that it has been
supposed to have been partly written, or at least

corrected, by Johnson. This lady was a native of
Wales, being born at Bodville, in Caernarvonshire,
in 1740. In 1764 she was married to Mr Henry
ThraJe, an eminent brewer, who had taste enough
to appreciate the rich and varied conversation of
Johnson, and wliose hospitality and wealth afforded
the great moralist an asylum in his house. ^Vfter

the <ieath of tins excellent man, his widow married
Signior Piozzi, an Itahan music-master, a step
which Johnson never could forgive. The lively

lady proceeded witii her husband on a continental

tour, and they took up their abode for some time on
the banks of the Arno. She afterwards published

a volume of miscellaneous pieces, entitled The Flo-
rence Miscelluni/, and afforded a subject for tlie

satire of Gilford, whose ' Bavi.id and Mceviad' Wiis

written to lash the Delia Cniscan songsters with
whom Mrs Piozzi was associated. The Anecdotes
and Letters of Dr Johnson, by Mrs Piozzi, are the
only valuable works which proceeded from lier pen.
She was a minute and clever observer of men and
manners, hut deficient in judjnnent, and not parti-

cular as to the accuracy of her relations. Mrs
Piozzi died at Clifton in 1822.

T^te Three Waitunr/s,

The tree of deepest root is found
Least willing still to quit the ground;
*Twas therefore said by ancient sages,

That love of life increased with years
So much, that in our latter stages,

When pains grow sharp, and sickness rages,

The greatest love of life appears.
This great affection to believe,

Which all confess, but few perceive.

If old assertions can*t prevail.

Be pleased to hear a modem tale.

When sports went round, and all were gay,
On neighbour Dodson's wedding-day,
Death called aside the jocund groom
With him into another room,
And looking grave—'You must,' says he,
* Quit your sweet bride, and come with me.*
' With you ! and quit my Susan's side ?

With you !' the hapless husband cried
;

' Young as I am, 'tis monstrous hard 1

Besides, in truth, I'm not prepared:
My thoughts on other matters go

;

This is my wedding-day, you know.'

What more he urged I have not heard,

His reasons could not well be stronger;

So death the poor delinquent spared,

And left to live a little longer.

Yet calling up a serious look.

His hour-glass trembled while he spoke—

•

* Neighbour,' he said, * farewell ! no more
Shall Death disturb your mirthful hour;
And farther, to avoid all blame
Of cruelty upon my name.
To give you time for preparation,

And fit you for your future station.

Three several warnings you shall have.
Before you're summoned to the grave;
Willing for once I'll quit my prey,

And grant a kind reprieve ;

In hopes you'll have no more to say

;

But, when I call again this way,
Well pleased the world will leave.'

To these conditions both consented,
And parted perfectly contented.

What next the hero of our tale befell,

How long he lived, how wise, how well,

How roundly he pursued his course.

And smoked his pipe, and stroked his horse,

The willing muse shall tell

:

He chaffered, then he bought and sold,

Nor once perceived his growing old.

Nor thought of Death as near

:

His friends not false, his wife no shrew,

Many his gains, his children few.

He passed his hours in peace.

But while he viewed his wealth increase,

While thus along life's dusty road,

The beaten track content he trod.

Old Time, whose haste no mortal spares.

Uncalled, unheeded, unawares,
Brought on his eightieth year.
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And now, one ni^ht, iu musing mood,
As all alone he sute,

The unwelcome messenger of Fato
Once more before him stood.

Half-killed with anger and surprise,
' So soon retun\ed !' old Dodson cries.

' So soon d've call it 1' Death replies :

* Surely, my friend, you're but in jest I

Since I was here before

'Tis six-and-thirty years at least.

And you are now foui"score.'

' So much the worse,' the clo\7n rejoined ;

* To spare the aged would be kind

:

However, see your search be legal

;

And your authority— is't regal

!

Else you are come on a fool's errand,

M'ith but a secretary's warrant.*

Beside, you promised rae Three Warnings,

Which i have looked for nights and mornings ;

But for that loss of time and ease,

I can recover damages.*

' I know,' cries Death, ' that at the best,

I seldom am a welcome guest

;

But don't be captious, friend, at least

;

I little thought you'd still be able

To stump about your farm and stable

:

Your years have run to a great length ;

I wish you joy, though, of your strength
!'

' Hold,' says the farmer, ' not so fast

!

I have been lame these four years past.'

* Aiit\ no great wonder,' Death replies :

* However, you still keep your eyes
;

And sure to see one's loves and friends,

For legs and arms would make amends.'
' Perhaps,' says Dodson, ' so it might,

But latterly I've lost my sight.'

* This is a shocking tale, 'tis true

;

But still there's comfort left for you

:

Each strives your sadness to amuse

;

I warrant you hear all the news.'
' There's none,' cries he ; ' and if there were,

I'm grown so deaf, 1 could not hear.'

'Nay, then,' the spectre stern rejoined.

These are unjustifiable yearnings ;

If you are lame, and deaf, and blind.

You've had your Three sufficient Warnings;
So come along, no more we'll part

;'

He said, and touched him ivith his dart.

And now Old Dodson, turning pale.

Yields to his fate—eo ends my tale.

THOMAS MOSS.

The Rkv. Thomas Moss, who died in 1808, minis-

ter of Brierly Hill, andof Trentliam, in St.ifTordsliirc,

published anonymously, in 17G9, a collection of mis-

cellaneous poems, forming a thin quarto, which he

had printed at Wolverliampton. One piece was
copied by Dodslcy into his ' Annual Register,' and

from thence has been transferred (diflferent persons

being assigned as the author) into almost every

periodical and collection of fugitive verses. This

poem is entitled Tfie Beggar (sometimes called The

Beggars Petition), and contains much pathetic and
natural sentiment finely expressed.

The Beggar.

Pity the sorrows of a poor old man !

Whose trembling limbs have borne him to your door.

Whose days are dwindled to the shortest span.

Oh ! give relief, and Heaven will bless your store.

* An allusion to the illepal warrant used against Wilkes,

which was the cause of so much contention in its day.

These tattered clothes my poverty bespeak,
These hoary locks proclaim my lengtliened years

;

And many a furrow in my grief-worn cheek,
Has been the channel to a stream of tears.

Yon house, erected on the rising ground,
With tempting aspect drew me from my road,

For plenty there a residence has found.
And grandeur a magnificent abode.

(Hard is the fate of the infirm and poor!)
Here craving for a morsel of their bread,

A pampered menial forced me from the door,
To seek a shelter in a humbler shed.

Oh ! take me to your hospitable dome.
Keen blows the wind, and piercing is the cold !

Short is my passage to the friendly tomb.
For I am poor, and miserably old.

Should I reveal the source of every grief.

If soft humanity e'er touched your breast.

Your hands would not withhold the kind relief.

And tears of pity could not be repressed.

Heaven sends misfortunes—why should we repine?
'Tis Heaven has brought me to the state you see

:

And your condition may be soon like mine.
The child of sorrow, and of misery.

A little farm was my paternal lot.

Then, like the lark, 1 sprightly hailed the morn ;

But ah ! oppression forced me from my cnt

;

My cattle died, and blighted was njy com.

My daughter—once the comfort of my age !

Lured by a villain from her native home.
Is cast, abandoned, on the world's wide stage.

And doomed in scanty poverty to ruani.

My tender wife—sweet soother of my care!

Struck with sad anguish at the stern decree.

Fell—lingering fell, a victim to despair.

And left the world to wretchedness and me.

Pity the sorrows of a poor old man !

Whose trembling limbs have borne him to your door.

Whose days are dwindled to the shortest span,

Oh! give relief, and Heaven will bless your store.

SCOTTISH POETS.

Though most Scottish authors at this time—as

Thomson, Mallet, Hamilton, and Buattie—composed
in the English language, a few, stimulated by the

success of Allan Kanisay, cultivated their native

tongue \\-ith considerable success. The popularity

of Ramsay's 'Tea-Table Miscellany' led to other

collections and to new contributions to Scottish

song. In 1751 appe.ircd 'Yair's Charmer,' and in

1769 David Herd published a more complete collec-

tion of ' Scottish Songs and Ballads,' wliich he re-

printed, with additions, in 1776.

ALEXANDER ROSS.

Alexander Ross, a schoolmaster in Lochlee, in

Angus, when nearly seventy years of age, in 1768
published at Aberdeen, by the advice of Dr Beattie,

a volume entitled Ilelenore, or the Furtumite Shep-
herdess, a Pastoral Tale in the Scottish Dialect, to

which are added a few Songs by the Author. Ross
was a good descriptive poet, and some of his songs
—as iroo'rf, and Married, and a\ The liuck and the

Wee Pickle Tow—are still popular in Scotland. Being
chiefly written in the Kincardineshire dialect (which
differs in many expressions, and in pronunciation,

from the Lowland Scotch of Burns), Ross is less

known out of his native district tlian he ought to

be. Beattie took a warm interest in the ' good-
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humoured, social, happy olti man'— wlio was indt-

punclcnt on £20 a-year— and to promote the sale

of his volume, he addressed a letter and a pi.>etie:U

epistle in praise of it to the Aberdeen Journal. The
ei)istle is remarkable as Beattie's only attempt in

Aberdeenshire Scotch ; one verse of it is equal to

Burns :

—

bonny are our greensward hows,

"Where through the birks the burnie rows,

And the bee bums, and the ox lows,

And saft winds rustle,

And shepherd lads on sunny knowes
Blaw the blythe whistle.

Koss died in 1784, at the great age of eighty-six.

Woo^d, and Marriedy and a*.

The bride cam' out o* the byre,

And, 0, as she di.^hted her cheeks 1

Sirs, I'm to be married the night,

And have neither blankets nor sheets

;

Have neither blankets nor sheets,

Nor scarce a coverlet too
;

The bride that has a' thing to borrow,

Has e'en right muckle ado.

Woo'd, and married, and a*,

Married, and woo'd, and a*!

And was she nae very weel off.

That was woo'd, and married, and a' ?

Out spake the bride's father,

As he cam' in frae the pleugh :

0, hand your tongue my dochter,

And ye'se get gear eneugh
;

The stirk stands i' the tether,

And our braw bawsint yade.
Will carry ye hame your corn

—

What wad ye be at, ye jade !

Out spake the bride's mJther,

What deil needs a' this pride?

I had nae a plack in my pouch
That night 1 was a bride

;

My gown was linsy-woolsy,

And ne'er a sark ava
;

And ye hae ribbons and buskins,

Mae than aue or twa.
• ft *

Out spake the bride's brither,

As he cam' in wi' the kye

:

Poor Willie wad ne'er hae taVn ye,

Had he kent ye as weel as I
;

For ye're baith proud and frauoy.

And no for a poor man's wife

;

Gin I canna get a better,

I'se ne'er tak ane i' my life.

JOHN LOWE,

John Lowe (1750-1798), a student of divinity,

son of the gardener at Kt-nniore in Galloway, was
author of the fine pathetic lyric, Miirt/s Iheam.
wiiich he wrote on the death of a gentleiiian named
Miller, a surgeon at sea, who was attached to a
Miss M'Gliic, Airds. The jiuet was tutor in the
family of the lady's father, and was betrothed to
her sister. He emigrated to America, however,
where he married anothrr fcniule, became dissi-

pated, and died in great misery near Fredericks-
burgh. Tliough Lowe wrote numerous other pieces,

prompted by poetical feeling and the romantic
scenery of his native gleu, his ballad alone is worthy
of preservation-

Mary*s Dream,

The moon had climbed the highest hill

Which rises o'er the source of Dee,
And from the eastern summit shed
Her silver light on tower and tree;

When Mary laid her down to sleep.

Her thoughts on Sandy far at sea,

When, soft and low, a voice was heard,
Saying, * Mary, weep no more for me !*

She from her pillow gently raised

Her head, to ask who there might be,

And saw young Sandy shivering stand.

With visage pale, and hollow ee,
* Mary dear, cold is my clay

;

It lies beneath a stormy sea.

Far, far from thee I sleep in death ;

So, Mary, weep no more for me

!

Three stormy nights and stormy days
We tossed upon the raging main

;

And long we strove our bark to save,

But all our striving was in vain.

Even then, when horror chilled my blood,

My heart was filled with love for thee:
The storm is past, and I at rest

;

So, Mary, weep no more for me

!

maiden dear, thyself prepare
;

We soon shall meet upon that shore,

W^here love is free from doubt and care,

And thou and I shall part no more!'
Loud crowed the cock, the shadow fled.

No more of Sandy could she see
;

But soft the passing spirit said,
* Sweet Mary, weep no more for me!*

LADT ANNE BARNARD.

Lady Anne Barnard was authoress of Avhi
Robin Gray, one of the most perfect, tender, and
affecting, of all our ballads or tales of humble life.

Balcarres Ilouse, Fifcshire ; where ' Auld Robin Gray*
was compoeed.

About the year 1771, Lady Anne composed the
ballad to an ancient air. It instantly became po-
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puhir, but the liniy kept the secret of its author-

ship for the long period of fifty years, when, in

1823, slie acknowU'iljied it in a letter to Sir Wiilter

Seott, accompanying the disclosure with a full uc-

count of the circumstances under wliich it was
written. At tlie same time Lady Anne sent two
continuations to the ballad, which, like all otlier

continuations (Don Quixote, perhaps, excepted), are

greatly inferior to the original. Indeed, the tale of

sorrow is so complete in all its parts, that no addi-

tions could be made without marring its simplicity

or its pathos. Lady Anne was daughter of James
Lindsay, fifth Earl of Bdcarres ; she was born 8th

December 1750, married in 1793 to Sir Andrew
Barnard, librarian to George III., and died, without

issue, oa the 8tli of May 1825.

AtJd Robin Gray.

When the sheep are in the fauld, and the kje at

hame,
And a' the warld to sleep are gane

;

The wacs o' my heart fa' in showers frae my ee.

When my gudeman lies sound by me.

Young .Tamie loo*d me weel, and socht me for his

bride

;

But saving a croun, he had naething else beside

:

To mak that croun a pund, young Jamie gaed to sea
;

And the croun and the pund were baith for me.

He hadua been awa a week but only twa,

When my mother she fell sick, and the cow was
stown awa

;

My father brak his arm, and young Jamie at the sea,

And auld Robin Gray cam' a-courtin' me.

My father couldna work, and my mother couldna spin
;

1 toiled day and nicht, but their bread I couldna win
;

Auld Rob maintained them baith, and, wi' tears in

bis ee.

Said, Jennie, for their sakes. Oh, marry me!

My heart it said nay, for I looked for Jamie back
;

But the wind it blew high, and the ship it was a
wreck:

The ship it was a wreck—why didna Jamie dee \

Or why do I live to say, Wae's me 1

My father argued sair : my mother didna speak ;

But she lookit in my face till my heart was like to

break

:

Sae they gied him my hand, though my heart was in

the sea

;

And auld Robin Gray was gudeman to me.

I hadna been a wife a week but only four.

When, sitting sae mournfully at the door,

I saw my Jamie's wraith, for I couldna think it he,

Till he said, I'm come back for to marry thee.

Oh, sair did we greet, and rauckle did we say

:

We took but ae kiss, and we tore ourselves away

;

I wish I were dead ! but I'm no like to dee

;

And why do I live to say, Wae's me ?

I gang like a ghaist, and I carena to spin

;

I daunia think on Jamie, for that wad be a sin ;

But I'll do my best a gude wife to be.

For auld Robin Gray is kind unto me.

MISS JANE ELLIOT AND MRS COCKBURN.

Two versions of the national ballad, The Flowers

of the Forest, continue to divide the favour of aU

lovers of song, and both are the composition of

ladies. In minute observation of domestic life,

traits of character and manners, and the softer lan-

guage of the heart, ladies have often excelled the
' lords of the creation,' and in music tlieir triumphs
are manifold. The first copy of verses, bewailing
tlie losses sustained at Flodden, was written by
Miss Jane Elliot of Minto, sister to Sir Gilbert
Elliot of Minto. Tlie second song, which appears
to be on the same subject, but was in reality occa-

sioned by the bankruptcy of a number of gentlemen
in Selkirkshire, is by Alicia Rutherford of Fernilie,

who was afterwards married to Mr Patrick Cock-
burn, .advocate, and died in Edinburgh in 1794.

We agree with Mr Allan Cunningham in preferring

Miss Elliot's song; but both are beautiful, and in

singing, the second is the most effective.

The Flowers of the ForeM.

[By Miss Jane EUiot.]

I've heard the lilting at our yowe-milking,

Lasses a-lilting before the dawn of day
;

But now they are moaning on ilka green loaning

—

The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

At buchts, in the morning, nae blythe lads are scorning,

The lasses are lonely, and dowie, and wae

;

Nae dafiiii', nae gabbin', but sighing and sabbing,

Ilk aue lifts her legleu and hies her away.

In hairst, at the shearing, nae youths now are jeering,

The baiulsters are lyart, and runkled, and gray ;

At fair, or at preaching, nae wooing, nae fleeching

—

The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

At e'en, at the gloaming, nae swankies are roaming,

'Bout stacks wi' the la.sses at bogle to play

;

But ilk ane sits drearie, lamenting her dearie

—

The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

Dule and wae for the order, sent our lads to the Border

!

The English, for ance, by guile wan the day
;

The Flowers of the Forest, that foucht aye the fore-

most.

The prime o' our land, are cauld in the clay.

We hear nae raair lilting at our yowe-milking,

Women and bairns are heartless and wae
;

Sighing and moaning on ilka green loaning

—

The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

The Flowers of the Forest.

[By Mrs Cockbum.]

I've seen the smiling

Of Fortune beguiling
;

I've felt all its favours, and found its decay 1

Sweet was its blessing.

Kind its caressing
;

But now 'tis fled—fled far away.

I've seen the forest

Adorned the foremost

With flowers of the fairest moat pleasant and gay ;

Sae bonnie was their blooming

!

Their scent the air perfuming !

But now they are withered and weeded away.

I've seen the morning
With gold the hills adorning.

And loud tempest storming before the mid-day.
I've seen Tweed's silver streams.

Shining in the sunny beams.

Grow drumly and dark as he rowed on his way.

Oh, fickle Fortune,

Why this cruel sporting ?

Oh, why still perplex us, poor sons of a day !

Nae niair your smiles can cheer me,

Nae inair your frowns can fear me ;

For the Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.
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JOHN SKJNNEB.

Something of a national as well as a patriotic cha-

racter may be claimed for tlie lively sonj; of TnWx-li-

gurum, the composition of the Rev. John Skinnkb
(1721-1807), who inspired some of the strains of

Burns, and who deliRhtcd, in life as in his poetry, to

diffuse feelings of kindliness and good will among
men. Mr Skinner otficiated as Episcopal minister

of Longside, Aberdeenshire, for sixty-five years.

After the troubled period of the Kebellion of 174.5,

when the Episcopal clergy of Scotland laboured

under the charge of disaffection, Skiimer was im-

prisoned sbc months for preaching to more than four

persons ! He died in his son's house at Aberdeen,

having realised his wish of ' seeing once more his

children's grandchildren, and peace upon Israel'

Besides ' Tullochgorum,' and other songs, Skinner

wrote an Ecclesiastical History of Scotland, aud some
theological treatises.

Tullochgorum.

Come gie's a sang, Montgomery cried,

And lay your disputes all aside ;

"What 8igni6e9't for folks to chide

For what's been done before them !

Let Whig and Tory all agree,

Whig and Tory, Whig and Tory,

Let Whig and Tory all agree

To drop their Whigmegmorum.
Let Whig and Tory all agree

To spend this night with mirth and glee.

And cheerfu' sing alang wi' me
The reel of Tullochgorum,

O, Tullochgorum's my delight
;

It gars us a' in ane unite ;

And ony sumph that keeps up spite.

In conscience I abhor him.

Blithe and merry we's be a'.

Blithe and merry, blithe and merry,

Blithe and merry we's be a'.

And niak' a cheerfu quorum.
Blithe and merry we's be a'.

As lang as we hae breath to draw.

And dance, till we be like to fa'.

The reel of Tullochgorum.

There need na be sae great a phrase

Wi' dringing dull Italian lays ;

I wadna gie our ain strathspeys

For half a hundred score o' *em.

They're doutf and dowie at the best,

Doutf and dowie, douff and dowie.

They're douft' and dowie at the best,

Wi' a' their variorums.

They're doutf and dowie at the best.

Their allegros, and a' the rest.

They canna please a Highland taste,

Compared wi' Tullochgorum.

Let warldly minds themselves oppress
Wi' fear of want, and double cess,

And sullen sots themselves distress

Wi' keeping up decorum.
Shall we sae suur and sulky sit.

Sour and sulky, sour and sulky.

Shall we sae sour and sulky sit.

Like auld Philosophorum 1

Shall we sae sour and sulky sit,

Wi' neither sense, nor mirth, nor wit.

And canna rise to shake a fit

At the reel of Tullochgorum I

May choicest blessings still attend

Each honest-hearted open friend ;

And calm and quiet be his end.

And a' that's good watch o'er him

!

May peace and plenty be his lot.

Peace and plenty, peace and plenty,

May peace and plenty be his lot.

And dainties, a great store o' *em !

May peace and plenty be his lot.

Unstained by any vicious blot ;

And may he never want a groat,

That's fond of Tullochgorum.

But for the discontented fool,

^Vho wants to be oppression's tool,

May envy knaw his rotten soul,

And discontent devour him !

May dool and sorrow be his chance,
Dool and sorrow, dool and sorrow.

May dool and sorrow be his chance.

And nane say, Wae's rae for 'ira!

May dool and sorrow be his chance.

And a' the ills that come frae France,

Whae'er he be that winna dance
The reel of Tullochgorum !

ROBERT CRAWFORD.

Robert Crawford, author of The Bush aboon
Traquair, and the still finer lyric of Tweedside, was
the brother of Colonel Crawford of Achinames. He
assisted Allan Ramsay in his ' Tea-Table Miscel-
lany,' and, accordmg to information obtained by
Burns, was drowned in coming from France in

the year 1733. Crawford had genuine poetical

fancy and expression. ' The true muse of native

pastoral,' says Allan Cunningham, ' seeks not to

adorn herself with unnatural ornaments ; her spirit

is in homely love and fireside joy ; tender and simple,

like the religion of the land, she utters nothing out
of keeping with the cliaracter of her people, and the

aspect of the soil ; and of this spirit, and of this feel-

ing, Crawford is a large partaker.'

The Bush aboon Traquair.

Hear me, ye nymphs, and every swain,

I'll tell how Peggy grieves me ;

Though thus 1 languish and complain,
Alas ! she ne'er believes me.

My vows and sighs, like silent air.

Unheeded, never move her
;

At the bonnie Bush aboon Traquair,
'Twas there I first did love her.

That day she smiled and made me glad,

No maid seemed ever kinder
;

I thought myself the luckiest lad.

So sweetly there to find her ;

I tried to soothe my amorous flame.

In words that I thought tender
;

If more there passed, I'm not to blame—
I meant not to offend her.

Yet now she scornful flees the plain,

The fields we then frequented
;

If e'er we meet she shows disdain.

She looks as ne'er acquainted.

The bonnie bush bloomed fair in May,
It's sweets I'll aye remember ;

But now her frowns make it decay-
It fades as in December.

Ye rural powers, who hear my strains.

Why thus should Peggy grieve me

!

make her partner in my pains.

Then let her smiles relieve me

:

If not, my love will turn despair.

My passion no more tender
;

I'll leave the Bush aboon Traquair

—

To lonely wilds I'll wander.
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Twetclttde.

VThtit beauties docs Flora disclose !

How yweet arc her smiles upon Tweed I

Yet Mary's, still sweeter than those,

Both nature and fancy exceed.

No daisy, nor sweet blushing rose.

Not all the piy flowers of the tield,

Not Tweed, gliding gently throu:;h those,

Such beauty and pleasure does yield.

The warblers are heard in the grove.

The linnet, the lark, and the thrush

;

The blackbird, and sweet cooing dove,

With music enchant every bush.

Come let us go forth to the mead ;

Let us sec how the primroses spring

;

We'll lodge in some village on Tweed,
And love while the feathered folk sing.

How does my love pass the long day?
Does Mary not tend a few sheep ?

Do they never carelessly stray

While happily she lies asleep ?

Should Tweed's murmurs lull her to rest,

Kind nature indulging my bliss.

To ease the soft pains of my breast,

I'd steal an ambrosial kiss.

*Tis she does the virgins excel

;

No beauty with her may compare

;

Love's graces around her do dwell

;

She's fairest where thousands are fair.

Say, charmer, where do thy flocks stray ?

Oh, tell me at morn where they feed ?

Shall I seek them on sweet-winding Tay?
Or the pleasanter banks of the Tweed !

SIB GILBERT ELLIOT.

Sib Gilbert Elliot, author of what Sir Walter
Scott calls ' the b«.^utiful pastoral song,' beginning

My sheep I neglected, I broke my sheep-hook,

was father of the first Earl of Minto, and was dis-

tinpiished as a speaker in parliament. He was in

1763 treasurer of tlie navy, and afterwards keeper
of the signet in Scotland. He died in 1777. Mr
Tytler of Woodhouselee says, that Sir Gilbert Elliot,

who had been taught the German flute in France,
was the first who introduced that instriunent into

Scotland, about the year 1725.

[_Amynta.']

My sheep I neglected, I broke my sheep-hook.

And all the gay haunts of ray youth I forsook

;

No more for Amynta fresh garlands I wove

;

For ambition, I said, would soon cure me of love.

Oh, what had my youth with ambition to do?
Why left I Amynta ! Why broke I my vow 1

Oh, give me my sheep, and my sheep-hook restore,

And I'll wander from love and Amynta no more.

Through regions remote in vain do I rove.

And bid the witle ocean secure me from love!

Oh, fool ! to imagine that aught could subdue
A love so well-founded, a passion so true !

Alas! 'tis too late at thy fate to repine;

Poor shepherd, Amynta can never be thine :

Thy tears are all fruitless, thy wishes are vain,

The moments neglected return not again.

BOBERT FEBGUSSOK.

Robert Fergusson was the poet of Scottish city-

life, or rather the laureate of Edinburgli. A happy
talent of portraying tlie peculiarities of local man-

ners, a nice perception of the ludicrous, a vein of
original comic Imniour, and language at once copious
and expressive, form his chief merits as a poet. He
had not the invention or picturesque fancy of Allan
Kanisay, nor the energy and passion of Burns. His
mind was a light warm soil, that threw up early its

native products, sown by chance or little exertion
j

but it had not strength and tenacity to nurture any
great or valuable production. A few short years,
however, comprised his span of literature and of life

;

and criticism would be ill employed in scrutinising
with severity the occasional poems of a youth of
twenty-three, written from momentary feeUngs and
impulses, amidst professioniU drudgery or midnight
dissipation. That compositions produced under such
circumstances should still exist and be read with
pleasure, is sufficient to show that Fergusson must
have had the eye and fancy of a true poet. His
observation, too, for one so young, is as remarkable
as his genius : he was an accurate painter of scenes
of real life and traits of Scottish char.actcr, and his

pictures are valuable for their truth, as well as for

their liveliness and humour. If his liabits had been
diflcrent, we might have possessed more agreeable
deUneations, but none more graphic or faithful.

Fergusson was born in Edinburgh on the 17 th of
October 1751. His father, who was an accountant in

the British Linen Company's bank, died e.arly, but
the poet received a university education, having ob-
tained a bursary in St Andrews, where he continued
from his thirteenth to his seventeenth year. On
quitting college, he seems to have been truly ' un-
fitted with an aim,' and he was glad to take employ-
ment as a copying clerk in a lawyer's oflice. In
this mechanical and irksome duty his days were
spent. His evenings were devoted to the tavern,
where, over ' caller oysters,' with ale or whisky, the
choice spirits of Edinburgh used to assemble. Fer-
gusson had dangerous qualifications for such a life.

His conversational powers were of a very superior

description, and he could adapt them at will to
humour, pathos, or sarcasm, as the occasion might
require. He was well educated, had a fund of
youthful gaiety, and sung Scottish songs with taste

and effect. To these qualifications he soon added
the reputation of a poet. Kuddiman's 'Weekly
Magazine' had been commended in 1768, and was
the chosen receptacle for the floating literature of
that period in Scotland, particularly in Edinburgh.
During the two last years of his life, Fergusson was
a constant contributor to this miscellany, and in

177.3 he collected and published his pieces in one
volume. Of the success of the publication in a
pecuniiiry point of view, we have no information

;

but that it was well received by the public, there
can be no doubt, from the popularity and fame of
its author. His dissipations, however, were always
on the increase. His tavern Ufe and boon com-
panions were hastening him on to a premature and
painful death. His reason first gave way, and his

widowed mother being unable to maintain him at
home, he was sent to an asylum for the insane. The
religious impressions of his youth returned at times
to overwhelm him with dread, but his gentle and
affectionate nature was easily soothed by the atten-
tions of his relatives and friends. His recovery was
anticipated, but after about two months' confine-
ment, he died in his cell on the 16th of October
1774. His remains were interred in the Canongate
churchyard, where they lay unnoticed for twelve
years, till Burns erected a simple stone to mark the
poet's grave. The heartlessness of convivial friend-

ships is well known : they literally ' wither and die

in a day.' It is related, however, that a youthful
companion of Fergusson, named Burnet, having
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^onc to tlie Kiist Indies, and made some money, in-

vited (ivtT the poet, sending at the same time a
draii^dit for £10(1 to defray his exiienses. Tiiis in-

Ktant-e of irenerosity eanie too hite : the poor poet
liad died befurt tlie letter arrived.

Pergusson'a Tomb.

Fergusson may be considered the poetical pro-

genitor of Burns. Meetings; with his poems in his

youth, the latter * strung his lyre anew,' and copied
the style and subjects of his youthful prntot3'pe.

The resemblance, however, was only temporary and
incidental. Burns had a manner of his own. and
though he sometimes condescended, like Shakspeare,

to work after inferior models, all that was rich and
valuable in the composition was original and un-
borrowed. He had an excessive admiration for the

writings of Fergusson, and even preferred tlieni to

those of Kamsay, an opinion in which few will con-

cur. The/urte of Fergusson lay, as we have stated,

in his representations of town-life. Tfie King's Birth-

day, The Sittiny of the Session^ Leith Races, &c., are

all excellent. Still better is his feeling description

of the importance of Guid Braid Claith, and his

Address to the Tron-Kirk Bell In these we have a

current of humorous observations, poetical fancy,

and genuine idiomatic Scottish expression. Tlie

Farmer s Ingle suggested ' The Cotter's Saturday
Night' of Burns, and it is as faithful in its descrip-

tions, though of a humbler class. Burns added
passion, sentiment, and patriotism to the subject

:

Fergusson'a is a mere sketch, an inventory of a
farm-house, unless we except the concluding stanza,

which speaks to the heart :—
Peace to the husbandman, and a' his tribe,

Whase care fells a' our wants frae year to year!
Lang may his sock and cou'ter turn the glebe,

And banks of corn bend down wi* laded ear I

May Scotia's Rimniera aye look gay and green
;

Her yellow hairsts frae scowry blasts decreed !

May a* her tenants sit fu* snug and hien,

Frae the hard grip o' ails and poortith freed

—

And a lang lasting train o* peacefu' hours succeed I

In one department—lyrical poetry—whence Bums
draws so nmch of his glory— Fergusson does not
seem, though a singer, to have made any etlbrts to

excel. In English poetry he utterly failed, and if

we consider him in reference to his countrymen,

Kidconer or I^gan (he received the same education
as the latter), his inferior rank as a general poet
will be apparent.

Braid CUxUh.

Ye wha are fain to hae your name
Wrote i' the bonnie book o' fame,
Let merit nae pretension claim

To laurelled wTcath,

But hap ye weel, haith bark and wame,
In guid braid claith.

He that some ells o' this may fa\

And slae-black hat on pow like snaw,
Bids bauld tn bear the gree a»'a,

Wi' a' this graith,

AVhen beinly clad wi' shell fu* braw
0' guid braid claith.

Waesucks for him wha has nae feck o't

!

For he's a gowk they're sure to ijeck at

;

A chiel that ne'er will be respcckit

While he draws breath.

Till his four quarters are hedeckit

Wi' guid braid claith.

On Sabbath-days the barber spark,

When he has done wi' serapin* wark,

Wi' siller broachie in his sark,

Gangs trigly, faith

!

Or to the Meadows, or the Park,
In guid braid claith.

Weel might ye trow, to see them there,

That they to shave your haffits bare,

Or curl and sleek a pickle hair,

Would be right hiith,

When pacin' wi' a gawsy air

In guid braid claith.

If ony mettled stirrah green

'

For favour frae a lady's een,

He maunna care for bein' seen

Before he sheath
His body in a scabbard clean

O' guid braid claith.

For, gin he come wi' coat threadbare,

A feg for him she winna care.

But crook her bonny mou fou sair,

And scauld him baith :

Wooers should aye their travel spare,

Without braid claith.

Braid claith lends fouk an unca heeze

;

Maks mony kail-worms butterflees
;

Gies mony a doctor his degrees,

For little skaith

:

In short, you may be what you please,

Wi' guid braid claith.

For though ye had as wise a snout on,

As Shakspeare or Sir Isaac Newton,

Your judgment fouk would hae a doubt on,

I'll tak ray aith.

Till they could see ye %vi' a suit on
0' guid braid claith.

«

To the Tron-Kirh Bell.

Wanwordy, crazy, dinsome thing,

As e'er was framed to jow or ring

!

What gar'd them sic in steeple hing,

They ken themscl

;

But weel wat I, they couldna bring

Waur sounds frae hoU.

' Desire.
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Though cholic or the henrt-scad tunzc us;

Or ouy inward dwaam should ht-ize us;

It masters a' sic fell diseases

That would ye spulzie,

And brings them to a canny cii.>ia

Wi' little tulzie.

'V\''ere*t no for it, the bonnie lasftes

Wad glower iiae niair in kcekiii'-glasses;

And soon tyne dint o' a' the -.'laced

That aft conreen

In gleefu' looks, and bunnie faces.

To catch our een.

The fairest, then, might die a maid,
And Cupid quit his shootin' trade

;

For wha, through clarty masquerade,
Could then discover

Whether the features under sliade

Were worth a lover i

As simmer rains bring simmer flowers,

And leaves to deed the birken bowers,

Sae beauty gets by cauler showers

Sae rich a bloom,
As for estate, or heavy dowers,

Aft stands in room.

What maks Auld Reekie's dames sae fairl

It canna be the halesome air

;

But cauler burn, beyond compare.

The best o' onie,

That gars them a' sic graces skair.

And blink sae bonnie.

On May-day, in a fairy ring,

We've seen them round St Anthon's spring,^

Frae grass the cauler dew-draps wring
To weet their een.

And water, clear as crystal spring,

To synd them clean.

Oh may they still pursue the way
To look sae feat, sae clean, sae gay

!

Then shall their beauties glance like May;
And, like her, fae

The goddess of the vocal spray,

The Muse and me.

[^ Sunday in Edinhurgh.']

[Trom ' Auld Reekie.*]

On Sunday, here, an altered scene
0* men and manners meets our een.

Ane wad raaist trow, some people chose

To change their faces wi' their clo'es.

And fain wad gar ilk neibour think
They thirst for guidness as for drink

;

But there's an unco dearth o' grace,

That has nae mansion but the face,

And never can obtain a part

In benmost corner o' the heart.

Why should religion mak us sad.

If good frae virtue's to be had

!

Na : rather gleefu' turn your face.

Forsake hypocrisy, grimace

;

And never hae it understood
You fieg mankind frae being good.

In afternoon, a' brawly buskit,

The joes and lasses loc to frisk it.

Some tak a great delight to place
The modest bon-grace oatc the face

;

Though you may sec, if so inclined,

The turning o' the leg behind.

Now, Comely-Garden and the Park
Kefresh tiiem, after fr)rcnonii's wark :

1 St Antliony'tt Well, n beautiful small nprinp;, on Arthur's

8eat, near Kilinlmrvh. Tliitlicr it is still tin- practice of yoiuig

Edinburgh nmidcns to report on May-day.

Ncwhaven, Leith, or Canonmills,
Supjdy them in their Sunday's gills

;

Where writers aften spend their pence.

To stock their heads wi' drink and sense.

While danderin cits delight to stray

To Castlehill or public way,
Where they nae other pur[>ose mean.
Than that fool cause o' being seen.

Let me to Arthur's Seat pursue,

Where bonnie pastures meet the view.
And raony a wild-lom scene accrues.

Befitting Willie Shakspeare's muse.
If Fancy there would join the thrang,

The desent rocks and hills amang,
To echoes we should lilt and play,

And gie to mirth the live-lang day.

Or should some cankered biting shower
The day and a' her sweets deflower,

To Hol^Tood-house let me stray.

And gie to musing a' the day ;

Lamenting what auld Scotland knew,
Bein days for ever frae her view.

O Hamilton, for shame ! the Muse
Would pay to thee her couthy vows,
Gin ye wad tent the humble strain.

And gie's our dignity again!

For, oh, wae's me! the thistle springs

In domicile o' ancient kings,

Without a patriot to regret

Our palace and our ancient state.

MISCELLANEOUS POEMS OF THE PERIOD 1727 -1780.

Ad Amicos.

[By Richard West— written at the age of twenty. This
amiable poet died in his twenty-sixth year, 1742.]

Yes, happy youths, on Camus* sedgy side,

You feel each joy that friendship can divide;

Each realm of science and of art explore.

And with the ancient blend the modem lore.

Studious alone to leam whate'er may tend
To raise the genius, or the heart to mend

;

Now pleased along the cloistered walk you rove,

And trace the verdant mazes of the grove,

Where social oft, and oft alone, ye choose,

To catch the zephyr, and to court the muse.
Meantime at me (while all devoid of art

These lines give back the image of m> heart),

At me the power that comes or soon or late,

Or aims, or seems to aim, the dart of fate ;

From you remote, methinks, alone I stand.

Like some sad exile in a desert land

;

Around no friends their lenient care to join

In mutual warmth, and mix their hearts with mine.
Or real pains, or those which fancy raise,

For ever blot the sunshine of my days ;

To sickness still, and still to grief a prey.

Health turns from me her rosy face away.
Just Heaven I what sin ere life begins to bloom,

Devotes my head untimely to the tomb!
Did e'er this hand against a brother's life

Drug the dire bowl, or point the murderous knife?
Did e'er this tongue the slanderer's tale proclaim,

Or madly violate my Maker's name!
Did e'er this heart betray a friend or foe,

Or know a thought but all the world might knowl
As yet just started from the lists of time,

My growing years have scarcely told their prime;
Useless, as yet, through life I've idly run,

No pleasures tasted, and few duties done.

Ah, who, ere autunm's mellowing suns appear,

Would pluck the j)romise of the vernal year;
Or, ere the grapes their purple hue betray.

Tear the crude cluster from the mourning sprav I
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Stem power of fate, whose ebon sceptre rules

The Stvgiiin deserts and Cimmerian pools.

Forbear, iior raslilv smite my youthful heart,

A viotini yot unworthy of thy dart

;

Ah, stay till aj;e shall blast my withering face,

Shake in my hiaJ, and falter in my pace

;

Then aim the shaft, then meditate the blow.

And to the dead my willing shade shall go.

How weak is man to reason's judging eyel

Born in this moment, in the next we die

;

Part mortal clay, and part ethereal fire.

Too proud to creep, too humble to aspire.

In vain our plans of happiness we raise,

Pain is our lot, and patience is our praise

;

Wealth, lineage, honours, conquest, or a throne,

Are what the wise would fear to call their own.

Health is at best a vain precarious thing,

And fair-faced youth is ever on the wing

;

'Tis like the stream beside whose watery bed,

Some blooming plant exalts his flowery head
;

Nursed by the wave the spreading branches rise,

Shade all the ground and flourish to the skies

;

The waves the while beneath in secret flow,

And undermine the hollow bank below
;

Wide and more wide the waters urge their way.

Bare all the roots, and on their fibres prey.

Too late the plant bewails his foolish pride.

And sinks, untimely, in the whelming tide.

But why repine ! Docs life deserve my sigh
;

Few will lament my loss whene'er I die.

For those the wretches I despise or hate,

I neither envy nor regard their fate.

For me, whene'er all-conquering death shall spread

His wings around my unrepining head,

I care not ; though this face be seen no more.

The world will pass aa cheerful as before

;

Bright as before the day-star will appear,

The fields as verdant, and the skies as clear

;

Nor storms nor comets will my doom declare,

Nor signs on earth nor portents in the air

;

Unknown and silent will depart my breath.

Nor nature e'er take notice of my death.

Yet some there are (ere spent my vital days)

Within whose breasts my tomb I wish to rai^e.

Loved in ray life, lamented in my end,

Their praise would crown me as their precejits mend :

To them may these fond lines my name endear.

Not from the Poet but the Friend sincere.

EUgy.

[By James Hammond, bom 1710, died MK. This seems to

be almost the only tolerable specimen of the once adniirtil and

highly-famed love elegies of Hammond. This poet, nephew to

Sir Robert Walpote, and a man of fortune, be-stowed his afl'ee-

tions on a Miss Dashwood, whose agreeable iiualities and in-

exorable rejection of his suit inspired the poetry by which his

name has been handed down to us. llis verses are imitations

of Tibullus—smooth, tame, and frigid. Miss Da-shwoud died

unmarried—bedchamber-wuman to tiucen Charlotte—in I77y.

In the following elegy Hammond imagines himself married

to his mistress (Delia) , and that, content with each other, they

are retired to the country.]

Let others boast their heaps of shining gold.

And view their fields, with waving plenty cromied.

Whom neighbouring foes in constant terror hold.

And trumi)et3 break their slumbers, never sound :

While calmly poor, I trifle life away.

Enjoy 6>veet leisure by my cheerful fire,

No wanton hope my quiet shall betray,

But, cheaply blessed, I'll scorn each vain desire.

With timely care I'll sow my little field,

And plant my orchard with its masters hand,

Nor blush to spread the hay, the hook to wield.

Or range my eheaves along the sunny land.

If late at dusk, while carelessly I roam,
I meet a strolling kid, or bleating lamb.

Under my arm I'll liring the wanderer himie,

.\nd not a little chide its thotiglitless dam.

What joy to hear the tempest howl in vain,

,\nd clasj) a fearful mistress to my breast 1

Or, lulled to slumber by the beating rain.

Secure and happy, sink at last to rest ?

Or, if the sun in flaming Leo ride,

By shady rivers indolently stray,

.\nd with my Delia, walking side by side.

Hear how they murmur as they glide away ?

What joy to wind along the cool retreat.

To stop and gaze on Delia as 1 go?

To mingle sweet discourse with kisses sweet,

.\nd teach my lovely scholar all I know ?

Thus pleased at heart, and not with fancy's dream,

In silent happiness I rest unknown
;

Content with what I am, not what I seem,

I live for Delia and myself alone.

Ah, foolish man, who thus of her possessed,

Could float and wander with ambition's wind.

And if his outward trappings spoke him blessed.

Not heed the sickness of his conscious mind !

With her I scorn the idle breath of praise.

Nor trust to happiness that's not our own
;

The smile of fortune might suspicion raise,

But here I know thai I am loved alone. * *

Hers be the care of all my little train,

While 1 with tender indolence am blest,

The favourite subject of her gentle reign,

Bv love alone distinguished from the rest.

For her I'll yoke my oxen to the plough,

in gloomy forests tend my lonely flock
;

For her a goat-herd climb the mountain's brow,

.\nd sleep extended on the naked rock

:

.\h, what avails to press the stately bed.

And far from her 'midst tasteless grandeur weep,

Bv marble fountains lay the pensive head,

.Vnd, while they murmur, strive in vain to sleep !

Delia alone can please, and never tire,

ICxceed the paint of thought in true delight

;

With her, enjoyment wakens new desire.

And equal rapture glows through every night

:

Beauty and worth in her alike contend.

To charm the fancy, and to fix the mind

;

In her, my wife, my mistress, and my friend,

I taste the joys of sense and reason joined.

On her I'll gaze, when others loves are o'er,

And dying press her with my clay-cold hand

—

Thou weep'st already, as I were no more.

Nor can that gentle breast the thought withstand.

(^h, when I die, my latest moments spare,

Ncr let thy grief with sharper torments kill.

Wound not thy cheeks, nor hurt that flowing hair.

Though I am dead, my soul shall love thee still

:

Oh, quit the room, oh, quit the deathful bed.

Or thou wilt die, so tender is thy heart

;

Oh, leave me, Delia, ere thou see me dead.

These weeping friends will do thy mournful part

:

Let them, extended on the decent bier.

Convey the corse in melancholy state,

Through all the village spread the tender tear.

While pitying maids our wondrous loves relate.
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Cartiesa ContcjUJ*

[The followins and bubsequcnt poems ore by John B\Tom,
a native of M;infbcster. He was well ciliicuti-U. but declined

to take advantafie of an offered fellowship in the university of

Cambridge, from a dislike to the clerical profession, and endea-

voured to make a livelihood by teaeliing short-hand writinR

in London. Ultimately, he succeeded to some property, and
came to the close of his days in atlluence il7'>-1i. Jiged 72. The
Fhccbe of his poetry was a daughter of the celebrated Bentley.]

I am content, I do not care.

Wag as it will the world for me;
When fuss and fret was all my fare,

It got no ground as I could see

:

So when away uiy caring went,

I counted cost, and was content.

With more of thanks and less of thought,

I strive to niuke tny matters meet

;

To seek what ancient sages sought,

Physic and food in sour and sweet:

To take what passes in good jiart,

And keep the hiccups from the heart.

With good and gentle humoured hearts,

I choose to chat where'er I come,

Whatever the subject be that starts
;

But if I get among the glum,

I hold ray tonijue to tell the truth,

And keep my breath to cool my broth.

For chance or change of peace or pain,

For fortune's favour or her frown,

For lack or glut, for loss or gain,

I never dodge, nor up nor down :

But swing what way the ship shall swim,

Or tack about with equal trim.

I suit not where I shall not speed.

Nor trace the turn of every tide;

If simple sense will not succeed,

I make no bustling, but abide:

For shining wealth, or scaring wo,

I force DO friend, I fear no foe.

Of ups and downs, of ins and outs,

Of they're i' the wrong, and we're i* the right,

I shun the rancours and the routs

;

And wishing well to every wight,

Whatever turn the matter takes,

1 deem it all but ducks and drakes.

W'ith whom I feast I do not fawn.

Nor if the folks should flout me, faint

;

If wonted welcome be withdrawn,
I cook no kind of a complaint

:

With none disposed to disagree,

But like them best who best like me.

Not that I rate myself the rule

How all my betters should behave

;

But fame shall find me no man's fool,

Nor to a set of men a slave :

I love a friendship free and frank,

And hate to hang upon a hank.

Fond of a true and trusty tie,

I never loose where'er I link ;

Though if a business budges by,

I talk thereon just as I think
;

My word, my work, my heart, my hand.
Still on a side together stand.

If names or notions make a noise,

Whatever hap the fiuestinn hath,

The point impartially I poise.

And read or write, but without wrath
;

* One poem, entitled Careless Content, i^ m pt-rfectly in the

manner of Elizabeth's a^e, that we can hanlly believe it to be

an imitation, but are almost disposed to tliink that lijTom had

truucribcd it from some old author.

—

Southky.

For should I burn, or break my brains,

Pray, who will pay me for my pains \

I love my neighbour as myself,

Myself like him too, by his leave ;

Nor to his pleasure, power, or pelf,

Came I to crouch, as I conceive:

Darae Nature doubtless has designed

A man the monarch of his mind.

Now taste and try this temper, sirs,

Mood it and brood it iu your breast;

Or if ye ween, for worldly stirs.

That man does right to mar his rest,

Let me be deft, and debonair,

I am content, I do not care.

A Pastorcd.

My time, ye Muses, was happily spent.

When Phoebe went with me wherever I went

;

Ten thousand sweet pleasures I felt in my breast;

Sure never fond shepherd like Colin was blest I

But now &he is gone, and has left me behind.

What a marvellous change on a suddeii I find !

When things were as fine as could po;.sibly be,

I thought *twas the Spring; but alas ! it was she.

With such a companion to tend a few sheep.

To rise up and play, or to lie down and sleep

:

I was so good-humoured, so cheerful and gay,

My heart was as light as a feather all day
;

But now I so cross and so peevish am grown,

So strangely uneasy, as never was known.
My fair one is gone, and ray joys are all drowned,

And my heart— I am sure it weighs more than a pound.

The fountain that wont to run sweetly along,

And dance to soft murmurs the pebbles among;
Thou know*st, little Cupid, if Phoebe was there,

'Twas pleasure to look at, 'twa-* music to hear

:

But now she is absent, I walk by its side,

And still, as it mummrs, do nothing but chide;

Must you be so cheerful, while 1 go in pain *

Peace there with your bubbling, and hear me com-
plain.

My lambkins around me would oftentimes play.

And Pha^be and I were as joyful as they ;

How pleasant their sporting, how happy their time,

When Spring, Love, and Beauty, were all in their

prime

;

But now, in their frolics when by me they pass,

I fling at their fleeces a handful of grass

;

Be still, then, I cry, for it makes me quite mad,
To see yoa so merry while I am so sad.

My dog I was ever well pleased to see

Come wagging his tail to my fair one and me ;

And Phcebe was pleased too, and to my dog said,

* Come hither, poor fellow ;' and patted his head.

But now, when he's fawning, I with a sour look

Cry * Sirrah ;* and give him a blow with my crook

;

And I'll give him another; for why should nut Tray
Be as dull as his master, when Phoebe's away !

When walking with Phoebe, what sights have I seen.

How fair was the flower, how fresh was the green !

What a lovely appearance the trees and the shade.

The com fields and hedges, and every thing made!
But now she has left me, though all are still there,

They none of them now so delightful appear

:

'Twas nought hut the magic, I find, of her eyes.

Made so many beautiful prospects arise.

Sweetmusic went with us both all the wood through,

The lark, linnet, throstle, and ni^'htingale t"o ;

Winds over us whispered, flocks by us did lilcat,

And chirp went the grasshopper under our feet.

But now she is absent, though still they sing on,

The woods are but lonely, the uielody'a gone:
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Her voice in the coiutrt, aa now I have lounil,

Oavc every thing else its agreeable sound.

Rose, what is become of thy delicate hue I

And where is the violet'i* beautiful blue?

Does ought of its sweetness the blossom beguile?

That meadow, those daisies, why do they not smile?

Ah ! rivals, I see what it was that you drest,

And made yourselves fine for—a place in her breast

:

You put on your colours to pleasure her eye,

To be plucked by her hand, on her bosom to die.

How slowly Time creeps till my Phcebe return!

While amidst the soft zephyr's cool breezes I burn :

Methinks, if I knew whereabouts he would tread,

I could breathe on his wings, and Hwould melt down
the lead.

Fly swifter, ye minutes, bring hither ray dear,

And rest so much longer for't when she is here.

Ah Colin! old Time is full of delay,

Nor will budge une foot faster for all thou canst say.

Will no pitying power, that hears me complain,

Or cure my disquiet, or soften my pain?

To be cured, thou must, Colin, thy passion remove;
But what swain is so silly to live without lovel

No, deity, bid the dear nymph to return.

For ne'er was poor shepherd so sadly forlorn.

Ah ! what shall I do { I shall die with despair
;

Take heed, all ye swains, how ye part with your fair.

{^Ode to a Tobacco Pipe.}

fOne of six imitations of English poets, written on the sub-

ject of tobacco, by Isaac Hawkins Brouiie, a gentleman of

fortune, bom 1705, died 1760. The present poem ia the imita-

tion of Ambrose Philips.]

Little tube of mighty power,

Charmer of an idle hour.

Object of my warm desire.

Lip of wax and eye of fire
;

And thy snowy taper waist.

With my finger gently braced ;

And thy pretty swelling crest,

With my little stopper prest

;

And the sweetest bliss of blisses.

Breathing from thy balmy kisses.

Happy thrice, and thrice again,

Happiest he of hap])y men
;

Who when again the night returns,

When again the taper burns,

When again the cricket's ^ay
(Little cricket full of pla^O,

Can afford his tube to feed

With the fragrant Indian weed;
Pleasure for a nose divine.

Incense of the god of wine.

Happy thrice, and thrice again,

Happiest he of happy meu.

{Song—Away! ht nought to Love Displeatii^.*']

Away ! let nought to love displeasing,

Mj Winifreda, move your care ;

Let nought delay the heavenly blessing.

Nor squeamish pride, nor gloomy fear.

What though no grants of royal donors.

With pompous titles grace our bluud
;

We'll shine in more substantial honours,

And, to be noble, we'll be good.

Our name while virtue thus we tender.

Will sweetly sound where'er 'tis spoke

;

And all the great ones, they shuU wonder
How they respect such little folk.

* This beautiful piece has been erroneously ascribed to John
Gilbert Cooper, author of a volume of poems, and some prose

worku, who tliod in 17t^*

What though, from fortune's lavi>h bf uuty.
No mighty treasures wo pos.-css ;

We'll find, within our pittancr, plenty,
And be content without excess.

Still shall each kind returning season
Sufficient for our wishes give

;

For we will live a life of reason.

And that's the only life to live.

Through youth and age, in love excelling,

We'll hand in hand together tread ;

Sweet-smiling peace shall crown our dwelling,
And babes, sweet-smiling babes, our bed.

How should I love the pretty creatures,

While round my knees they fondly clung I

To see them look their mother's features.

To hear them lisp their mother's tongue I

And when with envy Time transjmrteJ,

Shall think to rob us of our joys
;

You'll in your girls again be courted,

And I'll go wooing in my boys.

TRAGIC DRAMATISTS.

The tragic drama of this period bore the impress
of the French school, in which cold correctness or
turgid declamation was more regarded tiian the

natural delineation of character and the lire of genius.

One improvement was tlie complete separation of

tragedy and comedy. Otway and Southerne had
marred the effect of some of their most pathetic and
impressive dramas, by the intermixture of farcical

and licentious scenes and characters, but they were
the last who committed this incongruity. Public
taste Iiad become more critical, aided perhaps by
the papers of Addison in the ' Spectator,' and other

essayists, as well as by the general difiusion of lite-

rature and knowledge. Great names were now en-

listed in the service of the stage. Fashion and
interest combined to draw forth dramatic talent.

A writer for the stage, it has been justly remarked,
like the public orator, has the gratification of * wit-

nessing his own triumphs; of seeing in the plaudits,

tears, or smiles of delighted spectators, tlie strongest

testimony to his own powers.* The publication of

his i)lay may also insure him the fame and profit of

authorship. If successful on the stage, the remu-
neration was then considerable. Authors were ge-

nerally allowed the profits of three nights' perform-

ances ; and Goldsmitli, we find, thus derived between
four and five hundred pounds by She Stoops to

Conquer, The genius of Garrick may also be con-

sidered as lending fresh attraction and popularity

to the stage. Authors were ambitious of fiime as

well as profit by the exertions of an actor so well

fitted to portray the various passions and emotions
of human nature, and who partially succeeded in

recalling the English taste to the genius of Shak-
speare.

One of the most successful and conspicuous of the
tragic dramatists was the author of tlie * Night
Thoughts,' who, before he entered the church, pro-

duced three tragedies, all having one peculiarity,

that they ended in suicide. The Revenge, still a
popular acting play, contains, amidst some rant and
hyperbole, passages of strong passion and eloquent
declamation. Like Othello, ' The Kevenge' is founded
on jealousy, and the principal character, Zanga, is

a l\Ioor. The latter, son of the Moorish king Ab-
dallah, is taken prisoner after a conquest by the

Spaniards, in which his father fell, and is con-

demned to servitude by Don Alonzo. In revenge,

he sows the seeds of jealousy in the mind of his
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conqueror, Alonzo, and glories in the ruin of liis

victim: —

Thou seest a prince, whose father thou hast slain,

Whose native country thou hast laid in blood.
Whose J^acred person, Oh ! thou ha,st profaned,
Whose reif^n extin^^iiished—what was left to me,
So highly bom ? No kingdom but revenge

;

No treasure but thy torture and thy groans.

If men should ask who brought thee to thy end,
Tell them the Moor, and they will not despise thee.

If cold white mortals censure this great deed,
Warn them they judge not of superior beings,

Souls made of fire, and children of the sun,

With whom revenge is virtue.

Dr Johnson'a tragedy of Irene was performed in

1749, but met with little success, and has never since

been revived. It is cold and stately, containing

some admirable sentiments and maxims of morality,

but destitute of elegance, simplicity, and pathos.

At the conclusion of the piece, the heroine was to

be strangled upon the stage, after speaking two lines

with the bowstring round her neck. The audience
cried out * Murder 1 murder!' and compelled the
actress to go off the stage alive, in defiance of the

author. An English audience could not, as one
of Johnson's friends remarked, bear to witness a
strangling scene on the stage, though a dramatic
poet may stab or slay by hundreds. The following

passage in 'Irene' was loudly applauded :

—

To-morrow

!

That fatal mistress of the young, the lazy,

The coward and the fool, condemned to lose

A useless life in waiting for to-morrow

—

To gaze with longing eyes upon to-morrow,

Till interposing death destroys the prospect

!

Strange ! that this general fraud from day to day
Should fill the world with wretches undetected.

The soldier labouring through a winter's march.
Still sees to-morrow dressed in robes of triumph;
Still to the lover's long-expecting arms
To-morrow brings the visionary bride.

But thou, too old to bear another cheat,

Leam that the present hour alone is man's.

Five tragedies were produced by Thomson be-

twixt the years 1729 and the period of his death :

these were Soplionisba^ Agamemnon^ Edward and
Elconora^ Tancred and Siyismunda^ and Coriolanus.

None of them can be considered as worthy of the
author of the Seasons: they exhibit the defects of his

style without its virtues. He wanted the plastic

powers of the dramatist, and though he could declaim
forcibly on the moral virtues, and against corruption
and oppression, he could not draw characters or
in\'ent scenes to lead captive the feelings and ima-
gination.

Two tragedies of a similar kind, but more ani-

mated in expression, were produced

—

Gttstavus Va^a
by Brooke, and Barbarossa by Dr Brown. The act-

ing of Garrick mainly contributed to the success of
the latter, which had a great run. The sentiment
at the conclusion of * Barbarossa' is finely ex-
pressed :

—

Heaven but tries our virtue by affliction,

And oft the cloud which wraps the present hour
Serves but to brighten all our future days.

Aaron Hill translated some of Voltaire's trage-
dies with frigid accuracy, and they were performed
with success. In 1753, The Gamester^ an affecting

domestic tragedy, was produced. Though wanting
the merit of ornamented poetical language and blank
verse, the vivid picture drawn by the author (Ed-
ward Moore) of the evils of gambling, ending iu de-

spair and snicidf, and tlie dramatic art evinced in the
chanictc-rsand incidents, drew loud apjilause. *The
Gamester' is still a popular play.

[77(c Gamester's Last Stake.]

Beverley. Why, there's an end then. I have judged
deliberately, and the result is death. How the self-

murderer's account may stand, I know not ; but this

I know, the loud of hateful life oppresses me too much.
The horrors of my soul are more than I can bear.

[Ojfirs to hnd'\. Father of Mercy! 1 cannot pray;
despair lias laid his iron hand upon me, and sealed

me for perdition. Conscience ! conscience ! thy cla-

mours are too loud : here's that shall silence thee.

[Takes a phial (if pfiinQn out of his pocket.] Thou art

most friendly to the miserable. Come, then, thou
cordial for sick minds, come to my heart. [iJrinks

if.] (_>h, that the grave would bury memory as well as

body ! for, if the soul sees and feels the sufferings of

those dear ones it leaves behind, the Everlasting has
no vengeance to torment it deeper. I'll think no
more on it ; reflection comes too late ; once there wa«
a time for it, but now 'tis past. Who's there?

Enter Jartis.

Jar. One that hoped to see you with better looks.

Why do you turn so from me ! 1 have brought com-
fort with me ; and see who comes to give it welcome.

Bei: My wife and sister! Why, 'tis but one pang
more then, and farewell, world.

Enter Mrs Bbterlev and Charlottr.

Mrs B. Where is he? [Runs and embraces him.] 0,
I have him ! I have him ! And now they shall never
part us more. I have news, love, to make you happy
for ever. Alas ! he hears us not. Speak to me, love;
I have no heart to see you thus.

Btv. This is a sad place.

Mrs B. We came to take you from it ; to tell you
the world goes well again ; that Providence has seen

our sorrows, and sent the means to help them
;
your

uncle died yesterday.

Ba\ My uncle i No, do not say so. ! I am sick

at heart

!

Mrs B. Indeed, I meant to bring you comfort.

Bcv, Tell me he lives, then ; if you would bring me
comfort, tell me he lives.

Mrs B. And if I did, I have no power to raise the
dead. He died yesterday.

Bcv. And I am heir to him ?

Jar. To his whole estate, sir. But bear it patiently,

pray bear it patiently.

Ber. Well, well. [PaiLsing.] Why, fame says I

am rich thfn ?

Mrs B. And truly so. Why do you look so wildly?
Ber. Do I ? The news was unexpected. But has

he left me all ?

Jar. All, all, sir ; he could not leave it from you.
Bev. I am sorry for it.

Mrs B. Why are you disturbed so!

Bev. Has death no terrors in it

!

Mrs B. Not an old man's death ; yet, if it trouble

you, I wish him living.

Bev, And I, with all my heart ; for I have a tale

to tell, shall turn you into stone ; or if the power of

speech remain, you shall kneel down and curse me.
Mrs B. Alas ! Why are we to curse you ? I'll bless

you ever.

Bei\ No ; I have deserved no blessings. All this

large fortune, this second bounty of heaven, that might
have healed our sorrows, and satisfied our utmost
hopes, in a cursed hour I sold last night.

Atrs B. Impossible !

Bcv. That devil Stukely, with all hell to aid him,
tempted me to the deed. To pay false debts of honour,
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and to redeem \K\si errors, 1 Rold the rcvcrsiou, sold it

for aseanty sum, and lost it among villains.

Char. Why, farewell all then.

Bcv. Liberty and life. Come, kneel and curse me.
Mrs R. Then hear me, heaven. [A'h«/j.] Look down

with mercy on his sorrows ! Give softness to his looks,

and quiet to his heart ! On rac, on me, if misery must
be the lot of cither, multiply misfortunes ! I'll bear

them patiently, so he be happy! These hands shall

toil for his support ; these eyes be lifted up for hourly

blessings on him ; and every duty of a fond and faith-

&il wife be doubly done to cheer and comfort him.

So hear nie ! so reward me ! [Rises.

Hev. I would kneel too, but that offended heaven
wculd turn my prayers into curses ; for I have done a

de«d to make life horrible to you.

^rs B. What deed!
Jar. Ask him no questions, madam ; this last mis-

fortune has hurt his braiu. A little time will give

him patience.

Enter Stckblt.

.Br.'. "Wliy is this rillain here I

Shik. To give you liberty and safety. There,

madam, is his discharge. [(raTj? a paper to Charlotte.']

The arrest last night waa meant in friendship, but
came too late.

Char. What mean you, sir ?

Stitk. The arrest was too late, I say ; I would have
kept his hands from blood ; but was too late,

Mrs B. His hands from blood ! Whose blood \

Stid'. From Lewson*8 blood.

Char. No, villain ! Yet what of Lewson ; speak
quickly.

StnJc. You are igriorant then ; I thought I heard
the murderer at confession.

Char. What murderer? And who is murdered?
Not Lewson? Say he lives, and I will kneel and
worship you.

Slid: And so I would ; but that the tongues of all

cry murder. I came in pity, not in malice ; to save

the brother, not kill the sister. Your Lewson's dead.

Char. horrible

!

Ber\ Silence, I charge you. Proceed, sir.

Sdd. No
;
justice may stop the tale ; and here*8 an

evidence.

Enter Batks.

Bates. The news, I see, has reached you. But take
comfort, madam. [To Charhite.^ There's one with-

out inquiring for you ; go to him, and lose no time.

Char. misery! misery! [Exit.

Mrs B. Follow her, Jarvie ; if it be true that Lew-
eon's dead, her grief may kill her.

Bates. Jarvis must stay here, madam ; I have Bome
questions for him.

Stid. Rather let him fly ; his eTidence may crush
his master.

Bev. Why, ay ; this looks like management.
Bates. He found you quarrelling with Lewson in

the street last night. [To Beverley.

Mrs B. No ; I am sure he did not.

Jar, Or if I did

Mrs B. 'Tis false, old man ; they had no quarrel,

there was no cause for quarrel.

Bev. Let him proceed, I say. ! I am sick ! sick !

Reach a chair. [Jarvis brings it, he sits down.
Mrs B. You droop and tremble, love. Yet you

are innocent. If Lewson's dead, you killed him not.

Enter Dawboit.

Sttd. MTio sent for Dawson ?

Bates. 'Twas I. We have a witness too, you little

think of. Without therel

Stid, \Vhat witness 1

Bates. A right one. Look at him.

Enter Charlotte and Lewson.

[^frs B.f on perceiving Lewswiy goe.i into a
hysfrnr hnu/hy and siyds 0)i Jarvis.

Stid: Lewson! villains ! villains!

[To Bates and Dawson.
Mrs B. Risen from the dead ! Why, this is unex-

pected happiness

!

Char. Or is it his ghost 1 [To Stxd^cly.l That sight
would please you, sir.

Jar. What riddle is this?

Bev. Be quick and tell it, my minutes are but few.

Mrs B. Alas! why so? You shall live long and
happily.

Lctv. While shame and punishment shall rack that
viper. [Point;! to Stulrly.'\ The tale is short; 1 was
too busy in his secrets, arid therefore doomed to die.

Bates, to prevent the murder, undertook it ; I kept
aloof to give it credit.

Char. And give me pangs unutterable.

Leia. I felt them all, and would have told you ; but
vengeance wanted ripening. The villain's scheme waa
but half executed ; the arrest by Dawson followed the
supposed murder, and now, depending on his once
wicked associates, he comes to fix the guilt on Be-
verley.

Bates. Dawson and T are witnesses of this.

Lew. And of a thousand frauds ; his fortune ruined

by sharpers and false dice ; and Stukely sole contriver

and possessor of all.

Daic. Had he but stopped on this side murder, we
had been villains still.

Lav, [To Beverley.] How does my friend

?

Bev. Why, well. Who's he that asks me!
Mrs B. 'Tis Lewson, love. Why do you look so at

him?
Bn\ [WihlJy.] They told me he was murdered !

Mrs B. Ay ; but he lives to save us.

Bev. Lend me your hand ; the room turns round.
Leiv. This villain here disturbs him. Remove him

from his sight ; and on your lives see that you guard
him. [Stid'cly is taken off by Dawson mid Bates.] How
is it, sir?

Bci'. 'Tia here, and here. [Pointing to his head and
heart.^ And now it tears me !

Mrs B. You feel convulsed, too. What is it dis-

turbs you ?

Bev. A furnace rages in this heart. [Laying hi9

hand upon his heart.] Down, restless flames ! down to

your native hell ; there you shall rack me ! Oh, for a
pause from pain I Where is my wife ! Can you for-

give me, love ?

Mrs B. Alas ! for what ?

Bcv. For meanly dying.

Mrs B. No ; do not say it.

Bev. As truly as my soul must answer it. Had
Jarvis staid this morning, all had been well ; but,
pressed by shame, pent in a prison, and tormented
with my pangs for you, driven to despair and mad-
ness, I took the advantage of his absence, corrupted
the poor wretch he left to guard me, and bwallowed
poison.

Lew. Oh, fatal deed !

Bev. Ay, most accursed. And now I go to my ac-

count. Bend me, and let me kneel. \_They lift him
from his chair, and support him on his Avwgj.] I'll

pray for you too. Thou Power that mad'st me, hear
me. If, for a life of frailty, and this too hasty deed
of death, thy justice doom me, here I acquit the sen-

tence ; but if, enthroned in mercy where thou sitt'st,

thy pity hast beheld me, send me a gleam of hope,
that in these last and bitter moments my soul may
taste of comfort! And for these mourners here,

let their lives be peaceful, and their deaths happy.
|

Afrs B. Restore him, heaven ! 0, save him, save
, him, or let me die too

!
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Bev. No ; live, I charge you. We have a little one ;

though 1 have left him, you will not leave him. To
Lew8on'8 kindness I bequeath him. Is not this

Charlotte? We have lived in love, though I have

wronged you. Can you forgive me, Charlotte?

Char. Forgive you ! (_), my poor brother!

Hei'. Lend me your hand, love. So ; raise me—no ;

it will not be ; my life is finished. for a few short

moments to tell you how my heart bleeds for you
;

that even now, thus dying as 1 am, dubious and fear-

ful of a hereafter, ray bosom pang is for your mise-

ries. Support her, Heaven ! And now I go. 0,

mercy ! mercy ! [Dies.

Lew. How is it, madam ? My poor Charlotte, too !

Char. Her grief is speechless.

Lew. Jan'is, remove her from this sight. [JarvU

and Charlotte lead Mrs Beverley aside.l Some minis-

tering angel bring her peace. And thou, poor breath-

less corpse, may thy departed soul have found the rest

it prayed for. Save but one error, and this last fatal

deed, thy life was lovely. Let frailer minds take

warning; and from example learn that want of pru-

dence is want of virtue. [£xeunt.

Of a more intellectual and scholar-like cast were
the two dramas of Mason, ElfrUla and Caractacus.

They were brought on the stage by Colman (which

Southey considers to liave been a bold experiment in

those days of sickly tragedy), and were well received.

They are now known as dramatic poems, not as act-

ing plays. The most natural and affecting of all the

tragic productions of the day, was the Douglas of

Home, founded on the old ballad of Gil Morrice, which

Percy has preserved in his Kcliques. * Douglas' was

rejected by Garrick, and was first performed in

Edinburgh in 1756. Next year Lord Bute procured

its representation at Covent Garden, where it drew
tears and applause as copiously as in Edinburgh.

The plot of this drama is patlietic and interesting.

The dialogue is sometimes flat and prosaic, but

other parts are written with the liquid softness and
moral beauty of Ileywood or Dekker. Maternal

affection is well depicted under novel and striking

circumstances—the accidental discovery of a lost

child—* My beautiful ! my brave !'—and Mr Mac-
kenzie, the 'Man of Feeling,* has given as his opi-

nion that the chief scene between Lady Randolph
and Old Norval, in which the preservation and
existence of Douglas is discovered, has no equal in

modern and scarcely a superior in the ancient drama.
Douglas himself, the young hero, 'enthusiastic, ro-

mantic, desirous of honour, careless of life and every

other advantage when glory lay in the balance,' is

beautifully drawn, and formed the schoolboy model

of most of the Scottish youth 'sLxty years since.'

As a specimen of the style and diction of Home,
we subjoin part of the discovery scene. Lord Kan-
dolph is attacked by four men, and rescued by
young Douglas. An old man is found in the woods,

and is taken up as one of the assassins, some rich

jewels being also in his possession.

[Discovery of her Son by Lady Randolph.']

Prisoner—Lady Kandolph—Anna, ber maid.

Lady R. Account for these ; thine own they cannot

be:

For these, I say : be steadfast to the truth

;

Detected falsehood is most certain death.

[Anna remweA the servants and returns.

Prh. Alas ! I'm sore beset ; let never man,

For sake of lucre, sin against his soul

!

Eternal justice is in this most just

!

I, cuiltless now, must former guilt reveal.

%adt/ R. 0, Anna, hear ! Once more I charge thee

speak

The truth direct ; for these to me foretell

And ct-rlify a part of thy narration ;

\Vith which, if the remainder tallies not,

An instant and a dreadful death abides thee.

Pris. Then, thus adjured, I'll speak to you as just

As if you were the minister of heaven,

Sent down to search the secret sins of men.
Some eighteen years ago, I rented land

Of brave Sir Malcolm, then Balanno's lord;

But falling to decay, his servants seized

All that 1 had, and then turned me and mine
(Four helpless infants and their weeping mother)
Out to the mercy of the winter winds.

A little hovel by the river side

Received us : there hard labour, and the skill

In fishing, which was fonnerly my sport.

Supported life. Whilst thus we poorly lived.

One stormy night, as I remember well.

The wind and rain beat hard upon our roof;

Red came the river down, and loud and oft

The angry spirit of the water shrieked.

At the dead hour of night was heard the cry

Of one in jeopardy. I rose, and ran
To where the circling eddy of a pool,

Beneath the ford, used oft to bring within
My reach whatever floating thing the stream
Had caught. The voice was ceased ; the person lost:

But, looking sad and earnest on the waters,

By the moon's light I saw, whirled round and round,
A basket ; soon I drew it to the bank.
And nestled curious there an infant lay.

Lady R. Was he alive ?

Pris. He was.

Lady R. Inhuman that thou art

!

How could'st thou kill what waves and tempests
spared ?

Pris. I was not so inhuman.
Lady R, Didst thou not \

Anna. My noble mistress, you are moved too much ;

This man has nut the aspect of stern murder;
Let him go on, and you, I hope, will hear
Good tidings of your kinsman's long lost child.

Pris. The needy man who has known better days,

One whom distress has spited at the world.

Is he whom tempting fiends would pitch upon
To do such deeds, as make the prosperous men
Lift up their hands, and wonder who could do them ;

And such a man was I ; a man declined.

Who saw no end of black adversity
;

Yet, for the wealth of kingdoms, I would not

Have touched that infant with a hand of harm.
Lady R. Ha! dost thou say so? Then perhaps he

lives!

Pri.^. Not many days ago he was alive.

LadyR. O, God ofheaven ! Did he then die so lately !

Pria. I did not say he died ; I hope he lives.

Not many days ago these eyes beheld

Him, flourishing in youth, and health, and beauty.

Lady R. Where is he now i

Pris. Alas! I know not where,

LadyR. O, fate! I fear thee still. Thou riddler

Direct and clear, else I will search thy soul.

Anna. Permit me, ever honoured! keen impatience,
Though hard to be restrained, defeats itself.

Pursue thy story with a faithful tongue.

To the last hour that thou didst keep the child.

Pris. Fear not my faith, though 1 must speak my
shame.

Within the cradle where the infant lay

Was stowed a mighty store of gold and jewels;

Tempted by which, we did resolve to hide.

From all the world, this wonderful event.

And like a peasant breed the noble child.

That none might mark the change of our estate,

We left the country, travelled to the north,
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Bought flocks and herds, and gradually brought forth

Our secret wealth. But Ciod's all-seeiug eye

Beheld our avarice, and smote us sore
;

For one by one all our own children died.

And he, the stranger, sole reiuiiincd the heir

Of what indeed was his. Fain then would I,

Who with a father's fondness loved the boy.

Have trusted him, now in the dawn of youth,

With his omi secret ; but my anxious wife,

Foreboding evil, never would consent.

Meanwhile the stripling grew in years and beauty

;

And, as we oft observed, he bore himself,

Not as the ofi'spring of our cottage blood.

For nature will break out : mild with the mild,

But with the froward he was fierce as fire,

And night and day he talked of war and arms.

I set myself against his warlike bent

;

But all in vain ; for when a desperate band

Of robbers from the savage mountains came
Lady R. Eternal Providence ! What is thy name

!

Pris. My name is Norval ; and my name he

bears.

Zarfy B. 'Tis he, 'tis he himself ! It is my son!

0, sovereign mercy ! 'Twas my child I saw!

No wonder, Anna, that my bosom burned.

Anna. Just are your transports : ne'er was woman's
heart

Proved with such fierce extremes. High-fated dame

!

But yet remember that you are beheld

By servile eyes
;
your gestures may be seen

Impassioned, strange
;
perhaps your words o'erheard.

LadyR. Well dost thou counsel, Anna; Heaven be-

stow

On me that wisdom which my state requires

!

Anna, The moments of deliberation pass,

And soon you must resolve. This useful man
Must be dismissed in safety, ere my lord

Shall mth his brave deliverer return.

Pris. If I, amidst astonishment and fear.

Have of your words and gestures rightly judged,

Thou art the daughter of my ancient master;

The child I rescued from the Hood is thine.

Lady R, With thee dissimulation now were vain.

I am indeed the daughter of Sir Malcolm
;

The child thou rescuedst from the flood is mine.
Pria. Blessed be the hour that made me a poor
man!

My poverty hath saved my master's house.

lAuiy li. Thy words surprise rae ; sure thou dost not

feign!

The tear stands in thine eye : such love from thee

Sir Malcolm's house deserved not, if aright

Thou told'st the story of thy own distress,

Prii. Sir Malcolm of our barons was the flower

;

The fastest friend, the best, the kindest master

;

But ah ! he knew not of my sad estate.

After that battle, where his gallant son.

Your own brave brother, fell, the good old lord

Grew desperate and reckless of the world
;

And never, as he erst was wont, went forth

To overlook the conduct of his servants.

By them I was thrust out, and them I blame
;

May heaven so judge me as I judged my master.

And God so love me as I love his race!

Lady R. His race shall yet reward thee. On thy
faith

Depends the fate of thy loved master's house.

Rememberest thou a little lonely hut,

That like a holy hermitage appears
Among the clilFs of Carrou?

Pris, I remember
The cottage of the cliffs.

Lady R. 'Tis that I mean
;

There dwells a man of venerable age.

Who in my father's service spent his youth ;

Tell him I sent thee, and with him remain,

Till I shall call upon thee to declare.

Before the king and nobles, what thou now
To me hast told. No mure liiit this, and thou
Shalt live in honour all tliy future days

;

Thy son so long shall call thee father si ill,

And all the land shall bless the nmn wlm saved
The son of Douglas, and Sir Malcolm's heir.

John Home, author of Douglas, was by birth con-
nected with the family of the Earl of Home ; his
father was town-clerk of Leith, where the poet was
born in 1722. He entered the church, and suc-
ceeded Blair, author of ' The Grave,' as minister of
Athelstaneford. Previous to this, however, he had
taken up arms as a volunteer in 1745 against the
Chevalier, and after the defeat at Falkirk, was im-
prisoned in the old castle of Dounc, whence he
effected his escape, with some of his associates, by
cutting their blankets into shreds, and letting

themselves down on the ground. The romantic
poet soon found the church as seTere and tyran-
nical as the army of Charles Edward. So vio-

lent a storm was raised by the fact that a Pres-
byterian minister had written a play, that Home
was forced to succumb to the presbytery, and re-

sign his hving. Lord Bute rewarded him with the
sinecure office of conservator of Scots privileges at

Cainpvere, and on the accession of George III. in

1760, when the influence of Bute was paramount,
the poet received a pension of £300 per annum. He
wrote various other tragedies, which soon passed
into oblivion ; but with an income of about £600 per
annum, with an easy, cheerful, and benevolent dis-

position, and enjoying the friendship of David
Hume, Blair, Robertson, and all the most distin-

guished for rank or talents, John Home's life glided

on in happy tranquillity. He survived nearly all

his associates, and died in 1808, aged eighty-six.

Among the other tragic writers may be men-
tioned Mallet, whose drama of Elvira was highly
successful, and another drama by whom, Mustapha,
enjoyed a factitious popularity by glancing at the
characters of the king and Sir Robert Walpole.
Glover, author of ' Leonidas,' also produced a tragedy,

Boadicea, but it was found deficient in interest for a
mixed audience. In this play, Bavies, the bio-

grapher of Garrick, relates tliat Glover ' preserved
a custom of the Druids, who enjoined the persons
who drank their poison to turn their faces towards
the wind, in order to facilitate the operation of the
potion !' Horiice Walpole was author of a tragedy.

The Mysterious Mother, which, though of a painftd

and revolting nature as to plot and incident,

abounds in vigorous description and striking ima-
gery. As Walpole had a strong predilection for

Gothic romance, and had a dramatic turn of mind,
it is to be regretted that he did not devote himself
more to the service of the stage, in which he would
have anticipated and rivalled the style of the Ger-
man drama. The ' Mysterious Mother ' has never
been ventured on tlie stage. The Grecian Daughter,
by Murphy, produced in 1772, was a classic subject,

treated in the Erench style, but not destitute of

tenderness.

[Agaiiut the Crusades,']

I here attend him.
In expeditions which I ne'er approved.

In holy wars. Your pardon, reverend father.

I must declare I think such wars the fruit

Of idle courage, or mistaken zeal

;

Sometimes of rai>ine, and religious rage,

To every mischief prompt. • *

* * Sure I am, 'tis madness.
Inhuman madness, thus from half the world
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To drain its blood and treasure, to neglect

Each art of peace, each care of govenjinent

;

And all for what I liy spreading dcHolation,

Rapine, and slaughter o'er the other half,

To gain a conquest we can never hold.

I venerate this land. Those sacred hills,

Those vales, those cities, trod by saints and prophets,

By God himself, the scenes of heavenly wonders,
Inspire me with a certain awful joy.

But the same God, my friend, pervades, sustains,

Surrounds, and fills this universal frame

;

And every land, where spreads his vital presence,

His all-enlivening breath, to me is holy.

Excuse me, Theald, if I go too far:

I meant alone to say, I think these wars
A kind of persecution. And when that

—

That most absurd and cruel of all vices,

Is once begun, where shall it find an end!
Each in his turn, or has or claims a right

To wield its dagger, to return its furies,

And first or last they fall upon ourselves.

Thomson's Edward and EUonora.

[Zoi*€.]

Why should we kill the best of passions, Love I

It aids the hero, bids Ambition rise

To nobler heights, inspires immortal deeds.

Even softens brutes, and adds a grace to Virtue.

Thomson's Soph<mitba.

[^Miscalcidations of Old J/e?i.]

Those old men, those plodding grave state pedants,
Forget the course of youth ; their crooked prudence.
To baseness verging still, forgets to take
Into their fine-spun schemes the generous heart,

That, through the cobweb system bursting, lays

Their labours waste.

Thomson's Tancred and Siffitmunda.

[Awfitlness of a Scene of Pagan Mites.']

This is the secret centre of the isle

:

Here, Romans, pause, and let the eye of wonder
Gaze on the solemn scene ; behold yon oak,
How stern he frowns, and with his broad browTt arms
Chills the pale plain beneath him : mark yon altar.

The dark stream brawling round its rugged base
;

These cliffs, these yawning caverns, this wide circus,

Skirted with unhewn stone ; they awe my soul.

As if the very genius of the place
Himself appeared, and with terrific tread
Stalked through his drear domain. And yet, my friends,

If shapes like his be but the fancy's coinage.
Surely there is a hidden power that reigns
*Mid the lone majesty of untamed nature.
Controlling sober reason ; tell me else.

Why do these haunts of barbarous superstition
Overcome me thus ? I scorn them

; yet they awe me.
Mason's Caractacxu.

[^Against Homicide.']

Think what a sea of deep perditinn whelms
The wretch*s trembling soul, who launches forth
Unlicensed to eternity. Think, think.
And let the thought restrain thy impious hand.
The race of man is one vast marshalled army.
Summoned to pass the spacious realms of Time,
Their leader the Almighty. In that march
Ah! who may quit his post? when high in air

The chosen archangel rides, whose right hand wields
The imperial standard of Heaven's providence,

Which, dreadful sweeping through the vaulted sky.
Overshadows all creation.

Mason's Et/Hda.

[Solitiule on a Baith Fidd.]

I have been led by solitary care

To yon dark branches, sjireading o*er the brook,
U'hich murmurs through the camp ; this mighty camp,
Where once two hundred thousand sons of war.
With restless dins awaked the midnight hour.
Now horrid stillness in the vacant tents

Sits undisturbed ; and these incessant rills.

Whose pebbled channel breaks their shallow stream,
Fill with their melancholy sounds my ears,

As if I wandered, like a lonely hind.

O'er some dead fallow, far from all resort

;

Unless that ever and anon a groan
Bursts from a soldier, pillowed on his shield

In torment, or expiring with his wounds,
And turns my fixed attention into horror.

Glover's BoatdicM.

\_Forgiv€neas.'\

So prone to error is our mortal frame,
Time could not step vrithout a trace of horror,
If wary nature on the human heart,

Amid its wild variety of passions.

Had not impressed a soft and yielding sense.

That when ofiences give resentment birth.

The kindly dews of penitence may raise

The seeds of mutual mercy and forgiveness.

Glover's Boadicea,

[^Fortitude.]

But, prince, remember then
The vows, the noble uses of affliction

;

Preserve the quick humanity it gives,

The pitying, social sense of human weakness
;

Yet keep thy stubborn fortitude entire.

The manly heart that to another's wo
Is tender, but superior to its own.
Learn to submit, yet learn to conquer fortune;
Attach thee firmly to the virtuous deeds
And offices of life; to life itself.

With all its vain and transient joys, sit loose.

Chief, let devotion to the sovereign mind,
A steady, cheerful, absolute dependence
In his best, wisest government, possess thee.

In thoughtless gay prosperity, when all

Attends our wish, when nought is seen around us
But kneeling slavery, and obedient fortune

j

Then are blind mortals apt, within therasehes
To fly their stay, forgetful of the giver

;

But when thus humbled, Alfred, as thou art.

When to their feeble natural powers reduced,
*Tis then they feel this universal truth
That Heaven is all in all, and man is nothing.

Mallet's A^red.

COMIC DRAMATISTS.

The comic muse was, during this period, more
successful than her tragic sister. In the reign of
George II., the ^ntty and artificial comedies of
Vanbrugh and Farqubar began to lose their ground,
both on account of their licentiousness, and the
formal system on which they were constructed with
regard to characters and expression. In their room,
Garrick, Foote, and other writers, place<i a set of
dramatic compositions, which, though often of a
humble and unpretending character, exercised great
influence in introducing a taste for more natural
portraitures and language ; and these again led the
way to the higher productions, which we are still

accustomed to refer to veneratively, as the legiti-

mate English comedies.
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Amongst tlie first five-act plays in which this

improvcinciit was seen, was The Suspicious Husbund
of Hondly, in wliich there is but a slight dash of

the license of Farquhar. Its leading character,

Ranger, is still a favourite. George Colman, ma-
nager of Covent Garden theatre, was an excellent

comic writer, and produced above tliirty pieces, a
few of which deservedly keep possession of the stage.

His Jealous Wife, founded on Fielding's 'Tom Jones,'

has some highly effei'tivc scenes and well-drawn cha-

racters. It was produced iu 1761 ; five years aftcr-

Oeotge Colman.

wards, Colman joined with Garrick and brought out

The Clandestine Marriage, in which the character of

an aged beau, affecting gaiety and youth, is strik-

ingly personified in Lord Ogleby. Arthur Murphy
(1727-1805), a voluminous and miscellaneous writer,

added comedies as well as tragedies to the stage,

and his Wat/ to Keep Him is still occasionally per-

formed. Hugh Kelly, a scurrilous newspaper writer,

surprised the public by producing a comedy. False

Delicacy, which had remarkable success both on the

fortunes and character of the author : the profits of

his first third night realised £ 1 50—the largest sum
of money he had ever before seen—' and from a low,

petulant, absurd, and ill-bred censurer,' says Davies,
' Kelly was transformed to the humane, afiuble,

good-natured, well-bred man.' The miirked success

of Kelly's sentimental style gave the tone to a much
more able dramatist, Richard Cumberland (1732-

1811), who, after two or three unsuccessful pieces,

in 1771 brought out The West Indian, one of the

best stage pl.iys which English comedy can yet

boast. The plot, incidents, and characters (includ-

ing the first draught of an Irish gentleman which the

theatre had witnessed), are all well sustained. Other
dramas of Cumberland, as The Wheel of Fortune,

The Fashionable Lover, &c., were also acted with

applause, though now too stiff and sentimental for

our audiences. Goldsmith thought that Cumber-
land had carried the refinement of comedy to ex-

cess, and he set himself to correct the fault. His
first drani.atic performance, The Good-AatureJ Man,
presents one of the happiest of his delineations in

the character of Croaker ; but as a whole, the play

wants point and sprightliness. His second drama,

She Sloops to Conquer, performed in 177.'i, has all

the requisites for interesting and anmsing an audi-
ence ; and Johnson said, ' he knew of uo comedy
for many years that had answered so much the
great end of comedy—making an audience merry.'
The plot turns on what may be termed a far-
cical incident—two parties mistaking a gentleman's
house for an inn. But the excellent discrimina-
tion of character, and the humour and vivacity
of the dialogue throughout the pliiy, render this
piece one of the richest contributions which have
been made to modern comedy. The native plea-
santry and originality of Goldsmith were never
more happUy displayed, and his success, as Davies
records, ' revived fancy, wit, gaiety, humour, inci-

dent, and character, in the place of sentiment and
moral preachment.'

[4 Deception.']

[From ' She Stoops to Conquer.*]

Landlord and Tony Lumpkin.

Landlord, There be two gentlemen in a post-chaise at
the door. They've lost their way upon the forest, and
they are talking something about Mr Hardcastle.

Tmxy. Am sure as can be, one of them must be the
gentleman that's coming down to court my sister. Do
they seem to be Londoners

!

Land. I believe they may. They look woundily like
Frenchmen.

Tony. Then desire them to step this w.ay, and I'll

set them right in a twinkling. [E.cit Landlord.]
Gentlemen, as they mayn't be good enough company
for you, step down for a moment, and I'll be with you
in the squeezing of a lemon. [Ej^eunt Mob.] Father-
in-law has been calling me a whelp and hound this

half-year. Now, if I pleased, I could be so revenged
upon the old grumbletonian. But then I am afraid
•—afraid of what ! I shall soon be worth fifteen hun-
dred a-year, aud let him frighten me out of that if he
can.

Enter Landlord, conducting Marlow and Uastinqs.

Mar. What a tedious uncomfortable day have we
had of it'. We were told it was but forty miles across
the country, and we have come above threescore.

Ifast. And all, Marlow, from that unaccountable
reserve of yours, that would not let ua inquire more
frequently on the way.
Mar. I own, Hastings, I am unwilling to lay my-

self under an obligation to every one I meet ; and
often stand the chance of an unmannerly answer.

Bast. At present, however, we are not likely to re-

ceive any answer.

Tony. No offence, gentlemen ; but I am told you
have been inquiring for one Mr Hardcastle in these
parts. Do you know what part of the country you are
in!

ILast. Not in the least, sir ; but should thank yoa
for information.

Tony. Nor the way you came ?

Hasl. No, sir ; but if you can inform us
Tony. Why, g:eutlemen, if you know neither the

road you are going, nor where you are, nor the road
you came, the first thing I have to inform you is that
-—you have lost your way.
Mar. We wanted no ghost to tell us that.
Tony. Pray, gentlemen, may I be so bold as to ask

the place from whence you came ?

Afar. That's not necessary towards directing us
where we are to go.

Tony. No offence ; but question for question is all
fair, you know. Pray, gentlemen, is not tliis same
Hardcastle a cro.ss-grained, old-fashioned, whimsical
fellow, with an ugly face, a daughter, aud a pretty son i
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Ifn.'t. We have not seen the gentleman ; but he has

the family you mention.

Tuny, the daughter a tall, trapesing, troUoping,

talkative maypole ; the son a pretty, well-bred, agree-

able youth, that everybody is fond of.

Mar. Our information differs in this : the daughter

is said to be well-bred and beautiful ; the eon an

awkward booby, reared up and spoiled at his mother's

apron-string.

Tinvi. He-he-hem. Then, gentlemen, all I have to

tell you is, that you won't reach Mr Hardcastle's

house this night, 1 believe.

Hast. Unfortunate!

Tony. It's a long, dark, boggy, dangerous way.

Stingo, tell the gentlemen the way to Mr Ilardcastle's

{winking at the Landlord]—Mr Hardcastle's of Quag-

mire-marsh. You understand me!
Land. Ma-ster Hardcastle's! Lack-a-daisy!

_
my

masters you're come a deadly deal wrong. When
you came to the bottom of the hill you should have

crossed down Squash-lane.

Mar. Cross down Squash-lane ?

Land. Then you were to keep straight forward till

you came to four roads.

Mar. Come to where four roads meet

!

Tony. Ay ; but you must be sure to take only

one.

Mar. 0, sir ! you're facetious.

Tony. Then, keeping to the right, you are to go

sideways till you come upon Crack-skull Common ;

there you must look sharp for the track of the

wheel, and go forward till you come to Farmer Mur-

rain's bam. Coming to the farmer's bam, you are

to turn to the right, and then to the left, and then

to the right about again, till you find out the old

mill

Mar. Zounds ! man, we could as soon find out the

longitude !

liiist. What's to be done, Marlow ?

Mar. This house promises but a poor reception
;

though perhaps the landlord can accommodate us.

Land. Alack, masterl we have but one spare bed

in the whole house.

Tony. And to my knowledge that's taken up by

three lodgers already. [After a pause, in which the

rest seem disconcerted.] 1 have hit it: don't you think.

Stingo, our landlady would accommodate the gentle-

men by the fireside with three chairs and a bol-

ster !

Ifast. 1 hate sleeping by the fireside.

Mar. And I detest your three chairs and a bol-

ster.

Tonij. You do, do you ! Then let me see—what if

you go on a mile farther to the Buck's Head, the old

Buck's Hea.l on the hill, one of the best inns in the

whole country.

Hast. ho! so we have escaped an adventure for

this night, however.

Land. [Apart to Tony.l Sure you bean't sending

them to your father's as an inn, be you?
Tony Mum ! you fool, you ; let them find that out.

[To them..] You have only to keep on straight for-

ward till you come to a large house on the road-side :

you'll see a pair of large homs over the door; that's

the sign. Drive up the yard, and call stoutly about

you.
Jla.ft. Sir, we are obliged to you. The servants

can't miss the way.

Ttmy. No, no ; but I tell you though, the landlord

is ricli', arid going to leave off business ; so he wants to

be thought a gentleman, saving your presence, he, he,

he! He'll be for giving you hiscompany ; and, ecod !

if you mind him, he'll persuade you that his mother

was au aldcmiun, and his aunt a justice of the

peace.

Land. A troublesome old blade, to be sure ; but a

keeps as good wines and beds as any in the whole
county.

Mar. Well, if he supplies us with these, we shall

want no further connexion. We are to turn to the

right, did you say

!

Tony. No, no, straight forward. I'll just step my-
self and show you a piece of the way. [To the Land-
lord.] Mum

!

[Ljxunt

^Arrival at the Supposed Inn.']

Enter Marlow and Hastings.

Ilast. After the disappointments of the day, wel-

come once more, Charles, to the comforts of a clean

room and a good fire. Upon my word a very well-

looking house ; antique, but creditable.

Mar. The usual fate of a large mansion. Having
first ruined the master by good house-keeping, it has

at last come to levy contributions as an inn.

Hast. As you say, we passengers are to be taxed to

pay all these fineries. I have often seen a good side-

board, or a marble chimney-piece, though not actually

put in the bill, inflame the bill confoundedly.

Mar. Travellers must pay in all places ; the only

difference is, that in good inns you pay dearly for

luxuries; in bad inns you are fleeced and starved.

Enter ITardcastlii.

Hard. Gentlemen, once more vou are heartily wel-

come. Which is Mr Marlow ? [Mar. advances^ Sir,

you're heartily welcome. It's not my way, you see,

to receive my friends with my back to the fire ! I like

to give them a hearty reception, in the old style, at

my gate ; I like to see their horses and trunks taken
care of.

Mar. [Aside.] He has got our names from the ser-

vants already. [To Hard.] We approve your caution

and hospitality, sir. [To Hast.] I have been think-

ing, George, of changing our travelling dresses in the

morning ; I am grown confoundedly ashamed of mine.
Hard. I beg, Mr Marlow, you'll use no ceremony

in this house.

Hast. I fancy, you're right : the first blow is half

the battle. We must, however, open the campaign.
Hard. Mr Marlow—Mr Hastings—gentlemen

—

jiray be under no restraint in this house. This is

Liberty-hall, gentlemen; you may do just as you
please here.

Mar. Yet, George, if we open the campaign too

fiercely at first, we may want ammunition before it is

over. We must show our generalship by securing, if

necessary, a retreat.

Hard. Your talking of a retreat, Mr Marlow, puts

me in mind of the Duke of Marlborough when he
went to besiege Denain. He first summoned the gar-

rison

Mar. Ay, and we'll summon your garrison, old boy.

Hard. He first summoned the garrison, which might
consist of about five thousand men

Hast. Marlow, what's o'clock

!

Hard. I say gentlemen, as I was telling you, he
summoned the garrison, which might consist of about

five thousand men
Mar. Five minutes to seven.

Hard. Which might consist of about five thousand

men, well appointed with stores, ammunition, and
other implements of war. Now, says the Duke of

Marlborough to George Brooks, that stood next to him
^you must have beard of Ge<')rge Brooks— I'll pawn
my dukedom, says he, but I take that garrison with-

out spilling a drop of blood. So

Mar. What! My good friend, if you give us s
glass of punch in the meantime, it would help us to

carry on the siege with vigour.

Ilard. Punch, sirl—This is the most unaccountable

kind of modesty I ever met with. {Aside.
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Mar. Yes, sir, punch. A glass of,warm punch after

our journc)' will be comfortable.

Enter Servant i^-ith a tankard.

Thi« 18 Liberty-hall, you know.
Hard, Here's a cup, sir.

Mar. So this fellow, in his Liberty-hall, will only

let us have just what he pleases. \_Aside to Hast.
Hard. [^Tahing the cup.~\ I hope you'll find it to

your mind. 1 have prepared it with my own hands,

and I believe you'll own the ingredients are tolerable.

Will you be so good aa to pledge me, sir? Here, Mr
Marlow, here is to our better acquaintance.

[Dntds^ and gives the cup to Marlow.
Mar. A very impudent fellow this ; but he's a cha-

racter, and I'll humour him a little. [Aside.} Sir,

my service to you.

Hast. I see this fellow wants to give us his com-

Eany, and forgets that he's an innkeeper before he

as learned to be a gentleman. [Aside.

Mar. From the excellence of your cup, my old

friend, I suppose you have a good deal of business in

this part of the country. Warm work now and then

at elections, I suppose.

[Gives the tanhard to Hard^^astle.

Hard. No, sir ; I have long given that work over.

Since our betters have hit upon the expedient of elect-

ing each other, there's no business for us that sell ale.

[Gives tJie tankard to Hastings.

Hast. So, you have no turn for politics, I find.

Hard. Not in the least. There was a time, indeed,

I fretted myself about the mistakes of government,
like other people ; but finding myself every day grow
more angry, and the government growing no better,

I left it to mend itself. Since that, I no more
trouble my head about who's in or who's out than I

do about John Nokes or Tom Stiles. So my service

to you.

Hast. So that, with eating above stairs and drink-

ing below, with receiving your friends within and
amusing them without, you lead a good, pleasant,

bustling life of it.

Hard. I do stir about a good deal, that's certain.

Half the differences of the parish are adjusted in this

very parlour.

Mar, [After drinking.] And you have an argument
in your cup, old gentleman, better than any in West-
minster-hall.

Hard. Ay, young gentleman, that, and a little

philosophy.

Mar. Well, this is the first time I ever heard of an
innkeeper's philosophy. [Aside.

Hast. So then, like an experienced general, you at-

tack them on every quarter. If you find their reason

manageable, you attack them with 3'our philosophy
;

if you find they have no reason, you attack them with
this. Here's your health, my philosopher. [Drinks.

Hard. Good, very good ; thank you ; ha! ha! Your
generalship puts me in mind of Prince Eugene when
he fought the Turks at the battle of Belgrade. You
shall hear.

Mar. Instead of the battle of Belgrade, I think it's

almost time to talk about supper. What has your
philosophy got in the house for supper?
Hard, For supper, sir ? Was ever such a request

to a man in his own house? [Asidi.

Mar. Yes, sir ; supper, sir ; I begin to feel an appe-

tite. I shall make devilish work to-night in the lar-

der, I promise you.
JIard. Such a brazen dog sure never my eyes be-

held. [Aifide.] Why really, sir, as for supper I can't

well tell. My Dorothy and the cookmaid settle these

things between them. I leave these kind of things

entirely to them.
Mar. You do, do you!
Hard. £ntirely. By the bj, I believe they are in

actual consultation upon what's for supper this mo-
ment in the kiti-hen.

Mar. Then 1 beg they'll admit me as one of their
privy-council. It's a way 1 liave got. When I travel,
I always choose to regulate my own supper. Let the
cook be called. No ottence 1 hope, sir.

Hard. O no, sir, none in the least : yet, I don't
know how, our Bridget, the cookmaid, is not very
communicative upon these occasions. Should we send
for her, she might scold us all out of the house.

Hast. Let's see the list of the larder, then. I al-

ways match my appetite to my bill of fare.

Mar. [To Jlardca.^t/i., n-ho looks at them unth sur-
prise.] Sir, he's very right, and it's my way too.

Hard. Sir, you have a right to command here.

Here, Roger, bring us the bill of fare for to-night's

supper: 1 believe it's drawn out. Your manner, Mr
Hastings, puts me in mind of my uncle. Colonel
Wallop. It was a saying of his that no man was
sure of his supper till he had eaten it.

[ibVn'a^Y Orings in the hill offare^ and exit.

Hast. All upon the high ropes ! His uncle a colo-

nel ! We shall soon hear of his mother being a justice

of peace. [Aside.] But let's hear the bill of fare.

Mar, [Ptrusing.] What's here? For the first

course ; for the second coui-se ; for the dessert. The
devil, sir ! Do you think we have brought down the
whole Joiners' Company, or the Corporation of Bed-
ford, to eat up such a supper? Two or three little

things, clean and comfortable, will do.

Hast. But let's hear it.

Mai: [Ixeading.] For the first course : at the top,

a pig and prune sauce. * *

Hard. And yet, gentlemen, to men that are hungry,
pig, with prune sauce, is very good eating. Their im-
pudence confounds me. [Aside.] Gentlemen, you
are my guests, make what alterations you please. Is

there any thing else you wish to retrench or alter,

gentlemen ?

Mar. Item: a pork pie, a boiled rabbit and sau-

sages, a florentine, a shaking-pudding, and a dish of

titf— taft'—taffety cream.
Ha.^t. Confound your made dishes ! I shall be as

much at a loss in this house as at a green and yellow
dinner at the French ambassador's table. I'm for

plain eating.

Jlard. I'm sorry, gentlemen, that I have nothing
you like; but if there be any thing you have a par-

ticular fancy to

Mar. Why, really, sir, your bill of fare is so ex-

quisite, that any one part of it is full as good as an-

other. Send us what you please. So much for supper ;

and now to see that our beds are aired, and properly

taken care of.

Hard. I intreat you'll leave all that to me. You
shall not stir a step.

Mar, Leave that to you ! I protest, sir, you must
excuse me ; I always look to these things myself.

Hard. I must insist, sir, you'll make yourself easy

on that head.

Mar, You see I'm resolved on it. A very trouble-

some fellow, as ever I met with. [Aside.

Hard. Well, sir, I'm resolved at least to attend you.

This may be modem modesty, but I never saw anything
look 80 like old-fashioned impudence. [Aside.

[E.Teunt Mar. and Hard.
Hast. So, I find this fellow's civilities begin to grow

troublesome. But who can be angry with those assi-

duities which are meant to please him? Ha! what
do I see? Miss Neville, by all that's happy

!

Two years after Goldsmith's dramatic triumph, a
still ^eatcr in legitimate comedy arose in the per-

son of that remarkable man, who survived down to

our own day, Richard Brinslet Sheridan. On
the 17th of January 1775, his play of The liivaU was
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brought out at Coveiit Garden. In this first etf(irt

of iSlieridHn (who was tlit'ii in his twenty-fourth
year), there is ni<ire humour than wit. He had
copied some of his characters from ' Humphry
Clinker,' as the testy but generous Captain Abso-
lute, evidently borrowed from Mattliew Bramble,
and Mrs Malaprop, wht)se mistakes in words are the

ei'hoes of Mrs Winifred Jenkins's blunders, ^ome
of these are farcical enough ; but as Mr Moore
observes (and no man has made more use of similes

!
tlian himself), the luckiness of Mrs Malaprop's
simile— ' as lieadstronj; as an iillftjori/ on the banks of

the Nile'—will be acknowledged as long as there are

writers to be run a«ay with by the wilfulness of

this truly headstrong species of composition. In

the same year, St Patrklts Day and The Duenna
were produced ; the latter h.ad a run of seventy-five

nights ! It certainly is greatly superior to ' Tlie

Beggar's Opera,' though not so general in its

satire. In 1777, Sheridan bad other two plays, The
Trip to Scarborunyh and The ISi-hoal for '^camhil. In

plot, character, and incident, dialogue, humour, and
wit, 'The School for Scandal' is acknowledged to

surpass any comedy of modern times. It was care-

fully prepared by the .author, who selected, arranged,

and moulded his language witli consummate taste,

so as to form it into a transparent channel of his

thoughts. Mr Moore, in bis * Life of Slieridan,'

gives some amusing instances of the various forms
which a witticism or pointed remark assumed before

its final adoption. As in his first comedy Sheridan
had taken bints from Smollett; in tliis, bis last, he
had recourse to Smollett's rival, or r.atber twin
novelist. Fielding. The characters of Charles and
Joseph Surface are e\'idently copies from those of

Tom Jones and Blifil. Nor is the moral of tlie play

an improvement on that of the novel. The care-

less extravagant rake is generous, warm-hearted,
and fascinating ; seriousness and gravity are ren-

dered odious by being united to meanness and hypo-
crisy. The dramatic art of Sheridan is evinced in

the ludicrous incidents and situations with which
' The School for Scandal' aboimds : bis genius shines

forth in its witty dialogues. ' The entire comedy,'
says Moore, ' is an Kl Dorado of wit. where the
precious metal is thrown about by all classes as

carelessly as if they had not the least idea of its

value.' This fault is one not likely to be often

committed! Some shorter pieces were afterwards

written by Sheridan : The Camp, a musical opera,

and The Critic, a witty afterpiece, in the manner of

'The KehearsaL' The character of Sir Fretful

Plagiary, intended, it is said, for Cumberland the
dramatist, is one of the author's happiest efforts

;

and the schemes and contrivances of Puff the ma-
nager—such as making his theatrical clock strike

four in a morning scene, ' to beget an awfnl atten-

tion' in the audience, and to ' save a description of
the rising sun, and a great deal about gilding the
eastern hemisphere'—are a felicitous combination of
humour and satire. The scene in which Sneer
mortifies tlie vanity of Sir Fretful, and Puff's de-
scription of his own mode of life by his proficiency
in the art of puffing, are perhaps the best that She-
ridan ever wrote.

{A Samtive A uthor.]

[From ' The Critic.']

Eater Sbrvant to Danolk and Snbbr.

Sen^ant. Sir Fretful Plagiar}', sir.

Dangle Beg Idin tn walk up. [Exit .vr?•nK^] Now,
Mrs Daiij^ic, Sir Fretful Plagiary is an author to your
owu taste.

Mrs 1), 1 confess he is a favourite of mine, because
every body else abuses him.

Snur. Very much to the credit of your charity,

madam, if not of your judgment.
Itan. But, egad ! he allows no merit to any author

but himself; that's the truth on't, though he's my
friend.

L<n£er. Never. He is as envious as an old maid
verging on the desperation of six-and-thirty ; and then
the insidious humility with which he seduces you to

give a free opinion on any of his works, can be ex-
ceeded only by the petulant arrogance with which he
is sure to reject your observations.

Dan. Very true, ega<l! though he's my friend.

Sneer. Then his affected contempt of all newspaper
strictures ; though, at the same time, he is the sorest

man alive, and shrinks like scorched parchment from
the fiery ordeal of true criticism : yet is he so covetous

of popularity, that he had rather be abused than not
mentioned at all.

Da7i. There's no denying it ; though he's my friend.

Sneer. You have read the tragedy he has just

finished, haven't you 1

Dan. yes ; he sent it to me yesterday.

Snicr. Well, and you think it execrable, don't you ?

Dan. Why, between ourselves, egad ! I must own
—though he's my friend—that it is one of the most
—he's here!

—

[Aside']—finished and most admirable
perform

Sir F, [ Without'] Mr Sneer with him, did you say ?

Enter Sin Faktful Plagiary.

Dan. Ah, ray dear friend ! Egad ! we were just

speaking of your tragedy. Admirable, Sir Fretful,

admirable

!

Sneer. You never did anything beyond it, Sir Fret-

ful ; never in your life.

Sir F. You make me extremely happy ; for, with-

out a compliment, my dear Sneer, there isn't a man
in the world whose judgment I value as I do yours

j

and Mr Dangle's.

Mrs D. They are only laughing at you. Sir Fretful

;

for it was but just now that

Dan. Mrs Dangle !—Ah ! Sir Fretful, you know
Airs Dangle. My friend Sneer was rallying just now.
He knows how she admires you, and

Sir P. O Lord! I am sure Mr Sneer has more
taste and sincerity than to A double-faced fel-

low! [Aside,

Dan. Yes, yes; Sneer will jest, but a better-

humoured
Sir P. 0\ I know.
Dan. He has a ready turn for ridicule; his wit

costs him nothing.

Sir P. No, egad! or I should wonder how he came
by it. [.\side.

Mrs D. Because his jest is always at the expense of

his friend.

Dan. But, Sir Fretful, have you sent your play

to the managers yet ! or can I be of any service to

you ?

Sir F. No, no, I thank you ; I believe the piece

had suificient recommendation with it. I thank you
though. I sent it to the manager of Covent (Jarden

theatre this morning.
Sneer. I should have thought now, that it might

hare been cast (as the actors call it) better at Drui;
Lane.

Sir F. hid ! no—never send a play there while I

live. Hark yc ! [ miliars Smer.

Sneer. ]\'rites him.iclf/ I know he does.

5ir P. I say nothing— 1 take away from no man's
merit—am hurt at no man's good fortune. 1 say no-

thing; but tliis I will sny ; through all my knowledge
of life, I have observed tluit tlieri" is not a passion SO

strongly rooted in the human heart as envy !
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5iMcr. 1 belicTC jrou have rcuon for what you ay,
indeed.

Sir P. Ik'sldc*, I can tell )ou, it is not always so

(4fe to leave a pla)' in the hands of those who write

tlieniwlTes.

Surtr. What ! they may steal from them I eh, my
dew I'la^'iary I

air F. Steal I to be sure they may; and, e>^d !

serve your hest tl»oiij;ht.s a.-* ijipsies do stolen children,
disfigure them to make Vm piu-^s for their own.

Sturer, IJut your present work is a 8acn6ce to Mel-
pomene ; and he, you know, never

Sir F. That's no security. .\ dexterous plagiarist

may do anything. Why, sir, for aught I know he
might take out some of the be>t things in my tragedy
and put them into his own comedy.

Sti^rr. That might be done, I dare be sworn.
Sir F. Aud then, if such a person gives you the

least hint or assistance, he is devilish apt to take the

merit of the whole.

Dan, If it succeeds.

Sir P. Ay ! but with regard to this piece, I think
I can hit that gentleman, for I can safely swear he
never read it.

5ii«T. I'll tell you how you may hurt him more.
Sir P. How

!

Siurr. Swear he wrote it.

Sir F. Plague on't now, Sneer ; I shall take it ill.

I believe you want to take away my character as an
ftuthor

!

Snfrr, Then I am sure you ought to be very much
obliged to me.

Sir P. Kh! sir!

Dan. ! you know he never means what he says.

Sir P. Sincerely, then, you do like the piece!

Snter. WondertuUy !

Sir P. But, come now, there must be something
that you think might be mended, eh ! Mr Dangle, has
nothing struck you ?

Dan. Why, faith, it is but an ungracious thing for

the most part to

Sir F* With most authors it is just so, indeed ; they
are in general strangely tenacious ; but, for my part,

I am never so well pleased as when a judicious critic

points out any defect to me ; for what is tlie purpose
of showing a work to a friend if you don't mean to

profit by his opinion I

Snar. Very true. Why then, though I seriously

admire the piece upon the whole, yet there is one
•mall objection which, if you'll give me leave, I'll

mention.
Sir P. Sir, you can't oblige me more.
StKer. I think it wants incident.

Sir P. flood God! you surprise me ! wants incident?
St>ar. Yes ; I own I think the incidents are too few.

Sir P. Good God ! Believe me, Mr Sneer, there is

no person for whose judgment I have a more implicit

deference ; but I protest to you, Mr Sneer, I am only
apprehensive that the incidents are too crowded. My
dear Dangle, how does it strike you

!

Dan, Really, I can't agree with ray friend Sneer.

I think the plot quite sufficient ; and the four first

acts by many degrees the best I ever read or saw in

my life. If I might venture to suggest anything, it is

that the interest rather falls off in the fifth.

Sir P. Rises, I believe you mean, sir.

Dan, No ; I don*t, upon my word.

Sir P. Yes, yes, you do, upon my soul ; it certainly
don't fall off, I assure you ; no, no, it don't fall off.

Dan. Now, Jlrs Dangle, did'nt jou say it struck
70U in the same light ?

Mr» D. No, indeed, I did not. I did not see a
fault in any part of the play from the beginning to

the end.

Sir P. Upon my soul, the women are the best

judges after all!

Mrt D. Or if I made any objection, 1 am sure it

was to nothing in the piece ; but that I was afraid it

was, on the whole, a little too long.

Sir P. Pray, madam, do you speak as to duration
of time ; or do you mean that the story is tediously
spun out I

Mrt D. lud ! no. I speak only with reference to
the usual length of acting plays.

Sir F. Then 1 am very happy—very happy indeed

;

because the play is a short play, a remarkably short
play. I should not venture to differ with a lady on a
point of taste ; but on these occasions the watch, you
know, is the critic.

Mrs IK Tlien, I suppose, it must have been Mr
Dangle's drawling manner of reading it to me.

Sir P. O ! if Mr Dangle read it, that's quite another
affair ; but I assure you, Mrs Dangle, the first evening
you can spare me three hours and a half, I'll under-
take to read you the whole from beginning to end, with
the prologue and epilogue, and allow time for the
music between the acts.

Mrs D. I hope to see it on the stage next. \Exxt,
Dan. Well, Sir Fretful, I wish you may be able to

get rid as easily of the newspaper criticisms as you
do of our^.

Sir P. The newspapers! sir, they are the most
villanous, licentious, abominable, infernal—not that
I ever read them ; no, 1 make it a rule never to look
into a newspaper.
Dan. You are quite right ; for it certainly must

hurt an author of delicate feelings to see the liberties

they take.

Sir p. No ; quite the contrary ; their abuse is, in
fact, the best panegyric ; I like it of all things. An
author's reputation is only in danger from their sup-
port.

Sneer. Why, that's true ; and that attack, now, on
you the other day

Sir P. What! where!
Dan. Ay ! you mean in a paper of Thursday ; it

was completely ill-natured to be sure.

Sir F. 0! so much the better; ha! ha! ha! I

wouldn't have it otherwise.

Dan. Certainly, it is only to be laughed at, for

Sir P. You don't happen to recollect what the
fellow said, do you

!

Stieer. Pniy, Dangle; Sir Fretful seems a little

anxious
Sir P. lud, no ! anxious, not I, not the least—

I

—but one may as well hear, you know.
Dan, Sneer, do you recollect ! Make out some-

thing. [Atide.
Sneer. I will. [To Dangk,^ Yes, yes, I remember

perfectly.

Sir F. Well, and pray now—not that it signifies

—

what might the gentleman say!
Sneer. \\'hy, he roundly asserts that you have not

the slightest invention or original genius whatever,
though you are the greatest traducer of all other
authors living.

Sir P. Ha, ha, ha ! very good.
Snea: That as to comedy, you have not one idea of

your own, he believes, even in your commonplace
book, where stray jokes and pilfered witticisms are
kept with as much method as the ledger of the lost
and stolen office.

Si'r F. Ha, ha, ha ! very pleasant.
Sneer. Nay, that you are so unlucky as not to hare

the skill even to tfca/ with taste ; but that you glean
from the refuse of obscure volumes, where more judi-
cious plagiarists have been before you ; so that the
b<Hly of your work is a composition of dregs and sedi-
ments, like a bad tavern's worst wine.

Sir P. Ha, ha !

Sneer. In your more serious efforts, he says, your
bombast would be less intolerable if the thoughts
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were ever suited to the expressions ; but the homeli-
ness of the sentiment stares thrnu;;h the fantastic in-

cumbrance of its tine language, like a clown In one of

the new uniforms,

Sir F. 11 ii, ha!

Sneer. That your occasional tropes and flowers suit

the ;?eneral coarseness of your style, as tambour sprips

would a firound of linsey-woolsey; while your imita-
tions of Shakspearc resemble the mimicry of Fal-
statTs page, and are about as near the standard of the
original.

SirR Ha!
Sn^ir. In short, that even the finest passages you

steal are of no service to you ; for the poverty of your
own language prevents their assimilating, so that
they lie on the surface like lumps of marl on a barren
moor, encumbering what it is not in their power to

fertilize.

Sir F, [After great agitation.] Now, another person
would be vexed at this.

Siiccr. Oh ! but I wouldn*t have told you, only to

divert you.

Sir F. 1 know it. I am diverted—ha, ha, ha! not
the least invention ! ha, ha, ha ! very good, very
good!

Sneer. Yes ; no genius ! ha, ha, ha

!

Dan. A severe rogue, ha, ha, ha !—but you are
quite right. Sir Fretful, never to read such nonsense.

Sir F. To be surt- ; for if there is anything to one's

praise, it is a foolish vanity to be gratified at it ; and
if it is abuse, why one is always sure to hear of it

from some good-natured friend or other!

[The Anatomtf of Character performed by

I ^acharitahkness. ]

[From ' The School for Scandal."]

Haria enters to Lady Snberwell and Joseph Surface.

Lady S. Maria, my dear, how do you do ? What^s
the matter?
Maria. Oh ! there is that disagreeable lover of

mine, Sir Benjamin Backbite, has just called at my
guardian's with his odious uncle, Crabtree ; so I slipt

out, and ran hither to avoid them.
Lady S. Is that all ?

Joseph S. If ray brother Charles had been of the
party, madam, perhaps you would not have been so

much alarmed.
Lady S. Nay, now you are severe ; for I dare swear

the truth of the matter is, Maria heard you were here.

But, my dear, what has Sir Benjamin done that you
should avoid him so?

Maria. Oh, he has done nothing—but 'tis for what
he has said : his conversation is a perpetual libel on
all his acquaintance.

Joseph S. Ay, and the worst of it is, there is no ad-
vantage in not knowing him—for he'll abuse a stranger
just as soon as his best friend ; and his uncle Crab-
tree's as bad.

Lady S. Nay, but we should make allowance. Sir
Benjainin is a wit and a poet.

Maria. For my j.art, I own, madam, wit loses its

respect with me when I see it in company with
malice. What do you think, Mr Surface?

Jo.^cph S. Certainly, madam; to smile at the jest

which jilants a th(ini in another's breast is to become
a princiiial in the iiiisrhief.

La(/y .S. INhaw!—there's no possibility of being
witty without a little ill nature: the malice of a good
thing is the barb that makes it stick. What's your
opinion, Mr Surface ?

Joseph »S. 'I'o be sure, madara ; that conversation,

where the spirit of raillery is suppressed, will ever ap-
pear tcilii>u> and insipitl.

Maria. Well, I'll not debate how far scandal may

be allowable ; but in a man, I am sure, it is always
contemptible. We have pride, envy, rivalship, and a
thousand little motives to depreciate each other; but
the imile slanderer must have the cowardice of a
woman before he can traduce one.

Enter Servant.

Scrv. Madam, Mrs Candour is below, and if your
ladyship's at leisure, will leave her carriage.

Lady K Beg her to walk in. [Exit Servant.'] Now,
Maria, however, here is a character to your taste ; for

though Mrs Candour is a little talkative, every body
allows her to be the best natured and best sort of
woman.

Maria. Yes—with a very gross affectation of good
nature and benevolence, she does more mischief than
the direct malice of old Crabtree.

Joseph S. I'faith that's true. Lady Sneerwell

:

whenever I hear the current running against the

characters of my friends, I never think them in such
danger as when Candour undertakes their defence.

Lady S. Hush !—here she is!

Enter Mrs Candour.

3fr$ C. My dear Lady Sneerwell, how have you
been this century ? Mr Surface, what news do you
hear?—though indeed it is no matter, for I think one
heai"s nothing else but scandal.

Joseph S. Just so, indeed, ma'am.
Mrs C. Oh, Maria ! child—what ! is the whole

afiair off between you and Charles ? His extrava-

gance, I presume—the town talks of nothing else.

Maria. 1 am very sorry, ma'am, the town has so

little to do.

Mrs C. True, true, child : but there's no stopping

people's tongues. I own I was hurt to hear it, as I

indeed was to learn, from the same quarter, that your
guardian, Sir Peter and Lady Teazle, have not agreed
lately as well as could be wished.

Maria. 'Tis strangely impertinent for people to

busy themselves so.

Mrs C. Very true, child: but what's to be done!
People will talk—there's no preventing it. Why, it

was but yesterday I was told that Miss Gadabout had
eloped with Sir Filligree Flirt. But there's no mind-
ing what one hears ; though, to be sure, I had this

from very good authority'.

Maria. Such reports are highly scandalous.

Mrs C. So they are, child—shameful, shameful!
But the world is so censorious, no character escapes.

Well, now, who would have suspected your friend,

Miss Prim, of an indiscretion? Yet such is the ill-

nature of people that they say her uncle stopt her last

week, just as she was stepping into the York mail with
her dancing-master.
Maria. I'll answer for't there are no grounds for

that report.

Mrs C. Ah, no foundation in the world, I dare
swear ; no more, probably, tlian for the story circulated

last month of ilrs Festino's affair with Colonel Cas-
sino ; though, to be sure, that matter was never
rightly cleared up.

Joseph S. The license of invention some people
take is monstrous indeed.

Maria. 'Tis so—but, in my opinion, those who re- ,

port such things are e(|ually culi)able.
|

Mrs C. To be sure they are ; tale-bearers are as bad
as the tale-makers

—
'tis an old observation, and a very

true one : but what's to be dnne, as I said before? how
will you prevent people from talking? To-day Mrs
Clarkitt assured me Mr and Mrs Huneyninon were at

last become mere man and wife, like the rest of their

acquaintance. * * No, im ! tale-bearers, as I

said bi'fore, are just as bad as the tale-maker".

Jusfjih S. Ah ! Mrs Canduur, if every body had
your forbearance and good-nature !
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Mrs C. I ooiitV'ss, Mr Surface, I cannot bear to hear

people attaokeil lu'liind their backs; and when u^ly

ciirinnstance.-* come out apiiii*it our acquaintance, I

own 1 always love to think the best. By the by» I hope

HiH not true that your brother is absolutely ruined ?

JosvjjJi S. I am afraid his circumstances are very

bad indeed, nni*ani.

Mrg C. Ah ! 1 heard so—but you must tell him to

keep up his spirits ; everybody almost is in the same
way—Lord Spindle, Sir Thomas SpUnt, and MrNickit
—all up, I hear, within this week; so, if Charles is

undone, he'll find halt" his acquaintance ruined too;

and that, vou know, is a consolation.

Joseph ^. Doubtless, ma'am—a very great one.

Enter Sbrvant.

Sen\ Mr Crabtree and Sir Benjamin Backbite,

[E.cit Servant.

TM(hj S. So, Maria, you see your lover pursues you ;

positively you shan't escape.

Enter Cradtrkk and SrR Benjamin Backbitr.

Crah. Lady Sneerwell, 1 kiss your hand. Mrs Can-
dour, I don't believe you are acquainted with my
nephew. Sir Benjamin Backbite? Egad! ma'am, he
has a pretty wit, and is a pretty poet, too; isn't he,

Lady Sneerwell ?

Sir B. Oiie, uncle!

Crab. Nay, egad, it's true ; I back him at a rebus

or a charade against the best rhymer in the kingdom.
Has your ladyship heard the epigram he wrote la^t

week on Lady Frizzle's feather catching fire ? Do,

Benjamin, repeat it, or the charade you made last

night extemjiore at Mrs Drowzie's conversazione.

Corae now ;
your first is the name of a fish, your

second a great naval commander, and •

Sir B. Uncle, now—prithee

Craft. I'faith, ma'am, 'twould surprise you to hear

how ready he is at these things.

Ixidy S. I wonder, Sir Benjamin, you never publish

anything.

Sir B. To say truth, ma'am, 'tis very vulgar to

print ; and as my little productions are mostly satires

and lampoons on particular people, I find they circu-

late more by giving copies in confidence to the friends

of the parties. However, I have some love elegies,

which, when favoured with this lady's smiles, I mean
to give the public.

Crab. 'Fore heaven, ma'am, they'll immortalise

you ! you will be handed down to posterity, like Pe-
trarch's Laum, or Waller's Sacharissa.

Sir Ti. Yes, madam, I think you will like them,
when you shall see them on a beautiful quarto page,

where a neat rivulet of text shall murmur through a
meadow of margin. 'Fore gad they will be the most
elegant things of their kind !

Crab. But, ladies, that's true—have you heard the

news

!

Mrs C. ^^'hat, sir, do you mean the report of

Crab, No, ma'am, that's not it—Miss Nicely is

going to be married to her own footman,
Mrs C. Impossible

!

Crab. Ask Sir Benjamin,
Sir B. 'Tis very true, ma'am ; everything is fixed,

and the wedding liveries bespoke.

Crab. Yes ; and they do say there were very press-

ing reasons for it.

Lfuhj S. Why, I have heard something of this before.

Mrs C. It can't be ; and I wonder any one should

believe such a story of so prudent a lady as Miss

Nicely.

Sir B. O lud ! raa'am, that's the very reason 'twas

believed at once. She has always been so cautious

and 80 reserved that everybody was sure there wad

6ome reason for it at bottom.

Mrs C. Why, to be sure, a tale of scandal is as fatal

to the credit nf a prudent lady of her stamp as a fever
is geiieruUy to those of tiie strongest constitutions.
But there is a sort of puny sickly reputation that is

always ailing, yet will outlive the robuster characters
of a hundred prudes.

Sir B. True, madam, there are valetudinarians in

reputation as well as constitution ; who, being con-
scious of their weak part, avoid the least breath of
air, and supply their want of stamina by care and cir-

cumspection.

Mrs C. Well, but this may be all a mistake. You
know. Sir Benjamin, very trilling circumstances often
give rise to the most injurious tales.

Crah. That they do, I'll be sworn, ma'am. lud !

Mr Surface, pray is it true that your uncle, Sir Oliver,
is coming home ?

J(m:pk S. Not that I know of, indeed, sir.

Crah. He has been in the East Indies a long time.
You can scarcely remember him, I believe 1 Sad com-
fort whenever he returns, to hear how your brother
has gone on.

Joseph S. Charles has been imprudent, sir, to be
sure ; but I hope no busy people have already preju-
diced Sir C)liver against him. He may reform.

Sir B. To be sure he may ; for my part I never be-
lieved him to be so utterly void of principle as people
say ; and though he has lost all his friends, I am told
nobody is better spoken of by the Jews.

Crab. That's true, egad, nephew. If the Old Jewry
was a ward, I believe Charles would be an alderman :

no man more popular there I I hear he pays as many
annuities as the Irish tontine; and that, whenever he
is sick, they have prayers for the recovery of his health
in all the synagogues.

Sir B. Yet no man lives in greater splendour.
They tell me, when he entertains his friends, he will

sit down to dinner with a dozen of his own securities;

have a score of tradesmen waiting in the antechamber,
and an officer behind every guest's chair.

Joseph S. This may be entertainment to you, gen-
tlemen ;

but you pay very little regard to the feelings

of a brother.

Maria. Their malice is intolerable. Lady Sneer-
well, I must wish you a good morning : I'm not very
well. {Exit. Maria.
Mrs C. dear ! she changes colour very much.
Ladi/ S. Do, Mrs Candour, follow her : she may

want your assistance.

Mrs C. That I will, with all my soul, ma'am. Poor
dear girl, who knows what her situation may be I

[£.cit Mrs Candour.
Lady S. 'Twas nothing but that she could not bear

to hear Charles reflected on, notwithstanding their

ditterence.

Sir B. The young lady's penchant is obvious.

Crab. But, Benjamin, you must not give up the
pursuit for that : follow her, and put her into good
humour. Repeat her some of your own verses. Come,
I'll assist you.

Sir B. Mr Surface, I did not mean to hurt you

;

but, depend on't, your brother is utterly undone.
Crab. O lud, ay ! undone as ever man was. Can't

raise a guinea!

Sir B. And every thing sold, I'm told, that was
moveable.

Crab. I have seen one that was at his house. Not
a thing left but some empty bottles that were over-
looked, and the family pictures, which I believe are
framed in the waiii:scots.

Sir B. And I'm very sorry, also, to hear some bad
stories against him.

Crab. Oh! he has done many mean things, that's
certain.

Sir B. But, however, as he is your brother
Crab. We'll tell you all another opportunity.

l^xcmit Crabtree and Sir Benjamin,
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Lady S. Ha ! ha ! 'tis very hard for them to leave a
subject they have not quite run down.

Joseph S. And I believe the abuse was no more
acceptable to ynur ladyship than Maria.

L<uly S. I doubt her affections are further engaged
than we imagine. But the family are to be here this

evening, so you may as well dine where you are, and
we shall have an opportunity of observing farther ; in

the meantime I'll go and plot mischief, and you shall

study sentiment. [Exeunt,

In the last year of this period (1780), Mrs Cow-
lEY, a neglected poetess, produced her lively comedy.
The Belle's Stratagem, which is still popular on the

stage. In theatrical phrase, therefore, we may say

that, with respect to comedy, the season closed well,

and was marked by unusual brilliancy.

This period may be said to have given birth to

the well-known species of sub-comedy entitled the

Farce—a kind of entertainment more peculiarly

English than comedy itself, and in which the lite-

rature of our country is surprisingly rich. As in-

ferior in dignity, it is here placed after comedy ; but
there are reasons why it might have been placeii

first, for some of its luminaries flourished early in the

period, and by their productions exercised a con-

siderable influence on the comedies which came after,

and which have just been enumerated. Amongst
the first who shone in this field was David Gabrick

David Oarrick.

(1716-1779), so eminent as an actor in both tragedy
and comedy. Garrick was a native of Lichfield,

and a pupil of Dr Johnson, with whom he came to

London to push his fortune. His merits quickly
raised him to the head of his profession. As the

manager of one of the principal theatres for a long

course of years, he banished from the stage many-
plays wliicli had an immoral tendency ; and his

personal cliaracter, though marked by excessive

vanity and other foibles, gave a dignity and respec-

tability to tlie profession of an actor. As an author

he was more lively and various than vigorous or pro-

found. He wrote some epigrams, and even ventured

on an ode or two ; he succeeiled in tlie composition of

some dramatic pieces, and the adaptation of otliers

to the stage. His principal plays arc, Tlie Lying

Valet and Miss in her Teens, which arc still favou-
rites. Hut. umiuestiiinably, the chief strength of

Garrick lay in his powers as an actor, by which he

GarriLk's Villa, near Ilamptoil,

gave a popularity and importance to the drama
that it had not possessed since its palmy days in

the reigns of Elizabeth and James. Sheridan ho-
noured his memory with a florid sentimentid mo-
nody, in which he invoked the ' gentle muse' to
* guard his laurelled shrine '

—

And with soft sighs disperse the irreverent dust
Which time may strew upon his sacred bust.

Fieliling was another distinguished writer in this

walk, thougli of all his pieces only one. Turn Thumb,
has been able to keep possession of the stage. He
tlirew off these liglit plays to meet the demands of

the town for amusement, and parry his own clamo-
rous necessities, and they generally have the appear-
ance of much haste. Love a-la-Mmh; by Macklin,
presented a humorous satire on the Scottish charac-
ter, which was followed up by )iis more sarcastic

comedy of The Man of the ^yorld, performed in 1781.

Macklin was an actor by profession, remarkable
for his personation of Shylock after he was ninety

years of age ; and his dramatic pieces are lively and
entertaining. It must be with some surprise that

we find another successful author in this line in the

person of the Rev. Mr Townley, master of Merchant
Tailors' School : he was the author of High Life
Below Stairs, a happy burlesque on the extravagance
and affectation of servants in aping the manners of

their masters, and which had the effect. i)y a well-

timed exposure, of correcting abuses in the domestic
establishments of the opulent classes.

IScenefrom Iliyh Life Below Stairt.^

Enter Sir IIarrv's Skrvant.

Sir IT. Oh, ho! Are you thereabouts my lord duke!
That may do very well hy and by. However, you'll

never find uie behind hand. lOjfers to li^.^ Kitty.
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Jhde. Stand off; you are a commoner; liothing

under nobility aiipr^iaches Kitty.

iSVr //. You are so devilish proud of your nobility.

Now, 1 think we have more true nobility than you.
Let nie tell you, sir, a knight of the shire

Dide. .\ liniglit of the shire! Ila, ha, ha! a mighty
honour, truly, to represent all the fools in the eounty.

Kit. lud ! this is charming to see two noblemen
quarrel.

Sir II. Why, any fool may be bom to a title, but
only a wise man can make himself honourable.

Kit. Well said, Sir Harry, that is good morillity.

Didr. I hope you make some difference between
hereditary honours and the huzzas of a mob.

JCit. Very smart, my lord ; now. Sir Harry.

Sir H. If you make use of your hereditary honours

to screen you from debt
,

Dtde. Zounds! sir, what do you mean by that?

Kit. Hold, hold ! I shall have some fine old noble

blood 8])ilt here. Ha* done, Sir Harry.

Sir //. Not I ; why, he is always valuing himself

upon his upper house.

Did-e. We have dignity. [Slmv.

Sir H. But what becomes of your dignity, if we
refuse the supplies ? \_Qaick.

Kit. Peace, peace ; here's lady Bab.

Enter Ladv Bab's Servant in a chair.

Dear Lady Bab

!

Lady Bab. Mrs Kitty, your servant: I was afraid

of taking cold, and so ordered the chair down stairs.

Well, and how do you ? My lord duke, your servant,

and Sir Harry too, yours.

Duke. Your ladyship's devoted.

Lady B. I'm afraid I have trespassed in point of

time. \_Looks on her v:atch.~\ But I got into my
favourite author.

Dvke. Yes, I found her ladyship at her studies this

morning ; some wicked poem.

Lady B. Oh, you wretch I I never read but one

book.

Kit. What is your ladyship so fond of!

Lady B. Shikspur. Did you never read Shikspur ?

A'i/. Shikspur ! Shikspur! Who wrote it J No, I

never read Shikspur.

Lady B. Then you have an immense pleasure to come.

Kit. Well, then, I'll read it over one afternoon or

other. Here's Lady Charlotte,

Enter Ladv Charlotte's Maid in a chain

Dear Lady Charlotte

!

Lady C. Oh! Mrs Kitty, I thought I never should
have reached your house. Such a fit of the cholic

seized me. Oh ! Lady Bab, how long has your lady-

ship been here ! My chairmen were such drones. Aly

lord duke! the pink of all good breeding.

Ihd'e. Oh! ma'am. [Bmoinp.

Lady C. And Sir Harry ! Y'our servant, Sir Harry.
\_FormaUy.

Sir H. Madam, your servant : I am sorry to hear

your ladyship has been ill.

Lady C. Y'ou must give me leave to doubt the

sincerity of that sorrow, sir. Remember the Park.

(SVr }L The Park! I'll explain that affair, madam.
Lady C. 1 want none of your explanations.

lScon\fidly.

Sir H. Dear Lady Charlotte

!

Lady C. No, sir ; I have observed your coolness of

late, and despise you. A trumpery baronet

!

Sir II. I see how it is; nothing will satisfy you but

nobility. That sly dog, the marquis

Lady C. None of your reflections, sir. The marquis

is a person of honour, and above inquiring after a

ladv's fortune, as you meanly did.

Sir H. I— I, madam ! 1 scorn such a thing. 1

assure you, madam, I never—that is to say—Egad, I

am confounded. My lord duke, what shall I say to
her! Pray help me out. [.isidc

Dvke. Ask her to show Iier legs. Ha, ha, ha!

[Aside.

Enter Philip and Lovel, laden with bottles.

Phil. Here, my little peer, here is wine that will
ennoble your blood ! Both your ladyships' most
humble servant.

Lm\ [Affi'Cliny to le drunk] Both your ladyships
most humble servant.

Kit. Why, Philip, you have made the boy drunk.
Ph il. I have made him free of the cellar, ha, ha, ha

!

Loi\ Y'es, I am free ; T am very free.

Phil. He has had a smack of every sort of wine,
from humble port to imperial tokay.

Lor. Yes, I have been drinking kokay.
Kit. Go, get you some sleep, child, that you may

wait on his lordship by and by.

Lo^\ Thank you, madam ; I will certainly wait on
their lordships and their ladyships too.

[Anide and exit.

Phil. Well, ladies, what say you to a dance! and
then to supper.

Enter Cook, Coachman, Kingston, and Clob.

Come here ; where are all our people ? I'll couple you.

My lord duke will take Kitty ; Lady Bab will do me
the honour of her hand ; Sir Harry and Lady Char-
lotte ; coachman and cook ; and the two devils will

dance together : ha! ha! ha!

Duke. With submission, the country dances by
and by.

Lady C. Ay, ay ; French dances before supper, and
country dances after. I beg the duke and Mrs Kitty
may give us a minuet.

Duke. Dear Lady Charlotte, consider my poor gout.

Sir Harry will oblige us. [5iV Harry bows.

All. Minuet, Sir Harry ; minuet, Sir Harry.

A'i(. Marshal Thingumbob's minuet. [A mimtet by
Sir Harry and Kitty ; au-ku-ard and conceited.

Lady C. Mrs Kitty dances sweetly.

Phil. And Sir Harry delightfully.

Duke. Well enough for a commoner.
Phil. Come, now to supper. A gentleman and a

lady. [They sit down.] Here is claret, burgundy,
and champaign, and a bottle of tokay for the ladies.

There are tickets on every bottle ; if any gentleman
chooses port

Duke. Port! 'Tis only fit for a dram.
Kit. Lady Bab, what shall I send you! Lady

Charlotte, pray be free ; the more free the more
welcome, as they say in my country. The gentle-

men will be so good as to take care of themselves.

[A pause.
Duke. Lady Charlotte, ' Hob or nob !'

Lady C. Done, my lord, in burgundy if you please.

Duke. Here's your sweetheart and mine, and the
friends of the company. [They drinh. A pause.

Phil. Come, ladies and gentlemen, a bumper all

round ; I have a health for you. ' Here is to the
amendment of our masters and mistresses.'

All. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha ! [Loud laugh. A pause.
Kit. Ladies, pray what is your opinion of a single

gentleman's service !

Lady C. Do you mean an old single gentleman ?

All. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha

!

\_Loud laugh,
Phil. My lord duke, your toast.

Ditke. Lady Betty.

Phil. Oh no, a health and a sentiment.
Duke. Let us have a song. Sir Harry, your song.

Sir H. Would you have it ! Well then, Mrs Kitty,
we must call upon you : will you honour my
muse I

All. A song, a song ; ay, ay, Sir Harry's song ; Sir

Harry's song,
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Duke. A song to be sure, but first, preludio. \_Kissct

Kilty.] I'niv, ^'t'litlemen, put it about.

[kUaci round. Kiii;/ston kifnej Cloe heartili/.

Sir //. See how tlie devils kiss !

Kil. 1 am really hoarse ; but hem—I must clear

up my pipes, hem! This is Sir Harry's song; being

a new one, entitled and called the 'Fellow Servant,

or All in a Livery.' [Sings.

J'hil. How do you like it, my lord duke?
Duke. It is a vile composition.

Phil. How so?

J>uke. 0, very low !—Very low indeed

!

Sir 11. Can you make a better

!

Zhike. I hope so.

Sir H. That is very conceited.

Duke. What is conceited, you scoundrel 1

Sir U. Scoundrel! You are a rascal; I'll pull you

by the nose. {All rise.

Duke. Lookye, friend ; don't give yourself airs, and

make a disturbance among the ladies. If you are a

gentleman, name your weapons.

Sir H. Weapons !—what you will—pistols.

Duke Done, behind Montague House.

Sir U. Done, with seconds.

Duke. Done.
P/iil. Oh, for shame, gentlemen. My lord duke

!

Sir Harry—the ladies!—fie! [Duke ami Sir Harry

affect to sinrj. A riolmt knocking. Kitty faints.} What
the devil can that be, Kitty?

Kit. Who can it possibly be?

rkil. Kingston, run up stairs and peep. [Exit King-

tlon.] It sounds like my master's rap : pray heaven it

is not he

!

But by far the greatest of this class of authors

remains to be mentioned. Samuel Foote (1721-

1777) was born of a good family, and educated at

Samuel Foote.

Oxford ; but, squandering aw.ay his fortune, was

forced to become an actor and dram.itic writer. In

powers of mimicry, in wit. and in liuniour, lie seems

to have gone far beyond all the men of liis own time,

and it may be questioned if three such men have

come under public notice in England. Samuel .lolm-

Bon, tl)imgli be disliked tlie man for liis easy mor.ils

and his making the burlesquing of private characters

a i)rofes'sion, was forced to admit the amazing
powers and fascinations of liis conversation. It wag
in 1747 that Foote commenced a class of new enter-

tainments in tlic Ilaymarket theatre, in which he
w:is himself tile sole stage figure, and which proved

highly attractive by the many droll and whimsical
portraits of character which they presented, many
of these being transcripts or caricatures of persons

well known. The Diversions of the Mumiiig, The
Auction of Pictures, and 77ie Englishman in Paris,

were the names of some of these pieces. Of the re-

gular farces of Foote, which were somewhat later

in production, The Mijior—an unjustifiable attack

upon the Metliodists—was the most successful. It

\v;is followed by The Mayor of Garratt, a coarse but

humorous sketch, including two characters, in Major
Sturgeon, the citj' militia officer, and Jerry Sneak,

which can never be comjiletely obsolete. His plays

are twenty in numl>er, and he boasted, at the close

of his life, that he had added sixteen decidedly new
characters to the English stage.

[Tuft Hunting.']

[From ' The Lame Lover.*]

Charlotte and Serjeant Circuit.

Charlotte. Sir, I have other proofs of your hero's

vanity not inferior to that I have mentioned.

Serjeant. Cite them.

Char. The paltry ambition of levying and follow-

ing titles.

i^erj. Titles ! I don't understand you.

Char. I mean the poverty of fastening in public

upon men of distinction, for no other reason but be-

cause of their rank ; adhering to Sir John till the

baronet is superseded by my Ion! ;
quitting the puny

peer for an earl ; and sacrificing all three to a duke.

Ser}. Keeping good company I—a laudable ambition

!

Char. True, sir, if the virtues that procured the

father a peerage could with that be entailed on the son.

Serj. Have a care, hussy ; there are severe laws

against speaking evil of dignities.

Char. Sir

!

SiTJ. Scandalum magnatum is a statute must not

be trifled with : why, you are not one of those vulgar

sluts that think a man the worse for being a lord

!

Char. No, sir ; I am contented with only not think-

ing him the better.

Sei-j. For all this, I believe, hussy, a right honour-

able proposal would soon make you alter your mind.

Char. Not unless tlie proposer had other qualities

than what he possesses by patent. Besides, sir, you

know Sir Luke is a devotee to the bottle.

Serj. Not a whit the less honest for that.

Char. It occa.<ions one evil at least ; that when

under its influence he generally reveals all, some-

times more than he knows.

Serj. Proofs of an open temper, you baggage ; but,

come, come, all these are but trilling objections.

Char. You mean, sir, they prove the object a trifle.

Serj. Why, you pert jade, do you play on luy words

!

I say Sir Luke is

Char. Nobody.
Serj. Nobody ! how the deuce do you make that

out ! He is neither a person attainted nor outlawed,

may in any of his majesty's courts sue or be sued,

appear by attorney or in propria persona, can acquire,

buy, procure, purchase, possess, and inlierit, not only

personalities, such as goods and chattels, but even

realities, as all lands, teiieineuts, and hereditaments,

whatsoever and wheresoever.

Char. Hut, sir

Seij. Nay, further, child, he may sell, give, bestow,

bequeath, devise, deiiii.se, lease, or to farm let, ditto

lands, or to anv person whomsoever—and

Char. Without doubt, sir; but there are, notwith-
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Standing, in this town n great number of nobodies,

not described by Lord Coke.

Sir LuKR Limp makes liis appearance, and after a short dia-

logue, enter a Servant and dolivera a card to Sir Lukk.

Sir Lidr. [/?carf.s.] * Sir Gregory Goose desires the

honour of Sir Luke Limp*8 company to dine. An
answer is desired.' Oadso! a little unlucky; I have

been engaged for these three weeks.

Sfrj. What ! T find Sir Gregory is returned for the

corporation of Fleecem.

oir LtiXt. Is he so? Oh, oh ! that alters the case.

George, give my compliments to Sir Gregory, and I'll

certainly come and dine there. Order Joe to run to

Alderman Inkle's in Threadneedle Street ; sorry can't

wait upon him, but confined to bed two days with the

new influenza. [£xit iien'ant.

Char. You make light, Sir Luke, of these sort of

engagements.
Sir Luke. What can a man do? These fellows

(when one has the misfortune to meet them) take

scandalous advantage : when will you do me the

honour, pray, Sir Luke, to take a hit of mutton with

me ! Do you name the day I They are as bad as a

beggar who attacks your coach at the mounting of a

hill ; there is no getting rid of them without a penny
to one, and a promise to t'other.

Serj. True ; and then for such a time too—three

weeks! I wonder they expect folks to remember. It

is like a retainer in Michaelmas term for the summer
assizes.

Sir Luke. Not but upon these occasions no man
in England is more punctual than

Enter a Sbrtant, who gives Sir Luke a letter.

From whom ?

Strv, Earl of Brentford. The servant waits for an
answer.

Sir Lvke. Answer ! By your leave, Mr Serjeant

and Charlotte. [^Ifeads.] * Taste for music—Mons.

Duport—fail—dinner upon table at five.' Gadso!

I hope Sir Gregory's servant an't gone.

Stn\ Immediately upon receiving the answer.

Sir Luke. Run after him as fast as you can—tell

him quite in despair—recollect an engagement that

cau*t in nature be missed, and return in an instant.

[Exit Sen-ant.

Char. You see, sir, the knight must give way for

my lord.

Sir Luke, No, faith, it is not that, my dear Char-

lotte; you saw that was quite an extempore business.

No, hang it, no, it is not for the title ; but, to tell

you the truth, Brentford has more wit than any man
in the world : it is that makes me fond of his house.

Char. By the choice of his company he gives an
unanswerable instance of that.

Sir Luke. You are right, my dear girl. But now
to give you a proof of his wit : you know Brentford's

finances are a little out of repair, which procures him
some visits that he would very gladly excuse.

Serj. What need he fear! His person is sacred;

for by the tenth of William and Mary
Sir Litkt. lie knows that well enough ; but for all

that

Serj Indeed, by a late act of his own house (which

does them infinite honour), his goods or chattels may
be

Sir Luke. Seized upon when they can find them

;

but he lives in ready furnished lodgings, and hires his

coach by the month.
Serj. Nay, if the sheriff return * non inventus,*

Sir Luke. A plague o' your law
;
you make me lose

sight of my story. One morning a Welsh coach-

maker came with his bill to my lord, whose name waa

unluckily Lloyd. My lord had the man up. You
are called, I think, Mr Lloyd ? At your lordship's

service, my lord. What, Lloyd with an L ! It was
with an L, indeed, my lord. Because in your part of

the world I have heard that Lloyd and FUoyd were
synonymous, the very same names. Very often in-

deed, my lord. But you always spell yours with an
L * Always, That, Mr Lloyd, is a little unlucky ;

for you must know I am now paying my debts alpha-

betically, and in four or five years you might have
come in with an F ; but I am afraid I can give you
no hopes for your L. Ha, ha, ha I

Enter a Servant.

Sen\ There was no overtaking the servant.

Sir Luke. That is unlucky : tell my lord I'll attend

him. I'll call on Sir Gregory myself. [Exit Serv.

Serj. Why, you won't leave us. Sir Luke ?

Sir Luke. Pardon, dear Serjeant and Charlotte;

have a thousand things to do for half a million of

people, positively
;
promised to procure a husband for

Lady Cicely Sulky, and match a coach-horse for Bri-

gadier Whip; after that, must run into the city to

borrow a thousand for young At-all at Almack's ; send

a Cheshire cheese by the stage to Sir Timothy Tankard
in Suffolk ; and get at the Herald's office a coat of

arms to clap on the coach of Billy Bengal, a nabob
newly arrived ; so you see I have not a moment to

lose.

Serj. True, true.

Sir Luke. At your toilet to-raorrow you may
[Enter a Servant abruptly, and ru7W against Sir Liike.J

Can't you see where you are running, you rascal.

Serv. Sir, his grace the Duke of

Sir Luke. Grace!—Where is he? VV^here

Sey^. In his coach at the door. If you an't better

engaged, would be glad of your company to go into

the city, and take a dinner at Dolly's.

Sir Luke. In his own coach, did you say 1

Serv. Yes, sir.

Sir Luke. With the coronets—or

Srrv. I believe so.

Sir Luke. There's no resisting of that. Bid Joe

run to Sir Gregory Goose's.

Serv. He is already gone to Alderman Inkle's.

Sir Luke. Then do you step to the knight—hey!
—no—you must go to ray lord's—hold, hold, no—

I

have it—step first to Sir Greg's, then jiop in at Lord
Brentford's, just as the company are going to dinner.

(SVrif. What shall I say to Sir Gregory ?

Sir Luke. Anything—what I told you before.

Serv. And what to my lord ?

Sir Luke. What !—Why, tell him that ray uncle

from Epsom—no—that won't do, for he knows I don't

care a farthing for him—hey ! Why, tell him—hold,

I have it. Tell him that as I was going into my
chair to obe}' his commands, I was arrested by a couple

of bailiffi, forced into a hackney coach, and carried

into the Pied Bull in the borough ; I beg ten thou-

sand pardons for making his grace wait, but his grace

knows my misfor [E.ceunt Sir Luke and Serv.

Char. Well, sir, what d'ye think of the proofs? I

flatter myself I have pretty well established my case,

Serj. Why, hussy, you have hit upon points; but
then they are but trifling flaws, they don't vitiate the
title ; that stands unimpeached.

The popularity of ' The Beggar's Opera' being
partly owing to the excellent music which accom-
panied the piece, we find in this period a number
of comic operas, in which songs and dialogue alter-

nate. Sheridan's unexampled success has been
already mentioned. The Devil to Puy^ by C. Coffet,
was long a Hwourite, chiefly for t!ie female charac-

ter, Nell, which made the fortune of several actresses

;

and among the best pieces of this description are

those by Isaac Bickjerstaff, whose operas, The
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Pailluck, Love In a Villaye, Lionel Clarissa, &c., pre-

sent a pleiisinK union of lyrical charms with those of

dramatic incidpnt and dialofnie. Charlks Dihdin
was aiitlior and composer of a multitude of musical

operas and other dramatic trifles : his Quaker, pro-

duced in 1 777, is distinguished for its excellent music

PERIODICAL ESSAYISTa

An attempt was made at this period to reviTC the

Bt)-1e of periodical literature, which had proved so

successful in the hands of Addison and Steele.

After the cessation of ' The Guardian,' there was a

long interval, during which periodical writing was
confined to party politics. An effort was made to

connect it again witli literature by Dr Johnson, who
published the first paper of The JiamUer on the

20th of March 1750, and it was continued twice

a-week, without interruption, till the 14th of March
1752. Johnson received only four contributions

(one from Richardson the novelist) during the whole

course of the publication, and, consequently, the

work bore the stamp of but one mind, and that

mind cast in a peculiar mould. The light graces and
genialities of Steele were wanting, and sketches

of the fashions and frivolities of the times, which
had contributed so much to the popularity of the

former essayists, found no place in the grave and
gloomy pages of ' The Rambler.' The serious and
somewhat pedantic style of the work was ill-cal-

culated for general readers, and it was no favourite

with the public. Johnson, when he collected these

essays, revised and corrected them with great care,

but even then they appeared heavy and cumbrous

;

his attempts at humour were not happy, and the

female ch.aracters introduced were all, as Garrick

remarked, Johnsons in petticoats. They all speak the

same measured lofty style, and resemble figures in

sculpture rather than real life. The author's use of

hard words was a common complaint ; but it is

somewhat curious to find, among the words ob-

jected to in ' The Rambler,' resuscitation, narcotic,

fatuity, and germination, which have now become of

daily use, and carry with them no appearance of

pedantry. The turgid style of Johnson, however,

often rose into passages of grandeur and beauty; his

imagery is striking and original, and his inculcation

of moral and religious duty was earnest and impres-

sive. Goldsmith declared that a system of morals

might be drawn from these essays. No other Eng-
lish writer of that day could have moralised in such

a dignified strain as in the following passages :—
On useful knowledge ;

—
' To lessen that disdain

with which scholars are inclined to look on the com-
mon business of the world, and the unwillingness

with which they condescend to learn wh.at is not

to be found in any system of philosophy, it may be

necessary to consider, that though admiration is ex-

cited by abstruse researches and remote discoveries,

yet pleasure is not given, nor affection conciliated,

but by softer accomplishments, and qualities more
easily communicable to those about us. He that

can only converse upon questions about which only

a sm.all part of mankind has knowledge sufficient to

make them curious, niust lose his days in unsocial

silence, and live in the crowd of life without a com-
panion. He tliat can only be useful on great occa-

sions may die without exercising his abilities, and
stand a helpless spectator of a tliousand vexations

which fret away hnpiiiness, and wliicli nothing is re-

quired to remove but a little dexterity of conduct

and readiness of exjiedient.s.

No degree of knowledge attainable by man is able

to set him above the want of hourly assistance, or

to extinguish the desire of fond endearments and

tender officiousncss ; and, therefore, no one should

think it unnecessary to learn those arts by which
frienilship may be gained. Kindness is preserved

by a constant reciprocation of benefits or interchange

of pleasures ; but such benefits only can be bestowed

as others are capable to receive, and such plea-

sures only imparted as others are qualified to enjoy.

By this descent from the pinnacles of art, no honour
will be lost ; for the condescensions of learning are

alw.ays overpaid by gratitude. An elevated genius

employed in little things, appears, to use the simile

of Longinus, like the sun in his evening declination;

he remits his splendour but retains his magnitude,
and pleases more though he dazzles less.'

On revenge :—
' A wise man will make haste to

forgive, because he knows the true value of time,

and will not suffer it to pass away in unnecessary
pain. He that willingly suffers the corrosions of in-

veterate hatred, and gives up his days and nights to

the gloom and malice and perturbations of strata-

gem, cannot surely be said to consult his ease. Re-
sentment is a union of sorrow with malignity ; a

combination of a passion which .all endeavour to

avoid, with a passion which all concur to detest.

The man who retires to meditate mischief, and to

exasperate his own rage ; whose thoughts are em-
ployed only on means of distress and contrivances of

ruin ; whose mind never pauses from the remem-
brance of his own sufferings, but to indulge some
hope of enjoying the calamities of another, may
justly be numbered among the most miserable of

human beings, among those who are guilty without
reward, who have neither the gladness of prosperity

nor the calm of innocence.

Whoever considers the weakness both of himself

and others, will not long want persuasives to for-

giveness. We know not to what degree of malignity

any injury is to be imputed ; or how much its guilt,

if we were to inspect the mind of him that com-
mitted it, would be extenuated by mistake, preci-

pitance, or negligence ; we cannot be certain how
much more we feel than was intended to be inflicted,

or how much we increase the mischief to our-

selves by voluntary aggravations. We may charge
to design the effects of accident ; we may think the
blow violent only because we have made ourselves

delicate and tender ; we are on every side in danger
of error and of guilt, which we are certain to avoid

only by speedy forgiveness.

From this pacific and harmless temper, thus pro-

pitious to others and ourselves, to domestic tran-

quillity and to social happiness, no man is withheld

but by pride, by the fear of being insulted by his

adversary, or despised by the world. It may be laid

down as an unfailing and universal axiom, that " all

pride is abject and mean." It is always an ignorant,

lazy, or cowardly acquiescence in a false appearance
of excellence, and proceeds not from consciousness

of our attainments, but insensibility of our wants.

Nothing can be great which is not right. Nothing
which reason condenms can be suitable to the dig-

nity of the human mind. To be driven by external

motives from the path which our own heart approves,

to give way to anything but conviction, to suffer

the opinion of others to rule our choice or overpower
our resolves, is to submit tamely to the lowest and
most ignominious slavery, and to resign the right of

directing our own lives.

The utmost excellence at which humanity can
arrive is a constant and determinate i>ursuit of

virtue without regard to present dangers or advan-
tjiges ; a continual reference of every action to the

divine will ; a li:>bitu:il Miijieal to everlasting jus-

tice ; and an unvaried elevation of tiie intellectual

eye to the reward which perseverivnee only can ob-
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tain. But that pride wliicli niiiny, who presume to

boiist of generous sentiments, allow to regulate their

measures, has nothing nobler in view than the ap-

probation of men ; of beings whose superiority we
are under no obligation to aeknowledge, and who,
when we have courted them with the utmost
assiduity, ean confer no viUuable or permanent re-

ward ; of beings who ignorantly judge of what they

do not understand, or parti;illy determine what they

liave never examined ; and whose sentence is there-

fore of no weiglit, till it has received the ratification

of our own conscience.

He that can descend to bribe suffrages like these

at the price of his innocence ; he that can suffer the

delight of such acclamations to withhold his atten-

tion from the commands of the universal sovereign,

has little reason to congratulate himself upon the

greatness of his mind ; whenever he awakes to

seriousness and reflection, he must become despicable

in his own eyes, and shrink with shame from the

remembrance of his cowardice and folly.

Of him that hopes to be forgiven, it is indispen-

sably required that be forgive. It is therefore super-

fluous to urge any other motive. On this great

duty eternity is suspended ; and to him that refuses

to practise it, the throne of mercy is inaccessible,

and the Saviour of the world has been born in vain.'

A still finer specimen of Johnson's style is af-

forded in an essay on retirement from the world :

—

' On him,' says the moralist, ' that appears to

pass through things temporal with no other care

than not to lose finally the things eternal, I look

with such veneration as incUnes me to approve his

conduct in the whole, without a minute examina-
tion of its parts ; yet I could never forbear to wish,

that while Vice is every day multiplying seduce-

ments, and stalking forth with more hardened eS"ron-

tcry, Virtue would not withdraw the influence of

her presence, or forbear to assert her natural dignity

by open and undaunted perseverance in the right.

Piety priietised in solitude, like the flower that

blooms in the desert, may give its fragrance to the

winds of heaven, and delight those unbodied spirits

that survey the works of Uod and the actions of

men ; but it bestows no assistance upon earthly be-

ings, and, however free from taints of impurity, yet
wants the sacred splendour of beneficence.'

These sentences show the stately artificial style

of Johnson, which, when supported by profound
thought, or pointed morality, as in tlie foregoing ex-

tracts, appears to great advantage, but is unsuited

to ordinary topics of life and conversation. Hence,
he sliines more in his colloquial displays, as recorded

by Boswell, where much of this extraneous pomp
was left off', while all the point and vigour of his

understanding, and the powers of wit and imagi-
nation, were retained. He is, in fact, a greater man
in the pages of his biographer than in his own
works: the inteUectu.al gladiator of the club evinced

a more powerful, ready, and various mind, than he
could emtxidy in his deliberate writings in the closet.

Goldsmith was directly the reverse: he could argue

best, as he said, with the pen in liis hand.

[_Tal€ of Anniugait mid AjiU.^

[From ' The Rambler.']

Of the happiness and misery of our present state,

part arises from our sensations, and part from our
opinions

;
part is distributed by nature, and part is in

a great measure apportioned by ourselves. Positive

pleasure we cannot always obtain, and positive pain
we often cannot remove. No man can give to his own
plantations the fragrance of the Indian groves ; nor
will any precepts of philosophy enable him to withdraw

his attention from wounds or diseases. But the nega-
tive infelicity which proceeds, not from the pressure of
sufferings, but the absence of enjoyments, will always
yield to the remedies of reason.

One of the great arts of escaping superfluous un-
easiness, is to free our niinds from the habit of com-
paring our condition with that of others on whom the
blessings of life are more bountifully bestowed, or with
imaginary states of delight and security, perhaps un-
attainable by mortals. Few are placed in a situation
so gloomy and distressful as not to see every day
beings yet more forlorn and miserable, from whom
they may learn to rejoice in their own lot.

No inconvenience is less superable by art or diligence

than the inclemency of climates, and therefore none
affords more proper exercise for this philosophical ab-
straction. A native of England, pinched with the frosts

of December, may lessen his affection for his own
country by suffering his imagination to wander in the
vales of Asia, and sport among woods that are always
green, and streams that always murmur ; but if he
turns his thoughts towards the polar regions, and con-

siders the nations to whom a great portion of the year
is darkness, and who are condemned to pass weeks
and months amidst mountains of snow, he will soon
recover his tranquillity ; and while he stirs his fire,

or throws his cloak about him, reflect how much he
owes to providence that he is not placed in Greenland
or Siberia.

The barrenness of the earth, and the severity of the

skies in these dreary countries, are such as might be
expected to confine the mind wholly to the contempla-
tion of necessity and distress, so that the care of escap-

ing death from cold and hunger should leave no room
for those passions which, in lands of plenty, influence

conduct, or diversify characters ; the summer should
be spent only in providing for the winter, and the win-
ter in longing for the summer.
Yet learned curiosity is known to have found its

way into those abodes of poverty and gloom : Lapland
and Iceland have their historians, their critics, and
their poets ; and Love, that extends his dominion
wherever humanity can be found, perhaps exerts the
same power in the Greenlander's hut as in the palaces

of eastern raonarchs.

In one of the large caves to which the families of
Greenland retire together, to pass the cold months,
and which may be termed their villages or cities, a
youth and maid, who came from different parts of the
country, were so much distinguished for their beauty,
that they were called by the rest of the inhabitants,

Anningait and Ajut, from a supposed resemblance to

their ancestors of the same names, who had been trans-

formed of old into the .^un and moon,
Anningait for some time heard the praises of Ajut

with little emotion, but at last, by frequent interviews,

became sensible of her charms, and first made a disco-

very of his affection by inviting her with her parents
to a feast, where he placed before Ajut the tail of a
whale. Ajut seemed not much delighted by this gal-

lantry ; yet, however, from that time was observed
rarely to appear but in a vest made of the skin of a
white deer ; she used frequently to renew the black
dye upon her hands and forehead, to adorn her sleeves

with coral and shells, and to braid her hair with great
exactness.

The elegance of her dress, and the judicious dispo-

sition of her ornaments, had such an effect upon An-
ningait that he could no longer be restrained from a
declaration of his love. He therefore composed a
poem in her praise, in which, among other heroic and
tender sentiments, he protested that * She was beauti-

ful as the vernal willow, and fragrant as thyme upon
the mountains ; that her fingers were white as the
teeth of the morse, and her smile grateful as the dis-

solution of the ice ; that he would pursue her, though
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(the should pass the snows of the midland cUtl's, or

Reek nhelter in the caves of the eastern cannibals
;

that he would tear her from the embraces of the genius

of the rocks^ snatch her from the paws of Amaroc, and
rescue her from the ravine of Hafgufa.* He concluded
with a wish, that, 'whoever shall attempt to hinder

his union with Ajut. mij^ht be buried without his bow,

and that in the land of souls his skull mij:ht serve for

no other use than to catch the droppings of the starry

lamps,'

This ode bein^ universally applauded, it was ex-

pected that Ajut would soon yield to such fervour

and accomplishments ; but Ajut, with the natural

haughtiness of beauty, expected all the forms of court-

ship ; and before slie would confess herself conquered,

the sun returned, the ice broke, and the season of

labour called all to their employments.
Anningait and Ajut for a time always went out in

the same boat, and divided whatever was caught.

Anningait, in the sight of his mistress, lost no oppor-

tunity of signalising his courage ; he attacked the

sea-horses on the ice
;
pursued the seals into the

water ; and leaped upon the back of the whale while
he was yet struggling with the remains of life. Nor
was his diligence less to accumulate all that could be
necessary to make winter comfortable ; he dried the

roe of fishes, and the flesh of seals ; he entrapped deer

and foxes, and dressed their skins to adorn his bride ;

he feasted her with eggs from the rocks, and strewed

her tent with flowers.

It happened that a tempest drove the fish to a dis-

tant part of the coast before Anningait had completed
his store ; he therefore intreated Ajut that she would
at last grant him her hand, and accompany him to

that part of the country whither he was now sum-
moned by necessity. Ajut thought him not yet en-

titled to such condescension, but proposed, a^s a trial

of his constancy, that he should return at the end of

Bunimer to the cavern where their acquaintance com-
menced, and there expect the reward of his assiduities.

*0 virgin, beautiful as the sun shining on the water,

consider,' said Anningait, ' what thou hast required.

How easily may my return be precluded by a sudden
frost or unexpected fogs ; then must the night be
passed without my Ajut. We live not, ray fair, in those

fabled countries which lying strangers so wantonly
describe ; where the whole year is divided into short

days and nights ; where the same habitation serves for

summer and winter; where they raise houses in rows
above the ground, dwell together from year to year,

witli flocks of tame animals grazing in the fields about
them ; can travel at any time from one place to an-
other, through ways inclosed with trees, or over walls

raised upon the inland waters ; and direct their course

tiirnugh wide countries, by the sight of green hills or

scattered buildings. Even in summer we have no
means of crossing the mountains, whose snows are

never dissolved ; nor can remove to any distant resi-

dence, but in our boats coasting the bays. Consider,

Ajut; a few summer days and a few winter-nights

and the life of man is at an end. Night is the time
of ease and festivity, of revels and gaiety ; but what
will be the flaming lamp, the delicious seal, or the

Boft oil, witliout the smile of Ajut !*

The eloquence of Anningait was Tain ; the maid
continued inexorable, and they parted with ardent
promises to meet again before the night of winter.

Anningait, however discomposed by the dilatory

coyness of Ajut, was yet resolved to omit no tokens

of amorous respect ; and therefore presented her at

his departure with the skins of seven white fawns, of

five swans, and eleven seals, with three marble lamps,

ten vessels of seal oil, and a large kettle of brass,

wliicli he had purchased from a ship at the price of

half a whale and two horns of sea-unicorns.

Ajut was so much atlected by the fondness of her

lover, or so much overpowered by his magnificence,

that she followed him to the sea-side ; and when she

saw him enter the boat, wished aloud that he might
return with plenty of skins and oil ; that neither the
mermaids might snatch him into the deeps, nor the
spirits of the rocks confine him in their caverns.

She stood a while to gaze upon the departing vessel,

and thm returning to her hut, silent and dejected,

laid aside from that hour her white deer skin, suf-

fered her hair to spread unbraided on her shoulders,

and forbore to mix in the dances of the maidens. She
endeavoured to divert her thought by continual ap-
plication to feminine employments, gathered moss for

the winter lamps, and dried grass to line the boots of

Anningait. Of the skins which he had bestowed upon
her, she made a fishing-coat, a small boat, and tent,

all of exquisite manufacture ; and while she was thus
busied, solaced her labours with a song, in which she
prayed * that her lover might have hands stronger
than the paws of the bear, and feet swifter than the

feet of the rein-deer; that his dart might never err,

and that his boat might never leak ; that he might
never stumble on the ice, nor faint in the water; that

the seal might rush on his harpoon, and the wounded
whale might dash the waves, in vain.'

The large boats in which theGreenlanders transport
their families are always rowed by women ; for a man
will not debase himself by work which requires neither

skill nor courage. Anningait was therefore exposed
by idleness to the ravages of passion. He went thrice

to the stem of the boat with an intent to leap into

the water and swim back to his mistress : but re-

collecting the misery which they must endure in the
winter, without oil for the lamp, or skins for the bed,
he resolved to employ the weeks of absence in provi-

sion for a night of plenty and felicity. He then com-
posed his emotions as he could, and expressed in wild
numbers and uncouth images his hopes, his sorrows,

and his fears. * O life,' says he, * frail and uncertain!
where shall wretched man find thy resemblance but
in ice floating on the ocean ? It towers on high, it

sparkles from afar, while the storms drive and the
waters beat it, the sun melts it above and the rocks
shatter it below. What art thou, deceitful pleasure !

but a sudden blaze streaming from the north, which
plays a moment on the eye, mocks the traveller with
the hopes of light, and then vanishes for ever? What,
love, art thou but a whirlpool, which we approach
without knowledge of our danger, drawn on by imper-
ceptible degrees till we hare lost all power of resist-

ance and escape ? Till I fixed my eyes on the graces
of Ajut, while I had yet not called her to the ban-
quet, I was careless as the sleeping morse, I was merry
as the singers in the stars. Why, Ajut, did I gaze
upon thy graces? Why, my fair, did I call thee to

the banquet ? Yet, be faithful, my love, remember
Anningait, and meet my return with the smile of
virginity. I will chase the deer, I will subdue the
whale, resistless as the frost of darkness, and un-
wearied as the summer sun. In a few weeks I shall

return prosperous and wealthy ; then shall the roe-fish

and the porjioise feast thy kindred ; the fox and hare
shall cover thy couch ; the tough hide of the seal shall

shelter thee from cold ; and the fat of the whale illu-

minate thy dwelling.'

Anningait having with these sentiments consoled
his grief and animated his industry, found that they

had now coasted the headland, and saw the whales
spouting at a distance. He therefore placed himself
in bis fishing-boat, called his associates to their seve-

ral employments, plied his oar and harpoon with in-

credible coumge and dexterity; and, by dividing his

time between the chiuse and fisher}*, sus])ended the
miseries of absence and auBi)icion.

Ajut, in the meantime, notwithstanding her ne-
glected dress, happened, as she was drying some skins
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' in the sun, to catch the eye of NorngHuk, on his return

I

from hunting. NomgMik was of birth truly illustrious.

I Ilia mother had died in childbirth, and his father,

the most expert fisher of Oreeiilund, had perished by

too close pursuit of the whale. Hia di.i;nity was

equalled by bis riches ; he wius uuister of four men's

and two women's boats, had ninety tubs of oil in his

j
winter habitation, and five-and-twenty seals buried

j

in the snow aj^aiiist the season of darkness. When
he saw the beauty of Ajut, he immediately threw over

[
her the skin of a deer that he had taken, and soon

I
after presented her with a branch of coral. Ajut re-

I
fused hiM gifts, and determined to admit no lover in

the place of Anningait.
Norngsuk, thus rejected, had recourse to strataf;em.

He knew that Ajut would consult an Angekkok, or

diviner, concerning tlie fate of her lover, and the feli-

city of her future life. He therefore applied himself

to the most celebrated Angekkok of that part of the

country, and by a present of two seals and a marble

kettle, obtained a promise that when Ajut should

consult him, he would declare that her lover was in

the land of souls. Ajut, in a short time, brought him
a coat made by herself, and inquired what events

were to befall her, with assurances of a much larger

reward at the return of Anningalt if the prediction

should flatter her desires. The Angekkok knew the

way to riches, and foretold that Anningait, having

already caught two whales, would soon return home
with a large boat laden with provisions.

This prognostication she was ordered to keep secret

;

and Norngsuk, depending upon his artifice, renewed

his addresses with greater confidence ; but finding his

suit still unsuccessful, applied himself to her parents

with gifts and promises. The wealth of Greenland

is too powerful for the virtue of a Ureenlander ; they

forgot the merit and the presents of Anningait, and
decreed Ajut to the embraces of Norngsuk. She
entreated; she remonstrated; she wept and raved;

but finding riches irresistible, fled away into the up-

lands, and lived in a cave upon such berries as she

could gather, and the birds or hares which she had
the fortune to insnare, taking care, at an hour when
she was not likely to be found, to view the sea every

day, that her lover might not miss her at his re-

turn.

At last she saw the great boat in which Anningait
had departed, stealing slow and heavy laden along

the coast. She ran with all the impatience of affec-

tion to catch her lover in her arms, and relate her con-

stancy and sufferings. When the company reached

the land, they informed her that Anningait, after the

fishery was ended, being unable to support the slow

passage of the vessel of carriage, had set out before

them in his fishing-boat, and they expected at their

arrival to have found him on shore.

Ajut, distracted at this intelligence, was about to fly

into the hills, without knowing why, though she was

now in the hands of her parents, who forced her back

to their own hut, and endeavoured to comfort her;

but when at last they retired to rest, Ajut went down
to the beach, where, finding a fishing-boat, she entered

it without hesitation, and telling those who wondered

at her rashness that she was going in search of Annin-

gait, rowed away with great swiftness, and was seen

no more.

The fate of these lovers gave occasion to various

fictions and conjectures. Some are of opinion that

they were changed into stars ; others imagine that

Anningait was seized in his passage by the genius of

the rocks, and that Ajut was transformed into a mer-

maid, and still contiimes to seek her lover in the de-

serts of the sea. But the general persuasion is, that

they are both in that part of tho land of souls where

the sun never sets, where oil is always fresh, and pro-

visions always warm. The virgins sometimes throw a

thimble and a needle into the bay from which the

hapless maid departed ; and when a CJreenlander

would praise any coujde for virtuous affection, he
declares that they love like Anningait and Ajut.

The Adventurer^ by Dr Hawlcesworth, succeeded
' The Rambler,' and was published twice a-week from
1752 to 1754. John Hawkesworth (1715-1773)
rose from being a watchmaker to considerable lite-

rary eminence by his talents and learning. He
was employed to write the narrative of Captain
Cook's discoveries in the Pacific ocean, by which he
realised a large sum of money, and he made an ex-

cellent translation of Telemachus. With the aid of
Dr Johnson, Warton, and others, he carried on *Tbe
Adventurer' with considerable success. It was more
various than *The Rambler'—more in the style of

light reading. Hawkesworth, however, was an imi-

tator of Johnson, and the conclusion of ' The Ad-
venturer' has the Johnsonian swell and cast of ima-
gination :

—

' The hour is hastening in which whatever praise

or censure I have acquired by these compositions, if

they are remembered at all, will be remembered with

equal indifference, and the tenor of them only will

afford me comfort. Time, who is impatient to date

my last paper, will shortly moulder the hand that is

now writing it in the dust, and still this breast that

now throbs at the reflection: but let not this be read

as something that relates only to another ; for a few
years oidy can divide the eye that is now reading

from the hand that has written. This awful truth,

however obvious, and however reiterated, is yet fre-

quently forgotten ; for surely, if we did not lose our

remembrance, or at least our sensibility, that view
would always predominate in our lives which alone

can afford us comfort when we die.*

Hawkesworth '8 Monument, Bromley.

llie World was the next periodical of this class.

It was edited by Dr Moore, author of tlie tragedy
of * The Gamester,' and other works, and was dis-

tinguished by contributions from Horace Walpole,
Lord Lyttelton, Soame Jenyns, and the Earl of
Chesterfield. 'The Worhl' has the meritof being very
readable: its contents are more lively than any of
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its jiruilecessors, and it is a better picture of the
times. It was published weekly, from January 1733
to December 1756, and reached a sale of 2500
a-week.
Another weekly miscellany of the same kind,

The Connoisseur, was commenced by George Col-

man and Bonnel Thornton—two professed wits, who
wrote in unison, so that, as they state, ' almost every
single paper is the joint product of botli.' Cowper the

poet contributed a few essays to ' Tlie Connoisseur,'

short but lively, and in that easy style which marks
his correspondence. One of them is on the subject

of ' Conversation,' and he afterwards extended it

into an admirable poem. From another, on country
churches, we give an extract which seems like a leaf

from the note-book of Washington Irving :

—

' It is a difficult matter to decide which is looked
upon as the greatest man in a country church—the
parson or his clerk. The latter is most certainly

held in higher veneration, when the former happens
to be only a poor curate, who rides post every Sab-
bath from village to village, and mounts and dis-

mounts at the church door. The clerk's office is not
only to tag the prayers with an amen, or usher in

the sermon with a stave ; but he is also the univer-

sal father to give away the brides, and the standing
godfather to all the new-born bantlings. But in

many places there is a still greater man belonging
to the church than either the parson or the clerk

himself. The person I mean is the squire ; who,
like the king, may be styled head of the church in

his own parish. If the benefice be in his own gift,

the vicar is his creature, and of consequence entirely

at his devotion ; or if the care of the church be left

to a curate, the Sunday fees of roast-beef and plum-
pudding, and a liberty to shoot in the mjinor, will

bring him as much under the squire's command as

his dogs and horses. For this reason the bell is

often kept tolling and the people waiting in the
churchyard an hour longer than the usual time

;

nor must the service begin till the squire hiis strutted

up the aisle and seated himself in the great pew in

the chancel. The length of the sermon is also mea-
sured by the will of the squire, as formerly by the
hour-glass ; and I know one parish where the
preacher has always the complaisance to conclude
his discourse, however abruptly, the minute that
the squire gives the signal by rising up after his

nap.'

'The Connoisseur' was in existence from January
1754 to September 1756.

In April 1758, .Johnson (who thought there was
'no matter' in 'The Connoisseur,' and who had a
very poor opinion of 'The World') entered again
into this arena of light literature, and commenced
his Idler. The example of his more mercurial pre-
decessors had some effect on the moralist, for 'The
Idler' is more gay and spirited than ' The Rambler.'
It lived through 103 numbers, twelve of which were
contributed by his friends Thomas Warton, Langton,
and Sir Joshua Keynolds. 'The Idler' was the last

experiment on the public taste in England of perio-
dical essays published separately. In the ' Town
and Country Magazine,' and other monthly miscel-
lanies, essays were given along with other contribu-
tions, and it was thus that Goldsmith published his
compositions of this sort, as well as his Chinese
Letters. Henceforward, politics engaged the public
attention in a strong degree, and monopohsed the
weekly press of I.ondon.

In Scotland, after an interval of twenty years.

The Mirror, a series of periodical essaj-s, made its

appearance, and was continued weekly from .January

1779 to the end of May 1780. Five years after-

wards The Lounger was commenced and continued

about two years, the number of essays being 101.

Both of these publications were supported by the
same aufliors, namely, Mr Henry Mackenzie (the
Man of Feeling), Mr (afterwards Lord) Craig, Mr
(afterwards Lord) Cullen, Mr (afterwards lyord)

Bannatync, Lord Hailes, Professor Kichardson of
Glasgow, Ixird Wedderbum, Mr (afterwards Lord)
Abercroniby, Mr Fraser Tytler, Baron Hume, &c.
A few papers were supplied by volunteers, but the
regular contributors were this band of friendly law-
yers, whose literary talents were of no common
order. Mr Mackenzie acted as editor of the miscel-
lanies, and published in them some of his most
admired minor productions, containing pathos, sen-
timent, and a vein of delicate irony and humour.

[_Stori/ of La Itoche.^

[From ' The Mirror.'*]

More than forty years ago, an English philosopher,

whose works have since been read and admired by all

Europe, resided at a little town in France. Some
disappointments in his native country had first driven

him abroad, and he was aftenvards induced to remain
there, from having found, in this retreat, where the

connexions even of nation and language were avoided,

a perfect seclusion and retirement highly favourable

to the development of abstract subjects, in which he
excelled all the writers of his time.

Perhaps in the structure of such a mind as Mr *a,

the liner and more delicate sensibilities are seldom
known to have place ; or, if originally implanted there,

are in a great measure extinguished by the exertions

of intense study and profound investigation. Hence
the idea of philosophy and unfeelingness being united

has become proverbial, and in common language the

fonner word is often used to express the latter. Our
philosopher has been censured by some as deficient in

warmth and feeling ; but the mildness of his manners
has been allowed by all ; and it is certain that, if he
was not e.a.sily melted into compassion, it was at least

not difficult to awaken his benevolence.

One nioniing, while he sat busied in those specula-

tions which afterwards astonished the world, an old

female domestic, who served him for a housekeeper,

brought him word that an elderly gentleman and his

daughter had arrived in the village the preceding
evening on their way to some distant country, and
that the father had been suddenly seized in the night

with a dangerous disorder, which the people of the

inn where they lodged feared would prove mortal

;

that she had been sent for as having some knowledge
in medicine, the village surgeon being then absent;

and that it was truly piteous to see the good old man,
who seemed not so much afflicted by his own distress

as by that which it caused to his daughter. Her
master laid aside the volume in his hand, and broke
off the chain of ideas it had inspired. His night-gown
was exchanged for a coat, and he followed his gouver-

nantc to the sick man's apartment.
'Twas the best in the little inn where they lay, but

a paltry one notwithstanding. Mr was obliged

to 8too]> as he entered it. It was floored with earth,

and above were the joists, not plastered, and hung
with cobwebs. On a flock-bed, at one end, lay the

old man he came to visit ; at the foot of it sat his

daughter. She was dressed in a clean white bed-

gown ; her dark locks hung loosely over it as she bent

fonvard, watching the languid looks of her father.

Mr and his housekeeper had stood some mo-
ments in the room without the young lady's being

sensible of their entering it. ' Mademoiselle !* said

the old woman at last in a soft tone. She turned, and

* This fine tale Ib by Henry Mackenzie. The character of

the pliilotM^plier waa intended for Hume.
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ehowed one of the finest faces in the world. It was
touched, not spoiled with sorrow ; and when she. per-

ceived a stranjjer, whom the old woman now intro-

duced to her, a blush at first, and then the gentle

ceremonial of native politeness which the affliction

of the time tempered, hut did not extin(;uish, crossed

it for a moment, and changed its expression. 'Twas

sweetness all, however, and our philosopher felt it

strongly. It was not a time for words ; he offered his

services in a few sincere ones. * Mt)nsieur lies mise-

rably ill here,' said the gouvernante ;
* if he could

possibly be moved anywhere.' * If he could be moved
to our house,* said her master, lie had a spare bed

for a friend, and there was a garret room unoccupied,

next to the gouveniante's. It was contrived accord-

ingly. The scruples of the stranger, who could look

scruples though he could not speak them, were over-

come, and the bashful reluctance of his daughter gave

way to her belief of its use to her father. The sick

man was wrapt in blankets and carried across the

street to the English gentleman's. The old woman
helped his daughter to nurse him there. The surgeon,

who arrived soon after, prescribed a little, and nature
did much fur him ; in a week he was able to thank
his benefactor.

By this time his host had learned the name and
character of his guest. He was a Protestant clergy-

man of Switzerland, called La Roche, a widower, who
had lately buried his wife after a long and lingering

illness, for which travelling had been prescribed, and
was now returning home, after an ineffectual and
melancholy journey, with his only child, the daughter
we have mentioned.

He was a devout man, as became his profession.

lie possessed devotion in all its warmth, but with
none of its asperity ; I mean that asperity which men,
called devout, sometimes indulge in. Mr , though
he felt no devotion, never quarrelled with it in others.

His gouvernante joined the old man and his daughter
in the prayers and thanksgivings which they put up
on his recovery ; for she, too, was a heretic in the
phrase of the village. The philosopher walked out,

with his long staff and his dog, and left them to their

prayers and thanksgivings. ' My master,' said the

old woman, * alas! he is not a Christian, but he is the
best of unbelievers.' * Not a Christian !' exclaimed
Mademoiselle La Roche; * yet he saved my father!

Heaven bless hira for't ; I would he were a Christian!'
* There is a pride in human knowledge, my child,'

said her father, * which often blinds men to the sub-

lime truths of revelation ; hence opposers of Chris-

tianity are found among men of rirtuous lives, as well

as among those of dissipated and lic*entious charac-

ters. Nay, sometimes I have known the latter more
easily converted to the true faith than the former,

because the fume of passion is more easily dissipated

than the mist of false theory and delusive specula-

tion.' * But Mr ,* said his daughter ;
* alas ! my

father, he shall be a Christian before he dies.* She
was interrupted by the arrival of their landlord. He
took her hand with an air of kindness; she drew it

away from hira in silence, threw down her eyes to the

ground, and left the room. * I have been thanking
God,' said the good La Roche, * for my recovery.'
* That is right/ replied his landlord. * I would not
wish,* continued the old man hesitatingly, * to think
otherwise ; did I not look up with gratitude to that

Being, I should barely be satisfied with my recovery as

a continuation of life, which, it may be, is not a real

good. Alas ! I may live to wish I had died, that you
had left me to die, sir, instead of kindly relieving me
(he clasped Mr 's hand); but when I look on this

renovated being as the gift of the Almighty, I feel a
far different sentiment ; my heart dilates with grati-

tude and love to him; it is prepared for doing his

will, not as a duty, but as a pleasure ; and regards

every breach of it, not with di^approbation, but with
horror.* ' Vou say right, my dear sir,' replied the
philosopher; * but you are not yet re-established
enough to talk much; you must take care of your
health, and neither study nor preach for some time.
I have been thinking over a scheme that struck me
to-day when you mentioned your intended departure.
I never was in Switzerland ; I have a great mind to
accompany your daughter and you into that country.
1 will help to take care of you by the road ; for, as I

was your first physician, I hold myself responsible for
your cure.' La Roche's eyes glistened at the pro-
posal ; his daughter was called in and told of it. She
was equally pleased with her father ; for they reallv
loved their landlord—not perhaps the less for his
infidelity ; at least that circumstance mixed a sort of
pity with their regard for him : their souls were not
of a mould for harsher feelings; hatred never dwelt
in them.
They travelled by short stages ; for the philosopher

was as good as his word, in taking care that the old
man should not be fatigued. The party had time to

be well acquainted with one another, and their friend-

ship was increased by acquaintance. La Roche found
a degree of simplicity and gentleness in his com-
panion which is not always annexed to the character
of a learned or a wise man. His daughter, who was
prepared to be afraid of him, was equally undeceived.
She found in him nothing of that self-importance
which superior parts, or great cultivation of them, is

apt to confer. He talked of everything but philo-
sophy or religion ; he seemed to enjoy every pleasure
and amusement of ordinary life, and to be interested
in the most common topics of discourse: when his

knowledge or learning at any time appeared, it was
delivered with the utmost plainness, and without the
least shadow of dogmatism. On his part he was
charmed with the society of the good clergyman and
his lovely daughter. Jle found in them the guileless

manner of the earliest times, with the culture and ac-
complishment of the most refined ones. Every better
feeling warm and vivid ; every ungentle one repressed
or overcome. He was not addicted to love; but he
felt himself happy in being the friend of Mademoiselle
La Roche, and sometimes envied her father the pos-
session of such a child.

After a journey of eleven days, they arrived at the
dwelling of La Roche. It was situated in one of those
valleys of the canton of Bcme, where nature seems to
repose, as it were, in quiet, and has enclosed her re-

treat with mountains inaccessible. A stream, that
spent its fury in the hills above, ran in front of the
house, and a broken waterfall was seen through the
wood that covered its sides ; below, it circled round a
tufted plain, and formed a little lake in front of a
village, at the end of which appeared the spire of La
Roche's church, rising above a clump of beeches. Mr

enjoyed the beauty of the scene; but to his
companions it recalled the memory of a wife and
parent they had lost. The old man's sorrow was
silent—his daughter sobbed and wept. Her father
took her hand, kissed it twice, pressed it to his
bosom, threw up his eyes to heaven, and having wiped
off a tear that was just about to drop from each, began
to point out to his guest some of the most striking
objects which the prospect afl^onled. The philosopher
interpreted all this ; and he could but slightly censure
the creed from which it arose.

They had not been long arrived, when a number of
La Roche's parishioners, who had heard of his return,
came to the house to see and welcome him. The
honest folks were awkward but sincere in their pro-
fessions of regard. They made some attempts at
condolence ; it was too delicate for their handling,
but La Roche took it in good part. * It has pleased
God,' said he ; and they saw he had settled the matter
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with hiniHflf. Philosophy could not have done so

much with a thousand words.

It was now eveniii;;:, and the good peasants were
about to depart, when a clock was heard to strike

aeven, and the hour was followed by a particular

chime. The country folks who had come to welcome
their pastor, turned their looks towards him at the

sound ; he explained their meaning to his guest.
* That is the signal,' said he, * fur our evening exercise ;

this is one of the nights of the week in which some
of my parishioners are wont to join in it ; a little

rustic saloon serves for the chapel of our family, and
such of the good peoi>lo as are with us. If you choose

rather to walk out, I will furnish you with an at-

tendant ; or here are a few old books that may afford

you some entertainment within.* * By no means,' an-

swered the philosopher, ' I will attend Mademoiselle

at her devotions.' ' ?he is our organist,* said La
Roche ;

* our neighbourhood is the country of musical

mechanism, and I have a small organ fitted up for

the purpose of assisting our singing.' ' 'Tis an addi-

tional inducement,' replied the other, and they walked

into the room together. At the end stood the organ

mentioned by La Roche ; before it was a curtain,

which his daughter drew aside, and placing herself on

a seat within, and drawing the curtain close, so as to

save her the awkwardness of an exhibition, began a
voluntary, solemn and beautiful in the highest degree.

Mr was no musician, but he was not altogether

insensible to music ; this fastened on his mind more
strongly, from its beauty being unexpected. The
solenm prelude introduce)! a hymn, in which such of

the audience as could sing immediately joined ; the

words were mostly taken from holy writ; it spoke the

praises of God, and his care of good men. Something
was said of the death of the just, of such as die in the

Lord. The organ was touched with a hand less firm
;

it paused, it ceased, and the sobbing of Mademoiselle
La Roche was heard in its stead. Her father gave a
sign for stopping the psalmody, and rose to pray. He
was discomposed at first, and his voice faltered as he
spoke ; but his heart was in his words, and his warmth
overcame his embarrassment. He addressed a Being
whom he loved, and he spoke for those he loved. His
parishioners catched the ardour of the good old man

;

even the philosopher felt himself moved, and forgot

for a moment to think why he should not. La Roche's

religion was that of sentiment, not theory, and his

guest was averse from disputation ; their discourse,

therefore, did not lead to questions concerning the

belief of either
;
yet would the old man sometimes

speak of his, from the fulness of a heart impressed

with its force, and wishing to spread the pleasure he
enjoyed in it. The ideas of his God and his Saviour

were so congenial to his mind that every emotion of

it naturally awaked them. A philosopher might
have called him an enthusiast ; but if he possessed

the fervour of enthusiasts, he was guiltless of their

bigotry. * Our father which art in heaven !' might
the good man say, for he felt it, and all mankind
were his brethren.

* You regret, my friend,' said he to Mr ,
* when

my daughter ami I talk of the exquisite pleasure de-

rived from music, you regret your want of musiral
powers and musiral feelings ; it is a department of
soul, you say, which nature has almost denied you,
which from the effects you see it have on others you
are sure must be highly delightful. Why ehould not

the same thing be said of religion? Trust me, I feel

it in the same way—an energy, an inspiration, which
I would not lose for all the blessings of sense, or en-
joyments of the world

;
yet, so far from lessening my

relish of the pleasures of life, methinks I feel it

heighten them all. The thought of receiving it from
God adds the blessing of sentiment to that of sensa-

tion in every good thing I possess j and when calami-

ties uvertake me—and I have had my share—it con-
fers a dignity on my affliction, so lifts me above the
world. Man, I know, is but a worm, yet methinks I

am then allied to God !' It would have been inhuman
in our philosopher to have clouded, even with a doubt,
the sunshine of this belief.

His discourse, indeed, was very remote from meta-
physical disquisition, or religious controversy. Of all

men I ever knew, his ordinary conversation was the
least tinctured with pedantry, or liable to disscrta-

tion. With La Roche and his daughter it was per-

fectly familiar. The country around them, the man-
ners of the village, the comparison of both with those

of England, remarks on the works of favourite authors,

on the sentiments they conveyed, and the passions

they excited, with many other topics in which there

was an equality or alternate advantage among the

speakers, were the subjects they talked on. Their
hours too of riding and walking were many, in which
Mr , as a stranger, was shown the remarkable
scenes and curiosities of the country. They would
sometimes make little expeditions to contemplate, in

different attitudes, those astonishing mountains, the
cliffs of which, covered with eternal snows, and some-
times shooting into fantastic shapes, form the termi-

nation of most of the Swiss prospects. Our philosopher

asked many questions as to their natural history and
productions. La Roche observed the sublimity of the
ideas which the view of their stupendous summits,
inaccessible to mortal foot, was calculated to inspire,

which naturally, said he, leads the mind to that

Being by whom their foundations were laid. * They
are not seen in Flanders,' said Mademoiselle with a
sigh. * That's an odd remark,' said Mr , smiling.

She blushed, and he inquired no farther.

'Twas with regret he left a society in which he
found himself so happy ; but he settled with La Roche
and his daughter a plan of correspondence ; and they
took his promise, that if ever he came within fifty

leagues of their dwelling, he should travel those fifty

leagues to visit them.
About three years after, our philosopher was on a

visit at Geneva ; the promise he made to La Roche
and his daughter on his former visit was recalled to

his mind by a view of that range of mountains, on a
part of which they had often looked together. There
was a reproach, too, conveyed along with the recollec-

tion, for his having failed to write to either for several

months past. The truth was, that indolence was the

habit most natural to him, from which he was not
easily roused by the claims of correspondence either

of his friends or of his enemies ; when the latter drew
their pens in controversy, they were often unanswered
as well as the former. While he was hesitating about
a visit to La Roche, which he wished to make, but
found the effort rather too much for him, he received

a letter from the old man, which had been forwarded

to him from Paris, where he had then his fixed resi-

dence. It contained a gentle com])I:iint of Mr 's

want of punctuality, but an assurance of continued

gratitude for his former good offices ; and as a friend

whom the writer considered interested in his family,

it informed him of the approaching nuptials of Made-
moiselle La Roche with a young man, a relation of

her own, and formerly a pupil of her father's, of the

most amialile dispositions, and respectable character.

Attached from their earliest years, they had been

separated by his joining one of the subsidiary regi-

ments of the canton, then in the service of a foreign

power. In this situation he had distinguished him-
self as much for courage and military' skill as for the

other endowments which he had cultivated at home.

The term of his service was now expired, and they ex-

pected him to return in a few weeks, when the old

man hoped, as he expressed it in his letter, to join

their hands, and see them happy before he died.
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Our philosopher felt himself interested in this event

;

but he was not, perhaps, altogether so happy in the

tidinjrs of Mailenioiselle La Roche*M marriage as her

father snppost-d hini. Not that he was ever a lover of

the lady's ; but he thovight her one of the most amiable
women he had seen, and there was something in the

idea of her being another's for ever, that struck him,
he knew not why, like a <risappointment. After some
little speculation on the matter, however, he could

look on it as a thing fitting, if not quite agreeable,

and determined on this visit to see his old friend and
his daughter happy.

On the last day of his journey, different accidents

had retarded his progress: he was benighted before

he reached the quarter in which La Roche resided.

His guide, however, was well acquainted with the road,

and he found himself at last in view of the lake,

which I have before described, in the neighbourhood

of La Roehe*s dwelling. A light gleamed on the

water, that seemed to proceed from the house ; it

moved slowly along as he proceeded up the side of

the lake, and at last he saw it glimmer through the

trees, and stop at some distance from the place where
he then was. Uf supposed it some piece of bridal

merriment, and pushed on his horse that he might be

a spectator of t!ie scene ; but he was a good deal

tihocked, on approaching the spot, to find it proceed

from the torcli of a person clothed in the dress of an
attendant on a funeral, and accompanied by several

others, who, like him, seemed to have been employed
in the rites of sepulture.

On Mr 's making inquiry who was the person

they had been bun»'ing, one of them, with an accent

more mournful than is common to their profession,

answered, 'then you knew not Atademoiselle, sir? you
never beheld a lovelier.' * La Roche!' exclaimed he,

in reply. *Alas! it was she indeed!' The appear
ance of surprise and grief which his countenance as-

sumed attracted the notice of the peasant with whom
he talked. He came up closer to Mr ;

' I per-

ceive, sir, you were acquainted with Mademoiselle La
Roche.' * Acquainted with her! Good God ! when

—

how—where did she die? Where is her father?'
* She died, sir, of heart-break, I believe; the young
gentleman to whom she was soon to have been mar-
ried, was killed in a duel by a French, officer, his in-

timate companion, and to whom, before their quarrel,

he had often done the greatest favours. Her worthy
father bears her death as he has often told us a Chris-

tian should ; he is even so composed as to be now in

his pulpit, ready to deliver a fe\v exhortations to his

parishioners, as is the custom with us on such occa-

sions : follow me, sir, and you shall hear him.' He
followed the man without answering.

The church was dimly lighted, except near the

pulpit, wliere the venerable La Roche was seated.

His people were now lifting up their voices in a
psalm to that Being whom their pastor had taught

them ever to bless and to revere. La Roche sat, his

figure bending gently forward, his eyes half-closed,

lifted up in silent devotion. A lamp placed near him
threw its light strong on his head, and marked the

shadowy lines of age across the paleness of his brow,

thinly covered with gray hairs. The music ceased :

La Roche sat for a moment, and nature wrung a few
tears from him. His people were loud in their grief.

Mr was not less affected than they. La Roche
arose ; * Father of mercies,' said he, * forgive these

tears ; assist thy servant to lift up his soul to thee ; to

lift to thee the souls of thy people. My friends, it is

good so to do, at all sea-sons it is good ; but in the
days of our distress, what a privilege it is ! Well
saith the sacred book, *' Trust in the Lord; at all

times trust in the Lord." When every other support

fails us, when the fountains of worldly comfort are

dried up, let us then seek those living waters which

flow from the throne of God. 'Tis only from the be-
lief of the goodness and wisdom of a Supreme Being
that our calamities can be borne in that manner which
becomes a man. Human wisdom is here of little use

;

for, in proportion as it bestows comfort, it represses

feeling, without which we may cease to be hurt by
calamity, but we shall also cease to enjoy happiness,
I will not bid you be insensible, my friends—I cannot,
I cannot, if I would (his tears flowed afresh)—I feel

too much myself, and I am not ashamed of my feel-

ings ; but therefore may I the more willingly be
heard ; therefore have I prayed God to give me
strength to speak to you, to direct you to him, not with
empty words, but with these tears ; not from specu-
lation, but from experience ; that while you see me
suffer, you may know also my consolation.

You behold the mourner of his only child, the last

earthly stay and blessing of his declining years

!

Such a child too ! It becomes not me to speak of her
virtues

;
yet it is but gratitude to mention them, be-

cause they were exerted towards myself. Not many
days ago you saw her young, beautiful, virtuous, and
happy; ye who are parents will judge of ray felicity

then—ye will judge of my affliction now. But I look

towards hira who struck me ; I see the hand of a
father amidst the chastenings of my God. Oh ! could
I make you feel what it is to pour out the heart when
it is pressed down with many sorrows, to pour it out
with confidence to him, in whose hands are life and
death, on whose power awaits all that the first enjoys,

and in contemplation of whom disappears all that the

last can inflict. For we are not as those who die

without hope ; we know that our Redeemer liveth

—

that we shall live with him, with our friends his ser-

vants, in that blessed land where sorrow is unkno^vn,

and happiness is endless as it is perfect. Go, then,

mourn not for me ; I have not lost my child : but a
little while and we shall meet again, never to be
separated. But ye are also my children : would ye that

I should not grieve without comfort? So live as she

lived ; that when your death cometh, it may be the

death of the righteous, and your latter end like

his.'

Such was the exhortation of La Roche ; his audience
answered it with their tears. The good old man had
dried up his at the altarof the Lord ; his countenance
had lost its sadness, and assumed the glow of faith

and of hope. Mr followed him into his house.

The inspiration of the pulpit was past ; at sight of

him the scene they had last met in rushed again on

his mind ; La Roche threw his arms round his neck,

and watered it with his tears. The other was equally

affected ; they went together in silence into the par-

lour where the evening service was wont to be per-

formed. The curtains of the organ were open ; La
Roche started back at the sight. ' Oh ! my friend,'

said he, and his tears burst forth again. J[r had
now recollected himself; he stept forward and drew
the curtains close ; the old man wiped off his tears,

and taking his friend's hand, * You see my weakness,'

said he ;
' 'tis the weakness of humanity ; but my

comfort is not therefore lost.' ' I heard you,* said the
other, * in the pulpit ; I rejoice that such consolation is

yours.' * It is, my friend,' said he, *and I trust I

shall ever hold it fiist. If there are any who doubt
our faith, let them think of what importance religion

is to calamity, and forbear to weaken its force ; if they
cannot restore our happiness, let them not take away
the solace of our affliction.'

Mr 's heart was smitten ; and I have heard
him long after confess that there were moments Avhen

the remembrance overcame him even to weakness

;

when, amidst all the pleasures of philosophical dis-

covery, and the pride of literary fame, he recalled to

his mind the venerable figure of the good La Roche,
and wished that he had never doubted.
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NOVELISTS.

The decline of the tragic drama was accompanied
by a siinihir decline of the heroic romances, both

being in some measure the creation of an imagina-

tive and cliivulrous spirit. As France had been the

country in wliiuh the early romance, metrical or

prosaic, flonrislied in greatest perfection, it was from

tlie same nation that the second class of prose fic-

tions, tlie lieroic romances, also took its rise. Tlie

heriK's were no longer Arthur or Charlemagne, but

a sort of pastoral lovers, like the characters of Sir

I'liiliii Sidney's ' Arcadia,' who blended modem with

chivalr(jus manners, and talked in a style of conven-

tional propriety and decorum. This spurious off-

spring of romance was begun in the seventeenth

ceiitnrv by an author named Ilonore d'Urfe, who
wa» foilowed by Gomberville, Calprenede, and Ma-
dame Scudery. D'Urfe had, episodically, and under
borrowed names, given an account of the gallantries

of lletiry IV.'s court, which rendered his style more
piquant and attractive; but generally, this species of

composition was harmless and insipid, and its pro-

ductions of intolerable length. The 'Grand Cyrus'

filled ten volumes ! Admired as they were in their

own day, tlie heroic romances could not long escape

being burlesqued. The poet Scarron, about the time

of our commonwealth, attempted this In a work
which he entitled the ' Comique Roman,' or 'Comic
Romance,' which detailed a long series of adventures,

as low as those of Cyrus were elevated, and in a style

of wit and drollery of which there is hardly any
other example. This work, though designed only

as a ludicrous imitation of another class of fictions,

became the first of a class of its own, and found fol-

lowers in England long before we h.ad any writers

of the pure novel. Mrs Aphra Behn amused the

public during the reign of Charles II. by writing

tales of personal adventure similar to those of Scar-

ron, which are almost the earliest specimens of prose

fiction tliat we possess. She was followed by Mrs
Manley, wliose works are equally humorous, and
equally licentious. The fictions of Daniel Defoe,

which have been adverted to in the preceding sec-

tion, are an improvement upon these tales, being

much more pure, while they, at the same time, con-

tain more interesting pictures of character and situa-

tion. Otlier models were presented in the early

part of the century by the French novelist Le Sage,

whose ' Gil Bias,' and ' Devil on Two Sticks,' imi-

tating in their turn the fictions of certain Spanish
writers, consist of hmuorous and satirical pictures

of modern manners, connected by a thread of adven-
ture. In England, the first pictures of real life in

prose ficti{in were given by Defoe, who, in his graphic

details, and personal adventures, all impressed with

the strongest appear.ances of truth or probability,

has never, in his own walk, been excelled. That
walk, however, washmited: of genuine humour or

variety of character he had no conception ; and he
paid little attention to the arrangement of his plot.

The grailual improvement in the tone and manners
of society, the complicated relations of life, the grow-
ing contrast between town and country maimers,
and all the artificial distinctions that crowd in with
commerce, wcaltli, and luxury, banished tlie heroic

romance, and gave rise to the novel, in which the

passion of love still maintained its place, but was
surrounded by events and characters, such as are

witnessed in ordinary life, under various aspects and
modifications. The tliree great founders of this

improved species of I'oniposition—this new tlieatre

of living and breathing characters—were Richard-

son, Fielding, and Smollett, who even yet, after the

lapse of more than a century, have had no superiors,

and only one equal.

SAMUEL B1CBABD80N.

SAMtTEL Richardson was born in Derbyshire in

1689, and was the son of a joiner, who could not
afford to give his son more than the ordinary ele-

ments of education. When fifteen years of age, he
was put apprentice to a printer in lyondon ; and by
good conduct rose to be master of an extensive busi-

ness of his own, and printer of the Journals of the

House of Commons. In 1".'54 he was chosen master
of the Stationers' Company, and in 1760 he pur-
chased a moiety of the patent of printer to the king,

which greatly increased his emoluments. He wa»
a prosperous and liberal man—mild in his manners
and dispositions—and seems to have had only one
marked foible—excessive vanity. From a very early

period of his life, Richardson was a fluent letter-

writer : at thirteen he was the confidant of three

young women, whose love correspondence he carried

on without any one knowing that he was secretary

to the others. Two London publishers having urged

Richardson's House, Parsou's Green.

him, when he was above the age of fifty, to write

them a book of fiimiliar letters on the useful con-

cerns of life, he set about the composition of his

Pamela, as a warning to young people, and with a
hope that it would ' turn them into a course of read-

ing difl'erent from the pomp and parade of romance
writing.' It was written in about three months,
and published in the year 1741, with such success,

that five editions were exhausted in the course of

one year. ' It requires a reader,' s.ays Sir Walter
Scott, ' to be in some degree acquainted with the
huge folios of inanity, over which our ancestors

yawned themselves to sleep, ere he can estimate the
delight they must have experienced from this unex-
pected return to truth and nature.' ' I'amela' be-

came the rage of the town ; ladies carried the
volumes with them to Ranelagh gardens, and held
them up to one another in triumph. Tope praised

the novel as likely to do more good than twenty
volumes of sermons ; and Dr Sherlock recommended
it from the pulpit 1 In 1749 appeared Richardson's
second and greatest work. The Hixlori/ of Clarissa

Jiarlowe; and in 1753 his novel, designed to repre-
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sent the beau ideal of a gentleman ami Christian,

The History of Sir Charles Grnndison. The iilmost

unexampled success and popularity of Kiehardsoirs

life and writings were to himself disturbed and
clouded by nervous attacks, which rendered him
delicate and feeble in health. He was flattered and
toothed by a nunit)er of female friends, in wliose

society he spent most of his time, and after reaching

the goodly age of seventy-two, he died on the 4th of

July 1761.

The works of Richardson are all pictures of the

heart. No man understood human nature better,

or could draw with greater distinctness the minute

shilfies of feeling and sentiment, or the final results

of our passions. He wrote his novels, it is said, in

his back-shop, in the intervals of business ; and must
have derived exquisite pleasure from the moral
anatomy in which he was silently engaged—con-

ducting his characters through the scenes of his

ideal world, and giving expression to all the feelings,

motives, and impulses, of which our nature is sus-

ceptible. He was happiest in female characters.

Much of his time had been spent with the gentler

sex, and his own retired habits and nervous sensibi-

lity approximated to feminine softness. He well

repaid the sex for all their attentions by his cha-

racter of Clarissa, one of the noblest tributes ever

paid to female virtue and honour. Tlie moral ele-

vation of this heroine, the saintly purity which she

preserves amidst scenes of the deepest depravity and
the most seductive gaiety, and the never-failing

sweetness and benevolence of her temper, render

Clarissa one of the brightest triumphs of the whole
range of imaginative literature. Perhaps the climax

Df her distress is too overwhelming—too oppressive

to the feelings—but it is a healthy sorrow. We see

the full radiance of virtue j and no reader ever rose

from the perusal of those tragic scenes without feel-

ing his moral nature renovated, and liis detestation

of vice increased.
' Pamela' is a work of much humbler pretensions

than ' Clarissa Harlowe :' it is like the domestic

tragedy of Lillo compared with Lear or Macbeth.

A simple country girl, whom her master attempts

to seduce, and afterwards marries, can be no very

dignified heroine. But the excellences of Richard-

son are strikingly apparent in this his first novel.

His power of circumstantial painting is evinced in

the multitude of small details which he brings to

bear on his story—the very wardrobe of poor Pamela,

her gown of sad-coloured stuff, and her round-eared

caps—her various attempts at escape, and the con-

veyance of her letters—the hateful character of Mrs
Jewkes, and the fluctuating passions of her master,

before the better part of his nature obtains the as-

cendency—these are all touched with the hand of a

master. The seductive scenes are too highly coloured

for modern taste, and Pamela is deficient in natu-

ral dignity ; she is too calculating, too tame and
submissive ; but while engaged with the tale, we
think only of her general innocence and artlessness

;

of her sad trials ami afflictions, down to her last con-

finement, wlien she hid her papers in the rose-bush

in the garden, and sat by tlie side of the pond in

utter despair, half-meditating suicide. The eleva-

tion of this innocent and lovely young creature to be

the bride of her master is an act of justice ; but

after all, we feel she was too good for him, and wish

she had effected her escape, and been afterwards

united to some great and wealthy nobleman who
had never condescended to oppress the poor and un-

fortunate. The moral of tlie tale would also have

been improved by some such termination. Esquire

B should have been mortified, and waiting maids

taught not to tolerate liberties from their young

masters, because, like Pamela, they may rise to ob-
tain their liand in marriage.

' Sir Charles Grandison' is inferior in general in-

terest, as well as truth, to eitlier of Ritliardson's
other novels. The ' good man' and perfect gentle-

man, perplexed by the love of two ladies whom he
regarded with equal afl'ection, is an anomaly in na-
ture with which wc cannot sympathise. The hero
of ' Clarissa,' Lovelace, being a splendid and ac-
complished, a gay and smiling villain, Richardson
wished to make Sir Charles in all respects the very
opposite : he has given him too little passion and
too much perfection for frail humanity. In this novel,

however, is one of the most powerful of all our
author's delineations—the madness of Clementina.
Shakspeare himself has scarcely drawn a more affect-

ing or harrowing picture of high-souled suffering and
blighting calamity. The same accumulation of de-
tails as in ' Clarissa,' all tending to heighten the
effect and produce the catastrophe, hurry on the
reader with breathless anxiety, till he has learned
the last sad event, and is plunged in unavailing grieC

This is no exaggerated account of the sensations pro-

duced by Richardson's pathetic scenes. He is one of
the most powerful and tragic of novelists ; and that

he is so, in spite of much tediousness of description,

much repetition and proli.\ity of narrative, is the
best testimony to his art and genius. The extreme
length of our author's novels, the epistolary style in

which they are all written, and the number of mi-
nute and apparently unimportant circumstances
with which they abound, added to the more ener-

getic character of our subsequent literature, have
tended to cast Richardson's novels into the shade.

Even Lord Byron could not, he said, read ' Clarissa.'

We admit that it requires some resolution to get
through a fictitious work of eight volumes ; but
having once begun, most readers will find it difiicult

to leave off the perusal of these works. They are

eminently original, which is always a powerful re-

commendation. They show an intimate acquaintance
with the human heart, and an absolute command
over the passions ; they are, in fact, romances ofthe

heart, embellished by sentiment, and as such possess

a deep and enchaining interest, and a power of excit-

ing virtuous emotions, which blind us to blemishes

in style and composition, and to those errors in taste

and manners which are more easily ridiculed than
avoided in works so voluminous confined to domestic
portraiture.

HENBY FIELDINa

Coleridge has said, that to take up Fielding after

Ricli.irdson is like emerging from a sick- room heated
by stoves into an open lawn on a breezy day in May.
We have felt the agrecableness of the transition

:

from excited sensibilities and overpowering pathos,

to light humour, lively description, and keen yet
sportive satire, must always be a pleasant change.
The feeling, however, does not derogate from the
power of Richardson as a novelist. 'The same sen-
sation m.iy be experienced by turning from Lear to
Falstaff, from tragedy to comedy. The feelings can-
not remain in a state of constant tension, but seek
relief in variety. Perhaps Richardson stretches
them too violently and too continuously ; his por-
traits are in classes, full charged with the peculiari-

ties of their master. Fielding has a broader canvass,
more light than shade, a clear and genial atmo-
sphere, and groups of characters finely and natu-
rally diversified. Johnson considered him barren
compared with Richardson, because Johnson loved
strong moral p.ainting, and had little sympathy for

wit that was not strictly allied to virtue. Richardson,
161
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too, was a pious respectable man, for whom the critic

entertained great re(,'ard, and to whom he was under
obligations. Fielding was a thoughtless man of

fashion—a rake who had dissipated his fortune, and
piissed from high to low life without dignity or re-

sjiect ; and who had commenced autlior without any
higher motive than to make money, and confer

anmsement. Ample success crowned him in the

latter department ! The inimitable character of

Parson Adams, the humour of road-side adventures

and alehouse dialogues, Towwouse and his termagant

wife, I'arson Trulliber, Squire Western, the faithful

Partridge, and a host of ludicrous and witty scenes,

and characters, and situations, all rise up at the very

mention of the name of Fielding ! If Richardson
' made the passions move at the command of virtue,'

Fielding bends them at will to mirth and enjoyment.

He is the prince of novelists—holding the novel to

include wit, love, satire, humour, observation, genu-

ine pictures of h\inian nature without romance, and

the most perfect art in the arrangement of his plot

and incidents.

He.nuy Fielding was of high birth: liis father

(a grandson of the Earl of Denbigh) was a general

in the army, and his mother the daughter of a judge.

Uenrj' Fielding.

He was horn at Sharpham Park, Somersetshire,

April 22, 1707. The generd had a large family,

and was a bad economist, and Henry was early fami-

liar with eniliarrassments. lie was educated at Eton,

and afterwards studied the law for two years at Ley-

den. In his twentieth year his studies were stiippeil,

' money-b<iund,' as a kindred genius, Sheridan, useil

to say, and the youth returned to England. His

father proinise<l liini X"200 per annum, but this, the

son remarked, ' any one might pay who would
:'

The same sum came to him in a few years by the

death of his mother, from whom he inherited a small

est.ate of that amount [ler annum. He also obtained

jEISUO by his marriage with Miss Cradoek, a lady

of great beauty and worth, who resided in Salis-

bury. Having previously subsisted by writing for

the stage, in wliich be bad little success, Fielding

gliidly retired witli his wife to the country. Here,

however, he lived extravagantly ; kept a pack of

bounds, and a retinue of servants, and feasted all

the squires in his neighbourhood. In three years he
w:is again i>enniless. He then renewed his legal

studies, and qualified himself for the bar. His prac-

tice, liowever, was insufficient for tlie support of his

family, and he continued to write pieces for the

stage, and pamphlets to suit the to|iics of the day.

In politics he was an anti-Jacobite, and a steady
supporter of the Hanoverian succession. In 1742

appeared his novel of Joseph Andrews, wliich at once
stamped him as a master, uniting to genuine English
humour the spirit of Cervantes and the mock heroic

of .Scarrtjn. There was a wicked wit in tlie choice

of his subject. To ridicule Richardson's ' I'amela,'

Fieliliiig made his hero a brother of that renoimed
and popular lady ; he quizzed Ganimar .\ndrewRnd
bis wife, the rustic parents of Pamela, and in con-

trast to the style of Richardson's work, he maJe his

Iiero and his friend Parson Adams, models of virtue

and excellence, and his leading female characters

(Lady liooby and Mrs Slipslop) of frail morals. Kven
Pamela is brought down from her high standing of

moral perfection, and is represented as Mrs Booby,
with the airs of an upstart, whom the parson is com-
pelled to reprove for laughing in church. Richard-

son's vanity was deeply wounded by this insult, and
he never forgave the desecration of his favourite

production. The ridicule was certainly unjustifi-

able ; but, as Sir Walter Scott lias remarkeil, ' how
can we wish that undone without which Parson
Adams would not have existed?' The burlesque
portion of the work would not have caused its cxten •

sive and abiding popularity. It heightened its hu-
mour, and mav have contributed at first to tlie num-
ber of its renders, but 'Joseph Andrews' possessed

strong and original claims to public favour, and has
found countless ailniirers among persons who knew
nothing of ' Pamela.' Setting aside some ephemeral
essays and light (lieces, Fielding's next works were
A Joumty frtim this Worhl to the Nert^ and The Ills-

tojy of Jomithnn Wihl. A vein of keen satire runs
through the latter, but the hero and his companions
are such callous rogues, and unsentimental rnftians,

that we cannot take jilcasure in their dexterity and
success. The ordinary of Newgate, who adminis-
ters consolation to Wild before liis execution, is tlie

best character in the novel. The ordinary preferred

a bowl of punch to an}' ntlier liquor, as it is nowhere
spoken against in Scripture ; and his ghostly admo-
nitions to the malefactor are in harmony with this

predilection. In 1749 Fielding was ajipointed one
of the justices of Westminster and Middlesex, for

which he was indebted to the services of Lyttel-

ton. He was a zealous .ind active magistrate; but
the office of a trading justice, paid by fees, was as

unworthy the genius of Fielding as IJurns's provi-

sion as an exciseman. It appears, from a statement
made by himself, that this appointment did not
bring him in, 'of the dirtiest money upon earth,'

£.1110 a-year. In the midst of his official druilgery

and too frequent dissipations, our author produced
Tim Jones, unquestionably the first of English novels.

He received X600 for the copyright, and such was
its success, that Miliar the publisher presented XlOO
more to the author. In 17.51 appeared Amelia, for

which he received ilioon. Johnson w.as a great

admirer of this novel, and read it through without
stopping. Its domestic scenes moved him more
deeply than heroic or ambitious adventures ; but the
conjugal tenderness and affection of Amelia are but
ill requited by the conduct of Booth, her husband,
who has the vices without the palliation of youth pos-
sessed by Tom Jones, independently of his ties as a
husband and father. The character of Amelia was
drawn for Fielding's wife, even down to the accident

which disfigured her beauty; and the frailties of
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Booth are said to have sliadowed forth some of the

author's own backslidiiiiits and exiwriences. Thu
lady wh(»se aniiahli- tpialities lie delijchted to recoinit,

and whom lie ])assiiinately lovod, died wliile they

strugK'ed on in tlieir worldly difficulties. He was
almost broken-hearted for her loss, and found no
relief, it is said, hut in weeping, in concert with her

servant maid, ' for the angel they mutually regretted.'

This made the maid his habitual confidential asso-

ciate, and in process of time he began to think he

could not give his children a tenderer mother, or

secure for himself a more faithful housekeeper and
nurse. The maid accordingly became mistress of

his household, and her conduct as his wife fully jus-

tified his good opinion. If there is little of romance,

there is sound sense, affection, and gratitude in this

step of Fielding, but it is probable tlie noble families

to whom he was allied might regard it as a stain on

his escutcheon. ' Amelia' was the last work of fic-

tion that Fielding gave to the world. His last pub-

lic act was an undertaking to extirpate several gangs
of thieves and highwaymen that then infested Lon-
don. The government employed him in this some-
what perilous enterprise, placing a sum of £600 at

his disposal, and he was completely successful. The
vigour and sagacity of his mind still remained, but

Fielding was p.aying, by a premature old age and
decrepitude, for the follies and excesses of his youth.

A complication of disorders weighed down his latter

days, tile most formidable of which was dropsy. As
a last resource he was adWsed to try the effect of a

milder climate, and departed for Lisbon in the spring

of 1754. Nothing can be more touching than the

description he has given in his posthumous work,

A }'oi/iifie to Lisbon, of this parting scene :

—

' M'ainesdat/, June 26. 1754.—On this day the

most melancholy sun I had ever beheld arose, and
found me awake at my house at Fordhook. By the

light of this sun I was, in my own opinion, last to

behold and take leave of some of those creatures on

whom I doted with a mother-like fondness, guided by
nature and passion, and uncured and unhardened by
all the doctrine of that philosophical school where I

had learned to bear pains ami to despise death.

In this situation, as I could not conquer nature, I

submitted entirely to her, and she made as great a

fool of me as she had ever done of any woman what-
soever: under pretence of giving me leave to enjoy,

shedrewme in to suffer, thecompanyofmy little ones

during eight hours ; and 1 doubt whether in that time

I did not undergo more than in all my distemper.

At twelve precisely my coach was at the door, which
was no sooner told me, than I kissed my children

round, and went into it with some little resolution.

My wife, who behaved more like a heroine and
philosopher, though at the same time the tenderest

mother in the world, and my eldest daughter, fol-

lowed me ; some friends went with us, and others

here took their leave; and I heard my behaviour

applauded, with many nnirniurs and praises to wliich

I well knew I h-ad no title; as all other such jihilo-

sophers may, if they have any modesty, confess on

the like occasions.'

The great novelist reached Lisbon, and resided in

that genial climate for about two months. His

health, however, gradually declined, and he died on

the 8th of October 1754. It is pleasing to record

that his family, about which he evinced so much
tender solicituiie in his hist days, were sheltered from

want by his brother and a private friend, Kalph

Allen, Esq., whose character for worth and benevo-

lence he had drawn in Allworthy, in ' Tom Jones.'

Let humble .^Ilen, with an awkward shame,

Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame.
Pope.

The English factory at Lisbon erected a monument
over his remains.
The irregularities of Fielding's life (however dearly

he may have paid fur fame) contributed tohis riches
as an author. He had surveyed human nature in
various aspects, and experienced its storms and sun-
shine. His kinswoman. Lady iM.ary Wortley Mon-
tagu, assigns to him an enviable vivacity of tem-
perament, though it is at the expense of his morality.
'His happy constitution,' she says, 'even when he
had, with great pains, half demolished it, made him
forget every evil when he was before a venison-
pasty, or over a flask of champagne ; and I am per-
suaded he has known more happy moments than
any prince upon earth. His natural spirits gave
him rapture with his cook-maid, and cheerfulness
when he was starving in a garret.' Fielding's expe-
rience as a Middlesex justice was unfavourable to
his personal respectability; but it must also have
brought him into contact with scenes and characters
well fitted for his graphic delineations. On the
other hand, his birth and education as a gentleman,
and his brief trial of the life of a nind squire, im-
mersed in sports and pleasure, furnished materials
for a Squire Western, an Allworthy, and other
country characters, down to black George the game-
keeper ; while, as a man of wit and fashion on the
town, and a gay dramatist, he must have known
various prototypes of Lord Fellamar and his other
city portraits. The profligacy of Lady Bellaston,

and the meanness of Tom Jones in accepting support
from such a source, are, we hope, circumstances
which have rarely occurred even in fashionable life.

The tone of morality is never very high in Field-

ing, but the case we have cited is his lowest descent.

Though written amidst discouraging circum-
stances and irksome duties, ' Tom Jones ' hears no
marks of haste. The author committed some errors

as to time and place, but his fable is constructed
with historical exactness and precision, and is a
finished model of the comic romance. ' Since the
days of Homer,' says Ur Beattie,* ' the world has
not seen a more artful epic fable. The characters

and adventures are wonderfully diversified
; yet the

circumstances are all so natural, and rise so easily

from one another, and co-operate with so much re-

gularity in bringing, or even while they seem to re-

taril the catastrophe, that the curiosity of t)ie reader

is alw,a3-s kept awake, and, instead of flagging, grows
more and more impatient as the story advances, till

at last it becomes downright anxiety. And when
we get to the end, and look hack on the whole con-
trivance, we are amazed to find that of so many in-

cidents there should be so few superfluous ; that in

such a variety of fiction there should be so great a
probability, and that so complex a tale should be so
perspicuously conducted, and with perfect unity of
design.' The only digression from the main story

which is felt to be tedious is the episode of the Man of
the Hill. In ' Don Quixote' and ' Gil Bias' we are re-

conciled to such interpolations by the air of romance
which pervades the whole, and which seems indige-

nous to the soil of Spain. In Cervantes, too, these
digressions are sometimes highly poetical and strik-

ing tales. But in the plain life-like scenes of ' Tom
Jones'—English life in the eighteenth century, in the
county of Somerset—such a tedious ' hermit of the
vale' is felt to be an unnatural incumbrance. Field-

ing had little of the poetical or iniagin;itive faculty.

His study lay in real life and everyday scenes, which
he depicted with a truth and freshness, a buoyancy
and vigour, and such an exuberance of practical

* B>Toii has Btyled Fielding * the prose Homer of human
nature.'
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knowlfd^H'. fasy satire, ami lively faney, that in liis

own departnieiit lie stands unrivalled. Others liavu

had bolder invention, a higher cast of thou^'iit, more
poetical imagery, and profounder passion (for Field-

ing has little pathos or sentiment), but in the perfect

nature of his characters, especially in low life, an<l

in the perfect skill with which he combined and
wrought up his comic powers, seasoning the whole
with wit and wisdom, the ripened fruit of genius and
long experience, this great English author is still

unapproached.
A passage from Fielding or Smollett can convey

no more idea of the work from which it is taken, or

the manner of the author, than a single st^me or

brick would of tlie architecture of a house. We are

tempted, however, to extract the account of Par-

tridge's impressions on first visiting a playhouse,

when he witnessed the representation of Hamlet.
The faithfnl attend.int of Tom Jones was half-

harber and half-schoolmaster, shrewd, yet simple as

a child.

[Partridge at the Playhouse.l

Tn the first row, then, of the first gallery, did Mr
Jones, Mrs Miller, her youngest daughter, and Par-

tridge, take their places. Partridge immediately <le-

clared it was the finest place he had ever been in.

When the first music was played, he said, * It was a
wonder how so many fiddlers could play at one time
without putting one another out.* While the fellow

was lighting the upper candles, he cried out to Mrs
Miller, ' Look, look, madam, the very picture of the

man in the end of the comraon-prayer book, before

the gunpowder treason service.* Nor could he hel]>

observing, with a sigh, when all the candles were

lighted, * That here were candles enough burnt in one
night to keep an honest poor family for a whole
twelvemonth.'

As soon as the play, which was Hamlet, Prince of

Denmark, began, Partridge was all attention, nor did

he break silence till the entrance of the ghost ; upon
which he asked Jones, * What man that was in the

strange dress; something,' said he, Mike what I have

seen in a picture. Sure it is not armour, is it?' Jones

answered, * That is the ghost.' To which Partridge

replied, with a smile, ' Persuade me to that, sir, if you
can. Though I can't say I ever actually saw a ghost

in my life, yet 1 am certain I should know one if I

saw him better than that comes to. No, no, sir
;

ghosts don't appear in such dresses as that neither.'

In this mistake, which caused much laughter in the

neighbourhood of Partridge, he was sufiered to con-

tinue till the scene between the ghost and Hamlet,
when Partridge gave that credit to Mr Garrick which
he had denied to Jones, and fell into so violent a
trembling that his knees knocked against each other.

Jones asked him what was the matter, and whether
he was afraid of the warrior upon the stage ? ' la !

sir,' said he, * I perceive now it is what you told me.
I am not afraid of anything, for I know it is but a
play ; and if it was really a ghost, it could do one
no harm at such a distance, and in so much company

;

and yet if I was frightened, I am not the only person.'
* Why, who,' cries Jones, * dost thou take to be sucli a
coward here besides thyself f ' Nay, you may call me
coward if you will ; but if that Uttle man there upon
the stage is not frightened, I never saw any man
frightened in my life. Ay, ay

; go along with you !

Ayj to be sure ! Who's fool then \ Will you ? Lud
have mercy upon such foolhardiness ! Whatever
happens it is good enough for you. Follow you ! I'd

follow the devil as soon. Nay, perhaps It is the devil

—for they say he can put on what likeness he pleases.

Oh! here he is again. No farther! No, you have gone
far enough already ', farther than I'd nave gone for

all the king's doniininns.' Jones offered to speak,

but PartriiL'e crii-il, ' Hush, hu^h, dear sir, don't you
hear him V And during the whole speecli of the

ghost, he sat with his eyes fixed partly on the ghost,

and i>artly t»n Hamlet, an<l with his mouth open ; the

same p:i.ssi<ins which succeeded each other iu Hamlet
succeeding likewise in him.
When the scene was over, Jones said, * Why, Par-

tridge, you excee<l my expectations. Vou enjoy the

jday more than I conceived possible.* * Nay, sir,*

answered Partridge, * if you are not afraid of the

devil, I can't help it ; but, to be sure, it is natural to

be surprised at such things, though I know there U
nothing in them : not that it was the ghost that sur-

prised me neither ; for 1 should have known that to

have been only a man in a strange dress ; but when I

saw the little man so frightened himself, it was that

which took hold of me.' * And dost thou imagine
then, Partridge,' cries Jones, * that he was really

frightened?' *Nay, sir,' said Partridge, * did not you
yourself observe afterwards, when he found it was hia

own father's spirit, and how he was murdered in the
garden, how his fear forsook him by degrees, and he
was struck dumb with sorrow, as it were, just as I

should have been, had it been my own case. But
hush ! la ! what noise is that? There he is again.

Well, to be certain, though I know there is nothing

at all in it, I am glad I am not down yonder where
those men are.' Then turning his eyes again upon
Hamlet, * A)\ you may draw your sword ; what signi-

fies a sword against the power of the deviU*
During the second act. Partridge made very few

remarks. He greatly admired the fineness of the
dresses ; nor could he help observing upon the king's

countenance. ' Well,' said he, * how people may be
deceived by faces? Nulla Jides front! is, I find, a true

saying. Who would think, by looking in the king's

face, that he had ever committed a murder?' He
then inquired after the ghost ; but Jones, who intended

he should be suqirised, gave him no other satisfaction

than ' that he might possibly see hira again soon, and
in a flash of fire.'

Partridge sat in fearful expectation of this; and
now, when the ghost made his next appearance. Par-

tridge cried out, * There, sir, now ; what say you now ?

is he frightened now or no ? As much frightened aa

you think me, and, to be sure, nobody can help some
fears, I would not be in so bad a condition as—what's

his name ?—Squire Hamlet is there, for all the world,

liless me! what's become of the spirit? As 1 am a
living soul, 1 thought I saw him sink into the earth.*

' Indeed you saw right,* answered Jones. * Well,

well,' cries Partridge, * I know it is only a play ; and
besides, if there was anything in all this. Madam
Miller would not laugh so ; for as to you, sir, you
would not be afraid, I believe, if the devil was here

in person. There, there ; ay, no wonder you are in

such a passion ; shake the vile wicked wretch to pieces.

If she was ray o\rji mother I should serve her so. To
be sure all duty to a mother is forfeited by such

wicked doings. Ay, go about your business ; I hate

the sight of you.'

Our critic was now pretty silent till the play which
Hamlet introduces before the king. This he did not

at fir;*t understand, till Jones exjilained it to him
;

but he no sooner entered into the spirit of it, than he
began to bless himsulf that he had never committed
murder. Then turning to Mrs Miller, he asked her
* If sne did not imagine the king looked as if he was
touched ; though he is,' said he, 'a good actor, and
doth all he can to hide it. Well, I would not have
so much to answer for as that wicked man there hath,

to sit upon a nmch higher chair than he sits upon.

No wonder he run away ; for your sake I'll never trust

an innocent face again.*

The grave-digging scene next engaged the atten-
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tion of I*nrtri<ipo, wlio cxprc?seil much surprise at the

number of skulls throwu upon the stujre. To which
Joues aiiswereJ, *Thut it was one of the most famous
buriiil-pliices ahout town.' * No wtmdcr, tlicn,' cries

Partrid^'e, * that the place is haunti'il. Hut I never

saw in my life a worse grave-digger. 1 had a sexton

when I wa.s clerk that should have dug three graves

while he is digging one. The fellow handles a spade

as if it wius the fn-st time he had ever lunl one in his

hand. Ay, ay, you may sing. You had rather sing

than work, I hclieve.' fJpon Hamlet's taking up the

ekuU, he cried out, * Well ! it is strange to see how
fearless some men arc : I ne^ er could bring myself to

touch anything belonging to a dead man on any ac-

count. He seemed frightened enough too at the ghost,

1 thouglit. AVmo omnibiui horls sapit.*

Little more worth remembering occurred during

the play ; at the end of which Jones asked hira
• Which of the players he had liked best V To this

he answered, with some appe.irance of indignation at

the question, ' The king, without doubt.' * Indeed,

Mr Partridge,' says Mrs Miller ;
* you are not of the

same opinion \\Ith the town ; for they are all agreed

that Hamlet is acted by the best player who ever was
on the stage.' ' He the best player !' cries Partridge,

with a contemptuous sneer ;
' Why, I could act as

well as he myself. 1 am sure if I had seen a ghost, I

should have looked in the very same manner, and
done just as he did. And then, to be sure, in that

scene, as you called it, between him and his mother,

where you told me he acted so fine, why. Lord help

me, any man, that is any good man, that had such a

mother, would have done exactly the same. I know
you are only joking with me ; but, indeed, madam,
though I was never at a play in London, yet I

have seen acting before in the country ; and the king
for my money ; he speaks all his words distinctly,

half as loud again as the other. Anybody may see

he is an actor.'

While Mrs Miller was thus engaged in conversa-

tion with Partridge, a lady came up to Mr Jones,

whom he immediately knew to be Mrs Fitzpatrick.

She said she had seen him from the other part of the

gallery, and had taken that opportunity of speaking

to him, as she had something to say which might be

of great sen*ice to himself. She then acquainted hira

with her lodgings, aud made him an appointment the

next day in the morning ; which, upon recollection,

she presently changed to the afternoon ; at which time
Jones promised to attend her.

Thus ended the adventure at the playhouse, where
Partridge had afforded great mirth, not only to Jones

and Mrs Miller, but to all who sat within hearing,

who were more attentive to what he said than to any-

thing that passed on the stage. He durst not go to bed
all thatnight for fear of the ghost ; and for many nights

after sweated two or three hours before he went to

sleep with the same apprehensions, and waked several

times in great horrors, crying out, * Lord have mercy
upon us ! there it is.'

TOBIAS GEORGE SMOLLETT.

Si.t rears after the publication of 'Joseph An-
drews,' and before ' Tom Jones ' had been produced,

a third novelist had taken the field, different in

many respects from either Richardson or Fielding,

but like them devoted to that class of fictitious com-
position founded on truth and nature. We have

previously noticed the circumstances of Smollett's

life. A young unfriended Scotsman, he went to

London eager for distinction as a dramatic writer.

In this his failure was more signal tlian the want of

success which had attended Fielding's theatrical

productions. Smollett, however, was of a dauntless

intrepid spirit, and when he again resumed his pen.

his efforts were crowned with the most gratifying
success. He had adopted Le Sage as his model, hut
his characters, his scenes, his opinions, and preju-

dices, were all decidedly British. The novels of
Smollett were produced in the following order:

—

1748, Ruderich Jiamlom ; 17.^)1, Peregrine Pickle;

n &i, Ferdinand Count Fallium ; 1762, Sir Launcelot
Greavett; 1771, The Expeditiun of linmpliry Clinker.

From the date of his first to that of his latest pro-
duction, Smollett had improved in taste and judg-
ment, but his powers of invention, liis native humour,

Tobias George Smollett.

and his knowledge of life and character, are as con-

spicuous in ' Roderick Random ' as in any of his

works. His Tom Bowling is his most perfect sea

character, though in ' Peregrine Pickle' he has pre-

served the same general features, v^'ith additional

colouring, and a greater variety of ludicrous inci-

dents. "The adventures of Roderick are such as

might naturally have occurred to any young Scots-

man of the day in quest of fortune. Scene follows

scene with astonishing rapidity : at one time his

hero basks in prosperity, in another he is plunged
in utter destitution. He is led into different coun-

tries, whose national peculiarities are described,

and into society of various descriptions, with wits,

sharpers, courtiers, courtesans, and men of all grades.

In this tour of the world and of human life, the

reader is amazed at the careless profusion, the in-

exhaustible humour, of an author who pours out his

materials with such prodigality and facility. The
patient skill and taste of Fielding are nowhere found

in Smollett ; there is no elaboration of character ; no
careful preparation of incidents j no unity of design.

Roderick Random is hurried on without any fixed

or definite purpose ; he is the child of impulse ; and
thougli there is a dash ofgenerosity and good humour
in his character, he is equally conspicuous for reck-

less libertinism and mischief—more prone to selfish-

ness and revenge than to friendship or gratitude.

There is an inherent and radical meanness in his

conduct towards his humble friend Strap, with whom
he begins life, and to whom he is so much indebted

both in purse and person. Tom Jones is always

kind and liberal to his attendant Partridge, but Strap

is bullied and fleeced by Roderick Random; dis-
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owned or despisKl as suits the interest nr passinn of

the moment; anil at last, contrary to all notions of

Scotch spirit ami morality, his faithful services and
wnswervinji atta<'htiient arc rcwardcl hy his re<-civ-

ing anil accepting tlie liand of a prostitute, and an

eleemosynary provision less than the sacrifices lie

had made, or what a careful Scot might attain to

by honest independent exertion. The imperfect

moral sense thus manifested by Smollett is also

evinced by the coarse and licentious passages which
disfigure the novel. Making all allowance for the

manners of the times, this grossness is ind<--fensible;

and we must regret that our author had not a higher

and more sentimental estimate of the female cha-

racter. In this he was inferior to Richardson, who
studied and reviTcnced the purity of the female

heart, and to Fielding, whose taste and early position

in society preserved him from some of the grosser

faults of his rival novelist. The charm of ' Roderick

Random,' then, consists not in plot or well- sustained

characters (admirable as is the sketch of Tom Bowl-

ing), but in its broad humour and comic incidents,

which, even when most farcical, seldom appear im-
probable, and are never tiresome.

' Peregrine Pickle' is formed of the same materials,

cast in a larger mould. The hero is equally unscru-

pulous with Roderick Random—perhaps more deli-

beratel.v profligate (as in the attempted seduction of

Amanda, and in his treatment of Emilia), but the

comic powers of the author are more widely and
Tariously displayed. They seem like clouds

For ever flushing round a summer sky.

All is change, brilliancy, heaped-up plentv, and un-
limited power—the rich coin and mintage of genius.

The want of decent drapery is unfortunately too ap-

parent. Smollett never had much regard for the

proprieties of life—those* minor monds,' as Goldsmith
has happily termed them—but where shall we find

a more attractive gallery of portraits, or a series of

more laughable incidents? Prominent in the group
is the one-eved naval veteran Commodore Trunnion,

a humourist in Smollett's happiest manner. His
keeping garrison in his liouse as on board sliip, mak-
ing his servants sleep in hammocks and turn out to

watch, is a characteristic though overcharged trait

of the old naval commander. The circumstances

of his marriage, when he proceeded to church on a

hunter, which he steered according to the compass,

instead of keeping the road, and his detention while

he t.acked about rather than go ' right in the wind's

e.ve,* are equally ludicrous. Lieutenant Hatchway,
and Pipes the boatsivain, are foils to the eccentric

commodore; but the taciturnity of Pipes, and his

ingenuity in the afl^air of the love-letter, are good
distinctive features of his own. The humours of

the poet, painter, and pliysician, when Pickle pur-

sues his mischievous frolics and gallantries in France,
are also admirable specimens of laughable carica-

ture. In London, the adventures are not so amus-
ing. Peregrine richly merited his confinement in

the Fleet by his brutal conduct, while Cadwallader,
the mis.anthrope, is more tedious than Fielding's

JIan of the Hill. The Memoirs of a Ladi/ of Qua-
lily (though a true tale, for inserting which Smollett

was britied by a sum of money) are disgraceful

without being interesting. On the whole, the vices

and virtues of Smollett's style are equiilly seen in

'Peregrine Pickle,' :ind seen in full perspective.

Ferdinand Count Fathom is more of a romance,
with little of national character or manners. The
portraiture of a complete villain, proceeding step

by step to rob his l)enefactors and pillage mankind,
cannot be considered instructive or entertaining.

The first atrocities of Ferdinand, and his intrigue

with his female associate Tercs,% are coarse and
disgusting. When he e.'ctends his o|ieration9, and
flies at higher game, the chase becomes more ani-

mated. His ailventures at gambling tables and
hotels, and his exploits as a jihysician, afford scope
for the author's s.atirical genius. But the most
powerful passages in the novel are those which re-

count Ferdinand's sedui'tion of Celinda, the story
of Monimia. and the description of the tempest in

the forest, from which he took shelter in a rob-
ber's hut. In this lonely dwelling, the gang being
absent. Fathom w.as relieved by a withered beldame,
who conveyed liim to a rutle apartment to sleep
in. Here he fouml the dead body of a man, still

warm, who had been latel.v stabbed and concealed
beneath some straw, and the account of his sensa-

tions during the night, the horrid device by which
he saved his life (lifting up the dead body, and
putting it in his own place in the bed), and his

escape, guided by the old hag whom he comjjeUed
to accompany him through the forest, are related

with the intensity and power of a tragic poet. There
is a vein of pitetic;d imagination, jjso, in the means
by which Fathom accomplishes the ruin of Celinda,
working on her superstitious fears and timidity
by placing an ..Folian harp, then almost an unknown
instrument, in the casement of a window adjoining
her bedrotim. * The strings,' says Smollett, with
poetical inflation, 'no sooner felt the impression of

the balmy zpi>hyr, than they began to pour forth a
stream of meloily more ravishingly delightful than
the song of I'hilomel, the warbling brook, and all

the concert of the wood. The soft and tender notes

of peace and love were swelled up with the most
dedicate and insensible transition into a loud hymn
of triumph ami exultation, joined by the deep- toned
organ, and a full choir of voices, which gradually

decayed upon the ear, until it died away in distant

sound, as if a flight of angels had raised the song
in their ascent to heaven.' The remorse of Celinda
is depicted with eq\ial tenderness. ' The seeds of

virtue,' remarks the novelist, ' are seldom destroyed
at once. Even amidst the rank prmluctions of vice,

they re-germinate to a sort of imiTerfect vegetation,

like some scattered hyacintlis shooting up among
the weeds of a ruined garden, that testify the for-

mer culture and amenity of the soil.* In descrip-

tions of this kind, Smollett evinces a grace and
pathos which Fielding did not possess. We trace

the mind of tlie poet in such conceptions, and in

the language in which the.v are expressed. Few
readers of "Peregrine Pickle' can forget the allu-

sion, so beautiful and pathetic, to the Scottish

Jacobites at Boulogne, ' exiled from their native
homes in conseiiuence of their adherence to an un-
fortunate and ruined cause,' who went daily to the
sea-side in order to indidge their longing eyes with
a prospect of the white cliffs of Albion, which they
could never mi>re approach.

Sir Launcclnt Grcarcs is a sort of travesty of
Don Quixote, in wliich the absurdity of the idea is

relieved by the humour of some of the characters

and conversations. Butler's Presl)yterian Knight
going ' a-colonelling.' as a rcdresser of wrongs in

merry England, is ridiculitus enough ; but the chi

valry of Sir Laimcelot and his attendant. Captain
Crowe, outrages all sense and probability. Seeing
that his strength lay in humorous exaggeration,
Smollett souglit for scenes of broad mirth. He fails

as often as he succeeds in this wt)rk, and an author
of such strong original powers should have been
above playing Pant;iloon even to Cervantes.

Humphry Clinker is the most e.asy, natural, and
dclightfid of all tlie no\els of Smollett. His love
of boyish mischief, tricks, and frolics, had not wholly
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burned out. for we Imve sevoriil such undij^'iiificJ

pranks in tliis work ; but the narrative is rupkte

with grave, caustic, and liumorous observation, and
possesses throughout a tone of manly feoiin-,' and
benevolence, and fine discrimination of cliaractcr.

Matthew Hranible is Rotlerick Random grown old,

somewhat cynical by experience of the world, but

vastly improved in taste. Smollett may have caut^ht

the idea, as he took some of the incidents of the

family tour, from * Anstey's New Bath Guide ;' but

the staple of the work is emphatically his own. In

the light sketching of scenery, tlie quick succession

of incidents, the romance of Lismahago's adventures

among the American Indians, and the humour of

the serving-men and maids, he seems to come into

closer competition with Le Sage or Cervantes than

in any of his other works. The conversion of

Humphry may have been suggested by Anstey, but

the bad spelling of Tabitha and Mrs Winifred Jen-

kins is aa original device of Smollett, which aids

SmoUett'a Ilouse, Chelsea.

in the subordinate effects of the domestic drama.
Lismahago's love of disputation, his jealous sense

of honour, and his national pride—characteristics

of a poor Scottish officer, whose wealth and dignity

lay in his sword—seem also purely original, and
are highly diverting. The old lieutenant, as Mat-
thew Bramble says, is like a crab-apple in a hedge,
which we are tempted to eat for its flavour, even
while repelled by its austerity. The descriptions

of rural scenery, society, and manners in England
and Scotland, given under different aspects by the
different letter-writers, are clear and sparkling

—

full of fancy and sound sense. Of the episodical

part, the story of Mr Baynard and liis vain and
stately wife seems painfully true ; and the incident

witnessed in a small town near Lanark, where a

successful soldier returns, after an absence of eigh-

teen years, anil finds his father at work paving the

street, can hardly be read without tears. This
affecting story is subjoined.

[Scene at Lanark.]

We set out from Glasgow, by the way of Lanark, the

county town of Clydesdale, in the neighbourhood of

which the whole river Clyde, rushing do\ni a steep

rock, forms a very noble and stupendous ciusoade.

Next day \vu wore obli;,'ud to halt in ft small borough,

until tlie CHrriu;:t', which had received some damage,
should be repaired ; and liero we met with an inci-

dent which warmly intore-itcd the benevolent 8i)irit

of Mr Bramble. As wt- stnnd at the window of an
inn that fronte<l the public prison, a person arrived on
horseback, gentecly though phvinly dressed in a blue
frock, with his own hair cut i^hort, and a gold-laced

hat upon his head. Alighting, and giving his horse

to the landlord, he advanced to an old man who was
at work in paving the street, and accosted him in these

words—*This is hard work for such an old man as

yon.' So saying, he took the instrument out of his

hand, and began to thump the pavement. After a
few strokes, ' Have you never a son,' said he, * to case

you of this labour V * Yes, an' please your honour,*

replied the senior, ' I have three hopeful lads, but at

present they are out of the way.' * Honour not me,*

cried the stranger ;
* it more becomes me to honour

your gray hairs. Where are those sons you talk of V
The ancient paviour said, his eldest son was a cap-

tian in the East Indies, and the youngest had lately

enlisted as a soldier, in hopes of prospering like hia

brother. The gentleman desiring to know what was
become of the second, he wiped his eyes, and owned
he had taken upon him his old father's debts, for

which he was now in the prison hard by.

The traveller made three quick steps towards the

jail; then turning short, *TeU me,' said he, 'has

that unnatural captain sent you nothing to relieve

your distresses V ' Call him not unnatural,' replied the

other, * God's blessing be upon him ! he sent me a

great deal of money, but I made a bad use of it ; I

lost it by being security for a gentleman that was my
landlord, and was stripped of all I had in the world he-

sides.' At that instant a young man, thrusting out

his head and neck between two iron bars in the prison-

window, exclaimed, * Father ! father ! if my brother

William is in life, that's he.' *I ara ! 1 am !' cried

the stranger, clasping the old man in his arras, and
shedding a flood of tears, * I ara your son Willy, sure

enough !* Before the father, who was quite confounded,

could make any return to this tenderness, a decent

old woman, bolting out from the door of a poor habi-

tation, cried, * Where is my bairn ? where is my dear

Willy ?' The captain no sooner beheld her than he
quitted his father, and ran into her embrace.

I can assure you, my uncle who saw and heard

everything that passed, was as much moved as any
one of the parties concerned in this pathetic recogni-

tion. He sobbed, and wept, and clapped his hands,

and hollowed, and finally ran down into the street.

By this time the captain had retired with his parents,

and all the inhabitants of the place were assem-

bled at the door. Mr Bramble, nevertheless, pressed

through the crowd, and entering the house, * Captain,*

said he, * I beg the favour of your acquaintance. I

would have travelled a hundred miles to see tliis af-

fecting scene ; and I shall think myself happy if you
and your parents will dine with me at the public

house.' The captain thanked him for his kind invi-

tation, which, he said, he would accept with pleasure;

but in the meantime he could not think of eating or

drinking while his poor brother was in trouble. He
forthwith deposited a sum equal to the debt in the
hands of the magistrate, who ventured to set his bro-

ther at liberty without further process ; and then the
whole family repaired to the inn with ray uncle,

attended by the crowd, the individuals of which
shook their townsman by the hand, while he re-

turned their caresses without the leaat sign of pride or

affectation.

This honest favourite of fortune, whose name was
Brown, told my uncle that he had been bred a wea-

ver, and about eighteen years ago had, from a spirit
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of iillenc«s ami dissipation, enlisted as a soldier in the

service of the Kast India Company ; that in the course

of duty he liad the good fortune to attract tlie notice

and ai)probatiun of Lord Clive, who preferred him
from one step to another till he had attained the rank

of ca]>taln and paymaster to the rcginient, in which

capacities he had honestly amassed above twelve

thousand pounds, and at the peace resij;iied his com-
mission. He had sent several remittances to his

father, who received the first only, conpistinj; of one

hundred pounds ; the second had fallen into the

hands of a bankrupt ; and the third had been con-

Bigned to a gentleman in Scotland, who died before

it arrived, so that it still remained to be accounted

for by his executors. He now presented the old man
with fifty pounds for his present occasions, over and
above bank notes for one hundred, which he had depo-

sited for his brother's release. He brought along with

him a deed, ready executed, by which he settled a

perpetuity of fourscore pounds upon his parents, to

be inheritecl by the other two sons after their decease.

He promised to purchase a commission for his youngest

brother; to take the other as his own partner in a

manufacture which he intends to set up to give em-
ployment and bread to the industrious ; and to give

five bundled pounds, by way of dower to his sister,

who had mjirricd a farmer in low circumstances.

Finally, he gave fifty pounds to tlie poor of the town

where he w:is born, and feasted all the inhabitants

without exception.

My uncle was so charmed with the character of

Captain lirown, that he drank his health three times

successively at dinner. He said he was proud of his

acquaintance ; that he was an honour to his country,

and hacl in some measure redeemed human nature

from the reproach of pride, selfishness, and ingratitude.

For my part I was as much pleased with the modesty

as with the filial virtue of this honest soldier, who
assumed no merit from his success, and said very

little of his own transactions, though the answers he

made to our inquiries were equally sensible and laco-

nic. Mrs Tabitha behaved very graciously to him,

until she understood that he was going to make a ten-

der of his hand to a person of low estate, who had
been his sweetheart while he worked as a journeyman
weaver. Our aunt was no sooner made acquainted

witli this design, than she starched up her behaviour

with a double portion of reserve ; and when the com-

pany broke up, she observed, with a toss of her nose,

that Brown was a civil fellow enough, considering the

lo^vness of his origin ; but that fortune, though she

had mended his circumstances, was incapable to raise

his ideas, which were still humble and plebeian.*

[Feast in the Marnier of the Anciente.^

[From * Peregrine Pickle.']

Our young gentleman, by his insinuating behaviour,

acquired the full confidence of the doctor, who invited

him to an entertainment, which he intended to pre-

pare in the manner of the ancients. Pickle, struck

with this idea, eagerly embraced the proposal, which

he honoured with many encomiums, as a plan in all

respects worthy of his genius and apprehension ; and
the day was appointed at some distance of time, that

the treater might have leisure to compose certain

pickles and confections, which were not to be found
among the culinary preparations of these degenerate

days.

With a view of rendering the physician's taste

more conspicuous, and extracting from it the more
diversion, I'eregrinc proposed that some foreigners

should partake of the banquet ; and the task being

* This \a a true Btor>', the only alteration being in the name

of the hero, which, in reality, was White.—Ed.

left to his care and discretion, he actually bespoke
the comi)aiiy of a French inaniuis, an Italian count,

and a German baron, whom he knew to be egregious

coxcombs, and therefore more likely to enhance the

joy of the entertainment.

Accordingly, the hour being arrived, he conducted
them to the hotel where the physician lodged, after

having regaled their expectations with an elegant

meal in the genuine old Koman taste ; and they were
received by Mr Pallet, who did the honours of the
house while his friend superintended the cook below.

By this communicative painter, the guests understood
that the doctor had met with numerous difficulties

in the execution of his design ; that no fewer than
five cooks had been dismissed, because they could not
prevail upon their own consciences to obey his direc-

tions in things that were contrary to the present

practice of their art ; and that, although he had at

last engaged a person, by an extraordinary preruium,
to comply with his orders, the fellow was so astonished,

mortified, and incensed at the commands he had
received, that his hair stood on end, and he begged
on his knees to be released from the agreement he
had made ; but finding that his employer insisted

upon the performance of his contract, and threatened
to introduce him to the commiss'aire if he should
flinch from the bargain, he had, in the discharge of

his office, wept, sung, cursed, and capered, for two
whole hours without intermission.

While the company listened to this odd informa-
tion, by which they were prepossessed with strange

notions of the dinner, their ears were invaded by a
piteous voice, that exclaimed in French, * For the love

of God ! dear sir, for the sake of all the saints, spare
me the mortification of the honey and oil!* Their
ears still vibrated with the sound, when the doctor

entering, was by Peregrine made acquainted with the
strangers, to whom he, in the transports of his WTath,

,
could not help complaining of the want of complai-
sance he had found in the Parisian vulgar, by which

' his plan had been almost entirely ruined and set a^ide.

The French marquis, who thought the honour of his

nation was concerned at this declaration, professed his

sorrow for what had happened, so contrary to the esta-

blished character of the people, and undertook to see

the delinquents severely punished, provided he could
be informed of their names or places of abode. The
mutual compliments that passed on this occasion were
scarce finished, when a servant, coming into the room,
announced dinner; and the entertainer led the way into

another apartment, where they found a long table, or

rather two boards joined together, and furnished with,

a variety of dishes, the steams of which had such evi-

dent effect upon the nerves of the company that the

marquis made frightful grimaces, under pretence of
taking snuff; the Italian's eyes watered, the German's
visage undenvent several distortions of feature ; our
hero found means to exclude the odour from his sense

of smelling by breathing only through his mouth;
and the poor painter, running into another room,
plugged his nostrils with tobacco. The doctor him-
self, who was the only person then present whose or-

gans were not discomposed, pointing to a couple of
couches placed on each side of the table, told his

guests that he was sorry he could not procure the
exact triclinia of the ancients, which were somewhat
different from these conveniences, and desired they
would have the goodness to repose themselves ^vithout

ceremony, each in his respective couchette, while he
and his friend Mr Pallet would place themselves up-
right at the ends, that they might have the pleasure

of serving those that lay along. This disposition, of

which the straii(.'ers had no previous idea, disconcerted

and perplexed them in a most ridiculous manner ; the
marquis and baron stood bowing to each other on
pretence of disputing the lower seat, but, in reality,
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with a view of profitinjj by the example of each other,

for neither of them understood the manner in which

they were to loll ; and Per*'grine, who enjoyed their

confusion, handed the count to the other side, where,

with the most mischievous politeness, he insisted upon
his taking pos,st.'s.sion of the upper place.

In this disagreeable and ludicrous suspense, they

continued acting a pantomime of gesticulations, until

the doctor earnestly entreated them to waive all com-

pliment and form, lest the dinner should be spoiled

before the ceremonial could be adjusted. Thus con-

jured, Peregrine took the lower couch on the left-hand

side, laying himself gently down, with his face towards

the table. The man^uis, in imitation of this pattern

(though he would have much rather fasted three days

than run the risk of discomposing his dress by such an

attitude), stretched himself upon the opposite place,

reclining upon his elbow in a most painful and awk-
ward situation, with his head raised above the end of

the couch, that the economy of his hair might not

suffer by the projection of his body. The Italian,

being a thin limber creature, planted himself next to

Pickle, without sustaining any misfortune but that

of his stocking being torn by a ragged nail of the seat,

as he raised his legs on a level with the rest of his

limbs. But the baron, who was neither so wieldy nor

flupple in his joints as his companions, flounced him-
self down with such precipitation, that his feet, sud-

denly tilting up, came in furious contact with the

head of the marquis, and demolished every curl in a

twinkling, while his o>vn skull, at the same instant,

descended upon the side of his couch with such vio-

lence, that his periwig was struck off, and the whole
room filled with pulvilio.

The drollery of distress that attended this disaster

entirely vanquished the affected gravity of our young
gentleman, who was obliged to suppress his laughter

by cramming his handkerchief in his mouth ; for the

bareheaded German asked pardon with such ridicu-

lous confusion, and the marquis admitted his apology

with such rueful complaisance, as were sufficient to

awake the mirth of a Quietist.

This misfortune being repaired, as well as the cir-

cumstances of the occasion would permit, and every

one settled according to the arrangement already de-

scribed, the doctor graciously undertook to give some
account of the dishes as they occurred, that the com-
pany might be directed in their choice ; and, with an

air of infinite satisfaction, thus began :
—

* This here,

gentlemen, is a boiled goose, served up in a sauce

composed of pepper, lovage, coriander, mint, rue, an-

chovies, and oil! I wish, for your sakes, gentlemen,

it was one of the geese of Ferrara, so much celebrated

among the ancients for the magnitude of their livers,

one of which is said to have weighed upwards of two

pounds ; with this food, exquisite as it was, did the

tyrant Heliogabalus regale his hounds. Hut I beg

pardon, 1 had almost forgot the soup, which I hear

ia so necessary an article at all tables in France. At
each end there are dishes of the salacacabia of the

Romans; one is made of parsley, pennyroyal, cheese,

pinetops, honey, vinegar, brine, eggs, cucumbers,

onions, and hen livers ; the other is much t!ie same
as the soup-maigre of this country. Then there is a

loin of boiled veal with fennel and caraway seed, on

a pottage composed of pickle, oil, honey, and flour,

and a curious hashis of the lights, liver, and blood of

a hare, together with a dish of roasted pigeons. Mon-
sieur le Baron, shall I help you to a plate of this

soup !' The German, who did not at all disapprove of

the ingredients, assented to the proposal, and seemed

to relish the composition; while the marquis, being

a<iked by the painter which of the silly-kickabys he

chose, was, in consequence of his desire, accommodated

with a portion of the foup-maigrc ; and the count, in

lieu of spoon meat, of which he said he was no great

admirer, supplied himself with a pigeon, therein con-

forming to the choice of our young "entleman, whose
example he determined to follow through the whole
course of the entertainment.
The Frenchman having swallowed the first spoonful,

made a full pause ; his throat swelled as if an egg had
stuck in his gullet, his eyes rolled, and his mouth un-
derwent a series of involuntary contractions and dila-

tations. Pallet, who looked steadfastly at this con-

noisseur, with a view of consulting his taste before

he himself would venture upon the soup, began to be

disturbed at these emotions, and observed, with some
concern, that the poor gentleman seemed to be going
into a fit ; when Peregrine assured hiui that these

were symptoms of ecstacy, and, for further confir-

mation, asked the marquis how he found the soup.

It was with infinite difficulty that his complaisance

could so far master his disgust as to enable him to

answer, * Altogether excellent, upon my honour!' And
the painter, being certified of his approbation, lifted

the spoon to his mouth without scruple ; but far from
justifying the eulogium of his taster, when this pre-

cious composition diffused itself upon his palate, he
seemed to be deprived of all sense and motion, and
sat like the leaden statue of some river god, with the

liquor flowing out at both sides of the mouth.
The doctor, alarmed at this indecent phenomenon,

earnestly inquired into the cause of it ; and when
Pallet recovered his recollection, and swore that he

would rather swallow porridge made of burning brim-

stone than such an infernal mess as that which he

had tasted, the physician, in his own vindication,

assured the company that, except the usual ingredi-

ents, he had mixed nothing in the soup but some sal-

amoniac, instead of the ancient nitrum, which could

not now be procured ; and appealed to the marquis
whether such a succedaneum was not an improvement
on the whole. The unfortunate petit-maitre, driven

to the extremity of his condescension, acknowledged

it to be a masterly refinement ; and deeming himself

obliged, in point of honour, to evince his sentiments

by his practice, forced a few more inouthfuls of this

disagreeable potion down his throat, till his stomach

was so much offended that he was compelled to start

up of a sudden, and in the hurry of his elevation

overturned his plate into the bosom of the baron.

The emergency of his occasions would not permit him
to stay and make apologies for this abrupt behaviour,

so that he flew into another apartment, where Pickle

found him puking and crossing himself with great

devotion ; and a chair at his desire being brought to

the door, he slipped into it more dead than alive,

conjuring his friend Pickle to make his peace with

the company, and in particular excuse him to the

baron, on account of the violent fit of illness with

which he had been seized. It was not without reason

that he employed a mediator ; for when our hero re-

turned to the dining-room, the German had got up,

and was under the hands of his own lacquey, who wiped

the grease from a rich embroidered waistcoat, while

he, almost frantic with his misfortune, stamped upon
the ground, and in high Dutch cursed the unlucky
banquet, and the impertinent entertainer, *vho all

this time, with great deliberation, consoled him for

the disaster, by assuring him that the damage might
be repaired with some oil of turpentine and a hot

iron. Peregrine, who could scarce refrain from laugh-

ing in his face, appeased his indignation by telling

him how much the whole company, and especially

the marquis, was mortified at the accident ; and the

unhappy salacacabia being removed, the places were

tilled with two pies, one of dormice liquored with
sirup of white poppies, which the doctor had substi-

tuted in the room of toasted poppy-seed, formerly

eaten with honey as a dessert ; and the other com-
posed of a hock of pork baked in honey.
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Tallet, hearing; the first of these dishei! described,

lifted up his hands and eyes, and with signs of loath-

ing and anuizement, pronounced, ' A pie made of dor-

mice and sirup of pojipies : Lord in heaven! what
beastly fellows those Romans were !' His friend

checked him for his irreverent exclamation with a
severe look, and reoommended the veal, of which he
himself cheerfully ate with such encomiums to the

company that the baron resolved to imitate his ex-

ample, after having called for a bumper of Burgiindy,

which the physician, for his sake, wished to have been
the true wine of Falemum. The painter, seeing no-

thing else upon the table which he would venture to

touch, made a merit of necessity, and had recourse to

the veal also ; although he could not help saying,

that he would not give one slice of the roast beef of

Old England for all the dainties of a Roman em-
peror's table. But all the doctor's invitations and
assurances could not prevail upon his guests to honour
the hashis and the goose ; and that course was suc-

ceeded by another, in which he told them were divers

of those dishes which among the ancients had ob-

tained the appellation of politeJes^ or magnificent.
* That which smokes in the middle,' said he, ' is a
sow's stomach, filled with a composition of minced
pork, hog's brains, eggs, pepper, cloves, garlic, anni-

seed, rue, ginger, oil, wine, and pickle. On the right-

hand side are the teats and belly of a sow, just far-

rowed, fried with sweet wine, oil, flour, lovage, and
pepper. On the left is a fricassee of snails, fed or

rather purged with milk. At that end, next Mr Pal-

let, are fritters of pompions, lovage, origanum, and
oil ; and here are a couple of pullets, roasted and
stuffed in the manner of Apicius.'

The painter, who had by wry faces testified his ab-

horrence of the sow's stomach, which he compared to

a bagpipe, and the snails which had undergone pur-

gation, no sooner heard him mention the roasted pul-

lets, than he eagerly solicited a wing of the fowl

;

upon which the doctor desired he would take the

trouble of cutting them up, and accordingly sent them
round, while Mr Pallet tucked the tablecloth under
his chin, and brandished his knife and fork with sin-

gular address ; but scarce were they set down before

him, when the tears ran do^vn his cheeks, and he

called aloud, in a manifest disorder, 'Zounds! this is

the essence of a whole bed of garlic!* That he might
not, however, disappoint or disgrace the entertainer,

he applied his instruments to one of the birds ; and
when he opened up the cavity, was assaulted by such

an irruption of intolerable smells, that, without stay-

ing to disengage himself from the cloth, he sprung
away with an exclamation of * Lord Jesus !' and in-

volved the whole table in havoc, ruin, and confu-

sion.

Before Pickle could accomplish his escape, he was
sauced with a sirup of the dormice pie, which went
to pieces in the general wreck : and as for the Italian

count, he was overwhelmed by the sow's stomach,

which, bursting in the fall, discharged its contents

upon his leg and thigh, and scalded him so miserably

that he shrieked with anguish, and grinned with a
most ghastly and horrible aspect.

The baron, who sat secure without the vortex of this

tumult, wiis not at all displeased at seeing his com-
panions involved in such a calamity as that which he

had already shared ; but the doctur was confounded
with shame and vexation. After having prescribed

an application of oil to the count's leg, he expres.sed

his sorrow for the misadventure, which he openly
ascribed to want of taste and prudence in the painter,

who did not think proper to return and make an
apology in person ; and protested that there was no-

thing in the fowls which could give offence to a sen-

sible nose, the stuffing being a mixture of jiepper,

lovage, and assafcetida, and the sauce consisting of,

wine and herring-pickle, which he had used instead
of the celebrated garum of the Romans ; that famous
pickle having been prepared sometimes of the scombri,
which were a sort of tunny fish, and sometimes of the
silurus or shad fish ; nay, he observed, that there was
a third kind called garum hccmation, made of the
guts, gills, and blood of the thynnua.
The physician, finding it would be impracticable to

re-establish the order of the banquet by presenting
again the dishes which had been discomposed, ordered
everything to be removed, a clean cloth to be laid,

and the dessert to be brought in.

Meanwhile he regretted his incapacity to give them
a specimen of the alieus or fish-meals of the ancients

;

such as the jus diabaton, the conger eel, which, in

Galen's opinion, is hard of digestion ; the comuta or
gurnard, described by Pliny in his Natural History,
who says the horns of many of them were a foot and
a half in length ; the mullet and lamprey, that were
in the highest estimation of old, of which last Julius
Ccesar borrowed six thousand for one triumphal sup-

per. He obser^'ed that the manner of dressing them
was described by Horace, in the account he gives of
the entertainment to which Maecenas was invited by
the epicure Nasiedenus,

Affertur squillos inter Murena natantes, &c,

and told them, that they were commonly eaten with
the thus Syriacum, a certain anodyne and astringent

seed, which qualified the purgative nature of the fish.

Finally, this learned physician gave them to under-

stand, that though this was reckoned a luxurious

dish in the zenith of the Roman taste, it was by no
means comparable in point of expense to some pre-

parations in vogue about the time of that absurd
voluptuary Heliogabalus, who ordered the brains of

six hundred ostriches to be compounded in one mess.

By this time the dessert appeared, and the company
were not a little rejoiced to see plain olives in salt

and water ; but what the master of the feast valued

himself upon, was a sort of jelly, which he affirmed to

be preferable to the hypotrimma of Hesychius, being a
mixture of vinegar, pickle, and honey, boiled to a
proper consistence, and candied a.ssafa'tida, which he
asserted, in contradiction to Aumelbergius and Lister,

was no other than the laser Syriacum, so precious as

to be sold among the ancients to the weight of a sil-

ver penny. The gentlemen took his word for the ex-

cellency of this gum, but contented themselves with

the olives, which gave such an agreeable relish to the

wine that they seemed very well disposed to console

themselves for the disgraces they had endured ; and
Pickle, unwilling to lose the least circumstance of

entertainment that could be enjoyed in their company,
went in quest of the painter, who remained in his

penitentials in another apartment, and could not be

persuaded to re-enter the banqueting room, until

Peregrine undertook to procure his pardon from those

whom he had injured. Having assured him of this

indulgence, our young gentleman led him in like a
criminal, bowing on all hands with an air of humility

and contrition ; and particularly addressing himself

to the count, to whom he swore in English he had
no intent to affront man, woman, or child, but was
fain to make the best of his way, that he might not

give the honourable company cause of offence by
obeying the dictates of nature in their presence.

When Pickle interpreted this apology to the Italian,

Pallet was forgiven in very polite terms, and even re-

ceived into favour by his friend the doctor in conse-

quence of our hero's intercession ; so that all the

guests forgot their chagrin, and paid their respects so

piously to the bottle, that in a short time the cham-
paigne produced very evident effects in the behaviour

of all present.
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LAUBK.NCK STKR.MB.

Next in order of time and Kcnins, and not inferior

in ei)iU'e]iti()Ti of rieli eccentric comic cliaracter, was
the witty, pathetic, and sentimental aiitlior of 7>/.s-

tram Shiituh/. Sterne was an orijjinal wTiter, tliouj^li

a plagiarist of tlioughts and illustrations. Brotlier

Shnndv. my Uncle Tohy, Trim, the Widow Wad-
man, and l)r Slop, will jjo down to posterity with
the kindred creations of Cervantes. This idol of

his own day is now, however, but little read, except
in passajjes of pure sentiment. Ilis broad humour
is not relished ; his oddities have not tlie gloss of

novelty; his indecencies startle the prudish and
correct. The readers of this busy age will not hunt
for his beauties amidst tlie blank and marbled leaves

—the p.ages of no-meaning—the quaint erudition,

stolen from forgotten folios—the abrupt transitions

and discursive tlights in which his Shakspearean
touches of character, and his gems of fancy, judg-
ment, and feeling, lie hid and embedded. His spark-

ling polished diction has even an air of false glitter,

yet it is the weapon of a master—of one who can
stir the heart to tears as well as laughter. The
want of simplicity and decency is his greatest fault.

His whim and caprice, which he p.irtly imitated
from Rabelais, and partly assumed for effect, come
in sometimes with intrusive awkwardness to mar
the touches of true genius, and the kindlings of en-

thusiasm. He took as much pains to spoil his own
natural powers by affectation, as Lady Mary says
Fielding did to destroy his fine constitution.

The life of Laube.nce Sterne was as little in

keeping as his writings. A clergyman, he was dis-

solute and licentious ; a sentimentalist, who had,

with his pen, tears for all animate and inanimate
nature, he was hardhearted and selfish in his con-

duct. Had he kept to his living in the country,
going his daily round of pastoral duties, he would
have been a better and wiser man. ' He degene-
rated in London,' says David Garrick, ' like an ill-

transpl.anted shrub: the incense of the great spoiled

his head, and their ragouts his stomach. He grew
sickly and proud—an invalid in body and miniL'
Hard is the life of a wit when united to a suscep-

tible temperament, and the cares and sensibilities of

an author ! Sterne was the son of an Irish lieu-

tenant, and w.as born at Clonmel, Noven\ber 24,

171.3. He was educated by a relation, a cousin, and
took his degree of ILA. at Cambridge in 1740.

Having entered into orders, his uncle, Dr Sterne, a

rich pluralist, presented him with the living of Sut-
ton, to which was afterwards added a prebend of

York. He married a York lady, and derived from
the connexion another living in that county, the

rectory of Stillington. He lived nearly twenty
years at Sutton, reading, painting, fiddling, and
shooting, with occasional quarrels with his brethren

of the cloth, with whom he was no favourite. He
left Yorkshire for London in 17.59, to publish the

two first volumes of 'Tristram Shandy.' Two
others were published in 1761, and the same num-
ber in 1762. He now took a tour to France, which
enriched some of his subsequent volumes of ' Tris-

tram' with his exquisite sketclies of peasants and
vine-dressers, the muleteer, the abbess and Mar-
garita, Maria at ^loulinos—anil not forgetting the

poor ass with his heavy panniers at Lyons. In

1764 he took another continental tour, and pene-

trated into Italy, to which we are indebted for his

Sentimental Journey. Tiie latter work he composed
on his return at Coxwould, the living of which ha<l

been presented to him, on the first publication of
' Tristram,' by Lord Falconbridge. Having com-

pleted the first part of his ' .Jonrney.' Sterne went
to Lon<lim to see it published, and died in lodgings
in Bond Street, March 18, 1768. There was nobody
but a hired nurse by his death-Iied. He had wished
to die in an inn, where the few cold offices he
w.anted would be imrcliased with ii few guineas, and
paid to him with an undisturbed hut i>unetnal at-
tention. His wish was realised almost to the letter.

No one reads Sterne for the story : his great work
is but a bundle of episodes and digressions, strung
together without any attempt at order. The reader
must • give up the reins of his imagination into his
author's hand—be jileased he knows not why, and
cares not wherefore.' Through the whole novel,
however, over its mists and absurdities, sliines his
little family band of friends and relatives—that ini-

mitable group of originals and humorists—which
stand out from the canvass with the force and dis-

tinctness of reality. This distinctness and separate
identity is a proof of what Coleridge has termed
the peculiar power of Sterne, of seizing on and
bringing forward those points on which every man
is a humorist, and of the masterly manner in which
he has brought out the characteristics of two beings
of the most opposite natures—the elder Shandy and
Toby—and surrounded them with a group of fol-

lowers, sketched with equal life and individuality:
in the Corporal, the obstetric Dr Slop ; Yorick, the
lively and careless parson ; the Widow Wadmau
and Susannah. During the intervals of the publi-
cation of ' Tristram,' Sterne ventured before the
public some volumes of Sermons, with his own comic
figure, from a painting by Reynolds, at the head of
them. The ' Sermons,' according to the just opinion
of Gray the poet, show a strong imagination and a
sensible heart ;

' but,' he adds, ' you see the author
often tottering on the verge of laughter, and ready
to throw his periwig in the face of the audience.'

The afTccted pauses and abrupt transitions which
disfigure ' Tristram' are not banished from the ' Ser-
mons,' but there is, of course, more connection and
coherency in tlie subject. The ' Sentimental Jour-
ney' is also more regular than ' Tristram' in its plan
and details ; but, beautiful as some of its descriptions
are, we want the oddities of Shandy, and the ever-

pleasing good nature and simplicity of Uncle Toby.
Sterne himself is the only character. The pathetic
passages are rather overstrained, but still finely

conceived, and often expressed in his most felicitous

manner. That ' gentle spirit of sweetest humour,
who erst didst sit upon the easy pen of his beloved
Cervantes, turning the twilight of his prison into
noonday brightness,* was seldom absent long from
the invocations of his English imitator, even when
he mounted his wildest hobby, and dabbled in the
mire of sensuality.

Of the sentimental style of Sterne (his humour is

too subtle and ethereal to be compressed into our
limits) a few specimens are added.

The Story of Le Penv.

[From ' Tristram Shandy.*]

It was some time in the summer of that year in

which Deudermond was taken by the allies, which
was about seven years before my father came into

the country, and about a.s many, after the time, that
my uncle Toby and Trim had jjrivately decamped
from my father's house in town, in order to lay some
of the finest sieges to some of the finest fortified cities

in Europe, when my uncle Toby was one evening
getting his supper, with Trim sitting behind him at

a small sideboard, I say sitting, for in consideration

of the corporars lame knee (which sometimes gave
him exquisite pain), when my uncle Toby dined or
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Bup|icd alone, he would never suffer the curjjural to

Btiind ; and the poor fellow's veneration fur his nio-nter

was such, that, with a proper artillerj*, my uncle Toby
could have taken Denclennond itself with less trouble

than he was able to gain this point over him ; for

many a time, when my uncle Toby supposed the cor-

poral's le^ was at rest, he would look back and detect

him standing;; behind him with the most dutiful

respect. This bred more little squabbles betwixt

them than all other causes for five-and-twcnty years

together ; but this is neither here nor there—why do

I mention it? Ask my pen— it governs me— I govern

not it.

He was one evening sitting thus at his supper,

when the landlord of a little mn in the village came
into the parlour with an empty phial in his hand, to

beg a glass or two of sack. 'Tis for a poor gentleman

— I think of the army, said the landlord, who has

been taken ill at my house four days ago, and has

never held up his head since, or had a aesire to taste

anything, till just now, that he has a fancy for a glass

of sack and a thin toast ; I think, says he, taking his

hand from his forehead, it would comfort me. If I

could neither beg, borrow, nor buy such a thing, added

the landlord, I would almost steal it for the poor

gentleman, he is so ill. I hope in God he will still

mend, continued he ; we are all of us concerned for

him.
Thou art a good-natured soul, I will answer for

thee, cried my uncle Toby ; and thou shalt drink the

poor gentleman's health in a glass of sack thyself;

and take a couple of bottles with my service, and tell

him he is heartily welcome to them, and to a dozen

more if they will do him good.

Though I am persuaded, said my uncle Toby, as

the landlord shut the door, he is a very compas-

sionate fellow. Trim, yet I cannot help entertaining a

high opinion of his guest too ; there must be some-

thing more than common in him that in so short a

time should win so much upon the affections of his

host. And of his whole family, added the corporal

;

for they are all concerned for him. Step after him,

eaid my uncle Toby; do, Trim; and ask if he knows

his name.
1 have quite forgot it, truly, said the landlord,

coming back into the parlour with the corporal ; but

I can ask his son again. Has he a son with him,

then ] said my uncle Toby. A boy, replied the land-

lord, of aljout eleven or twelve years of age ; but the

poor creature has tasted almost as little as his father
;

he does nothing but mourn and lament for him night

and day. He has not stirred from the bedside these

two days.

My uncle Toby laid down his knife and fork, and
thrust his plate from before him, as the landlord gave

him the account; and Trim, without being ordered,

took it away, without saying one word, and in a few
minutes after brought him his pipe and tobacco.

Stay in the room a little, said my uncle Toby.

Trim ! said my uncle Toby, after he lighted his pipe,

and smoked about a dozen whiffs. Trim came in

front of his master, and made his bow. My uncle

Toby smoked on, and said no more. Corporal I said

my uncle Toby. The corporal made his bow. My
uncle Toby proceeded no further, but finished his

pipe.

Trim, said my uncle Toby, I have a project in ray

head, as it is a bad night, of wrapping myself up warm
in my roquelaure, and paying a visit to this poor

gentleman. Your honour's roquelaure, replied the cor-

poral, has not once been had on since the night before

your honour received your wound, when we mounted
guard in the trenches before the gate of St Nichohus.

And besides, it is so cold and rainy a night, that

wliat with the rofjueluure, and what with the wcatlier,

'twill be enough to give your honour your deatli, and

bring on your honour's torment in your groin. I fear

s(i, replied my uncle Toby; but I am not at rest in

my mind, Trim, since the account the landlord has

given me. I wi-«h I had not known so nmch of this

affair, a<Med my uncle Toby, or that I hitd known
more of it. How shall we manage it! Leave it, an't

please your honour, to me, quoth the corporal. I'll

take my hat and stick and go to the house and recon-

noitre, and act accordingly; and I will bring your
honour a full account in an hour. Thnu slialt go.

Trim, said my uncle Toby; and here's a shilling for

thee to drink with his servant. I shall get it all out

of him, said the corporal, shutting the door.

My uncle Toby filled his second pipe ; and had it

not been that he now and then wandered from the

point, with considering whether it was not full as well

to have the curtain of the tennaile a straight line as

a crooked one, he might be said to have thought of

nothing else but poor Le Fevre and his boy the whole

time he smoked it.

It was not till ray uncle Toby had knocked the

ashes out of his third pipe that Corporal Trim re-

turned from the inn, and gave him the following

account. I despaired at first, said the corporal, of

being able to bring back your honour any kind of

intelligence concerning the poor sick lieutenant. Is

he in the army, then? said my uncle Toby. He is,

said the corporal. And in what regiment ? said my
uncle Toby. I'll tell 3'our honour, replied the cor-

poral, everything straightforwards as I learned it.

Then, Trim, I'll fill another pipe, said my uncle

Tobv, and not interrupt thee till thou hast done ; so

sit down at thy ease, Trim, in the window seat, and
begin thy story again. The corporal made his old

bow, which generally spoke as plain as a bow could

speak it—Your honour is good. And having done
that, he sat down, as he was ordered ; and begun the

story to my uncle Toby over again in pretty near the

same words.

I despaired at first, said the corporal, of being able

to bring back any intelligence to your honour about

the lieutenant and his son ; for when I asked where
his servant was, from whom I made rayself sure uf

knowing everything which was proper to be asked

—

That's a right distinction, Trim, said my uncle Toby

—

I was answered, an' please your honour, that he had
no servant with him ; that he had come to the inn

with hired horses, which, upon finding himself unable

to proceed (to join, I suppose, the regiment), he had
dismissed the morning after he came. If I get better,

my dear, said he, as he gave his purse to his son to

pay the man, we can hire horses from hence. But,
alas ! the poor gentleman will never get from hence,

said the landlady to me ; for I heard the deathwatch
all night long: and when he dies, the youth, his son,

will certainly die with him ; for he is broken-hearted

already.

I was hearing this account, continued the corporal,

when the youth came into the kitchen, to order the

thin toast the landlord spoke of. Cut I will do it for

my father myself, said the youth. Pray, let me save

you the trouble, young gentleman, said I, taking up
a fork for the purpose, and offering hira my chair to

sit down upon by the fire whilst I did it. I believe, sir,

said he, very modestly, I can please him best myself.

I am sure, said I, his honour will not like the toast

the worse for being toasted by an old soldier. The
youth took hold of my hand, and instantly burst into

tears. Poor youth ! said my uncle Toby ; he has been

bred up from an infant in the army, and the name of

a soldier. Trim, sounded in his ears like the name of

a friend ; I wish I had him here.

I never, in the longest nnirch, said the corporal, had
so great a rain<l to juy dinner, as I had to cry with

him fnr coin]»any. Wliat coul<1 be the matter with

me, an' please your Imnuur I Nothing in the world,
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Trim, said my untie Tobv, blowing his noae ; but that

thou art a gooJ-nutureJ fellow.

When I jrave hiui the toast, continued the coq)oral,

1 thought it wa-s proper to tell him 1 wa,s Cai)tain

Shan(ly*8 servant, and that your honour, though a

stranger, wa.-* extremely concerned for his* father ; and

that, if there was anything in your house or cellar

—

And thou niight'st have added my purse too, said my
uncle Toby—he wiis heartily welcome to it. lie

made a very low bow, which was meant to your

honour ; but no answer, for his heart was full ; so he

went up stairs with the toast. I warrant you, my
dear, said I, as I opened the kitchen door, your father

will be well again. Mr Yorick's curate was smoking

a pipe by the kitchen fire, but said not a word, good

or bad, to comfort the youth. I thought it WTong,

added the corporal. 1 think so too, said my uncle

Toby.
When the lieutenant had taken his glass of sack

and toast, he felt himself a little revived, and sent

down into the kitchen to let me know that in about

ten minutes he should be glad if I would step up
stairs. I believe, said the landlord, he is going to say

his prayers, for there was a book laid upon the chair

by his bedside, and as I shut the door, I saw his son

take up a cushion.

I thought, said the curate, that you gentlemen

of the army, Mr Trim, never said your prayers at

all. 1 heard the poor gentleman say his prayers last

night, said the landlady, very devoutly, and with

my own ears, or I could not have believed it. Are
you sure of it ? replied the curate. A soldier, an*

please your reverence, said I, prays as often of his

omi accord as a parson ; and when he is fighting for

his king, and for his own life, and for his honour too,

he ha-s the most reason to pray to God of any one in

the whole world. *Twas well said of thee, Trim, said

ray uncle Toby. But when a soldier, said I, an'

please your reverence, has been standing for twelve

hours together in the trenches up to his knees in cold

water, or engaged, said I, for months together in long

and dangerous marches ; harassed, perhaps, in his rear

to-day ; harassing others to-morrow ; detached here
;

countermanded there ; resting this night out upon his

arms ; beat up in his shirt the next ; benumbed in his

joints
;
perhaps without straw in his tent to kneel on

;

must say his prayers koio and ichai he can. I believe,

said I—for I was piqued, quoth the corporal, for the

reputation of the army— I believe, an' please your
reverence, said I, that when a soldier gets time to

pray, he prays as heartily as a parson, though not

with all his fuss and h^'pocrisy. Thou shouldst not

have s.iid that, Trim, said my uncle Toby ; for God
only knows who is a hypocrite and who is not. At
the great and general review of us all, corporal, at the

day of judgment, and not till then, it will be seen

who has done their duties in this world and who has

not ; and we shall be advanced, Trim, accordingly.

1 hope we shall, said Trim. It is in the Scripture,

said my uncle Toby ; and I will show it thee to-raor-

row. In the meantime, we may depend upon it,

Trim, for our comfort, said ray uncle Toby, that God
Almighty is so good and just a governor of the world,

that if we have but done our duties in it, it will never

be inquired into whether we have done them in a red

toat or a black one. I hope not, said the corporal.

But go on, Trim, said my uncle Toby, with thy story.

When I went up, continued the corporal, into the

lieutenant's room, which I did not do till the expira-

tion of the ten minutes, he was lying in his bed with

his head raised upon his hand, with his elbow upon the

pillow, and a clean white cambric handkerchief beside

it. The youth was just stooping down to take up the

cushion, upon which I supposed he had been kneeling;

the book was laid upon the bed ; and as he rose, in

taking up the cushion with one hand, he reached out

his other to take it away at the same time. Let it

remain there, my dear, said the lieutenant.

He did not offer to speak to me till I had walked
up close to bin bedside. If you are Captain Shandy's
servant, said he, you must present my thanks to your
master, with my little boy's thanks along with thorn,

for his courtesy to me. If he was of Levens's, said the

lieutenant. I told him your honour was. Then, said

he, I served three campaigns with him in Flanders,

and remember him ; but 'tis most likely, as I had not
the honour of any acquaintance with him, that he
knows nothing of me. You will tell him, however,

that the person his good-nature has laid under obli-

gations to him is one Le Fevre, a lieutenant in

Angus's. But he knows me not, said he, a second
time, musing. Possibly he may my story, added he.

Pray, tell the captain, I was the ensign at Breda
whose wife was most unfortunately killed with a
musket shot as she lay in my arms in my tent. I

remember the story, an't please your honour, said I,

very well. Do you so I said he, wiping his eyes with

his handkerchief, then well may 1. In saying this,

he drew a little ring out of his bosom, which seemed
tied with a black ribband about his neck, and kissed

it twice. Here, Billy, said he. The boy flew across

the room to the bedside, and falling down upon his

knee, took the ring in his hand, and kissed it too
;

then kissed his father, and sat down upon the bed and
wept.

1 wish, said ray uncle Toby, with a deep sigh—

I

wish, Trim, I was asleep. Your honour, replied the

corporal, is too much concerned. Shall I pour your
honour out a glass of sack to your pipe? Do, Trim,
said my uncle Toby.

I remember, said my uncle Toby, sighing again, the

story of the ensign and his wife, with a circumstance

his modesty omitted ; and particularly well that he,

as well as she, upon some account or other, I forget

what, was universally pitied by the whole regiment;

but finish the story thou art upon. 'Tis finished

already, said the corporal, for I could stay no longer;

so wished his honour a good night. Young Le Fevre

rose from off the bed, and saw me to the bottom of

the stairs ; and as we went down together, told me
they had come from Ireland, and were on their route

to join the regiment in Flanders. But, alas! said the

corporal, the lieutenant's last day's march is over.

Then what is to become of his poor boy ! cried ray

uncle Toby.
It was to my uncle Toby's eternal honour—though

I tell it only for the sake of those, who, when cooped
in betwixt a natural and a positive law, know not for

their souls which way in the world to turn themselves

—that, notwithstanding my uncle Toby was warmly
engaged at that time in cairj'ing on the siege of Den-
dennond, parallel with the allies, who pressed theirs

on so vigorously that they scarce allowed him time to

get his dinner—that nevertheless he gave up Dender-
mond, though he had already made a lodgment upon
the counterscarp—and bent his whole thoughts to-

wards the private distresses at the inn ; and except

that he ordered the garden gate to be bolted up, by
which he might be said to have turned the siege of

Dendermond into a blockade, he left Dendermond to

itself, to be relieved or not by the French king as the
French king thought good, and only considered how
he himself should relieve the poor lieutenant and his

son. That kind Being, who is a friend to the frici:d-

less, shall recompense thee for this.

Thou hast left this matter short, said my uncle
Toby to the corporal, as he was putting him to bed ;

and I will tell thee in what, Trim. In the first place,

when thou madst an offer of ray services to Le Fevre

—as sickness and travelling are both expensive, and
thou knowest he was but a poor lieutenant, with a
son to subsist as well as himself out of his pay—that
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thou dlJst not niiikc an offer to him of my purse
;

because, hiul he stood in need, thou knowest, Trim,
he had been as welcome Ui it as myself. Your honour
knows, said the corporal, I had no orderM. True,

quoth my uncle Tohy, thou didst very right, Trim, as

a soldier, but certainly very wrong as a man.
In the second place, for which indeed thou hast the

same excuse, continued my uncle Toby, when thou
offereilst him whatever was in my house, thou shouldst

have offered him my house too. A sick brother officer

ghoulil have the best quarters. Trim ; and if we had
him with us, we could tend and look to him. Thou
art an excellent nurse thyself. Trim ; and what with

thy care of him, and the old woman's, and his boy's,

and mine together, we might recruit him again at once,

and set him upon his legs. In a fortnight or three

weeks, added my uncle Toby, smiling, he might march.

He will never march, an' please your honour, in this

world, said the corporal. He will march, paid my
uncle Toby, rising up from the side of the bed with

one shoe off. An* please your honour, said the cor-

poral, he will never march but to his grave. He shall

march, cried my uncle Toby, marching the foot which

had a shoe on, though without advancing an inch

—

he shall march to his regiment. He cannot stand it,

said the corporal. He shall be supported, said my
uncle Toby. He'll drop at last, said the corporal

;

and what will become of his boy ? He shall not drop,

said niv uncle Toby, firmly. A-weU-o*-day, do what
we can for htm, said Trim, maintaining his point, the

poor soul will die. He shall not die, by G—, cried

my uncle Toby. The Accusing Spirit, which flew up
to heaven's chancery with the oath, blushed as he

gave it in ; and the Recording Angel, as he wrote it

down, dropped a tear upon the word, and blotted it

out for ever.

Jly uncle Toby went to his bureau
;
put his purse

into his breeches pocket; and having ordered the cor-

poral to go early in the morning for a physician, he

went to bed, and fell asleep.

The sun looked bright the morning after to every

eye in the village but Le Fevre's and his afflicted

son's. The hand of death pressed heavy upon his

eyelids, and hardly could the wheel at the cistern

turn round its circle, when my uncle Toby, who had
rose up an hour before his wonted time, entered the

lieutenant's room, and without preface or apology

sat himself down upon the chair by the bedside ; and
independently of all modes and customs, opened the

curtain in the manner an old friend and brother officer

would have done it, and asked him how he did—how
he had rested in the night—what was his complaint

—where was his pain—and what he could do to help

him. And without giving him time to answer any
one of the inquiries, went on and told him of the

little plan which he had been concerting with the cor-

poral the night before for him. You shall go home
directly, Le Fevre, said ray uncle Toby, to my house,

and we'll send fur a doctor to see what's the matter ;

and we'll have an apothecary, and the corporal shall

be your nurse, and I'll be your servant, Le Fevre.

There was a frankness in my uncle Toby—not the

effect of familiarity, but the cause of it—which let

you at once into his soul, and showed you the good-

ness of his nature; to this there was something in his

looks, and voice, and manner superadded, which eter-

nally beckoned to the unfortunate to come and take

shelter under him ; so that before my uncle Toby had
half finished the kind offers he was making to the

father, had the son insensibly pressed up close to his

knees, and had taken hold of the breast of his coat,

and was pulling it towards him. The blood and
spirits of Le Fevre, which were waxing cold and slow

within him, and were retreating to thi-ir last citadel,

the heart, rallied back; the film forsook his evc> for a

moment; he looked up wishfully in my uncle Toby's

face, then cast a look upon his boy ; and that liga-

ment, fine as it was, wa-s never broken. Nature in-

stantly ebbed agaiii ; the film returned to its place;
the pulse fluttered—stopped—went on—throbbed

—

stopped again—moved—stopped. Shall I gaont No.

[The StarUnrj—Captivity.]

[From the ' Sentimental Journey.*]

And as for the Bastile, the terror is in the word.
Make the most of it you can, saitl I to myself, the

Itastile is but another word fur a tower, and a tower is

but another word for a house you can't get out of.

Mercy on the gouty ! for they are in it twice a-year

;

but with nine livrcs a day, and pen, and ink, and
paper, and patience, albeit a man can't get out, he
may do very well within, at least for a month or six

weeks ; at the end of which, if he is a harmless fellow,

his iimocence appears, and he comes out a better and
wiser man than he went in.

I had some occasion (I forget what) to step into the

court-yard as 1 settled this account ; and remember I

walked down stairs in no small triumph with the con-
ceit of my reasoning. Heshrew the sombre pencil

!

said I vauntingly, for I envy not its powers which
paints the evils of life with so hard and deadly a
colouring. The mind sits terrified at the objects she
has magnified herself and blackened : reduce them to

their proper size and hue, she overlooks them. *Ti8

true, said I, correcting the proposition, the Bastile is

not an evil to be despised ; but strip it of its towers,

fill up the fosse, unbarricade the doors, call it simply
a confinement, and suppose 'tis some tyrant of a dis-

temper and not of a man which hohls you in it, the
evil vanishes, and you bear tlie other half without com-
plaint. I was interrupted in the heyday of this soli-

loquy with a voice which I took to bo of a child, which
complained * it could not get out.* I looked up and
down the passage, and seeing neither man, woman, nor
child, I went out without further attention. In my
return back through the passage, I heard the same
words repeated twice over ; and looking up, I saw it

was a starling hung in a little cage ;
' I can't get out,

I can't get out,' said tlie starling. I stood looking at

the bird ; and to every person who came through the
passage, it ran fluttering to the side towards which
they approached it, with the same lamentation of its

captivity—* I can't get out,' said the starling. God
help thee! said I, but I'll let thee out, cost what it

will ; so I turned about the cage to get the door. It

was twisted and double twisted so fast with wire

there was no getting it open without pulling the cage
to pieces. I took both hands to it. Tlie bird Hew to

the place where I was attempting his deliverance, and
thrusting his head through the trellis, pressed his

breast against it as if impatient ; I fear, poor crea-

ture, said I, I cannot set thee at liberty. * No,' said

the starling, * I can't get out ; I can't get out,* said

the starling. I vow I never had my aflcctions more
tenderly awakened ; or do I remember an incident in

my life where the dissipated spirits, to which ray

reason had been a bubble, were so suddenly callea

home. Mechanical as the notes were, yet so true in

tune to nature were they chanted, that in one moment
they overthrew all my systematic reasonings upon the

Bastile; and 1 heavily walked up stairs, unsaying
every word I had said in going down them.

Disguise thyself as thou wilt, still Slavery, said

I, still thou art a bitter draught; and though thou-

sands in all ages have been made to drink of thee,

thou art no less bitter on tliat account. *Tis thou,
thrice sweet and gracious goddess, addressing myself
to Liberty, whom all in public or in private worship,

wliose taste is gi-ateful, and ever will be so, till nature
herself sliall change; no tint of ^^^lrds can sjiot th^
snowy mantle, or chemic power turn thy sceptre into
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iron; with thoe to smile upon liiin as he eats liis

crust, tiie swain is happier thun his monarch, fn»ni

whose court thou artcxileil. (irucious Heaven! cried

I, kneeling dinvn upon the lust step but one in my
ascent, piuit me but health, thou great be.stower of it,

and give me but this fair goddess as my companion,

and shower down thy mitres, if it seem good unto thy

divine providence, upon those heads which are aching

for lliem.

The bird in his cage pursued me into my room. I

sat down close to my table, and leaning my head upon

my hand, 1 began to figure to myself the miseries of

continenient. 1 was in a right frame for it, and so 1

gave full scope to my imagination. 1 was going to

begin with the millions of my fellow-creatures born to

no inheritance but slavery ; but finding, however af-

flicting the picture was. that I could not bring it near

me, and that the multitude of sad groups in it did but

distract me, 1 took a single captive, and having first

shut l»im up in his dungeon, 1 then looked through

the twilight of his grated door to take his picture. I

beheld his b<ulv half-wasted away with long expecta-

tion and confinement, and felt what kind of sickness

of the heart it was which arises from hope deferred,

rpon looking nearer, I saw him pale and feverish ; in

thirtv years the western breeze had not once fanned

his blood ; he had seen no sun, no moon, in all that

time, nor had the voice of friend or kinsman breathed

through his lattice; his children—but here my heart

began to bleed, and I was forced to go on with another

part of the portrait. He was sitting upon the ground

upon a little straw, in the furthest comer of his

dungeon, which was alternately his chair and bed :

a little calendar of small sticks lay at the head,

notched all over with the dismal days and nights he

had passed there ; he had one of these little sticks in

his hand, and with a rusty nail he was etching another

day of misery to add to the heap. As I darkened the

little light he had, he lifted up a hopeless eye towards

the door, then cast it down, shook his head, and went

on with his work of affliction. I heard his chains

upon his legs, as he turned his body to lay his little

stick upon the bundle. He gave a deep sigh : I saw

the iron enter into his soul. I burst into tears; I

could not sustain the picture of confinement which

my fancy had drawn.

[A French Peasant^s Supper.']

A shoe coming loose from the fore-foot of the thill-

horse, at the beginning of the ascent of Mount Taurira,

the postilion dismounted, twisted the shoe oflT, and put

it in his pocket. As the ascent was of five or six miles,

and that horse our main dependence, I made a point

of having the shoe fastened on again as well as we
could ; but the postilion had thrown away the nails,

and the hammer in the chaise-box being of no great

use without them, I submitted to go on. He had not

mounted half a mile higher, when, coming to a flinty

piece of road, the poor devil lost a second shoe, and
from off his other fore-foot. I then got out of the

chaise in good earliest ; and seeing a house about a

quarter of a mile to the left hand, with a great deal

to do I prevailed upon the postilion to turn up to it.

The look of the house, and of everything about it, as

we drew nearer, soon reconciled me to the disaster. It

was a little farm-house, surrounded with about twenty

acres of vineyard, about as much com ; and close to

the house on one side was a potagerie of an acre and
a-half, full of ever}-thing which could make plenty in

a French peasant's hou>e ; and on the other side was a

little wood, which furnished wherewithal to dress it.

It was about eight in the evening when I got to the

house ; so I left the jiostilion to manage his point as

he could, and for mine, I walked directly into the

house.

The family consi.>ted of an old grayheaded man and
his wife, with five or six suns and sons-in-law and
their several wives, ami a joyous genealogy out of

them. They were all silting down together to their

lentil-soup ; a large wheatcii loaf was in the middle
of the table ; and a flagon of wine at each end of it

promised Joy through the stages of the repast ; 'twas

a feast of love. The old man rose up to meet me, and
with a respectful cordiality would have me sit down
at the table ; my heart was set down the moment 1

entered the room, so I sat down at once like a son of

the family ; and to invest myself in the character as

speedily as 1 could, I instantly borrowed the old man's
knife, and taking up the loaf, cut myself a hearty
luncheon ; and as I did it, I saw a testimony in every

eye, not only of an honest welcome, but of a welcome
mixed with thanks that I had not seemed to doubt it.

Was it this, or tell me Nature what else it was, that

made this morsel so sweet ; and to what magic I owe
it, that the draught I took of their flagon was so de-

licious with it, that they remain upon my palate to

this hour? If the supper was to my taste, the grace

which followed it was much more so.

M'hen supper was over, the old man gave a knoct
upon the table with the haft of his knife, to bid them
prepare for the dance. The moment the signal was
given, the women and girls ran all together into a

back apartment to tie up their hair, and the young
men to the door to wash their faces and change their

sabots ; and in three minutes every soul was ready,

upon a little esplanade before the house, to begin.

The old man and his wife came out last, and placing

me betwixt them, sat down upon a sofa of turf by the

door. The old man had some fifty years ago been no
mean performer upon the vielle ; and at the age he
was then of, touched it well enough for the purpose.

His wife sung now and then a little to the tune, then

intermitted, and joined her old man again as their

children and grandchildren danced before them.

It was not till the middle of the second dance,

when, for some pauses in the movement, wherein they

all seemed to look up, I fancied I could distinguish

an elevation of spirit different from that which is the

cause or the etf'ect of simple jollity. In a word, I

thought I beheld Religion mixing in the dance ; but

as I had never seen her so engaged, I should have
looked upon it now as one of the illusions of an ima-

gination which is eternally misleading me, had not

the old man, as soon as the dance ended, said that

this was their constant way; and that all his life

long he had made it a rule, after supper was over,

to call out his f;iniily to dance and rejoice ; believing,

he said, that a chctrtul and contented mind was the

best sort of thanks to Heaven that an illiterate pea-

sant could pay. Or a learned prelate either, said I.

DR SAMCEL JOHNSON.

In 1759 Dr Johnson published his moral tale of

liassckis, which he wrute in the nights of one week
to defray the expenses of his mother's funeral. The
scene is laid in tlie eiist, but the author makes no
attempt to portray the minutife of eastern manners.
It is in fact a series of essays on various subjects of
morality and religion—on the efficacy of pilgrim-

ages, the state of departed souls, the ])nil)ability of

the re-appearance of the dead, the dangers of soli-

tude, &c.. on all which the philosojditr and prince of
Abyssinia talk exactly as Johnson talked for more
than twenty years in his house at Bolt LVmrt, or in the
club. Young said 'Kasselas' was a 'mass of sense,'

and its moral precepts are certainly conveyed in

striking and happy language. The mad astrono-
mer, who iniagine<I that he possessed the regulation
of the weather and the distribution of the seasons, is

an original character iu ruiiiauee, and the happy
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Talley, in which ' I\:issflas' rtsiiies, is sketdicil with
poetical feeling. The liahitual nielanclioly of Joliii-

6on ia apparent in tliis work—as when lie nohly
apostropliises tlie river Nile—' Answer, ^Tcat Fa-
ther of waters ! thou that rollest thy floo<i3 through
eighty nations, to tlie invocations of tlie daughter of
thy native king. Tell me if thou waterest, through
all thy course, a single habitation from which thou
dost not hear the murmurs of complaint.' When
Johnson afterwards penned his depreciatory criti-

cism of Gray, and upbraided him for apostrophising
the Thames, adding coarsely, 'Father Tliames has
no better me.ans of knowing than himself,' he forgot
that he had written ' Rasselas.'

CHARLES JOHNSTO.VE.

In 1760 The Adventures of a Gitinca, by Charles
Johnstone, amused the town by its sketclies of
contemporary satire. A second edition was pub-
lished tlie same year, and a third in 1761, when the
author considerably augmented the work. John-
stone published other novels, whicli are now utterly
forgotten. He went to India in 1782, and was a pro-
prietor of one of the Bcng-al newspapers. He died
in 1800. As Dr Johnson (to whom the manuscript
was sliown by the Iwokseller) advised tlie publica-
tion of ' The Adventures of a Guinea,' and as it ex-
perienced considerable success, the novel may be
presumed to have possessed superior merit. It exhi-
bits a variety of incidents, related in the style of Le
Sage and Smollett, but the satirical portraits are over-
charged, and the autlior, like Juvenal, was too fond of
lashing and exaggerating the vices of his age. One
of the critics of the novel says, ' it leads us along all

the gloomy, and foul, and noisome passages of life,

and we escape from it with the feeling of relief witli

which we would emerge from a vault in wliich tlie

air was loaded with noxious vapours.' To sucli

satirists who only paint

The baser sides of literature and life,

may be contrasted the healthy tone of feeling evinced
by Fielding and Smollett, and tlie playful sarcastic
wit of Sterne.

HORACE WALPOLE.

In 1764 Horace Walpole revived the Gothic
romance in his interesting little story. The Caxlle of
Otranto, which he at first published anonymously, .as

a work found in the library of an ancient Catholic

family in the north of England, and printed at Naples
in the black letter in 1529. 'Iwished it to be believed
ancient,' he said, 'and almost everybody was im-
posed upon.' The tale was so weU received liv tlie
public, that a second edition was soon called for, to
which tlie autlior prefixed his name. Tlioiigh de-
Bigned to blend the two kinds of romance—the an-
cient, in which all was imagination and improhalii-
lity. and the modern, in whicli nature is copied, tlie
peculiar taste of Walpole, who loved to -gaze on
Gothic toys through Gothic glass,' and the nature of
his subject, led him to give the preponderance to the
antique. The ancient romances liave nothing more
incredible than a sword which letiuireil a hundred
men to lift it; a helmet, that by its own weight
forces a pass.age tliruiidi a coiirt-vard into an
arched vault, big enough for a man to "go tlirougli; a

picture that walks out of its frame, or a skeleton's
ghost in a hermit's cowl. Where Walpole has im-
proved on the incredible and mysterious, is in his
dialogues and style, which are pure and dramatic in
effi-ct, and in the more dehcate and picturesque tone
which he has given to chivalrous manners. Wal-
pole was the third son of the Whig minister. Sir
Robert Walpole; was born in 1717, became fourth
Earl of Orford 1791, and died in 1797; having not
only outlived most of his illustrious contemporaries,
but recorded their weaknesses and failings, their
private history and peculiarities, in hia unrivalled
correspondence.

Strawberry ITill, near Twickenham ; the residence

of Horace Walpole.

In the spring of 1766 came out a tale of about
equal dimensions with M'alpole's Gothic storj-, but
as different in its nature as an English cottage or
villa, with its honey-suckle hedge, wall-roses, neat
garden, and general air of beauty and comfort, is
from a gloomy feudal to«er, with its dark walls,
moat, and drawbridge. We allude to Goldsmith's
Vicar of Wakefield. Though written two years
before, and sold for sixty guineas, the bookseller had
kept it back, doubtful of success, till the publication
of The Traveller h.ad given Goldsmith a name. Its
reception by the public must have been an agreeable
surprise. The first edition was published on the
27th of March, a second was called for in Jlay, and
a third in August of the same year. What reader
could be insensible to the charms of a work so full

(f kiniUiness, benevolence, taste, and genius? By
that species of menttil chemistry which lie under-
stood as well as Sterne, Goldsmith extracted the
essence of ch.anacter, separating from it what was
trite and worthless, .and presenting in incredibly
small space a finished representation, bland, humo-
rous, simple, absurd, or elevated, as the storv might
require. The passions were equally at his bidding
witliin that confined sphere to which he limited
their range; and a life of ob.scrvation and reading
(though foolish in action) supplied him with a preg-
nancy of thought and illustration, the full viJue of
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wliii'li is scnrcely appreei.iteil on account of tlie ex-

treme siinplieity of tlio laTi;;u;if;e. Amon^ tlie iii-

eUleiital remarks in tlie volume, for example, are

fimie oil tlie state of the criminal law of Englanil,

which show how completely GoUsuiith bad antici-

Oliver Goldsmith.

pated and directed (in better language tban any
senator lias since employed on tlie subject) all that

parliament lias effected in the reformation of our

criminal code. These short, philosophical, and critical

dissertations, always arise naturally out of the pro-

gress of the tide. The character of the vicar gives

the chief interest to the family group, tliough the

peculiarities of Mrs Primrose, as her boasted skill in

housewifery, her motherly vanity and desire to ap-

pear genteel, are finely brought out, and reproduced
in her daugliters. The vicar's support of the

AVhistonian theory as to marriage, that it was un-
lawful for a priest of the church of England, after

the death of his first wife, to take a second, to

illustrate which he had his wife's epitaph written

and placed over the chimney-piece, is a touch of

humour and individuality that has never been
excelled. Another weakness of the worthy vicar

was the literary vanity which, notwithstanding his

real learning, led him to be imposed upon by Jen-
kinson in the affair of the cosmogony ; but these

drawbacks only serve to endear liini more closely

to his readers ; and when distress falls upon the

virtuous household, the noble fortitude and resigna-

tion of the principal sufferer, and the efficacy of his

example, form one of the most affecting and even
sublime moral pictures. The numberless little traits

of char.actcr, pathetic and lively incidents, and
sketches of manners—as the family of the Flam-
boroughs, the quiet pedantry and simplicity of

Moses, with his bargain of the shagreen spectacles

;

the family picture, in which Mrs Primrose was
painted as Venus, and the vicar, in gown and band,

presenting to her his books on the Whistonian con-

troversy, and which picture, when completed, was
too large for the house, and like Robinson Crusoe's

longboat, could not be removed—all mark the per-

fect art as well as nature of this domestic novel.

That Goldsmith derived many of his incidents from
actual occurrences which he had witnessed, is gene-

rally admitted. The story of George Primrose, parti-

cularly his going to Amsterdam to teach the Dutch-

men English, without recollecting that he should first

know something of Dutch himself, seems an ex.act

transcript of the author's early adventures and
blundering simplicity. Though Goldsmith carefully

corrected the language of his miniature romance in

the different editions, he did not meddle with the in-

cidents, so that some improbabilities remain. These,
however, have no effect on the reader, in diminish-
ing for a moment the interest of the work, which
must always be considered one of the most chaste
and beautiful offerings which the genius of fiction

ever presented at the shrine of virtue.

In the same year with the ' Vicar of 'Wakefield,'

a domestic novel, in five volumes, The Fool of Quulih/,

was published by a countryman of Goldsmith,
Henry Brooke (1706-1783), who was the author of
several dramatic pieces, and of a poem on Universal

Beauty, which anticipated the style of Darwin's
' Botanic Garden.' The poetry and prose of Brooke
have both fallen into obscurity, but his novel was
popular in its day, and contains sever,al pleasing and
instructive sketches, chiefly designed for the young,

HENRY MACKENZIE.

The most successful imitator of Sterne in senti-

ment, pathos, and style ; his superior in taste and
delicacy, but greatly inferior to him in originality,

force, and humour, was Henry Mackenzie, long

the ornament of the literary circles of Edinburgh.

If Mackenzie was inferior to his prototype in the

essentials of genius, he enjoyed an exemption from
its follies and sufferings, and passed a tranquil and
prosperous life, which was prolonged to far beyond
the I'salmist's cycle of threescore and ten. Mr
Mackenzie was born in Edinburgh in August 1745,

and was the son of Dr Joshua Mackenzie, a respect-

able physician. He was educated at the Iligh-schooi

and university of Edinburgh, and afterwards studied

the law in his native city. The legal department
selected by Mackenzie was the business of the Ex-
chequer court, and to improve him in this he went
to London in 1765, and studied the English Ex-
chequer practice. Returning to Edinburgh, he
niLxed in its Hterary circles, which then numbered
the great names of Hume, Robertson, Adam Smith,

Blair, &c. In 1771 appeared his novel. The Man
of Feeling, which was afterwards followed by The
Man of the World, and Julia de Roubigne. He was,

as we have previously stated, the principal contri-

butor to the ' Mirror' and ' Lounger,' and he wrote
some dramatic pieces, which were brought out at

Edinburgh with but indifferent success. The style

and diction of Mackenzie are always choice, elegant,

and expressive, but he wanted power. It may seem
strange that a novelist so eminently sentimental

and refined should have ventured to write on poli-

tical subjects, but Mackenzie supported the govern-

ment of Mr I'itt with some pamphlets written

with great acuteness and discrimination. In real

life the novelist was shrewd and practical : he had
early exhausted his vein of romance, and was an
active man of business. In 1804 the government
appointed him to the office of comptroller of taxes
for Scotland, which entailed upon him considerable

labour and drudgery, but was highly lucrative. In
this situation, with a numerous family (Mr Mac-
kenzie had married Miss Penuel Grant, daughter of
Sir Ludovic Grant, of Grant), enjoying the society

of his friends and his favourite sports of the field,

writing occasionally on subjects of taste and litera-

ture—for he said, ' the old stump would still occa-
sionally send forth a few green shoots'— the Man
of Feeling lived to the advanced age of eighty-six,

and died on the 14th of January 1831,
17T
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The first novel of Mackenzie is the best of his

works, ui.less we except some of his short contribu-

tions to the ' Mirror' and 'Lounger' (as the tale of La
Roche), which fully supported his fame. Tlierc is

no regular story in ' Tlie Man of Feeling,' but the

character of Harley, his purity of mind, and his

bashfulness, caused by excessive delicacy, interest

the reader from the commencement of the tale. His

adventures in London, the talk of club and park
frequenters, his visit to bedlam, and his relief of the

old soldier, Atkins, and his daughter, though partly

formed on the affected sentimental style of the

inferior romances, evince a facility in moral and
pathetic painting that was then only surpassed by
Richardson. His humour is chaste and natural.

Harley fails, as might be expected from his diffident

and retiring character, in securing the patronage of

the great in London, and he returns to the coun-

try, meeting with some adventures by the way
that illustrate his fine sensibility and benevolence.

Though bashful, Harley is not eifeminate, and there

are bursts of manly feeling and generous sentiment

throughout the work, which at once elevate the

character of the hero, and relieve the prevailing

tone of pathos in the novel. ' The Man of the

World' hiis less of the discursive manner of Sterne,

but the character of Sir Thomas Sindall—the Love-

lace of the novel—seems forced and unnatural. His

plots against the family of Anncsly, and his at-

tempted seduction of Lucy (after an interval of

some eighteen or twenty years), show a deliberate

vUlany and disregard of public opinion, which, con-

sidering his rank and position in the world, appears

improbable. His death-bed sensibility and penitence

are undoubtedly out of keeping with the rest of his

character. Tlie adventures of young Annesly among
the Indians are interesting and romantic, and are

described with much spirit : his narrative, indeed,

is one of the freest and boldest of Mackenzie's

sketches. ' Julia de Roubigne' is still more melan-

choly than ' The Man of tlie World.' It has no
gorgeous descriptions or imaginative splendour to

relieve the misery and desolation which overtake a

group of innocent beings, whom for tlieir virtues the

reader would wish to see happy. It is a domestic

tragedy of the deepest kind, without much discri-

mination of character or skill in the plot, and
oppressive from its scenes of unmerited and unmi-
tigated distress. We wake from the perusal of the

tale as from a painful dream, conscious that it has

no reality, and thankful that its morbid excitement

is over. It is worthy of remark that in this novel

Mackenzie was one of the first to denounce the

system of slave-labour in the West Indies.
' I have often been tempted to doubt,' says one of

the characters in Julia de Roubigne, ' whether
there is not an error in the whole plan of negro
servitude ; and whether whites or Creoles born in

the West Indies, or perhaps cattle, after the man-
ner of European husliandiy, woiUd not do the busi-

ness better and clieaper than the slaves do. The
money which the latter cost at first, the sickness

(often owing to despondency of mind) to which thev
are liable after their arrival, and tlie proportion that

die in consequence of it, make the machine, if it

may be so called, of a plantation, extremely expen-
sive in its operations. In the list of slaves belong-

ing to a wealthy planter, it would astonish you to

see the number unfit for service, pining under
disease, a burden on tlieir master. I am only talking

as a merchant j but as a man—good heavens ! when
I think of the many tliousands of my fellow-crea-

tures groaning under servitude and misery I—great

God! hast thou jieopled those regions of "thy world

for the purpose of casting out their inhabitants to

chains and torture? No; thou gavest them a land

teeming with good things, and lightedst up thy sun
to bring forth spontaneous plenty ; but the refine-

ments of man, ever at war with thy works, have
changed this scene of profusion and luxuriance into

a theatre of rapine, of slavery, and of murder !

Forgive the warmth of this apostrophe ! Here it

would not be understood ; even my uncle, whose
heart is far from a hard one, would smile at my
romance, and tell me that things must be so. Habit,

the tyrant of nature and of reason, is deaf to the

voice of either ; here she stifles humanity and de-

bases the species—for the master of slaves has sel-

dom the soul of a man.'

We add a specimen of the humorous and the

pathetic manner of Mackenzie from ' The Man of

Feeling.'

[Harhy Sets Out on his Journey—Tlie Beggar and
his Dog.]

He had taken leave of his aunt on the eve of his

intended departure ; but the good lady's affection

for her nephew interrupted her sleep, and early as it

was, next morning when Harley came down stairs to

set out, he found her in the parlour with a tear on
her cheek, and her caudle-cup in her hand. She
knew enough of physic to prescribe against going
abroad of a morning with an empty stomach. She
gave her blessing with the draught ; her instructions

she had delivered the night before. They consisted

mostly of negatives ; for London, in her idea, was so

replete with temptations, that it needed the whole
armour of her friendly cautions to repel their attacks.

Peter stood at the door. We have mentioned this

faithful fellow formerly. Harley's father had taken
him up an orphan, and saved hira from being cast

on the parish ; and he had ever since remained in

the service of him and of his son. Harley shook hira

by the hand as he passed, smiling, as if he had said,
' I will not weep.' He sprung hastily into the chaise

that waited for him ; Peter folded up the step. * My
dear master,' said he, shaking the solitary lock that

hung on either side of his head, * I have been told as

how London is a sad place.' He was choked with
the thought, and his benediction could not be beard.

But it shall be heard, honest Peter ! where these tears

will add to its energy.

In a few hours Harley reached the inn where he
proposed breakfasting ; but the fulness of his heart

would not suffer him to eat a morsel. He walked
out on the road, and gaining a little height, stood

gazing on the quarter he had left. He looked for his

wonted prospect, his fields, his woods, and his hills

;

they were lost in the distant clouds ! He pencilled

them on the clouds, and bade them farewell with a
.sigh!

He sat down on a large stone to take out a little

pebble from his shoe, when he saw, at some distance,

a beggar approaching hira. He had on a loose sort of

coat, mended with different-coloured rags, amongst
which the blue and the russet were the predominant.

He had a short knotty stick in his hand, and on the

top of it was stuck a ram's horn ; his knees (though

he was no pilgrim) had worn the stuff of his breeches;

he wore no shoes, and his stockings had entirely lost

that part of them which should have covered his feet

and ankles. In his face, however, was the plump
appearance of good humour : he walked a good round

pace, and a crooked-legged dog trotted at his heels.

* Our delicacies,* said Harley to himself, ' are fan-

tastic : they are not in nature! that beggar walks

over the sharpest of these stones barefooted, while

I have lost the most delightful dream in the world

from the smallest of them happening to get into

my shoe.* The beggar had by this time come up,
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and, puUinf^ off a piece of hat, asked charity of

JIarlev; the Jog began to beg too. It was impos-

sible to resist both ; and, in truth, the want of shoes

and stockings had made both unnecessary, for Har-
ley had destined sixpence for him before. The
beggar, on receiving it, poured forth blessings with-

out number; and, with a sort of smile on his coun-

tenance, said to Hurley, * that if he wanted his for-

tune told * Harley turned his eye briskly on the

bc^lgar: it was an unpromising look for the subject

of a prediction, and silenced the prophet imme-
diately. * 1 would much rather learn,* said Harley,

'what it is in your power to tell me : your trade must
bo an entertaining one : sit down on this stone, and
let me know something of your profession ; 1 have
often thought of turning fortune-teller for a week or

two myselC*
* Master,* replied the beggar, * I like your frankness

much; God knows I had the humour of plain dealing

in me from a child ; but there is no doing with it in

this world ; we must live as we can, and lying is, as

you call it, my profession : but I waa in some sort

forced to the trade, for I dealt once iu telling truth.

I was a labourer, sir, and gained as much as to

make nie live : I never laid by indeed ; for I was
reckoned a piece of a wag, and your wags, I take it,

are seldom rich, Mr Harley.* * So,* said Harley, * you
seem to know me.' * Ay, there are few folks in the

country that I don't know something of; how should

I tell fortunes else?' 'True; but to go on with your
story : you were a labourer, you say, and a wag

;
your

industry, 1 suppose, you left with your old trade ; but

your humour you preserve to be of use to you in your
new.'

* What signifies sadness, sir? a man grows lean

on't : but I wa,s brought to my idleness by degrees

;

first I could not work, and it went against my stomach
to work ever after. I was seized with a jail fever at

the time of the assizes being in the county where I

lived ; for I was always curious to get acquainted with

the felons, because they are commonly fellows of much
mirth and little thought, qualities I had ever an
esteem for. In the height of this fever, Mr Harley,

the house where I lay took fire, and burnt to the

ground ; I was carried out in that condition, and lay

all the rest of my illness in a barn. I got the better

of my disea'ie, however, but I was so weak that I spit

blood whenever I attempted to work. I had no rela-

tion living that I knew of, and I never kept a friend

above a week when I was able to joke ; I seldom re-

mained above six months in a parish, so that I might
have died before I had found a settlement in any

:

thus I was forced to beg my bread, and a sorry trade

I found it, Mr Harley. 1 told all my misfortunes

truly, but they were seldom believed ; and the few
who gave me a halfpenny as they passed, did it with
a .shake of the head, and an injunction not to trouble

them with a long story. In short, I found that people

do not care to give alms without some security for

their money ; a wooden leg or a withered ann is a sort

of draught upon heaven for those who choose to have
their money placed to account there ; so I changed
my plan, and, instead of telling my own misfortunes,

began to prophesy happiness to others. This I found

by much the better way : folks will always listen when
the tale is their own ; and of many who say they do

not believe in fortune-telling, I have known few on
whom it had not a very sensible effect. I pick up the

names of their acquaintance; amours and little

squabbles are easily gleaned among servants and
neighbours ; and indeed people themselves are the

best intelligencers in the world for our purpose ; they

dare not puzzle us for their own sakes, for every one

19 anxious to hear what they wish to believe; and
they who repeat it, to laush at it when they have
done, are generally more serious than their hearers

are apt to imagine. With a tolerable good memory
and some share of cunning, with the help of walking
a-nights over heaths and churchyards, with this, and
showing the tricks of that there dog, whom I stole

from the sergeant of a marching regiment (and, by the

way, he can steal too upon ortasion), I make shift to

pick up a livelihood. My trade, indeed, is none of the

honestest ;
yet people are not much cheated neither,

who give a few halfpence for a prospect of happi-
ness, which I have heard some persons say is all a man
can arrive at in this world. Rut I must bid you good
day, sir; for I have three miles to walk before noon,

to inform some boarding-school young ladies whether
their husbands are to be peers of the realm or cap-

tains in the army ; a question which I promised to

answer them by that time.*

Harley had drawn a shilling from his pocket ; but
Virtue bade him consider on whom he was going to

bestow it. Virtue held back his arm ; but a milder
form, a younger sister of Virtue's, not so severe as

Virtue, nor so serious as Pity, smiled upon him ; his

fingers lost their compression ; nor did Virtue offer to

catch the money as it fell. It had no sooner reached

the ground, than the watchful cur (a trick he had
been taught) snapped it up ; and, contrary to the

most approved method of stewardship, delivered it

immediately into the hands of his master.

[The Death of Harley.

1

Harley was one of those few friends whom the ma-
levolence of fortune had yet left me ; I could not,

therefore, but he sensibly concerned for his present

indisposition ; there seldom passed a day on which I

did not make inquiry about him.
The physician who attended him had informed me

the evening before, that he thought him considerably

better than he bad been for some time past. I called

next morning to be confirmed in a piece of intelli-

gence so welcome to me.
When I entered his apartment, I found him sitting

on a couch, leaning on his hand, with his eye turned
upwards in the attitude of thoughtful inspiration.

His look had always an open benignity, which com-
manded esteem ; there was now something more—

a

gentle triumph in it.

He rose, and met me ^vith his usual kindness.

When I gave him the good accounts I had had from
his physician, ' I am foolish enough,' said he, *to rely

but little in this instance to physic. My presentiment

may be false ; but I think 1 feel myself approaching to

my end by steps so easy that they woo me to approach
it. There is a certain dignity in retiring from life at

a time when the infirmities of age have not sapped
our faculties. This world, my dear Charles, was a
scene in which I never much delighted. I was not
formed for the bustle of the busy nor the dissipation

of the gay ; a thousand things occurred where I

blushed for the impropriety of my conduct when I

thought on the world, though my reason told me I

should have blushed to have done otherwise. It was
a scene of dissimulation, of restraint, of disappoint-

ment. 1 leave it to enter on that state which I have
learned to believe is replete with the genuine happi-
ness attendant upon virtue. I look back on the tenor
of my life with the consciousness of few great offences

to account for. There are blemi:ihes, I confess, which
deform in some degree the picture ; but I know the
benignity of the Supreme Being, and rejoice at the
thoughts of its exertion in my favour. My mind
expands at the thought I shall enter into the society

of the blessed, wise as angels, with the simplicity of
children.*

He had by this time clasped my hand, and found
it wet by a tear which had just fallen iipon it. His
eye began to moisten too—we sat for some time silent.
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of her prototype. Jliss Reeve wrote several other

novels, ' all marked,' says Sir Walter Scott, ' by ex-

cellent pood sense, pure morality, and a competent
command of those qualities which constitute a good

romance." They have failed, however, to keep pos-

session of public favour, and the fame of the author

rests on her ' Old English Baron,' which is now
generally printed along with the story of Walpole.

HISTORIANa

A spirit of philosophical inquiry and reflection,

united to the graces of literary composition, can

hardly be said to have been presented by any Eng-
lish historian before the appearance of that illus-

trious triumvirate—Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon.

The early annalists of Britain recorded mere fables

and superstitions, with a sUght admixture of truth.

The classic pen of Buchanan was guided by party

rancour, undignified by research. Even Milton,

when he set himself to compose a history of his

native country, included the fables of Geoffrey of

Monmouth. The history of the Long Parliament

by May is a valuable fragment, and the works of

Clarendon and Burnet are interesting though pre-

judiced pictures of the times. A taste for our na-

tion.^! annals soon began to call for more extensive

compilations; and in 1706 a 'Complete History of

England' was publislied, containing a collection of

various works previous to the time of Cliarles I.,

and a continuation by White Kennet, bishop of

Peterborough. M. Rapin, a French Protestant

(1661-1725), who had come over to England with

the Prince of Orange, and resided here several

years, seems to have been interested in our affairs ;

for, on retiring to the Hague, he there composed a

voluminous liistory of England, in French, which

was speedily translated, and enjoyed great popu-

larity. The work of Rapin is still considered valu-

able, and it possesses a property which no English

author has yet been able to confer on a similar nar-

ration, that of impartiality; but it wants literary

attractions. A more laborious, exact, and original

historian, appeared in Thomas Carte (1686-1754),

who meditated a complete domestic or civil history

of Engl.ind, for which he had made large collections,

encouraged by pubUc subscriptions. His work was
projected in 1743, and four years afterwards the

first volume appeared. Unfortunately Carte made
allusion to a case, which he said had come under his

own observation, of a person who had been cured of

the king's evil by the Pretender, then in exile in

France ; .and this Jacobite sally proved the ruin of

his work. Subscribers withdrew their names, and

the historian was ' left forlorn and abandoned amid
his extensive collections.' A second and third

volume, however, were published by the indefati-

gable collector, and a fourth, which he left incom-

plete, was published after his death. Carte was
author also of a Life of the Duke of Ormond, remark-

able for the fulness of its information, but disfigured

by his Jacobite predilections.

The Roman History by HooKE also belongs to this

period. It commences with the building of Rome,

and is continued to the downfall of the common-
wealtli. Hooke was patronised by Pope (to whom
he dedicated his first volume), and he produced a

useful work, which still maintains its place. The
first volume of this history was published in 1733,

but it was not completed till 1771.

DK C0NTER3 MIDDLETON

In 1741 Dr Confers Middleton (1683-1750),

an English clergyman, and librarian of the public

library at Cambridge, produced his historical Life

of Cicero, in two volumes. Reviewing the whole of

the celebrated orator's public career, and the princi-

pal transactions of his times—mixing up questions

of philosophy, government, and politics, witli the

details of biography, Middleton compiled a highly
interesting work, full of varied and important infor-

mation, and written with great care and taste. An
admiration of the rounded style and flowing periods

of Cicero seems to have produced in his biographer

a desire to attain to similar excellence ; and perhaps

no author, prior to Johnson's great works, wTote

English with the same careful finish and sustained

dignity. The graces of Addison were wanting, but

certainly no historical writings of the day were at

all comparable to Middleton's memoir. One or two
sentences from his summary of Cicero's character

will exemplify the author's style :

—

He (Cicero) made a just distinction between bear-

ing what we cannot help, and approving what we ought

to condemn ; and submitted, therefore, yet never con-

sented to those usurpations ; and when he was forced

to comply with them, did it always with a reluctance

that he expresses very keenly in his letters to hia

friends. But whenever that force was removed, and

he was at liberty to pursue his principles and act

without control, as in his consulship, in his province,

and after Csesar's death—the only periods of his life

in which he was truly master of himself—there we see

him shining out in his genuine character of an excel-

lent citizen, a great magistrate, a glorious patriot

;

there we could see the man who could declare of him-

self with truth, in an appeal to Atticus, as to the best

witness of his conscience, that he had always done the

greatest services to his country when it was in hia

power ; or when it was not, had never harboured a

thought of it but what was divine. If we must needs

compare him, therefore, with Cato, as some writers

affect to do, it is certain that if Cato's virtue seem

more splendid in theory, Cicero's will be found supe-

rior in practice ; the one was romantic, the other was

natural ; the one drawn from the refinements of the

schools, the other from nature and social life ; the one

always unsuccessful, often hurtful ; the other always

beneficial, often salutary to the republic.

To conclude: Cicero's death, though violent, cannot

be called untimely, but was the proper end of such a

life ; which must also have been rendered less glorious

if it had owed its preservation to Antony. It was,

therefore, not only what he expected, but, in the cir-

cumstances to which he was reduced, what he seems

even to have wished. For he, who before had been timid

in dangers, and desponding in distress, yet, from the

time o{ Cfcsar's death, roused by the desperate 8ta.te

of the republic, assumed the fortitude of a hero ; dis-

carded all fear ; despised all danger ; and when he

could not free his country from a tyranny, provoked

the tyrants to take that life which he no longer cared

to preserve. Thus, like a great actor on the stage, he

reserved himself, as it were, for the last act ; and after

he had played his part with dignity, resolved to finish

it with glory.

Or the character of Julius Cseaar

—

Csesar was endowed with every great and noble

quality that could exalt human nature, and give a

man the ascendant in society : formed to excel in

peace, as well as in war
;
provident in counsel ; fear-

less in action ; and executing what he had resolved

with amazing celerity
;
generous beyond measure to

his friends ;
placable to his enemies ; and for parts,

learning, eloquence, scarce inferior to any man. His

orations were admired for two qualities which are

seldom found together—strength and elegance. Cicero

ranks him among the greatest orators that Rome ever

bred ; and QuLntilian says, that he spoke with the
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same force with wliich )ie foujrht ; ami if he had tJe-

Totetl himself to ihi* bur, would have boon the only

man caimble of rivalling; Cicero. Nor was he a master

only of the j)oUter arts ; but conversant also with the

most abstruse ami critical partn of Icarninj: ; and,

anion;; otiicr works whii-h he published, addressed

two books to Cicero on the aiialof^y of language, or

the art of speakinj^ and writing correctly. Jle was a

most libenil patron of wit and learning wheresoever

they were found ; and out of his love of those talents,

would readily pardon those who had employed them
against himself; rightly judging that by making
fuch men his friends, he should draw praises from the

same fountain from which he had been aspersed, ilis

capital passions were ambition and love of pleasure,

which he indulged in their turns to the greatest ex-

cess
;
yet the first was always predominant, to which

he could easily sacrifice all the charms of the second,

and draw pleasure even from toils and dangers when
they ministered to his glory. For he thought Tyranny,

as Cicero says, the greatest of goddesses; and had fre-

quently in his mouth a verse of Euripides, which
expressed the image of his soul, that, if right and
justice were ever to be violated, they were to be vio-

lated for the sake of reigning. This was the chief end

and purpose of his life ; the scheme that he had formed
from his early youth ; so that, as Cato truly declared

of him, he came with sobriety and meditation to the

subversion of the republic. He used to say that there

were two things necessary to acquire and to support

power— soldiers and money; which yet depended
mutually upon each other. With money, therefore,

he provided soldiers, and with soldiers extorted

money ; and was of all men the most rapacious in

plundering both friends and foes, sparing neither

prince, nor state, nor temple, nor even private per-

sons who were known to possess any share of treasure.

His great abilities would necessarily have made him
one of the first citizens of Rome ; but disdaining the

condition of a subject, he could never rest till he

made himself a monarch. In acting this last part,

his usual prudence seemed to fail him, as if the height

to which he was mounted had turned his head and
made him giddy ; for, by a vain ostentation of his

power, he destroyed the stability of it ; and as men
shorten life by living too fast, so, by an Intempe-
rance of reigning, he brought his reign, to a Tiolent

end.

DAYH) HUME.

Relying on the valuable collections of Carte; ani-

mated by a strong love of literary fame, which he
avowed to be his ruling passion ; desirous also of
combating the popular prejudices in favour of Eliza-

beth and against the Stuarts ; and master of a style

singularly fascinating, simple, and graceful, the cele-

brated David Hume left his philosophical studies

to embark in historical composition. This eminent
person was a native of Scotland, born of a good
family, being the second son of Joseph Home (the
historian first spelt the name Hume), laird of Nine-
wells, near Dunse, in Berwickshire. J)avid was
born in Edinburgh on the 26th of April 1711. After
attending the university of Ediul'.-gh, his friends
were anxious that he should comniwv ^ the study of
the law, but a love of literature rendered him averse
to this profession. An attempt was then made to

establish him in business, and he was placed in a
mercantile house in Bristol. This employment was
found equally uncongenial, and Hume removed to

France, where he passed some years in literary re-

tirement, living with the utmost frugality and care
on the small allowance made him by his family. He
returned in 1737 to publish his first philosophicii!

work, the Treatise on Human Nature^ wliich he ac-

1

knowledges * fell dead-born from the press.' A
third part appeared in 1740; and in \74'2 he pro-
liuced two volumes, entitled Essays ASoral and Phi~
losophical. Some of these miscellaneous productions
are remarkable for research and discrimination, and
for elegance of style. In 1745 he undertook the
charge of the Marquis of Annandalc, a young noble-

man of deranged intellects ; and in tins humiliating
employment the pliilosopher continued about a
twelvemonth. lie next made an unsuccessful at-

tempt to be apiiointed professor of moral philosophy
in his native university, after which he fortunately
obtained the situation of secretary to Lieutenant-
General St Clair, who was first appointed to the
command of an expedition against Canada, and after-

wards ambassador to the courts of Vienna and
Turin. In the latter, Hume enjoyed congenial and
refined society. Having remodelled his ' Treatise oa

DaWd Hume.

Human Nature,' he republished it in 1751 under the
title of an Inquiry Cnncerning the Principles of MoraU,
Next year he issued two volumes of Political Dis'
courses, and, with a view to the promotion of his

studies, assumed gratuitously the oflBce of librarian

to the Faculty of Advocates. He now struck into the

path of historical writing. In 1754 appeared the

first volume of his Histuri/ of Great Britain, contain-

ing the reigns of James I. and Charles I. It was
assailed by the Whigs with unusual bitterness, and
Hume was so disajipointed, partly from the attacks

on him, and partly because of tiie slow sale of the

work, that he intended retiring to France, changing
his name, and never more returning to his native

country. The breaking out of the war with France
prevented this step, but we suspect the con^placcncy

of Hume and his love of Scotland would otherwise

have frustrated his intention. A second volume of

the history was published, with more success, in

1757 ; a third anil fourth in 1759 ; and the two last

in 1762. The work became highly popular; edition

followed edition; and by universal consent Hume
was placed at the head of English historians. In
1763 our author accompanied tlie Earl of Hertford

on his embassy to Paris, where he was received with
marked distincti(m. In 1766 he returned to Scot-

land, but was induced next year to accept the situa«
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science coul.l not be fully assured of a just decision •

except by the promise made them n Scrintt^ k •

£ pr^:L---rSp:sr^f
fusions; that Sacred Writ itself w'L involved ,n,imuch obscurity, gave rise to so many difficu lie, co,
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cence of the people m some new authority • and it

quTry'to Td'h^

better, without further co" it or it^quiiy, to adhere peaceably to ancient, and thereforethe more secure, establishments.
merelore

[Tlie Middk Ages-Proffress of Freedom.-]
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".
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ever prcjiulicos* she ini;;ht be imiucctl to entertain

against him, yot if he se?it ht-r tliat ring, she would
ininicdiati'iy, uj><>n sii^lit nf it, recall her former tender-

iie6S, would aHord him a patient hearing, and would
lend a favounible ear tu his apology. Kssex, not-

withstanding all his misfortunes, reserved this pre-

cious gift to the last extremity ; but after his trial

and condemnativ»n, he resolvt-d to try the experiment,

and he committed the ring to the Countess uf Notting-

ham, whom ho desired to deliver it to the queen. The
countess was prevailed on by her husband, the mortal

enemy of Kssex, not to execute the commission ; and
Elizabeth, who still expected that her favourite would
make this last appeal to her tenderness, and who
ascribed the neglect of it to his invincible obstinacy,

was, after much delay and many internal combats,

pushed by resentment and policy to sign the warrant

for his execution. The Countess of Nottingham fall-

ing into sickness, and affected with the near approach

of death, was seized with remorse for her conduct ; and
having obtained a visit from the queen, she craved

her pardon, and revealed to her the fatal secret. The
queen, astonished with this incident, burst into a

furious passion : she shook the dying countess in her

bed ; and crying to her that Uod might pardon her,

but she never could, she broke from her, and thence-

forth resigned herself over to the deepest and most
incurable melancholy. She rejected all consolation :

she even refused food and sustenance ; and, throwing

herself on the floor, she remained sullen and immov-
able, feeding her thoughts on her afflictions, and de-

claring life and existence an insufferable burden to

her. Few words she uttered ; and they were all ex-

pressive of some inward grief which she cared not to

reveal : but sighs and groans were the chief vent which
she gave to her despondency, and which, though they

discovered her sorrows, were never able to ease or as-

suage them. Ten days and nights she lay upon the

carpet, leaning on cushions which her maids brought

her; and her physicians could not persuade her to

allow herself to be put to bed, much less to make trial

of any remedies which they prescribed to her. Her
anxious mind at last had so long preyed on her frail

body, that her end was visibly approaching ; and the

council being assembled, sent the keeper, admiral,

and secretary, to know her will with regard to her

successor. She answered with a faint voice that as

she had held a regal sceptre, she desired no other than

a royal successor. Cecil requesting her to explain

herself more particularly, she subjoined that she

would have a king to succeed her ; and who should

that be but her nearest kinsman, the king of Scots?

Being then advised by the archbishop of Canterbury

to fix her thoughts upon God, she replied that she did

so, nor did her mind in the least wander from him.

Her voice soon after left her ; her senses failed ; she

fell into a lethargic slumber, which continued some
hours, and she expired gently, without farther strug-

gle or convulsion (March 24), in the seventieth year

of her age and forty-fifth of her reign.

So dark a cloud overcast the evening of that day,

which had shone out with a mighty lustre in the eyes

of all Europe. There are few great personages in his-

tory who have been more exposed to the calumny of

enemies and the adulation of friends than Queen
Elizabeth ; and yet there is scarcely any whose repu-

tation has been more certainly determined by the

unanimous consent of posterity. The unusual length

of her administration, and the strong features of her

character, were able to overcome all prejudices; and
obliging her detractors to abate much of their invec-

tives, and her admirers somewhat of their panegyrics,

have at last, in spite of political factions, and what
is more, of religious animosities, produced a uniform

judgment with regard to her conduct. Her vigour,

her constancy, her magnanimity, her penetration, vi-

gilance, and address, are allowed to merit the highest
praises, and ajipear n<tt to have been suq)iLsst'd by any
person that ever filled a throne : a conduct less rigo-

rous, less imperious, more sincere, more indulgent to

her people, would have been reijuisite to form a per-

fect character. By the force of her raind she con-
trolled all her more active and stronger qualities, and
prevented them from running into excess : her hero-
ism was exempt from temerity, her frugality from
avarice, her friendship from partiality, her active

temper from turbulency and a vain ambition : she
guarded not herself with equal care or ecjual success

from lesser infirmities; the rivalship of beauty, the
desire of admiration, the jealousy of love, and the
sallies of anger.

Her singular talents for government were founded
equally on her temper and on her capacity. Endowed
with a great command over herself, she soon obtained

an uncontrolled ascendant over her people ; and while

she merited all their esteem by her real virtues, she

also engaged their affections by her pretended ones.

Few sovereigns of England succeeded to the throne in

more difficult circumstances ; and none ever conducted
the government with such uniform success and feli-

city. Though unacquainted with the practice of tole-

ration—the true secret for managing religious factions

—she preserved her people, by her superior prudence,

from those confusions in which theological controversy

had involved all the neighbouring nations : and
though her enemies were the most powerful princes

of Europe, the most active, the most enterprising, the

least scrupulous, she was able by her vigour to make
deep impressions on their states ; her own greatness

meanwhile remained untouched and unimpaired.

The wise ministers and brave warriors who flourish-

ed under her reign, share the praise of her success;

but instead of lessening the applause due to her, they

make great addition to it. They owed, all of them,
their advancement to her choice ; they were supported

by her constancy, and with all their abilities, they

were never able to acquire any undue ascendant over

her. In her family, in her court, in her kingdom, she

remained equally mistress : the force of the tender

passions was great over her, but the force of her mind
was still superior ; and the combat which her victory

visibly cost her, serves only to display the firmness of

her resolution, and the loftiness of her ambitious sen-

timents.

The fame of this princess, though it has surmounted
the prejudices both of faction and bigotry,yet lies still

exposed to another prejudice, which is more durable

because more natural, and which, according to the

different views in which we survey her, is capable

either of exalting beyond measure or diminishing the

lustre of her character. This prejudice is founded on

the consideration of her sex. When we contemplate

her as a woman, we are apt to be struck with the

highest admiration of her great qualities and exten-

sive capacity ; but we are also apt to require some
more softness of disposition, some greater lenity of

temper, some of those amiable weaknesses by which
her sex is distinguished. But the true method of

estimating her merit is to lay aside all these consi-

derations, and consider her merely as a rational being

placed in authority, and intrusted with the govern-

ment of mankind. We may find it difficult to recon-

cile our fancy to her as a wife or a mistress ; but her

qualities as a sovereign, though with some consider-

able exceptions, are the object of undisputed applause
and approbation.

DB WHXIAM ROBERTSON.

Db Welliam Robertson was born at Borthwick,
county of Edinburgh, in the year 1721. His father

was a clergyman, minister of Borthwick, and after-
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wurds of tlie {irejfr'uirs church, KJiriburf,'li : tliu

Bon w;is also cilucatcd for the church. In 174.'!

he Wii.s apiiuintcJ nihiistcr of Gladsmuir, in Had-
dinKton.sliirc, wliencc he removed, in 17.58, to be

incutnht'iit of Lady Tester's parish in ICdinburjili.

lie had distinguished himself by his talents in the

Dr William Robertson.

General Assembly ; but it was not till 1759 that he
became known as a historian. In tliat year he
published his History of Scotland ilurinc; tlic lieit/ns

of Queen Mnnj and of King James VI., till his

Accession to the Crown of England, by which his for-

tune was benefited to the extent of £600, and his

fame was by one effort placed on an imperishable
basis. No first work was ever more successful. The
author was congratulated by all who were illustrious

for their rank or talents. He was appointed chaplain
of Stirling castle; in two years afterwards he was
nominated one of his majesty's chaplains in ordinary
for Scotland ; and he was successively made prin-

cipal of the university of Edinburgh, and historio-

grapher for Scotland, with a salary of £200 per
annum. Stimulated by such success, as well as by
a love of composition, Dr Robertson continued his

studies, and in 1769 he produced Ids History of the

lieiyn of Charles V., in three volumes, quarto, for

which he received from the booksellers the princely
sum of £4500. It w.as equally well received with
his former work. In 1777 he published his History

of America, and in 1791 his Historical Disquisition

on Ancient India, a slight work, to which he had
been led by JIajor Renncl's Memoirs of a Jlap of
Ilindostan. For many years Ur Itobertson was
leader of the moderate party in the church of Scot-
land, in which capacity he is said to have evinced
in the General Assembly a readiness and eloquence
in debate whicli his friend Gibbon might have
envied in the House of Commons. After a gradual
decay of his jjowers, this accomplished historian
died on the 11th of June 1793, in the seventy-first
year of his age.

The 'History of Scotland ' possesses the interest

and something of the character of a memoir of Mary
Queen of Scots. This unfortunate ))rinress forms
the attraction of the work ; and though Kohertson
is not among the number of her indiscriminate

admirers and apologists, he labours (with more of

the art of the writer to produce a romantic and in-

teresting narrative, than with the zeal of the jiliilo-

sopher to establish truth) to awaken the sympathies
of the reader strongly in her behalf. The luminous
historical views and retrospects in which this histo-

rian excels, were indicated in his introductory chap-
ter on Scottish history, prior to the birth of Mary.
Though a brief and rapid summary, this cliapter is

finely written, and is remarkable equally for ele-

gance and perspicuity. The style of Hobcrtson
seems to have surprised his contemporaries ; and
Horace Walpole, in a letter to the autlior, exjiresses

the feeling with his usual point and vivacity. * Be-
fore I read your history, I should probably have
been glad to dictate to you, and (I will venture to

say it—it satirises nobody but myself) should have
thought I did honour to an obscure Scotch clergy-

man by directing his studies by my superior lights

and abilities. How you have saved me, sir, from
making a ridiculous figure, by making so great a
one yourself! But could I suspect that a man I

believe much younger, and whose dialect I scarce

understood, and who came to me with all the diffi-

dence and modesty of a very middling author, and
who I was told had passed his life in a small living

near Edinburgh—could I then suspect that he had
not only written what all the world now allows the
best modern history, but that he had written it in

the purest English, and with as much seeming know-
ledge of men and courts as if he had passed all his

life in important embassies?' This is delicate though
somewhat overstrained flattery. Two of the quarto
volumes of Hume's history had then been published,

and his inimitable essays were also before the world,

showing that in mere style a Scotchman could carry
off the palm for ease and elegance. Kobertson is

more uniform and measured than Hume. He has
few salient points, and no careless beauties. His
style is a full and equable stream, that rolls every-
where the same, without liipsing into irregularity,

or overflowing its prescribed course. It wants spirit

and variety. Of grandeur or dignity there is no
deficiency ; and when the subject awakens a train

of lofty or philosophical ideas, the manner of the
historian is in fine accordance with his matter.

When he sums up the character of a sovereign, or
traces the progress of society and the influence of
laws and government, we recognise the mind and
language of a master in historical composition. The
artificial graces of his style are also finely displayed

in scenes of tenderness and pathos, or in picturesque

description. His account of the beauty and suffer-

ings of Mary, or of the voyage of Columbus, when
the first glimpses of the new world broke upon the
adventurers, possesses almost enough of imagination
to rank it with poetry. The whole of the ' History
of America' is indeed full of the strongest interest.

The discovery of so vast a portion of the globe, the
luxuriance of its soil, the primitive manners of its

natives, the pomp, magnificence, and cruelty of its

conquerors, all form a series of historical pictures

and images that powerfully afl'ect the mind. No
history of America can ever sujqilant the work of

Robertson, for his materials are so well arranged,
his information so varied, his i)hil<>sophical reflec-

tions so just and striking, and his narrative so

graceful, that nothing could be added but mere
details destitute of anj' interest. His ' History of
the Keign of Charles V.' wants this natural romance,
but the knowledge displ.ayed by the histori.an, .nnd

the enlarged and liberal spirit of his philosophical

inquiries, are scarcely less worthy of commendation.
The first volume, which describes the state of
Eurojie previous to the sixteenth century, contains

the result of much study and research, expressed in
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lanpruape often eloquent, and generally pleasinp and
liarnionions. If the * pomp and strut* wliicli Cowper
the poet imputes to Robertson be sometimes ap-

parent in tlie orderly succession of well-balanced

and equally flowing periods, it must be acknow-
ledged that tliere is also mueli real dignity and
power, springing from the true elevation of intellec-

tual and mr)ral eimracter.

A late acute critic, Mr Gifford, has thus discri-

minated between the styles of Hume and Robertson :

* Hume, the most contracted in his subject, is the

most finished in execution ; the nameless number-
less graces of bis styie ; the apparent absence of

elaboration, yet the real effect produced by efforts

the most elaborate ; the simplicity of his sentences,

the perspicuity of his ideas, the purity of his ex-
pression, entitle him to the name and to the praises

of another Xenoplion. Robertson never attained to

the same graceful ease, or the same unbounded
variety of expression. With a fine ear and exact
judgment in the construction of his sentences, and
with an absence of Scotticisms, truly wonderful in

one who had never ceased to converse with Scots-

men, there is in the sentences of this historian

something resembling the pace of an animal disci-

plined by assiduous practice to the curb, and never
moving but in conformity to the rules of the manege.
The taste of Hume was Greek—Attic Greek : he
had, as far as the genius of the two languages would
permit, collected the very juice and flavour of their

style, and transfused it into his own. Robertson,
we suspect, though a good, was never a profound
scholar : from the peculiar nature of his education,

and his early engagement in the duties of his pro-

fession, he had little leisure to be learned. Roth, in

their several ways, were men of the world ; but
Hume, polished by long intercourse with tlie best

society in France, as well as his own country, trans-

ferred some portion of easy higli-breeding from his

manners to his writings ; while his friend, though
no man was evermore completely emancipated from
the bigotry of a Scots minister, or from the pedantry
of tiie head of a college, in his intercourse (which
he assiduously courted) with the great, did not catch

that last grace and polish which intercourse with-

out equality will never produce, and which, for that

reason, mere s^avans rarely acquire from society

more liberal or more dignified than what is found in

their own rank.'

[Character of Mary Queen of Scots.]

To all the charms of beauty and the utmost ele-

gance of external form, she added those accomplish-

ments which render their impression irresistible.

Polite, affable, insinuating, sprightly, and capable of

speaking and of writing with equal ease and dignity.

Sudden, however, and violent in all her attachments,

because her heart was warm and unsuspicious. Im-
patient of contradiction, because she had been accus-

tomed from her infancy to be treated as a queen. No
stranger, on some occasions, to dissirauhitioii, which,

in that perfidious court where she received her edu-

cation, was reckoned among the necessary arts of

government. Not insensible of flattery, or uncon-

scious of that pleasure with which almost every woman
beholds the influence of her own beauty. Formed
with the qualities which we love, not with the talents

that we admire, she was an agreeable woman rather

than an illustrious queen. The vivacity of her spirit,

not sufficiently tempered with sound judgment, and

the warmth of her heart, which was not at all times

under the restraint of discretion, betrayed her both

into errors and into crimes. To say that she was

always unfortunate will not account for that long and

almost uninterrupted succession of calamities which
befell her; we must likewise add that she was often
imprudent. Her passion for Darnley was rash, youth-
ful, and excessive. And though the sudden transition
to the opposite extreme was the natural clTcct of her
ill-requited love, atid of his ingratitude, insolence,
and brutality, yet neither these nor Rothwell's artful
address and important services can justify her attach-
ment to that nobleman. Even the mannci-s of the
age, licentious as they were, are no apology for this
unhappy passion ; nor can they induce us to look on
that tragical and infamous scene which followed upon
it with less abhorrence. Humanity will draw a veil

over this part of her character which it cannot ap-
prove, and may, perhaps, prompt some to impute her
actions to her situation more than to her dispositions,

and to lament the unhai>piness of the former rather
than accuse the pcrverseness of the latter. Mary's suf-

ferings exceed, both in degree and in duration, those
tragical distresses which fancy has feigned to excite
sorrow and commiseration ; and while we survey them,
we are apt altogether to forget her frailties ; we thiuk
of her faults with less indignation, and approve of our
tears as if they were shed for a person who had at-
tained much nearer to pure virtue.

With regard to the queen's jierson, a circumstance
not to be omitted in writing the history of a female
reign, all contemporary authors agree in ascribing to
Mary the utmost beauty of countenance and elegance
of shape of which the human form is capable. Her
hair was black, though, according to the fashion of
that age, she frequently wore borrowed locks, and of
different colours. Her eyes were a dark gray, her
complexion was exquisitely fine, and her hands and
arms remarkably delicate, both as to shape and colour.

Her stature was of a height that rose to the majestic.

She danced, she walked, and rode with equal grace.

Her taste for music was just, and she both sung and
played upon the lute with uncommon skill. Towards
the end of her life she began to grow fat, and her
long confinement and the coldness of the houses in

which she had been imprisoned, brought on a rheu-

matism, which deprived her of the use of her limbs.
* No man,' says Brantome, * ever beheld her person

without admiration and love, or will read her history

without sorrow.'

[Martin LutherJ]

[From the * History of Charles V.*]

While appearances of danger daily increased, and
the tempest which had been so long a gathering was
ready to break forth in all its violence against the

Protestant church, Luther was saved, by a seasonable

death, from feeling or beholding its destructive rage.

Having gone, though in a declining state of health,

and during a rigorous season, to his native city of

Eysleben, in order to compose, by his authority, a
dissension among the counts of Mansfield, he was
seized with a violent inflammation in his stomach,

which in a few days put an end to his life, in the

sixty-third year of his age. As he was raised up by
providence to be the author of one of the greatest and
most interesting revolutions recorded in history, there

is not any person, perhaps, whose character has heen
drawn with such opposite colours. In his own age,

one party, struck with horror and inflamed with rage,

when they saw with what a daring hand he over-

turned everything which they held to be sacred, or

valued as beneficial, imputed to him not only all

the defects and vices of a man, hut the qualities of a
demon. The other, warmed with the admiration and
gratitude which they thought he merited as the re-

storer of light and liberty to the Christian church,

ascribed to him perfections above the condition of

humanity, and viewed all his actions with a venera-
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tion bordering on that which should be paid only to

those who are fjuided by the immediate inspiration of

heaven. It is hin own conduct, not the undistin^^uish-

ing censure or the exajrperated praise of his contem-
poraries, that oupht to regulate the opinions of the

present age concerning him. Zeal for what he re-

garded as truth, undaunted intrepidity to maintain
his own system, abilities, both natural and acquired,

to defend his principles, and unwearied industry in

propagating them, are virtues which shine so cnnnpi-

cuously in every part of his behaviour, that even his

enemies must allow him to have possessed them in an

eminent degree. To these may be added, with equal

justice, such purity and even austerity of manners as

became one who assumed tlie character of a refonner
;

such sanctity of life as suited the doctrine which he

delivered ; and such perfect disinterestedness as atforda

no slight presumption of his sincerity. Superior to

all selfish considerations, a stranger to the elegancies

of life, and despising its pleasures, he left the honours

and emoluments of the church to his disciples, re-

maining satisfied himself in his original state of pro-

fessor in the university, and pastor of the town of

Wittemberg,with the moderate appointments annexed
to these offices. His extraordinary qualities were

alloyed with no inconsiderable mixture of human
fraiity and human passions. These, however, were of

such a nature, that they cannot be imputed to male-

Tolence or corruption of heart, but seem to have taken

their rise from the same source with many of his vir-

tues. His mind, forcible and vehement in all its

operations, roused by great objects, or agitated by

Tiolent passions, broke out, on many occasions, with

an impetuosity ^^lich astonishes men of feebler spirits,

or such as are placed in a more tranquil situation.

By carrying some praiseworthy dispositions to excess,

he bordered sometimes on what was culpable, and was

often betrayed into actions which exposed him to cen-

sure. His confidence that his own opinions were well-

founded, approached to arrogance ; his courage in

asserting them, to rashness ; his firmness in adhering

to thera, to obstinacy ; and his zeal in confuting his

adversaries, to rage and scurrility. Accustomed him-

self to consider everything as subordinate to truth, he

expected the same deference for it from other men
;

and without making any allowances for their timidity

or prejudices, he poured forth against such as disap-

pointed him, in this particular, a torrent of invective

mingled with contempt. Regardless of any distinc-

tion of rank or character when his doctrines were

attacked, he chastised all his adversaries indiscrimi-

nately with the same rough hand ; neither the royal

dignity of Henry VIII., nor the eminent learning and
abilities of Erasmus, screened thera from the same
gross abuse with which he treated Tetzel or Eccius.

But these indecencies, of which Luther was guilty,

must not be imputed wholly to the violence of his

temper. They ought to be charged in part on the

manners of the age. Among a rude people, unac-

quainted with those maxims which, by putting con-

tinual restraint on the passions of individuals, have
polished society and rendered it agreeable, disputes

of every kind were managed with heat, and strong

emotions were uttered in their natural language with-

out reserve or delicacy. At the same time the works

of learned men were all composed in Latin, and they

were not only authorised, by the example of eminent
writers in that language, to use their antagonists with

the most illiberal scurrility ; but in a dead tongue,

indecencies of every kind appear less shocking than

in a living language, whose idioms and phrases seem
gross, because they are familiar.

In passing judgment upon the characters of men,

we ought to try them by the principles and maxims
of their own age, not by those of another ; for al-

though virtue and vice are at all times the same,

manners and customs vary continually. Some parts

of Luther's behaviour, which appear to us most culp-

able, gave no diygust to his contemporaries. It was
even by some of those qualities, which we are now apt
to blame, that he was fitted for accomplishing the

great work which he undertook. To rouse mankind,
when sunk in ignorance or superstition, and to en-
counter the rage of bigotry armed with power, required

the utmost vehemence of zeal, as well as a temper
daring to excess. A gentle cull would neither have
reached nor have excited those to whom it was ad-
dressed. A spirit more amiable, but less vigorous

than Luther's, would have ^lirunk back from the
dangers which he braved and surmounted.

[Discovery of America.^

Next morning, being Friday the third day of August,
in the year 1492, Columbus set sail, a little before

sunrise, in presence of a vast crowd of spectators,

who sent up their supplications to heaven for the
prosperous issue of the voyage, which they wished
rather than expected. Columbus steered directly for

the Canary Islands, and arrived there without any
occurrence that would have deserved notice on any
other occasion. But in a voyage of such expectation

and importance, every circumstance was the object of

attention. * *

Ui)on the 1st of October they were, according to

the admiral's reckoning, seven hundred and seventy

leagues to the west of the Canaries; but, lest his men
should be intimidated by the prodigious length of the

navigation, he gave out that they had proceeded only

five hundred and eighty-four leagues ; and, fortu-

nately for Columbus, neither his own pilot nor those

of the other ships had skill sufficient to correct this

error and discover the deceit. They had now been
above three weeks at sea ; they had proceeded far be-

yond what former navigators had attempted or deemed
possible ; all their prognostics of discovery, drawn
from the flight of birds and other circumstances, had
proved fallacious; the appearances of land, with which
their own credulity or the artifice of their commander
had from time to time ilattered and amused thera,

had been altogether illusive, and their prospect of

success seemed now to be as distant as ever. These
reflections occurred often to men who had no other

object or occupation than to reason and discourse con-

cerning the intention and circumstances of their ex-

pedition. They made impression at first upon the

ignorant and timid, and extending by degrees to such
as were better informed or more resolute, the con-

tagion spread at length frora ship to ship. From
secret whispers or raurmurings they proceeded to open
cabals and public complaints. They taxed their

sovereign with inconsiderate credulity, in paying such
regard to the vain promises and rash conjectures of

an indigent foreigner, as to hazard the lives of so

many of her own subjects in prosecuting a chimerical

scheme. They affirmed that they had fully performed

their duty by venturing so far in an unknown and
hopeless course, and could incur no blame for refusing

to follow any longer a desperate adventurer to certain

destruction. They contended that it was necessary

to think of returning to Spain while their crazy

vessels were still in a condition to keep the sea, but

expressed their fears that the attempt would prove

vain, as the wind, which had hitherto been so favour-

able to their course, must render it impossible to sail

in the opposite direction. All agreed that Columbus
should be compelled by force to adopt a measure on

which their common safety depen<led. Some of the

more audacious proposed, as the most expeditious and
certain method forgetting rid at once of his remon-
strances, to throw him into the sea, being persuaded

that, upon their return to Spain, the death of an un-
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Bucccssful projector would excite little concern, and
be inquired into with no curi4>sity.

Columbus was fully sentfible of his perilous situa-

tion. He had observed, with fjreat uneasiness, the fatal

operation of ignorance and of fear in producing dis-

affection among his crew, and saw that it was now
ready to burst out into open mutiny. He retained,

however, perfect presence of mind. He aftected to

seem ignorant of their machinations. Notwithstand-

ing the agitation and solicitude of his own mind, he
appeared with a cheerful countenance, like a man
satisfied with the progress he had made, and confident

of success. Sometimes he employed all the arts of

insinuation to soothe his men. Sometimes he endea-
Toured to work upon their ambition or avarice by
magnificent descriptions of the fame and wealth which
they were about to acquire. On other occasions he
assumed a tone of authority, and threatened thera

with vengeance from their sovereign if, by their das-

tardly behaviour, they should defeat this noble effort

to promote the glory of God, and to exalt the Spanish
name above that of every other nation. Even with

seditious sailors, the words of a man whom they had
been accustomed to reverence, were weighty and per-

suasive, and not only restrained them from those

violent excesses which they meditated, but prevailed

with them to accompany their admiral for some time
longer.

As they proceeded, the indications of approaching
land seemed to be more certain, and excited hope in

proportion. The birds began to appear in flocks,

making towards the south-west. Columbus, in imi-
tation of the Portuguese navigators, who had been
guided in several of their discoveries by the motion
of birds, altered his course from due west towards that
quarter whither they pointed their flight. But, after

holding on for several days in this new direction

without any better success than formerly, having seen

no object during thirty days but the sea and the sky,

the hopes of his companions subsided faster than they
had risen ; their fears revived with additional force

;

impatience, rage, and despair appeared in every coun-
tenance. AH sense of subordination was lost. The
officers, who had hitherto concurred with Columbus in

opinion, and supported his authority, now took part

with the private men ; they assembled tumultuously
on the deck, expostulated with their commander,
mingled threats with their expostulations, and re-

quired him instantly to tack about and return to

Europe. Columbus perceived that it would be of no
avail to have recourse to any of his former arts, which,
having been tried so often, had lost their effect ; and
that it was impossible to rekindle any zeal for the

success of the expedition among men in whose breasts

fear had extinguished every generous sentiment. He
saw that it was no less vain to think of employing
either gentle or severe measures to quell a mutiny so

general and so violent. It was necessary, on all these
accounts, to soothe passions which he could no longer

command, and to give way to a torrent too impetuous
to be checked. He promised solemnly to his men
that he would comply with their request, provided
they would accompany him and obey his command
for three days longer, and if, during that time,

land were not discovered, he would then abandon the
enterprise, and direct his course towards Spain.

Enraged as the sailors were, and impatient to turn
their faces again towards their native country, this

proposition did not appear to thera unreasonable ; nor
did Columbus hazard much in confining himself to a
term so short. The presages of discovering land were
now so numerous and promising that he deemed them
infallible. For some days the sounding line reached
the bottom, and the soil which it brought up indicated
land to be at no great distance. The flocks of birds

increased, and were composed not only of sea-fowl,

but of such land birds as could not be supposed to

fly far from the shore. The crew of the Pinta ob-
served a cane floating, which seemed to have been
newly cut, and likewise a piece of timber artificially

carved. The sailors aboard the Nigna took up the
branch of a tree with red berries perfectly fresh. The
clouds around the setting sun assumed a new appear-
ance ; the air was more mild and warm, and during
niglit the wind became unequal and variable. From
all these symptoms Columbus was so confident of
being near land, that on the evening of the eleventh
of October, after public prayers for success, he ordered
the sails to be furled, and the ships to lie to, keeping
strict watch lest they should be driven ashore in the
night. During this interval of suspense and expecta-
tion, no man shut his eyes, all kept upon deck, gazing
intently towards that quarter where they expected to

discover the land, which had so long been the object

of their wishes.

About two hours before midnight, Columbus, stand-
ing on the forecastle, observed a light at a distance,

and privately pointed it out to Pedro Guttierez, a
page of the queen's wardrobe. Guttierez perceived it,

and calling to Salcedo, comptroller of the fleet, all

three saw it in motion, as if it were carried from place
to place. A little after midnight, the joyful sound of

land! land! was heard from the Pinta, which kept
always a-head of the other ships. But having been
so often deceived by fallacious appearances, every

man was now become slow of belief, and waited in all

the anguish of uncertainty and impatience for the
return of day. As soon as morning dawned, all

doubts and fears were dispelled. From every ship an
island was seen about two leagues to the north, whose
flat and verdant fields, well stored with wood, and
watered with many rivulets, presented the aspect of a
delightful country. The crew of the Pinta instantly

began the Te Ueiim, as a hymn of thanksgiving to

God, and were joined by those of the other ships with
tears of joy and transports of congratulation. This
office of gratitude to Heaven was followed by an act

of justice to their commander. They threw themselves
at the feet of Columbus, with feelings of self-con-

demnation, mingled with reverence. They implored
him to pardon their ignorance, incredulity, and in-

solence, which had created him so much unnecessary

disquiet, and had so often obstructed the prosecution

of his well-concerted plan ; and passing, in the warmth
of their admiration, from one extreme to another,

they now pronounced the man whom they had so

lately reviled and threatened, to be a person inspired

by Heaven with sagacity and fortitude more than
human, in order to accomplish a design so far beyond
the ideas and conception of all former ages.

As soon as the sun arose, all their boats were
manned and armed. They rowed towards the island

with their colours displayed, with warlike music, and
other martial pomp. As they approached the coast,

they saw it covered with a multitude of people, whom
the novelty of the spectacle had drawn together, whose
attitudes and gestures expressed wonder and astonish-

ment at the strange objects which presented them-
selves to their view. Columbus was the first European
who set foot on the new world which he had dis-

covered. He landed in a rich dress, and with a naked
sword in his hand. His men followed, and, kneeling
down, they all kissed the ground which they had so

long desired to see. They next erected a crucifix,

and prostrating themselves before it, returned thanks
to God for conducting their voyage to such a happy
issue. They then took solemn possession of the
country for the crown of Castile and Leon, with all

the formalities which the Portuguese were accustomed
to observe in acts of this kind in their new disco-

veries.

The Spaniards, while thus employed, were sur-
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rounded by iTiiuiy f>f the natives, who gazed in oilent

Rdniiration upon actions which they could not com-

jirchend, and of which they did not foresee the cont^e-

queiices. The dress of the Spaniards, the whiteness of

their skins, their beards, their arms, appeared strange

and surprising. The vast machines in wliich they had

traversed the ocean, that seemed to move upon the

the waters with wings, and uttered a dreadful sound

resembling thunder, accompanied with lightning and

}
smoke, struck them with such terror that they began

to respect their new guests as a superior order of

' beings, and concluded that they were children of the

sun, who had descended to visit the earth.

j
The Europeans were hardly less amazed at the

I
scene now before them. Every herb and shrub and

'

tree was different from those which flourished in

' Europe. The soil seemed to be rich, but bore few
' marks of cultivation. The climate, even to the

Spaniards, felt warm, though extremely delightful.
' The inhabitants appeared in the simple innocence of

' nature, entirely naked. Their black hair, long and

t uncurled, floated upon their shoulders, or was bound

in tresses on their heads. They had no beards, and

every part of their bodies was perfectly smooth.

Their complexion was of a dusty copper colour, their

features singular rather than disagreeable, their aspect

gentle and timid. Though not tall, they were well-

fihaped'and active. Their faces, and several parts of

their bodies, were fantastically painted with glaring

colours. They were shy at first through fear, but soon

became familiar with the Spaniards, and with tran-

sports of joy received from them hawk -bells, glass

beads, or other baubles ; in return for which they

gave such provisions as they had, and some cotton

yarn, the only commodity of value which they could

produce. Towards evening, Columbus returned to his

ship, accompanied by many of the islanders in their

boats, which they called canoes, and though rudely

formed out of the trunk of a single tree, they rowed

them with 8uri>rising dexterity. Thus, in the first

interview between the inhabitants of the old and new

worlds, everything was conducted amicably and to

their mutual satisfaction. The former, enlightened

and ambitious, formed already vast ideas with respect

to the advantages which they might derive from the

reo-ions that began to open to their view. The latter,

simple and undisceming, had no foresight of the cala-

mities and desolation which were approaching their

country I

[Chivalry.']

Among uncivilised nations, there is but one profes-

sion honourable—that of arras. All the ingenuity and

vigour of the human mind are exerted in acquiring

military skill or address. The functions of peace are

few and simple, and require no particular course of

education or of study as a preparation for discharging

them. This was the state of Europe during sevenil

centuries. Every gentleman, born a soldier, scorned

any other occupation. He was taught no science but

that of war ; even his exercises and pastimes were

feats of martial prowess. Nor did the judicial cha-

racter, which persons of noble birth were alone entitled

to assume, demand any degree of knowledge beyond

that which sucK untutored soldiers possessed. To
recollect a few traditionary customs which time had

confirmed and rendered respectable, to mark out the

lists of battle with due formality, to observe the issue

of the combat, and to pronounce whether it had been

conducted according to the laws of arms, included

every thing that a baron, who acted as a judge, found

it necessary to understand.

But when the forms of legal proceedings were fixed,

when the rules of decision were committed to writing

and collected into a body, law became a science, the

knowledge of which retjuircd a regular course of study,
together with long attention to the practice of courts.

Martial and illiterate nobles had neither leisure nor
inclination to undertake a ta^k so laborious, as well

as so foreign from all the occupations which they
deemed entertaining or suitable to their rank. They
gradually rclinquislied their places in courts of jus-

tice, where their ignorance exposed them to contempt.
They became weary of attending to the discussion of
cases which grew too intricate for them to compre-
hend. Not only the judicial determination of points,

which were the subject of controversy, but the conduct
of all legal business and transactions, was committed
to persons trained by previous study and application

to the knowledge of law. An order of men, to whom
their fellow-citizens had daily recourse for advice,

and to whom they looked up for decision in their

most important concerns, naturally acquired consi-

deration and influence in society. They were advanced
to honours which had been considered hitherto as the

peculiar rewards of military virtue. They were in-

trusted with offices of the highest dignity and most
extensive power. Thus, another profession than that

of arms came to be introduced among the laity, and
was reputed honourable. The functions of civil life

were attended to. The talents requisite for discharg-

ing them were cultivated. A new road was opened
to wealth and eminence. The arts and virtues of

peace were placed in their proper rank, and received

their due recompense.

While improvements, so important with respect to

the state of society and the administration of justice,

gradually made progress in Europe, sentiments more
liberal and generous had begun to animate the nobles.

These were inspired by the spirit of chivalry, which,

though considered commonly as a wild institution,

the effect of caprice, and the source of extravagance,

arose naturally from the state of society at that period,

and had a very serious influence in refining the man-
ners of the European nations. The feudal state was
a state of almost perpetual war, rapine, and anarchy;
during which the weak and unarmed were exposed to

insults or injuries. The power of the sovereign was
too limited to prevent these wrongs, and the admi-
nistration of justice too feeble to redress them. The
most effectual protection against violence and oppres-

sion was often found to be that which the valour and
generosity of private persons afforded. The same
spirit of enterprise which had prompted so many
gentlemen to take arms in defence of the oppressed

pilgrims in Palestine, iucited others to declare them-

selves the patrons and avengers of injured innocence

at home. When the final reduction of the Holy Land,
under the dominion of infidels, put an end to these

foreign expeditions, the latter was the only employ-

ment left for the activity and courage of adventurers.

To check the insolence of overgrown oppressors ; to

rescue the helpless from captivity ; to protect or to

avenge women, orphans, and ecclesiastics, who could

not bear arms in their own defence ; to redress wrongs

and remove grievances ; were deemed acts of the high-

est prowess and merit. Valour, humanity, courtesy,

justice, honour, were the characteristic qualities of

chivalry. To these were added religion, which mingled
itself with every passion and institution during the

middle ages, and by iufu.sing a large proportion of

enthusiastic zeal, gave them such force as carried

them to romantic excess. Men were trained to knight-

hood by a long previous discipline; they were ad-

mitted into the order by solemnities no less devout

than pompous ; every person of noble birth courted

that honour; it was deemed a distinction superior to

royalty ; and monarchs were proud to receive it from

the hands of private gentlemen.

This singular institution, in which valour, gallantry,

and religion, were so strangely blended, was wonder*
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fully adaptcil to the tn-ste and genius of innrtial

nobles : and it.s etlccts were soon visible in their man-
ners. War was carried on with less fcroiity when
humanity came to be deemed the ornament of knight-

hood no less than courage. More gentle and polished

manners were intniduced when courtesy was recom-

mended as the most amiable of knightly virtues.

Violence and oppression decreased when it was

reckoned meritorious to check and to punish^ them.

A scrupulous adherence to truth, with the most re-

ligious attention to fulfil every engagement, became
the distinguishing characteristic of a gentleman, be-

cause chivalry was regarded as the school of honour,

and inculcated the most delicate sensibility with

respect to those points. The admiration of these qua-
lities, together with the high distinctions and pre-

rogatives conferred on knighthood in every part of

Europe, inspired persons of noble birth on some occa-

sions with a species of military fanaticism, and led

them to extravagant enterprises. But they deeply

imprinted on their minds the principles of generosity

and honour. These were strengthened by everything

that can affect the senses or touch the heart. The wild

exploits of those romantic knights who sallied forth in

quest of adventures are well known, and have been
treated with proper ridicule. The political and per-

manent effects of the spirit of chivalry have been less

observed. Perhaps the humanity which accompanies
all the operations of war, the refinements of gallantry,

and the point of honour—the three chief circum-
stances which distinguish modem from ancient man-
ners—may be ascribed in a great measure to this in-

stitution, which has appeared whimsical to superficial

observers, but by its eflects has proved of great

benefit to mankind. The sentiments which chivalry'

inspired had a wonderful influence on manners and
conduct during the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries. They were so deeply rooted,

that they continued to operate after the vigour and
reputation of the institution itself began to decline.

[^Characters of Francis I. and the Emperor Charks F.]

During twenty-eight years an avowed rivalship sub-
sisted between Francis I. and the Emperor Charles V.,

which involved not only their own dominions, but
the greatest part of Europe, in wars which were pro-
secuted with more violent animosity, and dra^vn out
to a greater length, than had been known in any
former period. JIany circumstances contributed to

this. Their animosity was founded in opposition of
interest, heightened by personal emulation, and exas-
perated, not only by mutual injuries, but by reciprocal

insults. At the same time, whatever advantage one
seemed to possess towards gaining the ascendant, was
wonderfully balanced by some favourable circumstance
peculiar to the other.

The emperor's dominions were of greater extent

;

the French king's lay more compact. Francis go-
verned his kingdom with absolute power; that of
Charles was limited, but he supplied the want of
authority by address. The troops of the former were
more impetuous and enterprising ; those of the latter

better disciiiUned, and more patient of fatigue. The
talents and abilities of the two raonarchs were as

different as the advantages which they possessed, and
contributed no less to prolong the contest between
them. Francis took his resolutions suddenly, prose-

cuted them at first with warmth, and pushed them
into execution with a most adventurous courage ; but
being destitute of the perseverance necessary to sur-

mount difficulties, he often abandoned hi.s designs, or

relaxed the vigour of pursuit from impatience, and
sometimes from levity. Charles deliberated long, and
detcnnincd with coolness; but having once fixed his

plan, he adhered to it with inflexible obstinacy, and

neither danger nor discouragement could turn him
aside from the execution of it. The success of their
enterprises was suitable to the diversity of their cha-
racters, and was uniformly influenced by it. Francis,
by his imiietuous activity, often disconcerted the
cmijeror's be.st laid schemes ; Charles, by a more calm
but steady prosecution of his designs, checked the
rapidity of his rival's career, and baffled or repulsed
his most vigorous eftbrts. The former, at the opening
of a war or of a campaign, broke in upon the enemy
with the violence of a torrent, and carried all before
him ; the latter, waiting until he saw the force of his
rival beginning to abate, recovered in the end not only
all that he had lost, but made new acquisitions. Few
of the French monarch's attempts towards conquest,
whatever promising aspect they might wear at first,

were conducted to a happy issue ; many of the emperor's
enterprises, even after they appeared desperate and im-
praeticable, terminated in the most prosperous manner.

The success of Hume and Robertson extended the
demand for historical composition ; and before ad-
verting to their great rival Gibbon, we may glance
at some of the subordinate labourers in the same
field. In the year 1758, Dr Sjiollett published, in

four volumes quarto, his Complete History ofEngland,
deducedfrom the Descent of Julius Ccesar to tjie Treaty

of Aix la Chapelle, 1748. In extent and complete-
ness of design, this history approaches nearest to
the works of the historical masters ; but its e.\ecu-

tion is unequal, and it abounds in errors and incon-
sistences. It was rapidly composed ; and though
Smollett was too fluent and practised a writer to
fail in narrative (his account of the rebellion in
1745-6, and his observations on the act for the re-

lief of debtors in 1759, are excellent specimens of his

best style and his benevolence of character), he
could not, without adequate study and preparation,
succeed in so important an undertaking. Smollett
afterwards continued his work to the year 1765.

The portion from the Revolution of 1688 to the
death of George II. is usually printed as a continua-
tion to Hume.
The views which Dr Robertson had taken of the

reign and character of Mary Queen of Scots, were
combated by Willlim Tytler of Woodhouselee
(1711-1792), who, in 1759, published an Impiiry, His-
torical and Critical, into the Kvidence against Mary
Queen of Scots, and an Examination of the Histories

of Dr Robertson and Mr Hume with respect to that

Evidence. The work of Mr Tytler is acute and
learned ; it procured fur the author the approbation
and esteem of the most eminent men of his times

;

but, judged by the higher standards which now
exist, it must be pronounced to be partial and
inconclusive. Mr Tytler published the ' Poetical
Remains of James I., King of Scotland,' with a
dissertation on the life and writings of the royal
poet, honourable to his literary taste and research.

About tlie year 1 760, the London booksellers com-
pleted a compilation which had, for a long period,
employed several professional authors—a ' Universal
History,' a large and valuable work, seven volumes
being devoted to ancient and sixteen to modern
history. The writers were Archibald Bower
(1686-1766), a native of Dundee, who was educated
at the Jesuit's College of St Omer, but afterwards
fled to England and embraced the Protestant faith :

he was author of a History of the Popes. Dr John
Campbkll (17U9-1775). a'so'n of Campbell of Glen-
lyon in Perthshire, wrote the Military History of the

Itulie of Marlhorongh ami I'rinre Eugene, Lircs of the

Admirals, a considerable portion of the Biographia
Biitiinnica, a History uf Europe, a Political .Survey of
Biitain, &c. Camiibell was a candid and intelligent
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man, iicquainted with Dr Ji)linsim and most of tlie

eminent men of his day. William Guthkie (17U8-

1770), a native of Hrechin, was an indefatigable

writer, author of a History of EnylamI, a Jlistuiy of
ScolUmil, a Geographical Grammar, itc. Gkorgk
S.\LK (1GS0-I7.'i6) translated the Koran, and was one

of the founders of a society for the enLouragement

of learninj;. Gf.orok 1'salmanazau (1G79-I76.'i),

a native of France, deceived tlie world for some time

by pretending to be a native of tlie island of For-

mosa, to support which he invented an alpliabet and

grammar. He afterwards became a back autlior,

was sincerely penitent, and was reverenced by John-

Boa for his piety. When the ' Universal History'

was completed, Goldsmitli wrote a preface to it, for

which he received tliree guineas

!

In 1 7G3 Goldsmith publislied a History of England,

in a Series of Letters from a A'ohlcmun to his Son, in

two small volumes. Tlie deceptive title had the

desired attraction ; the letters were variously attri-

buted to Lords Chesterfield, Orrery, and Lyttelton,

and in purity and grace of style surpassed the writ-

ings of any of the reputed authors. The success of

this compilation afterwards led Goldsmith to compile

a more e.xtended history of England, and abridg-

ments of Grecian and Roman history. Even in

this subordinate walk, to which nothing but neces-

sity compelled him, Goldsmith was superior to all

his contemporaries.

Lord Lyttelton afterwards came forward himself

as a historian, though of but a limited period. His

History of the Reign of Henry II., on which he had

bestowed years of study, is a valuable repertory of

facts, but a dry and uninteresting composition. Of
a similar character are the Historical Memoirs and
Lives (Queen Elizabeth, Raleigh, Henry Prince of

Wales, &c.), written by Dr Thojias Birch, one of

the secretaries of the Royal Society. Birch was a

diligent explorer of records and public papers : he

threw light on history, but was devoid of taste and
arrangement. These works drew attention to the

materials that existed for a history of domestic man-
ners, alwaj'S more interesting than state diplomacy

or wars, and Ur Robert Henry (1718-1 790) entered

upon a History of Great Britain, in which particular

attention was to be given to this department. For
nearly thirty years Henry laboured at his work

:

the first volume was published in 1771, and four

others at intervals between that time and 1785. A
contemporary, Dr Gilbert Stuart, a man not devoid

of talents, but rancorous and malignant in an emi-

nent degree, attempted, by a system of ceaseless

persecution, to destroy the character and reputation

of Henry, but his work realised to its author the

large sura of £3300, and was rewarded with a pen-

sion from the crown of £100 per annum. Henry's
work does not come farther down than the reign

of Henry VIII. In our own days, the plan of a
history with copious information as to manners,

arts, and improvements—where full prominence is

given to the progress of civilisation and the domestic

life of our ancestors—has been admirably realised in

the ' Pictorial History of England,' published by Mr
Charles Knight. Of Dr Henry, we may add that

he was a native of St Ninians, in Stirlingshire, was
bred to the church, and was latterly one of the

ministers of lOdinburgh, where he had the honour
of filling the chair as Moderator of the General
Assembly.
Dr Gilbert Stdabt (I742-178G), a native of

Edinburgh (to whom we have alluded in connexion

with Henry), wrote various historical works, a His-

tory of Scotland, a Dissertation on the British Consti-

tution, a History of the Ileformation, &c. His style is

florid and high-sounding, not wanting in elegance,

but disfigured by affectation, and still more by the

violent prejudices of its vindictive and unprincipled

author.

Histories of Ireland, evincing antiquarian research,

were published, the first in 1763-7 by Dr Warneb,
and another in 1773 by Dr Leland, the translator

of our best English version of Demosthenes. A re-

view of Celtic and Roman antiquities was in 1771-5

presented by .Iohn Wuittaker, grafted upon his

History of Manchester ; and the same author after-

wards wrote a violent and prejudiced ^'indication of
Mary Queen of Scots. The Biographical History of
England by Granger, and Orme's History of tlie

British Transactions in Hindostan, which appeared
at this time, are also valuable works. In 1775,

Macpherson, translator of Ossian, published a His-

tory of Great Britain, from the Restoration to the

Accession of the House of Hanover, accompanied by
original papers. The object of Macpherson was to

support the Tory party, and to detract from the

purity and patriotism of those who had planned and
effected the Revolution of 1688. The secret history

brought to light by his original papers (which were
undoubtedly genuine) certainly disclosed a degree

of selfishness and intrigue for wliich the public were
not prepared. In this task, the historian (if Mac-
pherson be entitled to the venerable name) had the
use of Carte's collections, for which he paid £200,
and he received no less than £3000 for the copyright

of his work. The Annals of Scotland, from Malcolm
III. to Robert I., were published in 1776 by Sir

David Dairymple, Lord Hailes. In 1779 the same
author produced a continuation to the accession of

the house of Stuart. These works were invaluable

at the time, and have since formed an excellent

quarry for the historian. Lord Hailes was born in

Edinburgh in 1726, the son of Sir James Dalrymple
of Hailes, Bart. He distinguished himself at the
Scottish bar, and was appointed one of the judges of

the Court of Session in 1766. He was the author

of various legal and antiquarian treatises ; of the

Remains of Christian Antiquity, containing transla-

tions from the fathers, &c. ; and of an inquiry into

the secondary causes assigned by Gibbon the histo-

rian for the rapid growth of Christianity. Lord
Hailes was a man of great erudition, an able lawyer,

and upright judge. He died in 1792. In 1776
Robert Watson, professor of rhetoric and after-

wards principal of one of the colleges of St Andrews,
wrote a History of Philip II. of Spain as a continua-

tion to Robertson, and left unfinished a History of
Philip III., which was completed by Dr William
Thomson, and published in 178.3. In 1779, the two
first volumes of a History of Modern Europe, by Dr
William Russell (1741-1793), were published with
distinguished success, and three others were added
in 1784, bringing down the history to the year 1763.

Continuations to this valuable compendium have
been made by Dr Coote and others, and it continues

to be a standard work. Russell was a native of Sel-

kirkshire, and fought his way to learning and dis-

tinction in the midst of considerable difficulties. The
vast number of historical works published about
this time shows how eagerly this noble branch of

study was cultivated, both bj' authors and the pub-
lic. No department of literary labour seems then to

have been so lucrative, or so sure of leading to dis-

tinction. But our greatest name yet remains behind.

EDWARD GIBBON.

The historian of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire was by birth, education, and manners, dis-

tinctively an English gentleman. He was horn at

Putney, in Surrey, April 27, 1737. His father was
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of nil BiK-iiMit f:imilv settled lit Beritoii, near I'eters-

flelil. Iliimpshirc. ('>f ilelieiite lieiiltli, youiiB Euwahd
GlliiKiN w:i8 privately e<lueate<l, anil at tile age of

flftiTii he was plaoeilat Mafjclalen eollej^e, Oxford.

lie wa« almost from infaiiey a elose student, but

his indiscriminate appetite for bonks ' subsided by

degrees in the historic line.' He arrived at Ox.-

ford, he says, with a stoi'k of erudition that might

have puzzled a doctor, and a degree of ignorance

of which a schoollmy would have lx;en ashamed.

He spent fourteen months at college idly and un-

profitahlv, as he himself states; anil, studying the

works of Bossuet and Parsons the Jesuit, he became

a convert to the Roman Catholic religion. He went

to I^ndon, and at the feet of a priest, on the 8tli of

June ITS.'!, he 'solemnly, though privately, abjured

tlie errors of heresy.' His father, in order to reclaini

him, placed him for some years at Lausanne, in

Switzerland, under the charge of At. I'avilliard, a

C.alvinist clergyman, whose judicious conduct pre-

vailed upon his' pupil to return to the bosom of the

Protestant church. On Christmas day, 1754, he

received the sacrament in the Protestant church at

Lausanne. ' It was here,' says the historian, ' that

I suspended mv religious inquiries, acciuicscing with

implicit belief' in the tenets and mysteries which

are adopted by the general consent of Catholics and

Protestants.' At Lausanne a regxilar and severe

•ystem of study perfected Gibbon in the Latin and

Edward Gibbon.

French languages, and in a general knowledge of

literature. In 1758 he returned to England, and

three years afterwards appeared as an author in a

Blight French treatise, an Essay on the Sludy of

Literature. He accepted the commission of captain

in the Hampshire militia; and though his studies

were interrupted, ' the discipline and evolutions of

a modern battle,' he remarks, ' gave him a clearer

notion of tlie phalanx and the legion, and the cap-

tain of the Hampshire grenadiers was not useless to

the historian of the Roman empire.' On the peace

of 1762, Gibbon was released from his military

duties, and paid a visit to France and Italy. He

had long been meditating some historical work, and
whilst at Rome, October 1.5, 17fi4, his choice was
determined by an incident of a striking and romantic
nature. 'As I sat musing.' he says, 'amidst the
ruins of tlie Capitol, while the barefooted friars

were singing vespers in the temple of .Tupiter, the

idea of writing the decline and fall of the city first

started to my mind.* Many .ve.ars, however, elapsed

before he realised his intentions. On returning to

England in 176.'), he seems to Iiave been fashionable

and idle ; his father died in 17711, and he then began
to form the plan of an independent life. The estate

left him by his father was much involved in debt,

and he determined on quitting the country .and re-

siding permanently in London. He then under-
took the composition of the first volume of his his-

tory. ' At the outset,' he remarks, ' all was dark
and doubtful ; even the title of the work, the true

era of the decline and fall of the empire, the limits

of the introduction, the division of the chapters,

and the order of the narrative ; and I was often

tempted to cast away the labour of seven years.

The style of an author should he the image of

his mind, but the clioice and command of language

is the fruit of exercise. Many experiments were
made before I could hit the middle tone between a

dull tone and a rhetorical declamation : three times

did I compose the first chapter, iind twice the second

and third, before I was tolerably satisfied with their

effect. In the remainder of the way, I advanced
with a more equal and easy pace.'

In 1774 he was returned for the borough of Lisk-

eard, and sat in parliament eight sessions during the

memorable contest between Great Britain and Ame-
rica. Prudence, he says, condemned him to acquiesce

in the humble station of a mute ; the great speakers

filled him with despair, the bad ones with terror.

Gibbon, however, supported by his vote the adminis-

tration of Lord North, and was by this nobleman ap-

pointed one of the lords commissioners of trade and
plantations. In 1776 the first quarto volume of his

history was given to the world. Its success was
almost unprecedented for a grave historical work

:

' the first impression was exhausted in a few days

;

a second and third edition was scarcely adequate to

the demand; and the bookseller's property was

twice invaded by the pirates of Dublin : the book
was on every table, and almost on every toilette.'

His brother historians, Robertson and Hume, gene-

rously greeted him with warm applause. ' Whether
I consider the dignity of your style,' says Hume,
' the depth of your matter, or the extensiveness of

your learning, I must regard the work as equally

the object of esteem.' There was another bond of

sympathy between the English and the Scottish

historian': Gibbon had insidiously, though too un-

equivocally, evinced his .adoption of infidel prin-

ciples. ' Tlie v.arious modes of worship which pre-

vailed in the Roman world were all,' he remarks,

'considered by the people as equally true, by the

philosopher as equally false, and by the magistr,ate

as equally useful.' Some feeling of this kind con-

stituted the whole of Gibbon's religious belief: the

philosophers of France had triumphed over the

lessons of the Calvinist minister of Lausanne, and
the historian seems never to have returned to the

faith and the humility of the Christian. In the

fifteenth and sixteenth chapters of his work he gave

an account of the growth .and progress of Chris-

tianity, which he accounted for solely by secondary

causes, without reference to its divine origin. A
number of answers were written to these memorable

chapters, the only one of which that has kept pos-

session of the public is the reply by Dr Watson,

bishop of LlandafT, entitled ' An Apology for Chris-
183
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tianity.' Gililion's method of attacking ourfaith has
been well dusoribtd by Lord liyron, as

Supiiiiif; a solemn creed with solemn sneer,
The lord of irony, that master spell,

rie nowhere openly avows his disbelief. By tacitly
sinkin}; the early and astonishing spre.id of Cliris-
tianity <lurinj; the time of the Apostles, and dwell-
ing with e.vaggerated colouring and minuteness on
the errors and corruption by which it afterwards
became debased, the historian in efl'ect conveys an
inipressicm that its divine origin is but a poetical
fable, like the golden age of the poets, or tiie mystic
absurdities of Mohammedanism. 'I'he Christian faith
was a bold and successful innovation, and Gibbon
hated all innovations. In his after life, he was in
favour of retaining even the IiKjuisition, with its
tortures and its tyranny, because it was an ancient
institution! Besides the ' solenni sneer' of Gibljon,
there is another cardinal defect in his account of the
progress of tlie Christian faith, which has been thus
ably pointed out by the Kev. H. H. Slilman :_
' Christianity alone receives no embellisliment from
the magic of Gibbon's langu.\ge ; his imagination is
dead to its moral dignity ; it is kept down by a
general tone of jealous disparagement, or neutralised
by a painfully clatiorate exposition of its darker and
degenerate periods. Tliere are occasions, indeed,
when its pure and exalted humanity, when its mani-
festly beneficial influence can compel even him, as
it were, to fairness, and kindle his unguarded elo-
quence to its usual fervour ; but in general he soon
relapses into a frigid apathy; affects an ostenta-
tiously severe impartiality; notes all the faults of
Christians in every age with bitter and almost
malignant sarcasm

; reluctantlv, and with exception
and reservation, admits their" claim to admiration.
This inextricalile bias appears even to influence his
manner of composition. While all the other assail-
ants of the Roman empire, wliether warlike or re-
ligious, the Goth, the Hun, the Arab, the Tartar,
Alaricand Attila, JIahoniet, and Zingis, and Tamer-
lane, aree.ach introduced upon the scone almost with
dr.amatic animation—their progress related in a full,
complete, and unbroken narrative—the triumph of
Christianity alone takes tlie form of a cold and
critical disquisition. The successes of barbarous en-
ergy and brute force call forth all tlie consummate
skill of composition, while the moral triumphs of
Christian benevolence, the tranquil heroism of en-
durance, the blameless imrity, the contempt of guilty
fame, and of honours destructive to the human race,
which, had they assumed the proud name of philo-
sophy, would have been blazoned in his briglitest
words, because they own religion as their principle,
sink into narrow asceticism. The t/hncs of Chris-
tianity, m short, touch on no chord' in the heart of
the writer; his imagination remains unkindled

; his
words, though they maintain their stately and mea-
sured march,, have become cool, argumentative and
inanimate.' The second and third volumes of the
history did not appear till 1781. After their puWi-
cation, finding it necessary to retrench his expen-
diture, and being disappointed of a lucrative place
which he had hoped for from ministerial patron-
age, lie resolved to retire to Lausanne, where he
was offered a resi.lence by a friend of liis youth,
M. Deyverdun. Here he lived very happily for
about four years, devoting his mornings to com-
position and his evenings to the enlightened and
polished society which had gathered in that situa-
tion The history was completed at the time and
in the circumstances which he has thus stated—
'It w.a.? on the day or ratlier night of the 2;th of
June 1787, between the hours of eleven and twelve

TO 1780.

tliat 1 wrote tlie last lines of the last page in a
suniiiKT-honse in my garden. After laving down
uiy lien, 1 took several tiniiain a bcrceau,' or covered

Residence of Gibbon at Lausanne.

walk of acacias, which commands a prospect of the
country, the lake, and the mountains. The air was
temperate, the sky was serene, the silver orb of the
moon was reflected from the waters, and all nature
was silent. I will not dissemble the first emotions
of joy on the recovery of mv freedom, and perbaps
the establishment of my fame. But my pride was
soon humbled, and a sober melancholy was spread
over my mind by the idea that I had taken an ever-
lasting leave of an old and agreeable companion
and that whatsoever might be the future date ofmy historj', the life of the historian must be short
and precarious.'* The historian adds two facts
which have seldom occurred in the composition of
si.x or even five quartos ; his first rough manuscript,
without an intermediate copy, was sent to the press,'
and not a sheet was seen by any person but the
author and the printer. His lofty style, like that of
Johnson, was. in fact, 'the image of his mind.'
Gibbon went to London to superintend the publi-

cation of his three last volumes, and afterwards
returned to Lausanne, where he resided till 1793.
The French Revolution had imbittered and divided
the society of Lausanne

; some of his friends were
dead, and he anxiously wished him.self again in
England. At this time the l.ady of his most intimate
friend. Lord Sheffield, died, and he hastened to ad-
minister consolation

: he arrived at Lord Sheffield's
house in London in .Tune 179.'i. The health of the
historian h;id, however, been indifferent for some
time, owing to a long-settled complaint; and. ex-
hausted by surgical operations, he died ivithout
pain, and apparently without any sense of his dan-
ger, on the IGth of January 1794.

In most of the essential qualifications of a his-
torian, Gibbon was equal to eitiier Hume or Robert-
son. In some he was superior. He had greater

* ' The garden and summer-honso where he compoMd are
neglected, and the last utterly decayed, but they still show it
as his " cabinet," and seem perfectly a« are of his memory.'—
llijron'i Letteri.
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depth and variety tif learning, and .1 more perfect

CommaiKi of liis intelleetiial treasvires. It was not

merely » iili tlie main stream of Homan history tliat

he was familiar. All its aeeesaarics and tributaries

—the art of war, philoso])hy, theology, jurisprudence,

gcoprajdiy (down to its minutest jioint), every shade
of manners, opinions, and public character, in Roman
and contemporaneous history, he had studied with
Iab<jrions dilii;ence and complete success. Hume
was elaborate, but it was only with respect to ptyle.

Krrors in f.ict and theory were perpetuated throutrh

every edition, wliile the author was purifying his

periods and weeding out Scotticisms. The labour

of Gibbon was directed to higher objects—to the

accumulation of facts, and the collation of ancient

authors. His style, once fixed, remained unaltered.

In erudition and comprehensiveness of intellect,

Gibbon may therefore be pronounced the first of

English historians. The vast range of his subject,

and the tone of dignity which he preserves through-
out the wbiilo of his capacious circuit, also give him
a superiority over his illustrious rivals. In concen-

trating his information, and presenting it in a clear

and lucid order, he is no less remarkable, while his

vivid im.agiiiation, quickening and adorning his

varied knowledge, is fully equal to his other powers.

He identities himself with whatever he describes,

and paints local scenery, national costume or man-
ners, with all the force and animation of a native

or eye-witness. These solid and bright .icquirements

of the historian were not, however, without their

drawbacks. His mind was more material or sen-

sual than philosophical—more fond of splendour
and display than of the beauty of virtue or the

grandeur of moral heroism. His taste was vitiated

and impure, so that his style is not only deficient in

chaste simplicity, but is disfigured by offensive

pruriency and occasional grossness. His lofty ornate

diction fatigues by its uniform pomp and dignity,

notwithstanding the graces and sjilendour of his

animated narrative. Deficient in depth of moral
feeling and elevation of sentiment, Gibbon seldom
touches the heart or inspires true enthusiasm.
The reader admires his glittering sentences, his

tournaments, and battle-pieces, his polished irony

and masterly sketches of character; he marvels
at his inexhaustible learning, and is fascinated

by his pictures of military conquest and Asiatic

luxury, but he still feels, that, as in the state of

ancient Rome itself, the seeds of ruin are developed
amidst flattering appearances :

' the florid bloom
but ill conceals the fatal malady which preys upon
the vitals.'* The want of one great harmonising
spirit of humanity and genuine philosophy to give

unity to the splendid mass, becomes painfully visible

on a ciilm review of the entire work. After one
attentive study of Gibbon, when the mind has be-

come saturated with his style and manner, we sel-

dom recur to his pages excepting for some particu-

lar fact or description. Such is the importance of

simplicity and purity in a volundnous narrative,

that this crcat historian is seldom read but as a

study, while Hume and Robertson are always per-

tised as a pleastire.

The work of Gibbon has been translated into

French, with notes by M. Guizot, the distinguished

philosoplier and statesman. The remarks of Guizot,

with those of Wenck, a German commentator, .and

numerous original illustrations and corrections, are

embodied in a fine edition by Mr Milman, in twelve
volumes, published by Mr Murray, London, in 1838.

M. Guizot h.as thus recorded his own impressions on
reading Gibbon's history :

—
' After a first rapid

* Hall on the Causes of the Present Discontents.

perusal, wliich allowed me to feel nothing but the
interest of a narrative, always animated, and, not-
withstanding its extent and" the variety of objects
which it makes to pass Ufore the view, always
perspicuous, 1 entered upon a minute examination
of the details of which it was composed, and the
opinion which I then formed was, I confess, sin-
gularly severe. I diso.ivered, in certain chapters,
errors which appeared to nic sufficiently important
and numerous to make me believe that they had
been written with extreme negligence ; in others, I
was struck with a certain tinge of partiality and
prejudice, which imparted to the exposition of the
facts that want of truth and justice which the Eng-
lish express by their happy term, misrepresentation.
Some imperfect quotations, some passages omitted
unintentionally or designedly, have cast a suspicion
on the honesty of the author ; and his violation of
the first law of history—increased to my eyes by
the prolonged attention with which I occupied
myself with every phrase, every note, every reflec-

tion—caused me to form on the whole work a judg-
ment far too rigorous. After liaving finished my
labours, I allowed some time to elapse before I re-
viewed the whole. A second attentive and regular
perusal of the entire work, of the notes of the author,
and of those which I had thought it right to subjoin,

showed me how much I had exaggerated the im-
portance of the reproaches which Gibbon really

deserved : I was struck with the same errors, the
same partiality on certain subjects ; but I had been
far from doing adequate justice to the immensity
of his researches, the variety of his knowledge, and,
above all, to that truly philosophical discrimination
(jnstcsse iVeaprit) which judges the past as it would
judge the present ; which does not permit itself to

be blinded by the clouds which time gathers around
the dead, and which prevent us from seeing that
under the toga as under the modern dress, in the
senate as in our councils, men were what they still

are, and that events took place eighteen centuries

ago as they take place in our days. I then felt

that his book, in spite of its faults, will always be
a noble work ; and that we may correct his errors,

and combat his prejudices, without ceasing to admit
that few men have combined, if we are not to say
in so high a degree, at le.ast in a manner so complete
and so well regulated, the necessary qualifications

for a writer of history.'

[ Opinion of the A ncient Ph ihsophers or the ImmortiUiiy

of the tSouL']

The writings of Cicero represent in the most lively

colours the ignorance, the errors, and the uncertainty

of the ancient philosophers with regard to the immor-
tality of the soul. When they are de.sirous of arming
their disciples againstT the fear of death, they incul-

cate, as an obvious though melancholy position, that

the fatal stroke of our dissolution releases us from the

calamities of life ; and that those can no longer suffer

who no longer exist. Yet there were a few sages of

Greece and Rome who had conceived a more exalted,

and in some respects a juster idea of human nature;
though, it nmst be confessed, that in the sublime in-

quiry, their reason had often been guided by their

imagination, and that their imagination had been
prompted by their vanity. When they viewed with
complacency the extent of their own mental powers

;

when they exercised the various faculties of memory,
of fancy, and of judgment, in the most profound
speculations, or the most important labours ; and when
they reflected on the desire of fame, wliich traiisjiorted

them into future ages, far beyond the bounds of death

and of the grave; they were unwilling to confound

1U5
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themselves with the beasts of the field, or to suppose
that a beinp, for whose dijniity they entertained the

most sincere admiration, could be limited to a spot

of earth, and to a few years of duration. With this

favourable prepossession, they summoned to their aid

the science, or rather the language, of metaphysics.

They soon discovered, that as none of the properties

of matter will apply to the operations of the mind,
the human soul invist consequently be a substatice

distinct from the body—pure, simple, and spiritual,

incapable of dissolutitm, and susceptible of a much
higher degree of virtue and happine-^s after the release

from its corporeal prison. From these specious and
noble principles, the philosophers who trod in the
footsteps of Plato deduced a very unjustifiable conclu-
sion, since they asserted not only the future immor-
tality, but the past eternity of the human soul, which
they were too apt to consider as a portion of the infi-

nite and self-existing spirit, which per\'ades and sus-

tains the universe. A doctrine thus removed beyond
the senses and the experience of mankind might serve

to amuse the leisure of a philosophic mind ; or, in the
silence of solitude, it might sometimes impart a ray
of comfort to desponding virtue ; but the faint impres-
sion which had been received in the school was soon
obliterated by the commerce and business of active

life. We are sufficiently acquainted with the eminent
persons who flourished in the age of Cicero, and of the
first Ccesars, with their actions, their characters, and
their motives, to be assured that their conduct in this

life was never regulated by any serious conviction of
the rewards or punishments of a future state.* At
the bar and in the senate of Rome the ablest orators
were not apprehensive of giving offence to their hear-
ers by exposing that doctrine as an idle and extra-
vagant opinion, which was rejected with contempt
by every man of a liberal education and under-
standing.

Since, therefore, the most sublime efforts of philo-
sophy can extend no farther than feebly to point out
the desire, the hope, or at most the probability, of a
future state, there is nothing except a divine reve-
lation that can ascertain the existence and describe
the condition of the invisible country which is des-
tined to receive the souls of men after their separation
from the body,

[I7i« City of Bagdad^MagniJlcence of the Caliphs.]

Almansor, the brother and successor of Saffah, laid
the foundations of Bagdad (a.d. 762), the imperial
seat of his posterity during a reign of five hundredyears.
The chosen spot is on the eastern bank of the Tigris,
about fifteen miles above the ruins of Modain : the

* This passage of Gibbon is finely Ulustrated in Uall's
Funeral Sermon for Dr Ryland :—

* If the mere conception of the reunion of good men in a
future state infused a momentary "rapture into the mind of
TuUy

; if an airy speculation, for there is reason to fear it had
little hold on his convictions, could mspire him with such de-
light, what may we be expected to feel who are assured of such
an event by the true sayings of God ! How should we rejoice in
the prospect, the certainty rather, of spending a blissful eter-

nity with those whom we loved on earth, of seeing them
emerge from the ruins of the tomb, and the deeper ruins of
the fall, not only uninjured, but refined and perfected, ** with
every tear wiped from their eyes," standing before the throne of
God and the Lamb, '* in white robes, and palms in their hands,
crying with a loud voice. Salvation to God that sitteth upon the
throne.and to the Lamb, for ever and ever!" AVliat delight will

It afford to renew the sweet counsel wo have taken together,

to recount the toils of combat and the labour of the way, and
to approach not the house but the throne of God in company,
in order to join in the sj-mphony of heavenly voices, and lose

ourselves amidst the splendours and fruitions of the beatific

Tision.'

double wall was of a circular form ; and such was the !

rapid increase ofa capital now dwindled to a provincial
town, that the funeral of a popular saint might be
attended by eiirht hundred thousand men and siitj
thousand women of Bagdad and the adjacent villages.

In this city of peace, amidst the riches of the east,

the Abbassidcs soon disdained the abstinence and
frugality of the first caliphs, and aspired to emu-
late the magnificence of the Persian kings. After bis
wars and buildings, Almansor left behind him in gold
and silver about thirty millions sterling; and thU
treasure was exhausted in a few years bv the vices or
virtues of his children. His son Mahadi, in a single

pilgrimage to Mecca, expended six millions of dinars
of gold. A pious and charitable motive may sanctify
the foundation of cisterns and caravanseras, which he
distributed along a measured road of seven hundred
miles; but his train of camels, laden with snow,
could serve only to astonish the natives of Arabia,
and to refresh the fruits and liquors of the royal ban-
quet. The courtiers would surely praise the liberality

of his grandson Almamon, who gave away four-fifths

of the income of a province—a sura of two millions
four hundred thousand gold dinars—before he drew
his foot from the stirrup. At the nuptials of the same
prince, a thousand pearls of the largest size were
showered on the head of the bride, and a lottery' of
lands and houses displayed the capricious bounty of
fortune. The glories of the court were brightened
rather than impaired in the decline of the empire,
and a Greek ambassador might admire or pity the
magnificence of the feeble Moctader. *The caliph*s
whole army,' .says the historian Abulfeda, *both horse
and foot, was under arms, which together made a
body of one hundred and sixty thousand men. His
state-officers, the favourite slaves, stood near him in
splendid apparel, their belts glittering with gold and
gems. Near them were seven thousand eunuchs, four
thousand of them white, the remainder black. The
porters or doorkeepers were in number seven hundred.
Barges and boats, with the most superb decorations,
were seen swimming upon the Tigris. Nor was the
place itself less splendid, in which were hung up
thirty-eight thousand pieces of tapestry, twelve thou-
sand five hundred of which were of silk embroidered
with gold. The carpets on the floor were twentv-two
thousand. A hundred lions were brought out,' with
a keeper to each lion. Among the other .spectacles of
rare and stupendous luxury, was a tree of gold and
silver spreading into eighteen large branches, on
which, and on the lesser boughs, sat a variety of birds
made of the same precious metals, as well as the
leaves of the tree. While the machinery afiVcted
spontaneous motions, the several birds warbled their
natural harmony. Through this scene of magnificence
the Greek ambassador was led by the visier to the foot
of the caliph's throne.' In the west, the Ommiades
of Spain supported, with equal pomp, the title of
commander of the faithful. Three miles from Cor-
dova, in honour of his favourite sultana, the third and
greatest of the Abdalrahraans constructed the city,

palace, and gardens of Zebra. Twenty-five years, and
above three millions sterling, were employed by the
founder : his liberal taste invited the artists of Con-
stantinople, the most skilful sculptors and architects
of the age ; and the buildings were sustained or
adorned by twelve hundred columns of Spanish and
African, of Greek and Italian marble. The hall of
audience was incrusted with gold and pearls, and a
great bason in the centre was surrounded with the
curious and costly figures of birds and quadrupeds.
In a lofty pavilion of the gardens, one of these basons
and fountains, so delightful in a sultry climate, was
replenished not with water but with the purest quick-
silver. The seraglio of Abdalrahman, his wives, con-
cubines, and black eunuchs, amounted to six thousand
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three hundred persons ; and he wju* attended to the

field by a guard of twelve thousand horse, whose belts

and scimitars were studded with ^old.

In a private condition, our desires aro perpetually

repressed by poverty and subordination ; but the lives

and labours of millions are devoted to the service of

a despotic prince, whose la^vs are blindly obeyed, and
whose wishes are instantly gratified. Our imagina-
tion is daz:£led by the splendid picture ; and what-
ever may be the cool dictates of reason, there are few

amonj; us who would obstinately refuse a trial of the

comforts and tho cares of royalty. It may therefore

be of some use to borrow the experience of the same
Abdalrahman, whose magnificence has perhaps excited

our admiration and envy, and to transcribe an authen-
tic memorial which was found in the closet of the de-

ceased caliph. * I have now reigned above fifty years

in victory or peace ; beloved by my subjects, dreaded

by my enemies, and respected by my allies. Riches
and honours, power and pleasure, have waited on my
call, nor does any earthly blessing appear to have
been wanting to my felicity. In this situation I

have diligently numbered the days of pure and genu-

ine happiness which have fallen to my lot : they

amount to fourteen. man ! place not thy confi-

dence in this present world.'

[^Conquest of Jerusalem hy the Crusaderty a. d. 1099.]

Jerusalem has derived some reputation from the

number and importance of her memorable sieges. It

was not till after a long and obstinate contest that

Babylon and Rome could prevail against the obsti-

nacy of the people, the craggy ground that might
supersede the necessity of fortifications, and the walls

and towers that would have fortified the most acces-

sible plain. These obstacles were diminished in the

age of the crusades. The bulwarks had been com-
pletely destroyed and imperfectly restored : the Jews,

their nation and worship, were for ever banished ; but
nature is less changeable than man, and the site of

Jerusalem, though somewhat softened and somewhat
removed, was still strong against the assaults of an
enemy. By the experience of a recent siege, and a
three years* possession, the Saracens of Kgypt had been
taught to discern, and in some degree to remedy, the

defects of a place which religion as well as honour
forbade them to resign. Aladin or Iftikhar, the

caliph's lieutenant, was intrusted with the defence

;

his policy strove to restrain the native Christians by
the dread of their o\vn ruin and that of the holy

sepulchre ; to animate the Moslems by the assurance

of temporal and eternal rewards. His garrison is said

to have consisted of forty thousand Turks and Ara-
bians ; and if he could muster twenty thousand of

the inhabitants, it must be confessed that the besieged

were more numerous than the besieging army. Had
the diminished strength and numbers of the Latins

allowed them to grasp the whole circumference of

four thousand yards (about two English miles and a

halO) to what useful purpose should they have de-

scended into the valley of Ben Himmon and torrent

of Cedron, or approached the precipices of the south

and east, from whence they had nothing either to

hope or fear? Their siege was more reasonably

directed against the northern and western sides of

the city. Godfrey of Bouillon erected his standard

on the first swell of Mount Calvary ; to the left, as

far as St Stephen's gate, the line of attack was con-

tinued by Tancred and the two Roberts ; and Count
Raymond established his quarters from the citadel to

the foot of Mount Sion, which was no longer included

within the precincts of the city. On the fifth day,

the crusaders made a general assault, in the fanatic

hope of battering down the walls without engines, and
of scaling them without ladders. By the dint of

brutal force, they burst the first barrier, but they were
driven back with shame and slaughter to the camp;
the influence of vision and prophecy was deadened by
the too frequent abuse of those jiiuus stratagems, and
time and labour were found to be the only means of

victory. The time of the siege was indeed fulfilled in

forty days, but they were forty days of calamity and
anguish. A repetition of the old complaint of famine
may be imputed in some degree to the voracious or dis-

orderly appetite of the Franks, but the stony soil of

Jerusalem is almost destitute of water ; the scanty
springs and hasty torrents were dry in the summer sea-

son ; nor was the thirst of the besiegers relieved, as in

the city, by the artificial supply of cisterns and aque-
ducts. The circumjacent country is equally destitute

of trees for the uses of shade or building, but some
large beams were discovered in a cave by the cru-

saders : a wood near Sichem, the enchanted grove of

Tasso, was cut dovnx : the necessary timber was tran-

sported to the camp by the vigour and dexterity of

Tancred ; and the engines were framed by some Ge-
noese artists, who had fortunately landed in the har-

bour of Jafia. Two movable turrets were constructed

at the expense and in the stations of the Duke of Lor-

raine and the Count of Tholouse, and rolled forwards

with devout labour, not to the most accessible but

to the most neglected parts of the fortification. Ray-
mond's tower was reduced to ashes by the fire of the

besieged, but his colleague was more vigilant and
successful ; the enemies were driven by his archers

from the rampart ; the drawbridge was let down ; and
on a Friday, at three in the afternoon, the day and
hour of the Passion, Godfrey of Bouillon stood vic-

torious on the walls of Jerusalem. His example was
followed on every side by the emulation of valour

;

and about four hundred and sixty years after the con-

quest of Omar, the holy city was rescued from the

Mohammedan yoke. In the pillage of public and pri-

vate wealth, the adventurers had agreed to respect the

exclusive property of the first occupant ; and the

spoils of the great mosque—seventy lamps and massy
vases of gold and silver—rewarded the diligence and
displayed the generosity of Tancred. A bloody sacri-

fice was offered by his mistaken votaries to the God
of the Christians : resistance might provoke, but
neither age nor sex could mollify their implacable

rage ; they indulged themselves three days in a pro-

miscuous massacre, and the infection of the dead
bodies produced an epidemical disease. After seventy

thousand Moslems had been put to the sword, and the

harmless Jews had been burnt in their synagogue,

they could still reserve a multitude of captives whom
interest or lassitude persuaded them to spare. Of
these savage heroes of the cross, Tancred alone be-

trayed some sentiments of compassion
;
yet we may

praise the more selfish lenity of Raymond, who granted

a capitulation and safe conduct to the garrison of the

citadel. The holy sepulchre was now free ; and the

bloody victors prepared to accomplish their vow.

Bareheaded and barefoot, with contrite hearts, and in

a humble posture, they ascended the hill of Calvary
amidst the loud anthems of the clergy ; kissed the

stone which had covered the Saviour of the world,

and bedewed with tears of joy and penitence the

monument of their redemption.

[Appearance aiid Character of Mahomet.']

According to the tradition of his companions, Ma-
homet was distinguished by the beauty of his person

—

an outward gift which is seldom despised, except by
those to whom it has been refused. Before he spoke,

the orator engaged on his side the affections of a pub-

lic or private audience. They applauded his com-
manding presence, his majestic aspect, his piercing

eye, his gracious smile, his flowing beard, his counte-
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nance that piiintcd every sensation of the soul, and

his ;,'et»ciiiX'S that eiiforced each expression of the

tongue. In the f;tiiiili.ir offices of life he scrupulously

adhert'd to the ^rave and ceremonious politeness of

his country : his respectful attention to the rich and
powerful wnn dignified by his condescension and affa-

bility to the poore.-'t citizens of Mecca ; the frankness

of his nianner concealed the artifice of his views ; and
the habits of courtesy were imputed to personal friend-

ehip or universal b.jnevolencc. His memory was capa-

cious and retentive, his wit easy and social, his ima-

gination sublime, his judgment clear, rapid, and
decisive. He possessed the courage both of thought

and action ; and although his designs might jrradu-

ally ex])and with his success, the first idea which he

entertained of his divine mission bears the stamp of

an original and superior genius. The son of Abdallah
was educated in the bosom of the noblest race, in the

use of the jiurest dialect of Arabia ; and the fluency

of his speech was corrected and enhanced by the prac-

tice of discreet and seasonable silence. With these

powers of eloquence, Mahomet was an illiterate bar-

barian ; his youth had never been instructed in the

arts of reading and writing ; the common ignorance

exempted him from shame or reproach, but he was

reduced to a narrow circle of existence, and deprived

of those faithful mirrors which reflect to our mind the

minds of sages and heroes. Yet the book of nature

and of man was open to his view ; and some fancy has

been indulged in the political and philosophical ob-

servations which are ascribed to the Arabian traveller.

He compares the nations and religions of the earth
;

discovers the weakness of the Persian and Roman
monarchies ; beholds with pity and indignation the

degeneracy f>f the times ; and resolves to unite, under
one God and one king, the invincible spirit and primi-

tive virtues of the Arabs. Our more accurate inquiry

will suggest, that instead of visiting the courts, the

caraps, the temples of the east, the two journeys of

Mahomet into Syria were confined to the fairs of

Bostra and Damascus ; that he was only thirteen years

of age when he accompanied the caravan of his uncle,

and that his duty compelled him to return as soon as

he had disposed of the merchandise of Cadijah. In

these hasty and superficial excursions, the eye of

genius might discern some objects invisible to his

grosser com])anions ; some seeds of knowledge might
be cast upon a fruitful soil ; but his ignorance of the

Syriac language must have checked his curiosity, and
I cannot perceive in the life or writings of Mahomet
that his prospect was far extended beyond the limits

of the Arabian world. From every region of that

solitary world the pilgrims of Mecca were annually
assembled, by the calls of devotion and commerce :

in the free concourse of multitudes, a simple citizen,

in his native tongue, might study the political state

and character uf the tribes, the theory and practice of

the Jews and Christians. Some useful strangers might
be tempted or forced to implore the rites of hospi-

tality ; ami the enemies of Mahomet have named the

Jew, the Persian, and the Syrian monk, whom they

accuse of lending their secret aid to the com])osition

of the Koran. Conversation enriches the understand-
ing, but solitu'le is the school of genius ; and the uni-

formity of a work denotes the hand of a single artist.

From his earliest youth Mahomet was addicted to

religious contemplation : each year, during the month
of Ramadan, he withdrew from the world and from
the arms of Cadijah : in the cave of Hera, three miles

from Mecca, he consulted the spirit of fraud or enthu-
siasm, whose abode is not in the heavens but in the

mind of the prophet. The faith which, under the

name of Islam, he preached to his family and nation,

is compounded of an eternal truth and a neccisary

fiction—that there is only one God, and that Mahomet
is the apostle of God.

[Term of the Conquest of Timour, or Tamerlane; hU
TYiumph at Saiuaivaml ; Aw iJeath oh tlie Road to

China (a. d. 140.)) ; Character aiul Merit* of Timour.']

From the Irtish and Volga to the Persian Oulf,

and from the Ganges to Damascus and the Archipe-
lago, Asia was in the hand of Timour ; his armies
were invincible, his ambition \va^ boundless, and his

zeal might aspire to conquer and convert the Chris-

tian kingdoms of the west, which already trembled at

his name. He touched the utmost verge of the land;
but an insuperable though narrow sea rolled between
the two continents of Kurope and Asia, and the lord

of so many tomaun, or myriads of horse, was not master
of a single galley. The two passages of the Ilosphorus

and Hellespont, of Constantinople and Gallipoli, were
possessed, the one by the Christians, the other by the
Turks. On this great occasion they forgot the diffe-

rence of religion, to act with union and finnnesa in

the common cause : the double straits were guarded
with ships and fortifications ; and they separately

withheld the transports, which Timour demanded of

either nation, under the pretence of attacking their

enemy. At the same time they soothed his prido
with tributary gifts and suppliant embassies, and
prudently temjited him to retreat with the honours of
victory. Soliman, the son of Uajazet, implored his

clemency for his father and himself; accepted, by a
red patent, the investiture of the kingdom of Romania,
which he already held by the sword ; and reiterated

his ardent wish, of casting himself in person at the
feet of the king of the world. The Greek emperor
(either John or Manuel) submitted to pay the same
tribute which he had stij)ulated with the Turkish
sultan, and ratified the treaty by an oath of alle^ance,
from which he could absolve his conscience so soon as

the Mogul anus had retired from Anatolia. But the
fears and fancy of nations ascribed to the ambitious
Tamerlane a new design of vast and romantic com-
pass—a design of subduing Kgjpt and Africa, march-
ing from the Nile to the Atlantic Ocean, entering
P^urope by the straits of Gibraltar, and, after im-
posing his yoke on the kingdoms of Christendom, of
returning home by the deserts of Russia and Tartaiy,

This remote and perhaps imaginar)* danger was averted
by the submission of the sultan of Kgvpt ; the honours
of the prayer and the coin attested at Cairo the su-

premacy of Timour; and a rare gift of a girafie, or
camelopard, and nine ostriches, represented at Samar-
cand the tribute of the African world. Our imagina-
tion is not less astonished by the portrait of a Mogiil
who, in his camp before Smyrna, meditates and al-

most accomplishes the inva-sion of the Chinese empire.
Timour was urged to this enterprise by national
honour and religious zeal. The torrents which he had
shed of Mussulman blood could be expiated only by
an equal destruction of the infidels; and as he now
stood at the gates of paradise, he might best secure

his glorious entrance by demolishing the idols of China,
!

founding mosques in every city, and establishing the !

profession of faith in one God and his prophet Ma-
homet. The recent expulsion of the house of Zingia

was an insult on the Mogul name; and the disorders

of the empire afiordcd the fairest opportunity for re-

venge. The illustrious Ilongvou, founder of the
dynasty of Ming, died four years before the battle of

Angora ; and his grandson, a weak and unfortunate
youth, was burnt in his palace, after a million of
Chinese had perished in the civil war. Before he
evacuated Anatolia, Timour despatched beyond the
Sihoon a numerous army, or rather colony, of his old

and new subjects, to open the road, to subdue the

pagan Calmucks and Mungals, and to found cities

and magazines in the desert ; and by the diligence of

his lieutenant, he soon received a perfect map and
description of the unknown regions, from the source
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of the Irtish to the wall of China. During these pre-

parations, the emperor achieved the final conquest of

Georgia, pas.-'cil the winter on the banks of the

Araxes, appetuscJ the truvibles of Persia, and slowly

returned to his capital, after a campaign of four years

and nine months.

On the throne of Samarcand, he displayed in a

short repose his magnificence and power ; listened to

the complaints of the people, distributed a just mea-
sure of rewards and punishments, employed his riches

in the architecture of palaces and temples, and gave
audience to the ambassadors of Egypt, Arabia, India,

Tartary, Russia, and Spain, the last of whom pre-

sented a suit of tapestry which eclipsed the pencil of

the oriental artists. The marriage of six of the em-
peror's grandsons wius esteemed an act of religioii as

well OS of paternal tenderness ; and the pomp of the

ancient caliphs was revived in their nuptials. They
were celebrated in the gardens of Canighul, decorated
with innumerable tents and pavilions, which displayed

the luxury of a great city and the spoils of a victo-

rious camp. Whole forests were cut down to supply
fuel for the kitchens ; the plain was spread with pyra-

mids of meat and vases of every liquor, to which
thousands of guests were courteously invited ; the

orders of the state, and the nations of the earth, were
raarshalleil at the royal banquet ; nor were the am-
bassadors of Europe (says the haughty Persian) ex-

cluded from the feast ; since even the casseSy the

smallest of fish, find their place in the ocean. The
public joy was testified by illuminations and mas-
querades ; the trades of Samarcand passed in review

;

and every trade was emulous to execute some quaint
device, some marvellous pageant, with the materials

of their peculiar art. After the marriage-contracts

had been ratified by the cadhis, the bridegrooms and
their brides retired to the nuptial chambers ; nine
times, according to the Asiatic fashion, they were
dressed and umlressed ; and at each change of apparel,

pearls and rubies were showered on their heads, and
contemptuously abandoned to their attendants. A
general indulgence was proclaimed ; every law was
relaxed, every pleasure was allowed ; the people were
free, the sovereign was idle ; and the historian of

Timour may remark, that, after devoting fifty years

to the attainment of empire, the only happy period

of his life was the two months in which he ceased to

exercise his power. But he was soon awakened to

the cares of government and war. The standard
was unfurled for the invasion of China ; the emirs
made their report of two hundred thousand, the select

and veteran soldiers of Iran and Touran ; their bag-

gage and provisions were transported by five hundred
great wagons, and an immense train of horses and
camels ; and the troops might prepare for a long
absence, since more than six months were employed
in the tranquil journey of a caravan from Samarcand
to Pekin. Neither age nor the severity of the winter
could retard the impatience of Timour ; he mounted
on horseback, passed the Sihoon on the ice, marched
seventy-six parasangs (three hundred miles) from his

capital, and pitched his last camp in the neighbour-
hood of Otrar, where he was expected by the angel of

death. Fatigue, and the indiscreet use of iced water,

accelerated the progress of his fever; and the con-

queror of Asia expired in the seventieth year of his

age, thirty-five years after he had ascended the throne
of Zagatai. His designs were lost ; his armies were
disbanded ; China was saved ; and fourteen years

after his decease, the most powerful of his children

sent an embassy of friendship and commerce to the

court of Pekin.

The fame of Timour ha^ pervaded the east and
west ; his posterity is still invested with the imperial

title; and the admiration of his subjects, who revered

him almost as a deity, may be justified in some de-

gree by the praise or confession of his bitterest enemies.
Although he was lame of a hand and foot, his form
and stature were not unworthy of his rank ; and his

vigorous health, so essential to himself and to the
world, wiw corroborated by temperance and exercise.

In his familiar discourse he was grave and modest,
and if he was ignorant of the Arabic language, he
hpoke with fluency and elegance the Persian and
Turkish idioms. It was his delight to converse with
the learned on topics of history and science ; and the
amusement of his leisure hours was the game of chess,

which he improved or corrupted with new refinements.

In his religion he was a zealous, though not perhaps
an orthodox, Mussulman ; but his sound understand-
ing may tempt us to believe that a superstitious rever-

ence for omens and prophesies, for saints and astro-

logers, was only affected as an instrument of policy.

In the government of a vast empire he stood alone
and absolute, without a rebel to oppose his power, a
favourite to seduce his affections, or a minister to

mislead his judgment. It was his firmest maxim,
that, whatever might be the consequence, the word of
the prince should never be disputed or recalled ; but
his foes have maliciously observed, that the commands
of anger and destruction were more strictly executed
than those of beneficence and favour. His sons and
grandsons, of whom Timour left six-and-thirty at his

decease, were his first and most submissive subjects

;

and whenever they deviated from their duty, they
were corrected, according to the laws of Zingis, with
the bastonnade, and afterwards restored to honour and
command. Perhaps his heart was not devoid of the

social virtues
;
perhaps he was not incapable of loving

his friends and pardoning his enemies ; but the rules

of morality are founded on the public interest ; and
it may be sufficient to applaud the wisdom of a
monarch for the liberality by which he is not im-
poverished, and for the justice by which he is

strengthened and enriched. To maintain the har-
mony of authority and obedience, to chastise the
proud, to protect the weak, to reward the deserving,

to banish vice and idleness from his dominions, to

secure the traveller and merchant, to restrain the
depredations of the soldier, to cherish the labours of

the husbandman, to encourage industry and learning,

and, by an equal and moderate assessment, to in-

crease the revenue without increasing the taxes, are

indeed the duties of a prince ; but, in the discharge

of these duties, he finds an ample and immediate re-

compense. Timour might boast that, at his accession

to the throne, Asia was the prey of anarchy and
rapine, whilst under his prosperous monarchy a child,

fearless and unhurt, might carry a purse of gold from
the east to the west. Such was his confidence of
merit, that from this reformation he derived an
excuse for his victories, and a title to universal
dominion. The four following observations will
serve to appreciate his claim to the public gratitude;
and perhaps we shall conclude, that the Mogul em-
peror was rather the scourge than the benefactor of
mankind. 1. If some partial disorders, some local

oppressions, were healed by the sword of Timour, the
remedy was far more pernicious than the disease. By
their rapine, cruelty, and discord, the petty tyrants
of Persia might afflict their subjects ; but whole
nations were crushed under the footsteps of the re-
former. The ground which had been occupied by
flourishing cities was often marked by his abominable
trophies—by columns or pyramids of human heads.
Astracan, Carizme, Delhi, Ispahan, Bagdad, Aleppo,
Damascus, Boursa, Smyrna, and a thousand others,
were sacked, or burned, or utterly destroyed in his
presence, and by his troops ; and perhaps his con-
science would have been startled if a priest or philo-
sopher had dared to number the millions of victims

I
whom he had sacrificed to the establishment of peace
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and order. 2. His most destructive wars were rather

inroads than conquests. He invaded Turkestan,

Kipzak, Russia, Hindostan, Syria, Anatolia, Armenia,

and (icor^ia, without a hope or a desire of preserv-

inp tliosG distant provinces. From thence he departed

laden with spoil ; but he left behind him neither

tn-ops to awe the contumacious, nor magistrates to

protect the obedient natives. When he had broken

the fabric of their ancient government, he abandoned

them to the evils which his invasion had aggravated

or caused ; nor were these evils compensated by any

present or possible benefits. 3. The kingdoms of

Transoxiana and Persia were the proper field which

he laboured to cultivate and adorn, as the perpetual

inheritance of his family. But his peaceful labours

were often interrupted, and sometimes blasted, by the

absence of the conqueror. While he triumphed on

the Volga or the Ganges, his servants, and even his

sons, forgot their master and their duty. The public

and private injuries were poorly redressed by the

tardy rigour of inquiry and punishment ; and we must

be content to praise the institutions of Tlmour as the

specious idea of a perfect monarchy. 4. Whatsoever

might be the blessings of his administration, they

evaporated with his life. To reign, rather than to

govern, was the ambition of his children and grand-

children, the enemies of each other and of the people.

A fragment of the empire was upheld with some glory

by Sharokh, his youngest son ; but after his decease,

the scene was again involved in darkness and blood
;

and before the end of a century, Transoxiana and

Persia were trampled by the Uzbecks from the north,

and the Turkmans of the black and white sheep. The

race of Tlmour would have been extinct, if a hero,

his descendant in the fifth degree, had not fled before

the Uzbek arms to the conquest of Hindostan. His

successors (the great Moguls) extended their sway

from the mountains of Cashmir to Cape Comorin, and

from Candahar to the Gulf of Bengal. Since the reign

of Aurmigzebe, their empire has been dissolved ; their

treasures of Delhi have been rifled by a Persian

robber ; and the richest of their kingdoms is now
possessed by a company of Christian merchants, of a

remote island in the northern ocean.

l^Invention and Use of Cfunpawder.']

The only hope of salvation for the Greek empire

and the adjacent kingdoms, would have been some

more powerful weapon, some discovery in the art of

war, that should give them a decisive superiority over

their Turkish foes. Such a weapon was in their

hands ; such a discovery had been made in the criti-

cal moment of their fate. The chemists of China or

Europe had found, by casual or elaborate experiments,

that a mixture of saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal,

produces, with a spark of fire, a tremendous explosion.

It was soon observed, that if the expansive force were

compressed in a strong tube, a ball of stone or iron

might be ctpelled with irresistible and destructive

velocity. The precise era of the invention and appli-

cation of gunpowder is involved in doubtful traditions

and equivocal language
;
yet we may clearly discern

that it was known IJefore the middle of the fourteenth

century ; and that before the end of the same, the use

of artillery in battles and sieges, by sea and land, was

familiar to the states of Germany, Italy, Spain,

France, and England. The priority of nations is of

small account ; none could derive any exclusive bene-

fit from their previous or superior knowledge ; and in

the common improvement, they stood on the same

level of relative power and military science. Nor was

it possible to circumscribe the secret within the pale

of the church ; it was disclosed to the Turks by the

treachery of apostates and the selfish policy of rivals
;

and the sultans had sense to adopt, and wealth to

reward, the talents of a Christian engiincr. The
(ienoese, who transported .\murath into l-^urnjie, must
be accusecl as Iiis preceptors ; and it was probably by
their hands that his cannon was cast and directed at
the siege of Constantinople. The first attempt was
indeed unsuccessful ; but in the general warfare of
the age, tlie advantage was on their side who were
motit commonly the assailants ; for a while the pro-
portion of the attack and defence was suspended ; and
this thundering artillery was pointed against the walls
and towers which had been erected only to resist the
less potent engines of antiquity. By the Venetians,
the use of gunpowder was communicated without
reproach to the sultans of Egj'pt and Persia, their

allies against the Ottoman power ; the secret was soitn

propagated to the extremities of Asia; and the advan-
tage of the European was confined to his easy vic-

tories over the savages of the new world. If we con-

trast the rapid progress of this mischievous discovery

with the slow and laborious advances of reason, science,

and the arts of peace, a philosopher, according to his

temper, will laugh or weep at the folly of mankind.

[Letter of Gibbon lo Mrs Porten—Aca»mt of hit Mode
of Life at Lausanne.^i

December 27, 1783.

The unfortunate are loud and loquacious in their

complaints, but real happiness is content with its own
silent enjoyment ; and if that happiness is of a quiet

uniform kind, we sufler days and weeks to elapse

without communicating our sensations to a distant

friend. By you, therefore, whose temper and under-
standing have extracted from human life, on every

occasion, the best and most comfortable ingredients,

my silence will always be interpreted as an evidence
of content, and you would only be alarmed (the danger
Is not at hand) by the too frequent repetition of my
letters. Perhaps I should have continued to slumber,

I don't know how long, had I not been awakened by
the anxiety which you express in your last letter. * •

From this base subject I descend to one which more
seriously and strongly engages your thoughts—the

consideration of my health and happiness. And you
will give me credit when I assure you, with sincerity,

that 1 have not repented a single moment of the step

which I have taken, and that I only regret the not

having executed the same design two, or five, or even
ten years ago. By this time I might have returned

independent and rich to my native country ; I should
have escaped many disagreeable events that have
happened in the meanwhile, and I should have avoided
the parliamentary life, which experience has proved
to be neither suitable to my temper nor conducive to

my fortune. In speaking of the happiness which I

enjoy, you will agree with me in giving the preference

to a sincere and sensible friend ; and though you
cannot discern the full extent of his merit, you will

easily believe that Deyverdun is the man. Perhaps
two persons so perfectly fitted to live together were

never formed by nature and education. We have

both read and seen a great variety of objects ; the

lights and shades of our difierent characters are hap-

pily blended ; and a friendship of thirty years has

taught us to enjoy our mutual advantages, and to

support our unavoidable imperfections. In love and
marriage some harsh sounds will sometimes interrupt

the harmony, and in the course of time, like our

neighbours, we must expect some disagreeable mo-
ments ; but confidence and freedom are the two pillars

of our union, and I am much mistaken if the building

be not solid and comfortable. * * In this season

I rise (not at four in the morning, but) a little before

eight ; at nine I am called from my study to break-

fast, which I always perform alone, in the English
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style ; atnl» with tlio aiil of Cnplin,* 1 perceive no dif-

ference bffwoen I.iuisuiine and Uentinrk Street. Our
inorninpi arc usually luufscd in separate studies ; wc
never approach each other's door without a previous

message, or thrice knockin;:, and my apartment is

already sacred and formidable to strangers. I dress

at half pa.st one, iind at two (an early hour, to wliich

I am not perfectly reconciled) we sit down to dinner.

\Ve have hired a female cook, well skilled in her pro-

fession, and accustomed to the taste of every nation
;

as, for instance, we had excellent niince-pies yester-

day. After dinner and the departure of our company

—

one, two, or three friends—wc read together some amus-
ing book, or play at chess, or retire to our rooms, or

make visits, or go to the coffee-house. Between six

and seven the assemblies begin, and I am oppressed

only with their number and variety. Whist, at shil-

lings or half-crowns, is the game I generally play, and
I play three rubbers with pleasure. Between nine and
ten we withdraw to our bread and cheese, and friendly

converse, which sends us to bed at eleven ; but these

sober hours are too often interrupted by private or

numerous suppers, which I have not the courage to

resist, though I practise a laudable abstinence at the

best furnished tables. Such is the skeleton of my
life ; it is impossible to communicate a perfect Idea

of the vital and substantial parts, the characters of

the men and women with whom I have very easily

connected myself in looser and closer bonds, accord-

ing to their inclination and my own. If I do not

deceive myself, and if Deyverdun does not flatter me,

I am already a general favourite ; and as our likings

and dislikes are commonly mutual, I am equally

satisfied with the freedom and elegance of manners,

and (after proper allowances and exceptions) with the

worthy and amiable qualities of many individuals.

The autumn has been beautiful, and the winter

hitherto mild, but in January we must expect some
severe frost. Instead of rolling in a coach, I walk
the streets, wrapped up in a fur cloak ; but this exer-

cise is wholesome, and, except an accidental fit of the

gout of a few days, I never enjoyed better health. I

am no longer in Pavilliard's house, where I was
almost starved with cold and hunger, and you may
be assured that I now enjoy every benefit of comfort,

plenty, and even decent luxury. You wish me
happy ; acknowledge that such a life is more con-

ducive to happiness than five nights in the week
passed in the House of Commons, or five mornings
spent at the Custom-house.

[Remarks on Headinff.}

[These remarks form the preface to a series of memoranda
bej^un by Gibbon in 1761, under the title of Abttract of my
Baidittgi.']

* Reading is to the mind,' said the Duke of Vivonne
to Louis XIV'., ' what your partridges are to my chops.'

It is, in fact, the nourishment of the mind ; for by
reading we know our Creator, his works, ourselves

chiefly, and our fellow-creatures. But this nourish-

ment is easily converted into poison. Salmasius had
read as much as Grotius, perhaps more ; but their

different modes of reading made the one an en-

lightened philosopher, and the other, to speak
plainly, a pedant, puffed up with a useless eru-

dition.

Let us read with method, and propose to ourselves

an end to which all our studies may point. Through
neglect of this rule, gross ignorance often disgraces

great readers ; who, by skipping hastily and irregu-

larly from one subject to another, render themselves

incapable of combining their ideas. So many de-

tached parcels of knowledge cannot form a whole.

* nis English valet de chambre.

This inconstancy weakens the energies of tlie mind,
creates in it a dislike to application, and even robs it

of the advantages of natural good sense.
Yet let us avoid the contrary extreme, and respect

method, without rendering ourselves its slaves. While
we propose an end in our reading, let not this end be
too remote; and when once we have attained it, let

our attention be directed to a different subject. In-
constancy weakens the understanding ; a long and ex-
clusive application to a single object hardens and
contracts it. Our ideas no longer change easily into
a different channel, and the course of reading to which
we have too long accustomed ourselves is the only one
that we can pursue with pleasure.

We ouglit, besides, to be careful not to make the
order of our thoughts subservient to that of our
subjects; this would be to sacrifice the principal to

the accessory. The use of our reading is to aid
us in thinking. The perusal of a particular work
gives birth, perhaps, to ideas unconnected with the
subject of which it treats. I wish to pursue these
ideas ; they withdraw me from my proposed plan of
reading, and throw me into a new track, and from
thence, perhaps, into a second and a third. At
length I begin to perceive whither my researches
tend. Their result, perhaps, may be profitable ; it

is worth while to try ; whereas, had I followed the
high road, I should not have been able, at the end
of my long journey, to retrace the progress of my
thoughts.

This plan of reading is not applicable to our early
studies, since the severest method is scarcely sufficient

to make us conceive objects altogether new. Neither
can it be adopted by those who read in order to write,

and who ought to dwell on their subject till they
have sounded its depths. These reflections, however,
I do not absolutely warrant. On the supposition that
they are just, they may be so, perhaps, for myself
only. The constitution of minds differs like that of
bodies ; the same regimen will not suit all. Each
individual ought to study his own.
To read with attention, exactly' to define the ex-

pressions of our author, never to admit a conclusion
without comprehending its reason, often to pause, re-

flect, and interrogate ourselves, these are so many
advices which it is easy to give, but difficult to follow.

The same may be said of that almost evangelical
maxim of forgetting friends, country, religion, of
giving merit its due praise, and embracing truth
wherever it is to be found.

But what ought we to read? Each individual

must answer this question for himself, agreeably to

the object of his studies. The only general precept

that I would venture to give, is that of Pliny, * to read
much, rather than many things ;' to make a careful

selection of the best works, and to render them fami-
liar to us by attentive and repeated perusals. Without
expatiating on the authors so generally known and
approved, I would simply observe, that in matters of
reasoning, the best are those who have augmented the
number of useful truths ; who have discovered truths,
of whatever nature they may be ; in one word, those
bold spirits who, quitting the beaten track, prefer being
in the wrong alone, to being in the right with the
multitude. Such authors increase the number of our
ideas, and even their mistakes are useful to their suc-
cessors. With all the respect due to Mr Locke, I

would not, however, neglect the works of those aca-
demicians who destroy errors without hoping to sub-
stitute truth in their stead. In works of fancy,
invention ought to bear away the palm ; chiefly that
invention which creates a new kind of writing; and
next, that which displays the charms of novelty in

its subject, characters, situation, pictures, thoughts,
and sentiments. Yet this invention will miss its

effect, unless it be accompanied with a genius capable
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of adapting' itself to ever)' variety of the »ubject— suc-

cessively suljliiiie, jmtlietic, Howery, inujestic, uiiil

playful ; and with a judgment which admits nothing
indecorous, and a style which expresses well what-
ever ought to be said. As to compilations which arc
intended merely to treasure up the thoughts of others,

I ask whether they are written with iierspicuity,

whether supcrlluities are lopped off, and dispersed ob-
servations skilfully collected ; and agreeably to my
answers to tliose questions, I estimate the merit of
such performances.

METAPHYSICAL WRITERS.

The public taste has been almost wholly withdrawTi
from nietaiihysical pursuits, which at this time con-
stituted a favourite study with men of letters. Ample
scope W.1S given for ingenious speculation in the in-

ductive pbih)soi)hy of the mind; and the example of
a few great names, each coimected with some parti-

cular theory of moral science, kept alive a zeal for

such minute and often fanciful inquiries. In the
higher branch of ethics, honourable service was ren-
dered by liisbop Butler, but it was in Scotland that
speculative jihilosophy obtained most favour and
celebrity. After a long interval of a century and
a half. IJb Francis Hutcheson (1694-1747) intro-

duced into Scotland a taste for metaphysics, which,
in the si.tteenth century, had prevailed to a great
extent in the northern universities. Hutcheson was
a native of Ireland, but studied in the university of
Glasgow for six years, after which he returned to
his native country, and kept an academy in Dublin.
About the year 1726 he published his Inquiry into

Beauty and Virtue, and his reputation was so high
that he was called to be professor of moral philo-
sophy in Glasgow in the year 1729. His great work,
a System of Moral Philosophy, did not appear till after

his death, when it was published in two volumes,
quarto, by bis son. The rudiments of his philosophy
were borrowed from Shaftesbury, but lie introduced
a new term, the moral sense, into the metaphysical
Tocabulary, and assigned to it a sphere of consider-
able importance. With him the moral sense was a
capacity of perceiving moral qualities in jiction,

which excite what he called ideas of those qualities,

in the same manner as external things give us not
merelj' pain or pleasure, but notions or ideas of hard-
ness, form, and colour. We agree with Dr Brown
in considering this a great error; a moral sense con-
sidered strictly and truly a sense, as nnich so as any
of those which are the source of our direct external
perceptions, and not a state or act of the understand-
ing, seems a purely fanciful hypothesis. The an-
cient doctrine, that virtue consists in benevolence,
was supported by Hutcheson with much acuteness

;

but when he asserts that even the approbation of
our own conscience diminishes the merit of a bene-
volent action, we instinctively reject his theory as
unnatural and visionary. On account of these para-
doxes. Sir .lames Mackintosh charges Hutcheson
with confounding the theory of moral sentiments
with the criterion of moral .actions, but bears testi-

mony to the ingenuity of liis views, and the elegant
simplicity of his language.

DATIS BUIti:.

The system of Idealism, promulgated by Berke-
ley and the writings of Hutohcson, led to the first

literary production of Il.tvin Hume—his Treatise

on Human Nature, published in K-IS. The leading
doctrine of Hume is, that .all the objects of our
knowledge are divided in two classes—impressions

and ideas. From the structure of our minds he con-
tended that we must for ever dwell in ignorance; and
thus, • by perplexing the relations of cause and effect,
he boldly aimed to introduce a universal scepticism,
and to pour a more than Kgyptian darkness into the
whole region of morals.' The ' Treatise on Human
Nature' was afterwards re-east and re-published
under the title of An Inquiry concerning the Unman
Understandiny ; but it still failed to attract attention.
He was now, however, known as a philosophical
writer by his Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary,
published in 1742 ; a miscellany of thoughts at once
original, .and calculated for popularity. The other
metaphysical works of Hume are, an Inquiri/ con-
cerning the Principles of Morals, the Natural History
of Jictiyion, and Dialogues on Natural Religion, which
were not published till after his deatli. The moral
system of Hume, that the virtue of actions depends
wholly upon their utility, has been often combated,
and is generally held to be successfully refuted by
Brown. In his own day, Dr Adam Smith thus
ridiculed the doctrine. 'It seems impossible,' he
says, 'that the approbation of virtue should be a
sentiment of the same kind with that by which we
approve of a convenient and well-contrived build-
ing ; or that we should have no other reason for
praising a man than for that for which we commend
a chest of drawers !' Jlr Hume's theory as to
miracles, that there was more probabihty in the
error or bad faith of the reporter than In any in-
terference with the ordinary laws of nature, which
the observations of scientific men show to be un-
swerving, was met, to the entire satisfaction of the
public, by the .able disquisition of Dr George Camp-
bell, whose leading argument in reply was, that we
have equally to trust to human testimony for an
account of those laws, as for a history of the trans-
actions which are considered to be an exception
from them. In drawing his metaphysical theories
and distinctions, Hume seems to have been unmoved
by any consideration of consequences. He saw that
they led to miivers-al scepticism—' to doubts that
would not only shake all inductive science to pieces,
but would put a stop to the whole business of life'

—

to the absurd contradiction in terms, 'a belief that
there can be no belief—but his love of theory and
paradox, his philosophical acuteness and subtlety,
involved him in the maze of scepticism, and he was

I

content to be for ever in doubt. It is at the same
time to be admitted, in favour of this remarkable man,
that a genuine love of letters and of philosophy,*
and an honourable desire of distinction in these
walks—which had been his predominating sentiment
and motive from his earliest years, to the exclusion
of more vulgar though riazzling ambitions—h.ad pro-
bably a large concern in misleading him. In matters
strictly philosophical, his thoughts were original
and profound, and to him it might not be difficult to
trace the origin of several ideas wliich have since
been more fully elaborated, and exercised no small
influence on human affairs.

[On Delicacy of Taste.]

[From nume's * Essays."]

Nothing is so improving to the temper as the study
of the beauties either of poetry, eloquence, music, or
painting. They give a certain elegance of sentinieut
to which the rest of mankind are strangers. The

* Of this ruling pa.i8ion of ITume we have the f.>lIowing out-
burst in his account of the reiKn of James I. :

—
• Such a supe-

riority do the pursuits of literature p^xssess aliovc every other
occupation, tliat even he who attains hut a mi'^Iiocrity in them,
merits the pre-eminence above those that excel the most in the
common and vulgar profesfiions.*
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emotions which thcv excite aie «oft ami ten.lur. They

draw otVlhe .ni.ul from the hurry of l'"""":*' »"''"':

ierert ; cherish reflection ; dispose to tranqu.lU y ;
ami

produce an agreeable melancholy, >vh.ch. of all d.spo-

Lions of the mind, is the best su.te. to lo« and

flndship. In the second place a del.cacy of taste

, favourable to love and friei'dship. by confining our

choice to few people, and making us inditferent to the

company and conversation of the greater part of men.

You will scldon. find that mere men ol the world,

whatever strong sense they may be endowed with are

very nice in distinguishing character., or ...marking

those i..sensible dillerences a..d gradations «h.ch inake

one man preferable to another. Any one that has

competent%ei,se is sufficient for their en erta.ii-

ment : they talk to hi.n of the.r pleasure and affa.rs

with the same frankness that they would to another ;

and findi.ig .nanv who are fit to supply h.s place, they

never feel any vacancy or want .n h.s abse..ce. But

?omake use of the allusion of a celebrated French

author, the judgment may be compared to a clock or

watch where the .uost ordi..ary mach.ne .s sutBc.ent

to tell the hours, but the most elaborate alone can

point out the minutes and seconds, and d.st.ngu.sh

the smallest differences of time. One that has well

digested his knowledge, both of books and men, has

little enjoyment but in the company of a lew select

companioiis. He feels too sensibly how much all the

rest of mankind fall short of the notions which he has

entertained ; and his affections being thus confined

within a narrow circle, no wonder he carr.es them

further than if they were more general and undistin-

guished. The gaiety and frolic of a bottle companion

improves with him into a solid friendship ;
and the

ardours of a youthful appetite become an elegant

passion.

[On Simplicily and Refinement. '\

[From the same.]

DAVID BUMS.1

It is a certain rule that wit and passion are entirely

incompatible. When the affections are moved there

sno place for the imagination. The mnnl of man

bein" naturally limited, it is .mposs.ble that all .ts

fi^uUies can operate at once ; and the nn>re a..y one

predominates, the less room is there for the others to

erertTheir vigour. For this reason a greater degree

of simplicity^is required in all
""P.-;'7,\^-''Y,:

men and ac-tions, and passions arc pa.nted, than ..

such as consist of reflections and obse.-vat.ons. And,

as the former species of writing .s the more engag.ng

and beautiful, one may safely, upon this account, give

the preference to the extreme of simpl.c.ty above that

'''we"n.Tv'"also obsen-e, that those compositions

which we read the oftenest, and which every man of

Taste has -ot by heart, have the recommendation of

fm;iicUv,V,d h'ave nothing surprisi.,g in the thought

when divested of that elegance of expression and har-

mony o numbers with which it is clothed, iftheriient

7Z co,nposition lie in a point of w.t it may strike

at first; bit the mind anticipates the thought in the

second perusal, and is no longer affected by it. \\ hen

I r^ad L epigmn. of Martial, the fi.>t l.ne recalls the

wh^Ue • and 1 have .10 pleasure in repeating to myself

wha know already. But each line, each word in

Catullus, has its merit ; an,l I am never tired with he

perusal of him. U is su.ficient to run over Cowley

once but Pamell, after the fiftieth reading, is as fresh

« the first. Besides, it is with books as with women,

where a certain plaL.ness of manner and of dress .s

mor^ en.-a.'ing tl^an that glare of pa.nt, and a.rs and

rppre^which n.ay dazzle the eye but reache. not the

affections. Terence is a modest and bashful beaut),

tfwhom we grant everything, because he assu.nes

nothing ; and wh.isc purity and .lature make a durable

though not a violent inipressio.. on us.

[EstimaU of the Efects of Luxury.^

[From the same.]

Since luxury may be considered either as innocent

or blameable, one may be surprised at those prepos-

terous opinions which have been entertained concern-

in.' if while men of libertine principles bestow praises

ev?n on vicious luxury, and represent .t as h.ghly

advantageous to society ; and, on the other hand, men

of severe morals blame even the most .nnocent luxury,

and represent it as the source of all the corrupt.ons,

disorders, and factions incident to evil government.

We shall here endeavour to correct both these ex-

tremes, by proving, first, that the ages of refinement are

both the happiest and most virtuous ;
secondly, that

wherever luxury ceases to be innocent .t also ceMes

to be beneficial ; and when carried a degree too far

is a quality pernicious, though perhaps not the most

pernicious, to political society.

To prove the first point, we need but consider the

effects of refinement both on private and on public

life. Human happiness, accord.ng to the most re-

ceived notions, seems to consist in three ingred.ents;

action, pleasure, and indolence. And though these

ingredients ought to be mixed in different proportions,

according to the particular disposition of the person,

yet no one ingredient can be entirely wanting without

destroying in some measure the relish of the whole

composition. Indolence or repose, indeed, seems not

of itself to contribute much to our enjoyment, but,

like sleep, is requisite as an indulgence to the weak-

ness of human nature, which cannot support an unin-

terrupted course of business or pleasure. That quicK

march of the spirits which takes a man from himself,

and chiefly gives satisfaction, does in the end esha"st

the mind, and requires some intervals of repose which,

though agreeable for a moment, yet, if prolonged,

becet a languor and lethargy that destroy all enjoy-

ment. Education, custom, and example, have a

.ni-hty influence in turning the mind to any of these

pu^uits; and it must be owned that, where they

promote a relish for action and pleasure, they are so

far favourable to human happiness. In times when in-

dustry and the arts flourish, men are kept m perpetual

occupation, and enjoy as their reward the occupation

itself as well as those pleasures which are the Iruit ol

their labour. The mind acquires new vigour en-

larces its powers and faculties, and, by an assiduity

in honest industry, both satisfies its natural appetites

and prevents the growth of unnatural ones, which

coran.only spring up when nounshed by ease and

idleness. Banish those arts from society, you deprive

men both of action and of pleasure ; and leav.ng

nothing but indolence in their place, you even destroy

the relish of indolence, which never is agreeable but

when it succeeds to labour, and recruits the spirits

exhausted by too much application and fatigue.

Another advantage of industry and of refinements

in the mechanical arts is, that they commonly produce

some refinements in the liberal; nor can one becarr.ed

to perfection without being accompan.ed .n some

decree with the other. The same age which produces

<rre°at philosophers and politicians, renowned generals

Snd poets, usually abounds with skilful weavers and

ship-carpenters. We cannot reasonably expect that

a piece of woollen cloth will be brought to perfect.on

in a nation which is ignorant of astronomy, or where

ethics are neglected. The spirit of the age affects all

the arts, and the minds of men be.ng once roused

from their lethargy and put into a fermentat.on, turn

themselves on all sides, and carry improvements ...to

every art and science. Profound ignorance is totally

banished, and men enjoy the privilege of ^t'onal
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creaturefl, to think ns well as to act, to cultivate the

pleasures of the* iniiul as well as those of the boily.

The more these refined arts aJvaiiee, the more
sociable men become. Nor is it possible, that when
enriched with science, and possessed of a fund of con-

Tersation, they should be contented to remain in soli-

tude, or live with their fellow-citizens in that distant

manner which is peculiar to ij^orant and barbarous
nations. Tliey fluck into cities; love to receive and
communicate knowledge; to show their wit or tlielr

breeding ; their taste in conversation or living, in

clothes or furniture. Curiosity allures the wise

;

vanity the foolish ; and jdeasurc both. Particular

clubs and societies are everywhere formed ; bnth

sexes meet in an easy and sociable manner ; and the

tempers of men, as well as their behaviour, refine

apace. So that, beside the improvements which they
receive from knowledge and the liberal arts, it is im-
possible but they nmst feel an increase of humanity,
from the very habit of conversing together, and con-

tributing to each other's pleasure and entertainment.
Thus industry, knowledge, and humanity, are linked
together by an indissoluble chain, and are found, from
experience as well as reason, to be peculiar to the

more polished, and what are commonly denominated
the more luxurious ages.

[After some farther arguments] Knowledge in the

arts of government naturally begets mildness and
moderation, by instructing men in the advantages of

humane maxims above rigour and severity, which
drive subjects into rebellion, and make the return to

submission impracticable, by cutting off all hopes of

pardon. When the tempers of men are softened, as

well as their knowledge improved, this humanity
appears still more conspicuous, and is the chief cha-

racteristic which distinguishes a civilised age from
times of barbarity and ignorance. Factions are then
less inveterate, revolutions less tragical, authority

less severe, and seditions less frequent. Even foreign

wars abate of their cruelty; and after the field of

battle, where honour and interest steel men against

compassion as well as fear, the combatants divest

themselves of the brute, and resume the man.
Nor need we fear that men, by losing their ferocity,

will lose their martial spirit, or become less un-

daunted and vigorous in defence of their country or

their liberty. The arts have no such etlect in ener-

vating either the mind or body. On the contrary,

industry, their inseparable attendant, adds new force

to both. And if anger, which is said to be the whet-

stone of courage, loses somewhat of its asperity by
politeness and refinement, a sense of honour, which is

a stronger, more constant, and more governable prin-

ciple, acquires fresh vigour by that elevation of genius
which arises from knowledge and a good education.

Add to this, that courage can neither have any dura-
tion, nor be of any use, when not accompanied with
discipline and martial skill, which are seldom found
among a barbarous people. The ancients remarked
that Datames was the only barbarian that ever knew
the art of war. And Pyrrhus, seeing the Romans
marshal their army with some art and skill, said with
surprise. Those barbarians have nothing barbarous in

their discipline! It is observable that, as the old
Romans, by applying themselves solely to war, were
almost the only uncivilised people that ever possessed

military discipline, so the modern Italians are the

only civilised people, among Europeans, that ever
wanted courage and a martial spirit. Those who
would ascribe thi?i effeminacy of the Italians to

their luxury, or po |teness, or application to the arts,

need but consider (the French and English, whose
bravery is aa incontestable as their love for the arts

and their assiduity in commerce. The Italian his-

torians give us a more satisfactory reason for this

degeneracy of their countrymen. They show us how

the sword wa-s dropped at unce by all the Italian

sovereigns ; wliilc the Venetian aristocracy was jealous
of its subjects, the Florentine democracy applied
itself entirely to commerce; Home was govcriit'd by
priests, and Naples by women. War then became
the business of soldiers of fortune, who spared one
another, and, to the astonishment of the world, could
engage a whole day in what they called a battle, and
return at night to their camp without the least blood-
shed.

What has chiefly induced severe moralists to de-
claim against refinement in the arts, is the example
of ancient Rome, \vhich, joining to its poverty and
rusticity virtue and public sj'irit, rose to such a sur-

prising height of grandeur and liberty ; but, having
learned from its conquered provinces the Asiatic

luxury, fell into every kind of corruption ; whence
arose sedition and civil wars, attended at last with

the total loss of liberty. All the Latin classics whom
we peruse in our infancy are full of these sentiments,

and universally ascribe the ruin of their state to the

arts and riches imported from the East ; insomuch
that Sallust represents a taste for painting as a vice,

no less than lewdness and drinking. And so popular
were these sentiments during the latter ages of the

republic, that this author abounds in praises of the

old rigid Roman virtue, though himself the most
egregious instance of modem luxury and corruption ;

speaks contemptuously of the Grecian eloquence,

though the most elegant writer in the world ; nay,
employs preposterous digressions and declamations to

this purpose, though a model of taste and correctness.

But it would be easy to prove that these writers

mistook the cause of the disorders in the Roman
state, and ascribed to luxury and the arts what really

proceeded from an ill-modelled government, and the

unlimited extent of conquests. Refinement on the

pleasures and conveniences of life has no natural

tendency to beget venality and corruption. The
value which all men put upon any particular plea-

sure depends on comparison and experience ; nor is a
porter less greedy of money which he spends on bacon
and brandy, than a courtier who purcha.«es champagne
and ortolans. Riches are valuable at all times, and
to all men, because they always purchase pleasures

such as men are accustomed to and desire : nor can
anything restrain or regulate the love of money but
a sense of honour and virtue ; which, if it be not
nearly equal at all times, will naturally abound most
in ages of knowledge and refinement. * *

To declaim against present times, and magnify the
virtue of remote ancestors, is a propensity almost in-

herent in human nature : and as the sentiments and
opinions of civilised ages alone are transmitted to

posterity, hence it is that we meet with so many
severe judgments pronounced against luxury, and
even science ; and hence it is that at present we give

so ready an assent to them. But the fallacy is easily

perceived by comparing different nations that are con-

temporaries ; where we both judge more impartially,

and can better set in opposition those manners with
which we are sufficiently acquainted. Treachery and
cruelty, the most pernicious and most odious of all

vices, seem peculiar to uncivilised ages, and by the

refined Greeks and Romans were ascribed to all the

barbarous nations which surrounded them. They
might justly, therefore, have presumed that their o>vn

ancestors, so highly celebrated, possessed no greater

virtue, and were as much inferior to their posterity in

honour and humanity as in taste and science. An
ancient Frank or i>axon may be highly extolled : but

I believe every man would think his life or fortune

much less secure in the hands of a Moor or Tartar

than those of a French or English gentlemen, the

rank of men the most civilised in the most civilised

nations.
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We como new to the second position which we pro-

jwHcd to illustrate, to wit, that as innocent luxury

or a refinement in the arts and conveniences of life is

advantageous to the public, so wherever luxury ceases

to he innocent, it also ceases to be beneficial ; and
when carried a degree farther, begins to be a quality

pernicious, though perhaps not the most pernicious, to

political society.

Let us consider what we call vicious luxury. No
gratification, however sensual, can of itself be esteemed
vicious. A gratification is only vicious when it en-

grosses all a nian*s expense, and leaves no ability for

such acts of duty and generosity as arc required by
his situation and fortune. Suppose that he correct

the vice, and employ part of his expense in the edu-

cation of his children, in the support of his friends,

and in relieving the poor, would any prejudice result

to society? On the contrary, the same consumption
would arise ; and that labour which at present is

employed only in producing a slender gratification to

one man, would relieve the necessitous, and bestow
satisfaction on hundreds. The same care and toil that
raise a dish of pease at Christmas, would give bread
to a whole family during six months. To say that
without a vicious luxury the labour would not have
been employed at all, is only to say that there is some
other defect in human nature, such as indolence,

selfishness, inattention to others, for which luxury
in some measure provides a remedy ; as one poison

may be an antidote to another. But virtue, like

wholesome food, is better than poisons, however cor-

rected.

Suppose the same number of men that are at pre-

sent in Great Britain with the same soil and climate;
I ask, is it not possible for them to be happier, by the
most perfect way of life that can be imagined, and by
the greatest reformation that omnipotence itself could
work in their temper and disposition ? To assert that
they cannot, appears evidently ridiculous. As the
land is able to maintain more than all its present in-

habitants, they could never, in such a Utopian state,

feel any other ills than those which arise from bodily

sickness, and these are not the half of human miseries.

All other ills spring from some vice, either in our-

selves or others ; and even many of our diseases pro-

ceed from the same origin. Remove the vices, and
the ills follow. You must only take care to remove
all the vices. If j-ou remove part, you may render
the matter worse. By banishing vicious luxury,

without curing sloth and an indifference to others,

you only diminish industry in the state, and add no-

thing to men's charity or their generosity. Let us,

therefore, rest contented with asserting that two op-

posite vices in a state maybe more advantageous than
either of them alone ; but let us never pronounce vice

in itself advantageous. Is it not very inconsistent for

an author to assert in one page that moral distinctions

are inventions of politicians for public interest, and
in the next page maintain that vice is advantageous
to the public? And indeed it seems, upon any
system of morality, little less than a contradiction in

terms to talk of a vice which is in general beneficial

to society.

I thought this reasoning necessary, in order to give

some light to a philosophical question which has been

much disputed in Kngland. I call it a philosophical

question, not a political one ; for whatever may be

the consequence of such a miraculous transformation

of mankind as would endow them with every species

of virtue, and free them from every species of vice,

this concerns not the magistrate who aims only at

possibilities. He cannot cure every vice by substi-

tuting a virtue in its place. Very often he can only

cure one vice by another, and in that case he ought
to prefer what is least pernicious to society. Luxury,
when excessive, is the source of many ills, but is in

general preferable to sloth and idleness, which would
comninnly succeed in its place, and are more hurtful
both to private persons and to the public. When
sloth reigns, a mean nncultivated way of life prevails
amongst individuals, without society, without enjoy-
ment. And if the sovereign, in such a situation,
demands the service of his subjects, the labour of the
state suffices only to furnish the necessaries of life to
the labourers, and can afford nothing to those who
are employed in the public service.

Of tJie Middle Station of Life,

The moral of the following fable will easily discover

itself without my explaining it. One rivulet meet-
ing another, with whom he had been long united in

strictest amity, with noisy haughtiness and disdain
thus bespoke him:—* What, brother! still in the same
state ! Still low and creeping ! Are you not ashamed
when you behold me, who, though lately in a like

condition with you, am now become a great river,

and shall shortly be able to rival the Danube or the

Rhine, provided those friendly rains continue which
have favoured my banks, but neglected yours V * Very
true,' replies the humble rivulet, * you are now, in-

deed, swollen to a great size ; but methinka you are

become withal somewhat turbulent and muddy. I

am contented with my low condition and my purity.*

Instead of commenting upon this fable, 1 shall take
occa-sion from it to compare the different stations of

life, and to persuade such of ray readers as are placed

in the middle station to be satisfied with it, as the

most eligible of all others. These form the most
numerous rank of men that can be supposed suscep-

tible of philosophy, and therefore all discourses of

morality ought principally to be addressed to them.
The great are too much immersed in pleasure, and
the poor too much occupied in providing for the

necessities of life, to hearken to the calm voice of

reason. The middle station, as it is most happy in

many respects, so particularly in this, that a man
placed in it can, with the greatest leisure, consider

his own happiness, and reap a new enjoyment, from
comparing his situation with that of persons above or

below him.
Agur's prayer is sufficiently noted—' Two things

have I required of thee ; deny me them not before I

die: remove far from me vanity and lies; give me
neither poverty nor riches ; feed me with food con-

venient for me, lest I be full and deny thee, and say,

who is the Lord ? or lest I be poor, and steal, and,

take the name of my God in vain.' The middle sta-

tion is here justly recommended, as affording the
fullest security for virtue; and I may also add, that

it gives opportunity for the most ample exercise of

it, and furnishes employment for every good quality

which we can possibly be possessed of. Those who are

placed among the lower ranks of men have little oppor-

tunity of exerting any other virtue besides those of

patience, resignation, industry, and integrity. Those
who are advanced into the higher stations, have full

employment for their generosity, humanity, affability,

and charity. When a man lies betwixt these two
extremes, he can exert the former virtues towards his

superiors, and the latter towards his inferiors. Every
moral quality which the human soul is susceptible

of, may have its turn, and be called up to action;
and a man may, after this manner, be much more
certain of his progress in virtue, than where his good
qualities lie dormant and without employment.

But there is another virtue that seems principally

to lie among equals, and is, for that reason, chiefly

calculated for the middle station of life. This virtue

is friendship. I believe most men of generous tem-
pers are apt to envy the great, when they consider the

large opportunities such persons have of doing good
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to their fellow-creatures, and of acquiring the fricnj-

Bhip and esteem of incii of merit. They make no

a^lvanccH in vain, and are not obliged to a-HS(K*iate

with those whom they have little kindnesH for, like

people of inferior stations, who are subject to have

their prolfer,-* of friend-ihip rejecteil even where they

would be most fond of placing their affections. Itut

though the great have more facility in acquiring

friendships, they cannot be bo certain of the sincerity

of them aa men of a lower rank, cince the favuurx

they bestow may acquire them flattery, inf*tcad of

good will and kindness. It has been very judiciously

remarked, that we attach ourselves more by the ser-

vices we perform than by those we receive, and that

a man is in danger of losing his friends by obliging

them too far, I should therefore choose to lie in

the middle wav, and to have my commerce with my
friend varied both b)' obligations given and received.

I have too much pride to be willing that all the

obligations should lie on my side, and should be

afraid that, if they all lay on his, he would also have

too much pride to be entirely easy under them, or

have a perfect complacency in my company.
We may also remark of the middle station of life,

that it is more favourable to the acquiring of wisdom
and ability, as well as of virtue, and that a man so

situate has a better chance for attaining a knowledge
both of men and things, than those of a more elevated

station. He enters with more familiarity into human
life, and everything appears in its natural colours be-

fore him : he has more leisure to form observations
;

and has, besides, the motive of ambition to push him
on in his attainments, being certain that he can never

rise to any distinction or eminence in the world with-

out his own industry. And here I cannot forbear

communicating a remark, which may appear some-
what extraordinary, namely, that it is wisely ordained

by Providence that the middle station should be the

most favourable to the Jniprovingour natural abilities,

since there is really more capacity requisite to per-

form the duties of that station, than is requisite to

act in the higher spheres of life. There are more
natural parts, and a stronger genius requisite to make
a good lawyer or physician, than to make a great

monarch. For, let us take any race or succession of

kings, where birth alone gives a title to the cro^vii
;

the English kings, for instance, who have not been

esteemed the most shining in history. From the Con-

quest to the succession of his present majesty, we may
reckon twenty-eight sovereigns, omitting those who
died minors. Of these, eight are esteemed princes of

great capacity, namely, the Conqueror, Harry II.,

Edward I., Edward III., Harry V. and VII., Eliza-

beth, and the late King William. Now, I believe

every one will allow, that, in the common run of

mankind, there are not eight out of twenty-eight

who are fitted by nature to make a figure either on
the bench or at the bar. Since Charles VII., ten

monarchs have reigned in France, omitting Francis

II. Five of those have been esteemed princes of

capacity, namely, Louis XL, XIL, and XIV., Francis

L, and Harry IV. In short, the governing of man-
kind well requires a great deal of virtue, justice, and
humanity, but not a surprising capacity, A certain

Pope, whose name I have forgot, used to say, *Let us

divert ourselves, my friends ; the world governs itself.*

There are, indeed, some critical times, such as those

in which Harry IV. lived, that call for the utmost
vigour; and a loss courage and capacity tlian what
appeared in that great monarch must have sunk un-
der the weight. But such circumstances are rare

;

and even then fortune does at least one half of the
business.

Since the common professions, such as law or phy-
sic, require equal, if not superior capacity, to what arc

exerted in the higher spheres of life, it is evident that

the soul must be made of still a finer mould, to shine
in philosophy or poetry, or in any of the higher parts
of ieaniing. Courage and resolution are chiefly re-

quisite in a commander, justice and humanity in a
statesman, but genius and capacity in a scholar.

(Jreat generals and great politicians are found in all

ages arid countries of the world, and fretjuently start

up at once, even amongst the greatest barbarians.
Sweden was sunk in ignorance when it produced
(Justavus Ericson and Gustavus Adolphus ; Muscovy
when the Czar appeared ; and perhaps Carthage when
it gave birth to Hannibal. Rut England must pass
through a long gradation of its Spenscrs, .lohnsonSi

Wallers, Drydens, before it arise at an Addison or a
Pope. A happy talent for the liberal arts and
sciences is a kind of prodigy among men. Nature
must afford the richest genius that comes from her
hands ; education and example must cultivate it from
the earliest infancy; and industry must concur to

carry it to any degree of perfection. No man needs
be surprised to see Kouli-Kan among the Persians ;

but Homer, in so early an age among the Greeks, is

certainly matter of the highest wonder.
A man cannot show a genius for war who is not so

fortunate as to be trusted with command ; and it sel-

dom happens, in any state or kingdom, that several

at once are placed in that situation. How many
Marlboroughs were there in the confederate army, who
never rose so nmch as to the command of a regiment!
But I am persuaded there has been but one Mil-
ton in England within these hundred years, because
every one may exert the talents of poetry who is pos-

sessed of them; and no one could exert them under
greater disadvantages than that divine poet. If no
man were allowed to write verses but the person who
was beforehand named to be laureate, could we expect

a poet in ten thousand years?

Were we to distinguish the ranks of men by their

genius and capacity, more than by their virtue and
usefulness to the public, great philosojihers would cer-

tainly challenge the first rank, and nmst be placed at

the top of mankind. So rare is this character, that

perhaps there ha^s not as yet been above two in the

world who can lay a just claim to it. At least Gali-

leo and Newton seem to me so far to excel all the

rest, that 1 cannot admit any other into the same
class with them.

Great poets may challenge the second place ; and
this species of genius, though rare, is yet much more
frequent than the former. Of the Greek poets that

remain, Homer alone seems to merit this character

:

of the Romans, Virgil, Horace, and Lucretius: of the

English, Milton and Po])e : Comeille, Racine, Boileau,

and Voltaire of the French: and Tasso and Ariosto

of the Italians.

Great orators and historians are perhaps more rare

than great poets ; but as the opportunities for exert-

ing the talents requisite for eloquence, or acquiring
the knowledge requisite for writing history, depend in

some measure upon fortune, we cannot pronounce
these productions of genius to be more extraordinary

than the former.

I should now return from this digression, and show
that the middle station of life is more favourable to

happiness, as well as to virtue and wiudom ; but as

the arguments that prove this seem pretty obvious, I

shall here forbear insisting on them.

The Ilartleian theory at this time found ad-

mirers ftnd fidlnwers in England. Dit David Hart-
lev, an English physician (170.')- 1757), liaving im-

bibed from Locke the principles of logic and meta-

physics, and from a hint of Xcwton the doctrine

that there were vibrations in the substance of the

brain that miglit throw new light on the phenomena
of the mind, funned a system which he duvelojied
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in liis t'liilxmite work, putilislied in 1740, under tlie

title "f Ohst'rrations on Afan, his Friimf, his Duti/.

unit his Kr/jeclalions. Ilartli'V, l)osicles his tlieory iif

the vibrations in tlie bruin, refers all the operations

of the intellect to the nssoeiation of ideas, and repre-

sents that rtsstieiation as redueible to the single law,

thai ideas whieh enter the mind at the same time

ncipiiri' a tenileney to call up each other, which is

in direct proportion t<i the frequency of tiieir having

entereil together. His theory of vibrations has a

tendency to materialism, but was not designed by its

iiigeuiuus author to produce such au efl'ect.

DR ADAM SMITH.

Bn Adam Smith, after an interval of a few years,

succeeded to Ilutcheson as professor of moral philo-

sopliy in Glasgow, and not only inherited his love

of metaphysics, but adopted some of his theories,

whieh lie blended witli his own views of moral

science. Smith was born in Kirkaldy in Fifeshire

in 1723. His father held the situation of comp-
troller of customs, but died before the birth of his

Dr Adam Smith.

son. At Glasgow university. Smith distinguished

himself by liis acquirements, and obtained a nomi-
nation to Baliol college, Oxford, where he continued

for seven years. His friends had designed him for

the church, l)ut he preferred trusting to literature

and science. He gave a course of lectures in Edin-

burgh on rhetoric and belles lettres, which, in

1751, recommended him to the vacant chair of pro-

fessor of logic in Glasgow, and this situation he

ne.xt year exchanged for the more congenial one of

moral philosophy professor. In I7.'i9 he published

his Thriui/ of Mitral Sentiments^ and in 17G-t he was
prevailed upon to accompany the young Duke of

Bucclench as travelling tutor on the continent.

They were absent two years, and on his return.

Smith retired to his native town, and pursued a

severe system of stn<ly, which resulted in the publi-

cation, in I77r), of his great work on political eco-

nomy. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the

Wealth of \ations. Two years afterwards he was
made one of the commissioners of customs, and his

latter days were spent in ease and opulence. He
died in 1790.

The phil"snphical doctrines of .Smith are vastly

inferior in value to the language ami illustratirjns he
employs in enlorcing them. He has bi-en styled

the most elocpicnt of modern moralists; and his work
is enibellished with such a variety of examples, with
such true pictures of the passions, and of life and
manners, that it may he read with pleasure and ad-

vantage by those who, like (!ray the poet, cannot
see in the darkness (jf metaphysics. His leading

doctrine, that sympathy must necessarily precede our
moral approbation or disapprobation, has been gene-
rally abaniloned. 'To derive our moral sentiments,'

says Urown, ' which are as universal as the actions

of mankind that come under our review, from the
occasional sympathies that warm or sadden us with
joys, and griefs, and resentments which are not our
own, seems to me very nearly the same sort of error

as it would be to derive the waters of an overflow-

ing stream from the sunshine or shade which may
occasionally gleam over it.' Mackintosh has also

pointed out the error of representing the sympathies

in their primitive state, without undergoing any
transformation, as continuing exclusively to consti-

tute the moral sentiments—an error which he hap-

pily compares to that of the geologist who should

tell us that the layers of this planet had always been
in the same state, shutting his eyes to transition

states and secondary formations. As a specimen of

the flowing style and moral illustrations of Smith,

we give an extract on

[The Ramlts of Misdirected and Guilty AmUtion.1

To attain to this envied situation, the candidates

for fortune too frequently abandon the paths of vir-

tue ; for unhappily, the road which leads to the one,

and that which leads to the other, lie sometimes in

very opposite directions. But the ambitious man flat-

ters himself that, in the splendid situation to which
he advances, he will have so many means of command-
ing the respect and admiration of mankind, and will

be enabled to act with such superior propriety and
grace, that the lustre of his future conduct will en-

tirely cover or efface the foulness of the steps by which

he arrived at that elevation. In many governments

the candidates for the highest stations are above the

law, and if they can attain the object of their am-
bition, they have no fear of being called to account

for the means by which they acquired it. They often

endeavour, therefore, not only by fraud and falsehood,

the ordinary and vulgar arts of intrigue and cabal,

but sometimes by the perpetration of the most enor-

mous crimes, by murder and assassination, by rebel-

lion and civil war, to supplant and destroy those who
oppose or stand in the way of their greatness. They
more frequently miscarry than succeed, and com-
monly gain nothing but the disgraceful punishment
which is due to their crimes. But though they should

he so lucky as to attain that wished-for greatness, they

are always most miserably disappointed in the happi-

ness which they expect to enjoy in it. It is not ease

or pleasure, liut always honour, of one kind or another,

though frequently an honour very ill understood, that

the ambitious man really pursues. But the honour
of his exalted station appears, both in his own eyes

and in those of other people, polluted and defiled by
the biuseness of the means through which hfe rose to

it. Though by the profusion of every liberal expense,

though by excessive indulgence in every profligate

pleiusure—the wretched but usual resource of ruined
characters ; though by the hurry of public business,

or by the prouder and more dazzling tumult of war,

he may endeavour to efface, both from his own memory
and from that of other people, the remembrance of

what he has done, that remend)rance never fails to

pursue him. He invokes in vain the dark and dismal
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powers of for^ctfuliicss and oblivion. He remembers
himself what he Inn* done, and that remembrance tells

him tinit other jieople must likewise remember it.

Aniid.-^t all the (.'audy poinjj of the most ostentatious

greatness, amidst tlie venul and vWa adulation of the

great and of tlie learned, amidst the more innocent

though more foolish acclamations of the common
people, amidst all the pride of conquest and the

triumph of successful war, he is still secretly pursued

by the avenging furies of shame and remorse ; and
while gloi7 seems to surround him on all sides, he

himself, in his own imagination, sees black and foul

infamy fast jiursuing him, and every moment ready
to overtake him from behind. Even the great Cfesar,

though he had the magnanimity to dismiss his guards,

could not dismiss his suspicions. The remembrance
of Pharsalia still haunted and pursued him. When,
at the request of the senate, he had the generosity to

pardon Marcellus, he told that assembly that he was

not unaware of the designs whicli were carrying on

against his life ; but that, as he had lived long enough
both for nature and for glory, he was contented to die,

and therefore despised all conspiracies, lie hail, per-

haps, lived long enough for nature ; but the man who
felt himself the ol/ject of such deadly resentment,

from those whose favour he wished to gain, and whom
he still wished to consider as his friends, had certainly

lived too long for real glory, or for all the happiness

which he could ever hope to enjoy in the love and
esteem of his equals.

Dr Reid's Inquin/ into the Human Mind, published

in 1764, was an attack on the ideal theory, and on
the sceptical conclusions which Hume deduced from
it. The author had the candour to submit it to

Hume before publication, and the latter, with his

usual complacency and good nature, acknowledged
the merit of the treatise. In ITS.") Reid published
his Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, and in

1788 those on the Active Powers. The merit of

Reid as a correct reasoner and original thinker on
moral science, free from the jargon of the schools,

and basing his speculations on inductive reasoning,

has been generally admitted. Tlie ideal theory which
he combated, taught that ' nothing is perceived but
what is in the mind which perceives it; tliat we
really do not perceive things that are external, but
only certain images and pictures of them imprinted
upon the mind, which are called impressions and
ideas.' This doctrine Reid had himself believed,

till, finding it led to important consequences, he
asked himself the question, ' What evidence have I

for this doctrine, that all the objects of my know-
ledge are ideas in my own mind?' He set about an
inquiry, but coidd find no evidence for the principle,

he says, excepting the authority of philosophers.
Dugald Stewart says of Reid, that it is by the logi-

cal rigour of his method of investigating metaphy-
sical subjects (imperfectly understood even by the
disciples of Locke), still more than by the impor-
tance of his particular conclusions, that he stands
BO conspicuously distinguished among those who
have hitherto prosecuted analytically the study of
man. In the dedication of his ' Inquiry,' Reid in-
cidentally makes a definition which strikes us as
very happy :

—
' Tlie productions of imagination,' he

says, ' require a genius wliich soars above the com-
mon rank; but the treasures of knowledge are com-
monly buried deep, and may be reached by those
drudges who can dig with labour and patience,
though they have not wings to lly.' l)r Reid was
a native of Strachan, in Kincardineshire, wliere he
was born on the 26tli of April 1710. He was bred

to the church, and obtained the living of New
Machar, Alierdecnshire. In 1752 he was appointed

professor of nn)ral philosophy in King's college,

Aberdeen, which he quitted in 1763 for the chair

of moral philosophy in Glasgow. He died on the

7th of October 1796.

LORD KAME8.

Henry Hojie (lf)9G-1782), a Scottish Uwycr and
judge, in which latter capacity he took, according to

a custom of his country, the designation of Lord
Karnes, was a conspicuous member of the literary

House of Lord Karnes, Canongate, Edinburgli,

and philosophical society assembled in Edinburgh
during the latter part of the eighteenth century.

During the earlier part of his life he devoted the

whole powers of an acute and reflective mind, and
with an industry calling for the greatest praise, to

his profession, and compilations and treatises con-

nected with it. But the natural bent of his faculties

towards philosophical disquisition—the glory if not

the vice of his age and country—at length to<ik the

mastery, and, after reaching the bench in 1752, he
gave his leisure almost exclusively to metaphysi-
cal and ethical subjects. His first work of this

kind, Essays on the l*rinciples of Morality and iVflfu-

ral Beliyion, combats those tlieories of human nature

which deduce all actions from some single princijile,

and attempts to establish several principles of ac-

tion. He here maintained philosophical necessity,

but in a connection with the duties of morality and
religion, which he hoped might save him from the

obloquy bestowed on other defenders of that doc-

trine ; an expectation in which he was jiartially

disappointed, as he narrowly escaped a citation be-

fore the General Assembly of his n.ative eliurch, on
account of this book.

The Introduction to the Art of Tliinking. published

in 1761, was a small and subordinate work, consist-

ing mainly of a series of detached maxims and gene-

riil observations on human conduct, illustrated by
anecdotes drawn from the stores of history and
biography. In the ensuing year appeared a larger

work, perhaps the best of all his oonipositions

—

The
Elements of Criticism, three volumes, a bold and
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oriKiniil porforniiiiu'e, which, discarding all arhitr;iry

rules of litcTiiry criticism derived from autlmrity,

seeks for a pntiKT set of rules in the fundamental

principles of human nature itself. Dugald Stewart

admits this to be the first systematic attempt to

investigate the metaphysical prmeiples of the fine

arts.

Lord Karnes had, for many years, kept a common-
place book, into which he transcribed all anecdotes

of man. in his various nations and degrees of civili-

sation, which occurred in the course of his reading,

or appeared in the fugitive publications of the day.

When advanced to near eighty years of age, he

tlirew these together in a work entitled Sketches of
the Hijiton/ of Man (two vols., 4to., 1773), which
shows his" usual ingenuity and acutencss, and pre-

sents many curious disquisitions on society, but is

materially reduced in value by the absence of a

proper authentication to many of the statements

presented in it as illustrations. A volume, entitled

Loose Hints on Education, published in 1781, and in

which he anticipates some of the doctrines on that

subject which liave since been in vogue, completes

the list of his philosophical works.

Lord Kames was also distinguished as an amateur
agriculturist and improver of land, and some opera-

tions, devised by him for clearing away a superin-

cumbent moss from his estate by means of water

raised from a neighbouring river, help to mark the

originality and boldness of his conceptions. Tliis

taste led to his producing, in 1777, a volume entitled

The Gentleman Farmer, which he has himself suffi-

ciently described as 'an attempt to improve agricul-

ture by subjecting it to the test of rational prin-

ciples.'

Liord Kames was a man of commanding aspect

and figure, but easy and familiar manners. He was
the life and soul of every private company, and it

was remarked of him that no subject seemed too

great or too frivolous to derive lustre from his re-

marks upon it. The taste and thought of liis philo-

sophical works have now placed them out of fashion,

but they contain many views and reflections from
which modern inquirers might derive advantage.

[Pleasures of the Eye and the Ear."]

That nothing external is perceived till first it make
an impression upon the organ of sense, is an observa-

tion that holds equally in every one of the external

senses. But there is a difference as to our knowledge

of that impression ; in touching, ta-sting, and smelling,

we are sensible of the impression ; that, for example,

which is made upon the hand by a stone, upon the

palate by an apricot, and upon the nostrils by a rose.

It is otherwise in seeing and hearing ; for I am not

sensible of the impression made upon ray eye when I

behold a tree, nor of the impression made upon my
ear when I listen to a song. That difference in the

manner of perceiving external objects, distinguisheth

remarkably hearing and seeing from the other senses

;

and I am ready to show that it distinguisheth still

more remarkably the feelings of the former from that

of the latter ; every feeling, pleasant or painful, must
be in the mind ; and yet, because in tasting, touching,

and smelling, we are sensible of the impression made
upon the organ, we are led to place there also the

pleasant or painful feeling caused by that impression
;

but, with respect to seeing and hearing, being insen-

sible of the organic impression, we are not misled to

assign a wrong place to the pleasant or painful feel-

ings caused by that impression ; and therefore we
naturally place them in the mind, where they really

are; upon that account they are conceived to be more

refined and spiritual than what are derived from tast-

ing, touching, and smelling; for the latter feelings,

seeming to exist externally at the organ of sense, arc

conceived to be merely corpurcal.

The ])U'asures of the eye and the ear being thus

elevated above tho.se of the other external senses, ac-

quire su nmch dignity, as to become a laudable enter-

tainment. They arc not, however, set on a level with

the purely intellectual, being no less inferior in dig-

nity to intellectual pleasures, than superior to the

organic or corporeal : they indeed resemble the hitter,

being, like them, produced by external objects; but
they also resemble the former, being, like them, pro-

duced without any sensible organic impression. Their
mixed nature and middle place between organic and
intellectual pleasures qualify them to associate with

both ; beauty heightens all the organic feelings, as

well as the intellectual ; harmony, though it aspires

to infiame devotion, disdains not to improve the relish

of a banquet.

The pleasures of the eye and the ear have other

valuable properties beside those of dignity and eleva-

tion ; being sweet and moderately exhilarating, they

are in their tone equally distant from the turbulence

of passion and the languor of indolence ; and by that

tone are perfectly well qualified not only to revive

the spirits when sunk by sensual gratification, but also

to relax them when overstrained in any violent pur-

suit. Here is a remedy provided for many distresses

;

and to be convinced of its salutary effects, it will be

sufficient to run over the following particulars. Or-

ganic pleasures have naturally a short duration ; when
prolonged, they lose their relish ; when indulged to

excess, they beget satiety and disgust ; and to restore

a proper tone of mind, nothing can be more happily

contrived than the exhilarating pleasures of the eye

and ear. On the other hand, any intense exercise of

intellectual powers becomes painful by overstraining

the mind ; cessation from such exercise gives not in-

stant relief ; it is necessary that the void be filled with

some amusement, gently relaxing the spirits: organic

pleasure, which hath no relish but while we are in

vigour, is ill qualified for that office ; but the finer

pleasures of sense, which occupy, without exhausting,

the mind, are finely qualified to restore its usual tone

after severe application to study or business, as well

as after satiety from sensual gratification.

Our first perceptions are of external objects, and
our first attachments are to them. Organic pleasures

take the lead ; but the mind gradually ripening, re-

lisheth more and more the pleasures of the eye and
ear, which approach the purely mental without ex-

hausting the spirits, and exceed the purely sensual

without danger of satiety. The plea-sures of the eye

and ear have accordingly a natural aptitude to draw

us from the immoderate gratification of sensual appe-

tite ; and the mind, once accustomed to enjoy a variety

of external objects without being sensible of the organic

impression, is prepared for enjoying internal objects

where there cannot be an organic impression. Thus
the Author of nature, by qualifying the human mind
for a succession of enjoyments from low to high, leads

it by gentle steps from the most grovelling corporeal

pleasures, for which only it is fitted in the beginning

of life, to those refined and sublime pleasures that are

suited to its maturity.

But we arc not bound down to this succession by
any law of necessity : the God of nature offers it to

us in order to advance our happiness ; and it is suffi-

cient that he hath enabled us to carry it on in a
natural course. Nor has he made our task either

disagreeable or difficult : on the contrarj', the transi-

tion is sweet and easy from corporeal pleasures to the

more refined pleasures of sense ; and no less so from

these to the exalted pleasures of morality and reli-

gion. We stand therefore engaged in honour as well

as interest, to second the purposes of nature by culti-
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Tatin;» the plwisurt-s of the eye and ear, those espe-
cially that rcr(iiirc extraordinary culture, Ruch in
arise from poctrj', painting, sculpture, music, ;.'iirden-

ing, and architecture. This especially is the dutv of
the opulent, who have leisure to improve their minds
and their feelings. The fine arts are contrived to give
pleasure to the eye and the ear, disregarding the in-

ferior senses. A taste for these arts is a plant that
grows naturally in many soils ; but without culture,
scarce to perfection in any soil : it is susceptible of
much refinement, and is by proper care greatly im-
proved. In this respect a taste in the fine arts goes
hand in hand with the moral sense, to which indeed
it is nearly allied : both of them discover what is right
and what is WTong : fashion, temper, and education,
have an influence to vitiate both, or to preserve them
pure and untainted : neither of them are arbitrary
nor local, being rooted in human nature, and govern-
ed by principles common to all men. The design of
the present undertaking, which aspires not to moralitv,
is to examine the sensitive branch of human nature,
to trace the objects that are naturally agreeable, as
well as those that are naturally disagreeable ; and by
these means to discover, if we can, what are the genuine
principles of the fine arts. The man who aspires to

be a critic in these arts must pierce still deeper ; he
must acquire a clear perception of what oV)Jects are
lofty, what low, what proper or improper, what manly,
and what mean or trivial ; hence a foundation for

reasoning upon the taste of any individual, and for

passing a sentence upon it : where it is conformable
to principles, we can pronounce with certainty that it

is correct ; otherwise, that it is incorrect and perhaps
whimsical. Thus the fine arts, like morals, become a
rational science; and, like morals, may be cultivated
to a high degree of refinement.

Manifold are the advantages of criticism when thus
studied as a rational science. In the first place, a
thorough acquaintance with the principles of the fine
arts redoubles the pleasure we derive from them. To
the man who resigns himself to feeling, without inter-
posing any judgment, poetry, music, painting, are
mere pastime. In the prime of life, indeed, they are
delightful, being supported by the force of novelty and
the heat of imagination ; but in time they lose their
relish, and are generally neglected in the maturity of
life, which disposes to more serious and more import-
ant occupations. To those who deal in criticism as a
regular science governed by just principles, and giving
scope to judgment as well as to fancy, the fine arts are
a favourite entertainment, and in old age maintain
that relish which they produce in the morning of life.

DR BEATTIE.

Among the answerers of Hume was Dr Beattie
the poet, who, in 1770, published his Essay on the
Nature and Immutability of Truth, in opposition to
Sophistry and Scepticism. Inferior to most of the
metaphysicians in logical precision, equanimity of
temper, or patient research, Beattie brought great
zeal and fervour to his task, a respectable share of
philosophical knowledge, and a better command of
popular language and imaginative illustration than
most of his fellow-labourers in that dry and dusty
field. These qualities, joined to the pious and bene-
ficial tendency of his work, enabled him to produce
a highly popular treatise. No work of the kind was
ever so successful. It has fallen into equal neglect
with other metaphysical treatises of the age, and is

now considered unworthy the talents of its author.
It has neither the dignity nor the acumen of the
original philosopher, and is unsuited to the ordinary
rcligiims reader. The best of lieattie's prose works

Essays on I'ottry, Music, Sec. He also published a
digest of his college lectures, under the title of Ele-
mints (if Moral Scinice. In these works, though not
Iinifoundly iiliilosophical, the author's ' lively relish
fur the snliliine and beautiful, his clear and 'elegant
style,' anil his hapjiy quotations and critical exam-
ples, must strike every reader.

\_0n the Lore of Nature.]

[From ' Deattie'8 Essays.*]

Homer's beautiful description of the heavens and
earth, as they appear in a calm evening by the light of
the moon and stars, concludes with this circumstance—

' And the heart of the shepherd is glad.' Madame
Dacier, from the turn she gives to the passage in her
version, seems to think, and Pope, in order" perhaps
to make out his couplet, insinuates, that the gladness
of the shepherd is owing to his sense of the utility of
those luminaries. And this may in p.art be the case;
but this is not in Homer ; nor is it a necessary consi-
deration. It is true that, in contemplating the ma-
terial universe, they who discern the causes and effects
of things must be more rapturously entertained than
those who perceive nothing but shape and size, colour
and motion. Yet, in the mere outside of nature's
works (if 1 may so express myself), there is a splen-
dour and a magnificence towhich even untutored minds
cannot attend without great delight.

Not that all peasants or all philosophers are equally
susceptible of these charming impressions. It is strange
to observe the callousness of some men, befiire whom
all the glories of heaven and earth pass in daily suc-
cession, without touching their hearts, elevating their
fancy, or leaving any durable remembrance. Even of
those who pretend to sensibility, how many are there
to whom the lustre of the rising or setting sun, the
sparkling concave of the midnight sky, the mountain
forest tossing and roaring to the storm, or warbling
with all the melodies of a summer evening ; the sweet
interchange of hill and dale, shiide and sunshine,
grove, lawn, and water, which an e.\tensivc landscape
offers to the view ; the scenery of the ocean, so lovely,
so majestic, and so tremendous, and the many pleas-
ing varieties of the animal and vegetable kingdom,
could never afford so much real satisfaction as the
steams and noise of a ball-room, the insipid fiddling
and squeaking of an opera, or the vexations and
wranglings of a card-table!
But some minds there are of a different make, who,

even in the early part of life, receive from the con- 1

templation of nature a species of delight wliich they
would hardly exchange for any other ; and who, as i

avarice and ambition are not the infinnitics of that
period, would, with equal sincerity and rapture, ex-
claim

—

* I care not. Fortune, what yon me deny
;

You canniit rob me of fri'e n.Tture's prace

;

You cannot shut the windows of the sky,
Throufjh which Aurora shows lier brightening face;
You cannot bar my constant feet to trace
The woods and lawns by hving stream at eve.*

Such minds have always in them the seeds of true
taste, and frequently of imitative genius. At least,
though their enthusiastic or visionary turn of mind,
as the man of the world would call it, should not
always incline them to practise poetry or painting, we
need not scruple to affirm that, without some portion
of this enthusiasm, no person ever became a true poet
or painter. For he who would imitate the works of
nature, must first accurately observe them, and accu-
rate observation is to be expected from those only who
take great pleasure in it.

To a mind thus disposed, no part of creation is in-

, . ,,. , ,. ,, , ,„..•, different. In the crowded city and howling wilder-
are his Dissertations, Moral and Critical, and his ness, in the cultivated province and solitary isle, in
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the flowery lawn ami cragfry mountain, in the mur-
mur of llip rlvuU't and in the uproar of the ocean, in

the radiance of summer and f^loum of winter, in the

thuniler of heaven and in the whisper of the hreezu,

he still finds sometliinir to rouse or to soothe his

imagination, to draw forth his atlections, or to employ

his understanding. And from every mental energy

that is not attended with pain, and even from some of

those that are, as moderate terror and pity, a sound
mind derives satisfaction ; exercise being equally ne-

cessary to tlie body and the soul, and to both equally

productive of health and pleasure.

This happy sensibility to the beauties of nature

should be cherished in young persons. It engages

them to contemplate the Creator in hia wonderful
works ; it purifies and harmonises the soul, and pre-

pares it for moral and intellectual discipline ; it sup-

plies a never-failing source of amusement ; it contri-

butes even to bodily health ; and, as a strict analogy
subsists between material and moral beauty, it leads

the heart by an easy transition from the one to the

other, and thus recommends virtue for its transcen-

dent loveliness, and nuikes vice appear the object of

contempt and abomination. An intimate acquaint-

ance with the best descriptive poets— Spenser, Milton,
and Thomson, but above all with the divine Georgic

—

joined to some practice in the art of drawing, will

promote this amiable sensibility in early years; for

then the face of nature has novelty superadded to its

other charms, the passions are not pre-engaged, the

heart is free from care, and the imagination warm and
romantic.

But not to insist longer on those ardent emotions
that are peculiar to the enthusiastic disciple of

nature, may it not be ntfirmed of all men without
exception, or at least of all the enlightened part of

mankind, that they are gratified by the cdntemplation
of things natural as opposed to unnatural ? Mon-
strous sights jdcase but for a moment, if they please

at all ; for they derive their charm from the beholder's

amazement, which is quickly over. I have read, in-

deed, of a man of rank in Sicily who chooses to adorn
his villa with pictures and statues of most unnatural
deformity ; but it is a singular instance ; and one
would not be much more surprised to hear of a person
living without food, or growing fat by the use of

poison. To say of anytliing that it is contrary to

nature, denotes censure and disgust on the part of the
speaker; as the epithet natural intimates an agree-
able quality, and seems for the most part to iniply

that a thing is as it ought to be, suitable to our own
taste, and congenial with our own constitution. Think
with what sentiments we should peruse a poem in

which nature was totally misrepresented, and prin-

ciples of thought and of operation supposed to take
place repugnant to everything we had seen or heard
of; in which, for example, avarice and coldness were
ascribed to youth, and prodigality and passionate
attachment to the old ; in which men were made to

act at random, sometimes according to character,

and sometimes contrary to it; in which cruelty and
envy were productive of love, and beneficence and
kind affection of hatred ; in which beauty was in-

variably the object of dislike, and ugliness of desire;

in which society was rendered happy by atheism and
the promiscuous perpetration of crimes, and justice

and fortitude were held in universal contempt. Or
think how we should relish a painting where no
regard was had to the proportions, colours, or any of

the physical laws of nature; where the ears and eyes

of animals were placed in their shoulders ; where the
sky was green, and the grass crimson ; where trees

grew with their branches in the earth, and their roots

in the air ; where men were seen fighting after their

heads were cut otf, ships sailing on the land, lions en-
tangled in cobwebs, sheep preying on dead carcases,

fishes sporting in the woods, and elephants walking
on the sea. Ciiuld such figures and combinations give
pleasure, or nierit tlie :tppelhitii'ii (if sublime or beau-
tiful i Should wo hesitate to j»rnnounce their author
mad ? And are the absurdities of madmen proper
subjects either of amusement or of imitation to rea-
sonable beings?

iOn Scottwh Music.']

[From the same.]

There is a certain style of melody peculiar to each
musical country, which the people of that country are
apt to prefer to every other style. That they should
prefer their o\\ti, is not surprising ; and that the me-
lody of one people should differ from that of another,
is not more surprising, perhaps, than that the language
of one people should difter from that of another. But
there is something not unworthy of notice in the par-
ticular expression and style that characterise the music
of one nation or province, and distinguish it from every
other sort of music. Of this diversity Scotland sup-
plies a striking example. The native melody of the
Highlands and Western Isles is as different from that
of the southern part of the kingdom as the Irish or
Erse language is different from the English or Scotch.

In the conclusion of a discourse on music, as it relates

to the mind, it will not perhaps be impertinent to

offer a conjecture on the cause of these peculiarities;

which, though it should not—and indeed I am satis-

fied that it will not—fully account for any one of
them, may, however, Incline the reader to think that
they are not unaccountable, and may also throw some
faint light on this part of philosophy.

Kvery thought-that partakes of the nature of passion
has a correspondent expression in the look and ges-

ture ; and so strict is the union between the passion

and its outward sign, that, where the former is not in

some degree felt, the latter can never be perfectly

natural, but if assumed, becomes awkward mimicry,
instead of that genuine imitation of nature which
draws forth the sympathy of the beholder. If there-

fore there be, in the circumstances of particular

nations or persons, anything that gives a peculiarity

to their passions and thoughts, it seems reasonable to

expect that they will also have something peculiar in

the expression of their countenance and even in the
form of their features. Caius Marius, Jugurtha,
Tamerlane, and some other great warriors, are cele-

brated for a peculiar ferocity of aspect, which they
had no doubt contracted from a perjjetual and unre-
strained exertion of fortitude, contempt, and other
violent emotions. These produced in the face their

correspondent expressions, which, being often repeated,

became at last as habitual to the features as the sen-

timents they arose from were to the heart. Savages,

whose thoughts are little inured to control, have more
of this significancy of look than those men who, being
bom and bred in civilised nations, are accustomed
from their childhood to suppress every emotion that
tends to interrupt the peace of society. And while
the bloom of youth lasts, and the smoothness of fea-

ture peculiar to that period, the human face is less

marked with any strong character than in old age.

A peevish or surly stripling may elude the eye of the
physiognomist ; but a wicked old man, whose visage

does not betray the evil temperature of his heart, must
have more cunning than it would be prudent for him
to acknowledge. Even by the trade or profession the
human countenance may be characterised. They who
employ themselves in the nicer mechanic arts, that
require the earnest attention of the artist, do gene-
rally contract a fixedness of feature suited to that one
uniform sentiment which engrosses them while at

work. Whereas other artists, whose work requires

les3 attention, and who may ply their trade and
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amuse themselves with conversation at the same time,

have, for the most part, smoother ami more unmeaning;
faces: tlieir thoughts are more inisoelhineous, and
therefore their features are less fixed in one uniform
cnnfi^'uration. A keen penetrating look indicates

thnui;htfulness and spirit : a dull toq)id countenance
is not often accompanied with great sa^'acity.

This, though there may be many an exception, is

in general true of the visible signs of our passions;

and it is no less true of the audible. A man habitu-

ally peevish, or passionate, or querulous, or imperious,

may be kno\vn by the sound of his voice, as well as

by his physiognomy. May we not go a step farther,

and say that if a man, under the influence of any
passion, were to compose a discourse, or a poem, or a
tune, his work would in some measure exhibit an
image of his mind ? I could not easily be persuaded
that Swift and Juvenal were men of sweet tempera

;

or that Thomson, Arbuthnot, and Prior, were ill-

natured. The airs of Felton are so uniformly mourn-
ful, that I cannot suppose him to have been a merry
or even a cheerful man. If a musician, in deep
affliction, were to attempt to compose a lively air, I

believe he would not succeed : though I confess I do
not well understand the nature of the connection that

may take place between a mournful mind and a me-
lancholy tune. It is easy to conceive how a poet or

an orator should transfuse his passions into his work

;

for every passion suggests ideas congenial to its own
nature ; and the composition of the poet or of the

orator must necessarily consist of those ideas that

occur at the time he is composing. But musical
sounds are not the signs of ideas ; rarely are they even
the imitations of natural sounds ; so that I am at a
loss to conceive how it should happen that a musician,
overwhelmed with sorrow, for example, should put
together a series of notes whose expression is contrary

to that of another series which he had put together

when elevated with joy. But of the fact I am not

doubtful ; though I have not sagacity or knowledge
of music enough to be able to explain it. And my
opinion in this matter is warranted by that of a more
competent judge, who says, speaking of church volun-
taries, that if the organist ' do not feel in himself the

divine energy of devotion, he will labour in vain to

raise it in others. Nor can he hope to throw out those

happy instantaneous thoughts which sometimes far

exceed the best concerted compositions, and which the

enraptured performer would gladly secure to his future

use and pleasure, did they not as fleetly escape as

they rise.' A man who has made music the study of
his life, and is well acquainted with all the best ex-

amples of style and expression that are to be found in

the works of former masters, may, by memory and
much practice, attain a sort of mechanical dexterity
in contriving music suitable to any given passion

;

but such music would, I presume, be vulgar and
spiritless compared to what an artist of genius throws
out when under the power of any ardent emotion. It

ia recorded of Lulli, that once when his imagination
was all on fire with some verses descriptive of terrible

ideas, which he had been reading in a French trage<ly,

he ran to his harpsichord, and struck off such a com-
bination of sounds, that the company felt their hair
stand on end with horror.

Let us therefore 8ui)pose it proved, or, if you please,

take it for granted, that different sentiments in the
mind of the musician will give different and peculiar
expressions to his music ; and upon this principle it

will not perhaps be impossible to account for some of
the phenomena of a national ear.

The Highlands of Scotland are a picturesque, but
in general a melancholy country. Long tracts of

mountainous desert, covered with dark heath, and
ofttm obscured by misty weather; narrow valleys,

thinly inhabited, and bounded by precipices resound-

ing with the fall of torrents ; a soil so rugged, and a
climate so dreary, as in many parts to admit neither
the amusements of pasturage nor the labours of agri-

culture ; the mournful dashing of waves along the
firths and lakes that intersect the country; the por-
tentous noises which every change of the wind and
every increase and diminution of the waters is apt to

raise in a lonely region, full of echoes, and rocks, and
caverns ; the grotesque and ghastly appearance of
such a landscape by the light of the moon. Objects
like these diffuse a gloom over the fancy, which may
be compatible enough with occasional and social

merriment, but cannot fail to tincture the thoughts
of a native in the hour of silence and solitude. If

these people, notwithstanding their reformation in re-

ligion, and more frequent intercourse with strangers,

do still retain many of their old superstitions, we need
not doubt but in former times they must have been
more enslaved to the horrors of imagination, when be-

set with the bugbears of popery and the darkness of
paganism. Most of their superstitions are of a me-
lancholy cast. That second sight wheremth some
of them are still supposed to be haunted, is considered
by themselves as a misfortune, on account of the many
dreadful images it is said to obtrude upon the fancy.

I have been told that the inhabitants of some of the

Alpine regions do likewise lay claim to a sort of second
sight. Nor is it wonderful that persons of lively

imagination, immured in deep solitude, and sur-

rounded with the stupendous scenery of clouds, pre-

cipices, and torrents, should dream, even when they
think themselves awake, of those few striking ideas

with which their lonely lives are diversified; of

corpses, funeral processions, and other objects of ter-

ror ; or of marriages and the arrival of strangers, and
such like matters of more agreeable curiosity. Let it

be observed, also, that the ancient Highlanders of Scot-

land had hardly any other way of supporting them-
selves than by hunting, fishing, or war, professions that

are continually exposed to fatal accidents. And hence,

no doubt, additional horrors would often haunt their

solitude, and a deeper gloom overshadow the imagi-
nation even of the hardiest native.

What then would it be reasonable to expect from
the fanciful tribe, from the musicians and poets, of

such a region? Strains expressive of joy, tranquil-

lity, or the softer passions ? No : their style must have

been better suited to their circumstances. And so

we find in fact that their music is. The wildest irre-

gularity appears in its composition : the expression is

warlike and melancholy* and approaches even to the

terrible. And that their poetry is almost uniformly
mournful, and their views of nature dark and dreary,

will be allowed by all who admit of the authenticity

of Ossian ; and not doubted by any who believe those

fragments of Highland poetry to be genuine, which

many old people, now alive, of that country, remem-
ber to have heard in their youth, and were then taught

to refer to a pretty high antiquity.

Some of the southern provinces of Scotland present

a very different prospect. Smooth and lofty hills

covered with verdure ; clear streams winding through

long and beautiful valleys ; trees produced without

culture, here straggling or single, and there crowding

into little groves and bowers, with other circum-

stances peculiar to the districts I allude to, render

them fit for pasturage, and favourable to romantic

leisure and tender passions. Several of the old Scotch

songs take their names from the rivulets, villages, and
hills adjoining to the Tweed near Melrose; a region

distinguished by many charming varieties of rural

scenery, and which, whether we consider the face of

the country or the genius of ihe people, may property

enough be termed the Arcadia of Scotland. .And all

these songs are sn-ectly and powei-fully expressive of

love and tenderness, and other emotions suited to the
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tnin<iuiUit,Y of pastoral life. * * I believe it [the

Scottish music] took its rise araoni; men who were

real sheplicrds, ami who actually felt the sentiments

and aflectious whereof it is so rery expressive.

DB RICHARD PRICE—ABRAHAM TUCKER—DR JOSEPH
PRIE8TLET.

Db Richard Price (1723-1791), a nonconfor-
mist divine, published, in ir.'iS, A l{eriew of the

I

Principal Questions and Ziijficulties in Aforals, which
' attracted .attention as 'an attempt to revive the in-

j

tellectual theory of moral obligation, which seemed to

have fallen under the attacks of Butler, Ilutcheson,

and Hume, even before Smith.' I'rice, after Cud-
worth, supports the doctrine that moral distinctions

being perceived by reason, or the understanding,

are equally immutable with all other kinds of truth.

On the other side, it is argued that reason is but a
principle of our mental frame, like the principle

which is the source of moriU emotion, and has no
peculiar claim to remain unaltered in the supposed
general alteration of our mental constitution. Price

was an able writer on finance and political economy,
and took an active part in the political questions

of the day at the time of the French Revolution: he
was a republican in principle, and is attacked by
Burke in his Reflections on the Revolution.
Abraham Tucker (170.5-1774) was an English

squire, who, instead of pursuing the pleasures of the

chase, studied metaphysics at his country-seat, and
published, under the fictitious name of Edward
Search, a work, entitled The Light of Nature Pur-
sued, which Paley said contained more original think-

ing and observation than any other work of the kind.

Tucker, like Adam Smith, excelled in illustration,

and he did not disdain the most homely subjects for

examples. Mackintosh says he excels in mixed, not

in pure philosophy, and that his intellectual views
are of the Ilartleian school. How truly, and at the

same time how beautifully, has Tucker characterised

in one short sentence his own favourite metaphvsiciU
studies !

' The science of abstruse learning,' he
says, ' when completely att.iined, is like Achilles's

spear, that healed the wounds it had made before.

It casts no addition.al light upon the paths of life,

but disperses the clouds with which it had over-

spread them ; it advances not the traveller one step

on his journey, but conducts him back again to the

spot from whence he had wandered.'

In 1775 Dr Joseph Priestley published an ex-

amination of the principles of Dr Reid and others,

designed as a refutation of the doctrine of common
sense, said to be employed as the test of truth by
the Scottish metaphysicians. The doctrines of

Priestley are of the school of Hartley. In 1777

he published a series of disquisitions on Matter
and Spirit, in which he openly supported the mate-
rial system. He also wrote in support of another
unpopular doctrine—th.at of necessity. He settled

in Birmingham in 1780, and officiated as minister

of a dissenting congregation. His religious opinions

were originally Calvinistic, but afterwards became
decidedly anti-Trinitarian. His works excited so

much opposition, that he ever after found it necessary,

as he states, to write a pamphlet annually in their

defence! Priestley was also an active and distin-

guished chemist, and wrote a history of discoveries

relative to light and colours, a history of electricity,

&c. At the period of the French Revolution in

1791, a mob of outrageous and brutal loyalists set

fire to his house in Birmingham, and destroyed his

library, apparatus, and specimens. Three years

afterwards he emigrated to America, where he con-

tinued his studies in science and theology, and died

at Nortliunibei'liiiid, Pennsylvania, in 1804. As an
experimental iihilo.siii>liiT, Tricstley was of a supe-
rior class

; but as a muta|>hysical or ethical writer,
he can only be considered subordinate. He was a
man of intrepid spirit and of unceasing industry.
One of his critics (in the Edinburgh Review) draws
from his writings a lively picture of ' that inde-
fatigable activity, that bigotted vanity, that pre-
cipitation, cheerfulness, and sincerity, which made
up the character of this restless philo.sopher.*

Robert Hall, whose feelings as a dissenter, and
an enemy to all religions intolerance and persecution,
were enlisted on the side of Priestley, has thus eulo-
gised him in one of his most eloquent sentences :

—

' The religious tenets of Dr Priestley apjicar to me
erroneous in the extreme : but I should be sorry to
suffer any (lifference of sentiment to diminish my
sensibility to virtue, or my admiration of genius.
His enlightened and active mind, his unwearied
assiduity, the extent of his researches, the light he
has poured into almost every department of science,

will be the admiration of that period, when the
greater part of those who have favoured, or those
who have opposed him, will be alike forgotten.
Distinguished merit will ever rise superior to op-
pression, and will draw lustre from reproach. The
vapours which gather round the rising sun, and
follow in its course, seldom fail at the close of it to

form a magnificent theatre for its reception, and to
invest with variegated tints, and with a softened
effulgence, the luminary which they cannot hide.

WRITERS IN DIVINITY.

Without much originality (excepting in one me-
morable instance), there was great acuteness, con-
troversial ability, and learning displayed in the de-
partment of theology. The higher dignitaries of
the church of England are generally well fitted, by !

education, talents, and the leisure they enjoy, for
|

vindicating revealed religion from the attacks of all |

assailants ; and even when the standard of duty was
low among tlie inferior clergy, there has seldom been
any want of sound polemical divines. It seems to ,

be admitted that there was a decay of piety and zeal i

in the church at the time of which we are now treat- I

ing. To animate this drooping spirit, and to place !

revelation upon the imperishable foundations of true

philosophy, Dr Joseph Butler published his great '

work on the Analogy of Beligion to the Course of
Nature, which appeared in 1736. Without entering

on the question of the miracles and prophecies, Dr '

Butler rested his evidence on the analogies of nature

:

' he reasons from that part of the divine proceedings
which comes under our view in the daily business
of life, to that larger and more comprehensive part

of these proceedings which is beyond our view, and
which religion reveals.' His argument for a future
life, from the changes which the human body under- !

goes at birth, and in its different stages of maturity
; |

and from the instances of tlie same law of nature,
I

in the change of worms into butterflies, and birds

and insects bursting the shell, and entering into a
new world, furnished with new powers, is one of
the most conclusive pieces of reasoning in the Ian- ;

guage. The same train of argument, in support of
the immortality of the soul, has been followed up in

two admirable lectures in Dr T. Brown's Philosophy,
j

The work of Butler, however, extends over a wide
field—over the whole of the leading points, both in

natural and revealed religion. The germ of his
treatise is contained in a passage in Origen (one of
the most eminent of the fathers, who died at TyTe
in the year 254), which Butler quotes in his intro-

duction. It is to the effect that he who believes
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the Scripture to have proceeiied from the autlmr of
niitiire, may well believe that the same difficulties
exist in it as in the constitution of nature. Ilenee,
Hutler infers that he wlio denies the Scripture to
have come from God, on account of difficulties found
in it, niav, for the same reason, deny the world to
have been formed by Him. Ine.xplicable difficulties
are found in the course of nature; no sound theist
can therefore be surprised to find similar difficulties

in the Cliristian religion. If both proceed from the
same author, the wonder would rather be, that, even
on this inferior ground of difficulty and adaptation
to the comprehension of man, there should not be
found the impress of the same hand, wliose works we
can trace but a very little way, and whose word
equally transcends on some points the feeble efforts
of unassisted reason. All Butler's arguments on
natural and reve:iled religion are marked by pro-
found thought and sagacity. In a volume of ser-
mons published by him, he shines equally as an
ethical philosojiher. In the three first, on human
nature, he h;is laid the science of morals on a surer
foundation than any previous writer. After show-
ing that our social affections are disinterested, he
proceeils to vindicate the supremacy of the moral
sentiments. Man is, in his view, a law to himself;
but the intimations of this law are not to be deduced
from the strength or temporary predominance of
any single appetite or passion. They are to be de-
duced from the dictates of one principle, which is

evidently intended to rule over the other parts of
our nature, and which issues its mandates with
authority. This master principle is conscience,
which rests upon rectitude as its object, as disinte-
restedly as the social affections rest upon their ap-
propriate objects, and as naturally as the appetite of
hunger is satisfied with food. The ethicid system
of Butler has been adopted by Reid, Stewart, and
Brown. Sir James Mackintosh (who acknowledged
that Bishop Butler was his father in philosophy)
made an addition to it: he took the principle of
utility as a test or criterion of the rectitude or vir-
tue which, with Butler, he maintained to be the pro-
per object of our mor.al affections. The life of this
eminent prelate affords a pleasing instance of talent
winning its way to distinction in the midst of diffi-

culties. He was boru in 1692, the son of a shop-
keeper at Wantage, in Berkshire. His father was
a Presbyterian, and intended his son to be a minister
of the same persuasion, but the latter conformed to
the establishment, took orders, and was successively
preacher at the Rolls chapel, prebendary of Ro-
chester, clerk of the closet to the queen, bishop of
Bristol, and bishop of Durham. He owed much to
Queen Caroline, who liad a philosophical taste, and
valued his talents and virtues. Butler died on the
16th of June 1752.

TO 1780.

profession, and at the same town, but soon saw fit
to abandon a pursuit in «hicli it w;is evident he
could have no success. A passion for reading led
\\arburton in his twenty-fifth year to adopt the

BISHOP WARBURTON.

No literary man of this period engrossed in his
own time a larger share of the attention of the
learned world, not to speak of the public at large
than did William WAaniiRToN, bishop of Glou-
cester (1698-1779). Prodigious powers of study
and of expression, a bold and original way of think-
ing, and indomitable self-will and arrogance, were
the leading characteristics of this extraordinary
man, who unfortunately was too eager to astonish
and arrest the attention of mankind, to eare for any
more beneficial result from his literary exertions-
and whose writings have, accordingly, after passing
like a splen<lid meteor across the horizon of his own
age, sunk into all but oblivion. He w.as the son of
an attorney at Newark, and entered life in the same

Bishop Worbuxton.

clerical profession. He took deacon's orders, and by
a dedication to a small and obscure volume of trans-
lations published in 1723, obtained a present.-ition to
a small vicarage. He now threw himself amidst the
inferior literary society of the metropolis, and sought
for subsistence and advancement by his pen. On
obtaining from a patron the rectory of Brand
Broughton, in Lincolnshire, he retired thither, and
devoted himself for a long series of years to reading.
His first work of any note was published in 1736,
under the title of Alliance between Church and State,
which, though scarcely calculated to please either
party in the church, was extensively read, and
brought the author into notice. In the next, The
Divine Legation of Moses, of which the first volume
appeared in 1738, and the remaining four in the
course of several years thereafter, the gigantic
scholarship of Warburton shone out in all its vast-
ness. It had often been objected to the pretensions
of the Jewish religion, that it presented nowhere
any acknowledgment of the principle of a future
state of rewards and punishments. Warburton, who
delighted in parado.x, instead of attempting to deny
this or explain it away, at once acknowledged it, but
asserted that therein lay the strongest argument for
the divine mission of Moses. To establish this point,
he ransacked the whole domains of pagan antiquity,
and reared such a mass of curious and confounding
argument, that mankind might Ix; said to be awed
by it into a partial concession to the author's views.
He never completed the work ; he became, indeed,
weary of it ; and perhaps the fallacy of the hypo-
thesis was first secretly acknowledged by himself.
If it had been consecrated to truth, instead of para-
dox, it would have been by far the most illustrious

book of it« age. As it is, we only look into it to
wonder at its endless learning and misspent inge-
nuity.

The merits of the author, or his worldly wisdom,
brought him preferment in the church : he rose
througli the grades of prebend of Gloucester, pre-
bend of Durham, and dean of Bristol, to be (1759)
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bisliiip of (Homester—a remarkable transition fur

tlie Xcwurk attorney.

It wouM K* tulious to detail the other literary

adventures of this arrogant prelate. Tlie only one

whieh falls i)artieularly in our way is his edition of

Pope's works, fi>r the publieatioa of which lie had

obtained a puteut ri^bt in eonsequence of t)ie poet's

bequest. The annotations of Warburton upon Tope,

perverting the author's meaning in numhurluss in-

stances, and full of malignity against half tlie learned

men of the age, were a disgrace to contemporary

literature. Yet for many years tlie works of Tope

could not be possessed without this monstrous iu-

cumbranee. The latter years of Warburtou were

spent in a melancholy state of mental weakness,

partly occasioned by grief for the loss of a son ; for,

like the butcher animals, this man, ruthless to all

others, had kind feelings towards his own kindred.

Ten years after bis death, his great work is spoken

of by Gibbon as iUxeaily a brilliant ruin. It is now
rarely referred to, its learning being felt as no at-

traction where the solid quidities of truth are want-

ing. Warburton is indeed as perfect a proof of the

futility of talent without moral direction, as could

be produced from the meanest walks of literature.

He gave all to a bad ambition, in which the chief

object seems to have been to make his fellow crea-

tures wonder at and stand in awe of him. Such

feelings as he excited are doomed to be transient.

They have passed away ; and Warburton, having

never conferred any solid benefit on bis kind, is

already little else than a name.

[7%e Grecian Mythohgy—Tfie Various Lights in which

it was regarded.]

[From the ' Divine Legation.']

Here matters rested : and the vulgar faith seems to

have remained a long time undisturbed. But as the

age grew refined, and the Greeks became inquisitive

and learned, the common mythology began to give

offence. The speculative and more delicate were

shocked at the absurd and immoral stories of their

gods, and scandalised to find such things make an

authentic part of their story. It may, indeed, be

thought matter of wonder how such tales, taken up in

a barbarous age, came not to sink into oblivion as the

age grew more knowing, from mere abhorrence of their

indecencies and shame of their absurdities. Without
doubt this had been their fortune, but fur an unlucky
circumstance. The great poets of Greece, who had

most contributed to refine the public taste and man-
ners, and were now grown into a kind of sacred

authority, had sanctified these silly legends by their

writings, which time had now consigned to immor-
tality.

Vulgar paganism, therefore, in such an age as this,

lying open to the attacks of curious and inquisitive

men, would not, we may well think, be long at rest.

It is true, freethinking then lay under great difficul-

ties and discouragements. To insult the religion of

one*s country, which is now the mark of learned dis-

tinction, was branded in the ancient world with public

infamy. Vet freethinkers there were, who, as is their

wont, together with the public worship of their country,

threw offall reverence for religion in general. Amongst
these was Euhemerus, the Messenian, and, by what we
can learn, the most distinguished of this tribe. This

man, in mere wantonness of heart, began his attacks

on religion by divulging the secret of the mysteries.

But as it was capital to do this directly and pro-

fessedly, he contrived to cover his perfidy and malice

by the intervention of a kind of Utopian romance.

He pretended, * that in a certain city, which he came
to in his travels, he found this grand secret, that the

gods were dead men deified, preserved in their sacred

writings, and confirmed by monumental records in-

scribed to the gods themselves, who were there said to

be interred.' So far was not amiss ; but then, in the
genuine spirit of his class, who never cultivate a truth

but in order to graft a lie upon it, he pretended ' that

dead mortals were the first gods, and that an ima-
ginary divinity in these early heroes and conquerors
created the idea of a superior power, and introduced
the practice of religious worship amongst men.' The
learned reader sees below [note in Greek omittedj
that our freethinker is true to his cause, and en-

deavours to verify the fundamental principle of his

sect, that fear first made gods, even in that very in-

stance where the contrary passion seems to have been
at its height, the time when men made gods of their

deceased benefactors. A little matter of address hides

the shame of so perverse a piece of malice. He repre-

sents those founders of society and fathers of their

country under the idea of destructive conquerors, who
by mere force and fear had brought men into subjec-

tion and slavery. On this account it was that indig-

nant antiquity concurred in giving Euhemerus the

proper name of atheist, which, however, he would
hardly have escaped, though he had done no more
than divulge the secret of the mysteries, and had not

poisoned his discovery with this impious and foreign

addition, so contrary to the true spirit of that secret.

This detection had been lung dreaded by the

orthodox protectors of pagan worship ; and they were

provided of a temporarj' defence in their intricate and
properly perplexed system of symbolic adoration.

But this would do only to stop a breach for the pre-

sent, till a better could be provided, and was too

weak to stand alone against so violent an attack.

The philosophers, therefore, now took up the defence

of paganism where the priests had left it, and to the

others' symbols added their own allegories, for a
second cover to the absurdities of the ancient mytho-
logy ; for all the genuine sects of philosophy, as we
have observed, were steady patriots, legislation making
one essential part of their philosophy ; and to legis-

late without the foundation of a national religion,

was, in their opinion, building castles in the air. So

that we are not to wonder they took the alarm, and
opposed these insulters of the public worship with all

their vigour. But as they never lost sight of their

proper character, they so contrived that the defence

of the national religion should terminate in a recom-

mendation of their jihilosophic speculations. Hence,

their support of the public worship, and their evasion

of Euhenierus's charge, turned upon this proposition,
* That the whole ancient mythology was no other

than the vehicle of physical, moral, and divine know-
ledge.' And to this it is that the learned Eusebius

refers, where he says, * That a new race of men refined

their old gross theology, and gave it an honester look,

and brought it nearer to the truth of things.'

However, this proved a troublesome work, and,

after all, ineffectual for the security of men's private

morals, which the example of the licentious story

according to the letter would not fail to influence,

how well soever the allegoric interpretation was cal-

culated to cover the public honour of religion ; so

that the more ethical of the philosophers grew peevish

with what gave them so much trouble, and answered
so little to the interior of religious practice. This

made them break out, from time to time, into hasty

resentments against their capital poets ; unsuitable,

one would think, to the dignity of the authors of such

noble recondite truths as they would persuade us to

believe were treasured up in their writings. Hence
it was that Plato banished Homer from his republic,

and that Pythagoras, in one of his extramundane ad-

ventures, saw both Homer and Hesiod doing penance

in hell, and hung up there for examples, to be bleached
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and purified from the grossness and pollution of their

ideas.

Tlie first of these allcgorisers, na we learn from

Laertius, was Anaxa^oras, who, with his friend Mc-
trodorus, turned Homer's mythology into a system of

ethics. Next came lleredides Ponticus, and of the

same fables made a.s good a system of physics ; which,

to show us with what kind of spirit it was composed,

he entitled Aniirreai.t ton kat anion [Jlomerou] hla^-

pkcme^antun. And last of all, when the necessity

became more pressing, Proclus undertook to show that

all Homer's fables were no other than physical, ethical,

und moral allegories, • •

DR ROBERT LOWTH—DR C. SnDDLETON—REV. W. LAW
UR ISAAC WATTS—DR RICHARD UORD DR C.

BORNE—DR JOHN JORTI.S.

Dr Egbert Lowth, second son of Dr William
Lowth, was born at Buriton, in Hampshire, in 1710.

He entered the church, and became successively

bishop of St David's, Oxford, and London ; he died

in 1787. The works of Lowtli display both genius

and learning. They consist of Prelections on Jlehrew

Poetry^ a Life of William of Wykeham, a Short In-

troduction to English Grammar^ and a Translation nf

Isaiah. The last is the greatest of his productions.

The spirit of eastern poetry is rendered with fidelity,

elegance, and sublimity ; and the work is an ines-

timable contribution to biblical criticism and learn-

ing, as well as to the exalted strains of the divine

muse.
Dr Conters IfiDDLETON, distinguished for his

admirable Life of Cicero, mixed freely and eagerly in

the religious controversies of the times. One writer,

Dr JIattliew Tindal, served as a firebrand to tlie

clergy. Tindal had embraced popery in tlie reign

of James 11., but afterwards renounced it. Being

thus, as Drummond the poet said of Ben Johnson,
' of either religion, as versed in both,' he set liimself

to write on theology, and published The RiyhLi of the

Christian Church Asserterl, and Christianity as Old as

the Creation. The latter had a decided deistical

tendency, and was answered by several divines, as

Dr Conybeare, Dr Foster, and Dr Waterland.

Middleton now joined in the argument, and wrote

remarks on Dr Waterland's manner of vindicating

Scripture against Tindal, which only increased the

confusion by adding to the elements of discord. He
also i)ublished A Free Inquiry into the Miraculous

Powers of the Church, which was answered by seve-

ral of the high church clergy. These treatises have
now fallen into oblivion. They were perhaps useful

in preventing religious trutlis from stagnating in

that lukewarm age ; but in adverting to them, we
are reminded of the fine saying of Hall— ' While
Protestants attended more to the points on which
they differed than those on which they agreed, while

more zeal was employed in settling ceremonies and
defending subtleties than in enforcing plain revealed

truths, the lovely fruits of peace and charity perished

tinder the storms of controversy.'

A permanent service w-as rendered to the cause of

Christianity l)y tlie writings of tlie Key. William
Law (IGSG-lTfil), author of a still popular work,
A Serious Call to a Holy Life, which, happening to

fall into the hands of Dr Jolinson at college, gave
that eminent person ' the first occasion of thinking

in earnest of religion after he became capable of

ration.al inquiry.' Law was a Jacobite nonconfor-

mist : he was tutor to the father of Gibbon the

historian.

Tlie two elementary works of Dr Isaac Watts—
his Logic, or the Bight [Isr of Itcason. puhlislicd in

1724, and his Improvement of the Mind (a supplement

to the former), were both designed to advance the

interests of religion, and are well adapted to the

purpose. Various theological treatises were also

written by Watts.
Da UiciiARD Herd (1720-1808), a friend and

disciple of Warliurton, was author of an Intrmluction

to the Study tf the Prophecies, being the substance of

twelve discourses delivered at Cambridge. Hurd
was a man of taste and learning, author of a com-
mentary on Horace, and editor of Cowley's works.

He rose to enjoy high church preferment, and died
bishop of Worcester, after having declined the archi-

episcopal see of Canterbury.

Dr George Horne (17.30-1792) was another
divine whose talents and learning raised him to the
bench of bishops. He wrote various works, the
most important of whicJi is a Commentary on the

Booh of Psaljn.<i, which appeared in 1776 in two
volumes quarto. It is still a text-book with theolo-

gical students and divines, and unites extensive

erudition with fervent piety.

Dr John Jortin (1698-1770), a prebendary of

St Paul's and archdeacon of London, was an eminent
scholar, and an independent theologian. He wrote
various dissertations. Remarks on Ecclesiastical His-
tory, a Life of Erasmus, Sec. The freedom of some
of his strictures gave offence to the high church
clergy. Of a similar character, but less orthodox in

his tenets, was Dr John Jebb, who obtained con-
siderable preferment in the church, which he re-

signed on imbibing Socinian opinions. On quitting

tlic church, Jebb studied and practised as a physi-

cian: he died in 1786. aged fifty. His works on
theology and other subjects form three volumes.
Of the other theological and devotional produc-

tions of the established clergy of this age, there is

only room to notice a few of the best. The disser-

tations of Bishop Newton on various parts of the

Bible ; the Lectures on the Engli.sh Church Catechism,

by Archbishop Seeker; Bishop Law's Considerations

on the Theory of Religion, and his Riffcctions on tlie

Life and Character of Christ, are all works of stan-

dard excellence. The labours of Dr Kennicot, in

the collection of various manuscripts of the Hebrew
Bible, are also worthy of being here mentioned as

an eminent service to sacred literature.

GEORGE WHITEFIELD—JOHN WESLEY.

Connected with the English establishment, yet
ultimately separating from it, were those two re-

markable men, Whitefield and Wesley. Both were
highly useful in their day and generation, and they
enjoyed a popularity rarely attained by divines.

George Whitefield was born in Gloucester in

1714. He took orders, and preached in London with
astonishing success. He made several voyages to

America, where he was equally popuhir. Whitefield

adopted the Calvinistic doctrines, and preached
them with incessant activity, and an eloquence un-
paralleled in its effects. As a popular orator he
was passionate and vehement, wielding his audiences

almost at will, and so fascinating in his style and
manner, that Hume the historian said he was worth
travelling twenty miles to hear. He died in New-
bury, New England, in 1770. His writings are tame
and commonplace, and his admirers regretted that

he should have injured his fame by resorting to

pulilication.

John Weslev was more learned, and in all re-

spects better fitted to become the leader and founder

of a sect. His father was rector of Epworth, in Lin-

colnsliire, where John was born in 170.1. He was
educated at Oxford, where he and his brother Cliarles,

and a few other students, lived in a regular svstcm of
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pimis stuily ami discipline, whence they were denn-

niiiuiteil ^ietho(lists. After officiating a short time

as curate ti> his father, the young enthusiast set

off as a missionary to Georgia, where he remained

about two years. Shortly after his return in 1738,

he conimeiu-ed fleld-preaching, occasionally travel-

ling tlirough every part of Great Britain and Ireland,

where he estahlishcd congregations of Methodists.

Thousands flocked to his standard. The grand doc-

trine of Wesley w.as universal redemption, as con-

tradistinguished from the Calvinistic doctrine of

particular redemption, and his proselytes were, by
the act of conversion, made regenerate men. The
Methodists also received lay converts as preachers,

who, by their itinerant ministrations and unquench-
able enthusiasm, contributed materially to the ex-

tension of their societies. Wesley continued writ-

ing, preaching, and travelling, till he was eighty-

eight years of age; his apostolic earnestness and

venerable appearance procured for him everywhere
profound respect. He had preached about forty

thousand sermons, and travelled three hundred

thousand miles. His highly useful and laborious

career was terminated on the 2d of March 1791.

His body lay in a kind of state in his chapel at

London the day previous to his interment, dressed

in his clerical habit, with gown, cassock, and band ;

the old clerical cap on his head, a Bible in one hand,

and a white handkerchief in the other. The funeral

service was read by one of his old preachers. ' When
he came to that part of the service, " forasmuch as

it hath pleased God to take unto himself the soul of

our dear brother" his voice changed, and he substi-

tuteti the word father; and the feeling with which
he did this w.is such, that the congregation, who
were shedding silent tears, burst at once into loud

weeping." * At the time of Wesley's death, the

number of Methodists in Europe, America, and the

West India islands, was 80,000 : they are now above

a million—three hundred thousand of which are in

Great Britain and Ireland. The writings and jour-

nals of Wesley are very voluninous, but he cannot

be said to have produced any one valuable work in

divinity or general literature.

NATHANIEL LARDNER—HUGH FARMER—DB JAMES
FOSTER—JOHN LELAND.

The English dissenters now began to evince their

regard for learning and their ardour in study. Dr
Nathaniel Lardner (1684-1768) produced some
treatises of the highest importance to the theological

student. His works fill eleven octavo volumes.

The chief is his Credibility of the Gospel History,

published between 1730 and 1757, in fifteen volumes,

and in which proofs are brought from innumerable

sources in the religious history and Uterature of the

first live centuries in favour of the truth of Chris-

tianity. Another voluminous work, entitled A Large
Collection of Ancient Jewish and Heathen Testimonies

to the Truth of tlie Christian lieligion, appeared near

the close of the author's life, and completed a design,

wliicli, making allowance for the interruptions occa-

sioned by other studies and viritings of less impor-

tance, occupied his attention for forty-three years.

llccH Farmer (1714-1787), a pupil of Dr Dod-
dridge, was author of several religious treatises, the

most iin[)ortant of which is his Dissertation on

Miracles, a work of close reasoning and profound

thought. This dissertation was pubHshed in 1771,

and still maintains its place as one of the bulwarks
of revealed religion.

Db James Foster (1697-1752) is worthy of no-

* Southey'fl Life of Wesley.

tice among the dissenting divines, as liaving obtained
the poetical praise of Pope. He was originally an
Independent, but afterwards joined the Baptists, and
was one of the most popular preachers in London,
He wrote Tracts on Heresy, Discourses on Natural
lieliyion and Social Virtue, and other theological
works.

John Leland (1691-176G) was pastor of a con-
gregation of Protestant dissenters in Dublin. He
wrote A View of the Deistical Writers in England,
and an elaborate work on the Advantage and Neces-
sity of the Christian Revelation. The former is a solid

and valuable treatise, and is still regarded as one of
the best confutations of infidelity.

dr HCGH BLAIR.

The Scottish church at this time also contained
some able and accomplished divines. The equality
of livings in the northern establishment, and the
greater amount of pastoral labour devolved upon its

ministers, are unfavourable for studious research or
profound erudition. The Edinburgh clergy, how-
ever, are generally men of talents and attainments,

and the universities occasionally receive some of the

best divines as professors. One of the most popular
and influential of the Scottish clergy was Dr Hugh
Blair, born in Edinburgh in 1718. He was at first

minister of a country church in Fifeshire, but, being
celebrated for his pulpit eloquence, he was succes-

sively preferred to the Canongate, Lady Yester's,

and the High Church in Edinburgh. In 1759 he
commenced a course of lectures on rhetoric and
belles lettres, which extended his literary reputation;

and in 1763 he published his Dissertation on the

Poems of Ossian, a production evincing both critical

taste and learning. In 1777 appeared the first vo-

lume of his Ser7nons, which was so well received that

the author published three other volumes, and a
fifth which he had prepared, was printed after his

death. A royal pension of £200 per annum further

rewarded its author. Blair next pubUshed his Rhe-
torical Lectures, and they also met with a favourable

reception. Though somewhat hard and dry in style

and manner, this work forms a useful guide to the

young student : it is carefully arranged, contains

abundance of examples in every department of lite-

rary composition, and has also detailed criticisms on
ancient and modern authors. The sermons, how-
ever, are the most valuable of Blair's works. They
are written with taste and elegance, and by incul-

cating Christian morality without any allusion to

controversial topics, are suited to all classes of Chris-

tians. Profound thought, or reasoning, or impas-
sioned eloquence, they certainly do not possess, and
in this respect they must be considered inferior to

the posthumous sermons of Logan the poet, which,

if occasionally irregular, or faulty in style, have
more of devotional ardour and vivid description. In
society Dr Blair was cheerful and polite, the friend

of literature as well as of virtue. His predominant
weakness seems to have been vanity, which was
soon discovered by Burns, in his memorable resi-

dence in Edinburgh in 1787. Blair died on the 27th
of December 1800.

[Ore the Cultiration of Taate.'\

[From ' Blair'B Lectures.']

Such studies have this peculiar advantage, that they

exercise our reason without fatiguing it. They lead

to inquiries acute, but not painful ;
profound, but not

dry or abstruse. They strew flowers in the path of

science, and while they keep the mind bent in some

degree and active, they relieve it at the same time
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from that more toiUomc labour to which it must sub-

mit ID the acijui^iition of necessaiy eruditiou or the

inrestigation of abstract truth.

The cultivation of ta-^tc is further recommended hj

the happy etfecta which it naturallr tend^ to produce

on human life. The uion busy man in the mo.>t

active sphere cannot be always occupied by busine!*a.

Men of serious prufe-v-i^md cannot alwaya be on the

stretch of serious thou^'ht. Neither can the most gay

and flourishing situations of fortune atF<.>rdany man the

power of filling all his hours with pleasure. Life must

always languish in the hands of the idle. It will

jfrequently languish even in the hands of the busy, if

they have not some employment subsidiary to that

which forms their main pursuit. How then shall

these Tacaut spaces, those unemployed intervals,

which more or less occur in the life of every one, be

filled up \ How can we contrive to dispose of them
in any way that shall be more agreeable in itself, or

more consonaut to the dignity of the human mind,

than in the entertainments of taste, and the study of

polite literature? He who is so happy as to have

acquired a relish for these, has always at hand an in-

nocent and irreproachable amusement for his leisure

hours, to save him from the danger of many a perni-

cious pa'ision. He is not in hazard of being a burden

to himself. He is not obliged to fly to low company,

or to court the riot of loose pleasures, in order to cure

the tediousness of existence.

Providence seems plainly to have pointed out this

useful purpose to which the pleasures of taste may
be applied, by interposing them in a middle station

between the pleasures of sense and those of pure

intellect. We were not designed to grovel always

among objects so low as the former; nor are we cap-

able of dwelling constantly in so high a region as the

latter. The pleasures of taste refresh the mind after

the toils of the intellect and the labours of abstract

study ; and they gradually raise it above the attach-

ments of sense, and prepare it for the enjoyments of

virtue.

So consonant is this to experience, that, in the edu-
cation of youth, no object has in every age appeared
more important to wise men than to tincture them
early with a relish for the entertainments of taste.

The transition is commonly made with ease from these

to the discharge of the higher and more important
duties of life. Good hopes may be entertained of

those whose minds have this liberal and elegant turn.

It is favourable to many virtues. Whereas, to be
entirely devoid of relish for eloquence, poetry, or any of

the fine arts, is justly construed to be an unpromising
symptom of youth ; and raises suspicions of their

being prone to low gratifications, or destined to

druo^e in the more vulgar and illiberal pursuits of
life.

There are indeed few good dispositions of any kind
with which the improvement of taste is not more or

less connected. A cultivated taste increases sensibi-

lity to all the tender and humane pa^^sions, by giving
them frequent exercise ; while it tends to weaken the
more violent and fierce emotions.

Ingenuaj^ didicisse fideliter artes

EmoUit mores, nee sinit esse feros.*

T2ie elernted sentiments and high examples which
poetry, eloquence, and history are often bringing under
our view, naturajjy tend to nourish in our minds
public spirit, t' /love of glory, contempt of external
fortune, u the admiration of what is truly illus-
trious, dnd great.

I will not go so far as to say that the improvement
of taste and of virtue is the same, or that they may

* These poliiibed artA have humanised mankind.
Softened the rude, and calmed the boUterous mind.

always be expected to coexist in an equal degree.

More powerful correctites than ta^te can apply are

nccessar}' for reforming the corrupt propensities which
too frequently prevail among mankind. Elegant
speculations are sometimes found to float on the sur-

face of the mind, while bad passions possess the inte-

rior regions of the heart. At the same time this

cannot but be admitted, that the exercise of taste is,

in its native tendency, moral and purifying. From
reading the most admired productions of genius,
whether in poetry or prose, almost every one ri»e«

with some good impressions left on his mind ; and
though these may not always be durable, they are at
least to be ranked among the means of disposing the
heart to virtue. One thing is certain, that with-
out possessing the virtuous affections in a strong
degree, no man can attain eminence in the sublime
parts of eloquence. He must feel what a good man
feels, if he expects greatly to move or to interest man-
kind. They are the ardent sentiments of honour,
virtue, magnanimity, and public spirit, that only can
kindle that fire of genius, and call up into the mind
those high ideas, which attract the admiration of ages ;

and if this spirit be necessary to produce the most
distinguished efforts of eloquence, it must be neces-

sary also to our relishing them with proper taste and
feeling.

{Diferaux between TasU and Geniui,']

[From the same.]

Taste and genius are two words frequently joined
together, and therefore, by inaccurate thinkers, con-
founded. They signify, however, two quite different

things. The difference between them can be clearly

pomted out, and it is of importance to remember it.

Taste consists in the power of judging; genius in the
power of executing. One may have a considerable
degree of taite in poetry, eloquence, or any of the fiae

arts, who has little or hardly any genius for com-
position or execution in any of these arts ; but genius
cannot be found without including taste also. Genius,
therefore, deserves to be considered as a higher power
of the mind than taste. Genius always imports some-
thing inventive or creative, which does not rest in
mere sensibility to beauty where it is perceived, but
which can, moreover, produce new beauties, and ex-
hibit them in such a manner as strongly to impress
the minds of others. Refined taste forms a good
critic ; but genius is further necessary to form the
poet or the orator.

It is proper also to observe, that genius is a word
which, in common acceptation, extends much further

than to the objects of taste. It is used to signify that

talent or aptitude which we receive from nature for

excelling in any one thing whatever. Thus, we speak
of a genius for mathematics, as well as a genius for

poetry—of a genius for war, for politics, or for any
mechanical employment.

This talent or aptitude for excelling in some one
particular is, I have said, what we receive from nature.

By art and study, no doubt, it may be greatly im-
proved, but by them alone it cannot be acquired. As
genius is a higher faculty than taste, it is ever, ac-

cording to the usual frugality of nature, more limited

in the sphere of its operations. It is not uncommon
to meet with persons who have an excellent taste in

several of the polite arts, such as music, poetry, paint-

ing, and eloquence, all together; but to find one who
is an excellent perftrmer in all these arts, is much
more rare, or rather, indeed, such a one is not to be

looked for. A sort of universal genius, or one who is

equally and indifferently turned towards several diffe-

rent professions and arts, is not likely to excel in any;
although there may be some few exceptions, yet in

general it holds, that when the bent of the mind is
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wholly directed towards some one object, exclusive in

a manner of others, there is the fairest pro^^pect of

eminence in that, whatcrer it be. The rays must
couTcrge to a point, in order to glow intensely.

[On Sublimity.}

[From the same.]

It is not easy to describe in words the precise im-

pression which ^eat and sablime objects make upon

us when we behold them ; but every one has a con-

ception of it. It produces a sort of internal elevation

and expansion ; it raises the mind much above its

ordinary state, and fills it with a degree of wonder
and astonishn\ent which it cannot well express. The
emotion is certainly delightful, but it is altogether of

the serious kind ; a degree of awfulness and solemnity,

even approaching to severity, commonly attends it

when at its height, very distinguishable from the more
gay and brisk emotion raised by beautiful objects.

The simplest form of external grandeur appears in

the vast and boundless prospects presented to us by

nature ; such as wide extended plains, to which the

eye can see no limits, the firmament of heaven, or

the boundless expanse of the ocean. All vastness

produces the impression of sublimity. It is to he

remarked, however, that space, extended in length,

makes not so strong an impression as height or depth.

Though a boundless plain be a grand object, yet a

high mountain, to which we look up, or an awiul pre-

cipice or tower, whence we look down on the objects

which lie below, is still more so. The excessive gi*an-

deur of the firmament arises from its height, joined to

its boundless extent ; and that of the ocean not from

its extent alone, but from the perpetual motion and
irresistible force of that moss of waters. Wherever
epacc is concerned, it is clear that amplitude or great-

ness of extent in one dimension or other is necessary

to grandeur. Remove all bounds from any object,

and you presently render it sublime. Hence intinite

space, endless numbers, and eternal duration, fill the

mind with great ideas.

From this some have imagined that vastness or

amplitude of extent is the foundation of all sub-

limity. But I cannot be of this opinion, because

many objects appear sublime which have no relation

to space at all. Such, for instance, is great loudness

of sound. The burst of thunder or of cannon, the

roaring of winds, the shouting of multitudes, the

sound of vast cataracts of water, are all incontcstably

grand objects. * I heard the voice of a great multi-

tude, &A the sound of many waters, and of mighty
thundcrings, saying. Hallelujah.* In general, we
may observe that great power and force exerted

always raise sublime ideas ; and perhaps the must

copious source of these is derived from this quarter.

Hence the grandeur of earthquakes and burning moun-
tains ; of great conflagrations ; of the stormy ocean

and overflowing waters ; of tempests of wind ; of thun-

der and lightning; and of all the uncommon violence

of the elements : nothing is more sublime than mighty

power and strength. A stream that runs within its

banks is a beautiful object, but when it rushes down
with the impetuosity and noise of a torrent, it pre-

sently becomes a sublime one. From lions, and other

animals of strength, are dra\vn sublime comparisons

in poets. A race-horse is looked upon with plt-asure
;

but it is the war-horse, * whose neck is clothed with

thunder,' that carries grandeur in its idea. The en-

gagement of two great armies, as it is the highest

exertion of human niight, combines a variety of

sources of the sublime, and has accordingly been

always considered as one of the most striking and

magnificent spectacles that can be either presented to

the eye, or exhibited to the imagination in descrip-

tion.

For the further illustration of this subject, it is

proper to remark, that h11 idea-s of the solemn and
awful kind, and even bordering on the terrible, tend
greatly to assist the sublime ; such as darkness, soli-

tude, and jiilence. What are the scenes of nature that
elevate the mind in the highest degree, and produce
the sublime sensation \ Not the gay landscape, the
flowery field, or the flourishing city ; but the hoary
mountains, and the solitary lake, the aged forest, and
the torrent falling over the rock. Hence, too, night
scenes are commonly the most sublime. The firma-
ment, when tilled with stars, scattered in such vast
numbei'S, and with such magnificent profusion, strikes

the imagination with a more awful grandeur than
when we view it enlightened with all the splendour
of the sun. The deep sound of a great bell, or the
striking of a great clock, are at any time grand, but,
when heard amid the silence and stillness of the night,

they become doubly so. Darkness is very commonly
applied for adding sublimity to all our iileiis of the

Deity :
* He maketh darkness his pavilion, he dwcUeth

in the thick cloud.' So Milton :

—

How oft, amidst

Thick clouds and dark, does heaven's all ruling Sire

Choose to reside, his glory unobscured,

And with the majesty of darkness, round
Circles his throne.

Observe with how much art Virgil has introduced

all those ideas of silence, vacuity, and darkness, when
he is going to introduce his hero to the infernal re-

gions, and to disclose the secrets of the great deep:

—

Ye subterranean gods, whose awful sway
The gliding ghosts and silent shades obey ;

Oh, Chaos, hear ! and Phlegethon profound !

"Whose solemn empire stretches wide around I

Give me, ye great tremendous powers, to tell

Of scenes and wonders in the depth of hell

;

Give nie, your mighty secrets to display

From those black realms of darkness to the day.—PtU.

Obscure they went ; through dreary shades, that led

Along the waste dominions of the dead
;

As wander travellers in woods by night,

By the moon's doubtful and malignant light.—I>rj/d4m.

These passages I quote at present, not so much as

instances of sublime writing, though in themselves

they truly are so, as to show, by the effect of them,

that the objects which they present to us belong to

the clays of sublime ones.

Obscurity, we are further to remark, is not unfavour-

able to the sublime. Though it render the object in-

distinct, the impression, however, may be great ; for,

as an ingenious author has well observed, it is one
thing to make an idea clear, and another to make it

aflecting to the imagination ; and the imagination

may be strongly atiected, and, in fact, often is so, by
objects of which we have no clear conception. Thus
we see that almost all the descriptions given us of the
appearances of supeniatural beings, carry some sub-

limity, though the conceptions which they aftbrd us
be confused and indistinct. Their sublimity arises

from the idea.'', which they always convey, of superior

power and might, joined with an awful obscurity.

We may sec this fully exemplified in the following

noble passage of the book of Job :
—

* In thoughts from
the visions of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon
men, fear came upon me and trembling, which made
all my bones to shake. Then a spirit passed before

my face ; the hair of my flesh stood up : it stood still

;

but I could not discern the form thereof; an image
was before mine eyes ; there was silence ; and I heard

a voice—Shall mortal man be more just than God !'

(.lob iv. 15.) No ideas, it is plain, are so sublime as

those taken from the Supreme Being, the most un-

known, but the greatest of all objects; the infinity
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of whose natiirc, and the eternity of whose duration,

joined with tlie omnipotence of his power, though they

surpass our conceptions, yet exalt them to the highest.

In general, all objects that are greatly raised above us,

I

or far removed from us, cither in space or in time,

are apt to strike us as great. Our viewing them as

through the mist of distance or antiquity is favour-

I

able to the impressions of their sublimity.

As obscurity, so disorder too is very compatible

with grandeur; nay, frequently heightens it. Few
things that are strictly regular and methodical appear

sublime. We see the limits on every side ; we feel

I ourselves confined ; there is no room for the mind's

! exerting any great effort. Exact proportion of parts,

though it enters often into the beautiful, is much
disregarded in the sublime. A great mass of rocks,

thrown together by the hand of nature with wildness

and confusion, strike the mind with more grandeur

than if they had been adjusted to one another with

the most accurate symmetry.

In the feeble attempts which human art can make
I towards producing grand objects (feeble, I mean, in

! comparison with the powers of nature), greatness of

! dimensions always constitutes a principal part. No

[

pile of buildings can convey any idea of sublimity,

i unless it be ample and lofty. There is, too, in archi-

tecture, what is called greatness of manner, which

seems chiefly to arise from presenting the object to us

in one full point of view, so that it shall make its

impression whole, entire, and undivided upon the

mind. A Gothic cathedral raises ideas of grandeur

in our minds by its size, its height, its awful obscu-

rity, its strength, its antiquity, and its durability.

There still remains to be mentioned one class of

sublime objects, which may be called the moral or

sentimental sublime, arising from certain e.Kertions of

the human mind, from certain affections and actions

of our fellow-creatures. These will be found to be all,

or chiefly of that class, which comes under the name
of magnanimity or heroism ; and they produce an

effect extremely similar to what is produced by the

Tiew of grand objects in nature ; filling the mind with

admiration, and elevating it above itself. Wherever,

in some critical and high situation, we behold a man
uncommonly intrepid, and resting upon himself, supe-

rior to passion and to fear ; animated by some great

principle to the contempt of popular opinion, of selfish

interest, of dangers, or of death, there we are struck

with a sense of the sublime.

High virtue is the most natural and fertile source

of this moral sublimity. However, on some occasions,

where virtue either has no place, or is but imperfectly

displayed, yet if extraordinary vigour and force of

mind be discovered, we are not insensible to a degree

of grandeur in the character ; and from the splendid

conqueror, or the daring conspirator, whom we are far

from approving, we cannot withhold our admiration.

DR CEOROE CAMPBELL.

Dr George Campbell, professor of di^nnity and
afterwards principal of llarischal college, Aberdeen,
was a theologian and critic of more vigorous intel-

lect and various learning than Dr Blair. His Dis-
sertation on Miracles, written in reply to Hume, is a
conclusive and masterly piece of reasoning; and his

Pkilusnphi/ o/'/f//f(iir(>(publislied in 1776) is perhaps
the best book of the kind since Aristotle. Most of

the other works on this subject are little else but
compilations, but Campbell brought to it a high
degree of philosophical acumen and learned research.

Its utility is also equal to its depth and origin.ality :

the philosopher finds in it exercise for his ingermity,

and the student may safely consult it for its practical

suggestions and illustrations. Dr Campbell's other

works are, a Translation of the Four Gitsjtfls, worthy
of his talents, some sermons preached on public

occasions, and a series of Lectures on Ecclesiastical

Histuri/, which were not i)ublisl)ed till after his death.

It is worthy of remark that Hume himself admitted
the ' ingenuity' of Campliell's reply to his sceptical

opinions, and the 'great learning' of the author. The
well-known hypothesis of Hume is, that no testi-

mony for any kind of miracle can ever amount to a
probability, much less to a proof To this Dr Camp-
bell opposed the argument that testimony has a
natural and original infl\ience on belief, antecedent
to ex]>erience, in illustration of which he remarked,
that the e.^rliest assent which is given to testimony
by chililren, and which is previous to all experience,

is in fact the most unlimited. His answer is divided

into two parts ; first, that miracles are capable of
proof from testimony, and religious miracles not less

than others ; and, secondly, that the miracles on
which the belief of Christianity is founded, are suffi-

ciently attested. Campbell had no fear for the re-

sult of such discussions :
—

' I do not hesitate to

affirm,' he says, ' that our religion has been indebted

to the attempts, though not to the intentions, of its

bitterest enemies. "They have tried its strength,

indeed, and, by trying, they have displayed its

strength ; and that in so clear a light, as we could
never have hoped, without such a trial, to have
viewed it in. IjCt them, therefore, write ; let them
argue, and, when arguments fail, even let them
cavil against religion as much as they please; I

should be heartily sorry that ever in this island, the

asylum of liberty, where the spirit of Christianity

is better understood (however defective the inhabi-

tants are in the observance of its precepts) than in

any other part of the Christian world ; I should, I

say, be sorry that in this island so great a disservice

were done to religion as to check its adversaries in

any other way than by returning a candid answer
to their objections. I must at the same time ac-

knowledge, that I am both ashamed and grieved

when I observe any friends of religion betray so

great a diffidence in the goodness of their cause (for

to this diffidence alone can it be imputed), as to show
an inclination for recurring to more forcible methods.

The assaults of infidels, I m.iy venture to prophecy,

will never overturn our religion. They will prove
not more hurtful to the Christian system, if it be
allowed to compare small things with the greatest,

than the boisterous winds are said to prove to the

sturdy oak. They shake it impetuously for a time,

and loudly threaten its subversion ; whilst, in effect>

they only serve to make it strike its roots the deeper,

and stand the firmer ever after.'

In the same manly spirit, and reliance on the

ultimate triumph of truth, Dr Campbell was opposed

to the penal laws against the Catholics ; and in 1779,

when the country was agitated with that intolerant

zeal against Popery, which in the following year

burst out in riots in London, he issued an Address

to the People of Scotland, remarkable for its cogency

of argument and its just and enlightened sentiments.

For this service to true religion and toleration the

mob of Aberdeen broke the author's windows, and
nicknamed him Tope Campbell.' In 1795, when
far advanced in life, Dr Campbell received a pen-

sion of £300 from the Crown, on which he resigned

his professorship, and his situation as princip;d of

Marischal college. He enjoyed this well-earned re-

ward only one year, dying in 1796, in his seventy-

seventh year. With the single exception of Dr
Robertson the historian (who shone in a totally

different walk), tlie name of Dr Campion is the

greatest which the Scottish church can number
among its clergj'.
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MISCELLANEOUS WRITERS.
UR SAMUEL JOHNSON.

This department of our literature was unusually
rk-h at the |>reseiit pcriml, as it incluiled nearly all

the uroat names that slmne in poetry, fietion, polities,

philosophy, ami eritieism. First, as exereisin;; a
more conunanding influence than any other of his
contemporaries, may he nientioiieil Dr Johnson,
already distinguisheil as a moral poet and essayist.

In 1755 Johnson published his Dirtmnary of the Eng-
lish Language, which had occupied the Rreater part
of his time for seven years. In 1 765 appeared his

edition of Shakspeare, containins little that is valu-
able in the way of annotation, but introduced by a
powerfid and masterly preface. In 1770 and 1771
he wrote two political pamphlets in support of the
measures of government, Tlie FaLie Alarm, and
Thoughts on the late Transactions n'specting the Falk-
land Islands. Though often harsh, contemptuous,
and intolerant, these pamphlets are admirable pieces
of composition—full of nerve and controversial zeal.

In 1775 appeared his Journeg to the Western Isles of
Scotland; and in 1781 his Lives nf the Poets. It was
the felicity of Johnson, as of Dryden, to improve as
an author as he advanced in years, and to write best
after he had passed that period of life when many
men are almost incapable of intellectual exertion.
In reviewing the above works, little other language
need be employed than that of eulogy. The Dic-
tionary is a valuable practical work, not remarkable
for philological research, but for its happy and
luminous definitions, the result of gre.at sagacity, pre-
cision of understanding, and clearness of expression.
A few of the definitions betray the personal feelings
and peculiarities of the author, and have been much
ridiculed. For e.xample, ' Excise,' which (.as a Tory
hating Walpole and the Whig excise act) be defines,
' A hateful tax levied upon commodities, and ad-
judged, not by the common judges of property, but
wretches hired by those to whom excise is paid.'
A pension is defined to be 'an allowance made to
any one without an equivalent. In England it is

generally understood to mean pay given to a state-
hireling for treason to his country.' After such a
definition, it is scarcely to be wondered that Johnson
paused, and felt some ' compunctious visitings' before
he accepted a pension himself! Oats he defines, ' A
grain which in England is generally given to horses,
but in Scotland supports the people.' This gave
mortal offence to the natives of Scotland, and is

hardly j'et forgiven ; but the best reply was the
happy observation of Lord Elibank, ' Yes, and where
will you find such horses and such men.'' The
' Journey to the Western Isles' makes no pretension
to scientific discovery, but it is an entertaining and
finely written work. In the Highlands, the poetical
imagination of Johnson expanded with the new
scenery and forms of life presented to his contempla-
tion. His love of feudalism, of clanship, and of
ancient Jacobite families, found full scope; and as he
was always a close observer, his descriptions convey
much pleasing and original information. His com-
plaints of the want of woods in Scotland, though
dwelt upon with a ludicrous perseverance and
querulousness, had the efil-ct of setting the landlords
to plant their bleak moors and mountains, and im-
prove the aspect of the country. The ' Lives of the
Poets' have a freedom of style, a vigour of thought,
and happiness of illustration, rarely attained even by
their author. The plan of the work was defective,
as the lives begin only with Cowley, excluding all

the previous poets from Chaucer downwards. Some
feeble and wortldess rhymesters also obtained niches
in Johnson's gallery ; but the most serious defect of

the whole is the injustice done to some of our greatest
masters of song, in consequence of the political or
personal prejuilices of the author. To Milton he is

strikingly unjust, though his criticism on I'aradise
Lost is able and profound. Gray is treate<l with a
coarseness and insensibility derogatory only to the
critic ; and in general, as we have before had occa-
sion to remark, the higher order of imaginative
poetry suffers under the ponderous hand of John-
son. Its beauties were too airy and ethereal for his
grasp—too subtle for his feeling or understanding.
A few extracts are subjoined, to illustrate his pecu-
har but impressive and animated style.

IFrom the Pr^a^e io the Dictionary.']

It is the fate of those who toil at the lower employ-
ments of lite to be rather driven by the fear of evil
than attracted by the prospect of good ; to be exposed
to censure without hope of praise; to be dis<Taced
by miscarriage, or punished for neglect, where success
would have been without applause, and diligence
without reward.

Among these unhappy mortals is the writer of dic-
tionaries ; whom mankind have considered, not as the
pupil, but theslave of science, the pioneer of literature,

doomed only to remove rubbish and clear obstructions
from the paths through which learning and genius
press forward to conquest and glory, without bestow-
ing a smile on the humble drudge that facilitates

their progress. Every other author may aspire to praise

;

the lexicographer can only hope to escape reproach,
and even this negative recompense has been yet
granted to very few.

I have, notwithstanding this discouragement, at-
tempted a dictionary of the English language, which,
while it was employed in the cultivation of every
species of literature, has itself been hitherto neglected

;

suffered to spread, under the direction of chance, into
wild exuberance ; resigned to the tyranny of time and
fashion ; and exposed to the corruptions of ignorance,
and caprices of innovation.

No book was ever turned from one langu.ige into
another without imparting something of its native
idiom ; this is the most mischievous and comprehen-
sive innovation ; single words may enter by thousands,
and the fabric of the tongue continue the same ; but
new phraseology changes much at once ; it alters not
the single stones of the building, but the order of the
columns. If an academy should be established for

the cultivation of our style—which I, who can never
wish to see dependence multiplied, hope the spirit of
English liberty will hinder or destroy—let them, in-

stead of compiling grammars and dictionaries, en-
deavour, with all their influence, to stop the license

of translators, whose idleness and ignorance, if it be
suffered to proceed, will reduce us to babble a dialect

of France.

If the changes that we fear be thus irresistible,

what remains but to acquiesce with silence, as in the
other insurmountable distresses of humanity. It re-

mains that we retard what we cannot repel, that we
palliate what we cannot cure. Life may be lengthened
by care, though death cannot be ultimately defeated

;

tongues, like governments, have a natural tendency to
degeneration ; we have long preserved our constitu-
tion, let us make some struggles for our language.

In hope of giving longevity to that which its own
nature forbids to be immortal, I have devoted this
book, the labour of years, to the honour of my
country, that we may no longer yield the palm of
philology, without a contest, to the nations of the
continent. The chief glory of every people arises

from its authors: whether I shall add anything by
my own writings to the reputation of English litera-

ture, must be left to time j much of my life has been
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lost iiiuler the pressures of disease ; much has been

trifled away; and much has always been spent in

provision for the day that was passing over me; but 1

shall not think my employment useless or ijrnoble,

if, by my aj^sistance, fort:ign nations and distant aj:es

gain access to the propatrators of knowledj^e, and un-
derstand the teachers of truth ; if my lulmurs afford

light to the repositories of science, and add celebrity

to Bacon, to Hooker, to Milton, and to Boyle.

When I am animated by this wish, I look with

pleasure on my book, however defective, and deliver

it to the world with the spirit of a man that has en-

deavoured well. That it will immediately become
popular, I have not promised to myself; a few wild

blunders and risible absurdities, from which no work

of such multijdicity was ever free, may for a time

furnish folly with laughter, and harden ignorance

into contempt; but useful diligence will at last pre-

vail, and there never can be wanting some who dis-

tinguish desert, who will consider that no dictionarj'

of a living tongue ever can be perfect, since, while it

is hastening to publication, some words are budding

and some falling awaj' ; that a whole life cannot be

spent upon syntax and etymology, and that even a

whole life would not be sufficient ; that he whose de-

sign includes whatever language can express, must
often speak of what he does not understand ; that a

writer will sometimes be hurried by eagerness to the

end, and sometimes faint with weariness under a task

which Scaliger compares to the labours of the anvil

and the mine ; that what is obvious is not always

known, and what is known is not always present

;

that sudden fits of inadvertency will surprise vigi-

lance, slight avocations will seduce attention, and
casual eclipses of the mind will darken learning

;

and that the writer shall often in vair* trace his

memory at the moment of need for that which yester-

day he knew with intuitive readiness, and which will

come uncalled into his thoughts to-morrow.

In this work, when it shall be found that much is

omitted, let it not be forgotten that much likewise is

performed ; and though no book was ever spared out

of tenderness to the author, and the world is little

solicitous to know whence proceeded the faults of

that which it condemns, yet it may gratify curiosity

to inform it, that the English Dictionary was wTitten

with little assistance of the learned, and without any
patronage of the great ; not in the soft obscurities of

retirement, or under the shelter of academic bowers,

but amid inconvenience and distraction, in sickness

and in sorrow. It may repress the triumph of

malignant criticism to observe, that if our language la

not here fully displayed, I have only failed in an at-

tempt which no human powers have hitherto com-
pleted. If the lexicons of ancient tongues, now
immutably fixed, and comprised in a few volumes, be

yet, after the toil of successive ages, inadequate and
delusive ; if the aggregated knowledge and co-ope-

rating diligence of the Italian academicians did not

secure them from the censure of Beni ; if the embodied
critics of France, wlien fifty years had been spent upon
their work, were obliged to change its economy, and
give their second edition another form, I may surely

be contented without the praise of perfection, which, if

I could obtain in this gloom of solitude, wliat would
it avail me? 1 have protracted my work till most of

those whom I wished to please have sunk into the

grave, and success and miscarriage are empty sounds.

I therefore dismiss it with frigid tranquillity, having

little to fear or hope from censure or from praise.

[Rejtcctions on Landing at Zona.]

[From the ' Journey to the Western Isleg."}

We were now treading that illustrious island which

was ODce the luminary of the Caledonian regions,

whence ravage clans and roving barbarians derived
the benefits of knowledge and the blessings of religion.

To abstract the mind from all local emotion would
be imi»ossible if it were endeavoured, and would be
foolish if it were possible. Whatever withdraws us
from the power of our senses, whatever makes the past,

the distant, or the future, predominate over the pre-

sent, advances us in the dignity of thinking beings.

Far from me and my friends be such frigid philosophy
as may conduct us indifferent and unmoved over any
ground which has been dignified by wisdom, braTery,

or virtue. The man is little to be envied whose pa-
triotism would not gain force on the plains of Mara-
thon, or whose piety would not grow warmer among
the ruins of lona.

[Parallel beticf^n Pope and Dryden.l

[From the * Lives of the Poets."]

pope professed to have learned his poetry from
Dryden, whom, whenever an opportunity was pre-

sented, he praised through his whole life with un-
varied liberality ; and perhaps his character may
receive some illustration, if he be compared with his

master.

Integrity of understanding and nicety of discern-

ment were not allotted in a less proportion to Dryden
than to Pope. The rectitude of Drj'den*e mind waa
sufficiently shown by the dismission of his poetical

prejudices, and the rejection of unnatural thoughts

and rugged numbers. But Dryden never desired to

apply all the judgment that he had. He wrote, and
professed to WTite, merely for the people ; and when
he pleased others he contented himself. He spent no
time in struggles to rouse latent powers ; he never

attempted to make that better which was already

good, nor often to mend what he must have known to

be faulty. lie wrote, as he tells us, with very little

consideration ; when occasion or necessity called upon
him, he poured out what the present moment hap-

pened to supply, and, when once it had passed the

press, ejected it from his mind ; for when he had no
pecuniary interest, he had no further solicitude.

Pope was not content to satisfy: he desired to

excel, and therefore always endeavoured to do his

best : he did not court the candour, but dared the

judgment of his reader, and expecting no indul-

gence from others, he showed none to himself. He
examined lines and words with minute and puncti-

lious observation, and retouched every part with in-

defatigable diligence, till he had left nothing to be
forgiven.

For this reason he kept his pieces very long in his

hands, while he considered and reconsidered them.
The only poems which can be supposed to have been

written with such regard to the times as might hasten

their publication, were the two satires of * Thirty-

eight,* of which Dodsley told me that they were

brought to him by the author that they might be

fairly copied. ' Almost every line,' he said, * was
then written twice over ; I gave him a clean transcript,

which he sent sometinte afterwards to me for the press,

with almost every line written twice over a second

time.'

His declaration, that his care for his works ceased

at their publication, was not strictly true. His pa-

rental attention never abandoned them ; what he

found amiss in the first edition, he silently corrected

in those that followed. He appears to have revised

the 'Iliad,' and freed it from some of its imper-

fections ; and the * Essay on Criticism' received many
improvements after its first appearance. H will sel-

dom be found that he altered without adding clear-

ness, elegance, or vigour.

Pope had perhaps the judgment of Dryden, but

Dryden certainly wanted the diligence of Pope.
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In acquired knowlcdiro, the superiority must be
allowed to Drvden, whose education was n.ore scho-

Itustic, and who, before he became an autlior, had been
allowed more time for study, with better means of in-

fomiatiWi. Wis mind has a larger range, and he

collects his images and illustrations from a more ex-

tensive circumference of science. Drydcn knew more
of man in his general nature, and Pope in his local

manners. The notions of Drvden were formed by
comprehensive speculation, and those of Pope by
minute attention. There is more dignity in the

knowledge of Di7dcn, and more certainty in that of

Pope,

Poetry was not the sole praise of either ; for both
excelled likewise in prose ; but Pope did not borrow

his prose from his predecessor. The style of Dryden
is capricious and varied, that of Pope is cautious and
uniform. Dryden obeys the motions of his owii mind,
Pope constrains his mind to his own rules of composi-

tion. Dryden is sometimes vehement and rapid, Pope
is always smooth, uniform, and gentle. Dryden*s

page is a natural field, rising into inequalities, and
diversified by the varied exuberance of abundant ve-

getation, pope's is a velvet la^vu, shaven by the

scythe, and levelled by the roller.

Of genius, that power wliich constitutes a poet,

that quality without which judgment is cold and
knowledge is inert, that energy which collects, com-
bines, amplifies, and animates, the superiority must,

with some hesitation, be allowed to Dryden, It is

not to be inferred that of this poetical vigour Pope
had only a little, because Dryden had more ; for every

other writer since Milton must give place to Pope
;

and even of Dryden it must be said, that if he has

brighter paragraphs, he has not better poems. Dry-
den*s perfonuances were always hasty, either exrited

by some external occasion, or extorted by domestic
necessity ; he composed without consideration, and
published without correction. What his mind could

supply at call, or gather in one excursion, was all

that he sought, and all that he gave. The dilatory

caution of Pope enabled him to condense his senti-

ments, to multiply his images, and to accumulate all

that study might produce or chance might supply.

If the flights of Dryden, therefore, are higher. Pope
continues longer on the wing. If of Dryden's fire

the blaze is brighter, of Pvipo's the heat is more regu-

lar and constant. Dryden often surpasses expecta-

tion, and Pope never falls below it. Dryden is read

with frequent astonishment, and Pope with perpetual

delight.

This parallel will, I hope, when it is well consi-

dered, be found just ; and if the reader should sus-

pect me, as I suspect myself, of some partial fondness

for the memory of Dryden, let him not too hastily

condemn me, for meditation and inquiry may, per-

haps, show him the reasonableness of my determi-

nation.

[Pifture of the Miscrk^ of War.]

[From the ' Thoughts on the Falkland Islands."]

It is wonderful with what coolness and indifference

the greater part of mankind see war commenced.
Those that hear of it at a distance or read of it in

books, but have never presented its evils to their

minds, consider it as little more than a splendid game,

a proclamation, an army, a battle, and a triumph.

Some, indeed, must perish in the successful field, but

they die upon the bed of honour, resign tlieir lives

amidst the joys of conquest, and, filled with England's

glory, smile in death !

The life of a modern soldier is ill represented by
heroic fiction. War has means of destruction more
formidable than the cannon and the sword. Of
the thousands and ten thousands that perished in

our late contests with France and Spain, a very small
part ever felt the stroke of an enemy ; the rest lan-
guished in tents and ships, amidst damps and putre-
faction

; pale, tori)id, spiritless, and helpless
;
gasping

and groaning, unpitied among men, made obdurate
by long continuance of hopeless misery ; and were at
last whelmed in pits, or heaved into the ocean, with-
out notice and without remembrance. By incommo-
dious encampments and unwholesome stations, where
courage is useless and enterprise impracticable, fleets

are silently dispeopled, and armies sluggishly melted
away.

Thus is a people gradually exhausted, for the most
part, with little effect. The wars of civilised nations
make very slow changes in the system of empire.
The public perceives scarcely any alteration but an
increase of debt ; and the few individuals who are
benefited are not supposed to have the clearest right
to their advantages. If he that shared the danger
enjoyed the profit, and after bleeding in the battle,
grew rich by the victory, he might show his gains with-
out envy. But at the conclusion of a ten years* war,
how arc we recompensed for the death of multitudes
and the expense of millions, but by contemplating
the sudden glories of paymasters and agents, contrac-
tors and commissaries, whose equipages shine like
meteors, and whose palaces rise like exhalations?

OLIVER GOLDSMITH.

The * Citizen of the World,' by Goldsmith, was pub-
lished in a collected shape in 1762, and his *Essays*
about the same time. As a light critic, a sportive
yet tender and insinuating moralist, and observer of
men and manners, we have no hesitation in placing
Goldsmith far above Johnson. His chaste humoiu",
poetical fancy, and admirable style, render these

essays (for the Citizen of the World consists of de-
tached pieces) a mine of lively and profound thought,
happy imagery, and pure English. The story of the
Old Soldier, Beau Tibbs, the Eeverie at the Boar*s
Head Tavern, and the Strolling Player, are in the
finest vein of story-telling ; while the Eastern Apo-
logue, Asem, an Eastern Tale, and Alcander and
Scptimius, are tinged with the light of true poetry
and imagination. Where the author speaks of actual
life, and the 'fashion of our estate,' we see the
workings of experience and a finely meditative
mind. 'The History of Animated Nature,' not pub-
lished till after his death, is imbued with the same
graces of composition. Goldsmith was nonaturahst,
strictly speaking, but his descriptions are often
vivid and beautiful, and his history is well calcu-
lated to awaken a love of nature and a study of its

various phenomena.

[Scenery of the Alps,}

[From the * History of the Earth and Animated Nature.*]

Nothing can be finer or more exact than Mr Pope's
description of a traveller straining up the Alps.
Every mountain he comes to he thinks will be the
last : he finds, however, an unexpected hill rise before
him ; and that being scaled, he finds the highest sum-
mit almost at as great a distance as before. Upon
quitting the plain, he might have left a green and
fertile soil, and a climate warm and pleasing. As he
ascends, the ground assumes a more russet colour, the
grass becomes more mossy, and the weather more
moderate. When he is still higher, the weather be-
comes more cold, and the earth more barren. In this

dreary ])as5age he is often entertained with a little

valley of surprising verdure, caused by the rctiected

heat of the sun collected into a narrow spot on the

surrounding heights. But it much more frequently
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happens that lie sees only frightful precipices beneath,

and lakes of amazing depth, from whence rivers are

formed, and fountains derive their original. On those

places next the highest summits vegetation is scarcely

carried on : here and there a few plants of tlie most

hardy kind appear. The air is intolerably cold

—

either continually refrigerated with frosts, or dis-

turbed with tempests. All the ground here wears an

eternal covering of ice and snow, that seem con-

tinually accumulating. Upon emerging from this

war of the elements, he ascends into a purer and
Berener region, where vegetation is entirely ceased

—

where the precipices, composed entirely of rocks, rise

perpendicularly above hira ; while he views beneath

him all the combat of the elements, clouds at his feet,

and thunders darting upwards from their bosoms be-

low. A thousand meteors, which are never seen on the

plain, present themselves. Circular rainbows, mock
suns, the shadow of the mountain projected upon the

body of the air, and the traveller's own image re-

flected as in a looking-glass upon the opposite cloud.

[A Sketch of the Universe,']

[From the same.]

The world may be considered as one vast mansion,

where man has been admitted to enjoy, to admire,

and to be grateful. The first desires of savage nature

are merely to gratify the importunities of sensual ap-

petite, and to neglect the contemplation of things,

barely satisfied with their enjoyment ; the beauties of

nature, and all the wonders of creation, have but little

charms for a being taken up in obviating the wants

of the day, and anxious for precarious subsistence.

Our philosophers, therefore, who have testified such

surprise at the want of curiosity in the ignorant, seem

not to consider that they are usually employed in

making provisions of a more important nature— in

providing rather for the necessities than the amuse-

ments of life. It is not till our more pressing wants

are sufficiently supplied, that we can attend to the

calls of curiosity ; so that in every age scientific re-

finement has been the latest effort of human industry.

But human curiosity, though at first slowly excited,

being at last possessed of leisure for indulging its pro-

pensity, becomes one of the greatest amusements of

life, and gives higher satisfactions than what even the

senses can afford. A man of this disposition turns

all nature into a magnificent theatre, replete with

objects of wonder and surprise, and fitted up chiefly

for his happiness and entertainment ; he industriously

examines all things, from the minutest insect to the

most finished animal, and when his limited organs

can no longer make the disquisition, he sends out his

imagination upon new inquiries,

>iothing, therefore, can be more august and striking

than the idea which his reason, aided by his imagina-

tion, furnishes of the universe around him. Astrono-

mers tell us that this earth which we inhabit forms

but a very minute part in that great assemblage of

bodies of which the world is composed. It is a mil-

lion of times less than the sun, by which it is en-

lightened. The planets, also, which, like it, are sub-

ordinate to the sun's influence, exceed the earth one
thousand times in magnitude. These, which were at

first supposed to wander in the heavens without any
fixed path, and that took their name from their ap-

parent deviations, have long been found to perform

their circuits with great exactness and strict regula-

rity. They have been discovered as forming with our

earth a system of bodies circulating round the sun,

all obedient to one law, and impelled by one com-
mon influence.

Modern philosophy has taught us to believe, that

when the great Author of nature began the work of

creation, he chose to operate by second causes ; and

that, suspending the constant exertion of his power,

he endued matter with a quality by which the uni-

versal economy of nature miglit be continued, without
his immediate assistance. This quality is called at-

traction, a sort of approximating influence, ^ich all

bodies, whether terrestrial or celestial, are found to

possess ; and which, in all, increases as the quantity of

matter in each increases. The sun, by far the great-

est body in our system, is, of consequence, possessed

of much the greatest share of this attracting power ;

and all the planets, of which our earth is one, are, of
course, entirely subject to its superior influence. Were
this power, therefore, left uncontrolled by any other,

the sun must quickly have attracted all the bodies of

our celestial system to itself; but it is equally coun-
teracted by another power of equal efficacy ; namely,
a progressive force which each planet received when it

was impelled forward by the divine architect upon its

first formation. The heavenly bodies of our system
being thus acted upon by two opposing powera;
namely, by that of attraction, which draws them to-

wards the sun, and that of impulsion, which drives

them straight forward into the great void of space,

they pursue a track between these contrary directions

;

and each, like a stone whirled about in a sling, obey-

ing two opposite forces, circulates round its great

centre of heat and motion.

In this manner, therefore, is the harmony of our
planetary system preserved. The sun, in the midst,

gives heat and light and circular motion to the

planets which surround it : Mercury, Venus, the

Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, perform their con-

stant circuits at different distances, each taking up a
time to complete its revolutions, proportioned to the

greatness of the circle which it is to describe. The
lesser planets, also, which are attendants upon some
of the greater, are subject to the same laws ; they cir-

culate with the same exactness, and are in the same
manner influenced by their respective centres of

motion.
Besides those bodies which make a part of our

peculiar system, and which may be said to reside

within its great circumference, there are others that

frequently come among us from the most distant tracts

of space, and that seem like dangerous intruders upon
the beautiful simplicity of nature. These are comets,

whose appearance was once so terrible to mankind,
and the theory of which is so little understood at pre-

sent ; all we know is, that their number is much
greater than that of the planets, and that, like these,

they roll in orbits, in some measure obedient to solar

influence. Astronomers have endeavoured to calcu-

late the returning periods of many of them ; but ex-

perience has not, as yet, confirmed the veracity of

their investigations. Indeed, who can tell, when those

wanderers have made their excursions into other

worlds and distant systems, what obstacles may be
found to oppose their progress, to accelerate their mo-
tions, or retard their return ?

But what we have hitherto attempted to sketch is

but a small part of that great fabric in which the

Deity has thought proper to manifest his wisdom and
omnipotence. There are multitudes of other bodies

dispersed over the face of the heavens, that lie too re-

mote for examination ; these have no motion such as

the planets are found to possess, and are therefore

called fixed stars ; and from their extreme brilliancy

and their immense distance, philo.sophers have been

induced to suppose them to be suns resembling that

which enlivens our system. As the imagination, also,

once excited, is seldom content to stop, it has fur-

nished each with an attendant system of planets be-

longing to itself, and has even induced some to deplore

the fate of those systems whose imagined suns,

which sometimes happens, have become no longer

visible.
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But coiiji'cturosof this kinii, which iiort'ii-Honin^ ran

ascertain nor rxpcviinciit reach, are rather aniusin;;

thiiii useful. Though we wee the greatness and wis-

doiu of the Deity in iiU the .seeming worUls that

surround us, it is our chief concern to trace him in

that which we inhabit. The examination of the earth,

the wonderj* of its contrivance, the liistory of its advan-

tages, or of the seeming defects in its formation, are

the proper business of the natural historian. A de-

scription of this eartii, its animals, vegetables, and
minerals, is the most deligiitful entertainment the

mind can be furnished with, as it is the most interest-

ing and useful. I would beg leave, therefore, to con-

clude these commonplace speculations with an obser-

Tation which, I hope, is not entirely so,

A use, hitherto not much insisted upon, that may
result from the contemplation of celestial magnifi-

cence, is, that it will teach us to make an allowance
for the apparent irregularities we find below. When-
ever we can examine the works of the Deity at a pro-

per point of distance, so as to take in the whole of his

design, we see nothing but uniformity, beauty, and
precision. The heavens present us with a plan which,
though inexpressibly magnificent, is yet regular be-

yond the power of invention. \\'henever, therefore,

we find any apparent defects in the earth, instead

of attempting to rejison ourselves into an opinion

that they are beautiful, it will he wiser to say that

we do not behold them at the proper point of dis-

tance, and that our eye is laid too close to the ob-

jects to take in the regularity of their connection.

In short, we may conclude that God, who is regular
in his great productions, acts with equal uniformity
in the little.

[Scenery of the Sca-coasU.]

[From the same.]

Those who have been much upon our coasts know
that there are two different kinds of shores—that

which slants down to the water with a gentle declivity,

and that which rises with a precipitate boldness, and
seems set as a bulwark to repel the force of the in-

vading deeps. It is to such shores as these that the

whole tribe of the gull kind resort, as the rocks ofier

them a retreat for their young, and the sea a sufficient

supply. It is in the cavities of these rocks, of which
the shore is composed, that the vast variety of sea-

fowl retire to breed in safety. The waves beneath,

that continually beat at the base, often wear the shore

into an impending boldness, so that it seems to jut

out over the water, while the raging of the sea makes
the place inaccessible from below. These are the

situations to which sea-fowl chiefly resort, and bring

up their young in undisturbed security.

Those who have never observed our boldest coasts,

have no idea of their tremendous sublimity. The
boasted works of art, the highest towers, and the no-

blest domes, are but ant-hills when put in comparison
;

the single cavity of a rock often exhibits a coping

higher than the ceiling of a Gothic cathedral. The
face of the shore offers to the view a wall of massive
stone ten times higher than our tallest steeples.

What should we think of a precipice three quarters

of a mile in height ? and yet the rocks of St Kilda
are still higher! What must be our awe to approach

the edge of that impending height, and to look down
on the unfathomable vacuity below ; to ponder on the

terrors of falling to the bottom, where the waves that

swell like mountains are scarcely seen to curl on the

surface, and the roar of an ocean a thousand leagues

broad appears softer than the murmur of a brook ? It

ia in these formidable mansions that myriads of sea-

fowl are for ever seen sporting, flying in security

down the depth, half a mile beneath the feet of the

spectator. The crow and the chough avoid those
frightful precipices ; they choose smaller heights,

where they are less exposed to tlie tempest ; it is the
cormorant, the gimnet, the tarrock, and the terne, that
venture to these dreadful retreats, and claim an un-
disturbed possession. To the spectator from above,
those birds, though some of them are above the size

(tf an eagle, seem scarce as large as a swallow, and
their loudest screaming is scarcely perceptible.

Hut the generality of our shores are not so formid-
able. Though they may rise two hundred fathom
above the surface, yet it often happens that the water
forsakes the shore at the departure of the tide, and
leaves a noble and delightful walk for curiosity on
the beach. Not to mention the variety of shells with
which the sand is strewed, the lofty rocks that hang
over the spectator's head, and that seem but just kept
from falling, produce in him no unpleasing gloom.
If to this be added the fluttering, the screaming, and
the pursuits of myriads of water-birds, all either in-

tent on the duties of incubation, or roused at the
presence of a stranger, nothing can compose a scene

of more peculiar solemnity. To walk along the shore

when the tide is departed, or to sit in the hollow of a
rock when it is come in, attentive to the various

sounds that gather on every side, above and below,
may raise the mind to its highest and noblest exer-
tions. The solemn roar of the waves swelling into

and subsiding from the vast caverns beneath, the
piercing note of the gull, the frequent chatter of the
guillemot, the loud note of the auk, the scream of the
heron, and the hoarse deep periodical croaking of the
cormorant, all unite to furnish out the grandeur of
the scene, and turn the mind to Him who is the
essence of all sublimity.

[On the Increased Love of Life with Age.}

[From Goldemith's Essays.]

Age, that lessens the enjoyment of life, increases

our desire of living. Those dangers which, in the

vigour of youth, we had learned to despise, assume
new terrors as we grow old. Our caution increasing

as our years increase, fear becomes at last the prevail-

ing passion of the mind, and the small remainder of

life is taken up in useless efforts to keep oS" our end,

or provide for a continued existence.

Strange contradiction in our nature, and to which
even the wise are liable ! If I should judge of that

part of life which lies before me by that which I have
already seen, the prospect is hideous. Experience

tells me that my past enjoyments have brought no
real felicity, and sensation assures me that those I

have felt are stronger than those which are yet to

come. Yet experience and sensation in vain persuade
;

hope, more powerful than either, dresses out the dis-

tant prospect in fancied beauty ; some happiness, in

long perspective, still beckons me to pursue ; and,
like a losing gamester, every new disappointment in-

creases my ardour to continue the game.
Whence, then, is this increased love of life, which

grows upon us with our years ? whence comes it, that
we thus make greater efforts to preserve our existence

at a period when it becomes scarce worth the keeping?
Is it that nature, attentive to the preservation of
mankind, increases our wishes- to live, while she les-

sens our enjoyments ; and, as she robs the senses of

every pleasure, equips imagination in the spoil ? Life
would be insupportable to an old man who, loaded
with infirmities, feared death no more than when in

the vigour of manhood ; the numberless calaiuities of
decaying nature, and the consciousness of surviving
every pleasure, would at once induce him, with his

own hand, to terminate the scene of misery ; but hap-
pily the contempt of death forsakes him at a time
when it could only be prejudicial, and life acquires
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an imaginary value in proportion as its real value is

no more.

Our attachment to every object arourul us increases

in general from the leii^h of our acquaintance with

it. * I would not choose,' Hays a French jihilosopher,

* to see an oltl post pulled up with which 1 had been

long acquainted.* A mind Ion;; habitviated to a cer-

tain set of objects insensibly becomes fond of seeing

them ; visits them from habit, and parts from them
with reluctance. From hence proceeds the avarice

of the old in every kind of possession ; they love the

world and all that it produces; they love life and all

its advantaires, not because it gives them pleasure,

but because they have known it long.

Chinvan? the Chaste, ascending the throne of China,

commanded that all who were unjustly detained in

prison during the preceding reigns should be set free.

Among the number who came to thank their deliverer

on this occasion there appeared a majestic old man,
who, falling at the emperor's feet, addressed him as

follows; 'Great father of China, behold a wretch,

now eighty-five years old, who was shut up in a

dungeon at the a?e of twenty-two. I was imprisoned,

though a stranger to crime, or without being even

confronted by my accusers. I have now lived in

eolitude and darkness for more than fifty years, and
am gro\vn familiar with distress. As yet, dazzled with

the splendour of that sim to which you have restored

me, I have been wandering the streets to find out

some friend that would assist, or relieve, or remember
me ; but my friends, my family, and relations are all

dead, and I am forgotten. Permit me, then, Chin-

vang, to wear out the wretched remains of life in my
former prison ; the walls of my dungeon are to me
more pleasing than the most splendid palace: 1 have
not long to live, and shall be unhappy except I spend
the rest of my days where my youth was passed—in

that prison from whence you were pleased to release

rae.*

The old man's passion for confinement is similar to

that we all have for life. We are habituated to the

prison, we look round with discontent, are displeased

with the abode, and yet the length of our captivity

only increases our fondness for the cell. The trees we
have planted, the houses we have built, or the pos-

terity we have begotten, all serve to bind us closer to

earth, and imbitter our parting. Life sues the young
like a new acquaintance ; the companion, as yet un-
exhausted, is at once instructive and amusing ; its

company pleases, yet for all this it is but little re-

garded. To us, who are declined in years, life appears

like an old friend ; its jests have been anticipated in

former conversation ; it has no new story to make us

smile, no new improvement with which to surprise,

yet still we love it; destitute of every enjoyment, still

we love it ; husband the wasting treasure with in-

creasing frugality, and feel all the poignancy of an-
guish in the fatal separation.

Sir Philip Mordaunt was j'oung, beautiful, sincere,

brave, an Englishman. He had a complete fortune of

his own, and the love of the king his master, which
wae equivalent to riches. Life opened all her treasures

before hiin, and promised a long succession of future

happiness. lie came, tasted of the entertainment, but
was disgusted even at the beginning. He professed

an aversion to living, was tired of walking round the
same circle ; had tried every enjoyment, and found
them all grow weaker at every repetition. * If life

be in youth so displeasing,* cried he to himself, * what
will it appear when age comes on? if it be at present

indifferent, sure it will then be execrable. This
thought imbittered every reflection ; till at last, with
all the serenity of perverted reason, he ended the

debate with a pistol! Had this self-deluded man
been apprised that existence grows more desirable to

us the longer we exist, he would have then faced old

a^'e withi.iit sliriiiking; he would have boldly dared to

live, and served that society by lii.s future assiduitj

which he basely injured by his desertion,

[A City Nighi-Piece.']

[From the ' Citizen of the World.']

The clock has just struck two ; the expiring taper
rises and sinks in the socket ; tlie watchman forgets the

hour in slumber; the laborious and the happy are at
rest ; and nothing wnkcs but meditation, guilt, revelry,

and despiiir. The dnmkard once more fills the de-
stroying bowl ; the robber walks his midnight round;
and the ciuicide lifts his guilty arm against his own
sacred person.

Let nie no longer waste the night over the page of

antiquity or the sallies of contemporary genius, but
jiursue the solitar}' walk, where vanity, ever changing,
but a few hours past walked before me—where she

kept up the pageant, and now, like a froward child,

seems hushed witli her o\vii importunities.

What a gloom hangs all around ! The dying lamp
feeVdy emits a yellow gleam ; no sound is heard but
of the chiming clock or the distant watch-dog ; all

the bustle of human pride is forgotten. An hour
like this may well display the emptiness of human
vanity.

There will come a time when this temporary soli-

tude will be made continual, and the city itself, like

its inhabitants, fade away, and leave a desert in its

room.

What cities, great as this, have once triumphed
in existence, had their victories as great, joy as just

and as unbounded, and, with short-siglited presump-

tion, promised themselves immortality ! Posterity can
hardly trace the situation of some ; the sorrowful

traveller wanders over the a^vful ruins of others

;

and, as he beholds, he learns wisdom, and feels the

transience of every sublunary possession.

Here, he cries, stood their citadel, now grown over

with weeds ; there their senate house, but now the

haunt of every noxious rejttile. Temples and theatres

stood here, now only an undistinguished heap of ruin.

They are fallen, for luxury and avarice first made
them feeble. The rewards of state M'ere conferred on
amusing, and not on useful members of society.

Their riches and opulence invited the invaders, who,

though at first repulsed, returned again, conquered by
perseverance, and at last swept the defendants into

undistinguished destruction.

How few appear in th<ise streets, which but some
few hours ago were crowded ! And those who appear
now no longer wear their daily mask, nor attempt to

hide their lewdness or their misery.

But who are those who make the streets their couch,

and find a short repose from wretchedness at the doors

of the opulent ? These are strangers, wanderers, and or-

phans, whose circumstances are too humble to expect re-

dress, and whose distresses are too great even for pity.

Their wretchedness excites rather horror than pity.

Some are without the covering even of rags, and others

emaciated with di.^ease. The world has disclaimed

them : society turns its back upon their distress, and

has given them up to nakedness and hunger. These

poor shivering females have once seen happier days,

and been flattered into beauty.

Why, why was I bom a man, and yet see the suf-

ferings of wretches I cannot relieve! Poor houseless

creatures ! the world will give you reproaches, but

will not give you relief. The slightest misfortunes

of the great, the most imaginary uneasiness of the

rich, are aggravated with all the power of eloquence,

and held up to engage our attention and sympathetic

sorrow. The poor weep unheeded, persecuted by every

subordinate species of tyrniuiy ; and every law which

jrives others security becomes an enemy to them.
^
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Why WO!* this heart of inino formed with so mnch
Mn^ibilitv f or why wjv.-* not niy fortune ndapted to its

impulses i IVihleniess witliout the eapiieitv of re-

liex'iiig, only makes tlie man more wrctelied than the

object which sues for assistance.

EDMUND BURKE,

As an orator, politician, and author, the name of
Edmund Huukk stooj hifrh witli his oonteniporarics,
anil time h:is abateil little of its lustre. lie is still

by far the most eloquent and imaginative of all our
writers on public atlairs, and the most philosopliical

of English statesmen. Rurke was born in Dublin,
the second son of an attorney, in 1730. After his

education at Trinity college, he removed to London,
wliere he entered himself as a student of the Middle
Tein|)le, and laboured in periodicid works for the
booksellers. His first conspicuous w-ork was a
parody on the style and manner of Bolingbroke, a
VinHicativn of Nittiintl Society, in which the para-
doxical re:isoning of the noble sceptic is pushed to a
ridicuhms extreme, and its absurditv very happily
exposed. In 17.ir lie published ^ i^/ii/o.vopA/cu/ /n-
yw/ry into the Oric/in of oitr Ideas of the Sublime and
JJaiuliful, whicli soon attracted considerable atten-
tion, and paved tlie way for the author's introduc-

tion to the society of Johnson, Reynolds, Goldsmith,
and the other eminent men of the day. Burke,
however, was still struggling with difficulties, and

Edmund Burke,

compiling for booksellers. lie suggested to Dodsley
the plan of an Annual Register, which that spirited

publisher adopted, Burke furnishing the whole of

tlie original matter, lie continued for several years

to write the historical portion of this valuable com-
pil.ition. In 17G1 Burke accompanied the Earl of

Ihdifax to Ireland as one of his secretaries; and four

years afterwards, he was fairly launched into public

life as a Whig politician, by becoming private secre-

tary to the Marquis of Rockingham, then appointed
first lord of the treasury, A seat in parliament next
followed, and Burke became a leading speaker in

the House of Commons. His first seat was for

Wendover, and he was afterwards member for

Bristol and Maltou. His speeches on American

atTairs were among his most vigorous and felicitous
appearances : his most important public duty was
the part he took in the prosecution of Warren
Hastings, and his o|ipositi(m to the regency bill

of Mr I'itt. Stormier times, however, we're at
hand: the French Revolution was then 'blacken-
ing the horizon' (to use one of his own metaphors),
and he early predicted the course it would take.
He strenuously warned his countrymen against the
dangerous innuence of French principles, and pub-
lished his memorable treatise, llejlectiuns on the
French lleroliiliun. A rupture now took place be-
tween him and his Whig friends, Mr Fox in parti-
cular ; but with characteristic ardour Burke went
on denouncing the doctrines of the revolution, and
published his Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs,
his Letters to a Noble Lord, and his Letters on the Pro-
posals for Peace u-ith the Regicide Directory of France.
The splendour of these compositions, the various
knowledge which they display, the rich imagery
with which they abound, and the spirit of philoso-
phical reflection which pervades them all, stamp
them among the first literary productions of their
time. Judged as political treatises, they may in
some instances be considered as exaggerated in their
tone and manner : the imagination of the orator
transported him beyond the bounds of sober pru-
dence and correct taste ; but in all his wanderings
there is genius, wisdom, and eloquence. Such a
flood of rich illustration had never before been poured
on questions of state policy and government At
the same time Burke was eminently practical in his
views. His greatest efilirts will be found directed
to the redress of some existing wrong, or the preser-
vation of some existing good—to iiatred of actual
oppression, to the removal of useless restrictions,

and to the calm and sober improvement of the laws
and government which he venerated, without ' coin-
ing to himself Whig principles from a French die,

unknown to the impress of our fathers in the con-
stitution.' Where inconsistencies are found in his
writings between his early and later opinions, they
will be seen to consist chiefly in matters of detail or
in expression. Tlie leading principles of his public
life were always the same. He wished, as he says,
to preserve consistency, but only by varying his
means to secure the unity of his end :

' when the
equipoise of the vessel in which he sails may be en-
dangered by overloading it upon one side, he is

desirous of carrying the small weight of his reasons to
that which may preserve its equipoise.' When the
revolution broke out, his sagacity enabled him to
foresee the dreadful consequences which it would
entail upon France and the world, and his enthusi-
astic temperament led him to state his impressions
in language sometimes overcharged and almost bom-
bastic, sometimes full of prophetic fire, and always
with an energy and exuberance of fancy in which,
among philosophical politicians, he was unrivalled.

In the clash of party strife, so eminent a person could
not escape animadversion or censure ; his own ardour
excited others, and the vehemence of his manner natu-
rally provoked and aggravated discussion. Thus he
stood aloof from most of his old associates, when, like
a venerable tower, he was sinking into ruin and de-
cay. Posterity, however, has done ample justice to
his genius and ch.aracter, and has confirmed the
opinion of one of his contemporaries, that if (as he
did not attempt to conceal) Cicero was the model on
which he laboured to form his own character in
eloquence, in policy, in ethics, and philosophy, he
infinitely surpassed the original. Burke retired from
parliament in 1794. The friendship of the Marquis
of Rockingliam had enabled him to purchase an
estate near Beaconsfield, in Buckinghamshire, and
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tliLTC tliL' orator spent exclusively liis few rem:iininu
ye:irs. In I TOT) he was rewardcil with a lumtls'jTne

jiensioti from tlie civil list. It was in contomphition
to elevate him to the peerage, but the deitth of his

only son (who was his co!lea;me in the rcpresenta-

tiiin of Slalton) rendered him indifferent, if not
averse, to such a distinction. The force and energy
of liis mind, and tlie creative richness of liis imagi-
nation, continued witli liim to the last. His Letter

to a iVoble Lord on his Pension (17'J'i). his Letters on

a Reijicide Pence (1796 and 17!)7), and his Ohsen-'a-

tions on the Conduct of the Minority (1797), Ijcar no
trace of decaying vigour, thoufj;li written after the

age of sixty-seven. The keen interest with which
he regarded passing events, particularly the great

political drama then in action in France, is still

manifest in tliese works, with general observations

and reflections that strike from tbeir profundity and
tlieir universal applicatii>n. 'lie possessed,' says

Coleridge, 'and !iad sedulously sharpened that eye
which sees all things, actions, and events, in relation

to tlie laws which determine their existence and
circumscribe their possibility. lie referred habi-

tually to principles—he was a scientific statesman.*

This reference to principles in the writings and
speeches of Burke (and his speeches were all care-

fully prepared for the press), renders them still

popular and valuable, when the circumstances and
events to which they relate have long passed away,
and been succeeded by others not less important

;

while their grander passages, their imagery and pro-

fusion of illustration, make them interesting to the

orator and literary student. His imagination, it is

admitted, was not always guided by correct taste ;

some of his images are low, and even border on dis-

gust* His language and his conceptions are often

hyperbolical 5 or it may be said, his mind, like the

soil of the East, which he loved to paint, threw up a

rank and luxuriant vegetation, in wliich unsightly

weeds were mingled with the choicest flowers and
the most precious fruit. He was at once a poet, an

* One of the happiest of his homely similes is contained in his

reply to Pitt, on the subject of the commercial treaty with

France in 1787- Pitt, he contended, had contemplated the

subject with a narroi\Tiess peculiar to limited minds—' as an
affair of two little countin?-houses, and not of two great

nations. He seems to consider it as a contention between

the sign of i\\e Jti'ur-d^-lis and the sign of the old red lion,

for which should obtain the best custom.' In replying to

the argument, that the Americans were our children, and
ahouTd not have revolted against their parent, he said,

* They are oiu- cliildren, it is true, but when children ask

for bread, we are not to give them a stone. AMien those

children of ours wish to assimilate with their parent, and to

respect the beauteous countenance of Rritish liberty, are we
to turn to them the shameful parts of our constitution ? Are
we to give them our weakness for their strength, our oppro-

brium for their glory, and the slough of slavery, which we are

not able to work off, to serve them for their freedom ?' Ilis

account of the ill-assorted administration of Lord Chatham is

no less ludicrous than correct. ' He made an administration
SO chequered and speckled ; he put together a piece of joinery
80 crossly indented, and whimsically dove-tailed ; a cabinet so
Tariously inlaid; such a piece of diversified mosaic; such a
tesselated pavement without cement, hero a bit of black stone,
and there a bit of white

; jiatriots and courtiers ; king's friends

and republicans; "Whigs and Tories; treacherous friends and
Open enemies; that it was indeed a very curious show, but
Utterly unsafe to touch, and unsure to stand on. The colleagues

whom he had assorted at the same boards stared at each other,

and were obliged to ask, " Sir, your name?" '* Sir, you have
the advantage of mo ;" " Mr Huch-a-one, I beg a thousand par-

dons." I venture to flay it did so hapt>en, that perbona had a
single office divided between them, wlio had never spoke to

each other in their lives, until they found themselves, they
knew not how, piSffliig together, heads and points, in the same
truckle bed.'

orator, a philosopher, and practical statesman ; and
Ilis knowledge, his industry, and perseverance, were
as remarkable as bis genius. The protractetl and
brilliant career of this great man was terminated on
the 9th of July 1797. and he was interred in the
church at Beaconsfield.*

A complete edition of lUirke's works has been pub-
lished in sixteen volumes. His political, and not hia

I)hilosophicaI writings, are now chiefly read. His 'Dis-
quisition on the Sublime and Ileautiful' is incorrect

in theory and in many of its illustrations, though
containing some just remarks and elegant criticism.

His mighty understanding, as Sir James Mackintosh
observed, was best employed in * the middle region,

Beaconsfield.

between the details of business and the generalities

of speculation.' In this department, his knowledge
of men as well as of books, of passions as well as

principles, was called into action, and his imagina-
tion found room for its liglits and shadows among
the varied realities and sliifting scenes of life. A
generous political opponent, and not less eloquent

(though less original and less powerful) writer,

has thus sketched the character of Burke :

—

' It is pretended,' says Robert Ilall, * that the mo-
ment we quit a state of nature, as we liave given up
the control of our actions in return for the superior

advantages of law and government, we can never

appeal again to any original principles, but must
rest content with the advantages that are secured

by the terms of the society. These are the views

which distinguish the political writings of Mr Burke,

an author whose splendid and unequal powers have

given a vogue and fashion to certain tenets which,

from any other pen, woxild liave appeared abject

and contemptible. In the tield of reason the en-

counter would not be difficult, but who ciin witli-

stand the fascination and magic of bis eloquence?

The excursions of his genius are immense. Ilis im-

perial fancy has laid all nature under tribute, and

has collected riches from every scene of the creation

* A plain mural tablet has been erected in the church to the

memory of Burke. The orator's residence «':ks alviut a mile

from tho town of Beaconsfield. The hou-sc was afterwards

partly destroyed by fire, and is now, we believe, wholly re-

moved.
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nii'l L'VVTy walk of art. His culopium on the queen
of Friinoe is a master-piL'Cc of piitlietio composition ;

Ro si'U'ct are its images^ so frauglit with tonderness,

ami so rich with (.'olours "dipt in heaven," that he
who can read it without rapture may liave merit as

a reasoner, hut must resign all pretensions t^i taste

and sensibility. His imagination is, in truth, only

too i)rolific : a world of itself, where he dwells in

the midst of cliimcrieal alarms— is the dupe of his

own enclumtments, and starts, like Prospero, at tlie

spectres of his own creation. His intellectual views
in general, liowever, are wide and variegated, rather

than distinct ; and the light he has let in on the

British constitution, in particular, resembles the

coloured effulgence of a painted medium, a kind of

mimic twilight, solemn and soothing to the senses,

but better fitted for ornament than use.'*

Sir James Mackintosh considered that Burke's

best style was before the Indian business and the

French Revolution had inflamed him. It was more
ciiaste and simple; but his writings and speeches at

this period can hardly be said to equal his later

productions in vigour, fancy, or originality. The
e.xcitement of the times seemed to give a new
development to his mental energies. The early

speeches have most constitutional and practical value

—the late ones most genius. The former are a solid

and durable structure, and the latter its * Corinthian

columns/

[^From the Speech on Conciliation wUk America^ 1775.]

Mr Speaker, I cannot prevail on myself to hurry

over the great consideration. It is good for us to be

here. We stand where we have an immense view of

what is, and what is past. Clouds, indeed, and dark-

ness, rest upon the future. Let us, however, before

we descend from this noble eminence, reflect that this

growth of our national prosperity has happened within

the short period of the life of man. It has happened
within sixty-eight years. There are those alive whose
memory might touch the two extremities. P^or in-

stance, ray Lord Bathurst might remember all the

stages of the progress. He was in 1704 of an age at

least to be made to comprehend such things. He was
then old enough acta parentum jam legere, et qua sit

potent cognoscere virtus. Suppose, sir, that the angel

of this auspicious youth, foreseeing the many virtues

which made hira one of the most amiable, as he is

one of the most fortunate men of his age, had opened
to hira in vision, that, when in the fourth generation,

the third prince of the house of Brunswick had sat

twelve years on the throne of that nation, which (by

the happy issue of moderate and healing councils)

was to be made Great Britain, he should see his son,

lord-chancellor of England, turn back the current of

hereditary dignity to its fountain, and raise him to a
higher rank of peerage, whilst he enriched the family

with a new one. If amidst these bright and happy
scenes of domestic honour and prosperity that angel

should have drawn up the curtain, and unfolded the

rising glories of his country, and whilst he was gazing

with admiration on the then commercial grandeur of

England, the Genius should point out to him a little

speck, scarce visible in the mass of the national inte-

rest, a small seminal principle, rather than a formed
body, and should tell him—* Young man, there is

America—which at this day serves for little more
than to amuse you with stories of savage men and
uncouth manners ; yet shall, before you taste of death,

show itself equal to the whole of that commerce which
now attracts the envy of the world. Whatever Eng-
land has been growing to by a progressive increase of

improvement, brought in by varieties of people, by

* Hall's Works, 2d edition, toL iv. p. 89.

succession uf civilising contiucsts und civili?^ing ^ettlc-

mcnts in a series of seventeen hundit'd ycurs, v<m
shall see as much added to her by America in the

course of a single life!* If this state of his country
had been foretold to him, would It nnt rerjuire all the

sanguine credulity of youth, and all the fervid gluw
of cnthusiusni, to make him believe it? I-'ortuuate

man, he has lived to see it ! Fortunate, indeed, if he
lives to see nothing that shall vary the prospect and
cloud the setting of his day! * *

You cannot station garrisons in every part of these

deserts. If you drive the people from one place, they
will carry on their annual tillage, and remove with
their flocks and herds to another. Many of the people

in the back settlements are already little attached to

particular situations. Already they have topped the

Appalachian mountains. From thence they behold

before them an immense plain, one vast, rich, level

meadow ; a square of five hundred miles. Over this

they would wander without a possibility of restraint

;

they would change their manners with the habits of

their life; would soon forget a government by which
they were disowned ; would become hordes of English

Tartars, and, pouring down upon your unfortified

frontiers a fierce and irresistible cavalry, become
masters of your governors and your counsellors, your
collectors and comptrollers, and all the slaves that

adhere to them. Such would, and in no long time
must be, the effect of attempting to forbid as a crime,

and to suppress as an evil, the command and blessing

of Providence—* increase and multiply.' Such would
be the happy result of an endeavour to keep as a lair

of wild beasts that earth which God, by an express

charter, has given to the children of men. Far dif-

ferent, and surely much wiser, has been our policy

hitherto. Hitherto we have invited our people, by
every kind of bounty, to fixed establishments. We
have invited the husbandman to look to authority for

his title. We have taught him piously to believe in

the mysterious virtue of wax and parchment. V-'q

have thrown each tract of land, as it was peopled,

into districts, that the ruling power should never be
wholly out of sight. We have settled all we could,

and we have carefully attended every settlement with

government.
Adhering, sir, as I do to this policy, as well as for

the reasons I have just given, I think this new project

of hedging in population to be neither prudent nor

practicable.

To impoverish the colonies in general, and in par-

ticular to arrest the noble course of their marine
enterprises, would be a more easy task, I freely con-

fess it. We have shown a disposition to a system of

this kind ; a disposition even to continue the restraint

after the offence; looking on ourselves as rivals to

our colonies, and persuaded that of course we must
gain all that they shall lose. Much mischief we may
certainly do. The power inadequate to all other

things is often more than suificient for this. 1 do
not look on the direct and immediate power of the

colonies to resist our violence as very formidable.

In this, however, I may be mistaken. But when I

consider that we have colonies for no purpose but to

be serviceable to us, it seems to my poor understand-
ing a little preposterous to make them unserviceable,

in order to keep them obedient. It is, in truth, nothing
more than the old, and, as I thought, exploded pro-

blem of tyranny, which proposes to beggar its subjects

into submission. But remember, when you have com-
pleted your system of impoverishment, that nature
still proceeds in her ordinary course ; and that dis-

content will increase with misery ; and that there are

critical moments in the fortunes of all states, when
they who are too weak to contribute to your prospe-
rity, may be strong enough to complete your ruin.

^poliatts aiina supe7'su7it.
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The temper and character which pre\*ail in our

colonies are, I am afraid, unalterable by any human
art. We cannot, I fear, falMify the pedij^rL-e of thif*

fierce people, and persuade them that they are not
Bprun;» from a nation in whose veins the blood of free-

dom circulates. The language in which they would
hear you tell them this tale would detect the inipo-

eition
;
your speech would betray you. An English-

man is the unfittest person on earth to argue another
Englishman into slavery. * *

My hold of the colonies U in the close affection

which grows from common names, from kindred blood,

from similar privileges, and equal protection. These
are tics which, though light as air, are as strong as

links of iron. Let the colonies always keep the idea

of their civil rights associated with your government

;

they will cling and grapple to you ; and no force

under heaven will be of power to tear them from their

allegiance. But let it be once understood that your
government may be one thing and their privileges

another; that these two things may exist without any
mutual relation, the cement is gone—the cohesion is

loosened—and everything hastens to decay and dis-

solution. As long as you have the wisdom to keep
the sovereign authority of this country as the sanc-

tuary of liberty, the sacred temple consecrated to our
common faith, wherever the chosen race and sons of

England worship freedom, they will turn their faces

towarcU you. The more they multiply, the more
friends you will have ; the more ardently they love

liberty, the more perfect will be their obedience.

Slavery they can have anywhere. It is a weed that

grows in every soil. They may have it from Spain,

they may have it from Prussia; but until you become
lost to .all feeling of your true interest and your
natural dignity, freedom they can have from none
but you. This is the commodity of price, of which
you have the monopoly. This is the true act of navi-

gation, which binds you to the commerce of the colo-

nies, and through them secures to you the commerce
of the world. Deny them this participation of free-

dom, and you break that sole bond which originally

made, and must still preserve, the unity of the em-
pire. Do not entertain so weak an imagination, as

that your registers and your bonds, your affidavits

and your sutterances, your coquets and your clear-

ances, are what form the great securities of your
commerce. Do not dream that your letters of office,

and your instructions, and your suspending clauses,

are the things that hold together the great contexture
of this mysterious whole. These things do not make
your government. Dead instruments, passive tools

as they are, it is the spirit of the English communion
that gives all their life and efficacy to them. It is

the spirit of the Engli>h constitution which, infused

through the mighty mass, pervades, feeds, unites,

invigorates, vivifies every part of the empire, even
down to the minutest member.

Is it not the same virtue which does everything for

us here in England ? Do you imagine, then, that it

is the land-tax act which raises your revenue? that
it is the annual vote in the committee of supply which
gives you your army ? or that it is the mutiny bill

which inspires it with bravery and discipline? No!
Surely no! It is the love of the people; it is their

attachment to their government, from the sense of

the deep stake they have in such a glorious institu-

tion, which gives you your army and your navy, and
infuses into both that liberal obedience without which
your army would be a base rabble, and your navy
nothing but rotten timber. All this, I know well

enough, will sound wild and chimerical to the profane
herd of those vulgar and mechanical politicians who
have no place among us ; a sort of people who think

that nothing exists but what is gross and material

;

and who, thereftire, far from being qualified to be

directors of the great movement of empire, are not fit

to tuni a wheel in the machine. But to men truly
initiiited and riglitly taught, these ruling and master
principles which, in the opinion of such men &s 1 have
mentioned, have no substantial existence, are in truth
everything, and all in all. Magnanimity in politics

is not seldom the truest wisdom, and a great empire
and little minds go ill together. If we are conscious

of our situation, and glow with zeal to fill our places

as becomes our station and ourselves, we ought to

auspicate all our public proceedings on America, with
the old warning of the church, sursum cordal We
ought to elevate our minds to the greatness of that
trust to which the order of Providence has called U8.

By adverting to the dignity of this high calling, our
ancestors have turned a savage wilderness into a glo-

rious empire ; and have made the most extensive, and
the only honourable conquests ; not by destroying,

but by promoting the wealth, the number, the happi-
ness of the human race. Let us get an American
revenue, as we have got an American empire. English

privileges have made it all that it is ; English privi-

leges alone will make it all it can be. In full confi-

dence of this unalterable truth, I now {quod felix

fmLstnmquesit) lay the first stone of the temple of
peace.*

[Mr Burlce'a Acccmnt of his Son.}

Had it pleased God to continue to rae the hopes
of succession, I should have been, according to my
mediocrity, and the mediocrity of the age I live in,

a sort of founder of a family ; I should have left a
son, who, in all the points in which personal merit
can be viewed, in science, in erudition, in genius,
in taste, in honour, in generosity, in humanity, ia

every liberal sentiment, and every liberal accom-
plishment, would not have shown himself inferior

to the Duke of Bedford, or to any of those whom be
traces in his line. His Grace very soon would have
wanted all plausibility in his attack upon that pro-
vision which belonged more to mine than to me. He
would soon have supplied every deficiency, and sym-
metrised every disproportion. It would not have been
for that successor to resort to any stagnant wasting
reservoir of merit in me, or in any ancestry. He had
in himself a salient living spring of generous and
manly action. Every day he lived, he would have re-

purchased the bounty of the crown, and ten times
more, if ten times more he had received. He was
made a public creature, and had no enjoyment what-
ever but in the performance of some duty. At this

exigent moment the loss of a finished man is not
easily supplied.

But a Disposer, whose power we are little able to

resist, and whose wisdom it behoves us not at all to

dispute, has ordained it in another manner, and
(whatever my querulous weakness might suggest) a
far better. The storm has gone over me, and I Be
like one of those old oaks which the late hurricane

has scattered about me. I am stripped of all my
honours ; I am torn up by the roots, and lie prostrate

on the earth ! There, and prostrate there, I most
unfeignedly recognise the divine justice, and in some
degree submit to it. But whilst I humble myself
before God, I do not know that it is forbidden to repel

the attacks of unjust and inconsiderate nten. The
patience of Job is proverbial. After some of the con-

vulsive struggles of our irritable nature, he submitted

* At the concliifeion of this Bpecch, Mr Burke moved that

the rifiht of parliamentary representation sliould be extci](lt<4l

to the American culnnies, but his motion was negatived by

i?70 to 78. Indeed his most brilliant orations made little im-

pression on the Mouse of Commons, the ministerial party be-

ing strung in nuiubcTB.
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himself, anil rt'i>fiit('il in Ju?*t and lisho;^. But even

80, 1 do not lind him blamed for reprehending, nn<t

with a eonsidernble de<;roc of verbal asperity, tliose

ill-iiutured nei;;hbaurH of his who visited his dung-
hill to read mora!, political, and economical lectures

, on his misery. I am alone. I have none to meet my
eiiemifs in the gate. Indeed, my lord, I greatly de-

ceive myself, if in this hard scjison I would give a

pock of refuse wheat for all that is called fame and
honour in the world. This is the appetite but of a
few. It is a luxury ; it is a privilege ; it is an indul-

gence for those wh(t arc at their ease. But we are all

of us made to shun disgrace, a3 we are made to shrink
from pain, and poverty, and disease. It is an instinct

;

and under the direction of reason, instinct is always
in the right. I live in an inverted order. They who
ought to have succeeded me are gone before me ; they
who should have been to me as posterity, are in the

place of ancestors. I owe to the dearest relation

(which ever must subsist in memory) that act of piety,

which he would have performed to me ; I owe it to

him to show, that he was not descended, as the Duke
of Bedford would have it, from an unworthy parent.

[7%€ British Monarchy.l

The learned professora of the rights of man regard

prescription, not as a title to bar all claim, set up
against old possession, but they look on prescription

itself as a bar against the possessor and proprietor.

They hold an immemorial possession to be no more
than a long continued, and therefore an aggravated

injustice. Sucli are their ide;vs, such their religion,

and such their law. But as to our country and our

race, as long as the well-compacted structure of our

church and state, the sanctuary, the holy of holies of

that ancient law, defended by reverence, defended by
power, a fortress at once and a temple, shall stand
inviolate on the brow of the British Sion—as long as

the British monarchy, not more limited than fenced

by the orders of the state, shall, like the proud keep
of Windsor, rising in the majesty of proportion, and
girt with the double belt of its kindred and coeval

towers—as long as this awful structure shall oversee

and guard the subjected land, so long the mounds
and dikes of the low fat Bedford Level will have no-

thing to fear from all the pickaxes of all the levellers

of France. As long as our sovereign lord the king,

and his faithful subjects, the lords and commons of

this realm—the triple cord which no man can break ;

the solemn, sworn, constitutional frankpledge of this

nation ; the firm guarantee of each other's being and
each other's rights ; the joint and several securities,

each in its place and order for every kind and every

quality of property and of dignity—as long as these

endure, so long the Duke of Bedford is safe ; and we
are all safe together—the high from the blights of

envy and the spoliations of rapacity ; the low from
the iron hand of oppression and the Insolent spuru of

contempt.

[Marie Antoimttey Qiuxn of France.']

[From ' Reflectioas on the Revolution in France.']

It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the

queen of France, then the dauphiness, at Versailles
;

and surely never lighted on this orb, which she hardly

seemed to touch, a more delightful vision. I saw her

just above the horizon, decorating and cheering the

elevated sphere she just began to move in—glittering

like the morning star full of life, and splendour, and
joy. Oh ! what a revolution ! and what a heart must
I have to contemplate without emotion that elevation

and that fall ! Little did I dream, when she added
titles of veneration to that enthusiastic, distant, re-

spectful love, that she should ever be obliged to carry

the sharp antidote again.it disgrace concealed in that
bosom ; little did 1 dream that I should have lived to

see such disasters fallen ujton her In a nation of gal-

lant men, in a nation of men of honour and of cava-
liers. I thought ten thousand swords must have leaped
from their scabbards to avenge even a look that threat-
ened her with iiisult. But the age of chivalry is gone.
That of sophisters, economists, and calculators has
succeeded ; and the glory of Europe U extinguished
for ever. Never, never more shall we beliold that
generous loyalty to rank and sex, that proud submis-
sion, that dignified obedience, that subordination of

the heart, which kept alive, even in servitude itself,

the spirit of an exalted freedom. The unbought grace
of life, the cheap defence of nations, the nurse of manly
sentiment and heroic enterprise is gone! It is gone,
that sensibility of principle, that chastity of honour,
which felt a stain like a wound, which inspired cour-
age whilst it mitigated ferocity, which ennobled what-
ever it touched, and under which vice itself lost half
its evil by losing all its grossness.

[jfViC Order of NoUlity.l

[From the same.]

To be honoured and even privileged by the laws,

opinions, and inveterate usages of our country, grow-
ing out of the prejudice of ages, has nothing to
provoke horror and indignation in any man. Even
to be too tenacious of those privileges is not abso-
lutely a crime. The strong struggle in every indivi-

dual to preserve possession of what he has found to

belong to him, and to distinguish him, is one of the

securities against injustice and despotism implanted
in our nature. It operates as an instinct to secure
property, and to preserve communities in a settled

state. What is there to shock in this! Nobility is

a graceful ornament to the civil order. It is the Co-
rinthian capital of polished society. Omnes boni nobi-

fitati semper favemus^ was the saying of a wise and
good man. It is, indeed, one sign of a liberal and
benevolent mind to incline to it with some sort of
partial propensity. He feels no ennobling principle

in his own heart who wishes to level all the artificial

institutions which have been adopted for giving a
body to opinion and permanence to fugitive esteem.
It is a sour, malignant, and envious disposition, with-
out taste for the reality, or for any image or represen-

tation of virtue, that sees with joy the unmerited fall

of what had long flourished in splendour and in hon-
our. I do not like to see anything destroyed, any void
produced in society, any ruin on the face of the land,

[Depcndt-nce of Engluh on A mencan Freedom.]

[From ' Address to the King.' 1777.]

To leave any real freedom to parliament, freedom
must be left to the colonies. A military government
is the only substitute for civil liberty. That the
establishment of such a power in America will utterly
ruin our finances (though its certain effect), is the
smallest part of our concern. It will become an apt,
powerful, and certain engine for the destruction of our
freedom here. Great bodies of armed men, trained to
a contempt of popular assemblies representative of aa
English people, kept up for the purpose of exacting
impositions without their consent, and maintained by
that exaction ; instruments in subverting, without
any process of law, great ancient establishments and
respected forms of governments, set free from, and
therefore above the ordinary English tribunals of the
country where they serve ; these men cannot so trans-
form themselves, merely by crossing the sea, as to
behold with love and reverence, and submit with pro-
found obedience to the very same things in Great
Britain which in America they had been taught to
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d..«l,i»c, niul ha<l Wn accustomed to a«e un.l hu.i.hlcAl your majcst.v's troops, i„ the rotation of service
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M «
<'i»^'rline, and contract thesehab ts. If „e could Hatter ourselves that this wouldnot happen we must be the weakest of men : we nmstbe the wors

, .f wc were indifierent whether it hap-pened or not W hat, gracious sovereign, is the en.pifeof Amenca to us, or the empire of the world, if welose our mrn liberties? We deprecate this last of
evils. \\ e deprecate the effect of the doctrines whichmust support and countenance the government oerconquered Knglishmen.

|

„n;?L''-7'M
''^ '"'I'^^^ible long to resist the powerfuland equitable arguments in favour of the freedom ofthese unhappy people, that are to be dra™ from theprinciple of our own liberty, attempts will be madeattempts have been made, to ridicule and to arcmeaway this principle, and to inculcate into the mi^s

Jj,Z I7I'1« other maxims of government and othergrounds of obedience than those which have prevailed
at and since the glorious Revolution. By degreesthese doctrines, by being convenient, may ^ow pre-
valent. The consequence is not certain ; but a gene-ral change of principles rarely happens amom' aIieople without leading to a change of government!

bir, your throne cannot stand secure upon the prin-
ciples of unconditional submission and passive obe-
d.ence; on powers exercised without the concurrence

of XT7- S-^" ^'"'V^'^ • "° ^''' """^« io defiance

cure. V,P ?""'"'' """^ ^^^'''' 0° acquiescence pro-cured by foreign mercenary troops, and secured bv
'

o^ o'f"%r"'.r-
These may possibly be the founda":

vol A ^'"T! '
"""^ ""'' ""^ ">« ^hversion ofyours It was not to passive principles in our ances-tors that we owe the honour of appearin.- before asovereign who cannot feel that he is a pri,ic°e, w i,loutknowing that we ought to be free. The Revolution isa departure from the ancient course of the descent ofhis monarchy. The people at that time re-entered

into their original rights; and it was not because a Ipositive law authorised what was then done, but be-
'

cause the freedom and safety of the subject, the oric-inand cause of all laws, required a proceeding pa^a"mo int and superior to them. At that ever-memorableand instructive period, the letter of the law was super-seded m favour of the substance of liberty. To thefree choice therefore, of the people, without eitheriing or parliament, we owe that happy establishmentout of wdiich both king and parliament were re"ene.
rated, from that great principle of liberty have
originated the statutes confirming and ratifying theestablishment from which .your majesty deriies%our
right to rule over us. Those statutes have not givenus our liberties

; our liberties have produced them.

uno,?,he"'
^"^ ^^}<^^ty's reign, your title stan.lsupon the very same foundation on which it was at

cl^po^'stbir'bt raid'"
"" '""^ ' '''''" °" ^'''^^ ''

PLdT'l-T*^'
!'• *"•' ^"^ '^''""<" '"^'•« <lifferent rights,and a different security in difl^erent parts of vou? do-minions, ,ve wish to lay an even platform for yourh one, and to give t an unmovable stability, by lay-ing It on the general freedom of your people, and bv

TJuin/r ""T"'-
"'•''' ™"«''™™ -d'affectio ,in all parts of your dominions, which makes your best

em'pTref
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by these incorrigible and predestinated criminals amemonible example to mankind. He resolved in thegloomy recesses of a mind capacious of such th n s toleave the whole Caniatic an everlasting n onuTn^ntof vengeance, and to put perpetual des^dation ^ »barrier between him and those against whom the faithwinch holds the moral elements of the world together"».us no protection, lie became at length so "confi.

[Destnielwn of the Camatic.'}

[From speech on the Nabob of Aroofs debts, 1785.]

men at length Hyder Ali found that he had todo with men who either would sign no convention orwhom no treaty and no signature could bind andwho were the deterinincd enemies of luinum inter
course itself, he decreed to make the countrv possessed

J L r t- ..
''t-^uiue at leii'tn so conn.den of li,s force, so collected in his might, ?hat henade no secret whatever of his .Ireadfu? resolutionHaving terminated his disputes with eveiy enemy 1",^

I

every rival, who buried their mutual animos ti« „tW common detestation against the credit of tieNabob of Arcot, he drew from every quarter whatevera savage ferocity could add to his' n'ew rudimentsTnthe arts of destruction
; and compounding al the

ba k"clo f^"'l'
^''7''' """^ ''esolation,^into oneblack cloud, he hung for a while on the decliTitiesof the mountains. Whilst the authors of all Iheseev,s were Idly and stupidlv gazing on the men.cin-nieteor which blackened all'tfeir horizon it TmSf

the n1„ '"'r.T' t"" ""' "'"•'« °f'"' ""'ents uponthe plain., of the Camatic. Then ensued a scene of

cened, and which no tongue can adequately tell. -VIIthe horrors of war before known or heard of weremercy to that new havoc. A storm of universal fireblasted every, field, consumed every house deTtroy^every temple. The miserable inhabitants flyi':g7omhe flaming villages, in part were slaughtered: othenwithout regard to sex, to age, to the ?espect of rank'o sacredness of function
; fathers torn from children'husbands from wives, enveloped in a whirhv nd ofcava ry, and amidst the goilding spears of drive™

captn.ty, in an unknown and hostile land. Thosewho were able to evade this tempest fled to the walledcues; but, escaping from fire, sword, and exL thevfell into the jaws of famine. ' "^

The alms of the settlement, in this dreadful exi-gency, w^re certainly liberal
; and all was done bycharity that private charity could do : but it was apeople 1,1 beggary

; it was a nation that stretihed outIts hands for food. For months together these creaures of sufferance, whose very excels and luxuA intheir most plenteous days had fallen short of^theallowance of our austerest fasts, silent, patie." , re-Mgned, without .sedition or disturbance, almost with-out complaint perished by a hundred a day in thereets o Madras; every- day seventy at l^^st laidtheir bodies ,n the streets, or on the gkcis of Taniore

Tot:T"'^f^'"""'.'
'" "'^ granar/of India TwSgoing to .awake your justice towards this unhappy partof our fellow-citizens, by bringing before you some ofhe circumstances of this plagul of hunger. Of allhe calamities which beset and waylay the'lif; of manhis comes the nearest to ourheartfand is that wh"r^,",;he proudest of us all feels himself to be nothing m"ethan he is: bu I find myself unable to maiiage t«ith decorum

; these details are of a species of horror
.0 nauseous and di.sgusting

; they are^o degradh"

lating to human nature itself, that, on better thonc^ht.,.
1 find It more advisable to throw a pall over this

ceptTonr
'"'• """ "• ''"" " '" ^•-' g-eralco,;!

aZZ f.'"'"''^™
months, without intermission, thisde truction raged from the gates of Madras to the

fn thdrl!.?M".'"'Vp
"".'I'l^'ely did these masters

in their art, Hyder All and his more ferocious son.
absolve themselves of their impious vow, that whenthe British armies traversed, as they did, the Camatic
for hundreds of nnles in all direction.s, throuch thewhole line of their march did they not see one nmnnot one wonian, not one child, not one fourfooted beast
of any description whatever. One dead uniform silence
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reigned over tlio wliole n*|:ion. * * The Carnatic
is a country not much inferior in extent to En<;hind.

Fi;;ure to yourself, Mr Speaker, the land in whose re-

presentative chair you sit ; fijjure to yourself the form
and fiishion of ynir sweet and cheerful country from
Thames to Trent, north and south, and from the Irish

to the Oennan sea east and west, emptied and era-

bowelled (may God avert the omen of our crimes !) by
80 accomplished a desolation !

[TViC Dl£erence Betwicn Mr Bitrlce and the

Pule of Bedford.]

[The Puke of H«Iford and the Earl of Lnuderdale attacked

Mr liurke and his pension in their i)laco in the House of Lords,

and hurke replied in his ' Letters to a Noble Lord,' one of the

most sarcastic and must able of all his productions.]

I was not, like his Grace of Bedford, swaddled, and
rocked, and dandled into a lejrislator

—

Nitor in advcr-

9um is the motto for a man like me. I possessed not
one of the qualities, nor cultivated one of the arts,

that recommend men to the favour and protection of

the great. I was not made for a minion or a tool. As
little did I follow the trade of winning the hearts by
imposing on the understandings of the people. At
every step of my progress in life (for in every step was
I traversed and opposed), and at every turnpike I

met I was obliged to show my passport, and again and
again to prove ray sole title to the honour of being
useful to my country, by a proof that I was not wholly
unacquainted with its laws, and the whole system of

its interests both abroad and at home. Otherwise, no
rank, no toleration even for me. I had no arts but
manly arts. On them I have stood, and, please God,
in spite of the Duke of Bedford and the Earl of Lau-
derdale, to the last gasp will I stand. * *

I know not how it has happened, but it really seems
that, whilst his Grace was meditating his well-con-

sidered censure upon me, he fell into a sort of sleep.

Homer nods, and the Duke of Bedford may dream
;

and as dreams (even his golden dreams) are apt to be
ill-pieced and incongruously put together, his Grace
preserved his idea of reproach to me, but took the sub-
ject-matter from the crown-grants to his own family.
This is * the stuff of which his dreams are made.' In
that way of putting things together, his Grace is per-

fectly in the right. The grants to the house of Russel
were so enormous, as not only to outrage economy, but
even to stagger credibility. The Duke of Bedford is

the leviathan among all the creatures of the cro\vn.

He tumbles about his unwieldy bulk ; he plays and
frolics in the ocean of the royal bounty. Huge as he
is, and whilst * he lies floating many a rood,' he is still

a creature. His ribs, his fins, his whalebone, his

blubber, the very spiracles through which he spouts a
torrent of brine against his origin, and covers me all

over with the spray—everything of him and about
him is from the throne.

Is it for him to question the dispensation of the
royal favour

!

I really am at a loss to draw any sort of parallel

between the public merits of his Grace, by which he
justifies the grants he holds, and these sen'ices of

mine, on the favourable construction of which I have
obtained what his Grace so much disapproves. In

private life, I have not at all the honour of acquaint-
ance with the noble duke. But I ought to presume,
and it costs me nothing to do so, that he abundantly
deserves the esteem and love of all who live with him.
But as to public service, why, truly, it would not be

more ridiculous for me to compare myself in rank, in

fortune, in splendid descent, in youth, strength, or

figure, with the Duke of Bedford, than to make a
parallel between his services and my attempts to be
useful to my country. It would not be gross adula-
tion, but uncivil irony, to say that he has any public

merit of his own, to keep alive the idea of the services

by which his vast landed pensions were obtained. My
merits, whatever they are, are original and personal

;

his are derivative. It is his ancestor, the original pen-
sioner, that has laid up this inexhaustible fund of
merit, which makes his Grace so very delicate and ex-
ceptions about the merit of all other grantees of the
crown. Had he permitted me to remain in quiet, I
should have said, 'tis his estate ; that's enough. It

is his by law ; what have I to do with it or its his-

tory? He would naturally have said on his side, 'tia

this man's fortune. He is as good now as my an-
cestor was two hundred and fifty years ago. I am
a young man with very old pensions ; he is an old
man with very young pensions—that's all.

Why will his Grace, by attacking me, force me re-

luctantly to compare my little merit with that which
obtained from the crown those prodigies of profuse
donation by which he tramples on the mediocrity of
humble and laborious individuals ! * * Since
the new grantees have war made on them by the old,

and that the word of the sovereign is not to be taken,

let us turn our eyes to history, in which great men
have always a pleasure in contemplating the heroic
origin of their house.

The first peer of the name, the first purchaser of the
grants, was a Mr Russel, a person of an ancient gen-
tleman's family, raised by being a minion of Henry
VIII. As there generally is some resemblance of cha-
racter to create these relations, the favourite was in

all likelihood much such another as his master. The
first of these immoderate grants was not taken from
the ancient demesne of the crown, but from the recent

confiscation of the ancient nobility of the land. The
lion having sucked the blood of his prey, threw the
offal carcass to the jackal in waiting. Having tasted

once the food of confiscation, the favourites became
fierce and ravenous. This worthy favourite's first grant
was from the lay nobility. The second, infinitely im-
proving on the enormity of the first, was from the
plunder of the church. In truth, his Grace is some-
what excusable for his dislike to a grant like mine,
not only in its quantity, but in its kind so different

from his own.
Mine was from a mild and benevolent sovereign

;

his from Henry VIII. Mine had not its fund in the

murder of any innocent person of illustrious rank, or

in the pillage of any body of unoffending men ; his

grants were from the aggregate and consolidated funds
of judgments iniquitously legal, and from possessions

voluntarily surrendered by the lawful proprietors with
the gibbet at their door.

The merit of the grantee whom he derives from,

was that of being a prompt and greedy instrument of

a levelling tyrant, who oppressed all descriptions of
his people, but who fell with particular fury on every-

thing that was great and noble. Mine has been in
endeavouring to screen every man, in every class, from
oppression, and particularly in defending the high and
eminent, who in the bad times of confiscating princes,

confiscating chief governors, or confiscating dema-
gogues, are the most exposed to jealousy, avarice, and
envy.

The merit of the original grantee of hia Grace's
pensions was in giving his hand to the work, and
partaking the spoil with a prince, who plundered a
part of the national church of his time and country.
Mine was in defending the whole of the national
church of my own time and my own country, and the
whole of the national churches of all countries, from
the principles and the examples which lead to eccle-

siastical pillage, thence to a contempt of all prescrip-
tive titles, thence to the pillage of all property, and
thence to universal desolation.

The merit of the origin of his Grace's fortune was
in being a favourite and chief adviser to a prince who
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left no liberty to his native country. My endeavour

was to obtain liberty for the municipal country in

which 1 was born, and for all descriptions and denonii-

nations in it. Mine was to support, with unrelaxin;;

vigilance, every ri<:ht, every ])rivilej^e, every franchise,

in this my adopted, my dearer and more comprehen-

sive country ; and not only to preserve those ri;:;hts in

this chief seat of empire, but in every nation, in every

laud, in every climate, language, an<l religion in the

T&»t domain that still is under the protection, and the

larger that was once under the protection, of the

British crown.

His fouuder'.s merits were by arts in which be served

his master and nnide his fortune, to bring poverty,

wretchedness, and depopulation on his country. Mine
were under a benevolent prince, in promoting the

commerce, manufactures, and agriculture of his king-

dom ; in which his majesty shows an eminent exam-
ple, who even in his amusements is a patriot, and in

Louis of leisure an improver of his native soil.

IChttracter of Howard the Phtlanthroptst.'i

I cannot name this gentleman without remarking,

that bis labours and writings have done much to open

the eyes and hearts of all mankind. He has visited

all Europe— not to survey the sumptuousness of

palaces, or the stateliness of temples ; not to make
accurate measurements of the remains of ancient

grandeur, nor to form a scale of the curiosities of mo-
dem art ; nor to collect medals, or collate luanu-

scripts, but to dive into the depths of dungeons, to

plunge into the infection of hospitals, to survey the

mansions of sorrow and pain ; to take the gauge and
dimensions of misery, depression, and contempt ; to

remember the forgotten, to attend to the neglected, to

visit the forsaken, and compare and collate the dis-

tresses of all men in all countries. His plan is ori-

ginal : it is as full of genius as of humanity. It was

a voyage of discovery ; a circumnavigation of charity.

Already, the benefit of his labour is felt more or less

in every country : I hope he will anticipate his final

reward by seeing all its effects fully realised in his

own.

On the 2Ist of January 1769 appeared the first

of a series of political letters, bearing the signature

of Junius, which have since taken their place among
the standard works of the English language. Great

excitement prevailed in the nation at tlie time. The
contest with the American colonies, the injposition

of new taxes, the difficulty of forming a steady and
permanent administration, and the great ability and
eloquence of the opposition, had tended to spread a

feeling of dissatisfaction throughout the country.

The publication of the North Briton, a periodical

edited by John Wilkes, and conducted with reckless

violence and asperity, added fuel to tlic flame, and
the prime minister. Lord North, said justly, that

*the press overflowed the land with its bl.ack g:dl,

and poisoned the minds of the peoi>le.' Without any
wish to express political opinions, we may say that

the government was not equal to the emergency,
and indceil it would have required a caliinet of the

highest powers and most energetic wisdom to have
triumphed over the opposition of men like Chatham
and Burke, and writers like Junius. The most
popular newspaper of that day was the Public

A(lvertiser, published by Woodfall, a man of educa-

tion and respectability. In this journal the writer

known as Junius had contributed under various

signatures for about two years. The letters by

vbich he is now distinguished were more carefully

elaborated, and more higidy jtolishcd, th.'in any of his

previous communications. Tliey attiicked all the

public characters of the day connected with the

government, they retailed much private scandal and
personal history, and did not spare even royalty it-

self. Tile compression, point, ami brilliancy of their

language, their unrivalled sarcasm, InOdness, and
tremendous invective, at once arrested the attention

of the I'ublic. Every effort that could be devised

by tlie government, or pronijited by ])rivate indig-

nation, was n)ade to discover tiieir author, but in

vain. ' It is not in the nature of things,' lie writes

to his publisher, ' tliat you or anybody else should

know nie, unless I make myself known : all arts or

inquiries or rewards would be ineffectual.' In an-

other pl.ace he remarks, ' I am the sole dejiository-

of my secret, and it shall die with nie.' The event

has verified the predication : he had drawn around
himself so impenetrable a veil of secrecy, that all

the eflcjrts of inquirers, political and literary, failed

in dispelling the original darkness. The letters

were published at interv.als from 1709 to 1772, when
they were collected by Woodfall and revised by their

author (who was equally unknown to his publisher),

and printed in two volumes. They have since gone

through innumerable editions; but the best is that

published in 1812 by Woodfall's son, which includes

the letters by the same writer uniier other signa-

tures, with his private notes to his publisher, and
fac-siniiles of liis handwriting.

The prmcifilcs of Junius are moderate, compared
with his persoimlities. Some sound constitutional

maxims are conveyed in his letters, but his style

has undoubtedly been his passport to fame. His
illustrations and metaphors are also sometimes un-

commonly felicitous. Tlie personal malevolence of

bis attacks it is impossible to justify. They evince

a settled deliberate malignity, which could not pro-

ceed from a man of a good or noble nature, and con-

tain allusions to obscure individuals in the public

oflices, « hich seem to liave arisen less from patriotism

than from individual hatred and envy. When the

controversy .as to the autliorship of these memorable
philippics had almost died awsiy, a book appeared

in 1816, bearing the title of 'Junius Identified with a
Celebrated Living Chariicter.' The living character

was the late Sir Philip Francis, and certainly a niiiss

of strong circumstantial evidence lias been presented

in his favour. ' Tlie external evidence,' says Mr
JIacaulay,* ' is, we think, such as would support a
verdict in a civil, nay, in a criminal proceeding. The
handwriting of Junius is the very peculiar handwrit-

ing of Francis, slightly disguised. As to the position,

pursuits, and connexions of .lunius, the following

are the most important facts which can be considered

as clearly proved :—First, that he was acquainted

with the technical forms of the secretary of state's

office ; secondly, that he was intimately acquainted

with the business of the war office ; thirdly, tliat he,

during the year 1770. attended debates in the House

of Lords, and took notes of speeches, particularly of

the speeches of Lord Chatham ; fourthly, that he

bitterly resented the appointment of Mr Chamier to

the place of deputy-secretary at war ; fifthly, that

he was bound by some strong tic to the first Lord

Holland. Now, Francis passed some years in the

secretary of state's office. He was subsequently

chief clerk of the war office. He repeatedly men-

tioned that he had himself, in 1770, heard speeches

of Lord Chatham ; and some of these si>eeclics were

.actually printed from his notes. He resigned his

clerkship at the war office from resentment at the

appointment of Mr Chamier. It was by Lord Hol-

* Ediaburgh llcviow for 1841.
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laiiil that lie was first intioiUiceil into tlu' piiMic

service. Now, here are five marks, all of wliii-li

ouglit to \k' fouiul in Junius. Tliey are all five

found in Francis. We do not believe tliat more
than two of tlieni can be found in any other person
whatever. If this arj^unient diws not settle the
question, there is an end of lUl reasoning on circum-
stantial evidence.' The same acute writer considers

the internal evidence to be equally clear as to the
claims of Francis. Already, however, the impression
made on the public mind by the evidence for tliis

gentlemau seems to have passed away, and atten-

tion has recently been directed to another indi-

viduali who was only one of ten or more persons
suspected at the time of the publication. This is

Lord George Saekville, latterly Viscount Sackville,

an able but unpopular soldier, cashiered from tlie

army in consequence of neglect of duty at the battle

of tUnden, but who afterwards regained the favour
of the government, and acted as secretary at war

1
throughout the whole period of the American con-
test. A work by Mr Coventry in 182.5, and a
volume by Jlr Jaques in 1S42, have been devoted
to an endeavour to fi.x the authorship of Junius upon
Lord George, and it is surprising how many and
how powerful are the arguments which have been
adduced by these writers. It seems by no means
tinlikely that a haughty and disappointed man, who
conceived himself to have suffered unjustly, should
pour forth his bitter feelings in this form ; but, again,

if Lord George Sackville was really Junius, how
strange to consider that the vituperator of the kitig.

Lord Mansfield, and others, should in a few short

years have been acting along with them in the go-

vernment! Here, certainly, there is room to pause,

and either to suspend j udgment altogether, or to lean

to the conclusion for Francis which has been fa-

voured by such high authority.

Philip Francis was the son of the Rev. Philip

Francis, translator of Horace. He was born in

Dublin in 1740, and at the early age of si.\teen was
placed by Lord Holland in the secretary of state's

office. By the patron.ige of Pitt (Lord Chatham),
he was made secretary to General liligh in 1758, and
was present at the capture of Cherburgh ; in 1760

he accompanied Lord Kinnoul as secretary on his

embassy to Lisbon ; and in 1763 he was appointed

to a considerable situation in the war office, which
he held till 1772. Next year he was made a member
of the council appointed for the government of Ben-

gal, from whence he returned in 1781, after being per-

petually at war with the governor-general, Warren
Hastings, and being wounded by him in a duel. He
afterwards sat in parliament, supporting Whig prin-

ciples, and was one of the ' Friends of the People'

in association with Fox, Tierney, and Grey. He
died in 1818. It must be acknowledged that the

speeches and letters of Sir Philip evince much of

the talent found in Junius, though they are less

rhetorical in style ; while the history and dispositions

of the man—his strong resentments, his arrogance,

his interest in the pubUc questions of the day,

evinced by his numerous pamphlets, even in ad-

vanced age, and the whole complexion of his party

and political sentiments, are what we sliouhl e.tpect

of Woodfall's celebrated correspondent. High and
commanding qualities he undoubtedly possessed ; nor

was he without genuine patriotic feelings, and a

desire to labour earnestly for the public weal. His

error lay in mistaking his private enmities for pub-

lic virtue, and nursing his resentments till they at-

tained a dark and unsocial malignity. His temper
was irritable and gloomy, and often led him to form

mistaken and tiucharitable estimates of men and
measures.

Of the literary excellences of Junius, his sarcasm,
compressed energy, and brilliant illu-tnition, a few
specimens may be quotuil. His finest metaphor (as
just in sentiment as beanlifnl in expression) is con-
tained in the conclusion to tlie forty-second letter :

—

' The ministry, it seems, are labouring to draw a
line of distinction between tlie honour of the crown
and the rights of the people. This new iiica has yet
only been started in discourse ; for, in cfllect, both
objects have been equally sacrificed. I neither un-
derstand the distinction, nor what u.se the ministry
propose to make of it. The king's honour is that
of his people. Their real honour and real interest
are the same. I am not contending for a vain punc-
tilio. A clear unblemished character comprehends
not only the integrity tliat will not offer, but the
spirit that will not submit, to an injury ; and whether
it belongs to an individual or to a corunmnity, it is the
foundation of peace, of independence, and of safety.

Private credit is wealth ; public honour is security.
The feather that adorns the roy:d bird supports his
flight. Strip him of his plumage, and you fix him
to the earth.*

Thus also he remarks— ' In the shipwreck of the
state, trifles float and are preserved ; while every-
thing soUd and valuable sinks to the bottom, and is

lost for ever.'

Of the supposed enmity of George III. to Wilkes,
and the injudicious prosecution of that demagogue,
Junius happily remarks— ' He said more than mo-
derate men would justify, but not enough to entitle

him to the honour of your majesty's personal resent-

ment. The r.ay8 of royal indignation, collected upon
him, served only to illuminate, and could not con-
sume. Animated by the favour of the people on
the one side, and heated by persecution on the other,
his views and sentiments changed with his situation.

Hardly serious at first, he is now an enthusiast
The coldest bodies warm with opposition, the hardest
sparkle in collision. There is a holy mistaken zeal

in politics as well as religion. By persuading others,

we convince ourselves. The passions are engaged,
and create a maternal afTection in the mind, which
forces us to love the cause for which we sufiTer.'

The letter to the king is the most dignified of the
letters of Junius ; those to the Dukes of Grafton
and Bedford the most severe. The latter afford the
most favourable specimens of the force, epigram, and
merciless sarcasm of his best style. The Duke of
Grafton was descended from Charles II., and this

afforded the satirist scope for invective :
—

' The cha-
racter of the reputed ancestors of some men has
made it impossible for their descendants to be vicious

in the extreme, without being degenerate. Those of
your Grace, for instance, left no distressing examples
of virtue, even to their legitimate posterity ; and you
may look back with pleasure to an illustrious pedi-
gree, in which heraldry has not left a single good
quality upon record to insult or upbraid you. You
have better proofs of your descent, my lord, than the
register of a marriage, or any troublesome inheri-
tance of reputation. There are some hereditary
strokes of character by which a family may be as
clearly distinguished as by the blackest features of
the human face. Charles I. lived and died a hypo-
crite ; Charles II. was a hypocrite of another sort,

and should have died upon the same scaffold. At
the distance of a century, we see their different cha-
racters happily revived and blended in your Grace.
Sullen and severe without religion, profligate with-
out gaiety, you live like Charles II,, without being
an amiable companion ; and. for aught I know, may
die as his father did, without the reputation of a
martyr.'

In the same strain of elaborate and refined sar-
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Ciism the Duke of BeJforJ is addressed :
—

' Jty lord,

you are so little aoeiistoined to receive any marks of

respect or esteem from the public, that if in the fol-

lowing lines a comjiliment or expression of applause

should escape me, I fear you would consider it as a

mockery of your established character, and perhaps
an insult to your understanding. You have nice

feelings, ray lord, if we may judge from your resent-

ments. Cautious, therefore, of giving olTence where
you have so little deserved it, I sliall leave the illus-

tration of your virtues to otlier hands. Your friends

have a privilege to play upon the easiness of your
temper, or probably they are better acquainted with
your good qualities than I am. You have done good

by stealth. The rest is upon record. You have
still left ample room for speculation when pane-
gyric is exhausted.'

After having reproaclied the duke for corruption

and imbecility, the splendid tirade of Junius con-

cludes in a strain of unmeasured yet lofty invec-

tive :

—

' Let us consider you, then, as arrived at the

summit of worldly greatness j let us suppose that

all your plans of avarice and ambition are accom-
plished, and your most sanguine wishes gratified in

the fear as well as tlie hatred of the people. Can age

itself forget that you are now in the last act of life ?

Can gray hairs make folly venerable ? and is there

no period to be reserved for meditation and retire-

ment ? For shame, my lord ! Let it not be recorded

of you that the latest moments of your life were
dedicated to the same unworthy pursuits, the same
busy agitations, in which your youth and manhood
were exhausted. Consider that, though you cannot

disgrace your former life, you are violating the cha-

racter of age, and exposing the impotent imbecility,

after you have lost the vigour, of the p,assions.

Your friends will ask, perhaps, " Whither shall

this unhappy old man retire ? Can lie remain in

the metropolis, where his life has been so often

threatened, and his palace so often attacked? If

he returns to Woburn, scorn and mockery await

him : he must create a sohtude round his estate, if

he would avoid the face of reproach and derision.

At Plymouth his destruction would be more than

probable ; at Exeter inevitable. No honest EngUsh-
man will ever forget his attachment, nor any honest

Scotchman forgive his treachery, to Lord Bute. At
every toAvn he enters, he must change his hveries

and name. Wliichever way he flies, the hue and
cry of the country pursues him.

In another kingdom, indeed, the blessings of his

administration have been more sensibly felt, his

virtues better understood ; or, at worst, they will not

for him alone forget tlieir hospitality." As well

might Verres have returned to Sicily. You have
twice escaped, my lord ; beware of a third experi-

ment. The indignation of a whole people plun-

dered, insulted, and oppressed, as they have been,

will not always be disappointed.

It is in vain, therefore, to shift the scene ; you can
no more fly from your enemies than from yourself.

Persecuted abroad, you look into your own heart

for consolation, and find notliing but reproaches and
despair. But, my lord, 3'ou may quit the field of

business, tliougli not the field of danger ; and though
you cannot be safe, you may cease to be ridiculous.

I fear you have listened too long to the advice of

those pernicious friends with whose interests you
have sordidly uniteii your own, and for whom you
have sacrificerl everytliing that ought to be dear to

a man of honour. They are still base enough to en-

courage the follies of your age, as they once did the

vices of your youth. As little acquainted with the

rules of decorum as with the laws of morality, they

will not sufiiir you to profit by experience, nor even

to consult the propriety of a bad character. Even
now they tell you that life is no more than a dra-

matic scene, in whicli the hero shoulil preserve his

consistency to the last; and that, as you lived with-
out virtue, you should die without repentance.'

These are certaiidy brilliant pieces of composi-
tion. The tone and spirit in whicli they are con-
ceived are harsh and repreliensible—in some parts
almost fiendish—but they are the eniiinations of a
powerful and cultivated genius, that, under better

mond discipline, might have done lasting honour to

literature and virtue. The acknowledged produc-
tions of Sir Philip Francis have equal animation, but
less studied brevity and force of style. The soaring
ardour of youth had flown ; his hopes were crushed

;

he was not writing under the mask of a fearless and
impenetrable secrecy. Yet in 1812, in a letter to

Earl Grey on the subject of the blockade of Norway,
we find such vigorous sentences as the following :

—

' Though a nation may be bought and sold, deceived

or betrayed, oppressed or beggared, and in every
other sense undone, all is not lost, as long as a sense

of national honour survives the general ruin. Even
an individual cannot be crushed by events or over-
whelmed by adversity, if, in the wreck and ruin of
his fortune, the char.acter of the man remains un-
blemislied. That force is elastic, and, with the help
of resolution, will raise him again out of any depth
of calamity. But if tlie injured sufferer, whether
it be a great or a little community, a number
of individuals or a single person, be content to sub-
mit in silence, and to endure without resentment
—if no complaints shall be uttered, no murmur shall

be heard, dephratum est—there must be something
celestial in the spirit that rises from that descent.

In March 1798, I had your voluntary and entire

concurrence in the following, as well as many other

abandoned propositions—when we drank pure wine
together—when j/ou were young, and / was not
superannuated—when we left the cold infusions of
prudence to fine ladies and gentle politicians—when
true wisdom was not degraded by the name of mo-
deration—when we cared but little by what majo-
rities the nation was betrayed, or how many felons

were acquitted by their peers—and when we were
not afraid of being intoxicated by the elevation of a
spirit too highly rectified. In England and Scot-
land, the general disposition of the people may be
fairly judged of by the means which are said to be
necessary to counteract it—an immense standing
army, barracks in every part of the country, the
bill of rights suspended, and, in effect, a military

despotism.' The following vigorous and Junius-Uke
passage is from a speech made by Francis in answer
to the remark of Lord Chancellor Thurlow, namely,
that it would have been well for the country if

General Clavering, Colonel Monson, and Mr Francis,
had been drowned in their passage to India. Sir

Plulip observed :
—

' His second reason for obtaining
a seat in parliament, was to have an opportunity of
explaining his own conduct if it should be ques-
tioned, or defending it if it should be attacked. The
last and not least urgent reason was, that he might
be ready to defend the character of his colleagues,

not against specific charges, which he was sure would
never be produced, but against the language of
calumny, which endeavoured to asperse without
daring to accuse. It was well known that a gross

and public insult had been offered to the memory of

General Clavering and Colonel Monson, by a person
of high rank in this country. He was happy when
he heard that his name was included in it with
theirs. So highly did he respect the character of
those men, that he deemed it an honour to share in

the injustice it had eulTered. It was in compliance
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witli the forms of the house, and not to shelter liini-

«elf, or out of temlerness to the party, tliat he for-

bore to name hUu. He meant to cicserilie him so

fxaclly that he eouUl not be mistaken. He Jeclared,

in his jilaee in a great assembly, and in the course

of a grave deliberation, " that it would have been

happy for this country if General Claverin).', Colonel

Monson, anil Mr Francis, had Ix^en drowned in their

passage to Indiiu" If this poor and spiteful invec-

tive had lx?en uttered by a man of no consequence
or repute—by any light, trifling, inconsiderate person

—by a lord of the bed-chamber, for example—or

any of the other silken barons of moclern days, he
should liave heard it with indifference ; but when it

was seriously urged, and deliberately insisted on,

by a grave lord of parliament, by a judge, by a man
of abiUty and eminence in his profession, wliose

personal disposition was serious, who carried gravity

to sternness, and sternness to ferocity, it couM not

be received with inditference, or answered without
resentment. Such a man would be thought to have
inquired before he pronounced. From his mouth a

reproach w.as a sentence, an invective was a judg-

ment- The accidents of life, and not any original

distinction th.at he knew of, had placed him too

high, and himself at too great a distance from him,

to admit of any other answer than a public defiance

for General Clavering, for Colonel Jlonson, and for

himself. This was not a party question, nor should

it be left to so feeble an advocate as he was to sup-

port it. The friends and fellow-soldiers of General
Clavering and Colonel Mouson would assist him in

defending their memory. He demanded and ex-

pected the support of every man of honour in that

house and in the kingdom. What character was
safe, if slander was permitted to attack the reputa-

tion of two of the most honourable and virtuous

men that ever were employed, or ever perished in

the service of their country. He knew that the

authority of this man was not without weight ; but
he had an infinitely higher authority to oppose to

it He had the happiness of hearing the merits of

General Clavering and Colonel Monson acknow-
ledged and applauded, in terms to which he was
not at liberty to do more than to allude—they were
rapid and expressive. He must not renture to

repeat, lest he should do them injustice, or violate

the forms of respect, where essentially he owed and

felt the most ; hut he was sufficiently understood.

The generous sensations that animate the royal

mind were easily distinguished from those which
rankled in the heart of that person who was sup-

posed to be the keeper of the roj'al conscience.'

In the last of the private letters of Junius to

Woodfall—the liist, indeed, of his appearances in

that chari\cter—he says, with his characteristic ar-

dour and impatience, ' I feel for the honour of this

country, when I see that there are not ten men in it

who will unite and stand together upon any one

question. But it is all .alike, vile and contemptible.'

This was written in January 1773. Forty-three

years afterwards, in 1816, Sir Philip Francis thus

writes in a letter on public affairs, addressed to Lord
Holland, and the similarity in manner and senti-

ment is striking. The style is not unworthy of

Junius:—'My mind sickens and revolts at the

scenes of public depravity, of personal baseness, and
of ruinous folly, little less than universal, which
have passed before us, not in dramatic representa-

tion, but in real action, since the year 1792, in the

government of this once flourishing as well as glori-

ous kingdom. In that period a deadly revolution

has taken place in the moral character of the nation,

and even in the instinct of the gregarious multitude.

Passion ofany kind, if it existed, might excite action.

With still m.any generous excriitioiis. the body of
tlie country is lost in apathy and inditlerence—some-
times strutting on stilt.'i—for the most jiart grovel-

ling on its belly—no life-blood in the heart—and
iiisteail of reason or reflection, a niput mottuum for

a head-piece; of all revolutions this one is the
worst, because it makes any other impossible.'*

Among the lighter sketches of Francis may be
taken the following brief characters of Fox and
Pitt :

—
' They know nothing of Mr I'ox who think

that he was what is commonly calleil well educated.

1 know that it was directly or very nearly the re-

verse. His mind educated itself, not by early study
or instniction, but by active listening and rapid
apprehension. He said so in the House of Com-
mons when he and Mr Burke parteil. His powerful
miderstanding grew like a forest oak, not by culti-

vation, but by neglect. Wr Pitt was a plant of an
inferior order, though marvellous in its kind—

a

smooth bark, with the deciduous pomp and decora-

tion of a rich foliage, and blossoms and flowers

which drop off of themselves, and leave the tree

naked at last to be judged by its fruits. He, indeed,

as 1 siispcct, had been educated more than enough,
until there was nothing natural and spontaneous left

in him. He was too polislied and accurate in the

minor embellishments of his art to be a great artist

in anything. He could have painted the boat, and
the fish, and the broken nets, but not the two fislier-

men. He knew his audience, and, with or without
eloquence, how to summon the generous passions to

his applause. The human eye soon grows weary

* The character of Francis is seen in the following admir-

able observation, which is at once acute and profound :—
' With a callous heart there c.-xn be no genius in the imagina-

tion or wisdom in the mind ; and therefore the prayer with

e(\ual truth and sublimity says—** Incline our hearts unto

wisdom." Resolute thoughts find words for tlieraselves, and

make their own vehicle. Impression and expression are rela-

tive ideas. lie who feels deeply will express strongly. The
language of slight sensations is naturally feeble and superficial.

—liiyJcctions nil the AbmidanC'; of Paper. 1810.—Francis ex-

celled in pointed and pithy expression. After his return to

parliament in 1784, he gave great offence to Mr Pitt, by ex-

claiming, after he had pronounced an animated eulogy on Lord
Chatham, * But he is dead, and has left nothing in this world
that resembles him !' In a speech delivered at a political meet-
ing in 1817, he said, ' We live in times that call for wisdom in

contemplation and virtue in action ; but in which virtue and
wisdom will not do without resolution.' ^^'ben the property-

tax was imposed, he exclaimed, ' that the ministers were now
coming to the life-blood of the country, and the more they
wanted the less they would get.' In a letter to Lord Holland,

\\Titten in 181fi, he remarks, * \Miether you look up to the top

or down to the bottom, whether you mount with the froth or

sink with the sediment, no rank in this country can support a
perfectly degraded name.' ' My recital,' he says to Lord Hol-

land, * shall be inflicted on you, as if it were an operation, with

compassion for the patient, with the brevity of impatience and
the rapidity of youth ; for I feel or f.-iney that I am gradually

growing young .igain, in my way b.ack to infancy. The taper

that burns in the socket flashes more than once before it dies.

I would not long outlive myself if I could help it, like some of

my old friends who pretend to be alive, when to my certain

knowledge they have been dead these seven years.' The writer

of a memoir of Francis, in the Annual Obituary (1820), states

that one of his maxims was, ' That the views of every one

should be directed towards a solid, however moderate inde-

pendence, without which no man can be happy or even honest.'

There is a remarkable coincidence (too close to be accidental)

in a private letter by Junius to his publisher Woodfall, dated

March 5, 1772 :
' .\8 for myself, be assured that I am far above

all l)Ccuniary views, and no other person I think has any claim

to share with you- Make the most of it, therefore, and let all

your views in life be directed to a solid, however moderate

independence. Without it no man can be happy, nor even

honest.'
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of an unbounded plain, and sooner, I bulicve, than

of any limited portion of space, whatever ite dimen-

sions may l>e. There is a calm delight, a dolce

riposo^ in viewing the smooth-shaven verdure of a

bowling green as long as it is near. You must leani

from repetition that those properties are inseparable

from the idea of a flat surface, and that flat and

tiresome are synonymous. The works of nature,

vhich command admiration at once, and never lose

it, are compounded of grand inequalities.'

[Junhis's Cekhrafcd Letter to the King.1

To the Printer of the Public Advertiser.—J9th December 1769.

giR—When the complaints of a brave and power-

ful people are observed to increase in proportion to

the wrongs they have suffered ; when, instead of sink-

ing into submission, they are roused to resistance, the

time will soon arrive at which every inferior considera-

tion must yield to the security of the sovereign, and

to the general safety of the state. There is a moment
of difficulty and danger, at which flattery and false-

hood can no longer deceive, and simplicity itself can

no longer be misled. Let us suppose it arrived. Let

us suppose a gracious well-intentioned prince made
sensible at last of the great duty he owes to his people,

and of his own disgraceful situation ; that he looks

round him for assistance, and asks for no advice but

how to gratify the wishes and secure the happiness

of his subjects. In these circumstances, it may be

matter of curious speculation to consider, if an honest

man were permitted to approach a king, in what terms

he would address himself to his sovereign. Let it he

imagined, no matter how improbable, that the first pre-

judice against his character is removed ; that the cere-

monious difficulties of an audience are surmounted
;

that he feels himself animated by the purest and most

honourable affection to his king and country ; and that

the great person whom he addresses has spirit enough

to bid him speak freely, and understanding enough to

listen to him with attention. Unacquainted with the

vain impertinence of fonns, he would deliver his sen-

timents with dignity and firmness, but not without

respect :—
Sir—It is the misfortune of your life, and origi-

nally the cause of every reproach and distress which

has attended your government, that you should never

have been acquainted with the language of truth till

you heard it in the complaints of your people. It is

not, however, too late to correct the error of your edu-

cation. We are still inclined to make an indulgent

allowance for the peniicious lessons you received in

your youth, and to form the most sanguine hopes from

the natural benevolence of your disposition. AVe are

far from thinking you capable of a direct deliberate

purpose to invade those original rights of your sub-

jects on which all their civil and political liberties

depend. Had it been possible for us to entertain a

suspicion so dishonourable to your character, we should

long since have adopted a style of remonstrance very

distant from the humility of complaint. The doc-

trine inculcated by our laws, * that the king can do

no wrong,' is admitted without reluctance. We sepa-

rate the amiable good-natured prince from the fully

and treachery of his servants, and the private virtues

of the man from the vices of his government. Were
it not for this just distinction, I know not whether

your majesty's condition, or that of the English na-

tion, would deserve most to be lamented. I would
prepare your mind for a favourable reception of truth,

Dy removing every painful offensive idea of p^^rsonal

reproach. Your subjects, sir, wish for nothing but

that, as thet/TLTe reasonable and affectionate enough to

separate your person from your government, so i/ou, in

your turn, would distinguish between the conduct

which becomes the pnnuanent dignity of a king, and

that wliich senes only to promote the teniporary iii-

tere-'t and miserable ambition of a minister.

Ynu ascended the throne with a declared (and, I

doubt not, a sincere) resolution of giving univerK&l

sati-faction to your subjects. You found them pleaded

with the novelty of a young prince, whose countenance
promised even more than his words, and loyal to you
not only from principle but passion. It was not a
cold profession of allegiance to the first magistrate,

but a partial, animated attachment to a favourite

prince, the native of their country. They did not

wait to examine your conduct, nor to be detennined
hy experience, but gave you a generous credit for the

future blessings of your reign, and paid you in ad-
vance the dearest tribute of their affections, Sucb|
sir, was once the disposition of a people who now sur-

round your throne with reproaches and complaintB.

Do justice to yourself. Banish from your mind those

unworthy opinions with which some interested per-

sons have laboured to possess you. Distrust the men
who tell you that the English are naturally light and
inconstant; that they complain without a cause.

Withdraw your confidence equally from all parties

;

from ministers, favourites, and relations ; and let there

be one moment in your life in which you have con-
sulted your own understanding.

When you aftectedly renounced the name of Eng-
lishman, believe me, sir, you were persuaded to pay
a very ill-judged compliment to one part of your sub-

jects at the expense of another. While the natives of

Scotland are not in actual rebellion, they are un-
doubtedly entitled to protection ; nor do I mean to

condemn the policy of giving some encouragement to

the novelty of their affection fur the house of Hanover.
I am ready to hope for everything from their new-bom
zeal, and from the future steadiness of their allegiance.

Hut hitherto they have no claim to your favour. To
honour them with a deternune<l predilection and con-

fidence, in exclusion of your English subjects—who
jdaced your family, and in spite of treachery and re-

bellion, have supported it, upon the throne—is a mis-
take too gross for even the unsuspecting generosity of

youth. In this ern>r we see a capital violation of the

most obvious rules of policy and prudence. We trace

it, however, to an original bias in your education, and
are ready to allow for your inexperience.

To the same early influence wp attribute it, that

you have descended to take a share not only in the
narrow views and interests of particular persons, but

in the fatal malignity of their passions. At your
accession to the throne the whole system of govern-

ment was altered ; not from wisdom or deliberation,

but because it had been adopted by your predecessor.

A little personal uiotive of pique and resentment was
sufficient to remove the ablest servants of the crown

;

but it is not in this country, sir, that such men can

be dishonoured hy the frowns of a king They were
dismissed, but could not be disgraced.

M'ithout entering into a minuter discussion of the

merits of the pt-ace, we may observe, in the imprudent

hurry with which the first overtures from France were

accepted, in the conduct of the negotiatioii, and
terms of the treaty, the strongest marks of tliat preci-

pitate spirit of concession with which a certain part

ftf your subjects have been at all times remly to pur-

chase a peace with the natural eneniies of this country.

On your part we are satisfied that everything was

honourable and sincere ; and if England was sold to

France, we doubt not that your majesty was equally

betrayed. The conditions of the peace were matter

of grief and surprise to ynur subjects, but not the

immediate cause of their present discontent.

Hitherto, sir, you had been sacrificed to the preju-

dices and ])assions of others. With what firmness

will you bear the mention of your own ?

A man not very honourably distinguished in the
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worli! cniniiu'iices a formal attack upon vour favourite
;

cniisiilcrins nothin-r but how he iniglit best expose his

juTson atul principles to detestation, and the national

character of his countrymen to contempt. The natives

of that country, sir, are as much distinguished by a

peculiar character, as by your majesty's favour. Like

another chosen people, they have been conducted into

the land of plenty, where they find themselves effec-

tually marked anil divided from mankind. There is

hardly a period at which the most irregular character

may not be redeemed ; the mis^takes of one sex find

a retreat in patriotism ; those of the other in devo-

tion. Mr Wilkes brought with him into politics the

same liberal sentiments by which his private conduct

had been directed ; and seemed to think, that as there

are few excesses in which an English gentleman may
not be permitted to indulge, the same latitude was

allowed hiiu in the choice of his political principles,

and in the spirit of maintaining them. I mean to

state, not entirely to defend, his conduct. In the

earnestness of his zeal, he suffered some unwarrant-

able insinuations to escape him. He said more than

moderate men would jdhtify, but not enough to entitle

him to the honour of your majesty's personal resent-

ment. The rays of royal indignation collected upon
him, served only to illumine, and could not consume.

Animated by the favour of the people on one aide,

and heated by persecution on the other, his views

and sentiments changed with his situation. Hardly
serious at first, he is now an enthusiast. The coldest

bodies warm with opposition ; the hardest sparkle in

collision. There is a holy mistaken zeal in politics

OS well as religion. By persuading others, we convince

ourselves ; the passions are engaged, and create a

maternal affection in the mind, which forces us to

love the cause for which we suffer. Is this a conten-

tion worthy of a king? Are you not sensible how
much the meanness of the cause gives an air of ridi-

cule to the serious difficulties into which, you have

been betrayed I The destruction of one man has been

now for many years the sole object of your govern-

ment ; and if there can be anything still more dis-

graceful, we have seen for such an object the utmost

influence of the executive power, and every ministerial

artifice, exerted without success. Nor can you ever

succeed, unless he should be imprudent enough to

forfeit the protection of those laws to which you owe

your crown ; or unless your ministers should persuade

you to make it a question of force alone, and try the

whole strength of government in opposition to the

people. The lessons he has received from experience

will probably guard him from such excess of folly
;

and in your majesty's virtues we find an unquestion-

able assurance that no illegal violence will be at-

tempted.
Far from suspecting you of so horrible a design, we

would attribute the continued violation of the laws,

and even this last enormous attack upon the vital

principles of the constitution, to an ill-advised un-

worthy personal resentment. From one false step

you have been betrayed into another ; and as the

cause was unworthy of you, your ministers were deter-

mined that the prudence of the execution should

correspond with the wisdom and dignity of the design.

They have reduced you to the necessity of choosing

out of a variety of difficulties ; to a situation so un-

happy, that you can neither do wrong without ruin,

nor right without affliction. These worthy servants

have undoubtedly given you many singular proofs

of their B.bilities. Not contented with making Mr
Wilkes a man of importance, they have judiciously

transferred the question from the rights and interests

of one man, to the most important rights and interests

of the people; and forced your subjects, from wishing

well to the cause of an individual, to unite with him
in their own. Let them proceed as they have begun,

and your majesty n<!cd not doubt that the catastrophe

will <l(> no dishonour to tlie cumluct of the piece.

The circumstances to which you are reduced will

not admit of a compromise with the Knglish nation.

Undecisive qualifying measures will disgrace your
government still more than open violence; and with-

out satisfying the people, will excite their contempt.

They have too much understanding and spirit to

accept of an indirect satisfaction for a direct injury.

Nothing less than a repeal as formal as the resolution*

itself, can heal the wound which has been given to

the constitution ; nor will anything less be accepted.

I can readily believe that there is an influence suffi-

cient to recall that pernicious vote. The House of

Commons undoubtedly consider their duty to the

crown as paramount to all other obligations. To iw

they are indebted for only an accidental existence,

and have justly transferred their gratitude from their

parents to their benefactors ; from those who gave

them birth to the minister from whose benevolence

they derive the comforts and pleasures of their poli-

tical life ; who has taken the tenderest care of their

infancy, and relieves their necessities without offend-

ing their delicacy. But if it were possible for their

integrity to be degraded to a condition so vile and
abject, that, compared with it, the present estimation

they stand in is a state of honour and respect, con-

sider, sir, in what manner you will afterwards proceed.

Can you conceive that the people of this country will

long submit to be governed by so flexible a House of

Commons? It is not in the nature of Imman society

that any form of government in such circumstances

can long be preserved. In ours, the general contempt

of the people is as fatal as their detestation. Such,

I am persuaded, would be the necessary eflect of any
base concession made by the present House of Com-
mons ; and, as a qualifying measure would not be

accepted, it remains for you to decide whether you

will, at any hazard, support a set of men who have

reduced you to this unhappy dilemma, or whether

you will gratify the united wishes of the whole people

of England by dissolving the parliament.

Taking it for granted, as I do very sincerely, that

you have personally no design against the constitu-'

tion, nor any view inconsistent with the good of your

subjects, I think you cannot hesitate long upon the

choice which it equally concerns your interest and
your honour to adopt. On one side, you hazard the

affections of all your English subjects
;
you relinquish

every hope of repose to yourself, and you endanger

the establishment of your family for ever. All this

you venture for no object whatever, or for such an
object as it would be an affront to you to name. Men
of sense will examine your conduct with suspicion

;

while those who are incapable of comprehending to

what degree they are injured, afflict you with clamours

equally insolent and unmeaning. Supposing it pos-

sible that no fatal struggle should ensue, you deter-

mine at once to be unhappy, without the hope of a

compensation either from interest or ambition. If

an English king be hated or despised, he must be un-

happy ; and this, perhaps, is the only political truth

wliich he ought to be convinced of without experi-

ment. But if the English people should no longer

confine their resentment to a submissive representa-

tion of their wrongs ; if, following the glorious ex-

ample of their ancestors, they should no longer appeal

to the creature of the constitution, but to that high

Being who gave thera the rights of humanity, whose

gifts it were sacrilege to surrender, let me ask you,

sir, upon what part of your subjects would you rely

for assistance ?

The people of Ireland have been uniformly plun-

* Of the House of Commons, on the subject of the Middlesex

I election.
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dercd and oppressed. In return, they give you every

day fresh marks of their resentment. They de^^pise

the uliserable governor you have sent them, because

he is the creature of Lord Bute ; nor is it from any
natural confusion in their ideas that they are so ready

to confound the original of a king with the disgrace-

ful representation of him.
The distance of the coloQies would make it impos-

sible for them to take an active concern in your
affairs, even if they were as well affected to your go-

Teniment as they once pretended to be to your person.

They were ready enough to diHtinguish between you
and your ministers. They complained of an act of

the legislature, but traced the origin of it no higher
than to the aen'ants of the crown ; they pleased
themselves with the hope that their sovereign, if not
favourable to their cause, at least was impartial.
The decisive personal part you took against them has
effectually banished that first distinction from their

minds.* They consider you as united with your ser-

vants against America ; and know how to distinguish
the sovereign and a venal parliament on one side,

from the real sentiments of the English people on the
other. Looking forward to independence, they might
possibly receive you for their king; but if ever you
retire lo America, be assured they will give you such
a covenant to digest, as the presbytery of Scotland
would have been ashmned to offer to Charles II. They
left their native land in search of freedom, and found
it in a desert. Divided as they are into a thousand
forms of polity and religion, there is one point in

which they all agree; they equally detest the pa-
geantry of a king, and the supercilious hypocrisy of a
bishop.

It is not, then, from the alienated affections of Ire-

land or America that you can reasonably look for

assistance: still less from the people of England, who
are actually contending for their rights, and in this

great question are parties against you. You are not,
however, destitute of every appearance of support

;

you have all the Jacobites, non-jurors, Roman Catho-
lics, and Tories of this country ; and all Scotland,
without exception. Considering from what family
you are descended, the choice of your friends has been
singularly directed ; and truly, sir, if you had not lost

the Whig interest of England, I should admire your
dexterity in turning the hearts of your enemies. Is

it possible for you to place any confidence in men
who, before they are faithful to you, must renounce
every opinion, and betray every principle, both in

church and state, which they inherit from their an-
cestors, and are confirmed in by their education

;

whose numbers are so inconsiderable, that they have
long since been obliged to give up the principles and
language which distinguish them as a party, and to

fight under the banners of their enemies I Their zeal
begins with hypocrisy, and must conclude in treachery.
At first they deceive; at last they betray.
As to the Scotch, I must suppose your heart and

understanding so biased from your earliest infancy
in their favour, that nothing less than your own mis-
fortunes can undeceive you. You will not accept of
the uniform experience of your ancestors; and when
once a man is determined to believe, the very ab-
surdity of the doctrine confirms him in his faith. A
bigoted understanding can draw a proof of attaclunent
to the house of Hanover from a notorious zeal fur the

* In the king's speech of 8th November 1708, it was declared
• that the spirit of faction had broken out afresh in nomo of
the colonies, and in one of them proceeded to acts of violence
and rcsihtancc to the exccutiim of the laws ; that Boston was
in a state of disobedience t(i all law and government, and had
proceeded to measxu-es subversive of the conBtitiition, and at-

tended with circumstances that manifested a diiiinj-jition to

throw off their dependence on Great Britain.'

house of Stuart ; and find an earnest of future? loyalty
in fonner rebellious. Appearances are, however, in
their favour ; so strongly, indeed, that one would think
they had forgotten that you are their la^vful king, and
had mistaken you for a pretender to the crown. Let
it be admitted, then, that the Scotch are as sincere in
their present professions, as if you were in reality not
an Englishman, but a Briton of the north

; you would
not be the first prince of their native country against
whom they have rebelled, nor the first whom they
have basely betrayed. Have you forgotten, sir, or has
your favourite concealed from you, that part of our
history when the unhappy Charies (and he, too, had
private virtues) fled from the open avowed indig*
nation of his English subjects, and surrendered him-
self at discretion to the good faith of his o^vn country-
men? Without looking for support in their affections
as subjects, he applied only to their honour as gentle-
men for protection. They received him, as they would
your majesty, with bows, and smiles, and falsehood;
and kept him till they had settled their bargain with
the English parliament ; then basely sold their native
king to the vengeance of hi^eneraies. This, sir,

was not the act of a few traitors, but the deliberate
treachery of a Scotch parliament, representing the
nation. A wise prince might draw from it two
lessons of equal utility to himself: on one side he
might learn to dread the undisguised resentment of
a generous people who dare openly assert their rights,

and who in a just cause are ready to meet their sove-
reign in the field ; on the other side he would be
taught to apprehend something far more formidable

—

a fawning treachery, against which no prudence can
guard, no courage can defend. The insidious smile
upon the cheek would warn him of the canker in the
heart.

From the uses to which one part of the army has
been too frequently applied, you have some reason to

expect that there are no services they would refuse.

Here, too, we trace the partiality of your understand-
ing. You take the sense of the army from the con-
duct of the Guards, with the same justice with which
you collect the sense of the people from the represen-
tations of the ministry. Your marching regiments,
sir, will not make the Guards their example either as
soldiers or subjects. They feel and resent, as they
ought to do, that invariable undistinguishing favour
with which the Guards are treated ; while those gal-

lant troops, by whom every hazardous, every liiborious

service is i>erformed, are left to perish in garrisons

abroad, or jiine in quarters at home, neglected and
forgotten. If they had no sense of the great original

duty they owe their country, their resentment would
operate like patriotism, and leave your cause to be
defended by those on whom you have lavished the re-

wards and honours of their profession. The pnetorian
bands, enervated and debauched as they were, had
still strength enough to awe the Roman populace;
but when the distant legions took the alarm, they
marched to Rome and gave away the empire.

On this side, then, whichever way you turn your
eyes, you see nothing but perplexity and distress.

You may determine to support the very ministry who
have reduced your affairs to this deplorable situation;

you m;iy shelter yourself under the forms of a par-
liament, and set your people at defiance ; but be
assured, sir, that such a resolution would be as im-
prudent as it would be odious. If it did not imme-
diately shake your establishment, it would rob you of
your peace of mind for ever.

On the other, how different is the prospect! how
easy, how safe and honourable is the path before you

!

The English nation declare they are grossly injured

by their representatives, and solicit your majesty to

exert your lawful prerogative, and give them an op-

portunity of recalling a trust which they find has been
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scandalously abused. You are not to be told that

the power of the House of Comnions is not ori^^inul

;

but delojnited to them for the welfare of the iieoplc,

from whom they received it. A question of riyht

arises between the constituent and the representative

body. By what authority shall it be decided { Will

our nnijosty interfere in a question in which you

,ave properly no immediate concern i It would be a

step equally odious and unnecessary. Shall the lords

be called upon to determine the rights and privileges

of the comnions ? They cannot do it without a tla-

grant breach of the constitution. Or will you refer it

to the judges ! They have often told your ancestors

that the law of parliament is above them. M'hat

party, then, remains, but to leave it to the people to

determine for themselves! They alone are injured ;

and since there is no superior power to which the

cause can be referred, they alone ought to determine.

I do not mean to perjdex you with a tedious argu-

ment upon a subject already so discussed, that inspi-

ration could hardly throw a new light upon it. There

are, however, two points of view in which it particu-

larly imports your majesty to consider the late pro-

ceedings of the House of Commons. By depriving a

subject of his birthright, they have attributed to their

own vote an authority equal to an act of the whole

legislature ; and though, perhaps, not with the same

motives, have strictly fidlowed the example of the

Long Parliament, which first declared the regal office

useless, aiid soon after, with as little ceremony, dis-

solved the House of Lords. The same pretended power

which robs an English subject of his birthright, may
rob an English king of his crown. In another view,

the resolution of the House of Commons, apparently

not so dangerous to your majesty, is still more alarm-

ing to your people. Not contented with divesting one

man of his right, they have arbitrarily conveyed that

right to another. They have set aside a return as

illegal, without daring to censure those officers who
were particularly apprised of Mr Wilkes's incapacity

(not only by the declaration of the house, but ex-

pressly by the writ directed to them), and who never-

theless returned him as duly elected. They have re-

jected the majority of votes, the only criterion by which

our laws judge of the sense of the people ; they have

transferred the right of election from the collective

to the representative body ; and by these acts, taken

separately or together, they have essentially altered

the original constitution of the House of Commons.
Versed as your majesty undoubtedly is in the English

history, it cannot easily escape you how much it is

your interest, as well as your duty, to prevent one of

the three estates from encroaching upon the province

of the other two, or assuming the authority of thera

all. When once they have departed from the great

constitutional line by which all their proceedings

should be directed, who will answer for their future

moderation ! or what assurance will they give you,

that when they have trampled upon their equals, they

will submit to a superior ! Your majesty may learn

hereafter how nearly the slave and the tyrant are

allied.

Some of your council, more candid than the rest,

admit the abandoned profligacy of the present House

of Coiumons, but oppose their dissolution upon an

opinion (I confess not very unwarrantable) that

their successors would be equally at the disposal of

the treasury. I cannot persuade myself that the

nation will have profited so little by experience. But

if that opinion were well-founded, you might then

gratify our wishes at an easy rate, and appease the

present clamour against your government, without

otTering any material injury to the favourite cause of

corruption.

You have still an honourable part to act. The
affections of your subjects may still be recovered.

But before you subdue their hearts, you must gain a
nuble victory over your own. L)iscard those little

personal resentments which have too long directed

your public conduct. Pardun this man* the remainder
of his punishment ; and if resentment still prevails,

nuikc it (what it should have been lung since) an act

not of mercy but of contempt. He will soon fall

back into his natural station—a silent senator, and
hardly supporting the weekly eloquence of a news-

paper. Tiie gentle breath of peace would leave him
on the surface, neglected and unremoved ; it is only

the temiicst that lifts him from his place.

^^'ithout consulting your minister, call together

your whole council. Let it appear to the public that

you can determine and act for yourself. Come for-

ward to your people ; lay aside the wretched formali-

ties of a king, and speak to your subjects with the

si)irit of a man, and in the language of a gentleman.

Tell them you have been fatally deceived : the ac-

knowledgment will be no disgrace, but rather an
honour, to your understanding. Tell them you are

determined to remove every cause of complaint

against your government ; that you will give your

confidence to no man that does not possess the confi-

dence of your subjects ; and leave it to themselves to

determine, by their conduct at a future election,

whether or not it be in reality the general sense of

the nation, that their rights have been arbitrarily in-

vaded by the present House of Commons, and the con-

stitution betrayed. TEey will then do justice to their

representatives and to themselves.

These sentiments, sir, and the style they are con-

veyed in, may be ofi'ensive, perhaps, because they are

new to you. Accustomed to the language of courtiers,

you measure their aftections by the vehemence of their

expressions ; and when they only praise you indirectly,

you admire their sincerity. But this is not a time to

trifle with your fortune. They deceive you, sir, who
tell you that you have many friends whose aflections

are founded upon a principle of personal attachment.

The first foundation of friendship is not the power of

conferring benefits, but the equality with which they

are received, and may be returned. The fortune which

made you a king, forbade you to have a friend ; it is

a law of nature, which cannot be violated with impu-

nity. The mistaken prince who looks for friendship

will find a favourite, and in that favourite the ruin

of his aflairs.

The people of England are loyal to the house of

Hanover, not from a vain preference of one family to

another, but from a conviction that the establishment

of that family was necessary to the support of their

civil and religious liberties. This, sir, is a principle

of allegiance equally solid and rational ; fit for Eng-

lishmen to adopt, and well worthy of your majesty's

encouragement. We cannot long be deluded by no-

minal distinctions. The name of Stuart of itself is

only contemptible : armed with the sovereign autho-

rity, their principles are formidable. The prince who
imitates their conduct should be warned by their ex-

ample ; and while he plumes himself upon the security

of his title to the crown, should remember that as it

was acquired by one revolution, it may be lost by

another.

DE LOLME.

TTie Constitutlm of Enghnd, or an Account of
the English Government, by M. De Lolme, was
recommended by Junius 'as a performance deep,

solid, and ingenious.' The author was a native of

* Mr Wilkes, who was then under confinement in the

king's bencli, on a sentence of a fine of a thousand pounds,

nnd twenty-two months' imprisonment (from the 18th of June

17f»t(, for the publication of the North Briton No. 45, and tho

Essay on Woman.
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G».iK'v:i^ wild IkkI stutlit'il the law. Mi'^ W(irk im tlic*

Kiiglisli {'iinstitutinn was first ])iil)IislKil in IlitUand,

in tlie FrtiK-li lanjiua^f. 'J'he Kn^lish (MJitinn, cii-

lart;«i and dedicatcil liy thu autliijr Ui Kint; tiuorjfc

III., appearfd in 177.'). l)e Ldlniu wrnte suveral

slight i)oIitiL-aI tR-atisos, and exiicctcil to l)t' patro-

nised by the British j^overnment. In this he was
disappointed ; and his cireunistanees were so reduced,
that he was j^lad to aecept of relief front the Literary

Fund. He left England, and died in Switzerland in

1807, aged si.\ty-two. The praise of Junius has not
heen (•(»nfirined by the jiresent pi-rieration, for De
Lolnie's Wf)rk has fallen into neeleet. lie evinces

considerable acuteness in tracing and jiointing out
the distinguisliing features of our constitution ; hut
his work is scarcely entitled to the appellation of

'solid;' his adnnration is too excessive and un<lis-

tinguishing to be always just. Of the ease and
spirit witli wliicli this foreigner wrote our language,
we give one specimen, a correct remark on the free-

dom with which I'^nglishmen complain of the acts of
tlieir government:—'The agitation of the jiopular

mind is not in Kngland what it would be in other
states ; it is nut the .symptom of a profound and
genenu discontent, and the forerunner of violent

commotions. Foreseen, regulated, ei'cn hoped for

by the constitution, this agitation animates all parts

of the state, and is to be considered only as the
beneficial vicissitude of the seasons. The govern-
ing power being liependent on the nation, is often

tliwarted ; but so long as it continues to deserve the
affection of the peoj)le, it can never be endangered.
Like a vigorous tree, which stretches its branches
far and wide, the slightest breath can put it in mo-
tion ; but it acquires and exerts at every moment a
new degree of force, and resists the winds by the
strengtli and elasticity of its fibres and the deptli of
its roots. In a word, whatever revolutions may at

times happen among the persons who conduct the
public affairs in England, they never occasion tlie

Bhortest interruption of the power of the laws, or
the smallest diminution of the security of indivi

du.al.s. A man wlio should liave incurred the enmity
of the most powerfid men in the stati'—what do I

Bay?—thougli he had, like another Vatinins, drawn
upon himself tlie uniti'd detestation of all parties,

miglit, under tlie protection of the law.s, and by
keeping witliin the bounds required by tlieni, con-
tinue to set both his enemies and the whole nation
at defiance.'

DR ADAM SMITH.

Dr Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, published
in 1776, laid the foundations of the science of
political economy. Some of its leading principles
had been indicated by Hobbes and Locke; llume in

his essays had also stated some curious results re-
specting wealth and trade ; and several French
writers had maile considerable advances towards the
formation of a system. Smith, however, after a
labour of ten years, produced a complete system of
political economy; and the execution of his work
evinces such indefatigable research, so much saga-
city, learning, and information, derived from arts
and manufactures, no less than from books, that the
' Wealth of Nations' must alw.ays be regarded as one
of the greatest works in political philosophy which
the world has produced. Its leading principles, as
enumerated by its best and latest commentator, Mr
M'Culloch, may he thus summed up ;

—
lie showeii

that the only source of the opulence of nations is

labour; that the natural wish to augment our for-

tunes and rise in the world is the cause of riches
being accumulated. lie demonstrated that labour

is pritduclive of wealth, when employed in manu-
factures and commerce, as well as when it is em-
ployed ill the cultivation of land ; he traced the
various means by which labour may be rendered
most effective; and gave a most admirable analysis

and ex[iosition of the prodigious addition made to

its efficacy by its division among different indivi-

duals and countries, and hv the employment of
accumulated wealth or capitid in industrious un-
dertakings. He also showed, in opjiosition to the
commonly received opinions of the merchants, poli-

ticians, anil statesmen of his time, that wealth does
not consist in the abumlaiu'e of gold and silver, but
in the abundance of the various necessaries, conve-
niences, and enjoyments of human life ; that it is in

every case sound policy to leave individuals to pur-
sue their own interest in their own way; that, in

prosecuting brandies of industry advantageous to

themselves, they necessarily prosecute sui-h as are
at the same time advantageous to the public; and
that every regulation intended to force industry into

particular channels, or to determine the species of
commerciiU intercourse to be carried on between
different parts t)f the same country, or between dis-

tant and independent countries, is impolitic and
pernicious.** 'Though correct in his fundamental
positions, Dr Smith has been shown to be guilty of

several errors. He does not always reason correctly

from the principles he lays down ; and some of his

distinctions (as that lietween the different classes of
society as productive and unproductive consumers,)
have been shown, by a more careful analysis and
observation, to he unfounded. But these defects do
not touch the substantial merits of the work, 'which
produced,' says Mackintosh, 'an immediate, general,

and irrevocable change in some of the most impor-
tant iiarts of the legislation of all civilised states.

In a few years it began to alter laws ami treaties,

and has made its way, throughout the convulsions
of revolution and conquest, to a due ascendant over
the minds of men, with f;ir less than the average
(ibstructions of jirejudice and clamour, whicli choke
the channels through which truth flows into prac-
tice.' In this worli, as in his ' Moral Sentiments,'
Dr Smith is copious .and happy in his illustrations.

The following account of the advantages of the
division of labour is very finely written :

—
' Observe

the accommodation of the most common artificer

or day-labourer in a civilised and thriving country,
and you will perceive that the number of people,

of whose industry a part, though but a small part,

has been emjiloycd in ])rocuriiig him this aceoni-

modation, exceeds all computation. The woollen
coat, for examjile, which covers the day-labourer, as
coarse and rough as it may appear, is the produce
of the joint labour of a great multitude of work-
men. The sliephcrd, the sorter of the wool, the
wool-comber or carder, the dyer, the scribbler, the
spinner, the weaver, the fulier, the dresser, with
many others, must ,ill join their difll'rent arts in

order to complete even this liomely jirodnction.

llow many iiicrcliants and carriers, besides, must
have been employed in transiiorting the materials
from some of tliose workmen to others, who often

live in a very distant part of the country? How
much commerce and navigation in particular, how
many ship-builders, sailors, sail-makers, rope-makers,
must iiave been employed in order to bring toge-

tliiT file different drugs made use of by the dyer,

« hicli often come from the remotest corners of the
world? What a variety of labour, too, is necessary

in order to produce the tools of the meanest of those

workmen I To say nothing of such complicated

M'Culloch'a Principles of rolltfcal Economy, p. 57.
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mRchines fts the ship of the sailor, the mill of the

fuHer, or evon the loom of the weaver, let us consi-

der only what a variety of lahour is requisite in

order to form that very simple maeliino, the shears

with whieli tlie sheplierd clijis the wool. The miner,

the huihler of the furnace for snieltinjj the ore, the

feller of the tiniln'r, the burner of the charcoal to be

made use of in the sntcItiiiK'-house, the brickmaker,

the bricklayer, the workmen w ho attend the furnace,

the millwright, the forger, tlie smitli, must all of

them join their dillereiit arts in order to produce

them. Were we to examine in the same manner
all tlie difTV-rtMit parts of his dress and household

furniture, the coarse linen sliirt which he wears next

his skin, tiie shoes which cover his feet, the bed
which he lies on, and all tlie diHerent parts which
compose it. the kitchen-grate at which he prepares

his victuals, tlie coals which he makes use of for

that purpose, dug from the bowels of tlie earth, and
bnuight to lum, perhajis, by a long sea and a long

hmd-carriage, all the otiier utensils of bis kitchen,

all the furniture of his table, the knives and forks,

the earthen or pewter plates upon which be serves

up and divides his victuals, the different bands em-
ployed in preparing his bread and his beer, the glass

window which lets in tlie heat and the light, and
keeps out the wimi and the rain, with all the know-
ledge and art requisite for pre|)aring that beautiful

and happy invention, without wbicli these northern

parts of the world could scarce have afforded a very

comfortable habitation, together with the tools of

all the different workmen employed in producing

those different conveniences; if we examine, I say,

all these things, and consider what a variety of

labour is employed about each of them, we sb;(i! be

sensible that, without the assistance and co-upera-

tion of many thousands, tlie very meanest person in

a civilised country c<iuld not bi' provirled, even ac-

cording to, what we very falsely imagine, tlie easy

and simple manner in which he is connnonly accom-

modated. Compared, indi^eil, with the more extra-

vagant luxury of the great, bis accommodation nmst
no doubt appear extremely simple and easy; and

yet it may be true, perhaps, that the accommoda-
tion of a European prince does not always so much
exceed that of an industrious and frugal peasant, as

the accommodation of the latter exceeds tliat of

many an African king, the absolute masters of the

lives and liberties of ten tliousund naked savages.*

DR BENJAMIN FRANKLIN—WILLIAM 5IELMOTH

—

WILLIAM HARRIS—JAMES HARRIS—WILLIAM
STUKELEY—EDWARD KING.

As Adam Smith taught bow the wealth of nations

might be accumulated and preserved, l)r Benjamin
Franklin (1706-l7yO), with a humbler aim, but

with scarcely less practical sagacity, applied the

same lessons to individuals. By his a<lmirable writ-

ings, and still more admirable life, he inculcated the

virtues of industry, frugality, and independence of

thought, and may be reckoned one of the benefactors

of mankind, franklin was a native of Boston in

America, and was brought up to the trade of a

printer. By unceasing industry and strong natural

talents (which he assiduously cultivated), he rose to

be one of the representatives of Philadelphia, and

after the separation of America from Britain, he

was ambassador for the states at the court of France.

Several important treaties were negotiated by him.

and in all the fame and fortunes of his native coun-

try—its struggles, disasters, and successes—be bore

a prominent part. The writings of Franklin are

not numerous: be always, as he informs us, 'seta

ifreatcr valua on a doer of good than on any other

kind of reputation.* His Poor lUrftard's Almnvnck,
containing some homely and valuable rules uf life,

was begun in !7;t2. Between the years 1747 and
1754 he communicated to his friend, Beter CoUin-
son, a fiffiit^ of letters detailing New Experiments

Benjamin Franklin.

and Obsenyations on Electricih/^ made at Philadelphia.

in which he established the scientific fact, that

electricity and lightning are the same. His experi-

ments, as described by himself, have an air of wonder
and romance. He made a kite of a silk liandker-

cbief, and set it up into the air, w-itili a common key
fastened to the end of a hempen string, hy which he
belli the kite in his band. His son watched with

him the resvdt ; clouds came and passed, and at

length lightning came; it agitated the hempen
cord, and emitted sparks from the key, which gave
him a slight electrical shook, llie discovery was
thus made; the identity of lightning with electri-

city was clearly manifested; and Franklin was so

overcome by his feelings at the discovery, that he
said be could willingly at that moment have died!

The political, miscellaneous, and philosophical works
of Franklin, were publislied by him in 1779, and
were afterwards republished, with ailditions, by his

grandson, in six volumes. His memoir of himself is

the most valuable of his miscellaneous pieces; his

essays scarcely exceed mediocrity as literary compo-
sitions, l)ut they are animated by a spirit of benevo-
lence and practic;il wisdom.
The retlned classical taste and learning of William

Melmoth (1710-1799) enriched this period with a
translation of Bliny's l^etters, which Warton, a
highly competent judge, pronounced to be one of the

few translations that are better than the original.

Under the assumed name of Fitzosborne, Melmoth
also publislied a volume of Letters on Literary and
Moral »:<idjjects, remarkable for elegance of style.

The same autiior translated Cicero's Letters to

several of his friends, and the treatises De Aniicitia

and De Senectute, to which be aj)pended large and
valuable annotations. Melmoth was an amiable,

accomplished, and pious man, and bis character

shines forth in all his writings. His translations

are still the best we possess; and his style, tliough

sometinies feeble from excess of ]ioIish and orna-

ment, is generally correct, perspicuous, and musical

in construction.
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[On Thinkln(j.'\

[From Melmnth's Letters.]

If one would rate any jmrticular incrit nccorrling to

its true valuation, it may be necessary, piThaps, to

CouHider how far it can be justly claimed by mankind
in general, I am sure, at leiuit, when I tuad tlio very

Uiicommon sentiments of your last letter, I fnund their

judicious author rise in my esteem, by reflecting that

there is not a more siiijrular character in the world

than that uf a thinking man. It is not merely havinjij;

a succession of ideas which lightly skim over the mind,

that can with any propriety be styled by that deno-

mination. It is observing them separately and dis-

tinctly, and ranging them under their respective

classes; it is calmly and steadily viewing our opinions

on every siile, and' resolutely tracing them through all

their consequences and connections, that constitutes

the man of reflection, and distinguishes reason from

fancy. Proviilence, indeed, does not seem to have

formed any very eonsi<leralde number of our species

for an extensive exercise of this higher faculty, as the

thoughts of the far greater part of mankind are neces-

sarily restrained within the ordinary purposes of ani-

mal life. But even if we look up to those who
move in much superior orbits, and who have oppor-

tunities to improve, as well as leisure to exercise

their understandings, we shall find that thinking

is one of the least exerted privileges of cultivated

humanity.
It is, indeed, an operation of the mind which meets

with many obstructions to check its just and free

direction; but there are two principles which jirevail

more or less in the constitutions of most men, that

particularly contribute to keep this faculty of the soul

unemployed ; I mean pride and indolence. To des-

cend to truth through the tedious progression of well-

examined deductions, is considered as a reproach to

the quickness of understanding, as it is nmch too

laborious a method for any but tliose who are possessed

of a vigorous and resolute activity of mind. For this

reason the greater part of our species generally choose

either to seize upon their conclusions at once, or to take

them by rebound from others, as best suiting with their

vanity or their laziness. Accordingly, Mr Locke ob-

serves, that there are not so many errors and wrong

opinions in the world as is generally imagined. Not
that he thinks mankind are hy any means uniform in

embracing truth ; but because the mnjority of them,

he maintains, have no thought or opinion at all

about those doctrines concerning which they raise the

greatest clamour. Like the common soldiers in an

army, they follow where their leaders direct, without

knowing or even inquiring into the cause for which

they 60 warmly contend.

This will account for the slow steps by which truth

has advanced in the world on one side, and for those

absurd systems which at different periods have had
a universal currency on the other ; for there is a

strange disposition in human nature either blindly to

tread the same paths that have been traversed by

others, or to strike out into the most devious extrava-

gances; the greater ]>art of tlie world will either

totally renounce their rejtson, or reason only from the

wild suggestions of a heated imagination.

Kroni the same source may be derived those divi-

sions and animosities which break the union both of

public and private societies, and turn the peace and
harmony of human intercourse into dissonance and
contention. l'"or, while men judge and act by such

measures as have not been proved by the standard of

dispassionate reason, they must equally be mistaken

in their estimates both of their own conduct and that

of others.

If we turn our view from active to contemplative

life, we may have occaj*ion, perhaps, to remark that

thinking is no less uncommon in the literary tintn the

civil world. The number of those writers who can,

with any justness of expression, be termed thinking

autliors, would not form a vcrj' copious library, though
one were to take in all of that kind which both ancient

and modem times have produced. Necessarily, I

imagine, must one exclude from a colbction of this

sort all critics, commentators, translators, aiid, in

short, all that numerous undcr-tribe in the common-
wealth of literature that owe their existence merely

to the thoughts of others. I should reject, for the

same reason, such comjiilers as Valerius Maximusand
Aulus Gellius : though it must be owned, indeed, their

works have acquired an accidental value, as they pre-

serve to us several curious traces of antiquit}', which
time would otherwise have entirely worn out. Those
teeming geniuses, likewise, wlio have propagated the

fruits of their studies through a long series of tracts,

would have little pretence, I believe, to beadniitted as

wTiters of reflection. For this reason I cannot regret

the loss of those incredible numbers of compositions

which some of the ancients are said to have produced :

Quale fuit C'assi rapido ferventius amni
InKenhini ; ca]>sii4 quern fama e»t esse, Ubriaque
Ambustuni propriis.

—

Hor,

Thus Epicurus, we are told, left behind hira three

hundred volumes of his own works, wherein he had
not inserted a sing'le quotation ; and we have it upon
the authority of Varro's own words, that he himself

composed four hundred and ninety books. Seneca
assures us that Didymus the grammarian wrote no
less than four thousand ; but (.)rigen, it seems, was yet

more prolific, and extended his performances even to

six thousand treatises. It is obvious to imagine with

what sort of materials the productions of such expe-

ditious workmen were wrought up : sound thought

and well-matured reflections could have no share, we
may be sure, iji these hasty performances. Thus are

books multiplied, whilst authors are scarce; and so

much easier is it to write than to think! But shall

1 not myself, Palamedes, prove an instance that it is

so, if I suspend any longer your own more important
reflections, by interrupting you with such as minel

[On Conversntion.1

[From the same.]

It is with much pleasure I look back upon that

philosophical week which I lately enjoyed at
;

as there is no part, perhaps, of social life which aflTords

more real satisfaction than those hours which one
passes in rational and unreservecl conversation. The
free communication of sentiments amongst a set of

ingenious and speculative friends, such as those you
gave me the op])ortunity of meeting, throws the mind
into the most advantageous exercise, and shows the

strength or weakness of its opinions, with greater force

of conviction than any other method we can employ.

That * it is not good for man to be alone/ is true

in more views of our species than one ; and society

gives strength to our reason, a^ well as polish to our

manners. The soul, when left entirely to her own
solitary contemplations, is insensibly drawn by a sort

of constitutional bias, which generally leads her

opinions to the side of her inclinations. Hence it is

that she contracts those peculiarities of reasoning, and
little habits of thinking, which so often confirm her

in the most fantastical errors ; but nothing is more
likely to recover the mind from this false bent than

the counter-warmth of impartial ilebate. Conversa-

tion opens our views, and gives our fiiculties a more
vigorous play ; it puts us upon turning our notions on

every siile, and holds them up toalii'ht that discovers

thohc latent flaws which would probably have lain
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ctincealeil in the j;looin of unagitatcd aUstniction.

Accordingly, one may renuivk that nn»st of those wild

di>ctrines which have been let loose upon the wnriil,

have generally owed their birth to ])eR*otis whose eir-

CUinstances or disjmsitions liave given them tlie fewest

opportunities of eauvassing their ro^jiective systems

in the way of free and friendly debute. Had the

authors of many an extravajinnt hypothesis discussed

their principles in private circles, ere they had given

vent to them in public, the observation of Varro had

never perhaps been made (or never, at least, with so

much justice), that * there is no opinion so absurd,

but has some philosopher or other to produce in its

support.*

Upon this principle I imagine it is that fiome of

the finest pieces of antiquity are written in the dia-

logue manner. Plato and TuUy, it should seem,

thought truth could never be examined with more
advantage than amidst the amicable opposition of

well-regulated converse. It is prol>able, indeed, that

B\ibjects of a serious and philosophical kind were more

frequently the topics of Greek and Roman conversa-

tions than they are of ours ; as the cinmmstances of

the world had not yet given occasion to those pruden-

tial reasons which may now perhaps restrain a more
free exchange of sentiments amongst us. There was

something, likewise, in the very scenes themselves

where they usually assembled, that almost unavoid-

ably turned, the stream of their conversations into this

useful channel. Their rooms and gardens were gene-

rally adorned, you know, with the statues of the

greatest masters of reason that had then appeared in

the world ; and while Socrates or Aristotle stood in

their view, it is no wonder their discourse fell upon

those subjects which such animating representations

would naturally suggest. It is probable, therefore,

that many of those ancient pieces which are drawn up
in the dialogue manner were no imaginary conversa-

tions invented by their authors, but faithful tran-

scripts from real life. And it is this circumstance,

perhaps, as much as any other, which contributes to

give them that remarkable advantage over the gene-

rality of modern compositions which have been formed

upon the same plan. I am sure, at least, I could

scarcely name more than three or four of this kind

which have appeared in our language worthy of

notice. My Lord Shaftesbury's dialogue, entitled The
Moralists, Mr Addison's upon Ancient Coins, Mr
Spence's upon the Odyssey, together with those of my
very ingenious friend, Philemon to Hydaspes, are

almost the only productions in this way which have

hitherto come forth amongst us with advantage.

These, indeed, are all master-pieces of the kind, and
written in the true spirit of learning and politeness.

The conversation in each of these most elegant perfor-

mances is conducted, not in the usual absurd method
of introducing one disputant to be tamely silenced by

the other, but in the more lively dramatic manner,

where a just contrast of characters is preserved

throughout, and where the peveral speakers support

their respective sentiments with all the strength and
spirit of a well-bred opposition.

William Harris (1720-1770), a dissenting di-

vine in Devonshire, published historical memoirs »)f

James I., Charles I., Oliver Cromwell, and Cliarles

II. These works were written in imitation of tlie

manner of Bayle, the text being subordinate to the

notes and illustrations. Very frequently only a

single line of the memoir is contained in the jiage.

the rest being wholly notes. As depositories of ori-

ginal papers, the memoirs of Harris (which are still

to be met with in five volumes) are valuable : the

original part is trifling in extent, and written witli-

out either merit or pretension.

James Harris of Siilisbury, a learned and bene-

volent man. published in 1744 treatises on art. on
music and painting, ami on liappiness. He after-

wards (1751) produced Ins celebrated w<irk, Hermes^

or a Philosnphinil Irn/uin/ voucrnt'im} IJuivvrsnl Gram-
mar. The definitions (tf Harris are considered arbi-

trary and often unnecessary, and bis rules are com-
plicated; but his.profoimd acquaintance with Greek
literature, and his general learning, supplying nu-
merous illustrations, enabled him to protUice a
curious and valualde publication. Every writer on
the history and philosophy of grammar nmst consult
* Hermes.' Unfortunately the study of the ancient

dialects of the northern nations was little prevalent

at the time of Mr Harris, and to this cause (as was
the case also with many of the etymological distinc-

tions in Johnson's Dictionary) must be attributed

some of his errors and the imperfection of his plan.

Mr Harris was a man of rank and fortune : he sat

several years in parliament, and was successively a
lord of the admiralty and lord of the treasury. In

1774 he was made secretary and comptroller to the

queen, which he held till his death in 1780. His

son, Lord Malmesbury. published, in 1801, a com-
plete edition of his works in two volumes quarto.

Harris relates the following interesting anecdote of

a Greek pilot, to show that even among the present

Greeks, in the day of servitude, the remembrance of

their ancient glory is not extinct :
—

* When the late

Mr Anson (Lord Anson's brother) was upon his

travels in the East, he hired a vessel to visit the

Isle of Tenedos. His pilot, an old Greek, as they

were sailing along, said with some satisfaction,

" There 'twas our fleet lay." Mr Anson demanded,
" What fleet?" " What fleet!" replied the old man,
a little piqued at the question, " why, our Grecian

fleet at the siege of Troy."

'

Two distinguished antiquarian writers, whose re-

searches illustrate the history of their native country,

may be here mentioned

—

William Stukeley (1687-

1765), who published Ilinerariuin Curiosum, or an

Account of the Antiquities and Curiosities of Great

Britain, An Account of Stonehenge^ Sec. Sec. Stukeley

studied medicine, but afterwards took orders, and
at the time of his death, was rector of St George
church. Queen Square, London. Edward King
(1735-1807), an English barrister, published Obser"

vations on Ancient Castles, and an elaborate work, in

three folio volumes, Munimenta Antiqua, descriptive

of English architecture anterior to the Norman
Conquest.

BIR WILLIAM BLACKSTONE.

Sir William Blackstone's Commentaries on the

Laws o/Enyland, published in 1765, exhibit a logical

and comprehensive mind, and a correct taste in com-
position. They formed the first attempt to popu-

larise legal knowledge, and were eminently success-

ful Junius and others have attacked their author
for leaning too much to the side of prerogative, and
abiding rather by precedents than by sense and
justice ; yet in the House of Commons, when Black-

stone was once advocating what was considered

servile obedience, he was answered from his own
hook! The Connnentaries have not been sup-

planted by any subsequent work of the same kind,

but various additions and corrections have been
made by eminent lawyers in late editions. Black-

stone thus sums up the relative merits of an

elective and hereditary monarchy :
—

' It must
be owned, an elective monarchy seems to be the

most obvious, and best suited of any to the ra-

tional principles of government and the freedom

of human nature ; and, accordingly, we find from

history that, in the infancy and first rudiments of
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alniijsr vwvy st.iti-, tliu li-atliT, cliicf iiKijii.str.ite, or

primi-. hath ummIIv Ih-imi elL-ctirt'. And it* tlif in-

ilivnluiiis wtiti toiii]in>u tli:it st:ite I'ould ahvays t'on-

tiiuie tnu' tu first i>ritii'i)»K-s, uniiiHueiu-et) by p;issi<>n

or prijutlicc, nnassailcil hy cormption, ami uimwed
bv vioI<Mne, i.'U'i tivt' siircossion wt-re as niuch to he

desired in .1 kinudoni as in oth**r intVriur ciunmu-

nities*. 'I'liu bust, the wisesf, anil tlie bravust man
vuuld then be sure of rt'Cfiviuji tliiit crown which
his endowments iiavu merited; and tlie sense of an

unbiased majority would 1h' dnrifully aetjuiesced in

by the few wlm were of dilU'rent opinions. Kut

history and observation will inform ns that eleetions

of every kind, in tlie present state of human nature,

are too frequently bron»;lit ah(»ut by induence, jmr-

tiidity, and artifiee ; and even wliere the ease is

otherwise, tliese practices will be otten suspetited.

and as constantly charged upon the sueeestiful, by a

splenetic disappointed minority. This is an evil to

whicli all societies are liable ; iis well tliose of a pri-

vate and domestic kind, as the great coniminiity of

the public, which regulates and incbides the rest.

But in the former there is this advantage. th;it sncli

suspicions, if falsf, j-.roceed no farther tlian jealnnsies

and murnmrs, which time will ettt'<*tually snpitrcss;

and» if true, the injusti^.t may be remedied by k'gal

means, by an appeal to those tribunals to whicii

every member of society has (by becoming such)

virtually engaged to subinit. Whereas in the givat

and independent society wliich every nation com
poses, there is no superior to resort to hut the law of

nature; no method to redress the infringements of

tliat law but the actual exertion of private force.

As, therefore, between two nations complaining of

mutual injuries, the quarrel can only be decided by

the law of arms, so in one and the same nation,

when the fundamental principles of their common
union are supposed to be invaded, and more especially

when the appointment of their chief magistrate is

alleged to be unduly made, the only tribunal to which
the conijdainants can apix'al is that of the God of

battles ; the only process by which the appeal can

be carried on is that of a civil and intestine war.

A hereditary succession to the crown is therefore

now established in this and most other countries, in

order to prevent that periodical bloodshed and
misery which the history of ancient imperial Rome,
and the more modern experience of Poland and
Germany, may show us are the consequences of

elective kingdoms.'

[On the night nf Property.']

[From Blackstone's Commentaries.]

Tn the beginning of the world, we are informed by
holy writ, the all-bountiful Creator gave to man
• dominion over all the earth, and over the fish of the

sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living

thing that nioveth upon the earth/ This is the only
true and solid foundation of man's dominion over

externiil things, whatever airy ineta[»hysical notions

may have been started by fanciful writers ujMin this

subject. The earth, therefore, and all things therein,

are the general pmpcrty of all mankind, exclusive of

other beings, from the immediate gift of the Creator.

Aud while the earth coutiimod bare of inhabitants,

it is reasonable to suppose that all was in common
among them, and that every one took from the public

stock to his own use such things as bis immediate
necessities required.

These general notions of property were then safii-

cient to answer all the purposes of human life; and
might, perhaps, still have answered them, had it been

possible for mankind to have remained in a state of

primeval simplicity ; as may be collected from the

manners ui many American natinns, wlien first dii*-

c^iviTiid by the liur"jn.*ans ; and from the ancient me-
thod of living among the fir^t ]Curo]»cans thcm.Helvcs,

if we may ci-edit either the meniuriats <d' iht-m pre-

served in the golden age of tht; poets, or the uniform
ttccountit given by historians of tho^e times wherein
iTujit (nnnia cuiniiiunla tt huiivUa tJinnitfiin^ nluti uuuin
minlif jiatrimonium t-y^t. Nut that this communion
of good seems ever to have been a]>plicable, even in

the earliest ages, to aught but the suh^tance of the

thing, ntir could be extended to the use uf it. For,

by the law of nature and reason, he who fir>t began to

use it acquired tluTcin a kintl of transient property, that

lasted so hmg as he was using it, and no longer; or,

to speak with greater precij*ion, the right of j»ossession

continued for the same tinie only that the act of pos-

session lasted. Thus thegrountl was in common, and
no part of it was the ])ermanent prupt-rty of any man
in particular

;
yet, whoever was in tlie occupuiiou of

any determinate spot of it, fur rest, fur shade, or the

like, acquirrd for the time a sort of ownership, from
which it would have been unjust, and contrary to the

law of nature, tu have driven him by tbrce ; but the

instant tliat he (jultted the use or <'cciipatiun of it,

another might si ize it without injustice. Thus also a
vine or other tree miglit he said to be in conunon, as

all men were equally entitled to its jjroduce ; and yel
an\ jirivate iridividual miglit gain the sole jiroperty of

tiie fruit, which he had gathered for hi> own reiuu^t ;

a doetrine well illustrated by Cicero, who c<tuipares

tlie world to a great theatre, which is coninion to the

public, uiiil yet the place which any man has taken ia

for the time hi;s own.
Ihit when mankind increa'^ed in number, craft, and

ambition, it became necessary to entertain conceptiuns

of muiu perniaueiit dominion ; aJid to appropriate td

individuals nut the immediate use only, but the very
substance nf the thing to be used, ntherwise, innu-
merable tumults nm.st have arisen, and the goi»d order

of the world been cuntinually broken and disturbed,

while a variety of persons were striving who should
get the first occupation of the same thing, or disputing

wliich of them had actually gained it. As human life

also grew more and mure refined, abundance of con-
veniences were devised to render it inure easy, com-
modious, and agreeable, as Iiabitations fir shelter and
safety, and raiment for warmth and decency. Hut no
man would be at the trouble tu provide either, so long

as he Inul only a usufructuary properly in them,
wliich was to cea.se the instant that he quilted posses-

sion ; if. as soon as he walked out ofhis tent, or imllcd
otf Jiis garment, tlie next stranger who came by would
have a right t'» inhabit the one, and to wear the other.

In the case of habitations, in particular, it was natu-

ral to observe, that even the brute creation, to whom
everything else was in common, maintained a kind of

permanent property in their dwellings, especiiilly for

the protection uf their ytning ; that the birds of the

air had nests, and the beasts of the field had caverns,

tlie invasion of which they esteemed a very fiagrant

injustice, and would sacrifice their lives to preserve

them. Hence a i)roperty wjus soon established in every

man's house and homcstall, wliich seem to have been

originally mere temporary huts or movable cabins,

suited to the design of IVovidence for mure speedily

peojding the earth, and suited to tlie wandering life

of their owners, before any extensive property in the

soil or ground was established. And there can he no

doubt but that movables of every kind became sooner

appropriated than the permanent substantial soil
;

partly because they were more susceptible of a long

occupance, which might be continued for mouths to-

gether withoutany sensible interruption, and at length

by usage ripen Into an established right ; but jtrinci-

pally because few of them could be fit for use, till

improved and meliorated by the bodily labuur of the
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occupant ; which hc»lily lH^ou^, bestowed uimii any
puhject which hctnre lay in coiniuon to nil men, isuni-

Tonally allowct! to j;ive the fairest anil IH()^t reu?uii-

able title to an exclusive property therein.

The article of food was a more ininiediate call, and
therefore a more early consideration. Sufh as were

not contented with the spontaneouH product of the

earth, sought f-r a more solid rcfrortlinient in the Hesh

of beasts, which they obtained by hunting. Hut the

frequent disappointments incident to that method of

provision, induced them to gather together such ani-

mals as wer^' of a more tame and sequacious luiture
;

and to establish a permanent property in their (locks

and herds, in order to sustain themselves in a less pre-

carious manner, partly by the milk of the dams, and
partly by the flesh of the young. The support of

these their cattle made the article of water also a very

important point. And therefore the book of Genesis

(the most venerable monument of antiquity, considered

merely with a view to history) will furnish us with

frequent instances of violent contentions concerning

wellfl, the exclusive property of which appears to have
been established in the first digger or occupant, even

in such places where the ground and herbage remained
yet in common. Thus we find Abraham, who was but

a sojourner, asserting his right to a well in the country

of Abimelech, and exacting an oath for his security,
* because he had digged that well.' And Isaac, about

ninety years afterwards, reclaimed this his father's

property ; and after much contention with the Philis-

tines, was sutfered to enjoy it in peace.

All this while the soil and pasture of the earth re-

mained still in common as before, and open to every

occupant; except perhaps in the neighbourhood of

towns, where the necessity of a sole and exclusive

property in lands (for the sake of agriculture) w^as

earlier felt, and therefore more readily complied with.

Otherwise, when the multitude of men and cattle had
consumed ever}' convenience on one spot of ground, it

was deemed a natural right to seize upon and occupy
Buch other lands as would more easily supply their

necessities. This practice is still retained among the

wild and uncultivated nations that have never been

formed into civil states, like the Tartars and others

in the Ea-st, where the climate itself, and the bound-
less extent of their territory, conspire to retain them
still in the same savage state of vagrant liberty which
was universal in the earliest ages, and which Tacitus

informs us continued among the Germans till the de-

cline of the Roman empire. Wo have also a striking

example of the same kind in the history of Abraham
and his nephew Lot. When their joint substance

became so great, that pasture and other conveniences

grew scarce, the natural consequence was, that a strife

arose between their servants, so that it was no longer

practicable to dwell together. This contention Abra-
ham thus endeavoured to compose :

—
* Let there be no

strife, I pray thee, between thee and me. Is not the

whole land before thee \ Separate thyself, I pray thee,

from me. If thou wilt take the left hand, then will

I go to the right ; or if thou depart to the right hand,
then will I go to the left.' This plainly implies an ac-

knowledged right in either to occupy whatever ground
he pleased, tliut was not pre-occupied by other tribes.

' And Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all the plain

of Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere, even

as the garden of the Lord. Then Lot chose him all

the plain of Jordan, and journied east, and Abraham
dwelt in the land of Canaan.*

Upon the same principle was founded the right of

migration, or sending colonies to find out new habita-

tions, when the mother-country vraa overcharged with

inhabitants ; which was practised as well by the Phoe-

nicians and Greeks, as the Germans, Scythians, and
other northern people. And so long as it was con-

fined to the stocking and cultivation of desert, unin-

liabited countries, it kept strictly within the limits of

tlie law nf nature. Itut liow fur the seizing on coun-
tries already ])eopled, and driving out or massacring
tlie innocent and defenceless natives, merely because
they difl^ered from their invaders in language, in reli-

gion, in customs, in government, or in colour; how
far such a conduct was consoTiant to nature, to reason,

or to Christianity, desen'ed well to be considered by
those who have rendered their names immortal by thus
civilising mankind.
As the world by degrees grew more populous, it

daily became more difficult to find out new spots to

inhabit, without encroaching upon former occupants;
and, by constantly occupying the same individual
spot, the fruits of the earth were consumed, and its

spontaneous produce destroyed, without any provision

for a future supply or succession. It therefore be-

came necessary to pursue some regular method of

providing a constant subsistence ; and this necessity

produced, or at least promoted and encouraged, the

art of agriculture, by a regular connection and conse-

quence ; introduced and established the idea of a
more permanent property in the soil than had hitherto

been received and adtipted. It was clear that the

earth would not produce her fruits in sufficient quan-
tities, without the assistance of tillage ; but who
would be at the pains of tilling it, if another might
watch an opportunity to seize upou and enjoy the

product of his industry, art, and labour? Had not,

therefore, a separate property in lands, as movables,

been vested in some individuals, the world must have

continued a forest, and men have been mere animals

of prey ; which, according to some philosophers, is

the genuine state of nature. Whereas now (so

graciously has Providence interwoven our duty and
our happiness together) the result of this very neces-

sity has been the ennobling of the human species, by
giving it opportunities of improving its rational

faculties, as well as of exerting its natural. Necessity

begat property ; and, in order to insure that property,

recourse was had to civil society, which brought along

with it a long train of inseparable concomitants

—

states, government, laws, punishments, and the public

exercise of religious duties. Thus connected together,

it was found that a part only of society was sufficient

to provide, by their manual labour, for the necessary

subsistence of all ; and leisure was given to others to

cultivate the human mind, to invent useful arts, and
to lay the foundations of science.

The only question remaining is, how this property

became actually vested ; or what it is that gave a
man an exclusive right to retain in a permanent
manner that specific land which before belonged

generally to everybody, but particularly to nobody ?

And as we before observed, that occupancy gave the

right to the temporary use of the soil, so it is agreed

upon all hands that occupancy gave also the original

right to the [lermanent property in the substance of

the earth itself, which excludes every one else but the

owner from the use of it. There is, indeed, some
ditterence among the writers on natural law concern-

ing the reason why occupancy should convey this

right, and invest one with this absolute property;

Grotlus and Puffendorf insisting that this right of

occupancy is founded upon a tacit and implied

assent of all mankind, that the first occupant should
become the owner ; and Barbeyrac, Titius, Mr Locke,

and others, holding that there is no such implied

assent, neither is it necessary that there should be ; for

tliat the very act of occupancy alone being a degree

of bodily labour, is, from a principle of natural jus-

tice, without any consent or compact, sufficient of

itself to gain a title ; a dispute that savours too

much of nice and scholastic refinement! However,
both sides agree in this, that occupancy is the thing

by which the title was in fact originally gained

;
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,Ju'";'-''.I^'"'™ Stanhope. Eurl „f n,..sf.rfiHl,i

SlUiiteiiiil
[Definition of Good Brnding.]

[From aicstcrflelds Letters.

J

bltlh^ J'^''^-"^-«0;";";rt' rf' civility and g«;i

.vou, and talks to vou ever o , , IIv r
"\" '^'™'"'

is «-urse than ruder., it i7bi^ir; ^r"
""''{^ ''

byan,anifest inattention to wl • t he" :« , th'";
"•'

-rf,o/i;:tr'unh:;r':.^s;f,j»r™'
,

sideratinn of their ser not oT.K t
«^"''"™. "i con-

the best nacpH. fl,» ),„„, .i:u.. '""™ "o"'. ouch as

gv.i^c iionj ineni.' JakiiiT
think it cannot be dLsnuted'^ l( ;., .' • i

" ^""

the best places, the best dishe.s &c • but on Ihe

«ro t„ „ .. ,

- '-"."V '"c same, uoodare, to particular societies, what good morals a.-p ,„ I V
—— -- ...an snows i

Mutual complaisances, attentions, and sacrifices 'rf.ttie conveniences, are as natural an implied comlctbetween civilised people, as protection and ol e,Keare between kings and subjects; whoever, in e itler

ti.inkrrn..!;;tth;c!:t,;;;Lr!"j-^'-":^

lyMnl liberty of conversation among a few friends is

5"b, ? i .^""'"'r-
"-""IJ be that of well bred ' vn^t

"^^ ^°°'' " ""^'^ '° "iMmitid frc-edora in

scratching his head, and such like inckcenet inM
„^^^^^^^^ certainly observe tha 1 "eecompany that he respected. In such co ipanie, Irf '"'f"'^-'^^

>"u which is, in the liist Ctherefore, the only p„,nt to be attended to is, to "how to make",', it"''''
' "" r"' ''^ "''""'""^'^ -•«»«r7ow

I to make us like cue auother's company lung.
"
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SOAME JESVXS—UB ADAM FERGDSON—LORD
MONUOUUU—HORACE WALPOLE.

SoAME .Tenvns (1704-17S7) was rtistinpnishnl in

early life as a gay and witty writer. btJtii in pot'try

and pntse ; imt atVerwards applying hiinst'lf to suriims

subjects, lie jiriiduL'i'd. in 1757, A Fife IiKjuin/ httn

the Satitre of Kril I in 1776, .-1 View of the Intfnutl

Ki'itletifes of the Christian lieliyion ; and in 178"J,

IJistini.iitiotis on J'urious ISuhjeets ; works containing

niiioli inj;t'nious speculation, but which have lust

most of their early popularity.

1)R Adam Feugison (1724-1816), son of the

minister of Logierait, in Perthshire, was educated

at St Andrews: removing to Edinburgh, he be-

came an associate of I)r Robertson, Blair, Home,
&c. In 174+ he entered the 42d regiment as

chaplain, and continued in that situation till 1757,

when he resigned it, and became tutor in the

family of Lord Bute. He was .afterwards pro-

fessor of natural pliilosophy and of monU philo-

sophy in the university of Edinburgh. In 1778 he

went to America as secretary to the commissioners

appointed to negotiate with the revolted colonies

:

on his return he resumed the duties of his professor-

ehip. His latter days were spent in ease and afflu-

ence at St Andrews, where he died at the patriarchal

age of ninety-three. The works of Dr Ferguson

are. The Histon/ of Civil Society^ published in 1766;

Institutes of Monti I'hilosopht/, 1769 ; A Reply to Dr
PriceoH Civil and lielit^ious Liberty, 1776; The His-

ton/ of the Protfress and Termination of the Roman
Republic, 1783; and Principles of Moral and Political

Science, 1792. Sir Walter Scott, who w;is personally

acquainted with Ferguson, supplies some interesting

information as to the latter years of this venerable

professor, whom he considered the most striking

example of the stoic philosopher which could be

seen in moilern days. He had a shock of paralysis

in the sixtieth year of his life, from which period he

became a strict Pythagorean in his diet, eating no-

thing hut vegetables, and drinking only water or

milk. The deep interest which he took in the

French war had long seemed to be the main tie

which connected him with passing existence ; and

the news of Waterloo acted on the aged patriot as a

nunc dimittis. From that hour the feeling that had

almost alone given him energy decayed, and he

avowedly relinquished all desire for prolonged life.

Of Ferguson's ' History of Civil Society,' Gray the

poet remarks— ' There are uncommon strains of

eloquence in it ; and I was surprised to find not one

single idiom of his country (I think) in the whole

work. His application to the heart is frequent, and

often successful. His love of Montesquieu and

Tacitus has led him into a manner of writing too

short-winded and sententious, which those great

men, hail they lived in better times, and under a

better government, would have avoided.' This re-

mark is true of all Ferguson's writings ; his style is

too succinct and compressed. His Ronuin history,

however, is a valuable compendium, illustrated by
philosophical views and reflections.

Ix»RI> MoNDOIiIHj's Essay on the Origin and Pro-

gress' of Lanyuaye, published in 1771-ii and 6, is one

of those singular works which at once provoke

study and ridicule. The author was a man of real

learning ami talents, but a humorist in character

and opinions. He was an enthusiast in Greek litera-

ture and antiquities, and a worshipper of Homer.

So far did he carry this, that, finding carriages were

not in use among the ancients, he never would enter

one, but nnide all his journeys to London (which he

visited once a year) and other places on horseback.

and conlinucil the practice till he was upwards of

eighty. He saitl it was a degradation of Ihe genuine
dignity of human nature to be dragged at the tail of

ahorse instead of mounting upon his back! The
eccentric philosoplicr was less careful of tlie dignity

of hmnan nature in some of his opinions, lie ;^ravely

nniintains in his Essay that men were originally

monkeys, in which condition they remained lor agea
dcstitiite of speech, reason, and social ailcctions.

They gradually imiiroved, according to Monboildo's
theory, jis geologists say the earth was eliangcd by
successive revolutions ; but he contemls that tlie ou-

rang outangs are still of the human species, and that

in the Bay of Bengal there e-xists a nation of huniau
beings with tails like monkeys, which had been dis-

covered a hundred and thirty years before by a
Swedish skipper. When Sir Joseph Banks returned
from Botany Bay, Monboddo inquired after the long-

tailed men, and, according to Dr Johnson, was not

pleased that they had not been found in all his pere-

grinations. All the moral sentiments and domestic

affections were, according to this whimsical philoso-

pher, the result of art, contrivance, and experience,

as much as writing, ship-building, or any other me-
chanical invention ; and hence he places man, in his

natural state, below beavers and sea-cats, which he
terms social and political animals ! The laughable
absurdity of these doctrines must have protected

their author from the fulminations of the clergy,

who were then so eager to attack all the metaphy-
sical opponents of revealed religion. In 1779 Mon-
boddo published an elaborate work on ancient meta-
physics, in three volumes quarto, which, like his

former publication, is equally learned and equally

whimsical. After a life of study and paradox, dis-

charging his duties as a lord of session with u]>right-

ness and integrity, and much respected in private

for his amiable dispositions, James Burnet, Lord
Monboddo, died in Edinburgh May 26, 1799, at the
advanced age of eighty-five.

Horace Walpole, the author of the ' Castle of

Otranto,' already noticed, would have held but an
insignificant place in British literature, if it had not

been for his Correspondence and Memoirs, those

pictures of society and manners, compctunded of wit

and gaiety, shrewd observation, sarcasm, censorious-

ness, high life, and sparkling language. His situa-

tion and circumstances were exactly suited to his

character and habits. He had in early life travelled

with his friend Gray, the poet, and imbibed in Italy

a taste for antiquity and the arts, fostered, no doubt,

by the kindred genius of Gray, who delighted in

ancient architecture and in classic pursuits. He
next tried public life, and sat in parliament for

twenty-six years. This added to his observation of

men and manners, but without increasing his re[>u-

tation, for Horace Walpole was no orator or states-

man. His aristocratic habits prevented him from
courting distinction as a general author, and he
accordingly connnenced collecting antiques, building

a baronial castle, and chronicling in secret his opi-

nions and impressions of his contemporaries. His
income, from sinecure otfices and private sources,

was about X4000 per annum ; and, as he was never
married, his fortune enabled him, under good ma-
nagement and methodical arrangement, to gratify

his tastes as a virtuoso. When thirty years old, he
li.ad purchased some land at Twickenham, near Lon-
don, and here he commenced improving a small
house, which by degrees swelled into a feudal castle,

with turrets, towers, galleries, and corridors, win-
dows of stained glass, armorial bearings, and all the
other appropriate insignia of a Gothic baronial man-
sion. Who has not heard of Strawberry Hill—that

'little plaything house,' as Walpole styled it, in
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which Wi'Ti' jjiitlicrc-d cMriositics of all (lostTipTitms,

wiirks of iirt. niiv ethtiiuij*, vuluahlc k-ttLTs, memo-
rials of virtue anil of vice, of ;;citiiis, beauty, taste,

an<l fasliidT), iiHmMtTctl into thist ! This vahiahlt*

collf'ctioii is Hdw (lv'*-I2) scattered to tlie winds

—

dispersed at a piiljliu sale.

Ennn!.Oi to rmise the deud man Into rage,

And warm with red resentment the wan cheek.

The delig;ht wi[h whicli Walpole contemplated this

suburban retreat, is evinced in many (tf his Urt-

ters. In one to Oenend Cnnway (the only man he
seems evr to have really lovuil or retrarderl). he runs
on in this unthusiastie manner:— ' Vou perceive that

I have '^itt into a new camp, and have left my tub

at Windsor. It is a little plaything; house that I

have ^nt out of this (^bevenix's shop [Strawberry
Hill had been occupied by Mrs Cheveiiix, a toy-

woman!], and is tlie prettiest bauble yiMi ever saw.

It is set in enamelle<i meadows, with filigree hedges ;

A small Euphrates through the piece is rolled,

And little ti,-.hes wave their wings of gold.

Two delightful road^. that you would call dusty,

supply me continually with cttacbes and chaises;

and hartTf*-*, as solcnm as barons of the Kxchcquer,
move under my window, liicbmond Hill and Ham
AValks bound my prospect; hut, thank God! the

Thames is between me au'l the Duchess of Queens
bfrry. Dowagers, as plenty as flounders, inhabit

all around; and I'ope's ghost is just now skim-

ming under my wii.dow by a most poetical moon-
ligi't.'

The literarv ^lerformances with which Walpole
varied his life at Strawberry Hill are all character-

istic of the man. In 1758 appeared !iis Citlnlogue of
Rnyal and Nohlc Authors: in 1761 his Anenlotfs of
Paintinq in Enginml ; in 17Gn liis Castle if Otntnto ;

and in 17H7 his ilisUnic Duuhts as to the character

and person of llichard III. lie left for publication

Memoirs of the Court of George II., and a large col-

lection of cttpies of bis letters ; and be printed at his

private press (for amontj the collections at Stra\vl»errv

Hill was a small printing establisbinent) his tni^edy

of the Mysterious Mother. A complete collection of

his letters was i>rinted in 1S41, in six volumes. The
writings of Walpole are all ingenious and entertain-

ing, and thou|Trh his judgments on men and books

or passing events are often inaccurate, and never

profound, it is impossilile not to be amused by

the liveliness of* his style, his wit, bis acuteness

and even his malevolence. ' Walpole's Letters.' says

Mr Macaulay. 'are generally considered as his best

perfurnianccs. ami, we think, with reason. His faults

are far Irss offensive to us in his correspondence
tlmn in lii^ books. His wild, absurd, and ever-

changing opinions of men and things are easily

pardoned in familiar letters. His bitter scotVmg
depreciating dispositicm does not show itself in so

immitigated a manner as in his Memoirs. A
writer of letters must be civil and friendly to his

correspondent at least, if to n*) other person.' The
variety of topics introduced is no doubt one cause of

the charm of these compositions, f(tr every page and
almost pvery sentence turns up something new, and
the whim of the moment is ever with Walpole a
subject of tlic greatest imiiortance. The peculiarity

of his information, bis private scandal, his anecdtites

of the great, and the constant exhibition of his own
tastes and pursuits, furnish abundant amusement to

the reader. Another Horace Walpole, like another

Boswell, the world has not supplied, and probably

never wilL

[^Politics and Erenintj Parties.']

To Sir IToracb Mann—1745.

When 1 receive your long letters I am ashamed:
mine arc notes in comparison. How do you OfUitrive

to roll out your patience into two sheets! Vim cer-

tainly don't love me better than I do you ; and yet if

our luves were to be sold by the quire, jou wouhl have
by far the more magnificent !*t'ick to dispose of. I

can only say that age has already an etfect on the

vigour of my pen ; none uii youi-s : it is not, 1 assure

you, for you alone, but my ink Ls at low water-mark
for all my acf|UJiintunce. My present shame arises

from a letter of eight sides, of December 8th, which I

received from you last post.

It is not being an upright senator to promise one*9

vote beforehand, especially in a money-matter ; but 1

believe so many excellent patriiits have just done the
same thing, that I shall venture readily to engage my
promise to you, to get you any sum for the defence of
Tuscany—why, it is to defend you and my own
country ! my own palace in Via de Santo Spirito^^ my
own princess epuixee, and all my family! I shall

quite make interest for you : nay, I would speak to

our new ally, and your old acquaintance. Lord Sand-
wich, to assist in it ; but I could have no hope of

gettiitj^ at his ear, for he has put on such a first-rate

tie-wig, on his admission to the admiralty-board, that

nothing without the lungs of a boatswain can ever

think to penetrate the thickness of the curls. I think,

however, it dues honour to the dignity of ministers ;

when he was but a patriot, his wig was not of half its

l)rcsent gravity. There are no more changes made :

all is quiet yet ; but next Thursday the parliament
meets to <lecide the complexion of the session. My
Lord Chestertield goes next week to Holland, and then
returns for Ireland.

The great present disturbance in politics is my
Lady firanville's assembly ; wliich I do assure you
distresses the Pelhams intinitely more than a myste-
rious meeting of the States would, and far more than
the abrupt breaking up of the Piet at Grodno. She
had begun to keep Tuesdays before her lurd resigned,

which now she contiimes with greater zeal. Her house
is very line, she very handsome, her lord very agreeable

and extraordinary ; and yet the Duke of Newcastle
wonders that people will go thither. He mentloncl
to my father my going there, who laughed at him

;

Cato's a proper person to trust with such a childish

jealousy ! Harry Fox says, ' Let the Duke of New-
castle open his own house, and see if all that come
thither are his friends.* The fjvshion now is to send

cards to the women, and to declare that all men are

welcome without being asked. This is a piece of case

that shocks the prudes of the bvst a?e. You can't

imagine how my Lady Granville shines in doing

honours ; you know she is made for it. My lord has

new furnished his mother's apartment fur her, and has

given her a magnificent set of dressing-plate : he is

very fond of her, and she as fond of his iK'injr so.

You will have heard of Marshal Belleisle's being

made a prisoner at Hanover: tlie world will l>elieve it

was not by accident. He is sent for over hither: the

first thought wius to confine him to the Tower, but that

is contrarv to the pofite.-ate of modern war : they talk

of sending him to Nottingham, wliere TaUiird was.

I am sure, if he is prisoner at large anywlieic, we
could nut have a worse innuite ! so ambitious and in-

triguing a num, who was author of this whole war,

will be no bad general to be ready to head the .laco-

bit-es on any insurrectlon.-

1 The street in Florence where Mr Mnnn lived.

« Hellfif'Ie and his bri>lher, who hod been wciit bv the kins

of France on u mission to the kinR (*f I'nissin. wen? detained,

while changing horses, at KlbcnKermle, and from thene^oon-
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1 can wiy nothing niorv about youn;; (Janliner, but

that 1 don't think my father at all inclined now to

have any ]i:ttcr written fur him. Adieu !

[The SroltluK Rebellim.']

[To the same—Nov. 15, 1745]

I told you in my last what disturbance there ha<l

been alMmt the new regiments; the atlair of rank was

again disputed on the report till ten at night, and

carrieil by a nuijority of twenty-tliree. The king had

been persuaded to appear for it, though Lord (Iran-

ville made it a party point against Mr Pelhara.

Winnington did not speak. I was not there, for I

could not vote for it, and yielded not to give any
hindrance to a public meivsure (or at least what was

called so) just now. The prince acted openly, and
influenced his people against it ; but it only served to

let Mr Pelham see what, like everything else, he did

not know—how strong he is. The king will scarce

wpeak to him, and he cannot yet get Pitt into place.

The rebels are come into England : for two days

we believed them near Lancaster, but the ministry

now own that they don't know if they have passed

Carlisle. Some tliink they will besiege that town,

whicli has an old wall, and all the militia in it of

Cumberland an4l Westmoreland ; but a^ they can

pass by it, I don't see why they should take it, fur

thevare not strong enuugli to leave garrisons. Several

desert them as they athance south ; and altogether,

goo<l men and bad, nobody believes them ten thousand.

By their marching westward to avoid Wade, it is

evident that they are not strong enough to fight him.

They mav yet retire back into their mountains, but

if once they get to Lancaster, their retreat is cut off;

for Wade will not stir from Newcastle till he has

embarked them deep into England, aud then he will

be behind them. Me has sent (.ieneral Ilandasyde

from Berwick with two regiments-to take possession

of Edinburgh. The rebels are certainly in a very

desperate situation : they dared not meet Wade ; aud

if they had waited for him, their troops would have

deserted. Unless they meet with great risings in

their favour in Lancitshire, I don't see what they can

hope, except from a continuation of our neglect.

That, indeed, has nobly exerted itself for them. They

were suffered to march the whole length of ^^cotland,

and take possession of the capital, without a man
appearing against them. Then two thousand men
suiltxl to them, to run from them. Till the flight of

Cope's army, Wade was not sent. Two roads still

lay into England, and till they had chosen that which

Wade had not taken, tio army was thought of being

sent to secure the other. Now Ligonier, with seven

old regiments, and six of the new, is ordered to Lan-

cashire ; before this first division of the army could

get to Coventry, they are forced to order it to halt,

for fear the enemy should be up with it before it wiis

all assembled. It is uncertain if the rebels will march

to the nortli of W;iles, to Uristol, or towards Lon-lon.

If to the latter, Ligonier must fight them ; if to either

of the other, which I hope, the two armies may join

and drive them into a corner, where they nmst all

perish. They cannot subsist in Wales, but by being

supplied by the Papists in Ireland. The best is, that

we are in no fear from France; there is no prepara-

tion for invasions in any of their ports. Lord Clan-

cartv.l a Scotchman of great parts, but mad and

drunken, and whose family forfeited £DO,00U a-year

for King James, is made vice-admiral at Brest, The

Tcyed to F.njjland ; where, refusing to give their pnmle in the

mode it was requ red, they wert- cnnfined in Winds.ir crv.tle.

' Donajrh Macoarty, Earl of Clancarty, was an Irishman,

and not a Scotcbmao.

Duke of HeiJfor'I goes in his little round person with
his regiment ; he now takes to tlic land, and says he
is tii-cd of being a pen-and-ink man. Lord Gower
insisted, too, upon going with his reginjent, but is laid

up with the gout.

With the rebels in England, you may imagine we
have no private news, nor think of foreign. From
this account you may judge that our case is far from
desperate, though disagreeable. The jirince,' while
the ])riiicess lies-in, has taken to give dinners, to which
he asks two of the ladies of the bed-chamber, two of
the maids of honour, kc. by turns, and five or six

others. He sits at the head of the table, drinks and
harangues to all this medley till nine at night; and
the other day, after the afiair of the regiments, drauk
Mr Fox's health in a bumper, with three huzzas, for

opposing Mr Pelham

—

* Si quk fata aspera rumpas,

Tu Marcellus eris
!'

You put me in pain for my eagle, and in more for

the Chutes, whose zeal is very heroic, but very ill-

placed. I long to hear that all my Chutes and eagles

are safe out of the Pope's hands! Pray, wish the

Suares's joy of all their espousals. Docs the princess

pray abundantly for her friend the Pretender? Is

she extremely abbatiic with her devotion ? and does

she fast till she has got a violent appetite for supper 1

And then, does she eat so long, that old Sarrasin la

quite impatient to go to cards again ? Good night

!

I intend you shall still be resident from King George.

P.S.— I forgot to tell you, that the other day I con-

cluded the ministry knew the danger was all over

;

for the Duke of Newcjvstle ventured to have the Pre-

tender's declaration burnt at the Royal Exchange.

Nov. 22, 1745.

For these two days we have been expecting news of a
battle. Wade marched last Saturday from Newcastle,

and nmst have got uji with the rebels if they stayed

for him, though the roads are exceedingly bad, and
great quantities of snow have fallen. But last night

there was some notice of a body of rebels being ad-

vanced to Penrith. We were put into great spirits

by a heroic letter from the mayor of Carlisle, who
had fired on the rebels and made them retire ; he

concluded with saying, * And so 1 think the town of

Carlisle has dune his majesty more service than the

great city of Edinburgh, or than all Scotland together.'

Itut this hero, who was grown the whole fashion for

four-and-twenty hours, had chosen to stop all other

letters. The king spoke of him at his leve'e with

great encomiums ; Lord Stair said, * Yes, sir, Mr
Patterson has behaved very bravely.* The Duke of

Hedford interrupted him ;
* My lord, his name is not

PatttTnon : that isaScotch name; his name is PaU'iii-

son.' But, alack ! the next day the rebels returned,

having placed the women and children of the country

in wagons in front of their army, and forcing the

pejtsants to fix the scaling-ladders. The great Mr '

Pattinson, or Patterson (fur now his name may be

which one pleases), instantly surrendered the town,

and agreeil to pay two thousand pounds to save it

from pillage.

[^London EartJifptalrs and London Gossip."]

[To the same—March 11, 1750.]

portents and prrniigies are grown so frequent,

That they have lost their name.

—

J>rt/dcn.

My text is not literally true ; but as far as earth

quakes go towards h)wering the price of wonderlul

commodities, to be sure we are overstocked. We

1 Ferdinand of Walea.
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have had a Hecoiid, much more Tiolent than the fir»t ;

and )'uu must not be surprised if, by next post, you
hear of a burning mountain sprung up in Smithfield.

In the ni^ht between Wednesday and Tliurhday lu?<t

(exactly a month since the first shock), the earth had

a (thivering fit between one and two, but so slight,

that, if no more had followed, I don't believe it would
have been noticed. I had been awake, and had scarce

dozed again—on a sudden I felt my btdster lift up my
head ; 1 thought somebody was getting from under

my bed, but soon found it wa$ a strong earthquake
that lasted near half a minute, with a violent vibra-

tion and great roaring. I rang my bell ; my ser-

vant came in, frightened out of his senses : in an in-

stant we heard all the windows in the neighbourhood

flung up. I got up and found people running into

the streets, but saw no mischief done: there has been

some ; two old houses flung down, several chimneys,

and much china-ware. The bells rung in several

houses. Admiral Kuowles, who has lived long in

Jamaica, and felt seven there, says this was more
violent than any of them : Francesco prefers it to the

dreadful one at Leghorn. The wise say, that if we
have not rain soon, we shall certainly have more.

Several people are going out of town, for it has nowhere

reached above ten miles from London : they say they

are not frightened, but that it is such fine weather,
• Lord ! one can *t help going into the country !' Tht
only visible effect it has had wa,s on the Ridotto, at

which, being the following night, there were but four

hundred people. A parson who came into White's

the morning of earthquake the first, and heard bets

laid on whether it was an earthquake or the blowing

up of powder niills, went away exceedingly scan-

dalised, and said, * I protest they are such an im-

pious set of people, that I believe if the last trumpet
was to sound they would bet puppet-show against

Judgment.* If we get any nearer still to the torrid

zone, I shall pique myself on sending you a present

of cedrati and orange-flower water ; I am already

planning a ten-eno for Strawberry Hill.

The Middlesex election is carried against the court

:

the Prince in a green frock (and I won't swear, but in

a Scotch plaid waistcoat) sat under the park-wall in

his chair, and hallooed the voters on to Brentford.

The Jacobites are so transported, that they are opening

subscriptions for all boroughs that shall be vacant

—

this is wise! They will spend their money to carry a

few more seats in a Parliament where they will never

have the majority, and so have none to carry the

general elections. The omen, however, is bad for

Westminster ; the high-bailiff went to vote for the

opposition.

I now jump to another topic; I find all this letter

will be detached scraps; I can't at all contrive to

hide the seams. But I don't care. I began my letter

merely to tell you of the earthquake, and I don't

pique myself upon doing any more than telling you
what you would be glad to have told you. 1 told

you, too, how pleased I was with the triumphs of

another old beauty, our friend the princess.' Do
jou know, I have found a history that has great re-

semblance to hers; that is, that will be very like

hers, if hers is but like it. I will tell it you in as

few words as I can. Madame la Marcchale de I'Ho-

pital was the daughter of a sempstress ;- a young

1 The Princess Craon, who, it had been reported, was to

mfliry Staninlaus Lefzinhky. I>uke of Lorraine and ex-king of

PoI;ind, whose daughttT, Maria Lcczinsky, was married to

Lnuis XV., king of France.

2 This ib tlie story of a woman named Mary Miffnot. She

\va« near marrying a yoiini; niiin of the name of La Gardie,

who afterwardu entered the Swedish service, and became a

field-marslial in that country. Her first biisband wan, if I

nmtake not, a procureur of Grenoble ; lier second waa the

gentleman fell in love with her, and was going to be
married to her, but the match was broken off. An
old ferniier-gencrjil, who had retired into the province
where this happened, hearing the story, had a curio-
sity to sec the victim; he liked her. married her,

died, and left her enough not to care fur her incon-
stant. She came to Paris, where the Marcchal dc
I'fliipital married her for her riches. After the Marc-
chiil'h death, ("a.-'imir, the abdicated king of Poland,
who was retired into Krancc, fell in love with the
Marcchale, and privately married her. If the event
ever happens, I shall certainly travel to Nancy, to
hear her talk of ma liVc jiHc la Jithie tie Fraiur.
What pains my La<ly Ponifret would take to prove'
that an abdicated king's wife did not take place of
an Engli^h countess ; and how the princess herself
would grow Ptill fonder of the Pretender- for the
similitude of his fortune with that of le Riii vion mnri!
Her daughter, Mirepoix, was frightened the other
night with Mrs Nugent's calling out, nn rulcur/ un
vfjleur ! The ambassadress had heard so much of
robbing, that she did not doubt but dam ce paii cy,

they robbed in the middle of an assembly. It turned
out to be a thief in the candle! Good night!

THE EABL OF CHATHAM.

Another series of letters, written at this time, has
since In-en published. The collection is far inferior

in value, but its author was one of the greatest men
of bis age—perhaps tlie first of Englisli orators and
statesmen. We allude to a volume of letters written
by the Karl of Chatham to bis nephew, Thomas Pitt,

Lord Camelfnrd. This work contains much excel-

lent advice as to life and conduct, a sincere admira-
tion of classical learning, and great kindliness of
domestic feeling and afluftion. Another collection

of the correspondence of Lord Cbatiiam was made
and published in 1841, in four volumes. Some light

is thrown on contemporary history and publi<' events
by this correspondence ; hut its principal value is of

a reflex nature, derived from our interest in all that
relates to the lofty and conmianding intellect which
slmped the destinies of Europe. William Pitt waa
born on the 15tli of November 1708. He was edu-
cated at Eton, whence he removed to Trinity college,

Oxford. He was afterwards a cornet in the Blues!

His military career, however, was of slutrt duration;
fir, lx*fore he was quite twenty one, he had a seat in

parliament. His talents for debate were 8(Km con-
spicuous; and on the occasion of a bill for register-

ing seamen in 1740, he made his memorable reply

to Mr Walpole, who had taunted him on account of

his youtli. Tliis burst of youthful ardour has been
immortalised by I>r Johnson, who then reported the

parliamentary debates for the Gentleman's Maga-
zine. Johnson was no laborious or ddigent note-

taker; be often had merely verbal communications
of tlie sentiments of the sjieakers. which lie imbued
with his own energy, and coloured with bis peculiar

style and diction. Pitt's reply to Walpolc may
therefore be considered the composition of Johnson,

fmnded on some note or statement of the actual

speech ; yet we are tempted to transcribe it, on
account of its celebrity and its eloquence:

—

Marshal de I'lIApital ; and her third in supposed to have b«;n

Casimir, the ex-king of Poland, who had ri'tin.««I, after his

abdication, to tlie monastery of St Germain de» rro* It does

nut, linwevLT, api>ear certain whether Casimir actually married

her or not.

' Lady I'limfret and Princefie Craon did not viwt at Florence,

upon a dispute of precedence.
2 The Pretender, when in Lorraine, lived In Prince Craon*«

bouse.
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MlflCKM.ANKOrS WniTKRS, EXGLTSTI LTTKHATUHK. EARL OP CHATHAM.

[5;wftA of Chatham on hehtq taunted on account of
ytmth.j

Sir— Thf ntrorioim criinr of beiiir; a vouiig mnn,
wliirli the ImiKuinilile ircnlU'iiiuu lias, witli such sjilrit

Hiiil (iri'i'Ticv, clmr;!cd upon iiif, I sluiU iioitluT iitti-nipt

to jijilliate nor driiv, but o>iit<'iit iiivsclf with wish-

in;: that I may he one of thoHO whose follies may cease

with their youth, an»l not of that number who are

i}:norant in spite of exiterienco. Whether youth can
be iniputi'd to any man as a rei)roa(*h, I will not,

sir, assume the jirovince of ilotermining ; but surely

a::e may become justly contemptible, if the oppor-

tunities which it brings have passed away without
improvement, ancl vice appears to prevail when the
passions have subsided. The wretch who, after having
seen tlie consequences of a tlmvisand errors, continues

8tlU to blunder, and whose age has only added obsti-

imcy to stujiidity, is surely the object either of ab-

horrence or contempt, and deserves not that his gray

hairs shoubl secure him froTu insult. Much more,
sir, is he to be abhorred who, as he has advanced in

age, has receded from virtue, and become more wicked
with less temptation ; who prostitutes himself for

money which he cannot enjoy, and spends the re-

nuiiiis of his life in the ruin of his country. But
youth, sir, is not my only crime ; I have been accused
of acting a theatrical part. A theatrical part may
eitlier iniply some peculiarities of gesture, or a dissi-

mulation of my real sentiments, and an adoption of
tlie opinions and language of another man.

In the first sense, sir, the charge is too trifling to

be confuted, and deserves only to be mentioned that

it may be despised. I am at liberty, like every other

man, to use my own language; and though, perhaps,

I may liave some ambition to please this gentleman,
I shall not lay myself under any restraint, nor very
Solicitously copy his diction or his mien, however
matured by age, or modelled by experience. But if

any man shall, by charging me with theatrical beha-
viour, imply that I utter any sentiments but my own,
I shall treat him as a calumniator and a villain ; nor
shall any protection shelter him from the treatment
he deserves. I shall, on such an occasion, without
scruple, trample upon all those forms with which
wealth and dignity entrench themselves; nor shall

anything but age restrain my resentment ; age, which
always brings one privilege, that of being insolent and
supercilious, without punishment. But with regard,

sir, to those whom I have ofli?nded, I am of opinion
that if I had acted a borrowed part, I should have
avoided their censure ; the heat that offended them
is the ardour of conviction, and that zeal for the ser-

vice f)f my country which neither hope nor fear shall

intlueiice me to suppress. I will not sit unconcerned
while my liberty \s invaded, nor look in silence upon
public robbery. 1 will exert my endeavours, at what-
ever hazard, to repel the aggressor, and drag the thief

to justice, whoever may protect him in his villany,

and whoever may partake of his plunder.

We need not follow the public career of Pitt,

which is, in fact, a part of trie history of England
during along and agitated period. Ilia style ofora-
tttry was of the highest class, rapid, vehement, and
overpowering, and it was adorned by all the graces of
action and delivery. His public conduct was singu-
larly pure and disinterested, considering the venality

of tiie times in which he lived ; but as a statesman
he was often inconsistent, haughty, and inipraeti-

cal>le. His acceptance of a peerage (in 176G) hurt
his popularity with the nation, who loved and reve-

renced him as * the great commoner ;' but he still

* shook the senate' with the resistless appeals of liis

elo<|uence. His speech-^delivered wlien ae was up-
wanls of sixty, and broken down and enfeebled by

tliseasc—against the employment of Indians in the
war with Aniurh-a, is too characteristic, tt>o noble, to

be omitted.

[Speech of Chatham against the employment of Indians
in the war with Amcnca.]

I cannot, my lords, I will not, join in congratu-
lation on misfortune and disgrace. This, my lords,

is a perilous and tremendous moment; it is not a
time for adulatiiMi ; the smoothness of flattery cannot
Have us in this rug^'cd and awful crisis. It is now
necessary to instruct the throne in the language of
truth. We must, if possible, disj)el the delusion and
darkness which envelope it, and displav, in its full

danger and genuine cidours, the ruin wliich is brought
to our doors. Tan ministers still presume to expect
support in their infatuation ? Can parliament be so

dead to their dignity and duty, as to give their sup-

port to measures thus obtruded aiid forced uj>on thtmi
;

measures, my lords, which have reduced this late

flourishing empire to acorn and contemi)t? But yes-

terday, and England might have stood against the
world ; now, none so poor to do her reverence ! The
people whom we at first despised as rebels, but whom
we now acknowledge as enemies, are abetted against

you, supplied with every military store, have their

interest consulted, and their ambassadors entertained,

by your inveterate enemy ; and ministers do not, and
dare not, interpose with dignity or effect. The des-

perate state of our army abroad is in part known.
No man more highly esteems and honours the English
troops than I do ; I know their virtues and their

valour; I know they can achieve anything but im-
possibilities; and I know that the conquest of English

America is an impossibility. You caimot, my lords,

you cannot conquer America. What is your present

situation there i We do not know the worst ; but we
know tliat in three campaigns we have done nothing
and suftered much. You may swell every expense,

accumulate every assistance; and extend your traffic

to the shambles of every German despot; your attempts
will be for ever vain and impotent—doubly so, indeed,

from this mercenary aid on which you rely ; for it

irritate?, to an incurable resentment, the minds of

your adversaries, to overrun them with the mercenary
sons of rapine and plunder, devoting them and their

possessions to the rapacity of hireling cruelty. If I

were an American, as I am an Englishman, while a
foreign troop was landed in my country, I never would
lay down my arras : Never, never, never ! But, ray

lords, who is the man that, in addition to the dis-

graces and mischiefs of the war, has dared to autho-

rise and associate to our arms the tomahawk and
scalping-knife of the savage ; to call into civilised

alliance the wild and inhuman inhabitant of the
woods ; to delegate to the merciless Indian the defence

of disputed rights, and to wage the horrors of his bar-

barous war against our brethren ? My lords, these

enormities cry aloud for redress and punishment.
But, my lords, this barbarous measure has been de-

fended, not only on the princijdcs of policy and neces-

sity, but also on those of morality ;
* for it is perfectly

allowable,' says Lord Suflblk, ' to use all the means
which (.!od and nature have put into our hands.* I

am astonished, I am shocked, to hear such principles

confessed ; to hear them avowed in this house or in

this country. My lords, I did not intend to encroach
so much on your attention ; but I cannot repress my
indignation— I feel myself impelled to speak. My
lords, we are called upon as members of this house,

as men, as Christians, to protest against such horrible

barbarity! That (iod and nature have put into our
hands! What ideas of God and nature that noble
lord may entertain I know not; but I know that such
detestable principles are equally abhorrent to religion
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ami I.un an.ty W hat
! to attribute the ,acre,I ,a„etion of f.odanJ nature to the n.as.acres of the I,„lian.call„„-ki„f.. to the cannibal savai-e, torturin.' , r

vict.ny, !^uch notion, shock every precept of morality

I J^ow .1 rf h" r '"""'-Jl'
-."'J tl'» >""•« abon,inabIeaio« U of them, ,letnan<l the most deci-ive indi-nation

I ca
1
upon thatri,-ht reyerend. and this n.ostlea ned

thejust.ce of their country. I call upon the bishops tonter,»,se the unsullied sanctity of 'their la«-n ; i^on

TvJlT \T"P"?f "'« purity of their ermine, to

7Ll\ IV^'" I-"""'-"-
'
«'ll upon the honourof your lordships to reyerence the difu tv of your an-cestor,, and to maintain your ow„.= , ^11 /pZ ^heep.ut and humanity of my country to yindi -ate thenational character. I inyoke the fieniu, of the Con!titution. From the tapestry that adorn these » a

u",
the immortal ancestor of this noble lord frovyns withmdijrna ion at the disgrace of his country. In ya ndid he defend the liberty and establish the reli^ton

tha , . ! l"""'\
'^'^ 'y"^""y "f R'^'ne, if these w"orse

end, re
1^' ''™'""-'' "^"^ "'qui-itorial practices areendured ainong us. To send forth the mercilesscannibal thirst n." for blood! a^^ain,st whom ! youP.otestant brc hren ! to lay waste their countr/ to

nin ty th'"' ''r''?-'''
""" "^"T^'" ">eir race'^'and

helTh,Mi„ . f
"";' '"»'™'"""'-'lity of these horriblehell-hounds of war ! .Spain can no longer boast pre-eminence in barbarity. She armed 'herself wUh

We.Mco, we, more ruthless, loose these do<^ of war

bf;":'"tietr^"^"""
'"/""""'•^. endea?ed to uby e<ery tie that can sanctify humanity. I solemnlycall upon your lordships, and upon eyen- orde of

cTdu;eth;•'f?^,"' ^^""P "I-"" »'"' infTmoi"cedure the indelible stijrma of the public abhorrenceMore particularly I call upon the holy prelates ofour religion to do away thi.s i„i,,uity
; ietCm perform a lustration, to purify the' country f,^^ Zs

tl^t'L^f^' '"':, ^'^ ^•'"^'- ' ^"' °''l and weakad at pre.sent unable to say more; but my feelings

could not have slept this night in my bed, nor eyenre,,osed my head upon my pillow, without gi,in/yen"to my eternal abhorrence of such enormous and preposterous principles. '^

The last public appearance and death of Lord

j-3^r";a;!^t;hS^4----[-nf
in a rich suit of black velvet, with a full wi<r andcovered up to the knees in flannel. On h s a^f^af „

oo'm "l'-
'"^/'•'"''"'d hi'-^elf in the lord cha^c ulr"room, where he stayed till prayers were over and tilhe was informed that business was going to be-i

law Mr v;;,''^'' 'T "'^ """"' ''•' '"^ -" anLonTin:

the lords Ktanding up out of res|,ect, and makinc' alane for him to pass to the o„,.i' i

"'""""''"? a

very CTacefuMv fn .1 .
' '"''"^''' ^^ bowingyery gracefully to them as he proceeded. He lookedpale and much emaeiife.l l„.t i

•
.

.'"^ '"oxea

Tcry striking and impressive '
""^ " "r^"'"'^''

When the Duke of Rh-hmond had sat down LordChatham rose and began by lamenting '• that hisbodily infirmities had so long and at .o imp'rant acrisis prevented his attendance on the duties ofnlrLament lie declared that be bad ma! e i, etC"almost beyond the powen, of his constitution to come

ilovvii to the house on this day, neihans the I...
tnne he should ever be able to" enlr'.T walls

'"'

express the indignation he felt at .he idea which heunderstood was g.me forth of yielding up the ,„ve!r.-,,Mty of America. My lords." continued he "Ircjuice that the grave ha.s not closed upon me thatam s.,11 Hhve to lift up my voice a'ains .'h Ji,mem,,,.rm..nt of this „ncient and noble monarch".essed down as I am by the load of inhrmity,
I amI.ttle able to assist my country in this most p^-r iZconjuncture; but, my lords, ,^hile I have se, ^ „„dmemory, I neyer will consent to taniish the lustre ofthis ,,..„on by an ."Mominious surrender of its H^hLan.l fairest possessions. Shall a people so lately .h„

terror f, world, now fall prostate' iVfl-'tt 1^,of nou bon
! It 1, impossible

! In (Jod's name, if it
.» absolutely necessary to declare either for pe.^;" orwar, and it peace cannot be preserved with '^^.rourwhy isnot war commenced without hesitation ! amnot, confess, well mf.nned of the resomces of thUkinploni, but I tnist it h,.s still sufficient to ma ntain'ts just rights, though I know them not. Any statemy lords, is better than despair. Let us al t^Jmakeone etlbrt, and if we mu'st fall, let Z fall 'lite

to'bt'''M^'n''
?'<^'""""''- " '^Pl.v, declared himselfto be to ally Ignorant of the means by which wewere to resist with success the combination of 1,ne!

iTrd r''
'.'"^ h"-c of Rourbon. He ur.ed the nob eor to point out any possible mode, if he were ableto do It, ot making the Americans renounce that in-

OrcetbKrfh^-'r'K ""^1,""" '" Po^ession. llis

hat it w» ' ;^° '""''' ""'• "" '"»" <^»"'''
:
and

the noble irl
'" ,"

!"'"" '" ''"'""<' >-'' "Pi"'"" °"

but a reel 1

?':!'.'•'• ."'""I'P""''-^ ^yanyreasonsbut a recital of the calamities arising fro,,, ,1 state ofthings not in the power of this coiint,°y now to alter "

duril .r'""'"'"" "^" *""^ appeared greatly moy^dduring the reply, made an eager ettbrt to rise at the
I

cone usion of It, as if labouring with some -rlt ideaand impatient to give full scope to his feeCs biftbefore he could utter a word, pressing his hand on h'boson,, he fell down su.idenly in; convulsivr fit

lords^
'.""^ Cumberland, L,rd Temple, auj othe;lords near him, caught him in their am s. The housewiLs immediately cleared; and his lordship bd.!carried into an adjoining apartment, the ,lebate ^^adjourned. Medical assistance being obtained ITsord.ship ,n some degree recovered, and was conveyedto his favourite villa of Haves, in Kent, where aXrlingering some few ^veeks, he e.xpired May 11

'

1778in the 70th year of his age.'
"^ 'h 'n a,

of ??/!''?.'/';?
^''"^ "';•""'• '>'!"'""" the character

style, that it will ever be preserved, if ,„ily for its

hirrnn' bl'- '^."i'^

^''"'^""^' '"'"" ^">'' a,„i,lics s of
h.s thoughts and language, have seldom been united
to such originality and force :—

'The secretary stood alone. Modern degeneracyhad not reached him. n,.i,im,l ami unaeco„lm'odati„.^
the features of his character had the hardihood ^fanti,,u,ty. ILs august mind overawed majesty

; andone of his sovereigns thought royalty so impaired inhis presence, that he conspire.l to remove him, inorder to be relieved from his superi,.rity. No state
chicanery, no narrow system of vicious politics, sunkhim to the vulgar level of the great

; but, ..verlKMrin-
persuasive, and impracticable, his obi-ct w.,s Kn.diind
his ambition wa,s fame. Without divi.lin-, he de'stroyed party

; without corrupting, he ma.le a venalage unanimous. Krance sunk beneath him. Withone hand he snioto the house of Rourbon, and wielded
in the other the .lemocraey of England. The si..l,t of
his mind was infinite; and his schemes were to atfect,
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not ETi»;laii»l, not the present njre only, bvit Europe
and posterity. Wuntlfrful wt-re the iiicai)^ by which
ihesv.- ^cheIm•:^ were Hccuuiplisheii ; aUvavN f-eiismuihle,

iiliMiyH ]»tle(|uate, the ^UJ:^e^tioll*! t^if iiii lunlor^taiiJiiig

niiiinnteil by ardour nml etiHirliteiied by prophecy.

The onliiiury feelinjjs which make lile amiable am!
tnd(>lent were unknown to him. No ilomestic ditli-

culties, no dnmesiic weakness, reaelaHl him ; but aliMif

froni the sordid occurrences of lite, an*! unsullied by

its intercourse, he came occasionally into our system

to counsel and to decide.

A character so exalted, so strenuous, so various, so

Authoritative, astonished a corrupt age, and the trea-

sury trembled at the name of IMtt through all the

classes of venality. Corruption imagined, inileed,

that she had found defects in this statesnnm, and
talke'l much of the inconsistency of his glory, and
.much of the ruin of his victories; but the history of

his country, and the calamities of the enemy, an-

swered and refuted her. Nor were his political al/i-

litics his only talents: his eloquence was an era in

the senate, peculiar and spontaneous, familiarly ex-

preiising giirantic sentiments and instinctive wisdom ;

nt>t like the torrent of Dpniosihenes, or the splendid

contlagration of TuUy ; it resembled sometimes the

thunder, and sometimes the music of the spheres.

Like Murray, he did not conduct the understanding
through the painful subtlety of argumentation ; nor

was he, like Townsend, fur ever on the rack of exer-

tion ; but rather lightened upon the subject, and
reached the point hy the flashings of the mind, which,

like tliose of his eye, were felt, but could not be fol-

lowed. Upon the whole, there was in this man some-
tliiiig that could create, subvert, or reform; an un-

derstanding, a spirit, and an eloquence to summon
mankind to society, or to break the bonds of slavery

asunder, and to rule the wilderness of free minds
witli unbounded authority ; something that could

establish or overwhelm empire, and strike a blow in

the world that should resound through the universe.'

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS AND MAGAZINES.

Tlie Cychp(Edia of Ephraim Chambers, published

in 1728, ill two folio volumes, was the first dictionar}'

or repertory of general knowledge proiluced in Bri-

tain. Chambers, who had been reared to the busi-

ness of a globe-maker, and was a man of respectable

though not profound attainments, died in 1740. His

work was printed five times during the subsequent

eighteen years, and has finally been extended, in the

present century, under the care of Dr A onaham
Kees, to forty volumes in quarto. Dr John Camp-
BEi.n, wliose share in compiling the Unircrml Ifis-

torv has already been spoken of, began in 1742 to

publisli his Lives of' the British Admirals^ and three

years later commenced the Bioyraphia liritannica ;

works of considerable magnitude, and which still

possess a respectable reputation. The reign of

George H. prfiduced many other attempts to fami-

liarise knowledge ; but it seems only necessary to

allude to one of these, the Preceptor of Kouert

Dodsi.ey, first publislied in 174S, and which UiPg
ctmtinued to be a favourite and useful book. It

embraced within the compass of two volumes, in

octavo, troutises on elocution, composition, aritli-

nii'tic, geograjdiy, logic, moral pliilosopliy, hmnan
life and maimers, and a few other branches of know-
ledge, then supposed to form a complete course of
education.

The age under notice may be termed tlie epoch
of magazines and reviews. The earliest work of

the former kind, the (.'entUnmns yhujuziue^ com-
menced in the year 17.'U by Mr Kdward Cave, a
jH-inter, was at first simply a monthly condcnt^ation

of newspaper discussions and intelligence, but in the
course of a few years became open to the reception

of literary and arch:eoh)gical articles. The tt rm
magazine thus gradually departed from its original

n)eaning as a depository of extracts from newspapers,

till it was understood to refer to monthly miscel-

lanies of literature, such as it is now habitually

applied to. The design of Mr Cave was so mic( ess-

ftil, that it soon met with rivalry, though it was
some time before any other work obtained sufficient

encouragement to be continued for any lengthened

period. The Literary Magazine, started in 17'15

by Mr Ephraim Chambers, subsisted till about the

close of the century. The London M<i<j<izinc, tlie

British Magazine, and the Toirn and Ctnintry Ma~
gazine, were other works of the same kind, pub-

lished with mure or less success during the reigns

of George 11. and George IIL In 1730, the Scots

Magazine was commenced in Edinburgh, upon a

plan nearly similar to the * Gentleman's ;' it sur-

vived till 1826. and forms a valuable register of the

events of tlie times over which it extends. In the

old magazines, there is little trace of that anxiety

for literar}' excellence which now animates the con-

ductors of such miscellanies; yet, from the notices

which they contain respecting the characters, inci-

dents, and manners of former years, they are gene-

rally very entertaining. The * Gentleman's Maga-
zine' continues to be published, and retains much of

its early distinetiou as a literary and archa?oh)gical

rcjiositorj'.

Periodical works, devoted exclusively to the criti-

cism of new hooks, were scarcely known in Britain

till 1749, when the Monthly lievirw was com-
menced under the patronage of the Whig and low

church party. This was followed, in 17r)6, bj' the

establishment of the Critical lievicw, which for some
years was conducted hy Dr Smollett, and was de-

voted to the interests of tlie Tory party in church
and state. These productions, marked by no great

ability, were the ojdy publications of the kind pre-

vious to the commencement of the British Critic in

1793.

Another respectable and useful periodical work
was originated in 1758 by Kobert Dodsley, under

the title of the Annual Register, the plan being sug-

gested, as has been said, by Burke, who for some
years wrote the historical portion with his usual

abUity. This work is still published.
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FROM 171iO TILL THE PRKSENT TIME.
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'""''' Tliu increase ill national

vjf5j&.' wealth and po]mlatinn natu-

rally led, iiiaeountry like Great
Britain, to the improvement of

literature and the arts, and aecordinyly we find that

a more popular and general style of composition be-

gan to sui)plant the conventional stiffness and classic

restraint imposed upon former autliors. Tlie human
intellect and imagination were sent abroad on wider

surveys, and with more anibitiims views. To excite

a great mass of hearers, tlie public orator finds it

necessary to appeal to the stronger passions and

universal sympathies of his audience ; and in writ-

ing for a large number of readers, an author must
adopt similar means, or fail of success. Hence it

seems natural that as society advanced, the character

of our literature should become assimilated to it,

and partake of the onward inovenieiit, the popular

feeling, and rising energy of the nation. There were,

liowever, some great pulilic events and accidental

circumstances wliich assisted in bringing about a

change. The American war, by exciting the elo-

quence of Chatham and Burke, awakened tlie spirit

of the nation. The enthusiasm was continued by
the poet Cowper, who sympatliised keenly with his

fellow-men, and had a warm love of liis native coun-

try. Cowper wrote from no system ; he liad not

read a poet for seventeen years ; but he drew the

distinguisliing features of English life and scenery

with such graphic power ami beauty, that the mere
poetry of art and fashion, and the stock images of

descriptive verse, could not but appear mean, affected,

and commonplace. Warton's ' History of Poetry, ' and

Percy's 'Keliques,' threw back the imagination to the

bolder and freer era of our national literature, and

the German drama, with all its horrors and extra-

vagance, was something better than mere delinea-

tions of manners or incidental satire. The French
Kevolution came next, and seemed to break down all

artificial distinctions. Talent and virtue only were

to be regarded, and the spirit of man was to enter

on a new course of free and glorious action. This

dream passed away; but it had sunk deep into some
ardent minds, and its fruits were seen in l)old specu-

lations on the hopes and destiny of man, in the

strong colourings of nature and passion, and in the
free and flexible iimvements of tlie native genius of
our poetry. Since then, every department of lite-

rature has been cultivated with success. In fiction,

the name of Scott is inferior only to that of Shak*
speare; in criticism, a new era may be dated from
the establishment of the Edinburgh Review ; ami in

historical composition, if we have no Hume or Gib-
bun, we have the results of far more valuable and
diligent research. Truth and nature have been
more truly and devoutly worsliipped. and re.il excel-

lence more highly prized. It has been feared by
some that the principle of utility, which is recog-

nised as one of the features of tlie present age, and
the progress of mechanit-al knowledge, would be fatal

to the higher efforts of imagination, and diminish

the territories of the poet. This seems a groundless

fear. It liid not damp tlie anlour of Scott or Byron,
and it has not prevented the pix'try of Wordsworth
from gradually working its way into public favour.

If we have not the chivalry and romance of the

Elizabethan age, we have the ever-living passions (>f

human nature, and the wide theatre of the world,

now accurately known and discriminated, as a field

for the exercise of genius. "NVe have the benefit of

all past knowledge and literature to exalt our stan-

dard of imitation and taste, and a more sure reward
in the encouragement and applause of a populous

and enlightened nation. ' The literature of England,'

says Shelley, ' has arisen, as it were, from a new birth.

In spite of the low-thougbted envy which would
undervalue contemporary merit, our own will be a

memorable age in intellectual achievements, and we
live among sucli philosophers and poets as surpass,

beyond comparison, any wlio have appeared since

the last national struggle for civil and religious

liberty. T'he most unfailing herald, comjtanion, and
follower of the awakening of a great people to work
a beneficial change in opinion or institution, is jjoetry.

At such periods there is an accumulation of the

power of communicating and receiving intense and
impassioned conceptions resi>ecting man and nature.

The persons in wliom this power resides, may often,

as far as regards many portions of their nature, have

little apparent correspondence with that spirit of

good of wiiicli tbey are tlie ministers. Rut even

whilst they deny and abjure, they are yet coiii|)elled

to serve the jiower which is seated on the throne of

their own soul. It is impossible to read the com-
Iiositions of the most celebrated writers of the pre-

sent day, without t>eing st.irtlcd with the electric

life which burns witliin their words. They me.-isure

tlie circumference and sound the depths of human
nature with a comprehensive and all penetrating

spirit, and they are themselves jicrhaps the most
sincerely astonished at its manifestations, for it is

less their spirit than the sjiirit of the age. I'oets are

the liieropbants of an unapprehemled inspiration ;

the mirrors of the gigantic shadows which futurity

easts tipon the present ; the words which express

what they understand not j the trumpets which sing

to battle', and feel not what they inspire ; the in-

fluence which is moved not, hut moves. Poets art

the unacknowledged legislators of the world.'
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ENGLISH LITERATUUE. WILLIAM COWI'ER.

WIUJAH COWPEB.

William Cowteb, ' the most popular poet of his

^ntrfttion, and the liest of Eti|;lisli letter-writers,'

u Mr Southey has designated him, belonged empha-

wnilam Cowper.

tically to the aristocracy of England. His father,

the Rev. Dr Cowper, chaplain to George II., was the

sou of Spencer Cowper, one of the judges of the

court of coninion pleas, and a younger brother of

the first Earl Cowper. lord chancellor. His inotlicr

was allied to some of the noblest families in England,

descended by four different lines from King Henry 111.

Tliis lofty lineage cannot add to the lustre of tlie

poet's fame, but it slieds additional grace on his piety

anil humility. I)r Cowper, besides his royal chap-

laincy, held the rectory of Great Berkhamstead, in

the county of Hertford, and tliere the poet was born,

November 15, 1731. In his sixth year he lost his

mother (whom he tenderly and affectionately re-

membereil through all his life), and was placed at

a boarding-school, where he continued two years.

The tyranny of one of his school-fellows, who held

in complete subjection and abject fear the tindd and

home-sick boy, led to his removal from this semi-

nary, and undoubtedly prejudiced him against tlie

whole system of public education. He was ne.xt

placed at Westminster school, where, as ho says, lie

served a seven years' apprenticesliip to tlie classics

;

and at the age of eighteen was removed, in order to

be articled to an attorney. Having passed through

this training (with the future Lord Chancellor Tliur-

low for his fi.41ow-clerk), Cowper, in 1".')4, was called

to the bar. He never, however, made tlie law a

study : in the solicitor's office he and Tliurlow were
' constantly employed from morning to iiiglit in gig-

gling and making giggle,' and in his chambers in the

Temple he wrote gay verses, and associated with

Bonnel Tliornton, Colman. Lloyd, and other wits. He
contributed a few papers to the Connoisseur and

to the St .James's Clironide, both comlucted by his

friends. Darker days were at hand. Cowper's

father was now dead, his patrimony was small, and

he was in his thirty-second year, almost ' unprovided

with an aim,' for tlie law was with him a mere nomi-

nal profession. In this crisis of his fortunes his

kinsman. Major Ctiwjier, presented him to the office

of clerk of the journals to the House of Lords—

a

desirable and lucrative appointment. Cowper ac-

cepted it; but the labour of studying the forms of

Iiroeedure, and the dread of qualifying himself Ijy

appearing at the bar of the House of Lords, plunged
him in the <leepest misery and distress. Tlie seeda

of insanity were then in bis frame ; and after brood-

ing over his fancied ills till reason liad fled, he at-

tempted to commit suicide. liajipily this desperate

effort failed; the appointment was given up, and
Cowper was removed to a private madhouse at St
Albans, kept by Dr Cotton. The cloud of horror
gradually passed away, and on his recovery, he re-

solved to witlulraw entirely from the society and
business of the world. He had still a small portion

of his funds left, and his friends sul>scribcd a further

sum, to enable him to live frugidly in retirement.

The bright hopes of Cowper's youth .seemed thus to

have all vanished; his prospects of advancement in

file world were gone ; and in the new-born zeal of
his religious fervour, his friends might wi_ll doubt
whetlier his reason had been completely restored.

He retired to the town of Huntingdon, near Cam-
bridge, where his brother resided, and there formed
an intimacy with the family of the Kev. iMorley

Unwin, a clergyman resident in the place. He was
adopted as one of the family; and when Mr Unwin
himself was suddenly removed, the same cuiine.Kion

was continued with his widow. Death only could

sever a tie so strongly knit—cemented l>y mutual
faith and friendship, and by sorrows of wliich the

world knew notliing. To the latest generation the

name of Mary Unwin will be united with that of

Cowper, partalcer of his fame as of his sad decline

—

By seraphs writ with beams of heavenly light.

After the death of Mr Unwin in 1767, the family
were advised by the Rev. John Newton—a remark-
alile man in many respects—to fix their abode at

tJlney, in the northern division of Buckinghamshire,
where Mr Newton liimself officiated as curate. Thi»

OIney Chiu-ch.

was accordingly done, and Cowper removed with

them to a spot whicli he has consecrated by his

genius. He h.ad still the river Ouse with him, as

at Huntingdon, but the scenery is more varied and
attractive, and abounds in fine retired walks. Hia

life w.as tliat of a religions recluse; he ceased cor-

I

responding with his friends, and associated only

i with Mrs Unwin and Newton. The hitter ensr.aged
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Ilis assistance in writing a VDlunic of liyrTins, hut his

nidrliiil iiK-lani'lioly Kaicicii Kroumi, aiul in 177.3 it

became a Ciise vi ilecideil iiisauity. About two years

were [Kisseil in lliis unhappy state. On Ijis reiovcry,

Cowper took til gardening, rearing Inires, drawing

landscapes, and cuniposing piietry. 'I'he latter was

fortunately the most jjernianent enjoyment ; and its

fruits ai>peared in a volume of poems published in

178:!. Tile sale of the work was slow ; but his friends

were eager in its praise, and it received the approba-

tion of Johnson and Franklin. Ilis correspondence

was resumed, and cheerfulness again became an in-

mate of his retreat at Olney. This happy change

was augmented by the presence of a third party.

Lady Austen, a widow, who came to reside in the

immediate neighbourhood of Olney, and whose con-

versation for a time charmed away the melancholy

spirit of Cowper. She told him the story of John
Gilpin, and ' the famous horseman and his feats were

an inexhaustible source of merriment.' Lady Austen

also prevailed upon the poet to try his powers in

blank verse, and from her suggestion sprung the

noble poem of The Task. This memorable friend-

ship was at length dissolved. The lady exacted too

much of the time and attention of the poet—perliaps

a shade of jealousy on the part of Mrs Unwin, with

respect to the superior charms and .attractions of her

rival, intervened to increase the alienation—and be-

fore the Task was finished, its fair inspirer had

left Olney without any intention of returning to it.

In 178.5 the new volume was published. Its suc-

cess was instant and decided. The public were

glad to liear the true voice of poetry and of nature,

and in the rural descriptions and fireside scenes of

the Task, tliey saw tile features of English scenery

and domestic life faithfully delineated. ' The Task,'

says So\itliey, ' was at once descrijitive, moral, and

satirical. The descriptive parts everywhere bore

evidence of a thoughtful mind and a gentle spirit, ,as

well as of an observant eye ; and the moral senti-

nicnt which perv.aded them gave a charm in which

descriotive poetry is often found wanting. The best

diiiactic poems, when compared with the Task, are

like f.irmal gardens in comparison with womlland

sceiierv.' As soon as he had completed his labours

for the publication of his second volume, Cowjier

entered upon an undertaking of a still more arduous

nature a translation of Homer. He had gone

through the great Grecian at Westminster school,

and afterwards read him critically in the Temple,

and he was imjiressed with but a poor opinion of the

translation of Pope. Setting himself to a daily task

of forty lines, he at length accomplished the forty

thousand verses. He published by subscription, in

whiili his friends were generously active. The work

appeared in 17111, in two volumes quarto. In the

interval the poet and Mrs Unwin hail removed to

Weston, a beautiful village about a mile from Olney.

His cousin. Lady Hesketh, a woman of refined and
f.iscinating manners, had visited him ; he had also

formed a friendly intimacy with the family of the

Tlirockmortons, to whom Weston belonged, and his

circumstances were comiiaratively easy, ilis malady.

however, returned upon him with full force, and

Mrs Unwin being rendered helpless by palsy, the

task of nursing her fell upon the sensitive and de-

jected poet. A careful revision of his Homer, and
an engagement to edit a new edition of Milton,

were the last literary undertakings of Cowper. The
formtr he completed, but without improving the

first edition : his second task was never finished.

A deepening gloom settled on his mind, witii occa-

sionally bright intiTvals. A visit to his friend

Havlev, at Earthum, produceil a short cessation of

his" mental >.u:1"eriiig, and in 1794 a pension of X;!00

was granted to him from the crown. He was induced,

ni 1 7yj, to remove with ilrs L'nwin to Norfolk, oil

a visit to some rulatioii.s, and there Mrs Unwin died
tin the 17th l)ecem!K*r 1790. The unli:ippy poet
would not believe that his long tried friend waa
actually dead; he went to see the body, ami on wit-

nc-'>ing the unaltered placidity of death, flung him-
self to the other side of the room with a passionate
e-xjiression of feeling, and from that time he never
meii[ioiied her name nor spoke of her again. He
lingered on for more than three years, still under
the ^allle (lark shadow of religious des|M)iidency and
terror, but occasionally writing, and listening atti-n-

tively to works read to him by his friends. His
last poem was the Castawuif, a strain of l4juching

and lieautifnl verse, which showed no decay of his

poeliciJ powers : at length death came to liis release

ou tile 25th of April 1800. So sad and strange a

Cowper's Monument.

destiny lias never before or since been that of a man
of genius. With wit and humour at will, he was
nearly all his life plunged in the darkest melancholy.
IimiH'enf. jiitMis, and confiding, he lived in per-

petn.il dread of everlasting punishment : he could
only see between him and heaven a high wall which
he despaired of ever being able to scale; yet his in-

tellectual vigour w:is not subdued by affliction. What
he wrote for amusement or relief in the midst of
' sn]ireme distress,' surp;isses the ehiborate eflbrts of
others made under the most favourable circum-
stances; and in the very winter of his days, his

fancy was as fresh and blooming as in the spring

and morning of existence. Tliat he was constitu-

tionally prone to melancholy and insanity, seems
miiloulited ; but the predisposing causes were as

siiri'ly ;iggravated by his strict and secluded iniKle

of life. Lady Hesketh was a better guide and coln-

jianion than .Tohn Newton ; and no one can read

his letters without observing that cheerfulness was

inspircil by the one, and terror by the other. The
iron frame' of Newton could stand unmoved amidst

shocks that destroyeil the shrinking and apprehen-

sive mind of Cowper. All, however, have now gone

to their .account—the stern yet kind minister, the

faithful Mary Unwin, the gentle liigh-boni relations
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wlio forsook ease, aiul luxury, and society to soothe

tlic misery of one wri'tclit'il lieing, and tliat inunort;il

beinjr himself has passed away, seane eniiscicms that

he had ln'iiueatlied an iniperishalile treasure to man-
kind. We Inive greater and loftier poets tlian

Cowper, lint none st) entirely iiieorporated, as it

were, with our daily existeiiee—none so completely

a friend—our eoniiianiou in woodland wanderiofrs,

and in moments of serious tliou);ht—ever gentle and

affectionate, even in his transient fits of ascetic

gloom—a pure mirror of afll-ctioiis, regrets, feeliiifrs,

and desires which we have all felt or wouM wish to

cherish. Shaksjieare, Spenser, and Alilton, are spirits

of ethereal kind : Cowper is a steady and valuahle

friend, whose society we may sometimes neglect for

that of more splendid and attractive associates, but

whose unwavering principle and purity of character,

joined to rich intellectual powers, overflow upon us

in secret, and bind us to him for ever.

It is scarcely to be wondered at that Cowper's

first volume was coldly received. The subjects of

liis poems (Table Talk, the Progress of Error, Tnith,

Expostulation, Hope, Charity, &c.) did not promise

much, and his manner of handling tliem was not

calculated to conciliate a fastidious public. He
was both too harsh and too spiritual for general

readers. Johnson had written moral poems in the

same form of verse, but they possesseil a rich declama-

tory grandeur and brilliancy of illustration wliii'h

Cowper did not attempt, and probably would, from

principle, have rejected. There are passages, how-

ever, in these evangelical works of Cowper of

masterly execution and lively fancy. His character

of Chatham has rarely been 6urp:issed, even by I'ope

or Dryden :

—

A. Patriots, alai! the few that have been found

Where most they flourish, upon English ground,

The country's need have scantily svipplied
;

And the last left the scene when Chatham died.

li. Not so ; the virtue still adorns our age,

Though the chief actor died upon the stage.

In him Demosthenes was heard again ;

Liberty taught him her .\theniaii strain
;

She clothed him with authority and awe,

Spoke from his lips, aiul in his looks gave law.

His speech, his form, his action full of grace,

And all his country heiiniing in his face,

He stood as some inimitable hand
Would strive to make a Haul or Tally stand.

No sycophant or slave that dared oppose

Her sacred cause, but tronihled when he rose
;

And every venal stickler for the yoke.

Felt himself crushed at the first wonl he spoke.

Neither has the fine simile with wliich the follow-

ing retrospect closes :

—

Ages elapsed ere Homer's lamp appeared,

And ages ere the Mantuan swan was heard ;

To carry nature lengtlis unknown before,

To give a Milton birth asked ages more.

Thus genius rose and set at ordered times,

And shot a day-spring into distant dimes.

Ennobling every region that he chose.

He sunk in Greece, in Italy he rose
;

And, tedious years of Gothic darkness past,

Emerged all splendour in our isle at last.

Thus lovely halcyons dive into the main.

Then show far off their shining plumes again.

The poem of Conversation in this volume is rich

in Addisonian humour and satire, and formed no

unworthy prelude to the Task. In Hope and Retire-

ment, we see traces of the descri|itive powers and

natural pleasantry afterwards so finely developed.

The highest flight in the whole, and the one most
characteristic of Cowper, is his sketi-h tif

IThe Orccnlanti Miiifiuimncn.l

That sound bespeaks salvation on her way,
The trumpet of a life-restoring day

;

'Tis heard wheie l-ingland's eH>tern glory shines,

And in the gulfs of her Cornuhian nnnes.

And still it spreads. Sec (ierinanv send forth

Her sons to pour it on the farthest north
;

Fired with a zeal peculiar, tliev ileiy

The rage and rigour of a polar sky,

And plant successfully sweet .^liaroii's rose

On icy plains and in eternal snows.

Oh blessed within the enclosure of your rocks.

Nor herds have ^e to boast, nor bleating flocks;

No fertilising streams your fiuhls divide.

That show reversed the vilhis on their side;

No groves have ye ; no cheerful suvuhI of bird,

Or voice of turtle in your land is heard ;

Nor grateful eglantine regales the smell

Of those that walk at evening where ye dwell

;

But \\'inter, armed with terrors here unknown.
Sits absolute on his unshaken thi(»ne,

Piles up his stores amidst the frozen waste.

And bids the mountains he has built stand fast

;

lieckons the legions of his storms away
From hap])icr scenes to make your lands a prey

;

Proclaims tlie soil a conquest he has won.

And sconis to share it with the distant sun.

Yet Truth is 3'ours, remote unenvied isle !

And Peace, the genuine ottspring of her smile;

The pride of lettered ignorance, that binds

In chains of error our accompli^lied minds.

That decks with all the spleiidour of the true,

A false religion, is unknown to you.

Nature indeed vouchsafes for our delight

The sweet vicissitudes of day and night

;

Soft airs and genial moisture feed and cheer

Field, fruit, and flower, and every creature here
;

But brighter beams than his who fires the skies

Have risen at length on your admiring eyes,

That shoot into your darkest caves the day
From which our nicer optics turn away.

In this mixture of argument and piety, poetry and
plain sense, we have the ilistinctive traits of Cowper's
genius. The freedom acquired by composition, and
especially the presence of Lady Austen, led to more
valuable results ; and w hen he entered upon the Task,

be was far more disposi-tl to look at the smmy side

of things, and to launch into general descrijition.

His vcrsifieatiim imderwent a similar improvement.
His former poems were often rugged in style and
expression, and were made so on purpose, to avoid

the polished uniformity of Pope anil his imitators.

He was now sensible that he had erred on the oppo-

site side, atid accordingly the Task was made to

unite strength ami freedom with elegance and har-

mony. No poet has introduced so much idiomatic

expression into a grave poem of blank verse ; lint the
higher passages are all carefully finished, and rise

or fall, according to the nature of the subject, with
inimitable grace .and melody. In this respect Cow-
per, as already mwitioned, has greatly the advantage
of Thomson, whose stately march is never relaxed,

however trivial be the theme. The variety of the
Task in style and manner, no less than in stibject,

is one of its greatest charms. The mock-heroic
opening is a fine specimen of his humour, aiul from
this he slides into rural ilescription and moral reflec-

tion so naturally and easily, that the reader is carried

along apparently without an effort. The scenery of

the Ouse— its level plains and spacious meads—is

described with the vividness of painting, and the
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poet then elevates tl»e eliaracter of liis picture by a

rapid sketch of still nobler features:

—

[Rural SaundaJ]

Nor rural sights alone, hut rural sounds,

Exhilarate the spirit, and restore

The tone of langui^l nature. Mij,'hty vitkU

That sweep the skirt of some far-spreading wood

Of ancient growth, make music not unlike

The dash of ocean on his winding shore,

And lull the spirit wliilc th'-y fill the mind,

Unnumbered branches waving in the blast.

And all their leaves fa^t fluttering all at once.

Kor less composure waits upon the r'»ar

Of distant floods, or on the softer voice

Of neighbouring fountain, or of rills that slip

Through the cleft rock, and chiming as they fall

Upon loose pebbles, lose them-^elves at length

In matte-1 grass, that with a livelier green

Betrays the secret of their silent course.

Nature inanimate displays sweet sounds,

But aniniatpd nature sweeter still.

To soothe and satisfy the human car.

Ten thousand warblers cheer the day, and one

The livelong night ; nor these alone whose notes

Nice-fingered art must emulate in vain,

But cawing rooks, and kites that swim sublime

In still-repeated circles, screaming loud.

The jay, the pie, and even the botling owl

That hails the rising moon, have charms for me.

Sounds inharmonious in themselves and harsh,

Yet heard in scenes where peace for ever reigns.

And only there, please highly for their sake.

Tlie freedom of this versification, and the admirable

variety of pause and cadence, must strike the most
uncritical reader. With tlie same playful strength

and equal power of landscape painting, he describes

[77(6 Divet'sijicd Character of Creattwi.]

The earth was made so varions, that the mind
Of desultor)' man, studious of change
And pleased with novelty, might be indulged.

Prospects, however lovely, may be seen

Till half their beauties fade ; the weary sight,

Too well acquainted with their smiles, slides off

Fastidious, seeking less familiar scenes.

Then snug enclosures in the sheltered vale,

Where frequent hedges intercept the eye,

Delight us, happy to renounce a while.

Not senseless of its charms, what still we love.

That such short absence may endear it more.

Then forests, or the savage rock may jdease

That hiJes the sea-mew in his hollow clefts

Above the reach of man ; his hoary head
Conspicuous many a league, the mariner
Bound homeward, and in hope already there,

Gceets with three cheers exulting. At his waist

A girdle of half-withered shrubs he s^iows.

And at his feet the baffled bilUiws die.

The common overgrown with fern, and rough
With prickly goss, that, shapeless and (leform,

And dangerous to the touch, has yet its bloom.
And decks itself with ornaments of gold.

Yields no unpleasing randde ; there the turf
Smells fresh, and rich in odoriferous herbs
And fungous fruits nf earth, regales the sense
With luxury of unexpected sweets.

lYom the beginning to the end of the Task we
never lose sight of the author. His love of country
rambles, wlien a boy,

O'er hills, through valleys, and by river's brink
;

his walks with Mrs Unwin, when he had exchanged
the Thames for the Ouse, and had ' grown sober in

the vale of years ;* his playful satire and tender

admonition, his denunciation of slavery, hh noble

patriotism, liis devotional earnestness and suIjII-

mity, his warm sympathy with his fellow-men, and
his exquisite paintings of domestic peace and hap-

piness, are all so much self-portraiture, drawn with

the ripe skill and taste of the master, yet with a
modesty that shrinks from the Ie;ifit obtrusiveness

and display. The very rapidity of his transitions,

where things liglit and sportive are drawn up with

the most solemn truths, and satire, pathos, and re-

proof alternately mingle or repel each other, are

characteristic of his mind and temperament in ordi-

nary life, llis inimitable ease and colloquial free-

dom, which lends such a charm to his letters, is

never lr)ng absent from his poetry; and his jieculiar

tastes, as seen in that somewhat grandiloquent line.

Who loves a garden, loves a greenhouse too,

are all pictured in the pure and lucid pages of the

Task. It cannot be said that Cowper ever aban-
doned his sectarian religious tenets, yet they are

little seen in his great work. His i)iety is that

which all should feel and venerate; and if his sad

experience of the world had tinged tlie prospect of

life, * its fluctuations and its vast concerns,' with a

deeper shade than seems consonant with the general

welfare and happiness, it also imparted a higher

authority and more impressive wisiloni to his earnest

and solemn appeals. He was ' a stricken deer that

left the herd,' conscious of the follies and wants of

those he left behind, and inspired with jiower to

minister to the delight and instruction of the whole
human race.

[From * Conversation J*]

The emphatic speaker dearly loves to oppose,

In contact inconvenient, nose to nose,

As if the gnomon on his neighbour's phiz.

Touched with a magnet, had attracted his.

His whispered theme, dilated and at large,

Proves after all a wind-gun's airy charge

—

An extract of his diarv—no more

—

A tasteless journal of the day before.

He walked abroad, overtaken in the rain.

Called on a friend, drank tea, slept home again;
Resumed his purpose, hud a world of talk

With one he stumbled on, and lo.st his walk
;

I interrupt him with a sailden bow,
Adieu, dear sir, lest you should lose it now.
A graver coxcomb we niay sometimes see.

Quite as absurd, though not so light as he;
A shallow brain behind a serious mask,
An oracle within an einpty ca>-k.

The solemn fop, significant ami budge;
A fool with judges, amongst fools a judge;
He says but little, and that little said,

Owes all its weight, like loaded dice, to lead.

His wit invites vim by his looks to come.
But when you knock, it never is at home

:

*Tis like a parcel sent you by the stage,

Some handsome present, as your hopes presage ;

'Tis heavy, bulky, and bids fair to prove

An absent friend's fnlelity of love ;

But when unpacked, vour disappointment groans

To find it stutfcd with brickbats, earth, and stones.

Some men employ their health—an xigly trick

—

In making known how oft they have been sick,

And give us in recitals of disease

A doctor*s trouble, but without the fees;

Relate how many weeks they kept their bed,

How an emetic or cathartic sped ;

Nothing is slightly touched, much Ic^s forgot

;

N'osc, ears, and eyes seem present on the spot.
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Now the distemper, spite of draught or pill,

Victoriourt seemed, ami now the doctor's skill;

And now—alas ! for unforeseen mishaps !

They put on a damp nii;htcap, and relapse
;

They thought they must have died, they were so bad,

Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.

Some fretful tempers wince at every touch,

You always do too little or too much :

You speak with life, in hopes to entertain,

Your elevated voice goes through the brain;

You fall at once into a lower key,

ThatV worse, the drone-pipe of a humble bee.

The southern sash admits too strong a light

;

You rise and drop the curtain—now 'tis night.

He shakes with cold—you stir the fire, and strive

To make a blaze—that's roasting him alive.

Serve him with venison, and he chooses fish
;

Witli sole—that's just the sort he would not wish.

He takes whiit he at first professed to loathe,

An<i in due time feeds heartily on both
;

Yet still o'erclouded with a constant frown,

He does not swallow, but he gulps it down.
Your hope to please him vain on every plan,

Himself should work that wonder, if he can-

Alas ! his efforts double his distress.

He likes yours little and his o^vn still less

;

Thus always teasing others, always teased,

His oiily pleasure is to be displeased.

1 pity bashful men, who feel the pain

Of f;incied scorn and undeserved disdain,

And bear the marks upon a blushing face

Of needless shame and self-imposed disgrace.

Our sensibilities are so acute,

The fear of being silent makes us mute.
We sometimes think we could a speech produce
Much to the purpose, if our tongues were loose

;

But being tried, it dies upon the lip.

Faint as a chicken's note that has the pip

;

Our wasted oil unprofitably burns.

Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral ums.

On the Receipt of his Mother''s Picture,

Oh that those lips had language ! Life has passed

With me but roughly since I heard thee last.

Those lips are thine—thy own sweet smiles I see,

The same that oft in childhood solaced me

;

Voice only fails, else, how distinct they say,

• Grieve not, ray child, chase all thy fears away !*

The meek intelligence of those dear eyes

(Blest be the art that can immortalise,

The art that baffles time's tyrannic claim

To quench it) here shines on me still the same.
Faithful remembrancer of one so dear,

welcome guest, though unexpected here!

Who bidd'st me honour, with an artless song

Affectionate, a mother lost so long.

1 will obey, not willingly alone.

But gladly, as the precept were her own

:

And while that face renews my filial grief,

Fancy shall weave a charm fur my relief;

Shall steep me in Elysian reverie,

A momentary dream, that tluui art she.

My mother ! when I learned that thou wast dead,

Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I hhed?

Hovered thy spirit o'er thy sorrowing son.

Wretch even then, life's journey just begun?

Perhaps thou gavcst me, though unseen, a kiss

;

Perhaps a tear, if souls can weep in bliss

—

Ah, that maternal smile ! it answers—Yes.

I heard the bell tolled on thy burial day,

I saw the hearse that bore thee slow away,

And, turning from my nursery window, drew

A long, long sigh, and wejjt a last adieu !

But was it such \ It was. Where tliuu art gone,

Adieus and farewells are a sound unknomi.

May I but meet thee nn that peaceful shore,

The parting sound shall pass my lips no more!
Thy maidens grieved themselves at my concern.
Oft gave me promise of a quick return :

What ardently I wished I long believed.
And, disappointed still, was still deceived;
By disappointment every day beguiled,
Pupe of to-morrow even from a child.

Thus many a sad to-morrow came and went,
Till, all my stock of infant sorrow spent,
1 learned at last submission to my lot.

But. though I less deplored thee, ne'er forgot.

Where once we dwelt our name is heard no raortf,

Children not thine have trod my nursery floor;

And where the gardener Kohin, day by day,
Drew me to school along the public way,
Delighted with my bauble coach, and wrapt
In scarlet mantle warm, and velvet-capt,

'Tis now become a history little known.
That once we called the pastoral house our own.
Short-lived possession ! but the record fair,

That memory keeps of all thy kindness there.

Still outlives many a storm, that has effaced

A thousand other themes less deeply traced.

Thy nightly visits to my chamber made,
That thou might'st know me safe and warmly laid;
Thy morning bounties ere I left my home,
The biscuit or confectionary plum ;

The fragrant waters on my cheeks bestowed
By thy own hand, till fresh they shone and glowed

:

All this, and more endearing still than all.

Thy constant flow of love, that knew no fall,

Ne'er roughened by those cataracts and breaks.

That humour interposed too often makes;
All this, still legible in memory's page,
And still to be so to my latest age,

Addsjoy to duty, makes me glad to pay
Such honours to thee as my numbers may;
Perhaps a frail memorial, but sincere,

Not scorned in heaven, though little noticed here.

Could Time, his flight reversed, restore the houn.
When, playing with thy vesture's tissued flowers,

The violet, the pink, and jessamine,

I pricked them into paper with a pin,

(And thou wast happier than myself the while,

Would softly spe;ik, and stroke my head and smile),

Could those few pleasant hours again appear.
Might one wish bring them, would I wish them here!
I would not trust my heart—the dear delight

Seems so to be desired, perhaps I might.
But no—what here we call our life is such,

So little to be loved, and thou so much,
That I should ill requite thee to constrain

Thy unbound spirit into bonds again.

Thou, as a gallant bark fron\ Albion's coast

(The storms all weathered and the ocean crossed).

Shoots into port at some well-havened isle.

Where spices breathe and brighter seasons smile,

There sits quiescent on the floods, that show
Her beauteous form reflected clear below,
While airs impregnated with incense play
Around her, fanning light her streamers gay ;

So thou, with sails how swift ! hast reached the shore
* Where tempests never beat nor billows roar;'

And thy loved consort on the dangerous tide
Of life, long since, has anchored at thy side.

But me, scarce hoping to attain that rest,

Always from port withheld, always distressed

—

Me howling winds drive devious, tempest-tossed,
Sails ript, seams opening wide, and compass lost;
And day by day some current's thwarting force

Sets me more distant fiom a prosperous course.
But oh the thought, that thou art safe, and hel
That thought !>* joy, arrive what may to rae.

My boast is not tliat I deduce njy birth
From loins enthioned, and rulers of the earth

;
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But higher fur my proud pretensions rise

—

The .son of piin;nts pas!*cd into the Nkit^s.

And now, fiiicwell—Time unrevoked has run
WiS wonted course, yet what I wished is dune.
By contemplation^ help, not sought in vain,

1 seem to have lived my childhood o'er ii^'ain :

To have renewed the joys that once were mine,
Without the win of violating thine

;

And, while the wings of fancy still are free.

And I can view this mimic show of thee,

Time has but half succeeded in his theft

—

Thyself removed, thy power to soothe me left.

[ Voltaire and the Lace-worJcer.}

,
Yon cottager, who weaves at her own door.
Pillow and bobbins all her little store

;

Content though mean, and cheerful if not gay.
Shuffling her threads about the live-long day.
Just earns a scanty pittance, and at night

Lies down secure, her heart and pocket light

;

She, for her humble sphere by nature fit.

Has little understanding, and no wit

;

Receives no praise ; but though her lot be surfj

(Toilsome and indigent), she renders much
;

Just knows, and knows no more, her Bible true

—

A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew;
And in that charter reads, with sparkling eyes.

Her title to a treasure in the skies.

O happy peasant ! unhappy bard I

His the mere tinsel, hers the rich reward;
He praised, perhaps, for ages yet to come.
She never heard of half a mile from home;
He lost in errors his vain heart prefers.

She safe in the simplicity of hers.

To Mary {Mrs Unwiri),

Autumn, 1793.

The twentieth year is well nigh past
Since first our sky was overcast

;

Ah, would that this might be our last I

My Mary

!

Thy spirits have a fainter flow,

I see thee daily weaker grow
;

*Twas my distress that brought thee low,

JMy Mary!

Thy needles, once a shining store,

For my sake restless heretofore.

Now rust disused, and shine no more,

My Jlary

!

For though thou gladly wouldst fulfil

The same kind office for me still,

Thy sight now seconds not thy will,

My Mary

!

But well thou play'dst the housewife's part,
And all thy threads, with magic art,

Hare wound themselves about this heart.

My Mar>!

Thy indistinct expressions seem
Like language uttered in a dream ;

Yet me they charm, whateVr the theme.
My Mary

!

Thy silver locks, once auburn bright.
Are still more lovely in my sight

Than golden beams of orient light,

Aly Maiy

!

For, could T view nor them nor thee,
What sight worth seeing could I see?
The sun would rise in vain for me,

^ My Mary

!

Partakers of thy sad decline,

Tiiy hancls their little force resign
;

Vet gently pressed, press gently mine,
My Mary I

Such feebleness of limbs thou prov'st,

That now at every step thou mov'st
I'phuld by two; yet still thou lov'st,

ily Maiy I

And still to loTe, though pressed with ill,

In wintry age to feel no chill,

With me is to be lovely still,

My Maiy

!

But ah! by constant heed I know,
I low oft the sadness that I show,

Transforms thy smiles to looks of wo,

My Mai7

1

And should my future lot be cast

With much resemblance of the past.

Thy woni-out heart will break at lawt.

My Mary I

[ Winter Evening in the Countiy.}

[From ' The Task.']

Hark ! 'tis the twanging horn o'er yonder bridge.

That with its wearisome but needful length

Bestrides the wintry flood, in which the moon
Sees her unwTinkled face reflected bright

;

He comes, the herald of a noisy world,

With spattered boots, strapped waist, and frozen

locks

;

,

News from all nations lumbering at his back.

True to his charge, the close-packed load behind.
Yet careless what he brings, his one concern
Is to conduct it to the destined inn

;

And, having dropped the expected bag, pass on.

He whistles as he goes, light-hearted wretch !

Cold and yet cheerful: messenger of grief

Perhaps to thousands, and ofjoy to some ;

To him indiflVrent whether grief or joy.

Houses in ashes, and the fall of stocks.

Births, deaths, and marriages, epistles wet
With tears, that trickled down the writer's cheeks
Fast as the periods from his fluent quill.

Or charged with amorous sighs of absent swains.

Or nymphs responsive, equally atlect

His horse and him, unconscious of them all.

But the important budget ! ushered in

With such heart-shaking music, who can say

What are its tidings ? have our troops awaked I

Or do they still, as if with opium drugged.

Snore to the murmurs of the Atlantic wave*
Is India free? and does she wear her plumed
And jewelled turban with a smile of peace,

(.»r do we grind her still 1 The grand debate.

The popular harangue, the tart rejily,

The logic, and the wisdom, and the wit,

And the loud laugh—I long to know them all

;

I burn to set the imprisoned wranglers free,

And give them voice and uttemnce once again.

Now stir the fire, and close the shnttcrs fa>t.

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round,

And while the bubbling and loud-hissing uni
Throws up a steamy column, and the cup.-.

That cheer but not inebriate, wait on fni-h.

So let us welcome peaceful evening in.

Not such his evening who, with sliining face.

Sweats in the crowded theatre, and Mjutiv.t'd

And bored with elbow-points through both his »»idai.

Out-scolds the ranting actor on the stage :

Nor his who patient stands till his feet throb,

And his head thumps, to feed upon the biea'Ji

C>f patriots, bursting with heroic rage,
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Or plaoemm, all tranquillity and smiles.

This folio of four j>rtj:es, haj)p_v work !

Which not trvun critics criticise ; that holds
Inquisitive atteiitit>ii, while I read,

Fast bound in chains of sik'nce, which the fair,

Though eloquent themselves, yet fear to break

;

What is it but a uia|t of busy life,

ltd Huctuations, and its vast concerns?

Here runs the mountainous and cragj^y ridge

That tempts ambition. On the summit see

The weals of office glitter in his eyes ;

He climbs, he pant^, he grasps them ! At his heels,

Close at his heels, a demagogue ascends.

And with a dexterous jerk soon twists him down,

And wins them but to lose them in his turn.

Here rills of oily eloquence in soft

Meanders lubricate the course they take ;

The modest speaker is ashamed and grieved

To engross a moment*s notice, and yet begs,

Begs a propitious ear for his poor thoughts,

However trivial all that he conceives.

Sweet bashfulne^s! it claims at least this praise,

The dearth of information and good sense

That it foretells us, always comes to pass.

Cataracts of declamation thunder here
;

There forests of no meaning spread the page,

In which all comprehension wanders lost

;

While fields of pleasantry amuse us there.

With merry descants on a nation's woes.

The rest appears a wilderness of strange

But pay confusion ; roses for the cheeks,

And lilies for the brows of faded age,

Teeth for the toothless, ringlets for the bald.

Heaven, earth, and ocean, plundered of their sweets ;

Nectareous essences, Olympian dews,

Sermons, and city feasts, and favourite airs,

j^thereal journeys, submarine exploits.

And Katterfelto,* with his hair on end
At his own wonders, wondering for his bread.

*Tis pleasant through the loop-holes of retreat

To peep at such a world ; to see the stir

Of the great B^^bel, and not feel the crowd

;

To hear the roar she sends through all her gates

At a safe distance, where the dying sound
Falls a soft murmur on the uninjured ear.

Thus sitting, and sun'eying thus at ease

The globe and its concerns, I seem advanced
To some secure and more than mortal height.

That liberates and exempts me from them all. * *

Winter ! ruler of the inverted year, * *

I love thee, all unlovely as thou seem'st,

And dreaded as thou art ! Thou hold'st the sun

A prisoner in the yet undawning east.

Shortening his journey between mom and noon,

And hurrying him, impatient of his stay,

Down to the rosy west ; but kindly still

Compensating his loss with added hours

Of social converse and instructive ease.

And gathering, at short notice, in one group
The family dispersed, and fixing thought.

Not less dispersed by daylight and its cares. •

I crown thee king of intimate delights.

Fire-side enjoyments, home-bom happiness.

And all the comforts that the lowly roof

Of undisturbed retirement, and the hours

Of long uninterrupted evening, know.

No rattling wheels stop short before these gates;

No powdered pert proficient in the art

Of sounding an alarm assaults these doors

Till the street rings ; no stationarj' steeds

Cough their own knell, while, heedless of the sound.
The silent circle fan themselves, and quake

:

Rut here the needle plies its busy task.

The pattern grows, the well-depicted flower,

* A noted ccnjiircr of tlj" 'Iny.

WrniiL'ht piitiei.tly iut'» tiie .•.lu-wy lawn,
I'litol'U it> bu«>iii : budn, and Ifave", and sprigs,

Ami curling tt-udnls, grHCfnilly tiidp»>M;d,

Follow the nimbi.' finjt'r of the fair ;

A wreath, that cannot fade, of flowers, that blow
With nio,<t success when all besides decay.
The poet's or hi^-^toriau's page bv one
Made vucul for the amusement of the rest

;

The s()rightly lyre, whose treasure of sweet sounds
The touch from many a trembling chord shakes out;
And the clear voice symplionious, vet distinct,

And in the charrnliig strife triumphant still,

Heguile the night, and set a keener edge
On female industry : the threaded steel

Flies swiftly, and unfelt the task proceeds.

The volume closed, the customary rites

Of the last meal commence. A Roman meal

;

Such as the mistress of tlie world once found
Delicious, when her patriots of liigh note.

Perhaps by moonlight, at their humble doora.

And under an old oak's domestic ^hade,

Enjoyed, spare feast! a radish and an egg.

Discourse ensues, nut trivial, yet not dull,

Nor such iis witli a frown forbids the play

Of fancy, or pro>cribes the sound of mirth:
Nor do we madly, like an imjuous world,

Who deem religion frenzy, and the God
Tiiat made tliem an intruder on their joys.

Start at his awful name, or deem his praise

A jarring note. Themes of a graver tone.

Exciting oft onr gratitude and love,

While we retrace with memory's pointing wand,
That calls the past to our exact review,

Tiie dangers we have 'scaped, the broken snare,

The disappointed foe, deliverance found
Unlooked f>r, life preserved and peace restored,

Fruits of omnipotent eternal love.

evenings worthy of the gods ! exclaimed
The Sabine bard. evenings, I reply,

More to be prized and coveted than yours

!

As more illumined, and with nobler truths.

That T, and mine, and those we love, enjoy. •

Come Evening, once again, season of peace;
Return sweet Evening, and continue long!

Methinks I see thee in the streaky west.

With matron-step slow-moving, while the night

Trea'Is on thy sweeping train ; one hand employed
In letting fall the curtain of repose

On bird and beast, the other charged for man
M'ith sweet oblivion of the cares of day :

Not sumptuously adorned, nor needing aid,

Like homely-featured night, of clustering gems;
A star or two, just twinkling on thy brow.

Suffices thee ; save that the moon is thine

No less than hers : not worn indeed on high.

With ostentatious pageantry, but set

With modest grandeur in thy purple zone.

Resplendent less, but of an ampler round.

Come then, and thou shalt find thy votary calm,
Or make me so. Composure is thy gift

;

And whether I devote thy gentle hours

To books, to music, or the poet's toil ;

To weaving nets for bird-alluring fruit

;

Or twining silken threads round ivory reels,

When they command whom man was born to please,

1 slight thee not, but make thee welcome still.

.Tnst when our drawing-rooms begin to blaze

With lights, by clear reflection multiplied

From many a mirror, in which he of Oath,
Ooliah, nii^ht have seen his giant bulk
\\*hole without stooping, towering cre«t and all.

My pleasures too begin. But me perhaps

The glowing hearth may satisfy a while

With faint illuniination, that uplifts

The shadows to the ceiling, there bv fits

Dancing uncouthly to the quiveriiig flame.
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[^Loce of Xaturt.]

[From the some-]

Tis boHi with all : the l"ve of Nature^ works

Is an in;rre(ticnt in the coinpouml man,
Int'usfil at tho creation of the kind.

Anil, thoujih tlio Ahni^'hty Maker has throughout

DisiTiniinated each frniu each, bj strnkoH

And touches of his hand, with so much art

Divcrsiticd, tliat two were never found

Twins at all points—vet this obtains in all,

That all discern a beauty in his works.

And all c:in taste them : minds, that have been formed

And tutored with a relish^ more exact.

But none without some ndish, none unmoved.

It is a tlanie that dies not even there,

Where nothing feeds it : neither business, crowdn,

Nor habits of luxurious city-life.

Whatever else they smother of true worth

In human bosoms^ quench it or abate.

The villa.H with which London stands begirt.

Like a swarth Indian with his belt of beads.

Prove it. A breath of unadulteiate air.

The grmi]>se of a green pasture, how they cheer

The citizen, and brace his languid frame!

Even in the stilling bosom of the town,

A garden, in which nothing thrives, has charms

That soothe the rich possessor; much consoled

That here and there some sprigs of mournful mint,

Of nightshade or valerian, grace the wall

He cultivates. These serve him with a hint

That nature lives ; that sight-refreshing green

Is still the livery she delights to wear.

Though sickly samples of the exuberant whole.

What are the casements lined with creeping herbs,

The prouder sashes fronted with a range

Of orange, m>'rtle, or the fragrant weed,

Tlic Frenchra"an's darling? Are they not all proofs

That man, immured in cities, still retains

His inborn inextinguishable thirst

Of rural scenes, compensating his loss

Bv sujiplemcntal sliifts the best he may?
The nin>t unfurnished with the means of life.

And they that never pass their brick-wall bounds

To range the fields and treat their lungs with air,

Yet feel the burning instinct ; over-head

Suspend their crazy boxes, planted thick,

And watered iluly. There the pitcher stands

A fragment, and the spoutless tea-pot there;

Sad witnesses how close-pent man regrets

The country, with what ardour he contrives

A peep at nature, when he can no more.

Hail, therefore, patroness of health and ease,

And contemplation, heart-consoling joys

An<l harmless pleasures, in the thronged abode

Of multitudes unknown ; hail, rural lifel

Address himself who will to the pursuit

Of honours, or emolument, or fame,

1 shall not a<ltl myself to such a cha«e.

Thwart his attempts, or envy his success.

Some nmst be great. fSreat offices will have

Great talents. And God gives to every man
The virtue, temper, understanding, taste.

That lifts him into life, and lets him fall

Just in the niche he was ordained to till.

To the deliverer of an injured land

He gives a tongue to enlarge upon, a heart

To feel, and courage to redress her wrongs;

To monarchs dignity ; to judges sense

;

To artists ingenuity and skill;

To me an unambitious raind, content

In the low vale of life, that early felt

A wish for eiuse and leisure, and ere long

Found here that leisure and that ease I wished.

[luif/fUh LiOtrfi/.]

We love

The king who loves the law, respects his hounds,

Anil reigns <'ontent within tliem ; him we serve

i-'reely and with delight, who leaves us free:

Hut recollecting still that he is man,
We trust him not too far. King though he be,

Anil king in England too, he may be weak,
And vain enough to be ambitious still;

Mav exercise amiss his proper powers,

Or covet more than freemen choose to grant

:

Beyond that mark is treason. He is ours

To administer, to guard, to adorn the state,

But not to warp or change it. We are his

To serve him nobly in the common cause,

True to the death, but not to be his slaves.

Mark now the diffiL-rence, ye that boast your love

Of kings, between your loyalty and ours.

M'c love the man, the paltry pageant you
;

We the chief patron of the commonwealth.
You the regardless author of its woes

;

We for the sake of liberty, a king,

You chains and bondage for a tyrant's sake:

Our love is principle, and has its root

In reason, is judicious, manly, free;

Yours, a blind instinct, crouches to the rod,

And licks the foot that treads it in the dust.

Were kingship as true treasure as it seems,

Sterling, and worthy of a wise man's wish,

I would not be a king to be beloved

Cau^eless, and daubed with undiscerning praise.

Where love is mere attachment to the throne,

Not to the man who fills it as he ought.

*Tis liberty alone that gives the flower

Of fleeting life its lustre and perfume;

And we are weeds without it. All constraint,

Except what wisdom lays on evil men.
Is evil ; hurts the faculties, impedes

Their progress in the road of science, blinds

The eyesight of discovery, and begets

In those that suffer it a sordid raind,

Bestial, a meagre intellect, unfit

To be the tenant of man's noble form.

Thee therefore still, blameworthy as thou art,

With all thy loss of empire, and though squeezed

Bv ])ulilic exigence, till annual food

Kails for the craving hunger of the .state.

Thee I account still happy, and the chief

Among the nations, seeing thou art free.

My native nook of earth ! thy clime is rude,

Replete with vapours, and disposes much
AH hearts to sadness, and none more than mine:
Thine unadulterate manners are less soft

And plausible than social life requires.

And thou hast need of discipline and art

To give thee what politer France receivei

From nature's bounty—that humane address

And sweetness, without which no pleasure is

In converse, either starved by cold reserve,

Or flushed with fierce dispute, a senseless brawl.

Yet being free, I love thee : for the sake

Of that one feature can be well content,

Disgraced as thou hast been, poor as thou art,

To seek no sublunary rest beside.

But once enslaved, farewell ! I could endure
Chains nowhere patiently; and chains at home,
^\'he^e I am free by birthright, not at all.

Then what were left of roughness in the grain

Of British natures, wanting its excuse
That it belongs to freemen, would disgust

And shock me. I should then with double pain
Feel all the rigour of thy fickle clime

;

And, if I must bewail the blessing lost,

For which our Hampdens and our Sidneys bled,
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I ut.iiltl at It'ii.-t bewail it uiulcr skies

MiMtT, aiin'iit.' II i".'<'|ilf le>*.>» imstcre ;

III >ctiics which, liiiMii;; iicvt-i' ktiuwn nie free,

Would not rt-pruiich me with the load I felt.

l).t I I'urchi'ile impossible events,

And trt'iiible at vain ilieains ? Heaven ^^nt I inav

But tlie a;,'e of virtuous polities is fm^t,

And we are deep in that of eold lueienee.

Patriot!* are _ij;ruwn too .-•hruwd to be wincere,

And wc too wise to trust them. He that takes

Deep in liis soft credulity the stamp
Desijnied ity loud derlaiiuerM on tlie part

Of liberty, themselvc!* the slaves uf lu^t,

Incurs derision for his easy faith.

And lack of knowledge, and with cause enough:
For when was public virtue to be found
\\'here private was not { Can he love the whole
Who loves no part I He be a nation's friend,

Who is in truth the friend of no man there?

Can he be strenuous in his country's cause

Who slights tlie charities, for whose dear sake

That country, if at all, must be beloved ?

*Tis therefore sober and ijood men are sad

For Kn-rland's glory, seeing it wax pale

An'l sickly, w-jiile her champions wear their hearts

So loose to private duty, that no brain,

Healtiiful and undisturbed by factious fumes.

Can dream them trusty to the general weal.

Such were they not uf old, whose tempered blades

Disperse<l the shackles of usurped control.

And hewed them link from link ; then Albion*s sons

Were sons indeed ; they felt a filial heart

Beat high within them at a mother's wrongs
;

And, shining each in his domestic sphere,

Shone brighter still, once called to public view.

'Tis therefore many, wliose sequestered lot

Forbids their interference, looking on,

Anticipate perforce some dire event;

And, seeing the uld castle of the state,

That promised once more firmness, so assailed

That all its tempest-beaten turrets shake,

Stand motionless expectants of its fall.

All has its date below ; the fatal hour
Waa registered in heaven ere time began.

We turn to dust, and all our mightiest works
Die too : the deep foundations that we lay.

Time ploughs them up, and not a trace remains.

We build with what we deem eternal rock :

A distant age asks where the fabric stood :

And in the dust, sifted and searched in vain,

The undiseoverable secret sleeps.

[A Winter Walk:]

The night was winter in his roughest mood
;

The morning sharp and clear. But now at noon,

Upon the southern side of the slant hills,

And where the woods fence otl'the northern blast,

The season smiles, resigning all its rage,

And has the warmth of May. The vault is blue
Without a cloud, and white without a speck.

The dazzling splendour of the scene belo-w.

Again the harmony comes o'er the vale.

And through tlie trees 1 view the embattled tower.

Whence all the music. I again perceive

The soothing influence of the wafted strains.

And settle in soft musings a.s I tread

The walk, still verdant, under oaks and elms,

Whose outspread branches overarch the glade.

The roof, though movable throvigh all its length
As the wind sways it, has yet well sufficed.

And, intercepting in their silent full

The frequent flakes, has kept a path for me.
No noise is here, or none that hinders thought.

The redbreast warbles still, but is content

With slender notes, and more than half suppressed ;

Pleased with liis solitude, and flitting light

From spray to spray, where'er he rests he sliakes

From many a twig the pendant dro|»w of ice,

That tinkle in the withered leaves below.

Stillness, accomjianied with sounds so soft,

Charms nn»re than silence. Meditation here
May think down hours to moments. Here the heart
^lay give a useful lesson to the head.
And learning wiser grew without his books.

Knowledge and wistluin, far from being one,

Have ofltimes no conuexion. Knowledge dwella
In heads replete with thoughts of otlier men,
Wisdi'm in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge, a rude unprofitable mass,

The mere materials with which wisdom builds,

Till smoothed and squared and fitted to its place,

Does but incumber whom it seems tu enrich.

Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much,
Wisdom is humble that he knows no more.
Books are not seldom talismans and spells.

By which the magic art of shrewder wits

Holds an unthinking multitude enthralled.

Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment, hoodwinked. Some the style

Infatuates, and through labyrinths and wilds
Of error leads them by a tune entranced ;

While sloth seduces more, too weak to bear
The insupportable fatigue of thought.

And swallowing therefore without pause or choice

The total grist unsifted, husks and all.

But trees, and rivulets whose rapid course

Defies the cheek of winter, haunts of deer.

And sheep-walks populous with bleating lambs.
And lanes in which the primrose ere her time
Peeps through the moss that clothes the hawbhor*

root.

Deceive no studenti. Wisdom there and truth.

Not shy as in the worhl, and to be won
By slow solicitation, seize at once
The roving thought, and fix it on themselves.

MTiat jtrudigies can power divine perform
More grand tlian it produces year by year,

And all in sight of inattentive man !

Familiar with the eflect, we slight the cauae^

And in the constancy of nature's course.

The regular return of genial months,
Audi renovation of a faded world.

See nought to wonder at. Should God again,

As once in Gibeon, interrupt the race

(_)f the undeviating and punctual sun^
How would the world admire? But speaks it le^*

An agency divine,, to make him know
His moment when to- sink and when to rise,

Age after age, than to arrest his course?

All we behold is miraele ; but seen
So duly, all is miracle in vain.

Where now the vital energy that moved.
While summer was, the pure and subtle lymph
Through the imperceptible meandering veins

Of leaf and flower? It sleeps; and the icy touch
Of unprolific winter has impressed

A cold stagnation on the intestine tide.

But let the months go round, a few short months.
And all shall be restored. These naked bhoots.

Barren as lances, among which the wind
Makes wintry music, sighing as it goes.

Shall put their graceful foliage on again,

And more aspiring, and with ampler spread.

Shall bt)ast new charms, and more than they have lost,

Then, each in its peculiar honours clad,

Shall publish even to the distant eye

Its family and tribe. Laburnum, rich

In streaming gold ; syringa, ivory pure ;

The scentless and the scented rose ; this red.

And of a humbler growth, the other tall.

And throwing up into the darkest gloom
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Of iieijihlourinj; cypress, or more aable yew,

Jler HilviT ^'litbcs, li^ht us the foamy surf

Tliut tlio wiiul stvtTs fixmi the broken wave ;

TLe liliic, various in army, now white,

Now ftaiiL'niiie, an«l her In-auteous liead now set

With purple spikes pyramiihil, as if

Studious of ornament ;
yet unresolved

\\'hich hue she most apjtroveil, she chose thera all

;

Copious of tlowers the woodbine, jiale and wau,

Hut well coinpensatinj; her sickly looks

With ne\-er-cioyin^' odours, early and late;

IlyiH'ricum all bloom, so thick a swarm
Of tlowers, like flies clothin*;; her slender rods,

That scarce a leaf appears ; mezerion too,

Th..uj:h leafless, well attired, and thick beset

With blushinii wreaths, investin'; every spray;

Althiea with the purple eye ; the broom.

Yellow and bright, as bullion unalloyed,

Her blossoms; and luxuriant above all

The jessamine, throwing; wide her elegant sweets,

The deep dark green of whose unvarnished leaf

Makes more conspicuous, and illumines more

The bright profusion of her scattered stars.

These have been, and these shall be in their day;

And all this uniform and coloured scene

Shall be dismantled of its fleecy load,

Aiul flush into variety again.

From de;irlh to plenty, and from death to life,

Is Nature's progress, when she lectures man
In heavenly truth ; evincing, as she makes
The grand transition, that there lives and works

A soul in all things, and that soul is God.

The beauties of the wilderness are his,

That make so gay the solitary place

Where no eye sees them. And the fairer forma

That cultivation glories in are his.

He sets the bright procession on its way,

And marshals all the order of the year
;

He marks the bounds which winter may not pass,

And blunts his pointed fury ; in its case,

Husset and rude, folds up the tender germ
Uninjured, with inimitable art

;

And, ere one flowery season fades and dies,

Designs the blooming wonders of the next.

TJie Diverting ITisfory of John Gilpin:

Showing how he went farther thim he intended, and came
safe home again.

John Gilpin was a citizen

of credit and renown,

A train-band captain eke was he
Of famous London town.

John Gilpin's spouse said to her dear.

Though wedded we have been

These twice ten tedious years, yet we
No holiday have seen.

To-morrow is our wedding day.

And we will then repair

Unto the Bell at Edmonton
All in a chaise and pair.

Mv sister, and my sister's child.

Myself and children three.

Will' fill the chaise ; so you must ride

On horseback after we.

He soon replied, T do admire

Of womankind but one,

And you are she, my dearest dear;

Therefore it shall be done.

I am a linen-draper bold.

As all the world doth know.

And mv good friend the calender

Will lend his horse to go.

Quoth Mrs Gil])in, That's well said ;

And for that wine is ilcnr.

We will be furnished with our own,
Which is both bright and clear,

John Gilpin kissed his loving wife;

O'erjoyed was he to find

That, though on pleasure she was bent,

She had a frugal mind.

The morning came, the chaise was brought.

But yet was not allowed

To drive up to the door, lest all

Should say that she was proud.

So three doors otFthe chaise was stayed,

Where they did all get in
;

Six precious souls, and all agog

To dash through thick and thin.

Smack went the whip, round went the wheels,

Were never folk so glad ;

The stones did rattle underneath.

As if Cheapside were mad.

John Gilpin at his horse's side

Seized fast the flowing mane,
And up he got, in haste to ride,

But soon came down again
;

For saddle-tree scarce reached had he,

His journey to begin.

When, turning round his head, he saw
Three customers come in.

So down he came ; for loss of time,

Although it grieved him sore,

Yet loss of pence, full well he knew,
Would trouble him nmch more,

*Twas long before the customers

Were suited to their mind.
When Betty screaming came do\ra stairs,

* The wine is left behind !*

Good lack ! quoth he—yet bring it me,

My leathern belt likewise,

In which 1 bear my trusty sword

When I do exercise.

Now Mistress Gilpin (careful soul !)

Had two stone bottles found,

To hold the liquor that she loved,

And keep it safe and sound.

Each bottle had a curling ear,

Through which the belt he drew.

And hung a bottle on each side.

To make his balance true.

Then over all, that he might be

Equipped from top to toe,

His long red cloak, well brushed and neat.

He manfully did throw.

Now see him mounted once again

Upon his nimble steed.

Full slowly pacing o'er the stones

With caution and good heed.

But finding soon a smoother road

Beneath his well-shod feet,

The snorting beast began to trot,

W"hich galled him in his seat.

So, fair and softly, John he cried,

But John he cried in vain
;

That trot became a gallop soon.

In spite of curb and rein.

So stooping down, as needs he must
Who cannot sit upright,

He grasped the mane with both his hand*,

And eke with all his might.
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Ili.x hoTi^e, which never in that soi-t

ilud handled been before,

What thin^ upon his back had got
Did wonder more and more.

Away went Gilpin, neck or nought;
Away went hat and wig

;

He little dreamt when he set out
Of running such a rig.

The wind did blow, the cloak did fly,

^

Like streamer long and gay.
Till, loop and button failing both,
At last it flew away.

Then might all people well discern
The bottles he had slung

;

A bottle swinging at each side.

As hath been said or sung.

The dogs did bark, the children screamed,
L'p flew the windows all

;

And every soul cried out, Well done !

As loud as he could bawl.

Away went Gilpin—who but he !

His fame soon spread around
;

He carries weight ! he rides a race I

'Tis for a thousand pound !

And still, as fast as he drew near,

'Twas wonderful to view
How in a trice the turnpike men

Their gates wide open threw.

And now, as he went bowing down
His reeking head full low,

The bottles twain behind his back
Were shattered at a blow.

Down ran the wine into the road,
Most piteous to be seen.

Which made his horse's flanks to smoke
As they had basted been.

But still he seemed to carry weight,
With leathern girdle braced

;

For all might see the bottle necks
Still dangling at his waist.

Thus all through merry Islington
These gambols he did play.

Until he came unto the Wash
Of Edmonton so gay.

And there he threw the wash about
On both sides of the way,

Just like unto a trundling mop.
Or a wild goose at play.

At Edmonton his lonng wife
From the balcony spied

Her tender husband, wondering much
To see how he did ride.

Stop, stop, John Gilpin!—Here's the house

—

They all aloud did cry ;

The dinner waits, and we are tired :

Said Gilpin—So am I

!

But yet his horse was not a whit
Inclined to tarry' there

;

For why? his owner had a house
Full ten miles off at Ware,

So like an arrow swift he flew,

Shot by an archer strung
;

So did he fly—which brings me to
The middle of my song.

Away went Gilpin out of breath,

And sore against his will.

Till at his friend the calender's

His horse at last stood still.

The calender, amazed to «ee
His neighbour iu such trim,

Laid down his pipe, flew tu ihe ^ate.
And thus accosted him :

What news! what news? your tidings tell
Tell me you must and shall

—

Say why bareheaded you are come,
Or why you come at all *

Now Gilpin had a pleasant wit,

And loved a timely joke
;

And thus unto the calender
In merry guise he spoke

:

I came because your horse would come;
And, if I well forebode,

My hat and wig will soon be here

—

They are upon the road.

The calender, right glad to find

His friend in merry pin,
Returned him not a single word,
But to the house went in.

Whence straight he came with hat and wig

;

A wig that flowed behind,
A hat not much the worse for wear,
Each comely in its kind.

He held them up, and in his turn
Thus showed his ready wit,

M}' head is twice as big as yours.
They therefore needs must fit.

But let rae scrape the dirt away
That hangs upon your face

;

And stop and eat, for well you may
Be in a hungry case.

Said John, It is my wedding day.
And all the world would stare

If wife should dine at Edmonton,
And I should dine at Ware.

So turning to his horse, he said,

I am in haste to dine
;

*Twas for your pleasure you came here,
You shall go back for mine.

Ah, luckless speech, and bootless boast I

For which he paid full dear
;

For, while he spake, a braying ass
Did sing most loud and clear

;

WTiereat his horse did snort, as he
Had heard a lion roar,

And galloped off with all his might,
As he had done before.

Away went Gilpin, and away
Went Gilpin's hat and wig :

He lost them sooner than at first

;

For why I—they were too big.

Now Mistress Gilpin, when she saw
Her husband posting down

Into the country far away,
She pulled out half-a-crowu

;

And thus unto the youth she said,

That drove them to the Bell,

This shall be yours when you bring back
My husband safe and well.

The youth did ride, and soon did meet
John coming back amain !

Whom in a trice he tried to stop,

By catching at his rein
;

But not performing what he meant,
And gladly would have done,

The frighted steed he frighted more,
And made him faster run.
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Awiiy wont (lili'iii, ami iiwiiy

Went ]lo^t^^_v lit hi» licfls.

The ]>ost-l»ij's horse right ghul to miss

The lumbering of the wheels.

Six gentlemen upon the road

Thus seeing Ciilpin lly,

With post-boy scampering in the rear,

They raised the hue iind cry :

—

Stop thief ! stop thief ! a highwayman !

Not one of them was mute ;

And all anil each that passed that way
Did join in the pursuit.

And now the turnpike gates again

Flew open in short space ;

The tollmen thinking as before

That Gilpin rode a race.

And so he did, and won it too,

For he got first to town ;

Nor stopped till where he had got up

He did again get down.

Now let us sing long lire the iing,

And Gilpin, long live he ;

And, when he next doth ride abroad,

M.^y I be there to see !

WTLLIAM HATM:T.

WiLUAM Hatlet (1745-1820), the biographer of

Cciwper, wrote rarious poetical works, which en-

joyed great popularity in their day. His principal

pnuluctions are the Triumphs of Temper (,17 S\), a

series of poetical epistles on history, addressed to

Gibbon, and Essays on Painting, on Epic Poetry, &c.

He produced several unsuccessful tragedies, a novel,

and an Essai/ on Old Maids. A gentleman by educa-

tion and fortune, and fond of literary communication,

Ilavlcy enjoyed the acquaintance of most of the

eminent men of his times. His overstrained sensi-

bilitv and romantic tastes exposed him to ridicule,

yet iie was an amiable and benevolent man. It was

tlirough his personal application to Pitt that Cowper

received his pension. He had (what appears to have

been to him a sort of melancholy pride and satis-

fuetion) the task of -writing epitaphs for most of his

friends, including Mrs Unwiu and Cowper. His hfe

of Cowper appeared in 1803, and three years after-

w.irds it was enlarged by a supplement. Ilayley

prepared memoirs of his own Ufe, which he disposed

of to a publisher on condition of his receiving an

annuitv for the remainder of his Ufe. This annuity

be enfoved for twelve years. The memoirs ap-

peared in two fine quarto volumes, but they failed

to attract attention. Hayley had outlived liis popu-

liritv and his smooth but often unmeaning lines

bad 'vanished like chaff before the vigorous and

natural outpourings of the modern muse. As a

specimen of this once much-praised poet, we subjoin

snme lines on the death of his mother, which had

the merit of delighting Gibbon, and with which Mr

Snutliey has remarked Cowper would sympathise

deeply :—

[Tribute to a Mother, on her Death.J

[From the ' Essay on Epic Poetrr.T

For me who feel, whene'er I touch the IjTe,

My talents sink below my proud desire

;

Who often doubt, and sometimes credit give,

When friends assure me that my verse will live ;

Whom health, too tender for the bustling throng,

Led into pensive sUaile and soothing song

;

Whatever fortune my ur.polished rhymes

May meet in present or in future times.

I,et the blest art my grateful thoughts employ,

Which sootlies my sorrow and augments my joy
;

Whence lonely peace and social jileasure springs,

.\nd frielidshiit dearer than the smile of kings.

^\'hilc keener poets, <iuerulously proud,

Lament the ill of poesy aloud,

And nnignify with irritation's zeal,

Those common evils we too strongly feel,

The envious comment and the subtle style

Of specious slanilcr, stabliing with a smile ;

Frankly I wish to make her blessings known.

And think those blessings for her ills atone

;

Nor would my honest pride that praise forego,

Which makes Malignity yet more my foe.

If heartfelt pain e'er led me to accuse

The dangerous gift of the alluring Muse,

'Twas in the moment when my verse impressed

Some anxious feelings on a mother's breast.

thou fond spirit, who with pride hast smiled.

And frowned with fear on thy poetic cliild.

Pleased, yet alarmed, when in his boyish time

He sighed in numbers or he laughed in rhyme
;

While thy kind cautions warned him to beware

Of Penury, the bard's perpetual snare
;

Marking the early temper of his soul.

Careless of wealth, nor fit for base control

!

Thou tender saint, to whom he owes much more

Than ever child to parent owed before ;

In life's first season, when the fever's flame

Shrunk to deformity his shrivelled frame,

And turned each fairer image in his brain

To blank confusion and her crazy train,

'Twas thine, with constant love, through lingering yeaiB

To bathe thy idiot orphan in thy tears

;

Day after day, and night succeeding night,

To turn incessant to the hideous sight,

And frequent watch, if haply at thy view

Departed reason might not dawn anew

;

Though medicinal art, with pitying care,

Could lend no aid to save thee from despair,

Thy fond maternal heart adhered to hope and prayer

:

Nor prayed in vain ; thy child from powers above

Received the sense to feel and bless thy love.

O might he thence receive the ha]ipy skill.

And force proportioned to his ardent will.

With truth's unfading radiance to emblaze

Thy virtues, worthy of immortal praise !

Nature, who decked thy form with beauty's flowers,

E.xhausted on thy soul her finer powers
;

Taught it with all her energy to feel

Love's melting softness, friendship's fervid zeal.

The generous purpose and the active thought.

With charity's diffusive spirit fraught.

There all the best of mental gifts she placed,

Vigour of judgment, purity of taste,

Superior parts without their spleenful leaven.

Kindness to earth .and confidence in heaven.

While my fond thoughts o'er all thy merits roll.

Thy praise thus gushes from ray filial soul

;

Nor will the public with harsh rigour blame

This my just homage to thy lionoured name
;

To please that public, if to jde.ise be mine.

Thy virtues trained me—let the praise be thine.

Inscription on the Tomb of Cowper.

Ye who with warmth the public triumph feel

Of talents dignified by sacred zeal.

Here, to devotion's bard devoutly just.

Pay your fond tribute due to Cowper's dust!

England, exulting in his spotless fame.

Ranks with her dearest sons his favourite name.

Sense, fancy, wit, suflice not all to raise

So clear a title to afl^ection's praise

:

His highest honours to the heart belong;

His virtues formed the magic of his son
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On the Tomb ofMn Vnwin.

Trusting in God with all her lieart aud mind,
This woman prnvcd mapianiniouslv kind

;Endured afflii-tiou's desolating hail',

Ajid watcheil a |joet through niisfortune's vale.
Her spotless dust angelic guards defend!
It IS the dust of [Jnwin, Cowjier's friend.
That single title in itself is fame.
For all who read his verse revere her nameu

DR ERASMUS DARWIN.

riR Eras.mus Darwin, an ingenious philosophi-
cal, tln>ugh fanciful poet, was born at Elston, near
JSewark, in 1731. Having passed with credit
tlirough a course of education at St John's college,
Cambridge, he applied himself to the study of
physic, and took his degree ,,f bachelor in medicine
at Iviinburgb in 175.->. He then commenced prac-
tice in Xottingham, but meeting with little encour-
agement, he removed to J.ichfiehl, where he long
continued a successful and distinguished physician.
In 1757 l)r Darwin married an accomplished ladv
of Lichfield, .Miss Mary Howard, by whom lie b.ad
five cliildren, two of whom died in infency. The
lady herself died in 1770; and after her decease
Darwin seems to have commenced his botanical
and literary pursuits. He was at first afraid that
the reputation of a poet would injure him in his
profession, but being firmly established in the latter
capacity, he at length ventured on publication. At
this time he lived in a picturesque villa in the
neighbourhood of Lichfield, furnished with a grotto
and fountain, and here he began the formation of
a botanic garden. The spot he has described as
'adapted to love-scenes, and as being thence a
proper residence for the modern goddess of botanv '

In 1781 appeared the first part of Darwin's Botanic
Garden, a poem in glittering and polished heroic
verse, designed to describe, adorn, and allegorise the
Lmnsean system of botanv. The Eosicrucian doc-
trine of gnomes, sylphs, nymphs, and salamanders
was adopted by the poet, as 'afibrding a proper
machinery for a botanic poem, as it is probable
they were originally the names of hieroglvphic
figures representing the elements.' The no'veltv
and ingenuity of Darwin's attempt attracted much
attention, and rendered him highly popular In
the same year the poet was called" to attend an
aged gentleman, Colonel Sachevell Pole of Rad-
bourne-haU, near Derby. An intimacy was thus
formed with Mrs Pole, and the colonel dying, the
poetical physician in a few months afterwards, in
1781, married the fair widow, who possessed a join-
ture of L.600 per annum. Darwin was now released
from all prudential fears and restraints as to the cul-
tivation of his poetical talents, and he went on adding
to his floral gallery. In 1789 appeared the .second
part of his poem, containing the Loves of the Plants
Uvid having, he said, transmuted men, women, and
even gods and goddesses into trees and flowers, he
had undertaken, by similar art, to restore some ofthem to their original animalitv, after having re-
mained prisoners so long in their respective vege-
table mansions :

—

r o

From giant oaks, that wave their branches dark
To the dwarf moss that clings upon their bark,
\\ hat beau.t and beauties crowd the "audy "rovesAnd woo and win their vegetable loves.* *" '

* Linn,Tus, the celebrated Swedish natur.ilisl, has demon-
strated, that all Howcrs eontain families of males or femalee
nr both

;
and on their marriage, ha« constnietcd bis invaluable

system of hotaay.—Danrin.

llow snowdrops cold, and bluc-eved harebells blend
flieir tender tears, as o'er the streams they bend •

The love-sick violet, and the primrose pnle,
'

Bow their sweet heads, and whisper to the "ale •

With secret sighs the virgin lily droops, " '

And jealous cowslips hang their tamiy cups.
llow the young rose, in beauty's damask pride.
Drinks the warm blushes of his bashful bride;
\\ ith honied li])s enamoured woodbines meet,'
Clasp with fond arms, and mix their kis.ses sweet!
Stay thy soft murmuring waters, gentle rill •

Hush, whispering winds
; ye rustling leaves' be still;

Hest, silver butterflies, your quivering wings;
.\light, _ve beetles, from your airy rings

;

\ e painted moth.s, your gold-eved plumage furl
now your wide horns, your spiral trunks uncurl';
(jlitter, ye glow-worrus, on vour mossy beds

;

Descend, ye spiders, on your lengthened thrc'ads
;

Slide here, ye horned snails, with varnished shells;
1 e bee-nymphs, listen in your wa.xen cells !

This is exquisitely melodious verse, and ingenious
subtle fancy. ^ few passages have moral sentiment
and human interest united to the same powers of
vivid painting and expression :

—

Roll on, ye stars ! exult in youthful prime,
Mark with bright curves the printless steps of Time

;

Near and more near your beamy cars approach,
And lessening orbs on lessening orbs encroach

;
Flowers of the sky ! ye, too, to age must yield,
Frail as your silken sisters of the field !

Star after star from heaven's high arch shall rush,
Suns sink on suns, and systems systems crush.
Headlong, extinct, to one dark centre fall,
.\nd death, and night, and chaos mingle all!
Till o'er the \vreck, emerging from the storm.
Immortal nature lifts her changeful form,
Mounts from her funeral jiyre on wings of flame.
And soars and shines, another and the same

!

In another part of the poem, after describing the
cassia plant, 'cinctured with gold,' and borne on
by the current to the coasts of ^Norwav, with all its
'infant loves,' or seeds, the poet, in bis usual strain
of forced similitude, digresses in the following happy
and vigorous lines, to 3Ioses concealed on the Nile, and
the slavery of the Africans :

—

So the sad mother at the noon of night,
From bloody Memphis stole her silent flight

;

Wrapped her dear babe beneath her folded vest,
And clasped the treasure to her throbbing brea«t

;

With soothing whispers hushed its feeble cry,
Pressed the soft kiss, and breathed the secret sii'h.

With dauntle.« step she seeks the winding shore.
Hears unappalled the glimmering torrents roar;
With paper-flags a floating cradle weaves,
.\nd hides the smiling boy in lotus leaves;
<iives her white bosom to his eager lips.

The salt tears mingling with the milk he sips

;

Waits on the reed-crowned brink with pious guile.
And trusts the scaly monsters of the Nile.
Eren-hile majestic from his lone abode,
Ambassador of heaven, the prophet trod

;

W renched the red scourge from proud oppression's
hands,

And broke, cursed slavery ! thy iron hands.
Hark! heard ye not that piercing cry,
M'hich shook the waves and rent the sky

!

E'en now, e'en now, on yonder western shores
Weeps pale despair, and writhing anguish ro:irs;

E'en now in Afric's groves with hideous yell,

Fierce slavery stalks, and slips the dogs of hell;
From vale to vale the gathering cries rebound,
,^nd sable nations tremble at the sound!
Ye hands of senators ! whose suflVage swavs
liritannia'a realms, whom either Ind obeys;
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Who rinht the iiijurt'il ftiul rewani tlic hiave.

Stretch vour Htruuj; arm, for ve liave power to save

!

'i'hrolie.l 111 the vaiiltetl heart, his dreuil resurt,

Inexurable eoiist'ieiiee holds lils court ;

With still small voice the plots of pnilt alarms,

Hares his masked hrow, his lifted hand disarms;

Hut wrapped iu ni;:ht with terrors all !iis own,

He speaks iu thunder when the deed is done.

Hear liim, ve senates! hear this trutli sublime,
* ilc who allows oppressiou shares the crime !*

The material iniitpos of Darwin are often less happy

than the above, being both extruvaijant and gross,

and grouped together witliout any visiljle connexion

or dependence one on the other. He has such a

throng of startling mutapliors and descriptions, the

hitter drawn out to an excessive length and tiresome

minuteness, that nothing is left to the reader's ima-

gination, and the whole passes like a glittering

pageant before the eye, exciting wonder, but witliout

touching tlie heart o'r feelings. As the poet was then

past fifty, tlie exuberance of his fancy, and his pecu-

liar choice of subjects, .are the more remarkable. A
tliird part of the "Botanic Garden' was added iu

1792. Darwin next published bis Zoonom'ui, or the

Lau-s of Oriianlc Life, part of which lie hail written

manv vearsprevioiisly. Tliis is a curious and original

physiological treatise, evincing an inquiring and

attentive study of natural plienomena. Dr Tlioinas

Brown, Professor Dugald Stewart, l^iley, and others,

have, however, successfully combated the jiositious

of Darwin, particularly bis theory wliicb refers in-

stinct to sensation. In 1801 our author came forward

with another philosophic.il disquisition, entitled

Pli;/loln<j!n. or the Pldlosophy of Agriculture and Gar-

dening. He also wrote a short treatise on Female

Education, intended for the instruction and assist-

ance of part of bis own family. This was Darwin's

last publication. He bad always been a remarkably

temperate man. Indeed he totally abstained from

all fermented and spirituous liquors, and in his

Botanic Garden be compares their effects to that

of the rromethean fire. He was, however, subject

to inrtamniation as well as gout, and a sudden att.ick

carried liim off in his seventy-first year, on the IStb

of April 1802. Shortly after his death was pub-

lished a poem. The Temple of Nature, which be liad

readv for the press, the preface to the work being

dated onlv three months before his death. The

Temple of Nature aimed, like the Botanic Garden,

to amuse bv bringing distinctly to the imagination

the beautiful and sublime images of the operations

of nature. It is more metapliysical than its prede-

cessor, and more inverted in style and diction.

The poetical reputation of Darwin was as bright

and transient as the plants .and llowers which formed

the suliject of his verse. Co"'per praised his song

for its rich embellisbmeuts, and said it was as

'strong' as it was ' learned and sweet.' ' There is a

fashion ill poetry,' observes Sir Walter Scott, '
which,

without increasing or diminishing the real value of

tlip niateri.als mc"ilded upon it, does wonders in

facilitating its currency while it has novelty, and is

often found to impede its reception when the mode

has passed away.' This has been the fate of Darwin.

Besides bis coterie at Lichfield, the poet of Flora had

considerable influence on tlie poetical ta.ste of his own

day. He niav be traced in the ' I'leasures of Hope'

of'Campbell, and in other young poe:s )f that time.

The attempt to unite science with ^ie inspirations

of the Muse, was in itself an attractive novelty, and

he supported it with various and high powers. His

command of fancy, of poetical language, dazzling

metaphors, and sonorous versification, was well

seconded by his curious and multifarious knowledge.

'I'he eti'ect of the whole, however, was artificial, and
destitute of any strong or continuous interest. The
Kosicrucian niacliinery of I'ope was united to tlie

delineation of human passions and pursuits, and
became the auxiliary of wit and satire ; but who can

symitatbiSe with the loves and inetamorphose.s of

tile iilants ? Darwin had no sentiment or pathos,

except in vcrj' brief episodical passages, and even

bis eloquent and splendid versification, for want of

variety of cadence, becomes monotonous and fatigu-

ing. Tliere is no rejiose, no cessation from the glare

of his bold images, his compound epitiicts, and high-

toned melody. He bad attained to rare perfection

in the mechanism of poetry, but wanted tliose im-

pulses of soul and sense, and that guiding taste which

were required to give it vitality, and direct it to ita

true objects.

\_Invocat'mi to the Goddess of Botany.']

[Prom The Botanic Garden.']

' Stay your rude steps ! whose throbbing breasts infold

The "legion-fiends of glory and of gold !

Stay, whose false lips seductive simpers part,

Wliile cunning nestles in the harlot heart I

For you no dryads dress the roseate bower.

For you no nymphs tlicir sparkling vases pour;

Unmarked by you, light graces swim the green,

And hovering Cupids aim their shafts unseen.

But thou whose mind the well-atteuipered ray

Of taste and virtue lights with purer day ;

Whose finer sense with soft vibration owns

With sweet responsive sympathy of tones
;

So the fair flower expands its lucid form

To meet the sun, and shuts it to the storm

;

For thee my borders nurse the fr.agrant wreath,

Mv fountains murmur, and my zephyrs breathe ;

Slow slides the painted snail, the gilded fly

Smooths his fine down, to charm thy curious eye;

On twinkling fins my pearly pinions play,

(Ir win with sinuous train their trackless way

;

My plumy pairs in gay embroidery dressed.

Form with ingenious bill the pensile nest,

To love's sweet notes attune the listening dell,

And echo sounds her soft symphonious shell.

And if with thee some hapless maid should stray,

Disastrous love companion of her way,

Oh, lead her timid steps to yonder glade,

Whose arching cliff's depending alders shade ;

Where, as meek evening wakes her temperate breeze,

And moonbeams glitter through the trembling trees,

The rills that gurgle round shall soothe her ear,

The weeping rocks shall number tear for tear

;

There, as sad Philomel, alike forlorn.

Sings to the night from her accustomed thorn ;

While at sweet intervals each falling note

Sighs in the gale and whispers round the grot.

The sister wo shall calm her aching breast,

And softer slumbers steal her cares to rest.

Winds of the north! restrain your icy gales,

Nor chill the ho.som of these happy vales!

Hence in dark heaps, ye gathering clouds, revolvel

Disperse, ye lightnings, and ye mists dissolve !

Hither, emerging from yon orient skies.

Botanic goddess, bend thy radiant eyes
;

(I'er these soft scenes assume thy gentle reign,

Pomona, Ceres, Flora iu thy train ;

O'er tlie still dawn thy placid smile effuse.

And with thy silver sandals print the dews
;

In noon's bright bl.aze thy vermeil vest unfold,

.\nd wave thy emerald banner starred with gold.'

Thus spoke the genius as he stept along,

.\nd bade these lawns to peace and truth belong

;

Down the steep slo\ies he led with modest skill

The willing pathway and the truant rill,
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Slretciifd o'er the ninrshj vale ynii willowy mound,
Where sliints the lake amiil the tufccJ frround ;

Kaisftl the young woo*Uanil, smoothed the wavy green,
And gave to beauty all the quiet scene.

She comes ! the goddess I through the whispering air.

Bright as the mom descends her hlushing car;
Each circling wheel a wreath of flowers entwines,
And, gemmed with flowers, the silken harness shines;
The golden bits with flowery studs are decked,
Aiid knots of flowers the crimson reins connect.
And now on earth the silver axle rings,

And the shell sinks upon its slender springs

;

Light from lier air}' seat the goddess bounds.
And steps celestial press the pansied grounds.
Fair Spring advancing calls her feathered quire,

And tunes to softer notes her laughing lyre

;

Bids her gay hours on purple pinions move.
And anus her zephyrs with the shafts of love.

[Dcstnwtion of ScnnachfriVs Army by a Pestilential

Wind.]

[From the ' Economy of Vegetation.']

From Ashur's vales when proud Sennacherib trod.

Poured his swoln heart, defied the living God,
Urged with incessant shouts his glittering powers,
And Judah shook through all her massy towers;
Round her sad altars press the prostrate crowd,
Hosts beat their breasts, and suppliant chieftains

bowed

;

Loud shrieks of matrons thrilled the troubled air,

And trembling virgins rent their scattered hair;
High in the midst the kneeling king adored.
Spread the blaspheming scroll before the Lord,
Raised his pale hands, and breathed his pausing sighs,

And fixed oa heaven his dim imploring eyes.
' Oh ! mighty God, amidst thy seraph throng
Who sit'st sublime, the judge of right and wrong

;

Thine the wide earth, bright sun, and starry zone,
That twinkling journey round thy golden throne;
Thine is the cr\'stal source of life and light.

And thine the realms of death's eternal night.

Oh ! bend thine ear, thy gracious eye incline,

Lo ! Ashur's king blasphemes thy holy shrine,

Insults our ofterings, and derides our vows.
Oh ! strike the diadem from his imj)ious brows.
Tear from his murderous hand the bloody rod.

And teach the trembling nations ' Thou art God !*

Sylphs I in what dread array with pennons broad,
Onward ye floated o'er the ethereal road

;

Called each dank steam the reeking marsh exhales,
Contagious vapours and volcanic gales

;

Gave the soft south with poisonous breath to blow,
And rolled the dreadful whirlwind on the foe!
Hark ! o'er the camp the vennmcd tempest sings,

Man falls on man, on buckler buckler rings
;

Groan answers groan, to anguish anguish yields,
And death's loud accents shake the tented fields

!

High rears the fiend his grinning jaws, and wide
Spans the pale nations with colossal stride.

Waves his broad falchion with uplifted hand.
And his vast shadow darkens all the land.

ITTu Belgian Lovers and the Plar/iie.]

[From the same.]

[When the plague raged in Holland in 1G36, a young girl was
seized with it, and was reniovcd lo a garden, where her lover
who was betrothed to her, attended her as a niu-se. He re-
mained uninfected, and she recovered, and was married to
him.]

Thus when the plague, ujiborne on Belgian air,

Looked through the mist, and shook his clotted hair,
O'er shrinking nations steered malignant clouds,

And rained destmction on the gaping crowds
;

The beauteous .^gle felt the envenomed dart.
Slow rolled her eye and feebly throbbed her hi art

;

Kaeh fervid sigh seemed shorter than the la,>t,

And starting friendship sliunned her as she pas^ed.
With weak unsteady step the fainting maid
Seeks the cold garden's solitary shade,
Sinks on the pillowy moss her drooping head,
And prints with lifeless limbs her leafy bed.
( )u wings of love her plighted swain jtursucs,

Shades her from winds and shelters her from dews,
Extends on tapering poles the canvass roof,

Spreads o'er the straw-wove mat the flaxen woof;
Sweet buds and blossoms on her bolster strows,

And binds his kerchief round her aching brows;
Soothes with soft kiss, with tender accents charms,
And clasps the bright infection in his arms.
With pale and languid smiles the grateful fair

Applauds his virtues and rewards his care
;

Mourns with wet cheek her fair companions fled,

On timorous step, or numbered with the dead
;

Calls to her bosom all its scattered rays,

And pours on Thyrsis the collected blaze
;

Braves the chill night, caressing and caressed,

And folds her hero-lover to her breast.

Less bold, Leander, at the dusky hour.
Eyed, as he swam, the far love-lighted tower;
Breasted with struggling arms the tossing wave,
And sunk benighted in the waten- grave.
Less bold, Tobias claimed the nuptial bed,
Where seven fond lovers by a fiend iiad bled

;

And drove, instructed by his angel guide,
The enamoured demon from the fatal biide.

Sylphs! while your winnowing pinions fjinned the air,

And shed gay visions o'er the sleeping pair,

Love round their couch effused his rosy breath,
And with his keener arrows conquered death.

[Death of Eliza at the Battle of Minden.]

[From the ' Loves of the Plants."]

So stood Eliza on the wood-crowned height.
O'er Minden's plain, spectatress of the tight.

Sought with bold eye amid the bloody strife

Her dearer self, the partner of her life ;

From hill to hill the rushing host pursued,
And viewed his banner, or believed she viewed.
Pleased with the distant roar, with quicker tread
Fast by his hand one lisping boy slie led

;

And one fair girl amid the loud alarm
Slept on her kerchief, cradled by her arm ;

While round her brows bright beams of Hofiour dart,
And Love's warm eddies circle nunul her heart.

Near and more near the intrepid beauty pressed,

Saw through the driving smoke his dancing crest

;

Saw on his helm, her virgin hands inwove,
Bright stars of gold, and mystic knots of love

;

Heard the exulting shout, * They run ! thev run !*

'Great God !' she cried, 'He's safe! the battle's won I*

A ball now hisses through the airy tides,

(Some fury winged it, and some demon guides!)
Parts the tine locks her graceful head that deck,

,

Wounds her fair ear, and sinks into her neck
;

The red stream, issuing from her azure veins,

I'ves her white veil, her ivory bosom stains.
' Ah me !' she cried, and sinking on the ground.
Kissed her dear babes, regardless of the wound

;

' Oh, cease not yet to beat, thou vital urn !

Wait, gushing life, oh wait my love's return !'

Hoarse barks the wolf, the vulture screams from far!

The angel pity shuns the walks of war!
' Oh spare, yc war-hounds, spare their tender age

;

On me, on me,' she cried, ' exhaust your rage !'

Then with weak arms her weeping babes caressed.

And, sighing, hid them in her blood-stained vest.

From tent to tent the impatient warrior flici*.

Fear in his heart and frenzy in his eves

;
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ElizH's name along the camp he calls,

* Eliza' echoes through the canvass walls ;

Quick through the niurmuriiii; gloom his footsteps

tread,

O'er fp-oaning heaps, the dyinj? and the dead, •

Vault o'er the plain, and in the tangled wood,

lio! de:id P'liza weltering in her blood !

Soon hears his listening son the welcome sounds,

With open arms and sparkling eve he bounds :

* Speak low,' he cries, and gives his little hand,
* Kliza sleeps upon the dew-cold sand ;*

Poor weeping babe with bloody fingers pressed,

And tried with pouting lips her milkless breast

;

* Alas ! we both with cold and hunger quake

—

Whv do you weep !—Maiuina will soon awake.*

*She*ll wake no more !' the hapless mourner cried.

Upturned his eyes, and clusped his hands, and
sighed

;

Stretched on the ground, a while entranced he lay.

And pressed warm kisses on the lifeless clay ;

And then upsprung with wild convulsive start,

And all the father kindled in his heart

;

* Oh heavens! he cried, * my first rash vow forgive

;

These bind to earth, for these I pray to live
!'

Round his chill babes he wrapped his crimson vest,

And clasped them sobbing to his aching breast.*

[Ph^lanthro2yy^•^Tr Howard.]

[From the ' Loves of the Plants.*]

And now, philanthropy! thy rays divine

Dart round the globe from Zembla to the line
;

0*er each dark prison plays the cheering light,

Like northern lustres o'er the vault of night.

From realm to realm, with cross or crescent crowned,

Where'er mankind and misery are found.

O'er burning sands, deep waves, or wilds of snow.

Thy Howard journeying seeks the house of wo.

Down many a winding step to dungeons dank,

Where anguish wails aloud, and fetters clank ;

To caves bestrewed with many a mouldering bone,

And cells whose echoes only learn to groan ;

Where no kind bai-s a whispering friend disclose,

No sunbeam enters, and no zephyr blows.

He treads, unemulous of farae or wealth,

Profuse of toil, and prodigal of health.

With soft assuasive eloquence expands

Power's rigid heart, and opes his clenching hands;

Leads stern-eyed Justice to the dark domains,

If not to sever, to relax the chains
;

Or guides awakened mercy through the gloom,

And shows the prison, sister to the tomb !

Gives to her babes the self-devoted wife.

To her fond husband liberty and life

!

The spirits of the good, who bend from high

"Wide o'er these earthly scenes their partial eye>

When first aiTayed in Virtue's purest robe,

They saw her Howard traversing the globe
;

Saw round his brows her suu-like glory blaze

In arrowy circles of unwearied rays;

Mistook a mortal for an angel guest,

And asked what seraph foot the earth impressed.

Onward he moves ! Disease and Death retire,

And murmuring demons hate him and admire !

• Those who have the opportunity may compare this death

neene (much to the advantage of the living author) with that

of Gertrude of Wyoming, wbtch may have been suggested, very

remotely and quite unconsciously, by Darwin's Eliza. Sir

Walter Scott excels in painting battU-pieces, as overseen by

Bome interested spectator. Eliza at Minden is circumstanced

6o neirly like Clara at Flodden, that the mighty Minstrel of

the North may postsibly have caught the idea of the latter from

the Lichfield Botanist ; but oh, how has he triumphed !—

Mmtgomcrij's Lectura on Podry.

Smig to May,

[Prom the same,]

Born in yon blaze of orient sky,

Sweet May! thy radiant form unfold;
Unclose thy blue voluptuous eye,

Ajid wave thy shadowy locks of gold.

For thee the fragrant zephyrs blow,

For thee descends the sunny shower;
The rills in softer murmurs fiow,

And brighter blossoms gem the bower.

Light graces decked in flowery wreaths

And tiptoe joys their hands combine;
And Love his sweet contagion breathes.

And, laughing, dances round thy shrine.

Warm with new life, the glittering throng

On quivering fin and rustling wing,

Delighted join their votive song,

And hail thee Goddess of the Spring!

Song to Echo,

tFrom the same.]

Sweet Echo! sleeps thy vocal shell,

Where this high arch o'erhangs the dell

;

While Tweed, with sun-reflecting streams.

Chequers thy rocks with dancing beams ?

Here may no clamours harsh i::trude,

No brawling hound or clarion rude
;

Here no fell beast of midnight prowl,

And teach thy tortured cliffs to howl.

III.

Be thine to pour these vales along

Some artless shepherd's evening song
;

While night's sweet bird from yon high spray

Ilesponsive listens to his lay.

And if, like me, some love-lorn maid
Should sing her sorrows to thy shade,

Oh ! sooth her breast, ye rocks around,

With softest sympathy of sound.

MRS CHARLOTTE SBOTH.

Tliis lady (whose admirable prose fictions will

afterwards be noticed) was the daughter of Mr
Turner of Stoke House, in Surrey, and was born on
the 4th of i\Iay 1749. She was remarkable for pre-

cocity of talents, and for a lively playful humour
that showed itself in conversation, and in composi-

tions both in prose and verse. Being early deprived

of her mother, she was carelessly though expensively

educated, and introduced into society at a very early

age. Her father having decided on a second mar-
riage, the friends of tlie young and admired poetes3

endeavoured to establish her in life, and she was
induced to accept the hand of Mr Smith, the son
and partner of a rich West India merchant The
husband was twenty-one years of age, and his wife

fifteen ! This rash union was productive of mutual
discontent and misery. Mr Smith was careless and
extravagant, business was neglected, and his father

dying, left a will so complicated and voluminous
that no two lawyers understood it in the same sense.

Lawsuits and embarrassments were therefore the

portion of this iU-starred pair for all their after-lives.

Mr Smith was ultimately forced to sell the greater
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part of his propi^rty, after he had been tlirowii into

prisuu, aiul his faitlifiil wife hud shared witli him
the misery and discomfort of his confinement. A
numerous family also gathered around them, to add
to their solicitude and difficulties. In 1782 ]\Ira

Smith published a volume of sonnets, irregular in

structure, but marked by poetical feeling and ex-
pression. They were favourably received by the
public, and at length passed through no less than
eleven editions, besides being translated into French
and Italian, After an unhappy union of twenty-
three years, Mrs Smith separated from her husband,
and, taking a cottage near Chichester, api)lied her-
self to her literary occupations with clieerful assi-

duity, supplying to her cliildren the duties of both
parents. In eight months she completed her novel
of Emmclhte, published in 1788. In the following
year appeared anotlier novel from her pen, entitled
JSthelinde ; and in 1701 a third under the name of
Celestina. She imbibed the opinions of tlie French
Eevolution, and embodied tliem in a romance en-
titled Desimmil. This work arrayed against her
many of her friends and readers, but slie regained
the public favour by lier tale, the Old Manor Uous€y
which is the best of her novels. Part of this work
was written at Earthani, the residence of Hayley,
during the period of Cowper's visit to tliat poetical
retreat. ' It was delightful,' says Hayley, * to hear
her read wliat she had just written, for she read,

as she wrote, with simplicity and grace.' Cowper
was also astonished at the rapidity and excellence
of her composition. Mrs Smith continued her
literary labours amidst private and family distress.

She wrote a valuable little compendium for chil-.

dren, under the title of Conversations; A History
of British Birds; a descriptive poem on Beachy
Head, Sec. 'The delays in the settlement of her
property, which had been an endless source of
vexation and anxiety to one possessing all the sus-
ceptibility and ardour of tlie poetical temperament,
were adjusted by a compromise; but JIrs Smith
had sunk into ill health. She died at Tilford, near
Farnham, on the 28th of Octitber 1806. The poetry
of Mrs Smith is elegant and sentimental, and gene-
rally of a pathetic cast. She wrote as if * melancholy
had marked her for her own.' The keen satire and
observation evinced in her novels do not appear in
her verse, but the same powers of description are
displaj'ed. Her sketches of Englisli scenery are true
and pleasing. ' But while we allow,' says Sir Walter
Scott, ' high praise to the sweet and sad effusions of
Mrs Smitli's umse, we cannot admit that by these
alone she could ever have risen to the height of
eminence which we are disposed to claim for her as
authoress of her prose narratives.*

Florals Horologe.

In every cnpse and sheltered dell,

Unveiled to the observant eye,

Are faithful monitors who tell

How pass the hours and seasons by.

The green-robed children of the spring
Will mark the periods as they pass,

Mingle with leaves Time's feathered wing.
And bind with flowers his silent glass.

Mark where transparent waters glide,

Soft flowing oVr their tranquil bed;
There, cradled on the dimpling tide,

Nymphaia rests her lovely head.

But conscious of the earliest beam.
She rise>* from her humid nest,

And sees, reflected in the stream,

The virgin whiteness of her breast.

Till the bright day-star to the west
Declines, in ocean's surge to lave;

Then, folded in her modest vest.

She slumbers on the rocking ware.

See Hieracium's various tribe,

Of plumy seed and radiate flowers,

The course of Time their blooms describe
And wake or sleep ajipointed hours.

Broad o'er its imbricated cup
The goatsbcard spreads its golden rajt^

But shuts its cautit)us petals up,

Retreating from the noontide blaze.

Pale as a pensive cloistered nun.
The Bethlem star her face unveils,

When o'er the mountain peers the sun,

But shades it from the vesper gales.

Among the loose and arid sands
The himible arenaria creeps

;

Slowly the purple star expands,

But soon within its calyx sleeps.

And those small bells so lightly rayed
With young Aurora's rosy hue.

Are to the noontide sun displayed,

But shut their plaits against the dew.

On upland slopes the shepherds mark
The hour when, as the dial true,

Cichorium to the towering lark

Lifts her soft eyes serenely blue.

And thou, * Wee crimson tipped flower,'

Gatherest thy fringed mantle round
Thy bosom at the closing hour.
When night-drops bathe the turfy ground.

Unlike silene, who declines

The garish noontide's blazing light;

But when the evening crescent shines.

Gives all her sweetness to the night.

Thus in each flower and sim])]e bell,

That in our path betrodden lie,

Are sweet remembrancers who tell

How fa^t their winged moments fly.

Sonnets.

On the Departure of the Nightingale,

Sweet poet of the woods, a long adieu!
Farewell soft minstrel of the early year!

Ah ! 'twill be long ere thou shalt sing anew,
And pour thy music on the night's dull ear.

Whether on spring thy wandering flights await.

Or whetlier silent in our groves you dwell,

The pensive muse shall own thee for her mate.
And still protect the song she loves so well.

With cautious step the love-lorn youth shall glide

Through the lone brake that shades thy niossy nest;

And shepherd girls from eyes profane shall hide

The gentle bird who sings of pity best

:

For still thy voice shall soft afl'ections move,
And still be dear to sorrow and to love !

Written at the Close of Spring.

The garlands fade that Spring so lately wove;
Each simple flower, which she had nursed in dew,

Anemonies that spangled every grove,

The primrose wan, and harebell mildly blue.

No more shall violets linger in the dell,

Or puqile orchis variegate the plain,

Till Spring again shall call forth every hell,

And dress with humid hands her wreaths agam.
Ah, poor humanity! so frail, so fair.

Arc the fond visions of thy early day.

Till tyrant passion and corrosive care

Bid all thy faii7 colours fiide away

!

Another Jlay new buds and flowers shall bring;

Ah ! why has happiness no second Spring t
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ShouUl the lone wanderer, fainting on his way,
Rest for a moment of the sultry hours,

And, though his path through thorns and roughness

lay.

Pluck the iviUI rose or woodhine's padding flowers
;

Werfving gay wreaths beiu'alii !*oinc sheltering tree,

The sense of sorrow he a while may lo!«e

;

So have I sought thy tlowerj>, fiiir Poesy !

So charmed my wjiy witii friendship and the Muse.
But darker now grows life's unhappy day,

Dark with new cluuds uf evil yet to come;
Her pencil sickening Fancy throws away,
And weary Hope reclines upon the tomb,

And points my wishes to that tranquil shore,

Where the pale spectre Care pui-sues no more

!

[^
Recollectio}is of Englhh Scenery.']

[From • Beachy Head," a Poem.]

Haunts of my youth!

Scenes of fond day-dreams, I behold ye yet

!

Where 'twas so pleasant by thy northern slopes,

To climb the winding sheep-path, aided oft

By scattered thorns, whose spiny branches bore

Small woolly tufts, spoils of the vagrant lamb,
There seeking shelter from the noon-day sun

:

And ple;isant, seated on the short soft turf,

To look beneath upon the hollow way,

While heavily upward moved the labouring wain,

And stalking slowly by, the sturdy hind.

To ease his panting team, stopped with a stone

The grating wheel.

Advancing higher still,

The prospect widens, and the village church
But little o'er the lowly roofs around
Rears its gray belfry and its simple vane

;

Those lowly roofs of thatch are half concealed

By the rude arms of trees, lovely in spring
;

When on each bough the rosy tinctured bloom
Sits thick, and promises autumnal plenty.

For even those orcliards round the Norman farms.

Which, ad their owners marked the promised fruit,

Console them, for the vineyards of the south

Surpass Dot these.

Wliere woods of ash and beech,

And partial copses fringe the green hill foot,

The upland shepherd rears Ins modest home;
There wanders by a little nanicless stream
That from the hiU wells forth, bright now, and

clear,

Or after rain with chalky mixture gray.

But still refreshing in its shallow course

The cottage garden ; most fur use designed.

Yet not of beauty destitute. The vine

Mantles the Utile casement
; yet the brier

Drops fragrant dew among the July flowers

;

And pansies rayed, and fi-eaked, and mottled pinks,

Grow among balm and rusenmry and rue
;

There honeysuckles flaunt, and roses bluw
Almost uncultured ; some with dark green leaves

Contrast their flowers of pure unsullied white;

Others like velvet robes of regal state

Of richest crimson ; while, in thorny moss
Enshrined aiid cradled, the most lovely wear
The hues of youthful beauty's glowing cheek.

With fond regret I recollect e'en now
In spring and summer, what delight I felt

Among these cottage gardens, and how much
Such artless nosegays, knotted with a rush

By village housewife or her ruddy maid,
Were welcome to me ; soon and simply pleased.

An early worshipper at nature's shrine,

I loved her rudest scenes—warren'*, and heaths,

And yellow commons, and birch-shaded hollows.

And hedgerows bordering unfrequented lanes,

Bowered with wild roses and the clasping woodbine.
,

MISS BLAMIRK.

^fiss Susanna Blamihi-; (1747-1704). a Cumber-
land lady, was distinguished for the excellence of
her Scnttisli poetry, wliich has all the idiomatic ease
and grace of a native minstrel. Jliss RIaniire was
born of a respectabh' family in Cuniberhunl, at Car-
dew H ill, near Carlisle, where she resided till her
twentiefii year, hehived by a circle of friends and
acquaintances, with whom she associated in what
were called merry neets, or merry evening parties, in
her native district. Ilcr sister becuniiiig the wife of
Culoiicl Graiiam of Duchray, I'erthsliire, Susanna
aecumpanied the pair to Scotland, where she re-

mained some years, and imbibed tliat taste for Scot-
tish melody and music which prompted her lieautiful

lyrics. The Nabvb, The Siller Cromi, &c. JShe also

wrote Some pieces in tlie Cumbrian dialect, and a
descriptive poem of some length, entitled Stockle-

wath^ or the Cumbrian Village. Miss Blaniire died
unmarried at Carlisle, in her f(^rty-sevenrh year,
and her name had almost faded from remembrance,
when, in 1842, lier poetical works were c<dlected and
published in one volume, with a preface, meuioir,

and notes by Patrick MaxweU.

The Xahob.

WTien silent time, wi' lightly foot,

Had trod on thirty years,

I sought again my native land
Wi' mony hopes and fears.

Wha kens gin the dear friends I left

May still continue mine?
Or gin I e'er again shall taste

The jo3's I left langsyue?

As T drew near my ancient pile,

My heart beat a' the way
;

Hk place I passed seemed yet to speak
0' some dear furmer day

;

Those days that followed me afar,

Thuse happy days o' mine,
Whilk made me think the present joyfl

A' uaething to langsyue !

The ivied tower now met my eye,

Where minstrels used to blaw

;

Nae friend stepped forth wi' open hand,
Nae weel-kenned face I saw

;

Till Donald tottered to the door,

\\'ham 1 left in his prime.
And grat to see tlie lad return

He bore abuut langsyue.

I ran to ilka clear friend's room,
As if to flnd tliem there,

I knew where ilk ane used to sit,

And liaiig u'er mony a chair;
Till soft remembrance threw a veil

Across these een o' mine,
I closed the door, and sobbed aloud,

To think on auld langsyne

!

Some pensy chiels, a new sprung race.

Wad next their welcome pay,
Wha shuddered at my Gothic wa's,

And wished my groves away.
* Cut, cut,' they cried, ' those aged elms.
Lay low yon mournfu' pine.*

Na ! na ! our fatiiers' names grow there.

Memorials o' langsyne.

To wean me frae these waefu' thoughts.
They took me to the town

;

But sair on ilka weel-kenned face

I missed the youthfu' bloom.
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At balls they pointed to a nyiuph
1. W'haiu u' doclartd divine

;

h'\i\ sure hrr luoiher's blusliiiig cheeka

Were f;\irer far laiij.'synf

!

In vain I fiouj^ht in music's sound
To find that maioc art,

AVluch oft in ^Scotland's ancient lays

Has thrilled through a' my heart.

The san^' had mony an artl'u' turn
;

My ear confessed 'twas tine ;

But missed the simple nieludy

I listened to langsyne.

Ye sons to comrades o' my youth,

Forgie nn auld man's spleen,

Wha 'midst your gayest .scenes still mourns

The days he ance has seen.

When time has piussed and seasons fled,

Your hearts will feel like mine;
And aye the sang will maist delight

That minds ye o' langsyue !

What Alh this Ilmrt o* Mlm ?

[' This song seems to have been a favourite ^v^fh the author-

ess, fur 1 have met with it in various forms amouR her papers ;

and the labour bestowed upon it has l^een well repaid by the

popularity it has all along enjoyed.'—Jl/aa-wt/rj Memoir uf

Mits Btamirc.'}

What ails this heart o' mine ?

What ails this watery ee I

What gars me a' turn pale as death

When I take leave o' thee ?

When thou art far awa',

Thou'lt dearer grow to me
;

But change o' place and change o' folk

Alay gar thy fancy jee.

When I gae out at e'en,

Or walk at moniing air,

Ilk rustling bush will seem to say

I used to meet thee there.

Then I'll sit down and cry.

And live aneath the tree.

And when a leaf fa's i' my lap,

I'll ca't a word frae thee.

I'll hie me to the bower
That thou wi' roses tied,

And where wi' mony a blushing bud
I strove myself to hide.

1*11 doat on ilka spot

Where I ha'e been wi' thee
;

And ca' to mind some kindly word
By ilka burn and tree.

As an example of the Cumberland dialect

—

Auld RoVfii Forbes.

And auld Robin Forbes hes gien tem a dance,

I pat on my speckets to see them aw prance
;

I thout o' the days when I was but fifteen,

And skipp'd wi' the best upon Forbes's green.

Of aw things that is I think thout is meast queer,

It brings that that's by-past and sets it down here

;

I see Willy as plain as 1 dui this bit leace,

^^*hen he tuik his cwoat lajipet and deeghted his feace.

The lasses aw wondered what Willy cud see

In yen that was dark and hard featured leyke me

;

And they wondered ay mair when they talked o' my
wit,

And slily tclt "Willy that cudn't bo it.

But Willy he laughed, and he mcade me his weyfe,

And whea was mair happy thro' aw his lang leyfe?

It's e'en my great comfort, now Willy is geane.

That he otfen said—nea pleace waa leyke his awn
heame !

I iriind when I carried my wark to yon steyle,

Where Willy wjus deyken, the time t'> beguile,

lie wa<i Hing me a daisy to put i' my breast.

And I hanimeied my noddle to niek out a jest.

Hut mern' or grave, Willy often wad tell

l"here was nin o* the leave that was leyke my aiwi sel

;

And he spak what he thout, for I'd hardly a plack
When we married, and nobbet ae gown to my back.

When the clock had Btruck eight I expected him
heame.

And wheyles went to meet him as far as Dumleane
;

Of aw hours it tclt, eight was dearest to me.
But now wlien it streykes there's a tear i' my ee.

O Willy ! dear Willy ! it never can be
That age, time, or death, can illvide thee and me!
For that si>oi on earth that's aye dearest to me.
Is the turf that has covered my Willie fruc mc.

MUS BARBACLD.

Anna Letitia BAnnAixo, the daugliter of Or
Jdlin Aikin, was born at Kibworth Ilareourt, in

Leicestershire, in 1743. Her father at this time
kept a seminary for tht* education of boys, and Anna
received the same instruction, being early initiated

into a knowledge of classical literature. In 1758
l)r Aikin undertaking the offiee of classicnl tutor

in a dissenting academy at Warrington, his daughter
accompanied him. anil resided there fifteen years.

In 1773 she published a volume of miscellaneous

poems, of which four editions were called fur in one
year, and also a collection of pieces in prose, some
of which were written by her brother. In May 1774
she was married to the Rev. Rochenount Barbauld,

a French Protestant, who was minister of a dissent-

ing congregation at Palgrave, near Diss, and who
had just opened a boarding-srhoul at the neighbour-

ing village of Palgruve. in Suffolk. The poetess par-

ticipated with her husband in the task of instruction,

and to licT talents and exertions the seminary was
mainly indebted for its success. In 1775 she came
forward with a volume of devotional pieces compiled
from the Psalms, and another volume of llywms in

Prose for children. In 1786. after a tour to the con-

tinent, i\Ir and Mrs Barbauld established themselves
at Hampstead, and there several tracts proceeded
from the pen of our authoress on the topics of the

day, in all wliich she esiKuised the juincij-les of the
Whigs. She also assisted her father in jireparing a
series of tales for children, entitled £vcnings at

Home, and she wrote critical essays on Akenside and
Collins, prefixed to editions of their works. In 1S02
Mr Barbauld became pastor of the congregation

(formerly Dr Price's) at Newington Green, also in

the vicinity of Limdon ; and qviitting Ilampstead,
they took up their abode in the village of Stoke
Newington. In 1803 Mrs Barbauld compiled a
selection of essays from the * Spectator,' ' Tatler,*

and ' Guardian,' to which she prefixed a preliminary

essay ; and in the following year she edited the cor-

respondence of liicliardson, and w rote an interesting

and elegant life of the novelist. Iler husband died

in 1808, and Mrs Barbauld has recorded her feelings

on this melancholy event in a poetical dirge to his

memory, and also in her poem of Eitjhteen Hundred
and Eleven. Seeking relief in literary occupation,

she also edited a collection of the British novelists,

published in 1810, with an introductory essay, and
biographical and critical notices. After a gradual

decay, this accomplislied and excellent woman died

on the 9th of March 1825. Some of Ihe lyriciU

pieces of Mrs Barbauld are flowing and harmonious,

and her *Ode to Spring' is a happy imitation of

Collins. Slie wrote also several poems in blank
verse, characterised by a serious tenderness and
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elevation of thought. 'Her earliest pieces,' says

lier niece, Mrs liiicy Aikin, 'as well as her more

recent ones, exliit)it in their imasery and allnsiims

the fruits of extensive ami varieil reailin;;. In yontli,

tile iwwer of lier iniafjination was eonnterlialanceil

hy the activity of her intellect, which exercised itself

in rapid hut not unprofitable excursions over almost

every field of knowlediie. In a^e, when this activity

aliated. iina}»ination appeared to exert over lier an

undiminislied sway.' Cliarles James Fox is said to

have heen a fireat .admirer of Mrs Barhauld's songs,

but they are l>y no means the hest of her composi-

tions lieing generally artificial, and uoimpassioned

in their character.

Ode to Spring,

Sweet daughter of a rough and stormy sire,

Hoar Winter's blooming child, delightful Spring 1

Whose unshorn locks with leaves

And swelling buds are crowned ;

From the green islands of eternal youth

(Crowned M-ith fresh blooms and ever-springing shade),

Turn, hither turn thy step,

thou, whose powei-ful voice

More sweet than softest touch of Doric reed

Or Lydian flute, can soothe the madding ivinds.

And through the stormy deep

Breathe thy own tender calm.

Thee, best beloved! the virgin train await

With songs and festal rites, and joy to rove

Thy blooming wilds among,
And vales and dewy lawns.

With untired feet ; and cull thy earliest sweets

To weave fresh garlands for the glowing brow

Of him, the favoured youth

That prompts their whispered sigh.

Unlock thy copious stores ; those tender showers

That drop their sweetness on the infant buds,

And silent dews that swell

The milky ear's green stem.

And feed the flowering osier's early shoots
;

Ajid call those winds, which through the whispering

boughs
With warm and pleasant breath

Salute the blowing flowers.

Now let me sit beneath the whitening thorn,

And mark thy spreading tints steal o'er the dale
;

And watch with patient eye

Thy fair unfolding charms.

O nymph, approach ! while yet the temperate sun

With bashful forehead, through the cool moist air

Throws his young maiden beams.

And with chaste kisses woos

The earth's fair bosom ; while the streaming veil

Of lucid clouds, with kind and frequent shade.

Protects thy modest blooms

From his severer blaze.

Sweet is thy reign, but abort : the red dog-star

Shall scorch thy tresses, and the mower's scytha

Thy greens, thy flowerets all.

Remorseless shall destroy.

Reluctant shall I bid thee then farewell

;

For ! not all that Autumn's lap contains,

Nor Summer's rud4liest fruits,

Can aught for thee atone,

Fair Spring! whose simplest promise more delights

Than all their largest wealth, and through the heart

Each joy and new-born hope

With softest influence breathes.

To a Lady, with tome Painted Floweri.

I'lowers to the fair : to you these flowers I bring.

And strive to greet you with an earlier spring.

Flowers sweet, and gay, and delicate like you ;

I'.mblcms of innocence, and beauty too.

With flowers the Graces bind their yellow hair,

And flowery wreaths consenting lovers wear.

Flowers, the sole luxury which nature knew,
In Eden's pure and guiltless garden grew.

To loftier forms are rougher tasks assigned
;

l"he sheltering oak resists the st<trmy wind.
The tougher yew repels invading foes,

And the tall pine for future navies grows :

But this soft family to cares unknown.
Were born for pleasure and delight alone.

Gay without toil, and lovely without art.

They spring to cheer the sense and glad the heart.

Nor blush, my fair, to own you copy these

;

Your best, your sweetest empLi-e is— to please,

Ifi/iim to Content.

natuva beatos

Omnibus esse dedit, si quis eognoverit uti.—Claudian,

thou, the nymph with placid eye !

seldom found, yet ever nigh !

Receive my temperate vow :

Not all the storms that shake the pole

Can e'er disturb thy halcyon soul.

And smooth the unaltered brow.

come, in simple vest arrayed,

With all thy sober cheer displayed.

To bless my longing sight

;

Thy mien composed, thy even pace.

Thy meek regard, thy matron grace,

And chaste subdued delight.

No more by varying passions beat,

gently guide my pilgrim feet

To find thy hermit cell

;

Where in some pure and equal sky,

Beneath thy soft indulgent eye,

The modest virtues dwell.

Simplicity in Attic vest,

And Innocence with candid breast,

And clear undaunted eye
;

And Hope, who points to distant years,

Fair opening through this vale of tears,

A vista to the sky.

There Health, through whose calm bosom glide

The temperate joys in even-tide.

That rarely ebb or flow
;

And Patience there, thy sister meek.

Presents her mild unvarying cheek

To meet the ofl'ered blow.

Her influence taught the Phrygian sage

A tyrant master's wanton rage

With settled smiles to wait

:

Inured to toil and bitter bread.

He bowed his meek submissive head,

And kissed thy sainted feet.

But thou, oh uymjih retired and coyl

In what brown hamlet dost thou joy

To tell thy tender tale?

The lowliest children of the ground.

Moss-rose and violet, blossom round.

And lily of the vale.

say what soft propitious hour

1 best may choose to hall thy power
And court thy gentle sway ?

When autumn, friendly to the Muse,
Shall thy own modest tints ditfiise.

And shed thy milder day.
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When cvc, her dewy star beneath,
Thy balmy spirit loves to breathe.

And every storm is laid
;

If such an hour was e'er thy choice,

Oft let ine hear thy soothing voice

Low whisjiering through the shade.

Wtuihinff Day.

The Muses are turned gossips ; they have lost

The buskined step, and clear high-sounding phrase.
Language of gods. Come, then, domestic Muse,
In slip-shod measure loosely prattling on.
Of farm or orchard, pleasant curds and cream.
Or droning Hies, or shoes lost in the mire
By little whimpering boy, with rueful face

—

Come, Muse, and sing the dreadeil washing day.

Ye who beneath the yoke of wedlock bend.
With bowed soul, full well ye ken the day
Which week, smooth sliding after week, brings OD
Too soon ; for to that day nor peace belongs.
Nor comfort

; ere the first gray streak of dawn,
The red-armed washers come and chase repose.

Nor pleasant smile, nor qu.xint device of mirth,
Ere visited that diiy ; the very cat,

From the wet kitchen scared, and reeking hearth,
Visits the parlour, an unwonted guest.
The silent breakfast meal is soon despatched,
Uninterrupted, save by anxious looks
Cast at the louring sky, if sky should lour.

From that last evil, oh preserve us, heavens !

For should the skies pour down, adieu to all
Remains of quiet ; then expect to hear
Of sad disasters—dirt and gravel stains
Hard to efface, and loaded lines at once
Snapped short, and linen horse by dog thrown down
And all the petty miseries of life.

Saints have been calm while stretched upon the rack.
And Montezuma smiled on burning coals;
But never yet did housewife notable
Greet with a smile a rainy washing day.
But grant the welkin fiiir, require not thou
VVho call'st thyself, perchance, the master there,
Or study swept, or nicely dusted coat.
Or usual 'tendance ; asli not, indiscreet,
Thy stockings mended, though the yawning rents
Gape wide as Erebus ; nor hope to find
Some snug recess injpervinus. Should'st thou try
The 'customed garden walks, thine eye shall rue
The budding fragrance of thy tender" shrubs,
Myrtle or rose, all crushed beneath tlie weight
Of coarse-checked apron, with impatient hand
Twitched otf when showers impend ; or crossintr lines
Shall mar thy musings, as the wet cold sheet
Flaps in thy face abrupt. Wo to the friend
Whose evil stars have urged him forth to claim
On such a day the hospitable rites

;

Looks blank at best, and stinted courtesy
Shall he receive ; vainly he feeds his hopes
With dinner of roast chicken, savoury pie,
Or tart or pudding

; pudding he nor tart
That day shall eat ; n.>r, though the husband try-
Mending what can't be helped—to kindle mirth
From cheer deficient, shall his consort's brow
Clear up proiiitious ; the unlucky guest
In silence dines, and early slinks away.

I well remember, when a child, the awe
This day struck into me ; for then the maids,
I scarce knew why, looked cross, and drove me from

them
;

Nor soft caress could I obtain, nor hope
Usual indulgences; jelly or creams,
Relique of costly suppers, and set by
For me their petted one; or buttered toast.

When butter was forbid ; or thrilling tale

Of ghost, or witch, or murder. So I went
.•\nd sheltered me beside the parlour fire

;

There my dear grandmother, eldest of all forms,
Tended the little ones, and watched from harm;
.Anxiously fon<i, though oft her spectacles
With elfin cunning hid, and oft the pins
Drawn from her ravelled stocking might have BOured
One less indulgent.

At intervals riiy mother's voice was heard
l-'rging despatch ; briskly the work went on,
All hands employed to wash, to rinse, to wring,
Or fold, and starch, and clap, and iron, and plait.

Then would I sit me down, and ponder much
\Vhy washings were

; sometimes through hollow hole
Of pipe amused we blew, and sent aloft

The floating bubbles ; little dreaming then
To see, Montgolfier, thy silken ball

Ride buoyant through the clouds, so near approach
The sports of children and the toils of men.

Earth, air, and sky, and ocean hath its bubbles.
And verse is one of them—this most of all.

MISS SEWARD—MRS HCNTER—MRS OPIE MRS
GRANT MRS TIGBE.

Sever.ll other poetesses of this period are deserving
of notice, though their works are now almost faded
from remembrance. With much that is delicate
in sentiment and feeling, and with considerable
powers of poetical fancy and expression, their lead-
ing defect is a want of energy or of genuine passion,
and of that originality which can alone forcibly
arrest the public attention. One of the most con-
spicuous of these was Miss Anna Seward (1747-
1809), the daughter of the Rev. Mr Seward, canon-
residentiary of Lichfield, himself a poet, and one of
the editors of Beaumont and Fletcher. This lady
was early trained to a taste for poetry, and, before
she was nine years of age, she could repeat the three
first books of Paradise Lost. Even at this time, she
says, she <i-as charmed with the numbers of Milton.
Miss Seward wrote several elegiac poems—an Elegy
to the Memory of Captain Cook, a Monoiiy on the Death
ofMajor Anitri, &c.—which, from the jiopular nature
uf the subjects, and the animated though inflated
style of the composition, enjoyed great celebrity.
Darwin complimented her .is 'the inventress of
epic elegy ;' and she was known by the name of the
Swan of Lichfield. A poetical novel, entitled Louisa,
was published by Miss Seward in 1782, and passed
through several editions. After bandying compli-
ments with the poets of one generatinn.Miss Seward
engaged Sir Walter Scott in a literary correspon-
dence, and bequeathed to him for publication three
volumes ofher poetry, which he pronounced execrable.
At the same time she left her correspondence to Con-
stable, and that publisher gave to the world six
volumes of her letters. Both collections w-ere un- ,

successful. The applauses of Miss Seward's early
admirers were only calculated to excite ridicule,
and the vanity and' affectation which were her be-
setting sins, destroyed equiUly her poetry and prose,

j

Some of her letters, however, are written with spirit
and discrimination. In contrast to Miss Seward '

j
was Mrs John Hi-nter (174-2-1S2I), a retired but
highly accomplished lady, sister of Sir Everard

i

Home, and wife of John Hunter, the celebrated
surgeon. Having written several copies of verses,
which were extensively circulated, and some songs
that even Haydn had married to immortal music,
Mrs Hunter was induced, in IS06, to collect her
pieces and commit them to the press. In 1802, Mrs '

Amelia Opie, whose pathetic and interesting Tales I
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arc BO justly distinguislied, published a yoluniu of

misci'Uiuicims puonis, characttTisi'il liy a siiniile ami

placid tundorni'SS. ller Orphan Iky is one of tluisu

toucliiiiir domestic etTusions which at once finds its

way to the hearts of all. In tlie foUowinK year a

volume of miscellaneous poems was published by

Mks Ansk (.iiiA.NT, widow of the miinster of Lagyan,

in luverness-shire. Jlrs Urant (1754-18.-!S) was

author of several able ai\d interestinj; prose works.

She wrote Litlers I'rom lite Mimnliiins. t'ivin;; a de-

scription of Highland scenery and manners, with

which she was conversant from her residence in

the co\mtry; .nlso Memvirs of an American ImiU/

(1810); ai\"d £.»("/'•' '"' ''"" Sitperslitkmx (if llic Iliyh-

/(iwA-rs, which appeared in 1811. The writings of

this lady display a lively and observant fancy, and

considerable powers of landscape painting. They

first drew attention to tlie more striking and ro-

mantic features of the Scottish Iligldands, after-

wards so fertile a theme for the genius of Scott.

An Irish poetess, Mrs Mary Tighe (177.3-1810),

evinced a more passionate and refined imagination

than any of her tuneful sisterhood. Iler poem of

Psyche, founded on the classic fable related by

Apuleius, of the loves of Cupid and I'syelie, or the

allegory of Love and the Soul, is characterised by

a graceful voluptuousness and brilliancy of colouring

rarely excelled. It is in si.^c cantos, and wants only

a little more concentration of style and description

to be one of the best poems of the period. Mrs

Tighe was daughter of the Rev. W. Blackford,

county of Wicklow. Iler history seems to be little

known, unless to private friends; but her early death,

after six years of protracted suffering, has been

commemorated by Moore, in his beautiful lyric

—

' I saw thy form in youthful prime.'

We subjoin some selections from the works of

each of the above ladies :

—

37ie Anniversary.

QBy Miss Seward.]

Ah, lovely Lichfield ! that so long hast shone

In blended charms peculiarly thine own ;

Statelv, yet rural ; through thy choral day,

Though shadv, cheerful, and though quiet, gay
;

How interesting, how loved, from year to year,

How more than beauteous did thy scenes appear!

Still as the mild Spring chased the wintry gloom,

Devolved her leaves, and waked her rich perfume,

Thou, with thy tields and groves around thee spread,

Lift'st, in unl'essened grace, thy spiry head

;

But many a loved inhabitant of thine

Sleeps where no vernal sun will ever shine.

Why fled ye all so fast, ye happy hours.

That saw Ho'nora's' eyes adorn these bowers ?

These darling bowers, that much she loved to hail.

The spires she called ' the Ladies of the Vale !'

Fairest and best !—Oh ! can I e'er forget

To thy dear kindness my eternal debt 1

Life's opening paths how tenderly it smoothed,

The joys it heightened, and the pains it soothed ?

No, no" ! my heart its sacred mciiiory bears,

Bright mid" the shadows of o'erwhelniing years ;

When mists of deprivation round me roll,

'Tis the soft sunbeam of my clouded soul.

Ah, dear Honora ! that remembered day,

First on these eyes when shone thy early ray

!

Scarce o'er my head twice seven gay springs had gone.

Scarce five o'er thy unconscious childhood flown.

When, fair as their young Rowel's, thy infant frame

To our glad walls a happy inmate came.

O summer murning of unrivalled light!

Fate wrapt thy rising in prnplietic wliite!

.Inne, the blight month, when nature joya to wear

The livery of the gay, consumnuite year,

Gave that envenniled dayspring all her powera,

Oemnicd the light leaves, and glowed ui)on the flowenj

Hade her plumed nations hail the rosy ray

Whh warbled orisons from every spray.

Purpureal Tempo, not to thee belong

More poignant fragrance or more jocund song.

Thrice happy day ! thy clear auspicious light

Gave ' future years a tiiicture'of thy white ;'

Well may her strains thy votive hymn decree,

^^"hose sweetest pleasures found tlieir source in thee j

The purest, best that memory explores.

Safe in the past's inviolable stores.

The ardent progress of thy shining hours

Beheld ine rove through Lichfield's verdant bowers,

Thoughtless and gay, and volatile and vain,

Circled by nymphs and youths, a frolic train
;

Though conscious that a little orphan child

Had to my parents' guidance, kind and mild.

Recent been summoned, when disease and death

Shed dark stagnation o'er her mother's breath.

While eight sweet infants' wailful cries deplore

What not the tears of innocence restore
;

And while the husband mourned his widowed doom.

And hung despondent o'er the closing tomb,

To us this loveliest scion he consigned,

Us beauty blossoming, its opening mind.

His htartfclt loss had drawn my April tears,

But childish, womanish, ambiguous years

Find all their griefs as vanishing as keen ;

Youth's rising sun soon gilds the showery scene.

On the expected trust no thought I bent.

Unknown the day, unheeded the event.

One sister dear, from spleen, from fiilsehood free,

Rose to the verge of womanhood with me

;

Gloomed by no envy, by no discord jarred.

Our pleasures blended, and our studies shared ;

And when with day and waking thoughts they closed.

On the same couch our agile linihs reposed.

Amply in friendship by her virtues blest,

I gave to youthful gaiety the rest

;

Considering not how near the period drew,

When that transplanted branch should meet our view.

Whose intellectual fruits were doomed to rise.

Food of the future's heart-expanding joys ;

Boni to console me when, by Fate severe,

The Much-Beloved' should press a timeless bier,

Mv friend, my sister, from my arms be torn,

Sickening and sinking on her bridal room ;

While Hymen, sjieeding from this mournful dome.

Should di-op his darkened torch upon her tomb.

'Twas eve ; the sun, in setting glory drest.

Spread his gold skirts along the crimson west

;

A Sunday's eve ! Honora, bringing thee,

Friendslnp's soft Sabbath long it rose to me.

When on the wing of circling seasons borne,

Annual I hailed its consecrated mom.
In the kind interchange of mutual thought.

Our home myself, and gentle sister sought

;

( >ur pleasant home,- round which the ascending gale

Breathes all the freshness of the sloping vale
;

On her green verge the spacious walls arise,

\'iew her fair tields, and catch her balmy sighs
;

See her near hills the bounded prospect close,

.\nd her blue lake in glassy breadth repose.

With arms entwined, and smiling as we talked,

To the maternal room we careless walked,

1 Honora Sncyd, tlio object of Major Andre's attachment,

afterwards Mrs Edgewortli, and mother of the distinguished

novelist, Maria Edgeworth.

1 Miss Sarah Seward, who died in her nineteenih year, and

on the eve of niarriaKe.

2 Tlie bishop's palace at Lichfield.
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^V here sat its honoured inistrei'«, and with aiuile

Of !nvt^ indul^'cnt, from a floral pile

The irayest glory of the liunmier bower
C'uUud for the new-arrived— the human flower,

A lovely infuiit-^'irl, who pensive stood

Close to her knee.-*, and ehurnied us a-s we viewed.

! hast thou marked the summer's budded rose,

When 'mid the veiling moss its crimson glows?
So bloomed the beauty of that fairy form,

So her dark lucks, with golden tin^^es warm.
Played round the timid curve of that while neck,
And sweetly shaded half her blushing cheek.

O! hast thou seen the star of eve on high,

Through the soft dusk of summer's balmy sky
Shed its green light,' and in the gla.ssy stream
Eye the mild redex of its trembling beam ?

So looked on us with tender, bashful gaze,

The destined charmer of our youthful days

;

Whose soul its native elevation joined

To the gay wildnesa of the infant mind
;

Esteem and sacred confidence impressed,

While our fund anus th^ beauteous child caressed.

Song.

[From Mrs Ilunter's Poems.]

The season comes when first we met,
But you return no more ;

Why cannot I the days forget,

Which time can ne'er restore?

days too sweet, too bright to last,

Are you indeed for ever past

!

The fleeting shadows of delight,

In memory I trace

;

In fancy stop their rapid flight.

And all the past replace :

But, ah ! 1 wake to endless woes,

And teal's the fading visions close!

Song.

[From the same.]

tuneful voice ! I still deplore

Those accents which, though heard no more.
Still vibrate on my heart

;

In echo's cave I long to dwell,

And still would hear the sad farewell,

When we were doomed to part.

Bright eyes, that the task were mine
To guard the liquid fires that shine.

And round your orbits play
;

To watch them with a vestal's care,

And feed with smiles a light so fair,

That it may ne'er decay !

The Death Song^ Writfeiifor, and Adapted to, an
Original Indian A ir,

[From the same.]

The sun sets in night, and the stars shun the day,
But glory remains when their lights fade away.
Begin, you tormentors ! your threats are in vain,
For the son of Alknomook will never complain.

Remember the arrows he shot from his bow.
Remember your chiefs by his hatchet laid low.
Why 80 slow? Do you wait till I shrink from the

pain?
No ; the son of Alknomook shall never complain.

Remember the wood where in ambush we lay.

And the scalps which we bore from your nation away.
Now the flame rises fast

; you exult in my pain

;

But the son of Alknomook can never complain.

* The hifitre of the briphtpst of the stars (says Miss Seward,
in a note on her nint^ty-third sonnett alwuys uppeared to mu
of a green hue ; and they ore bo dcHcribt'd by Uwian.

I go to the land where my father is gone,
His ghost shall rejoice in the fame of his son

;

Death comes, like a friend, to relieve mc from pain

;

And thy son, Alknomook ! has scorned to complain.

To my I)auglit<n-y on being Sej>araUdfrom her on her
Marriage,

[From the same.]

Dear to my heart as life's \vann stream
Which animates this mortal clay.

For thee I court the waking dream,
And deck with smiles the future day;

And thus beguile the present pain
With hopes that we shall meet again.

Yet, will it be as when the past
Twined every joy, and care, and thought,

And o'er our minds one mantle cast
Of kind aficctions finely wrought ?

Ah no ! the groundless hope were vain.
For so we ne'er can meet again !

May he who claims thy tender heart
Deserve its love, a,s I have done

!

For, kind and gentle as thou art.

If so beloved, thou'rt fairly won.
Bright may the sacred torch remain.
And cheer thee till we meet again

!

The Lot of 77ioii.taiuU,

[From the same.]

When hope lies dead within the heart.
By secret sorrow close concealed,

We shrink lest looks or words impart
What must not be revealed.

*Ti3 hard to smile when one would weep;
To speak when one would silent be

;

To wake when one should wish to sleep,
And wake to agony.

Yet such the lot by thousands cast

Who wander in this world of care.

And bend beneath the bitter blast.

To save them from despair.

But nature waits her guests to greet,

Where disappointment cannot come;
And time guides with unerring feet
The weary wanderers hoiue.

Tlte Orphan Boyjs Tale,

[From Mrs Opie's Poems.]

Stay, lady, stay, for mercy's sake,

And hear a helpless orphan's tale,

Ah 1 sure my looks must pity wake,
'Tis want that makes my cheek so pale

Yet I was once a mother's pride,

And my brave father's hope and joy;
But in the Nile's proud fight he died.
And I am now an orphan boy.

Poor foolish child ! how plea-^cd was I
M hen news of Nelson's victory came, I

Along the crowded streets to flv,
I

And see the lighted windows flame!
j

To force me home my mother sought,

She could not bear to see my joy
;

For with my father's life 'twas bought.
And made me a poor orjjhan boy.

The people's shouts were long and loud,

My mother, shuddering, closed her ears;
• Rejoice! rejoice!' still cried the crowd;

Aly mother answered witli h< r tears.

* Why are you crying thus,' said 1,

* While others laugh and shout with joy \*

She kissed me—and with such a sigh!

She called me her poor orphan buy.
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' What is ait orphan boy V I rriod,

As in her fact' 1 lonkt-d, and sniiloj
;

My mother through her tt'ai-s replied,

* You'll know too soon, ill-fated child !*

And now they've tolled my mother's kuell,

And I'm no more a parent's joy;

lady, I have learned too well

What *tis to be an orphan boy

!

Oh ! were I by your bounty fed!

Nay, ;x*-'"tle lady, do not chide

—

Trust nie, I mean to earn my bread;

The sailor's orphan boy has pride.

Lady, you weep !—ha!—this to me?
You'll give me clothinj;, food, employ?

Look down, dear parents! look, and see

Your happy, happy orphan boy 1

Song.*

[From the same.]

Go, youth beloved, in distant glades

New friends, new hopes, new joya to find I

Yet sometimes deign, 'midst fairer maids,

To think on her thou leav'st behind.

Thy love, thy fate, dear youth, to share,

Alust never be my happy lot

;

But thou mayst grant this humble prayer.

Forget me not ! forget me not

!

Yet, should the thought of my distress

Too painful to thy feelings be,

Heed not the wish I now express,

Nor ever deign to think on me;
But oh ! if grief thy steps attend,

If want, if sickness be thy lot,

And thou require a soothing friend.

Forget me not ! forget me not

!

[On a Sprig of Heath.']

[From Mrs Grant's Poems.]

Flower of the waste! the heath-fowl shuns

For tliee the brake and tangled wood

—

To thy protecting shade she runs,

Thy tender buds supply her food ;

Her young forsake her downy plumes,

To rest upon thy opening blooms.

Flower of the desert though thou art

!

The deer that range the mountain free,

The graceful doe, the stately hart,

Their foo*l and shelter seek from thee

;

The bee thy earliest blossom greets,

And draws from thee her choicest sweets.

Gem of the heath ! whose modest bloom

Sheds beauty o'er the lonely moor

;

Though thou dispense no rich perfume,

Nor yet with splendid tints allure.

Both valour's crest and beauty's bower

Oft hast thou decked, a favourite flower.

Flower of the wild ! whose purple glow

Adorns the dusky mountain's side.

Not the gay hues of Iris' bow,

Nor garden's artful varied pride,

With all its wealth of sweets could cheer,

Like thee, the hardy mountaineer.

Flower of his heart ! thy fragrance mild

Of peace and freedom seem to breathe
;

To pluck thy blossoms in the wild,

And deck his bonnet with the wreath.

Where dwelt of old his rustic sires,

Is all his simple wish requires.

* A writer in the Edinburgh Review styles this produotlon

of Mrs Opie's one of the finest songs in our language.

Flower of his dear-loved native land !

Alas, when distant far more dear!
When he from some cold foreign strand,

Looks homeward through the blinding tear,

How must his aching heart dei)lore,

That home and thee he sees no more I

[The Highland Poor.l

[From Mrs Grant's poem of ' The llinhlander.']

Where yonder ridgy mountains hound the scene.

The narrow opening glens that intervene

Still shelter, in some lowly nook obscure,

One poorer than the rest—where all are poor;

Some widowed matron, hopeless of relief,

Who to her secret breast confines her grief;

Dejected sighs the wintry night away,

And lonely muses all the summer day

:

Her gallant sons, who, smit with honour's charraa,

Pursued the phantom Fame through war's alarms.

Return no more; stretched on Hindostan's plain,

Or sunk beneath the unfathomable main
;

In vain her eyes the watery waste exjilore

For heroes—fated to return no more !

Let others bless the morning's reddening beam.
Foe to her peace— it breaks the illusive dream
That, in their prime of manly bloom confest,

Restored the long-lost warriors to her breast

;

And as they strove, with smiles of filial love,

Their widowed parent's anguish to remove,

Through her small casement broke the intrusive day^
And chased the pleasing images away !

No time can e'er her banished joys restore,

For ah ! a heart once broken heals no more.

The dewy beams that gleam from pity's eye,

The 'still small voice* of sacred sympathy.

In vain the mourner's sorrows would beguile.

Or steal from weary wo one languid smile
;

Yet what they can they do—the scanty store.

So often opened for the wandering poor.

To her each cottager complacent deals.

While the kind glance the melting heart reveals ;

And still, when evening streaks the west with gold,

The milky tribute from the lowing fold

With cheerful haste officious children bring,

And every smiling flower that decks the spring

;

Ah! little know the fond attentive train,

That spring and flowerets smile for her in vain

;

Yet hence they learn to reverence modest wo,

And of their little all a jtart bestow.

Let those to wealth and proud distinction born,

With the cold glance of insolence and scorn

Regard the suppliant wretch, and harshly grieve

The bleeding heart their bounty would relieve :

Far different these ; while from a bounteous heart
With the poor sufferer they divide a part

;

Humbly they own that all they have is given

A boon precarious from indulgent Heaven :

And the next blighted crop or frosty spring,

Themselves to equal indigence may bring.

[From Mrs Tighe*3 'Psyche.'l

[The marriage of CupiJ and Psyche in the Palace of Lovd*

Psyche afterwards gazes on Love while asleep, and is banished

from the Island of Pleasure.]

- She rose, and all enchanted gazed

On the rare beauties of the pleasant scene:

Conspicuous far, a lofty palace blazed

Upon a sloping bank of softest green
;

A fairer edtflce was never seen
;

The high-ranged columns own no mortal hand,
But seem a temple meet for Beauty's queen

;

Like polished snow the marble pillars stand,

In grace-attempered majesty, sublimely grand.
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Gently ascending from a silvery flood,

Above tlie ]»alace rose the shaded hill.

The \ohy eminence Wiis crowned wit!i wood,

And the rich lawn.-*, adorned by nature's skill,

The passing hree/.cs with their odtiurs fill

;

Here ever-blooming groves of oranjre glow,

And here all flowers, which from their leaves distil

Ambrosial dew, in sweet succession blow.

And trees of matchless size a fragrant shade bestow.

The sun looks glorious *mid a sky serene.

And bids bright lustre sparkle o'er the tide

;

The clear blue ocean at a distance seen,

Bounds the gay landscape on the western side.

While closing round it with majestic pride,

The lofty rocks mid citron groves arise
;

' Sure some divinity must here reside,*

As tranced in some bright vision, Psyche cries,

And scarce believes the bliss, or trusts her charmed eyes.

When lo ! a voice divinely sweet she hears,

From unseen lips proceeds the heavenly sound
;

* Psyche ajiproach, dismiss tliy timid fears,

At ieiigtii his bride thy longing spouse has found,

And bids for thee immortal joys abound
;

For thee the palace rose at his command,
For thee his love a bridal banquet crowned ;

He bids attendant nymphs around thee stand,

Prompt every wi.sh to serve—a fond obedient band.'

Increasing wonder filled her ravished soul,

For now the pompous portals opened wide.

There, pausing oft, with timid foot she stole

Through halb^ high-domed, enriched with sculp-

tured pride.

While gay saloons appeared on either side.

In splendid vista opening to her sight

;

And all with precious gems so beautified,

And furni>hed with such exquisite delight,

That scarce the bcamsof heaven emit such lustre bright.

The amethyst was there of violet hue.

And there the topaz shed its golden ray,

The chrysoberyl, and the sajiphire blue

As the clear azure of a sunny day.

Or the mild eyes where amorous glances play

;

The snow-white jasper, and the opal's flame,

The blushing ruby, and the agate gray.

And there the gem which bears his luckless name
Whose death, by I'hoebus mourned, insured him death-

less fame.

There the green emerald, there cornelians glow,

And rich carbuncles pour eternal light,

With all that India and Peru can show,

Or Labrador can give so flnming bright

To the charmed mariner's half-dazzled sight

:

The coral-paved baths with diamonds blaze;

Ami all that can the female heart delight

Of fair attire, the last recess displays,

And all that luxury can ask, her eye surveys.

Now through the hall melodious music stole,

And self-prepared the splendid banquet stands,

Self-poured the nectar sparkles in the bowl.

The lute and viol, touched by unseen hands,

Aid the soft voices of the choral bands;

O'er the full board a brighter lustre beams
Than Persia's monarch at his feast commands:
For sweet rcfrcsliment all inviting seems

To taste celestial food, and pure ambrosial streams.

But when meek eve hung out her dewy star,

And gently veiled with gratlual hand the sky,

Lo ! the bright folding doors retiring far,

Display to Psyche's captivated eye

All that viduptuous ease could e'er supply

To soothe the spirits in serene repose

:

Beneath the velvet's purple canopy.

Divinely formed, a downy couch arose,

Wliile alabaster lamps a milky light disclose.

Once more she hears the hymeneal strain
;

Far other voices now attune the lav

;

The swelling soumis approach, awhile remain,
And then retiring, faint dissolved awav

;

The expiring lamps emit a feebler rav,

And soon in fragnint death extinguished lie:

Then virgin terrors Psyche's soul dismay,
AVhen through the obscuringgloora she nought can Fpj,

But softly rustling sounds declare some being nigh.

Oh, you for whom I write ! whose hearts can melt
At the soft thrilling voice whose power you prove,
You know what charm, unutterably felt.

Attends the unexpected voice of love :

Above the lyre, the lute's soft notes above.

With sweet enchantment to the soul it steals,

And bears it to Elysium's happy grove
;

You best can tell the rapture Psyche feels.

When Love's ambrosial lip the vows of Hymen se&U.

•'Tis he, 'tis my deliverer! deep imprest
L'pon my heart those sounds 1 well recall,'

The blushing maid exclaimed, and on his breast
A tear of trembling ecstacy let fall.

But, ere the breezes of the morning call

Aurora from her purple, humid bed.

Psyche in vain explores the vacant hall;
Her tender lover from her arms is fled.

While sleep his downy wings had o'er her eyelids

spread.
* * •

Illumined bright now shines the splendid dome,
Melodious accents her arrival hail

:

But not the torch's blaze can chase the gloom.
And all the soothing powers of music fail

;

Trembling she seeks her couch with horror pale,

But first a lamp conceals in secret shade,

While unknown terrors all her soul assail.

Thus half their treacherous counsel is obeyed,
For still her gentle soul abhors the murderous blade.

And now with softest whispers of delight,

Love welcomes Psyche still more fondly dear;
Not unobserved, though hid in deepest night.

The silent anguish of her secret fear.

He thinks that tenderness excites the tear,

By the late image of her parent's grief.

And half offended seeks in vain to cheer ;

Yet, while he speaks, her sorrows feel relief.

Too soon more keen to sting from this suspension brief I

Allowed to settle on celestial eyes.

Soft sleep, exulting, now exerts his sway.
From Psyche's anxious pillow gladly flies

To veil those orbs, whose pure and lambent ray
The powers of heaven submissively obey.

Trembling and breathless then she softly rose,

And seized the lamp, where it obscurely lay.

With hand too rashly daring to disclose

The sacred veil which hung mysterious o'er her woes.

Twice, as with agitated step she went.

The lamp expiring shone with doubtful gleam.
As though it warned her from her rash intent

:

And twice she paused, and on its trembling beam
Oazed with suspended breath, while voices seem
M'ith murmuring sound along the roof to sigh

;

As one just waking from a troublous dream,
With palpitating heart and straining eye,

Stillfixed with fear remains, still thinks the danger nigh.

Oh, daring Muse ! wilt thou indeed essay

To paint the wonders which that lamp could show!
And canst thou hope in living words to say

The dazzling glories of that heavenly view?
Ah ! well 1 ween, that if with pencil true

That splendid vision could be well expressed,

The fearful awe imprudent Psyche knew
Would seize with rapture every wondering breast,

AVheuLove'sall-potentcharmsdivinely stood confessed.
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All impcrcoptiblc to human touch,

His wiiijTH ilispluy celrstiul essemv light

;

The rleiir ctrul;,'ciico of the blu/o is surb.

The bi'ilLiuiit jilumaye shines so heavenly bright,

That mortal eyes turn daz/.leil from the sipiit
;

A youth he seems in nianhooirs freshest years;

Round Ins fair neek, as elin^ini; with delight,

I'liich goblen curl resplendently ajipcars.

Or shades his darker bn»vv, which grace majestic wears :

Or oVr his guileless front the ringlets bright

Their rays of sunny lustre seem to throw,

That fn,uit than polished ivory more white!

His blooming cheeks with deeper blushes glow
Than roses scattered o'er a bed of snow:
While on his lips, distilled in balmy dews,
(Tho-e lips divine, that even in silence know
The heart to touch), persuasion to infuse,

Still hangs a rosy charm that never vainly sues.

The friendly curtain of indulgent sleep

Disclosed not yet his eyes' re^istless sway.

But from their silky veil there seemed to peep
Some brilliant glances with a softened ray,

AVhich o'er his features exi^uisitely plft-y,

And all his polished limbs sutfuse with light.

Thus through some narrow space the azure day,

Sudden its chccrl'ul rays diffusing bright,

Wide dans its lucid beams, to gild the brow of night.

His fatal arrows and celestial liow

Beside the couch were negligently thrown,

Nor needs the god his dazzling arms to show
His glorious birth ; such beauty round him shone
As sure could spring from Beauty's self alone;

The bloom which glowed o'er all of soft dehire

Could well proclaim him Beauty's cherished son :

And Beauty's self will oft those charms admire.
And steal his witching siuile, his glance's living fire.

Speechless with awe, in transport strangely lost.

Long Psyche stood with fixed adoring eye;

Her limbs immovable, her senses tossed

Between amazement, fear, ami ecstacy,

She hangs enamoured o'er the deity.

Till from her trembling hand extinguished falls

The fatal lamp—he starts—and suddenly
Tremendous thunders eclio through the halls.

While ruin's hideous crash bursts o'er the affrighted

walls.

Dread horror seizes on her sinking heart,

A mortal chillness shudders at her breast,

Her soul shrinks fainting from death's icy dart.

The groan scarce uttered dies but half expressed,

And down she sinks in deadly swoon oppressed :

But when at length, awaking from her trance,

The terrors of her fate stand all confessed,

In vain she casts around her timid glance ;

The rudely frowning scenes her former joys enhance.

No traces of those jnys, alas, remain!

A desert solitude alone appears
;

No verdant shade relieves the sandy plain.

The wide-spread waste no gentle fountain cheers
;

One barren face the dreary prospect wears ;

Nought tlirnugh the vast horizon meets her eye

To calia the dismal tumult of her fears
;

No trace of human habitation nigh
;

A sandy wild beneath, above a threatening sky.

The Lily.

[By Mrs Tighe.]

How withered, perished seems the form
Of yon obscure unsightly root!

Yet from the blight of wintry storm,

It hides secure the precious fruit.

The careless eye can fiuil no grace,

No beauty in the scaly folds,

Nor see within the dark embrace
What latent loveliness it holds.

Yet in that bulb, those sapless scales,

The lily wraps her silver vest,

Till vernal suns and vernal gales

Shall kiss once more her fragrant breast.

Yes, hide beneath the mouldering heap
The undelighting slighted thing

;

There in the cold earth buried deep.
In silence let it wait the spring.

Oh! many a stormy night shall close

In gloom upon the barren earth.

While still, in undisturbed repose.

Uninjured lies the future birth :

And Ignorance, with sceptic eye,

Hope's patient smile shall wondering view;
Or mock her fond credulity,

As her soft tears the spot bedew.

Sweet smile of hope, delicious tear!

The sun, the shower indeed shall come

;

The promised verdant shoot appear,

And nature bid her blossoms bloom.

And thou, virgin queen of spring !

Shalt, from thy dark and lowly bed,

Bursting thy green sheath's silken string,

Unveil thy charms, and perfume shed ;

Unfold thy robes of purest white,

Unsullied from their darksome grave,

And thy soft petals' silvery light

In the mild breeze unfettered wave.

So Faith shall seek the lowly dust
Where humble Sorrow loves to lie.

And bid her thus her hopes intrust,

And watch with patient, cheerful eye;

And bear the long, cold wintry night.

And bear her own degraded doom
;

And wait till Heaven's reviving light.

Eternal spring! shall burst the gloom.

ROBERT BLOOMFIELD.

Robert Bloomfield, author nf The Farmer s Boy

^

and other poems illustrative of English rural life and
customs, was born at Ilonington, near Bury St
Edmunds, SufTulk, in the year 1766. His father, a
tailor, died whilst the poet was a child, and he was
placed under his uncle, a farmer. Here he remained
only two years, being too weak and diminutive for

field labour, and he was taken to London by an
ehler brother, and brought up to the trade of a shoe-
maker. His two years of country service, and oc-

casional visits to bis friends in Suffolk, were of in-

estimable importance to him as a poet, for they
afforded materials for his 'Farmer's Boy,' and gave
a freshness and realit}' to his descriptions. It was
in the shoemaker's garret, however, that his poetry
was chiefly composed ; and the merit of introducing
it to the world belongs to ^Mr Capel Lofft, a lite-

rary gentleman residing at Troston, rear Bury, to
whom the manuscript was shown, after being re-

jected by several London booksellers. Mr Lofft
warmly befriended the poet, and had the satisfaction

of seeing his prognostications of success fully verified.

At this time Bloomfield was thirty-two years of age,

was married, and had three children. The ' Far-
mer's Boy' immediately became pojnilar ; the Duke
of Grafton patronised the poet, settling on him a
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small annuity, and through the influence of tliis

nobleman he was appointed to a situation in the

Scal-oiBce. In 1810 Bloomfield published a collec-

tion of Kural Tales, which fully supported his re-

putation ; and to these were afterwards added WilJ
Flowers, Ilcizlewood Mall, a villaiiu drama, ajid J/ay-

Austin's Farm, the early residence of Bloomfield.

(fay with the Muxes. The last was published in the
year of his death, and opens with a tine burst of
poetical, though melancholy feeling

—

for the strength to paint ray joy once more!
That joy I feel when winter's reign is oVr

;

When the dark despot lifts his hoary brow,

And seeks his polar realm's eternal snow :

Though bleak November's fogs oppress my brain,

Shake every nerve, and stn.iggling fancy chain
;

Though time creeps o'er me with his palsied hand.
And frost-like bids the stream of passion stand.

The worldly circumstances of the author seem to

have been such as to confirm the common idea as

to the infelicity of poets. His situation in the Se.il-

office was irksome and laborious, and he was forced

to resign it from ill health. He engaged in the
bookselling business, but was unsuccessful. In his

latter years he resorted to making ^^Eolian harps,

which he sold among his friends. We have been
informed by the poet's son (a modest and intelligent

man, a printer), that Jlr Rogers exerted himself to
procure a pension for Bloomfield, and Mr Southey
also took much interest in liis welfare ; but his last

days were imhittered by ill health and poverty. So
severe were the sufferings of Bloomfield from con-
tinual headache and nervous irritability, that fears

were entertained for his reason, when, happily, death
stepped in, and released him from ' the world's poor
strife.' lie died at Shefford, in Bedfordshire, on the

19th of August 1S23. The first remarkable feature

in the poetry of this humble bard is the easy smooth-
ness and correctness of his versification. His ear

was attuned to harmony, and his taste to the beauties

of expression, before he had learned anything of

criticism, or luid enjoyed opportunities for study.
This may be seen from tlie opening of his principal
poem :

—

O come, blest Spirit ! whatsoe'er thou art,

Thou kindling warmth that hover'st round my heart;
Sweet inmate, hail ! thou source of sterling joy,

That poverty itself can not destroy.

Be thou my Muse, and faithful still to me,
Retrace the steps of wild obscurity.

No deeds of arms my humble lines rehearse;

No Alpine wonders thunder through my verse,

The roaring cataract,'the snow-topt bill.

Inspiring awe till breath itself stands still

:

Nature's sublimer scenes ne'er charmed mine eyes.

Nor science led me through the boundless skies;

From meaner objects far my raptures flow

:

point these raptures ! bid my bosom glow.

And lead my soul to ecstacies of praise

For all the blessings of my infant days

!

Bear me through regions where gay Fancy dwells

;

But mould to Truth's fair form what memory tells.

Live, trifling incidents, and grace my song,

That to the humblest menial belong:

To him whose drudgery unheeded goes,

His joys unreckoned, as his cares or woes :

Though joys and cares in every path are sown.

And youthful minds have feelings of their own.
Quick-springing sorrows, transient as the dew,
Delights from trifles, trifles ever new.

'Twas thus with Giles, meek, fatherless, and poor,

Labour his portion, but he felt no more

;

No stripes, no tyranny his steps pursued,

His life was constant cheerful servitude
;

Strange to the world, he wore a ba.shful look.

The fields his study, nature was his book

;

And ad revolving seasons changed the scene

From heat to cold, tempestuous to serene.

Through every change still varied his employ,
Yet each new duty brought its share of joy.

It is interesting to contrast the cheerful tone of
Bloomfield's descriptions of rural life in its hardest
and least inviting forms, with those of Crabbe, also

a native of SuflTolk. Both are true, but coloured

with the respective peculiarities, in their style of
observation and feeling, of the two poets. Bloom-
field describes the various occupations of a farm boy
in seed-time, at harvest, tending cattle and sheep,

and other occupations. In his t.^les, he emlwdies
more moral feeling and painting, and his incitients

are pleasing and well arranged. His want of vigour

and passion, joined to the humility of his themes, is

perhaps the cause of liis being now little read ; but
he is one of the most characteristic and faithful of

our national poets.

[Tumip-Somng— Wheat Ripening—Sparrows—ItutcU—Tlie Shj-Larh—Reaping, <i:c.—Harvest Field.i

The fanner's life displays in every part

A moral lesson to the sensual heart.

Though in the lap of plenty, thoughtful still.

He looks beyond the present good or ill

;

Nor estimates alone one blessing's worth.

From changeful seasons, or capricious earth !

But views the future with the present hours.

And looks for failures as he looks fir showers;

For casual a.s for certain want prepares.

And round his yard the recking haystacK rears;

Or clover, blossomed lovely to the sight.

His team's rich store through many a wintry night.

What though abundance round his dwelling spreads,

Though ever moist his self-iniprovii'g meads

Supply his dairy with a copious flood.

And seem to promise unexhausted food

;
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rimt jiroini^e fails when burie.l dfoi) in snow,

Aii.l vfiritiitivi- jnici-s ccasi' to flow.

i'"r .In'hi. plou.^l. turns »,. tl>o .Ust.m.,! land .

Whence -tonuv winter .Iniws its full .lenmnds ,

For this the seed iiiiiuitely small he sows,

'"hcn.-e, sound ft.ul sweet, tlie hardy tuniip grows.

nut how unlike to .\pril's elosin^ days!

Hi.'h rliiubs the sun and darts his powerful ra)8 ,

Whitens .he fn-sh-dn^wn mould, and juerees through

The eunibn.us elods that tumble round the l.lou^'h.

OVr heaven's bri.-ht a/.ure, henee wMth joyful eyes

The fanner sees dark clouds a-ssemblin^' rise ;

lionie o'er his fields a heavy torrent tails,

Ami strikes the earth in hasty dnving scjualls.^

•Ki dit welcome down, ye precious drops 'he cries;

nut%oon, too soon, the partial blessing flies.

• l!ov, brinu' the harrows, try how deep the ram

Has orecd its way.' He comes, but comes in vain ,

Drv dust beneath the bubblin? surface lurks,

Ami mocks his pains the more the more he worVs.

Still, 'midst hu.u-e elods, he plunges on bylorn

That Uu,.h his harrows and the showers to scorn.

E'en thus the living clod, the stubborn fool,

Kesists the stormy lectures of the '<''""'•, ,„,„
Till tried with gentler means, the dunce to please,

His head imbibes right rea,son by doffrees

;

\, when from eve till morning s wakelul hour,

Li"ht constant rain evinces secret power.

And ere the <lav resumes its wonted smiles.

Presents a cheerful easy task for Oiles.

Down with a touch the mellow soil is laid,
_

And yon tall crop nest claims his timely aid ,

Thither well-pleased he hies, assured to find

W Id trackleJs haunts, and objects to his mind.

5M.t u . from broad rank bla.les that droop below,

The noddii." wheat-ear fonns a graceiul bow,

With mlkv kernels starting full weighed U,wn,

Vre vet iiiesun hath tinged its head with brown :

There thousands in a flock for ever gay,

Loud chiTii.g sparrows welcome in the day,

And from the mazes of the lea y thorn

Drop one bv one upon the bending com.

Giles with a pole assails their close retreats,

And roind the gra.ss-grown dewy border beats.

On either side completely overspread.

Here branches bend, there com o'erstoops his heaa.

Green ilvert hail! for through the varying year

X„ hours so sweet, no scene to him so dear.

Here Wisdom's placid eye dc ighted sees

His frequent intervals of lonely ea,se,
_

And witli one ray his infant soul inspires.

Just kindling there her "e«'-;!.""S,
^!,';';

Whence solitude derives peculiar chamis,

And heaven-directed thought his bosom warms

j'ust w lerrthe parting bough's Ught shadows play.

Scarce in the shade, nor in the scorching day,

S retched on the turf he lies, a PCopW bed

Where swarming insects creep around his head.

ITie small dust-coloured beetle climbs wth patn

O'er tie smooth plantain leaf, a spacious plain !

?henc higher still, by countless steps conveyed,

He -ains The summit of a shivering blade

And" flirts his filmy wings, and looks around,

Exultinc in his distance from the ground.

The tender speckled moth here dancing seen.

The vaulting grasshopper of glossy green,

An.l all prolific Summer's sporting train.

Their little lives by various powers sustain.

But what can unassisted vision do

!

What but recoil where most it would pursue

;

His natient Ea7,e but finish with a sigh,

Whe^ Musi? waking speaks the skylark nigh.

Tiist starting from the corn, he cheerily sings,SS with conscious pride h- do™y wmgs

CtUl louder bi-eathes, and m the face f •i.'^J

Mounts up, and calls on Giles to mark his way.

Close to his eyes his hat he instant bends,

\nd forms a friemlly telescope, that lends

.'lust ai.l enou^h to dull the glaring light.

And place the wandering bird before his sight,

fhat oft beneath a light cloud sweeps along.

Lost for a while, vet pours the varied song;

The eye still follows, and the cloud moves by,

I \.'ain he stretclies up the clear blue sky ;

llTs form, his motion, undistinguished (juite.

Save when he wheels direct from shade to light

:

K'en then the songster a mere speck became.

Gliding like fancy's bubbles in a dream,

Tlie ga'/.er sees ; but yiehUng to repose,

rnwittingly his jaded eyelids close.

Delicious sleep ! From sleep who could forbear.

With guilt no more than Giles, and no more care

;

Peace o'er his slumbers waves her guardian wmg.

Nor Conscience once disturbs him with asting ;
|

"lie wakes refreshed from every trivial pain.

And takes his pole, and bmshes round again.

Its dark green hue, its sicklier tints all tail,

And ripening harvest rustles in the gale.

A glorious sight, if glory dwells below,

\\-here heaven's munificence makes all things show,

1 )'er every field and golden prospect found,

That glads the ploughman's Sunday morning 8 round ,

When on some eminence betakes his stand.

To judge the smiling produce of the land.

Here Vanity slinks back, her head to hide ,

What is there here to flatter human pnde ?

The towering fabric, or the dome s loud roar.

And steadfast columns may astonish more

Where the chamied gazer long delighted stays.

Yet traced but to the architect the pi-'iif ;

'

Whilst here the yeriest clown that treads the sod.

Without one scruple gives the praise to God ,

And twofold ioys possess his raptured muid.

From gratitude and admiration joined.

Here, 'midst the boldest triumphs of her worth.

Nature herself invites the reapers forth ;

Dares the keen sickle from its twelvemonth s rest,

\nd gives that ardour which in every breast

From infancy to age alike appears.

When the first sheaf its plumy top uprears

1
No rake takes here what Heaven to allbestows-

Children of want, for you the bounty flows !

\n<l every cottage from the plenteous btore

Receives a burden nightly at its door.
_

Hark 1 where the sweeping scythe now rips along ,

Each sturdy mower, emulous and strong.

Whose writhing form meridian heat defies.

Bends o'er his work, and every sinew tnes ,

Prostrates the waving treasure at his feet.

But snares the rising clover, short and sweet.

Come^Health! come Jollity ! light-footed eome

;

He"e hold your revels, and make this your home.

Each heart awaits and hails you as its own ;

Each moistened brow that scorns to wear a frown

:

The unpeopled dwelling moums its tenants strayed

:

E'en the domestic laughing dairymaid

Hies to the field the general toil o share

Meanwhile the farmer quits his elhow-chair,

His cool brick floor, his pitcher, and his ease

\nd braves the sultry beams, and gladly sees

His <-ates thrown open, and his team abroad,

The ready group attendant on his word

lo ti'm t^ie swlth, the quivering load to rear.

Or nly the busy rake the land to clear.

Summer's light garb itself now cumbrous grown,

Eacrhis thin doublet in the shade throws dow^

:

Where oft the mastirt" skulks with half-shut eye,

\nd rouses at the stranger passing by ;

While unrestrained the social converse Ao'"".

\nd every breast Love's powerful impulse knows,

And rival wits with more than rustic grace

Confess the presence of a pretty face.
^^
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Rosy Hannah,

A spring-, oVrhuiij; with many a flower,

The gray sand dancing in itn bed,

Enibankuti bcneutli a hawthorn bower,

Sent forth its wiilers near my head.

A ro>*y hiss approached my view
;

I cau».'ht liur blue eyes* modest beam
;

The stranger nodded * How-d'ye-do ('

And leaped across the infant stream.

The water hecdh^sg passed away
;

With nic lier gh)wing image stayed

;

I strove, from that auspicious day,

To meet and bless the lovely maid.
I mot her where beneath our feet

Through downy moss the wild thyme grew; ,

Nor moss elastic, flowers though sweet,

Matched Hannah's cheek of rosy hue.

I met her where the dark woods wave.

And shaded verdure skirts the plain
;

And when the pale moon rising gave
New glories to her rising train.

From her sweet cot upon the moor,

(_)ur jtlighted vows to heaven are flown;

Truth made me welcome at her door.

And rosy Hannah is my own.

Zinc£ addressed to my Children,

[Occasioned by a visit to 'WTiittlebiiry Forest, Northampton-
Bbire, in August 1800.]

Genius of the forest shades.

Lend thy power, and lend thine ear;

A stranger trod thy lonely glades,

Amidst thy dark and bounding deer;
Inquiring childhood claims the verse,

O let them not inquire in vain

;

Be with me while I thus rehearse

The glories of thy sylvan reign.

Thy dells by wintry currents worn,

Secluded haunts, how dear to rael

From all hut nature's converse borne,

No ear to hear, no eye to see.

Their honoured leaves the green oaks reared.

And crowned the upland's graceful swell

;

While answering through the vale was heard
Each distant heifer's tinkling bell.

Hail, greenwood shades, that, stretching far.

Defy e'en summer's noontide power,

When August in his burning car

Withholds the clouds, withholds the shower.

The deep-toned low from either hill,

Down hazel aisles ami arches green

(The herd's rude tracks from rill to rill),

Roared echoing through the solemn scene.

From my charmed heart the numbers sprung.
Though birds had ceased the choral lay

;

I poured wild raptures from my tongue,
And gave delicious tears their way.

Then, darker shadows seeking still.

Where human foot had seldom strayed,

I read aloud to every hill

Sweet Emma's love, * the Nut-brown maid,'

Shaking his matted mane on high.

The gazing ctdt would raise his head.

Or timorous doe would rushing fly,

And leave to me her grassy bed
;

Where, as the azure sky appeared

Through bowers of ever varying form,

'Miilst tiie deep gloom mcthought I heard
The daring progress of the storm.

How would each sweeping' ponderous bough
Resist, when straight the whirlwind cleaves,

Dashing in ?ttrengthening eddies through
A roaring wilderness of leaves?

How would the i)rone descending shower
From the green canopy rebound!

How would the lowland torrents pour?
How deep the pealing thunder sound!

Hut peace was there: no lightnings blazed;
No clouds obscured the face of heaven

;

Down each green opening while I gazed.

My thoughts to home and you were given*

0, tender minds ! in life's gay morn.
Some clouds must dim your coming day;

Yet bootless, pride and falsehood scorn.

And peace like this shall cheer your way.

Now, at the dark wood's stately side,

Well pleased I met the sun again;
Here fleeting fancy travelled wide

;

My seat was destined to the main.
For many an oak lay stretched at length,

Whose trunks (with bark no lunger sheathed)
Had reached their full meridian strength

Before your father's father breathed I

Perhaps they'll many a conflict brave.

And many a dreadful storm defv

;

Then, groaning o'er the adverse wave,
Bring hon)e the flag of victory.

Go, then, proud oaks ; we meet no more I

Go, grace the scenes to me denied,

The white clifl's round my native shore.

And the loud ocean's swelling tide.

* Genius of the forest shades,'

Sweet from the heights of thy domain.
When the gray evening shadow fades,

To view the country's golden grain
;

To view the gleaming village spire

*Andst distant groves unknown to me

—

Groves that, grown bright in bf>rro\ved fire.

Bow o'er the peopled vales to thee.

Where was thy elfin train, that play
Round Wake's huge oak, their favourite tree,

Dancing the twilight hours away \

Why were they not revealed to me ?

Yet, smilitig fairies left behind,
Aflection brought you all to view

;

To love and tenderness resigned.

My heart heaved many a sigh for you.

When morning still unclouded rose.

Refreshed with sleep and joyous dreams.
Where fruitful fields with woodlands close,

I traced the births of various streams.

From beds of clay, here cree])ing rills,

Unseen to parent Ouse, would steal;

Or, gushing from the northward hills,

Would glitter through Tove's winding dale*

But ah ! ye cooling springs, farewell

!

Herds, I no more your freedom share;
But long my grateful tongue shall tell

M'hat brought your gazing stranger there.
* Genius of the forest shades,'

Lend thy power, and lend thine car

;

But dreams still lengthen thy lung glades,

And bring thy peace and silence here.

\_Dcsrn'pthn of a Blind Youth.']

For from his cradle he had never seen

Soul-cheering sunbeams, or wild nature's green.

But all life's blessings centre not in sight

;

For Providence, that dealt him one long night,

Had given, in pity, to the blooming boy

Feelings more exquisitely tuned to joy.
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Fornl to cxcoss wiw he of all that grew
;

The inomin;^ Mossoiu sprinkleil oVr with dew,

Acro.-ss his path, uj* it* in plinfiil tVenk,

Would diu^U Ills bniw and \\vv\t upon his cheek ;

Kach varyiu^r leaf tiuit brushed where'er he came,

Prcfised to hi^ rosy lip he called by name

;

He •grasped the sapling, mea-'*ured every bough,

Inhaled the fraj;ranco that the springes months throw

Profusely round, till his young; heart confessed

That all was beauty, and himself was blessed.

Yet when he traced the wide extended plain,

Or clear brook side, he felt a tninsient yiaiu
j

The keen regret of goodness, void of pride,

To think he could not roam without a guide,

Matj'Daij ufitA the Mutes,

[Banqitct of an Emjlish Sqiiire.'\

Then came the jovial day, no streaks of red

O'er the broad portal of the morn were spread.

But one high-sailing mist of dazzling white,

A screen of gossamer, a nuigic light,

Doomed instantly, by simjilcst shepherd^s ken,

To reign awhile, and be exhaled at ten.

O'er leaves, o'er blossoms, by his power restored.

Forth came the conquering sun and looked abroad;

Millions of dew-drops fell, yet millions hung,

Like words of transport trembling on the tongue,

Too strong for utterance. Thus the infant boy,

M'ith rosebud cheeks, and f.'atures tuned to joy.

Weeps while he struggles with restraint or pain ;

But change the scene, and make him laugh again.

His heart rekindles, and his cheek appears

A thousand times more lovely through his tears.

From the first glimpse of day, a busy scene

Was that high-swelling lawn, that destined green,

Which shadowless expanded far and wide,

The mansion's ornament, the hamlet's pride;

To cheer, to order, to direct, contrive,

Even old Sir Ambrose had been up at five

;

There his whole household laboured in his view

—

But light is labour where thu task is new.

Some wheeled the turf to build a grassy throne

Round a huge thorn that spread his boughs alone,

Rough-riiied and bold, as master of the place

;

Five generations of the Higham race

Had plucked his flowers, and still he held his sway.

Waved his white head, and felt the breath of May.

Some from the greenhouse ranged exotics round.

To bask in open day on English ground

:

And 'midst them in a line of splendour drew

Long wreaths and garlands gathered in the dew.

Some spread the snowy canvass, propped on high

O'er sheltering tables with their whole supply
;

Some swung the biting scythe with merry face,

And cropped the daisies for a dancing space
;

Some rolled the mouldy barrel in his might.

From prison darkness into cheerful light.

And fenced him round with cans ; and others bore

The creaking hamper with its costly store ;

Well corked, well flavoured, and well taxed, that came
From Lusitanian mountains dear to fame,

Whence (Jama steered, an<I led the conquering way
To eastern triumi)hs and the realms of day.

A thousand minor tasks filled erery hour,

Till the sun gained the zenith of his power.

When every path was thronged with old and young.

And many a skylark in his strength upsprung

To bid them welcome. Not a face was there

But, for May-day at least, had banished care

;

No cringing looks, no pauper tales to tell.

No timid glance—they knew their host too well

—

Freedom was there, and joy in every eye :

Such scenes were England's boast in days gone by.

Beneath the thorn was good Sir Ambrose found,

His guests an ample crescent formed around
;

Natvire's own carpet sprea'l the space between.

Where blithe domestics plied in gold and green.

The venerable chaplain waved his wand.
And silence followed as he stretched his hand :

Tlie deep carouse can never boast the bliss.

The animation of a scene like this.

At length tlie damasked cloths were whisked away
Like fluttering sails upon a summer's duy ;

The hey-day of enjoyment fuund repo>e
;

The worthy baronet majestic rose.

They viewed him, while his ale was filling round,

The monarch of his own paternal ground.

His cup was full, and where the blossoms bowed
Over his head, Sir Ambrose spoke abmd,
Nor stopped a dainty form or phrase to cull.

His h6art elated, like his cup was full :

—

* Full be your hopes, and rich the crujis that fall

;

Health to my neighbours, happiness to all.'

Dull must that clown be, dull as winter's sleet,

Who would not instantly be on his feet

:

An echoing health to mingling shouts give place,
* Sir Ambrose Higham and his noble race !*

May-Day with the Mxtta,

[The Soldier's Eome.l

[' The topic is trite, but in Mr Bloomfield'a hands it almost

assumes a character uf novelty. Burns's Soldier's Return is not,

to our taste, one whit superior."

—

Professor Wilson.]

My untried Muse shall no high tone assun^e,

Nor strut in arms—farewell my cap and plume !

Brief be my verse, a task within my power

;

I tell my feelings in one happy hour

:

But what an hour was that ! when from the main
I reached this lovely valley once again !

A glorious harvest filled my eager sight,

Half shocked, half waving in a flood of light

;

On that poor cottage roof where I was born,

The sun looked down as in life's early mom.
I gazed around, but not a soul appeared

;

I listened on the threshold, nothing heard
;

I called my father thrice, but no one came

;

It was not fear or grief that shook my frame.

Rut an o'erpowering sense of peaca und home,
Of toils gone by, perhaps of joys to come.

The door invitingly stood open wide

;

I shook my dust, and set my staff aside.

How sweet it was to breathe that cooler air.

And take possession of my father's chair I

Beneath my elbow, on the solid frame.

Appeared the rough initials of my name,
Cut forty years before ! The same old clock

Struck the same bell, and gave my heart a shock

I never can forget. A short breeze sprung,

And while a sigh was trembling on my tongue,

Caught the old dangling almanacs behind.

And up they flew like banners in the wind

;

Then gently, singly, down, down, down they went.

And told of twenty years that I had spent

Far from my native land. That instant came
A robin on the threshold ; though so tarae.

At first he looked distrustful, almost shy.

And cast on me his coal-black steadfast eye.

And seemed to say (past friendship to renew)
* Ah ha ! old worn-out soldier, is it you V
Through the room ranged the imprisoned humble bee.

And bombed, and bounced, and struggled to be free ;

Dashing against the panes with sullen roar.

That threw their diamond sunlight on the floor;

That floor, clean sanded, where my fimcy strayed.

O'er undulating waves the broom had made;
Reminding rae of those of hideous forms
That met us as we passed the Cape of storms,

Where high and loud they break, and peace comcB
never

;

They roll and foam, aud roll and foam for ever.
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Rut here was peace, that peace which home can vicl J ;

The grasshopper, the partridge in the fielil,

And ticking chjck, were all at once become
The substitute fur clarion, fife, and drum.
\Vhilc thus I mused, still gazing, gazing still,

On beds of moss that spread the window sill,

I deemed no moss my eyes had ever seen

Had been so lovely, brilliant, fresh, and green.

And guessed some infant hand had placed it there,

And prized its hue, so exquisite, so rare.

Feelings on feelings mingling, doubling rose

;

My heart felt everything but calm rejwse
;

I could not reckon miimtes, hours, nor years,

But rose at once, and bursted into tears

;

Then, like a fool, confused, sat down again.

And thought upon the past with shame and pain
;

I raved at war and all its horrid cost.

And glory's quagmire, where tlie brave are lost.

On carnage, fire, and plunder long 1 mused.

And cursed the murdering weai)oiis I had used.

Two shadows then I saw, two voices heard.

One bespoke age, and one a child's apjteared.

In steppecl my father with convulsive start,

And in an instant clasped me to his heart.

Close by him stood a Uttle blue-eyed maid ;

And stooping to the child, the old man said,

' Come hither, Nancy, kiss me once again.

This is your uncle Charles, come home from Spain.'

The child approached, and with her fingers light,

Stroked my old eyes, almost deprived of sight.

But why thus spin ray tale—thus tedious be i

Happy old soldier! what's the world to rael

[To his Wife.]

I rise, dear Mary, from the soundest rest,

A wandering, way-worn, musing, singing giiest.

I claim the privilege of hill and plain
;

Mine are the woods, and all that they contain
;

The unpolluted gale, which sweeps the glade
;

All the cool blessings of the solenm shade

;

Health, and the flow of h.appiness sincere
;

Yet there's one wish— I wish that thou wert here

;

Free from the trammels of domestic care.

With me these dear autumnal sweets to share

;

To share my heart's ungovernable joy,

And keep the birthday of our poor lame boy.

Ah ! that's a tender string ! Yet since I find

That scenes like these can soothe the harassed mind.

Trust me, 'twould set thy jaded spirits free.

To wander thus through vales and woods with me.

Thou know'st how much I love to steal away
From noise, from uproar, and the blaze of day ;

With double transport would my heart rebound

To lead thee where the clustering nuts are found
;

No toilsome efforts would our task demand.
For the brown treasure stoops to meet the hand.

Round the tall hazel beds of moss appear

In green swards nibbled by the forest deer.

Sun, and alternate shade ; while o'er our heads

The cawing rook his glossy pinions spreads
;

The noisy jay, his wild woods dashing through
;

The ring-dove's chorus, and the rustling bough ;

The far resounding gate ; the kite's shrill scream
;

The distant ploughman's halloo to his team.

This is the chorus to my soul so dear

;

It would delight thee too, wert thou but here

:

For we might talk of home, .and muse o'er days

Of sad distress, and Heaven's mysterious ways;
Our chequered fortunes with a smile retrace.

And build new hopes upon our infant race

;

Pour our thanksgivings forth, and weep the while

;

Or pray for l.dessiiigs on our native isle.

But vain the wish ! Mary, thy sighs forbear.

Nor grudge the pleasure whicli thou canst not share

;

Make home delightful, kimlly wish for iTie,

Ajid I'll leave hills, and dales, and woods for thee.

JOHN LETDES.

JonN Levden, a distinguislied oriental scholar as
well as a poet, was a native of Denbolni, Roxburgh-
shire, lie was tile son of humble parents, but the
ardent Ix'nlurer fought his way to learning and cele-

brity. His parents, seeing his desire for instruction,

determined to educate him for tlie church, and he
was entered of Edinburgh college in 17ijn, in the fif-

teenth year of his age. He nnide rajiid progress ; was
an excellent Latin and Greek scholar, and acquired
also the French. Spanish, Italian, and German, be-

sides studying tlie llebrew, Arabic, and Persian. He
became no mean proficient in mathematics and va-

rious branches of st'ience. Indeed, every difficulty

seemed to vanish before his ooninianding talents, his

retentive memory, and robust ajiplication. His
college vacations were spent at home ; ami as his

fiitlier's cottage aflxirdcd him little opportunity for

quiet and seclusion, he looked out for accommoda-
tions abroad. ' In a wild recess,' says Sir Walter
Scott, ' in the den or glen whicli gives name to the

village of Uenholm, he contrived a sort of furnace

fiir the purpose of such chemical experiments as he
was adequate to performing. But his cliief jilace of

retirement was the small parish church, a gloomy
and ancient building, generally believed in the

neighbourhood to be haunted. To this chosen

place of study, usually locked during week days,

Leyden made entrance by means of a window,
read there for many hours in the day, and depo-

sited his books and specimens in a retired pew. It

was a well-chosen spot of seclusion, for the kirk

(excepting during divine service) is rather a place

of terror to the Scottish rustic, and that of Caven
was rendered more so by many a tale of ghosts and
witchcraft, of which it was the supposed scene, and
to which Leyden, partly to indulge his humour, and
partly to secure his retirement, contrived to make
some modern additions. The nature of his abstnise

studies, some specimens of natural history, as toads

and adders, left exposed in their spirit-vials, and
one or two practical jests played off upon the more
curious of the peasantry, rendered his gloomy haunt
not only venerated by the wise, but feared by the

simple of the parish.' From this singular and ro-

mantic stuily, Leyden sallied forth, with his curious

and various stores, to astonish his college associates.

He already numbered among liis friends the most
distinguished literary and scientific men of Edin-
burgh. On the expiration of his college studies,

Leyden accepted the situation of tutor to the sons

of Mr Campbell of Fairfield, whom he accomjianied

to the university of St Andrews. There he pur-

sued his own researches connected with oriental

learning, and in 1799 published a sketch of the

Discoveries and Settlements of the Europeans in

IS'orthem and Western Africa. He wrote also v.ari-

ous copies of verses and translations from the

northern and oriental languages, which he pub-

lished in the Edinburgh Magazine. In 1800 ley-
den was ordained for the church. He continued,

iiowever, to study and compose, and contributed to

Lewis's Tales of Wonder and Scott's ^Minstrelsy of

the Scottish Border. So ardent was he in .assisting

the editor of tlie Minstrelsy, th.it he on one occa-

sion walked between forty and fifty miles, ami back
again, for the sole purpose of visiting an old person

wlio possessed an ancient historical ballad. His

next publication was a new edition of The Omiplai/nt

of Scotland, an ancient work written about 1.548,

which lA-yden enriched with a preliminary dis.ser-

tation, notes, and a glossary. He also undertook

tlie management, for one year, of the Scots Maga-
zine. His strong desire to visit foreign countries
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induced bis friotuU to apply to t;overnment fur sonic

appointment tor liini connected with the learning
and hvnjjniijxcs of tlic I'.ust. The only sitnution wliich

they conlil pnuMirc was th:it (tf surgeon's assistiint

;

ami in five or six months, by incredible lamur,
Leyden (pialitic<l himself, and ohtiiined his di)tlonia.

'The sudden ehanu'C of his profession,' says Scott,

'gave great anui^erncnt to some of hi.^ friends.' In
December K*>02, Lcyden was summoned to join the
Christmas Ilect of Indiamen. in consequence of his

appointment as assistant-surgeon on the Madras
establishment, lie tinislied his poem, The Scenes of
Injiinnj^ descriptive nf his native vale, and left

Scotland for ever. After tiis arrival at Madras, the
health of Ley<len pive way, and he was oblii^ed to

remove to Trince of Wales Island. He resided there

for some time, visiting Sumatra and the Malayan
peninsula, and amassing the curious information
concerning the language, literature, and descent of
tlie Indii-Ciiinese tril)es. which afterwards enabled
him to lay a most valuable dissertation before the
Asiatic Society at Calcutta. Ixjyden quitted Prince
of Wales Island, and was appointed a professor in

the Bengal college. This was soon exchanged for

a more lucrative appointment, namely, that of a
judge in Calcutta, llis spare time was, as usual,

devoted to oriental niiinu-Jeripts and antiquities. * I

may die in the attempt,' be wmte to a friend, ' but
if I die without surpassing Sir William Jones a hun-
dredfold in oriental learning. let never a tear for me
profane the eye of a borderer.' The possibility of
an early death in a distant land often crossed the

mind of the ambitious student. In his ' Scenes of

Infancy,' he expresses his anticipation of such an
event in a passage of great melody and pathos.

The silver raoon at midnight cold and still.

Looks, sad and silent, o'er yon we.stern hlU
;

While largo and pale the ghostly structures grow,
Reared on the contines of the world below.

Is that dull sound the hum of Teviot's stream?
Is that blue light the moon's, or tomb-fire's gleam?
By which a mouldering pile is faintly seen.

The old deserted church of Hazeldean,
Where slept my fathers in their natal clay,

Till Teviot's waters rolled their bones away?
Their feeble voices from the stream they raise

—

* Rash youth ! unmindful of thy early days,
Why didst thou quit the peasant's simple lot?

Why didst thou leave the peasant's turf-built cot,

The ancient graves where all thy fathers lie,

And Teviot's stream that h>ng has murmured by?
And we—when death so long has closed our eyes,

How wilt thou bid us from the dust arise,

And bear our mouldering bones across the main,
From vales that knew our lives devoid of stain?

Rash youth ! beware, thy home-bred virtues save,

And sweetly sleep in thy paternal grave.*

In 1811 Lcyden accompanied the governor-general
to Java. ' Ilis s[)irit of romantic adventure,' says

Scott, * led him literally to rush upon death ; for.

with another volunteer wlio attended the expedition,

he threw himself into the surf, in order to be the

first Briton of tlie expedition who should set foot

upon Java. When the success of the well -concerted

movements of the invaders had given them posses-

sion of the town of Batavia, Lcyden displayed the

same iU-omened precipitation, in his haste to exa-

mine a librar}', or rather a warehouse of books, in

which many Indian manuscripts of value were said

to be deposited. A library in a Dutch settlement

was not, as might have been expected, in the best

order ; the apartment had not been regularly venti-

lated, and either from this circumstance, or already

affected by the fatal sickness peculiar to Batavia,

Leyden, when he left the place, had u fit of shiver-
ing, and declared the iitmosphere was enough to give
any mortal a fevi-r. The pres;ige was too just: he
toiik his bed, and ilied in three days (.August 28,
1810. on the eve of the battle wiiieh gave Java to
the British em])ire.' The Toetical Remains of Ley-
den were published in ISIO. with a Memoir of his
Life, by the Rev. James Morton. Sir John ALdcolm
and Sir Walter Scott both honoured his memory
with notices of his life and genius. The Great
Minstrel has also alluded to his untimely death
in his ' Lord of the Isles.*

Scarba's Isle, whose tortured shore
Still rings to Corrievreckin's roar.

And lonely Colonsay
;

Scenes sung by him who sings no more,
His bright and brief career is o'er.

And mute his tuneful strains;

Quenched is his lamp of varied lore,

That loved the light of song to pour;
A distant and a deadly shore

Has Leyden's cold remains.

The allusion here is to a ballad by Leyden, eti-

titled The Mermaid^ the scene of which is laid at
Corrievreckin, and which was published with an-
other, 77(6 Cont of Kecldar, in the Border Min-
strelsy. Ilig longest poem is his ' Scenes of In-
fancy,' descriptive of his native vale of Teviot. His
versification is soft and musical ; he is an elegant
rather than a forcil)le poet. His ballad strains are
greatly superior to his * Scenes of Infancy.' Sir
Walter Scott has praised the opening of 'The Mer-
maid,' as exhibiting a power of numbers which, for

mere melody of somid, has seldom been excelled in
English poetry.

Sonnet on ^alhatk Mom.

With silent awe I hall the sacred mom.
That scarcely wakes while all the fields are still

;

A soothing calm on every breeze is borne,

A graver nmrmur echoes from the hill,

And softer sings the linnet from the thorn
;

The skylark warbles in a tone less shrill.

Hail, light serene! bail, sacred Sabbath morn!
The sky a placid yellow lustre throws

;

The gales that lately sighed aiong the grove
Have hushed their drowsy wings in dead repose

j

The hovering rack of clouds forgets to move

:

So soft the day when the first mom arose!*

Ode to an Indian Gold Coin,

[Written in Cherical, Malabar.]

Slave of the dark and dirty mine !

What vanity has brought thee here ?

How can I love to see thee shine

So bright, whom I have bought so dear}
The tent-ropes flapping lone I hear

For twilight converse, arm in arm
;

The jackal's shriek bursts on mine ear
When mirth and music wont to cheer.

By Chcrical's dark wandering streams.
Where cane-tufts shadow all the wild.

Sweet visions haunt my waking dreams
Of Teviot loved while still a child,

Of castled rocks stupendous piled
By Esk or Kden's classic wave.

Where loves of youth and friendships smiled,
Uncurscd by thee, vile yellow slave !

* A wTiter in the Edinburgh Review (1805) considers that
Grahamo borrowed the opening description in his Sabbath
from the above sonnet by Leyden. The images are common
to poetry, besides being congenial to Scottish habits and feel-

ings,
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Fade, day-drcani8 sweet, from memory fade !

The perishdd bliss of youth's first prime,
That once so bright on fancy played,

Revives no more in after-time.

Far from my sacred natal clime,

I haste to an untimely grave
;

The daring thoughts that soared sublime
Are sunk in ocean's southern wave.

Slave of the mine ! thy yellow light

Gleams baleful as the tomb-fire drear.

A gentle vision comes by night

My lonely wi<lowed heart to cheer

:

Her eyes are dim with many a tear,

That once were guiding stars to mine

;

Her fond heart throbs with many a fear I

I cannot bear to see thee shine.

For thee, for thee, vile yellow slave,

I left a heart that loved me true!

I crossed the tedious ocean-wave,

To roam in climes unkind and new.
The cold wind of the stranger blew

Chill on my withered heart ; the grave
Dark and untimely met luy view

—

And all for thee, vile 3'ellow slave !

Ha ! com'st thou now so late to mock
A wan<lerer's banished heart forlorn.

Now that his frame the lightning shock

Of sun-rays tipt with death was borne?
From love, from friendship, country, torn,

To memory's fond regrets the prey

;

Vile slave, thy yellow dross I scorn !

Go mis thee with thy kindred clay I

77i€ Mermaid,

On Jura's heath how sweetly swell

The raunuurs of the mountain bee!
How softly mourns the writhed shell

Of Jura's shore, its parent sea!

But softer floating o'er the deep,
The Mermaid's sweet sea-soothing lay,

That charmed the dancing waves to sleep,

Before the bark of Colonsay.

Aloft the purple pennons wave.
As, parting gay from Crinan's shore,

From Morven's wars, the seamen brave
Their gallant chieftain homeward bore.

In youth's gay bloom, the brave Macphail
Still blamed the lingering bark's delay;

For her he chid the flagging sail,

The lovely maid of Colonsay.

*And raise,' he cried, *the song of love,

The maiden sung with tearful smile,
When fir.st, o'er Jura's hills to rove,

\Ve left afar the lonely isle!

** When on this ring of ruby red
Shall die," she said, '* the crimson hue,

Know that thy favourite fair is dead.
Or proves to thee and love untrue."*

Now, lightly poised, the rising oar
Disperses wide the foamy spray.

And echoing far o'er Crinan's shore.
Resounds the song of Colonsay.

* Softly blow, thou western breeze.

Softly rustle through the sail

!

Soothe to rest the furrowy seas.

Before my love, sweet western gale I

Where the wave is tinged with red,

And the russet sea-leaves grow.
Mariners, with prudent dread,

Shun the shelving reefs below.

As you pass through Jura's sound,
Bend your course by Scarba's shore;

Shun, shun, the guif profound,

# Where Corrievreckin's surges roar!

If from that unbottomed deep.
With wrinkled fonn and wreathed train.

O'er the verge of Scarba's steep,

The sea-snake heave his snowy mane,

Unwarp, unwind his oozy coils,

Sea-green sisters of the main,
And in the gulf where ocean boils.

The unwieldy wallowing monster chain.

Softly blow, thou western breeze,

Softly rustle through the sail

!

Soothe to rest the furrowed seas.

Before my love, sweet western gale I'

Thus all to soothe the chieftain's wo.
Far from the maid he loved so dear.

The song arose, so soft and slow.

He seemed her parting sigh to hear.

The lonely deck he paces o'er.

Impatient for the rising day,
And still from Crinan's moonlight shore,

He turns his eyes to Colonsay,

The moonbeams cri>p the curling surge,

That streaks with foam the ocean green ;

While forward still the rowers urge
Their course, a female form was seen.

That sea-maid's form, of pearly light,

Was whiter than the downy spray,

And round her bosom, heaving bright.

Her glossy yellow ringlets play.

Borne on a foamy crested wave,
She reached amain the bounding prow.

Then clasping fast the chieftain brave,

She, plunging, sought the deep below.

Ah! long beside thy feigned bier,

The monks the prayer of death shall say.

And long for thee, the fruitless tear.

Shall weep the maid of Colonsay !

But downward like a powerless corse,

The eddying waves the chieftain bear;
He only heard the moaning hoarse

Of waters murmuring in his ear.

The murmurs sink by slow degrees.

No more the waters round him rave

;

Lulled by the music of the seas,

He lies within a coral cave.

In dreamy mood reclines he long.

Nor dares his tranced eyes unclose,

Till, warbling wild, the sea-maid's song
Far in the crystal cavern rose.

Soft as that harp's unseen control.

In morning dreams which lovers hear,

Whose strains steal sweetly o'er the soul.

But never reach the waking car.

As sunbeams through the tepid air,

When clouds dissolve the dews unseen,

Smile on the flowers that bloom more fair,

And fields that glow with livelier green-

So melting soft the music fell ;

It seemed to southe the fluttering spray

—

* Say, heard'st thou not these wild notes swell!

Ah ! 'tis the song of Colonsay.*

Like one that from a fearful dream
Awakes, the morning light to view,

And joys to see the purple beam,
Yet fears to find the vision true,
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He hcfird that strain, so wildly sweet,

Which hade his tnrpitl lan^^'uor fly ;

He ienrod some spell had bound his feet,

And hardly dared his limbs to try.

'This yellow sand, this sparry cave,

Shall beud thy soul to beauty*8 sway;
Cftn*st thou the maiden of the ware
Compare to her of Colonsay !'

Roused by that voice of silver sound.

From the paved tioor he lightly sprung,

And glancing wild his eyes around
Where the fair nymph her tresses wrung,

No form he saw of mortal mould
;

It shone like ocean's snowy foam

;

Her ringlets waved in living gold,

Her mirror cPi'stal, pearl the comb.

Her pearly comb the siren took,

And careless bound her tresses wild
;

Still o'er the mirror stole her look.

As on the wondering youth she smiled*

Like nmsic from the greenwood tree,

Again she raised the melting lay

;

* Fair warrior, wilt thou dwell with me,
And leave the raaid of Colonsay J

Fair is the crystal hall for me
With rubies and with emeralds set ;

And sweet the music of the sea

Shall sing, when we for love are met.

How sweet to dance with gliding feet

Along the level tide so green,

Responsive to the cadence sweet

That breathes along the moonlight scene

!

And soft the music of the main
Rings from the motley tortuise-sbell,

While moonbeams o'er the watery plain

Seem trembling in its fitful swell.

How sweet, when billows heave their head,

And shake their snowy crests on high,

Serene in Ocean's sapphire-bed

Beneath the tumbling surge to lie

;

To trace, with tranquil step, the deep,

Where pearly drops of frozen dew
In concave shells unconscious sleep.

Or shine witb lustre, silvery blue I

Then all the summer sun, from far,

Pour through the wave a softer ray ;

While diamonds in a bower of spar.

At eve shall shed a brighter day.

Nor stormy wind, nor wintry gale,

That o'er the angry ocean sweep,

Shall e'er our coral groves assail.

Calm in the bosom of the deep.

Through the green meads beneath the sea,.

Enamoured we shall fondly stray-
Then, gentle warrior, dvrell with roe.

And leave the maid of Colonsay !'

* Though bright thy locks of glistering gold,

Fair maiden of the foamy main !

Thy life-blood is the water cold,

While mine beats high in every vein

:

If I, beneath thy sparry cave,

Should in thy snowy arms recline.

Inconstant as the restless wave.

My heart would grow as cold as thine.*

As cygnet down, proud swelled her breast,

Her eye confessed the jjcarly tear:

His hand she to her bosom pressed,

* Is there no heart for rapture here ?

These limbs, sprung from the lucid sea.

Does no warm blood their currents till.

No heart-pulse riot, wild anrl frw.
To joy, to love's delicious thrill i*

* Though all the splendour of the sea
Around thy faultless beauty shine.

That heart, that riots wild and free,

Can hold n* sympathy with mine.

These sparkling eyes, so wild and gay.
They swim not in the light of love ;

The beauteous maid of Colonsay,
Her eyes are milder than the dove!

Even now, within the lonely isle,

Her eyes are dim with tears for me;
And canst thou think that siren smile
Can lure my soul to dwell with thee I'

An oozy film her limbs o'erspread.

Unfolds in length her scaly train ;

She tossed in proud disdain her head,
And lashed with webbed fin the main.

* Dwell here alone !' the Mermaid cried,
* And view far off the sea-nymphs play;

The prison-wall, the azure tide.

Shall bar thy steps from Colonsay.

Whene'er, like ocean's scaly brood,
I cleave with rapid fiu the wave.

Far from the daughter of the flood.

Conceal thee in this coral cave.

I feel my former soul return,

It kindles at thy cold disdain
;

And has a niortal dared to spurn
A daughter of the foamy main !'

She fled, around the crystal cave
The rolling waves resume their road ;

On the broad portal idly rave.

But enter not the nymph's abode.

And many a weary night went by,

As in the lonely cave he lay
;

And many a sun rolled through the sky.

And poured its beams on Colonsay.

And oft beneath the silver moon.
He heard afar the Mermaid sing

;

And oft to mail)' a meting tune,

The shell-formed lyres of ocean ring.

And when the moon went do^vn the sky.

Still rose, in dreams, his native plain.

And oft he thought his love was by,

And charmed hira with some tender strain

;

And heart-sick, oft he waked to weep.

When ceased that voice of silver sound.

And thouirht to plunge him in the deep

That walled his crystal cavern round.

But still the ring, of ruby red.

Retained its vivid crimson hue.

And each despairing accent fled,

To find his gentle love so true.

When seven long lonely months were gon^
The Mermaid to liis cavern came,

No more misshapen from the zone,

But like a maid of mortal frame.

* give to me that ruby ring,

That on thy finger glances gay,
And thou shalt hear the Mermaid sing
The song thou lov'st of Colonsay.'

* This ruby ring, of crimson grain.

Shall on thy finger glitter gay,
If thou wilt bear me through the main
Again to visit Colonsay.'
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* Kxcept thou quit tliy former love,

Content to dwell for ii^-e with n»e,

Thy 8eorn my finny frame might move
To tear thy limbs amid the sea.*

* Then bear me swift along the main,
The lonely isle again to see,

And when I here return again,

I plight my faitii to dwell with thee.'

An oozy film her limbs o'erspread,

While slow unfolds lier scaly ti-ain ;

With glney fangs her hands were clad
;

She lashed with webbi-d fin the main.

He grasps the ^rerninid's sealy sides.

As with broad fin she oars her way
;

Beneath the silent moon she glides,

That sweetly sleeps on Colonsay.

Proud swells her heart ! she deems at last

To lure him with her silver tongue,

And, as the shelving rocks she passed,

She raised her Toiee, and sweetly sung.

In softer, sweeter strains she sung.

Slow gliding o'er the moonlight bay.

When light to land the chieftain sprung.

To hail the maid of Colonsay.

sad the Mermaid's gay notes fell,

And sadly sink remote at sea!

So sadly mourns the writhed shell

Of J ura's ehore, its parent sea.

And ever as the year returns,

The charm-bound sailors know the day ;

For sadly still the Mermaid mourns
The lovely chief of Colonsay.

WrLLIAM GIFFORD.

William Gifford, a poet, translator, and critic,

afforded a remarkable exam[de of successful appli-

cation to science and literature under the most un-
favourable circumstances. He was born at Ash-
burton, in DeviinshirB, in April 1756. His fatlier

had been a painter and glazier, but both tlie parents

of the ]>oct died when he was young; and after some
little education, he was, at the age of thirteen, placed

on board a coasting vessel by his godfather, a man
who was supposed to have benefited himself at the

expense of Gilford's parents. ' It will be easily con-

ceived,' he says, ' that my life was a life of hardship.

I was not oidy "a ship-lxiy on the high and giddy
mast," but also in the cal)in, where every menial
oliice fell to my hit : yet if I was restless and discon-

tented, I can safely say it was not so nuich on
account of this, as of my being precluded from all

possibility of reading; as my master did not possess,

nor du I recollect sceiTig, during tlie whole time of
my abode with him, a single book of any descrijition,

except the Coasting I'ihit.' Whilst thus pursuing
Ills life of a cabin buy, Gilford was often seen by the
fishwomen of his native town running about the
beach in a ragged jacket and trousers. They men-
tioned tills to the people of Ashburton, ami never
without commiserating his change of condition.

This tale, often repeated, awakened at length the Jiity

of the auilitiir.s, and, as the next step, their resent-

ment against tlie man who had reduced him to sudi
a state of w retcbcdiicss. His godfather was, on this

account, induced to recall him from the sea, and put
him again to school, lie made rapid progrc-ss, .and

even hopeil to succeed his old and infirm school-

master. In his fifteenth year, however, his god-
(iither, conceiving that he had got learning enough,
and that his own duty towards him was fairly

discharged, put him apprentice to a shoemaker.

Gifliird hated his new ]»rofession with a perfect

hatred. At this time lie possessed but one book in

the world, .iinl that was a treatise on algebra, of
which be bad no knowledge; hut meeting with Fi-n-

ning's Introduction, he mastered both works. "This
was not done,' he states, ' without diflficolty. I had
not a farthing on earth, nor a friend to give me one:
pen, ink, and paper, therefiire (in desj)ite of the flip-

pant remark of Lord Orford), were, for the most
part, as completely out of my reach :is a crown and
sceptre. There was indeed a resource, but the ut-

most caution and secrecy were necessary in apply-
ing it. I beat out pieces of leather as smooth as
possible, and wrought my problems on them with a
blunted awl ; for the rest, my memory w.as tenacious,

and I could multiply and divide by it to a great ex-
tent.' He next tried poetry, and some of his 'lament-
able doggerel' falling into the hands of Mr Cookesley
a benevolent surgei-in of Asliburton, that gentleman
set about a subscription for purchasing the re-

mainder of the time of his apprenticeship, and en-
abling him to procure a better education. The selieme
was successful ; and in litlle more than two years,

Gilford had made such extraordinary application, that

he was pronounced fit for the university. The place

of Biblical Lecturer was procured for him at Exeter
college, and this, with such occasional assistance

from the country as Jlr Cookesley undertook to

provide, was tliought sufficient to enable him to live,

at least, till he had taken a degree. An accidental

circumstance led to GifTord's .advancement. He had
been accustomed to correspond, on literary subjects,

with a person in London, his letters being enclosed
in covers, and sent, to save postage, to Lord Gros-
venor. One day he inatlvertently omitted the direc-

tion, and his lordship necessarily supposing the

letter to be meant for himself, opened and read it.

He was struck with the contents, and after seeing

the writer and bearing him relate the circumstances
of liis life, iindcrtook the charge of his present sup-

port and future establislinient ; and, till this last

could be efiected to his wish, invited him to come
and reside with him. 'These,' says the grateful

scholar, * were not words of course : they were more
than fulfilled in every point. I did go and reside

with him, and I experienced a warm and cordial

reception, and a kind and affectionate esteem, that

has known neither diminution nor interruption from
that hour to this, a period of twenty years.' Part
of tiiese, it may lie remarked, were spent in attend-

ing the earl's eldest son, Lord Belgravc, on a tour

of Europe, which must have tended greatly to in-

form and expand the mind of the scholar. Gifford

appeared as an author in 1794. His first production

w;is a satirical poem entitled The Bavtad, which
was directed against a class of sentimental poetasters

of that day, usually passing under the collective

appellation of the Delia Crusca School, (Mrs Piozzi,

Mrs Kohinson, Mr Greathcad, Jlr Merry, M'eston,

Parsons, S;c.), conspicuous for their affcct;ition and
bad taste, and their high-flown compliments on one
another. 'There was a specious brilliancy in these

exotics,* he remarks, * which dazzled the native

grubs, who had scarce ever ventured beyond a sheep,

and a crook, and a rose-tree grove ; with an osten-

tatious display of "blue hills," and "crashing tor-

rents," and "petrifying suns."' Gifford's vigorous

exposure comiiletely demolished this set of rhyme-
sters, who were probably the spawn of Darwin and
Lichfield. Anna Matilda, Laura Jlaria, Edwin,

Orlando, &e., sunk into instant and irretrievable

contempt ; and the worst of the number (a man
Williams, who assumeil the name of Pasquin for his
' rilndd strains ') was nonsuited in an action against

Gilford's publisher. The satire was univcrs.allv read
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ami admired. In the present day it scents unneces-

sarily merciless and severe, yet lines like tlie fiilli)« -

ini; still jnissess interest. Tlie illusion to I'oiie

is peculiarly iipiiriipriate and beautiful;—

Oh for the j;ood old times! when all was new,

And every hour brought prodigies to view,

Our sires in unaffected language told

Of sti-eanis of amber and of rocks of gold :

Full of their theme, they spurned all idle art.

And the plain tale was trusted to the he.art.

Now all is changed! We fume and fret, poor elves,

liess to display our subject than ourselves :

Whatc'cr we paint—a grot, a Hower, a bird,

Heavens, how we sweat! laboriously absurd !

Words of gigantic bulk and uncouth sound,

In rattling triads the long sentence bound ;

While points with points, with periods periods jar,

And the whole work seems one continued war

!

Is not this sad?

F.—'Tis pitiful, heaven knows
;

Tis wondrous pitiful. E'en take the prose :

But for the poetry—oh, that, my friend,

I still aspire—nay, smile not—to defend.

You praise our sires, but, though they wrote with force.

Their rhymes were vicious and their diction coarse;

We want their strength ; agreed ; but we atone

For that, ami more, by sweetness all our own.

For instance
—

* Hasten to the la^vny vale.

Where yellow morning breathes her saffron gale.

And bathes the landscape—

'

P.—Pshaw ; I have it here.

' A voice seraphic grasps my listening ear

:

Wandering I gaze ; when lo ! methought afar,

More bright than dauntless day's imperial star,

A godlike form advances.*

F.—You suppose

These lines perhaps too turgid ; what of those

!

' The mighty mother—

'

P.—Now, 'tis plain you sneer.

For Weston's self could find no semblance here :

Weston ! who slunk from truth's imperious light.

Swells like a filthy toad with secret spite,

Anil, envying the fame he cannot hope.

Spits his black venom at the dust of Pope.

Reptile accursed !— memorable long.

If there be force in virtue or in song,

O injured bard ! accept the grateful strain.

Which I, the humblest of the tuneful train.

With glowing heart, yet trembling hand, repay,

For many a pensive, many a sprightly lay !

So may thy varied verse, from age to age,

Inform the simple, and delight the sage.

The contributions of Mrs Piozzi to this fantastic

garland of exotic verse are characterised in one feli-

citous couplet

—

See Thrale's gray widow with a satchel roam.

And bring, in pomp, her laboured nothings home !

The tasteless bibliomaniac is also finely sketched :

—

Others, like KemWe, on black letter pore,

And what they do not understand, adore
;

Buy at vast sums the trash of ancient days,

And draw on prodigality for praise.

These, when some lucky hit, or lucky price.

Has blessed them with ' T/ie Boleof'Gode Advice,'

For eles and alr/ates only deign to seek.

And live upon a u-hUome for a week.

The ' Baviad' was a paraphrase of the first satire

of Persius. In the year following, encouraged by

its success, Gifford produced The MtrviaJ, an imita-

tion of Horace, levelled at the corrupters of dra-

matic poetry. Here also the Delia Crusca authors

(who attempted dramas as well as odes and elegies)

are gibbeted in satiric verse ; but Gifford was more

critical than just in incluiling O'Keefe, the amusing
firce writer, among theulijccts of his condemnation.
The jibiys of Kotzeliiie and Schiller, then first trans-

lated and much in vogue, he also characterises as
' heavy, linnhering, monotonous stupidity,' a sentence
too unqualified and severe. In tlie ' Ma'viad' are

some to\icliing and afli^ctionute allusions to the
author's history an<l friends. l)r Ireland, dean of
Westminster, is thus mentioned:

—

C^hief thou, my friend! who from my earliest years
Hast shared my joys, and more than shared my cares.

Sure, if our fates hang on some hidden power,
.\nd take their colour from the natal hour,

Then, Ireland, the same planet on us rose,

Svu'h the strong sympathies our lives disclose !

Thou knowest how soon we felt this influence bland,

And sought the brook and coppice, hand in band.
And shaped rude bows, and uncouth whistles blew,

.^nd paper kites (a last great effort) flew
;

.\nil when the d.ay was done, retired to rest.

Sleep on our eyes, and sunshine in our breast.

In riper years, again together thrown.

Our studies, as our sports before, were one.

Together we explored the stoic page

Of the Ligurian, stern though beardless sage !

Or traced the Aquinian through the Latine road.

And trembled at the lashes he bestowed.

Together, too, when Greece unlocked her stores.

We roved in thought o'er Troy's devoted shores,

Or followed, while he sought his native soil,

' That old man eloquent ' from toil to toil
;

Lingering, with good Alcinous, o'er the tale,

Till the east reddened and the stars grew pale.

Gifford tried a third satire, an Epistle lo Peter Pin-

dar (I)r Wolcot), which, being founded on personal

animosity, is more remarkable for its passionate

vehemence and abuse than for its felicity or correct-

ness. Wolcot replied with ' A Cut at a Cobbler,"

etiually miworthy of his fame. These satirical la-

bours of our author pointed him out as a fit person

to edit ' The Anti-Jacobin,' a weekly paper set up
by Canning and others for the purpose of ridiculing

and exposing the political agit.itors of the times. It

was established in November 1797. and continued

only till the July following. The connection thus

formed with politicians and men of rank was after-

wards serviceable to Gifford. He obtained the situa-

tion of paymaster of the gentlemen pensioners, and
was made a commissioner of the lottery, the emolu-
ments of the two offices being about L.900 per an-

num. In 1802 he published a translation of Juvenal,

to which was prefixed his sketch of his own life, one

of the most interesting and unaffected of autobio-

graphies. He also translated Persius, and edited

the plays of Massinger, Ford, and Shirley, and the

works of Ben Jonson. In 1808, when Sir Walter
Scott and others resolved on starting a review,

in opposition to the celebrated one established in

Edinburgh, Jlr Giftbrd v\as selected as editor. Li

his hands the Quarlerly Review became a powerful

political and literary journal, to which leading states-

men and authors equally contributed. He continued

to discharge his duties as editor mitil within two
years of his death, which took place on the 31st of

December 1826. GiflTord claimed for himself

a soul

That spumed the crowd's malign control

—

A fixed contempt of wrong.

He was high spirited, courageous, and sincere. In
most of his writings, however, there was a strong

tinge of personal acerbity and even virulence. He
was a good hater, and as he was opposed to all poli-

tical visionaries and reformers, he had seldom time

to cooL His literary criticism, also, where no such
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prejudices could interfere, was frequently disfigured

by the same severity of style or temper; and wlio-

ever, dead or living, ventured to say aught against

Ben Jonson, or write what he deemed wrong com-
ments on his favourite dramatists, were assailed

with a vehemence tliat was ludicrously dispropor-

tioned to the offence. Ilis attacks on Hazlitt, Lamb,
Hunt, Keats, and others, in the Quarterly Keview,
have no pretensions to fair or candid criticism. His
object was to crush such autliors as were ojjposed

to the government of the day, or who departed from
hiscanonsuf literary propriety and good taste. Evun
the best of his criticisms, though acute and spirited,

want candour and coiiiprcliunsiveness of design. As
a politician, he looku'd with distrust and suspicion

on the growing importance of America, and kept
alive among the English aristocracy a feeling of dis-

like or hostility towards that country, which was
as unwise as it was ungenerous. His best service to

literature was his edition of Ben Jonson, in which
he successfully vindicated that great English classic

from the unjust aspersions of his countrymen. His
satirical poetry is pungent, and often happy in ex-

pression, hut witliout rising into moral grandeur or

pathos. His small but sinewy intellect, as some one
has said, was wt-ll employed in bruising the butter-

flies of the Delia Cruscan Muse. Some of his short

copies of verses possess a quiet plaintive melancholy
and tenderness ; but his fame must rest on his in-

fluence and talents as a critic and annotator—or

more properly on the story of his life and early

struggles—hononrable to himself, and ultimately to

his country—which will be read and remembered
when his other writings are forgotten.

The Grave of Anna,

I wish T was where Anna lies,

For I am sick of lingering here
;

And every hour atfcction cries,

Go and partake her humble bier.

I wish I could ! P'or when she died,

I lost my all ; and life has proved
Since that sad hour a dreary void

;

A waste unlovely and unloved.

But who, when I am turned to clay,

Shall duly to her grave repair.

And pluck the ragged mo»s away,
And weeds that have * no business there V

And who with pious hand shall bring

The flowers she cherished, snow-drops cold.

And violets that unheeded spring,

To scatter o'er her hallowed mould ?

And who, while memory loves to dwell
Upon her name for ever dear,

Shall feel his heart with passion swell,

And pour the bitter, bitter tear I

I did it ; and would fate allow.

Should vi^it still, should still deplore

—

But health and strength have left me now,
And I, alas ! can weep no more.

Take then, sweet maid I this simple strain.

The last I orter at thy whrine

;

Thy grave must then undecked remain.
And all tliy memory fade with mine.

And can thy soft persuasive look.

Thy voit.-e that might with music vie.

Thy air that every gazer took.

Thy matchless eloq^uence of eye

;

Thy spirits frolicsome a^ g<^f>d,

Thy courage by no ills dismayed,
Thy patience by no wrongs subdued.
Thy gay good-humour, can they fade!

Perha]>s—but sorrow dims my eve
;

Cold turf which I no more must view,

Dear name which I no more mu^t bigb,

A long, a last, a sad adieu!

The above affecting elegiac stanzas were written
by Gitford on a faithful attendant who died in his
service. He erected a tombstone to her memory ia

the burying-ground of (Jrosvenor chapel, South
Audley Street, with the following inscription and
epitaph :

—

* Here lies the body of Ann Davies, (for more than
twenty years) servant to William (jitford. She died
February 6th, 181.5, in the forty-third year (»f her

age, of a tedious and painful malady, which she Imre

with exemplary patience and resignation. Her deeply
afliictecl master erected this stone to her njemory, as

a painful testimony of her uncommon worth, and of

his perpetual gratitude, respect, and affection for her
long and meritorious services.

Though here unknown, dear Ann, thy ashes rest,

Still lives thy memory in one grateful breast.

That traced thy course through many a painful year.

And marked thy humble hope, thy pious fear.

! when this frame, which yet, while life remained.

Thy duteous love, with trembling hand sustained,

Dissolves (as soon it must), may that blessed Power
Who beamed on thine, illume my parting hour

!

So shall I greet thee where no ills annoy.

And what was sown in grief is reaped in joy :

Where worth, obscured below, bursts into day,

And those are paid whom earth could never pay.*

Greenwich Hilt.

rissT or HAT.

Though clouds obscured the morning hour,

And keen and eager blew the blast,

And drizzling fell the cheerless shower.

As, doubtful, to the skift'we passed

:

All soon, propitious to our prayer,

Gave promise of a brighter day
;

The clouds dispersed in purer air.

The blasts in zephyrs died away.

So have we, love, a day enjoyed,

On which we both—and yet, who knows I—

•

May dwell with plea-fure unalloyed,

And dread no thorn beneath the rose.

How pleasant, from that dome-crowned hill.

To view the varied scene below,

Woods, ships, and spires, and, lovelier still,

The circling Thames' majestic flow I

How sweet, as indolently laid,

We overhung that long-dra^Tn dale,

To watch the chequered light and shade
That glanced upon the shifting sail!

And when the shadow's rapid growth

Proclaimed the noon-tide hour expired.

And, though unwearied, * nothing loath,*

We to our simple meal retired ;

The sportive wile, the blameless jest.

The careless mind's spontaneous flow,

Gave to that simple meal a zest

Which richer tables may not know.

The babe that on the mother's breast

Has toyed and wantoned for a while.

And sinking in unconscious rest.

Looks up to catch a parting smile ;

Feels less assured than thou, dear maid.

When, ere thy ruby lips could \niTt

(As close to mine thy clieek was laid),

Thine eyes had opened all thy heart.
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Then, then I ninrkod the chiiatcned joy

Thut lifjhtly o'er thy features stole,

From TOWS repait) (my sweet employ),

From truth, from innocence of soul

:

While every word dro]>t on my ear

So soft (and yet it seemed to thrill),

So sweet that 'twiut a heaveii to hear,

And e'en thy pausie had nmsic still.

And ! how like a fairy dream
To gaze in silence on the tide.

While soft and warm the sunny ^leam
Slept on the glassy surface wide I

And many a thought of fancy bred,

Wild, soothin;;, tender, undefined,

Played lightly round the heart, and shed
Delicious languor o'er the mind.

So hours like moments winged their flight,

Till now the boatmen on the shore,

Impatient of the waning light,

Recalled us by the dashing oar.

Well, Anna, many days like this

I cannot, must not hope to share
;

For I have found an hour of bliss

Still followed by an age of care.

Yet ofl when memory interveues

—

But you, dear maid, be happy still,

Nor e'er regret, midst fairer scenes,

The day we passed on Greenwich Hill.

To a Tuft ofEady Violets,

Sweet flowers ! that from your humble beds

Thus prematurely dare to rise,

And trust your unprotected heads

To cold Aquarius* watery skies ;

Retire, retire ! these tepid airs

Are not the genial brood of May
;

That Sun with light malignant glares,

And flatters only to betray.

Stem winter's reign is not yet past

—

Lo ! while your buds prepare to blow,

On icy pinions comes the blast.

And nips your root, and lays you low.

Alas, for such ungentle doom !

But I will shield you, and supply

A kindlier soil on which to bloom,

A nobler bed on which to die.

Come then, ere yet the morning ray

lias drunk the dew that gems your crest,

And drawn yt)ur balmiest sweets away
;

come, and grace my Anna's breast.

Ye droop, fond flowers! but, did ye know
What worth, what goodness there reside,

Your cups with liveliest tints would glow,

And spread their leaves with conscious pride;

For there has liberal nature joined

Her riches to the stores of art.

And added to the vigorous mind
The soft, the sympatliising heart.

Come then, ere yet the morning ray

Has drunk the dew that gems your crest.

And drawn your balmiest sweets away
;

O come, and grace my Anna's breast,

! I should think—that fragrant bed
Might I but hope with you to share

—

Years of anxiety repaid

By one short hour of transport there.

More blessed your lot, ye there shall live

Your little day ; and when ye die.

Sweet flowers ! the grateful Muse shall give

A verse—the sorrowing maid a sigh.

While I, alas ! no distant date,

Mix with the dust from whence I came,
Without a frieinl to weep iny fate,

Without a stone to tell my name*

We have alluded to the Anti-Jarnliin weekly
paper, of whii-li Mr (lifturd was edifor. In this

publieatiim various copies of verses wore inserted,

chiefly of a satirical nature. The poetry, like

the prose, of the Anti-Jaeobin was designed to

ridicule and discountenanee the dnetrines of the
Freneh Revolution ; and as party spirit ran high,

those effusions were marked occasionally by fierce

personality and declamatory viok'nce. Others, how-
ever, written in travesty, or contempt of the had
taste and affectation of some of the works of the
day, contained well-directed and witty satire, aimed
by no common hand, and pointed witli irresistible

keenness. Among those who mixed in this loyal

warfare was the late English minister, the Right
Honourable George Canning (1770-1827), whose
fame as an orator and statesman fills so large a
space in the modern history of Britain. Canning
was then young and ardent, full of hope and ambi-
tion. Without family distinction or influence, he
relied on his talents for future advancement; and
from interest, no less tlian feeling and principle, he
exerted them in support of the existing administra-

tion. Previous to this he had distinguished himself

at Fiton school for his classical acquirements and
literary talents. Entering parliament in 1793, he
was, in 1796, appointed under secretary of state,

and it was at the close of the following year that

the Anti-Jacobin was commenced. The contribu-

tions of Mr Canning consist of parodies on Southey
and Darwin, the greater part of The Rovers (a
burlesque on the sentimental German drama), and
New Morality, a spirited and caustic satire, directed

against French principles and their supporters in

England. As party effusions, these pieces were
higidy popular and effective ; and that they are still

read with pleasure on account of their wit and
humour, is instanced by the fact tliat the Poctiy of
the Anti-Jacobin, collected and published in a sepa-

rate form, has attained to a sixth edition. The
genius of Canning found afterwards a more appro-
priate field in parliament. As a statesman, 'just

alike to freedom and the throne,' and as an orator,

eloquent, witty, and of consummate taste, his repu-

tation is established. He had, however, a strong
bias in favour of elegant literature, and would have
become no mean poet and author, had he not em-
barked so early on public life, and been so inces-

santly occupied with its cares and duties.

77ie Fne^id of Humanity and the Knife-Grinder.

[In this piece Canning ridicules the youthful Jacobin effu-

sions of Southey, in which, he says, it was sedulously ineul-

cat»Hl thut there was a natural and eternal warfare between

the poor and the rich. The Sapphic rhymes of Southey afforded

a temptins subject for ludicrous parody, and Cannini; quotes

the following stanza, lest be bhoidd be suspected of painting

from fancy, and not from life :—

' Cold was the night wind : drifting fast the snows fell

;

"Wide were the downs, and shelterlass and naked ;

When a poor wanderer struggled on her journey.

Weary and way sore.']

Friend of Humanity.

Needy Knife-grinder ! whither are you going?

Rough is your road, your wheel is out of order

;

Bleak blows the blast—your hat has got a hole in't,

So have your breeches 1
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Weary Knife-grindcrl little think the proud cues,

Who iu their coaches roll along the tunipikc-

KoaJf what hard work *tia cryiii-^ all day, * Knives and
Scissors to grind !*

Tell nie, Knife-grinder, how came you to f^rind knives ?

Did some rich man tyrannically use you \

Was it the squire, or parson of the parish.

Or the attorney

!

Was it the squire, for killing of his game? or

Covetous parson, for his tithes distraining?

Or roguish lawyer, made you lose your little

All in a lawsuit!

(Have you not read the Rights of Man, by Tom
Paine t)

Drops of compassion tremble on my eyelids,

Ready to fall, as soon as you have told your
Pitiful story.

Knife-Ghinder.

Story! God bless you I I have none to tell, sir ;

Only last night a drinking at the Chequers,

This poor old hat and breeches, as you see, were

Tom in a scuffle.

Constables came up for to take me into

Custody ; they took me before the justice
;

Justice Oldmixon put me in the parish-

Stocks for a vagrant.

I should be glad to drink your honour's health in

A pot of Vjeer, if you will give me sixpence
;

But for my part, I never love to meddle
With politics, sir.

Friend op Humanity.

I give thee sixpence ! I will see thee d d first

—

Wretch whom no sense of wrongs can rouse to ven-

geance

—

Sordid, unfeeling, reprobate, degraded
Spiritless outcast

!

[_Kicks Ui€ Knife-G-rinder, overlunis his v:heH, and exit in a

transport of republican enthusiasm and universal phiian-

thropi/.]

{Soiifj hy Rogero in * The HQva's.*}

\\Tiene'er with haggard eyes 1 view
This dungeon that I'm rotting in,

I think of those companions true

Who studied with me at the U-
niversity of Gottingen,

niversity of Gottingen.

iWe^ps and pulls out a blue kerchief̂ vfith which he teipeihis

eyes ; gazing tenderly at it, fie proceeds—']

Sweet kerchief, checked with heavenly blue.
Which once my love sat knotting in

—

Alas, Matilda thni was true!

At least I thought so at the U-
niversity of Gottingen,
niversity of Gottingen,

lAt the repetition of this line Rogero clanks His chains in cadenceJ]

Barbs! barbs! alas! how swift you flew

Her neat post-wagon trotting in!

Ye bore Matilda from my view
;

Forlorn I languished at the TT-

niversity of Gottingen,

niversity of Gottingen,

This faded form ! this pallid hue!
This blood my veins is dotting in,

My years are maity—they were few

When first I entered at the U-
nivenfity of Gottingen,
niversity of Gottingen.

There first for thee my passion grew,

Sweet, sweet Matilda Pottingen!

Thou wast the daughter of my Tu-
tor, law professor at the U-

niversity of Gottingen,

niversity of Gottingen,

Sun, moon, and thou vain world, adieu,

That kings and priests are ]dotting in;
Here doomed to starve on water gru-

el, never shall I seethe U-
niversity of Gottingen,

niversity of Gottingen.

^During the last stama Rogero d/ishej his head repecdedly against

the vails of hit prison ; and Jinatly so hard as to produce a
visible contusion. He Uten throws hirnsclfon thejtoor in an
agony. The airfain drops, tiie music still continuing to pU^
till it is icholly fallen.']

Lines on Hie Jkaih of Jiis Eldest Son,

[By the Right Hon. George Canning.]

Though short thy span, God's unlmpeached decrees.

Which nia'le that shortened span one long disease;

Yet, merciful in chastening, gave thee scope

For mild redeeming virtues, faith and hope,

Meek resignation, pious charity
;

And, since this world was not the world for thee.

Far from thy path removed, with partial care.

Strife, glory, gain, and pleasure's flowery snare;

Bade earth's temptations pass thee harmless by.

And fixed on Heaven thine unreverted eye!

Oh! marked from birth, and nurtured for the skies I

In youth, with more than learning's wisdom wise!
As sainted martyrs, patient to endure !

Simple as unweaned infancy, and pure !

Pure from all stain (save that of human clay,

Which Christ's atoning blood hath washed away!)
By mortal sufterinfjs now no more oppressed.

Mount, sinless spirit, to thy destined rest

!

While I—reversed our nature's kindlier doom

—

Pour forth a father's sorrows on thy tomb.

Another satirical poem, which attracted mucll
attention in literary circles at the time of its publi-

cation, was The Pursuits of Literature, in four parts,

the first of which appeared in 1794. Tiiough pub-

lished anonymously, this work was written by Mr
Thomas James Mathias, a distinguished scholar,

who died at Naples in 1835. Mt Mathias was some-

time treasurer of the household to her majesty

Queen Charlotte. He took his degree of B. A. in

Trinity college, Cambridge, in 1774. Besides the
* Pursuits of Literature,' Mr Mathias was author of

some Runic Giles, imittited from the Norse Tongue,

The Imperial Epistle from Kien Long to George IIL
(1794), The Shade of Alexander Pope, a satirical

poem (1798), and various other light evanescent

pieces on the topics of the day. Mr Mathias also

wrote some Latin odes, and translated into Italian

several English poems. lie wrote Italian with ele-

gance and purity, and it has been said that no Eng-
lishman, since the days of Milton, hns cultivated

that langtiage with so much succi-ss. The * Pursuits

of Literature* contains some pointed satire on the

author's poetical contemporaries, and is enriched

with a vast variety of notes, in which there is a
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gi\'»t (liaplav of learning. George Steevens said

the po<.>m wiis merely ' a peg to hang the notes on.'

Tile Wiint of true poetieiil genius to vivify this nuiss

of (TUilitioii has Ixen fatal to Mr llutkias. His
works appear to be utterly forgotten.

DK JOHN WOLCOT.

Dk John Wolcot was a coarse but lively satirist,

who, under tlie name of ' Peter I'indar,' published a

variety of effusions on the topics atid public men of

his times, which were eagerly read and widely eir-

culate<l. JIany of them were in ridicule of the
reigning sovereign, George III., who was a good
subject for the poet; though the latter, as he him-
self acknowledged, was a ba*l subject to the king.

Wolcot was born at Dodbrooke, a village in Devon-
shire, in the year IT.'SS. His uncle, a respectable

surgeon and apothecary at Fowey, took the charge
of his education, intending that he should become
his own assistant and successor in business. Wolcot
was instructed in medicine, and ' walked the hos-

pitals' in London, after which he proceeded to

Jamaica with Sir William Trelawney, governor of

tliat island, who had engaged liim as his medical
attendant. The social habits of the doctor rendered
him a favourite in Jamaica ; hut his time being only

partly employed by his professional avocations, he
solicited and obtained from his patron the gift of a
living in the church, which happened to be then

vacant. The bishop of London ordained the grace-

less neophyte, and Wolcot entered upon his sacred

duties. His congregation consisted mostly of negroes,

and Sunday being their principal hohday and mar-
ket, the attendance at the church was very limited.

Sometimes not a single person came, and Wolcot
and his clerk (the latter being an excellent shot) used

at such times, after waiting for ten minutes, to pro-

ceed to the sea-side, to enjoy the sport of shooting

ring-tailed pigeons! The death of Sir William
Trelawney cut off all farther hopes of preferment,

and every inducement to a longer residence in the

island. Bidding adieu to Jamaica and the church,

Wolcot accompanied Lady Trelawney to England,
and established himself as a physician at Truro, in

Cornwall. He inherited about £2000 by the death

of his uncle. While resident at Truro, WoJcot dis-

covered the talents of Opie

—

The Cornish boy in tin mines bred

—

whose genius as an artist afterwards became so dis-

tinguished. He also materially assisted to form his

taste and procure him patronage ; and when Opie's

name was well established, the poet and his pro-

tege, forsaking the country, repaired to London, as

affording a wider field for the exertions of botli.

Woloot had already acquired some distinction by
his satirical efforts ; and he now poured forth a

series of odes and epistles, commencing with the

royal academicians, whom he ridiculed with great

success and some justice. In 178.5 he produced no

less than twenty-three odes. In 1786 he published

The Luusiad, a Hervi-comic Poem, in five cantos,

which had its foundation in the fact, that an ob-

noxious insect (either of the garden or the body)

had been discovered on the king's plate among some
green peas, which produced a solenm decree that

all the servants in the royal kitchen were to have

their heads shaved. In the hands of an unscrupulous

satirist like Wolcot, this ridiculous incident was an

admirable theme. The jniblication of Boswell's

Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides afforded another

tempting opportunity, ami he indited a humorous

poetical epistle to the biographer, commencing

—

O Roswell, fio/zy, Rruce, wliate'er thy name,
Thou nii;,'hty shark f<tr anecdote and fame;
Thou jackal, leading liou Johmdii forth

To eat Macpherstiii 'midst his native north;
To frighten grave professors with his roar,

And shake the Hebrides from shore to shore,

All hail

!

Triumphant thou through Time's vast gulf shalt sail,

The pilot of our literary whale
;

Close to the classic Rambler shalt thou cling,

Close as a supple courtier to a king

;

Fate shall not shake thee off with all its power;
Stuck like a bat to some old ivied tower.

Nay, though thy Johnson ne'er had blessed thy eyes,

Paoli's deeds had raised thee to the skies :

Yes, his broad wing had raised thee (no bad hack),
A Tom-tit twittering on an eagle's back.

In addition to this effusion, Wolcot levelled another
attack on Boswell, entitled Bo::;/ and Pio::i, or the

British Biographers. The personal habits of the
king were ridiculed in Peeps at St James's, Royal
Visits, Lyric Oiles, &c. Sir Joseph Banks was an-
other subject of his satire

—

A president, on butterflies profound,

Of whom all insect-mongers sing the praises,

Went on a day to catch the game profound
On violets, dunghills, violet-tops, and daisies, &c.

He had also Instructions to a Celehrated Laureate

;

Peter's Pension ; Peter s Prophecy ; Epistle to a Fallen

minister; Epistleto James Bruce, Esq., the Abyssinian
Traveller; Giles to Mr Paine; Odes to Kien Long,

Emperor of China ; Ode to the Livery of London, and
brochures of a kindred description on most of the

celebrated events of the day. From 1778 to 1808
above sixty of these poetical pamphlets were issued

by Wolcot. So formidable was he considered, that
the ministry, as he alleged, endeavoured to bribe

him to silence. He also boasted that his writings

had been translated into six different languages. In
1 79.') he obtained from his booksellers an annuity of

£250, payable half-j-early, for the copyright of his

works. This handsome allowance he enjoyed, to

the heavy loss of the (jthcr parties, for upwards of

twenty years. Neither old age nor blindness could
repress his witty vituperative attacks. He had re-

course to an amanuensis, in whose .absence, however,
he continued to write himself, till within a short

period of his death. ' His method was to tear a
sheet of paper into quarters, on each of which he
wrote a stanza of four or six lines, according to the
nature of tlie poem : the paper he placed on a book
held in the left hand, and in this manner not only
wrote legibly, but with greiit ease and celerity.' In
1796 his poeticid effusions were collected and pub-
lished in four volumes 8vo., antl subsequent editions

have been issued; but most of the poems have sunk
into oblivion. Few satirists can reckon on perma-
nent popularity, and the poems of Wolcot were in

their nature of an ephemeral description; while the
recklessness of his censure and ridicule, and the
want of decency, of principle, and moral feeling, tliat

characterises nearly the whole, precipitated their
downfall. He died at his house in Soniers' Town on
the 14th January 1819, and was buried in a vault in

the churchyard of St Paul's, Covent Garden, close to

the grave of Butler. Wolcot was equal to Churchill
as a satirist, as ready and versatile in his powers,
and possessed of a quick sense of the ludicrous, as
well as a rich vein of fancy and humour. Some of
his songs and serious effusions are tender and pleas-
ing ; but he could not write long without sliding

into the ludicrous and burlesque. His critical acute-

ness is evinced in liis Odes to the Royal Acade-
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mifians, and in Tario\i3 passages scattered through-
out his works

; while his case and tUieity, lujtli of
expression and illustration, are remarkable. In the
following terse and lively lines, we have a good ca-
ricature portrait of Dr Johnson's style :—

1 own I like not Johnson's turgid style,
That gives an inch the importance of a mile,
Casts of manure a wagon-luad around,
To raise a simple ilaisy from tlie ground

;

Uplifts the club of Hercules—for what >.

To crush a butterfly or brain a gnat

;

Creates a whirlwind from the earth, to draw
A goose's feather or exalt a straw

;

Sets wheels on wheels in motion—such a clatter
To force up one poor nipperkin of water;
Bids ocean labour witli tremendous roar,
To heave a cockle-sUell upon the shore;
Alike in every theme his pompous art.
Heaven's awful thunder or a rumbling cart !

[Advice to Landscape Painters.l

Whate'er you wish in landscape to excel,
London's the very place to mar it

;

Believe the oracles I tell,

There's very little landscape in a garret.
Whate'er the flocks of fleas you keep,
'Tis badly copying them for goats and sheep

;And if you'll take the poet's honest word,A bug must make a miserable bird.

A rushlight iu a bottle's neck, or stick,
111 represents the glorious orb of mom

;
Nay, though it were a candle with a wick,

'Twould be a representative forlorn.

I think, too, that a man would be a fool,
For trees, to copy legs of a joint stool

;

Or even by them to represent a stump

:

Also by broomsticks—which, though well he rig
Kach with an old fox-coloured wi^.
Must make a very poor autumnal clump.

TILL THE PRESE.Vr TIMS,

You'll say, ' Yet such ones oft a person sees
In many an artist's trees

;

And in some paintings we have all beheld
Green baize hath surely sat for a green field :

Bolsters for mountains, hills, and wheaten mows;
Cats for ram-goats, and curs for bulls and cows.'

All this, my lads, I freely grant

;

But better things from you I want.
As Sbakspeare says (a bard I much approve),
'List, list! oh list! if thou dost painting love.'

Claude painted in the open air I

Therefore to Wales at once repair,
\yhere scenes of true magnificence you'll find

;Besides this great advantage—if in debt,
You'll have with creditors no tete-a-tete

;^o 'eave the bull-dog bailifli all behind
;Who, hunt you with what noise they may,

Must hunt for needles in a stack of hay.

The Pilgrims and the Peas.

A brace of sinners, for no good.
Were ordered to the Virgin Mary's shrine.Who at Loretto dwelt in wax, stone, wood
And in a curled white wig looked wondrous fine.

Fifty long miles had these sad rogues to travel
With something in their shoes much worse than gravel •

In short, their toes so gentle to amuse.
The priest had ordered peas into their' shoes.

A nostrum famous in old popish times
For purifying souls that stunk with crimes,
A sort of apostolic salt,

That popish i>arsons for its powers exalt.
For keeping souls of sinners sweet.
Just as our kitchen salt keeps meat.

The knaves set ofl' on the same day.
Peas in their shoes, to go and pray

;

But very difl'crent was their speed, I wot

:

One of the sinners galloped on.
Light as a bullet from a gun

;

The other limjied as if he had been shot.

One saw the Virgin, soon peccat'i cried
;

Ilad his soul whitewashe.i all so clever.
When home again he nimbly hied.
Made fit with saints above to live for ever.

In coming back, however, let me sav.
He met his brother rogue about half way.
Hobbling with outstretched hams and bending knees
Cursing the souls and bodies of the peas

;

*

His eyes in tears, his cheeks and brow in sweat,
Deep sympathising with his groaning feet.

'How now!' the light-toed whitewashed pil<^rim
broke, °

' You lazy lubber!'
' Confound it!' cried the t'other, ' 'tis no joke;
My feet, once hard as any rock,
Are now as soft as blubber.

Excuse me. Virgin Mary, that I swear:
As for Loretto, I shall not get there

;

No
! to the devil my sinful soul must go.

For hang me if I ha'n't lost every toe

!

But, brother sinner, do explain
How 'tis that you are not in pain

—

What power hath worked a wonder for your toe»—
Vy hilst I, just like a snail, am crawling.
Now swearing, now on saints devoutly bawling,
Whilst not a rascal comes to ease my woes !

How is't that j'ou can like a grevhound "o
Merry as if nought had happened, burn ye?'

' Why,' cried the other, grinning, 'you must know,
That just before I ventured on niy journey,
To walk a little more at ease,

I took the liberty to boil my peas.'

The Apple Dumplings and a King.

Once on a time, a monarch, tired with whooping,
Whipping and spurring,
Happy in worrying

A poor defenceless harmless buck
(The horse and rider wet as muck),

From his high consequence and wisdom stooping.
Entered through curiosity a cot,

Where sat a poor old woman and her pot.

The wrinkled, blear-eyed, good old granny.
In this same cot, illumed by many a cranny.

Had finished apple dumplings" for her pot

:

In tempting row the naked dumplings lay,
When lo ! the monarch, in his usual way.

Like lightning spoke, ' What's this ! what's this

!

what, what V

Then taking up a dumpling in his hand,
His eyes with admiration did exi>and

;

And oft did majesty the dum])ling grapple : he cri«d,
' 'Tis monstrous, monstrous hard, indeed !

What makes it, pray, so hard!' The dame reidied.
Low curtsying, ' Please your majesty, the apple.'
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' Vcrj' astoiiisliinj^ iiiJceii! straiit;e thin;: !'

(Turiiing the iluiuiiling rouiul) rejoined the king.

' 'Ti» most extniorilinnry, then, nil this is—

It beats Pinettc's conjurinj; all to pieces:

Strange I should never of a duni)iling Ji-eam !

But, goodv, tell luc where, where, where's the scam !'

'Sir, there's no scam,' qiioth she ;
' I never knew

That folks .lid apple dumplings «(«';'

' No !' cried the scaring monarch with a grin ;

' How, how the devil got the apple \uV

On which the dame the curious scheme rerealed

By which the ai)ple lay so sly concealed,

Which made the Solomon of Britain start

;

Who to the palace with full speed repaired,

And queen and princesses so beauteous scared

All with the wondei-s of the dumpling art.

There did he labour one whole week to show

The wisdom of an apple-dumpling maker

;

And, lo ! so deep was ruajesty in dough.

The palace seemed the lodging of a baker

!

Wkilbread's Brewery visited hy their Majesties.

Full of the art of brewing beer,

The monarch heard of Whitbread's fame

;

Quoth he unto the queen, ' My dear, my dear,

Whitbread hath got a marvellous great name.

Charly, we must, must, must see ^\hitbread brew

—

Rich as us, Charly, richer than a Jew.
^

Shame, shame we' have not yet his brewhouse seen !

Thus sweetly said the king unto the queen

!

Red hot with novelty's delightful rage,

To Mister A\'hitbread forth he sent a page,

To say that majesty proposed to view,

With thirst of wondrous knowledge deep inflamed,

His vats, and tubs, and hops, and hogsheads famed,

And learn the noble secret how to brew.

Of such undreamt-of honour proud,

Most rev'rently the brewer bowed ;

So humbly (so' the humble story goes),

He touched e'en terra fii-ma with his nose ;

Then said unto the page, M<ilit Billy Ramus,
' Happy are we that our great king should name ua

As worthy unto m.ajesty to show

How we poor Chiswell people brew.'

Away sprung Billy Ramus quick as thought

:

To majesty the welcome tidings brought.

How Whitbread, staring stood like any stake,

And trembled ; then the civil things he said ;

On which the king did smile and nod his head ;

For monarchs like to see their subjects quake

;

Such horrors unto kings most pleasant are,

Proclaiming reverence and humility :

High thoughts, too, all these shaking fits declare.

Of kingly grandeur and great capability!

People of worship, wealth, and birth,

Look on the humbler sons of earth.

Indeed in a most humble light, God knows!

High stations are like Dover's towering cliffs.

Where shi]is below appear like little skifts.

The people walking on the strand like crows.

Muse, sing the stir that happy Whitbread made :

Poor gentleman ! most terribly afraid

He should not charm enough his guests divine.

He "ave his maids new aprons, gowns, and smocks

;

And lo '. two hundred pounds were spent in frocks,

To make the apprentices and draymen fine:

Busy as horses in a field of clover,

Dogs, cats, and chairs, and stools, were tumbled over,

Amidst the Whitbread rout of preparation,

To treat the lofty ruler of the nation.

Now moved king, queen, and princesses so grand.

To visit the first brewer in the hnid ;

Who sometimes swills his beer and "rinds his meat

In a snug corner, christened Cliiswell Street;

But oftcner, charmed with fiishionuble air.

Amidst the gaudy great of I'ortnum Square.

Lord Aylesbury, and Denbigh's lord also.

His Grace the Duke of Montague likewise,

With Lady Harcourt joined the raree show.

And fixed all Smithfield's wond'ring eyes :

For lo! a greater show ne'er graced those quarters.

Since Mar)' roasted, just like crabs, the martyrs.

Thus was the brewhouse filled with gabbling noise.

Whilst draymen, and the brewer's boys.

Devoured the questions that the king did a^k ;

In dilferent parties were they staring seen,

Wond'ring to think they saw a king and queen

!

Behind a tub were some, and some behind a cask.

Some draymen forced themselves (a pretty luncheon)

Into the mouth of many a gaping puncheon :

And through the bung-hole winked with curious eye,

To view and be assured what sort of things

Were princesses, and queens, and kings.

For whose most lofty station thousands sigh

!

And lo ! of all the gaping puncheon clan.

Few were the mouths that had not got a man

;

Now majesty into a pump so deep

Did with an opera-glass so curious peep :

Examining with care each wond'rous matter

That brought up water !

Thus have I seen a magpie in the street,

A chattering bird we often meet,

A bird for curiosity well known.

With head awry,

And cunning eye.

Peep knowingly into a marrow-bone.

And now his curious majesty did stoop

To count the nails on every hoop
;

And lo ! no single thing came in his way,

That, full of deep research, he did not say,

'What's this! haehae! What's that! What's this I

What's that?'

So quick the words too, when he deigned to speak.

As if each syllable would break its neck.

Thus, to the world of great whilst others crawl.

Our sov'reign peeps into the world o{ small:

Thus microscopic geniuses explore

Things that too oft the public scorn

;

Yet swell of useful knowledges the store.

By finding systems in a peppercorn.

Now boasting Whitbread serious did declare,

To make the majesty of England stare,

That he had butts enough, he knew,

Placed side by side, to reach to Kew

;

On which the king with wonder swiftly cried,

' What, if they reach to Kew, then, side by side,

What would they do, what, what, placed end to end !"

To whom, with knitted calculating brow,

The man of beer most solemnly did vow.

Almost to Windsor that they would extend

:

On which the king, with wondering mien,

Repeated it unto the wondering queen
;

On which, quick turning round his haltered head.

The brewer's horse, with face astonished, neighed ;

The brewer's dog, too, poured a note of thunder.

Rattled his chain, and wagged his tail for wonder.

Now did the king for other beers inquire.

For Calvert's, Jordan's, Thrale's entire
;

And after talking of these different beers,

Asked Whitbread if his porter equalled theirs.
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This was a puzzling disagreeing question.
Grating like arsenic on his host's digestion :A kind of question to the Alan of Cask
That even Solomon himself would ask.

Now majesty, alive to knowledge, tookA very pretty memorandum book,
With gilded leaves of asses'-skin so white.
And m it legibly began to write—

Memorandum,
A charming place beneath the grates
For roasting chestnuts or potatea.

Mem.
'Tis hops that give a bitterness to beer,
Hops grow in Kent, says VVhitbread, and elsewhere.

Quiere,

Is there no cheaper stuff! where doth it dwell ?

Would not horse-aloes bitter it as well ?

Mem.
To try it soon on our small beer

—

Twill save us several pounds a-year.

Mem.
To remember to forget to ask
Old Whitbread to my house one day.

3fem.
Not to forget to take of beer the cask.
The brewer offered me, away.

Now, having pencilled his remarks so shrewd,
Sharp as the point indeed of a new pin.

His majesty his watch most sagely viewed,
And then put up his asses'-skin.

Fi'ir^^'"'*'"'''''^'^
"°^'' ''<='S"«'d majesty to say,

^
Whitbread, are all your horses fond of hay!'

I

Yes please your majesty,' in humble notes
The brewer answered—' Also, sire, of oats

;Another thing my horses, too, maintains.
And that, an't please your majesty, are grains.'

'Grains, grains !' said majesty, ' to fill their crops?
Grains, grams!—that comes from hops—yes, hops

hops, hops 1' • J ' f t

Here was the king, like hounds sometimes, at fault—
hire, cried the humble brewer, 'give me leave
Your sacred majesty to undeceive

;

Grains, sire, are never made from hops, but malt.'

!
p™"'' ^^''^ ^^^ cautious monarch with a smile

^
From malt, malt, malt— I meant malt all the while

< if' T sweetest bow, rejoined the brewer,

^
An t_ please your majesty, you did, I'm sure.'
1 es answered majesty, with quick reply,

' I did, I did, I did, I, I, I, I.'
^ ^'

Now did the king admire the bell so fine,
1 hat daily asks the draymen all to dine;
On which the bell rung out (how very proper ')To show It was a bell, and had a clapper.
And now before their sovereign's curious eye-

Parents and children, fine fat hopeful sprigs.
All snuffling, squinting, grunting in their st™-
Appeared the brewer's tribe of handsome pigs

;On which he observant man who fills a thronl
declared the p,gs were vastly like his own :On which the brewer, swallowed up in joys
J'ear .and astonishment in both his eyes
His soul brimful of sentiments so loyal

'

Exclaimed, ' heavens ! and can my swine
lie deemed by majesty so fine ?

Heavens
! can my pigs compare, sire, with pigs royal?'To which the king assented with a nod;

On which the brewer bowed, and said, ''oood God 1'

Ihen winked significant on Miss,
Significant of wonder and of bliss,

TILL THE PRESE.VT TIMB.

Who, bridling in her chin divine,
Crossed her fair hands, a dear old maid
And then her lowest curtsy made

'

For such high honour done her father's swine.
Now did his majesty, so gracious, say
To Mister Whitbread in his flving way

II ' T'''{.''ffl','^'^'*
"^'^^ "'" ""senien now and then fHae ! what ? Miss Whitbread's still a maid, a maid

\\ hat, what s the matter with the men !

^'•v ''m ',h'''*f'
"""'

'
^'' ""< yo" "--e too old ;

\ ou II be lord-m.ayor—lord-mavor one day

f . yfS J
ve heard so

; yes, yes, so I'm told ;

'

l)on t, don t the fine for sheriff pay
;

1 11 prick you every year, man, I declare
;

i;es, VV hitbread, yes, yes, you shall be lord-mayor.
Whitbread, d'ye keep a coach, or job one, pray J

best
*""'' "''""P^''' J"' '^"^'^ ''est, that's

You put your liveries on the draymen—hae I

W??' V, .''''I?"' '
^'™ '"'''= fe.ithered well your nest.

n t n,u-l ' '.""^ PJ"'^ """' ^'''^' of "11 yfir stock !

Now Whitbread inward said, 'May I be curst
II 1 know what to answer first.'

Then searched his brains with ruminating eye-But e er the man of malt an answer found
yuick on his heel, lo, majesty turned round.

Skipped off, and balked the honour of reply.

Zord Gregory.

[Bums admired this ballad of Wolcofs, and wrote another <
the same subjecLJ

'Ah ope. Lord Gregory, thy door,
A midnight wanderer sighs

;Hard rush the rains, the tempests roar.
And lightnings cleave the skies.'

' Who comes with wo at this drear night,A pilgrim of the gloom !

If she whose love did once delight,
My cot shall yield her room.'

' Alas
! thou heard'st a pilgrim mourn

That once was prized by thee:
Think of the ring by yonder bum
Thou gav'st to love and me.

But should'st thou not poor Marion know,
1 11 turn my feet and part

;

And think the storms that round me blow,
far kinder than thy heart.'

May Day.
The daisies peep from every field.
And violets sweet their odour yield

;The purple blossom paints the thorn,
And streams reflect the blush of mora.

Then lads and lasses all, be gay.
For this is nature's holiday.

Let lusty Labour drop his flail.
Nor woodman's hook a tree assail

;

The ox shall cease his neck to bow.
And Clodden yield to rest the plough.

Then lads, &c.

Behold the lark in ether float.
While rapture swells the liquid note!
What warbles he, with merry cheer!
Let Love and Pleasure rule the yearl'

Then lads, &c.

Lo! Sol looks down with radiant eye.
And throws a smile around his sky

;

Embracing hill, and vale, and stream.
And warming nature with his beam.

Then lads, kc
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EXGLISn LITEKATURE. HENRY ItlllKE WIIITK.

Tin- iiisioi tribes in iiivriudo pour,

Anil kiss with zephyr every flower;

Sliiill these our icy hearts reprove,

Ami tell US we are foes to hove I

'rheii luJs, &c.

Epiyram on Sltrp.

[Th.imas Warton wrote the fnllowing latin epigram to be

placed under the statue of Somnus, in the garden of lliirris,

the phiK.loKial, and Woleot translated it with a beauty and

felieily wurlhy of the original]

Somne levis, quanquam certissinia mortis imago

Coiisortem cupio to tatiien esse tori

;

Alma quies, ojitata, vciii, nam sic sine vila

\'ivere quam suave est ; sic sine morte luori.

Coma, gentle sleep ! attend thy votary's prayer.

Ami, though deatli's image, to my couch repair ;

How sweet, though lifeless, yet with life to lie.

And, without dying, how sweet to die!

To my Candle.

Thou lone companion of the spectred night

!

1 wake amid thy friendly watchful light.

To steal a precious hour from lifeless sleep.

Hark, the wild uproar of the winds ! and hark,

Hell's genius roams the regions of the dark.

And swells the thundering horrors of the deep.

From cloud to cloud the pale moon hurrying flies.

Now blackened, and now flashing through the skies ;

Hut all is silence hero beneath thy beam.

I own 1 lal>our for the voice of praise

—

For who would sink in dull oblivion's stream!

Who would not live in songs of distant days ?

Thus while I wondering pause o'er Shakspeare's page,

1 mark in visions of delight the sage,

High o'er the wrecks of man, who stands sublime

;

A column in tlie melancholy waste

(Its cities humbled and its glories past).

Majestic 'mid the solitude of time.

Yet now to sadness let me yield the hour

—

Yes, let the tears of purest friendship shower!

I view, alas ! what ne'er should die

—

A form that wakes my deepest sigh

—

A form that feels of death the leaden sleep

—

Descending to the realms of shade,

I view a pale-eyed panting maid ;

I see the Virtues o'er their favourite weep.

Ah ! could the Muse's simple prayer

Command the envied trump of fame.

Oblivion should Eliza spare

—

A world should echo with her name.

Art thou departing, too, my trembling friend t

Ah, draws thy little lustre to its end !

Yes, on thy frame Fate too shall fix her seal

—

let me pensive watch thy pale decay ;

How fast that frame, so tender, wears away.

How fast thy life the restless minutes steal

!

How slender now, alas ! thy thread of fire

!

Ah! falling—falling—ready to expire!

In vain thy struggles, all will soon be o'er.

At life thou snatchest with an eager leap

;

Now round I see thy flame so feeble creep.

Faint, lessening, quivering, glimmering, now
no more

!

Thus shall the sons of science sink away.

And thus of beauty fade the fairest flower

—

For Where's the giant who to Time shall say
' Destructive tyrant, I arrest thy power !'

lIKNItV KIRKK WIiriK.

IIenrv KiiiKK 'WiiiTK. a young y>«\. "

accdniplislud more by the example of li's I

by his writings, was li native of Nottingbani

he was born' cm the 21st of August. \:>>-

father was a butcher—an 'ungentle craft,'

however, lias had the liooour of giving to !•

one of its most distinguished churchmen, C

Wolsey, and the two poets, Akeiiside and

ho has

:fe I ban

, where
•i. Hi;l

which,
Cngland
ardinal

White.

Birthplace of II. K. ^Miite, Notlingham.

Henry was a rbymer and a student from his earliest

years. He assisted at his father's business for some

time, but in his fourteenth year was put apprentice

to a stocking-weaver. Disliking, as he said, ' the

thought of spending seven years of his life in shining

and folding up stockings, he wanted something to

occupy his brain, and he felt that he should be

wretched if he continued longer at this trade, or

indeed in anything e.\cept one of the learned pro-

fessions.' He was at length placed in an attorney's

office, and applying his leisure hours to the study of

languages, he was able, in the course of ten months,

to read Horace with tolerable facility, and had made
some progress in Greek. At the same time he

acquired a knowledge of Italian, Spanish, and Por-

tuguese, and even applied himself to the acquisition

of some of the sciences. His habits of study and

application were unremitting. A London magazine,

called the Monthly Preceptor, having proposed

prize themes for the youth of both se.xes, Henry
became a candidate, and while only in his fifteenth

year, obtained a silver medal for a translation from

Horace ; and the following year a pair of twelve-

inch globes for an imaginary tour from London to

Edinburgh. He next became a correspondent in the

Monthly Mirror, and was introduced to the acquain-

tance of Mr Capel Lofft and ofMr HiU. the proprietor

of the above periodical. Their encouragement induced

him to prepare a volume of poems for the press,

which appeared in 1803. The longest piece in the

collection is a descriptive poem in the style of Gold-

smith, entitled Clifton Groi'c, which shows a remark-

able proficiency in smooth and elegant versification

and language. In his preface to the volume, Henry
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hail stated that the p,.enis were the producti.m of a

I

youth of seventeen, publishedforthepurposeofnieili-
' tating his future studies, and enabling liiin ' to pursue

those inclinations whieh might one day place him
in an honourable station in the scale of society

'

hucli a declaration should have disarmed the severi"ty
of criticism; but tlie volume was contemptuously
noticed m the Jtontlily Review, and Henry felt the
most exquisite pain from the unjust and uiiirenerous
critique. Fortunately the volume fell into the bands
ot Mr bouthey, « ho wrote to the young p..et to
encourage hini, and other friends sprung up to suc-
cour his genius and procure for him what was the
darling object of his ambition, admission to the uni-
versity of Cambridge. His opinions for some time
inclined to deism, without any taint of immorality •

but a fellow-student put into his bands Scott's
Force of Truth,' and he soon became a deci.led

convert to the spirit and doctrines of Christianity.
He resolved upon devoting his life to the promulga-
tion of tliein, and the Rev. itr Simeon, Cambridge,
procured for him a sizarship at St John's college.'
This benevolent clergyman further promised, with
the aid of a friend, to supply him with £30 annually
and his own family were to furnish the remainder
necessary for him to go through college. Poetry
was now abandoned for severer studies. He com-
peted for one of the university scholarships, and at
the end of the term was pronounced the first man
of his year. ' Twice he distinguished himself in the
following year, being again pronounced first at the
great college examination, and also one of the three
best theme writers, between whom the examiners
could not decide. The college offered him, at their
expense, a private tutor in mathematics during tlie
long vacation

; and Mr Catton (his tutor), by pro-
curing for him exhibitions to the amount of £66
per annum, enabled him to give up the pecuniary
assistance which he had received from Mr Simeon
and other friends.'* This distinction was purchased
at the sacrifice of health and life. ' Were I,' he said,
'to paint Fame crowning an under- graduate after
the senate-house examination, I would represent
him as concealing a deatli's head under the mask of
beauty.' He went to London to recruit his shattered
nerves and spirits

; but on his return to college, he
was so completely ill that no power of medicine
could save him. He died on the 19th of October
1806. Mr Southey continued his regard for White
a,fter his untimely death. He wrote a sketch of his
life and edited his Retnains, which proved to be
highly popular, passing through a great number of
editions. A tablet to Henry's memory, with a
medallion by Chantrey, was placed in All Saints'
church, Cambridge, by a young American gentle-
man, Mr Francis Boot of Boston, and bearing the
lollowing inscription—so expressive of the tenderness
and regret universally felt towards the poet—bv
Professor Smyth :— r j

Warm with fond hope and learning's sacred flame,
lo Oranta s bowers the youthful poet came •

Unconquered powers the immortal mind displayed,
But worn with anxious thought, the frame decayed.
Pale o er his lamp, and in his cell retired,
The martyr student faded and expired.
Oh ! genius, taste, and piety sincere,
Too early lost midst studies too severe

!

Foremost to mourn was generous Southey seen,
He told the tale, and showed what White had been

:

Nor told in vain. Far o'er the Atlantic waveA wanderer came, and sought the poet's grave:
On yon low stone he saw his lonely name.
And raised this fond memorial tohis fame.

* Southcy's Memoir prefixed to Romains of II. K. White.

TILL THE PRESENT TIME.

I

Byron has als,, coiisecrateil some beautiful lines to the
mernory ..f W lute. Mr .Southey considers that the
death of the young poet is to he lamented as a loss
to English literature. To society, and particularly
to the church, it was a greater misfortune. The
Iioetry of Henry was all written before his twen-
tieth year, and hence should not be severely judged.
If ccmipared, however, with the strains of Cowley or
Chatterton at an earlier age, it will be seen to be in-
ferior in this, that no indications are given of great
future genius. There are no seeds or traces of grand
conceptions and designs, no fragments of wild ori-
ginal imagination, as in the 'marvellous boy' of
Bristol. His poetry is fluent and correct, distin-
guished by a plaintive tenderness and reflection, and
pleasing powers of fancy and description. Whether
force anil originality would have come with manhood
and learning, is a point which, notwithstaitding the
example of Byron (a very difltrent mind), may fairly
he doubted. It is enough, however, for Henry Kirke
White to have afforded one of the finest examples on
record of youthful t.alent and perseverance devoted
to the purest and noblest objects.

To an Early Primrose.

.Alild offspring of a dark and sullen sire!
Whose modest form, so delicately fine,

^\'as nursed in whirling storms,
And cradled in the winds.

Thee, when young Springfirst questioned Wlnter'ssway,
And dared the sturdy blusterer to the fight.

Thee on this bank he threw
To mark his victory.

In this low vale, the promise of the year,
Serene, thou openest to the nipping gale,

Unnoticed and alone.
Thy tender elegance.

So virtue blooms, brought forth amid the storms
Of chill adversity ; in some lone walk

Of life she rears her head,
Obscure and unobserved

;

While every bleaching breeze that on her blows,
Chastens her spotless purity of breast,

And hardens her to bear
Serene the ills of life.

SoniieL

What art thou. Mighty One ! and where thy seat?
Thou broodest on the calm that cheers the lands.
And thou dost bear within thine awful hands

The rolling thunders and the lightnings fleet

;

Stern on thy dark-wrought car of cloud and wind,
Thou guid'st the northern storm at night's dead

noon.
Or, on the red wing of the fierce monsoon,

Disturb'st the sleeping giant of the Ind.
In the drear silence of the polar span

Dost thou repose ? or in the solitude
Of sultry tracts, where the lone caravan

^
Hears nightly howl the tiger's hungry brood

!

Vain thought
! the confines of his throne to trace

Who glows through all the fields of boundless space.

Tlie Star of BethlAem.

When marshalled on the nightly plain.
The glittering host bestud the sky ;

One star alone, of all the train,

Can fix the sinner's wandering eye.

Hark 1 hark ! to God the chorus breaks,
From every host, from every gem

;

But one alone the Saviour speaks.
It is the Star of Bethlehem.
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Once on the raging Beaa I rode,

The stonn was louil—the night was dark
;

The ocean yawned—and rudely blowcd

The wind that tossed my foundering bark.

Deep horror then my vitals froze,

Death-struck, I ceased the tide to stem ;

When suddenly a star arose.

It was the Star of Bethlehem.

It was ray guide, my light, my all,

It bade mv dark forebodings cease

;

And through the storm and dangers' thrall,

It led me to the port of peace.

Now safely moored—my perils o'er,

I'll sing, first in night's diadem,

For ever and for evermore,

The Star—the Star of Bethlehem

!

A Hi/mnfur Fonu'/y Worship.

Lord ! another day is flown.

And we, a lonely band.

Are met once more before thy throne,

To bless thy fostering hand.

And wilt thou bend a listening ear

To praises low as ours?

Thou wilt ! for thou dost love to hear

The song which meekness pours.

And, Jesus, thou thy smiles wilt deign.

As we before thee pray ;

For thou didst bless the infant train.

And we are less than they.

O let thy grace perform its part.

And let contention cease ;

And shed abroad in every heart

Thine everlasting peace 1

Thus chastened, cleansed, entirely thine,

A flock by Jesus led ;

The Sun of Holiness shall shine

In glory on our head.

And thou wilt turn our wandering feet,

And thou wilt bless our way
;

Till worlds shall fade, and faith shall greet

The dawn of lasting day.

The Chriatiad.

[Concluding stanzas, written shortly before his death.]

Thus far have I pursued my solemn theme.

With self-rewarding toil ; thus far have sung

Of godlike deeds, far loftier than beseem

The lyre which I in early days have strung

;

And now my spirits faint, and I have hung

The shell, that solaced me in saddest hour.

On the dark cypress ; and the strings which rung

With Jesus' praise, their harpings now are o'er.

Or when the breeze comes by, moan, and are heard

no more.

And must the harp of Judah sleep again!

Shall I no more reanimate the lay

!

Oh ! Thou who visitest the sons of men,

Thou who dost listen when the humble pray.

One little space prolong my mournful day ;

One little lapse suspend thy last decree I

X am a youthful traveller in the way.

And this slight boon would consecrate to thee.

Ere I with Death shake hands, and smile that I am
ixee.

The Shipwrechd Solitary's Sony.—To the Ni'jht.

Thou, spirit of the spangled nififht

!

X woo thee from the watch-tower high.

Where thou dost sit to guide the bark

Of lonely mariner.

The winds are whistling o'er the wolds,

The distant main is nioaiiing low

;

Come, let us sit and weave a song—
A melancholy song

!

Sweet is the scented gale of mom.
And sweet the noontide's fervid beam,

But sweeter far the solemn calm

That marks thy mournful reign.

I've passed here many a lonely year,

And never human voice have heard

;

I've passed here many a lonely year

A solitary man.

And I have lingered in the shade,

From sultry noon's hot beam ; and I

Have knelt before my wicker door,

To sing my evening song.

And I have hailed the gray mom high

On the blue mountain's misty brow,

And tried to tune my little reed

To hymns of harmony.

But never could I tune my reed,

At morn, or noon, or eve, so sweet

As when upon the ocean shore

I hailed thy star-beam mild.

The day-spring brings not joy to me,

The moon it whispers not of peace ! ,

But oh ! when darkness robes the heavens,

My woes are mixed with joy.

And then I talk, and often think

Aerial voices answer me ;

And oh ! I am not then alone

—

A solitary man.

And when the blustering winter winds

Howl in the woods that clothe ray cave,

I lay me on my lonely mat.

And pleasant are my dreams.

And Fancy gives me back my wife ;

And Fancy gives me back my child

;

She gives ine back my little home.

And all its placid joys.

Then hateful is the morning hour

That calls me from the dream of bliss.

To find myself still lone, and hear

The same dull sounds again.

JAMES GBAHAME.

The Rev. James Grahame was born in Glasgow

in the year 1765. He studied the law, and practised

at the Scottish bar for several years, but afterwards

took orders in the Church of England, and was suc-

cessively curate of Shipton, in Gloucestershire, and

of Sedgefield, in the county of Durham. Ill health

compelled him to abandon his curacy when his vir-

tues and talents had attracted notice and rendered

him a popular and useful preacher ; and on revisit-

ing Scotland, he died on the 14th of September 1811.

The works of Grahame consist of Mary Queen of

Scotland, a dramatic poem published in 1801 ;
The

Sahbath, Sabbath Walks, Biblical Pictures, The Birds
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of Scothinil, mill DriH.sh Ovo, (jws. nil in 1,1.mk vurse.
Tilt ' S.ilih;itir is the ln.-st (if Ills iiriiiliK-tidiis, iuul tlic-
' Guortjii-s' the kast iiikTcstiiig ; for thimnli the latter
cuiit;iiiis some fine aescriptioiis, tlie poet is tern niiiiiite
and too practical in liis rural lessons. Tlie aniialile
personal feelings of the author constantly- appear.
He thus warmly and tenderly apostrophises his
native country :

—

How pleasant came tlij- rushing, silver Tweed !

Upon my ear, when, after roaming long
In southern plains, I've reached thy lovely b.ink!
How bright, renowned Sark ! thy little stream,
Like ray of columned light chasing a shower,
VVould cross my homeward path ; how sweet the sound,
When I, to hear the Doric tongue's reply,
Would ask thy well-known name!

And must I leave,
Dear land, thy bonny braes, thy dales.
Each haunted by its wizard stream, o'erhung
With all the varied charms of bush and tree"?
And must I leave the friends of youthful years,
And mould my heart anew, to take the stamp
Of foreign friendships in a foreign land.
And learn to love the music of strange tongues !

Yes, I may love the music of strange tongues,
And mould my heart anew to take the stamp
Of foreign friendships in a foreign land :

But to my parched mouth's roof cleave this tom'ue
My fancy fade into the yellow leaf,

And this oft-pausing heart forget to throb,
If, Scotland ! thee and thine I e'er forget.

TILL THE PRESENT TIMt

An anecdote is related of the modest poet connected
with the publication of the • Sabbath,' which aft'ords
an interesting illustration of his character. He had
not pref3.\ed his name to the work, nor acquainted
his family with the secret of its composition, and
t.aking a copy of the vulunie home with him one day,
he left it on the table. His wife began reading i"t,'

while the sensitive author walked up and down the
room

;
and at length she broke out into praise of the

poem, addnig, 'Ah, James, if you could but proiluce
a poem like this!' The joyful acknowledgment of
his being the author was then made, no doubt with
the most exquisite pleasure on both sides. Grahamem some respects resembles Cowper. He has no
humour or satire, it is true, but the same powers of
close and happy observation which the poet of
OIney applied to English scenery, were directed by
Grahame to that of Scotland, and both were strictly
devout and national poets. There is no author, ex-
cepting Burns, whom an intelligent Scotsman, resi-
dent abroad, would read with more delight than
Grahame. The ordinary features of the Scottish
landscape he portrays truly and distinctly, with-
out e.xaggeration, and often imparting to his de-
scriptions a feeling of tenderness or solemnity. He
has, however, many poor prosaic lines, and bis
versification generally wants ease and variety. He
was content with humble things

; but he paints the
charms of a retired cottage life, the sacred calm of a
Sabbath morning, a walk in the fields, or even a bird's
nest, with such unfeigned delight and accurate obser-
vation, that the reader is constrained to see and feel
with lus author, to rejoice hi the elements of poetry
and meditation that are scattered around him exist-
ing in the humblest objects, and in those humane
and pious sentiments whii'h impart to external
nature a moral interest and beauty. The reli.i-ion
of Grahame was not sectarian ; liewas equally'"im-
presscd with the lofty ritual of the English church
and the simple hill worship of the Covenanters. He
is sometimes gloomy in Iiis serimisness. from intense
religious anxiety or sympathy with his fellow-men

suturing under opjiression or misfortune, but he ban
less of this harsh fruit.

Picked from the thorns and briers of reproof,

than bis brother poet Cowper. His prevailing' tone
IS that of imi.hcit trust in the goodness of God, andenjoyment m Ins creation.

[From the Suhlutk.]

How still the morning of the hallowed day!
iMute IS the voice of rural labour, hushed
The ploughboy's whistle and the milkmaid's sone.
Ihe scythe lies glittering in the dewy wreath
Of tedded grass, mingled with fading flowers.
That yester-niorn bloomed waving in the breeze
Sounds the most faint attract the ear— the hum'
Of early bee, the trickling of the dew.
The distant bleating midway up the hill.
Calmness seems throned on yon unniovin'g cloud.
1 him who wanders o'er the upland leas.
The blackbird's note comes mellower froiii the dale •

And sweeter from the sky the gladsome lark
'

Warbles his heaven-tuned song ; the lulling brook
Murmurs more gently down the deep-sunk "lenU hile from yon lowly roof, whose curling smoke
ermounts the mist, is heard at intervals

The voice of psalms, the simple song of praise.
W ith dove-like wings Peace o'er yon village broods •

The dizzying mill-wheel rests ; the anvil's din
Hath ceased ; all, all around is quietness.
Less fearful on this day, the limping hare
Stops, and looks back, and stops, and looks on man,
Her deadliest foe. The toil-worn horse, set free,
Unheedful of the pasture, roams at large;
And, as his stiff unwieldy bulk he rolls.
His iron-armed hoofs gleam in the morning ray.
But chietiy man the day of rest enjoys.

Hail, Sabbath ! thee I hail, the poor man's day.
On other days, the man of toil is doomed
To eat his joyless bread, lonely, the ground
Both seat and board, screened from the winter's cold
And summer's heat by neighbouring hedge or tree;
But on this day, embosomed in his home.
He shares the frugal meal with those he loves

;

\\ ith those he loves he .shares the heartfelt joy
Of giving thanks to God— not thanks of form,
A word and a grimace, but reverently,
\\ ith covered face and upward earnest eye.
Hail, Sabbath ! thee I hail, the poor man's day :

The pale mechanic now has leave to breathe
The morning air pure from the city's smoke;
While vyandering slowly up the river side,
He meditates on Him whose power he marks
In each green tree that proudly spreads the bough.
As in the tiny dew-bent flowers that bloom
-iround the roots

; and while he thus surveys
\\ ith elevated joy each rural charm,
lie hopes (yet fears presumption in the hope)
To reach those realms where Sabbath never eren da.

But now his steps a welcome sound recalls:
Solemn the knell, from yonder ancient pile,
I'ills all the air, inspiring joyful awe:
Slowly the throng moves o'er the tomb-pavcd ground

;

The aged man, the bowed down, the blind
Led by the thoughtless boy, and he who breathes
\\'ith pain, and eyes the new-made grave, well-iileaacd

;

These, mingled with the young, the gay, approach
The house of God— these, spite of all their ills,

_A glow of gladness feci ; with silent praise
They enter in ; a placid stillness rcigmi,
I'ntil the man of Go.l, worthy the n,-vme.

Opens the hook, and reverentially
The stated portion reads. A pause ensues.
The organ lireathcs its distant thunder-notes.
Then swells into a diapason full

:
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The pfoplo risin«; eing, * with hiirp, with harp.

And wticc uf psiiliiis ;* harinouiourily attuned
'Ihe Miri<iu-i vuiees Mend ; the long-dniwn jiisles,

At vwry clone, the Ungrring .strain prolong.

Ami now tlu- tiiht's a softcnt'il stop controls j

In sol'ttT hnritiony the people join,

While li'inid whispers fnun }-on orphan baud,
Keetill tile soul tVoiii a<lnration*s trance,

Anil till the eve with Jiitv'?* gentle tears.

Again the or;;ah-peal, icuid, rolling, meets
The hallclujaiis ot' the ijuire. Sublime
A thousand notes symphoniously iv*cend,

As if tlie whide were one, snspriuled high
In air, souring heavenward: afar they float,

"Wafting glad tidings to the ."ick man's couch :

Raisuii <m liis ami, he lists the cadence close,

Yet thinks he hears it still : his heart is cheered j

He smiles on deatli ; but ah ! a wish will rise—
• Would I were now beneath that echoing roof I

No lukewarm accents from my lips should flow
;

Mj heart would sing; and many a Sabbath-day
My steps should thither turn ; or, wandering far

In solitary paths, whore wild flowers blow,

There would I bless His name who led me forth

From de;ith*s clark vale, to walk auiid those sweets

—

Who gives the bloom of health once more to glow
Upon this cheek, and lights this languid eye.'

It is not only in the sacred fane

That homage should be paid to the Moat High
;

There is a temple, one not made with hands,
The vaulted firmament. Far in the woods,
Almost beyond the sound of city chime.
At intervals heard through the breezeless air;

When not the limberest leaf is seen to move,
Save where the linnet lights upon the spray;
Where not a flow*ret bends its little stalk,

Save wlien the bee alights upon the bloom

—

There, rapt in gratitude, in joy, and love.

The man of God will pass the Sabbath-noon;
Silence his praise : his disembodied thoughts,

lK)osed from the load of words, will high ascend
Beyond the empyreal.

Nor yet less pleasing at the heavenly throne,

The Sabbath service of the shepherd boy!

In some lone glen, where every sound is lulled

To slumber, save the tinkling of the rill,

Or bleat of lamb, or hovering falcon's cry,

Stretched on the sward, he reads of Jesse's son;
Or sheds a tear o'er him to Egypt sold,

And wondei-s why he weeps: the volume closed.

With thyme-sprig laid between the leaves, he sings

The sacred lays, his weekly lesson conned
With nieikle care beneath the lowly roof.

Where humble lore is learnt, where humble worth
Pines unrewarded by a thankless state.

Thus reading, hymning, all alone, unseen.

The shepherd-boy the Sabbath holy keeps.

Till on the heights he marks the straggling bands
Retuniing homeward from the house of prayer.

In peace they home resort. Oh, blissful days !

When all nicn worship God as conscience wills.

Far other times our fathers* grandsires kuew,

A virtuous race to godliness devote.

What though the sceptic's scorn hath dared to soil

The record of their fame ! A\'hat though the men
Of worldly minds have dared to stigmatise

The sister-cause, Religion and the Law,
With Superstition's name!—yet, yet their deeds.

Their constancy in torture and in death

—

These on tradition's tongue still live, these shall

On history's honest page be pictured briglit

To latest times. Perhaps some bard, whose muse
Disdains the servile strain of fashion's quire,

May celebrate their unambitious names.
With them each day was holy, every liour

They stood prepared to die, a people doomed

To dcath^—old men, and youths, and simple maids.
With them each day was holy ; hut (/lat morn
Gn which the angel said, * See where the Lord
Was laid,' joyous arose— to die that day
Was bli>s. Long ere the dawn, by <levious ways,
O'er hills, through woods, o'er dreary wastes, they

sought

The upland moors, where rivers, there but brooks,

Dispart to difVerent seas. Fast by such brooks
A little glen is sometimes scooped, a plat

With green sward gay, and flowers that strangers seem
Amid the heathery wild, that all around
Fatigues the eye : in solitudes like these

Thy persecuted children, Scotia, foiled

A tyrant's and a bigot's bloody laws

;

There, leaning on his spear (one of the array

That in the times of old had scathed the rose

On England's banner, and had powerless struck

The infatuate monarch and his wavering host,

Yet ranged itself to aid his son dethroned).

The lyart veteran heard the word of God
By Cameron thundered, or by Renwick poured

In gentle stream : then rose the song, the loud

Acclaim of praise; the wheeling plover ceased

Her plaint ; the solitary place was glad.

And on the distant cairns, the watcher's ear

Caught doubtfully at times the breeze-borne note.

But years more gloomy followed, and no more
The assembled people dared, in face of day,

To worship God, or even at the dead
Of night, save when the wintry storm raved fierce,

And thunder-peals compelled the men of blood

To couch within their dens ; then dauntlessly

The scattered few would meet, in some deep dell

By rocks o'er-canopied, to hear the voice,

Their faithful pastor's voice: he by the gleam
Of sheeted lightning oped the sacred book,

And words of comfort spake : over their souls

His accents soothing came—as to her young
The heath-fowl's plumes, when at the close of eve
She gathers in mournful her brood dispersed

By murderous sport, and o'er the remnant spreads

Fondly her wings, close nestling 'neath her breast

They cherished cower amid the purple blooms.

But wood and wild, the mountain and the dale,

The house of prayer itself, no place inspires

Emotions more accordant with the day.

Than does the field of graves, the land of rest.

Oft at the close of evening-prayer, the toll,

The funeral-toll, announces solemnly

The service of the tomb ; the homeward crowds
Divide on either hand : the pomp draws near;

The choir to meet the dead go forth, and sing,
* I am the resurrection and the life.'

Ah me! these youthful bearers robed in white,

They tell a mournful tale ; sorae blooming friend

Is gone, dead in her prime of years
—'twas she.

The poor man's friend, who, when she could not give,

With angel tongue pleaded to those who could;
With angel-tongue and mild beseeching eye,

That ne'er besought in vain, save when she prayed
For longer life, with heart resigned to die—
Rejoiced to die, for happy visions blessed

Her voyage's last days, and hovering round,
Alighted on her soul, giving presage

That heaven was nigh. Oh what a burst

Of rapture from her lips I what tears of joy
Her heavenward eyes suffused! Those eyes are closed;
Yet all her loveliness is not yet flown :

She smiled in death, and still her cold pale face

Retains that smile ; as when a waveless lake,

In which the wintry stars all bright appear,
Is sheeted by a nightly frost with ice.

Still it reflects the face of heaven unchanged,
Unruffled by the breeze or sweeping blast.

* » *

:i05
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Oh Scotland! much I love thy tranquil dales;
But most on Sabbath eve, when low the sun
Slants through the upland copse, 'tis my delight,
WKtiderinj; and stopping oft, to hear the song
Of kindred praise arise from humble roofs;
Or when the simple service ends, to hear
The lifted latch, and mark the gray-haired man,
The father and the priest, walk forth alone
Into his garden-plat or little field.

To commune with his God in secret praj-er

—

To bless the Lord, that in his downward yean
His children are about him : sweet, meantime.
The thrush that sings upon the aged thorn.
Brings to his view the days of youthful years.
When that same aged thorn was but a bush.
Nor is the contrast between youth and age
To him a painful thought ; he joys to think
His journey near a close ; heaven is his home.

I

...
j

And he who cried to Lazarus ' Come forth !'

Will, when the Sabbath of the tomb is past,
Call forth the dead, and reunite the dust
(Transformed and purified) to angel souls.
Ecstatic hope! belief! conviction firm !

How grateful 'tis to recollect the time
When hope arose to faith ! Faintly at first

The heavenly voice is heard. Then by degrees
Its music sounds perpetual in the heart.
Thus he, who all the gloomy winter long
Has dwelt in city crowds, wandering afield
Betimes on Sabbath morn, ere yet the sprin"
Unfold the daisy's bud, delighted hears
The first lark's note, faint yet, and short the song,
Checked by the chill ungenial northern breeze

;

But, as the sun ascends, another springs.
And still another soars on loftier wing,
Till all o'erhead, the joyous choir unseen.
Poised welkin-high, harmonious fills the air.
As if it were a link 'tween earth and heaven.

[A Spring Sabbath WaU:.^

Most earnest was his voice ! most mild his look.
As with raised hands he blessed his partiu" flock.
He is a faithful pastor of the poor

;

He thinks not of himself; his Master's words,
' Feed, feed my sheep,' are ever at his heart,
The cross of Christ is aye before his eyes.
Oh how I love with melted soul to leave
The house of prayer, and wander in the fields
Alone! What though the opening spring be chill I

What though the lark, checked in his airy path,
Eke out his song, perched on the fallow clod.
That still o'ertops the blade ! What though no branch
Have spread its foliage, save the willow wand.
That dips its pale leaves in the swollen stream !

What though the clouds oft lower! their threats but end
In sunny showers, that scarcely fill the folds
Of moss-couched violet, or interrupt
The merle's dulcet pipe—melodious bird !

He, hid behind the milk-white sloe- thorn spray
(Whose early flowers anticipate the leaf),
Welcomes the time of buds, the infant year.

Sweet is the sunny nook to which my steps
Have brought me, hardly conscious where I roamed,
Unheeding wher(--so lovely, all around,
The works of God, arrayed in vernal smile 1

Oft at this season, musing I prolong
My devious ninge, till, sunk from view, the sun
Emblaze, with upward-slanting ray, the breast
And wing unquivering of the wheeling lark,
Descending vocal from her latest flight
While, disregardful of yon lonely star
The harbinger of chill night's glittering host
Sweet redbreast, Scotia's Philomela, chants
In desultory strains his evening hymn.

[A Summer SabbalA WaJi.}

Delightful is this loneliness ; it calms
My heart : pleasant the cool beneath these elms
That throw across the stream a moveless shade.
Here nature in her midnoon whisper speaks

;

How peaceful every sound !—the ring-dove's plaint,
Moaned from the forest's gloomiest retreat.
While every other woodland lay is mute.
Save wlien the wren flits from her down-coved nest
And from the root-sprigs trills her ditty clear
The grasshopper's oft-pausing chirp—the buzz.
Angrily shrill, of moss-entangled bee.
That soon as loosed booms with full twang awaj—
The sudden rushing of the minnow shoal
Scared from the shallows by my passing tread.
Dimpling the water glides, with here and there
A glossy fly, skimming in circlets gay
The treacherous surface, while the quick-eyed trout
Watches his time to spring ; or from above,
Some feathered dam, purveying 'mong the boughs.
Darts from her perch, and to her plumeless brood
Rears ofl^the prize. Sad emblem of mau's lot !

He, giddy insect, from his native leaf
(Where safe and happily he might have lurked)
Elate upon ambition's gaudy wings,
Forgetful of his origin, and worse,
Unth--'-- "^- "•

And
linking of his end, flies to the stream,
if from hostile vigilance he 'scape.„ scape.

Buoyant he flutters but a little while.
Mistakes the inverted image of the sky
For heaven itself, and, sinking, meets his fate.
Now, let me trace the stream up to its source

Among the hills, its runnel by degrees
Diminishing, the murmur turns a tinkle.
Closer and closer still the banks approach.
Tangled so thick with pleaching bramble shoots.
With brier and hazel branch, and liawthorn spray,
That, fain to quit the dingle, glad I mount
Into the open air : grateful the breeze
That fans my throbbing temples ! smiles the plain
Spread wide below : how sweet the placid view !

But, oh
!

more sweet the thought, heart-soothinB
thought,

*

That thousands and ten thousands of the sons
Of toil partake this day the common joy
Of rest, of peace, of viewing hill and dale.
Of breathing in the silence of the woods.
And blessing him who gave the Sabbath-daj.
Yes ! my heart flutters with a freer throb.
To think that now the townsman wanders forth
Among the fields and meadows, to enjoy
The coolness of the day's decline, to see
His children sport around, and simply pull
The flower and weed promiscuous, as a boon
Which proudly in his breast they smiling fix.

Again I turn me to the hill, and trace"
The wizard stream, now scarce to be discerned.
Woodless its banks, but green with ferny leaves.
And thinly strewed with heath-bells up'and down.
Now, when the downward sun has left the glens.

Each mountain's rugged lineaments are traced
Upon the adverse slope, where stalks gigantic
The shepherd's shadow thrown athwart the chasm,
As on the topmost ridge he homeward hies.
How deep the hush ! the torrent's channel dry.
Presents a stony steep, the echo's haunt.
But hark a plaintive sound floating along

!

'Tis from yon heath-roofed shieling ; now it dies
Away, now rises full ; it is the song
Which He, who listens to the hallelujahs
Of choiring seraphim, delights to hear

;

It is the music of the heart, the voice

Of venerable age, of guileless youth.
In kindly circle seated on the ground
Before their wicker door. Behold the man I
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The grandsire and the ouint ; hia silvery locks

noain ill the parting ray ; bcfori' him lic«, ^
Upon the siuooth-tropt sward, tlie open book.

His comfort, stay, and cvor-now delight ;

While heedless at a side, the lisping boy

Fondles the lamb that nightly shares his couch.

[^n Autumn Sabbath Wali.']

When homeward bands their several ways disperse,

1 love to linger in the narrow field

Of rest, to wander round from tomb to tomb.

And think of some who silent sleep below.

Sad sighs the wind that from these ancient elms

Shakes showers of leaves upon the withered grass :

The sere and yellow WTeaths, with eddying sweep,

Fill up the furrows 'tween the hillocked graves.

But list that moan ! 'tis the poor blind man's dog.

His guide for many a day, now come to mourn
The master and the friend—conjunction rare !

A man, indited, he was of gentle soul,

Though bred to brave the deep : the lightning's flash

Had dimmed, not closed, his mild but sightless eyes.

He was a welcome guest through all his range

(It was not wide) ; no dog would bay at him :

Children would run to meet him on his way,

And lead him to a sunny seat, and climb

His knee, and wonder at his oft-told tales.

Then would he teach the elfins how to plait

The rushy cap and crown, or sedgy ship :

And I have seen him lay his tremulous hand

Upon their beads, while silent moved his lipa.

Peace to thy spirit, that now looks on me
Perhaps with greater pity than I felt

To see thee wandering darkling on thy way,

But let me quit this melancholy spot,

And roam where nature gives a parting smile.

As yet the blue bells linger on the sod

That copse the sheepfold ring ; and in the woods

A second blow of many flowers appears,

Flowers faintly tinged, and breathing no perfume.

But fruits, not blossoms, form the woodland wreath

That circles Autumn's brow. The ruddy haws

Now clothe the half-leafed thorn ; the bramble bends

Beneath its jetty load ; the hazel hangs

With auburn bunches, dipping in the stream

That sweeps along, and threatens to o'erflow

The leaf-stre»Ti banks : oft, statue-like, I gaze,

In vacancy of thought, upon that stream.

And chase, with dreaming eye, the eddying foam,

Or rowan's clustered branch, or harvest sheaf,

Borne rapidly adown the dizzying flood.

lA Winter SabbaO. WaUc.]

How dazzling white the snowy scene! deep, deep

The stillness of the winter Sabbath day

—

Not even a foot-fall heard. Smooth are the fields,

Each hollow pathway level with the plain :

Hid are the bushes, save that here and there

Are seen the topmost shoots of brier or broom.

High-ridged the whirled drift has almost reached

The powdered key-stone of the church-yard porch.

Mute hangs the hooded bell ; the tombs lie buried
;

No step approaches to the house of prayer.

The flickering fall is o'er : the clouds disperse,

And show the sun, hung o'er the welkin's verge.

Shooting a bright but inefl^ectual beam
On all the sparkling waste. Now is the time

To visit nature in her grand attire.

Though perilous the mountainous ascent,

A noble recompense the danger brings.

How beautiful the plain stretched far below,

Unvaried though it be, save by yon stream

With azure windings, or the leafless wood !

But what the beauty of the plain, compared

To that sublimity which reigns cTitlironcd,

Holding joint rule with solitu<lc ilivine.

Among yon rocky fells that bid detiunce

To steps the most adventurounly bold?

There silence dwells profound ; or if the cry

0( high-poised eagle break at times the hush.

The mantled echoes no response return.

But let rae now explore the deep-sunk dell.

No foot-print, save the covey's or the flock's.

Is seen along the rill, where marshy sjtrings

Still rear the grassy blade of vivid green.

Beware, ye shepherds, of these treacherous haunts,

Nor linger there too long : the wintry day

Soon closes ; and full oft a heavier fall,

Heaped by the blast, fills up the sheltered glen.

While, gurgling deep below, the buried rill

Mines for itself a snow-coved way ! Oh, then.

Your helpless charge drive from the tempting spot.

And keep them on the bleak hill's stormy side.

Where night-winds sweep the gathering drift away:

So the great Shepherd leads the heavenly flock

From faithless pleasures, full into the storms

Of life, where long they bear the bitter blast.

Until at length the vernal sun looks forth,

Bedimraed with showers ; then to the pastures green

He brings them where the quiet waters glide.

The stream of life, the Siloah of the soul.

A ScottUh CouTUry Weddiv^*

[From ' British Georgica*]

Now, 'mid the general glow of opening blooms,

Coy maidens blush consent, nor slight the gift

From neighbouring fair brought home, till now re-

fused.

Swains, seize the sunny hours to make your hay,

For woman's smiles are fickle as the sky :

Bespeak the priest, bespeak the minstrel too.

Ere May, to wedlock hostile, stop the banns.

The appointed day arrives, a blithesome day

Of festive jollity ; yet not devoid

Of soft regret to her about to leave

A parent's roof; yes, at the word, join hands,

A tear reluctant starts, as she beholds

Her mother's looks, her father's silvery hairs.

But serious thoughts take flight, when from the bam,
Soon as the bands are knit, a jocund sound

Strikes briskly up, and nimble feet beat fast

Upon the earthen floor. Through many a reel

With various steps uncouth, some new, some old.

Some all the dancer's own, with Highland flings

Not void of grace, the lads and lasses strive

To dance each other down ; and oft when quite

Forespent, the fingers merrily cracked, the bound.
The rallying shout well-timed, and sudden change
To sprightlier tune, revive the flagging foot.

And make it feel as if it tripped in air.

When all are tired, and all his stock of reels

The minstrel o'er and o'er again has run.

The cheering flagon circles round ; meanwhile,

A softened tune, and slower measure, flows

Sweet from the strings, and stills the boisterous joy.

Maybe The Bonny Broom of Cowdenhiowes
(If simply played, though not with master hand).
Or Pallets Mill, or Btish Aboon Traquair^

Inspire a tranquil gladness through the breast

;

Or that most mournful strain, the sad lament
For Flodden-field, drives mirth from every face,

And makes the firmest heart strive hard to curb
The rising tear ; till, with unpausing bow.
The blithe strathspey springs up, reminding some
Of nights when Gow's old arm (nor old the tale).

Unceasing, save when reeking cans went round.

Made heart and heel leap light as bounding roe.

Alas! no more shall we behold that look

So venerable, yet so blent with mirth,
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And festive joy sedate ; that ancient garb
Unvaried—tartan hose and bonnet blue!
No mure shall beauty's partial eye draw forth
The full intoxieatiou of his strain,
jrcUilluous, strong, exuberantly rich!
No more amid the pauses of the dance
Shall he repeat those measures, that in days
Of other years could soothe a falling prince,
And light his visage with a transient smile
Of melancholy jo^—like autumn sun
Gliding a sere tree with a passing beam 1

Or play to sportive children on the green
Dancing at gloaming hour ; or willing cheer,
VV ith strains uubought, the shepherd's bridal day !

But light now failing, glimmering candles shine
In ready chandeliers of moulded clay
Stuck round the walls, displaying to the view
The ceiling rich with cobweb-drapery hung.
Meanwhile, from mill and smiddy, field and bam,
Fresh groups come hastening in ; but of them all,
The miller bears the gree, as rafter high
He leaps, and, lighting, shakes a dusty cloud all round.

In harmless merriment, protracted long.
The hours glide by. At last, the stocking thrown.
And duly every gossip rite performed.
Youths, maids, and matrons, take their several ways

;While drouthy carles, waiting for the moon.
Sit down again, and quaff till daylight dawn.

The Impressed Sailor Boy.

[From the ' Birds of Scotland.']

^
Low in a glen,

Down which a little stream had furrowed deep,
'Tween meeting birchen boughs, a shelvy channel
And brawling mingled with the western tide

;

Far up that stream, almost beyond the roar
Of storm-bulged breakers, foaming o'er the rocks
With furious dash, a lowly dwelling lurked,
Surrounded by a circlet of the stream.
Before the wattled door, a greensward plat.
With daisies gay, pastured a playful lamb

;

A pebbly path, deep worn, led up the hill,

Winding among the trees, by wheel untouched,
Save when the winter fuel was brought home

—

One of the poor man's yearly festivals.

On every side it was a sheltered spot,
So high and suddenly the woody .steeps

Arose. One only way, downward the stream,
Just o'er the hollow, 'tween the meeting boughs,
The distant wave was seen, with now and then
The glimpse of passing sail ; but when the breeze
Crested the distant wave, this little nook
Was all so calm, that, on the limberest spray,
The sweet bird chanted motionless, the leaves
At times scarce fluttering. Here dwelt a pair,
Poor, humble, and content ; one son alone,
Their William, happy lived at home to bless
Their downward years ; he, simple youth.
With boyish fondness, fancied he could love
A seaman's life, and with the fishers sailed.
To try their ways far 'mong the western isles,
Far as .St Hilda's rock-walled shore abrupt.
O'er which he saw ten thousand pinions wheel
Confused, dimming the sky: these dreary shores
Gladly he left—he had a homeward heart

:

No more his wishes wander to the waves.
But still he loves to cast a backward look,
And tell of all he saw, of all he learned

;

Of pillared Staffa, lone lona's isle.

Where Scotland's kings are laid ; of Lewis, Skye
And of the mainland mountain-circled lochs
And he would sing the rowers timing chant
And chorus wild. Once on a summer's eve
When low the sun behind the Highland hilla

Was almost set, he sung that song to cheer

TILL THE PEE.SE.\T TIMl.

The aged folks ; upon the inverted queni
The father sat

; the mother's .spindle hun"
Btergot, and backward twirled the half-spSn thread-
Listening with partial, well-jdeased look, she gazed'
1 poll her son, and inlv blessed the Lord
'I'hat he wa.s safe returned. Sudden a noise
liursts rushing through the trees ; a glance of iteel
Dazzles the eye, and fierce the savage band
(.lare all around, then single out their prey
In vain the mother clasps her darlin» boy

•

'

In vain the sire offers their little all •

William is bound ; they follow to the shore
Implore, and weep, ami pray; knee-deep they stand.And view m mute despair the boat recede.

To My Sm.

Twice has the .sun commenced his annual round
bince first thy footsteps tottered o'er the ground'-
bmce first thy tongue was tuned to bless mine eirBy faltering out the name to fathei-s dear
Oh ! nature's language, with her looks combined.
More precious far than periods thrice refined '

Oh! sportive looks of love, devoid of guile,
I prize you more than beauty's magic''smile •

Yes, m that face, unconscious of its charm,
'

I gaze with bliss unmingled with alarm.
Ah, no

! full oft a boding hoiTor flies
Athwart my fancy, uttering fateful cries.
Almighty Power! his harmless life defend
And, if we part, 'gainst me the mandate send.
And yet a wish will rise—would I might live,
I ill added years his niemorv firmness five'
For, oh ! it would a joy in death impa?t
To think 1 still survived within his heart -

To think he'll cast, midway the vale of years,A retrospective look bedimmcd with tears
And tell, regretful, how 1 looked and spoke

;

M hat walks 1 loved, where grew my favourite oak

:

How gently I would lead him by the hand

:

'

How gently use the accent of command
;

'

VVhat lore I taught him, roaming wood and wild.And how the man descended to the child •

How well I loved with him, on Sabbath morn,
lo hear the anthem of the vocal thorn,
To teach religion, unallicd to strife.
And trace to him the way, the truth, the life.
But far and farther still my view 1 bend

And now I see a child thy steps attend ;
'

To yoniler churchyard-wall thou tak'st thy way,
\V hi le round thee, pleased, thou see'st the infant i

J hen lifting him, while tears suffuse thine eyes,
Pointing, thou tell'st him, There thy grandsire lie

play;

The ThMiJcsgiving off Cape Trafalgar.

TTpon the high, yet gently rolling wave.
The floating tomb that heaves above the brave.
Soft sighs the gale that late tremendous roared,
Whelming the wretched remnants of the sword.
And now the cannon's peaceful thunder calls
The victor bands to mount their wooden walls,
And from the ramparts, where their comrades fell.
The mingled strain ofjoy and grief to swell

:

Fast they ascend, from stem to stern tliey spread,
And crowd the engines whence the lightnings sped

:

The white-robed priest his upraised hands extends;
Hushed is each voice, attention leaning bends

;

Then from each prow the grand hosannas rise.

Float o'er the deep, and hover to the skies.

Heaven fills each heart
;
yet home will oft intrude.

And tears of love celesti.al joys exclude.
The wounded man, who hears the soaring strain,
Lifts his pale visage, and forgets his pain

;

While parting spirits, mingling with the lay,

On hallelujahs wing their heavenward way.
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GEORGE CRABBE.

TliL' Kkv. Gkorc.k Ckaubk, whom Byron lias

c'liaruclciiseil as •Niituru's sternest paink-r, yet the

best,' was of hmiihlt- origin, and born at AldboroUMlh,

in Sutl'ulk, on the t'liristnias eve of 1754. His

father was colleetor of the salt liiities, or salt-master,

as he was terimil, ami thongli of poor eiroum-

stanees and violent temper, he exerted liimself to

give George a superior education. It is pleasinf! to

know that the old man lived to reap his reward, in

hut his prospects were so gloomy, that he abandoned
his profession, and proceeded to London as a literary

adventurer. Ilis whole stock of money amounted

witnessing the celebrity of his son, and to transcribe,

with parental fonchiess, in his own handwriting, his

poem of The Library. Crabbe has described the

unpromising scene of his nativity with his usual

force and correctness :

—

Lo ! where the heath, with withering brake grown

o'er,

Lends the light turf that warms the neighbouring poor;

From thence a lengtli of burning sand appears.

Where the thin harvest waves its withered ears
;

Rank weeds, that every art and care defy,

Ueign o'er the land, and rob the blighted rye

:

There thistles stretch their jirickly arms afar.

And to the ragged infant threaten war;

There poppies nodding, mock the hope of toil

;

There the blue bugloss paints the sterile soil

;

Ilardv and high, above the slender sheaf,

The slimy mallow waves her silky leaf
;

O'er the young shoot the charlock throws a shade,

And clasping tares cling round the sickly blade;

With mingled tints the rocky coasts abound.

And a sad splendour vainly shines around.

80 looks the uymph whom wretched arts adorn,

Betrayed by man, then left for man to scorn
;

Whose cheek in vain assumes the mimic rose.

While her sad eyes the troubled breast disclose

;

Whose outward splendour is but folly's dress,

Exposing most, when luost it gilds distress.

Tlie poet was put apprentice in his fourteenth year

to a surgeon, and afterwards practised in Aldborough

;

Birthplace of Crabbe.

to only three pounds. Having completed some

poetical pieces, he offered them for puljlication. but

they were rejected. In the course of the year, how-

ever, he issued a poetical epistle, The (::,in,li:liile.

addressed to the authors of the Monthly Keview. It

was coldly received, and his publisher failing at the

same time, the young poet was plunged into great

perplexity and want. He wrote to the premier.

Lord North, to the lord-chanci'llor Thurlow, and

to other noblemen, requesting assistance ; hut in no

case was an answer returned. At length, when his

affairs were desperate, he applied to Edmund Burke,

and in a modest yet manly statement, disclosed to

him the situation' in which he stood. Burke re-

ceived liim into his own house, and exercised towards

him the most generous hospit.ility. While under

his happy roof, the poet met Mr Fox, Sir Joshua

Reynolds, and others of the statesman's distinguished

friends. In the same year (1781) he published his

poem, ' The Library,' which was favourably noticed

by the critics. Lord Thurlow (who now, as in the

case of Cowper, came with tardy notice and un-

graceful generosity) invited him to breakfast, and at

parting, presented him with a bank-note for a hun-
dred pounds. Crabbe entered into sacred orders,

and was licensed as curate to the rector of his native

parish of Aldborough. In a short time, Burke pro-

cured for him the situation of chaplain to tlie Duke
of Rutland at Belvoir castle. This was a great

advancement for the poor poet, and he never after-

wards was in fear of want. He seems, however, to

have felt .all the ills of dependence on the great, and
in his poem of The Patron, and other parts of his

writings, has strongly depicted the evils of such a
situation. In 1783 appeared his poem. The Village,

which had been seen and corrected by Johnson and
Burke. Its success was instant and complete. Some
of the descriptions in the poem (as that of the parish

workhouse) were copied into all the periodicals, and
took that place in our national literature which they

still retain. Thurlow presented him with two small
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livings tlii'ii in liis gift, tilling him at tlie same
time, with an oath, that he was as like Tarson
Adams as twelve to a dozen. The poet now married
a young ladv of SulToIk, the objeet of an early at-
tachment, and taking the euraey of Stathern, ad-
joining Belvoir castle, he bade adieu to the duual
mansion, and transferred himself to the humble
parsonage in the village. Four hajjpy years » ere
spent in this retirement, when the poe't obtained
the exchange of his two small livings in Dorset-
shire for two of superior value in the vale of Bel-
Toir. Crabbe remained silent as a poet for many
years. ' Out of doors,' says his son, ' he had always
some objeet in view—a flower, or a pebble, or liis

note-book in his hand ; and in the house, if he was
not writing, he was reading. He read aloud very
often, even when walking, or seated by the side of
his wife in the huge old-fashioned one-horse chaise,
heavier than a modern chariot, in which they usually
were conveyed in their little excursions, and the
conduct of which he, from awkwardness and absence
of mind, prudently relinquished to my mother on
all occasions.' In 1807 he published' his Parish
Register, which had been previously submitted to
Mr Fox, and parts of this poem (especially the story
of Phoebe Dawson) were the last compositions of
their kind that 'engaged and amused the capacious,
the candid, the benevolent mind of this great man.'
The success of this work was not only decided, but
nearly unprecedented. In 1810 he came forward
with The Borough, a poem of the same class, and
more connected and complete ; and two years after-
wards he produced his Talcs in Verse, containing
perhaps the finest of all his humble but happy deli-
neations of life and character. ' The public voice,'
says his biographer, 'was again highly favourable,
and some of these relations were spoken of with the
utmost warmth of commendation, as, the Parting
Hour, the Patron, Edward Shore, and the Confidant'
In 1814 the Duke of Rutland appointed him to the
living of Trowbridge, in \yiltshire, and he went
thither to reside. His income amounted to about
£800 per annum, a large portion of which he spent
in charity. He still continued his attachment to
literature, and in 1817 and 1818, was engaged on his
last great work, the Tales of the Hall. ' He fancied
that autumn was, on the whole, tlie most favourable
season for him in the composition of poetry ; but
there was something in the effect of a sudden fall of
snow that appeared to stimulate him in a very ex-
traordinary manner.' In 1819 the Tales were pub-
lished by Mr Murray, who, for them and the re-
maining copyright of all Crabbe's previous poems,
gave the munificent sum of £3000. In an account
of the negotiation for the sale of these copyrights,
written by Mr Moore for the life of his brother
poet, we have the following amusing illustration of
Crabbe's simplicity of manner :

—'When he received
the bills for X3000, we (Moore and Rogers) earnestly
advised that he should, without delay, deposit them
in some safe hands ; but no—he must " take them
with him to Trowbridge, and show them to his son
John. They would hardly believe in his good luck
at home if they did not see the bills." On his way
down to Trowbridge, a friend at Salisbury, at whose
house he rested (Mr Everett, the banker), seeing
that he carried these bills loosely in his waistcoat
pocket, requested to he allowed to take charge of
them for him

; but witli equal ill success. " There
was no fear," he said, " of his losing them, and he
must show them to his son John." ' Another
poetical friend, Mr Campbell, who met him at this
time in London, remarks of him—'His mildness in
literary argument struck me with surprise in so
item a poet of nature, and I could not but contrast

the un.assuniingne8s of his manners with the origi-
nality of his jmwers. In what may be called the
ready-money small-talk of conversation, his facility
might not perhaps seem equal to the known calibre
of his talents ; but in the progress of conversation, I
recollect remarking that there was a vigilant shrewd-
ness that almost eluded you, by keeping its watch
so quietly.' This fine remark is characteristic of
Crabbe's genius, as well as of his manners. It
gathered its materials slowly and silently with in-
tent but unobtrusive observation. The ' Tales of
the Hall' were received with that pleasure and ap-
probation due to an old and established favourite,
but with less enthusiasm than some of his previous
works. In 1822, the now venerable poet paid a
visit to Sir Walter Scott in Edinburgh ; and it is
worthy of remark, that, as to the city itself, he soon
got wearied of the New Town, but could amuse
himself for ever in the Old. His latter years were
.spent in the discharge of his clerical duties, and
in the enjoyment of social intercourse. His at-
tachment to botany and geology seemed to increase
with age

;
and at threescore and ten, he was busy,

cheerful, and affectionate. His death took place at
Trowbridge on the 3d of February 1832, and his
parishioners erected a monument to his memory in
the church of that place, where he had officiated' for
nineteen years. A complete collection of his works,
with some new pieces and an admirable memoir,'
was published in 1 834 by his son, the Rev. G. Crabbe!
The ' Village,' ' Parish Register,' and shorter tales

of Crabbe are his most popular productions. The
' 'Tales of the Hall' are less interesting. They relate
principally to the higher classes of society, and the
poet was not so happy in describing their pecu-
liarities as when supporting his character of the
poet of the poor. Some of the episodes, however,
are in his best style—Sir Owen Dale, Ruth, Ellen!
and other stories, are all marked with the peculiar
genius of Crabbe. The redeeming and distinguishing
feature of that genius was its fidelity to nature, even
when it was dull and unprepossessing. His power
of observation and description might be limited, but
his pictures have all the force of dramatic represen-
tation, and may be compared to those actual and
existing models which the sculptor or painter works
from, instead of vague and general conceptions.
They are often too true, and human nature being ex-
hibited in its naked reality, with all its defects, and
not through the bright 'and alluring medium of
romance or imagination, our vanity is shocked and
our pride mortified. His anatomy 'of character and
passion harrows up our feelings," and leaves us in
the end sad and ashamed of our common nature.
The personal circumstances and exiwrience of the
poet afl^ected the bent of his genius. He knew how
untrue and absurd were the pictures of rural life

which figured in poetry. His own youth was dark
and painful—spent in low society, a'midst want and
misery, irascible gloom and passion. Latterly, he
had more of the comforts and elegances of social life

at his command than Cowper, his rival as a domestic
painter. He not only could have ' wheeled his sofa
round,' ' let fall the curtains, and, with the bubbling
and loud hissing urn' on the table ' welcome peaceful
evening in,' but the amenities of refined and intellec-
tual society were constantly present with him, or at
his call. Yet he did not, like Cowper, attempt to
describe them, or to paint their manifold charms.
When he took up his pen, his mind turned to Aid-
borough and its wild amphibious race— to the parish
workhouse, where the wheel hummed doleful through
the day—to erring damsels and luckless swains, the
prey of overseers or justices—or to the haunts of
desperate poachers and smugglers, gipsies and
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gamWors. » liiTi- vice (inil misery stalkcil uiii1is(,Miiseil

in tlii'ir diirki'st forms. He stirreil up tlie (lrej,'8 of

htimiin siK-iity, and pxliiliited tlieir lilackness ami

deformitv, yet workeil tliein into poetry. Like liis

own Sir Uiehard Monday, lie never forgot (/le/mrwA.

It is true tliat village life in Knj;land in its worst

form, with the old poor and game laws and non-

resident elprf;y, was composed of various materials,

some liriyht "and some ^rloomy. ami Cralilie drew

them all. His Isaac Ashford is as honourable to

tlie lowly Knglish p<ior as the Jeanie Deans or

Dandic hinmont of Scott are to the Scottish cha-

racter. His story of the real mourner, the faithful

maid who watched over her dying sailor, is a beauti-

ful tribute to the force and purity of humble affec-

tion. In the 'Parting Hour' and the ' Patron '
are

also passages equally honourable to the poor and

middle classes, and full of pathetic and graceful

composition. It must be confessed, however, that

Crablxj was in general a gloomy painter of life

—

that he was fond of depicting the unlovely and un-

amiable—and that, either for poetic effect or from

painful experience, he m.akes the bad of life predo-

minate over the good. His pathos and tenderness

are generally linked to something coarse, startling,

or humiliating—to disappointed hopes or unavailing

Borrow

—

Still wc tread the same coarse way,

The present's still a cloudy day.

The minuteness with which he dwells on such sub-

jects sometimes makes his descriptions tedious, and

apparently unfeeling. He drags forward every de-

fect, every vice and failing, not for the purpose of

educing something good out of evil, but, as it would

seem, merely for the purpose of completing the

picture. Iii his higher flights, where scenes of

strong passion, vice or remorse, are depicted, Crabbe

is a moral poet, purifying the heart, as the object of

tragedy has been defined, by terror and pity, and by

fearful delineations of the misery and desolation

caused by unbridled passion. His story of Sir

Eustace Grey is a domestic tragedy of this kind,

related with almost terrific power, and with lyrical

energy of versification. His general style of versifi-

cation is the couplet of Pope (he has been wittily

called ' Pope in \vorstH<i stockings'), but less flow-

ing and mehidious, and often ending in points and

quibbles. Thus, in describing his cottage furniture,

he says

—

No wheels are here for either wool or flax.

But packs of cards made up of sundry packs.

His thrifty housewife, Widow Goe, falls down in

sickness

—

Heaven in her eye, and in her hand her keys.

This jingling style heightens the effect of his humor-

ous and homely descriptions; but it is too much of a

manner, and liiars the finer pass.iges. Crabbe has

high merit as a painter of Englisli scenery. He is

here as original and forcible as in delineating cha-

racter. His marine landscapes are peculiarly fresli

and striking; and he invests even the sterile fens

and barren sands with interest. His objects are

seMom picturesque ; but he noted every weed and

plar.t—the purple bloom of the heath, the dwarfish

flowers among the wild gorse, the slender grass of

the sheep walk, and even the pebbles, sea-weed, and

shells amid

The glittering waters on the shingles rolled.

He was a great lover of the sea, and once, as his son

relates, after being some time absent from it.

mounted his horse and rode alone sixty miles from

his Iwmse, that he might inhale its freshness and

gaze upon its waters.

[The Pariah Warlfiome and Apothecary.l

[From ' Tho Village."]

Theirs is yon house that holds the parish poor,

Whose walls of mud scarce bear the broken door

;

There, where the putrid vapours flapginp, [day.

And the dull wheel hums doleful thron<;li tlie day;

There children dwell who know no parents' care;

Parents, who know no children's love, dwell there;

Heart-broken matrons on their joyless bed.

Forsaken wives and mothers never wed.

Dejected widows with unheeded tears.

And crippled age with more than childhood-fears
;

The lame, the blind, and, far the happiest they I

The moping idiot and the madman gay.

Here too the sick their final doom receive.

Here brought amid the scenes of grief, to grieve.

Where the loud groans from some sad chamber flow,

Mixed with the clamours of the crowd below
;

Here sorrowing, they each kindred sorrow scan,

And the cold charities of man to man

:

Whose laws indeed for ruined age provide.

And strong compulsion plucks the scrap from pride ;

But still that scrap is bought with many a sigh,

And pride imbitters what it can't deny.

Say ye, oppressed by some fantastic woes.

Some jarring nerve that baffles your repose ;

Who press the downy couch, while slaves advance

With timid eye, to read the distant glance
;

Who with sad prayers the weary doctor tease,

To name the nameless ever-new disease

;

Who with mock patience dire complaints endure,

Which real pain and that alone can cure;

How would ye bear in real pain to lie.

Despised, neglected, left alone to die?

How would ye bear to draw your latest breath

Where all that's wretched pave the way for death !

Such is that room which one rude beam divides.

And naked rafters form the sloping sides ;

Where the vile bands that bind the thatch are seen,

,^nd lath and mud are all that lie between;

Save one dull pane, that, coarsely patched, gives way

To the rude tempest, yet excludes the day:

Here, on a matted flock, with dust o'erspread.

The drooping wretch reclines his languid head;

For him no hand the cordial cup applies,

Or wipes the tear that stagnates in his eyes

;

No friends with soft discourse his pain beguile,

Or promise hope till sickness wears a smile.

But soon a loud and hasty summons calls.

Shakes the thin roof, and echoes round the walls

;

Anon, a figure enters, quaintly neat.

All pride and business, bustle and conceit,

With looks unaltered by these scenes of wo,

With speed that, entering, speaks his haste to go;

He bids the gazing throng around him fly,

,\nd carries fate and physic in his eye ;

A potent quack, long versed m human ills.

Who first insults the victim whom he kills

;

Whose murderous hand a drowsy bench protect,

.\nd whose most tender mercy is neglect.

Paid by the parish for attendance here,

He wears contempt upon his s.apient sneer;

In h.aste he seeks the bed where misery lies.

Impatience marke<l in his averted eyes
;

And, some habitual queries hurried o'er.

Without reply, he rushes on the door
;

His drooping patient, long inured to pain.

And Ion" unheeded, knows remonstrance va'n ;

He ceases now the feeble help to crave

Of man ; and silent sinks into the grave.
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[Isaac Ashford, a Noble Peaaani.^

[From the • Parish Register.']

Next to these ladies, but in nought allied,
A noble peasant, Isaa<- Ashford, died.
Noble he wius, contemning all things mean,
His truth unquestioned and his soul serene:
Of no man's presence I.saac felt afraid;
At no man's question Isaac looked dismayed:
Shame knew him not, he dreaded no disgrace;
Truth, simple truth, was written in his face;
Yet while the serious thought his soul approred,
Cheerful he seemed, and gentleness he loved;
To bliss domestic he his heart resigned.
And with the firmest, had the fondest mind:
Were others joyful, he looked smiling on,
And gave allowance where he needed none;
Good he refused with future ill to buy.
Nor knew a joy that caused reflection's sigh;
A friend to virtue, his unclouded breast
No envy stung, no jealousy distressed;
(Bane of the poor! it wounds their weaker mind
To miss one favour which their neighbours find)
Yet far was he from stoic-pride removed'
He felt humanely, and he warmly loved:'
I marked his action when his infant died.
And his old neighbour for offence'was tried;
The still tears, stealing down that furrowed cheek,
Spoke pity plainer than the tongue can speak.
If pride were his, 'twas not their vulgar pride.
Who, in their ba.se contempt, the great deride;
Nor pride in learning, though my clerk agreed,'
If fate should call hnu, Ashford might succeed;
Nor pride in rustic skill, although we knew
None his superior, and his equals few:
But if that spirit in his soul had place.
It was the jealous pride that shuns disgrace;
A pride in honest fame, by virtue gained.
In sturdy boys to virtuous labours trained;
Pride in the power that guards his country's coaat,
Arid all that Englishmen enjoy and boast;
Pride in a life that slander's tongue defied,
In fact, a noble passion, misnamed pride.
He had no party's rage, no sect'ry's whim;

Christian and countryman was all with him;
True to his church he came ; no Sunday-shower
Kept him at home in that important hour

;

Nor his firm feet could one persuading sect
By the strong glare of their new light°direct;
' On hope, in mine own sober Hight, I gaze.
But should be blind and lose it in your blaze.'

In times severe, when many a sturdy swain
Felt it his pride, his comfort to complain,
Isaac their wants would soothe, his own would hide
And feel in that his comfort and his pride.

'

At length he found, when seventy years were run
His strength departed and his labour done;

'

When, save his honest fame, he kept no more;
But lost his wife and saw his children poor;
Twas then a spark of—say not discontent

—

Struck on his mind, and thus he gave it vent:
'Kind are your laws ('tis not to be denied),'

That in yon house fur ruined age provide.
And they are just

; when young, we give you allAnd then for comforts in our weakness call. '

Why then this proud reluctance to be fed,
To join your poor and eat the parish-bread'
But yet I linger, loath with him to feed
Who gains his plenty by the sons of need:
He who, by contract, all your paupers took,
And gauges stomachs with an anxious look':
On some old master I coulil well depend;
See him with joy and thank him as a friend-
But ill on him who doles the day's supjily
And counts our chances who at night may die :

Yet help me Heaven ! and let me not complain
Of what befalls me, but the fate sustain '

Such were his thoughts, and so resigned he grew
Daily he [daced the workhouse in his view'

'

But came not there, for sudden was his fate
He dropt expiring at his cottage-gate.

'

I feel his absence in the hours of prayer
And view his seat, and sigh for Isaac there''
I see no more those white locks thinly spread
Round the bald polish of that honoured head-
No more that awful glance on playful wi^-ht

'

Compelled to kneel and tremble at the si^ht-
To fold his fingers all in dread the while

" '

Till Mister Ashford softened to a smile;

'

No more that meek and suppliant look 'in prayerN or the pure faith (to give it force) are there : . . .

.

But he is blest, and I lament no more,
A wise good man contented to be poor.

[Phoele Dawson.']

CFrom the ' Parish Register.']

Two summers since, I saw at Lammas fair,
The sweetest flower that ever blossomed there

-

When Phtebe Dawson gaily crossed the green

'

In haste to see and happy to be seen;
'

Her air, her manners, all who saw, admired,
Courteous though coy, and gentle though re'tired-
The joy of youth and health her eyes displayed,

'

And ca.se of heart her every look conveyed;
A native skill her simple robes expressed
As with untutored elegance she dressed;

'

The lads around admired so fair a sight.
And Phojbe felt, and felt she gave, delit^ht.
Admirers soon of every age she gained,

°

Her beauty won them and her worth retained •

Envy itself could no contempt display,
'

They wished her well, whom yet they wished away-
Correct in thought, she judged a servant's place
Preserved a rustic beauty from disgrace;
But yet on Sunday-eve, in freedom's hour,
With secret joy she felt that beauty's power;
When some proud bliss upon the heart would steal.
That, poor or rich, a beauty still must feel.
At length, the youth ordained to move her breast,

Before the swains with bolder spirit pressed;
With looks less timid made his passion kno'wn,
And pleased by manners, most unlike her own;
Loud though in love, and confident though young;
Pierce in his air, and voluble of tongue;
By trade a tailor, though, in scorn of trade.
He served the squire, and brushed the coat he made:
Yet now, would Phtebe her consent afford.
Her slave alone, again he'd mount the board

;

With her should years of growing love be spe'nt.
And growing wealth :—she sighed and looked consent.
Now, through the lane, up hill, and cross the green,

(Seen by but few and blushing to be seen—
Dejected, thoughtful, anxious, and afraid)
Led by the lover, walked the silent maid

:

Slow through the meadows roved they many a mile,
Toyed by each bank and trifled at each stile;
Where, as he painted every blissful view,
And highly coloured what he strongly drew,
The pensive damsel, prone to tender fears.
Dimmed the false prospect with prophetic tears

:

Thus passed the allotted hours, till, lingering late.
The lover loitered at the master's gate;
There he pronounced adieu ! and yet would stay.
Till chidden—soothed—intreated—forced away 1

He would of coldness, though indulged, complain,
And oft retire and oft return again;
M'hen, if his teasing vexed her gentle mind,
The grief assumed compelled her to be kind!
For he would proof of plighted kindness crave,
That she resented first, and then forgave,
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Ami to his priof ami poiiaucc yielded more

Than his proiuiniition had rcquiit'd before:—

•

Ah! flv tcmiitation, youth; refrain! refrain!

Each yielding maid and each jiresuniin;; swain

!

Lo! now with red rent eloak and bonnet black,

And torn green gown loose hanging at her back,

One who an infant in her arms sustains,

And seems in patience striving with her pains;

Pinched are her looks, as one who pines for bread.

Whose cares are growing and whose hopes are tied

;

Pale her parched lips, her heavy eyes sunk low,

And tears unnoticed from their channels tlow;

Serene her manner, till some sudden pain

Frets the meek soul, and then she's calm again ;

Her broken pitcher to the pool she takes,

And eierv step with cautious terror makes

;

For not alone that infant in her arms.

But nearer cause her anxious soul alarms ;

With water burdened then she picks her way,

Slowly and cautious, in the dinging clay;

Till, in mid-green, she trusts a place unsound,

And deejily plunges in the adhesive ground;

Thence, biit with pain, her slender foot she takes.

While hope the mind as strength the frame forsakes;

For when so full the cup of sorrow grows,

Add but a drop, it instantly o'erflows.

And now her path but not her peace she gains.

Safe from her task, but shivering with her pains;

Her home she reaches, open leaves the door.

And placing first her infant on the floor,

She hares her bosom to the wind, and sits,

And sobbing struggles with the rising fits;

In vain, they come, she feels the inflating grief.

That shuts the swelling bosom from relief;

That speaks in feeble cries a soul distressed.

Or the sad laugh that cainiot be repressed;

The neighbour-matron leaves her wheel, and flies

With all the aid her poverty supplies

;

Unfee'd, the calls of nature she obeys.

Not led by profit, not allured by praise ;

And waiting long, till these contentions cease.

She speaks of comfort, and departs in peace.

Friend of distress ! the mourner feels thy aid.

She cannot pay thee, but thou wilt be paid.

But who this child of weakness, want, and care 1

'Tis Phccbe Dawson, piide of Lammas fair;

Who took her lover for his sparkling eyes.

Expressions warm, and love-inspiring lies

:

Compassion first assailed her gentle heart

For all his suffering, all his bosom's smart

:

' And then his prayers ! they would a savage moTe,

And win the coldest of the sex to love :'

But ah ! too soon his looks success declared,

Too late her loss the marriage-rite repaired;

The faithless flatterer then his vows forgot,

A captious tyrant or a noisy sot

:

If present, railing till he saw her pained
;

If absent, spending what their labours gained

;

Till that fair form in want and sickness pined,

And hope and comfort fled that gentle mind.

Then fly temptation, youth ; resist ! refrain

!

Nor let me preach for ever and in vain !

IDream of tlie Conclanned Fdon-I

[From • The Borough.']

Yes ! e'en in sleep the impressions all remain,

He hears the sentence and he feels the chain;

He sees the judge and jury when he shakes,

And loudly cries, ' not guilty,' and awakes :

Then chilling tremblings o'er his body creep.

Till worn-out nature is compelled to sleep.

Now comes the dream again : it shows each scene.

With each small circumstance that comes between—

The call to suflTering, and the very deed-
There crowds go with him, follow, and precede;

Some heartless shout, some pity, all condemn,

Wliile he in fancied envy looks at them ;

He seems tlie place for that sad act to see,

And dreams the very thirst wliich tlien will be
;

X priest attends— it seems the one he knew
in his best d.ays, beneath wlutse care he grew.

At this his terrors take a sudden flight;

He sees his native village with delight ;

The house, the chamber, where he once arrayed

His youthful person, wlierc he knelt and prayed
;

Then, too, the comforts he enjoyed at home.

The days of joy ; the joys themselves are come ;

The hours of innocence, the timid look

Of his loved maid, when first her hand he took

And told his hope ; her trembling joy appears,

Her forced reserve, a)Kl his retreating fears.

All now are present
—

'tis a njoment's gleam

Of former sunshine—stay, delightful dream !

Let him within his pleasant garden walk.

Give him her arm, of blessings let them talk.

Yes ! all are with him now, and all the while

Life's early prospects and his Fanny's smile ;

Then come his sister and his village friend.

And he will now the sweetest moments spend

Life has to yield: no, never will he find

Again on earth such pleasure in his mind:

He goes through slirubby walks these friends among.

Love in their looks and honour on the tongue ;

Nay, there's a charm beyond what nature shows,

The bloom is softer, and' more sweetly glows
;

Pierced by no crime, and urged by no desire

For more than true and honest hearts require.

They feel the calm delight, and thus proceed

Through the green lane, then linger in the mead.

Stray o'er the heath in all its purple bloom,

And pluck the blossom where the wild bees hum ;

Then through the broomy hound with ease they pass,

And press the sandy sheep-walk's slender grass.

Where dwarfish flowers among the gorse are spread.

And the l.anib browses by the linnet's bed ;

Then 'cross the bounding brook they make their way

O'er its rough bridge, and there behold the bay;

The ocean smiling to the fervid sun.

The waves that faintly fall, and slowly run.

The ships at distance, and the boats at hand
;

And now they walk upon the sea-side sand.

Counting the number, and what kind they be,

Ships softly sinking in the sleepy sea ;

Now arm in arm, now parted, they behold

The glittering waters on the shingles rolled:

The timid girls, half dreading tlieir design,

Dip the small foot in the retarded brine.

And search for crimson weeds, which spreading flow,

Or lie like pictures on the sand below
;

With all those bright rod pebbles that the sun

Throu"h the small waves so softly shines upon ;

And those live lucid jellies which the eye

Delights to trace as they swim glittering by

;

Pearl shells and rubied star-fish they admire,

And will arrange above the parlour fire.

Tokens of bliss ! ' Oh, horrible ! a wave

Roars as it rises—save me, Edward, save !'

She cries. Alas ! the watchman on his way
Calls, and lets in—truth, terror, and the day I

[Story of a Betrothed Pair in HumhU Life.']

[From * The Borough.']

Yes, there are real mourners ; I have seen

A fair sad girl, mild, suffering, and serene;

Attention through the day her duties claimed,

And to be useful as resigmed she aimed;

Neatly she dressed, nor vainly seemed to expect

Pity for grief, or pardon for neglect;

But when her wearied parents sunk to sleep,

She sought her place to meditate and weep:
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Then to her mind wan all the pant displayed,
"That faithful memory briiigs to sorrow's aid •

For then slie thought on one regretted youth,'
Her tender trust, ami his unquestioned truth;
In every pla.-« she wandered where they'd been
And sadly-SH^-red held the parting scene

'

nhere hut for sea he took his leave—that place
V, ith douhle interest wouhl she nightly trace;
For long the courtship was, and he would say'
Each time he sailed, 'This once, and then the

day
;

Yet prudence tarried, but when last he went,
He drew from pitying love a full consent.
Happy he sailed, and great the care she took

riiat he should soflly sleep, and smartly look :M hite was his better linen, and his check
Was made more trim than any on the deck

;And every comfort men at sea can know,
Has hers to buy, to make, and to bestow;
For he to Greenland sailed, and much she told
How he should guard against the climate's cold,

^ et saw not danger, dangers he'd withstood,
Nor could she trace the fever in his blood.
His messmates smiled at flushings in his cheek,
And he, too, smiled, but seldom would he speak •

For now he found the danger, felt the pain,
'

With grievous symptoms he could not explain.
He called his friend, and prefaced with a si"hA lover's message—' Thomas, I must die ;

°

V\ ould I could see my Sallv, and could restMy throbbing temples on her faithful breast.
And gazing go ! if not, this trifle take.
And say, till death I wore it for her sake.
Yes, I must die—blow on, sweet breeze, blow on '

Oive me one look before my life be gone

;

Oh, give me that ! and let me not d'espai'r-
One last fond look—and now repeat the prayer

'

He had his wish, and more. I will not piiut
Ihe lovers' meeting: she beheld him faint—
\V ith tender fears she took a nearer view.
Her terrors doubling as her hopes withdrew;
He tried to smile, and half-succeeding, said
Yes, I must die '—and hope for ever fled.

'

Still long she nursed him ; tender thoughts mean
time

Were interchanged, and hopes and views sublime
lo her he came to die, and every day
She took some portion of the dread away

;With him she prayed, to him his Bible re'ad
Soothed the faint heart, and held the aching head •

She came with smiles the hour of pain to cheer
Apart she sighed, alone she shed the tear

;

Then, as if breaking from a cloud, she gave
Fresh light, and gilt the prospect of the ^ave
One day he lighter seemed, and they forgot'

The care the dread, the anguish of their lot

;

J hey spoke with cheerfulness, and seemed to think
i et sani not so—' Perhaps he will not sink.'A sudden brightness in his look appeared,A sudilen vigour in his voice was heard

;She had been reading in the Book of Prayer,And led him forth, and placed him in his chair jLively beseemed, and spoke of all he knew,
ihe friendly many, and the favourite few
ISor one that day did he to mind recall,
iiut she has treasured, and she lores them allM hen in her way she meets them, they appear
Peculiar people-death has made theni dearHe named his friend but then his hand she pressed.And fondly whispered, ' Thou must go to rest.'

1 go, he said, but as he spoke she found
His hand more cold, and fluttering was the sound

;Then gazed afl'nghtened, but she caught a lastA dying look of love, and all was past.
'

She placed a decent stone his grave above
Neatly engraved, an offering of her lore :

'

TILL Tng pkrse:«t Tim.

For that she wrought, for that forsook her bedAwake alike to duty and the dead.
'

She would have grieved had they presumed to spare
1 he least assistance—'twas her proper care.
Here will she come, and on the grave will sit
Folding her anus, in long abstracted fit • '

But if observer pass, will take her round',
And careless seem, for she would not be found •

Then go again, and thus her hour employ
'

While visions please her, and while woes 'destroy.

[^An EnglUh Fen—Gipaies.'\

fProm ' Tales'—Lover's Jouiney.]

On either side
Is level fen, a prospect wild and wide
With dikes on either hand by ocean 's' self supplied-
i-ar on the right the distant sea is seen
And salt the springs that feed the mars'h between-
Beneath an ancient bridge, the straitened flood
Kolls through its sloping banks of slimy mud-
Near it a sunken boat resists the tide.
That frets and hurries to the opposing' side;
The rushes sharp that on the borders grow,'
Bend their brown flowerets to the stream b'elow
Impure in all its course, in all its progress slow'-
Here a grave Flora scarcely deigns to bloom,
Nor wears a rosy blush, nor sheds perfume-
The few dull flowers that o'er the place are spread.
Partake the nature of their fenny bed.
Here on its wiry stem, in rigid bloom.
Grows the salt lavender that lacks pe'rfume;
Here the dwarf sallows creep, the septfoil harsh
And the soft slimy mallow of the marsh;

'

Low on the ear the distant billows sound',
And just in view appears their stony bound-
Nor hedge nor tree conceals the glowing sun

;

Birds, .save a watery tribe, the district shun.
Nor chirp among the reeds where bitter waters run.
Again, the country was inclosed, a wide

And sandy road has hanks on either side;
Where, lo ! a hollow on the left appeared'.
And there a gipsy tribe their tent had rea'red;
Twas open spread to catch the morning sun.
And they had now their early meal begun,W hen two brown boys just left their grassy seat,
The early traveller with their prayers to greet;
VV hile yet Orlando held his pence in hand.
He saw their sister on her duty stand;
Some twelve years old, demure, affbcted, sly.
Prepared the force of early powers to try;
Sudden a look of languor he descries.
And well-feigned apprehension in he'r eyes;
Trained, but yet savage, in her speaking face
He marked the features of her vagrant race.
When a light laugh and roguish leer expressed
The vice implanted in her youthful breast;
Forth from the tent her elder brother came.
Who seemed ofl'ended, yet forbore to blame
The young designer, but could only trace
The looks of pity in the traveller's' face.
Within the father, who from fences nigh.
Had brought the fuel for the fire's supply,W atched now the feeble blaze, and stood dejected by;
On ragged rug, just borrowed from the bed.
And by the hand of coarse indulgence fed.
In dirty patchwork negligently dressed,
Reclined the wife, an infant at her breast;
In her wild face some touch of grace remained.
Of vigour palsied, and of beauty stained;
Her bloodshot eyes on her unheeding mate
Were wrathful turned, and seemed herwants to state.
Cursing his tardy aid. Her mother there
With gipsy state engrossed the only chair;
Solemn and dull her look: with such she stands,
And reads the milkmaid's fortune in her hands,
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Traoiiiji; the lines of lift; nssuroed through years,

Kaeh fcatun' now the stcailv falaehood wears;

With hani and savage eye she views the food,

And pnids;ing pinohes their intruding brood.

Laiit in the group, the worn-out grandsire sits

Neglected, lost, and living hut by fits;

Useless, despised, his worthless labours done,

And half-protc<-tfd by the vii-ious son.

Who half-supports hitu, he with heavy glance

Views the young rulfiuns who around him dance,

And, by the sadness in his face, appears

To trace the progress of their future years;

Through what strange course of niiacry, vice, deceit.

Must wildly wander each unpractised cheat;

W'hat shame and grief, what punishment and pain.

Sport of fierce passions, must each child sustain.

Ere they like him approach their latter end,

Without a hope, a comfort, or a friend 1

[^Gradual ApproaAes of Age.]

[From Tales of the Hall.']

Six years had passed, and forty ere the six,

When time began to play his usiial tricks

;

The locks once comely in a virgin's sight.

Locks of pure brown, displayed the encroaching white
;

The blood, once fervid, now to cool began.

And Time's strong pressure to subdue the man.

I rode or walked as I was wont before,

But now the bounding spirit was no more

;

A moderate pace would now my body heat

;

.\ walk of moderate length distress my feet.

I showed my stranger guest those hills sublime,

But said, ' The view is poor ; we need not climb.'

At a friend's mansion 1 began to dread

The cold neat parlour and the gay glazed bed :

At home I felt a more decided taste.

And must have all things in my order placed.

I ceased to hunt ; my horses pleased me less

—

My dinner more ; I learned to play at chess.

I took my dog and gun, but saw the brute

Was disappointed that I did not shoot.

My morning walks I now could bear to lose,

And blessed the shower that gave me not to choose

:

In fact, I felt a languor stealing on ;

The active arm, the agile hand, were gone

;

Small daily actions into habits grew,

And new dislike to forms and fashions new.

I loved my trees in order to dispose

;

I numbered peaches, looked how stocks arose

;

Told the same story oft—in short, began to prose.

[Song of the Crcatd Maiden.]

[From the same.]

Let me not have this gloomy view

About my room, about my bed ;

But morning roses, wet with dew.

To cool my burning brow instead ;

As flowers that once in Eden grew.

Let them their fragrant spirits shed.

And every day their sweets renew,

Till I, a fading flower, am dead.

let the herbs I loved to rear

Give to my sense their perfumed breath I

Let them be placed about my bier.

And grace the gloomy house of death.

I'll have my grave beneath a hill.

Where only Lucy's self shall know,

Where runs the pure pellucid rill

Upon its gravelly bed below:

There violets on the borders blow,

And insects their soft light display,

Till, as the morning sunbeams glow.

The cold phosphoric fires decay.

That is the grave to Lucy shown ;

The soil a pure and silver sand;

The green cold moss above it grown,

Unplucke<i of all btit maiden hand.

In virgin earth, till then unturned.

There let my maiden form be laid

;

Nor let my changed clay be spumed.
Nor for new guest that bed be made.

There will the lark, the lamb, in sport,

In air, on earth, securely play :

And Lucy to my grave resort.

As innocent, but not so gay.

I will not have the churchyard ground
With bones all black and ugly grown.

To press my shivering body round.

Or on my wasted limbs be thrown.

With ribs and skulls I will not sleep.

In clammy beds of cold blue clay.

Through which the ringed earth-worma creep,

And on the shrouded bosom prey.

I will not have the bell proclaim

When those sad marriage rites begin,

And boys, without regard or shame.

Press the vile mouldering masses in.

Say not, it is beneath my care—
I cannot these cold truths allow

;

These thoughts may not afflict me there.

But oh ! they vex and tease me now !

Raise not a turf, nor set a stone.

That man a maiden's grave may trace,

But thou, my Lucy, come alone.

And let ali'ection find the place 1

[ Shetehes of A ntximn.
]

[From the same.]

It was a fair and mild autumnal sky,

.\nd earth's ripe treasures met the admiring eye,

As a rich beauty when her bloom is lost.

Appears with more magnificence and cost

:

The wet and heavy grass, where feet had strayed.

Not yet erect, the wanderer's way betrayed ;

Showers of the night had swelled the deepening rill.

The morning breeze had urged the quickening mill;

Assembled rooks had winged their seaward flight.

By the same passage to return at night.

While proudly o'er them hung the steady kite.

Then turned them back, and left the noisy throng.

Nor deigned to know them as he sailed along.

Long yellow leaves, from osiers, strewed around.

Choked the dull stream, and hushed its feeble sound,

While the dead foliage dropt from loftier trees.

Our squire beheld not with his wonted ease ;

But to his own reflections made reply.

And said aloud, ' Yes ; doubtless we must die.'

' We must,' said Richard ;
' and we would not live

To feel what dotage and decay will give
;

But we yet taste whatever we behold;

The morn is lovely, though the air is cold:

There is delicious quiet in this scene.

At once so rich, so varied, so serene;

Sounds, too, delight us—each discordant tone

Thus mingled please, that fail to please alone;

This hollow wind, this rustling of the brook,

The farm-yard noise, the woodman at yon oak

—

See, the axe falls !—now listen to the stroke:

That gun itself, that murders all this peace.

Adds to the charm, because it soon must cease.

Cold grew the foggy mom, the day was brief,

Loose on the cherry hung the crimson leaf:

The dew dwelt ever on the herb ; the woods

Roared with strong blasts, with mighty showers the

floods:
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All green wu^ vuiiiijhed save of pine and yew.
That atiU ilisplayi'il tlitii- ineUndiuly hue;
Save tlie <;ri:en liolly witli its berries rcl,

Aiid the green moss that o'er the gravel spread.

SAMUKL ROGERS.

There is a poetry of taste as well as nf the pas-
sions, which can only be relishe<l In- Ibe intillcctual

classes, but is cajLible of inipartini; exquisite plea-
sure to tliiise wlu) have the key to its liiciiien

mysteries. It is somewliat akin tn tlnit di-licate

appreciation of the fine arts, or of music, wliich in

some men amounts to almost a new sense. Mr
Samuel Kookus, author of the I'Imxures nf Mrmori/,
m.iy be considered a votary of this .school of rctine-

ment. We have everywliere in liis works a classic

and graceful beauty ; nci slovenly or obscure lines ;

fine cabinet pictures of .soft and nicUow lustre; and
occasionally trains of thought and association that
awaken or reiall tender and heroic feelings. His
diction is clear and iwilisbed—finished with great
care and .scrupidous nicety. On the otlier h.and, it

must be adniitteil that be has no forcible or original

invention, no deep pathos that tlirills the sonl, and
no kindling energy tlnit fires the imagination. In
his shadowy poem of Cohiinhitu, be seems often to

Terge on the sublime, but does not attain it. His
late works are his best. Parts of Human Life pos-
sess deeper feeling than are to be found in the
'Pleasures of Memory;' and in the easy half con-
versational .sketches of liis Ilali/. there are deliglitful

glimpses of Italian life, and scenery, and old tradi-

tions. The poet was an airomplisbed traveller, a
lover of the fair and go<-id, and a worshijiper of the
classic glories of the past. The life of Mr lingers
has been as calm and felicitous as his poetry: he
has for more than half a century maintained his
place in oiir national literature. lie was born at
Newington Green, a village now included in the
growing vasfness nf London, in the year 1762. His
father (well-known and respected among the dissen-
ters) was a hanker by profession ; and tlie poet,

after a careful private edui'ation. was introduced
into the banking establishment, of which he is still

a partner. He was fi.ted in his determination nf be-
coming a poet by the perusal nf lieattie's Minstrel,
when he was only nine years of age. His boyish
enthusiasm led him also to sigh for an interview
with Dr .Johnson, and to attain this, he twice pre-
sented himself at the door of .Inhnson's well-known
house in Holt Court, Fleet Street. On the first

occasion the great moralist was not at home ; and
the second time, after he bad rung the bell, the
heart of the yo\mg aspirant misgave him, and be
retreated without waiting for the servant. Rogers

^y^-^-f. -^ ^^
;

e-tj/

was then in his fourteenth year. Notwithstanding

the proverbial roughness of Johnson's manner, we
have no doubt he would have been flattered by this

instance of youthful admiration, and would have

received his intended visitor with f itlicrly kindness

and aflection. Mr Kogers appeared as an author in

1786, the same year that witnessed the glorious

advent of Burns. The production of lingers was a

thin (juarto of a few I'agcs, an ()ili- tn aujuinlitkm,

and other poems. In 17'J2 be produced tlie ' Plea-

sures of Memory ;' in 1S12 the • Voyage of Colum-

bus' (a fragment); and in IhU Juajuclhie, a. tuie,

published m conjunction with Byron's Lara

—

Like morning brought by night.

In 1819 appeared Human Life,' and in 1822 "Italy,"

a de8cri|itive poem in blank verse. The collected
works of .Mr Kogers have been published in various
forms—one of them containing vignette engravings
from designs by Slothard, and forming no incon-
siderable tro])hy of Brilisb art. The poet has been
enabled to cultivate his favourite tastes, to enrich
his house ill St James's Place with some of the

House of Mr Rogers in St Janie^'t^ Place,

finest and rarest pictures, busts, books, and gema,
and to entertain his friends with a generous and
unostentatious hospitality. His conversatinn is rich

and various, abounding in wit, eloquence, shrewd
observatitin, and interesting personal anecdote. He
has been familiar with almost every distinguished
author, orator, and artist for the last forty years.

Perhaps nti single individual lias had so many works
detlieated to him as memorials of friendshij) or ad-

miration. It is gRitifying to mention, that his

benevolence is ecjnal to bis taste : his bounty soothed
and relieved the deathbed of Sheridan, and is now
e.xerted to a large extent, annually, iu behalf of suf-

leriiig or unfriended talent.

Nature denied him much,
But gave him at his birth what most he values

:

A passionate love for music, sculjiture, painting,

For poetry, the language of the gods,

For all things here, or grand or beautiful,

A setting sun, a lake among the mountains,

Tlie light of an ingenuous countenance,
And, what transcends them all, a noble action.

Italii.

[From the ' Pkaturea of Memory.']

Twilight's soft dews steal o'er the village green,

W'ith magic tints to harmonise the scene.

Stilled is the hum that through the hamlet broke,

When round the ruins of their uucieut oak
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The pcasiuits Bi>ckeil to hear the minstrel play,

And ganu's and ciirnls closed the husjr day.

Her wheel at rest, tlie matron thrills no more

With treasured tales and le);cndar.v lore.

All, all are Hed ; n^r mirth nor musie flows

To chase the dreams of innoeent re|uise.

AH, all arc fled; yet still I linger here!

What secret dmnns this silent spot endear!

Mark von old mansion frowning througli the trees.

Whose hollow turret woos the whistling hreey.e.

That ca.sement, archeii with ivy's brownest shade,

First to these eyes the light of heaven conveyed.

The mouUieriiig gateway strews the grass-grown court.

Once the calm scene of many a siujple sport;

When nature ]>leased, for lite itself was new,

And the heart promised wluit the fancy drew.

See, through the fractured iicdiment revealed.

Where moss inlays the ruddy sculptured shield,

The martin's old hereditary nest.

Long may the ruin spare its hallowed guest!
*• « •

Childhood's loved group revisits every scene.

The tangled wooil-walk and the tufted green!

Indulgent Memory wakes, and lo, they live!

Clothed with far softer hues than light can give.

Thou first, best friend that Heaven assigns below,

To soothe and sweeten all the cares we know;

Whose glad suggestions still each vain alarm.

When nature fades and life forgets to chanu;

Thee would the Muse invoke!—to thee belong

The sage's precept and the poet's song.

What softened views thy magic gla-ss reveals,

When o'er the landscape Time's meek twilight steals]

As when in ocean sinks the orb of day,

Long on the wave reflected lustres play;

Thy tempered gleams of happiness resigned.

Glance on the darkened mirror of the mind.

The school's lone porch, with reverend mosses gray,

•lust tells the pensive pilgrim where it lay.

Mute is the bell that rung at peep of dawn.

Quickening ray truant feet across the lawn:

Unheard the shout that rent the noontide air,

When the slow dial gave a pause to care.

Dp spriiiiTS, at every step, to claim a tear.

Some little friendship formeil and cherished here;

And not the lightest leaf, but trembling teems

With golden visions and romantic dreams.

Down by yon hazel copse, at evening, blazed

The gipsy's fagot—there we sti>od and gazed;

Gazed on her sun-burnt face with silent awe.

Her tattered mantle and her hood of straw;

Her moving lips, her cauldron brimming o'er;

The drowsy brood that on her back she bore.

Imps in the bam with mousing owlets bred.

From rifled roost at nightly revel fed;

Whose dark eyes flashed through locks of blackest

shade.

When in the breeze the distant watch-dog bayed:

And heroes fled the sibyl's muttered call.

Whose elfin prowess scaled the orchard wall.

As o'er my palm the silver iiiece she drew.

And traced the line of life with searching view.

How throbbed my fluttering pulse with hopes and fears.

To learn the colour of my future years!

Ah, then, what honest triumph flushed my breast;

This truth once known—to bless is to be blest!

We led the beniiing beggar on his way

(Bare were his feetj his tresses silver-gray).

Soothed the keen pangs his aged spirit felt.

And on his tale with mute attention dwelt:

As in his scrip we dropt our little store.

And sighed to think that little was no more.

He breathed his prayer, ' Long may such goodness live!'

Twas all he gave—''twas all he had to give.

Survey the globe, each ruder realm explore;

From Reason's faintest ray to Newton soar.

What dilVerent spheres to human bliss assigned!

What slow gradations in the sc4ile of mind !

Yet mark in each these mystic W(»nders wrought;
(.)h mark the sleepless energies of thought

!

The ad^entu^^lus boy that asks his little share.

And hies from home with many a gossip's prayer,

Turns on the neighbouring hill, once more to see

The dear abode of peace and privacy ;

.\nd as he turns, the thatch among the trees.

The smoke's blue wreaths ascending with the breeze,

The village-common spotted white with sheep.

The churchyard yews round which his futherb sleep;

All nnise Ueflection's sadly pleasing train.

And oft he looks and weeps, and looks again.

So, when the mild Tupia dared explore

Arts yet untaught, and worlds unknown before,

.And, with the sons of Science, wooed the gale

That, rising, swelled their strange expanse of sail

;

So, when he breathed his firm yet fond adieu,

Borne from his leafy hut, his carved canoe.

And all his soul best loved—such tears he shed,

While each soft scene of summer-beauty fled.

Long o'er the wave a wistful look he cast.

Long watched the streaming signal from the mast;

Till twilight's dewy tints deceived his eye.

Ami fairy forests fringed the evening sky.

So Sckitia's c|ueen, as slowly dawned the day,

Rose on her couch, and gazed her soul away.

Her eyes had blessed the beacon's glimnjering height.

That faintly tipped the feathery surge with light;

But now the morn with orient hues portrayed

Each castled clitf and brown monastic shade :

All touched the talisman's resistless spring.

And lo, what busy tribes were instant on the wing!

Thus kinilred objects kindred thoughts inspire,

.\3 summer-clouds flash forth electric fire.

And hence this spot gives back the joys of youth.

Warm as the life, and with the mirror's truth.

Hence home-felt pleasure prompts the patriot'l

sigh

;

This nuikes him wish to live, and dare to die.

Kor this young Foscari, whose hapless fate

Venice shoulil blush to hear the Muse relate,

\^hen exile wore his blooming years away.

To sorrow's long soliloquies a prey.

When reason, justice, vainly urged his cause.

For this he r<msed her sanguinary laws
;

Glad to return, though Hope could grant no more.

And chains and torture hailed hiin to the shore.

And hence the charm historic scenes impart;

Hence Tiber awes, anil Avon melts the heart.

Aerial forms in Tempo's classic vale

Glance through the gloom ami whisper in the gale;

In wild Vaucluse with love and Laura dwell,

And watch and weep in Eloisa's cell.

'Twas ever thus. Young Ammon, when he sought

Where Ilium stood, and where Pelides fought.

Sat at the helm himself No meaner hand

Steered through the waves, and when he struck the

land.

Such in his soul the ardour to explore,

Pclides-like, he leaped the first ashore.

'Twas ever thus. .As now at Virgil's tomb
We bless the shade, and bid the verdure bloom :

So Tully paused, amid the wrecks of Time,

On the rude stone to trace the truth sublime ;

When at his feet in honoured dust disclosed.

The inmiortal sage of Syracuse reposed.

And as he long in sweet delusion hung
Where once a Plato taught, a Pindar sung;

Who now but meets him musing, when he roves

His ruined Tusculan's romantic groves ?

In Rome's great forum, who but hears him roll

His moral thunders o'er the subject soul

!

And hence that calm delight the portrait gives

:

We gaze on every feature till it lives I
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Still the fond lover sees the absent raa'id;

And the lost friend still lingers in hia shade I

Say why the pensive widow loves to weep,

When on her knee she rocks her babe to sleep

:

Tremblingly still, she lifts his veil to trace

The father^s features in his infant face.

The hoary grandsire smiles the hour away,
Won by the raptures of a game at play;

He bends to meet each artless burst "f joy,

Forgets his age, and acts again the boy.

What though the iron school of war erase

Each milder \irtue, and each softer grace;

What though the fiend's torpedo-touch arrest

Each gentler, finer impulse of the breast;

Still lihall this active principle preside.

And wake the tear to Pity's self denied.

The intrepid Swiss, who guards & foreign bhore,

Condemned to climb his mountain-clifFs no more,

If chance he hears the song so sweetly wild
Which on those clilfs his infant hours beguiled.

Melts at the long-lost scenes that round him rise,

And sinks a martyr to repentant sighs.

Ask not if courts or camps dissolve the charm:
Say why Vespasian loved his Sabine farm?
Why great Navarre, when France and freedom bled,

Sought the lone limits of a forest-shed?

When Diocletian's self-corrected mind
The imperial fasces of a world resigned,

Say why we trace the labours of his spade
In calm Salona's philosophic shade?

Say, when contentious Charles renounced a throne,

To muse with monks unlettered and unknown.
What from his soul the parting tribute drew?
What claimed the sorrows of a last adieu?
The still retreats that soothed his tranquil breast

Ere grandeur dazzled, and its cares oppressed.

Undamped by time, the generous Instinct glows
Far as Angola's sands, as Zembla's snows;
Glows in the tiger's den, the serpent's nest,

On every form of varied life impressed.

The social tribes its choicest influence hail

:

And when the drum beats briskly in the gale,

The war-worn courser charges at the sound.

And with young vigour wheels the pasture round.
Oft has the aged tenant of the vale

Leaned on his staff to lengthen out the tale;

Oft have his lips the grateful tribute breathed,

From sire to son with pious zeal bequeathed.
When o'er the blasted heath the day declined.

And on the scathed oak warred the winter-wind;
When not a distant taper's twinkling ray
Gleamed o'ei the furze to light him on his way

;

When not a sheep-bell soothed his listening ear.

And the big rain-drops told the tempest near
;

Then did his horse the homeward track descry.

The track that shunned his sad inquiring eye;

And win each wavering purpose to relent,

With warmth so mild, so gently violent,

That his charmed hand the careless rein resigned.

And doubts and terrors vanished from his mind.
Recall the traveller, whose altered form

Has borne the buffet of the mountain-storm;
And who will first his fund impatience meet I

His faithful dog's already at his feet!

Yes, though the porter spurn him from the door.
Though all that knew him know his face no more.
His faithful dog shall tell his joy to each.
With that mute eloquence which pjisses speech.
And see, the master but returns to die

!

Yet who shall bid the watchful servant fly?

The blasts of heaven, the drenching dews of earth,

The wanton insults of unfeeling mirth,

These, when to guard Misfortune's sacred grave.

Will firm Fidelity exult to brave.

Led by what chart, transports the timid dove

The wreaths of conquest or the vows of love I

Say, through the cloudi what corapasa pointB her
flight?

Monarchs have gazed, and nations blessed the might.

Pile rocks on rocks, bid woods and mountains rise,

Krlipse her native shades, her native skies:

*Tis vainl through ether's pathless wild she goes.

And lights at last where all her cares repose.

Sweet bird! thy truth shall Harlem's walla attest^

And unborn ages consecrate thy nest.

When, with the silent energy of grief,

With looks that asked, yet dared not hope relief,

Want with her babes round generous Valour clung.
To wring the slow surrender from his tongue,
*Twas thine to animate her closing eye

;

Alas! 'twas thine perchance the first to die.

Crushed by her meagre hand when welcomed from th«
sky.

Hark! the bee winds her small but mellow horn,
Blithe to salute the sunny smile of mom.
O'er thymy downs she bends her busy course.

And many a stream allures her to its source.

*Tis noon— 'tis night. That eye so finely wTought,

Beyond the search of sense, the soar of thought,

Now vainly asks the scenes she left behind;

Its orb so full, its vision so confined !

Who guides the patient pilgrim to her cell

!

Who bids her soul with conscious triumph swell!

With conscious truth retrace the mazy clue

Of summer-scents, that charmed her as she flew!

Hail, Memory, hail! thy universal rei»;n

Guards the least link of Being's glorious chain.
• « *

As the stem grandeur of a Gothic tower

Awes us less deeply in its morning-hour,

Than when the shades of Time serenely fall

On every broken arch and ivied wall

;

The tender images we love to trace

Steal from each year a melancholy grace!

And as the sparks of social love expand,
As the heart opens in a foreign land ;

And, with a brother's warmth, a brother's smiley

The stranger greets each native of his isle
;

So scenes of life, when present and confest.

Stamp but their bolder features on the breast

;

Yet not an image, when remotely viewed,

However trivial, and however mde,
But wins the heart, and wakes the social sigh.

With every claim of close affinity!
« «

Hail, Memory, hail! in thy exhaustless mine
From age to age unnumbered treasures shine

!

Thought and her shadowy brood thy call obey.

And Place and Time are subject to thy sway

!

Thy pleasures most we feel when most alone

;

The only pleasures we can call our own.

Lighter than air, Hope's summer-visions die.

If but a fleeting cloud obscure the sky

;

If but a beam of sober Reason play,

Lo, Fancy's fairy frost-work melts away

!

But can the wiles of Art, the grasp of Power,

Snatch the rich rcHcs of a well-spent hour!
These, when the trembling spirit wings her flight.

Pour round her path a stream of living light

;

And gild those pure and perfect realms of rest.

Where Virtue triumphs, and her sons are blest!

[F^rom * Human Life.*]

The lark has sung his carol in the sky.

The bees have hummed their noontide lullaby;

Still in the vale the village bells ring round,

Still in Llewellyn hall the jests resound
;

For now the raudle-cup is circling there,

Now, glad at heart, the gossips breathe their prayer.

And, crowding, stop the cradle to admire

The babe, the sleeping image of his aire.
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roBi*>

A few -hort year,, an.i then these sounds "hall hail

The day aRain, and gladness fill the vale

;

So soon the child a youth, the youth a man,

Kaaer to run the race hi» fathers ran.

Th?n the huge ox shall yield the broad s.rlo.n .

The ale. now" brewed, in floods of amber shine ,

And, baskiuj; in the chimney's ample blaM.

•Mid n.anv a talc told of his boy.sh days,

The nunte' shall cry, of all her .lis beguiled,
^

« -Twas on her knees he sat so oft and smiled.

And soon again shall music swell the breeze

Soon, issuing forth, shall glitter through the trees

Vestures of nuptial white; and hymns be sung,

A^d"Tolets scattered round; and old and young.

In every cottage-porch with garlands green.

Stand s^ill tolaze, and, gazing, bless the scene,

While, her dark eyes declining, by his side,

Moves in her virgin veil the gentle bride.

And once, alasl nor in a distant hour.

Another voice shall come from yonder tower

,

When 'n dim chambers long black weeds are seen,

And weeping heard where only joy has been ;

When, by hts children borne, and from his door,

<;inwlv denarting to return no more.

He rests in holy'earth with them that went before.

And such is human life; so gliding on.

It glimmers like a meteor, and is gone !

Yet is the tale, brief though it be, as strange

As full, methinks, of wild and wonderous change.

As any that the wandering tribes require,
_

Stretched in the desert round their evening fire

,

As anv sun" of old, in hall or bower.

To Sstref-harps kt midnight's witching hour!

The day arrives, the moment wished and feared

;

The child is born, by many a pang endeared,^

And now the mother's ear has caught his cry

,

Oh grant the cherub to her asking eye

.

i^e fomes-she clasps him. To her bosom pressed.

He drinks the balm of life, and drops to rest.

Her by her smile how soon the stranger knows

!

How soon by his the glad discovery showsl

As to her lips she lifts the lovely boy,
_

What answering looks of sympathy and joy .

He walks, he speaks. In many a broken word

His wants, his wishes, and his griefs are heard.

And ever, ever to her lap he flies.

When rosy Sleep comes on with sweet surprise.

Locked in her arms, his arms across her flung

(That name most dear for ever on liis tongue).

As with soft accents round her neck he clings.

And, cheek to cheek, her lulling song she sings.

How blest to feel the beatings of his heart,

Brelthe his sweet breath, and kiss for kiss impart,

Watch o'er his slumbers like the brooding dove.

And if she can, exhaust a mother s love

.

Bit soon a nobler task demands her care.

Apart she joins his little hands m prayer,

Tellin.' of Him who sees in secret there!

And now the volume on her knee has caught

HU wandering eye-now many a written thought

Never to die, with many a lisping sweet,

Sri^oviDg, murmuring lips endeavour to repeat.

[i^rom ' Tfie Voyage of Coi«m6«».']

The sails were furled; with many a melting close.

Solemn and slow the evening anthem rose,

Rose to the Vir-in. 'Twas the hour of d.y.

When setting sSns o'er sumnier seas display

A path of glory, opening >" .f-f *^";. . . .

To golden climes and islands of the bleat,

And human voices, on the «''«"> »'^'
^ ,

Went o'er the waves in songs of gladness there .

CWen of men ! 'Twas thine, at noon of mght

Finit fcim the prow to hail the ghmmeriDg light

.

(K.mblem of Truth divine, wh.ise secret ray

Kilters tlie soul and makes the darkness day 1)

' Pedro ! Kodrigo ! there methouglit it shone !

There—in the we^t ! and now, alas! 'tis gone !—

'Twas all a dream ! we gaze and gaze in vain

!

Hut mark and speak not, there it comes again I

It moves!-what form unseen, what being there

With torch-like lustre fires the murky air?

His instincts, passions, say, how like our own!

Oh' when will day revoal a world unknown 1

Long on the deep the mists of morning lay,

Then rose, revealing as they rolled away

Half-circling hills, whose everlasting woods

Sweep with their sable skirts the shadowy floodi:

And say, when all, to holy transport given.

Embraced and wept as at the gates of Heaven,

When one and all of us, repentant, ran.

And on our faces, blessed the wondrous man

;

Say was 1 then deceived, or from the skies

Burst on my ear seraphic harmonies!

' Glory to Ood !' unnumbered voices sung,

'Glory to God!' the vales and mountains rung,

Voices that hailed creation's primal morn.

And to the shepherds sung a Saviour born.

Slowly, bareheaded, through the surf we bore

The sacred cross, and, kneeling, kissed the shore

But what a scene was there ! Nymphs of i^mance,

Youths graceful as the fawn, with eager glance.

Spring from the glades, and down the alleys peep.

Then headlong rush, bounding from steep to steep.

And clap their hands, exclaiming as they run,

' Come and behold the ChilJren of the Sun

!

When hark, a signal shot ! Ihe voice it canae

Over the sea in darkness and "' «'i"'.e !

They saw, they heard; and up the highest hill.

As in a picture, all at once were still

Creatures so fair, in garments strangely wro,,gl,t

From citadels, with Heaven's own th'.nder trau,ht.

Checked their light iootsteps-statue-like ihey

stood ., - ., ,,. 1

1

As worshipped forms, the Genu of the \\ ood !

At length the spell dissolves ! The warrior's lance

Rings on the tortoise with wild dissonance

!

And see, the regal plumes, the couch .. state

Still where it moves the wise in council wait

See now borne forth the monstrous mask ol gold.

And ebon chair of many a serpent-fold ;

These now exchanged for gifts that thrice surp^s

The wondrous ring, and lamp, and horse of bras .

What long-drawn tube transports the gazer home,

Kindling with stars at noon the ehereal dome!

•Tis here: and here circles of solid light

Charm with another self the cheated sight;

As man to man another self disclose.

That now with terror starts, with triumph glows!

Then Cora came, the youngest of her race.

And in her hands she hid her lovely face ;

Yet oft bv stealth a timid glance she cast.

And now 'with playful step the mirror passed.

Each bright reflection brighter than the last!

\nd oft behind it flew, and oft before ;

The more she searched, pleased and perplexed the

And "looked and laughed, and blushed with quick

surprise!

Her lips all mirth, all ecstacy her eyes

!

But soon the telescope attracts her view

;

And lo, her lover in his light canoe

Rockiii", at noontide, on the silent sea,

Before her lies ! It cannot, cannot be

Late as he left the shore, she lingered there.

Till less and less, he melted into air !

Si-h after sigh steals from her gentle frame.

And sav—that murmur—was it not his name!

She turns, and thinks, and, lost in wild amaze.

Gazes again, and could for ever gaze !
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[(rinci'ra.l

[From ' Italy.*]

If tbou t»houl(lst ever conu' by choice or chance

To Modona, where still religiously

Among her ancient trophies is preserved

Bulo;;naV bucket (in it.-* chain it hangs

AVithin that revcreml tower, the (iuirlaudine),

Stop at a palace near tlic Ue;:;^lo-;;ate,

Dwelt in oi* old by one ot" the I (rsini.

Its noble ^aniens, tt-iritce above t<nTace,

And ricii in fountains, statues, cypresses,

Will lon^ detain thee; throu;;h tlieir arched walks.

Dim, at niM)nday, discovering many a glimpse

Of knights and dames, such ;vs in uld romance,

And lover.% such as in heroic song,

Perhaps the two, fur groves were their delight,

That in the spring-tiun', as alone they sat,

Venturing togetlier on a tale of luve,

Read only part tliat day. A summer sun

Sets ere one half is st-en; but, c-rc thou go,

Knter the house—prithee, forget it not

—

And look awliile upon a picture there.

'Tis of a lady in her earliest youth.

The very last of that illustrious race,

Done by Zainpieri—but by whom 1 care not.

He who observes it, ere he jiasses on.

Gazes his till, and comes and comes again,

That he may call it up, when far away.

She sits, inclining forward as to speak.

Pier lips half-open, and her finger up,

As though she said * Beware!' Her vest of gold

'JJroidered with flowers, and clasped from head to foot,

An emerald-stone in every golden clasp
;

And on her brow, fairer than alabitster,

A coronet of pearls. But then her face.

So lovely, yet so arch, so full of mirth,

The overflowings of an innocent heart

—

It haunts me still, though many a year has fled.

Like some wild melody I

Alone it hangs

Over a mouldering heir-loom, its companion,

An oaken-chest, half eaten by the worm.

But richly carved by Antony of Trent

With Scripture-stories from the life of Christ;

A chest that came from Venice, and had held

The ducal robes of some old ancestor.

That by the way— it may be true or false

—

But don't forget the picture; and thou wilt not.

When thou hitst heard the tale they told me there.

She was an only child; from infancy

The joy, the pride of an indulgent sire.

Her mother dying of the gift she gave,

That precious gift, what else remained to him?
The young Ginevra was his all in life.

Still as she grew, for ever in his sight

;

And in her fifteenth year became a bride,

Marrying an only son, Francesco Doria,

Her playmate from her birth, and her first love.

Just as she looks there in her bridal dress,

She was all gentleness, all gaiety.

Her pranks the favourite theme of every tongne.

But now the day was come, the day, the hour;

Now, frowniui;, smiling, for the hundredth time.

The nurse, that ancient lady, preached decorum
;

And, in the lustre of her youth, she gave

Her hand, with her heart in it, to Francesco.

Great was the joy; but at the bridal feast,

When all sat down, the bride was wanting there.

Nor was she to be found ! Her father cried,

* 'Tis but to make a trial of our love
!'

And filled his glass to all ; but his hand shook.

And soon from guest to guest the panic spread.

'Twas but that instant she had left Francesco,

Laughing and looking back, and flying still,

Her ivory-tooth imprinted on his finger.

But now, nbis ! she wa-* not to be found
;

Nor from that hour could anything be guessed
But that she wjis not ! Wi-ary of liis life,

Francesco flew to \'enice, and forthwith

Flung it away in battle with tlie Turk.
Orsiiii lived; and long mightst thou have seen
An old man wandering as in quest of something.
Something he could not find— he knew not what,
\\'hen he was gnne, the house remaineil awhile
Silent and tenantless—then went to strangers.

Full fifty years were i)a.-^t, and all forgot.

When on an idle day, a day of search

'Mid tlie old lumber in the gallery.

That mouldering chest was noticed; and 'twOiS sud
By one as young, as thoughtless as Ginevra,
'Why not remove it from its lurking place

V

'Twas done as soon as said; but on the way
It burst, it fell; and lo, a skeleton.

With here and there a pearl, an emerald-stone,
A golden clasj), clasping a shred of gold!
All else had perished—save a nuptial ring.

And a small seal, her mother's legacy.

Engraven with a name, the name of both,
' Ginevra.' There then had she found a gravel
Within that chest hud she concealed herself.

Fluttering with joy the happii'st of the happy

;

When a spring-lock that lay in ambush there,

Fastened her down for ever

!

An Italian Song^

Dear is my little native vale,

The ring-dove builds and nmrmurs there}

Close by my cot she tells her tale

To every passing villager.

The squirrel leaps from tree to tree.

And shells his nuts at liberty.

In orange groves and myrtle bowers,
That breathe a gale of fragrance round,
I charm the fairy-footed hours

With my loved lute's romantic sound;
Or crowns of living laurel weave
For those that win tlie race at eve.

The shepherd's horn at break of day,

The ballet danced in twilight glade,

The canzonet and roundelay

Sung in the silent greenwood shade;
These simple joys that never fail,

Shall bind me to my native vale.

To the Buftetftj.

Child of the sun ! pursue thy rapturous flight,

Mingling with her thou lov'st in fields of light;

And, where the flowers of paradise unfold,

Quafl!' fragrant nectar from their cups of gold.

There shall thy wings, rich as an evening sky.

Expand and shut with silent ecstacy!

Yet wert thou once a worm, a thing that crept

On the bare earth, then wrought a tomb and slept.

And such is man; soon from his cell of clay

To burst a seraph in the blaze of day.

Wntteyi in the Iliijhlands of Scotland— 1812.

Blue was the loch, the clouds were gone,

Ben-Lomond in his glery shone,

AVhen, Luss, I left thee ; when the breeze

Bore me from thy silver sands.

Thy kirkyard wall among the trees,

Where, gray with age, the dial stands;

That dial so well-known to me !

Though many a shadow it had shed.

Beloved sister, since with tliee

The legend on the stone was read.
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The Oiirv isles floi fur away;

Tlmt with'ii.s woods an J uplands green,

\Vl.cif shei.lierd-luits arc dimly seen,

And son-H arc heard at close of day;

That, loo, the deer's wild covert tted,

And that, the asylum of the dead :

While, as the boat went merrily.

Much of Kob Itov the boatman told;

His arm tlmt fell below his knee.

His cattle ford and mountain hold.
_

Tarbat,' thy shore 1 climbed at last

,

And, thy shady region passed,

Vpon another shore 1 stood.

And looked upon another flood?

Great OeeanVs self! ('TIS he who 6 U

That vast and awful depth of hills).

Where many an elf was playing round.

Who treads unshod his classic ground,

And speaks, his native rocks among,

As Kim'al spoke, and Ossian sung.

Nilht fell, and dark and darker grew

That"narrow sea, that narrow sky,

As o'er the glimmering w^yes we flew.

The sea-bird rustling, wai ing by._

And now the grampus, half-descned,

Black and huge above the tide;

The cliffs and promontories there.

Front to front, and broad and bare;

Each bevond each, with giant feet

Advanci'ng as in haste to meet;

The shattered fortress, whence the Dane

Blew his shrill blast, nor rushed in vain.

Tyrant of the drear domain;

All into midnight shadow sweep.

When day springs upward from the deep!

Kindling the waters in its A'S".

The prow wakes splendour, and the oar,

That rose and fell unseen before.

Flashes in a sea of light;

Glad sign and sure, for now we hail

Thv flowers, Glenfinnart, in the gale
,

And bright indeed the P^'h should be

That leads to Friendship and to Thee.

Oh blest retreat, and sacred too

!

Sacred as when the bell of prayer

Tolled duly on the desert air.

And crosses decked thy summits blue.

Oft like some loved romantic tale.

Oft shall my weary mind recall.

Amid the hum and stir of men.

Thy beechen grove and watertali.

Thy ferry with its glidmg sail,

And her-the Lady of the Glen !

Pcatum.

[From ' Italy."]

They stand between the mountains and the sea ;3

'"".
. , ,...1 „<-„i,„m wfi know not.Thev stana oeiweeu luc luu—.

Av^ll memorials, but of whom «« ^now not.

The seaman passing, gazes from the deck.

The buflalo-driver, in his shaggy cloak

Po^ts to the work of magic, and moves on.

?ime wi^ they stood along the crowded street.

Temples of gods, and on their ample steps

What various h;bits, various tongues best

?he brazen gates for Pra);- and -"fi e !

irhr tttust'^siood, rd there the icu.d,

ISd here the judge, »at. and heard, and judged.

BignifWng in the GaeUc Umgaage an tathmus.

:i^.\tr^« Of p..-™ are ;h-jn -----:
.Ttr;r«ro?>."rer:«:;i:r.hem.

.ut tbey must .ave

•^J^w between two and thrc. thousand years.

All silent now, as in the ages past.

Trodden under f..ot, and mingled dust with dust.

How many centuries did the sun go round

From Mount Alburnus to the Tyrrhene sea.

While, by some spell rendered invisible.

Or if approached, approached by him alone

•Who saw as though he saw not, they remained

As in the darkness of a sepulchre.

Waiting the appointed time ! All, all within

Proclaims that nature had resumed her right.

And taken to herself what man renounced;

No cornice, triglyph, or worn abacus,

But with thick ivv hung, or branching fern.

Their iron-brown o'erspread with brightest verdure 1

From my youth upward have I longed to tread

This classic ground; and am 1 here at last!

Wandering at will through the long porticos.

And catching, as through some majestic grove.

Now the blue ocean, and now, chaos-like.

Mountains and raountain-gulfs, and, half-way up.

Towns like the living rock from which they grewl

A cloudy region, black and desolate.

Where once a slave withstood a world in arms.

The air is sweet with violets, running wild

'Mid broken friezes and fallen capitals

;

Sweet as when Tully, writing down his thoughts.

Those thoughts so precious and so lately lost

(Turning to thee, divine philosophy.

Ever at hand to calm his troubled soul;.

Sailed slowly by, two thousand years ago.

For Athens; when a ship, if north-east winds

Blew from the Pffistan gardens, slacked her course.

On as he moved along the level shore,

These temples, in their splendour eminent

'Mid arcs and obelisks, and domes and towers,

Reflecting back the radiance of the west.

Well mi|ht he dream of glory ! Now coiled up.

The serpent sleeps within them ; the she-woU

Suckles her young ; and as alone I stand

In this, the nobler pile, the elements
_

Of earth and air its only floor and covenng.

How solemn is the stillness ! Nothing stirs

Save the shrill-voiced cicala flitting round

On the rough pediment to sit and sing;

Or the green lizard rustling through the grass,

And up the fluted shaft with short quick spring.

To vanish in the chinks that time has made.

In such an hour as this, the sun s broad disk

Seen at his setting, and a flood of light_

Fillin'' the courts of these old sanctuaries

(Gigantic shadows, broken and confused.

Athwart the innumerable columns nung).

In such an hour he came, who saw and told,

Led by the mighty genius of the place.'

Walls of some capital city first appeared,

Half razed, half sunk, or scattered as in scorn;

And what Within them ? What but m the midst

These three in more than their original grandeur,

And, round about, no stone upon another!

As if the spoiler had fallen back m fear.

And, turning, left them to the elements.

To

Go you may call it madness, folly;

You shall not chase my gloom away 1

There's such a charm in melancholy,

I would not, if 1 could, be gay.

Oh, if you knew the pensive pleasure

That fills my bosom when 1 sigh.

You would not rob me of a treasure

Monarchs are too poor to buy.

1 They are said to have been discovered hy accident about tba

middle of the last century. .
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A WiJl.

Mine he a cot beside the hil!
;A bee-hive's hiiiji shiiU soothe mr car;

Awillowv brook, i)iat turns a nii'll,

With many a fall, shall linger near.

The swallow oft bencatli my thatch
Shall twitter from her clay-built nest:
Oft shall the pilgrim lift the latch.
And share my meal, a welcome guest.

Around my ivied porch shall spring
Each fragrant flower that drinks the dew;
And Lucy, at her wheel, shall sing
In russet gown and apron blue.

The Till.-ige church, among the trees,
\\ here first r>ur marriage vows were given,
With merry peals shall swell the breeze,
And point with taper spire to heaven.

On a Tear.

Oh that the chemist's magic art
Could crystallise this sacred treasure !

Long should it glitter near my heart,

I

A secret source of pensive pleasure.

I The little brilliant, ere it fell,

Its lustre caught from Chloe's eye

;

'

Then, trembling, left its coral cell

—

The spring of Sensibility !

I Sweet drop of pure and pearly light,
I In thee the rays of Virtue shine

;

More calmly clear, more mildly bright.
Than any gem that gilds the mine.

I

Benign restorer of the soul !

I Who ever fliest to bring relief,

When first we feel the rude control
!

Of Love or Pity, Joy or Grief.

The sage's and the poet's theme.
In every clime, in everv age

;

Thou charm'st in Fancy's idle dream,
In Reason's philosophic page.

That very law which moulds a tear,
And bids it trickle from its source.
That law preserves the earth a sphere,
And guides the planets in their course.

WLLLIAM WORUSWORTH.

William Woru.sworth, the greatest of meta-
physical poets, is a native of Cockermouth, in the
county of Cumberiand, where lie was bom on the
7th of April 1770. His parents were enabled to
bestow ujion their children the advantages of a
cimiplete education (liis father v4-as law-agent to
Lord Lonsdale), .ind the poet and his brother (now
I)r Christopher Wordsworth, long master of Trinity
college), after being some years at Hawkesworth
school, in Lancashire, were sent to the university of
Cambridge. William was entered of St John's in
1787. I'oetry has been with him the eariv and
almost the sole business of bis life. H.aving finished
his academical course, and taken his degree he tra-
velled for a short time ; and marrving an amiable
lady, his cousin, settleil down among the lakes and
mounta.ns of Westmoreland. A gentleman dying
in his neighbourhood left him a handsome legacy
other heiiuests followed; and aliout IS14 the pa-
tronage of the noble family of Lowiher procured for
the poet the easy ami lucrative situation of iJistri-
biitor of St.amps, which left the greater part of his
time at his own disposal. In 184:i be resigned this
situation in favour of his son, and government re-

warded the venerable poet with a pension of L 300
Iier annum. In April 184.3 he was appointed poet-

IC;»!f^" «' '?*'"'
"""^V™

"* '''' 'l^'^eased and illustrious
fnend Smithey. His resi.lence at Rvdal Mount haabeen truly a poetical retirement.

Long have I loved what I behold.
The night th.at calms, the day that cheera

;

1 he common growth of mother earth
Suffices me—her tears, her mirth,
Her humblest mirth and tears.

The dragon's wing, the magic ring,
I shall not covet for my dower.
If I along that lowly w'ay
With sympathetic heart may stray.
And with a soul of power.

Wordsworth appeared as a poet in his twentv-tliird

r'""'-'",?; J^'' *'*''' °^ '''« fi"' '("•k was The
t.i-enmg W alk, and Descriptlre Sltftrhps. The walk
IS among the mountains of Westmoreland; the
sketches refer to a tour made in Switzerland by
the poet and his friend, the Rev. R. Jones, fellow of
St John 3 college. The poetry is of the stvle of
Iroldsmith

; but description predominates over re-
flection. The enthusiastic dreams of liberty wliieli
then buoyed up the young poet, and his associates
Loleridge and Soutlicy, appear in such lines as the
lollowing :

—

Oh give, great God, to freedom's waves to ride
Sublime o'er conquest, avarice, and pride ;

To sweep where pleasure decks her guilty bowers,
And dark oppression builds her thick-ribbed towers

;

(ove them, beneath their breast, while gladness sprin-s,
To brood the nations o'er with Nile-like wings; "
.'\ml grant that every sceptred child of clay

"

Who cries, presumptuous, ' Here their tides shall stay,
Swept in their anger from the aiTrighted shore,
With all his creatures sink to rise no more !

rn 1798 was published a collection of f.r/ncal Hal-
lads, some by Coleridge, but the greater part by
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Woniswiirtli, ami <Ksis;iii-(l by liim as an cxiuTiinunt

how far a sirnpliT kiiul (if juHitry tliaii that in use

would att'onl piTnianent intiTi-st tci rcaili-rs. Tliu

liunilili'St siiliji'i'ts, lie cdntiMidi'il, were lit tor poetry,

and the lan'j'uaye should he that ' really used by

men.' The tine I'alirie of poetie dietion » hieh gene-

rations of the tuneful tril)e had been lahoriou'sly

rearing, he proposed to destroy altogether. The

language of luinible and rustie liti.-, arising out of

repeated experienee and regular feelings, he eon-

eidered to l)e a more permanent and far more philo-

sophieal language than that wliieh is frequently

substituted for it by potts. The attempt of Words-

worth was cither totally neglected or assailed with

ridieule. The transition from the refined and sen-

tiiueutal school of verse, with select and polished

diction, to such themes as ' The Idiot Hoy,' and n

style of composition disfigured by colloquial plain-

ness, anil by the mixture of ludicrous images and
associations with j^assages of tenderness and pathos,

was too violent to escape ridicule or insure general

success. It was often impossible to tell whether the

poet meant to be comic or tender, serious or

ludicrous ; while the choice of his subjects and illus-

trations, instead of being regarded as geiuiine sim-

plicity, had an appearance of silliness or alTcctatiou.

The faults of his worst ballads were so glaring,

that they overpowered, at least for a time, the

simple natural beauties, the spirit of gentleness and
humanity, wiih which they were accompanied. It

was a first experiment, and it was made without

any regard for existing prejudices orfeeliugs, or any

Rydal Lalce and Wordsworth's Houie.

wish to conciliate. The poems, however, were read

by some. Two more volumes were added in 1807 ;

and it was seen that, whatever might be the theory

of the poet, he possessed a vein of pure and exalted

description and meditation which it w.is impossible

not to feel and admire. The influence of nature

upon man was his favourite theme; and though

sometimes unintelligible from his idealism, he was
also, on other occasions, just and profound. His

worship of nature was ennobling and impressive. In

real simplicity, however, Wordsworth is inferior to

Cowper, Goldsmith, and many others. He has

triumphed as a poet, in spite of his own theory. As
the circle of his adcnirers was gradually extending,

he continued to supply it with fresh materials of a

higher order. In 1814 .appeared The Ercumion, a

philosophical poem in blank verse, by far the noblest

production of the author, and containing passages

of sentiment, description, and pure eloquence, not

excelled by any living poet, while its spirit of en-

lightened humanity and Christian benevolence—ex-

tending over all ranks of sentient and animated

being—imparts to the poem a peculiarly sacred and

elevated character. The influence of Wordsworth
on the poetry of his age lias thus been as beneficial

as extensive. He has turned the public taste from
pompous inanity to the study of man and nature

;

he has banished the false and exaggerated style of

character and emotion which even the genius of

Byron stooped to imitate; and he has enlisted the sen-

sibilities and sympathies of his intellectual brethren

in favour of the most expansive and kindly philan-

thropy. The pleasures and graces of his muse
are all simple, pure, and lasting. In working out

the plan of his 'Excursion,' tlie poet has not, how-
ever, escaped from the errors of his early poems.

The incongruity or want of keeping in most of

Wordsworth's productions is observable in this

work. The principal character is a poor Scotch

pedlar, who traverses the mountains in company
with the poet, and is made to discourse, with clerk-

like fluency.

Of truth, of grandeur, beauty, love, and hope.

It is thus that the poet violates the conventional

rules of poetry and the realities of life; for surely it
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is inconsistent with trutli and probability, tliiit a

profound moralist and dialfcticiati should be found
in such a situation. In liis travels with the ' Wan-
derer,' tlie poet is introduced to a ' Solitary,' who
lives secluded from the world, after a life uf busy
adventures and liigh hope, ending in disappointment
and disgust. They all proceed to the liouse of tlie

pastor, who (in the style of Crabbe's Parish Kegister)

recounts some uf the deaths and mutations tltat had
taken phice in his sequestered valley ; and witli a
descriptiim of a visit made by the tliree to a neigh-

bouring lake, the poem concludes- The ' Excursion'

is an unfinished work, part of a larger poem. The lie-

cluse, Miaving for its principal object the sensations

and opinions of a poet living in retirement.' Whether
the remainder of the work will ever be given to the

world, or completed by the poet, is uncertain. The
want of incident would, we fear, be fatal to its suc-

cess. The narrative part of the 'Excursion' is a

mere framework, rude and unskilful, for a series of

pictures of mountain scenery and philosophical dis-

Bcrtationa, tending to show how the external world
18 adapted to the mind of man^ and good educed out
of evil and suffering

—

Within the soul a faculty abides,

That with interpositions, which would hide
And darken, so can deal, that they become
Contingencies of pomp, and serve to exalt

Her native brightness. As the ample mooa
In the deep stillness of a summer even
Rising behind a thick and lofty grove.

Bums like an unconsuming fire of light

In the green trees ; and, kindling on all sides.

Their leafy umbrage turns the dusky veil

Into a substance glorious as her own,
Yea, with her own incorporated, by power
Capacious and serene ; like power abides

In man's celestial spirit ; virtue thus
Sets forth and magnifies herself—thus feeds

A calm, a beautiful, and silent fire,

From the encumbrances of mortal life
;

From error, disappointment—nay, from guilt

;

And sometimes, so relenting justice wills,

From, palpable oppressions of despair.

Book IV.

In a still loftier style of moral observation on the
changes of life, the * gray-haired wanderer* ex-
claims

—

So fails, so languishes, grows dim, and dies,

All that this world is proud of. From their spheres
The stars of human glory are cast down

;

Perish the roses and the flowers of kings,

Princes, and emperors, and the crowns and palms
Of all the mighty, withered and consumed !

Nor is power given to lowliest innocence
Long to protect her own. The man himself
Departs ; and soon is spent the line of those
Who, in the bodily image, in the mind,
In heart or soul, in station or pursuit,

Did most resemble him. Degrees and ranks.
Fraternities and orders—heaping high
New wealth upon the burthen of the old,
And placing trust in privilege confirmed
And re-confirraed—are scofied at with a smile
Of greedy foretaste, from the secret stand
Of desolation aimed ; to slow decline

These yield, and these to sudden overthrow;
Their virtue, service, happiness, and state

Expire; and Nature's pleasant robe of green,
Humanity's appointed shroud, enwraps
Their monuments and their memory.

Booh VII.

Th« picturesque parts of tlio * Excursion' are full of a

quiet and tender beauty characteristic of the author.
We subjoin two passages, the first descriptive of a
peasant youth, the hero of his native vale:

—

The mountain ash
No eye can overlook, when 'mid a grove
nf yet unfaded trees she lifts her head
Decked with autumnal berries, that outshine
Spring's richest blossoms ; and ye may have marked
Ry a brook side or solitary tarn,

How she her station doth adorn. The pool
Glows at her feet, and all the glnomv rocks
Are brightened round her. In his native vale.
Such and so glorious did this youth appear;
A sight that kindled pleasure in all hearts
Hy his ingenuous beauty, by the gleam
Of his fair eyes, by his cajtacious brow,
By all the graces with which nature's hand
Had lavishly arrayed him. As old bards
Tell in their idle songs of wandering goda.
Pan or Apollo, veiled in human form

;

Yet, like the sweet-breathed violet of the shade,
Discovered in their own despite to sense

Of mortals (if such fables without blame
May find chance mention on this sacred ground),
So, through a simple rustic garb's disguise,

And through theimpedinient of rural cares,

In him revealed a scholar's genius shone;
And so, not wholly hidden from men's sight.

In him the spirit of a hero walked
Our unpretending valley. How the qaoit
Whizzed from the stripling's arm! If touched by him,
The inglorious football mounted to the pitch

Of the lark's flight, or shaped a rainbow curve
Aloft in prospect of the shouting field !

The indefatigable fox had learned
To dread his perseverance in the chase.

With admiration would he lift his eyes
To the wide-ruling eagle, and his hand
Was loath to assault the majesty he loved.
Else had the strongest fastnesses proved weak
To guard the royal brood. The sailing glede.
The wheeling swallow, and the darting snipe,

The sporting sea-gull dancing with the waves.,

And cautious waterfowl from distant climes.
Fixed at their seat, the centre of the mere.
Were subject to young Oswald's steady aim.

Booh VII.

The peasant youth, with others in the vale, roused
by the cry to arms, studies the rudiments of war,
but dies suddenly :

—

To him, thus snatched away, his comrade paid
A soldier's honours. At his funeral hour
Bright was the sun, the sky a cloudless blue

—

A golden lustre slept upon the hills
;

And if by chance a stranger, wandering there.

From some commanding eminence had looked
Down on this spot, well pleased would he have seen
A glittering spectacle ; but every face
Was pallid—seldom hath that eye been moist
With tears that wept not then ; nor were the few
Who from their dwellings came not forth to join
In this sad service, less disturbed than we.
They started at the tributary peal

Of instantaneous thunder which announced
Through the still air the closing of the grave

;

And distant mountains echoed with a sound
Of lamentation never heard before.

A description of deafness in a peasant would seem
to be a subject hardly susceptible of poetical orna-
ment; yet, by contrasting it with the surrounding
objects—the pleasant sounds and stir of nature

—

and by his vein of pensive and graceful reflection,

Wordsworth has made this one of his finest pic-
tures :

—
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Almost at the root

Of that tall pine, the shadow of whose bare

And slender stem, while here I sit at eve.

Oft stretches towards nie, like a strong straight path

Traceii faiutlv in the greensward, there, beneath

A plain blue stone, a gentle dalesman lies.

From whom in early childhood was withdrawn

The precious gift of hearing. He grew up
From year to year in loneliness of soul

;

Anil this deep mountain valley was to him
Soundless, with all its streams. The bird of dawn
Did never rouse this cottager from sleep

With startling summons ; not for his delight

The venial cuckoo shouted ; not for him
Murmured the labouring bee. When stormy winds

Were working the broad bosom of the lake

Into a thousand thousand sparkling waves.

Rocking the trees, or driving cloud on cloud

Along the sharp edge of yon lofty crags,

The agitated scene before his eye

Was silent a-s a picture : evermore

Were all things silent, wheresoe'er he moved.

Yet, by the solace of his own pure thoughti

Upheld, he duteously purriued the round

Of rural labours ; the steep mountain side

Ascended with his statf and faithful dog

;

The plough he guided, and the scythe he swayed

;

And the ripe com before his sickle fell

Among the jocund reapers.
Bock VII.

By viewing man in connection with external nature,

the poet blends his metaphysics with pictures of life

and scenery. To build up and strengthen the powers

of the mind, in contrast to the operations of sense,

is ever his object Like Bacon, Wordsworth would

rather believe .ill the fables in the Talmud and
Alcoran than tliat this universal frame is without

a mind^or that that mind docs not, by its external

symbols, speak to the human heart He lives under

tiie ' habitual sway ' of nature.

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

The subsequent works of the poet are numerous

—

The White Doe of liyhtone, a romantic narrative

poem, yet coloured with his peculiar genius ; .Sim-

neU on the River Duddon; The Waggoner; Peter Bell;

Ecclesiastical SketcheJi; Yarrow lievisited, &c. Having
made repeated tours in Scotland and on the conti-

nent, the poet diversified his subjects with descrip-

tions of particular scenes, local manners, legends,

and associations. The whole of his works have

been arranged by their author according to their

resj)ective subjects; as Poems referring to the Period

of Childhood ; Poems founded on the Affections ;

Poems of the Fancy ; Poems of the Imagination, &c.

This classification is often arbitrary and capricious;

but it is one of the conceits of Wordsworth, that his

poems should be read in a certain continuous order,

to give full ctfect to his system. Thus classified

and pubhshed, the poet's works form six volumes.

A seventli has latelj (1842) been added, consisting

of poems writtiii very early and very late in life

(as is stated), and a tragedy which had long lain

past the author. Tlie latter is not liappy, for Word.s-

worth has less dramatic power than any other living

poet In the draniii, however, both Scott and Byron
failed; and Coleridge, with his fine imagination and

pictorial expression, was only a shade more successful.

The fame of Wordsworth is daily extending. Tlie

few ridiculous or puerile pieces which excited so

much sarcasm, parody, and derision, have been

quietly forgotten, or are considered as mere idiosyn-

crasies of the poet that provoke a smile, while his

higher attributes command admiration, and have

secured a new generation of readers. A tribe of wor-
shippers, in the young poets of the day, have arisen to
do him homage, and in some instances have carried
the feeling to a sectarian and bigotted excess. Many
of his former deprcciators have also joined the riuiks

of his admirers—partly because in his late works
he has done liimself more justice both in his style

and subjects. He is too intellectual, and too little

sensuous, to use the phrase of Milton, ever to be-
come generally popular, unless in some of his smaller
pieces. His peculiar sensibilities cannot be relished

by all. His poetry, however, is of various kinds.
Forgetting his own theory as to the proper subjects

of poetry, he has ventured on the loftiest themes,
and in calm sustained elevation of thought, appro-
priate imagery, and intense feeling, he often re-

minds the reader of the sublime strains of Milton.

His Laodamia, the Vernal Ode, the Ode to I.ycoris

and Dion, are pure and richly classic poems in con-
ception and diction. Many of his sonnets have also

a chaste and noble simplicity. In tliese short com-
positions, his elevation and power as a poet are per-

haps more remarkably displayed than in any of his

other productions. They possess a winning sweet-

ness or simple grandeur, without the most distant

approach to antithesis or straining for elTect ; while

that tendency to prolixity and diffuseness which
characterise his longer poems, is repressed by the

necessity for brief and rapid thought and concise

expression, imposed by the nature of the sonnet. It

is no exaggeration to say that Milton alone has

surpassed—if even Ac has surpassed—some of the

noble sonnets of Wordsworth dedicated to liberty

and inspired by patriotism.

Sonnett,

London, 1602.

Milton ! thou shouldst be living at this hour;
England hath need of thee ; she is a fen

Of stagnant waters ; altar, sword, and pen,

Fireside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower,

Have forfeited their ancient English dower

Of inward liappiness. We are selfish men ;

Oh! raise us up, return to us again
;

.\nd give us manners, virtue, freedom, power.

Thy soul was like a star, and dwelt apart

;

Thou hadst a voice whose sound was like the sea

;

Pure as the naked heavens—majestic, free,

So didst thou travel on life's common way
In cheerful godliness ; and yet thy heart

The lowliest duties on herself didst lay.

The World is Too Much with Us.

The world is too much with us ; late and soon,

Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers

:

Little we see in nature that is ours

;

We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon 1

This sea that bares her bosom to the moon,

The winds that will be howling at all hours.

And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers

;

For this, for everything, we are out of tune;

It moves us not. Great Gc»d I I'd rather be

A pagan suckled in a creed outworn ;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.

Have glimpses that would make rae less forlorn

;

Have sight of Proteus coming from the sea;

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

Composed upon Westminster Bridge, September 3, 1803.

Earth has not anything to show more fair

:

Dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty

:

This city now doth like a garment wear

The beauty of the morning ; silent, bare,
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Ships, towL-rs, <l('ines, theatres, and temples lie

UpL-ii uiitu the fields iiiid to tlie sky.

All bri^'ht and glitturing in tlie smokeless air.

Kevcr did .sun more beiintifully steep.

In his first splendour, valley, rock, or hill

;

Ne'er saw 1, never felt, a calm so deep 1

The riTer glidcth at his own sweet will

:

Dear Ood ! the very houses seem asleep
;

And all that mi-^hty heart is lying still 1

On King's College Chapel, Cambridge.

Tax not the royal saint with vain expense,

With ill-matched aims the architect who planned,
Albeit labouring for a scanty band
Of white-robed scholars only, this immense
And glorious work of tine intelligence!

Give all thnu canst ; high Heaven rejects the lore

Of nicely calculated less or more;
So deemed the man who fashioned for the sense

These lofty pillars, s])read that branching roof

Self-poised, and scooped into ten thousand cells.

Where light and shade repose, where music dwells

Lingering—and wandering on, as loath to die;

Like thoughts whose verj' sweetness yieldeth proof

That they were born for immortality.

His Intimations of Immortality, and Lines on
Tintern Abbey, are the tinest examples of Iiis rapt
imaginative style, blending nietaphysieiil truth with
diifuse gorgeous description and metaphor. His
simpler effusions are pathetic and tender. He has
little strong passion; but in one piece, Vaudraeour
and Julia, he has painted the passion of love with
more warmth than might be anticipated from his

abstract idealism

—

His present mind
Was under fascination ; he beheld

A vision, and adored the thing he saw,

Arabian fiction never filled the world
With half the wonders that were wrought for him.
Earth breathed in one great presence of the spring;

Life turned the meanest of her implements
Before his eyes, to price above all gold

;

The house she dwelt in was a sainted shrine
;

Her chamber window did surpass in glory

The portals of the dawn ; all paradise

Could, by the simple opening of a door,

Let itself in upon him ;
pathways, walks.

Swarmed with enchantment, till his spirit sank.

Surcharged within him—overbleat to move
Beneath a sun that wakes a weary world
To its dull round of ordinary cares

;

A man too happy for mortality

!

The lovers parted under circumstances of danger,
but had a stolen interview at night

—

Through all her courts

The vacant city slept ; the busy winds,

That keep no certain intervals of rest,

Moved not ; meanwhile the galaxy displayed
Her fires, that like mysterious pulses beat
Aloft—momentous but uneasy bliss !

To their full hearts the universe seemed hung
On that brief meeting's slender filament

!

This is of the style of Ford or Massinger. Living
mostly apart from the world, and nursing with
solitary complacency his poetical system, and all that
could bear upon his works and pursuits as a poet,

Wordsworth fell into those errors of taste and that
want of discrimination to which we have already
alluded. His most puerile ballads and attempts at

humour are apparently as much prized by him, and
classed with the same nicety and care, as the most
majestic of his conceptions, or the most natural and
beautiful of his descriptions. The art of condensa-

tion is also rarely practised by him. But if the

poet's retirement or peculiar di^]K>sition has been a
cause of his weakness, it has also been one of the
sources of his strength. It left him untouched by
the artificial or mechanical tastes of tiis age ; it gave
an originality to his conceptions and to the whole
colour of his thoughts; and it completely imbued
him with that purer antique life and knowledge of
the phenomena of nature—the sky. lakes, and moun-
tains of his native district, in all their tints and
forms—wliich he has depicted with such power and
entlmsiasm. A less complacent poet would have
been chilled by the long neglect and ridicule he ex-
perienced. His spirit was self-supported, and his

genius, at once observant and meditative, was left

to shape out its own creations, and extend its sym-
pathies to that world which lay beyond his happy
mountain sohtude.

Lined.

My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky:

So was it when my life began

;

So is it now I am a man
;

So be it when I shall grow old,

Or let me die!

The child is father of the man
;

And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural pietj.

Lucy.

She dwelt among the untrodden ways.
Beside the springs of Dove,

A maid whom there were none to praise,

And very few to love,

A violet by a mossy stone

Half hidden from the eye;

Fair as a star when only one
Is shining in the sky.

She lived unknown, and few could know
When Lucy ceased to be

;

But she is iu her grave, and oh,

The dificrence to me!

A Portrait.

She was a phantom of delight

M'hen first she gleamed upon my sight;

A lovely apparition, sent

To be a moment's ornament

;

Her eyes as stars of twilight fair;

Like twilight's, too, her dusky hair;

But all things else about her drawn
From May-time and the cheerful dawn

;

A dancing shape, an image gay,

To haunt, to startle, and waylay,

I saw her upon nearer view,

A spirit, yet a woman too

!

Her household motions light and free,

And steps of virgin liberty ;

A countenance iu which did meet
Sweet records, promises as sweet

;

A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food ;

For transient sorrows, simple wiles,

Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears, and smiles

And now I see with eye serene

The very pulse of the machine

;

A being breathing thoughtful breath,

A traveller betwixt life and death ;

The reason firm, the temperate will.

Endurance, foresight, strength, and skill,

A perfect woman, nobly planned,

To warn, to comfort, and command

;

And yet a spirit still, and bright

With something of an angel light.
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[ZiJK» CompofCfl a fete miles abotr Tintem Abbey, on

JicTuitinif the Hanks vf the H'^e.]

Tintem Abbey.

Five years have passed ; five summers, with the length

Of five long winters ; and again I hear
These waters, rolling; from their mountain springs

With a sweet inland murmur. Once again
Do 1 behold thc:^e steep and lofty cliffs,

"Which on a wild secluded scene impress

Thoughts of more deep seclusion, and connect

The landscape with the quiet of the sky.

The day is come when I again repose

Here, under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage ground, these orchard tufts,

Which, at this season, with their unripe fruits,

Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves

Among the woods and copses, nor disturb

The wild green landscape. Once again I see

These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines

Of .Hportive wood run wild ; these pastoral farms
Oreen to the very door ; and wreaths of smoke
Sent up in silence from among the trees,

With some uncertain notice, as might seem,
Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless woods,
t>r of some hermit's cave, where, by his fire,

The hermit sits alone.

Though absent long.

These forms of beauty have not been to rae

As is a landscape to a blind man's eye :

But oft, in lonely rooms, and 'mid the din

Of towns and cities, I have owed to them,
In hours of weariness, sensations sweet,

Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart,

And passing even into my purer mind
With tranquil restoration—feelings, too.

Of unremembered pleasure ; such, perhaps.

As may have had no trivial influence

On that best portion of a good man's life,

His little, nameless, unremembered acts

Of kindness and of love. Nor less, I trust,

To them I may have owed another gift,

Of aspect more sublime ; that blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery,

In which the heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world
Ib lightened ; that serene and blessed mood
la which the affections gently lead us on.

Pntil the breath of this ct.rporcal frame.

And even the inution nf uur huiuun bluud
Almo>t suspi-ndi'd, we uie laid a>Ut.'p

In body, and become a living soul

:

While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony and the deep power ofjoy,
We see into the life uf things.

If this

Be but a vain belief, yet, oh ! how oft.

In darkness, and amid the many sha])e9

Of joyless daylight, when the fretful stir

Unprofitable, and the fever of the world,

Have hung upon the beatings of my heart.

How oft in spirit have I turned to thee,

sylvan W}e!— thou wanderer through the wood*—
How often has my spirit turned to thee!

And now, with gleams of haU'-extinguishcd thought^
With many recognitions din» and faint,

And somewhat of a sad perplexity.

The picture of the mind revives again :

While here I stand, not only with the sense

Of present pleiisure, but with pleasing thoughts

That in this moment there is life and food

For future ycai-s. And so 1 dare to hope,

Though changed, no doubt, from what I was when first

1 came among these hills ; when, like a roe,

I bounded o'er the mountains, by the sides

(.)f the deep rivers, and the lonely streams,

Wherever nature led : more like a man
Flying from sumething tliat he dreads, than one
Who sought the thing he loved. For nature then
(The coarser pleasures of my boyish days

And their glad animal movements all gone by)
To me was all in all— 1 cannot paint

What then I was. The sounding cataract

Haunted me like a passion ; the tall rock,

The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.

Their colours and their forms, were then to me
An appetite ; a feeling and a love

That had no need uf a remoter charm,

Py thought supplied, or any interest

Unborrowed from the eye. That time is past|

And all its aching joys are now no more,

And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this

Faint I, nor mourn, nor murmur ; other gifts

Have followed, for such loss, I would believe.

Abundant recompense. For 1 have learned

To look on nature, not as in the hour
t)f thoughtless youth, but hearing oftentimes

The still sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. And I have felt

A presence that disturbs nie with the joy

Of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.

And the round ocean, and the living air.

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man

;

A motion and a spirit that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought.

And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods
And mountains, and of all that we behold

From this green earth ; of all the mighty world

Of eye and ear, both what they half create

And what perceive ; well pleased to recognise

In nature, and the language of the sense,

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and sotil

Of all my moral being.

Nor, perchance,

If I were not thus taught, should I the more
Suffer my genial spirits to decay

:

For thou art with me here, upon the banks

Of this fair river; thou, my dearest friend,

Aly dear, dear friend, and in thy voice I catch
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The language of my former heart, and read
My former pleasures in the shooting lights

Of thy wild eyes. Oh ! yet a little while

May I behold in thee what 1 was once,

My dear, dear sister! And this prayer I make,
Knowing that nature never did betray
The heart that loved her ; 'tis her privilege,

Through all the years of this our life, to lead
From joy to joy ; for she can so inform
The mind that is within us, so impress
With quietness and beauty, and so feed

With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues,

Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men,
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all

The dreary intercourse of daily life,

Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb

Our cheerful faith that all which we behold
Is full of blessings. Therefore let the moon
Shine on thee in thy solitary walk

;

And let the misty mountain winds be free

To blow against thee : and in after years,

When these wild ecstacies shall be matured
Into a sober pleasure, when thy mind
Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms,

Thy memory be as a dwelling-place
For all sweet sounds and harmonies ; oh! then,

If solitude, or fear, or pain, or grief.

Should be thy portion, with what healing thoughts
Of tender joy wilt thou remember me.
And these my exhortations ! Nor, perchance,

If I should be where I no more can hear
Thy voice, nor catch from thy wild eyes these gleams
Of past existence, wilt thou then forget

That on the banks of this delightful stream
We stood together ; and that I, so long

A worshipper of nature, hither came.
Unwearied in that service : rather say
With warmer love, oh ! with far deeper zeal

Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forget,

That after many wanderings, many years

Of absence, these steep woods and lofty cliffs.

And this green pastoral landscape, were to me
More dear, both for themselves and for thy sake.*

In our admiration of the external forras of nature, the mtnd
Is redeemed from a sense of the transitory, which bo often

mixes perturbation with pleasure ; and there in perhaps no
feeling of the human heart which, being eo intense, is at the
same time so composed. It is for this reawjn, amongst others,

that it IB peculiarly favourable to the contemplations of a poeti-

cal philosopher, and eminently so to one like Mr Wordsworth,
in whose Bcheme of thought there is no feature more prominent
than the doctrine, that the intellect should be nourished by the
feelings, and that the state of mind which bestows a gift of
genuine insight, is one of profound emotion as well as profound
composure ; or, as Coleridge has somewhere expressed himself

Deep self-possession, an intense repose.

The power which lies in the beauty of nature to induce this
union of the tranquil and the vivid is described, and to every
disciple of Wordsworth has been, as much as 19 possible, im-
parted by the celebrated ' Lines written in 1798, a few miles
above Tintem Abbey," in which the poet, having attributed to

his intermediate recollections of the landscape then revisited
a benign influence over many acts of daily life, describes the
particulars in which he is indebted to them. * * The im-
passioned love of nature is interfused through the whole of Mr
Wordsworth'ssystom of thought, filling up all interstices, pene-
trating all recesses, colouring all media, supporting, associat-
ing, and giving coherency and mutual relevancy to it in all ita

parts. Though man is his subject, yet is man never presented
to us divested of his relations with external nature. Man is

the text, but there is always a running commentary of natural
phenomena.—QuaWir/j/ Refine for 1«.34. In illustration of this
remark, every episode in the ' Excursion' might be cited (par-
ticularly the affecting and beautiful tale of Margaret in the
first book); and the poems of 'The Cumberland Beggar*
•Michael,' and 'The Fountain* (the last unquestionably one
of the finest of the ballads), are also striking instances.

Picture of Cftrutmcu Eve.

[Addressed to the Hev. Dr Wordsworth, with SonnetttotlM
Itiver Huddon, iic]

The minstrels played their Christmaa tune
To-night beneath my cottage eaves:
While, smitten by a lofty moon,
The encircling laurels, thick with leaves,
Gave back a rich and dazzling sheen,
That overpowered their natural green.

Through hill and valley every breeze
Had sunk to rest with folded wings

;

Keen was the air, but could not freeze,

Nor check the music of the strings;

So stout and hardy were the band
That scraped the chords with strenuous hand*

And who but listened! till was paid
Respect to every inmate's claim

;

The greeting given, the music played
In honour of each household name,
Duly pronounced with lusty call.

And * merry Christmas' wished to all!

brother ! I revere the choice

That took thee from thy native hills;

And it is given thee to rejoice:

Though public care full often tills

(Heaven only witness of the toil)

A barren and ungrateful soil.

Yet, would that thou, with me and minef
Hadst heard this never-failing rite;

And seen on other faces shine

A true revival of the light

;

Which nature, and these rustic powers.

In simple childhood spread through can I

For pleasure hath not ceased to wait
On these expected annual rounds,

M'hether the rich man's sumptuous gate
Call forth the unelaborate sounds.

Or they are offered at the door
That guards the lowliest of the poor.

How touching, when at midnight sweep
Snow-mufBed winds, and all is dark.
To hear—and sink again to sleep I

Or, at an earlier call, to mark.
By blazing fire, the still suspense
Of self-complacent innocence

;

The mutual nod—the grave disguise

Of hearts with gladness brimming o'erj

And some unbidden tears that rise

For names once heard, and heard no more;
Tears brightened by the serenade
For infant in the cradle laid!

Ah! not for emerald fields alone,

With ambient streams more pure and bright

Than fabled Cytherea's zone
Glittering before the thunderer*s sight,

Is to my heart of hearts endeared
The ground where we were bom and reared I

Hail, ancient manners I sure defence.
Where they survive, of wholesome laws;
Remnants of love, whose modest sense
Thus into narrow room withdraws;
Hail, usages of pristine mould,
And ye that guard them, mountains old I

Bear with me, brother, quench the thought
That slights this passion or condemns ;

If thee fond fancy ever brought
From the proud margin of the Thames
And Lambeth's venerable towers

To humbler streams and greener bowers.
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Ye«, they cau make, who fail to find

Short leisure even in busiest days

;

Moments—to cast a look b«*hina,

And profit hy those kindly rays

That through the clouds do somctimeB tteal,

And all the far-off past reTeaL

Hence, while the imperial city's din

Beats frequent on thy satiate ear,

A pleased attention I may win

To agitations less severe.

That neither overwhelm nor cloy,

But fill the hollow vale with joy!

Ruth.

When Ruth was left half desolate,

Her father took another mate ;

And Ruth, not seven years old,

A slighted child, at her own will

Went wandering over dale and hill

In thoughtless freedom bold.

And she had made a pipe of straw.

And music from that pipe could draw

Like sounds of winds and fioods ;

Had built a bower upon the green,

As if she from her birth had been

An infant of the woods.

Beneath her father's roof, alone

She seemed to live ; her thoughts her own
;

Herself her own delight ;

Pleased with herself, nor sad, nor gay

;

And, passing thus the live-long day.

She grew to woman's height.

There came a youth from Georgia's shore

—

A military ca.sque he wore.

With splendid feathers drest ;

He brought them from the Cherokees
;

The feathers nodded in the breeze,

And made a gallant crest.

From Indian blood you deem him sprung

:

But no ! he spake the English tongue.

And bore a soldier's name ;

And, when .\merica was free

From battle and from jeopardy.

He 'cross the ocean came.

With hues of genius on his cheek,

In finest tones the youth could speak

:

While he was yet a boy.

The moon, the glory of the sun.

And streams that murmur as they run.

Had been his dearest joy.

He was a lovely youth ! I guess

The panther in the wilderness

Was not so fair as he ;

And, when he chose to sport and play,

No dolphin ever was so gay

Upon the tropic sea-

Among the Indians he had fought,

And with him many tales he brought

Of pleasure and of fear ;

Such tales as told to any maid

By such a youth, in the green shade,

Were perilous to hear.

He told of girls—a happy rout

!

Who quit their fold with dance and shout,

Their plea-sant Indian town.

To gather strawberries all day long ;

Returning with a choral song

When dajlight is gone down.

He spake of plants that hourly change
Their blossoms, through a boundless range

Of intermingling hues
;

With buddinj;, fading, faded flowers.

They stand the wonder of the bowers
From mom to evening dews.

He told of the magnolia, spread

High as a cloud, high overhead !

The cypress and her spire
;

Of flowers that with one scarlet gleam
Cover a hundred leagues, and seem
To set the hills on fire.

The youth of green savannahs spake.

And many an endless, endless lake,

With all its fairy crowds

Of islands, that together lie

As quietly as spots of sky

Among the evening clouds.

' How pleasant,' then he said, ' it

A fisher or a hunter there,

In sunshine or through shade

To wander with an easy mind.

And build a household fi'.'e, and find

A home in every glade !

What days and what bright years 1 Ah i

Our life were life indeed, with thee

So passed in quiet bliss.

And all the while,' said he, ' to know
That we were in a world of wo.

On such an earth as this 1'

And then he sometimes interwove

Fond thoughts about a father's love t

' For there,' said he, ' are spun

Around the heart such tender ties.

That our own children to our eyes

Are dearer than the sun.

Sweet Ruth ! and could you go with me
My helpmate in the woods to be.

Our shed at night to rear ;

Or run, ray own adopted bride,

A sylvan huntress at my side.

And drive the flying deer !

Beloved Ruth !'—No more he said.

The wakeful Ruth at midnight shed

A solitary tear :

She thought again—and did agree

With him to sail across the sea.

And drive the flying deer.

' And now, as fitting is and right,

We in the church our faith will plight,

A husband and a wife.'

Even so they did ; and I may say

That to sweet Ruth that happy day

Was more than human life.

Through dream and vision did she sink.

Delighted all the while to think

That on those lonesome floods.

And green savannahs, she should share

His board with lawful joy, and bear

His name iu the wild woods.

But, as you have before been told.

This stripling, spo'tivc, gay, and bold.

And, with his dancing crest.

So beautiful, through savage lands

Had roamed about, with vagrant bands

Of Indians in the west.
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FarewL'llI aiiil when thy duya are tolJ,

Ill-futt'd Uuth, in hHlIowed mould
Thy corpse shuU burit'd be ;

For thee a funurul bell flhall nog,
And all tl.v cont^repition a'lng

A Chrifttian p»ulm fur thee.

To a Iliyhland GirL

[At InTcrsneyde, upon Loch Lomond.^

Sweet Highland pirl ! a very shower
Of beauty is thy earthly dower!
Twice seven consenting years have shed

Their utmost bounty on thy head

:

And those gray rocks ; that household lawn
;

Those trees, a veil just half withdrawn ;

This fall of water, that doth make
A murmur near the silent lake

;

This little bay, a quiet road

That holds in shelter thy abode

—

In truth, unfolding thus, ye seem
Like something fashioned in a dream ;

Such forms as from their covert peep
When earthly cares are laid asleep I

Yet, dream or vision as thou art,

I bless thee with a human heart

:

God shield thee to thy latest years!

I neither know thee nor thy peers ;

And yet my eyes are tilled with tears.

With earnest feeling I shall pray
For thee when I am far away :

For never saw I mien or face,

In which more plainly I could trace

Benignity and home-bred sense

Ripening in perfect innocence.

Here scattered, like a random seed,

Remote from men, thou dost not need
The embarrassed look of shy distress

And maidenly shaiuefacedness

:

Thou wear'st upon thy forehead clear

The freedom of a mountaineer

:

A face with gladness overspread!

Soft smiles, by human kindness bredl

And seemliness complete, that sways

Thy courtesies, about thee plays
;

With no restraint, but such as springs

From quick and eager visitings

Of thoughts that lie beyond the reach

Of thy few words of English speech :

A bondage sweetly brooked, a strife

That gives thy gestures grace and life!

So have I, not unmoved in mind,
Seen birds of tempest-loving kind.

Thus beating up against the wind.

What hand but would a garland cull

For thee who art so beautiful ?

happy pleasure ! here to dwell

Beside thee in some heathy dell

;

Adopt your homely ways, and dress

A shepherd, thou a shepherdess!

But I could frame a wish for thee

More like a grave reality :

Thou art to me but as a wave
Of the wild sea; and I would have
Some claim upon thee, if I could.

Though but of common neighbourhood.

What joy to hear thee, and to see !

Thy elder brother I would be

—

Thy father—anything to thee I

Now thanks to Heaven ! that of its grace

Hath led me to this lonely place.

Joy have I had ; and going hence,

1 bear away my recompense.

In spots like these it is we prize

Our memory, feel that she hath eyes :

Then, why should I be loath to stir?

1 feel this place was made for her ;

To give new pleasure like the past,
Continued long as life shall last.

Nor am I loath, though pleased at heart.
Sweet Highland girl ! from thee to part ;
For I, methinks, till I grow old,

As fair before me shall behold,
As I do now, the cabin small,
The lake, the bay, the waterfall

;

And thee, the spirit of them all 1

Laodamia,

* With sacrifice before the rising mom, '

Vows have I made by fruitless hope inspired;

And from the infernal gods, 'mid shades forlorn

Of night, my slaughtered lord have I required:
Celestial pity 1 again implore

;

Restore him to my sight—great Jove, restore I*

So speaking, and by fervent love endowed
With faith, the suppliant heavenward lifts her hands

;

While, like the sun emerging from a cloud.

Her countenance brightens and her eye expands

;

Her bosom heaves and spreads, her stature grows;
And she expects the issue in repose.

terror ! what hath she perceived !— joy !

What doth she look on ?—whom doth she behold

!

Her hero slain upon the beach of Troy ?

His vital presence! his corporeal mould?
It is—if sense deceive her not

—
'tis he !

And a god leads him, winged Mercury I

Mild Hermes spake, and touched her with his wand
That calms all fear, *Such grace hath crowned thy

prayer,

Laodamia ! that at Jove*s command
Thy husband walks the paths of upper air

;

He comes to tarry with thee three hours' space

;

Accept the gift, behold him face to face
!'

Forth sprang the impassioned queen her lord to clasp ;

Again that consummation she essayed ;

But unsubstantial Form eludes her grasp

As often as that eager grasp was made.
The phantom parts—but parts to re-unite,

And re-assume his place before her sight.

* Protesilaus, lo ! thy guide is gone !

Confirm, I pray, the vision with thy voice.

This is our palace—yonder is thy throne

;

Speak, and the floor thou tread'st on will rejoice.

Not to appal me have the gods bestowed

This precious boon ; and blest a sad abode.'

* Great Jove, Laodamia I doth not leave

His gifts imperfect. Spectre though I be,

1 am not sent to scare thee or deceive

;

But in reward of thy fidelity.

And something also did my worth obtain ;

For fearless virtue bringeth boundless gain.

Thou knowest, the Delphic oracle foretold

That the first Greek who touched the Trojan strand
Should die : but me the threat could not withhold

:

A generous cause a victim did demand ;

And forth I leapt upon the sandy plain

;

A self-devoted chief—by Hector slain.*

* Supreme of heroes ; bravest, noblest, best

!

Thy matchless courage I bewail no more,

Which then, when tens of thousands were deprest

By doubt, propelled thee to the fatal shore
;

Thou found'st—and I forgive thee—here thou

A nobler counsellor than mv poor heart.
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But then, though capable of sternest deed,

Wert kiinl as resolute, and good a» brave

;

And he, whose power restores thee, bath decreed
That thou shuuldst cheat the malice of the grave.

Redundant are thy locks, thy lips a« fair

Ail when their breath enriched Thcs»aUan air.

No fipectre greets me—no vain shadow this
;

Come, blooming hero, place thee by my nide!

Give, on this well known couch, one nuptial kisa

To me, this day, a second time thy bride I'

Jove frowned in heaven ; the conscious Parcae threw
Upon those roHeate lipn a Stygian hue.

•This visage tells thee that my doom is past

;

Nor should the change be mourned, even if the joys

Of sense were able to return as fast

And surely as they vanish. Karth destroys

Those raptures duly—Erebus disdains
;

Calm pleasures there abide—majestic pains.

Be taught, faithful consort, to control

Rebellious passion ; for the gods approve
The depth, and not the tumult, of the soul

;

A fervent, not ungovernable love.

Thy transports moderate ; and meekly mourn
When I depart, for brief is my sojourn.*

*Ah, wherefore? Did not Hercules by force

Wrest from the guardian monster of the tomb
Alcestis, a reanimated corse,

Given back to dwell on earth in vernal bloom

!

Medea's spells dispersed the weight of years,

And iEson stood a youth 'mid youthful peers.

The gods to us are merciful ; and they
Yet further may relent ; for mightier far

Thau strength of nerve and sinew, or the sway
Of magic potent over sun and star,

la love, though oft to agony distrest,

And though his favourite seat be feeble woman's breast.

But if thou goest, 1 follow.' 'Peace!' he said
;

She looked upon him, and was calmed and cheered

;

The ghastly colour from his lips had fled.

In his deportment, shape, and mien app^red
Elysian beauty, melancholy grace,

Brought from a pensive though a happy place.

He spake of love, such love as spirits feel

In worlds \vhose course is equable and pure

;

No fears to beat away, no strife to heal.

The past unsighed for, and the future sure;
Spake of hemic arts in graver mood
Revived, with finer harmony pursued.

Of all that is most beauteous—imaged there

In happier beauty ; more pellucid streams,
An ampler ether, a diviner air,

And fields invested with purpureal gleams
;

Climes which the sud, who sheds the brightest day
Earth knows, is all unworthy to survey.

Yet there the soul shall enter which hath earned
That privilege by virtue. * 111,' said he,
* The end of man's existence 1 discerned,
Who from ignoble games and revelry
Could draw, when we had parted, vain delight,
While tears were thy best pastime, day and night

:

And while my youthful peers before my eyes
(Each hero following his peculiar bent)
Prepared themselves for glorious enterprise
By martial sports ; or, seated in the tent.

Chieftains and kings in council were detained

—

What time the fleet at Aulis lay enchained.

The wished-for wind was given : I then revolyed
The oracle upon the silent sea

;

And, if no worthier led the way, resolved

That, of a thousand vessels, mine should be
The foremost prow in pressing to the strand—
Mine the first blood thut tinged the Trojan sand.

Yet bitter, ofttimes bitter wiu the pang.
When of thy loss I thought, beloved wife!

On thee too fondly did my memory hang,
And on the joys we shared in mortal life;

The paths which we had trod—these fountains, flowers;

My new-planned cities, and unfinished towers.

But should suspense permit the foe to cry,
" Behold they tremble I haughty their array;
Yet of their number no one dares to die

!"

In soul I swept the indignity away :

Old frailties then recurred ; but lofty thought,
In act embodied, my deliverance wrought.

And thou, though strong in love, art all too weak
In reason, in self-government too slow;
I counsel thee by fortitude to seek

Our blest reunion in the shades below.

The invisible world with thee hath sympathised;
Be thy affections raised and solemnised.

Leam, by a mortal yearning, to ascend

—

Seeking a higher object. Love was given.

Encouraged, sanctioned, chiefly for that end;
For this the passion to excess was driven.

That self might be annulled : her bondage proTe
The fetters of a dream, opposed to love.*

Aloud she shrieked ; for Hermes reappears!

Round the dear shade she would have clung ; 'tis Tain
;

The hours are past—too brief had they been years;

And him no mortal efil^rt can detain :

Swift toward the realms that know not eartbly day,
He through the portal takes his silent way.
And on the palace-floor a lifeless corse she lay.

By no weak pity might the gods be moved :

She who thus perished, not without the crime
Of lovers that in reason's spite have loved,

Was doomed to wear out her appointed time
Apart from happy ghosts, that gather flowers

Of blissful quiet 'mid unfading bowers.

—Yet tears to human suffering are due;
And mortal hopes defeated and o'erthrown
Are mourned by man, and not by man alone,

As fondly he believes. Upon the side

Of Hellespont (such faith was entertained)

A knot of spiry trees for ages grew
From out the tomb of him for whom she died;
And ever, when such stature they had gained,

That Ilium's walls were subject to their view.

The tree's tall summits withered at the sight—
A constant interchange of growth and blight!

One of the most enthusiastic admirers of Words-
worth was Coleridge, so long his friend and associate,

and who looked up to him with a sort of filial vene-

ration and respect. He has drawn his poetical
i

character at length in the Biographia Literaria^ and
j

if we consider it as applying to the higher charac- I

teristics of Wordswurth, without reference to the

absurdity or puerility of some of his early fables, in-

cidents, and language, it will be found equally just

and felicitous. First, * An austere purity of lan-

guage, both grHmniatically and logically ; in short, a
perfect appropriateness of the words to tlie meaning.

Secondly, A correspondent weight and sanity of the

thoughts and sentiments won, not from books, but
from the poet's own meditations. They are fresh,

and have the dew upon them. Even tliroughout

his smaller poems, there is not one wliich is not ren-

dered valuable by some just and original reflection.

Thirdly^ The sinewy strength and originality of

single lines and paragraphs ; the frequent curiosa

felicitas of his diction. Fourthly, Tlie perfect truth

of nature in his images and descriptions, as taken

immediately from nature, and proving a long and
genial intimacy with the very spirit which gives
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a physiognomic expression to all the works of nature.

Fiflhli/, A nieiiitative patlms, a union of deep and
subtle thought with sensihility : a sympathy with

man as man ; the sympathy, indeed, of a eontcm-
plator rather than a fellow-sufferer and co-mate
(s;)fr(fi/or, ^(Mlrf/Klr^rf/),^), but of a contemplation fnini

whose view no tlitference of rank conceals the same-

ness of the nature ; no injuries of wind or weather,

or toil, or even of ignorance, wholly disguise the

human face ilivine. Last, and pre-eminently, I

challenge for this poet the gift of imagination in the

highest and strictest sense of the word. In the play

of fannj, Wordsworth, to my feelings, is always

graceful, and sometimes recondite. The liieness is

occasionally too strange, or demands too peculiar a

point of view, or is such as appears the creature of

predetermined research, rather than spontaneous
presentation. Indeed, his fancy seldom displays

itself as mere and unmodified fancy. But in imagi-

native power he stands nearest of all modern writers

to Shakspeare and Milton, and yet in a mind per-

fectly unborrowed, and his own. To employ his own
words, which are at once an instance and an illus-

tration, he does indeed, to all thoughts and to all

objecta

—

Add the gleam,

The light that never was on sea or land.

The consecration and the poet's dream.*

SAMUEL TATLOR COLERIDGE.

SAMtJEL Taylor Coleridce, a remarkable man
and rich imaginative poet, enjoyed a high reputation

during the latter years of his life for his colloqui:d

eloquence and metapliysical and critical powers, of

which only a few fragmentary specimens remain. His

poetry also indicated more than it achieved. Visions

Samuel Taylor Coleridge,

of grace, tenderness, and majesty, seem ever to have
haunted him. Some of these he embodied in exquisite

verse; but he wanted concentration and steadiness of

purpose to avail himself sufficiently of his intellectual

riches. A happier destiny was also perhaps wanting;

for much of Coleridge's life was spent in poverty and

dependence, amidst disappointment and ill-health,

and in the irregularity caused by an unfortunate and
excessive use of opium, which tyrannised over him
for many years with tinrelenting severity. Amidst

daily drudgery for the periodical press, and in

nightly dreams distempered and feverish, he wasted,
to use his own expression, ' the prime and manhood
of his intellect.' The poet was a native of Devon-
shire, being horn on the 20th of OctotuT 1772 at
Ottery St Mary, of which parish his father was
vicar. He received the principal part of his educa-
tion at Christ's hospital, where he hud Charles Lamb
for a schoolfellow. He describes himself as being,
from eight to fourteen, 'a phiyless day-dreamer,
a hclluo Ubrornin ;' and in this instance ' the child was
f;ither of the man,' for such was Ccderidge to the
end of his life. A stranger whom he had acci-
dentally met one day on the streets of London, and
who was struck with his conversation, made him free

of a circulating lilirary, and he read through the
catalogue, folios and all. At fourteen, lie had, like

Gibbon, a stock of erudition that might have puzzled
a doctor, and a degree of ignorance of which a school-

boy would have been ashamed. lie had no andii-

fion ; his father was dead, and he actually tlionglit

of apprenticing himself to a shoemaker who lived

ne.ar the school. The head master, Bowyer, inter-

fered, and prevented this additional honour to the
craft of St Crispin, already made illustrious by
Gifford and Bloomfield. Coleridge became deputy-
Grecian, or head scholar, and obtained an exhibition

or presentation from Christ's hospitid to Jesus'

college, Cambridge, where he remained from 1791 to

1793. He quitted college abruptly, without taking
a degree, having become obnoxious to his superiors

from his attachment to the principles of the French
Revolution.

When France in wrath her giant-limbs upreared,

And with that oath which smote air, earth, and sea,

Stamped her strong foot, and said she would be fjee,

Bear witness for me, how I hoped and feared !

With what a joy my lofty gratulation

Unawed I sang, amid a slavish band :

And when to whelm the disenchanted nation,

Like fiends embattled by a wizard's wand,
The monarchs marched in evil day.

And Britain joined the dire array
;

Though dear her shores and circling ocean,

Though many friendships, many youthful loves

Had swollen the patriot emotion.

And flung a magic light o'er all her hills and groves,

Yet still my voice, unaltered, sang defeat

To all that braved the tyrant-quelling lance,

And shame too long deh^yed and vain retreat 1

For ne'er, O Liberty ! with partial aim
I dimmed thy light, or damped tliy holy flame

;

But blessed the preans of delivered France,

And hung luy head, and wept at Britain's name.
France, an Ode*

In London, Coleridge soon felt himself forlorn and
destitute, and he enlisted as a soldier in the 15th,

Elliot's Light Dragoons. ' On his arrival at the
quarters of the regiment,' says his friend and
biographer Mr Gillman, ' the general of the district

inspected the recruits, and looking hard at Cole-

ridge, with a military air, inquired, " What's your
name, sir?" " Comherbach." (The name he had
assumed.) "What do you come here for, sir?" as if

doubting whetlver he had any business there. " Sir,"

said Coleridge, " for what most other persons come
^to be made a soldier." " Do you think," said the
general, " you can run a Frenchman through the

body ?" " I do not know," replied Coleridge, " as I

never tried ; but I'll let a Frenchman run nie through
the body before I'll run away." " That will do,"

said the general, and Coleridge was turned into the
ranks.' The poet made a poor dragoon, and never
advanced beyond the awkward squad. He wrote
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letters, however, fur all his comriides, and they
attended to liis horse and accoutrements. After
fourmonths' service (December 1733 to April I7'J4),
the historv and circumstances of Coleriilife Iwcame
known. He liad written under his saddle, on the
stable wall, a Latin sentence (' Khcu! quam in-
fortunn miserrinuim est fuisse felicem !') which led
to an mquiry on the part of the captain of his troop
who had more regard for the classics than Ensim
Northerton in Tom Jones. Coleridge was dis-
charged, and restored to his familv and friends
The same year he published his Jurenllc Poems and
a drama on the Fall of IMjespierre. i [e was then an
ardent republican and a yocinian—full of high hopes
and anticipatiims, 'the golden exhalations of the
dawn. In conjunction with two otlur poetical en-
thusiasts-Southey and Llovd—he resolved on emi-
grating to America, where the partv were to found
amidst the wilds of Susquehanna,' a i'anhWrorv,
or state of society in which all things were to be
in common, and neither king nor priest could
mar their felicity. 'From building castles in the
air, as Soutbey has said, ' to framing common-
wealths, was an easy transition.' The dream was
never realised (it is said from a very prosaic cause—
the want of funds), and Coleridge. Southey, and
J^loyd married three sisters—the Miss Frickers of
iiristol. Coleridge, still ardent, wrote two politicid
pamphlets, concluding ' that truth should be spoken
at all times, but more especi.allv at those times when
to speak truth is dangerous.' Pie established also a
periodical in prose and verse, entitled The Watchmar,
with the motto, ' that all might know the truth, and
that the truth might make us free.' He watched in
vain. Coleridge's incurable want of order and punc-
tuality, and his philosophical theories, tired out and
disgusted his readers, and the work was discontinued
after the ninth number. Of the unsaleable nature
of this publication, he relates an amusing illustration
Happening one day to rise at an earlier hour than
usual, he observed bis servant girl putting an extra-
vagant quantity of paper into the grate, in order to
light the fire, and he mildly checked her for her
wastefulness. 'La, sir, (replied Nanuv) why, it is onlyW atchmen: He went to resiile in a cottage at Nether
Stowey, at the foot of the Quantock hills, Somerset-
shire, which he has commemorated in his poetry.

And now, beloved Stowey ! I behold
Thy church tower, and, methinka, the four huge elms
Clustering, which mark the mansion of niv friend •

And close behind them, hidden from my view, '

Is my own lowly cottage, where mv babe
And my babe's mother dwell in peace ! With lifht
And quickened footsteps thitherward I tread.

"

Mr Wordsworth lived at Allfoxden, about two
mdcs from Stowey, and the kindred feelings and
pursuits of the two poets bound them in the 'closest
friendship. At Stowey, Coleridge wrote some of his
most beautiful poetry—his Ode on the Deparfmq
Year; tears m Solitude; Friuire. an Ode; Frost at
Midn.yht; the first part of Chrktahel; the Ancient
Mariner; and his tragedy of /Remorse. The luxuriant
lulness and individuality of his poetry show that he
was then happy, no less than eager, in his studies
i he two or three years spent at Stowey seem to have
iMfcn at once the most felicitous and the most illus-
trious of Coleridge's literary Ufe. He had established
his name for ever, though it was long in struggling
to distinction. During his residence at Stowey
Coleridge officiated as Unitarian preacher at Taun-
ton, and afterwards at Shrewsbury.* In 1798 the

generous aiid naii.iticer.t patronage' of Me.sr*
Josi.ah and 1 homas Wedgewo,„l, Staffordshire, en-
abled the poet to procee<i to Germany to complete
his education, and he resided there fourteen monthi.
At Katzburg and Gottingen he acquired a well-
grounded knowledge of the Gennan language and
literature, and was confirmed in his bias towardi
philosophical and metaphysical studies. On his
return iii 1800, he found Southey established at
Keswick, and Wordsworth at Grassmere. He went
to live with the former, and there his opinions
underwent a total change. The Jacobin became a
royalist, and the Unitarian a warm and devoted
believer in the Trinity. In the same vear he pub-
lished his translation of Schiller's ' Wallenstein,' into
which he had thrown some of the finest graces of his
own fancy. The following passage may be considered
a revelation of Coleridge's pcx'tical faith and belief,
conveyed m language picturesque and musical :—
Oh ! never rudely will I blame his faith
In the might of stars and angels ! 'Tis not merelj
The human being's pride that peoples space
With life and mystical predominance

j

Since likewise for the stricken heart of love
This visible nature, and this common world.
Is all too narrow : yea, a deeper import
Lurks in the legend told my infant years,
Than lies upon that truth we live to" learn.
For fable is love's world, his house, his birthplace;
Delightedly dwells he 'mon" fays, and talismans,
And spirits ; and delightedly believes
Divinities, being himself divine.
The tnti IIiijiUt forms of ancii-nt poets.
The fuir humanities of old relit/ion,

The power, the beautt/, and the majesty.
That had their haunts in dale, or piny mmmtain,
Orfm-esl, by slow stream, or pebbly spring.
Or chasms and vatery ileplhs ; all these hare vanished.
They lire no lonr/er in the faith of reason!
But still the heart doth need a language ; still
Doth the old instinct bring back the ofd names;
And to yon starry world tliey now are gone.
Spirits or gods, that used to share this earth
\yith man as with their friend ; and to the loTer,
Yonder they move, from yonder visible sky
Shoot influence down ; aiid even at this day
'Tis Jiqiiter who brings whate'er is great,
And Venus who brings everj'thing that's fair.

* Mr n.izlitt h.TS described his walkinR ten miles In a winter
day to hear Coleridk-o prracli. ' When I got there,' he s.i}s
' the organ wa« playing the 100th Psalm, and when it was done'

Mr Coleridge rose and gave out his text—" He departed again
into a mountain himself :ilono." As he gave out this te.\t, his
voiee rose lilie a stream of rieh distiUed perfumes; .and when he
came to tlie two last words, whieh he pronounced loud, deep,
and distinct, it seemed to me. who wiui tlien young, as if the
sounds had eehned from tlie bottom of the human heiirt, and
a,s if that prayer might have floated in stilemn silence through
the univer.se. Tiie idea of St .lohn eame into my mind, of one
erj-ing in the wilderness, who had his loins girt about, and
whose food was loeusts and wild honey. The preacher then
laimched into his subject like an eagle dallying with the wind.
Tlie senuon was upon peace and war—upon church and state
—not their alliance, biA tlicir separation—on the spirit of the
world and the spirit of Christianity, not as the same, but as
ojiposed to one another. He talked of those who had inscribed
the cross of Christ on banners dripping with human gor^r He
made a poetical and pastoral excursion—and to show the fatal
effects of war. drew a striking contr.ist between the simple
shepherd-boy driving his teiim a-field, or sitting under the
hawthorn, piping to his Hock, as though he should never be
old, and the same poor country hid, crimped, kidnajiped,
brought into town, made drunk at an alehouse, turned into a
wretched drummer-boy, with his hair sticking on end with
powder and iminatum, a long cue at his back, and tricked out
in the (incry of the profession of blood

;

" Such were the notes our once loved poet sung :"

and, for myself, I could not have been more delighted U I had
heard the music ot the spheres.'
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The lines which wo liave printeii in Italio.i Bre »n

expansion of two of St liiller's, which Mr Hiiywiird

(another Gerniaa poetical translator) thus literally

renders :

—

The olJ fable-existences are no more ;

The fa-scinating race has emigrateJ (wandered out or

away).

A» a means of subsistence Coleridge reluctantly

consented to undertake the literary and political

department of the Morning Post, in whieli he sup-

ported the measures of govern nient. In 1804 we find

him in Malta, secretary to the governor. Sir Alex-

ander Ball, with a salary of £800 per annum. He
held this lucrative office only nine months, having

disagreed with the governor; and, after a tour in

Italy, returned to Kngland to resume his precarious

labours as an author and lecturer. The desultory

irregular habits of the poet, caused partly by his

addiction to opium, and the dreamy indolence and

procrastination wliich marked him througliout life,

seem to have frustrated every chance and oppor-

tunity of self-advancement. Living again at Grass-

mere, he issued a second periodical. The Friend,

which extended to twenty-seven numbers. The
essavs were sometimes acute and eloquent, but as

often rhapsodical, imperfect, and full of German
mysticism. In 1S<16, chiefly at the recommendation

of Lord Byron, the 'wild and wondrous tale' of

'Chri.*t.iber was published. The first part, as we
have mentioned, was written at Stowey as far back

as 1797, and a second had been added on his

return from Germany in 1800. Tlie poem was

still untiuislied ; but it would have been almost as

difficult to complete the Faery Queen, as to continue

in the same spirit that witching strain of superna-

tural fancy and melodious verse. Another drama,

Ztipvt/hi (fonmled on the Winter's Tale), was pub-

lished by Coleridge in 1818, and, with the exception

of some minor poems, completes his poetical works.

lie wrote several cliaracteristic pro.se disquisitions

—

The Statesman's Manual, or the Bible the Best Guide

to Puliliral Skilland Furesiitht ; a La;/ Sermnn (ISlli) ;

a Second Lay Sermon, addressed to the Hii/h,r and

Middle Classes on the existing Distresses and Disam-

tenls (1817); Biographia Lileraria, two vnluines,

1817; Aids to lirjiection (1825); On the Constituimn

of the Church and State (1830); &c. He meditated

a great theological and philosophical work, his mug-

num opus, on ' Christianity as the only revelation of

permanent and universal validity,' which was to

' reduce all knowledge into harmony'—to ' unite the

insulated fragments of truth, and therewith to frame

a perfect mirror.' He planned also an epic poem on

the destruction of .Jerusalem, which he consiilered

the only subject now remaining for an epic poem ; a

subject which, like Milton's Fall of Man, sliould in-

terest all Christendom, as the Homeric War of Troy

interested all Greece. ' Here,' said he, ' there would

be the completion of the prophecies ; the termination

of the first revealed national religion under the vio-

lent assault of paganism, itself the immediate fore-

runner and condition of the spread of a revealed

mundane religion; and then you would h.a-\e the

character of the Roman .ind the .Jew ; and the awful-

ness, the completeness, the justice. I schemed it M
twenty-five, but, alas! venturum expectat.' This

ambition to execute some great work, and his consti-

tutional infirmity of purpose, which made him defer

or recoil from such an effort, he has portrayed wilh

great beauty and pathos in an address to Words-

worth, composed after the latter had recited to him

a poem 'on the growth of an individual mind-'

—

Ah! as I listened with a heart forlorn,

The pulses of my being beat anew

:

.\nd even as life returns upon the drowned.
Life's joy rekindling roused a throng of pains

—

Keen pangs of love, awakening as a babe
Turbulent, with an outcry in the heart

;

And fears self-willed, tliat sliunned the eye of hope;
And hope that scarce wduUI kii.ov itself from fear;
Sense of past youth, and nianln.ijd come in vain

;

And genius given, and knowleilge won in vain
;

And all which 1 had culled in wood-walks wild,
And all which patient toil had reared, and all

Commune with thee had opened out—but flowers

Strewed on my corse, and borne upon niv hier.

In the same coffin, for the self-same grave !

These were prophetic breathings, and should be a
warning to young and ardent genius. In such mag-
nificent alternations of hope and despair, and in

discoursing on poetry and philosophy—sometimes
connnitting a golden thought to the blank leaf of a
book or to a private letter, but generally content
with oral communication—the poet's time ghded
past. He had found an asylum in the house of a
private friend, Mr .James GiUman, surgeon. High-
gate, where he resided for the last nineteen years of

his life. Here he was visited by numerous friends

Mr Gillman's House, Ilighgatc, the last residence of Cnleridps.

and admirers, who were happy to listen to his in-

spired monologues, wliich he poureil forth with

exhaustless fecundity. 'We believe,' says one of

these rapt and enthusiastic listeners, ' it has not been

the lot of any other literary man in r'ngland. since

l)r .lohnsoii, to command the devoted admiration

and steady zeal of so numy and such widely-diflering

disciples—some of them having become, and others

being likely to become, fresh and independent sources

of light and moral action in themselves upon the

principles of their connnon master. One half of

these art'ectionate disciples liave learned their lessons

of philosophy from the teacher's mouth. He has

been to them as an old oracle of the academj' or

Lyceum. The fulness, the inwardness, the ultimate

scope of his doctrines, has never yet been published

iu print, and, if disclosed, it h;is been from time to
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time in tlie liiyhcr moments of conversation, when
oecasion, and nioixl, and person, l)etfot an exalted
crisis. More tlian once lias Mr Coleriilge said that,

with pen in hand, he felt a thousand checks and
difficulties in the expression of his meaning; but
that—authorship aside— he never founil the smallest

hitch or impediment in the fullest utterance of his

most subtle fancies by word of mouth. His ab-

stnisest thoughts twcame rhythmical and clear when
chanted to their own nmsie.'* Mr Coleridge died

at Higbgate (m tlie 'J.jth of .luly 18:U. In the pre-

ceding winter he h.ad written the f dloiving epitaph,

striking from its simplicity and humility, for him-
self:—

Stop, Christian passer-by ! Stop, child of fiod !

And read with gentle breast. Beneath this sod

A poet lies, or that which once Heeined he

—

Oh ! lift a thought in prayer for S. T. C.

!

That he, who many a year, with toil of breath,

found death in life, may here find life in death!
Mercy for praise—to be forgiven for fame.

He asked and hoj)ed through Christ—do thou the same.

Immediately on the death of Coleridge, several com-
pilations were ma'ie of his table-talk, correspondence,

and literary remains. His fame had been gradually

extending, and public curiosity was excited with
respect to the genius and opinions of a man who
combined such various and dissimilar powers, and
who was supposed capable of any task, however
gigantic. Some «f these Titanic fragments are valu-

able—particularly his Shakspearian criticism. They
attest his profound thought and curious erudition,

and display his fine critical taste and discernment.

In penetrating into and embracing the whole mean-
ing of a favourite author—unfolding the nice shades
and distinctions of thought, character, feeling, or

melody—darting on it the light of his own creative

mind and suggestive fancy—and perhaps linking the
whole to some glorious original conception or image,

Coleridge stands unrivalled. He does not appear as

a critic, but as an eloquent and gifted expounder of

kindred excellence and genius. He seems like one
who has the key to every hidden chamber of pro-

found and subtle thought and every ethereal concep-
tion. We cannot think, however, that he could ever

have built up a regular system of ethics or criticism.

He wanted the art to combine and arrange his mate-
rials. He was too languid and irresolute. He had
never attained the art of writing with clearness and
precision ; for he is often unintelligilde, turgid, and
verbose, as if he struggled in vain after perspicacity

and method. His intellect could not subordinate the

'shaping spirit' of his imagination.

The poetical works of Coleridge have been col-

lected and published in three volumes. They are

various in style and manner, embracing otle, tragedy,

and epigram, love poems, and strains of patriotism

and superjstition—a wild witchery of imagination,
and, at other times, severe and stately tliought and
intellectual retrospection. His language is often

rich and musical, highly figurative and ornate. Many
of his minor poems are characterised by tenderness
and beauty, but others are disfigured by passages of
turgid sentimentalism and puerile affectation. The
most original and striking of his productions is his

well-known tale of The Ancient Mariner. Accord-
ing to I)e Q\iincy, the germ of this story is contained

* Quarterly Review, vol. HI. p. .'',. With ono so impiUsivo as

Coleridm', and liilble to fitu of depression and to ill-health, these

appearances must have heen very unequal. AVe have known
three men of genius, all piHits, who frequently listened to him,

and yet described him as Renerally obscure, pedantic, and
tedious. In his happiest moods he must, however, have been

great and overwhelming. Ilia voice and countenance wore

harmomous and bcautifuL

in a jiassage of Shelvocke, one of the classical cir-

cumnavigators of the earth, who states that his
second captain, bi'ing a melancholy man, was pos-
sessed t>y a fancy that some long season of foul

weather was owing to an albatross which had
steadily pursued the ship, upon which he shot the
bird, but without mending their condition. Cole-
ridge makes the ancient mariner relate the circum-
stances attending his act of inhumanity to one of
three wedding guests whom he meets and detains on
his way to the marriage feast. ' lie holds him with
his glittering eye,' and invests his narr.ition with a
deep preternatural character and interest, and with
touches of exquisite tenderness and energetic de-
scription. The versification is irregular, in the style

of the old ballads, and most of the action of the piece

is unnatural
; yet the poem is full of vivid and original

imagination. ' There is notliing else like it,' gays
one of his critics; 'it is a pix;m by itself; between
it and other compositions, in pari materia, there is a
chasm which you cannot overpass. The sensitive

reader feels himself insulated, and a sea of wonder
and mystery flows round him as rouncl the spell-

stricken ship itself.' Coleridge further illustrates his

theory of the connection between the material and the
spiritual world in his unfinished poem of ' Christabel,"

a romantic supernatural tale, filled with wild imagery
and the most remarkable modulation of verse. The
versification is founded on what the poet calls a new
principle (though it was evidently practised by
Chaucer and Shakspcare), namely, that of counting
in each line the number of accentuated words, not

the number of syllables. ' Though the latter,' he
says, ' may vary from seven to twelve, yet in each
line the accents will be found to be only four.' This
irregular harmony delighted both Scott and Byron,
by whom it was imitated. We add a brief speci-

men :

—

The night is chill ; the forest bare
;

Is it the wind that moaneth bleak ?

There is not wind enough in the air

To move away the ringlet curl

From the lovely lady's cheek
;

There is not wind enough to twirl

The one red leaf, the last of its clan,

That dances as often as dance it can,

Hanging so light, and hanging so high,

On the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.

Hush, beating heart of Christabel

!

Jesu Maria shield her well

!

She foldeth her arms beneath her cloak,

And stole to the other side of the oak.

What sees she there ?

There she sees a damsel bright,

Dressed in a silken robe of white,

That shadowy in the moonlight shone

:

The neck that made that white robe wan,
Her stately neck and arms were bare ;

Her blue-veined feet unsandalled were;
And wildly glittered here and there

The gems entangled in her hair.

I guess 'twa.s frightful there to see

A lady so richly clad as she

—

Beautiful exceedingly

!

A finer passage is that describing broken friend*

ships :

—

Alas ! they had been friends in youth

;

But whispering tongues can poison truth ;

And constancy lives in realms above

;

And life is thorny ; and youth is vain :

And to be wroth with one we love.

Doth work like madness in the brain.

And thus it chanced, as I divine,

^^'ith Roland and Sir Leoline.
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Each spake words of high disdain

And insult to his hcftrt's best brother

:

They parted—ne'er to meet again I

Hut never either found another

To free the hollow heart from paining;

They stood aloof, the scars remaining.

Like clitfs which had been rent asunder:

A dreary sea now flows between.

But neither heat, nor frost, nor thunder,

Shall wholly do away, I ween,

The marks of that wliich once hath been.

This metrical harmony of Coleridj;re exorcises a sort

of fiiscination even wlien it is found united to inco-

herent images and absurd conceptions. Thus, in

Khitbla Khan, a fragment written from recollections

of a dream, we hare the following melodious rhap-

sody :

—

The shadow of the dome of pleasure

Floated midway on the waves
;

Where was heard the mingled measure
From the fountain and the caves.

It was a minicle of rare device,

A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice I

A damsel with a dulcimer

In a vision once I saw :

It was an Abyssinian maid,

And on her dulcimer she played,

Singing of Mount Abora.

Could I revive within me
Her symphony and song,

To such deep delight 'twould win me,
That with music loud and long,

I would build that dome in air.

That sunny dome, those caves of ice !

And all who heard should see them there,

And all should cry, Beware ! Beware I

His flashing eyes, his floating hair!

AVeave a circle round him thrice,

And close your eye> with holy dread,

For he on honey-dew hath fed.

And drunk the milk of paradise.

The odes of Coleridge are highly passionate and

elevated in conception. That on France was con-

sidered by Shelley to be the finest Etiglish ode of

modern times. The hymn on Chamouni is equally

lofty and brilliant His ' Genevieve' is a pure and

exquisite love-poem, without that gorgeous ditfuse-

ness which characterises the odes, yet more chastely

and carefully finished, and abounding in the delicate

and subtle traits of his imagination. Coleridge was

deficient in the rapid energy and strong passion

necessary for the drama. The poetical beauty of

certain "passages would not on the stage, atone for

the paucity of action and want of interest in his two

plays, though, as works of genius, they vastly excel

those of a more recent date which prove highly suc-

cessful in representation.

T^ie Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

PART I.

It is an ancient mariner,

And he stoppeth one of three;

' By thy long gray beard and glittering eye,

Now wherefore stopp'st thou me \

The bridegroom*s doors are opened wide,

And I am next of kin;

The guests are met, the feast is set;

Mayst hear the merry din.*

He holds him with his skinny hand;
* There was a ship,* quoth he.

Hold oflT ; unhand me, gray-beard loon;*

Eftsoons bis hand dropt he.

He holds him with his glittering eye

—

The wedding-guest stood still.

And listens like a three-years' child ;

The mariner hath his will.

The wedding-guest sat on a stone,

He cannot choose but hear;
And thus spake on that ancient nnin,

The bright-eyed mariner.

The ship was cheered, the harbour cleared,
Merrily did we drop

Below the kirk, below the hill,

Below the lighthouse toji.

The sun came up upon the left.

Out of the sea came he
;

And he shone bright, and on the right

Went down into the sea.

Higher and higher every day.

Till over the mast at noon
The wedding-guest here beat his breast,

For he heard the loud bassoon.

The bride hath paced into the hall.

Red as a rose is she
;

Nodding their heads before her goes

The merrj- minstrelsy.

The wedding-guest he beat his breast.

Yet he cannot choose but hear
;

And thus spake on that ancient man,
The bright-eyed mariner.

And now the storm-blast came, and he
Was tyrannous and strong

;

He struck with his overtaking wings.

And chased us south along.

With sloping masts and dripping prow,

As who pursued with yell and blow
Still treads the shadow of his foe,

And forward bends his head,

The ship drove fast, loud roared the blast,

And southward aye we fled.

And now there came both mist and snow,
And it grew wondrous cold

;

And ice ma^t-high came floating by.

As green as emerald.

And through the drifts the snowy clitTs

Did send a dismal sheen
;

Nor shapes of men nor beasts we ken

—

The ice was all between.

The ice was here, the ice was there,

The ice was all around j-

It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,
Like noises in a swouud !

At length did cross an albatross,

Thorough the fog it came ;

As if it had been a Christian soul.

We hailed it in God's name.

It ate the food it ne'er had eat.

And round and round it flew
;

The ice did split with a thunder-fit;

The helmsman steered us through!

And a good south wind sprung up behind^

The albatross did follow,

And every day for food or play.

Came to the mariner's hollo !

In mist or cloud, on mast or shroud,

It perched for vespers nine
;

Whiles all the night, through fog-smoke white,

Glimmered the white moonshine.
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* God save thee, ancient luariner.

From the fiends that pla^'ue thee thus !

Why l<H)k'st thou so V With my cross-bow
I shot the albatroHs.

The sun now rose upon the right,

Out of the sea came he ;

Still hid in mist, and on the left

Went down into the sea.

And the gnod south-wind PtlU blew behind,

But no sweet bird did follow

;

Nor any day for food or play

Came to the mariner's hollo!

And I ha^l done a hellish thing,

And it would work 'em wo;

For all averred 1 had killed the bird

That made the breeze to blow.

Ah wretch, said they, the bird to slay

That made the breeze to blow

!

Nor dim nor red, like God's own head,

The glorious «un uprist;

Then all averred I had killed the bird

That brought the fo^ and mis't.

*Twa.s rii'lit, said they, such birds to slay

That bring the fog and mist.

The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,

The furrow followed free ;

We were the tirst that ever burst

Into that silent sea.

Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down,
*Twa8 sad as sad could be

;

And we did speak only to break
The silence of the sea !

All in a hot and copper sky,

The bloody sun at noon
Right up above the mast did stand.

No bigger than the moon.

Day after day, day after day
We stuck, nor breath nor motion;
As idle as a painted ship

Upon a painted ocean.

Water, water everywhere,

And all the boards did shrink;

Water, water everywhere,

Nor any drop to drink.

The very deep did rot ; Christl

That ever this sliould be !

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs

Upon the slimy sea.

About, about, in reel and rout
The death-fires danced at night;
The water, like a witch's oils.

Burnt green, and blue, and white.

And some in dreams assured were
Of the spirit that plagued us so

;

Nine fathoin deep he had followed us
From the land of mist and anew.

And every tongue, through utter drought.
Was withered at the root

;

We could not speak, no more than if
We had been choked with soot.

Ah, well-a-day ! what evil looks
Had I from ohl and younj^!

Instead of the cross the albatross

About my neck was hung.

There passed a weary time. Each thrx>at

Wna parclied, and glazed each eye.

A weary tiniel a weary time !

How glazed each weary eye!

When looking westward I beheld
A something in the sky.

At first it seemed a little speck.

And then it neemed a mi^t;
It moved and iimved, and took at last

A certuin shape, I wist.

A speck, a mist, a shape, I wist

!

And still it neared and neared:

As if it dodged a water-sprite.

It plunged, and tacked, and veered.

With throats unslaked, with black lips baked,
We could nor laugh nor wail;

Through utter drought all dumb we stood;
I bit my arm, I sucked the blood,

And cried, A sail ! a sail !

With throats unslaked, with black lips baked.
Agape they heard me call;

Graraercy they for joy did grin,

And all at once their breath drew in.

As they were drinking all.

See ! see ! I cried, she tacks no more.
Hither to work us weal;

\\'ithout a breeze, without a tide,

She steadies with upright keel.

The western wave was all a-flame,

The day was well nigh done,

Almost upon the western wave
Rested the broad bright sun

;

When that strange shape drove suddenly
Betwixt us and tho sun.

And straight the sun was flecked with bars,

(Heaven's mother send us grace !)

As if through a dungeon-grate he peered
With broad and burning face.

Alas ! thought 1, and my heart beat loud,
How fast she nears and nears

;

Are those her sails that glance in the sun
Like restless gossameres I

Are those her ribs through which the sun
Did peer, as through a grate;

And is that woman all her crew!
Is that a death, and are there two!
Is death that woman's mate!

Her lips were red, her looks were free,

Her locks were yellow as gold;

Her skin was as white as leprosy.

The nightmare Life-in-death was she.

Who thicks man's blood with cold.

The naked hulk alongside came.
And the twain were casting dice

;

* The game is done ! I've won, iVe won I*

Quoth she, and whistles thrice.

The sun's rim dips, the stars rush out,

At one stride comes the dark;

With far-heard whisper, o'er the sea

Off shot the spectre-bark.

We listened and looked sideways up;

Fear at my heart, as at a cup,

My life-blood seemed to sip.

The stars were dim, and thick the night,

The steersman's face by his lamp gleamed white;

From the sails the dew did drip

—

Till clomb above the eastern bar

The honied moon, with one bright star

Within the nether tip.
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One after otic, by the star-dogged moon,
Tot^ quick for groan or sigh,

Each turiii'd his face with a ghastly paug,
And cursed me with his eye.

Four times fifty living men
(And I heard nor sigh nor groan),

With heavy thump, a lifeless lump,
They dropped down one by one.

The souls did from their bodies fly

—

They fled to bliss or wo !

And every soul it passed me by
Like the whizz of my cross-bow.

* I fear thee, ancient mariner,

1 fear thy skinny hand!
And thou art long, and lank, and brown,
As is the ribbed sea-sand.

I fear thee and thy glitterine eye,

And thy skinny hand so brown.*

Fear not, fear not, thou wedding-guest,
This body dropped not down.

Alone, alone, all, all alone.

Alone on a wide wide sea !

And never a saint took pity on
My soul in agony.

The many men so beautiful

!

And they all dead did lie

:

And a thousand thousand slimy things

Lived on, and so did I.

I looked upon the rotting sea.

And drew my eyes away;
1 lookerl upon the rotting deck,

And there the dead men lay,

I looked to heaven, arid tried to pray;
But or ever a prayer had gushed,
A wicked whisper came, and made
My heart as dry as dust.

1 closed my lids, and kept thera close.

And the bulls like pulses beat

;

For the sky and the sea, and the sea and the sky.

Lay like a load on my weary eye.

And the dead were at my feet.

The cold sweat melted from their limbs,

Nor rot nor reek did they;

The look with which they looked on me
Had never passed away.

An orphan's curse would drag to hell

A spirit from on high
;

But oh ! more horrible than that

Is a curse in a dead man's eye!

Seven diiys, seven nights, 1 saw that curse,

And yet 1 could not die.

The moving moon went up the eky.

And nowhere did abide:

Softly she waa going up.

And a star or two bvside.

Her beams bemocked the sultry main,
Like April hoarfrost spread

;

But where the ship's huge shadow lay

The charme<l water burnt alway

A still and awful red.

Beyond the shadow of the ship

I watched the water snakes :

They moved in tracks of shining white,

And when they reared, the elfish light

Fell off in hoary flakes.

Within the shallow of the ship
1 watched their rich iittire:

Hlue, glossy grt-eii. iuid volvrt black.
They rnik-d and swam; nntl every track
Was a fljush of golden fire.

happy living things ! no tongue
Their beauty might <iecbire :

A spring of love gusht-d fnnn my heart.
And I bit'ssed them unaware:
Sure my kind saint took pity on me.
And I blessed them unaware.

The self-same moment I could pray;
And from my neck so free

The albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea.

sleep ! it is a gentle thing,

Celovt'd from pole to pole !

To Mary Queen the praise be given !

She sent the gentle sleep from heaven,
That slid into my soul.

The silly buckets on the deck,
That had so long remained,
1 dreamt that they were filled with dew;
And when I woke it rained.

My lips were wet, my thront was cold,

My garments all were dank;
Sure I had drunken in my dreams,
And still my body drank.

I moved, and coiiM not feel my limbs :

I w;us so light—almost
I thought that I had died in sleep.

And was a blessed ghost.

And soon 1 heard a roaring wind :

It did tint come anear

;

Put with its sound it shook the sails,

That were so thin and sere.

The upper air burst into life !

Anil a hundred fire-fiags sheen
;

T'< aiid tV'i they were hurried about!
And to Hiid fro, and in and out.

The wan stars danced between.

And the coTuing \v\n\\ did roar more loud.
And the sjiils did sigh like sedge;

And (he niln poured down from one black cloud;
The moon w:is at Its edge.

The thick black clona was cleft, and still

The moon wa-* at its side :

Like waters shot from some high crag,

The lightning fell with never a jag,
A river steep and wide.

The loud wind never reached the ship.

Yet now the ship moved on !

Beneath the lightning and the moon
The dead men gave a groan.

They groaned, they stirred, they all uprose.
Nor spake, nor moved their eyes

;

It had been strange, even in a dreara,

To have seen those dead men rise.

The helmsman steered, the ship moved on,
Yet never a breeze up blew;
The mariners all 'gan work the ropes
Where they were wont to do;
They raised their limbs like lifeless toolfr—
We were a ghastly crew.
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'i'hv h.nly nf iiiv brother'j^ son

Slouil l>y iiic, knee to knee:

Thf body and ! pulled at one rope,

But he Wild nouj^lit to nie.

* I fciir thee, ancient mariner!*

Be ciilni thou weddin^r-'.'uest

!

nViLS nut those souls tliat tied in pain,

Which to their corses came again.

But a troop of spirits blest

:

For when it daw-ncd, they dropped their arms,

And clustered round tlte mast;

Sweet sounds rose slowly through their mouths,

And from their bodies passf<l.

Around, around, flew each eweet sound.

Then darted to the sun;

Slowly tlie sounds came back again,

Now mixed, now one by one.

Sometimes, a-dropping from the sky,

I heard the sky-laik >ing
;

Sometimes all little birds that are.

How they seeme«l to fill the sea and air.

With their sweet jargoning !

And now *twa,s like all iu^t^uments,

Now like a lonely tlnte ;

And now it is an angel's song,

Tliat makes the heavens be mute.

It ceiised; yet still the sails made on

A pleasant noise till noon,

A noise like of a hidden brook

In the leafy month of June,

That to the sleeping woods all night

Singeth a quiet tune.

Till noon we quietly sailed on,

Yet never a breeze did breathe ;

Slowly and smoothly went the ship,

Moved onward from beneath.

Under the keel nine fathom deep,

From the land of mist and snow,

The spirit slid ; and it was he

That made the ship to go.

The sails at noon loft off their tune,

And the ship stood still also.

The sun, right up above the mast,

Had fixed her to the ocean;

But in a minute she 'gan stir

With a short uneasy motion

—

Backwards and forwards half her length

With a short uneasy motion.

Then, like a pawing horse let go.

She made a sudden bound;
It flung the blood into my head,

And I fell down in a swound.

How long in that same fit I lay

I have not to declare
;

But ere my living life retunied,

1 heard and in my soul discerned

Two voices in the air.

' Ib it he?' quoth one * Is this the man!
By him who died on cross.

With his cruel bow he laid full low
The harmless albatross.

The spirit who bideth by himself

In the land of mist and snow,

He loved the bird that loved the man
Who shot him with his bow.'

The other was a softer voice,

As soft as honey-dew ;

Quoth he, ' The man hath penance done.

And penance more will do.'

First Voice.

But tell me! tell me! speak again,

Thv soft resjKinse renewing

—

What makes that ship drive on so fasti

What is the ocean doing?

Second Voice.

Still as a shive before his lord,

The ocean hath no blast

;

Ilis gre;it bright eye most silently

Up to the moon is cast

—

If he may know which way to go ;

For she guides him smooth or griui.

See, brother, see how graciously

She looketh down on him.

First Voice.

But why drives on that ship so fast,

Without or wave or wind ?

Second Voica

The air is cut away before.

And closes from behind.

Fly, brother, fly ! more high, more high !

Or we shall be belated;

For slow and slow that ship will go.

When the mariner's trance is abated.

I woke, and we were sailing on

As in a gentle weather;

'Twas night, calm night, the moon was high;

The dead men stood together.

All stood together on the deck,

For a charnel-dungcon fitter;

All fixed on me their stony eyes,

That in the moon did glitter.

The pang, the curse, with which they died,

Had never passed away
;

I could not draw my eyes from theirs,

Nor turn them up to pray.

And now this spell was snapt ; once more

I viewed the ocean green.

And looked far forth, yet little saw

Of what had else been seen

—

Like one that on a lonesome road

Doth walk in fear and dread,

And having once turned round, walks on,

And turns no more his head

;

Because he knows a frightful fiend

Doth close behind him tread.

But soon there breathed a wind on me,

Nor sound nor motion made ;

Its path was not upon the sea,

In ripple or in shade.

It raised my hair, it fanned my cheek

Like a meadow-gale of spring

—

It mingled strangely with my fears,

Yet it felt like a welcoming.

Swiftly, swiftly flew the ship,

Yet she sailed softly too :

Sweetly, sweetly blew the breeze

—

On me alone it blew.

OhI dream of joy ! is this indeed

The lighthouse top I see?

Is this the hill i is this the kirk?

Is this mine own countree I

We drifted o'er the harbour bar.

And 1 with sobs did pray

—

O let me be awake, my God !

Or let mc sleep alway.
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The harbour-bay was dear as gla«s,

So smoothly it wa-* strewn !

And on the bay the moonlight lay,

And the shadow of the moon.

The rock shone bright, the kirk no less

That stands above the rock :

The moonlight steeped in silentuess

The steady weathercock.

And the bay was white with silent light,

Till rising from the same.

Full many shapes, that shadows were,

In crimson colours came.

A little distance from the prow
Those crimson shadows were :

I turned my eyes ui)on the deck

—

Oh Christ ! what saw I there !

Each corse lay flat, lifeless and flat

;

And, by the holy rood !

A man all light, a seraph-man,

On every corse there stood.

This seraph-band, each waved his hand:

It was a heavenly sight

!

They stood as signals to the land,

Each one a lovely light.

This seraph-band, each waved his hand,

No voice did they impart

—

No voice ; but oh ! the silence sank

Like music on my heart.

But soon I heard the dash of oara,

I heard the pilot's cheer ;

My head was turned perforce away.

And I saw a boat appear.

The pilot and the pilot's boy,

I heard them coming fast

:

Dear Lord in heaven ! it was a joy

The dead men could not blast.

I saw a third—I heard his voice

:

It is the hermit good !

He singeth loud his godly hymns
That he makes in the wood.

He'll shrieve my soul, he'll wash away
The albatross's blood.

This hermit good lives in that wood
Which slopes down to the sea.

How loudly his sweet voice he rears!

He loves to talk with marineres

That come from a far countree.

He kneels at morn, and noou anl eve

—

He hath a cushion plump :

It is the moss that wholly hides

The rotted old oak-stump.

The skiS'-boat ncared : I heard them talk,

' Why, this is strange, I trow!

Where are those lights so many and fair

That signal made but now !'

• Strange, by my faith !' the hermit said

—

' And they answered not our cheer

!

The planks looked warped ! and sec those sails,

How thin they are and sere

!

I never saw aught like to them,

Unless perchance it were

Brown skeletons of leaves that lag

My forest-brook along

;

When the ivy-tod is heavy with snow.

And the owlet whoops to the wolf below,

That eats the she-wolf's young.'

• r>car I,ord ! it hath a fiendish look

—

(The pilot niiide reply)

I am a-feured'— ' push on, push on !'

Said the hermit cheerily.

The boat came closer to the ship,

But I nor spake nor stirred
;

The boat came close beneatli the ship.

And straight a sound was heard.

Under the water it rumbled on.

Still louder and more dread :

It reached the ship, it split the bay

;

The ship went down like lead.

Stunned by that loud and dreadful sounds
Which sky and ocean smote.

Like one that hath been seven days drowned
My body lay afloat

;

But swift as dreams, myself I found
Within the pilot's boat.

Upon the whirl, where sank the ship,

The boat spun round and round

;

And all was still, save that the hill

Was telling of the sound.

I moved my lips—the pilot shrieked.

And fell down in a fit

;

The holy hermit raised his eyes.

And prayed where he did sit.

I took the oars ; the pilot's boy.

Who now doth crazy go.

Laughed loud and long, and all the while

His eyes went to and fro.

' Ha! ha !' quoth he, ' full plain I see,

The devil knows how to row.'

And now, all in my own countree,

I stood on the firm land!

The hermit stepped forth from the boat.

And scarcely he could stand.

' shrieve me, shrieve me, holy man!'

The hermit crossed his brow.
' Say quick,' quoth he, ' 1 bid thee say

What manner of man art thou !'

Forthwith this frame of mine was wrenched

With a woful agony.

Which forced me to begin my tale

;

And then it left me free.

Since then, at an uncertain hour

That agony returns

;

And till my ghastly tale is told,

This heart within me bums.

I pass, like night, from land to land

;

I have strange power of speech ;

That moment that his face I see,

I know the man that nmst hear me;
To him my tale I teach.

What loud uproar bursts from that door!

The wedding-guests are there :

But in the garden-bower the bride

And bridemaids singing are :

And hark! the little vesper bell

Which biddeth me to prayer.

wedding-guest ! this soul hath been

Alone on a wide wide sea

:

So lonely 'twas, that God himself

Scarce seemed there to be.

O sweeter than the marriage-feast,

'Tis sweeter far to me.

To walk together to the kirk

With a goodly company !
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To wulk together to the kirk,

AimI all together priiy,

While each to his great Father bends,

OKI men, and Imhes, and loving friends,

And _)ouths and maidens gay !

Farewell, farewell ; but this I tell

To thee, thou weddinp-guest

:

He prajeth well who loveth well

Both man and binl and bea.st.

He prayeth he-;t wiio loveth best

All thiii^'> boltt great and Kniall

;

For the dear 'iud who loveth U8,

He made and loveth all.

The mariner, wlione eye is bright,

Whose beard witii age is hoar,

la gone : and now the wedding-guest

Turned from the bridegroom's door.

He went like one that hath been stunned,

And is of sense forlorn :

A sadder and a wiser man
He rose the morrow morn.

Oih to the Departing Year [1795.]

Spirit who sweepest the wild harp of time

!

It is most hard, with an untroubled ear

Thy dark inwoven harmonies to hear !

Yet, mine eye fixed on heaven's unchanging dime
Long when 1 listened, free from mortal fear,

With inward stillness, and submitted mind;
When lo ! its folds far waving on the wind,

I saw the train of the departing year

!

Starting from my silent sadness,

Then with no unholy madness.

Ere yet the entered cloud foreclosed my sight,

I raised the impetuous song, and solemnised hla flight.

II.

Hither, from the recent tomb.
From the prison's direr gloom.

From Distemper's midnight anguish
;

•And thence, where Poverty doth waste and languish;
Or where, his two bright torches blending,

Love illumines manhood's maze;
Or where, o'er cradled infants bending,

Jiope has fixed her wishful gaze,

Hither, in perplexed dance,

Ye Woes f ye young-eyed Joys ! advance

!

By Time's wild harp, and by the hand
Whose indefatigable sweep
Raises its fateful strings from sleep,

I bid you haste, a mixed tumultuous bandl
From every private bower.

And each domestic hearth.

Haste for one solemn hour
;

And with a loud and yet a louder voice.

O'er Nature struggling in portentous birth

Weep and rejoice I

Still echoes the dread name that o*er the earth
Let slip the storm, and woke the brood of hell :

And now a'ivance in saintly jubilee
Justice and Truth ! They, too, have heard thy spell,

They, too, obey thy name, divinest Liberty!

III.

I marked Ambition in his war-array!

1 heard the mailed monarch's troublous cry

—

• Ah! wherefore does the northern conqueress stay !

Groans not her chariot on its onward way V
Fly, mailed monarch, fly!

Stunned by Death's twice mortal mace,
No more on Murder's lurid fa<'e

The iusatiute hag shall gloat with drunken eyel

Manes of the unnuud>ercd slain!

Ye that ga>ped on Warr-aw's plain!

Ye that erst at Ismail's tower.

When human ruin choked the streams,

Fell in conquot's glutted hour,

*Mid women's shrieks and infants* screanul
Spirits of the uncotfinerl ^lain.

Sudden blasts of triunijdi swelling,

Oft, at night, in misty train.

Rush around her narrow dwelling!
The exterminating fiend is fled

—

(Foul her life, and dark her doom)
Mighty armies of the dead

Dance like death-fires round her tombl
Then with prophetic song relate

Each some tyrant-murderer's fate !

Departing year! 'twas on no earthly shore

My soul beheld thy vision! Where alone.

Voiceless and stem, before the cloudy throne,

Aye Memory sits : thy robe inscribed with gore,

With many an unimaginable groan
Thou storied'st thy sad hours ! Silence ensued.
Deep silence o'er the ethereal multitude.

Whose locks with wreaths, whose wreaths with glories

shone.

Then, his eye wild ardours glancing,
From the choired gods advancing.

The Spirit of the earth made reverence meet,
And stood up, beautiful, before the cloudy seat.

Throughout the blissful throng
Hushed were harp and song

:

Till wheeling round the throne the Lampads seTen
(The mystic words of Heaven)
Permissive signal make

:

The fervent Spirit bowed, then spread his wings and
spake

:

• Thou in stormy blackness throning
Love and uncreated Light,

By the Earth's unsolaced groaning,

Seize thy terrors. Arm of might!
By Peace with proffered insult scared.

Masked Hate and envying Scorn 1

By years of havoc yet unborn !

And Hunger's bosom to the frost-winds bared

!

But chief by Afric's wrongs.

Strange, horrible, and foul!

By what deep guilt belongs

To the deaf Synod, *' full of gifts and lies I"

By Wealth's insensate laugh ! by Torture's howl

!

Avenger, rise!

For ever shall the thankless island scowl,

Her quiver full, and with unbroken bow!
Speak ! from thy storm-black heaven, speak aloud!

And on the darkling foe

Open thine eye of fire from some uncertain cloud I

O dart the flash ! rise and deal the blow

!

The past to thee, to thee the future cries!

Hark! how wide Naturejolns her groans below

!

Rise, God of Nature ! rise.'

Tl.

The voice had ceased, the vision fled

;

Y'et still 1 gasped and reeled with dread.

And ever, when the dream of night

Renews the phantom to my sight,

Cold sweat-drops gather on my limbs;

My ears throb hot ; my eyeballs start;

My brain with horrid tunmlt swims;
Wild is the tempest of my heart;

And my thick and struggling breath

Imitates the toil of death !
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No stranger agony confounds
The suldior on the wiir-tield spread.

When all foredone with toil and wounds,
Death-like he dozes Hin<iii;; heaps of dead!

(The strife is uVr, the daylight fled.

And the nij:ht-wind clamours hoarse 1

See! the startin;; wretch's head
Lies pillowed on a brother'u corse!)

Not yet enslaved, not wholly vUe,
Albion! my mother isle!

Thy valleys, fair as Kden's bowers,

Glitter preen with sunny showers ;

Thy grassy uplands' gentle swells

Echo to the bleat of Hocks
(Those grassy hills, those glittering dells

Proudly ranipiirted with rocks)
;

And Ocean, 'mid his uproar wild,

Speaks safety to his island-child !

Hence, for many a fearless age
Has social Quiet loved thy shore I

Nor ever proud invader's rage

Or sacked thy towers, or stained thy fields \rith gore.

Abandoned of Heaven ! mad Avarice thy guide,

At cowardly distance, yet kindling with pride

—

'Mid thy herds and thy corn-fields secure thou hast

stood.

And joined the wild yelling of Famine and Blood !

The nations curse thee ! They with eager wondering
Shall hear Destruction, like a vulture, scream I

Strange-eyed Destruction ! who with many a dream
Of central fires through nether seas upthundering

Soothes her fierce solitude ; yet as she lies

By livid fount or red volcanic stream,

If ever to her lidless dragon-eyes,

Albion! thy predestined ruins rise.

The fiend-hag on her perilous couch doth leap,

Muttering distempered triumph in her charmed sleep.

Away, my soul, away !

In vain, in vain the birds of warning sing

—

And hark ! I hear the famished brood of prey

Flap their lank pennons on the groaning wind!
Away, my soul, away I

I, unpartaking of the evil thing.

With daily prayer and daily toil

Soliciting for food my scanty soil,

Have wailed my country with a loud lament.
Now I recentre my immortal mind

In the deep sabbath of meek self-content

;

Cleansed from the vaporous passions that bedim
God's image, sister of the seraphim.

Hymn before Sunrise in the Yale of Chamounu

Hast thou a charm to stay the morning star

In his steep course? So long he seems to pause

On thy bald awful head, sovran Blanc

!

The Arve and Arvciron at thy base

Rave ceaselessly ; but thou, most awful form !

Risest from forth thy silent sea of pines,

How silently ! Around thee and above,

Deep is the air and dark, substantial, black,

An ebon mass ; niethinks thou piercest it.

As with a wedge ! But when 1 look again,

Tt is thine own calm home, thy crystal shrine.

Thy habitation from eternity !

dread and silent mount ! I gazed upon thee,

Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,

Did'st vanish from my thought : entranced in prayer,

1 worshipped the Invisible alune.

Yet, like wome sweet beguiling melody.
So sweet we know not we are listening to it.

Thou, the meanwhile, wast l)lendni;.' with my thought,
Yea, with my life and life's own secret joy;
Till the dilating soul,enrapt, tran^fused,
Into the mighty vision passing—there.

As in her natural form, swelled vast to heaven

!

Awake, my soul ! not only passive praise

Thou owcst ! not alone these swelUni: tears,

Mute thanks and secret ecstacy. Auake,
Voice of sweet song! awake, ray heart, awake!
Green valus and icy clifl's, all join my Lymn.

Thou first and chief, sole sovran of the vale I

O strug»,ding with the darkness all the night,

And visited all night by troops of stars.

Or wlicn they climb the sky, or when they sink I

Companion of the morning star at dawn.
Thyself earth's rosy star, and of the dawn
Co-herald ! wake, wake, and utter praise !

Who sank thy sunless pillars deep in earth ?

Who filled thy countenance with rosy light ?

Who made thee parent of perpetual streams I

And you, ye five wild torrents fiert-ely glad 1

Who called you forth from night and utU-r death,

From dark and icy caverns called you forth,

Duwii tliose precij>itous, black, jagged rocks,

Kur ever shattered, and the same for ever I

Who gave you your invulnerable life,

Vuur ^trength, your speed, your fury, and your joy,

Unceasing thunder and eternal foam i

And who commanded (and the silence came),
Here let the billows stiffen, and have rest I

Ye ice-falls ! ye that from the mountain's brow
Adown enormous ravines slope amain

—

Torrents, methinks, that heard a mighty voice.

And stopped at once amid their maddest plunge!
Motionless torrents! silent cataracts !

W'lio made you glorious as the gates of heaven
Beneath the keen full moon? Who bade the sun
Clothe you with rainbows? Who, with living flowers

Of loveliest blue, spread garlands at your feet?

God ! let the torrents, like a shout of nations.

Answer ! and let the ice-plains echo, God !

God ! sing ye meadow-streams with gladsome voice !

Ye pine groves, with your soft and soul-like sounds I

And they, too, have a voice, you piles of snow,

And iu their perilous fall shall thunder, God !

Ye living flowers that skirt the eternal frost !

Ye wild goats sporting round the eau'le's nest

!

Ye eagles, playmates of the mountain storm !

Ye lightnings, the dread arrows of the clouds!

Ye signs and wonders of the element

!

Utter forth God, and fill the hills with praise!

Once more, hoar mount! with thy sky-pointing
peaks,

Oft from whose feet the avalanche, unheard.
Shoots downward, glittering through the pure serene.

Into the depth of clouds that veil thy breast—
Thou too, again, stupendous mountain ! thou,

That as I raise my head, awhile bowed low
In adoration, upward from thy base.

Slow travelling with dim eyes sutfused with tcar«.

Solemnly seemest, like a vapoury cloud.

To rise before me—Rise, ever rise
;

Rise, like a cloud of incense, from the earth !

Thou kingly spirit throned among the hills.

Thou dread ambassador from eaith to heaven,
(ireat Hierarch ! tell thou the siknt sky.

And tell the stars, and tell yon ri?»in;; sun.

Earth, with her thousand voices, praises God.
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All thoughts, all passioim, all delightR,

Whiitever stirs thii* mortal frame,

Are all but ministers of love,

And feed his sacred flame.

Oft in my waking dreams do I

Lire o'er agnin that happy hour,

When midway on the mount I lay,

Beside the ruined tower.

The moonshine, stealing oVr the scene,

Had blended with the lights of eve
;

And she waa there, my hope, my joy,

My own dear Genevieve!

She leaned against the armed man.
The statue of the armed knight ;

She stood and listened to my lay

Amid the lingering light.

Few sorrows hath she of her own,
My hope, my joy, my Genevieve !

She loves me best whene'er 1 sing

The songs that make her griere.

I played a soft and doleful air,

I sang an old and moving story

—

An old rude song that suited well

That ruin wild and hoary.

She listened with a flitting blush,

With downcast eyes and modest grace;
For well she knew I could not choose

But gaze upon her face.

I told her of the knight that wore
Upon his shield a burning brand ;

And that for ten long years he wooed
The lady of the land.

I told her how he pined ; and ah !

The deep, the low, the pleading tone

With which 1 sang another's love.

Interpreted my own.

She listened with a flitting blush,

With downcast eyes and modest grace
;

And she forgave me that I gazed
Too fondly on her face.

But when I told the cruel scorn

Which crazed this bold and lovely knight,
And that he crossed the mountain-woodd.

Nor rested day nor night ;

But sometimes from the savage den,
And sometimes from the darksome shade,

And sometimes starting up at once.

In green and sunny glade,

There came and looked him in the face
An angol beautiful and bright

;

And that he knew it wa.-* a tiend,

This miserable knight !

And that, unknowing what he did,
He leaped amid a murderous band,
And saved from outrage worse than death

The laily of the land
;

And how she wept and clasped his kneee,
And how she tended him in vain

—

And ever strove to expiate

The scorn that crazud his brain.

And that fhe nursed him in a cave ;

And how his madness went away,
When on the yellow fo^e^t leaves

A dying mau he lay
;

His dying words—but when I reached
That tenderest strain of all the ditty,

My faltering voice and pausing harp
Disturbed her soul with pity !

All impulses of soul and sense

Had thrilled my guileless OenevieTfr^
The music and the doleful tale,

The rich and balmy eve
;

And hopes, and fears that kindle hop^
An undistinguishable throng

;

And gentle wishes lung subdued.
Subdued and cherished long !

She wept with pity and delight,

She blushed with love and virgin shame;
And like the murmur of a dream

I heard her breathe my name.

Her bosom heaved, she stept aside ;

As conscious of my look she stept

—

Then suddenly, with timorous eye,

She fled to me and wept.

She half enclosed me with her arms,
She pressed me with a meek embrace,
And bending back her head, looked up

And gazed upon my face.

'Twas partly love, and partly fear.

And partly 'twas a bashful art.

That I might rather feel than see

The swelling of her heart.

I calmed her fears ; and she was calm.
And told her love with virgin pride

;

And so I won my Genevieve,

My bright and beauteous bride I

[Picture of a Lhmgeon.']

[From the tragedy nf ' Remorse.']

And this place our forefathers made for man t

This is the process of our love and wisdom
To each poor brother who offends against us—
Most innocent, perhaps—and what if guilty |

Is this the only cure \ Merciful God !

Each pore and natural outlet shrivelled up
By ignorance and parching poverty,

His energies roll back upon his heart
And stagnate and corrupt, till, changed to poison.

They break on him like a loathsome plague-spot!
Then we call in our pampered mountebanks

—

And this is their best cure ! uncomforted
And friendless solitude, groaning and tears,

And savage faces at the clanking hour,

Seen through the steam and vapours of his dungeon
By the lamp's dismal twilight ! So he lies

'Circled with evil, till his very soul

Unmoulds its essence, hopelessly deformed
By sights of evermore deformity !

With other ministrations thou, Nature,
Healest thy wandering and distempered child :

Thou pourest ou him thy soft influences,

Thy sunny hues, fair forms, and breathing sweets ;

Thy melodies of woods, and winds, and waters
;

Till he relent, and can no more endure
To be a jarring and a dissonant thing
Amid this general dance and minstrelsy

;

But, bursting into tears, wins back his way,
His angry spirit healed and harmonised
By the benignant touch of love and beauty.

\_From ' Frost at MidnigW]

Dear babe, that sleepest cradled by my side,

Whose gentle breathings heard in this deep calm
Fill up the interspersed vacancies
And momentary pauses of the thought !

My babe so beautiful ! it thrills my heart
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With tender ;;lavlnes.s thu« to Umk at thee,

Aiul think that thuvi shult leiirit far other lore,

Aii'l in t'lir other scenes ! For 1 was reared

III the j^reat eitv, pent 'mid clolrtters dim,
And saw nought hiveiy but the sky and Htare.

But thou, my babe, shalt wander like a breeze

By lakes and Kandy shores, beneath the crags

Of ancient mountain, and beneath the clouds,

Which iniaj^'e in their bulk both lakes and shores

And mountain crags : so shalt thou sec and hear

The lovely shai)eM and sounds intelligible

Of that eternal language which thy God
Utters, who from eternity doth teach

Himself in all, and all things in himself.

Great universal teacher! he shall mould
Thy spirit, and, by giving, nniking it ask.

Therefore all seasons shall be sweet to thee,

Whether the summer clothe the general earth.

With greenness, or the redbreast sit and sing

Betwixt the tufts of snow on the bare branch

Of mossy apple-tree, while the nigh thatch
Smokes in the sun-thaw ; whether the eyedrops fall,

Heard only in the trances of the blast,

Or if the secret ministry of frost

Shall hang them up in silent icicles,

Quietly shining to the quiet moon.

Love, Hope, and Patience in Education,

O'er wayward childhood wouldst thou hold firm rule,

Aiid sun thee in the light of happy faces
;

Love, Hope, and Patience, these must be thy graces,

And in thine own heart let them first keep school.

For as old Atlas on his broad neck places

Heaven's starry globe, and there sustains it, so

Do these upbear the little world below

Of education—Patience, Love, and Hope.
Methinks I see them grouped in seemly show,

The straitened arms upraised, the palms aslope,

And robes that touching as adown they flow,

Distinctly blend, like snow embossed in snow.

O part them never ! If Hope prostrate lie,

Love too will sink and die.

But Love is subtle, and doth proof derive

From her own life that Hope is yet alive
;

And bending o'er, with soul-transfusing eyes,

And the soft murmurs of the mother dove,

Woos back the fleeting spirit, and half supplies
;

Thus Love repays to Hope what Hope first gave to Love.

Yet haply there will come a weary day.

When overtasked at length

Both Love and Hope beneath the load give way.

Then with a statue's smile, a statue's strength.

Stands the mute sister. Patience, nothing loath.

And both supporting, does the work of both.

Touth and Age,

Verse, a breeze 'mid blossoms straying.

Where Hope clung feeding like a bee

—

Both were mine! Life went a-Maying
With Nature, Hope, and Poesy,

When I was young

!

When I was young? Ah, woful when !

Ah, for the change 'twixt now and then !

This breathing house not built with hands,

This body that does me grievous wrong,

O'er airy clifl's and glittering sands.

How lightly then it flashed along:

Like those trim skiffs, unknown of yore,

On winding lakes and rivers wide,

That ask no aid of sail or oar,

That fear no spite of wind or tide I

Nought cared this body for wind or weather,

When Youth and I lived in't together.

Flowers are lovely ; Love is flower-like;

Friendship is a sheltering tree
;

01 the joys tliat came down shower-like,

Of Friendship, Love, and Liberty,

Ere I was old I

Ere I was old ! Ah, woful ere,

Which tells me Youth's no longer here I

Youth ! for years ko many and aweet,

*Ti8 known that thou and I were one

;

I'll think it but a fond conceit

—

It cannot be that thou art gone!
Thy vesper-bell hath not yet tolled.

And thou wert aye a masker bold I

What strange disguise hast now put on,

To make believe that thou art gonel
1 see these lucks in silvery slips.

This drooping gait, this altered size ;

But springtide blossoms on thy lips.

And tears take sunshine from thine eyesl

Life is but thought ; so think I will

That Youth and I are housemates still.

Dewdrops are the gems of morning.

But the tears of mournful eve

!

Where no hope is, life's a warning
That only serves to make us grieve.

When we are old :

That only serves to make us grieve

With oft and tedious taking leave

;

Like some poor nigh-related guest,

That may not rudely be dismissed,

Yet ha.th outstayed his welcome while.

And tells the jest without the smile.

BEV. WILLIAM LISLE BOWLES.

The Rev. William Lisle Bowles enjoys the

distinction of having 'delighted and inspired' the

genius of Coleridge. Ilis first publication, a volume
of sonnets, was published in 1793 ; and falling into

the hands of the enthusiastic young poet, converted

him from some * perilous errors' to the love of a

Bremhill Rectory, in Wiltshire.

style of poetry at once tender and manly. The
pupil outstripped his master in richness and luxu-
riance, though not in elegance or correctness. In
1805 Mr Bowles published another volume of poetry.

The Spirit of Discovery by Sea, a narrative poem of
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coii>iiicrul)U' li.-iif.'tii and beauty. He lias aUo pub-
lisliL-tl bviiiMs and utbcr poems. lie prepared an
edition of I'ojie's work-*, wliiuh, K-iiiy attarked by
Caniplifll ill bis Specitnens <»f tbe Toets, led to a

literary controversy, in wbieh Lord IJyron and
otbers took a jiart. Howies insisted atrongly on
descriptiv4? poetry funning an indispensable part of

the iM>etical cliaraeter ; 'every roik, every leaf,

every diversity of line in nature's variety.' Canip-
bell, on tlie other hand, objected to tliis Duti-h mi-
nuteness and perspicacity of colouring:, and claimed

for the poet (what Bowles never could have denied)

nature, moral as well as external, tlie poetry of tlu*

passions, ami the lights and sliades of Inniiaii man-
ners. In reality, l'o(>e occupied a middle position,

inclininjj to the artificial side of life. Mr Howies
has outlived most of his pix'tical contemporaries,

excepting; Kogers. lie was born at King's-Sutton,

Northamptonshire, in tlie year 1762, and was edu-
cated first at Winclicster scliool, and subsequently

at Trinity college, ()xf"rd. lie has long held the

rectory of lirembill, in Wiltshire.

To Time.

Time ! who know'st a lenient haitd to lay

Softest on sorrow's wound, and slowly thence
(Lulling to sail repose the weary sense)

The faint pang steiilcst, uiiperceived, away;
On thee 1 rest my only hojic at last,

And think when thou hast dried the bitter tear

That Hows in vain o'er all my soul held dear,

1 may look back on every sorrow jutst,

And meet life's peaceful evening with a smile

—

As some lone bird, at day's departing hour,

Sings in the sunbeam of the transient shower,

Forgetful, though its wings are wet the while:
Yet, ah ! how much must tliat poor heart endure
Which hopes fioni thee, and thee alone, a cure I

Winter Evening at Ilome.

Fair Moon ! that at the chilly day's decline

Of sharp December, through my cottage pane
Dost lovely look, smiling, though in thv nane;

In thought, to scenes serene and still as thine,

M'anders my heart, whilst I by turns survey
Thee slowly wheeling on tby evening wav

;

And this my fire, whose dim, unequal light,

Just glimmering bids each shadowy image fall

Sombrous and strange upon the darkening wall,

Ere the clear tapers chase the deepening night!
Yet thy still orb, seen through the freezing haze.
Shines calm and clear without ; and whilst I gaze,
I think aroinid me in this twilight gluoni,

I but remark mortality's sad doom
;

Whilst hope and joy, cloudless and soft, appear
In the sweet beam that lights thy distant sphere.

Hope.

As one who, long by wasting sickness worn.
Weary has watched tlie lingering night, and heard,
Heartless, the carol of the matin bird

Salute his lonely porch, now first at morn
Goes forth, leaving his melancholy bed

;

He the green slupe and level meadow views,
DeligJitful bathed in slow at^cending dews

;

Or marks the clouds that o'er the mountain's head,
In varying forms, fantastic wander white;
Or turns his ear to every random son''

Heard the green river's winding marge along.
The whilst each sense is steeped in still delight:
With such delight o'er all uiy heart I feel

Sweet Hope ! thy fragrance pure and healing incense
steal.

[^SiAUh American SccTury.']

Beneath aerial clififs and glittering snows,
The rush-roof of un aged warrior roHC,

Chief of the mountain tribes; high overhead,
The Andes, wild and desolate, were spread,

Where coUl sierras shot their icy spires,

Antl Chilian trailed its smoke and smouldering fires.

A glen beneath—a lonely spot of rest

—

Hung, scarce discovered, like an eagle's nest.

.Summer wa-s in its prime; the parrot-flocks

Darkened the passing sunshine on the rocks;
The chrysomcl and purple butterfly.

Amid the clear blue light, are wandering by;
The humming-bird, along the myrtle bowers,
With twinkling wing is spinning o'er the flowers;
The woodpecker is heard with busy bill.

The mock-bird sings—and all be>ide is still.

And look I the cataract that bursts so high.
As not to mar the deep tranquillity.

The tumult of its dashing fall suspends.

And, stealing drop by drop, in mist descends;
Through whose illumined spray and sprinkling dews,
Shine to the ailverse sun the broken rainbow hues.

Checkering, with partial shade, the beams of noon,
And arching the gray rock with wild festoon,

Here, its gay network and fantastic twine,

The purjde cogul threads from pine to pine.

And oft, as the fresh airs of morning breathe,

Dips its long tendrils in the stream beneath.
There, through the trunks, with moss and lichens whit^
The sunshine darts its interrupted light,

And 'mid the cedar's darksome bough, illumes,
With instant touch, the lori's scarlet plumes.

Swi-2}ial in a Churchyard.

So passes, silent o'er the dead, thy shade,
Brief Time ! and hour by hour, and day by day.

The pleasing pictures of the present fade.

And like a summer vapour steal away.

And have not they, who here forgotten lie

(Say, hoary chronicler of ages past).

Once marked thy shadow with delighted eye,

Nor thought it fled—how certain and how fast?

Since thou hast stood, and thus thy ^igil kept.

Noting each hour, o'er mouldering stones beneath
The pastor and his flock alike have slept,

And * dust to dust' proclaimed the stride of death.

Another race succeeds, and counts the hour.

Careless alike ; the hour still seems to smile.

As hope, and youth, and life, were in our power;
So smiling, and so perishing the while.

I heard the village bells, with gladsome sound
(When to these scenes a stranger I drew near).

Proclaim the tidings of the village round.
While memory wept upon the good man's bier.

Even so, when I am dead, shall the same bells

Ring merrily when my brief days are gone;
While still the lapse of time thy shadow tells.

And strangers gaze upon my humble stone 1

Enough, if we may wait in calm content
The hour that bears us to the silent sod

;

Blameless improve the time that Heaven has leot.

And leave the issue to thy will, O God.

The Greenvnch Pcn*ioners.

When evening listened to the dripping oar.

Forgetting the loud city's ceaseless roar.

By the green banks, where Thames, with conscious

pride.

Reflects that stately structure on bis side,
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Within whose wtills, as their long labours close,

Tht* wuiul*^rcrs of the ocean find repose,

"Wq wjre in social ease the hours away.
The paiising visit of a »uninier*s day.

Whilst some to range t!»e hree/.y hill are gone,

I lingered on the river's niarije alone
;

Mingled with trrouj^s uf iincient sailors gray,

And watched the l;i>t bright sunshine steal away.

As thus I mused amidst the vurii'us train

Of toil-worn wanderers of the perilous main.

Two sailors—well 1 mtirked them (as the beam
Of parting day yei lingered on the stream.

And the sun sunk bihind the sliady reach)

—

Hastened with tottering footsteps to the beach.

The one had lost a limit in Nile's dreiid fight;

Total eclipse hail veilfd the other's sight

For ever! As 1 drew more anxious near,

I stood intent, if they should speak, to hear;

But neither >iild a word ! lie who was blind

Stood as to feel the cimfortablo wind

That gently lilted his gnu hair: his face

Seemed then of a faint smile to wear the trace.

The other fixed his gjize upon the light

Parting; and when the sun had vanished quite,

Methought a starting tear that Heaven might bless,

Unfelt, or felt with transient temlerness,

Cnine to his aged eyes, and touched his cheek !

And then, ns meek and silent ;us before.

Back hand-in-hand they went, and left the shore.

As they departed through the unheeding crowd,

A caged bird sung from the casement loud ;

And then I heard alone that blind man say,

* The music uf the bird is sweet to-day!'

I said, 'O Heavenly Father! none may know
The cause tliese have for silence or for wo!'

Here they aj-pear heart-stricken or resigned

Amidst the unheeding tumult of mankind.

There is a world, a pure unclouded clime.

Where there is neither grief, nor death, nor time !

Nor loss of friends ! Perhaps, when yonder bell

Bent slow, and bade the dying day fiirewell.

Ere yet the glimmering landscape sunk to night,

They thought upon tliut world of distant light;

And when the blind man, lifting light his hair,

Felt the faint wind, he raised a warmer prayer;

Then sighed, as the blithe bird sung o'er his head,

'No morn will >hine on me till 1 am dead !'

ROBERT SUUTIIEV.

One of the most voluniinfms and lesirned authors

of this iK-riod was lioBERT Southey, LL. D., the

poet'laureate. A poet, schnlar, antitjuary, critic,

ai»d historian, Mr Smithey wrote nn)rc tlian even
Scott, and he is said to have burned more verses

between his twentieth and tliirtieth year than he
published during his whole life. His time was
entirely devoted to literature. Kvery day and hour
had its apprupriate and select task ; his library was
his worlii within whicli he was content to range, and
his books were his nnvst clierislied and constant com-
panions. In one of his poems, lie says

—

My days among the dead are passed
;

Around me 1 behold,

Where'er these casual eyes are cast

The mighty niinds of old :

My never-failing friends are they
With whom 1 converse night and day.

It is melancholy to reflect, that for nearly three
years preceding his death, Mr Southey sat among
his books in hopeless vacuity of niinil, the victim of

disease. This distinguished autlior was a native of
Bristol, the son of a respectable shopkeeper, and

was horn on the l*2th of August 177-1. He was in-

debted to a maternal uncle for most of his education.

Having passed witli cretlit through Westminster
school, he was. in 1792, entered of Baliol college,

(_>.Kford. His friends designed liini for the church;
but the poet became a Jacobin and Socinian, and
his academic career was abruptly closed ia 1794.

Tlie same year he published a volume of poems in

conjunction with Mr Robert Lovell, under the names
of Moschus and Bion. Abtmt the same time he
composed his poem of Wat Tyler, a revolutionary

brochure, which was long afterwards published sur-

reptiiiously by a knavish bookseller to annoy its

author. * In my youth,* he says, ' when my stock
of knowledge consisted of such an acquaintance with
Greek and Roman history as is acquired in the course

of a scholastic education; when my heart was full of

poetry and romance, and Lucan and Akenside were
at my tongue's end, I fell into tiie political opinions
which the French revolution was then scattering

throughout Europe; and following those opinions
with ardour wherever they led, I soon perceived
that inequalities of rank wtre a light evd compared
to the inequalities of property, and those more fearful

distinctions which the want of moral and intellectual

culture occasions betw^-en man and man. At that
time, and with those opinions, or rather feelings (for

tlieir root was in the heart, and not in the under-
standing), I wrote * Wat Tyler,* as one who was im-
patient of all the oppressions that are done under
the sun. The subject was injudiciously chosen, and
it was treated, as might be expected, by a youth of
twenty in such times, who regarded only one side of
the question.' The poem, indeed, is a miserable
production, and was harmless from its very inanity.
Full of the same political sentiments and ardour,
Southey composed his Joan of Arc, an epic poem,
displaying fertility of language and boldness of
imagination, but at the same time diiTuse in style,

ami in many parts wild and incoherent. In imita-
tion of Dante, the young poet conducted his heroine
in a dream to the abodes of departed spirits, and
dealt very freely with the * murderers of mankind,*
from Ninirod the mighty hxmter, down to the hero
conqueror of Agincuurt

—
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A huge and massy pile

—

Massy it seemed, and yet in every blast

As to its ruin shook. There, porter fit,

Remorse for ever his sad vigils kept.

Pale, hollow-eyed, emaciate, sleepless wretch,

Inly he groaned, or, starting, wildly shrieked,

Aye as the fabric, tottering from its bane,

Threatened its fall—and so, expectant still.

Lived in the dread of danger still delayed.

They entered there a large and lofty dome.
O'er whose black marble sides a dim drear light

Struggled with darkness from the unfrequent lamp.
Enthroned around, the Murderers of Mankind

—

Monarchs, the great ! the glorirms ! the august!

Each bearing on his brow a crown of fire

—

Sat stern and silent. Kimrud, he was there,

First king, the mighty hunter ; and that chief

Who did belie his mother's fame, that so

He might be called young ,\mrnon. In this court

Ctesar was crowned—accursed liberticide ;

And he who murdered TuUy, that cold villaiD

Octavius—though the courtly minion's lyre

Hath hymned his praise, though Maro sung to him.

And when death levelled to original clay

The royal carcass. Flattery, fawning low.

Fell at his feet, and worshipped the new god.

Titus was here, the conqueror of the Jews,

He, the delight of human-kind misnamed

;

Cpesars and Soldans, emperors and kings,

Here were they all, all who for glory fought,

Here in the Court of Glory, reaping now
The meed they merited.

As gazing round,

The Virgin marked the miserable train,

A deep and hollow voice from one went forth

:

* Thoti who art come to view our punishment,
Alaideu of Orleans ! hither tuni thine eyes ;

For I am he whose bloody victories

Thy power hath rendered vain. Lo ! 1 am here,

The hero conqueror of Azincour,

Henry of England !'

In the second edition of the poem, published in

1798, the vision of the Maid of Orleans, and every-

thing miraculous, was omitted. When the poem
first appeared, its author was on his way to Lisbon,

in company with his uncle, Dr Herbert, chaplain to

the factory at Lisbon. Previous to his departure

in November 1795, Mr Southey had married Miss

Fricker of Bristol, sister of the lady with whom
Coleridge united himself; and, according to De
Quincy, the poet parted with his wife immediately

after their marriage at the portico of the church,

to set out on his travels. In 1796 he returned to

England, and entered himself of Gray's Inn. He
afterwards made a visit to Spain and Portugal, and
published a series of letters descriptive of his travels.

In 1801 he accompanied Mr Foster, chancellor of

the Exchequer, to Ireland in the capacity of private

secretary to that gentleman ; and the same year

witnessed the publication of a second epic, Thalaha

the Destroyer, an Arabian fiction of great beauty and
magnificence. Tlie style of verse adopted by the

poet in this work is irregular, without rhyme; and
it possesses a peculiar charm and rhythmical har-

mony, though, like the redundant descriptions in

the work, it becomes wearisome in so long a poenL
The opening stanzas convey an exquisite picture

of a widowed mother wandering over the sands of

the east during the silence of night :

—

How beautiful is night

!

A dewy freshness fills the silent air

;

No mist obscures, nor cloud, nor speck, nor stain,

Breaks the serene of heaven

;

In full-orbed glory, yonder moon divine

Rolls through the dark-blue depths.

Beneath her steady ray

The desert-circle spreads.

Like the round ocean, girdled with the flkj*

How beautiful is night

!

Who, at this untimely hour,

Wanders o'er the desert sands?

No station is in view.

Nor palm-grove islanded amid the waste.

The mother and her child.

The widowed mother and the fatherless boy,

They, at this untimely hour,

Wander o'er the desert sands.

Alas ! the setting sun
Saw Zeinab in her bliss,

Hodeirah's wife beloved,

The fruitful mother late,

WTiom, when the daughters of .\rabia named,
They wished their lot like hers

:

She wanders o'er the desert sands
A wretched widow now.

The fruitful mother of so fair a race;

With only one preser\'ed.

She wanders o'er the wilderness.

No tear relieved the burden of her heart

;

Stunned with the heavy wo, she felt like one
Half-wakened from a midnight dream of blood.

But sometimes, when the boy
Would wet her hand with tears.

And, looking up to her fixed countenance.

Sob out the name of Mother, then did she

Utter a feeble groan.

At length, collecting, Zeinab turned her eyes

To Heaven, exclaiming, ' Praised be the Lord

!

He gave, He takes away

!

The Lord our God is good!*

The metre of ' Thalaba,' as may be seen from this

specimen, has great power, as well as harmony, in

skilful hands. It is in accordance with the subject

of the poem, and is, as the author himself remarks,
'the Arabesque ornament of an Arabian tale.'

Southey had now cast off his revolutionary opinions,

and his future writings were all marked by a some-
what intolerant attachment to church and state.

He established himself on the banks of the river

Greta, near Keswick, subsisting by his pen, and a
pension wliich he had received from government;

In 1804 he published a volume of Metrical Tales,

and in 1805 Madoc, an epic poem, founded on a
Welsh story, but inferior to its predecessors. In

1810 appeared his greatest poetical work. The Curse

of Kehatiia, a poem of the same class and structure

as Thalaba,' but in rhyme. With characteristic

egotism, Mr Southey prefi.xed to ' The Curse of Ke-
hania' a declaration, that he would not change a syl-

lable or measure for any one

—

Pedants shall not tie my strains

To our antique poets' veins.

Kehama is a Hindoo rajiih, who, like Dr Faustus,

obtains and sports with supernatural power. His

adventures are sufficiently startling, and afford room
for the author's striking amplitude of description.

'The story is founded,' says Sir Walter Scott, 'upon

the Hindoo mythology, the most gigantic, cumbrous,

and extravagant system of idolatry to which temples

were ever erected. The scene is alternately laid in
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the terrestrial paradise, under tlie sea—in the heaven

of heavens—and in liell itself. The principal actors

are, a man who approaches almost to onmi|K»tence

;

another labouring under a strange and fearful male-

diction, which exempts him from the ordinary laws

of nature; a good genius, a sorceress, and a ghost,

with several Ilindostan deities of difteront ranks.

The only bi'ing that retains the usual attributes of

humanity is a female, who is gifted with immortality

at the close of the piece.* Some of the scenes in this

strangely magnificent theatre of horrors are described

with tlie power of Milton, and Scott has said that

the folh)wing accouTit of tlie approach of tlie mortals

to Padalon, or the Indian Hades, is equal in gran-

deur to any passage which he ever perused :—

Far other light than that of day there shone

Upon the travellers, entering Padalon.

They, too, in darkness entering on their way,

But far before the car

A glow, as of a fiery furnace light.

Filled all before them. 'Twas a light that made
Darkness itself appear

A thing of comfort ; and the sight, dismayed,

Shrank inward from the molten atmosphere.

Their way was through the adamantine rock

M'hich girt the world of wo : on either side

Its massive walls arose, and overhead

Arched the long passage ; onward as they ride,

With stronger glare the light around them spread

—

And, lo! the regions dread

—

The world of wo before them opening wide.

There rolls the fiery flood.

Girding the realms of Padalon around.

A sea of flame, it seemed to be

Sea without bound

;

For neither mortal nor immortal sight

Could pierce across through that intensest light.

Besides its wonderful display of imagination and in-

vention, and its vivid scene-painting, the * Curse of

Kehama' possesses the recommendation of being in

manners, sentiments, scenery, and costume, distinc-

tively and exclusively Hindoo. Its author was too

diligent a student to omit whatever was cliarac-

teristic in the landscape or the people. Passing

over his prose works, we next find Mr Southey
appear in a native poetical dress in blank verse.

In 1814 he published Roderick, the Last of the Goths,

a noble and pathetic poem, though liable also to the

charge of redundant description. The style of the

versification may be seen from the following account

of the grief and confusion of the aged monarch, vvlien

he finds his throne occupied by the Moors after his

long absence :

—

The sound, the sight

Of turban, girdle, robe, and scimitar,

And tawny skins, awoke contending thoughts

Of anger, shame, and anguish in the Goth ;

The unaccustomed face of human kind
Confused him now—and through the streets he went

With haggard mien, and countenance like one

Crazed or bewildered. All who met him turned.

And wondered as he passed. One stopped him short,

Put alms into his hand, and then desired.

In broken Gothic speech, the moonstruck man
To bless him. With a look of vacancy,

Roderick received the alms ; his wandering eye

Fell on the money, and the fallen king,

Seeing his royal impress on the piece.

Broke out into a quick convulsive voice.

That ."eemed like laughter first, but ended soon

In hollow groan suppressed: the Mussulman
Shrunk at the ghastly sound, and magnified
The name of Allah as he hastened on.

A Chrisiiim woman, spinning at her door,

Behold hini—and with sudden pity touched,
She laid her spindle by, and running in,

Took bread, and fiiUowin-^ after, culled him back

—

And, placing in his pa>sivc hiiiids the loaf,

She said, Christ Jesus for his Mutht-r's sake
Have mercy on thtv! With a loi.k that seemed
Like idiocy, he heard her, and stood still,

Stiiring awhile; then bursting into tears.

Wept like a child.

Or the following description of a moonlight scene:

—

How calmly, gliding through the dark blue sky.

The midnight moon ascends! Her placid beams,
Through thinly-scatterrd leaves, and boughs grotesque.

Mottle with mazy shades tlie orchanl slojte
;

Here o'er the chestnut's fretted foliage, umy
And massy, motion!e>s they spread ; here shine

Upon the crags, deepening with blacker night

Their chasms ; and there the glittering argentry

Ripples and glances on the confluent streams.

A lovelier, purer light than th;it of day
Rests on the hills; and oh! how awfully,

Into that deep and tranquil firmament,

The summits of Auseva rise serene!

The watchman on the battlements partakes

The stillness of the solenm hour ; he feels

The silence of the earth ; the endless sound

Of flowing water southes him ; and the stars,

Which in that bnj^htc-st moonlight well nigh quenched.

Scarce visible, as in the utmost depth

Of yonder sapphire infinite, are seen.

Draw on with elevating influence

Towards eternity the attempered mind.

Musing on worlds beyond the grave, he stands,

And to the Virgin Mother silently

Breathes forth her hymn of praise.

Mr Southey, having, in 1813, accepted the oflSce of

poet-laureate, composed some courtly strains that

tended little to advance his reputation. His Carmen
Triumphale, and The Vision if Judymcnt, provoked

much ridicule at tlie time, and would have passed

Southey's House.

into utter oblivion, if Lord Byron had not published

another Vision of Judgment—one of the most power-

ful, though wild and profane of his productions, in

which tlie laureate received a merciless and witty
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castipiititin, that t*rtMi his adiiiirfra ailmitted t<> he

n»it iiiunerited. TIk* latest of our author's pru-tifal

works was a vohnnc of narrative verse. All fur Lovt\

and The Pilyrim u/ i'nrnfwstella. He continued his

ceaseless rouiul of study and eoinpf)silion, writing on

all subjeets, and filliiifr ream after ream of paper

witli his lueuhrations on morals, philosophy, poetry,

antl polities. He was olfere)! a banmetey and a seat

in parliament, l)oth of whieh he prudently declined.

His fame and liis fctrtune, lie kni-\v. eouM finly he

preserved by adhering to his solitary studies; hut

these were too constant and uninterrupted. The
poet forj;ot one of his own maxims, that 'frequent

change of air is of all tilings that which most con-

duces to joyous health and long life.' I'aralysis at

length laid prostrate his powers. He sank into a

state of insensibility, not even recognising those

who ministered to bis wants; and it was a matter of

satisfaction rather than regret, that death at length

stept in to shroud this painful spectacle from the eyes

of affection as well as from the gaze of vulgar curio-

sitv. He died in his house at Greta on the 21st of

M.'irch 184.1. Mr Southey had, a few years before

his d<'ath, lost the early partner of his affections, and

ciintr.ieted a second marriage with Miss Caroline

Bow les. the poetess. He left, at bis death, a sum of

about L.12.U00 to be divided among his children,

and one of the most valuable private libraries in

the kingdom. So nmch had literature, unaided but

by prudence and worth, accomplished for its devoted

follower! The following inscription for a tablet to

the memory of II r Southey, to be placed in the

church of Crosthwaite, near Keswick, is from the

pen of the venerable Wordsworth :

—

' Sacred to the memory of Robert Southey, whose

mortal remains are interred in the neighbouring

churchyard. He was born at Bristol, October 4,

1 774, and died, after a residence of nearly 40 years,

at Greta Hall, in this parish, March 21, 1843.

Ye torrents foaming down the rocky steeps,

Ye lakes wherein the i^pirit of Water sleeps,

Ye vales and hills, whose beauty hither drew

The poet's steps, and fixed him here, on you

His eyes have closed ; and ye, loved books, no more

Shall i^outhey feed upon your precious lore.

To works that ne'er shall forfeit their renown,

Adding immortal labours of his own
;

Whether he traced historic truth with zeal

For the state's guidance, or the church's weal

;

Or Fancy, disciplined by studious Art,

Informed his pen, or Wisdom of the heart,

Or Judgments sanctioned in the patriot's mind
By reverence for the rights of all mankind.

Large were his aims, yet in no human breast

Could private feelings find a holier nest.

His joys, his griefs, have vanished like a cloud

From Skiddaw's top ; but he to Heaven was vowed

Through a long life, and calmed by Christian faith

In hia pure soul the fear of change and death.'

Few authors have written so much and so well,

with so little real popularity, as Mr Southey. Of all

his prose works, admirable as they are in purity of

style, the Life of NeUan alone is a general favourite.

The magnificent creations of his poetry—piled up
like clouds at sunset, in the calm serenity of his ca-

pacious intellect—have always been duly appreciated

by poetical students and critical readers ; but by the

public at large they are neglected. A late attempt

to revive thcni, by the puljlication of the whole

poetical works in ten uniform and cheap volumes,

has only shown that they are unsuited to the taste

(^f the jiresent generation. The reason of this may
be found both iu the subjects of Southey's poetry.

and in his manner of treating them. His fiction!

are wild and supernatural, and have no hold on
human affections. Gorgeous and sublime as some
of his images and descriptions are, they 'come like

sliadows, so depart.' They are t(M> remote, t(M) fanci-

ful, and often too learned. The Grecian mythology
is graceful and familiar; hut Mr Southey's Hindoo
superstitions are extravagant iiiid strange. To relish

them requires considerable previous reading and re-

search, and this is a ta.sk which few will umlertake.
The dramatic art or power of vivid delineation is

also comparatively unknown to Southey, and henc«
the dialogues in Madoc and Koderick are generjdly

flat and uninteresting. His observation was of books,

not nature. Some atl'ectations of style and expres-

sion also marred the cfTect of his conceptions, and
the stately and cojiious flow of his versification, un-
relieved by bursts of passion or eloquent sentiment,
s(mietiines becomes heavy and monotonous in it4

uniform smoothness and dignity.

WALTER SAV.tGE LANDOR.

This gentleman, the representative of an ancient
family, was horn at Ipsley Court. Warwickshire, on
the ,3(Jth of .Iaiiu;iry 177.5. He was educated at

Uugby school, wherve he was transferred to Trinity
college, Oxford. His first ]>ublication was a small

volume of poems, <lated .as far back as 179.3. The
pnet was intended for the army, but. like Southey,
he imbibed republican sentiments, and for that cause

declined engaging in the profession of arms. His
father then offered him an allowance of i;400 per
annum, on condition that he should study the law,

with this alternative, if he refused, that his income
should be restrii'ted to one-third of the sum. The
inde])eiident poet preferred the smaller income with
literature as his companion. On succeeding to the
family estate, Mr Landor sold it off, and purchased
two others in Monmouthshire, where it is said he
expended nearly £70,000 in improvements. The ill

conduct of some of his tenants mortified and exaspe-
rated the sensitive land-owner to such a degree,

that he pulled down a fine Infuse which he had
erected, and left the country for Italy, where he has
chiefly resided since the year 1815. Mr Lander's
works consist of Gehir^ a poem ; dramas entitled

Andrea of Hungary^ Giovanni of JVaples, Fra liupcrt,

Pericles and Aspaxia, &c. His principal jirose work
is a series of Imaginary Conversations of Literary

Men and Statesmen, three volumes of which were
published in 1824, and three more in 1836. In
* Gebir' there is a fine passage, amplified by Mr
Wordsworth in his Excursion, which describes the

sound which sea-shells seem to make when placed

close to the ear :

—

And I have sinuous shells of pearly hue
;

Shake one, and it awakens, then apply
Its polished lips to your attentive ear,

And it remembers its august abodes.

And murmurs as the ocean murmurs there.

In Count Julian, a tragedy founded on Spanish story,

Mr Landor adduces the following beautiful illustra-

tion of grief :

—

Wakeful he sits, and lonely and unmoved.
Beyond the .arrows, views, or shouts of men ;

As oftentimes an eagle, when the sun

Throws o'er the varying earth his early ray,

Stands solitary, stands immovcnble,

Upon some highest cliff, and rolls his eye,

Clear, constant, unobservant, unabased,

In the cold light.

His smaller poems are mostly of the same medita-
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tive and intt-Ueotual character. An English scone

is tlius descrilx'il :

—

Clifton^ in vain tliy varied ocenes invite

—

The mossy bank, dim plade, and dizzy height;

The shecj) that startiiiji from the tnt'ted thyme,

Untune the distant churches' mellow chime
;

As o'er caeh limb a gentle horror creej)^,

And shake above our heads the cniirgy ^teeps,

IMeasant I've thoutrht it to pursue the rower,

While light and d-irkness seize the changeful oar,

The frolic Naiads drawinjr from below

A net of silvt'r roumi the black canoe,

Now the last lonely solace must it be

To watch pale evening' brood o'er land and sea,

Then join my friends, and let those friends believe

My cheeks are moistened by the dews of eve.

*The Maid's Lament' is a short lyrical flow of

picturesque expression and pathos, resembling the

more recent effusions of liarry Cornwall :

—

I loved him not ; and yet, now he is gone,

I feel I atii alone.

I checked him wliilc he spoke
;
yet could he speak,

Alas! 1 would nnt check.

For reasons not to love him once I sought,

And wt;,'ined all my thought

To vex myself and him: 1 now would give

My love could he but live

Who lately lived for me, and when he found
''I'was vain, in holy ground

He hid bis face amid tlie shades of death!

I waste for bini my breath

Who wasted his for me ; bnt mine retunis,

And this lone bosom burns

With stifling heat, heaving it up in sleep.

And waking me to weep
Tears that had melted his soft heart : for years

Wept he as bitter tears

!

'Merciful tied !' such was his latest prayer,
* I'hese may slie never share !'

Quieter is his breath, his breast more cold

Than daisies in the nioubi,

Where children spell athwart the churchyard gate

His name and life's brief date.

Pray for him, gentle souls, whoe'er ye be,

And oh ! pniy, t<io, for me !

We quote one more chaste and graceful fancy, en-

titled Sixteen :^

In Clementina's artless mien
Lucilla asks me what 1 see,

And are the roses of sixteen

Enough for me!

Lucilla asks if that be nil.

Have I not culled as sweet before!

Ah yes, Lucilla I and their fall

I still deplore.

I now behold another scene,

Where pleasure beams with heaven's own light,

More pure, more constant, more serene,

And not less bright.

Faith, on whose breast the loves repose.

Whose chain of flowers no force can sever,

And Modesty, who, when she goes.

Is gone for ever.

Mr Landor will be remembered rather as a prose

writer than as a poet, and yet his writings of that

kind are marked by singular and great blemishes.

A moody egotistic nature, ill at ease with the com-
mon things of life, has flourished up in his case into

a most portentous crop of crotchets and prejudices,

which, regardless of the reprobation of bis fellow-

men, he issues forth in prodigi(ms confusion, often

in language offensive in the last degree to good
taste. Eager to contradict whatever is generally

received, he never stops to consider how far his

own professed opinions may be consistent with
each other: hence be contradicts himself almost as

often as any other body. Jeffrey, in one of bis most
brilliant papers, lias characterised in liappy terms
the class of minds to which Mr Landor Mongs.
'The work before us,' says he, * is an edifying ex-
ample of the spirit of literary Jacobinism—flying

at all game, running a-muck at all opiniims, and at

continual cross-jinrposes with its own. Tins spirit

admits neither of equal nor superior, follower nor
precursor: " it travels in a road so narrow, where but
one goes abreast." It claims a monopoly of sense,

wit> and wisdom. To agree with it is an imperti-

nence ; to differ from it a crime. It tramples on old

prejudices ; it is jealous of new pretensions. It seizes

with aviility on all that is startling or obnoxious in

opinions, and when they are countenanced by any
one else, discards them as no longer fit for its use.

Thus persons of this temper affect atheism by way of

distinction ; and if they can succeed in bringing it

into fashion, become orthi^dox again, in order not to

be with the vnl-iur. Their creed is at the mercy of

every one who assents to, or who contradicts it. All

their ambition, all their endeavour is, to seem wiser

than the whole worhl besides. They hate whatever
fjvlls short of, whatever goes beyond, their favourite

theories. In the one case, they hurry on before to

get the start of you; in tlie other, they suddenly

turn back to hinder you, and defeat themselves. An
inordinate, restless, incorrigible self-love, is the key
to all their actions and opinions, extravagances and
meannesses, servility and arrogance. Whatever
soothes and pampers this, they applaud ; whatever
wounds or interferes with it, they utterly and vin-

dictively abhor. A general is with tliem a hero

if be IS unsuccessful or a traitor; if he is a con-

queror in the cause of liberty, or a martyr to it, he

is a poltroon. Whatever is doubtful, remote, vi-

si(m;iry in jihilosophy, or wild and dangerous in

polities, they fasten upon eagerly. " recommending
and insisting on notliing less;" reduce the one to

domonstratiiin, the other to practice, and they turn

their backs upon their own most darling schemes,

and leave them in the lurch immediately.' When the

reader learns that Mr Landor justifies Tiberius and
Nero, speaks of Pitt as a poor creature, and Fox as

a charlatan, declares Alfieri to have been the great-

est man in Europe, and recommends the Greeks, in

their struggles with the Turks, to discard fire-arms,

and return to the use of the bow, be will not deem
this general description far from inapplicable in

the case. And j-et the Imaginary Conversations

and other writings of Mr Landor are amongst the

most remarkable jirose productions of our age, writ-

ten in pure nervous English, and full of thoughts

which fasten themselves on the mind, and are 'a joy

for ever.* It would require many specimens from
these works to make good what is here said for and
against their author; we can afford room for only

one, but in it are both an example of his love of

paradox, and of the extraordinary beauties of thought
by which he leads us captive. It forms part of a
conversation between Lords Chatham and Chester-

field:—

Chesterfield. It is true, my lord, we have not always

been of the same opinion, or, to use a better, truer,

and more significant expression, of the same side in

politics
; yet I never heard a sentence from your

lordship which I did not listen to with deep atten-

tion. I understand that you have written some pieces

of admonition and advice to a young relative; they

are mentioned as being truly excellent ; I wish I

could have profited by them when I was composing
mine on a similar occasion.
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Chatham. My lord, you certainly would not have
done it, even supposing they contained, which I am
far from believing, any topics that could have escaped
your penetrating view of manners and morale ; for

your lordship and I set out diversely from the very
threshold. Let us, then, rather hope that what we
have written, with an equally good intention, may
produce its due effect; which indeed, I am afraid,

may be almost as doubtful, if we consider how inef-

fectual were the cares and exhortations, and even the

daily exiimpic and high renown, of the most zealous

and prudent men on the life and conduct of their

chilJren and disciples. Let us, however, hope the

best rather than fear the worst, and believe that there

never was a right thing done or a wise one spoken in

vain, although the fruit of thera may not spring up in

the place designated or at the time expected.
Chcsterjidd. Pray, if I am not taking too great a

freedom, give me the outline of your plan.

Chatham. Willingly, my lord ; but since a greater

man than either of us has laid down a more compre-
hensive one, containing all I could bring forward,

would it not be preferable to consult it ! I differ in

Dothing from Locke, unless it be that I would recom-
mend the lighter a.s well as the graver, part of the

ancient classias, and tbe constant practice of imitat-

ing them in early youth. This is no change in the

system, and no larger an addition than a woodbine to

a sacred grove.

Chesin^eld. I do not admire Mr Locke.
Chatham. Nor I—he is too simply grand for ad-

miration— I contemplate and revere him. Equally
deep and clear, he is both philosophically and gram-
matically the most elegant of English writers.

Choita'Jitid. If I expressed by any motion of limb
or feature my surprise at this remark, your lordship,

I hope, will pardon me a slight and involuntary trans-

gression of my own precept. I must intreat you, be-

fore we move a step farther in our inquiry, to inform
me whether I am really to consider him in style the
most elegant of our prose authors ?

Chatham. Your lordship is capable of forming an
opinion on this point certainly no less correct than
mine.

Chesterfield. Pray assist me.
Chatham. Education and grammar are surely the

two driest of all subjects on which a conversation can
turn

;
yet if the ground is not promiscuously sown, if

what ought to be clear is not covered, if what ought to

be covered is not bare, and, above all, if the plants are

choice ones, we may spend a few moments on it not
unpleasantly. It appears then to me, that elegance
in prose composition is mainly this ; a just admission
of topics and of words ; neither too many nor too few of
either; enough of sweetness in the sound to induce us
to enter and sit still ; enough of illustration and
reflection to change the posture of our minds when
they would tire ; and enough of sound matter in the
complex to repay us for our attendance. I could
perhaps be more logical in my definition and more
concise; but am I at all erroneous?

Chet<t€rfidd. I see not that you are.

ChaZham. My ear is well satisfied with Locke: I

find nothing idle or redundant in him.
Chesterfield. But in the opinion of you graver men,

would not some of his principles lead too far!
Chatham. The danger is, that few will be led by

them far enough: most who begin with him stop
Bhort, and, pretending to find pebbles in their shoes,

throw themselves down upon the ground, and com-
plain of their guide.

Chesterfitid. What, then, can be the reason why
Plato, so nmch Itss intelligible, is so much more
quoted and ajiplauiledi

Chatham. The dil'ficulties we never try are no diffi-

culties to us. Those who are upon the summit of a

mountain know in sunie measure its altitude, by
comparing it with all objects around ; but those who
stand at the bottom, and never mounted it, can coni-

I>are it with few only, and with those imperfectly,

I'ntil a short time ago, I could have conversed more
fluently about Plato than I can at present ; I had
read all the titles to his dialogues, and several ccrapa

of commentary ; these I have now forgotten, and am
indebted to long attacks of the gout for what I have
acquired instea'l.

Chesterfield. A very severe schoolmaster! I hope
he allows a long vacation ?

Chatham. Severe he is indeed, and although he sets

no example of regularity, he exacts few observances,

and teaches many things. Without him I should

have had less patience, less learniiig, less reflection,

less leisure ; in short, less uf everything but of sleep.

Chestofidd. Locke, from a deficiency of fancy, is

not likely to attract so many listeners as Plato.

Chatham. And yet occasionally his language if)

both metaphorical and rich in images. In fact, all

our great philosophers have also this property in a
wonderful degree. Not to speak of the devotional,

in whose writings one might expect it, we find it

abundantly in Bacon, not sparingly in Hobbes, the

next to him in range of inquiry and potency of in-

tellect. And what would you think, my lord, if you
discovered in the records of Newton a sentence in the

spirit of Shakspeare

!

Chesterfield. I should look upon it as upon a won-

der, not to say a miracle : Newton, like Burrow, had
no feeling or respect fur poetrj'.

Chatham. His words are these:—*I don't know
what I may seem to the world ; but as to myself, I

seem to have been only like a boy playing on the

sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and then fitid-

ing a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordi-

nary, whilst the great ocean of Truth lay all undis-

covered before me.'

Chesterfield. Surely Nature, who had given him the

volumes of her greater mysteries to unseal ; who had
bent over him and taken his hand, and taught him to

decipher the characters of her sacred language; who
had lifted up before him her glorious veil, higher

than ever yet for mortal, that she might impress her

features and her fondness on his heart, threw it hack

wholly at these words, and gazed ujfon him with as

much admiration as ever he had gazed upon her.*

EDWIN ATHERSTONE.

Edwin Atiierstone is author of The Lusf Days

of Jlerculaneiim (1821) and The Fall cf yineveh

(1828), both poems in blank verse, and remarkable

for splendour of diction and copiousness of descrip-

tion. The first is founded on the well-known de-

struction nf the city of Herculaneum by an eruption

of Mount Vesuvius in the first year of the Emperor
Titus, or the 79th of the Christian era. Mr Ather-

stone has fiillmved the account of this awful occur-

rence given by the younger Pliny in his letters to

Tacitus, and has drawn some powerful pictures of

the desolating fire and its attendant circumstances,

* A verj' few of Mr Lander's flphorisms and remarka may
be added: lie says of fame—* Fame, they tell you. is air;

but without air there is no life for any; withont fame there

is none for the best.' ' The happy man,' he says, • is ho

whn distinjniishes the boundary between de-sire and delight,

and stands firmly on the hinher ground ; he who knows that

pleasure is not only not pcissession, but is often to be lost,

and always to be endanRcred by it," Of IiRht wit or sarcasm,

he observes—' Quickness is amongst the least of the mind's

properties. I would persuade you that banter, pun, and

quibble are the properties of light men and shallow capa-

cities ; that genuine humour and true wit n^quirc a sound and

capacious mind, which is always a grave one.'
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There is ptTlmps too nnuii of terrible and gloomy

painting, yet it eneliains tlie attention of the reader,

iiiul impresses the ima>;ination with sometliinj; like

ilramatie force. Mr Atlierstone's second subject is

of the same elevated cast : tlie downfall of an Asiatic

empire atforded ample room for his love of strong

luui majjnificent description, and he has availed

himself of this license so fully, as to border in many
passa^ies on extravajjance ami bombast. His battle

scenes, his baiuiuets, tlowering groves, and other

descriptions of art and nature, are all executed with

oriental splendour and voluptuousness—often with

dazzling vividness and In-auty and true poetical

feeling. The failure of the author to sustain tlie

interest of the reader is owing, as a contemporary
critic pointed out, * to the very palpable excess in

which he employs all those elements of pleasing, and
to the disproportion which those ornaments of the

scene bear to its actujd business—to the slowness

with which the story moves forward, and the diffi-

culty we have in catching a distinct view of the

characters that are presented to us, through tlie

glare of imagery and eloquence with which they

are surrounded.' This is the fault of genius—espe-

cially young genius—and if Mr Atherstone could

subdue his oriental imagination and gorgeousness

of style, and undertake a theme of more ordinary

life, and of simple natural passion and description,

he might give himself a name of some importance
in the literature of his age.

The following passages, descriptive of the splen-

dour of Sardanapalus's state, have been cited as

happy specimens of Mr Atherstone's style :

—

The moon is clear—the stars are coming forth

—

The evening breeze fans pleasantly. Retired

Within his gorgeous hall, Assyria's king
Sits at the banquet, and in love and wine
Revfls delighted. On the gilded roof

A thousand golden lamps their lustre fling,

And on the marble walls, and on the throne
Gem-bossed, that high on jasper-steps upraised,

Like to one solid diamond quivering stands,

Sun-splendours flashing round. In woman's garb
The sensual king is chid, and with hira sit

A crowd nf beauteous concubines. They sing.

And roll the wanton eve, nnd laugh, and sigh,

And feed his ear with honeyed flatteries,

And laud him as a god. * *

Like a mountain stream,
Amid the silence of the dewy eve
Heard by the lonely traveller through the vale,

With dream-like nuirniuring melodious.

Id diamond showers a crystal fountain falls.

* * Svlph-like girls, and blooming boys,

Flower-crowiicd, and in apparel bright as spring.

Attend upon their bidding. At the sign.

From bands unseen, voluptuous music breathes,

Harp, dulcimer, and, sweetest far of all.

Woman's mellifluous voice.

Through all the city sounds the voice of joy

And tipsy merrimerit. On the spacious walls.

That, like huge sea-clifl^s, gird the city in.

Myriads of wanton feet go to and fro

:

Gay gannents rustle in the scented breeze.

Crimson, and azure, purple, green, and gold ;

Laugh, jest, and passing whisper are heard there
;

Timbrel, and lute, and dulcimer, and song
;

And many feet that tread the dance are seen,

And arms upflung, and swaying heads plume-crowned.
So is that city steeped in revelry.

» * «

Then went the king,

Flushed with the wine, and in his pride of power
Glorying; and with his own strong arm upraised

From out its rest the Assyrian banner broad.

Purple nnd edged with gold ; and, standing then
Upon the utmost summit of the mount

—

Uound, and yet round— for two strong men a task
Sutlicient deemed—he waved the splendid flag,

Hright as a meteor streaming.

At that sight
The plain was in a stir: the helms of brass
Were lifted up, and glittering spear-points waved.
And banners shaken, and wide trumpet mouths
Upturned ; and myriads of bright-harnessed steeds
Were seen upreariug, shaking their proud heads

;

And brazen chariots in a moment sprang,

And clashed together. In a moment more
Up came the monstrous universal shout.

Like a volcano's burst. Up, up to heaven
The multitudinous tempest tore its way,
Rocking the clouds: from all the swarming plain
And from the city rose the mingled cry,
* Long live Sardanapalus, king of kings !

May the king live for ever !' Thrice the flag

The monarch waved ; and thrice the shouts arose
Enormous, that the solid walls were shook,

And the firm ground made tremble.

Amid the far-off hills,

^^'ith eye of fire, and shaggy mane upreared.
The sleeping lion in his den sprang up

;

Ijistened awhile—then laid his monstrous mouth
Close to the floor, and breathed hot roarings out
In fierce reply.

* #

He comes at length

—

The thickening thunder of the wheels is heard :

Upon their hinges roaring, open fly

The brazen gates: sounds then the tramp of hoofs

—

And lo ! the gorgeous pageant, like the sun.
Flares on their startled eyes. Four snow-white steeds,
In golden trappings, barbed all in gold,

Spring through the gate ; the lofty chariot then.
Of ebony, with gold and genjs thick strewn,
Even like the starry night. The spokes were gold,
With felloes of strong brass ; the naves were brass,

With burnished gold o'erlaid, and diamond rimmed;
Steel were the axles, in bright silver cJise

;

The pole was cased in silver: high aloft,

Like a rich throne the gorgeous seat was framed;
Of ivory part, part silver, and part gold

:

On either side a golden statue stood :

Upon the right—and on a throne of gold—

•

Great Belus, of the Assyrian empire first,

And worshipped as a god ; but, on the left,

In a resplendent car by lions drawn,
A goddess. * *

Behind the car,

Full in the centre, on the ebon ground.
Flamed forth a diamond sun; on either side,

A horned moon of diamond ; and beyond
The planets, each one blazing diamond.
Such was the chariot of the king of kingfi.

[The Bower of Nchushia.']

*Twa3 a spot
Herself had chosen, from the palace walls
Farthest removed, and by no sound disturbed.
And by no eye o'erlooked ; for in the midst
Of loftiest trees, umbrageous, was it hid

—

Yet to the sunshine open, and the airs

That from the deep shades all around it breathed.
Cool and sweet-scented. Myrtles, jessamine

—

Roses of varied hues—all climbing shrubs,
Green-leaved and fragrant, had she planted there,
And trees of slender body, fruit, and flower;
At early mom had watered, and at eve,
From a bright fountain nigh, that ceaselessly
fJushed with a gentle coil from out the earth,
Its liquid diamonds flinging to the sun
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With A soft whisper. To a graceful arch

The pliant branches intertwined, were bent ;

Flowers some, and some rich fruits of gorgeous hues,

I)own hanging kivi.shly, the taste to please,

Or, with rich scuiit, the smell—or that fine sense

Of beauty timt in forms and colour* rare

Doth take delight. With frajp-ant moss the floor

Was planted, to the foot a carpet rich.

Or, for the laniruid limbs, a downy couch,

Inviting slumber. At the noon-tide hour.

Here, with some chosen maidens would t>he come,
Stories of love to listen, or the deeds

C)f heroes of old days: the harp, sometimes,

Plerself would touch, and with her own sweet voice

Fill all the air with loveliness. But, chief.

When t<^ his green-wave bed the wearied sun

Had parted, and heaven's glorious arch yet shone,

A last gleam catching from his closing eye

—

The palace, with her maidens, quitting then,

Through vistas dini of tall trees would she pass

—

Cedar, or waving pine, or giant palm

—

Through orange groves, and citron, myrtle walks,

Alleys of roses, beds of sweetest flowers,

Their richest incense to the dewy breeze

Breathing profusely all—and having reached

The spot beloved, with sport, or dance awhile

On the small lawn to sound of dulcimer.

The pleasant time would pass ; or to the lute

Give ear delighted, and the plaintive voice

That sang of hapless love : or, arm in arm,
Amid the twilight saunter, listing oft

The fountain's murmur, or the evening's sigh,

Or whisperings in the leaves—or, in his pride

Of minstrelsy, the sleepless nightingale

Flooding the air with beauty of sweet sounds:
And, ever as the silence came again.

The distant and unceasing hum could hear

Of that magniticent city, on all sides

Surrounding them.

In 1833 appeared two canto* of a descriptive poem,
The Heliotrope^ or Pilyrtm ht Pursuit of Health, being

the record of a poetical wanderer iii Liguria, Iletru-

ria, Campania, and C:dabri;i, The style and versi-

fication of Byron's Chilile Harold are evidently

copied by the author; but he has a native taste and
elegance, and a purer system of philosopiiy than the

noble poet. Many of the stanzas are musical and
picturesque, presenting Claude-like landscapes of the

glorious cla*isio scenes through which tlie pilgrim

passed. We subjdin the description of I'ompcii

—

that interesting city of the dead :^

Pompeia ! disentombed Pompeia! Here
Before me in her pall of ashes spread

—

Wrenchod from the gulf of ages—she whose bier

Was the unbowellcd mountain, lifts her head
Sad but not silent ! Thrilling in my ear

She tells her tale of horror, till the dread
And sudden drama mustering through the air,

Seems to rehearse the day of her despair

!

Joyful she feasted *neath her olive tree,

Then rose to * dance and play :' and If a cloud
O'ershadowed her thronged circus, who could see

The impending deluge brooding in its shroud

!

On went the games ! mirth and festivity

Increased—prevailed: till rendingly and loud
The earth and sky with consentaneous roar

Denounced her doom—that time should be no more.

Shook to its centre, the convulsive soil

Closed round the flying : Samo's tortured tide

O'erleapt its channel—eager for its spoil I

Thick darkness fell, and, wasting fast and wide,

Wrath opened her dread floodgates! Brief the toil

And terror of resistance : art supplied

No subterfuge ! The pillared crypt, and care
That proliered shelter, proved a living gmvel

Within the circus, tribunal, and shrine.

Shrieking they perished : there the usurer sank
Grasping his gold ; the bacchant at his wine

;

The gambler at his dice ! age, grade, nor rank,
Nur all they loved, revered, or deemed divine,

Founcl help or rescue ; unredeemed they drank
Their cup of horror to the dregs, and fell

With Heaven's avenging thunders for their knell.

Their city a vast sepulchre—their hearth
A cliarnel-house! The beautiful and brave.

Whose high achievements or whose charms gave birth

To songs and civic wreath, unheeded crave

A pause 'twixt life and death : no hand on earth,

No v<)ice from heaven, replied to close the grave
Yawning around them. Still the burning shower
Rained down upon thera with unslackeniug power.

'Tis an old tale! Yet gazing thus, it seems
But yesterday the circling wine-cup went
Its joyous round! Here still the pilgrim deems
New guests arrive—the reveller sits intent

At his carousal, quaffing to the themes
Of Thracian Orpheus : lo, the cups indent
The conscious marble, and the amphorae still

Seem redolent of old Falemo's hill!

It seems but yesterday ! Half sculptured there,

On the paved Forum wedged, the marble shaft
\Vaits but the workman to resume his care,

.A.nd reed it by the cunning of his craft.

The chips, struck from his chisel, fresh and fair,

Lie scattered round ; the acanthus leaves ingraft

The half-wrought capital ; and Isis' shrine

Retains untouched her implements divine.

The streets are hollowed by the rolling car

In sinuous furrows; there the lava stone

Retains, deep grooved, the frequent axle's scar.

Here oft the pageant passed, and triumph shone;
Here warriors bore the glittering spoils of war,

And met the full fair city, smiling on
With wreath and pa;an !—gay as those who drink
The draught of pleasure on destruction's brink.

The frescoed wall, the rich mosaic floor,

Elaborate, fresh, and garlanded with flowers

Of ancient fable:—crypt, and lintelled door
Writ with thr name of their last tenant—towers
That still in strength aspire, as when they bore
Their Roman standard—from the whelming showers
Tliat formed their grave—return, like spectres risen.

To solve the mysteries of their fearful prison

!

The author of the * Heliotrope' is Dr W. Beattie,
a London pliysician of worth, talent, and bene-

volence, who is also author of Scotland Illustrated,

Switzerland Illustrated^ liesidence in Oie Court of Ger-
many, &c

CHARLES LA>rB.

Charles Lamb, a poet, and a delightful essayist,

of quaint peculiar humour and fancy, was born in

London on the ISth February 1775. His father

was in humble circumstances, servant and friend to

one of the benchers of the Inner Temple; but Charies

was presented to the school of Christ's hospital,

and from his seventh to his fifteenth year he was
an inmate of tliat ancient and munificent asylum.

Lamb was a nervous, timid, and thoughtful boy

:

* while otiiers were all fire and play, lie stole alonjf

with all the self-concentration of a monk.' He would

hare obtained an exhibition at school, admitting him
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to collepe, but these exliihitiiuis were given xiiuler

tlie implied if not exjiresseii londition of entering

into tile cluireh, ami I,;irnb had an inijieiiinieiit in

his speeeh, w liicli in this ciise proved an insuperable

obstiU'le. In 1792 he obtained an appointment in

the aeeountant's ollice of the Fast India (\>nipany,

residing with his parents; and 'on their death.'

says Sergeant Talfoiiid, ' he felt liimself eidled

upon by duty to repay to his sister the solicitude

with whieh she had watehed t>ver his infaney, and
well, indeed, he performed it. To her. from tiie a^a'

of twenty-one, be devoted his existenee, seeking

theneeforth no connexion which could interfere with

her supremacy in his atfcetions, or impair bis ability

to sustain and to comfort her.' The first composi-
tions of Lamb were in verse, prompted, probably,

by the poetry of his friend Cvileridge. A wami ad-

miration of the Klizabcthan dramatists led him to

imitate their style and tnaimer in a tragedy named
John \YiK)dvU, which was published in 1801, and
mercilessly ridiculed in the Edinburgh Review as a

specimen of the rudest state of the drama. There
is much tliat is exquisite both in sentiment and ex-

pression in Lamb's jday, but the plot is certainly

meagre, and the style had then an appearance of

affectation. The following description of the sports

in the forest lias a truly antique air, like a passage

in Hcywood or Shirley :—

To see the sun to bed, and to arise.

Like some hut amourist with glowing eyes,

Ibirsting the lazy bonds of sleep that bound him,

With all his fires and travelling glories round him.

Sometimes the moon on soft night-clouds to rest,

Like beauty nestling in a young man's breast.

And all the winking stars, her handmaids, keep

Admiring silence while these lovers sleep.

Sometimes outstretched, in very itlleness.

Nought doing, saying little, thinking less.

To view the leaves, thin dancers upon air,

Go eddying round ; and small birds how they fare,

Wheu mother Autumn fills their beaks with corn.

Filched from the careless Amalchea's horn ;

And how the woods berries and worms provide.

Without their pains, when earth has nought beside

To answer their small wants.

To view the graceful deer come tripping by,

Then stop and gaze, then turn, they know not why.
Like bashful younkers in society.

To mark the structure of a plant or tree.

And all fair things of earth, how fair they be.

In 180'2 Lamb paid a visit to Coleridge at Keswick,

and clambered up to the top of Ski(hlaw. Notwith-

standing his partiality for a L(tnd^m life, he was
deeply struck with the solitary grandeur and beauty

of the lakes. ' Fleet Street and the Strand,' he says,

'are better places to live in for good and jjl than

amidst Skiddaw. Still. I turn back to those great

places where I wandereii about participating in their

greatness. I coidd spend a year, two, three years

among them, but I umst have a prospect of seeing

Fleet Street at the end of that time, or I should

mope and pine away.' A secoml dramatic attempt

was made by Lamb in 1804. This was a farce en-

titled Mr 11., which was accepted by the proprietors

of Drury Lane theatre, and acted for one night ; but

so indifferently received, that it was never brought

forward afterwards. ' Lamb saw that the ease was

hopeless, and consoled his friends with a century of

puns for the wreck of his dramatic hopes.' In 1807

he published a series of tales founded on the plays

of Shakspeare, which he had written in conjunction

with his sister, and in the foUowing year appeared

his Specimens of EiKjUsh Dramatic Poets who liced

about the time of Shakspeare, a work evincing a

thorough appreciation of the spirit of the ohl dra-
matists, and a Htic critii'.d taste in analysing their

genius. Some of his poetical pieces were also com-
jiosed about this time; hut in these elliirts Lamb
hardy indicated his jiowcrs, which were not fully

displayed till the imlilicatiiin of his es.sa\s signed
Etia, origiiudly jirinted in the London Slagazine.
In these his curious reading, nii'c observation, and
poetical conccptioLis, found a genial ami befitting

field. ' They are all,' says bis biographer. Sergeant
Talf'ourd, 'carefully elaborated; yet never were
works written in a higher defiance to the conveii-
tiomd pomp of style. A sly hit, a happy pun, a
humorous i-ombination, lets the light into the intri-

cacies of the subject, and supplies the place of pon-
derous sentences. Seeking his nwterials for the
most part in the common paths of life—often in the
humblest—he gives an importance to everything,
and sheds a grace over ;dl.' In ISa.') Lamb was
emancipated from the drudgery of his situation as

clerk in the India House, retiring with a handsome
pension, which enabled him to enjoy the comforts,

and many of the luxuries of life. In a letter to

Wordsworth, he thus describes his sensations after

his release :
—

' I came home for evkr on Tuesday
week. The inconiprehensibleness of my condition

overwhelmed nie. It w.as like passing from life

into eternity. Every year to be as long as three
;

that is, to have three times as nnicli real time

—

time that is my own— in it ! I w;iiuiered about
thinking I was happy, but feeling I was not. But
that tumultuousness is passing off, and I begin
to understand the nature of the gift. Holidays,

even the annual month, were always uneasy joys,

with their conscious fngitiveness, tlie craving after

making the most of them. Now, when all is holi-

day, there are no holidays. I can sit at home, in

rain or shine, without a restless impulse fi>r walknigs.

I am daily steadying, and shall soon find it as natural

to me to be my own master, as it has been irksome
to have had a master.' He removed to a cottage

near Islington, and in the fiUowing summer, went
with his faithful sister and companion on a long
visit to Enfield, which ultimately led to his giving

up bis cottage, and becoming a constant resident at

that place. There he lived for about five years,

deligliting his friends with bis correspondence and
occasional visits to London, disphiying his social

racy humour and active benevolence. In 18.30 he
committed to the press a small volume of poems,
entitled .i4//;Mm 1 rr.vc.f, the gleanings of several years,

and he occasionally sent a contribution to some
literary periodical. In September 18.'!.'). whilst
t;iking his d;illy walk on the London road, he
stumbled against a stone, fell, and slightly injured
his face. 'I'he accident appeared tritVmg, but erysi-

pelas in the face came on, and in a few d;iys proved
fat.al. He was buried in the churchyard at Edmon-
ton, amidst the tears and regrets of a circle of warmly
attached friends, and his memory was consecrated
by a tribute from the muse of Wordsworth. A
complete edition of Lamb's works has been published
by his friend Mr Mox^in, and his reputation is still

on the increase. For this he is mainly indebted to

his essays. We cannot class him among the favoured
sons of Apollo, though in heart and feeling he might
sit with the proudest. The peculiarities of his style

were doubtless grafted upon him by his constant
study and lifedong admiration of the old English
writers. Beaumont and Fletcher, JIassingcr, Jeremy
Taylor, Browne, Fuller, and others of the elder

worthies (down to Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle),
were his chosen companions. He knew all their

fine sayings and noble thoughts; and, consulting

his own heart after his hard day's plodding at the
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Iiidiii IIoiiso. fit bis quiut fireside (ere his reimtatton
WHS e.«t:ililishe(l, and he came ti> he * <)ver-<'iuni!:i-

iiit'd' hy snciiil visitors), he invested his (irij^inal

tlinu^hts ami fancies, and drew up his curious aiia-

luf^ifs and speculations in a parh similar to t)iat

which his favourites wore. Then Lamb was essen-

tially^' a Uiu'Ti-mcji—a true Londoner—fond as John-
son of Fleet Street and the Strand— a frequenter
of the theatre, and attaclied to social habits, cour-

tesies, and ohservanees. His acute powers of obser-

vation were constantly called into play, and his

warm sympathies excited by the shifting scenes

around liim. His kindliness of nature, his whims,
puns, and prejudices, ^ive a stroniT individuality

to his writinjrs; while in playful himiour, critical

taste, and chiuce expressinn, Charles Lamb niay

be considered among English essayists a genuine
and original master.

To Hester.

When maidens such as Hester die,

Their place ye may nut well supply,

Thou^'h ye among a thousand try,

With vain endeavour.

A month or more she hath been dead,
Yet cannot I by force be led

To think upon the wormy bed.

And her together.

A springy motion in her gait,

A rising step, did indicate

Of pride and joy no common rate,

That flushed her spirit.

I know not by what name beside

I shall it call :— if 'twa> not pride,

It was a joy to that allied,

She did inherit.

Her parents held the Quaker rule,

Which doth the human feeling cool
;

But she was trained in Nature's school ;

Nature had blest her.

A waking eye, a prying mind,
A heart that stirs, is hard to bind,

A hawk's keen sight ye cannot blind,

Ye could not Hester.

My sprightly neighbour! gone before

To that unknown and silent shore,

Shall we not meet, as heretofore.

Some summer niorning,

When from thy cheerful eyes a ray

Hath struck a bliss upon the day,

A bliss that would n()t go away,
A Bweet fore-warning?

77ie Old Familiar Facat.

I hare had playmates, I have had companions,
In my days of childhood, in my joyful school-days

;

All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have been laughing, I have been carousing,

Prinking late, sitting late, with my bosom cronies ;

All, all are gone, the old familiar "faces.

I loved a love once, fairest among women
;

Closed are her doors on me, I must not see her ;

All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man

;

Like an ingrate I loft my friend abruptly

;

Left him, to muse on the old familiar faces.

Ghost-like I paced round the haunts of my childhood
;

Earth seemed a desert 1 was bound to traverse,

S€eking to find the old familiar faces.

Friend of my bosom, thou more than a brother.

Why wcrt not thou born in my father'^ dwelling!
So might we talk of the ohl tumiliar faces

—

How souje they have died, and some they have left

nie,

And some are taken from me ; all are departed
;

All, all are gone, the old familiar fatx's.

.4 Farewell to Tobacco,

May the Habyhmish curse

Straight confiiund my stammering ^etw.
If I can a passage see

In this word-perj)lexity,

Or a fit exjtression find.

Or a language to my mind
(Still the jilirasc is wide or scant).

To take leave of tliee, Urcat Plant!
Or in aiiy terms relate

Half my love, or half my hate :

For 1 hate, yet love thee so,

That, wliichever thing I show.

The plain truth will seem to be
A constrained hyperbole.

And the passion to proceed

More from a mistress than a weed*

Sooty retainer to the vine,

Bacchus' black ser\ant, negro fine ;

Sorcerer, that mak'st us dote upon
Thy begrinied complexion.
And, for thy pernicious sake.

More and greater oaths to break
Than reclaimed lovers take
*Gainst women : thou thy siege dost lay
Much too ill the female way,
While thou suck'st the lab'ring breath
Faster than kisses or than death.

Thou in such a cloud dost bind us.

That our worst foes cannot find us.

And ill fortune, that would thwart us.

Shoots at rovers, shooting at us
;

While each man, through thy height'ning

steam,
Does like a smoking Etna seem,
And all about us does express

(Fancy and wit in richest dress)

A Sicilian fruitfulness.

Thou through such a mist dost show us.

That our best friends do not know us,

And, for those allowed features.

Due to rejisoiiable creatures,

Liken 'st us to fell Chimeras,
Monsters that, who see us, fear us ;

Worse than Cerberus or Geryon,

Or, who first loved a cloud, Ixion.

Bacchus we know, and we allow

His tipsy rites. But what art thou,

That but by reflex canst show
What his rleity can do.

As the false Kgv'ptian spell

Aped the true Hebrew miracle?

Some few vapours thou mayst raise,

The weak brain may serve to amaze,
But to the reins and nobler heart.

Canst nor life nor heat impart.

Brother of Bacchus, later bom,
The old world was sure forlorn

Wanting thee, that aidest more
The god's victories than before

All his panthers, and the brawls

Of his piping Bncchaiuils.

These, as stale, we disallow,

Or judge of thic meant : only thou
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His true ludian conquest urt

;

And, for ivy round his dnrt,

The rcfonnC'd god now wciives

A finer thyrsus of thy leaves.

Scent to match thy rich perfume
Cheniic art did ne'er presume ;

Through her quaint alembic strain,

None so sovVeign to the brain :

Nature, that did in thee excel,

Framed again no second smell,

Roses, violets, but toys

For the smaller sort of boys.

Or for greener damsels meant ;

Thou art the only manly scent.

Stinking'st of the stinking kind,

Filth of the mouth and fog of the mind,
Africa, that brags her foison.

Breeds no such prodigious poison
;

Henbane, nightshade, both together.

Hemlock, aconite

Nay, rather.

Plant divine, of rarest virtue ;

Blisters on the tongue would hurt you.

'Twa*i but in a sort I blamed thee ;

None e'er prospered who defamed thee ;

Irony all, and feigned abuse.

Such as perjilexed lovers use

At a need, when, in despair

To paint fortli their fairest fair.

Or in part but to express

That exceeding comeliness

AVhioh their fancies doth so strike,

They borrow language i.'f dislike ;

And, instead of Dt-arest Miss,

Jewel, Honey, Sweetheart, Bliss,

And those forms of old admiring.

Call her Cockatrice and Siren,

Basilisk, and all that's evil,

Witch, Hyena, Mermaid, Devil,

Ethiop, Wench, and Blackamoor,
Monkey, Ape, and twenty more ;

Friendly Trait'ress, loving Foe

—

Not that she is truly so.

But no other way they know
A contentment to express,

Borders so upon excess.

That they do not rightly wot
Whether it be pain or not.

Or, as men, consti-ained to part

With what's nearest to their heart,

While their sorrow's at the height.

Lose discrimination quite,

And their hasty wrath let fall,

To appease their frantic gall,

On the darling thing whatever.

Whence they feel it death to sever.

Though it be, as they, perforce,

Guiltless of the sad divorce.

For I must (nor let it grieve thee.

Friendliest of plants, that I must) leave thee ;

For thy sake. Tobacco, I

Would do anything but die,

And but seek to extend my days

Long enough to sing thy praise.

But as she, who once hath been

A king's consort, is a queen
Ever after, nor will bate

Any tittle of her state,

Though a widow, or divorced.

So I, from thy converse forced.

The old nanie and style retain,

A right Katherine of Spain ;

And a seat, too, *mongst the joys

Of the bleat Tobacco Boys ;

Where, though I, by hour physician,

Am dehiirred the full fruition

Of thy favours, I may catch
Some collateral sweets, and snatch
Sidelong odours, that give life

Like glances from a m'ighbour*s wife
;

And still live in the by-places

And the suburbs of thy graces
;

And in thy borders tuke delight,

An unconquered Canaanite.

The following are selections from Lamb's Essays,
which contain mure of tlie exquisite materials of
poetry than his short uccasioual verses.

Dream-Children—A Rcrerie.

Children love to listen to stories about their elders,

when they were children ; to stretch their imagination

to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle, or

grandame, whom they never saw. It was in this

spirit that mv little ones crept about rae the other

evening to hear about their great-grandmother Field,

who lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred
times bigger than that in which they and papa lived),

which had been the scene—so at least it was generally

believed in that part of the country—of the tragic in-

cidents which they had lately become familiar with

from the ballad of the Chihlren in the Wood. Cer-

tain it is that the whole story of the children and
their cruel uncle was to be seen fairly carved out in

wood upon the chinmey-piece of the great hall, the

whole story down to the Robin Redbreasts, till a

foolish rich person pulled it down to set up a marble

one of modern invention in its stead, with no story

upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother's

looks, too tender to be called upbraiding. Then I went

on to say how religious and how good their great-

grandni'Hher Field was, how beloved and respected by
everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress of

this great house, but had only the charge of it (and

yet in some respects she might be said to be the mis-

tress of it too) committed to her by the owner, who
preferred living in a newer and more fashionable

mansion which he had purchased somewhere in the

adjoining county ; but still she lived in it in a man-
ner as if it had been her own, and kept up the dignity

of the great house in a sort while she lived, which

afterwards came to decay, and was nearly pulled

down, and all its old ornaments stripped and carried

away to the owner's other house, where they were set

up, and looked as awkward as if some one were to

carry away the old tombs they had seen lately at the

abbey, and stick them up in Lady C.'s tawdry gilt

drawing-room. Here John smiled, as much as to say,

' that would be foolish indeed.' And then 1 told how,

when she came to die, her funeral was attended by a

concourse of all the poor, and some of the gentry too,

of the neighbourhood for many miles round, to show

their respect for her memory, because she had been

such a good and religious woman ; so good, indeed,

that she knew all the Psalter by heart, ay, and a
great part of the Testament besides. Here little Alice

spread her hands. Then I told what a tall, upright,

graceful person their great-grandmother Field once

was ; and how in her youth she was esteemed the

best dancer. Here Alice's little right foot played an
involuntary movement, till, upon my looking grave,

it desisted—the best dancer, I was saying, in the

county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, came,

and bowed her down with pain ; but it could never

bend her good spirits, or make them stoop, but

they were still upright, because she was so good and
religious. Then I told how she was used to sleep

by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house;

and how she believed that an apparition of two in-

fants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down
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the great Ktairc;i>e near where she slept ; hut nhe

said 'those innocents would do her no hann ;* and
how friglitenod 1 used to be, though in those da^'s I

had my maid to .tlefp with me, because 1 waa never

half 1^0 good or religious lis slit—and yet I never huw

the infants. Here John expanded all his eyebrows,

and tried to look courageous. Then I told how good

she was to ull her gruiidchlldren, having us to the

great house in the holidays, where I, in particular,

used to spend many liours by myself in gazing upoji

the old buNts uf the twelve Cscsars that had been

emperors of Rome, till the old marble heads would
eeem to live a;:ain, or I to be turned into marble with

them; how 1 never could be tired with roaming about

that huge mansion, with its vast empty rooms, with

their wont-out haiigings, tiuttering tapestry, and
carved oaken pannels, with the gilding almost rubbed

out—soinctimes in the sp.iciovis old-fashioned gardens,

which 1 had almost to myself, unless when now and

then a solitary gardening muii would cross me—and
how the nectarines atid peaches hung upon the walls,

without mv ever utfering to pluck them, because they

were forbidden fruit, unle.vs now and then, and because

I had more ple:usure in strolling about among the old

melancholy-looking yew trees, or tlie firs, and pick-

ing up the red berries <iiid the fir apples, wliich were

good for nothing but to look at ; or in lying about

upon the fresh gra>s, with all the fine garden smells

around me; or basking in the oningery, till I could

almost fancy my^'elf ripening, too, along with the

oranges and tlie limes in tluit grateful warmth ; or in

watching the dace tliat darted to and fro in the fish-

pond at the bottom of the garden, with here .ind there

a great sulky pike hanging midway down the water

in silent state, as if it mocked at their im]iertinent

friskings. I had more pleasure in these busy-idle

diversions than in all the sweet flavours of peaches,

nectarines, oranges, and such like common baits of

children. Here John slyly deposited back upon the

plate a bunch of graytcs, which, not unobserved by

Alice, he had meditated dividing with her, and both

seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as

irrelevant. Then, in somewhat a more heightened

tone, I told how, though their great-grandmother

Field loved all her grandchildren, yet in an especial

manner she might be said to love their uncle, John
L J

because he was so handsome and spirited a

youth, and a king to the rest of us ; and, instead of

moping about in solitary corners, like some of us, he

would mount the most mettlesome horse he could get,

when but an imp no bigger than themselves, and make
it carry him half over the county in a morning, and
join the hunters when there were any out; and yet he

loved the old great house and gardens too, but had
too much spirit to be always pent up within their

boundaries ; and how their uncle grew up to man's
estate as brave as he was handsome, to the admiration
of everybody, hut of their great-grandmother Field

most especially ; and how he used to carry me upon
his back when 1 was a lame-footed boy—for he was a
good bit older than me—many a mile when I could

not walk for pain ; and how, in after life, he became
lame-footed too, and I did not always, I fear, make
allowances enough for him when he was impatient
and in pain, nor remember sufficiently how conside-

rate he had been to me when I was lame-footed ; and
how, when he died, though he had not been dead an
hour, it seemed as if he had died a great while ago,

such a distance there is betwixt life and death ; and
how I bore his death, as I thought, pretty well at first,

but aftenvards it hauiited and haunted me ; and
though 1 did not cry or take it to heart as some do,

and as I think he would have done if I had died, yet

I missed him all day long, and knew not till then how
much I had loved him. 1 missed his kindness, and I

missed his crossness, and wished him to be alive again.

to be quarrelling with him (for we quarrelled some-
times), ratlier than not ha^e him again ; and was a-s

uneasy without him, as he, their poi»r uncle, must
have been when the doctor took olf his limb. Here
the children fell a crying, and a.sked if their little

mourning which they had on was not for Uncle John ;

and they looked uji, and prayed lue n»tl to go un about
thtrir uncle, but to tell them some stories about their

pretty dead mother. Then I t'dd how, fur sevt-n long
years, in hope sometimes, sometimes in despair, yet
persisting ever, I courted the fair AliceW^n ; and, as

much as children could understand, I explained to

them what coyness, and difficulty, and denial meant
in maidens ; when suddenly turning to Alice, the

soul of the first Alice looked out at her eyes with such
a reality of re-presentment, that I became in doubt
whith of them stood there before me, or whose that
bright hair was; and wliile I stood gazing, both the

children gradually ;rri\v fainter to my * iew, receding,

and still receding, till nothing at la.st but two mourn-
ful features were seen in the uttermost distance, which,
without speech, strangely impressni upon me the
effects of speech :

* We are not of Alice, nur of thee;
nor are we children at all. The children of ,^lice

call Bartrum father. We are nothing, lcs.s than
nothing, and dreams. Wt are only what might have
been, and must wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe
millions of ages before we have existence and a
name;* and immediately awaking, 1 foun<i myself
quietly seated in my bachelor arm-chair, where I had
fallen asleep, with the faithful Rri'lget unchanged by
my side—but John L. (or James Klia) was gone for

ever.

Poor lielatii/ns.

A poor relation is the most irrelevant thing in na-
ture, a piece of impertinent correspondency, an odious
approximation, a haunting conscience, a preposterous
shadow, lengthening in the noontide ofyour prosperity,

an unwelcome remembrancer, a perpetually recurring
mortification, a drain on your purse, a more intoler-

able dun upon your pride, a drawback u]»on success,

a rebuke to your rising, a stuin in your blood, a blot

on your scutcheon, a rent in your gannent, a death's
bead at your banquet, .Agathocles'g pot, a Mordecai in

your gate, a Lazarus nt ^our door, a lion in vuur path,
a frog in your chaniber, a tly in your ointment, a mote
in your eye, a triumph to your enemy, an ajndogy to

your friends, the one thing not needful, the hail in

harvest, the ounce of sour in a pound of sweet.

He is known by his knock. Your heart telleth

you, *That is Mr .* A rap between fumiiiarity

and respect, that demands, and at the same tiiue

seems to despair of ejitertainment. He entereih smil-
ing and embarrassed He holdeth out his hand to

you to shake, and draweth it back again. He casually
looketh in about dinner time, when the table is full.

He ottereth to go away, seeing you havecomjtany, but
is induced to stay. He fiUeth a chair, and your visi-

tor's two children are accommodated at a side table.

He never cometh upon open days, when your wife says
with some complacency, ' My dear, perhaps Mr
will drop in to-day.' He remeinbereth birthdays,

and professeth he is fortunate to have stumbled upon
,

one. He declareth against fish, the turbot being small, '

yet suffereth himself to be importuned into a slice -

against his first resolution. He sticketh by the port, ;

yet will be prevailed upon to empty the remainder
,

glass of claret, if a stranger press it upon him. He
is a puzzle to the servants, who are fearful of being
too obsequious, or not civil enough to him. The
guests think * they have seen him before.* Every one
speculateth upon his condition ; and the most part

take him to be a tide-waiter. He calleth you by your
j

Christian name, to imply that his other is the same
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with your own. He is too fftmiliiir hy hulf, _vft you
wish he \i&i\ \es» lUtfideiice. With half the tnmiliarity,

he might piK-* for a ciu!iiial dept'iuieiit ; with more
boldness, he would be in no dan;;er of being taken for

what he ia. He is too humble for a friend, yet taketh
on him more state than befit'* a client. He i« a worse

guest than a country tenant, inasmuch as he bringeth

up no rent ; yet 'tis odds, from his garb and demea-
nour, that your guests take him for one. He is a>ked
to make one at the whist table ; refuseth on the score

of poverty, and resents being left out. When the com-

fiany break up, he proHereth to go for a coach, and
ets the servant go. He recollects your grandfather

;

and will thrust in some mean and quite unimportant
anecdote of the family. He knew it when it was not

quite so rtourishing as * he is blest in seeing it now.'

He reviveth past situations, to institute what hecalleth

favourable comparisons. With a reflecting sort of

congratulation he will inquire the price of your fur-

niture ; and insults you with a special commendation
of your window-curtains. He is of opinion that the

um is the more elegant shape; but, after all, there

was something more comfortable about tlie old tea-

kettle, which you must remember. He dure sav you
must find a great convenience in having a carriage of

your own, and appealeth to your latly if it is not so.

Inquireth if you have had your arms done on vellum
yet; and did not know till lately that such and such
had been the crest of the family. His memory is un-
seasonable, his compliments penerse, his talk a
trouble, his stay pertinacious ; and when he goeth
away, you dismiss his chair into a corner as precipi-

tately as possible, and feel fairly rid of two nuisances.

There is a worse evil under the sun, and that is a
female poor relation. You may do something with
the other

; you may pass him off tolerably well ; but
your indigent she-relative is hopeless. * He is an old
humorist,' you may say, * and affects to go thread-
bare. His circumstances are better than folks would
take them to be. You are fond of having a character
at your table, and truly he is one.' But in the indi-

cations of female poverty there can be no disguise.

No woman dresses below herself from caprice. The
truth must out without shuffling. * She is plainly
related to the L s, or what does she at their

house!* She is, in all probability, your wife's cousin.

Nine times out of ten, at least, this is the case. Her
garb is something between a gentlewoman and a beg-

gar, yet the former evidently predominates. She is

most provokingly humble, and ostentatiously sensible

to her inferiority. He may require to be repressed

sometimes

—

aliquando SJ/jHaminandiis erat—but there

is no raising her. You send her soup at dinner, and
she begs to be helped after the gentlemen. Mr
requests the honour of taking wine with her; she

hesitates between port and Madeira, and chooses the

former because he d<ies. She calls the senant «'?;

and insists on not troubling him to hold her jdate.

The housekeeper patronises her. The children's go-

verness takes upon her to correct her when she has
mistaken the piano for a harpsichord.

Richard Amlet, Esq., in the play, is a notable in-

stance of the disadvantages to which this chimerical
notion of affinity constituting a claim to acquaint-
ance may sulyect the spirit of a gentleman. A little

foolish blood is all that is betwixt him and a lady
with a great estate. His stars are perpetually crossed

by the malignant maternity of an old woman, who
persists in calling him * her son Dick.' But she has
wherewithal in the end to recompense his indignities,

and float him again upon the brilliant surface, under
which it had been her seeming business and pleaffure

all along to sink him. All men, besides, are not of

Dick'8 temperament. T knew an Amlet in real life,

who, wanting Dick's buoyancy, sank indeed. Poor
W was of my own standing at Christ's, a fine

cla.ssic, and a youth of promise. If he had a blemish,
it was too much pride; but its quality was inoffen-
sive ; it was n(.t of that sort which hardens the heart
and serves to keep inferiors at a <listance ; it only
sought to ward off derogation from itself. It was the
principle of self-respect earned iw far as it could go,
without infringing upon that respect which he would
have every one else equally maintain fur himself. He
would have you to think alike with him on this topic.
Many a quarrel have 1 had with him when we were
rather older boys, and our tallness made us more ob-
noxious to observation in the blue clothes, because I

would not thread the alleys and blind ways of the
town with him to elude notice, when we have been
out together on a holiday in the streets of this sneer-
ing and prying metropolis. W went, sore with
these notions, to Oxford, where the dignity and sweet-
ness of a scholar's life, meeting with the alloy of a
humble introduction, wrought in him a passionate
devotion to the place, with a profound aversion from
the society. The servitor's gown (wurse than his school
array) clung to him with Nessian venom. He thought
himself ridiculous in a garb under which Latimer must
have walked erect ; and in which Hooker in his youn^
days possibly flaunted in a vein of no disconmiendable
vanity. In the depth of college shades, or in his lonely
chamber, the poor student shrunk frtini observation.

He found shelter among books which insult not, and
studies that a-sk no questions of a youth's finances.

He was lord of bis library, and seldom cared for look-
ing out beyond )iis domains. The healing influence
of studious pursuits was upon him, to soothe and to

abstract. He was almost a healthy man, when the
waywardness of his fate broke out against him with a
second and worse malignity. The father ofW
had hitherto exercised the humble profession of house
painter at N , near Oxford. A supposed interest

with some of the heails of colleges had now induced
him to take up his abode in that city, with the hope
of being employed upon some public works which
were talked of. From that moment I read in the
countenance of the young man the determination
which at I'^ngth tore him from academical pursuits

for ever. To a person unacquainted with our univer-

sities, the distance between the gownsmen and the
townsmen, as they are called—the trading part of the

latter especially— is carried to an excess that would
appear har>h and incredible. The temperament of

W

—

—*s father was diametrically the reverse of his

own. Old W was a little, busy, cringing trades-

man, who, with his son upon his arm, would stand
bowing and scraping, cap in haiid, to anything that

wore the semblaiice of a gown—insensible to the winks
and opener remonstrances of the young man, to whose
chamber-fellow, or equal in standing, perhaps, he was
thus obsequiously and gratuitously ducking. Such a
state of things could not la^st. W

—

~- must change
the air of Oxford, or be suffocated. He chose the
former ; and let the sturdy moralist, who strains the
point of the filial duties as high as they can bear,

censure the dereliction ; he cannot estimate the strug-

gle. 1 stO(.>d with W , the last afternoon I ever
saw him, under the eaves of his paternal dwelling.

It was in the fine lane leading from the High Street

to the back of college, where W kept his

rooms. He seemed thoughtful and more reconciled.

I ventured to rally him—finding him in a better

mood—upon a representation of the Artist Evangelist,

which the old man, whose affairs were beginning to

flourish, had caused to be set up in a splendid sort of

frame over his really handsome shop, either as a token
of prosperity, or badge of gratitude to his saint.

W looked up at the Luke, and, like Satan,
* knew his mounted sign, and fled.' A letter on his

father*s table the next morning announced that he

had accepted a commission in a regiment about to
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embark for Portugal, lie was among the first who
perished before the walls of St t>ebaHtian.

I do not know how, upon a subject which I began
with tri'uting half seriously, I should have fallen upon

a recital so eminently painful ; but this theme of poor

relationship is replete with so much matter for tragic

as well as comic associations, that it is dilficult to

keep the account distinct without hlendinp;. The
earliest impressions which I received on tliis matter

are certainly not attended with anything painful, or

very humiliating, in the recalling. At my father's

table (no very splendid one) was to be found every

Saturday the mysterious figure of an aged gentleman,

clothed in neat black, of a sad yet comely ai>]tearance.

His deportment was of the essence of gravity ; his

words few or none ; and I wa.s not to make a noise in

his presence. I had little inclination to have done

so—for my cue was to admirL* in silence. A parti-

cular elbow-chair was appropriated to him, which was
in no case to be violated. A i)cculiar sort of sweet

pudding, which appeared on no other occasion, dis-

tinguished the days of his coming. I used to think

him a prodigiously rich man. All T could make out

of liim was, that he and my futher had been school-

fellows a world ago nt Linculn, ami that he came from

the Mint, Tlie Mint I knew to be a place where all

the money wa>; coined, and 1 thought he was the owner

of all that money. Awful ideas of the Tower twined

themselves abnut his presence. He seemed above

human infirmities and passions. A sort of melan-
choly grandeur invested him. From some inexplic-

able doom I fancied him obliged to go about in an
eternal suit of mourning; a captive—a stately being

let out of the Tower on Saturdays. Often have I

wondered at the temerity of my father, who, in spite

of a habitual general respect which we all in com-
mon manifested towards him, would venture now and
then to stand up against him in some argument
touching their youthful days. The houses of the

ancient city of Lincoln are divided (as most of my
readers know) between the dwellers on the hill and
in the valley. This marked distinction formed an
obvious division between the boys who lived above
(however brought together in a common school) and
the boys whose paternal residence was on the plain

—

a sufficient cause of hostility in the code of these

young Grotiuses. My father had been a leading
mountaineer; and would still maintain the general

superiority, in skill and hardihood, of the above boys
(his own faction) over the below boys (so were they
called), of which party his contemporary had been a
chieftain. Many and hot were the skirmishes on this

topic—the only one upon winch the old gentleman
was ever brought out—and bad blood bred ; even
sometimes almost to the recommencement (so I ex-
pected) of actual hostilities. But my father, who
scorned to insist upon advantages, generally contrived
to turn the conversation upon some adroit by-com-
mendation of the old minster ; in the general prefer-

ence of which, before all other cathedrals in the
island, the dweller on the liill and the plain-born
could meet on a conciliating level, and lay down
their less important dilferences. Unce only 1 saw the
old gentleman really ruffled, and I remember with
anguish the thought that came over me—'perhaps he
will never come here again.' He had been pressed to
take another jilate of the viand which I have already
mentioned as the indispensuble concomitant of his

viitits. He had refused, with a resistance amounting
to rigour, when my aunt, an old Lincolniau, but who
had something of this, in common with my cousin
Bridget, that she would sometimes press civility out
of season—uttered the following nienmrable applica-
tion :

* Do take another slice, Mr Billet, fur you do
not get pudding every day.' The old gentleman said

nothing at the time—but he took occasion iu the

course of the evening, when some argument had in-

tervened between them, to utter, with an cmphasia
which chilled the com])any, and which chills me now
as I write it

—
* Woman, you are superannuated.'

John Billet did not survive long after the digesting
of this atfront ; but he survived long enough to as-

sure me that peace was actually restored! and, if I

remember aright, another pudding was discreetly sub-
stituted in the place of that which had occasioned the
otfeiice. He died at the Mint (anno 1781), where ho
iKid long held, what he accounted, a comfortable in-

dependence ; and with five pounds fourteen shillings

and a penny, which were found in his escrutoire after

his decease, left the world, blessing God that he had
enough to bury him, and that he had never been
obliged to any man for a sixpence. This was—

a

Poor Relation,

WILLIAM SOTHEBT,

William Sotheby, an elegant and accompIiBhed
scholar and translator, was born in London on the
9th of November 17.'^7. He was of good family, and
educated at Harrow sehnol. At the age of seven-
teen he entered the army as an officer in the 10th
dragoons. He quitted the army in the year 1780,
and purchased Bevis Mount, near Southampton,
where be cimtinnud to rtsiile for the next ten years.

Here Mr Sotlieby cultivated his taste for literature,

and translated some of the minor Greek and Latin
pciets. In 1788 he made a pedestrian tour through
Wales, of wliich lie wrote a jioetical description,

published, together with some odes and sonnets, in

1780. Two years afterwards the poet removed to
London, where he mixed iu the literary and scien-

tific society of the metropolis, and was warmly
esteemed by all who knew Iiini. In 1798 he pub-
lished a translation from the Oberon of Wieland,
which greatly extended his reputation, and procured
him the thanks and friendship of the German poet.

He now became a frequent competitor for poetical

fame. In 1799 he wrote a poem commemorative oi

the battle of the Nile; in ISOO appeared his tran-
slation of the Georgics of Virgil; in 1801 he pro-
duced a Poetical Epistle on the Encouragement of the

British School of Painting ; and in 1802 a tragedy
on the model of the ancient Greek drama, entitled

Orestes. The threatened invasion of the French
roused the military spirit of Sotheby, and he entered
with zeal upon the formation of a volunteer corps.

When this alarm bad blown over, he devoted him-
self to the composition of an original sacred poem,
in blank verse, uinler the title of Saul, which
appeared in 1807. The fame of Scott induced him
to attempt the romantic metrical style of narra-
tive and description; and in 1810 he published
Constance de Custille, a poem in ten cantos. In

1814 he republished his * Orestes,' together with
four other tragedies; and in 1815 a second cor-

rected edition of the Georgics. A tour on the

continent (during which Jlr Sotheby was absent
for eighteen months) gave occasion to another
poetical work, Itah/. descriptive of classic scenes

and recollections. He next began a labour which
he had long contemplated, the translation of the

Iliad and Odyssey, though he was upwards of

seventy years of age before he entered upon the

Herculean task. The summer and autumn of 1829

were spent in a tour to Scotland, during which he

visited Sir Walter Scott at Abbotsford. and explored

some of the most interesting of the Highland dis-

tricts. The following verses, written in a steam-

boat during an excursion to Staffa and lona, show
the midiminished powers of tlie veteran poet :

—
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Stalfa, I soalcil thy suiiiniit hoar,

I ]iiu>seil beneath thy ari-h gigantic,

Whose pillared cavern swells the roax,

When thunilers on thy rocky shore

The roll of the Atlantic.

That hour the wind forgot to rave,

The surge forgot its motion,

And every pillar in thy cave

Slept in its shadow on the wave,

Unripplcd by the ocean.

Then the past age before me came,
When 'mid the lightning's sweep,

Thy isle with its basaltic frame.

And every column wreathed with flame.

Burst from the boiling deep.

When *mid lona's wrecks meanwhile
O'er sculptured graves I trod.

Where Time had strewn each mouldering aisle

O'er saints and kings that reared the pile,

I hailed the eternal God

:

Yet, Staffa, more I felt his presence in thy care

Than where lona's cross rose o'er the western wave.

Mr Sotheby's translation of the Iliad was published

in 1831, and was generally esteemed spirited and
faithfuL The Odyssey he completed in the follow-

ing year. This was the last production of the

amiable and indefatigable author. He still enjoyed

the society of his friends, and even made another
tour through North Wales ; but his lengthened life

was near a close, and after a short illness, he died

on the 30th of December 1833, in the seventy-

eeventh year of his age. The original poetical

productions of Mr Sotheby have not been reprinted

;

his translations are the chief source of his reputa-

tion. Wieland, it is said, was charmed with the

genius of his translator ; and the rich beauty of

diction in the Oberon, and its facility of versifica-

tion, notwithstanding the restraints imposed by a
difficult measure, were eulogised by the critics. In

his tragedies, Mr Sotheby displays considerable

warmth of passion and figurative language, but his

plots are ill constructed. His sacred poem, * Saul,'

is the longest of his works. ' There is delicacy and
grace in many of the descriptions,' says Jeffrey,
* a sustained tone of gentleness and piety in the
sentiments, and an elaborate beauty in the diction,

which frequently makes amends for the want of
force and originality.' The versification also wants
that easy flow and melody which characterise Obe-
ron. Passages of Sotheby's metrical romance are
happily versified, and may be considered good imi-

tations of Scott. Indeed, Byron said of Mr Sotheby,
that he imitated everybody, and occasionally sur-

passed his models.

iApproach of Saul and hU Guards against the

PkilUtin£S.^

Hark ! hark ! the clash and clang
Of shaken cymbals cadeucing the pace
Of martial movement regular; the swell

Sonorous of the brazen trump of war
;

Shrill twang of harps, Koothed by melodious chime
Of beat on silver bars ; and sweet, in pause
Of harsher instrument, continuous flow

Of breath, through flutes, in symphony with song.

Choirs, whose matched voices filled the air afar

With jubilee and chant of triumph hymn;
And ever and anon irregular burst

Of loudest acclamation to each host

Saul*8 stately advance proclaimed. Before him, youths
In robes succinct for swiftness ; oft they struck
Their staves against the gntund, and warned the throng
Backward to dintaut homage. Next, his strength

Of chariots rolled with each an armed band
;

Karth groaned ufiir beneath their iron wheels

:

Part anned with scythe for battle, part adorned
For triumph. Nor there wanting a led train
Of steeds in rich cajiarison, for show
Of solemn entry. Hound about the king.
Warriors, his watch and ward, from every tribe
Drawn out. Of these a thousand each selects,

Of size and comeliness above their peers,

Pride of their race. Radiant their armour; some
In silver cased, scale over scale, that played
All pliant to the litheness of the limb

;

Some mailed in twisted gold, link within link
Flexibly ringed and fitted, that the eye
Beneath the yielding panoply pursued,
When act of war the strength of man provoked,
The motion of the muscles, as they worked
In rise and fall. On each left thigh a sword
Swung in the 'broidered baldric ; each right hand
Grasped a long-shadowing spear. Like them, their

chiefs

Arrayed ; save on their shields of solid ore,

And on their helm, the graver's toil had wrought
Its subtlety in rich device of war;
And o'er their mail, a robe, Punicean dye,
Gracefully played ; where the winged shuttle, shot

By cunning of Sidonian virgins, wove
Broidure of many-coloured figures rare.

Bright glowed the sun, and bright the burnished mail
Of thousands, ranged, whose pace to song kept time

;

And bright the glare of spears, and gleam of crests,

And flaunt of banners flashing to and fro

The noonday beam. Beneath their coming, earth
Wide glittered. Seen afar, amidst the pomp,
Gorgeously mailed, hut more by pride of port

Known, and superior stature, than rich trim
Of war and regal ornament, the king.

Throned in triumphal car, with trophies graced.
Stood eminent. The lifting of his lance
Shone like a sunbeam. O'er his armour flowed

A robe, imperial mantle, thickly starred

With blaze of orient gems ; the clasp that boimd
Its gathered folds his ample chest athwart,

Sapphire ; and o'er his casque, where rubies burnt,
A cherub flamed and waved his wings in gold.

[S<»i{/ of the Virgins Ctkbrating the Victory,']

Daughters of Israel ! praise the Lord of Hosts !

Break into song ! With harp and tabret lift

Your voices up, and weave with joy the dance

;

And to your twinkling footsteps toss aloft

Your arms ; and from the fla.sh of cymbals shake
Sweet clangour, measuring the giddy maze.

Shout ye ! and ye ! make answer, Saul hath slain

His thousands ; David his ten thousands slain.

Sing a new song. I saw them in their rage ;

I saw the gleam of spears, the flash of swords.
That rang against our gates. The warders' watch
Ceased not. Tower answered tower: a warning roice
Was heard without ; the cry of wo within:
The shriek of virgins, and the wail of her,

The mother, in her anguish, who fore-wept.

Wept at the breast her babe as now no more.
Shout ye ! and ye ! make answer, Saul hath slain

His thousands ; David his ten thousands slain.

Sing a new song. Spake not the insulting foe I

I will pursue, o'ertake, divide the spoil.

My hand shall da-'^h their infants on the stones;
The ploughshare of my vengeance shall draw out
The furrow, where the tower and fortress rose.
Before my chariot Israel's chiefs shall clank
Their chains. Each side their virgin daughters groan;
Erewhile to weave my conquest on their looms.

Shout ye ! and ye ! make answer, Saul hath slain
His thousands; David his ten thousands slain.
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Thou hcardst, God of battle I Thou, whose look

Snappeth the s|K*ar in sunder. In thy strenjith

A youth, thy cliosen, laiil their champion low.

Saul, Saul pursues, oVrtakes, divides the spoil

;

A\* realties round our iioek» these chains of gold, and
robes

Our limbs with flontinn; crimson. Then rejoice,

Daughters of Israel ! from your cynibals shake
bweet clan;.'our, hymning (Jod I tlie Loril of Hosts!

Ve! shout! and ye! make answer, Saul hath slain

Ills thousands ; David h\s ten thnu-iand-H sluin.

Such the Iiymned hannony, from voices breathed
Of virgin miustreU, (;f each tribe the prime
For beauty, and fine form, and artful touch

Of instrument, and skill in dance and song;
Choir answering clioir, that on to Cibeah led

The victors back in triumph. On each neck
Played ciiains of gold ; and, shadowing their charms
With colour like the blushes tif tlie morn,
Robes, gift of Saul, round their light limbs, iti toss

Of cymbuls, and the niany-nuized dance.

Floated like roseate clouds. Tims, these came on

In dance and song; tlien, multitudes that swelled

The pomp of triumph, and in circles ranged
Around the altar of Jehovah, brought
Freely their ofierings; and with one accord

Sang, 'Glory, and praise, and worship unto God.'

Loud rang the exultation. *Twas the voice

Of a free people from impending chains

Recleemed ; a people proud, whose bosom beat
"With fire of glory and renowai in arms
Triumphant. Loud the exultation rang.

There, many a wife, wliose ardent gaze from far

Singled the warrior \vhose glad eye gave back
Her look of love. There, many a grandsire held

A blooming boy aloft, and 'midst the array

In triumph, pointing with his statf, exclaimed,
* Lo, my brave son ! I now may die in jieace.'

There, many a beauteous virgin, blushing deep,

Flung back her veil, and, as the warrior came,
Hailed her betrothed. But, chiefly, on one alone

All dwelt.

TJie Winter's Mom.

Artist unseen ! that, dipt in frozen dew,
Hast on the glittering glass thy pencil laid,

Ere from yon sun the transient visions fade,

Swift let me trace the forms thy fancy drew!
Thy towers and palaces of diamond hue.

Rivers and lakes of lucid crystal made,
And hung in air hoar trees of branching shade,

Tiiat liquid pearl distil : thy scenes renew,
Whate'er old bards or later fictions feign,

Of secret grottos underneath the wave.
Where nereids roof with spar the amber cave

;

Or bowers of bliss, where sport the fairy train.

Who, frequent by the moonlight wanderer seen,
Circle with radiant gems the dewy green.

EDWARD LORD THURLOW.

Edward IIovf.i, Thfri.ow (Lord Thurlow) has
published several small volumes of poetry: Select
Poems (182 I); Fornm on Svreral Orcaswns ; Angclicay
or the Fate nf Prnteus ; Arcita anti Paiamon, after
Chtiucer, 8;c. Amidst mucli affectation and bad
taste, there is real poetry in the works of this

nobleman. He has been a source of ridicule and
sarcasm to various revii-wers — and not unde-
servedly ; yet in pieces like the following, there
is a freshness of fancy and feeling, and a richness
of expression, that resemble Herrick or Moore.

Song to May,

May ! queen of blossorad.

And fulfilling flowers,

With what pretty music
Shall we charm the hours?

Wilt thou have pijie and reed.
Blown in the open mead ?

Or to the lute give heed
In the green bowers?

Thou hast no need of us,

Or pipe or wire.

That hast the golden bee
Ripened with fire ;

And many thousand more
Songsters, that thee adore.

Filling eartli's grassy tJoor

With new desire.

Thou hast thy mighty herds,
Tanie, and free livers

;

Doubt not. thy music too

In the deep rivers
;

And the wlwile plumy flight,

Warbling the day and night

—

Up at the gates of light,

See, the lark quivers

!

When with the jacinth
Coy fountains are tressed;

And for the mournful bird
Greenwoods are dressed.

That did for Tcreus pine ;

Then shall our songs he thine.

To whom our hearts incline :

May, be thou biased

!

The Sun-Flover.

Behold, my dear, this loftv flower.

That now the golden sun receives;

No other deity has power.

But only Phoebus, on her leaves;

As he in radiant glory burns,

From east to west her visage turns.

The dial tells no tale more true.

Than she his journal on her loaves.

When mom first gives liim to her view,

Or night, that her of him bereaves,

A dismal interregnum bids

Her weeping eyes to close their lids.

Forsaken of his light, she pines

The cold, the ilreary night away,
Till in the east the crimson signs

Betoken the great god of day
;

Then, lifting up her drooping face,

She sheds around a golden grace.

Nature, in all parts diviiie !

What moral sweets her leaves disclose I

Then in my verse her truth shall shine,

And be immortal, as the rose,

Anacreon's plant ; arise, thou flower.

That hast fidelity thy dower!

Apollo, on whose beams you gaze,

Has filled my breast with golden light;

And circled nie with sacred rays,

To be a poet in his sight

:

Then, thus I give the crown to thoe,

A\'Jiose iniprcs?i is fidelity.
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Sonnets.

Tho Summer, tlir divinost Summer bums,
The skif< ur*.' lirij^ht with azure ami with gold ;

The iMuvi>. aiul tlie iii-hliii>iaU-, bv ^u^u^,

AiniJ the woods a soft vnchiiutmcnt liold

:

Thfi flowering wood-*, with j;lory and delight,

Their tfudcr leaves uiitu tlie air hiive f*pread
;

The wa»it<*n air, amid thtir allev?. bri;^ht.

Doth softly lly, uud a li^'ht tVa;;raiice ahed

:

The iiyni]di-i witliin the silvrr fimntuins play,

The aiigeU nii the golden bunks reclino.

Wherein grout Flora, in Ikt bright array,

Hath sprinkled her ambro>iiil sweets divine :

Or, else, I gaze upon that beauteous face,

Amoret! and think these sweets have place.

Now Summer has one foot from out the world,

Her gulden nnuitle floating in the air ;

And her love-darting eyes are backward hurled.

To bid adieu to this creation fair:

A flight of swallows circles her before,

And Zephyrus, her jolly harbinger,

Ali"eady is a-wing to Heaven's door,

Whereat the Slusos are expecting her;

And the three Oracps, in their heavenly ring,

Are dancing with delicious harmony
;

And Hebe doth her flowery chalice bring.

To sprinkle nectar on their melody:
Jove latighs to see his anj^el, Summer, cc>me,

Warbling his prulsu, to her immortal huuie.

The crimson Moon, uprising from the sea.

With large delight foretells the harvest near:

Ye shepherds, now prepare your melody.

To greet the soft appearance of her sphere!

And, like a page, eiuiniourcd of her train.

The star of evening ^dinnners in the west :

Then raise, ye shejihcrds, your observant strain.

That 30 of the Great Shepherd here are blest

!

Our fields are full with tlie time-ripened grain.

Our vineyards with the purple clusters swell:

Her golden sjtiendour lilimniers on the main.
And vales and mountains her bright glory tell

:

Then sing, ye shcjiherds ! for the time U come
When we must brin;: the enriched harvest homo.

Ilonum Cathulics, a body then itroscribed and de-

pressed by ijcmd enactments, and tlicy seem to have
been of the nundicr wlio, to use his own words,

'hailed tlie first dazzling outl)roak of the Krench
Hevolution as asignal to thcsluvo, wlierevursuircriMg,

that the day of his deliverance was near at hand.'

The poet states that in 1792 be was taken by his

father to one of the ditmers given in honour of that

great event, and s:it upon the knee of the ehairniaii

while the fulluwing toast was enthusiastically sent

rouud :
* ilay the breezes from France fan oiu' Irish

Moon, that shincst on this heathy wild.

And light'st the hill of H:vstings with thy ray,

How am I witli thy sad delight beguiled.

How hold with fond imagination play !

By thy broad tajier I call up the time
When Harold on the bleeding verdure lay.

Though gi-eat in glory, overstained with crime,

And fallen by his fate from kingly sway !

On bleeding knights, and on war-broken arms,

Torn banners and the dying steeds you shone,

When this fair Kngland, and her peerless charms,
And all, but honour, to thf foe were gone I

Here died the king, whom his brave subject.-* chose,

But, dying, lay amid bis Nurnian foes!

THOMAS MOORE.

A rare union of wit and sensibility, of high powers
of imagination and extensive b-arning, has been ex-

emplified in the poetical works of Thomas Moore.
Mr Moore is a native of Dublin, where he was born

on the 28th of May 1780. He early began to rhyme,
and a sonnet to his schoolmaster, Mr Samuel Whyte,
written in his fourteenth year, was published in a

Dublin magazine.* The parents of our poet were

* Mr Wtyte was al^o the teacher of Sheridan, and it in

curious to le;irn that, after about a year's trial, Sfwrri/ was

pronounced, btith by tulur and parent, to be an incorrigibla

Oak into verdure.' Parliamenthaving,in 1793,opened

tlie university to Catholics, young Moore was sent

to college, and distinguished himself by his classical

acquirements. In 1799, while in his nineteenth year,

be proceeded to London to study law in the Miildle

Temple, and publish by subscription a translation of

Anacreon. The latter appeared in the following

year, dedicated to the Prince of Wales. At a sub-

sequent perio<l, Mr Moore was among the keenest

satirists of this prince, for which he has been accused

of ingratitude ; but he states himself that the whole

amount of his obligations to his royal highness was
tlie honour of dining twice at Carlton House, and
being adnutted to a great fete given by the prince

in ISU on bis being n)ade regent. In 1803 Mr
Moore obtained an official situation at Bermuda, the

duties of which were discharged by a deputy; and
this subordinate proving unfaithful, the poet incurred

pecuniary lt)sses to a large amount. Its first effect,

however, was two volumes of poetry, a series of

(.hies and Epistks, published in 1806, and written

during an absence of fourteen months from Europe,
while the author visited Bermuda. The descriptive

sketches in this work are remarkable for their

dunce !
* At the time,* says Mr Moore, * when 1 first began to

attend liis school, Mr AYbj-te stili continued, to the no small

alarm of many parents, to encourage a taste for actinjt among
his pupils. In this line I was long his favourite >»A ore-scholar

;

and among the play-bills introduced in his volume, to illustrate

the occasions of his own proloKues and epilogues, there is one of

a play got up in the year 17SH), at Lady Borrowft*'s private

theatre in Dublin, where, among the items of the evening's

entertainment, is " An Epilogue, A Sq\K*^e to St Paul's^ Master

Moore."
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fidelity, no lesa than their poetical beauty. The
style of Moore was now formed, anil in all his writ-

ings there is nothing finer than the opening epistle

to Lord Strangford, written on board ship by moon-
Ught:—

Sweet Moon ! if, like Crotona's sage,

By any s])ull iiiy liaiid could dare
To make thy disk it^ ample pa^'c,

Aud write my thou;j:ht(4, luy wishes there J

How many a friend whose careless eye
Now waiidLTs (I'cr that Ktarry sky,

Should smile upon thy orb to meet
The recollection kind and sweet,

The reveries of fond regret,

The prumine never to forget,

And all my heart and soul would send
To many a dear-loved, distant friend.

* • •

Even now, delusive httpe will steal

Amid the dark regrets I feel,

Soothing as yonder phicid beam
Pur^iues the niurmurers of the deep.

And lights them with coiifioling gleam,
And smiles ihcni into tranquil sleep.

Oh ! such a bU'ssod ni^-ht as this

I often tliink if friends were near.

How should we feci and gaze with bliss

Upon the moon-hriglit scenery here I

The sea is like a silvery lake.

And o'er its calm the vessel glides,

Gently, as if it feared to wake
The slumber of the silent tides.

The only envi(tus cloud that lowers

Hath hung its shade on Pico's heit-ht,

Where dimly 'mid the dusk he towers.

And, scowling at this heaven of light,

Exults to see the infant storm

Cling darkly round his giant form !

The warmth of the young poet's feelings and
imagination led him in these epistles to make some
slight trespasses on delicacy and decorum, and a

second publication of poems, two years afterwards,

under the assumed name of Thomas Little—a playful

allusion to his diminutive stature—aggravated this

offence of his muse. He has ha<l the good sense to

be ashamed of these amatory Juvenilia^ and genius

enougli to redeem the fault. Mr Miwre now became
a satirist^—not strong and masculine, like Dryden,
nor possessed of the moral dignity of Pope—but lively

and pungent, with abundance of humorous and witty

illustration. The man of the world, the scholar, and
the poetical artist, are happily blended in his satiri-

cal productions, with a rich and playful fancy. His
Twopenny Posthag^ The Fudge Family in Paris, FaNes
for the Holy Alliance^ and numerous small pieces

written for the newspapers on tlie passing topics of

the day, to serve the cause of the Whig or liberal

party, are not excelled in their own peculiar walk
by any satirical compositions in the language. It

is difficult to select a siK'cimen of these exquisite

productions without risk of giving offence ; but per-

haps the following may be found sufficiently irre-

proachable in this resjH-ct, at the same time that it

contains a full proportion of the wit and poignancy
distributed over all. It appeared at a time when an
abundance of mawkish reminiscences and memoirs
had been showered from the press, aud bore the

title of ' Literary Advertisement.'

Wanted—Authors of all work to job for the season,

, No matter which party, so faithful to neither
;

Good hacks, who, if posed for a rhyme or a reason.

Can manage, like ••***, to do without either.

If in jail, all the better for out-of-door topics
;

Your jail 1m for travellers a charming retreat;

They can take a day's rule for a trip to the Tropics,

Aud sail round the world, at their ease, in the Fleet.

For a dramatist, too, the most useful of schools

—

He can study high life in the King's Bench com-
munity

;

Aristotle could scarce keep him more within rules,

And of phwe he, at least, must adhere to the unity.

Any lady or gentleman come to an age
To have good * Keminisceuces' (three score or

higher).

Will meet with encouragement—so much per page,

And the spelling and grammar both found by the
buyer.

No matter with what their remembrance is stocked,

So they'll only remember the quantum desired
;

Enough to fill handsomely Two Volumes ort.^

Price twenty-four shillings, is all that's required.

They may treat us, like Kelly, with ohX jeu d'esprits.

Like Dibdin, may tell of each fanciful frolic j

Or kindly inform us, like Madame Genlis,

That ginger-beer cakes always give them the cholic.

* «

Funds, Physic, Com, Poetry, Boxing, Komance,
All excellent subjects for turning a penny

;

To write upon all is an author's sole chance
For attaining at last the least knowledge of any.

Nine times out of ten, if bis title is good,

The material within of small consequence is;

Let him only write fine, and if not understood.

Why—that's the concern of the reader, not his.

Nota Bene—an Essay, now printing, to show
That Horace, as clearly as words could express it.

Was for taxing the Fundholders, ages ago,

When he wrote thus—* Quodcunque in Fund is,

assess it.'*

In 1813 Mr Moore entered upon his noble poeti-

cal and patriotic task—writing lyrics for the ancient
music of his native country. His Irish Songs dis-

played a ferv(tur and pathos not found in his earlier

works, with the most exquisite melody and purity of

diction. An accomplished musician himself, it was
the effort, he relates, to translate into language the
emotions and passions which nmsic appeared to him
to express, that first led to his writing any poetry
worthy of the name. * Dryden,' he adds, 'has hap-
pily described nmsic as being " inarticulate poetry

;"

and I have always felt, in adapting words to an ex-
pressive air, that I was bestowing upon it the gift of

articulation, and thus enabling it to speak to others

all that was conveyed, in its wordless eloquence, to

myself.' Part of the inspiration must also be attri-

buted to national feelings. The old airs were con-
secrated to recollections of the ancient glories, the
valour, beauty, or sufferings of Ireland, and became
inseparably connected witli such associations. Of
the Iri^h Meloiiiesy in connection with Mr Moore's
songs, nine parts have been published in succession

:

they are understood to have been materially useful

to the poet's fortunes. Without detracting from the

merits of the rest, it appears to us very forcibly, that

the particidar ditties in which he delicately hints at

the woes of his native country, and transmutes into

verse the breathings of its unfortunate patriots, are

the most real in feeling, and therefore the best. This

particularly applies to * When he who adores thee,*

* Oh, blame not the bard,' and * Oh, breathe not hi»

* According to the common reading* * Quodcunque Infundii,

acescit.'
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name ;' tlie first cif wliiili. ri'ferring evidently to the

fiite iif Mr Kmmett, is ns fiillows :

—

When he who ailores thee has left but the Dame
Of his fault aiii) liis sorrow behind,

Oil, say, wilt thou weep %vhen they darken the fame
Of a life that for thee was resij^ned?

Yes, weep! and, how-ever luy foes may condemn,
Tliy teal's sliall etVaee the decree ;

For Heaven can witness, though {.'uilty to them,

I have been but too faithful to thee!

With thee were the dreams of my earliest love,

Kvery thou^'lit of my reason waj* tiiine
;

In my last humble prayer to the Spirit above,

Thy name shall be mingled with mine !

Oh, blessed are the lovers and friends who shall live

The days of thy glory to see
;

But the next dearest blessing that Heaven can give,

Is the pride of thus dying for thee!

Next to the patriotic songs stand those in which
a moral reflection is conveyed in that metaphorical

form wiiicii only Mixire has been able to realise in

lyrics for music—as in the foUowiug exquisite ex-

ample :

—

I saw from the beach, when the morning was shining,

A bark o'er the waters move gloriously on :

I came, when the sun o'er that beach was declining

—

The bark was still there, but the waters were gone.

Ah ! such is the fate of our life's early promise,

So passing the spring-tide of joy we have known :

Each wave that we danced on at morning, ebbs from us,

And leaves us, at eve, on the black shore alone.

Ne'er tell me of glories serenely adorning

The close of our day, the calm eve of our night

;

Give me back, give me back, the wild freshness of

morning.

Her clouds and her tears are worth evening's best

light.

Oh, who would not welcome that moment's returning.

When passion tirst waked a new life through his

frame.

And his soul—like the wood that grows precious in

burning

—

Gave out all its sweets to Love's exquisite flame

!

In 1817 Mr Moore produced his most elaborate

poem, Latla Rcvkh, an oriental romance, the accuracy

of which, as regards topographical, antiquarian, and
characteristic details, has been vouched by nume-
rous competent authorities. The jioetry is brilliant

and gorgeous—rich to excess with imagery and or-

nament—and oppressive from its very sweetness and
splendour. Of the four tales which, connected by a

slight narrative, like the ballad stories in Hogg's
Queen's Wake, constitute the entire poem, the most
simple is Paradise and the Peri, and it is the one

most frequently read and remembered. Still, the

first

—

The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan—though im-

probable and extravagant as a fiction, is a poem of

great energy and power. The genius of the poet

moves with grace and freedom under his load of

Eastern magnificence, and the reader is fascinated

by his prolific fancy, and the scenes of loveliness and
splendour which are depicted with such vividness

and truth. Hazlitt says that Moore should not have
written ' Lalla Kookh,' even for three thousand guineas

—the price understood to be paid by the booksellers

for the copyright. But if not a great poem, it is a

marvellous work of art, and contains paintings of

local scenery and manners unsurpassed for fidelity

and picturesque effect. The patient research and

extensive reading required to gather the materials,

would have damped the spirit and extinguished the

fancy of almost any other poet. It was amidst the
snows of two or tliroe Derliyshire winters, he says,

while living in a lone cottage among the fields, that

he was enabled, by that C(nicentralion of thought
wliieh retirement alone gives, to call up around him
some of the sunniest of those Kiistcrn scenes which
have since been welcomed in India itself as almost
native to its cliiiiu. The poet was a diligent stu-

dent, and his oriental reading was * as good as riding

on the back of a camel.' The romance of ' Vathek'
alone equals ' Lalla Kookh,' among ICnglish fictions,

in local fidelity and completeness as an Eastern tale.

After the publication of his work, the poet set off

with Mr Rogers on a visit to Paris. The 'groups
of ridiculous English who were at that time swarm-
ing in all directions throughout France,' supplied

the materials for his satire entitled ' The Fudge
Family in Paris,' which, in popularity, and the run
of successive editions, kept pace with 'Lalla Rookh.'
In 1819 Mr Moore made another journey to the
continent in company with Lord John Russell, and
this furnished his lihymes on the Jioad, a series of
trifies often graceful and pleasing, but so conversa-

tional and unstudied as to be little better (to use his

own words) than ' prose fringed with rhyme.' From
Paris the poet and his companion proceeded by the
Simplon to Italy. Lord John took the route to

Genoa, and Mr Moore went on a visit to Lord Byron
at Venice. On his return from this memorable tour,

the poet took up his abode in Paris, where he re-

sided till about the close of the year 1822. He had
become involved in pecuniary difficulties by the
conduct of the person who acted as his deputy at

Bermuda. His friends pressed forward with eager
kindness to help to release him—one offering to place

;t;500 at his disposal ; but he came to the resolution

of 'gratefully cleclining their offers, and endeavour-
ing t^i work out his deliverance by his own efforts.

In September 1822 he was informed that an ar-

rangement had been made, and that he might with
safety return to England. The amount of the
claims of the American merchants had been re-

duced to the sum of one thousand guineas, and to-

wards the payment of tliis tlie uncle of his deputy

—

a rich London merchant—had been brought to con-
tribute £300. A friend of the poet immediately
deposited in tlie hands of a banker the remaining
portion (£750), which was soon rei^aid by the grate-

ful bard, who, in the Juno following, on receiving

his publisher's account, found £1000 phaeed to his

credit from the sale of the Loves of the Angels, and
£.500 from the 'Fables of the Holy Alliance.' The
latter were partly written while Jlr Moore was
at Venice with Lord Byron, and were published
under the nom de guerre of Thomas Brown. The
'Loves of the Angels' was written in Paris. The
poem is founded on 'the Eastern story of the angels
Hanit and Marut, and the Rabbinical fictions of
the loves of Uzziel and Shamchazai,' with which
Mr Moore shadowed out ' the fall of the soul from
Its original purity—the loss of light and happiness
which it suffers in the pursuit of this world's perish-

able pleasures—and the punishments both from con-
science and divine justice with which impurity,
pride, and presumptuous inquiry into the awful
secrets of heaven are sure to be visited.' The
stories of the three angels are related with grace-

ful tenderness and passion, but with too little of
'the angelic air' about them. His latest imagi-
native work is The Epicurean, an Eastern tale,

in prose, but full of the spirit and materials of
poetry; and forming, perhaps, his highest and best

sustained flight in the regions of pure romance.
His lives of Sheridan and Byron we shall afterwards
allude to in the list of biographical writers. Thui,
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remarkaltlc for imliistry, putiiu?!, iind a<'(iuirenu'nU.

Mr Moore's ciirt'cr Ii;is 1k'i.ii one of lii^'h lionour and
success. No poet has been more universally read.

or more courted in society by individuals distin-

jfuished for rank, literature, or public service. His
political tVieiids. when in uHice, rewarded bini willi

a pension of £ too ]'cr annum, and .Ui bis writings

hiive been profitable as well as popular, bis latter

days will tbus lie spent in eoinfurt, witbout tbe

anxieties of protracted autliorsbip. He resides in a
cottuye in \Vdtsbire, preferring' a coinitry retin;-

raenf to those cay and brilliant (;ircles wbieb be
occa'^ionally eiincbes with bis wit and genius; and
he has re- enti/ ^iven to tbe world a complete collec-

tion of bis pix;tical works in teu volumes, to which

Moore's Cottage, nt-ar Devizes.

are prefixed some interesting literary and personal

details. When time sliall bave destroyed the at-

tractive charm of Moore's personid (lualities. and
removed bis works to a distance, to he jud^'cd of by
their fruit alone, tlie want most deeply felt will he

that of simplicity and genuine passion. He has
worked little in the durable and [lennanont mate-
rials of poetry, hut has spent his prime in enricb-

iufj the stately structure with cxcpiisite nrnaments,
foliage, flowers, and penis. He has preferred tbe

myrtle to the olive or the oak. His longer poems
want burnan interest. Tenderness and pathos he
undoubtedly possesses; hut tliey are fleeting and eva-
nescent—not embodie<l in his verse in any tale of
melanclioly grandeur or strain of alfecting morality
or sentiment. He often tlirows into his gay and
festive verses, and his fanciful descrijitions, tnuclies

of pensive and mournful reflection, which strike by
their truth and beauty, and by the force of contrast.

Indeed, one elfect of tlie genius of Moore has been,
to elevate tlie feelings and occurrences of ordinary
life into poetry, rather than dealing with the h)fty

abstract elements of the art. His wit answers to the
definition of Tope : it is

Nature to advantage dressed,

What oft was thought, but ne'er so well expressed.

Its combinations are, liowever, wonderful. Quick,
subtle, and varied, ever suggesting new thoughts or
images, or unexpected turns of expression — now
drawing resources from classical literature or the

ancient fathers—now diving into tlie human heart,

and now hkimniing tbe fields of fancy—the wit or
imagination of Moore (for they are com|>ounded to-

gether) is a true Ariel, 'a creature of tbe elements,*

tliat is ever buoyant and full of life and spirit. Hia
very satires 'give delight, and hurt not.' They are
never coarse, and always witty. When stung by an
act of oppression or intoleran<-e, he can l»e bitter or
surcjistic eiiongh; but some lively thought or sjMir-

tive image soon crosses bis patb, and be instantly

follows it int4> tbe open and genial region where he
loves most to indidge. He never dips Ids pen in

malignity. For an author who has written so nnich
as Mr Moore has done on tlie subject of love and
tbe gay delight.'* of good fellowslnp, it was scarce

possilile to be always natural and original. Some
of his lyrics anil occasiiinal poems, accordingly,

present far-fetchetl metaphors and conceits, with
which they often conclude, like the final flourish or

pirouette of a stage-dancer. He has pretty M-ell

exhausted tbe vocabulary of rosy lips and sparkling

eyes, forgetting that true passion is ever direct and
simple—ever concentrated and intense, whether
briglit or mcIaiK'boly. Tiiis defect, however, per-

vades only ])art of bis songs, and those mostly written

in his youth. Tbe 'Irish Melodies' are full of true

feeling and ilelicacy. liy universal consent, and by

the sure test of memory, these national strains are

the mo^t popular and the most likely to heinmiortal

of all Moore's works. They are musical almost be-

yond parallel in words—graceful in thought and
sentiment—often tender, pathetic, and liemic—and
they bleiiii poetical and n)mantic fedinps with tbe

objects and sym[iathies of common life in language
cliastened and refined, yet apj)arently so simple that

every trace of art has disajipeared. The most fami-

liar expressions become, in his hands, instninu'iits

of power ami melody. 'I'lie songs are reafl an<l re-

membered by all. They are etiually tbe deliyiit of

the cottage and tbe saloon, and, in the poet's own
country, are sung with an entlmsiasm that will long

be felt in tlie hour of fe^tivity, as well as in periitds

of sullcring and solemnity, by that imaginative and
warm-hearted people.

JOHN HOOKHAM FRERE.

In 1817 Mr Murray published a small poetical

volume under tbe eccentric title of Prosprcfits ami
Speciium uf an ihtauivtl IWittvital }\'oj/i, hi/ Willium
and JioUrt Wltistlcnnft, of SUnvmaifitt in iSiijf'o/Ji,

Harness and (\>!Uir-M(t/a-rs. Intended to rumprisr the

most Inttrc'tiny Puit'cuhtrs relating to K'uiq Arthur
and his Hound Tnhk. Tbe world was surprised to

find, under tins odd disguise, a happy imitaiiun of

tbe I'ulci and Casti school of tlie Italian poets. The
brothers Wliistlecraft forme<i, it was ipiickly seen,

but the mask of smne elegant and scholarly wit he-

longing to the hi^iier circles of society, wlio bad
chosen to amuse himself in comic verse, witbout in-

curring tbe resitonsil)ilities of declared nuthorsliip.

To two cantos published in the above year, a tbird

and fttnrtb were soon at'ter added. Tbe poem opens
with a feast held by King Artlinr at Carlisle amidst
his knights, who are thus introduced:

—

They looked a manly generous generation
;

Beards, shoulders, eyebrows, broad, and square, and
thick,

Their accents firm and loud in conversation,

Their eyes and gestui-es eager, sharp, and quick,

Showed thcni prepared, on proper provuculion,

To give the lie, pull noses, stab and kick
;

And for that very reason it is said

I'hcv were so very courteous and well-bred.
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In a vnlk'v neiir Ciirlislo lived a race of giants;

aiid tliis [Alice is tiiu'ly iIcscrilK-il :

—

Huge mountains of immt*a,surable height
Encoiiipiissed all tho level valli-y round
With mighty slabs of rock, that slopt'd upright.

An insurmountable and enormous mouud.
The very river vaniMhed out of night.

Absorbed in secret channels under ground ;

That vale was so setjiiestered and secluiicd,

All search for ages pa.-st it had eluded.

A rock was in the centre, like a coue,

Abruptly rising from a miry pool,

Where tiiey beheld a pile of maj*sy stone,

Which masons of tiie rude primeval school

Had reared by help of giant hands alone,

\Vith rocky fragments unreduced by rule :

Irregular, like nature more than art,

Huge, rugged, and compact in every part.

A wild tumultuous torrent raged around.

Of fragments tumbling from the mountain's height;

The whistling clouds of dust, the cleafening sound.

The hurried motion that amazed the sight.

The constant quaking of the sulid ground.
Environed them with phantoms of alfright;

Vet with heroic hearts tliey held right on,

Till the last point of their ascent was won.

The giants having attacked and carried off some
ladies on their journey to court, tlie knights deem it

their duty to set out in pursuit ; and in due time
they overcome tliese grim personages, and relieve

the captives from the castle in which they had been
immured :

—

The ladies ?—They were tolerably well.

At least as well as could have been expected:
Many details I must forbear to tell

;

Their toilet had been very much neglected
;

But by supreme good luck it so befell.

That when the cattle's c.ipture was effected.

When those vile cannibals were overpowered,
Only two fat duennas were devoured.

This closes the second canto. The third opens in
the following playful strain :

—

IVe a proposal here from Mr Murray,
He offers handsomely—the money down

;

My dear, you might recover from your flurry,

In a nice airy lodging out of town,
At Croydon, Epsom, anywhere in Surrey;
If every stanza brings us in a crown,
I think that I miglit venture to bespeak
A bedroom and front parlour for next week.

Tell me, my dear Thalia, what you think
;

Your nerves have undergone a sudden shock

;

Your poor dear spirits have begun to sink
;

On Banstead Downs you'd muster a new stock,

And I'd be sure to keep away from drink,

And always go to bed by twelve o'clock.

We'll travel down there in the morning stages;

Our verses shall go down to distant ages.

And here in town we'll breakfast on hot rolls,

And you shall have a better shawl to wear;
These pantaloons of mine are chafed in holes;

By Monday next I'll compass a new pair:

Come now, fling up the cinders, fetch the coals,

And take away the things you hung to air;

Set out the tea-things, and bid Phuebe bring
The kettle up. ArmJi and the Monks I sing.

Near the valley of the giants was an abbey, con-
taining fifty friars, * fat and good,* who keep for a
long time on good terms with their neighbours. Be-
ing fond of music, the giants would sometimes ap-
proach the sacred pile, attracted by the sweet sounds
that issued from it; and here occurs a beautiful

piece of description :

—

Oft that wild untutored race wouM draw.
Led by the solemn sounil and sacred light,

Beyond tlie bank, beneath a lonely «haw,
To listen all the livelong summer night,
Till deep, serene, and reverential awe
Environed them with silent calm delight.
Contemplating tlie minster's midnight gleam,
Ue6ected from the clear and glassy stream.

But chiefly, when the sliadowy moon had shed
O'er woods and waters her mysterious hue.
Their jtaNsive hearts and vacant fancies fed
With thoughts and aspiniti<ins stran;i;e and new.
Till their brute souls with inward working bred
l)ark hints that in tiie deptlis of instinct grew
Subjective—n<it from Locke's as.sociations,

Nor David Hartley's doctrine of vibrations.

Each was ashanied to mention to the others

One half of all the feelings that he felt.

Yet tiius far each would venture^* Listen, brothers,

It seems as if one heard Heaven's thunders melt
In music !'

Unfortunately, this happy state of things is broken
up by the introduction of a ring of bells into the
abbcj', a kind of music to which the giants had an
insurmountable aversion :

—

The solemn mountains that surrounded
The silent valley where the convent lay.

With tintinnabular uproar were astounded
When the first peal burst forth at break of day;
Feeling their granite cars severely wounded,
They scarce knew what to think or what to sav

;

And (tliough large mountains commonly conceal
Their sentiments, dissembling what they feel.

Yet) Cader-Oibbrish from his cloudy throne
To huge Loblommon gave an intimation

Of this strange rumour, with an awful tone,

Thundering his deep surprise and indignation;

The lesser hills, in language of their own,
Discussed the topic by reverberation

;

Discoursing with their echoes all <Iay long,

Their only conversation was, * ding-dong.'

These giant mountains inwardly were moved,
But never made an outward change of place;

Not so the mountain giants— (as behoved
A more alert and locomotive race)

;

Hearing a clatter which they disapproved.

They ran straight forward to besiege the place,

With a diacordant universal yell,

Like house-dogs howling at a dinner-bell.

This is evidently meant as a good-humoured satire

against violent personifications in poetry. Mean-
while, a monk, Brother John by name, who had
opposed the introduction of tlie bells, has gone in a
fit of disgust with his brethren to amuse himself
with the md at a neighbouring stream. Here
occurs another beautiful descriptive passage :

—

A mighty current, unconfined and free,

Ran wheeling round beneath the mountain's shade,

Battering its wave-worn base ; but you might see

On the near margin many a watery glade,

Becalmed beneath some little island's lee,

All tranquil and transparent, close embayed;
Reflecting in the deep serene and even

Each flower and herb, and every cloud of heaven;

The painted kingfisher, the branch above her.

Stand in the steadfast mirror fixed and true
;

Anon the fitful breezes brood and hover,

P'reshening the surface with a rougher hue

;

Spreading, withdrawing, pausing, passing over.

Again returning to retire anew:
So rest and motion in a narrow range,

Feasted the sight with jovous interchange.
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BrotliLT .lohn, plactil Iicre by mere chance, is ap-
prised of tlie appruacli of the giants in time to run
home ami j^ive tlie alarm. Amidst the preparations
for (iefenee, to wliit-li lie exhorts his bretliren, the
abbot dies, and Joliii is elected to succeed him. A
stout resistance is made by tlie monks, whom their
new superior takes care to feed well by way of
keeping tliem in heart, and the giants at length
withdraw from the scene of action

—

And now the gates are opened, and the throng
Forth issuing, the deserted camp survey

;

* Here Murdomack, and Mangonel the strong,

And Oorbuduc were lodge<I,' and * here,' they say,

•This pig-stye to Poldavy did belong
;

Here Bundleback, and here Phigander lay.*

They view the deep indentures, broad and round.
Which mark their postures squatting on the ground.

Then to the traces of gigantic feet.

Huge, wide apart, with half a dozen toes
;

They track them on, till they converge and meet
(An earnest and assurance of repose)

Close at the ford ; the cause of this retreat

They all conjecture, hut no creature knows

;

It was ENcribud to causes multifarious,
To saints, as Jerom, George, and Januarius,

To their own pious founder's intercession,

To Ave-Maries, and our Lady's psalter;
To news that Friar John was in possession,

To new wax candles placed upon the altar.

To their own prudence, valour, and discretion
;

To relics, rosaries, and holy water;
To beads and psalras, and feats of arms—in short,

There was no end of their accounting for't.

It finally appears that the pagans have retired in

order to make the attack upon the ladies, which had
formerly been described—no bad burlesque of the
endless episodes of the Italian romantic poets.

It was soon discovered that the author of this

clever jeu d'eaprit was the Right Honourable John
Hookham Frere, a person of high political conse-
quence, who had been employed a few years before
by the British government to take charge of diplo-

matic transactions in Spain in connexion with the
army under General Sir John Mo<jre. The Whistle-
craft poetr}' was carried no further; but the peculiar
stanza (the ottava rima of Italy), and the sarcastic

pleasantry, formed the immediate exemplar which
guided Byron when he wrote his Beppo and Don
Juan ; and one couplet

—

Adown thy slope, romantic Ashboum, glides

The Derby diUy, carrying six insides

—

became at a subseq\ient period the basis of an allu-

sion almost historical in importance, with reference
to a small party in the House of Commons. Thus
the national poem has actually attained a place of
some consequence in our modern literature. It is

only to be regretted that the poet, captivated by in-
dolence or the elegances of a luxurious taste, has
given no further specimen of his talents to the
world.

For many years Mr Frere has resided in Malta.
In the Life of Sir Walter Scott, there are some piir-

ticulars respecting the meeting of the declining
novelist with his friend, the author of Whistlecraft.
We there learn from Scott, that the remarkable
war song U])on the victory at Brunnenburg, which
appears in Mr KUis's Specimens of Ancient English
Poetry, and might pass in a court of critics as a
genuine composition of the fourteenth century, was
WTitten by Mr Frere while an Kton schoolboy, as an
illustration on one side of the celebrated Rowluy
controversy. We are also informed by Mrs John

Davy, in her diary, quoted by Mr Iv(K:k!iart, that
Sir Walter on this occasion ' repeated a pretty long
passage from his version of one of the romances of
the Cid (pubHshed in the appendix to Southey's
quarto), and seemed to enjoy a spirited charge of
the knights therein described as much as he could
have done in his best days, placing his walking-
stick in rest like a lance, "to suit the action to the
word." * It will not, we hope, be deemed improper
that we redeem from comparative obscurity a piece
of poetry so much admired by Scott:

—

The gates were then thrown open,
and forth at once they rushed,

The outposts of the Moorish hosts

back to the camp were pushed;
The camp was all in tumult,

and there was such a thunder
Of cymbals and of drums,

as if earth would cleave in sunder.
There you might see the Moors

arming themselves in haste,

And the two main battles

how they were forming fast

;

Horsemen and footmen mixt,

a countless troop and vast.

The Moors are moving forward,

the battle soon must join,

'My men stand here in order,

ranged upon a line!

Let not a man move from his rank
before I give the sign.*

Pero Bermuez heard the word,

but he could not refrain.

He held the banner in his hand,
he gave his horse the rein ;

* You see yon foremost squadron there,

the thickest of the foes,

Noble Cid, God be your aid,

for there your banner goes

!

Let him that serves and honours it,

show the duty that he owes.'

Earnestly the Cid called out,
* For heaven's sake be still!'

Bermuez cried, * 1 cannot hold,*

so eager was his will.

He spurred his horse, and drove him on
amid the Moorish rout

:

They strove to win the banner,
and compassed him about.

Had not his armour been so true,

he had lust either life or limb;
The Cid called out again,

' For heaven's sake succour him I*

Their shields before their breasts,

forth at once they go,

Their lances in the rest

levelled fair and low;
Their banners and their crests

waving in a row.

Their heads all stooping down
towards the saddle bow.

The Cid was in the midst,

his shout was heard afar,
' I am Roi Diaz,

the champion of Bivar;
Strike amongst them, gentlemen,

for sweet intTcics' sake !*

There where nerninez fought

amidst the foe they brake;

Three hundred bannered knights,

it was a gallant show ;

Three hundred Moors they killed,

a man at every blow :

When they wheeled and turned,

as many more lay elain,
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You mijjht seo tliciii raisf their lances,

UDil Icvfl thfm ngftin.

There you Tnij:lit st-e tho bri-astjtlates,

how tlu'v wtTe olt'ft in twain,

And many a Moorish shield

lie sciltterej on the plain.

The pennons that were white

markeil with a crimson stain.

The horses runninj; wild

whose riders had been slain.

TUOPIAS CAMi'UKLL.

The most purely correct and classical poet of this

peritxl, possessing also true lyrical tire and grandeur,

is Thomas Camimikli., bom in the city of Glasgow

July 27, 1777. Mr Canipbell's father had been an

extensive merchant, but w.is in advanced years

(sixty-seven) at the time of the poet's birth. The

^^.

latter was the Benjamin of the family, the youngest
of teu children, and was otlucateil with great care.

At the age of tliirteen he was placed at the univer-

sity of Glasgow, where he remained six years. In

the first session of his college life lie gained a bur-

sary for liis proficiency in Latin. lie afterwards

received a prize for the hest translation of the Clouds
of Aristophanes, and in awarding it. Professor Young
pronounced the poet's tratislation to be the best

exercise which had ever been given in by any student

of the university. His knowledge of Greek litera-

ture was further extended by several months' close

study in Germany under Professor Heyne; but this

was not till the poet's twenty-second jear. On
leaving the university, Campbell resided a twelve-

month in Argyleshire. llis father was the youngest
eon of a Highland laird—CamplK'U of Kernan—and
the wild magnificent scenery of the West Highlands
was thus associated in his imagination with recol-

lections of his feudal ancestors. His poem on visit-

ing a scene in Argyleshire will occur to our readers ;

it opens as follows :
—

At the slltnce of twili^ht'M conteniphitive hour,

1 Imve nmwed in a Morrowful nu'ud,

On the wiiid->liuki.-n weeds timt eiiihdsoiti the bower
Where the home of niv fi-refather.s j-tnud.

All ruined and wild is tlieir rcK'f^ts^ abode,
And loncl)- the dark raven's sheltering tree

;

And travelled by few is the grii.ss-eovered road,
Where tlie hiuitor of dt-er and the warrior trode
To his hills that encircle the sea.

A favourite rock or crag, the scene of Ins mnsings,
is pointed out in tlie Inland of JIull as the * Poet's
iSeat.' While living in tlie Hi^^hlands, Mr Campbell
wrote his poem entitled Love and Mudness (an elegy
on the unfortunate Jliss Broderiek), and several
otiier poems now neglected by their author. The
local celebrity arising from these early fruits of his

poetical genius, induced Mr Camplitll to lay aside

tlie study of the law, wliieh lie seriously cnntem-
plated, and he repaired to Edinburgli. 'I'here he
became acquainted with James Grahame, autlior of
the * Sabhatli,' with Professor Dugald t^te\va^t, Jef-

fre}', IJruugham, &c. In April 1799 he jiublished

the Pltaamt's vf Jlope, dedicated to ])r Anderson,
the steady and generous friend of literature. The
volume went through four editions in a twelvemonth.
At the same age Pope had published his * Essay on
Criticism,' also a marvellous work for a youth; but
the productitm of Campbell is more essentially poeti-

cal, and not less correct or harmonious in its num-
bers. It captivated all readers by its varying and
exquisite melody, its polislied diction, and the vein

of generous and lofty sentiment which seemed to

embalm and sanctify the entire poem. The touch-

ing and beautiful episodes with wliich it abounds
constituted also a source of deep interest; and in

liicturing the horrors of war, and the infamous par-

tition of Poland, the poet kindled up into a strain of

noble indignant zeal and jirophet-like inspiration.

( th, bloodiest picture in the book of time !

Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime;
Found nut a generous friend, a pitying foe,

StreiiL'tli in lier arm?, nor mercy in her wo!
Drojiped from lier nerveless grasp tlie shattered spear,

Closed her bright eye, and curbed her high career

:

Hope for a season bade the world farewell,

And freedom shrieked as Kosciu.sko fell

!

The sun went down, nor ceased the carnage there

;

Tumultuous murder shook the midnight air

—

(_)n Prague's proud arch the fires of ruin glow.

His blood-dyed waters murmuring far below.

The storm prevails, the rampart yields a way,
Bursts the wild cry of horror and dismay!
Ilark ! as the smouldering piles with thunder fall,

A thousand shrieks for hopeless mercy call

!

Karth shook, red meteors flashed along the sky,

And conscious nature shuddered at the cry 1

These energetic apostrophes are contrasted with
sketches of domestic tenderness and beauty, finished

with the most perfect taste in picturesque delinea-

tion, and with highly nmsical expression. Traces
of juvenility may no doubt be found in the * Plea-
sures of Ih)pe'—a want of connection between the
ditfcrent parts of the poetu, some florid lines and im-
perfect metaphors ; but such a series of beautiful

and dazzling pictures, so pure and elevated a tone
of moral feeling, and such terse, vigorous, and
polished versification, were never perhaps before
found united in a poem written at the age of twenty-
one. Shortly after its publication Mr Campbell
visited the continent. He went to Bavaria, then the
seat of war, and from the monastery of St Jacob
witnessed the battle of Hohenlinden, in which (De-
cember 3, 1800) the French under Moreau gained a
victory over the Austrians. lu a letter written at
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thi« time, he says, ' The sight of Ingoldstat in ruins
and Iluheriliniien covered with fire, seven miles iii

cirinrnference, were spectacles never to be forgotten
'

He h;is made the memory of Ilohenlinden immortal
for his stanzas on that conflict form one of the
grandest battle-pieces that ever was drawn. In a
few verses, flowing like a choral melody, the poet
brings Iwfore us the silent midnight scene of engnge-
ment wrapt in the snows of winter, the sudden arm-
ing for the battle, the press and shout of charging
equadrona, the flashing of artillery, and the too cer-
tain and dreadful death which fall's upon the crowded
ranks of the combatants.

Few, hv nhall part where many meet!
The snow shall be their winding-sheet;
And every turf beneath their feet

Shall he a soldier's sepulchre !

The poet intended to pass into Italy— a pilgrim at
the shrine of classic genius; but o\vi'ng to the exist-
ing hostilities, he could not proceed, and was stopped
both on his way to Vienna, and by the route (jf the
Tyrol. He returned to Hamburg in 1801, and re-
sided there some weeks, composing his Exiltof Erin
and Ye Mariners of Em/laml. The former was sug-
gested by an incident like th.at which befell Smollett
at Boulogne, namely, meeting with a party of exiles
who retained a stning love of their native country
and a niournfid remembrance of its wrongs and'
Bufferings. So jealous w.as the British government
of that day, that tlie poet was suspected of being a
spy: and on his arrival in E.linbur-li. was subjected
to an examination by tlie authorities! He liy„| i„
Ldinburgli, enjoying its literary society for upwards
of a year, and there wrote his iot/iiWV »'an,i„y

cyclop.«;dia of TILL THE PRKSENT TIMl.

Alison Square, Edinburgh.*

Thii poem being read in manuscript to Sir Walter

«ni; i" !l"i"'-T'} ^P^'™-^^'' "f it I'imselt; and then
repeated the whole from n.emory-a striking in-

?^'i.?n \ r?'"",";!"-'"''''''' I'°"-'=" "f recollection.

v?,tM h- ih'"!
"" ^^•P'-'i'-cd to London, and de-

voted himself to literature as a profession. He re-
sided for some time in the bouse of his friend, Mr
Telford, the celebrated engineer. Telford continued
his regard for the poet throughout a long life, andremembered liini in his will by a legacy of /soti.f

* The Pleasures of Hop. were written In this squara
t A similar amount «as bequeathed to Mr a,utliey andwith » good luck which „ne would wish to see always attend

Mr Campbell wrote several papers for the Edinbureh
Kncyclopa-dia (of which Telford had some share)mluding poetical biographies, an account of thedrama, and an elaborate historical notice of Great
liritain. He also compiled Annals of Great Bri-
tain from the Accession of Geoige 111. to the Peace
uj Annens. in three volumes. Such compilations canon y be considered in the light of mental drudgery;
but Campbell, like Goldsmith, could impart griieand interest to task-work. In 1806. through the
influence of Mr Fox, the government granted apension to the poet-a well-merited tribute to theauthor of those national strains. Ye Mariners ofKngland and the Battle of the Baltic In 1809 waa
published his second great poem, Gertrude of Wyom-

IT " 'Z"f,"''T''
'^"''- Tlie subsequent literary

labours of Mr Campbell have only, ^regards his
poetical fame, been subordinate efforts. The best ofthem were contributed to the New Monthly Maga-
fL'S^

"'"';.'' '"^ ".^'^""^ f""" **" years (from 1820 to
1830)

;
and one of these minor poems, the Last Man,may be ranked among his greatest conceptions : it is

like a sketch by Michael Angelo or Rembrandt.
1 revious to this time the poet had visited Paris incompany with Mrs Siddons and .John Kenible, and
enjoyed the sculptured forms and other works of art
in the Louvre with such intensity, that they seemed
to give his mind a new sense of the harmony of art—a new visual power of enjoying beauty • Every

A''''n
^ l^V"^"^''

^"^ '"-''^ ' •'" "'e presence of theApo o Belvidere, added to my sensations, and all
recollections of his name in classic poetry swarmed
on my mind as spontaneously as the associations
hat are conjured ui. by the sweetest music.' In
1818 he again visited Germany, and on his return
the fo lowing year, he published his Specimens of the
tirdish PveLs, with biographical and critical notices
in seven volumes.* The justness and beauty of his
critical dissertations have been universally .admitted-
some of them are perfect models of chaste yet ani-
mated criticism. In 1820 Jfr Campbell delivered a
course of lectures on poetry at the Surrey institu-
tion

;
in 1824 he published Theodric. and other Poems

and, though busy in establishing the London uni-
versity, he was, in 1827, honoured with the graceful
compliment of being elected lord rector of the uni-
versity of his native city. This distinction was

poet^ leRacM. the sums wore nearlj- doubled in oonsequeno,
of Ihe testator's effects far eieeedinu what he believed to bethcr value. Thomas Ti.lf,.rd (1755- ItWl was himself,
rhymester in his youth. He «as born on poetic (tmund, amidst
the scenes of old Scottish bohr, p-een hills, and the other ad-
juncts of a landscape of great sylvan and pastoral beauty.
Eskdale, his native district (where he lived till nearly twenty,
first as a shepherd, and afterv.ards as a slone-mawnl, was also
the birthplace of Armstroinc and Jlickle. Telford wroto a
p.icm descriptive of this cl.issic dale, but it is only a feeble
paraphrase of Goldsmith. He addressed an epislle to Burns,
part of which is published by Currie. These boyisli studies
and predilections contrast strangely with the severer pursuits
of bis after yeans as a mathcmatieiiui and engineer. In his
original occupation of a stone-m.T*on. cutting names on tomb-
stones (in which he eiccllcdi. we can fancy him cheering his
solitary labours with visions of literary eminence, rivalling the
fame of Milton or .Shakspeare ; but it is difficult to conceive
him at the same time dreaming of works like the Menai
Bridge or the Pont-cy-syltc aqueduct in Wales. We should as
soon expect to see the -gnarled and unwedgeablc oak 'spring
from a graft on a myrtle. lie had, however, received an early
architectural or engini-ering bias by poring over Ihe plates and
dascriptions in RoUin's history, which he read by his mother'a
fireside, or in the open air while herding aheop. Telford wua
liberal-minded and benevolent man,

* A second edition of this work was published in 1841 , In one
largo volume, edited, with care and taste, by .Mr Peter Cua-
Dingbam.
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I

continued and hfi^litciicd by liis ri'-elivlion the two
fnlliiwitij: years. IK- aAorwurds (witli a revival of

his early love of wnnderint:) made a voyape to

Algiers, of wliii-h lip piiblislied iiii aceonnt in the

New Monthly Ma^fazine, siiire eoliucted and printed

in two volumes. In 1842 he puhlinhed the Piiyrim

of Giencoi\ anti other Ponns. He has issued various

editions of his poetical w^rks, some of tlietu illus-

trated by Turner and Harvey; and they eiuitinue to

delitfht new generations ef readers, hy wiioni the poet

is regarded with the veneration due to an establislied

and [K^pular Knglish elassie.

The genius and taste of Campbell resemble those

of Gray. He displays the same delicacy and purity

of sentiment, the same vivid perception uf beauty

and ideal loveliness, equal picturesqncnoss and ele-

vation of imager}*, and the same lyrical and con-

centrated power of expression. Tlie diction of both

is elaborately choice and select, Campbell has

greater sweetness and gentleness of pathos, springing

from deep moral feeling, and a refined sensitiveness

of nature. Neither can be termed boldly original or

inventive, but they both possess sublimity—Gray in

his two magnificent odes, and Camjibell in various

passages of the ' IMeasures of Hope.' and especially

in his war-songs or lyrics, which form the richest

offering ever made by poetry at the shrine of pa-

triotism. The general tone of his verse is calm,

uniform, and mellitluous—a stream of miM harmony
and delicious fancy flowing through the bosom-

Bcenes of life, with images scattered separately, like

flowers, on its surface, and beauties of expression

interwoven with it—certain words and i)lirases of

magical power—which never quit the memory. His
style rises and falls gracefully with his subject, but
without any appearance of imitative harmony or

direct resemblance. In his highest pulse of excite-

ment, the cadence of his verse becomes deep and
strong, without losing its liquid smoothness; the

stream expands to a flood, but never overflows the

limits prescribed by a correct taste and regulated

magnificence. The Pindaric fliglits of Gray justi-

fied bolder and more rapid transitions. Description

is not predominant in either poet, but is adoj)ted as

an auxiliary to some deeper emotion or sentiment

Campbell seems, however, to have sympathised more
extensively with nature, and to have studied her

phenomena more attentively than Gray. His resi-

dence in the Highlands, in view of the sea and wild

Hebrides, had given expansiveness as well as in-

tensity to his solitary contemplations. His sym-
pathies are also more widely diversified with respect

to the condition of humanity, and the hopes and
prospects of society. With all his classic predilec-

tions, he is not—as he has himself remarked of

Crabbe—a laudator temporis acti, but a decided lover

of later times. Age has not quenched his zeal for

public freedom or the unchained exercise of the

human intellect ; and, with equal consistency in

tastes as in opinions, he is now meditating a work
on Greek literature, by which, fifty years since, he
first achieved distinction.

Many can date their first love of poetry from their

perusal of Campbell. In youth, tlte ' Pleasures of

Hope* is generally preferred. Like its elder brother,

the * Pleasures of Imagination,' the poem is full of

visions of romantic beauty and unchecked enthu-

siasm

—

The bloom of young Desire, and purple light of Love.

In riper years, when the taste becomes matured,
' Gertrude of Wyoming' rises in estimation. Its

beautiful home-scenes go more closely to the heart,

and its delineation of character and passion evinces a

more luxuriant and perfect genius. The portrait of

the savage chief Outalissi is finished witli inimitable
skill and trutli :

—

Far differently the mute Oneyda took
His calumet of peace and cjip of joy

;

As monunientul bronze unciiaiigcd UU look ;

A soul that pity touched, hut never sinKik
;

Trained from his tree-ntcked cradle to Ids bier

The fierce extreme of good and ill to brook
Impassive—fearing but the shame of feu r

—

A stoic of the woods—a man without a tear.

The loves of Gertrude and Waldegrave. the pa-
triarchtol Albert, and the sketches of rich sequ<'stered

Pennsylvanian scenery, also show the finished art of

the poet. The concluding description of the battle,

and the death of the heroine, are superior to any-
thing in the 'Pleasures of Hope;' and though the

plot is simple, and occasionally obscure (as if the
fastidiousness of the poet had made him reject the
ordinary materials of a story), the poem has alto-

gether so much of the dramatic spirit, that its cha-

racters are distinctly and vividly inipresseil on the

mind of the reader, and the valley of Wyoming,
with its green declivities, lake, and forest, instantly

takes its place among the imperishable trejfsures of

the memory. The poem of CyOnmors Chihl is an-

other exquisitely finished and pathetic tale. The
rugged and ferocious features of ancient feudal

manners and family pride are there di>iilayed in

connection with female suffering, love, ainl liearity,

and with the romantic and warlike coloiri ig suited

to the country and the times. It is full of antique

grace and passionate energy— the mingled li^dit and
gloom of tlie wild Celtic character and imagination.

Recollecting the dramatic effect of these tales, and
the power evinced in Lochiel and the naval odes, we
cannot but regret that Campbell did not. in his days
of passion, venture into the circle of the tragic

drama, a field so well adapted to his genius, and

essayed by nearly all his great poetical contempo-

[Picture of Domestic Love.]

[From the • Pleasures of Hope.*]

Thy pencil traces on the lover's thought

Some cottage-home, from towns and toil remote,

Where love and lore may claim alternate huura,

With peace enibosonied in Idallan bowers!

Remote from busy life's hewihlered way.

O'er all his heart shall Taste and Beauty sway;
Free on the sunny slope or winding shore,

With hennit-steps to wander and adore!

There shall he love, when genial morn appears.

Like pensive Beauty smiling in her tears,

To watch the brightening roses of the sky,

And muse on nature with a poet*s eye!

And when the sun's last splendour lights the deep.

The woods and waves, and murmuring winds asleep,

When fairy harps the Hesperian planet hail,

And the lone cuckoo sighs along the vale,

His path shall be where streamy mountains swell

Their shadowy grandeur o'er the narrow dell

;

Where moulderin*; piles and forests intervene,

Mingling with darker tints the living green ;

No circling hills his ravished eye to bound,
Heaven, earth, and ocean blazing all around!
The moon is up—the watch-tower dimly bums

—

And down the vale his sober step returns

;

But pauses oft rs winding rocks convey
The Htill Hweet fall of music far away ;

And oft he lingers from his home awhile,

To watch the dying notes, and start, and smile!

Let winter come ! let polar spirits sweep
The darkening world, and tempest-troubled deep;
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TIkiu^L bouii<llcs:4 snows the withered heath dfforni,

Anil the dim sun scarce wanders throuyii the aturin,

Yet shall the smile of social luve repa}',

AVitii mental li;:ht, the melancholy day!
And when its sliurt and sullen noon is o'er,

The ice-chained waters slumbering on tlie shore,

How bri^^ht the fa^;^'<)t8 in his little hull

Blaze on the hearth, and warm the pictured wall

!

How blest he names, in love's fariiiiiar tcinc,

The kind fair frieml by nature inarkfd liis o\\n
;

And, iTi the waveless mirror of his mit d.

Views the fleet years of pleasure left brbiiid,

Since when her empire o'er his heart be^'an

—

Since first he called her his before the Imly man !

Trim the tray taper in his rustic dome?.

And light the wintry paradise of h<>Mic ;

And let the half-uncurtained window Imjl

Some waywoni man benighted in the vale!

Now, while the moaning night-winil nt^'en high.

As Hweep the shot-stars down the truuliied sky
;

While fiery iiosts in heaven's wide circle play.

And bathe in lurid light the milky wjty
;

Safe from the storm, the meteor, and tbe shower,

Some pleasing page siiall charm the sidenin hour
;

With pathos shall command, with "it beguile

A generous tear of anguish, or a smile !

[Battle of Wyoming^ and Death of (Icrtrifde.]

Heaven*s verge extreme
Reverberates the bomb's descemling star

—

And sounds that mingled laugh, and shout, and
scream.

To freeze the blood, in one discordant jar,

Rung to the pealing thunderbolts of war.

Whoop after whoop with rack the ear assailed,

As if unearthly fiends had burst their bat ;

AVhile rapidly the marksman's shot prevailed:

And aye, as if for death, some lonely trumpet walled.

Then looked they to the hills, where fire o'crhung
The bandit groups in one Vesuvian glare

;

Or swept, far seen, the tower, whose clock unrung.
Told legible that midnight of despair.

She faints—she falters not— the hentic fair,

As he the sword and plume in haste arrayed.

One short embrsice—he clasp'd his dearest care
;

But hark ! what nearer war-drum shakes the glade !

Joy, joy ! Columbia's friends are trampling through
the shade !

Then came of every race the mingled swarm,
Far rung the groves and gleamed the midnight grass

With flambeau, javelin, and naked arm
;

As warriors wheeled their culverinw of brass,

Sprung from the woods, a bold athletic mass,
^\'hnIn virtue fires, and liberty combines :

And first the wild Moravian yagers pass.

His plumed host the dark Iberian joins
;

And Scotia's sword beneath the Highland thistle

shines.

And in the buskined hunters of the deer
To Albert's home with shout and cymbal throng:

:

Roused by their warlike pomp, and" mirth, and cheer, :

Old Outalissi woke his battU-song, '

And, beating with his war-club cadence strong,

Tells how his deep-stung indignation smarts
;

Of them that wrapt his house in flames, erelong
To whet a dagger on tt^eir stony hearts.

And smile avenged err^^.ot his eagle spirit parts.

Calm, opposite the Christian father rose,

Pale on his venerable brow its rays

Of martyr-light the conflagration throws;

One hand upon his lovely child he lays,

And one the uncovered crowd to silence swavs
;

While, tiiuugh the battle-flash is faster driven

—

Tnawcd, with eye unstartled by the blaze,

He for his bleeding country prays tu Heaven,
Prays that the men of blood themselveij may be for-

given.

Short time is now for nratulating speech :

And yet, beloved Ocrtrude. ere began
Thy country's flight yon distant towers to reach,

Looked not on tliec the rmiest partisan

With brow relaxed to love t And murmurs ran,

As round and round their willing ranks they drew.
From boHuty's sight to shield the hostile van.
Orateful on them a placid look she threw.

Nor wept, but as she bade her mother's grave adieu I

Past was the flight, and welcome seemed the tower,
That like a giant standard-bearer frowned
Defiance on the rovini; Indian power.
neneath, each bold aiul promontory mound
With embrasure embossed and armour crowned,
And arrowy frize, and wedged ravelin,

Wove like a diadem its tracery round
The lofty summit of that mountain green ;

Here stood secure the group, and eyed a distant scene,

A scene of death I where fires beneath the sun,

And blended arms, and white pavilions glow;
And for the business of destruction done,
Its rc({uiem the war-horn seemed to blow

:

There, sad spectatress of her country's wo !

The lovely (lertrude, safe from present harm.
Had lai»l her cheek, and clasped her hands of snow
On Waldegrave's shoulder, half within his arm
Fnclo>-ed, that felt her heart, and hushed its wild

alarm !

But short that contemplation—sad and short

The pause to bid each much-loved scene adieu !

Beneath the \'ery shadow of the fort,

Where friendly swords were drawn, and banners flew

;

Ah ! who could deem that foot of Indian crew
Was near ?—yet there, with lust of murderous deeds,
Oleamed like a basilisk, from woods in view.

The ambushed focman's eye—his volley speeds.

And Albert, Albert falls ! the dear old father bleeds !

And tranced in giddy horror, Gertrude swooned
;

Yet, while she clasps him lifeless to her zone.

Say, burst they, borrowed from her father's wound.
These drops? Oh Ood ! the life-blood is her o^vu

!

And faltering, on her Waldegrave's bosom thro>vn

—

' Weep not, (» love !' she cries, * to see me bleed
;

Thee, Gertrude's sad survivor, thee alone

Heaven's peace commiserate ; for scarce I heed
These wounds; yet thee to leave is death, is death

indeed !

Clasp me a little longer on the brink

Of fate ! while I can feel thy dear caress
;

And when this heart hath ceased to bcat^oh ! think.

And let it mitigate thy wo's excess.

That thou hast been to me all tenderness,

And friend to more than human friendship just.

Oh ! by that retrospect of ha])piness.

And by the hopes of an inmiortal trust,

God shall assuage thy pangs—when I am laid in dustl

Go, Henry, go not back, when I depart.

The scene thy bursting tears too deep will move.

Where my dear father took thee to his heart.

And Gertrude thought it ecstacy to rove

With thee, as with an angel, timnigh the grove

Of peace, imagining her lot was cast

In heaven ; for ours was not like earthly love.

And must this parting be our very last I

No ! 1 shall love thee still, when death itself is past.
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Half couM 1 bear, meth'mks, to loHve this enrth,

And the*-, more loved than ati^'ht luMieath the sun,

If I htul lived to smile but on the birth

Of one dear pledge. But shall there then be none,

In future times—no <:entle little one

To clasp thy neck, and look, resemblinjr nie ?

Yet seems it, even while life's last jmlses run,

A sweetness in the cup of death to be,

Lord of my bosom's love ! to die beholding thee !*

Hushed were his Gertrude's lips! but etill their bland
And beautiful expression seemed to melt

With love that could not die ! and still his hand
She pres!fes to the heart no more that felt.

Ah, heart ! where onee each fond atleotion dwelt,

And features yet that spoke a soul more fair.

Mute, gazing, agonizing as he knelt

—

Of them that stood encircling his despair

He heard some friendly words ; but knew not what
the)' were.

For now to mourn tlieir judge and child arrives

A faithful band. With solemn rites between,

'Twiis sung how they were lo^ely in their lives,

And in their deaths had not divided been.

Touched by the music and the melting scene.

Was scarce one tearless eye amidst the crowd

—

Stem warriors, resting on their swords, were seen

To veil their eyes, as passed each much-loved shroud

—

While woman's softer soul in wo dissolved aloud.

Then nionnifully the parting bugle bid

Its farewell o'er the grave v( wnrth and truth
;

Prone to the dust afflicted Waldegrave hid
His face on earth ; him watched, in gloomy ruth.

His woodland guide: hut words had none to soothe

The grief that knew not consolation's name;
Casting his Indian mantle o'er the youth.

He watched, beneath its folds, each burst that came,
Convulsive, ague-like, across his shuddering frame!

* And I could weep,' the Oneyda chief

His descant wildly thus begun
;

* But that I may not stain with grief

The death-song of my father's son.

Or bow this head in wo !

For, by my wrongs, and by my wrath,

To-morrow Areouski's breath.

That fire-' you heaven with storms of death,

Shall light us to the foe

:

And we shall share, my Christian boy,

The foeraan's blood, the avenger's joy !

But thee, my flower, wliusc breath was given
By milder genii o'er the deep.

The spirits of the white man's heaven
Forbid not thee to weep :

Nor will the Christian host.

Nor will thy father's spirit grieve,

To see thee, on the battle's eve,

Lamenting, take a mournful leave

Of her who loved thee most

:

She was the rainbow to thy sight I

Thy sun—thy heaven—of lost delightl

To-morrow let us do or die.

But when the bolt of death is hurled,

Ah ! whither then with thee to fly,

Shall Outalissi roam the world!

Seek we thy once-loved home?
The hand Is gone that cropt its flowers

;

L^nheard their clock repeats itd hours;

Cold is the hearth within their bowers;

And should we thither roam.

Its echoes and its empty tread

Would sound like voices from the dead!

Or shall we cross yon mountains blue,

Whose streams ray kindred nation quafled.

And by ray side, in battle true,

A thousand warriors drew the shaft!

Ah! there, in desolation cobl,

The desert serpent dwells alone.
Where grass o'ergrows each mouldering bone^
And stones themselves to ruin grown,
I^ike me, are death-like old.

Then seek we not their camp ; for there
The silence dwells of my despair !

But hark, the trump ! to-morrow thou
In glory's fires hhalt dry thy tears:

Even from the laud of shadows now
My father's awful ghost appears
Amidst tlie cluud> that round us roU ;

He bids my soul fur battle thirst

—

He bids ine dry the last— the first

—

The only tears that ever burst

From Ouialissi's soul
;

Because I may not stain with grief

The death-song of an Indian chief!'

Ye A\funners of Englaiid,

Ye mariners of England!
That guard our niitive seas;

Whose flag luts braved a thousand jeai^
The battle and the breeze!

Your glorious standard launch again

To match another foe

!

And sweep through the deep

While the stormy tempests blow;

While the battle rages loud and long,

And the stormy tempests blow.

The spirits of your fathers

Shall start from every wave !

For the deck it was their field of fame,

And ocean was their grave ;

Where Blake and mighty Nelson fell.

Your manly hearts shall glow,

As yc sweep through the deep
While the stormy tempests blow

;

While the battle rages loud and long,

And the etormy tempests blow.

Britannia needs no bulwark.

No towers along the steep
;

Her march is o'er the mountain-waves.

Her home is on the deep.

With thundei-s from her native oak
She quells the floods below,

As they roar on the shore

When the stormy tempests blow;

When the battle rages loud and long.

And the htormy tempests blow.

The meteor flag of England

Shall yet terrific burn
;

Till danger's troubled night depart,

And the star of peace return.

Then, then, ye ocean-warriors!

Our song and feast shall flow

To the fame of your name.
When the storm has ceased to blow

;

When the fiery fight is heard no more.

And the storm has ceased to blow

!

Muhejilinden,

On Linden, when the sun was low,

All bloodless lay the untrodden snow.

And dark as winter was the flow

Of leer, rolling rapidly.

But Linilen saw another sight.

When the drum beat at dead of night,

Commanding (ires of death to light

The darkness of her scenery.
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R_v torch aii<l irutnpet fast arrayeJ,

Ench horNeinan Arew his battle-blude,

Aini furioujt everv cliar;;er neighed
To join the Ureaillul revelry.

Then shook tlio hilU with thunder riren,

Thon rushed the wteed to battle driven,

And louder thjut the holts of heaTcn
Far flashed the red artillery.

But redder yet tliat lij^ht nhall f^low

On Linden ',•* hills of stained snow,

And bloodier yet the torrent flow

Of Iser, rolling rapidly.

*Tis mom, hut scarce yon level sun

Can pierce the war-clouds, rolling dun.
Where furious Krunk and tiery Hun
Shout in their sulj»huri>us canopy.

The combat deepf-ns. r>n, ye brave,

Who ru-*h to glory, or the grave *

Wave, Munich ' rtll thy banners wave.

And charge with all thy chivalry.

Few, few shall part wliere many meet f

The snow shall be tUeir winding-sheet

;

And every turf beneath their feet

Shall be a soldier*s sepulchre.

[From * TTie Last Man.']

All worldly shapes shall melt in gloom

—

The sun himself must die.

Before thi^i mortal shall assume
Its immortality !

I saw a vision in my sleep.

That gave my spirit strength to sweep
Adown the gulf of timel

I paw the la^t of human mould
That shall creation's death behold.

As Adam saw her prime

!

The sun's eye had a sickly glare.

The earth with age was wan
;

The sketptons of nations were
Around that lonely man !

Some had expired in fight— the brands
Still rusted in their bony hands—

In plague and famine some:
Earth's cities had no sound or tread,

And ships were drifting with the dead
To shores where all was dumb

!

Yet, prophet-like, that lone one stood,
With dauntless words and high,

That shook the sere lea' es from the wood,
As if a storm passed by

;

Saying, ' We are twins In death, proud aun ;

Thy face is cold, thy race is run,
'Tis mercy bids thee go.

For thou, ten thousand thousand years.
Hast seen the tide of human tears,

That shall no lunger flow.
• • •

This spirit shall return to Him
That gave its heavenly spark

;

Yet think not, sun, it shall be dim,
When thou thyself art dark !

No! it shall live again, and shine
In bliss unknown to beams of thine,
By Him recalled to breath,

Who captive led captivity,

Who robbed the grave of victory,
And took the sting from death !*

* As Mr Campbell's poetical works are (rniall in bulk, how-
ever valuable, we hhould not have quoted oven so many as the
limited number of specimens, bad wo not obtained the express
permission of the author.

MATTHEW GREGORT LEWIS.

Matthew Grkgory Lewis, author of The
3/nriA, was born in London in the year 1773. His
father was deputy secretary in the war-uffice—

a

lucrative situation—and was owner also of extensive
West Indian possessions. Matthew was educated
at Westminster school, where he was more remark-
able for liis love of theatrical exhibitions than for

his love of learning. On leaving Westminster, he
was entered of Christ Church college, Oxford, but
remained only a short period, being sent to Germany
with the view of acquiring a knowledge of the lan-

gtiage of that country. When a child, Lewis had

Matthew Gregory Lewis.

pored over Glanville on Witches, and other books
oi diablerie ; and in Germany he found abundant
food of the same description. Romance and the
drama were his favourite studies ; ami whilst resi-

dent abroad, he composed his story of 'The Monk,'
a work more extravagant in its use of supernatural

machinery than any previous Enj^lish tale i>f mo-
dern times, and disfigured with passages of great

licentiousness. The novel was pnlilished in 179">. and
attracted much attention. A pmsecution, it is said,

was threatened on accimnt of the peccant scene?

and descriptions; to avert whirh. Lewis pledged
himself to recall the printed copies, and to recast

the work in another edition. The autlmr continued
through life the same strain of marvelluus and
terrific composition—now clothing it in verse, now
infusing it into the scenes of a drama, and at otlier

times expanding it into regular tales. His Feudal
Tyrants, liomantic Tales, his Tti/es of Terror, and
Tales of Wonder, and his numerous j)lays. all be-

speak the same parentage as • The Monk,' and none
of them excel it. His best poetry, as well as prose,

is to be found in this novel; fi>r. like Mrs Kadcliflie,

Lewis introduced poetical conijwisitions mto his tales;

and his ballads of Alonzo the Brave and Darandarte
were as attractive as any of the adventures of Am-
brosio the monk. Flushed with the hrilhant success

of his romance, and fond of liistinctiiUi and high

society, Lewis procured a seat in parliament, and
was returned for the borough of Uindon. lie found
himself disqualified by nature for playing the part

of an orator or politician ; and though he retained
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hit seut till the dissolution of parliament^ he ncvtr
attemptt'd to atMress the house. The theatres otfered

ft more attraetive tluKl for his genius; and his ]il:iy

of The Castle Spectre, produced in 1797, was ap-

plauded as entliuaiastieally and nu>re universally

than his romanee. Conneeted with his dramatic
fame a very interesting anecdote is related in the

Memoirs and Ctirrespondence of Lewis, puhlishod in

1839. It illustrates liis native benevolence, which,

amidst all the frivolities of fashionable life, and tlie

excitement of misapplied talents, was a conspicuous

feature in his eliaracter :

—

* Bein^ one autumn on his way to participate in

the enjoyments of the season with the rest of the

fashionable world at a celebrated waterinjj-place, he

passed through a small country town, in which chance
occasioned hia temporary sojourn: here also were
located a company of strolling players, whose per-

formance he one evening witnessed. Among them
was a young actress, whose benefit was on the tapis^

and who, on hearing of the arrival of a person so

talked of as Monk Lewis, waited upon him at the

inn, to request the very trifling favour of an origirud

piece from his pen. The lady pleaded in terms that

urged the spirit of benevolence to advocate her cause

in a heart never closed to such appeal. Lewis liad

by him at that time an unpublislied tritle, calk-d
" The Hindoo Bride," in which a widow was inuno-

lated on the funeral pile of her husband. The sub-

ject was one well suited to attract a country audience,

and he determined thus to appropriate the drama.
The delighted suppliant departed all joy and grati-

tude at being requested to call for the manuscript t!ie

next day. Lewis, however, soon discovered that lie

had been reckoning without his host, for, on searching

the travelling-desk which contained many of his pa-

pers, "The Bride" was nowhere to be found, having.

in fact, l>een left behind in town. Exceedingly an-

noyed by this circumstance, which there was no time

to remedy, the dramatist took a pondering stroll

through the rural environs of B . A sudden
shower obliged him to take refuge within a huckster's

shop, where the usual curtained half-glass door in

the rear opened to an adjoining apartment: from
this room he heard two voices in earnest conversa-

tion, and in one of them recognised that of his thea-

trical petitioner of the morning, apparently replying

to the feebler tones of age and infirmity. " There
now, mother, always that old story—when I've jnst

brought such good news too—after I've had the

face to call on Mr Monk Lewis, and found him so

different to what I expectecl ; so good-humoured, so

affable, and willing to assist me. I did not say a

word about you, mother; for though in some respects

it might have done good, I thought it would seem
80 like a begging affair; S(t I merely represented my
late ill-success, and he promised to give me an origi-

nal drama, which he had witii him, for my benefit.

I hope he did not think me too bold!" " I hope not,

Jane," replied the feeble voice; " only don't do these

things again without consulting me; for you don't

know the world, and it may be thought " The
sun just then gave a broad hint that the shower had

ceased, and the sympathising author returned to his

inn, and having penned the following letter, ordered

post-horses, and despatched a porter to the young
actress with the epistle.

" Madam— I am truly sorry to acquaint you that

my Hindoo Bride has behaved most improperly

—

in fact, whether the lady has eloped or not, it seems
she does not choose to make her appearance, either

for your benejit or mine: and to aay the truth, I

don't at this moment know where to find her. I

take the liberty to jest upon the subject, because I

really do not think you will have any cause to regret

her non-appearance; having had an opportunity of
witnessing your very adtnirable performance of a far
superior cluiraeter, in a style true to nature, and
which reflects upon you the hi^,diest credit. 1 allude
to a moat interesting scene, in which vnu lately sus-
tained the character of " The Daughter!" Bruies ..f

all denominations but too often prove their empire
delusive; but the character ynu have chosen will
improve upon every representation, both iti the esti-

mation of the public and the satisfactiiui of your
own excellent lieart. For tlie infinite gratification I
have received. I must long consider myself in your
debt. Trusting yon will permit the enclosed (fifty

pounds) in some measure to discharge the same. I
remain, madam, (with sentiments of resjtect and ad-
miration), your sincere well-wisher—M. CJ. Lewis.*"

In 1801 appeared Lewis's 'Tales of Wonder.* A
ghost or a witch was, he said, a sine qua non ingre-
dient in all the dishes of which lie meant to compose
his hobgoblin repast, and Sir Walter Seott contributed
to It some of his noble ballads. Scott met Lewis in
Edinburgh in 1798, and so humble were then his
own aspirations, and so brilliant the reputation of
the 'Monk,' that he declared, thirty years after-
wards, he never felt such elation as when Lewis
asked him to dine with him at his hotel I Lewis
schooled the great p<K't on his incorrect rhyme, and
proved himself, as Scott says, *a martinet in the
accuracy of rhymes and numbers.' Sir Walter has
recorded that Lewis was fonder of great people than
he ought to have been, either as a man of talent or
as a man of fashion. ' He had always,' he says,
* dukes and duchesses in his mouth, and was pathe-
tically fond of any one that had a title : you would
have sworn he had been n. parvenu of yesterday; yet
he had lived all his life in good society.'* Yet Scott
regarded Lewis with no small affection. * He was,'

added he, 'one of the kindest and best creatures
that ever lived. His fatlier and mother lived sepa-
rately. Mr Lewis allowed his son a handsome in-

come, but reduced it by more than one-half when
he found that he paid his mother a moiety of it.

Mat. restricted himself in all his expenses, and
shared the diminished income with her as before.

He did much gootl by stealth, and was a most gene-
rous creature.' The sterling w(»rth of his character
has been illustrated by the publication of his cor-

respondence, which, slumbering twenty years after

his death, first disclosed to the public the calm good
sense, discretion, and right feeling which were con-
cealed by the exaggerated romance of his writings,
and his gay and frivolous appearance and manners.
The death of Lewis's father made the poet a man of

* Of this weakness Byron records an amuHing instance :

—

" Lewis, at Oatlands, was observed one morning to have his

eyes red and his air sentimental : being asked why? he replied,

that whL'n people said anything kind to him it affected him
deeply, " and juht now tlie Duchess (of York) has said some-
thing so kind to nie, that—" here tears began to flow. '* Never
mind, Lewis," said Colonel Armstrong to him, "never mind
—don't cry—4hi- could not mmn it."' Lewis was of extremely
diminutive stature. ' I remember a picture of him,' says Scott,
' by Saunders, being handed round at Dalkeith house. The
artist had ingeniously flung a dark folding mantle around the

form, under which was half hid a dagger, a dark lantern, or

some such cut-throat appurtenance. With all this, the fea*

tures were preserved and ennobled. It passed from hand to

hand into that of Henry Duke of Buccleuch, who, hearing the
general voice affirm that it was very like—said aloud, " Like
Mat. Lewis! %Vhy, that picture's like a Man!" He looked,

and lo! Mat. Lewis's head was at his elbow. This boyishnusa

went through life with him. He was a child, and a spoiled

child—but a child of high imagination, and so he wasted him-
self on ghost stones and German romances, lie had the finest

ear for the rhythm of verse I ever met with—finer than
Byron's.'
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At iiiiiliii;;ltt, four time.-* in each year, does her sprite,

When iiiurtalM in clumber are bound,

Arrayed in her bridul apparel of white,

Apj>eHr in the hall witli the skeleton knight,

And i>briuk as he whirU her around I

While they drink out of ikulls newly torn from the

grave,

Dancing round thera the spectres are seen ;

Their liquor is blood, and this horrible stavo

They howl :
' To the health of Aloiizo the Brave,

And his cousort, the Fair Imogiue I'

The Hcbngman.

Hark, the bell ! it sounds midnight 1 all hail, thou new
heaven !

How soft sleep the stars on their bosom of night

;

While o'er the full moon, as they gently are driven,

Slowly floating, the clouds bathe their fleeces in light.

The warm feeble breeze scarcely ripples the ocean.

And all seeni so liu.-'iied, all so happy to feel

;

So suiiHith glides the bmk, I perceive not her motion,

While low sing^ the Miilur who watches the wheel.

*Tis so siid, Ws so ftweet, and some tones come so

swelling,

So right froiu the heart, and so pure to the ear.

That sure at this ninnient his thoughts must be dwelling

Un one who is absent, most kind and most dear.

Oh ! may she, who now dictates that ballad so tender.

Diffuse o'er your days the heart's solace and ease,

As yon lovely nioon, with a gleam of mild splendour,

Pure, tranquil, and bright, over-silvers the seas

!

The Hours.

Ne*er were the zephyrs known disclosing

More sweets, than when in Tempe's bhades
They waved the lilies, where reposing,

Sat four-and-twenty lovely maids.

Those lovely maids were called * the Hours,*

The charge of Virtue's fluck they kept;
And each in turn employed her powers
To guard it while her sisters slept.

False Love, how simple souls thou cheatest!

In myrtle bower that traitor near
Long watched an Hour— the softest sweetest

—

The evening Hour, to shepherds dear.

In tones so bland he praised her beauty

;

Such melting airs his pipe could play,

The thounhtless Hour forgot her duty,

And fled in Love's embrace away.

Meanwhile the fold was left unguarded
;

The wolf broke in, the lambs were slain;

And now from Virtue's train discarded,

With tears her sisters speak their pain.

Time flies, and still they weep ; for never
The fugitive can time restore;

An Hour once fled, has fled for ever,

And all the rest shall smile no more I

SIR WALTER SCOTT.

"Walter Scott was born in the city of Edinburgh
(*mine own romantic town') on the fsth of August
1771. His father was a respectable writer to the
signet: his motlier. Anne Kutbeiford, was daughter
of a physician in extensive practice, and professor
of medicine in the university of Kdinburgh. Hv
both parents tlie poet was remotely connected with
some resiH'ctable ancient Scottish families—a cir-

cumstance gratifying to his feelings of nationalitv.
aud to his imagination. Delicate health, arising

I'hicfly from lameness, led to his being placed under
the charge of some relations in t!ie country; and
when a mere child, yet (tld enougli to receive im-
pressions inm\ country life and Imrder sttiries, he
resided with his grandfaiher at Sandy-Knowe. a
romantic situation a few miles from Kelso, The
ruined tower of Smailholin (the scene of Scott's

ballad, the Kve of St John) was close to the farm,
and beside it were the Eihlon Hills, the river Tweed,
Dryburgh Ablx-y, and other poetical and historical

objects, all enshrined in the lonely contemplative
boy's fancy and recollection. He afterwards resided
with another relation at Kelso, and here, at the age
of thirteen, he first read Percy's Keliques, in an an-
tique garden, under the shade of a huge platanus, or
oriental plane-tree. This work had as great an
etfect in making him a poet as Spenser bad on
C\)\vley, but with Scott the seeds were long in ger-
minating. Previous to this he had indeed tried his

hand at verse. The following, among other lines,

were discovered wrapped up in a cover inscribed by
Dr Adam of the High School, * Walter Scott, July
1783.'

On the Setting Sun.

Those evening clouds, that setting ray,

And beauteous tints, serve to display
Their great Creator's praise

;

Then let the short-lived thing called man.
Whose life's comprised within a span.
To him his homage raise.

We often praise the evening clouds.

And tints so gay and bold.

But seldom think upon our God,
Who tinged these clouds with gold.

The religious education of Scott may be seen in

tliis effusion ; his father was a rigid Presbyterian.

The youthful poet passed through the High School
and university of Edinburgh, and made some profi-

ciency in Latin, and in the classes of ethics, moral
philosoi)hy, and history. He had an aversion to

Greek, and wc may perhaps regret, with Bulwer,
that he refused * to enter into that chamber in the
magic (talace of literature in which the sublimest
relics of antiquity are stored.' He knew generally,

but not critically, the German. French, Italian, and
Spanish languages. He was an insatiable rtader,

and during a long illness in his youth, stored his

mind with a vast variety of miscellaneous knowledge.
Komances were among his chief favourites, and he
had great facility in inventing and telling stories.

He also collected ballads from his earliest years.

Scott was apprenticed to his father as a writer, after

which he studied for the bar, and put on his gown
in his twenty-first year. His health was now vi-

gorous and robust, and he made frcfiuent excursions
into the country, which he pleasantly denominated
rai'ls. The knowledge of rural life, character, tra-

ditions, and anecdotes, which he picked up in these
rambles, fornied afterwards a valuable mine to him,
both as a poet and novelist. His manners were
easy and agreeable, and he was always a welcome
guest. Scott joined tlie Tory jiarty ; and when the
dread of an invasitm agitated the country, he became
one of a band of volunteers, * brothers true,' m which
he held the rank of quarter-master. His exercises

as a cavalry officer, and the jovialtics of the mess-
room, occupied much of his time; but he still pur-

sued, though irregularly, his literary studies, and
an attachment to a Perthshire lady (though ulti-

mately unfortunate) tended still more strongly to

prevent his sinking into idle frivolity or dissipation.

Henry Mackenzie, tlie * Man t)f Keeling,' had intro-

duced a taste for German literature into theintellcc-
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tual i'hi£sc'8 of liis nutive city, and Scott was one of

its most PiiKtr and anient votaries. In IT'Jti he

|)nl>lislieil triinslutions of Burger's Leiioru anil tlie

Willi Huntsman, ballails of siujjiilar wildncss and

power. Ne.xt year, while fresh from his tirstdove

disapi}ointment, he was prepared, like Komeo, to

' take some new infection to his eye,' and, meetinj; at

Gilsland, a watering-place in Cnndierland, with a

youni; lady^of Frencli parentage, Cliarlotte Marj;aret

Carpenter, he paid his addresses to her, was accepted,

and married on the 24tli of Decendier. Miss Car-

penter had some fortune, and tlie young couple

retired to a cottage at Lasswade, where they .seem

to have enjoyed sincere and unalloyed happiiiess.

The ambition of Scott was now fairly wakened— his

lighter vanities all blown away. Ills life hencefor-

ward was one of severe but clieerful study and ap-

plicatit>n. In 1799 appeared liis translation t>f

Goi'the's tragedy, Goetz von Berlichingen, and the

same year he obtained the appointment of sheritf of

Selkirkshire, worth i'.'iOO per aoimm. Scott now
paid a series of visits to Liddisdale, for the purpose

of collecting the ballad poetry of the Rordi-r, an

object in whicli he was eminently successful. In

1802, the result appeared in his Minstrelsy of the

Scottish Border^ which contained ujiwards of forty

pieces never before pul)Iislieil, and a large quantity

of prose illustration, in which might have been

seen the germ of that power wdiich he sul)se-

quently developed in his novels. A third volume
w;is .ailded next year, containing some imitations of

the old nnnstrels by the poetical editorand his friends.

It required little sagai'ity to foresee that Walter
Scott was now to be a great name in Scotland. Ilis

next task was editing the metrical romance of Sir

Tristrem, supposed to he written by Tliomas the

liliymer, or Thomas of Ercildoune, who flourished

alKait the year 12S0. The antiquarian knowledge
of Scott, and his poetical taste, were exhibited in the

dissertations which accompanied this work, and the

inntjition of the original which was added to com-
plete the romance. At length, in .January 180.^),

appeared the Lay of the Last Minstrel, which in-

stantly stamped him as one of the greatest of the

living p(K'ts. His legendary lore, his love of the

<-liiv.drous and supernatural, and his descriptive

powers, were fully brought into play ; and though

lie aftei wards improved in versatility and freedom,

he ai'hieved nothing wdiich might not have been

predicted from this first performance. His concep-

tion of the minstrel was inimitable, and won all

hearts—even those who were indifferent to the
supernatural jiart of the tale, and opposed to the

irregularity of the ballad style. The unprecedented
success of the poem inclined Scott to rela.x any
exertions he had ever made to advance at the bar,

although his cautious disposition made him at all

times fear to depend over much upon literature.

He had altogether a clear income of about £1000
per annum ; but his views stretched beyond this ea.sy

competence ; he was ambitious of founding a family

that might vie with the ancient Border names he
venerated, and to attain this, it was necessary to

become a landed proprietor, and to practise a liberal

and graceful hospitality. Well was he fitted to adorn

and dignify the character I But his ambition, though
free from any tinge of sordid acquisition, proved a

snare for his strong good sense and penetration.

Scott and his family had gone to reside at Ashestiel,

a beautiful residence on the banks of the Tweed,
as it was necessary for him, in his capacity of sheriff",

to live part of the year in the county of Selkirk.

Shortly after the publication of the Lay, he entered

into partnership with his old schoolfellow, James
liallautyue, then rising into extensive business as a

printer in Edinburgh. The copartnery was kept a
secret, and fi-w things in business that require secrecy
are prosperous or beneticial. The establishment,
upon which was afterwards engrafted a publishing
business, demanded large advances of money, and
Scott's name became mixed up with jiecuniary

transactions and lo.s.ses to a great amount. In 180B,

tlie powerful friends of the' jioct procnreil him the
appointment of one of the jiriiicipal clerkships of the
Court of Session, worth about Xl^JOO jier annum;
but the emoluments were not received by Scott

until six years after tlie date of his appointment,
when his predecessor died. In his share of the
printing business, and the certainty of his elerkship,

the poet seemed, however, to have laid up (in addi-

tion to his literary gains and his slierilldoiii) an
honourable and even opulent provision for his faniilv.

In 1808 appeared his great poem of Marmion, the
most magniticent of his chivalrous tales, and the
same year he published his edition of Drytien. In
1810 appeared the Lady of the Lake, wliieh was still

more i>opnlar than either of its predecessitrs ; in

1811. The I'isiim of Don Huderick; ill 181:!, Huhehy,

and The Bridal of Triennaiji ; in 1814, Thf Lord of
the Isles; in 1815, The Field of Waterloo; and in

1817, Harold the Dauntless. Some dramatic iiieces,

scarcely worthy of his genius, were also written

during tliis busy period. It could not be concealed,

that the later works of the great minstrel were in-

ferior to his early ones. His style was now familiar,

and the world had become tired of it. Byron had
made his appearance, and the readers of poetry were
bent on the new worship. Scott, however, was too

dauntless and intrepid, and possessed of too great
resources, to despond under this reverse. * As the

old mine gave symptoms of exhaustion,' says Bul-

wer. 'the new mine, ten times moreatflnent, at least

in the precious metals, was discovered; and just as

in " Rokeby" and ** Trierniain" the Genius of the

Ring seemed to flag in its powers, came the more
potent Genius of the Lamp in the shape of Waverley.'

The long and magnificent series of his prose fictions

we shall afterwards advert to. They were poured
forth even more prodigally than his verse, and for

seventeen years—from 1814 to 1831—the world

hung with delight on the varied creations of the

liotent enchanter. Scott had now removed from his

pleasant cottage at Ashestiel : the territorial dream
was about to be realised. In 1811 he purchased a
hundred acres of moorland on the banks of the

Tweed, near Melrose. The neighbourhoixi was full

of historical associations, but the spot itself was
bleak and bare. Four thousand pounds were ex-

pended on this purchase ; and the interesting and
now immortal name of Abbotsford was substituted

for the very ordinary one of Cartley Hole. Other pur-

chases of land followed, generally at prices consider-

ably above their value—Kaeside, £4100; Outfield

of toftfield, £6000; Toftfield, and parks, £10,000;
Abbotslea. £.1000 ; field at Langside, £.500 ; Shearing
Klat, £:!500 ; Broomilees, £4200 ; Short Acres and
Scrabtree Park, £700 ; &c. From these farms and
pendicles was formed the estate of Abbotsford. In
planting and draining, about £5000 were expended;
and in erecting the mansion-house (that ' romance
of stone and mortar,' as it has been termed), and con-
structing the garden, &c., a sum not less than
£20.000 was spent. In his baronial residence the poet
received innumerable visitors—princes, peers, and
jioets—men of all ranks and grades. His mornings
were devoted to composition (for he had long prac-
tised the invaluable haliit of early rising), and the
rest of the ilay to riding among his plantations, and
entertaining his guests and family. The honour of
the baronetcy was conferred upon him in 1820 by
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George IV., who had taste enough to appreciate
cordially his genius. Never, certainly, had literature
dune n)(ire fur any of its counties:! votaries, ancient
or modern. Sliakspeare had retired earlv on an
easy competency, and also become a rural squire ;

but liis gains must have been cliiefly those of the
theatrical manager, not of tlie poet. Scott's splen-
dour was purely the result of his pen : to this he
owc.l liis acres, his castle, and liis means of hospi-
tality. His official income was hut as a feather in
the balance. Who does not wisli tliat the dream
had continued to the end of Ids life? It was sud-
denly and painfully dis.solved. The commercial
distresses of lS2.i-0 fell upon publishers as on other
classes, and the bankruptcy of Constable involved
the poet in losses and enjiagcments to the amount
of about i;Gn,ijuo. His wealth, imieed. had been
almost wholly illusory ; f,)r he had been paid for his
works chieliy by bills, and these ultimatelv proved
valueless. In the management of his "publish-
ing house, Scott's sagacity seems to have for-
saken hiin

: unsaleable works were printed in
thousands

;
and while these losses were yearly ac-

cumulating, the princely hosi>italities of Abbotsford
knew no elieck or pause. Heavv was the day of
reckoning—terrible the reverse ; for when the spell
broke in January 18i6, it was found that, including
the Constable engagements, Scott, under the com-
mercial denomination of .James Ballantvne and Co
owed £117,000. If this was a blot in the poet's
scutcheon, never, it might be said, did ;nan make
nobler efforts to redeem the honour of his name.
He would listen to no overtures of composition witli
his creditors—his only demand was for time. He
ceased ' doing the honours for all Scotland,' sold oflf
his Edinburgh house, and taking lodgings there
laboured incessantly at his literary tasks. ' The
fountain was awakened from its inmost recesses
as if the spirit of affliction b.id troubled it in his
passage.' In four years he had realised for his
creditors no less tlian £70,000.

English literature presents two memorable and
striking events which have never been paralleled in
any other nation. The first is, Milton advanced in
years, blind, and in misfortune, entering upon the
composition of a great epic that was to determine

AbbotefonL

his future fame, and hazard the glory of his country
in competition with what had been aciiieved in tlie
classic ages of antiquity. Tlie counterpart to tliis

noble picture is Walter Scott, at nearly the same
age, his private affairs in ruin, undertaking to liqui-
date, by intellectual labours alone, a debt of £ 1 1 7.000.
Both tasks may be classed with the moral sublime
of life. Glory, pure and unsullied, was the ruling
aim and motive of Milton ; honour and integrity
formed the incentives to Scott. Neither shrunk
from the steady prosecution of his gigantic self-im-
posed labour. But years rolled on, seasons returned
and passed away, amidst public cares and private
calamity, and the pressure of increasing infirmities,
ere the seed sown amidst clouds and storms was
white in the field. In six years Mdton had realised
the object of his hopes and prayers by the comple-
tion of Paradise Lost. His task was done ; the
field of glory was gained ; he held in his hand his
passport to immortality. In six years Scott had
nearly reached the goal of his ambition. lie had
ranged the wide fields of romance, and the public

had liberally rewarded their illustrious favourite.
The ultimate prize was witliin view, and the world
cheered him on, eagerly anticipiiting Jiis triumph

j

but the victor sank exhausted on the course. He
had spent his life in the struggle. The strong man
was bowed down, and his living honour, genius, and
integrity, were extinguislied by delirium and death.

In February 1830 Scott had an attack of paralysis.
He continued, however, to write several hours every
day. In April 18.31 he suffered a still more severe
attack

; and he was prevailed upon, as a means of
withdrawing him from mental labour, to undertake
a foreign tour. The admiralty furnished a ship of
war, and the poet sailed for Malta and Naples. At
the latter place he resided from the 17th of Decem-
ber 1831 to the 16th of April following. He still

laboured at unfinished romances, but liis mind was
in ruins. From Naples the poet went to Home.
On the 1 1th of Maybe began his return homewards,
and reached Ixmdon on the 13th of .June. Another
attack of apoplexy, combined with paralysis, had
laid prostrate his powers, and he was conveyed to
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Alilxitsfurcl alulpli'ss ami almost uncDiist'ious wreck.

llu linpTi'il im for sonii' time, listening (X'cusionally

to passajtis read to him from tlic Bible, and from liia

favourite author Crabbe. (luce be tried to write,

bur his 1iiii;ers would not close upon the pen. lie

never spoke of liis literary labours or success. At
times his imsi-iination wa.s busy preparini; fur the

reception of the Duke of Wellington at Abbotsford ;

nt other times he was exercising the functions of a

Scottish .judge, as if presiding at the trial of mem-
bers of his own family. His mind never appeared

to wander in its delirium towards those works which

had tilled all Europe with his fame. This we learn

from undoubted authority, and the fact is of interest

in literary history. But the contest was soon to be

over ; ' the plough was nearing the end of the fur-

n>w.' 'AlKJUt hidf-past one, p.m.,' says Mr Lock-

liart, 'on the 21st of September 1832, Sir Walter
breathed his last, in the presence of all his children.

It was a Iwautiful day—so w.arm that every window
was wide open—and so perfectly still that the sound

of all others most delicious to his ear, the gentle

ripple of the Tweed over its pebbles, was distinctly

audible as we knelt around the bed, and his eldest

son kissed and closed his eyes.'

Call it not vain ; they do not err

Who say, that when the poet dies,

Mute nature ntoums her worshipper.

And celebrates his obsequies
;

M'ho say tail clitf and cavern lone,

For the departed bard make moan ;

That mountains weep in crystal rill

;

That flowers in tears of balm distil

;

Through his loved groves that breezes sigh,

And oaks, in deeper groans, reply ;

And rivers teach their rushing wave
To Uiumiur dirges round his grave.

Lay of the Last MiMlrel,

The novelty and originality of Scott's style of

poetry, though exhausted by himself, and debased

by imitators, formed bis first passport to public

fiiTour and applause. The English reader had to

go b.ack to Spenser and Chaucer ere he could find

so knightly and chivalrous a poet, or such paintings

of antique manners and institutions. The works of

the elder worthies were also obscured by a dim and
obsolete phraseology ; while Scott, in expression, sen-

timent, and description, could be read and under-

stood by all. The perfect clearness and transparency

of his style is one of his distinguishing features ; and
it was further aided by his peculiar versification.

Coleridge had exemplified the fitness of the octo-

syllabic measure for romantic narrative poetry, and
parts of his 'Christabel* h.iving been recited to

Scott, he adopted its wild rhythm and hannony,
joining to it some of the abruptness and irregularity

of the old ballad metre. In his hands it became a

powerful and flexible instrument, whether for light

narrative and pure description, or for scenes of

tragic Mildness and terror, such as the trial and
death of Constance in ' llarmion,' or the swell and
agitation of a battle-field. The knowledge and en-

thusiasm requisite for a chivalrous poet Scott pos-

sessed in an eminent degree. He was an early wor-

shipper of ' ho.ar antiquity. He was in the maturity

of his powers (thirty-four years of age) when the

I.,ay was published, and was perhaps better in-

formed on such subjects th.an any other man living.

Border story and romance had been the study and

the passion of his whole life. In writing ' Marmion

'

and ' Ivanhoe,' or in building Abbotsford, he was
impelled by a naturiJ and irresistible impulse. The
baronial castle, the court and camp—the wild High-
land chase, feud, and foray—the antique blazonry.

and institutions of feudalism, were constantly present
to his thoughts and imagination. Then, his powers
of descriiition were uru'quallcd—certainly never >ur-
pas.scd. His landscapes, his characters and situa-

tions, were all real delineations ; in general cfTect and
individual details, they were equally perfect. None
of bis contemporaries had the same picturesquencss,

fancy, or invention; none so graphic in dejiicting

manners and customs ; none so fertile in inventing
incidents ; none so fascinating in narrative, or so
various and powerful in description. His diction

was proverbially careless and incorrect. Neither in

prose nor poetry was Scott a polished writer. He
looked only at broad and general eflTects ; his words
had to make pictures, not melody. Wh.itever could
be grouped and described, whatever w-as visible and
tangible, lay within his reach. Below the surface
he had less power. The language of the heart was
not his familiar study ; the passions did not obey
his call. The contrasted eflects of passion and situa-

tion he could portray vividly and distinctly—the sin

and suffering of Constance, the remorse of Marmion
and Bertram, the pathetic character of Wilfrid,

the knightly grace of Fitz-James, and the rugged
virtues and savage death of Roderick Dhu, are all

fine specimens of moral painting. Byron has nothing
better, and indeed the noble poet in some of his tales

copied or para[)hrased the sterner passages of Scott.

But even in these gloomy and powerful traits of

his genius, the force lies in the situation, not in the
thoughts and expression. There are no talismanic

words that ]iierce the heart or usurp the memory ;

none tif the impassioned and reflective style of

Byron, the melodious pathos of Campbell, or the

profound sympathy of Wordsworth. The great

strength of Scott undoubtedly lay in the prolific

richness of his fancy, and the abundant stores of his

memory, th.it could create, collect, and arrange such
a nuiltittiiie i>f scenes and adventures; that could

find materials for stirring and romantic poetry in

the most minute and barren antiquarian details;

and that could re:inimate the past, and paint the
present, in scenery and manners with a vividness

and energy unknown since the perittd of Homer.
The ' Lay of tlie Last ilinstrel ' is a Border story

of the sixteenth century, related by a minstrel, the

last of his race. The character of the aged minstrel,

and that of ^largaret of Branksome, are very finely

drawn : Deloraine, a coarse Border chief, or moss-
trooper, is also a vigorous portrait ; and in the

descrijttion of the march of the English army, the
personal combat with Musgrave, and the other

feudal .accessories fif the piece, we have finished

pictures of the olden time. The goblin page is no
favourite of ours, except in so far as it makes the

story more accordant with the times in which it is

placed. The introductory lines to each canto form
an exquisite setting to tlie dark feudal tale, and
tended greatly to cause the popularity of the poem.
The minstrel is thus described:—

The way was long, the wind was cold,

The minstrel was infirm and old;

His withered cheek and tresses gray.

Seemed to have known a better day ;

The harp, his sole remaining joy,

AVas carried by an orphan boy.

The last of all the bards was he
Who sung of Border chivalry

;

For, well-a-day ! their date was fled
;

His tuneful brethren all were dead

;

And he, neglected and opjiressed.

Wished to be with them, and at rest.

No more on prancing palfry bonie.

He carolled, light as lark at mom

;
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Nf' longer cnurtcd and caressed,

High placfd in liull it ivolc«inic guest,

He pouriMl to litnl and lad^ gay
The unprtiiu'intjitcd lay:

CUd tinit-s were (.-hangt-d, old manners gone;
A stranger fiUe<l the Stuart's throne

;

The big'its of the iron time
Had called his harmlcfs art a crime.

A wandering hatj)er, scorned and poor.

He begged his bread from tltior to door,

And tuned to jdease a peasant's ear,

The haij) a king had loved to hear.

Not less ]>ieturesque are the fuUuwing passages,

which instantly became popular:

—

[Dtscription of Mtlrose Ahhcy.^

If thou would'st view fair Melrose aright,

Go visit it by the pale moonlight ;

For the gay beams uf lightsome day
(iild, but to flout, the rums gray.

W'heu the broken arciies are black in night,

And each shafted oriel glimmers white;

When the cold light's uncertain shower

Streams on the ruined central tower;

When buttress and buttress, alternately,

Seem framed of ebon and ivory
;

When silver edges the imagery.

And the scrolls that teach thee to live and die

;

Wutni distant Tweed is heard to rave,

And the owlet to hoot o'er the dead man's grave,

Then go—but go alone the while

—

Then view St David's ruined pile
;

And, home returning, soothly swear,

Was never scene so sad and fair!

The nmon on the east oriel shone.

Through slender shafts of shapely stone,

By foliaged tracer}' combined
;

Thou would'st have thought f'ome fairy's (jand

*Twixt poplars straight tlie ozier wand,

In many a freakish knot, had twined
;

Then framed a spell, when the work was done.

And changed the willow wreaths to stone.

The silver light, so pale and faint,

Showed many a prophet and many a saint.

Whose image on the glass was dyed

;

Y\x\\ in the midst, his cross of red

Triumphant Michael brandished.

And trampled the apostate's pride.

The moonbeam kissed the holy pane,

And threw on the pavement a bloody stain.

[Love of Country.l

Breathes there a man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land !

Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,

As home his footsteps he hath turned

From wandering on a foreign strand t

If such there breathe, go mark hira well;

For him no minstrel raptures swell
;

High though his titles, proud his name,
Boundless his wealth as wish can claim;
Despite those titles, power, and pelf,

The wretch, concentred all in self,

Living, shall forfeit fair renown,
And, doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust, from whence he spning.

Unwept, unhonoured, and unsung,

U Caledonia! stern and wild.

Meet nurse for a poetic child !

l,and of brown heath and shaggy wood.
Land of the mountain and the flood.

Land of my sires! what mortal hand
Can e'er untie the filial band

That knits me to thy ru^ed strand 1

Still as I view each well-known scene.

Think what is now, and what hath been,

Seems as to nie, of all bereft.

Sole friends thy woods and streams were left;

And thus I love them better still.

Even in extremity of ill.

By Yarrow's stream still let me stray,

Though none should guide my feeble way;
Still feel the breeze down Ettrick break,

Although it chill my withered check
;

Still lay my head by Teviot stone.

Though there, forg<itten and alone.

The bard may draw his parting groan.

* Marniinn' is a tale of Flodden Field, the fate of
the hero l»eing connected with that memorable en-
gagement The piK*m does not possess the unity and
cimipleteness of the Lay, hut if it has greater faults,

it has also greater beatifies. N<)thing can be more
strikingly picturesque than the two opening stanzas

of this romance:

—

Day set on Norham's castled steep.

And Tweed's fair river, broad and deep.

And Cheviot's mountains lone;

The battled towers, the donjon keep.

The !oop-h<de grates where captives weep,
The flanking walls that round it sweep.

In yellow lustre shone.

The warriors on the turrets high,

Moving athwart the evening sky.

Seemed forms of giant height
;

Their armour, a.s it caught the rays,

Flashed back again the western blaze,

In lines of dazzling light.

St George's banner, broad and gay.

Now faded, as the fading ray

Less bright, and less, was flung ;

The evening gale had scarce the power
To wave it on the donjon tower,

So heavily it hung.
The scouts had parted on their search,

The castle gates were barred
;

Above the gloomy portal arch.

Timing his footsteps to a march,
The warder kept his guard.

Low humming, as he paced along.

Some ancient border-gathering song.

The same minute painting of feudal times charac-
terises both poems, but by a strange oversight (soon

seen and regretted by the author) the hero is made
to commit the crime of forgery, a crime unsuited to

a chivalrous and half-civilized age. The battle of

Flodden, and tlie death of Marmion, are among
Scott's most spirited descriptions. The former is

related as seen from a neighbouring hill; and the

progress of the action— the liurry. impetuosity, and
confusion of the fight beh)w, as the dittl-rent armies

rally or are repulsed— is given with such animation,

that the whole scene is brought before the reader

with the vividness of reality. The first tremendous^
onset is thus dashed ofl', with inimitable power, by
the mighty minstrel:

—

[Battle of Flodden.]

* But see ! look up—on Flodden bent.

The Scottish foe has fired his tent.'

And sudden as he spoke.

From the sharp ridges of the hill.

All downward to the banks of Till,

Was wreathed in sable smoke ;

Volumed and vast, and rolling far.

The cloud enveloped Scotland's war,

As down the hill they broke;
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Nur martial shout, nor iniiistrcl tone,

AiiiKuiiiccii tltcii* iuiirt.'h ; their tread alone,

At tinii's our wuniiiig trumpet blown,
At times a MtiHod hum,

Tolil Kngland, from hi» mountain-throne
King James diil rushing come.

Scan*e could they hear or see their foes,

Until at weapon point they close.

They close in clouds of smoke and dust,

With sword-sway and with lance's thrust;

And such a yell wits there,

Of sudden and portentous birth,

As if men fought upon the earth,

And fiends in upper air.

Long looked the anxious squires ; their eye
Could in the darkness nouj^ht descry.

At length the fresheniiig western blast

Aside the shroud of battle cast

;

And, first, the ridge of mingled spears

Above the brightening cloud appears
;

And in the smoke the pennons flew,

As in the storm the white sea-mew.
Then marked they, dashing broad and far.

The broken billows of the war.
And plunifd cresf* of chieftains brave,
Floating like foam upon the wave;
But nought distinct they see:

Wide raged the battle on the plain;
Spears shook, and falchions flashed araain

;

Fell Kni:land's arrow-flight like rain;
Crests rose, and stooped, and rose again,

Wild and disorderly.

[Evening fell on the deadly stnipKle, and the spectators were
forced from the agitating scene-J

But as they left the darkening heath.

More desperate grew the strife of death.

The English shafts in volleys hailed.

In headlong charge their hoi-se assailed :

Front, flank, and rear, the squadrons sweep,
To break the Scottish circle deep,

That fought around their kirig.

But yet, though thick the 'hufts as snow.
Though charging knights like whirlwinds go.

Though bill-men ply the ghastly blow.
Unbroken was the ring ;

The stubborn spearmen still made good
Their dark iinpenetiable wood,
Kach stepjiing where liis comrade stood,

The instant that he fell.

No thought was there of dastard flight;

Linked in the serried phalanx tight,

Gniom fought like noble, squire like knight.
As fearlessly and well

;

Till utter darkness closed her wing
O'er their thin host and wounded king.
Then skilful Surrey's sage commands
Led back from strife his shattered bands;
And from the charge they drew.

As mountain-waves from wasted lands
Sweep back to ocean blue.

Then did their loss his foemen know;
Their king, their lords, their mightiest low,
They melted from the field as snow,

When streams are swoln and south winds blow,
Dissolves in silent dew.

Tweed's echoes heard the ceaseless plash.
While many a broken band.
Disordered, through her currents dash.
To gain the Scottish land

;

To town and tower, to down and dale.

To tell red Flodden's dismal tale,

And raise the universal wail.

Tradition, legend, tune, and song.

Shall many an age that wail prolong:

Still from the sire the son shall hear
Of the stern strife and carnage drear

(Jf Flodden's fatal field,

^^'here shivered was fair Scotland's spear,
And broken was her shield!

The hero receives his death-wound, and is Immc off
the field. The description, detached from the context,
loses much of its interest; but the mingled effects of
mental agony and physical suffering, of remorse and
death, on a bad but brave spirit trained to war, is

described with much sublimity:

—

[Death of Marmion.l

WTien, doffed hia casque, he felt free air,

Around *gan Marmion wildly stare:
* Where's Harry Blount! Fitz-Eustace where!
Linger ye here, ye hearts of hare!

Redeem my pennon—charge again !

Cry— *' Marmion to the rescue !"—Vain I

Last of my race, on battle plain
That shout shall ne'er be heard again !

Yet my last thought is England's:—fly;

To Dacre bear my signet-ring

;

Tell him his squadrons up to bring.

Fitz-Eustace, to Lord Surrey hie :

Tunstall lies dead upon the field
;

His life-blood stains the spotless shield:
Edmund is down—my life is reft

;

The Admiral alone is left.

Let Stanley charge with spur of fire

—

With Chester charge, and Lancashire,
Full upon Scotland's central host.

Or victory and England's lost.

Must I bid twice? Hence, varlets! fly!

Leave Marmion here alone—to die.'

They parted, and alone Le lay
;

Clare drew her from the sight away,
Till pain wrung forth a lowly moan.
And half he nmrmured—' Is there none,
Of all my halls have nurst.

Page, squire, or groom, one cup to bring
Of blessed water from the spring,

To slake my dying thirst !'

0, woman ! in our hours of ease,

Uncertain, coy, and hard to plea-^e,

And variable as the shade
By the light quivering aspen made

;

When jiain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou !

Scarce were the piteous accents said,

When, with the baron's casque, the maid
To the nigh streamlet ran :

Forgot were hatred, wrongs, and fears
;

The plaintive voice alone she hears,

Sees but the dying man.
She stooped her by the runnel's side,

But in abhorrence backward drew
;

For, oozing from the mountain wide.
Where raged the war, a dark red tide
Was curdling in the streamlet blue.

Where shall she turn !—behold her mark
A little fountain-cell,

Where water, clear as diamond-spark,
In a stone bason fell.

Above, some half-worn letters say,

Svinfc tDcavp. pilgrim, ^rink an*b. prag.
Jfor ttic fern's e»til of. ^pbil (f5ifp.

Jitritjt). built tijis cvois an^. tocll.

She filled the helm, and back she hied.
And with surprise and joy espied

A monk supporting Marmion's head
;

A pious man, whom duty brought
To dubious verge of battle fought.
To shrieve the dying, bless the dead.
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Deep drank l.onl MariiiHin yf the wave,

And, as .she st'M>j>t*d hi> lirow to lave

—

• Is it the hand uf Ciare,' he said,
• Or injured Con^tance^hathes my head?'

Then, a:* reniemhrance rose

—

• Si>eak not to nie of shnft or prayer !

I must redress her woes.

Short space, few words, are mine to spare

;

Forgive and listen, {,'entle Clare!*
* Alas !' she said, 'the while

—

think of yc)ur immortal weal !

In vain for Constance is your zeal

;

She died at Holy I'sle.'

Lord Marmion started from the ground,
Aa light as if he felt no wrumd

;

Though in the action bu^^t the tide,

In torrents, from hij* wounded side.

• Then it was ti-uth !'—he said
—

' I knew
That the dark presage must be true.

I would the fiend, to whom belong
The vengeance due to all her wrongs,

Would spare me but a day !

For wasting fire, and dying groan.

And priests slain on the altar stone.

Might bribe him for delay.

It may not be !—this dizzy trance

—

Curse on yon base marauder's lance.

And doubly cursed my failing brand !

A sinful heart makes feeble hand.'

Then, fainting, down on earth he sunk,

Supported by the trembling monk.

With fruitless labour Clara bound,

And strove to stanch the gushing wound :

The monk, with unavailing cares.

Exhausted all the church's prayers
;

Ever, he said, that, close and near,

A lady's voice was in his ear,

And that the priest he could not hear.

For that she ever sung,
• In (he IrM buttle, borne doivn hy the Jlii'mg^

Where mingk.i war^s rattle with groans of the dt/lngf*

So the notes rung ;

• Avoid thee, fiend !—with cruel hand,
Shake not the dying sinner's sand

!

look, my son, upon yon sign

Of the Redeemer's grace divine
;

think on faith and bliss!

By many a death-bed I have been,

Aiid many a sinner's parting seen,

But never aught like this.*

The war, that for a space did fail,

Kow trebly thundering, swelled the gale,

And—Stanley I Wivs the cry;

A light on Marmion's visage spread,

And fired his glazing eye :

With dying hand above his head
He shook the fragment of his blade,

And shouted ' Victory !

Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stanley, on I'

Were the last words of Marmion.

We may contrast with this the silent and appalling

death-scene of Roderick Dhu, in the * Lady of the

Lake.' The savage chief expires while listening to

a tale chanted by the bard or minstrel of his clan:

—

At first, the chieftain to his chime
With lifted hand kept feeble time;
That motion ceased

;
yet feeling strong.

Varied his look as changed the song;

At length no more his deafened ear

The minstrel's melody can hear;

His face grows sharp ; his hands are clenched.

As if some pang his heart-strings wrenched ;

Set are his teeth, his fading eye

Is sternly fixed on vacancy

;

Thus motionless and moanless drew
His parting breath, stout Roderick Dhu.

The ' Lady of the Lake' is more richly picturesque
tlian eitlier of the former pi)eiii»t, and the plot is

more regular and interesting. 'The subject.' says
Sir James Mackintiish, 'is a common Hifrhland
irruption ; but at a point where the neighbourhood
of the Lowlands afTnrds the l»est contrast of manners
—where tlie scenery afli>rds the noblest subject of

description—and where the wild <*lan is so near to

the court, that tiieir robberies can be connected with

the romantic ailventurcs of a disguised king, an
exiled lord, ami a high-born beauty. The whole
narrative is very fine.' It was the most popular of

the author's poems: in a few months twenty lliou-

sand copies were sold, and the district where the
action of the poem lay was visited by countless

thousands of t{turists. With tliis work closed the
great popularity of Scott as a poet. * Hokeby,' a tale

of the English Cavaliers and Roundbf-ads. was con-

sidered a failure, though displaying tlie utmf)8t art

and talent in the delineation of elniracter and pas-

sion. ' Don Roderick' is vastly inferitir to * Rokehy ;'

and 'Harold' and 'Trierniain' are hut faint copies

of the Gothic epics, however finely finished in some
of the tender passages. The 'Lord of the Isles* is

of a higher mood. It is a Scottish story of the days
of Bruce, and has the charaeteri^lic tire and anima-
tion of the minstrel, when, like Rob Roy, he has his

foot on his native heath. Bannockburn may he

compared with Kloddcn Field in energy of descrip-

tion, though the poet is sometimes lost in the

chronicler and antiquary. The interest of the tale

is not well sustained tiironglinut. antl its ciiief at-

traction consists in the descriptive ])owers of t!ie

author, who, besides his feudal halls and battles, has
drawn the m.agnificent scenery of the West lligli-

lands (the cave of StatTa. and the dark desolate gran-
deur of the Coriusk lakes and mountains) witli equal

truth and sublimity. The lyrical pieces of Seott are

often very happy. The old ballad strains may be

said to have been his original nutriment as a poet,

and he is consequently often warlike and romantic
in his songs. But he has also gaiety, archness, and
tenderness, and if he does not touch deeply the heart,

he never fails to paint to the eye and imagination.

Young Lochinrar,

[From * Marroion.']

Oh, young Lochinvar is come out of the west.

Through all the wide Border his steed was the best

;

And save his good broad-sword lie weapon had none,

He roile all unarmed, and he rode all alune!

So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war.

There never was knight like th« young Lochinvar 1

He stayed not for brake, and he stopped not for stone.

He swam the Esk river where ford there was none—
But, ere he alighted at Neiherby gate.

The bride had consented, the gallant came late:

For a laggard in love, and a dastard in war,

Was to wed the fair Ellen of brave Lochinvar.

So boldly he entered the Xetherby Hall,

*Mongbride's-nicn,and kinsmen, and brothers, and all I

Then spoke the bride's father, his hand on his .sword

—

For the poor craven bridegroom said never a word

—

* O come ye in peace here, or come ye in war?
Or to dance at our bridal ? young Lord Lochinvar!'

* I long wooed your daughter, my suit you denied :

Love swells like the Solway, but ebbs like its tide!

And now am I come, with this lost love of mine.

To lead but one measure, drink one cup of wine !

There be maidens in Scotland, more lovely by far,

That would gladly be bride to the young LochinTjwr !'
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The hri'll* kissed the jr"l'lt't ; the knight touk it up,

He ouftfTi'il otftho \viin>, ati.l he threw down tlie cup!

She lookftl down to hlu^h, aiul she hmkcd up to tiiyh,

With a smile on her lips ami a tear in her eye.

He took her soft hand, en* her mother oouKl har

—

* Now tread we a measure!' said young L<)chinvar.

So stately his form, alid so lovely her fare,

TJiftt never a hall sueh a iralllard did irnice

!

While her mother did fret, and her fatlier did fume,

And the Vmdegroom stood dangling his bonnet and
plume.

And the bride-maidens whispered, * 'Twere better by
far

To have matched our fair cousin with young Lochin-

var!*

One touch to her hand, and one word in her ear,

When they reached the hall door, an<l the charger
stood near,

So Itirht to the croupe the fair lady he swung,
So light to the saddle before her he sprung

!

' She is won ! we are gone, over bank, bush, and scaur
;

They'll have fleet steeds that follow !* quoth young
Lochinvar.

There was mounting 'raong Graemes of the Netherby
clan

;

Fosters, Fenwicks, and Musgraves, they rode and they

ran ;

There was racing and chasing on Cannobie Lea,

But the lost bride of Netherby ne'er did they see!

So daring in love, and so dauntless in war,

Have ye e'er heard of gallant like young Lochiuvar!

Coronach,

[From the * Lady of tbe Lake.']

He is gone on the mountain,
He is lost to the forest,

Like a summer-dried fountain,

When our need was the sorest.

The font, reappearing,

From the rain-drops shall borrow,
But to us comes no cheering.

To Duncan no nioiTow !

The hand of the reaper

Takes the ears that are hoary,
But the voice of the weeper

Wails manhood in glory;
The autumn winds rushing,

Waft the leaves that are searest,

But our tlowcr was in flushing

When blighting was nearest.

Fleet foot on the correi,!

Sage counsel in cumber,
Red hand in the foray,

How sound is thy slumber!
Like the dew on the mountain,

Like the foam on the river.

Like the bubble on the fountain.
Thou art gone, and for ever!

PiWoch of Donuil Dhu.

[Written for CampbcU's * Albyn's Anthology,* 1816.]

Pibroch of Donuil Dhu,
Pibroch of Di»nuil,

Wake thy wild voice anew.
Summon Clan ConuiU

Come away, come away,
Hark to the summons I

Come in your war array.

Gentles and Commons

!

^ Or corri: the hollow side of the hill, where game usually
lies.

Come from deep glen, and
From mountain so rocky;

The war-pipe and pennon
Are at Inverlochy.

Come every hill-plaid, and
True heart that wears one;

Come every steel blade, and
Strong hand that bears onel

Leave untended the herd,

The ilock without shelter;

Leave the corpse uninterred.

The bride at the altar.

Leave the deer, leave the steer»

Leave nets and barges

;

Come with your fighting gear.

Broadswords and targea.

Come as the winds come, when
Forests are rended :

Come as the waves come, when
Navies are stranded.

Faster come, faster come,
Faster and faster

:

Chief, vassal, page, and groom.
Tenant and master.

Fast they come, fast they come ;

See how they gather!

Wide waves the eagle plume.
Blended with heather.

Cast your plaids, draw your blades.

Forward each man set

;

Pibroch of Donuil Dhu,
Knell for the onset

!

iTlme.']

[From the ' Antiquary.*]

Why sitt'st thou by that ruined hall.

Thou aged carle so stern and gray ?

Dost thou its former pride recall,

Or ponder how it passed away ?

* Know'st thou not me?* the Deep Voice cried,
• So long enjoyed, so oft misused

—

Alternate, in thy tickle pride,

Desired, neglected, and accused ?

Before my breath, like blazing flax,

Man and his marvels pass away
;

And changing empires wane and wax,
Are founded, flourish, and decay.

Redeem mine hours—the space is brief

—

While in my glass the sand-grains shiver.

And measureless thy joy or grief,

When Time and thou shalt part for ever!'

[Hymn of the Hebrew Maid.}

[From ' Ivanhoe.']

When Israel, of the Lord beloved.

Out from the land of bondage carae,

Her father's God before her moved,
An awful guide in smoke and flame.

By day, along the astonished lands

The cloudy pillar glided slow
;

By night, Arabia's crimsoned sands
Returned the fiery column's glow.

There rose the choral hymn of praise,

And trump and timbrel answered keen
;

And Zion's daughters poured their lays,

With priest's and warrior's voice between*
No portents now our foes amaze.

Forsaken Israel wanders lone
;

Our fathers would not know Thy waya,
And Thou hast left them to their own.
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But, present jitlll, though now unseen !

WIh'Ii bri;:htl_v shines tiic prosjuTous day,
Bv th(Hi;:hts of Thee a clnu<ly screen,

To temper the deceitful my.
And oh, when stuipps on Judairs path

In shade ami stonii the freqvieiit night,

Be Tht'u, hni'T-sutrering, shiw to wrath,

A burning and a shining light!

Our harps we left hy Uabel's streams,

The tyrant's jest, the fiontile's srom
;

No censer round our altar heanis,

And mute are timbrel, trump, and horn.
But Thou hast said, The blood of ^'oat,

The flesh of rams, I will not prize;

A contrite heart, a humble thought,
Are mine accepted Hitcrifice.

[Songfrom the Pirate.]

Lore wakes and weeps
While Beauty sleeps!

for music's softest numbers,
To prompt a theme
For Beauty's dream,

Soft as the pillow of her slumbers 1

Through groves of palm
Sigh gales of balm,

Fire-flies on the air are wheeling

;

While through the gloom
Coines soft perfume,

The distant beds of flowers revealing.

O wake and live!

No dreams can give

A shadowfd bliss the real excelling;
No longer sleep,

From lattice peep,

And list the tale that love is telling!

LORD BYRON.

Scott retreated from poetry into the wide and
open field of prose fiction as the genius of Byron
began to display its strength and fertility. A new,
or at least a more finished, nervous, and lofly style

of poetry was introduced by tlie noble autiinr. wliu
was as nnuh a mannerist as Scott, hut of a different

school. He excelled in painting the strong and
gloomy passions of our nature, contrasted with
feminine softness and delicacy. Scott, intent upon
the development of his plot, and tlie chivalrous
machinery of his Gothic tales, is seldom personally
present to the reader. Byron delighted in self-

portraiture, and could stir the depths of the human
heart. His philosophy of life was false and perni-
cious ; but the sj)lendour of the artist concealed tiie

deformity of his design. Parts were so nobly
finished, that there was enough for admiration to

rest upon, without analysing the whole. He con-
ducted his readers through scenes of surpassing
beauty and splendour— by haunted streams and
mountains, enriched with the glories of ancient
poetry and valour ; but tlie same dark shadow was
ever by his side—the same scorn and mockery of
human hopes and ambition. The sententious force

and elevation of his th<mghts and language, his

eloquent expression of sentiment, and the mournful
and solenm melody of his tender and pathetic pas-
sages, seemed, however, to do more than atone for

his want of moral truth and reality. The man and
the poet were so intimately blended, and the spec-

tacle presented by both was so touching, mysterious,
and lofty, that Byron concentrated a degree of
interest and anxiety on his successive public ap-
pearances, which no author ever before was able to

lK>ast. Scott had created the public taste for ani-

mated poetry, and Byr<in, taking advantage of it,

soon engrossed the whole field. For a few years it

seemed as if the world lield only one t^at poet.

The chivalry of Scott, the philosophy of Words-
worth, the abstract theory and imagination of

Southcy, and even the lyrical beauties of Jloore

and Campbell, were for a time eclipsed by this new
and greater light. The rank, yotith, and misfor-

tunes of Byron, his exile from England, the mys-
tery which he loved to throw around his history

and feelings, the apparent depth of liis sufferings

and att;ic'hments, and his very misanthropy and
scepticism (relieved by bursts of tenderness and
pity, and by the incidental expression of high and
liuly feelings), formed a combination of persona]

circumstances in aid of the legitimate effects of his

passionate and graceful poetry, which is unpanilleled

in the history of modern literature. Such a result

is even more wonderful than the laureled honours
awarded to Virgil and Petrarch, if we consider the

difference between ancient and modern manners,
and the temperament of tlie northern nations com-
pared with that of the 'sunny south.' Has the

spell yet broke? Has the glory f.ided into *tlie

common Hght of day?' Undoubtedly the later

writings of the noble bard helped to dispel the

illusion. To competent observers, these works added

to the impression of Byron's powers as an original

poet, but they tended to exorcise the spirit of ro-

mance from his name and history; and what Don
Juan failed to eflect, was accomplished by the

biography of Moore. His itoetry, however, must
always have a powerful effect on minds of poeticiU

and warm sensibilities. If it is a ' rank unweeded
garden,' it also contains glorious fruits and plants

of celestial seed. Tlie art of the pttct will be a

study for the ambitious few; his gcnim will be a

source of wonder and deliglit to all who love to con-

temjilate the workings of human passion, in solitude

and society, and the rich effects of taste and in-

spiration.

The incidents of Byron's life may be briefly re-

lated. He was horn in Holies Street, London, on

the 22d of January 1788, the only son of Captain

John Byron of the Guards, and Catherine Gf)rdon
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of Gicht. an Abenievrshire heiress. The lii(ly*8

forttinu was snon sqiia titlered hy her profiijjiite hus-

hHiul, an»I she relircil to the ritv of AlH-nkvn, to

brinjr up her siMt mi n reiliii-fl iiie»inie nf ithoiit £IMO
per iinniiin. Tin* little lame hov, i-iitK'uruil to :ill in

spite of his inischiet', sureeeiini his ^rand-uncle,

WiUiani L<)ni Byron, in his eU-vrntli year; and the

happy mother s* Id ott' her effects (which realised

just i::4. 17s. 4d.). and left Aberdeen ft»r Ncwstead
Abbey. The seat of the Byrons was a Iarji;e and
ancient, but dilapidated strncture, founded as a

priory in tin* tweh*th century by Henry II., and
situated in the midst of the fertile and interesting

district once known as Sherwood Forest. On the

dissolutiuu of the monasteries, it was conferred by

Henry VIII. on Sir John Byron, stewjird of Man-
chester and Kochdalc. who converted the venerable
eunvciit iiito a casiillari-d mansion. The family
was ennubUd ].y Cliarlos I., in cnusiMpieiici- of hi^'h

and boiKMirablc i^crviii-s rcndcn-d to the ruyal ciiuse

(hiring the civil war. On succeeding to the title,

Byron was put to a private scbuul at lnil«icli. and
from tlicuce he was sent to Harrow. During bis

minority, the estate was let to nnother party, but its

yourbful lord occasionally visited the seat of bis
ancestors; and whilst there in 18u:l, he conceived a
passion for a young hidy in the ni'igldiourhood, who,
under the name of Mary Chaworth. lias obtained a
poetical ininiortality. So early as his eighth year,

Byron fell in love with a simple Scottish maidea,

New8tea4 Abbey.

Mary Puff; and hearing of her marriage, several

years afterwards, was, he says, like a thunder-stroke

to him. He bad also been captivated with a boyish
love for his cousin, Margaret Tarker, * one of the

most beautiful of evanescent beings,' who died about
a year or two afterwanis. He was fifteen when he
met Mary Chaworth, and 'conceived an attach-

ment which, young as he was even then for such
a feeling, sunk so deep into his mind as to give a
colour to all his future life.' The father of the

lady had been killed in a duel by Lord Byron, the
eccentric grand-uncle of the poet., and the union of

the young peer with the heiress of Annesley Hall
* would,* said Byron, * have healed feuds in which
blood had been shed by our fathers ; it would have
joined lands broad and rich; it would have joined at

least one. heart, anil two persons not ill matched in

years (she was two years my elder), and—and

—

and

—

trfiat baa lieen the result?' Mary Chaworth
aaw little in the lame boy, and became the betrothed

of another. They bad one parting interview in the

following year, wliicli, in his poem of the Dream^
Byron has described in the most exquisite colours

of descriptive poetry:

—

I saw two beings in the hues of youth
Standing upon a hill ; a gentle hill.

Green and of mild declivity, the last

As 'twere the cape of a long ridge of such,

Save that there was no sea to lave its base,

But a most living land'^cape, and the wave
Of woods and corn-fields, and the abodes of men
Scattered at intervals, and wreathing smoke
Arising from such rustic roofs;—the hill

Was crowned with a ]ieeuliar diadera

Of trues, ill circular array, so tixed.

Not by the sport of nature, but of man :

These two, a maiden and a youth, were there

Gazing— the one on all that was beneath

Fair as herself—but the hoy gazed on her;

And both were young, and one wjus beautiful

:

And buth were young—yet not alike in youth.

As the sweet moon on the horizon's verge,

The maid was on the eve of womanhood ;

The hoy had fewer summers, but his heart

Had far outgrown his years, and to his eye

There was but one beloved face on earth,

And that was shining on him.

This boyish idolatry nursed the spirit of poetry in

Byron's mind. He was recalled, however, from his

day-dreams and disappointment, by his removal to

Trinity college, Cambridge, in October ISO."!. At Har-
row be had been an idle irregular scholar, though
he eagerly devoured all sorts of learning, excepting

that which was prescribed for him ; and at Cam-
bridge be pursued the same desultory course of study.

In 1807 appeared his first volume of poetry. ]»rinted

at Newark, under the title of Hours of Idleness.

There were indications of genius in the collection,
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but many errors of tustc an.i jii,l);ment. Tlic vul-
neral. f points «x-re fieroely ussaile,!, tin- nu'rits ,)vct-
iookfd, in u witty critique in the EJinlmrtrli Review
(un,ierstoo<l to be written by L,ml Broi.gliani), ami
the .voun|: poet replied by liis vigorous satire, K,„,.

f /,', "'"' '''™'''^ Ilet-iewers, wliieli flisarme.1,
It It (lul not diseoniflt, liis opponent. Wbile liisname was thus rising in renown, Bvron left Enuland
for a course of foreifrn travel, an.l in two years
visited tlie classic shores of the Mediterranean," an,l
resided some time in Greece and Turkey. Jn the

%";"f rf "il-
'il'Pcared the tw,i first cantos of

CfulJe IlarolJ, the fruit of his foreign wanderings,
and Ills splendidly enriched and niature.i poetical

*^. ' ' """•'" °"e m.irninp,' he said, • and found
myself famous.' A rapid succession of eastern tales
fol owed-the Ghour and the Bnde of Ah,„hs in

I l^^l<
}^\Corsair ^ni Lara \n \SU. In the 'Childe,

I

he had shown his mastery over the complicated
bpenserian stanza: in these he adopted the lieroic
couplet, and the ligliter verse of Scott, with enual
Jreedom and success. No poet had ever more com-mand of the stores of the English language. At
this auspicious and exultant period, Kyron was the
Idol of the gay circles of London. He indulged inaU their pleasures and excesses—studying by fits
and starts at midnight, to maintain tlie splendour
of his reputation. Satiety and disgust succeeded
to this round of heartless pleasures, and in a better
mood, though without any fixed attachment, he
proposed and was accepted in marriage by a northern
heiress, Miss Milhanke, daugliter of Sir Ealijli Mil-
banke, a baronet in the county of Durliam The
union cast a shade on his hitherto bright careerA twelvemonth's extravagance, embarrassments
and misunderstandings, dissolved the union, and
the lady retired to the country seat of her parents
trom the discord and perplexity of her own home,
bhe refused like the wife of Milton, to return, and
the world of England seemed to applaud her reso-
lution One child (now the Countess of Lovelace-)
was the fruit of this unhappy marriage. Before
the sep.aration took place, Byron's muse, which had
been lulled or deadened by the comparative calm
ot domestic life, was stimulated to activity by his
deepening misfortunes, and he produced tlie Sieqe
of Corinth and Parisina. Miserable, reckless yet
con.scious of his own newly - awakened strenrth,
Byron left England— ^ '

TILL THE PRESK.VT TIME.

Once more upon the waters, yet once more !—
and visiting France and Brussels, pursued his course
along the Rhine to Geneva. Here, in six monthshe had composed the third canto of ' Childe Harold '

and the Prisoner of ChUhn. His mental energ;
gathered force from the loneliness of his situationand his dhsgust with his native country. The scenery
of Switzerland and Italy next breathed its inspi-
ration: Manfred and the Lament of Tasso wereproduced in 1817. In the following year, whilst

able visit to Home he completed ' Childe Harold,'and threw oflr his light humorous poem of Z?,.»«o,
the f^rst fruits of the more easy and genial manner

At Y?JT 7\r '"f
'='"^'t'-*'''« temperament.At Ve ice, and afterwards at Kavenna, Byron re-

sided ti 1 1821, writing various works-i„, ,;'.
the first five cantos of i;„„ ./„„„, „„j j^is dra'nas
^ Monno Falu-ro, Sardanapalus. the Tu-o Fosrari
nerner. Cam, the Dfarme,! Transformed &c The
year 1822 he passed eh ietly at Pisa," contin'uing • DonJuan, which ullnnately extended to fifteen cantos
yVe have not touched on his private history or in-
dulgences. His genius had begun to • p:,lc its fire '
his dramas were stirt; declamatory, and undramatic'-

and the successive cantos of ' Don Juan' betrayed
the downward course of the poet's habits. The witand knowlclge of that w.inderful poem-its passion
variety, and originality— were now debased with
inferior matter; and the world saw with rejoicing
the poet break away from his Circean enchantments
and enter upon a new and nobler field of exertion.'He iKi.l syniiiatliiscd deeply with the Italian Car-bonari m their efforts for freedom, but a still more
interesting country an,l people •laimed his support.
Ills youthful travels and poetical enthusiasm still
endeared the ' blue Olympus' to his re>-ollection, and
in the summer of 1823 he set sail for Gree.'e to aid inthe struggle for its independence. His arrangements
were ma.le with judgment, as well as generosity.
Byron knew mankind well, and his j.lans for tlie
recovery .and regeneration of Greece evinced a spirit
of patriotic freedom ami warm .sympathy with the
oppressed, happily tempered with ,,ractical wisdom
and discretion. He arrived, after some danger and
delay at Missolonghi, in M-estem Greece, on the
4tli of January 1824. All was discord and confusion—a military mob and contending chiefs—turbulence
rapacity, and fraud. In three months he had done
much, hyhis influence and money, to compose diffe-
rences, repress cruelty, and introduce order His
fluctuating and uncertain health, however gaveway under so severe a discipline. On the 9th o(
April he was overtaken by a heavy shower whilst
taking his daily ride, and an attack of fever and
rheumatism followe.i. Prompt and c.pious bleeding
might have subdued the inflamm.atiou, but to thiiremedy Byron was strongly opposed. It was at
length resorted to after seven days of increasing
lever but the disease was then too powerful for
remedy. The patient sank into a state of lethargy,
and, though conscious of approaching death, could
only mutter some indistinct exiiressiims about his
wife, his sister, and child. He lav insensible for
twenty-four hours, and, opening his eyes for amoment, shut them for ever, ami expir^l on the
evening of the 19tli of .April 1824. The peoi.le of
Greece publicly mourned for tlie irrciiarable loss
tliey had sustained, and the sentiment (.f grief was
soon conveyed to the poet's native country, where
his name was still a talisman, and his early death
W'as felt by all as a personal calamity. The body
of Byron was brought to Engl.md, a"nd after Ivin^
in state in London, was interred in the family v^aultm the village church of Huckuall, near Newstead
Byron has been sometimes comjiared with Burns

Death and genius have levelled mere external dis-
tinctions, and the peer and peasant stand on thesame elevation, to meet the gaze and scrutiny of
posterity. Both wrote directly from strong personal
feelings and impulses ; both were the slaves of irre-
gular, uncontrolled passion, and the prcv of disap-
pointed hopes and constitutional mehmcholv and
both died, after a life of extraordinary inteUectu.al
activity and excitement, at the same eaVly age We

,

allow for the errors of Burns's position, and Byron's

I

demands a not less tender and candid construction.
.^eglected m his youth—thwarted in his first love
—left without control or domestic influence when
his passions were strongest

—

Lord of himself, that heritage of wo—
intoxicated with early success and the incense of
.almost universal admiration, his irregularities must
he regardeii more with pity than reprehension.
After his unhappy marriage, the picture is clouded
with darker shadow.s. The wild liceii.se of his con-
tmentid life it would he impossible to justify. His
excesses became habitual, and impaired Uith his
genius and his strength. He struggled on with
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untaiiu'il pr.iK' ami tri'iiitiliM); suscuptiliility, hut lie

hiut iilinost I'xiiaiistfil the sprin(;s of his poetry and
his life; iiiiil it is too ohvious that tlie pestilential

climate of Missolonghi only aeeelerated an e\'ent

which a few years must liave cousummated in Italy.

Lord Byron's Tomb.

Tlie genius of Hyron was as versatile as it was
energetic. ' Cliilde Harold' and ' Don Juan' are per-

haps the greatest poetiial works of this century, and
in the noble poet's tales and minor poems there is

a grace, an interest, and romantic picturesqueness,

that render tliem peculiarly fascinating to youtiiful

readers. The * (riaour' has passages of still higher

description and feeling—particularly that fine burst

on modern Greece contrasted with its ancient glory,

and the exquisitely pathetic and beautiful compari-
son of the same country to the human frame bereft

of life:—

[_Picturr. of Modern Greece.']

He who hath bent him o'er the dead,

Ere the first day of death is fled

—

The first dark day of nothingness,

The last of danger and distress

—

Before decay's efiiu-'ing fingers

Have swept the lines where beauty lingers.

And marked the mild angelic air.

The rapture of repose that's there

—

The fixed yet tender traits that streak

The languor of the ])lacid cheek

—

And—but for that s:ui shrouded eye.

That fires not—wins not—weeps not—now

—

And but for that chill changeless brow.
Whose touch thrills with mortality.

And curdles to the gazer's heart.

As if to htm it could impart
The duoni he dreads, yet ilwells upon

—

Yes—but fiir these—and these alone

—

Some moments—ay—one treacherous hour.

He still might doubt the tyrant's power.

So fair—so calm— so softly sealed

The first—last look—by death revealed !

Such is the a-spect of this shore

;

Tis Greece—but living Greece no more!
So coldly sweet, so deadly fair,

We start^for soul is wanting there.

Hers is the loveliness in death.
That parts not iiuite with i)arting breath

;

Hut beauty with tliat fearful bloom,
That hue which haunts it to the tomb—
E.xprcssion's last receding rav,

A gilded halo hovering round decay.
The farewell beam of Feeling past away !

Spark of that flame—jierchancc of heavenly birth—
Which gleams—but warms no more its cherished

earth !

The 'Prisimer of Chillon' is also n.atural and affect-

ing : the story is painful and hopeless, but it is told
with inimitable tenderness and sirnidicity. The
realili/ of the scenes in 'Dun .Juan' must strike every
reader, liyron, it is well known, took pains to col-

lect his materials. His account of the sliipwreck is

drawn from narratives of actual occurrences, and his

Grecian pictures, feasts, dresses, aiul holiday pas-
times, are literal transcripts from life. Coleridge
thought the character of Lambro, and especially the
description of his return, the finest of all Byron's
efforts: it is more dramatic and life-like than any
other of his numerous paintings. Ilaidee is also the
most captivating of all his heroines. His Gulnares
and Medoras, his corsairs and dark mysterious per-

sonages

—

Linked with one virtue and a thousand crimes

—

are monstrosities in nature, and do not possess one
tithe of the interest or permanent poetical beauty
that centres in the lonely residence in the Cyclades.

The English descriptions in .Juan are also far infe-

rior, 'riiere is a palpable falling off in poetical

power, and the peculiar prejudices and forced ill-

natured satire of the poet are brought prominently
forward. Yet even licre we have occasionally a
flash of the early light that * led astray.' The
sketch of Aurora Raby is graceful and interesting

(compared with Haidee, it is something like Field-

ing's Amelia coming after Sophia Western), and
N'ewstead Abbey is described witii a clearness and
beauty not unworthy the author of 'Childe Harold.'

The Epicurean pliilosophy of the Childe is visible

in every page of ' Don .Juan,' but it is no longer grave,

dignified, and misanthropical : it is mi.ved up with
wit, humour, the keenest penetration, and the most
astonishing variety of expression, from colloquial

carelessness and ease, to the highest and deepest
tones of the lyre. The poet has the power (tf Me-
phistophiles over the scenes and passions of human
life and society—disclosing their secret workings,

and stripping them of all conventional allurements
and disguises. Unfortunately, his knowledge is more
of evil than of good. The distinctions between vir-

tue and vice had been broken down or obscured in

his own mind, and tliey are undistinguishable in 'Don
Juan.' Early sensuality had tainted his whole nature.

He portrays generous emotions and moral feelings

—distress, sufti'ring, and pathos—and then dashes
them with burlesque humour, wild profanity, and
unseasonable merriment. In 'Childe Harold' we have
none of this moral anatomy, or its accompanying
licentiousness : but there is abundance of scorn and
defiance of the ordinary pursuits and ambition of
mankind. The fairest portions of the earth are

traversed in a spirit of bitterness and desolation by
one satiated with pleasure, contemning society, the
victim of a dreary and hopeless scepticism. Such a
character would have been repulsive if the poem
had not been adorned with the graces of animated
description tind origin.al and striking sentiment. The
poet's sketches of Spanish and Grecian scenery, and
his glimpses of the life and manners of the classic

mouritaineers, are as true as were ever transferred
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to canvass ; and the meditations of the Piljj:rim nn

tlie particular cventB whicli adorned or cursed tlic

soil iic trod, are marked with fervour and sublimity.

Thus, on the field of Albuera, he conjures up an iiu-

uge of war, one of the noblest creations in poetry :

—

[Image of War."]

Hark ! h^ard you not those hoofs of dreadful note ?

Sounds not the clang of conflict on the heath ?

Saw ve not whom the reeking ?abre smote
;

Nor saved your brethren ere they sank beneath

Tyrants and tyrants' slaves ?—the fires of death,

The bale-fires flush on hijrh ;—from rook to rock

Each volley tells that thousands cease to breathe
;

Death rides upon the sulphury Siroc,

Red Battle stamps his foot, and nations feel the shock.

Lo ! where the giant on the mountain stands,

His blood-red tresses deepening in the sun,

With death-shot glowing in his fiery hands.

And eye that scoreheth all it glares upon.

Restless it rolls, now fixed, and now auon
Flashing afar—and at his iron feet

Destruction cowers to mark what deeds are done ;

For on this morn three jmtent nations meet,

To shed before his shrine the blood he deems most

sweet.

In surveying the ruins of Athens, the spirit of

Byron soars to its loftiest flight, picturing its fallen

glories, and indulging in tlie nn^t touching and
magnificent strain of liis sceptical philosophy :

—

{^A7icient Gi'cece.']

Ancient of days ! august Athena ! where.

Where are thy men of might ? thy grand in soul T

Gone—glimmering through the dream of things

that were ;

First in the race that led to Glory's goal,

They won, and passed away— is this the whole ?

A schoolboy's tale, the wonder of an hour !

The warrior's weapon, and the sophist's stole.

Are sought in vain, and oVr each mouldering tower,

Dim with the mist of years, gray flits the shade of

power.

Son of the morning, rise ! approach you here !

Come, but molest not yon defenceless um :

Look on this spot—a nation's sepulchre !

Abode of gods, whose shrines no longer burn.

Even gods nmst yield—religions take their turn :

'Twas dove's—'tis Mahomet's—and other creeds

Will rise with other years, till man shall learn

Vainly his incense soars, his victim bleeds ;

Poor child of Doubt and Death, whose hope is built

on reeds.

Round to the earth, he lifts his eye to heaven

—

Is't not enough, unhappy thing I to know
Thou art ? Is this a boon so kindly given,

That being, thou wouldst be again, and go.

Thou know'st not, reck'st not, to what region, so

On earth no more, but mingled with the skies?

Still wilt thou dream on future joy and wo!
Regard and welgli yon dust before it flies ;

That little uni sailh more than thousand homilies.

Or burst the vanished hero's lofty mound :

Far on the solitary shore he sleeps : *
He fell, and falling, nations mourned around ;

But now not one of saddening thousands weeps.

Nor warlike worshipper his vigil keeps

Where denu-gods np[»earpd, as records tell.

Remove yon skull from out the scattered heaps :

Is that a temple where a god may dwell ?

Why, even the worm at last disdains her shattered

cell.

Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall,

Its chambers desolate, and portals foul :

Yes, this was once ambition's airy hall.

The dome of thought, the palace of the soul :

Behold through each lack-lustre eyeless hole,

The gay recess of wi-dom and of wit,

And passion's host, that never brooked control

;

Can all saint, sage, or sophist ever writ,

People this lonely tower, this tenement refit

!

Well didst thou speak, Athena's wisest son!
* All that we know is, nothing can be known.'
Why should we shrink from what we cannot shunt
Each hath his pang, but feeble sufferers groan
With brain-born dreams of evil all their own.
Pursue what chance or fate proclaimcth best

;

Peace waits us on the shores of Acheron :

There no forced banquet claims the sated guest,

But silence spreads the couch of ever-welcome rest.

Yet if, as holiest men have deemed, there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore.

To shame the doctrine of the ^Sadducee

And sophists, madly vain of dubious lore,

How sweet it were in concert to adore

With those who made our mortal labours light !

To hear each voice we feared to hear no more 1

Behold each mighty shade revealed to sight.

The Bactrian, Samian sage, and all who taught the
right !

The third canto of *Childe Harold' is more dcpply
imbued with a love of nature than any of Iiis pre-

vious productions. A new power had been i?nparted

to him on the shores of the 'Leman lake.' He had
just escaped from the strife of London and his own
domestic unhappiness, and his conversations with
Slielley miglit also have turned him more strongly
to this pure poetical source. An evening scene by
the side of the lake is thus exquisitely described :

—

It is the hush of night ; and all between
Thy margin and the mountains, dusk, yet clear.

Mellowed and mingling, yet distinctly seen^
Save darkened Jura, whose capped heights appear
Precii)itously steep ; and drawing near.

There breathes a living fragrance from the shore.

Of flowers yet fresh with childhood : on the ear
Drops the light drip of the suspended oar.

Or chirps the grasshopper one good-night carol more ;

He is an evening reveller, who makes
His life an infancy, and sings his fill !

At intervals^ some bird from out the brakes.

Starts into voice a moment—then is still.

There seems a floating whisper oti tlie hill-
But that is fancy, for the star-light dews
All silently their teans of love instil.

Weeping themselves away, till they infuse

Deep into nature's breast the spirit of her hues.

A forcible contrast to this still scene is then given

in a brief description of the same landscape during

a thunder storm :—
The sky is changed !—and such a change ! Oh night,

And storm, and darkness, ye are wondrous strong,

Yet lovely in your strength, as is the light

Of a dark eye in woman ! Far along

From peak to peak, the rattling crags among,
Leaps the live thunder ! not froni one lone cloud,

But every mountain now hath found a tongue,

And .lura answers, through her misty shroud,

Back to the joyous .\lps, who call to her aloud!

And this is in the night : most glorious night !

Thou wert not sent for slumber ! let me be

A sharer in thy fierce antl fur deli^'ht

—

A portion of the tempest and of thee !
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How the lit lukc shines, a phosphoric sea,

All'! the bi-; rain conies dancing to the earth!

Ami now H;;jtin 'tis lihvok—antl now the ;;lee

')f the h'Utl hill shakes with its niountuin-niirth,

As il* they JiJ rejoice o'er a voung eurthiiuuke's birth.

In the f'ourtli canto there is a jrn;ater thronj; of

imanes and obiects. The poet opens with a skuteli

of tlie peculiar l)eanty ami departed jrreatness of

Venice, risinij from the sea, ' with licr t'v.ir.\ of proud

towers* in airy distance. He then resumes liis pil-

grima^e^moralises on tlie scenes of I'etrarcli and

Tasso, Oante and Boccaccio—and visits tlie lake ()f

Thrasiniene and the temple of riitunmus. His

verses on the latter luvve never iMjen surpassed :

—

[Temple of Clitumnus.]

But thou, CHtuninus ! in tliy sweetest wave
Of the most living crystal that was e'er

The haunt of river-nymph, to iraze and lave

Her limbs where nothinij hid them, thou dost rear

Thy gjiussv hunks whereon the milk-white steer

Grazes ; the juirest god of gentle waters !

And most serene of aspect and most clear !

Surely that stream was unprofaned by slaughters,

A mirror and a bath for Beauty's youngest daughters!

And on thy happy shore a temple still,

Of small and delicate proportion, keeps,

Upon a mild declivity of hill.

Its memorv of thee ; beneath it sweeps

Thy current's calmness ; oft from nut it leaps

The finny darter with the glittering .scales,

Who dwells and revels in thy glassy deeps
;

While, chance, some scattered water-lily sails

Down where the shallower wave still lelLs its bubbling

tales.

The Greek statues at Florence are then initnitaldy

described, after which the poet visirs Rome, and

revels in the ruins of the Palatine and rolisenm, and
the glorious remains of ancient art. His dreams of

love and beauty, of intellectual power and majesty,

are here realised. The lustre of the classic age

seems reflected back in his i^lowing patres. and we
feel that in this intense appreciation of ideal beauty

and sculptured grace—in passionate energy and

ecstacy— Byron outstrips all his contemporaries.

The poem cnntludcs abruptly with an apostmphe to

the sea, his *joy of youthfid sports/ and a source of

lofty enthusiasm ami pleasure in his s<jlitary wander-

ings on the shores of Italy and Greece. The great-

ness of Byron's genius is seen in ' Childe Harold'

—

its terKlcrness it) the tales and smaller poems- its

rich variety in ' Don Juan.' A brigliter garland few

poets can hope to wear—yet it wants the unfading

flowers of liope and virtue!

[ The Gladiator.']

The seal is set.—Now welcome, thou dread power

!

Nameless, yet thus omnipotent, which here

Walk'st in the shado^v of the midnight hour

With a deep awe, yet all distinct from fear;

Thy haunts are ever where the dead walls rear

Their ivy mantles, and the solemn scene

Derives from thee a sense so deep and clear,

That we become a part of what has been.

And grow unto the spot, all-seeing, but unseen.

And here the buzz of eager nations ran,

In murmured pity, or loud-roared applause,

As man was slaughtereil by his fellow-man.

And wherefore slaughtered ? wherefore, but because

Such were the bloody circus' genial laws.

And the imperial pleasure. Wherefore not?

What matters where we fall to fill the maws
Of worms—on battle-plains or listed spot?

Both are but theatres where the chief actors rot.

I see before me the gladiator lie :

He leans upon his hand ; his manly brow
Consents to death, but conquers agony,
And his droopd head sinks gradually low:
And thnuigh his side the last drupn, ebbing slow
I-'rom the red gash, fall heavy, one by one,

Like the first of a thunder-shower; and now
The arena swims around him ; he is gone.

Ere ceiised the inhuman shout which hailed the wretch
who won.

He heard it, but he heeded not ; his eyes
Were with his heart, and that was far away:
He recked not of the life he lost nor prize.

But where his rude hut by the Danube lay;
There were his young barbarians all at plav.

There W!vs their Dacian mother— he, their sire.

Butchered to make a Roman holidav.

All this rushed with his blood. Shall he expire.

And unavenged \ Arise, ye Uoths, and glut your ire

!

Apostrophe to the Ocean,

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods.
There is a rapture on the lonely shore,

There is society, where none intrudes,

By the deep sea, and music in its roar

;

I love not man the less, but nature more,

From these our interviews, in which I steal

From all I may be, or have been before.

To mingle with the universe, and feel

What I can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal.

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean—roll!

Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain
;

Man marks the earth with ruin—his control

Stops with the shore ; upon the watery plain

The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
When, for a moment, like a drop of rain.

He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan

—

Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffined, and unknown.

His steps are not upon thy paths—thy fields

Are not a spoil for him—thou dost arise

And shake him from thee; the vile strength he
wields

For earth's destruction thou dost all despise,

Spurning him from thy bosom to the skies.

And send'st him, shivering in thy playful spray,

And howling to his gods, where haply lies

His petty hope in some near port or bay.

And dashest him again to earth : there let him lay.

The armaments which thunderstrike the walla

Of rock-built cities, bidding nations quake.

And monarchs tremble in their capitals.

The oak leviathans, whose huge ribs make
Their clay creator the vain title take

Of lord of thee, and arbiter of war

;

These are thy toys, and, as the snowy flake.

They melt into thy yeast of waves, which mar
Alike the Armada's pride, or spoils of Trafalgar.

Thy shores are empires, changed in all save thee—
Assyria, Greece, Rome, Carthage, what are they \

Thy waters wasted them while they were free.

And many a tyrant since; their shores obey
The stranger, slave, or savage ; their decay
Has dried up realms to deserts : not so thou ;

Unchangeable save to thy wild waves* [day.

Time writes no wrinkle on thine azure brow :

Such as creation's dawn beheld, thou roUest now.

Thou glorious mirror, where the Almighty's form
Glasses itself in tempests ; in all time.

Calm or convulsed—in breeze, or gale, or storm,

Icing the pole, or in the torrid clime
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Dark-bfiiviii^ ; boundless, endless, and sublinift

—

Tbe image of Eternity—the throne

Of the Invisible ; even from out thy slime

The u»onstern of the deep are made ; eaeh zone

Obeys thee ; thou goest forth, dread, fathomless, alone.

And I have loved thee. Ocean! and my joy

Of youthful wports was on thy breast to be

Borne, like thy bubbles, onward : from a boy
I wantoned with thy breakers—they to me
Were a delight ; and if the freshening sea

Made thcra a terror
—'twas a pleasing fear ;

For I was as it were a child of thee.

And trusted to thy billows far and near.

And laid my hand upon thy mane—as I do here.

[_An Italian Evening on the Banks of the ZJrcTrfo.]

[From • Childe Harold.*]

The moon is up, and yet it is not night

—

Sunset divides the sky with her—a sea

Of glory streams along the alpine height
Of blue Friuli's mountains; heaven is free

From clouds, but of all colours seems to be
Melted to one vast Iris of the west.

Where the da}' joins the past eternity ;

\VhiIe on the other hand, meek Diun's crest

Floats through the azure air—an island of the blest.

A single star is at her side, and reigns

With her o*er half the lovely heaven ; but still

Yon sunny sea heaves brightly, and remains
Rolled o'er the peak of the far Rha?tian hill,

As day and night contending were, until

Nature reclaimed her order: gently flows

The deep-dyed Krenta, where their hues instil

The odorous purple of a new-born rose,

Which streams upon her stream, and glassed within it

glows.

Filled with the face of heaven, which, from afar,

Comes down upon the waters ; all its hues,

From the rich sunset to tlie rising star,

Their magical variety <litfuse:

And now they change ; a paler shadow strews

Its mantle o'er the mountains
; parting day

Dies like the dolphin, whom each pang imbues
With a new colour as it gasps away,

The last still loveliest, till
—

'tis gone—and all is gray.

[Midnight Scene in Rome—the ColiseumJl

[From ' Manfred,']

The stars are forth, the moon above the tops

Of the snow-shining mountains. Beautiful!
I linger yet with Nature, for the niijht

Hath been to me a more familiar face

Than that of man ; and in her starry shade
Of dim and solitary loveliness,

I learned the language of another world.

I do remember me, that in my youth,
When I was wandering, upon such a night
I stood within the Coliseum's wall,

'Midst the chief relics of all-mighty Rome

:

The trees which grew along the broken arches
Waved dark in the blue midnight, and the stars

Shone through the rents of ruin ; from afar
The watch-dog bayed beyond the Tiber; and
More near, from out the Cicsars' palace came
The owl's long cry, and, interruptedly,

Of distant sentinels the fitful song

Begun and died upon the gentle wind.

Some cypresses beyond the time-worn breach

Appeared to skirt the horizon, yet they stood

Within a bowshot. Where the Cwsars dwelt.

And dwell the tuneless birds of ni;,dit, amidst

A grove which springs through levelled battlements.

And twines its roots with the imperial hcartlis,

Ivy usurp-* the laurel's place of growth
;

But the gladiators* bloody circus htands
A noble wreck in ruinous perfection!

While Ca-sar's chambers and the Augustan halls
Grovel on earth in indistinct decay.
And thnu didst shine, thou rolling moon, upon
All this, ami ciust a wide and teiider light,

\\*hich softened down the hoar austerity

Of rugged desolation, and filled up,
As 'twere anew, the ffai>s of centuries

;

Leavin;; that beautiful which still was so,

And makinjj that which was not, till the placo
Became religion, and the heart ran o'er
With silent worship i)f the great of old

—

The dead, but sceptred sovereigns, who still rule
Our spirits from their urns

!

[TJic Shipwrech.']

[From * Don Juan.']

Twas twilight, and the sunless day went down
(.)ver the waste of waters ; like a veil

Which, if withdrawn, would but disclose tlie frown
Of one whose hate is ma>ked but to assail.

Thus to their hopeless eyes the night was shown.
And grimly darkled o'er the faces pale.

And the dim desolate deep : twelve days had Fear
Been their familiar, and now Death was here,

* » *

Then rose from sea to sky the wild farewell

—

Then shrieked the timid, and stood still the braTfr—
Then some leaped overboard with dreadful yell,

As eager to anticipate their grave

;

And the sea yawned around her like a hell,

And down she sucked with her the whirling waT^
Like one who grajiples with his enemy,
And strives to strangle him before he die.

And first one universal shriek there rushed,
Louder than the loud ocean, like a crash

Of echoing thunder; and then all was hushed.
Save the wild wind and the remorseless dash

Of billows ; but at intervals there gushed,
Accompanied with a convulsive splash,

A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry

Of some strong swimmer in his agony.

* * »

There were two fathers in this ghastly crew,
And with them their two sons, of whom the one

Was more robust and hardy to the view

;

But he died early ; and when he was gone,
His nearest messmate told his sire, who threw
One glance on him, and said, * Heaven's will be

donel

I can do nothing ;' and he saw him thrown
Into the deep without a tear or groan.

The other father had a weaklier child,

Of a soft cheek, and aspect delicate
;

But the boy bore up long, and with a mild
And patient spirit held aloof his fate

;

Little he said, and now and then he smiled,
As if to win a part from utf the weight

He saw increasing on his father's heart.

With the deep deadly thought that they must part.

And o*er him bent his sire, and never raised

His eyes from oflfhis face, but wiped the foam
From his pale lips, and ever on him gazed

:

And when the wished-for shower at length was come,
And the boy's eyes, which the dull film half glazed,

Brightened, and for a moment seemed to roam,

He squeezed from out a rag sonte drops of rain

Into his dying child's mouth ; but in vain !
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The boy expire^!—tho father held the clay,

And looked u|inn it Ion;; ; and when at liuit

Death left no doubt, and the dead burthen lay

StitTon his heart, and pulse and hope were past,

He watched it wistfully, until away
'Twas borne by the rude wave wherein 'twas caat

;

Theo he hiiuHelf sunk down all dumb and shivering,

And gave no sign of life, save his limbs quivering.

[Description of Ifaidce.^

[From the same.]

Her brow was overhung with coins of gold

That sparkled o'er the auburn of her hair;

Her clustering hair, whose longer locks were rolled

In braids behind ; and though her stature were
Even of the highest for a female mould.

They nearly reached her heels ; and in her air

There was a something which bespoke command,
As one who was a lady in the laud.

Her hair, I said, was auburn ; but her eyes

Were black a.s death, their lashes the same hue,

Of downcast length, in whuse silk shadow lies

Deepest attraction ; for when to the view
Forth from its raven fringe the full glance flies.

Ne'er with such force the swiftest arrow flew:

Tis as the snake late coiled, who pours his length,

And hurls at once his venom and his strength.

Her brow wa-s white and low ; her cheek's pure dye.
Like twilight, rosy still with the set sun

;

Short upper lip—sweet lips! that make us sigh

Ever to have seen such ; for she was one
Fit for the model of a statuary

(A race of mere impostors when all's done

—

IVe seen much finer women, ripe and real.

Than all the nonsense of their stone ideal).

[Haidee Visits the Shipwrecked Don Juan.]

And dow^l the cliff the island virgin came,
And near the Ciive her quick light footsteps drew,

While the sun smiled on her with his first flame,

And young Aurora kissed her lips with dew,
Taking her for her sister; just the same

Mistake you would have made on seeing the two,

Although the mortal, quite as fresh and fair.

Had all the advantage too of not being air.

And when into the cavern Ilaidee stepped
All timidly, yet rapidly, she saw

That, like an infant, Juan sweetly slept

:

And then she stopped and stood as if in awe,
(For sleep i-f awful) and on tiptoe crept

And wrapt him closer, lest the air, too raw,
Should reach his blood ; then o'er him, still as death.
Bent, with hushed lips, that drank his scarce-drawn

breath.

And thus, like to an angel o'er the dying
Who die in righteousness, she leaned ; and there

All tranquilly the shipwrecked boy was Iving,

As o'er him lay the calm and stirlessair:

But Zoe the meantime some eggs wa."* fr\'ing.

Since, after all, no doubt the youthful pair

Must breakfast, and betimes—lest they should ask it,

She drew out her prorision from the basket.

« * •

And now, by dint of fingers and of eyes,

And words repeated after her, he took

A lesson in her tongue ; but by surmise,

No doubt, less of her language than her look ;

As he who studies fervently the skies,

Turns oftener to the stars than to his book:
Thus Juan learned his alpha beta better

From Haidee's glance than any graven letter.

'Tis pleasing to be schooled in a strange tongue
By female lips and eyes— that is, I mean

When both the teacher ami the taught are young;
As wa^ tlie rase, at least, where 1 have been

;

They smile so when one's right, and when one's wrong,
They smile still more, and then there intervene

Pressure of hands, perhaps even a chaste kiss;

—

I leanied the little that I know by this.

[Haidoe and Juan at the Feast.]

Haidee and Juan carpeted their feet

On crimson satin, bordered with pale blue;
Their sofa occupied three parts complete
Of the apartiuent—and appeared quite new;

The velvet cushions—for a throne more meet

—

Were scarlet, from whose glowing centre grew
A sun embossed in gold, whose rays of tissue,

Meridian-like, were seen all light to issue.

Crystal and marble, plate and porcelain.

Had done their work of splendour; Indian mats
And Persian carpets, which the lieart bled to stain.

Over the floors were spread
; gazelles and cats,

And dwarfs and blacks, and such-like things, that gain
Their bread as ministers and favourites—that's

To say, by degradation—mingled there

As plentiful as in a court or fair.

There was no want of lofty mirrors, and
The tables, most of ebony inlaid

With mother-of-pearl or ivory, stood at hand.
Or were of tortoise-shell or rare woods made.

Fretted with gold or silver—by command.
The greater part of these were ready spread

With viands and sherbets in ice—and wine

—

Kept for all comers, at all hours to dine.

Of all the dresses, I select Haidee's :

She wore two jelicks—one was of pale yellow;
Of azure, pink, and white, was her chemise

—

'Neath which her breast heaved like a little billow;
With buttons formed of pearls as large as peas,

All gold and crimson shone her jelick's fellow.

And the striped white gauze baracan that bound her,

Like fleecy clouds about the moon flowed round her.

One large gold bfticelet clasped each lovely arm,
Lockless—so pliable from the pure gold

That the hand stretched and slmt it without harm,
The limb which it adorned its only mould

;

So beautiful—its very shape would charm.
And clinging as if loath to lose its hold:

The purest ore enclosed the whitest skin

That e'er by precious metal was held in.

Around, as princess of her father's land,

A light gold bar above her instep rolled

Announced her rank ; twelve rings were on her hand ;

Her hair was starred with gems ; her veil's fine fold
Below her breast was fastened with a band

(^f lavish pearls, whose worth could scarce be told ;

Her orange-silk full Turkish trousers furled

Ab<)ut the prettiest ankle in the world.

Her hair's long auburn waves, down to her heel
Flowed like an alpine torrent, which the sun

Dyes with his morning light—and would conceal
Her person if allowed at large to run,

And still they setmed resentfully to feel

The silken fillet's curb, and sought to shun
Their bonds whene'er some Zephyr caught began
To offer his young pinion as her fan.

Round her she made an atmosphere of life ;

The very air seemed lighter from her ayes^

They were so soft, and beautiful, and rife.

With all we can imagine of the skies,

And pure as Psyche ere she grew a wife

—

Too pure even for the purest human ties ;
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Her overjjoweriii^' presuiice made jou feel

It wouKl uut be idolatry to kneel.

Her eyelft-thes, thou;;h dark as night, were tinged

(It is the couiitrj'*s custom), but in vain
;

For thouc large black e)'es were so blackly fringed,

The glossy rebels mocked the jetty stain,

And in lier nati^e beauty stood avenged :

Her nails were tcMiclied with henna ; but again

The power of art was turned to nothing, for

They could not look more rosy than before.

The henna should be deeply dyed, to make
The skin relieved ap]>ear more fairly fair

;

She had no need of this—day ne'er will break

On mountain-tops more heavenly white than herj

The eye might doubt if it were well awake,

She was so like a visitm ; I might err.

But Shakspeare also says, *tis very silly

• To gild refined gold, or paint the lily.*

Juan had on a shawl uf black and gold.

But a white bararan, and so transparent

The sparkling gems beneath ynti might behold,

Like small stars through the milky-way apparent;

His turban, furled in many a graceful fold,

An emerald aigrette with Haidee's hair in't

Surmounted as its clasp—a glowing crescent.

Whose rays shone ever trembling, but incessant.

And now they were diverted by their suite.

Dwarfs, dancing-girls, black eunuchs, and a poet

;

Which made their new establishment complete;

The last was of great fame, ami liked to show it :

His verses rarely wanted their due feet

—

And for his theme—he seldom sung below it.

He being paid to satirise or Hatter,

As the Psalms say, * inditing a good matter.'

[The Death of Ilaidee.]

Afric is all the sun's, and as her earth.

Her human clay is kindleil ; full of power
For good or evil, burning from its birth.

The Moorish blood partakes the plaTiet's hour.

And, like the soil beneath it, will bring forth:

Beauty and love were Haidee's mother's dower;
But her large dark eye showed deep Passion's force,

Though sleeping like a lion near a source.

Her daughter, tempered with a milder ray.

Like suiumer clouds all silvery, smooth, and
fair.

Till slowly charged with thunder, they display

Terror tn earth and tempest to the air.

Had held till now her soft and milky way
;

But, overwrought with passion and despair.

The tire burst forth from her Numidian veins,

Even as the simoom sweeps the blasted plains.

The last sight which she saw was Juan's gore,

And he himself o'ermastered and cut down
;

His blood was running on the very floor

Where late he trod her beautiful, her own
;

Thus much she viewed an instant and no more

—

Her struggles ceased with one convulsive groan ;

On her sire's ann, which until now scarce held
Her writhing, fell she like a cedar felled.

A vein ha<l burst, and her sweet lips' pure dves
Were dabbled with the deep blood which ran

o'er.

And her head drooped as when the lily lies

O'ercharged with rain : her summoned handmaids
bore

Their lady to her couch with gushing eyes
;

Of herbs and cordials they produced their store :

But she defied all means they could employ.

Like one life could not hold nor death destroy.

Days lay she in that state unchanged, though chill—
With nothing livid, still her lips were reil ;

She had no pulse, but death seemed absent still
;

No hideous sign proclaimed her surely dead :

Corruption came not, in each mind to kill

All hope : to look upon her sweet face bred
New thoughts of life, for it seemed full of soul

—

She had so much, earth could not claim the whole.

The ruling passion, such as marble shows
When exquisitely chiselled, still lay there,

But fixed as marble's unchanged iij<pect throws
O'er the fair Venus, but for ever fair;

O'er the Laocoon's all eternal throes.

And ever-dying gladiator's air,

Their energy like life forms all their fame,
Yet looks not life, for they are still the same.

She woke at length, but not as sleepers wake,
Rather the dead, for life seemed sumething new ;

A strange sensation which she must partake
Perforce, since whatsoever met her view

Struck not on memory, though a heavy ache
Lay at her heart, whose earliest beat still true

Brought back the sense of pain without the cause—
For, for a while, the furies made a pause.

She looked on many a face with vacant eye.

On many a token, without knowing what;
She saw them watch her without asking why.
And recked not who around her pillow sat :

Not speechless, though she spoke not ; not a sigh

Relieved her thoughts ; dull silence and quick chat
Were tried in vain by those who served ; she gave
No sign, save breath, of having left the grave.

Her handmaids tended, but she heeded not
;

Her father watched, she turned her eyes away
;

She recognised no being, and no spot.

However dear or cherished in their day ;

They changed from room to room, but all forgot;

Gentle, but without memory, she lay
;

At length those eyes,whicli they would flin be weaning
Back to old thoughts, waxed full of fearful meaning.

And then a slave bethought her of a harp :

The harjier came and tuned his instrument

:

At the first notes, irregular and sharp,

On him her fliishing eyes a moment bent

;

Then to the wall she turned, as if to warp
Her thoughts from sorrow through her heart re-sent J

And he began a long low island song

Of ancient days ere tyranny grew strong.

Anon her thin wan fingers beat the wall

In time to his old tune ; he changed the theme,
And sung of Love ; the fierce name struck through all

Her recollection ; on her flashed the dream
Of what she was, and is, if ye could call

To be so being : in a gushing stream
The tears rushed forth from her o'erclouded brain.

Like mountain mists at length dissolved in raiu.

Short solace, vain relief ! thought came too quick.

And whirled her brain to madness ; she arose

As one who ne'er had dwelt among the sick.

And flew at all ,she met, as on her foes ;

But no one ever heart! her speak or shriek.

Although her paroxysm drew towards its close ;

Hers was a frenzy which disilained to rave,

Even when they smote her, in the hope to save.

Twelve days and nights she withered thus ; at last.

Without a groan, or sigh, or glance, to show
A parting pang, the si>irit from her piv^sed :

And they who watched her nearest could not know
The very instant, till the change that ca.*t

Her sweet face into shadow, dull and slow,

Glazed o'er her eyes—the beautiful, the black

—

Oh to posse'js such lustre, and then lack t
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She dietl, Imt nnt alone ; she held within

A second principle of life, which might
Have dawned a fair and sinless child of sin

;

But closed its little beinj^ without lijjht.

And went down to the ^ravt* unborn, wherein

Blossom and bouijh lie withered with one blight

;

In vain the dews of heaven descend above
The bleeding Hower and blasted fruit of love.

Thus lived—thus dieil she ; never more on her

Shall sorrow light or slianie. She was not made
Through years or moons the inner weight to bear,

Which colder hearts endure till the}* are laid

By age in earth : her days and pleasures were

Brief, but delightful—such as had not stayed

Long with her destiny ; but she sleeps well

By the sea-shore whereon she loved to dwell.

That isle is now all de.-iolate and bare,

Its dwellings down, its tenants passed away ;

None but her own and father's grave is there,

And nothing outward tells of human clay ;

Ye could not know where lies a thing so fair;

No one is there to show, no tongue to say

What wai* ; no dirge except the hollow seaa

Mourns o'er the beauty of the Cyclades.

PERCY BVSSHE SHELLEY.

Percy Bysshe Shelley was the son and heir of

a wealthy English baronet, Sir Timothy Shelk'V of

Castle Goring, in Sussex, and was horn at Field

Place, in that county, on the -Ith of August 1792.

In worldly prospects and distinctinn the poet there-

fore surpassed most of his tuneful brethren
; yet

this only served to render his unhappy and strange

destiny the more conspicuously wretched. He was
first educated at Eton, and afterwards at Oxford.

His resistance to all established authority and
opinion displayed itself while at schtxil, and in the

introduction to his Revolt of Islam ^ he has portrayed

his early impressions in some sweet and touching

stanzas

—

Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear friend,

when first

The clouds which wrap this world from youth did

pass.

I do remember well the hour which burst

My spirit's sleep : a fresh May-da\vn it was,

"When I walked forth upon the glittering grass,

And wept, I knew not why : until there rose

From the near schoolroom voices that, alas

!

Were but one echo from a world of woes

—

The harsh and grating strife of tyrants and of foes.

And then I clasped my hands and looked around,
But none was near to mock my streaming eyes,

Which poured their warm drops on the sunny
ground

;

So, without shame, I spake—* I will be wise,

And just, and free, and mild, if in me lies

Such power, for 1 grow weary to behold

The selfish and the strong still tyrannise

Without reproach or chock.* I then controlled

My tears, my heart grew calm, and I was meek and
bold.

And from that hour did I with earnest thought
Heap knowledge from forbidden mines of lore;

Yet nothing that my tyrants knew or taught

I cared to learn, but from that secret store

Wrought linked armour for my soul, before

It might walk forth to war among mankind
;

Thus power and hope were strengthened more and
more

Within me, till there came upon my mind
A sense of loneliness, a thirst with which I pined.

With these feelings and preililccti(His Shelley went
to Oxford. He studied hard, but irregularly, and
spent nuieli (if his leisure in cheriiieal experiments.

He incessantly speculated, thoiight. and read, as he
himself has stated. At the aye of fifteen he wrote
two short prose romances. He had also great faci-

lity in versification, nnd threw off various effusions.

The 'ti)rliidden mines of lure' wliidi li:id captivated
his boyish mind at Eton were also diligently ex-
plored, and he was soon an avowed republican and
sceptic. He published a volume of jiolitical rhymes,
entitled Marymtt iyivhvlsons liemains, the said Mar-
garet being the unhappy maniac who attempted to

stab George HI.; and he issued a syllabus from
Hume's Essays, at the same time challenging the
authorities of Oxford to a public controversy on the
subject. Shelley was at this time just seventeen
years of age ! Tlie consequence of his tronduct was,

that he was expelled the university, and his frienils

being disgusted with him. he was cast on tlie world,

a prey to the undisciplined ardour of youth and
passion. His subsequent life was truly a warfare
upon earth. Mrs Shelley, widow of the poet, has
thus traced the early bias of his mind, and its pre-

disposing causes :
—

* llefusing to fag at Eton, he was
treated with revolting cruelty by masters and hoys

;

this roused instead of taming his spirit, and he re-

jected the duty of ohndience when it was enforced

by mciuues and punishment. To aversion to the
society of his fellow-creatures—such as he found
them when collected together into societies, where
one egg'-d on the otlier to acts of tyranny—was
joined the dcc'jie^t sympathy and compassion ; while

the attachment lie felt for individuals, and the ad-

miration with whii-h he regarded their powers and
their virtiu-s, Ie<i him to entertain a high ojdnion of

the peifectibiliTy of human nature; and he believed

that all eimld reach the highest grade of moral im-
jirovenieut. did nut the customs and prejuilices of

society foster evil passions and excuse evil actions.

The oppression which, trembling at ev. ry nerve, yet
resolute to heroism, it was his ill fortune to encounter
at school and at college, led liim to dissent in many-
things from those whose arguments were blows,

whose faith appeared to engender blame and exe-

cration. " During my existence," he wrote to a

friend in 1812, "I have incessantly speculated,

thought, and read." His readings were not always
well chosen ; among them were the works of the

French plulosophers : as far as nietajihysical argu-

ment went, he temporarily became a convert. At the

same time it \\as the cardinal articleof his faith, that,

if men were but taught and induced to treat their

fellows with love, charity, an<i equal rights, this

earth would realise I'aradise, He looked upon reli-

gion as it was professed, and, above all, practised, as

hostile, instead of friendly, to the cultivation of those

virtues which would make men brothers.' Mrs
Shelley conceives that, in the peculiar circumstances,
this was not to be wondered at. * At the age of
seventeen, fragile in health and frame, of the purest
habits in nmrnls, full of devoted generosity and uni-
versal kindness, glownig with ardour to attain wis-
dom, resolved, at every personal sacrifice, to do right,

burning with a desire for affection and sympathy, he
was treated as a reprobate, cast forth as a criminal.

The cause was, that he was sincere, that he believed

the opinions which he entertained to be true, and he
loved truth with a martyr's love : he was rea«iy to

sacrifice station, and fortune, and his dearest affec-

tiitns, at its shrine. The sacrifice was demanded
from, and made by, a youth of seventeen.'

It appears tliat in his youth Slielley was equally
inclined to poetry and metaphysics, and hesitated to

which he should devote himself. He ended in unit-
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inR tlicni, bv iii> means to the iulvaiitai;e of liis

jiiKtry. At tliK nye of eighteen lie priKlucud a

wil.i tttliiistiral iioi-in, Qiinn Mab, wrilliii in tlie

rlivtlim I'f Siiutlii'v's Tlialaba, ami ahuiiihliii^' iu

passaccs of i^reat power aiiJ nieloiiy. Sliortiv after

tliis he married a yiuuif; woman of liumMe station

in life, wliicli still further exasiHTateil liis parents

anil relatives, witliout aihiing to liis own happiness.

lie seems, however, to have l)een free from |K'euniary

diflieulties, and after a tour on tlie continent, during

wliicli he visited some i>f tlie more ma^jiiifieent scenes

of Switzerland, he settled ill the iieit;llhourhuod of

Windsor Forest, and in this woodland retreat com-

posed his jioem, Alastur, or the Spirit of' Svlilwte,

designed, as he staten, t'l represent a youth of un-

corrupted feelini.'s and adventurous jteiiius, led forth

by an iinagiiialion inllained and purified through

familiarity with all that is excellent and majestic,

to the contemplation of the universe. The mind of

his hero, however, becomes awakened, and thirsts

for intcri'oiirse with an intelliu'ciice similar to itself

He seeks in vain for a prototype of his conception;

and, hlasted hy his dis!i]ipointmeiit, he descends to

an untimely urave. In this iiii-tnre Shelley un-

doubtedly drew from his own exiieneiice. and in

none of his subsequent works has he excelled the

deseri|itive passajjes in ' Alastor.* The copious pic-

turesqueiiess of his lancrua^e, and the boldness of

his ima).'iuation, are here strikingly exemplified.

The poet's fort 111 IPS did not improve with his i:eiiius.

His domestic uiihappiiiess induced him to separate

from his wife, by whom he liad two children, an>l

the unfortunate woman afterwards destroyed her-

self. Shelley was on this account subjected to much
obloquy and misrepresentation, and the cup of his

misery was filled by a chaiiciry decree, dejiriving

him of the guardianship of his children, on the

ground of his immorality and atheism, lie felt this

dee[>ly ; and in a poetical fragment on the subject,

he invokes a curse on the administrator of the law,
* by a parent's outraged love,' and iu one exquisite

Terse

—

By all the happy see in children's growth.

That undeveloped flower of building years,

Sweetness and sadness interwoven both.

Source of the sweetest hopes and saddest fears !

Shelley contracted a second marriage with the

daughter of Mr Godwin, author of Caleb Williams,

and established himself at Marlow, in Buckingham-
shire. Here he composed the ' lievolt of Islam,' a

poem more energetic than ' Alastor,' yet containing

the same allegorical features and peculiarities of

thought and styli', and rendered more tedious by
the want of Ininnin interest. It is honourable to

Shelley that, during his residence at ^larlow, he
w.as indefatigable in his attentions to the poor ; his

widow relates that, in the winter, while bringing

out his poem, he had a severe attack of ophthalmia,
caught while visiting the poor cottages. Tliis cer-

tainly stamps with reality his pleadings for the
htiman race, though the nature of his philosophy
and opinions would liave deprived them of the highest
of earthly consolations. The poet now prepared to

go abroad. A strong sense of injury, and a burning
desire to redress what he tcrmnd 'he wrongs nf
society, rendered him miserable in England, and he
hoped also that his health would be improved by a
milder climate. Accordingly, on the I'ith of .March
1818, he ipiitted this country, never to return. lie
went direct to Italy, and whilst residing at Rome,
composed his classic drama of Pnim<t/ini.t Ihiboutui,
* This poem.' he s.ays, ' was chiefly written upon the
mountainous ruins of tlic Baths of Caracalla, among
the flowery glades and thickets of odoriferous blos-

soming trees, which are extended in ever-winding
labyrinths upon its immense platforms and dizzy
arches suspended in the air. The bright blue sky
of Home, and the efl'ect of the vigorous awakening
of spring iii that diviiiest climate, and the uew life

6heUey*6 House.

with which it drenches the spirits even to intoxica-
tion, were the inspiration of this drama.' No change
of scene, however, could permanently affect the
nature of Shelley's speculations, and his 'Prometheus*
is as mystical and metaphysical, and as daringly
sceptical, as any of his previous works. The cardi-

nal point of his system is described by Mrs Shelley
as a belief that man could lie so jierfectionised as to
be able to expel evil from his own nature, and from
the greater part of the creation ; and the subject he
loved best to dwell on, was the image of one warring
with the evil principle, oppressed not only by it, but
by all, even the good, who were deluded into con-
sidering evil a necessary portion of humanity. His
next work was The Cfnci, a tragedy, published in

IS 10, and dedicated to Mr I^igh Hunt. 'Those
writings.' he remarks in the dedication, 'which I
have hitherto iiublished, have been little else than
visions which impersonate my own apprehensions
of the beautiful and the just. I can also perceive in

them the literary defects incidental to youth and
impatience; they are dreams of what ought to be,

or may be. The drama which I now present to you
is a sad reality. I lay aside the presumptuous atti-

tude of an instructor, and am content to paint, with
such colours as my own heart furnishes, that which
has been.' The jiainting is dark and gloomy i but,

in spite of a revolting plot, and the insane unnatural

cliaracter of the Cenci, Shelley's tragedy is one of

the iK'st of nil icrn times. As an effort of intellec-

tual strength, and an embodiment of human passion,

it may challenge a comparison with any dramatic

work since Otway ; and it is incomparably the best

of the poet's productions. His remaining works are

Ihllus; The Witch of Athix ; Adunuis ; HomlinJ and
Helen ; and a variety of shorter productions, with

scenes translated fnim Calderon and the Faust of

Goethe. In Italy Shelley renewed his acquaintance

with Lord Byron, who thought his pbilosojiby ' too
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spiritual iithI nininntii;.' He was t(.nil«>ratc in his

li;il>ita, pinllf. nrtirtimiate, iiiiil geniTims ; sd tliMt

even tliost* who most deeply doploreil or tU-tested

his opinions, wore charnuHl with the intellictniil

purity anil I'eneviiUnie of liis life. His favourite

imiusenient was Iwutinj; and sailintj ; and wliilst

returning,' one day, the 8th of July 1822, from Lok-

horn (whither he had pone to weleonie Lei(jh Hunt
to Italy), the boat in which he sailed, accompanied

hy Mr Williams, formerly of the 8th dragoons, and

a single seaunm, went down in the hay of Spezia,

and all perished. A volume of Keats's poetry was

found o]ien in Shelley's coat pocket when his hody

was washed ashore. The remains of the poet were

reduced to ashes by fire, and heinK taken to Rome,
were deposited in the Protestant burial ground, near

those of a child he had lost in that city. A comi)lete

edition of iSlielley's I'oetical Works, witli notes by

liis widow, has been published in four volumes: a[id

the same accomplished lady has given to the world

two volumes of his prose Kssays, Letters from

Abroad, Translations and Fragments. Shelley's

life was a ilrcam of romance—a tale of mystery and

grief. That he was sincere in his opinions, and

benevolent in his intentions, is now undoubted. He
looked upon the world with tlie eyes of a visionary,

bent on unattainable schemes of intellectual excel-

lence and supremacy. His delusion led to misery.

and made him, for a time, unjust to otlurs. It

alienated him from liis family and friends, blasted

his prospects in life, and distempered all his views

and opinions. It is probable tliat, had he lived to a

riper age, he might have modified some of those

extreme speculative and pernicious tenets, and we
have no doubt that he would have risen into a purer

atmosphere of poetical imagination. The troubled

and stormy dawn was fast yielding to tiiecalm noon-

day brightness. He had worn out some of his fierce

autipatiiies and morbid atfections ; a happy domestic

circle was gathered around him; and the retiiu'd

simplicity of bis tastes and habits, joineii to wid.er

and juster views of human life, would imperceptibly

have given a new tone to his thoughts and studies.

He had a high idea of the art to which he devoted

his faculties.
' Poetry,' he says in one of his essays, ' is the re-

cord of the best and happiest moments of the hap-

piest and best minds. We are aware of evanescent

visitations of thought and feeling, sometimes asso-

ciated with place or person, sometimes regarding

our own mind alone, and always arising unforeseen

and departing unbidden, but elevating and delightful

beyoiui all expression ; so that, even in the desire

and the regret they leave, there cannot but be jilca-

sure, participating as it does in the nature of its

object. It is. as it were, the interpenetration of a

diviner nature througli our own ; l)Ut its footsteps

are like those of a wind over the sea, which the

morning calm erases, and whiise traces remain only,

as on the wrinkled sand which paves it. These and
corresponding conditions of being are experienced

principally by those of the most delicate sensibility

and the most enlarged inuigination ; and the state of

mind produced by them is at war with every base

desire. The enthusiasm of virtue, love, patriotism,

and friendship, is essentially linked with such emo-

tions; and whilst they last, self appears as what it is,

an atom to a miiverse. Poets are not only subject

to these experiences as spirits of the most refined

organisation, but they can colour all that they com-

bine with the evanescent hues of this ethereal world

;

a word, a trait in the representation of a scene or

passion, will touch the enchanted chord, and re-

animate, in those who have ever experienced those

emotions, the sleeping, the cold, the buried image of

the past. Poetry thus makes immortal all tlnit is

best and most beautiful in the world ; it arrests the
vanisliinga|iparitioii8 which haunt the interlunations

of life, ami veiling them, or in language or in form,
sends them f()rth among mankind, bearing sweet
news of kindred joy to those with whom their sisters

abide—abide, because there is no portal of expres-
sion from the caverns of the spirit which they in-

habit into the universe of things. Poetry redeems
from decay the visitations of the divinity in man.'
The remote abstract character of Shelley's pi>etry,

and its general want t)f anything real or tangible,

by which the sympathies of the heart «•*<» awakened,
must always prevent its becoming popular. Plis

mystic idealism renders him obscure, and liis imagery
is sometimes aCLUmulated, till botli i)reeisiiui and
et^'ect are lost, and the poet becomes harsh and in-

volved in c\(»ression. He sought to reason high in

verse—not like Dryden, I'opc, or .lohnson, but in

cold and glittering metaphysics, where the idealism

of licrkeley stood in the place of the moral truths

and passions of actual life. There is no melancholy

grandeur in his pictures, or simple unity in liis de-

signs. Another fault is his partiality for painting

gliastly and repulsive scenes. He Iiad, however,

many great and shining qualities—a rii'h and fertile

imagination, a passionate love of nature, and a dic-

tion singularly classical and imposing in sound and
structure. The descriptive passages in ',\lastor,' and

tlic river- voyage at the conclusion of the ' Kevolt of

Islam,' are among the most finished of his productions.

His morbid glla^tliness is there laid aside, and his

better genius leads him to the pure waters and the

deptli of forest shades, which none of his contempo-

raries knew better how to describe. Some of the

minor poems are also imbued with a true poetical

spirit, and speak tlie genuine fccliii.gs of nature. One
striking peculiarity of his style is his constant per-

sonification of inanimate objects. In the 'Cenci' we
liave a strong and almost terrible illustration of this

origiiud feature of his poetry :

—

I remember.
Two miles on this side of the fort, the road

Croisses a deep ravine ; 'tis rough and iian'ow,

And winds with short turns down the precipice
;

And in its depth there is a mighty rock

Which h;i.s fiuiii uiiiniaginable years

Sustained itself with terror and with toil

()\er a gulf, and with the agony
\\'ith which it clings, seems slowly coming down

;

Kven as a wretched soul, hour after hour.

Clings to the mass of life, yet clinging, leans,

.\iid leiuiing, makes more dark the dread abysa

In which it foars to fall—beneath this crag,

Huge as despair, as if in weariness.

The inelanchuly mountain yawns ; below
Vou hear, but see not, an imi>etuous torrent

Kagiug anitmg the caverns, and a bridge

Crosses the chasm ; and high above there grow,

\\'ith intersecting trunks, from crag to crag.

Cedars and yews, and pines, whose tangled hair

Is matted in one solid roof of shade

V>y the dark ivy's twine. At noonday here

'Tis twilight, and at sunset blackest night.

The Flight of the Hours in 'Promethus' is equally
vivid, and touched with a higher grace—

Behold !

The rocks are cloven, and through the puq)le night

I see cars drawn by rainbow-winged steeds.

Which trample the dim winds : in each there stands
A wild-eyed charioteer urging their flight.

Some look behind, as fiends pursued them there,

And yet I see !io shapes but the keen stars

;

Others, with burning eyes, lean forth, and drink
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With eiiper lips the wind uf their own speed,
As if the ihiii^' ihcy loved Hud on bui'ore,

And now, even now, they cla!'[)cd it. Their bright
lock-*

Stream like a conieC*8 flafthing hair: they all

Sweep onward.
These arc the immortal Hours,

Of whom thou didst demand. One waits for thee.

[Opening of Qitccn Mab.}

How wonderful is Death,
Death and his brotlicr Sleep!

One, pale ha yonder waning moon,
With lips of lurid blue

;

The other, rosy as the mom
When, throned on ocean's wave,
It blushes oVr the worlcl :

Yet both so passing wonderful!

Hath then the gloomy Power,
WTiosc reign is in the tainted sepulchres.

Seized on her sinless soul ?

Must then that peerless form
W'hich love ;tnd admiration cannot view
Without a beating heart, those azure veins

Which steal like streams along a field of snow,
That lovely outline, which is fair

As breathing marble, perish?

Must putrefaction's breath
Leave nothing of this heavenly sight

But loathsomeness and ruin ?

Spare nothing but a gloomy theme
On which the lightest heart might moralise!

Op is it only a sweet slumber
Stealing o'er sensation.

Which the breath of roseate morning
{'ha^eth into darkness?
Will iaiithe wake again,

And give that faithful bosom joy
Whose sleepless spirit waits to catch
Light, life, and rajiture from her smile?

Her dewy eyes are closed,

And on their lids, whose texture fine

Scarce hides the dark blue oibH beneath.
The baby Sleep is pillowed :

Her golden tresses shade
The bosom's staiiiless pride.

Curling like tciidrils of the parasite

Around a marble column.

Hark! whence that rushing sound?
'Tis like tlie wondrous strain

That round a lonely ruin swells,

Which, wandering on the echoing shore,

The enthusiast hears at evening:
*Tis softer than the west wind's sigh

;

'Tis wilder than the unmeasured notes
Of that strange lyre whose strings

The genii of the breezes sweep:
Those lines of rainbow light

Arc like the ninonbeams when they fall

Through some cathedral window, but the teinta
Are such as may not find

Comparison ou earth.

Behold the chariot of the fairy queen I

Celestial coursers paw the unyielding air;
Their filmy pennons at her word they furl,

And atop obedient to the reins of light

:

These the queen of spells drew in
;

She spread a charm around the spot.

And leaning graceful from the ethereal car,

Long jdid she gaze, and silently.

Upon the slumbering maid.

TVie Chud.*

I bring fresh showers fr.r the thirsting floweni,
Fiom the seas and tlie streams

;

I bear light shwle for the leaves when laid
In their noonday dreams.

From my wings are shaken the dews that waken
The sweet birds every one.

When rocked to rest on their mother's breaat.
As she dances about the sun.

I wield the riail of the lashing hail,

And whiten the green plains under;
And then again I dissolve it in rain.

And laugh as I pass in thunder.

I sift the snow on the mountains below.
And their great pines groan aghast

;

And all the night 'tis my pillow white,
While I sleep in the arms of the blast.

Sublime on the towers of my skiey boweri
Lightning, ray pilot, sits ;

In a caveni under is fettered the thunder,
It struggles and howls at fits

;

Over earth and ocean, with gentle motion,
This pilot is guiding me,

Lured by the love of the genii that move
In the depths of the purple sea

;

Over the rills, and the crags, and the hilU,

Over the lakes and the plains.

Wherever he dream, under mountain or stream.
The Spirit he loves, remains

;

And I all the while bask in heaven's blue smile.
Whilst he is dissolving in rains.

The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes.

And his buniing plumes outspread,

Leaps on the back of my sailing rack
When the morning star shines dead.

As on the jag of a mountain crag,

Which an earthquake rocks and swings,

An eagle alit, one moment may sit

In the light of its golden wings
;

And \vhen sunset may breathe from the litseabeneathf
Its ardours of rest and of love,

And the crimson pall of eve may fall

From the de])th of heaven above,

With wings folded I rest on mine airy nest,

As still as a brooding dove.

That orbed ntaiden with white fire laden,
Whom mortals call the moon.

Glides glimmering o'er my fleece-like floor,

By the midnight breezes strewn
;

And wherever the beat of her unseen feet.

Which only the angels hear.

May have broken the woof of my tent's thin roof,

The stars peep behind her and peer;
And I laugh to see them whirl and flee,

Like a swarm of golden bees,

When ! widen the rent in my wind-built tent.

Till the calm river, lakes, and seas,

* * The odes to the Skylark and the Cloud, in the opinion of

many critics, bear a piircr iKX-ticuI stamp than any other of hia

productuins. They were written as his mind prompt**!, listen*

ing to the carollmKof the bird aloft in the azure sky of Italy ; oi

marking the cloud as it sped across the heavens, while he floated

in his boat on the Thames. No poet was ever warmed by a

more genuine and unforced inspiration. His extreme sensibility

gave the intensity of passion tn his intellectual pursuits, and
render*.'*! his mind keenly alive to every perception of outward

objects, as well as to his internal sensations. Such a gift is,

among the sad vicissitudes of human life, the disapiv>intmenta

we meet, and the galling »enseof ournwn mistakes and errors,

fraught with pain; to escape from such be delivered up his

Houl to iKietry, and felt happy when he sheltered hini»'lf from

the influence of human svmpatliies in the wildest regions of

f&ncy.—Mrt S/uit,-),, Prrf. to I'oi-t. H'orkt.
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Like 8tripH of the sky fallen through me on high,
* Are euoh imvcd with the moon anJ these.

I bind the siin*8 throne with a buniing zone,

And the moon's with a g;irdle of pearl

;

The volcanoes are dim, and the stars reel and swim,

When the whirlwinds my banner unfurl.

From ciipe to cape, with a bridge-like shape.

Over a torrent sea,

Sunbeam prot)f, I hang like a roof,

The mountains its columns be.

The triumphal arch through which I march,

With hurricane, tire, and snow,

When the powers of the air are chained to my chair.

Is the million-coloured bow
;

The sphere-tire above, its soft colours wove,

While the moist earth was laughing below.

I am the daughter of the earth and water,

And the nursling of the sky
;

I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores

;

1 change, but I cannot die.

For after the rain, when, with never a stain,

The pavilion of heaven is bare,

And the winds and sunbeams, with their convex

gleams.

Build up the blue dome of air,

I silently laugh at my own cenotaph.

And out of the caverns of rain,

Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the

tomb,
1 rise and upbuild it again.

To a Slylarlc.

Hail to thee, blithe spirit!

Rird thou never wert.

That from heaven, or near it,

Pourest thy full lieart

In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

Higher still, and higher.

From the earth thou springest

Like a cloud of fire
;

The blue deep thou wingest,

And BiDging still dost soar, and soaring ever, singest.

In the golden lightening

Of the sunken sun,

O'er which clouds are brightening,

Thou dost float and run.

Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun.

The pale purjile even

Melts around thy flight;

Like a star of heaven.

In the broad daylight

Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight.

Keen are the arrows

Of that silver sphere,

Whose intense lamp narrows

In the white dawn clear.

Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there.

All the earth and air

With thy voice is loud,

As, when night is bare.

From one lonely cloud

The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is over-

flowed.

What thou art we know not

;

What is most like thee!

From rainbow clouds there flow not

Drops so bright to see,

Aa from thy presence showers a rain of melody.

Like a poet hidden
In the light of thought,

Singing hymns unbidden.
Till the world is wrought

To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not.

Like a liigh-born maiden
In a palace tower.

Soothing her love-laden

Soul in secret hour
With music sweet as love, which overflows her bcwer.

Like a glow-worm golden
In a dell of dew.

Scattering unbeholden
Its aerial hue

Among the flowers and grass, which screen it from
the view.

Like a rose embowered
In its own green leaves.

By warm winds deflowered.

Till the scent it gives

Makes faint with too much sweet these heavy-winged
thieves.

Sound of vernal showers
On the twinkling grass.

Rain-awakened flowers,

All that ever was
Joyous, and clear, and fresh, thy music doth, surpass.

Teach us, sprite or bird.

What sweet thoughts are thine ;

I have never heard
Praise of luve or wine

That panted forth a flood of rapture so divine.

Chorus hymeneal.
Or triumplial chant.

Matched with thine would be all

But an empty vaunt

—

A thing wherein we feel there is some hidden want.

What objects are the fountains

Of thy happy strain?

What fields, or waves, or mountains!
What shapes of sky or plain \

What love of thine own kind \ what ignorance of pain!

With thy clear keen joyance
Languor cannot be

:

Shadow of annoyance
Never came near thee:

Thou lovest ; but ne'er knew love's sad satiety.

Waking or asleep.

Thou of death must deem
Things more true and deep
Than we mortals dream.

Or how could thy notes flow in such a crystal stream!

We look before and after,

And pine for what is not

:

Our sincerest laughter

With some pain is fraught

:

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest

thought.

Yet if we could scorn

Hate, and pride, and fear;

If we were things born

Not to shed a tear,

I know not how thy joy we ever could come near.

Better than all measures
Of delight and sound.

Better than all treasures

That in books are found,

Thy skill to poet were, thou scoruer of the ground !
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Teach ine hulf the gladness

'I'liat th_v brain iniist know,
Surh hariiiDiiious niadrip'^s

Kroni iiiv li[»s wuuld How,
The world should listen then, ub I am lidtening now.

[From * The Sensitive Plant.']

A Sensitive Plant in a trarden frrew.

And the ycun;; winds t\-d it with silver dew,
And it opent'd its fan-like leaves tn the liirht.

And closeil them beneath the kis-ies of niglit.

And the spriiiir arose on the ;;arden fair,

Like the Spirit of Love ftlt everywhere
;

And each flower and herb on earth's dark breast
Rose from the dreams of it.s wintry re.st.

But none ever trembled and panted with bliss

In the garden, the field, nr the wilderness.

Like a doe in the noontide with love's sweet want,
As the conipanionlesH Sensitive Plant.

The snow-drop, and then the violet,

Arose from the ground with warm rain wet,
And their breath was mixed with fresh odour, sent
From the turf, like the voice and the instrument.

Then the pied wind-flowers and the tulip tall,

And narcir-si, the fairest aii.'ong them all.

Who gaze on tliclr eyet* in the stream's recess.

Till they die of their own dear loveliness;

And the Naiad-like lily of the vale,

Whom youth makes so fair, and passion so pale,
That the light of its tremulous bells is seen
Through their pavilions of tender green

;

And the hyacinth purple, and white, and blue,
Which flung from its bells a sweet peal anew
Of music so delicate, soft, and intense,
It was felt like an odour within the sense

j

And the rose like a nymph to the bath addrest.
Which unveiled the depth of her glowing breast.
Till, fold after fold, to the fainting air

The soul of her beauty and love lay bare
;

And the wand-like lily, which lifted up.
As a Mjenad, its mooidight-coloured cup.
Till the fiery star, which is its eye,

Gazed through clear dew on the tender sky;

And the jessamine faint, and the sweet tuberose.
The sweetest flower for scent that blows

;

And all rare blossoms from every clime.
Grew in that garden in perfect prime.

And on the stream whose inconstant bosom
Was prankt under boughs of embowering blossom,
With golden and green light slanting through
Their heaven of many a tangled hue.

Broad water-lilies lay tremulously.
And starry river-buds glimmered by.
And around them the soft stream did glide and dance
With a motion of sweet sound and radiance.

And the sinuous paths of lawn and of moss.
Which led through the garden along and across,
Some open at once to the sun and the breeze.
Some lost among bowers of blossoming trees,

Were all paveil with daisies and delicate bells
As fair as the fabulous asjthodels

;

And tlowrets wliich, droopinj/ as tJay drooped too.
Fell into pavilions, white, purple, and blue.
To roof the glow-worm from the evenini^' dew.

And from this undefiled Paradise
The flowers (as an infant's awakening eyea
Smile on its mother, whose singing sweet
Can fiwt lull, and at laet must awaken it).

When heaven's blithe winds had unfolded them,
As mine-lamj)S enkindle a hidden gem.
Shone smiling to heaven, and every one
Shared joy in the light of the gentle sun

;

For each one was interpenetnited

With the light and the odour its neighbour shed.

Like young loven* whom youth and luve make dear,

Wrapt and filled by their mutual atniu^phere.

But the Sensitive Plant, which could give small fruit

Of the love which it felt from the leaf to the root,

Received more than all, it loved more than ever,

Where none wanted but it, could belong to the giver

;

For the Sensitive Plant has iio bright flower;

Radiance and odour are not its d<»wer:

It loves, even like Love, its deep heart is full.

It desires what it has not—the beautiful

!

The light winds which, from unsustaining wings,

Shed the music of many murmurings
;

The beams which dart from many a star

Of the flowers whose hues they bear afar;

The plumed insects swift and free,

Like golden boats on a sunny sea,

Laden with light and odour, which pass

Over the gleam of the living grass

;

The unseen clouds of the dew, which lie

Like lire in the flowers till the sun rides high,

Then wander like spirits among the spheres.

Each cloud faint with the fragrance it bears

;

The quivering vapours of dim noontide,

Which like a sea o'er the warm earth glide,

In which every sound, and odour, and beam.
Move as reeds in a single stream ;

Each and all like ministering angels were
For the Sensitive Plant sweet joy to bear,

Whilst the lagging hours of the day went by,

Like windless clouds o'er a tender sky.

And when evening descended from heaven above,

And the earth was all rest, and the air was all love.

And delight, though less bright, was far more deep,

And the day's veil fell from the world of sleep.

And the beasts, and the birds, and the insects were
dromied

In an ocean of dreams without a sound

;

Whose waves never mark, though they ever impress

The light sand which paves it—consciousness;

(Only overhead the sweet nightingale

Ever sang more sweet as the day might fail,

And snatches of its Elysian chant

Were mixed with the dreams of the Sensitire Flaot.)

The Sensitive Plant was the earliest

L^p-gathered into the bosom of rest;

A sweet child weary of its delight.

The feeblest and yet the favourite.

Cradled within the embrace of night.

[Forest Sceiiery.']

[From • Alastor, or the Spirit of Solitude.']

A wandering stream of wind.
Breathed from the west, has caught the expanded sail.

And lo ! with gentle motion between banks
Of mossy slope, and on a placid stream
Beneath a woven grove, it sails ; and hark !

The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar

With the breeze murmuring in the musical woods.

Where the embowering trees recede, and leave

A little space of green expanse, the cove

Is closed by meeting banks, whose yellow flowers

For ever gaze on their own drooping eyes

Reflected in the crystal calm. The wave
Of the boat's motion marred their pensive task,
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Which nought but vagrant birJ, or wanton «ind,

(1r fttllin;: -i.c.iv-L'ia«, or their o«n dueuy.

To di-ck .v.th tl.cir bri^.ht hu.s h.H ,v.ihered hair,

n«t on hi» iK-urt its s..liin.l.- ntumca,

And he f..rb..rL-. Not th.- strong inipulse hid

Vn thoJe Hu.lKd cb., k.. b..nt .vcs, and .hadowj frame,

Had vcl p.itV.rn»d ii> n.Mii>try : it hung

Upon' his Idc a.- lijibtnili- in a cloud

gLiiis hoverinc crt- it vanish, ere the floods

Of night close over it.

The noonday sun

NovT shone upon the forest, one vast ma-ss

Of iiiinL-lini; shade, whose brown nia^'in licence

A iiarroiv vule cinlxisoins. There huge caves,

ix.o..i>ed in the dark base of those airy rocks,

MockiMC it« nioi.ns. respond and roar for ever.

The nieetios bou-bf »»d in.plieated leaves

%Vove tviilij.ht o'er tiie poet's path, as, led

Bv lore, or .Ireani, or god, or mightier death.

He sou.'bt in nature's dearest haunt, some bank,

Her cradle and bis sepulchre. More dark

And dark the shades accuiuub.te-the oat,

Expandinu' its iiunieftse and knotty arms.

Embraces the light beech. The pyramids

Of the tall cedar overarching trame

Most solemn domes within, and far below,

Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky,

The ash and the acacia floating hang,
,„,v„,j

Tremulous and pale. I.ike restless serpents clothed

In rainbow and in tire, the parasites.

Starred with ten thousand blossoms, flow around

The .'ray trunks ; and, as gamesome infants eyes.

With gentle meanings and most innocent wiles

Fold their beams round the hearts of those that love.

These twine their tendrils with the wedded boughs,

Uniting their close union ;
the woven leaves

Make network of the dark blue light of day

And the night's noontide clearness, mutable

As shai>es in the weird clouds. Soft mossy lawns

Beneath these canopies e.\teiid their swells,

Fra'rant with perfumed herbs, and eyes with blooms

Minute vet beautiful. One darkest glen
. .

Sends from its woods of musk-rose, twined withjasmine,

A soul-dissolving odour, to mvite

To ...me more lovelv mystery. Through the dell

Silence and twilight here, twin sisters, keep

Their noonday watch, and sail among the shades,

Like vaporous shapes half .seen ; beyond, a well.

Dark, gleaming, and of most translucent wave,

Ima.'es all the w.iven boughs above ;

And'each depending leaf, and every speck

Of azure skv, darting between their chasms;

Nor aoiiht else in the Tuiuid mirror laves

Its portraiture, but some inconstant star

Between one f.diaged lattice twinkling fair,

Or painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon,

Or cor"eous insect, floating motionless.

Unconscious of the day, ere yet his wings

Have spread their glories to the gaze of noon.

Hither the poet came. His eyes beheld

Their own wan light through the reflected lines

Of his thin hair, di:,tinct in the dark depth

Of that still fountain ; as the human heart.

Gazing in dreams over the gloomy grave.

Sees -as own, treacherous likeness there. He heard

The motion of the leaves ; the grass that sprung

Startled, and glanced, and trembled even to feel

An unaccustomed presence, and the sound

Of the sweet brook that from the secret springs

Of that dark fountain rose A spirit seemed

To stand beside him-cl.,thed m no bright robes

Of shadowy silver or enshrining light.

Borrowed from aught the visible world aff-flrds

Of "race, or majesty, or mystery ;

But" undulating wood.s, and silent well.

And riiipling rivulet, and evening gloom

Now deepeinng the dark shades, for speech assuming

Held cmiimne with him, as if he and it

Were all that was j only—when his regard

Was raised by lnt<-nse pelisiveness—two eyes.

Two stum- eves, hung in the gloom of thought,

And seemed 'with their serene and azure smiles

To beckon him.
Obedient to the light

That shone within his soul, he went, pursuing

The windin"s of the dell. The rivulet.

Wanton and wild, through many a green ravine

Beneath the forest flowed. Sometimes it fell

Among the moss with hollow harmony.

Dark and profound. Now on the polished stones

It danced, like childhood, laughing as it went

:

Then, through the plain in tranquil wanderings crept,

Reflecting every herb and drooping bud

That overhung its quietness. ' U stream

.

Whose source is inaccessibly profound

Whither do thv nivsterious waters tend?

Thou imagest niv life. Thy darksome stillness,

Thv dazzling waves, thy loud and hollow gulfs,

ThV searchless fountain and invisible course

Have each their tvj.e in rae : and the wide sky

And measureless ocean may declare as soon

What oozy cavern or what wandering cloud

Contains thv waters, as the universe „ , - „^
Tell where these living thoughts reside, when, stretched

Upon thy flowers, my bloodless limbs shall waste

r the passing wind!'
Beside the grassy shore

Of the small stream he went ; he did impress

On the green moss his tremulous step, that caught

Strong s^huddering from his burning linibs. As one

Roused by some jovous madness from the couch

Of fever, he did move ;
yet, not like hira,

For-etful of the grave, where, when the flame

Of his frail exultation shall be spent.

He must descend. With rapid steps he went

Beneath the shade of trees, beside the How

Of the wild babbling rivulet ;
and now

The forest's solemn canojiies were changed

For the unifonii and lightsome evening sky.

Gray rocks did peep from the spare moss, and stemmed

The struggling brook : tall spires of windlestrae

Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope,

\nd nought but gnarled roots of ancient pines,

Rranehless and blasted, clenched with grasping roots

The unwilling soil. A gradual change was here,

Yet ghastly. For, as fast years flow away.

The smooth brow gathers, and the hair grows thin

And white ; and where iiTadiate dewy eyes

Had shone, gleam stony orbs : so from his steps

Bright flowers departed, and the beautiful shade

Of the green groves, with all their odorous winds

And mSsical motions. Calm, he still pursued

The stream, that with a larger volume now

Rolled through the labyrinthine dell ;
and there

Fretted a path through its descending curves

With its wintry speed. On every side now rose

Rocks, which, in unim.aginable forms,

Lifted their black and barren pinnacles

In the li.'ht of evening, and its precipice

Obscuring the ravine, disclo.sed above,

'Mid toppling stones, black gulfs, and yawning caves.

Whose windings gave ten thousand various tongi.es

To the loud stream. Lo ! where the pass expands

Its stony jaws, the abrupt mountain breaks,

\nd seems, with its accumulated crags.

To overhang the world ; for wide expand

Beneath the wan stars .wd descending moon

Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams,

Dim tracks and vast, robed in the l"''trous gloom

Of leaden-coloured even, and fiery hills

Mingling their flames with twilight, on the verge
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Of the ruiiiote horizon. The near scene,

In niikeii and weverc niinplieitv,

Alade contrast with the universe. A jiine,

Rock-ri)(>teil, stnlelied atliwart the vacancy,

Its swinging bim-;lis to each inconstant bhiat

Yielding one only response, at eacli pause,

In must iamiliar cadence, with the howl.

The tliundt-r, and the hiss of homeless streams,

Min-iing its solemn song; wliilst the bmad river,

Foaming and hurrying o'er its rugged path,

Fell into tliat immea»urable void,

Scattering its waters to the passing winds.

Yet tlie gray precipice, and solemn pine,

And torrent, were not all ; one silent nook
Was there. Kven on the edge of that vast mountain.
Upheld by knotty roots and fallen rocks.

It overlooked, in its serenity,

The dark earth atid the bending vault of stars.

It was a tranf|uil spot, that seemed to smile
Even in the lap <if horror ; ivy clasped

The fissured stones with its entwining arms.

And did tmbower with leaves for ever green,

And berries dark, the smooth and even space
Of its in violated flour; and here

The children of the autumnal whirlwind bore,

In wanton sport, those bright leaves whose decay,
Red, yellow, or ethereally pale,

Rival the pride of summer. 'Tis the haunt
Of every gentle wind whose breath can teach

The wildri to love tranquillity.

Stanzas Wt^itUn in Dejection^ near Naples,

The sun is warm, the sky is clear,

The waves are dancing fast and bright,

Blue isles and snowy mountains wear
The purple noon*s transparent light.

# » * 1

Around its unexpanded buds;
Like many a voice of one delight.

The winds, the birds, the ocean floods.

The city'.s voice itself is soft, like solitude's,

I see the deep's untrampled floor

With green and purple sea-weeds strewn
;

I see the waves upon the shore.

Like light dissolved in star-showers thrown
;

I sit upon the sands alone,

The lightning of the noontide ocean
Is flashing round me, and a tone

Arises from its measured motion
;

How sweet, did any heart now share iu my emotion 1

AJas ! I have nor hope, nor health.

Nor peace within, nor calm around,
Nor that content, surpassing wealth,
The sage in meditation found.

And walked with inward glory crowned
;

Nor fame, nor power, nor love, nor leisure.

Others I see whom these surround

—

Smiling they live, and call life pleasure;
To me that cup has been dealt in another measure.

Yet now despair itself i.1 mild,
Kven as the winds and waters are ;

I could lie riown like a tired child,

And weep away the life of care
Which I have borne, and yet must hear.

Till death like sleep might steal on me,
And I might feel in the warm air

My cheek grow cold, and luar the sea
Breathe o'er my dying brain it^ last monotony.

^ A line eeoms to have been lost at this place, probably by
an oversight uf the transcriber.

Some might lament that I were cold.

As I, when this sweet day is gone,
Which my lost heart, too soon grown old,

Insults with this untimely moan
;

They niight lament— for I am one
Whom men love nut ; and yet regret,

Unlike this day, which, when the sun
Shall on its stainless glory set.

Will linger, though enjoyed, like joy in memory yet.

Lines to an Indian Air.

I arise from dreams of thee.

In the tirst sweet sleep of night,

When the winds are breathing low,

And the stars are shining bright;

I arise from dreams of thee.

And a spirit in my feet

Has kd me—w-ho knows how?

—

To thy chamber window, sweet.

The wandering airs they faint

On the dark and silent stream.

The Champak odours fail

Like sweet thoughts in a dream;
The nightingale's complaint,

It dies ujmn her heart.

As I must do on thine,

0, beloved as thou art!

lift me from the grass!

I die, I faint, 1 fail

;

Let thy love in kisses rain

On my lips and eyelids pale.

My cheek is cold and white, alaat

My heart beats loud and fast

;

Oh ! press it close to thine again.

Where it will break at last.

To-

Music, when soft voices die,

Vibrates in the memory

—

Odours, when sweet vi<.det8 sicken.

Live within the sense they quicken.

Rose leaves, when the rose is dead,

Are heaped for the beloved's bed
;

And so thy thoughts, when thou art gone,

Love itself shall slumber on.

JOHN KEATS.

John Keats was born in London, October 29,

1796, in the house of bis grandfather, who kept a
livery stable at Moorfields. He received bis edu-
cation at Enfield, and in his fifteenth year was
apprenticed to a surgeon. Mast of his time, how-
ever, was devoted to the cultivation of his literary

talents, wltich were early conspicuous. During his

apprenticeship, he made nnd earefuliy wrote out a

literal translation of Virgil's ^Kneid, and instructed

himself also in some knowledge of Greek and
Italian. Onp of bis earliest friends and critics was
Mr Leigh Hunt, who. being shown some of his

poetical pieces, was struck, he says, with the exu-

berant specimens of giMiuine tlunigti younff poetry

that were laid before bini, and the promise of which

was seconded by the fine fervid countenance of the

writer. In 1818 Keats published his Endt/viion, a
Poetic Ihmance, defective in many parts, but evinc-

ing rich though undisciplined jiowers of imagina-

tion. The poem was criticised, in a strain of con-

temptuous severity, by the Quarterly Review ; and

such was the sensitiveness of the young poet—pant-
ing for distinction, and flattered by a few private

friends—that tlic critique embittered his existence,

and induced a fatal disease. ' The first effects,' sayi
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S)»elley, • are described to nie to have resembU'd iii-

siiiiity, and it was by assiduous watching tliat lie was
rt'straint'd from cdlvtiii^ purposfs of suicide. Tlie

ttgouy of his sufll-rings at length produced the rup-

John KeatflL

ture of a blood-vessel in the lungs, and the usual

process of consumption appears to have begun.* The
process had begun, as was too soon apparent; but
Keata continued his studies, and in 1820 brought
out his second vc^lume

—

Lamia, IsahcUn. The Eve of
St A(/Jies, and other Poems. These falling into the

hands of Jeffrey, were criticised in the Edinburgh
lieview in a spirit of kindliness and just apprecia-

tion, whii-h must have soothed the wounded feelings

of the poet, and, with an .luthor of a more heaithy
and robust frame, would have amply atoned for the
previous injustice that had been done him. 'Mr
Keats,' says the eloquent critic, 'is, we understand,

still a very young man ; and his whole works, in-

deed, bear evidence enough of the fact. They mani-
festly require, therefore, all the indulgence that can
be claimed for a first attempt ; but we think it no
less plain that they deserve it; for they are flushed

all over with the rich lights of fancy, and so coloured
and bestrown with the flowers of poetry, that, even
while perplexed and bewildered in tlieir labyrinths,

it is impossible to resist the intoxication of their

sweetness, or to shut our hearts to the enchantments
they so lavishly present. The models upon which he
has formed himsulf in the '* Endymion," the earliest

and by much tlie most considerable of his pcwms, are
obviously the Faithful Shepherdess of Fletcher, and
the Sad Shepherd of Ren Jonson, the exquisite

metres and inspired diction of which he has copied

with great boldness and fitlelity ; and, like his great

originals, has also contrived to impart io the whole
piece that true rural and jKietical air which breathes

only in them and in Theocritus—which is at once
homely and majestic, luxurious and rude, and sets

before us the genuine sights, and sounds, and smells

of the country, with all the magic and grace of Ely-
sium. His subject has the disadvantage of being
mythological ; and in this respect, as well as on ac-

count of the raised and rapturous tone it conse-
quently assumes, his poetry may be better compared
perhaps to the Comus and the Arcades of Milton, of
which, also, there are many traces of imitation. The
great distinction, however, between him aud these

divine authors is, that imagination in them is sub-
ordinate to reason and judgment, while, with him,
it is paramount and supreme; that their ornaments
and images are employed to embellish and recom-
mend just sentiments, engaging incidents, and natu-
ral characters, wliile his are p()Ureil out without
measure or restraint, and with no apparent design
but to unburden the breast i>f the author, and give
vent to the overflowing vein of his fancy. There is

no work from which a malicious critic coidd cull

more matter for ridicule, or select more obscure, un-
natural, or absurd passages. But we do not take
that to be our office ; and just beg leave, on the con-
trary, to^say, that any one who, on this account,
would represent the wliole poem as desj)icable, must
either have no notion of poetry or no regard to
truth.' The readers of poetry confirmed this judg-
ment; but their verdict, however grateful, came too
late to save the poet. He was now far gone in

consumption. As a last resource, he resolved to try
the milder climate of Italy—going first to Naples,
and from thence to Konie. * He suflfered so much in

hia lingering,' says Mr Leigh Hunt, 'that he used
to watch the countemtnce of his physician for the
favourable and fatal sentence, and express his regret
when he found it delayed. Yet no impatience escajied

him—he was manly and gentle to the last, and grate-

ful for all services. A little before he died, he said

that he felt the daisies growing over him.' He died
on the 27th of December 1820, and was buried, as

his friend Slielley relates, * in the romantic and lonely

cemetery of tlie Protestants in that city, under the
pyramid which is the tomb of Cestius, and the massy
walls and towers, now moiddering and desolate, which
formed tlie circuit of ancient Home. The cemetery
is an open space among the ruins, covered in winter
witli violets and daisies. It might make one in lore
with deatli to think that one should be buried in so
sweet a jdaee.'*

* Preface to Adonais ; an elegy on the death of Keats. In

Shelley's correspondence is a letter by Mr Finch, giving an ac-

count of Keats's last moments, less pleasing, but much more
striking than that of Hunt. 'Almost despairing of his case,

he left his native shores by sea in a merchant- vessel for Naples,

where he arrived, having received no benefit during the pas-

sage, and brooding over the most melancholy and mortifying

reflections ; and nursing a deeply-rooted disgust to life and to

the world, owing to having been infamously treated by the very

persons whom his generos.ity had rescued from want and wo.

lie journeyed from Naples to Rome, and occupied, at the lat-

ter place, lodgings which I had, on former occasions, more than
once inhabited. Here he snon took to his bed, from which he
never rose more. His passions were always violent, and his

sensibility most keen. It is extraordinary that, proportionally

as his strength of body declined, these acquired fresh vigour
;

and his temper at length became so outrageously violent, as to

injure himself, and annoy every one around him. He eagerly
wished for death. After leaving England, I believe that he sel-

dom courted the muse. He was accomiuinied by a friend of
mine, Mr Severn, a young painter, who will, I thinlt, one day be
the Coryph.TUS of the Kngl.sh school. He left all, and sacrificed

every prospect, to atcomi)any and watch over his friend Keats.
For many weeks previous to his death, he would see no one but
Mr Severn, who had almost risked his own life by unwearied
attendance upon his friend, who rendered his situation doubly
unpleasant by the violence of his passions, exhibited even to-

wards him, 80 much that he might be judged insane. His in-

tervals of remorse, too, were poignantly bitter. I believe that

Mr Severn, the heir of what little Keats left behind him at

Rome, has only come into possession of very few manuscripts
of his friend. The poetical volume which was the inseparable

companion of Keats, and which he took for his mi)st darl ng
model in com[>osition, was the Minor Poems of Shakspeare."

Hyron (who thought the death of Keats a loss to our literature,

and who said, ' His fragment of Hyi>orion seems actually in-

spired by the Titans, and is as sublime as Eschylus ') alludes,
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[ The Lwiy Maddine at her DevotUmi.']

[From the ' Eve of St Agnca.']

Out wont tlie ttiper ivs she hurrit-d in

;

Its little snn)ke in pulli<l moonshine died;

She closed the door, she panted, all akin

To spirits of the air and visions wide:

No uttea'd s}-lln,hle, or, wo betide !

But to her hciirt her heart was voluble,

Paining with eloquence her balmy side ;

As though a tongueloss nij;htinj;ule should swell

Her throat in vain, and die heart-stitled in her dell.

A casement hi;:h and trijile-arched there was,

All garlanded with carvcn imageries

Of fruits, and flowers, and bunches of knot-grass,

And diamonded with panes of quaint device

Innumerable, of stains and splendid dyes,

As are the tiger-moth's deep diimasked wings;

And in the midst, *mong thousand heraldries,

And twilight saints, and dim emblazon ings,

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens

and kings.

Full on this casement shone the wintry moon,

And threw warm gules on Madeline's fair breast,

As down she knelt for Heaven's grace and boon
j

Rose-bloom fell on her hands, together prest,

And on her silver cross soft amethjst,

And on her hair a glory like a saint

:

She seemed a splendid angel newly drest.

Save wings, for heaven ; Porphyro grew faint

:

She knelt, so pure a thing, so free from mortal taint.

[ffi/mn to Pan,]

[From * Endymion.']

thou whose mighty palace-roof doth hang
From jagged trunks, and overshadoweth

Eternal whispers, glooms, the birth, life, death

Of unseen flowers in heavy peacefulness;

Who lovest to see tlie hamadryads dress

Their ruffled locks where meeting hazels darken
;

And through whose solemn hours dost sit and hearken

The dreary melody of bedded reeds

—

In desolate places, where dank moisture breeda

The pipy hemlock to strange overgrowth,

Bethinking thee how melancholy hmth
Thou wast to lose fair Syrinx—do thou now,
By thy love's milky brow.

By all the trembling mazes that she ran,

Hear us, great Pan !

thou for whose soul-soothing quiet turtles

Passion their voices cooingly 'mong myrtles,

What time thou wanderest at eventide

Through sunny meadows, that outskirt the side

Of thine enmn-ised realms: () tlmu to whom
BroaH-leaved fig-trees even now foredoom

Their ripened fruitage ;
yellow-girted bees

Their golden honeycombs ; our village leas

Their fairest blossomed beans and poppied com
;

The chuckling linnet its five young unborn.

To sing for thee ; low creeping strawberries

Their summer coolness
;
pent-up huttertlie«

Their freckled wings
;
yea, the fresh budding year

All its completions—be quickly near,

By every wind that nods the mountain pine,

forester divine!

Thou to whom every fawn and satyr flies

For willing service ; whether to -.urprise

The squatted hare while in half-sleeping fit;

Or upward ragged precipices flit

To save poor lambkins from the eagle's maw;
Or by mysterious enticement draw

Bewildered shepherds to their path again ;

Or to tread breathless round the frothy main,

And gather up all fancifullest shells

For thee to tumble intu Naiud.s' cells,

And, being hidden, laugh at their uut-peeping;
Or to delight thee with fantastic leaping,

The while they pelt each other on the crown
With silvery oak-apples, and fir cones brown—

>

By all the echoes that about thee ring,

Hear us, satyr king!

hearkener to the loud-clapping shears.

While ever and anon to his shorn peers

A ram goes bleating : winder of the horn.

When snouted wild boars routing tender com
Anger our huntsmen : breather round our farms.
To keep olf mildews and all weather harms:
Strange rainistraut of undescribed sounds,

That come a-swooning over hollow grounds.
And wither drearily on barren moors:
Dread opener of the mysterious doors

Leading to universal knowledge—see.

Great son of Dryope,

The many that are come to pay their vows
With leaves about their brows I

Be still the unimaginable lodge

For solitary thinkings ; such as dodge
Conception to the very bourne of heaven,

Then leave the naked brain : be still the learen,

That, spreading in this dull and clodded earth,

Gives it a touch ethereal—a new birth :

Be still a symbol of immensity
;

A firmament reflected in a sea;

An element filling the space between ;

An unknown—but no more : we humbly screen

With uplift liands our foreheads lowly bending,

And giving out a shout most heaven-rending,

Conjure thee to receive our humble p£ean,

Upon thy Mount Lycean

!

Ode to a Nightingale,

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains

My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk.

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:
'Tis not through envy of thy happy lot

But being too happy in thy happiness.

That thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees,

In sonie melodious plot

Of beechen green, and shadows numberless,

Singest of summer in full-throated ease.

for a draught of mintage, that hath been

Cooled a lung age in the deep-delved earth,

Tasting of FU'ra and the country green,

Dance and Provencal song and sun-burnt mirth 1

for a beaker full of the warm south.

Full of the true, the blushful Ilippocrene,

With beaded bubbles winking at the brim.

And purple-stained mouth

;

That I might drink and leave the world unseen.

And with thee fade away into the forest dim

:

Fade far away, dissfdve, and quite forget

Wliat thou among the leaves hast never known,
The weariness, the fever, and the fret

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan

;

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,

Where youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies

;

Where but to think is to be full of sorrow
And leaden -eyed despairs

;

Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,

Or new Love pine at them beyond to-morrow.

Away ! away ! for I will fly to thee

Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards.

But on the viewless wings of Poesy,

Though the dull brain perplexes and retards

:
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Already with thee! tender ia the night,
And haply the qiieen-nioon is on her' throne

Clustered iinmnd hy all her starry fays
Rut here there is no lifrht,

'

Save what from lienveii is with the breezes blown
ihrough verdurous blooms and windini; mossy
ways. " '

I cannot see what floners are at my feet,
Nor what soft incense hangs upo'ii the'bou"hs

But in enibalnjed darkness, guess each swee?
\\ herewith the seasonable month endows

The grass, the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild;
White hawthorn, and the pa,.toral eglantine:

Fast-fading violets covered up in leaves;
And mid-May's eldest child.

The coming miisk-rose, full of dewy wine,
The murmurous haunt of flics on sumiier eves.

Darkling I listen ; and for manv a time
{'•»''« been half in love with'easeful Death,

Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme
To take into the air my quiet breath

;

'

Now more than ever seems it rich to die.
To cease upon the midnight with no pain.
While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad

In such an ecstacv I

Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain—
To thy high requiem become a sod.

Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird!
No hungry generations tread thee doivn

;The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown •

Perhaps the self-same song that found a p.ath
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home
bhe stood m tears amid the alien corn

;

'

The same that ofttimes hath
Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam

Ul perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

Forlorn ! the verv' word is like a bell
To toll me back from thee to my sole self!

Adieu! the fancy cannot cheat so 'well
As she is famed to do, deceiving elf.

Adieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fades
I ast the near meadows, over the hill-stream,
Up the hill-side ; and now 'tis buried deep

In the next valley's glades ;

Was it a vision or a waking" dream?
Fled is that music :—do I wake or sleep \

TILL THE PHESE^T TIMK.

U here are the songs of ,,,ring ! Ay, where are they f
1 hmk not of them, thou hast thy music too,

» hile barred clouds bloom the soft dyin- .lay
-And touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue:

I hen in a wailful choir the small gnats mournAmong the river sallows, borne aloft
Or sinking a-s the light wind lives or dies

;

And lull-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn
;lledge-crickets sing; and now with tn-ble soft

Ihe redbreast whistles from a garden croft,
And gathering swallows twitter from the skies.

[On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.]
Much have I travelled in the realms of »oid
And many goo.lly states and kingdoins seen •

„.[,'", "'"">' "'^»'em islands have I been '

Which bards in fealtv to A|>ollo hohl.
Oft of one wide expanse had I been told

That deep-bro«ed Homer ruled as his demesne:

T-n , u
""" Ireathe its pure serene

I 111 I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold:Ihen felt 1 like some watcher of the skies
\\ hen a new planet swims into his ken

;Ur like stout Cortez, when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific—and all his' men

l^ooked at each other with a wild surmise-
Silent, upon a jieak in Darien.

[The ITuman Seasons.]
Four seasons fill the measure of the year •

There are fi.ur seasons in the mind o'f man :He has his lusty ^iprillg, when fancy clear
lakes in all beauty with an easy span :He has his Summer, when luxuriously
Spring's honied cu.l of youthful thought he loTe$
to ruminate, and by such dreaming ni.-h
Is nearest unto heaven : quiet coves °
His soul has in its Autumn, when his wingsHe lurleth close

; contented .so to look
On mists in idleness—to let fair things
Pa,s.s by unheeded as a threshold broolf.
He has his Winter too of pale misfeature
Or else he would forego his mortal nature.

To Autumn.

Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness '

Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun •

Conspiring with him how to load and bless
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves

run
;

To bend with apples the mossed cottage treesAnd fill all fruit with ripeness to the core-'
To swell the gourd and plump the hazel shellsWith a sweet kernel ; to set bud.Iing more.

And still more, later Howers for the bees
Uiitil they think warm days will never cease
for summer has o'er-brimmed their clammy cells.

Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store <

Sometimes, whoever seeks abroad may find
Ihee sitting careless on a granary floor
Thy hair soft-lifted by the win'nowing wind

;Or on a half reaped furrow sound asleep
Drowsed with the fume of poppies, while thy hook

Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers

;

And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keen
Steady thy laden head across a brook

;Or by a cider-press with patient look,

'

Thou watchest the last oozings, hoirs by hours.

'S<

[On England.]
Happy is Kngland ! I <„uld be content

1 o see no other verdure than its own •

To feel IK, other breezes than are blown
rhrough Its tall woods with high romances blent

;

1 et do I .sometimes feel a languishnient
for skies Italian, and an inward -roan
To sit upon an Alp as on a throne"

And half forget what world or worldling meant
Happy IS Kngland, sweet her artless dau.'hters-'

tnough their simple loveliness for me ;
'

Enough their whitest arms in silence clinAn" •

» et do I often warmly burn to see " "
'

noauties of deeper glance, and hear their sin"inAnd float with them about their summer waters.

[• Tl,e poet Keats walke.1 in the niglilands, not will, thejnyousness, the rapture, of the young Rousseau, but in thaiha lowed ple...ure of the sou, which, in its fulness, is akin
',

pain The following c.xtr,ctnf a poem, not published in hisworks, proves his intensi.v of feeling, even
'

o the dri, ^madness. It was written while on hi, j,.„rnev, soon afu-r hts
p.Krrimage lo the bir.hpl..ce „f „ums, not for ,he gaze of .heor d, bu, as a record for .self of the temper ofL mind^
T, , I '.%" '""° ""''''' '" ""^ ""'<' »'-''"'"« ".'its in hi,character

:
hot Keats, neither in writing nor in s,,e..ki„g, eould

affoet a «.nt,ment-l.i, gentle spirit knew not hiw to counter-
feit. —^,u Monthlti .V,.,o.-i,„-, liei.j

There is a charm in footing slow
Acro.ss a silent plain,

^^here patriot battle has been fought,
>\ here glory had the gain :
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There is n pleiusvire on the henth,

Where Itrui<is oUl hiivi' been,

Where nuuitles prav luwe ruHtlcd by,
Ami swt-pt the iifttle;* ^reen :

There is ii joy in every spot,

Miuie known in dayH of old.

New to the feet, althou;;h each tale

A hundred times be told.
• •

Ay, if a madman eould have leave
To piiss a hi-althful day,

To tell his forehead's swoon and faint

^^*hen first began ilet-ay.
* « • '

One hour half idiot he stands
By mossy waterfall,

But in the very next he reads
Ilis soul's memorial.

He reads it on the niountain'a height,
Where elmnce he may sit down

Upon rougli marble diadem

—

That lull's eternal crown !

Yet be his anchor e'er so fast,

Room is there for a prayer.

That man may never lose his mind
On mountains black and bare.

That he may stray, league after league,

Some great birthplace to find,

And keep his vision clear from speck,

His inward sight unblind!

DR REGINALD IIEDER,

Dr Reginald Heber. bishop of Calcutta, was
born April 21. 1783, at Malpas in Cheshire, where
his father bad a livintr. In his seventeenth year
he was admitted i>f Brazen-nose college, Oxford,
and soon distinguished himself by his classi{:d at-

tainments. In 1802 he obtained tlie university prize
for Latin hexameters, his subject being the Cannvn
Seculare. Applyin'4^ himself to English verse, Heber,
in 18o3, composed his poem of Palestine, wliich
has been considered the best prize poem the uni-
versity has ever produced. Farts of it were set to

music ; and it !iad an extensive sale. Previous to
its recitation in the tlieatre of the university, the
young author read it to Sir Walter Scott, theJi on a
visit to Oxford; and Scott observed, that in the
verses on Solonjiin's temple, one striking circum-
stance haii escaped him—namely, that no tools were
used in its construction. Kegiiiald retired for a
few minutes to the corner of tlie room, and returned
witli the beautiful lines^

No hammer fell, no ponderous axes rung;
Like some tall palm the mystic fabric sprung.
Majestic silence

!

}!is picture of Palestine, in its now fallen and deso-
late state, is pathetic and l)eautiful:—
Reft of thy sons, amid thy foes forlorn,

Mourn, widowed queen ! forgotten Sion, mourn !

Is this thy place, sad city, this thy throne,

Where the wild desert rears its craggy stone?
While suns uiihhs.sfd their angry lustre Hing,

And wayworn pilgrims seek the scanty spring?
Where now thy pomp, which kings with envy viewed ?

Where now thv might, wliich all those kings subdued ?

No martial myriads tnuster in thy gate ;

No suppliant nations in thy temjtlc wjiit

;

No prophet hards, the glitterini; courts among,
Wake the full lyre, and swell the tide of song

:

But lawless Fnrec, and meagre Want are there,

Ancl the quick -darting eye of restless Fear,

While cold Oblivion, 'mid thy ruins laid,

Folds his ilunk wing beneath the ivy shade.

He has also given a striking sketch of the Druses,
the liardy mountain race descended from the Cru-
saders ;

—

Fierce, hardy, proml, in conscious freednm bold,
Those stnrmy seats the warrior Druses hold

;

From Norman blood their lt)fiy line they trace,

Their lion-courage ]»roves their generous race.

They, only tliey, while all amund them kneel
In sullen honutge to the Thracian steel,

Teach their pale despot's waning moon to fear
The patriot terrors of the mountain spear.

Yes, valorous chiefs, while yet your sabres shine^
The native guard oC feeble Palestine,

0, ever thus, by no vain boast disuiaved.
Defend the birthright of the cedar shade !

What tliough no more for you the obedient gale
Swells tlie white bosom of tlie Tyrian sail

;

Though now no more your glittering marts unfold
Sidonian dyes and Lusitanian gold

;

Though not for you the pale and sickly slave
Forgets the light in Ophir'a wealthy cave

;

Yet yours the lut, In proud contentment blest,

Where cheerful labour leads to tranquil rest.

No robber-rage the ripening harvest knows;
And unrestrained the generous vintage Hows:
Nor less your sons to manliest deeds aspire

;

And Asia's mountains glow with Spartan fire.

So when, deep sinking in the rosy main,
The western sun forsakes the Syrian plain,

His watery rays refracted lustre shed,

And pour their latest light on Carmel's head.
Yet shines your ].raise, amid surrounding gloom,

As the lone lamp that trembles in the tomb;
For few the souls that spurn a tyrant's chain.
And small the bounds of freedom's scanty reign.

While his poem of ' Palestine' was universally
admired, and all looked forward to the n)aturity of

a genius so rich in promise, Heber continued his

studies with unabated industry. He made consider-
able progress in mathematics and in the higher
classics. In 1805 he took his degree of B. A., and
the same year gained the prize for the English
essay ; the subject, Tfie Sense of Honour. He was
elected to a fellowship at All Souls college, and
soon after went abroad, travelling over Germany,
Russia, and tlie Crimea. On his return he took
his degree of A.M. at Oxfonl. He appeared airain

as a poet in 1809, his subject being Europe, or Lines
on the Present War. The struggle in Spain formed
the predominating theme of Heber's poem. He was
now presented to the living of Hodnet ; and at the
same time he m.arried Amelia, daughter of Dr
Shipley, dean of St Asaph. The duties of a parish
pastor were discharged by Heber with unosten-
tatious fi<lelity and application. He also applied
his vigorous intellect to tlie study of divinity, and
in 1815 preaclied the Bampton Lecture, the subject
selected by liim for a course of sermons being the
Personality and t )tfice of tlie Christian Comforter.
He was an occasional contributor to the Quarterly
Review; and in 1822 he wrote a copious life of
Jeremy T;iylor. and a review of his writings for

a complete etlition of Taylor's works. The same
year he was elected, by the benchers of Lincoln's
Inn, preacher to their society. Here he had cham-
bprs in London, an addition of about £600 to his

yearly income, and his duty was only preaching
thirteen sermons in the 3'ear. An office so honour-
able, from the high character and talents of the
electors, and the eminent persons by whom it has
been hehl, is usually considered a stepping-stone to

a bishopric. To this honour in its highest form

—

that of a spiritual peer of the realm—Heber might
now have Uioked forward with confidence ; but a
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strong stiise of ihity an.i desire of Cliristian useful-
ness prevented tlie prospect beinn realised. It was
under sueli feelings, and contrary to the a.iviee of
prudent friends, tliat he aeeeiited, in 18'i.-) the diffi-
cult task of bishop of Calcutta. With his famUy

TILL THE PRESENT TIME.

Heber's Parish Church.

he arrived safely at his destination on the lOfh of
October; and no man cotdd have entered on his mis-
sion with a more Christian or apostolic spirit. During
the ensuing year, he was engaged in visiting the
several European stations in Bengal and the upper
provmces of Hindostan. In January 182.5 he made
a smnlar tour to the stations under the Bombay go-
vernment, consecrating churches at various places
In May 1825 he held his episcopal visitation at Bom-
bay. Durmg this progress he laid the foundation
ot two central schools. He also visited the Decean
Ceylon, and Madras, on his return to Bengal per-
forming at each station the active duties of his
sacred office. His whole energies appear to have
been devoted to the propagation of Christianity in
the East. In 1826 the bishop made a journey to
iravencore, accompanied by the Kev. Mr Doran, of
the riiurch Missionary Society. He preaclied, con-
firmed, and visited his Christian communities with
his usual affection and ardour. On the 1st of April
he arrived at Trichinopoly, and had twice service on
the day following. He went the next day, Monday
at S..XO clock in the morning, to see the native
Christians in the fort, and attend divine serviceHe then returned to the house of a friend, and went
into the bath preparatory to his dressing for break-
tast. His servant conceiving he remained too long,
en ered tlie room, and found the bishop dead at tliebottom of the bath. Medical assistance was applied,
but every effort proved ineffectual

; death had been
caused by apoplexy. The loss of so valuable a
public man, equally beloved and venerated, wasmourned by all classes, and every honour was paid
to his memory. Much might have been anticipated,
from the zeal and learning of Heber, in elucidation
of the antiquities of India, and the moral and reli-
gious improveriient of its people, had his valuable
life been spared. At the time of his death he was
only m his forty-third year-a pcrio,i too sliort to
have developed those talents and virtues which as

one of his admirers in India remarked, rendered his
course in life, from the moment that he w,as crowned
with academical honours till the day of liis death
one track of light, the admiration of Britain and of
India. The wi.iow of I)r Heber lias published a Me-
moir of his Life, with selections from his letters:
ami also a Narrative of his Journey through the
Cpper Provinces of India from Calcutta to Bombay
In these works tlie excellent prelate is seen to great
advantage, as an acute and lively observer graphic

I

111 his descriptions both of scenery and manners
and everywhere animated with feelings of Christian
zeal and benevolence. As a poet, Heber is always

[

elegant, and often striking. His hymns are pecu-
liarly touching and impressive, and inusical in versi-
fication. The highest honours of the lyre he pro-
bably never could have attained

; for he is deficient
in originality, and is more rlietorieaj than passionate
or imaginative.

Pmsa.jc of the Red Sea.

[From ' Palestine.']

For many a coal-black tribe and cany spear,
The hireling guards of Misraim's throne, were there.
From distant Gush they trooped, a warrior train,
Snvah's green isle and Scnaar's marly plain :

On either wing their fiery coursers check
The parched and sinewy 'sons of Ainalek

;

While close behind, inured to feast on blood.
Decked in Behemoth's spoils, the tall Shangalla strode.
'Mid blazing helms and bucklers rough with gold.
Saw ye how swift the scythed chariots rolled

!

Lo, these are they whoni, lords of Afric's fates.
Old Thebes hath poured through all her hundred gates,
Mother of armies ! How the emeralds glowed,
Where, flushed with power and vengeauce, Tharaoh

rode !

And stoled in white, those brazen wheels before,
Osiris' ark his swarthy wizards bore

;

And still responsive to the trumpet's cry.
The priestly sistrum murmured—Victory!
\\ hy swell these shouts that rend the desert's gloom I
M'hom come ye forth to combat?—warriors, whom!
These flocks and herds—this faint and weary train
Red from the scourge, and recent from the chain

!

Ood of the poor, the poor and friendless save !

Giver and Lord of freedom, help the slave !

North, south, and west, the sandy whirlwinds fly,
The circling horns of Egypt's chivalry.
On earth's last margin throng the weeping train

;

Their cloudy guide moves on :—' And must we swim
the main !'

'Mid the light spray their snorting camels stood,
Nor bathed a fetlock in the nauseous flood

;

He comes—their leader comes !— the man of God
O'er the wide waters lifts his mighty rod.
And onward treads. The circling waves retreat,
In hoarse deep murmurs, from his holy feet;
And the chased surges, inly roaring, show
The hard wet sand and coral hills below.
With limbs that falter, and with hearts that swell,

Down, down they pass—a steep and slippery dell

;

Around them rise, in pristine chaos hurled,
The ancient rocks, the secrets of the world

;And flowers that blush beneath the ocean green.
And caves, the sea-calves' low-roofed haunt, arc seen.
Down, safely down the narrow pass they tread

;

The beetling waters storm above their head
;While far behind retires the sinking day,

And fades on Edom's hills its latest ray.
Yet not from Israel fled the friendly light.

Or dark to them or cheerless came the night.
Still in their van, along that dreadful roail.

Blazed broad and fierce the brandished torch of Ood.
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Its meteor glare a tenfold lustre gave
On the loii^ mirror of the rosy wave

;

While its blest beams a sunlikf heat sup|)ly,

Warm every cheek, and dance in every eye

—

To them alone—fur Misraini's wizard train

Invoke for liirht their monster-gods in vain ;

Clouds heaped on clouds their struggling sight confine,

And tenfold darkness broods above their line.

Yet on tht'y fare by reckless vengeance led,

And range unconscious through the ocean's bed
;

Till midway nitw—that strange and fiery furm
Showed his dread visage lightening through the storm

;

With withering splendour bUusted all their might,
And brake their chariot wheels, and marred their

coursers* flight.

* Fly, Misraim, fly !' The ravenous floods they see,

And, fiiTcer than the floods, the Deity.
* Fly, Misraitii, fly!* From EJom's cornl strand
Again the prophet stretched his dreadful wand.
M'ith one wild crash the thundering waters sweep,
And all is waves—a dark and lonely deep

;

Yet t-'er those lonely waves such niurnuirs past.

As mortal wailing swelled the nightiv blast.

And strange and sad the whispering breezes bore
The groans of Egypt to Arabia's shore.

Oh ! welcome came the morn, where Israel stood
In trustless wonder by the avenging flood !

Oh ! welcome came the cheerful morn, to show
The drifted wTeck of Zoan's pride below !

The mangled limbs of men—the broken car

—

A few sad relics of a nation's war;
Alas, how few! Then, soft as Elim's well,

The precious tears of new-born freedom fell.

And he, whose hardened heart alike had borne
The house of bondage and the oppressor's scorn,

The stubborn slave, by hope's new beams subdued,
In faltering accents sobbed his gratitude.

Till kindling into warmer zeal, around
The virgin timbrel waked its silver sound

;

And in fierce joy, no more bv doubt supprest,

The struggling spirit throbbed in Miriam's breast.

She, with bare arms, and fixing on the sky
The dark transparence of her lucid eve.

Poured on the winds of heaven her wild sweet harmony.
• Where now,* she sang, * the tall Egyptian spfear

!

On*a sunlike shield, and Zoan's chariot, where?
Above their ranks the whelming waters spread.

Shout, Israel, for the Lord hath triumphed !*

And every pause between, as Miriam sang,

From tribe to tribe the martial thunder rang,

And loud and far their stormy chorus spread

—

• Shout, Israel, for the Lord hath triumphed !*

ffymn.—Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity.

Lo, the lilies of the field.

How their leaves instruction yield!

Hark to Nature's lesson, given
By the blessed birds of heaven!
Every bush and tufted tree

Warbles sweet philosophy

:

•Mortal, fly from doubt and sorrow:
God provideth for the morrow I

Say, with richer crimson glows
The kingly mantle than the rose?

Say, have kings more wholesome fare

Than we poor citizens of air \

Bams nor hoarded grain have we,

Yet we carol merrily.

Mortal, fly from doubt and sorrow:

God provideth for the morrow 1

One there lives, whose guardian eye
Guides our humble destiny

;

One there lives, who, Lord of all,

\ our feathers lest they fall.

Pass we blithely then the time,
Fearless of the snare and lime,
Free fmm doubt and faithless sorrow;
God provideth for the morrow !*

Missionary Hymn,

From Greenland's icy mountainij
From India's coral strand.
Where Afric's sunny fountains
Roll down their golden sand;
From many an ancient river,

From many a balmy plain,
They call us to deliver
Their laud from error's chain.

What though the spicy breezes
Rlow soft on Ceylon's isle,

Though every prospect pleases.

And only man is vile
;

In vain, with lavish kindness.
The gifts of God are strown.
The Heathen, in his blindness,
Bows down to wood and stone.

Shall we whose souls are lighted
A\'ith wisdom from on high

;

Shall we to man benighted.
The lamp of life deny \

Salvation ! Oh, salvation !

The joyful sound proclaim.
Till each remotest nation
Has learned Messiah's name.

[From Bishop ffeber's Jov/mtdJ]

If thou wert by my side, my love.

How fast would evening fail

In green Rengala's palmy grove.

Listening the nightingale

!

If thou, my love, wert by my side.

My babies at my knee,
How gaily would our pinnace glide

O'er Ounga's mimic sea!

I miss thee at the dawning gray.

When on our deck reclined,

In careless ease my limbs I lay,

And woo the cooler wind,

I miss thee when by Gunga's stream
My twilight steps I guide,

But most beneath the lamp's pale beam
I miss thee from my side.

I spread my books, my pencil try.

The lingering noon to cheer,

But miss thy kind approving eye,

Thy meek attentive ear.

But when of mom or eve the star

Beholds me on my knee,

I feel, though thou art distant far.

Thy prayers ascend for me.

Then on ! then on ! where duty lea4s.

My course be onward still

;

O'er broad Hindostan's sultry meads.
O'er bleak Almorah's hill.

That course, nor Delhi's kingly gates^

Nor wild Malwah detain
;

For sweet the bliss us both awaits
By yonder western main.

Thy towers, Bombay, gleam bright, they say,

Across the dark -blue sea;

But ne'er were hearts so light and gay
As then shall meet in thee !
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An Evening Walk in Bailed.

Our task is done I—on Gunga's breast
The sun is sinking; down to rest

;

And, moored hencath the tamarind bough,
Our bark has found its harbour now.
'With furled sail and painted side,

Behold the tiny fri^'ate ride:

Upon her deck, 'mid charcoal gleams.
The Moslem's savoury supper steams;
While all apart, beneath the wood.
The Hindoo cooks his simpler food.

Come, walk with me the jungle through

—

If yonder hunter told us true,

Far otf, in desert dank and rude.
The tiger holds its solitude

;

Now (taught by recent harm to shun
The thunders of the English gun)
A dreadful guest but rarely seen,

Returns to scare the village green.

Come boldly on ; no venomed snake
Can shelter in so cool a brake

—

Child of the sun, he loves to lie

'Midst nature's embers, parched and dry,
Where o'er some tower in ruin laid,

The peepul spreads its haunted shade;
Or round a tomb his scales to wreathe.
Fit warder in the gate of Death.
Come on

;
yet pause ! Behold us now

Beneath the bambou's arched bough,
Where, gemming oft that sacred gloom,
Glows the geranium's scarlet bloom ;1

And winds our path through many a bower
Of fragrant tree and giant flower

—

The ceiba's crimson pomp displayed
O'er the broad plantain's humbler shade,
And dusk anana's prickly glade

;

While o'er the brake, so wild and fair.

The betel waves his crest in air

;

With pendant train and rushing wings,
Aloft the gorgeous peacock springs

;

And he, the bird of hundred ilyes,-

Whose plumes the dames of Ava prize.

So rich a shade, so green a sod.

Our Knglish fairies never trod!

Yet who in Indian bowers has stood.

But thought on England's ' good greenwood ;'

And blessed, beneath the palmv shade,
Her hazel and her hawthorn glade

;

And breathed a prayer (how oft in vain !)

To gaze ui)on her oaks again I

A truce to thought—the jackal's cry
Resounds like sylvan revelry

;

And through the trees yon failing ray
Will scantly serve to guide our way.
Yet mark, as fade the upper skies,

Each thicket opes ten thousand eyes

—

Before, beside us, and above,
The fire-fly lights his lamp of love,

Retreating, chasing, sinking, soaring,

The darkness of the copse exploring
;

While to this cooler air confest.

The broad dhatura hares her breast,

Of fragrant scent and virgin white,
A i)earl around the locks of night!
Still as we pass, in softened hum
Along the breezy alleys come
The village song, the horn, the drum ;

Still as we pass, from bush and brier
The shrill cigala strikes his lyre;
And what is she whose liquid strain
Thrills through yon cops« of sugar-cane?

» A Bhnib whose deep warlet flowers very much resemble
the fT&ranium, and thcnco callrd the lodiaii geranium.

8 TllG M iin^aniTigft-

I know that souI-cntrancing swell,

It is— it must be— Philomel I

Enough, enough, the rustling trees

Announce a shower upon the breeze,

The flashes of the summer sky
AsHume a deeper, ruddier dye

;

Yon lamp that trembles on the atream,
From forth our cabin sheds its beam

;

And we must early sleep, to find

Betimes the morning's healthy wind.
But oh ! with thankful hearts confesa

E'en here there may be happiness

;

And He, the bounteous Sire, has given
His peace on earth—his hope of heaven.

CHARLES WOLFE.

The Rev. Charles Wolfe (1791-1823), a native
of Dublin, may be said to have earned a literary

immortality by one short poem, and that copied,
with considerable closeness, from a prose account
of the incident which it relates. Reading in the
Kdinburgh Annual Register a description of the
death and intennent of Sir John Moore un the battle-

field of Corunna, this amiable young poet turned it

into verse with such taste, pathos, and even subli-

mity, that liis poem has obtained an imperishable
place incur literature. The subject was attractive

—the death of a brave and popular general on the
field of battle, and his burial by his companions in

arms—and the poet himself dying when young, be-
loved and lamented by his friends, gave additional

interest to the production. The ode was published
anonynKmsly in an Irish newspaper in lb 17. and was
ascribed to various authors ; Shelley C(mgidenng it

ni)t unlike a first draught by CampMl. In 1S41 it

was claimed by a Scottish student and teacher, who
ungenerously and <lishonestly sought to pluck the
laurel from the grave of it^ owner. The friends of
Wolfe came forward, and established liis right be-

yond any further question or controversy ; and the
new claimant was forced to confess his imposture,
at the same time expressing his contrition for his

misconduct. Fame, like wealth, is sometimes pur-
sued with unprincipled covctousness ; but, unless
directed by proper motives, the chase is never
honourable, and very seldom safe. The great duties

of life— its moral feelings and principles—are some-
thing more important than even the brightest

wreaths of fame I Wolfe was a curate in the esta-

blislied church, and died of consumption. His lite-

rary remains have been published, with an interest-

ing memoir of his life by Archdeacon Russell, one
of his early college friends.

77ie Burial of Sir John Moore.

Not a drum was hoard, not a funeral note.

As his corpse to the rampart we hurried;
Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot

O'er the grave where our hero we buried.

We buried him darkly at dead of night,

The sods with our bayonets turning.

By the struggling mooiibeam's misty light.

And tiie lantern dimly buniing.

No useless cotiin enclosed his breast,

Not in sheet or in shroud we wound him;
But he lay like a warrior taking his rest,

With his martial cloak around him.

Few and short were the pmyers we said.

And we spoke not a word of sorrow

;

But we steadfa-Htly gazed on the fac<- that was dead.

And we bitterly thought of tho morrow.
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We thought, as we hoUowed his narrow bed,

And smoothed down his loncW pillow,

That the foe and the stranger would tread o'er his

head,

And we far away on the billow !

Lightly they'll talk of the spirit that*8 gone,

And o'er hia cold ashes upbraid him

—

But little he'll reck, if they let him sleep on

In the gnvre where a Briton has laid him.

But half of our heavy task was done,

When the clock struck the hour for retiring;

And we heard the distant and nindom gun
That the foe was sullenly firing.

Slowly and sadly we laid hira down,

From the field of his fame fresh and gory

;

We carved not a line, and we raised not a stone

—

But we left him alone with his glory!

The passage in the Edinburgh Annual Register

(1808) on which Wolfe founded his ode is as fol-

lows :
—

' Sir John Moore had often suid that if he

was killed in battle, he wished to be Imried where

he fell. The body was removed at midnif^tht to the

citadel of Corunna. A grave was dug fur him on

the ramparts there by a body of the 9th regiment,

the aides-de-camp attending by turns. No coffin

could he procured, and the officers of his statf

wrapix-d the body, dressed as it was, in a military

cloak and blankets. The interment was hastened;

for about eight in the morning some firing was

heard, and the officers feared that if a serious attack

were made, they should be ordered away, and not

suffered to pay him their last duty. The officers of

his family bore him to the grave ; the funeral ser-

Tice was read by the chaplain ; and the corpse was
covered with earth.*

Song.

Oh say not that my heart Is cold

To aught that once could warm it

;

That Nature's form, so dear of old,

No more has power to charm it

;

Or that the ungenerous world can chill

One glow of fond emotion

For those who made it dearer still,

And shared my wild devotion.

Still oft those solemn scenes T view
In rapt and dreamy sadness

;

Oft look on those who loved them too

With Fancy's idle gladness ;

Again I longed to view the light

In Nature's features glowing,

Again to tread the mountain's height,

And taste the soul's o'erflowing.

Stem duty rose, and frowning flung

His leaden cliain aronnd me ;

With iron look and sullen tongue

He muttered as he hound me :

*The mountain breeze, the boundless heaven,

Unfit for toil the creature ;

These for the free alone are given

—

But what have slaves with Nature!'

The above verses were written while Wolfe attended

the university of Dublin, where he greatly distiu-

guished himself In 1817 he took orders, and was

first curate of Ballyclog. in Tyrone, and afterwards

of Donoughmore. His incessant attention to his

duties, in a wild and scattered parish, not only

quenched his poetical enthusiasm, but hurried him
to an untimely grave.

Song.

[The ft)n(>win(r pathetic lyrio la adapted to the Trlnh afr

Grammai-hri-{. Wnlfe said he on one occiwion eung the air

over and over till he burst into u flood of tears, in which mood
he compt)aed tlic song.]

If I had thought thou couldst have died,
1 might not weep for thee;

But I forgot, when by thy side,

That thou couldst mortal be:
It never through my mind had past
The time would e'er be o'er.

And I on thee should look my last,

And thou shouldst smile no more !

And still upon that face I look.

And think 'twill smile again ;

And still the thought I will not brook.

That I must h>ok in vain !

But when I speak—thou dost not say
What thou ne'er left'st unsaid

;

And now I feel, as well I ma}',

Sweet Mary ! thou art dead !

If thou wouldst stay e*en aa thou art.

All cold and all serene

—

I still might press thy silent heart.

And where thy smiles have been !

While e'en thy chill bleak corse 1 harOi
Thou seemest still mine own

;

But there I lay thee in thy grave

—

And I am now alone !

I do not think, where'er thou art,

Thou hast forgotten me

;

And I, perhaps, may soothe this heart,

In thinking too of thee :

Yet there was round thee such a dawn
Of light ne'er seen before.

As fancy never could have drawn.
And never can restore !

HERBERT KNOWLES.

Herrert Knowi.es, a native of Canterbury (1798-
1817), produced, when a youth of eighteen, the
following fine religions stanzas, which, being pub-
lished in the Quarterly Review, soon obtained
general circulation and celebrity : they have much
of the steady faith and devotional earnestness of

Cowper.

Lines written in the Churchyard of Richmond^ Yorkshire.

It 13 Rood for us to be here : if thou wilt, let us make here

three tabemiicles ; one for thee, and one for Moses, and ono
for Elias.

—

Matthew, xvii. 4.

Methinks it is good to be here.

If thou wilt, let us build—but for whom J

Nor Elias nor Moses appear;

But the shudows of eve that encompass with gloom
The abode of the dead and the place of the tomb.

Shall we build to Ambition ? Ah no !

AtFri;:hted, lie shrinki'th away
;

Kur see, they would pin him below
In a small narrow cave, and, begirt with cold clay,

To the meanest of reptiles a peer and a prey.

To Beauty? Ah no ! she forgets

The charms which she wielded before

;

Nor knows the foul worm that he frets

The skin which but yesterday fools could adore,
For the smoothness it held or the tint which it wore.

Shall we build to the purple of Pride,

The trappings which dizen the proud I

Alas ! they are all laid aside,

Aut\ here's neither dress nor adornments allowed,
Ilut the lon^ wiuding-sheet and the fringe of th«

shroud.
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To Riches I Ahi.s ! 'tis in vain
;

Who hid ill their turns have been hid
;

'I'he trea'^ureM are stjuaruiered again ;

And here in tlie grave are all metals forbid

But the tinsel that shines on the dark coffin lid.

To the pleasures which Mirth can afford,

The revel, tlie laugh, and the jeer !

Ah! here is a plentiful board!
But the guests are all mute as their pitiful cheer,

And none but the worm is a reveller here.

Shall we build to Affection and Love!
Ah no! thev have withered and died.

Or fled with the spirit above.
Friends, brothers, and sisters are laid side b_v side,

Yet none have saluted, and none have replied.

Unto sorrow ?—the Dead cannot grieve

;

Not a sob, not a sigh meets mine ear.

Which Compassion itself could relieve.

Ah, sweetly they slumber, nor love, hope, or fear;

Peace! peace is the watchword, the only one here.

Unto Death, to whom monarchs must bow?
Ah no ! for his empire is known.
And here there are trophies enow !

Beneath the cold dead, and around the dark stone,

Are the signs of a sceptre that none may disown.

The first tabernacle to Hope we will build.

And look for the sleepers around us to rise !

The second to Faith, wliich insures it fulfilled
;

And the third to the Lamb of the great sacrifice,

Who bequeathed us them both when He rose to the
skies.

ROBERT POLLOK.

In 1827 appeared a religious poem in blank verse,

entitled The Course of Time, by lionERT Poi.lok,
which speedily rose to great popul.irity, especially

among the more serious and dissenting classes in

Scotland. Tlie autlior was a young licentiate of the
Scottish Secession church. Jlany who scarcely ever
looked into modern poetry were tempted to peruse
a w-ork which embodied their favourite theological
tenets, set off with the graces of poetical fancy and
description; while to the onlinary readers of ima-
ginative literature, the poem had force and originality

enough to challenge an attentive perusal. Tlie
* Course of 'I"ime' is a long poem, extending to ten
books, written in a style that sometimes imitates the
lofty march of Milton, and at other times resembles
that of Blair and Young. The object of the poet is

to describe the spiritual life and destiny of man
;

and he varies his reli^iious sjiectilations with episo-

j

dical pictures and narratives, to illustrate the eficjcts

]

of virtue or vice. The sentiments of the author are
! strongly Calvinistic. and in this respect, as well as

in a certain crude anloiir of imagination and devo-
tional enthusiasm, the pcwm reminds us of the style
of Milton's early prose treatises. It is often harsh,
turgid, and vehement, and deformed by a gloomy
piety which re]iels the reader in spite of the many
splendid passa(;i-s and itnages that are scattered
thronglimit the work. With niueli of the spirit and
the opinions of Cowper, PoUok wanted his taste and
his refinement. Time might have mellowed the
fruits of his genius ; for certainly the design of such
an extensive poem, and the possession of a poetical
diction so copious and energetic, by a young man
reared in circumstances by no means favourable for

the cultivation of a literary taste, indicate remark-
able intellectual power and determination of cha-
racter.

Kobert Pollok was destined, like Henry Kirke

White, to an early grave. He was born in the year
1799, at Muirhouse, in tlie parish of Kaglesham,
lienfrewshire, and after the usual instruction in

Mid Muirhouse, tl dciiLC of Pollok in Boyhood.

country schools, was sent to the university of Glas-

gow. He studied five years in the divinity hall

under l)r Dick. Some time after leaving college,

he wrote a series of Tales of the Cvvejiauters^ in

prose, which were published anonymously. His
application to his studies brought on symptoms of

pulmonary disease, and shortly after he had re-

ceived his license to pre.ach, in the spring of 1827,

it was too apparent that his health was in a pre-

carious and dangerous state. This tendency was
further confirmed by the composition of his great

poem, which was published by Mr Blackwood of

Edinburgh about the time that the author was ad-

mitted to the sacred office for which he was so well

qualified. The greater part of the summer was spent

by Pollok under the roof of a clerical friend, the

Rev. Dr Belfrage of Slateford, where every means
was tried for the restoration of his health. The
symjitoms, however, continued unabated, and the

poet's friends and physicians recommended him
to try the climate of Italy. Mr Southey has re-

marked of Kirke White, "that ' it was his fortune

through his short life, as he was worthy of the

kindest treatment, always to find it.' The same may
be said of his kindred genius, Pollok. His poetry

and his worth had raised him up a host of fond and

steady friends, who would have rejoiced to contri-

bute to his comfort or relief Having taken his

departure for London, accompanied by a sister, Pol-

lok was received into the house of Mr Pirie, then

sheriff of London. An immediate removal to the

south-west of England was pronounced necessary,

and the poet went to reside at Shirley Common,
near Southampton. The milder air of this place

effected no improvement, and after lingering on a

few weeks, Pollok died on the 17th of September

1827. The same year had witnessed his advent as

a preacher and a poet, and his untimely death. The
' Course of Time.' however, continued to be a popu-

lar poem, and has gone through eighteen editions,

while the interest of the public in its author has led

to a memoir of his life, published in 184:). Pollok

was interred in the churchyard at lliUbrook, the
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parish ill wliiili Shirltv CmmiKin is situiiteil, and
some of liis adiiiirurs have uri't-ttd an obelisk of
granite ^) point out the poet's grave.

[Loit.]

Hail love, first love, thou word that sums all blissl

The sparkliii;; cri-am of all Time's blessedness,
The silkt-n down of happiness complete I

Discenier of the ripest grapes of joy
She gathered and selected with her hand.
All finest relishes, all fairest sights,

All rarest otlours, all divinest sounds,
All thoughts, all feelings dearest to the soul

:

And brought the holy mixture home, and tilled

The heart with all superlatives of bliss.

Rut wiio would that expound, which words transcends,
Must talk in vain. Beliold a meeting scene
Of early love, and thence infer its worth.

It was an eve of autumn's holiest mood.
The corn-fields, bathed in Cynthia's silver light,
Stood ready for the reaper's gathering hand

;

And all the winds slept soundly. Nature seemed
In silent contemplation to adore
Its JIaker. Now and then the aged leaf
Fell from its fellows, rustling to the ground ;

And, as it fell, bade man think on hts end.
On vale and lake, on wood and mountain high,
M'itli pensive wing outspread, sat heavenly Thought,
Conversing with itself. Vesper looked forth
From out her western hermitage, and smiled;
And up the east, unclouded, rode the moon
M'ith all her stars, gazing on earth intense.
As if she saw some wonder working there.

Such was the night, so lovely, still, serene.
When, by a hermit thorn that on the hill
Had seen a hundred flowery ages pass,
A damsel kneeled to otfer up her prayer

—

Her prayer nightly offered, nightly heard.
This ancient thorn had been the meeting place
Of love, before his country's voice had called
The ardent youth to fields of honour far
Beyond the wave : and hither now repaired,
Nightly, the maid, by Ciod's all-seeing eye
Seen only, while she sought this boon alone

—

' tier lover's safety, and his quick return.'
In holy, humble attitude she kneeled.
And to her bosom, fair as moonbeam, pressed
One hand, the other lifted up to heaven.
Her eye, upturned, bright as the star of mom.
As violet meek, excessive ardour streamed,
AVafting away her earnest heart to God.
Her voice, scarce uttered, soft as Zephyr sighs
On morning's lily cheek, though soft a'nd low.
Vet heard in heaven, heard at the mercy-seat.
A tear-drop wandered on her lovely face

;

It was a tear of faith and holy fear.

Pure as the drops that hang at dawning-time
On yonder willows by the s'tream of life.

On her the moon looked steadfastly ; the star«
That circle nightly round the eternal throne
(ilanced down, well pleased ; and everlasting Love
Gave gracious audience to her prayer sincere.
O had her lover seen her thus alone.
Thus holy, wrestling thus, and all for him !

Nor did he not: for ofltimes Providence
With unexpected joy the fervent prayer
Of faith surprised. Returned from long delay.
With glory crowned of righteous actions won.
The sacred thorn, to memory dear, first sought
The youth, and found it at the happy hour
.Tnst when the damsel kneeled herself to pray.
Wrapped in devotion, pleading with her God,
She saw him not, heard not his foot approach.
All holy images seemed too impure

To enibli-m her he saw. A seraph kneeled,
Ilcseecliing for his ward before the throne,
Scenu'il fittest, pleased him best. Sweet was the

thought!
Rut sweeter still the kind remembrance came.
That she was flesh and blood formed for himself,
Tlic plighted partner of his future life.

And as they met, embraced, and sat embowered
In woody chambers of the starry night,
Spirits of love about them ministered.
And God approving, blessed the holy joy

!

[Morning.]

In 'customed glory bright, that mom the sun
Rose, visiting the earth with light, and heat.
And joy ; and seemed as full of youth, and strong
To mount the steep of heaven, as when the stars
Of morning sung to his first daivn, and night
Fled from his face ; the spacious sky received
Him, blushing as a bride when on her looked
The bridegroom ; and spread out beneath his eye.
Earth smiled. Up to his warm embrace the dews,
That all night long had wept his absence, flew

;

The herbs and flowers their fragrant stores unlocked,
And gave the wanton breeze that newly woke.
Revelled in sweets, and from its wings shook health,
A thousand grateful smells; the joyous woods
Dried in his beams their locks, wet with the drops
Of night ; and all the sons of music sung
Their matin song—from arboured bower the thrush
Concerting with the lark that hymned on high.
On the green hill the flocks, and in the vale
The herds, rejoiced ; and, light of heart, the hind
Eyed amorously the milk-maid as she passed.
Not heedless, though she look another way.

Not unremembered is the hour when friends
Met. Friends, but few on earth, and therefore dear;
Sought oft, and sought almost as oft in vain

;

Yet always sought, so native to the heart,
So nmch desired and coveted by all.

Nor wonder those—thou wonderest not, nor need'st.
Much beautiful, and excellent, and fair.

Than face of fiuthful friend, fairest when seen
In darkest day ; and many sounds were sweet,
Most ravishing and pleasant to the ear

;

But sweeter none than voice of faithful friend.
Sweet always, sweetest heard in loudest storm.
Some I remember, and will ne'er forget

;

My early friends, friends of my evil day
;

Friends in my mirth, friends in my misery too
;

Friends given by God in mercy and in love

;

My counsellors, my comforters, and guides

;

My joy in grief, my second bliss in joy
;

Companions of my young desires ; in doubt.
My oracles, my wings in high pursuit.

(J, I remember, and will ne'er forget

Our meeting spots, our chosen sacred hours.
Our burning words that uttered all the soul.
Our faces beaming with unearthly love

;

Sorrow with sorrow sighing, hope with hope
l^xulting, heart embracing, heart entire.

As birds of social feather helping each
His fellow's flight, we soared into the skies.
And cast the clouds beneath our feet, and earth,
^^*ith all her t.ardy leaden-footed cares.
And talked the speech, and ate the food of heaven !

These I remember, these selectest men.
And would their names record; but what avails
My mention of their names ! Before tlie throne
They stand illustrious 'mong the loudest hiirps.

And will receive thee glad, my friend and theirs

—

For all are friends in heaven, all faithful friends
;
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And many friendships in the days of time
Begun, arc lasting here, and growing still ;

So grows ours evennore, both theirs and mine.
Nor is the hour of lonely walk forgot

In the wide dej<ert, where the view was large.

Pleasant were many scenes, but most to me
The solitude of va-st extent, untouched
By hand of art, where nature sowed herself,

And reaped her crops ; whose ganiients were the clouds ;

Whose minstrels brooks ; whose lamps the moon and
stars;

Whose organ-choir the voice of many waters
;

Whose banquets morning dews; whose heroes storms;
Whose warriors mighty winds ; whose lovers flowers;

Whose orators the thunderbolts of God
;

Whose palaces the everlasting hills
;

Whose ceiling heaven's unfathomable blue;
And from whose rocky turrets battled high
Prospect Immense spread out on all sides round,

Lost now beneath the welkin and the main.
Now walled with hills that slept above the storm.

Most fit was such a place for musing men,
Happiest sometimes when musing without aim.
It was, indeed, a womlrous sort of bliss

The lonely bard enjoyed when forth he walked,
Unpurposed ; stood, and knew not why ; sat down,
And knew not where ; arose, and knew not when

;

Had eyes, and saw not ; ears, and nothing heard ;

And sought—sought neither heaven nor earth—sought
nought.

Nor meant to think ; but ran meantime through vast

Of visionary things, fairer than aught
That was ; and saw the distant tops of thoughts,

Which men of coraninn stature never saw.

Greater than aught that largest worlds could hold,

Or give i<loa of, to those who read.

He entered into Nature's holy place.

Her inner chamber, and beheld her face

Unveiled; and heard unutterable things,

And incommunicable visions saw;
Things then unutterable, and visions then
Of incommunicable glory bright

;

But by the lips of nfter-ages fnrnied

To words, or by their pencil pictured forth
;

Who, entering farther in, beheld again,

And heard unspeakable and marvellous things,

Which other ai^'es in their turn revealed,

And left to others greater wonders still.

[ITapptness.l

Whether in crowds or solitudes, in streets

Or shady groves, dwelt Happiness, it seems
In vain to jusk ; her nature makes it vain

;

Though poets much, and hermits, talked and sung
Of brooks and crystal founts, and weeping dews,
And myrtle bovvers, and solitary vales,

And with the nymph made assignations there.
And wooed her with the love-sick oaten reed;
And sages too, although less positive,

Advised their sons to court her in the shade.
Delirious babble all! Was happiness.
Was self-ap|)roving, God approving jov,
In drops of dew, however pure? in gales,
However sweet? In wells, however clear!
Or groves, however thick with verdant shade?

True, these were of themselves exceeding fair;
How fair at morn and even I worthy the walk
Of loftiest mind, and gave, when all within
AVas right, a feast of overllowing bliss

;

But were the occasion, not the cause of joy.
They waked the native fountains of the soul
Which slept before, and stirred the holy tides

Of feeling up, giving the heart to drink
From its own treasures draughts of perfect sweet.
The Christian faith, which better knew the heart

Of man, him thither sent for peace, and thus!
iJeclared: Who finds it, let hira find it there;
Who finds it not, for ever let him seek

In vain ; 'tis God's most holy, changeless will.

True Happiness had no localities,

No tones provincial, no peculiar garb.

Where Duty went, she went, with Justice went,
And went with Meekness, Charitv, and Love.
Where'er a tear was dried, a wounded heart
Bound up, a bruised spirit with the dew
Of sympathy anointed, or a pang
Of honest suffering soothed, or injury
Repeated oft, as oft by love forgiven

;

Where'er an evil passion was subdued,
Or Virtue's feeble embers fanned ; where'er
A sin wari heartily abjured and left

;

Where'er a pious act was done, or breathed
A pious prayer, or wished a pious wish

;

There was a high and holy place, a spot

Of sacred light, a most religious fane.

Where Happiness, descending, sat and smiled.
But there apart, in sacred memory lives

The morn of life, first mom of endless days,
Most joyful morn I Nor yet for nought the joy,
A being of eternal date commenced,
A young immortal then was born ! And who
Shall tell what strange variety of bliss

Burst on the infant soul, when first it looked
Abroad on God's creation fair, and saw
The glorious earth and glorious heaven, and face
Of man sublime, and saw all new, and felt

All new! when thought awoke, thought never more
To sleep ! when first it saw, heard, reasoned, willed.

And triumphed In the warmth of conscious lifel

Nor hap]iy only, but the cause of joy.

Which tliose who never ta^sted always mourned.
What tongue !—no tongue shall tell what bliss o*er»

flowed

The mother's tender heart while round her hung
The offspring of her love, and lisped her name
As living jewels dn>pped unstained from heaven,
That made her fairer far, antl sweeter seem
Than every ornament of costliest hue!
Ami who hath not been ravished, as she passed
With all her playful band of little ones,

Like Luna with her <laughters of the sky.

Walking in matron majesty and grace?
All who had hearts here pleasure found : and ofl

Have I, when tired with heavy ta.sk, for tasks
A\'ere heavy in the world below, relaxed
My weary thoughts among their guiltless sports,

And led them by thtir little hands a-field.

And wati'h them run ami crop the tempting flower—

•

\\'hlcli oft. unaskeii, tliey brought me, and bestowed
With smiling face, tliat waited for a look

Of praise—and an.-jwered curious questions, put
In much simplicity, but ill to solve

;

And heard their observations strange and new;
And settled whiles their little quarrels, soon
Knding in peace, and soon forgot in love.

And still I looked upon their loveliness.

And sought through nature for similitudes

Of perfect beauty, innocence, and bliss.

And fairest imagery around me thronged ;

Dewdrops at day-spring on a seraph's locks,

Boscs that bathe about the well of life.

Young Loves, young Hopes, dancing on moning's
cheek.

Gems leaping in the coronet of Love

!

So beautiful, so full of life, they seemed
As made entire of beams of angrls' eyes.

Gay, guileless, sportive, lovely little things I

Playing around the den of sorrow, clad

In smiles, believing in their fairy hopes.

And thinking man and woman true! all joy,

Happy all day, and happy all the night 1
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But there wa^i one in folly further gone;
With eye awry, iiicuralile, and wild,

The luuphing-stock of devils and of men,
And by his j;uardian-an^el quite piven up—
The Aliscr, who with dust inanimate

Held wedded intercourse. Ill-<;uided wretch !

Thou might'st have seen him at the midnight hour,

When good men slept, and in lip:ht-wingcd dreams
Ascended up to God— in wasteful hall,

With vigilance and fasting: worn to skin

And bone, and wrapped in most debasing rags

—

Thou niight'st have seen him landing o'er his heaps,

And holding strange communion with his gold
;

And as his thievish fancy seemed to hear

The night-man's foot approach, starting alarmed.
And in his old. decrepit, withered hand.
That palsy shook, grasping the yellow earth

To make it sure. Of all Hod made upright.

And in their nostrils breathed a living soul.

Most fallen, most prone, most earthy, most debased.

Of all that sold Kteniity for Time,
None bargained on po easy terms with death.

Illustrious fool! Nay, most inhuman wretch!

He sat among his bags, and, with a look

Which Hell might be ashamed of, drove the poor

Away unalmseti ; and 'niiilst abundance died

—

Soreat of evils—died of utter want!

JAMES MONTGOMERY.

James Montgomkry, a reli^ous poet of de-

servedly liijih reputation, was born at Irvine, in

Ayrshire, in 1771. His fither w;is a Jloravian
missionary, who died whilst propagjiting Chris-
tianity in the island of Tobago. The poet was
educated at the Moravian scliool at Fulneck, near
Leeds. In 1792 he established liiniself in Sheffield

(where he still resides) as assistant in a newspaper
office. In a few years the paper beeame bis own
property, and be continued to conduct it up to the
year 1825. Ilis course did not always run smooth.
In January 1794, ami<lst the excitement of that

agitated period, be was tried on a charge of hav-
ing printed a ballad, written by a clergyman of

Belfast, on the demolition of the Bastile in 1789;
which was now interpreted into a seditious libel.

The poor poet, notwithstanding the innocence of bis

intentions, was found guilty, and sentenced to three
months' imprisonment in the castle of York, and to

pay a fine of £20. In January 179') be was tried

for a second imputed political offence—a paragraph
in his paper, tlie Shefiu/d Iris; which reflected on
the conduct of a magistrate in quelling a riot at

Sheffield. He was ngain convicted and sentenced
to six months' imprisonment in York castle, to pay
a fine of £30, anrl to give security to keep the peace
for two years. 'All the persons,' says the amiable
poet, writing in 1840, ' who were actively concerned
in the prosecutions against me in 1794 and 179,'),

are dead, and, without exceptiitn, they died in peace
with me. I believe I am quite correct in saying,

that from each of them distinctly, in the sctiuel. I

received tokens of good-will, and from several of

them substantial proofs of kindness. I mention not
this as a plea in extenuation of offences fur which
I bore the penalty of the law; I rest my justifi-

cation, in these cases, now on the same grounds,

and no other, on which I rested my justification

then. I mention the circumstance to the h(mour of

the deceased, and as an evidence that, amidst all the
violence of that distracted time, a better spirit was
not extinct but finally prevailed, and by its healing

influence did indeed comfort those who had been
conscientious sntfcrers.'

Mr Montgomery's first volume of poetry (he had
previously written occasional pieces in bis news-
paper) appeared in 1800. and was entitled The
Waniterer of Siritznhitiif, ntnf othvT }\>vms. It

speedily went throu^^h two editions ; and his pub-
lishers had just issued a third, when the Edinburgh
Review of January 1807 'denounced the unfortu-
nate volume in a style of sucli autlioritative repro-
bation as no mortal verse could Vjc expected to
survive.' The critique, indeed, was insolent and
offensive—written in the worst style of the Review,
when all the sins of its youth were full-blown and
unchecked. Among other tilings, the reviewer pre-

dicted that in less than three years nobody would
know the name of the ' Wanderer of Switzerland,*
or of any other of the poems in the collection.

Within eighteen montlis frtmi the utterance of this

oracle, a fourth impression (1500 copies) of the
condemned volume was passing through the press

wlience the Kdinburgh Review itself was issued,

and it has now reached thirteen editions. The
next work of the poet was The West Indies, a
poem in four parts, written in honour of the
abolition of the African slave trade by the British

legislature in 1807. This was undertaken at the
request of Mr liowyer, the publisher, to accompany
a series of engravings representing the past suffer-

ings and the anticipated blessings of the long-

wronged Africans, both in their own land and in

the West Indies. The poem is in the heroic couplet,

and possesses a vigour Mn<l freedom of description,

and a power of patlietic painting, niucli superior to

anything in tlie first volume. Jlr Montgomery
afterwards published Prison Amusements^ written
during his nine months' confinement in York castle

in 1794 and 1795. In 1813 he came forward with a
more elaborate performance, The World Before tfie

Flood, a poem in the heroic couplet, and extending
to ten short cantos. His pictures of the antediluvian
patriarchs in their happy valley, the invasiiin of

Kden by the descendants of Cain, the loves of Javan
and Zillah, the translation of Enoch, and the final

deliverance of the little band of patriarch families

from the hand of tlie giants, are sweet and to\icbing,

and elevated by pure and lofty feeling. Connected
with some patriotic individuals in his own neigh-

bourhood *in many a plan for lessening the sum of

human misery at home and abroad,' our author
next published Thnmjhts vn U'Acc/.v (1817), directed

against state li*tteries ; and The Climbing Boy's Soli'

loqmes, publislicd aliout the same time, in a work
written by different authors, to aid in effecting the
abolition, at length hajipily accomjilislied, of the
cruel and unnatural practice of employing boys in
sweeping chimneys. In 1819 he published Green-
land, a poem in five cantos, containing a sketch of

the ancient Moravian church, its revival in the
eighteenth century, and the origin of the missions
by that people to Greenland in 1733. The poem, as

published, is only a part of the author's original plan,

but tlie beauty of its fiohir descriptions and episodes
reconmiended it to public favour. The only other
long poem by Mr Montgomery is The Pelican Island,

suggested by a passage in Captain Flinders's voyage
to Terra Australis. describing the existence of the
ancient haunts of the pelican in the small islands on
the coast of New Holland. The work is in blank
verse, in nine short cantos, and the narrative is sup-

posed to l)e delivered by an imaginary being who
witnesses the series of events related after the whole
has happened. The poem abounds in minute and
delicate description of natural phenomena—has great

felicity of diction and expression—and altogether
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possesses iiioro iif tliu ix>wtr iiiiJ fc-rtility of tin;

nimttLT tlwii any otliir iif the author's works.

Besides tlie works we have eiiumerateil, Mr Mt)nt-

pomery has thrown olT a number of small effusions,

puhli>heil in diflerent perioiiicals, anj sliort transla-

tions from Dante and I'etrareh. On his retirement

in 1S25 from the 'invidious station' of news]ia|ier

editor, whieh lie had nniintained for more tlian tliirty

years, throuK'h good report and evil report, his friends

and neighbours of SlieffieM, of eviTV shade of politi-

cal and religious distinction, invited him to a public

entertainment, at which the preseTit Earl Kitzwilliam

presided. There tlie happy and grateful poet ' ran

through the story of his life even from his boyish

days,' when he came amnnjist thf in. friendless and a

straufier, from his retirement at Fnhieck anions tbe

Moravian brethren, liy whom he was educated in all

but knowledpe of the woild. He spoke with p.irdon-

able priile of the success wliicli bad crowned his

labours as an author. ' Xot, indeed,' he said, ' with

fame and fortune, as these were lavished on my
greater contemporaries, in comparison with whose

magnificent possessions on the British I'arnassus

my small plot of groimd is no more than Naboth's

vineyard to Ahab's kingdom ; but it is my own ; it

is ni) copyhold ; I borrowed it, I leased it from none.

Every foot of it I enclosed from the conuiion myself;

and i can say that not an inch which I had once

gained have I ever lost. * * I wrote neither to

suit the manners, the taste, nor the temper of the

age ; but I appealed to universal principles, to un-

perishable affections, to primary elements of our

common nature, found wherever man is found in

civilised society, wherever his mind has been raised

above barbarian ignorance, or his passions purified

from brutal selfishness.' In 1830 and 1831 Mr
Montgomery was selected to deliver a course of lec-

tures at the Royal Institution on Poetry and Gene-

ral Literature, whicli he prepared for the press, and

published in 1833. A pension of £200 per annum
has since been conferred on Mr Montgomery. A
collected edition of his works, with autobiographical

and illustrative nnitter, was issued in 1841 in four

volumes. A tone of generous and enlighteneil mo-

rality pervades all the writings of this poet. He was

the enemy of the slave trade and of every form

of oppression, and the warm friend of every sclieme

of philanthropy and improvement. The pious and

devotional feelings displayed in his early effusions

have grown with his growth, and form the staple of

his poetry. In description, however, he is not less

happy; and in his ' Greenland' and ' Pelican Island'

there are passages of great beauty, evincing a refined

taste and judgment in the selection of his materials.

His late works have more vigour and v.ariety than

those by which he first became distinguished. In-

deed, his fame was long confined to what is termed

the religious world, till he showed, by his cultivation

of different styles of poetry, that his depth and sin-

cerity of feeling, the simplicity of his taste, and tlie

picturescpie beauty of his language, were not re-

stricted to purely spiritual themes. His smaller

poems enjoy a popularity almost equal to those of

Moore, which, though differing widely in subject,

they resemble in their musical flow, and their com-
pendious happy e.tpression aud imagery.

Greenland.

'Tis sunset ; to the firmament serene

The Atlantic wave reflects a gorgeous scene
;

Broad in the I'luudless west, a belt of gold

Girds the blue hemisphere ; above unrolled

The keen clear air grows palpable to sight,

Embodied in a flush of crimson light,

rhruii;.d) wliich the evening star, uiih milder jjleaiu,

t>e^cends to meet li' r image in the -treaiii.

Far in the east, what spectacle unknown
Allures the eye to gaze on it alone i

.Amidst black rocks, that lift on either hand
Their countless peaks, and mark recetling land

;

.Amidst a tortuous labyrinth of seas.

That shine around the .Arctic Cydades ;

.Amidst a coa.-'t of dreariest continent,

In many a sliapcdess promontory rent

;

(t'er rocks, seas, islands, promontories spread.

The iceblink rears its undulated head,'

On which the sun, beyon'l the horizon shrined,

Hath left his richest garniture behind
;

Piled on a hundred arches, ridge by ridge.

O'er fi.\ed and fluid strides the alpine bridge,

Whose blffcks of sai>phire seem to mortal eye
Hewn from cerulean quarries in the sky;
A\'ith glacier b.ittleiiieiits that crowd the sphere*,

The slow creation of six thousand years,

Amidst immensity it towers sublime,

\\'inter's eternal palace, built by Time :

.AH human structures by his touch are borne

Down to the dust ; mountains themselves are worn
With his light footsteps ; here for ever grows,

.Amid the region of unmelting snows,

A monument ; where every flake that falls

rjives adamantine firmness to the walls.

The sun beholds no mirror in his race.

That shows a brighter image of his face ;

The stars, in their nocturnal vigils, rest

Like signal fires on its illumined crest ;

The gliding moon around the ramparts wheels,

.And all its magic lights and shades reveals
;

Beneath, the tide with equal fury raves.

To undermine it through a thousand caves ;

Rent from its roof, though thundering fragments oft

Plunge to the gulf, immovable aloft.

From age to age, in air, o'er sea, on land.

Its turrets heighten and its yners expand.
* • •

Hark ! through the calm and silence of the scene,

Slow, solemn, sweet, with many a pause between,

Celestial music swells along the air

!

No ! 'tis the evening hymn of praise and prayer

From yonder deck, where, on the stem retired,

Three humble voyagers,- with looks inspired,

.And hearts enkindled with a holier flame

Than ever lit to empire or to fame,

Devoutly stand : their choral accents rise

(")n wings of harmony beyond the skies
;

.And, 'midst the songs that seraph-minstrels sing.

Day without night, to their immortal king.

These simple strains, which erst Bohemian hills

Echoed to pathless woods and desert rills.

Now heard from Shetland's azure bound—are known
In heaven ; and he who sits upon the throne

In human form, with mediatorial power.

Remembers Calvary, and hails the hour

When, by the Almighty Father's high decree.

The utmost north to him shall bow the knee,

.And, won by love, an untamed rebel-race

Kiss the victorious sceptre of his grace.

Then to his eye, whose instant glance pervades

Heaven's heights, earth's circle, hell's profoundest

shades.

Is there a group more loveiy than those three

Night-watching pilgrims on the lonely sea I

1 The term ice-Wink is RcnenUly applied by mariners lo tb«

nocturnal illuniinnti.in in tlie heavens, which ilenot<'9 to them

the proximity of ice-moiintains. In this plaec a description ia

Attempted of the most stuix-ndous acciiniulatiim of ice in th«

known world, which hue been long distinguished by this pe-

culiar name by the Danish navigators.

' The first Christian mission.'utcs to Greenland.
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Or to bis ear, that gathors, in one sound,

The Toicca of atUirinj? worKls around,

Comes there a breath of more delij^htful praise

Than the faint notes his poor disciples raise,

Kre on the treacherous main they sink to rest,

Secure as leaning on their Master's breast I

They sleep ; but memory wakes ; and dreams array

Night in a lively masquerade of day J

The huul thoy seek, the land they leave behiud,

Meet on mid-ocean in the plastic mind ;

One brings forsaken home and friends so nigh,

That tears in slumber swell the unconscious eye :

The other opens, with prophetic view.

Perils which e'en their fathers never knew
(Though schooled by sutfering, long inured to toil,

Out','a.sts and exiles from their natal soil) ;

Strange scenes, strange men ; untold, untried distress;

Pain, hardships, famine, cold, and nakedness,

Diseases ; death in every hideous form,

On shore, at sea, by tire, by 6ood, by storm ;

Wild beasts, and wilder men—unmoved with fear,

Health, comfort, safety, life, they count not dear,

May they but hope a Saviour's love to show.

And warn one spirit from eternal wo :

Nor will they faint, nor can they strive in vain.

Since thus to live is Christ, to die is gain.

'Tis mom : the bsithing raoon her lustre shrouds
;

M'ide over the east impends an arch of clouds

That spans the ocean ; while the infant dawn
Peeps through the portal o'er the liquid lawn,

That ruffled by an April-gale appears.

Between the gloom and splendour of the spheres,

Park-purple as the moorland heath, when rain

Hangs in low vapours over the autumnal plain :

Till the full sun, resurgent from the flood.

Looks on the waves, and turns them into blood ;

Rut quickly kindling, as his beams aspire,

The lambent billows play in forms of fire.

Where is the vessel ? Shining through the light,

Like the white sea-fowl's horizontal flight.

Yonder she wings, and skims, and cleares her way
Through refluent foam and iridescent spray.

Night,

Night is the time for rest
;

How sweet, when labours close,

To gather round an aching breast

The curtain of repose,

Stretch the tired limbs, and lay the head
Upon our own delightful bed !

Night is the time for dreams
;

The gay romance of life,

When truth that is and truth that seems.

Blend in fantastic strife
;

Ah ! visions less beguiling far

Than waking dreams by dayligbt are !

Night is the time for toil ;

To plough the classic field,

Intent to find the buried spoil

Its wealthy furrows yield ;

Till all is ours that sages taught,

That poets sang or heroes wrought.*

Night is the time to weep
;

To wet with unseen tears

Those graves of memory where sleep

The joys of other years
;

Hopes that were angels in their birth.

But perished young like things on eartb!

* Without any wish to make pedantic ohjeotions, we may be
allnwctl to remark, that this stanza ia inconsistent with natural

truth and a just economy of life. Day is the time for toil

—

night is more proper for repose, and, if spent in mental labour,

In addition to other duties pursued during the day, must re-

dound to the injiu-y of health.—i:,'d.

Night is the time to watch
;

On ocean's dark expanse
To hail the Pleiades, or catch
The full moon's earliest glance,

That brings unto the home-sick mind
All we have loved and left behind.

Night is the time for care

;

Brooding on hours misspent,

To see the spectre of despair

Come to our lonely tent
;

Like Brutus, 'midst his slumbering bosty

Startled by Caesar's stalwart ghost.

Night is the time to muse ;

Then from the eye the soul

Takes flight, and with expanding views
Beyond the starry pole.

Descries athwart the abyss of night

The dawn of uncreated light.

Night is the time to pray ;

Our Saviour oft withdrew
To desert mountains far away

;

So will his followers do ;

Steal from the throng to haunts untrod,

And hold communion there with God.

Night is the time for death
;

When all around is peace,

Calmly to yield the weary breath.

From sin and suffering cease :

Think of heaven's bliss, and give the sign

To parting friends—such death be mine !

[Picture of a Poetical Entlnmast.']

[From the • "World Before the Flood.']

Restored to life, one pledge of former joy.

One source of bliss to come, remained—her boy !

Sweet in her eye the cherished infant rose,

At once the seal and solace of her woes
;

When the pale widow clasped him to her breast.

Warm gushed the tears, and would not be repressed
j

In lonely anguish, when the truant child

Leaped o'er the threshold, all the mother smiled.

In him, while fond imagination viewed
Husband and parents, brethren, friends renewed,

Each vanished look, each well-remembered grace

That pleased in them, she sought in Javan's face ;

For quick his eye, and changeable its ray,

As the sun glancing through a vernal day
;

And like the lake, by storm or moonlight seen,

With darkening furrows or cerulean mien.

His countenance, the mirror of his breast.

The calm or trouble of his soul expressed.

As years enlarged his form, in moody hours

His mind betrayed its weakness with its powers ;

Alike his fairest hopes and strangest fears

Were nursed in silence, or divulged with tears ;

The fulness of his heart repressed his tongue.

Though none might rival Javan when he sung.

He loved, in lonely indolence reclined.

To watch the clouds, and listen to the wind.

But from the north when snow and tempest came,
His nobler sjiirit mounted into flame

;

With stern delight he roamed the howling woods.
Or hung in ecstacy over headlong floods.

Meanwhile, excursive fancy longed to view
The world, which yet by fame alone he knew;
The joys of freedom were his daily theme.
Glory the secret of his midnight dream

;

That dream he told not ; though his heart would achey
His home was precious for his mother's sake.

With her the lowly paths of peace he ran,
His guardian angel, till he verged to man

;

But when her weary eye could watch no more,
When to the grave her lifeless corse he bore.

Not Enoch's counsels could his steps restrain
j

He fled, and sojourned in the land of Cain.
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There, when he h«ard the voice of Jubal's lyre.

Instinctive genius caught the ethereal fire;

And soon, with sweetly-moduhiting skill,

He learned to wind the passions at his will ;

To rule the chords with such raysterious art.

They scented the life-strings of the hearer's heart I

Then glory's opening field he proudly trod,

Forsook the worship and the ways of God,
Round the vain world pursued the phantom Fame,
And cast away his birthright for a name.
Yet no delight the minstrel's bosom knew,

None save the tones that from his harp he drew,
And the warm visions of a wayward mind.
Whose transient splendour left a gloom behind,
Frail as the clouds of sunset, and as fair.

Pageants of light, resolving into air.

The world, whose charms his young affections stole,

ile found too mean for an immortal soul

;

Wound with his life, through all his feelings wrought,
Death and eternity possessed his thought :

Remorse impelled him, unremitting care

Harassed his path, and stung him to despair.

Still was the secret of his griefs unknown ;

Amidst the universe he sighed alone
;

The fame he followed and the fame he found,
Healed not his heart's immedicable wound ;

Admired, applauded, crowned, where'er he roved,

The bard was homeless, friendless, unbeloved.
All else that breathed below the circling sky,

Were linked to earth by some endearing tie ;

He only, like the ocean-weed uptom,
And loose along the world of waters borne.

Was cast, conipanionless, from wave to wave.

On life's rough sea—and there was none to save.

iThe Pelican Island.']

Light ae a flake of foam upon the wind.
Keel-upward from the deep emerged a shell,

Shaped like the moon ere half her horn is filled
;

Fraught with young life, it righted as it rose,

And moved at will along the yielding water.

The native pilot of this little bark
Put out a tier of oars on either side,

Spread to the wafting breeze a twofold sail.

And mounted up and glideil down the billow
In happy freedom, pleased to feel the air,

And wander in the luxury of light.

Worth all the dead creation, in that hour.

To me appeared this lonely Nautilus,

My fellow-being, like myself alive.

Entranced in contemplation, vague yet sweet,

I watched its vagrant course and rippling wake,
Till I forgot the sun amidst the heavens.

It closed, sunk, dwindled to a point, then nothing;
While the last bubble crowned the dimpling eddy,
Through which mine eyes still giddily pursued it,

A joyous creature vaulted through the air

—

The aspiring fish that fain would be a l)ird,

On long, light wings, that flung a diamond-shower
Of dewdrops round its evanescent form.
Sprang iuto light, and instantly descended.
Ere I could greet the stranger as a friend,

Or mourn his quick departure, on the surge
A shoal of dolphins, tumbling in wild glee.

Glowed with such orient tints, they might have been
The rainbow's ofi^spring, when it met the ocean
In that resplendent vi.-ion 1 had seen.

While yet in ecstacy I hung o'er these.

With every motion pouring out fresh beauties,
As though the conscious colours came and went
At pleasure, glorying in their subtle changes

—

Enormous o'er the flood, Leviathan
Looked forth, and from his roaring nostrils sent
Two fountains to the sky, then plunged amain
In headlong pastime through the closing gulL

TheRecluae,

A fountain issuing into light

Itefore a marble palace, threw
Tu heaven its colunm, pure and bright,

Hetuniing thence in showers of dew;
But soon a humbler course it took,

And glid away a nameless brook.

Flowers on its grassy margin sprang,

Flics o'er its eddying surface played.
Birds 'midst the alder-branches sang,

Flocks through the verdant meadows strayed;
The weary there lay down to rest.

And there the halcyon built her nest.

'Twas beautiful to stand and watch
The fountain's cr}'stal turn to gems,

And from the sky such colours catch
As if 'twere raining diadems

;

Yet all was cold and curious art,

That charmed the eye, but missed the heart.

Dearer to me the little stream
Whose unimprisoned waters run,

Wild as the changes of a dream.
By rock and glen, through shade and sun;

Its lovely links had power to bind
In welcome chains my wandering mind.

So thought I when I saw the face

By happy portraiture revealed,

Of one adorned with every grace.

Her name and date from me concealed^
But not her story ; she had been
The pride of many a splendid scene.

She cast her glory round a court,

And frolicked in the gayest ring.

Where fashion's high-born minions sport

Like sparkling fire-flies on the wing
;

But thence when luve had touched her soul,

To nature and to truth she stole.

From din, and pageantry, and strife,

*AIidst woods and mountains, vales and plains.

She treads the paths of lowly life,

Yet in a bosom-circle reigns.

No fountain scattering diamond-showers,
But the sweet streamlet watering flowers.

The Grave,

There is a calm for those who weep,

A rest for weary pilgrims found,

They softly lie and sweetly sleep

Low in the ground.

The storm that wrecks the winter sky
No more disturbs their deep repose,

Than summer evening's latest sigh

That shuts the rose,

I long to lay this painful head
And aching heart beneath the soil,

To slumber in that dreamless bed
From all my toil.

For misery stele me at my birth,

And cast me helpless on the wild;

I perish ; U, my mother earth!

Take home thy child I

On th}' dear lap these limbs reclined.

Shall gently moulder into thee
;

Nor leave one wretched trace behind
Resembling me.

Hark! a strange sound afl^rights mine ear;

My pulse, my brain runs wild— I rave;

Ah ! who art thou whose voice I hear

!

* I am the Grave

!
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The Grave, that never spake before,

Hath fouiKl at lcnj;th a tongue to chide:
listen! I will i^peak no more:

Be silent, pridel

Art thou a wretch, of hope forlorn,

The victim of consuntin^ care {

le tbj distracted con>cieiice torn

By fell despair!

Do foul mtsdeedft of former times

Wrin^ with remorse thy guilty breast!

And ghosts of uuforj^ivcn crimes

Murder thy rest?

Lashed by the furies of the mind.
From wrath and vengeance wouldst thou flee ?

Ah ! think not, hope not, fool ! to fiud

A friend in me.

By all the terrors of the tomb.
Beyond the power of tongue to tell

!

By the dread secrets of my womb !

By death and hell I

1 charge thee live ! repent and pray

;

In dust thine infamy deplore

;

There yet is mercy ; go thy way,

And sin no more.

Art thou a mourner? Hast thou known
The joy of innocent delights?

Endearing days for ever flown,

And tranquil nights !

live! and deeply cherish still

The sweet remembrance of the past

:

Rely on Heaven's unchanging will

For peace at last.

Art thou a wanderer? Hast thou seen

Overwhelming tempests drown thy bark I

A shipwrecked sufferer, hast thou been

Misfortune's mark ?

Though long of winds and waves the sport,

Condemned in wretchedness to roam,

Live ! thou shalt reach a sheltering port,

A quiet home.

To friendship didst thou trust thy fame!
And was thy friend a deadly foe,

AVho stole into thy breast, to aim
A surer blow *

Live ! and repine not o'er his loss,

A loss unworthy to be told :

Thou hast mistaken sordid dross

For friendship's gold.

Go, seek that treasure, seldom found,

Of power the fiercest griefs to calm,

And soothe the bosom'a deepest wound
With heavenly balm.

Did woman's charms thy youth beguile,

And did the fair one faithless prove?

Hath she betrayed thee with her smile,

And sold thy love?

Live! 'twas a false bewildering fire:

Too often loveV insidious dart

Thrills the fond soul with wild desire,

But kills the heart.

Thou yet shalt know how sweet, how dear,

To gaze on listening beauty's eye !

To a<sk—and pause in hope and fear

Till she reply !

A nobler flame shall wann thy breast,

A brighter maiden faithful proxe
;

Thy youth, thine age, shall yet be blest

lu woman's lore.

Whate'er thy lot, whoe'er thou be,

Confess thy folly— kiss the rod.

And in thy chastening sorrows nee

The hand of God.

A bruised reed he will not break

;

Afflictions all his children feel
;

He wounds them for his mercy's sake;
He wounds to heal I

Humbled beneath his mighty hand,
Prostrate his Providence adore:
*Tis done !—Arise ! He bids thee stand.

To fall no more.

Now, traveller in the vale of tears I

To realms of everlasting light.

Through time's dark wiMerness of years.

Pursue tby flight.

There is a calm for those who weep,
A rest for weary pilgrims found ;

And while the mouldering ashes sleep

Low in the ground

;

The soul, of origin divine,

God's glorious image, freed from clay,

In heaven's eternal >phere shall ^hino

A star of day

!

The sun is but a spark of fire,

A transient meteor in the sky

;

The soul, injmurtal as its sire.

Shall never die.'

T?i€ Field of the World.

Sow in the mom thy seed,

At eve hold not thine hand

;

To doubt and fear give thou no heed,
Broad-cast it o'er the land.

Beside all waters sow
;

The highway furrows stock
;

Drop it where thorns and thistles grow;
i^catter it on the rock.

The good, the fruitful ground.
Expect not here nor there

;

O'er hill and dale, by plots, 'tis found;
Go forth, then, everywhere.

Thou know'st not which may thrive.

The late or early sown
;

Grace keeps the precious germs alive,

When and wherever strown.

And duly shall appear.

In verdure, beauty, strength.

The tender blade, the stalk, the ear.

And the full com at length.

Thou canst not toil in vain :

Cold, heat, and moist, and dry.
Shall foster and mature the grain,

For garners in the sky.

Thence, when the glorious end,
The day of God is come.

The angel-reapers shall descend.
And heaven cry—* Harvest home.'

Aspirati<m3 of YoiUk,

Higher, higher, will we climb,
Up to the mount of glory,

That our names may live through time
In our country's story

;

Happy, when her welfare calls,

He who conquers, he who falls.
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Deeper, deefier, let us t<'il

In the iniiips of knowledge;

Nature's wealth fliid lesiniin^i's spoil,

Win from school and college;

Pelre we then' for richer guiud

Than the stars of dimieinis.

Onward, onward, may we press

Throu^'h the path of duty ;

Virtue is true luijipiness,

Excellence true beauty.

Minds are of celcsti:il birth,

Make we then a heaven of earth.

Closer, closer, let us knit

Hearts and hands together.

Where our fireside comforts sit,

lu the wildest weather;

! they wander wide who roam
For the joys of life from home.

The Common Lot,

Once, in the fli<:ht of ages past,

There lived a man : and who was he?

Mortal! howe'er thy lot be cast,

That man resembled thee.

Unknown the region of his birth.

The land in which he died unkno\rn :

His name has perished from the earth

This truth survives alone :

That joy, and grief, and hope, and fear,

Alternate triumphed in his breast

;

His bless and wo—a smile, a tear !

Oblivion hides the rest.

The bounding pulse, the languid Hmb,
The changing spirits* rise and fall

;

We know that these were felt by him,

For these are felt by all.

He suffered—but his pangs are o'er ;

Enjoyed—but his delights are fled ;

Had friends—his friends are now no more ;

And foes—his foes are dead.

He loved—but whom he loved the grave

Hath lost in its unconscious womb

:

she was fair ! but nought could save

Her beauty from the tomb.

He saw whatever thou hast seen ;

Encountered all that troubles thee ;

He was—whatever thou hast been ;

He is—what thou shalt be.

The rolling seasons, day and night,

Sun, moon, and stars, the earth and main,

Erewhile his portion, life and light,

To him exist iu vain.

The clouds and sunbeams, o'er his eye

That once their sluules and glory threw,

Have left in yonder silent «ky
No vestige where they flew.

The annalw of the human race,

Their ruin:*, since the world began.
Of him afford no other trace

Than this—there lived a man!

Prai/ei'.

Prayer is the soul's sincere desire

Uttered or unexpressecl

;

The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast.

Prayer is the burthen of a sigh,

The falling of a tear;

The upward glancing of an eye.

When none but (Jod is near.

Prayer is the simplest form of speech

That Infant lips can try
;

Prayer the sublimest strains that reach

The Majesty on high.

Prayer is the Christian's vital breath,

The Cliristian's native air
;

His watchword at the gates of death :

He entere heaven by prayer.

Prayer is the contrite sinner's voice

Returning from his ways
;

While angels in their songs rejoice.

And say, * Behold he prays!*

The saints in jiraycr appear as one.

In word, and deed, and mind,
When with the Father and his Son

Their fellowship they find.

Nor prayer is made on earth alone:
The Hidy Si>irit pleads;

And Jesus, on the etenuil throne,

For sinners intercedes.

Thou, bv whom we come to God,
The Life, the Truth, the Way,

The path of prayer thyself hast trod :

Lord, teach us how to pray

!

Home,

There is a land, of every land the pride,

Reloved by heaven o'er all the world beside;
Where bni'htcr suns dispense serener light,

And milder moons emparadlse the night;

A land of beauty, virtue, valour, truth,

Time-tutored age, and love-exalted youth:
The wandering mariner, whose eye exjilorts

The wealthiest isles, the most enchanting shores,

Views not a realm so bountiful and fair,

Nor breathes the spirit of a purer air
;

In every clime the magnet of his soul,

Touched by remembrance, trembles to that pole;
For in this land of heaven's peculiar grace,

The heritage of nature's noblest race,

There is a spot of earth supremely blest,

A dearer, sweeter spot tlian all the rest,

AVhere man, creation's tyrant, casts aside

His sword and sceptre, pageantry and pride,

While in his softened looks benignly blend
The sire, the son, the husband, brother, friend;

Here woman reigns ; the mo' her, daughter, wife,

Strew with fresh flowers the narrow way of life 1

In the clear heaven of her delightful eye,

An angel-guurd of loves and graces lie
;

Around her knees domestic duties meet.
And fireside pleasures gambol at her feet.

Where shall that land, that spot of earth be found t

Art thou a man ?—a patriot ?—look around
;

0, thou shalt find, howe'er thy footsteps roam,
That land tki/ country, and that spot thy home

!

THE HON. "WILLIAM ROBERT SPENCER,

The Hon. William Robert Spencer (1770-1834)
published oocasinnal poems of that description named
vers de socicft, whose highest object is to gWd the

social hour. They were exaggerated in compliment
and adulation, and wittily parodied in the 'Kejected

Addresses.' As a companion, Mr Spencer was much
prizx'd by the brilliant circles of the metropolis ; but

falling into pecuniary difficulties, he removed to Paris,

where he died. His poems were collected and pub-
lished in 1S35. Sir Walter Scott, who knew and
pstoemed Spencer, quotes the following 'fine lines'

from one of his poems, as expressive of liis own ftcl-
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iiigs amidst the wreck and desolatiou of IiU furtuiius

' at Abbotsford:

—

The shnde of youthful liope is there.

That liiipored long, and latest died ;

Ambition all dissolved to air,

With pbautoia honours by his side.

What empty shadows filiiiimer nigh \

They once were Friend.ship/rruth, and Love!

Oh ! die to thought, to memory die,

Since lifeless to my heart ye prove !

Mr Spencer translated the lyeonora of Biir^'or with

great success, and in a vein of similar excellence

composed some origin:U ballads, one of which, marked
by simplicity and pathos, we subjoin :

—

Bjh GtUrtj or the Grave of the Greyhound.

The spearmen heard the bugle sound,

And chcerly smiled the morn ;

And many a braeh, and many a hound,

Obeyed Llewelyn's horn.

And still he blew a louder blast,

And gave a lustier cheer,
• Come, Gelert, come, wert never last

Llewelyn's horn to hear.

Oh where does faithful Gelert roam,

The flower of all his race

So true, so brave—a lamb at home,
A lion in the chase?*

*Twas only at Llewelyn's board

The faithful Gclert fed
;

He watched, he served, he cheered his lord.

And sentiueled his bed.

In sooth he was a peerless hound,

The gift of royal John ;

But now no Gelert could be found,

And all the chase rode on.

And now, as o'er the rocks and dells

The gallant chidings rise,

All Snowden's craggy chaos yells

The many-mingled cries

!

That day Llewelyn little loved

The chase of hart and hare
;

And scant and small the booty proved,

For Gelert was not there.

Unpleased Llewelyn homeward hied,

When, near the portal seat,

His truant Gelert he espied.

Bounding his lord to greet.

But, when he gained his castle-door.

Aghast the chieftain stood
;

The hound all o'er was smeared with gore ;

His lips, his fangs, ran blood.

Llewelyn gazed with fierce surprise

;

Unused such looks to meet,

His favourite checked his joyful guise,

And crouched, and licked his feet.

Onward, in haste, Llewelyn passed,

And on went Gelert too
;

And still, where'er his eyes he cast,

Fresh blood-gouts shocked his view,

O'erturned his infant's bed he found,

With blood-stained covert rent

;

And all around the walls and ground
With recent blood besprent.

He called his child—no voice replied

—

He searched with terror wild ;

Blood, blood he found on every side.

But nowhere found his child.

* Hell-huunil! my child's by thee devoured,*
The frantic father cried

;

Aiul to the hilt his vengeful sword
lie plunged ill Gclert's side.

His suppliant looks, as prone he fell.

No pity could iitipart

;

But still his iK-lcrt's ilyingyell
Passed heavy o'er his heart.

Aroused by Gclert's dying yell,

Some slumberer wakened nigh :

What words the parent's joy could tell

To hear his infant's cry !

Concealed beneath a tumbled heap
His hurried search had missed.

All glowing from his rosy sleep,

The cherub boy he kissed.

Nor scathe had he, nor harm, nor dread,

But, the same couch beneath,

Lay a gaunt wolf, all torn and dead.
Tremendous still in death.

Ah, what was then Llewelyn's pain!
For now the truth was clear ;

His gallant hound the wolf had slain

To save Llcwel3'n's heir :

Vain, vain was all Llewelyn's wo

;

' Best of thy kind adieu !

The frantic blow which hiid thee low
This heart shall eier rue.*

And now a gallant tomb they raise.

With costly sculpture decked
;

And marbles storied with his praise

Poor Gelert's bones protect.

There, never could the spearman pass,

Or forester unmoved
;

There, oft the tear-besprlnklcd grass

Llewelyn's sorrow proved.

And there he hung his horn and spear.

And there, as evening fell,

In fancy's ear be oft would hear
Poor Gelert's dying yell.

And, till great Snowden's rocks grow old.

And cease the storm to brave,

The consecrated spot shall hold

The name of * Gelert's Grave.'

Wife^ C/iildren, and Frimds*

When the bltick-lettered list to the gods was presented

(The list of what fate for each mortal intemls),

At the long string of ills a kind goddess relented,

And slipped in three blessings—wife, children, and
friends.

In vain surly Pluto maintained he was cheated,

For justice divine could not compass its ends;

The scheme of man's penance he swore was defeated,

For earth becomes heaven with—wife, children, and
friends.

If the stock of our bliss is in stranger hands vested,

The fund ill secured, oft in bankruptcy ends

;

But the heart issues bills which are never protested,

When drawn on the firm of—wife, children, and
friends.

Though valour still glows in his life's dying embers.

The death-wounded tar, who his colours defends.

Drops a tear of regret as he dying remembers
How blessed was his home with—wife, children, and

friends.

The soldier, whose deeds live immortal in story.

Whom duty to far distant latitudes sends,

With transport would barter old ages of glory

For one hapjty day with—wife, children, and friends.
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Thoii;;h sjiicc-breathing ^ales on hia caravan huvur,
Thoii;;h (vT him Anibia'M fragrance ajicends,

The nierrliunt still thinks of the woodbines that cover
The liowcr where he sat with—wife, children, and

friends.

The day-spring of youth still unclouded by sorrow.
Alone on itself for enjoyment depends

;

But drear is the twili^dit of age, if it borrow
No wannth from the smile of^wife, children, and

friends.

Let the breath. of renown ever freshen and nourish
The laurel which o'er the dead favourite bends

;

O'er nie wave the willow, and long may it flourish,

Bedewud with the tears of—wife, children, and
friends.

Lot us drink, for my song, growing graver and graver,
To subjects too solemn insensibly tends

;

Let us drink, pledge me high, love and virtue shall
flavour

The glass which I fill to—wife, children, and friends.

To .

Too late I stayed—forgive the crime

;

Unheeded flew the hours
;

How noiseless falls the foot of Time !

That only treads on flowers !

What eye with clear account remarks
The ebbing of the glass,

When all its sands are diamond sparks,
That dazzle as they pa^s !

Oh ! who to sober measurement
Time's happy swiftness brings.

When birds of Paradise have lent

Their plumage for his wings !

Epitaph vpoi\ the Year 1806.

Tis gone, with its thorns and its roses!

\\'ith the dust of ilead ages to mix !

Time*s eharnel for ever encloses

The year Kighteen Hundred and Six I

Though many may question thy merit,
I duly thy dirge will perform.

Content if thy heir but inherit
Thy portion of sunshine and storm.

My blame and my blessing thou sharest.
For black were thy momenta in part

;

But oh ! thy fair days were the fairest
That ever have shone on my heart

!

If thine was a gloom the conipletest
That death's darkest cypress could throw,

Thine, too, was a garland the sweetest
That life in full blossom could show

!

One hand gave the balmy corrector
Of ills which the other had brewed

—

One draught from thy chalice of nectar
All taste of thy bitter subdued.

'Tis gone, with its thorns and its roses

!

W ith mine, tears more precious may mix
To hallow this midnight which closes
The year Eighteen Hundred and Six!

Stmi2if^

When midnight o'er the moonless skies
Her pall of transient death has spread.

When mortals sleep, when spectres rise.

And nought is wakeful but the dead :

No bloodless shape my way pursue*.

No sheeted ghost my couch annoys

;

Visions more sad my fancy views,

Visions of long departed joys !

The shade of youthful hope is there,

That lingered long, and latest died

;

Anibitiun all dissolved to air.

With phantom honours by bis side.

What empty shadows glimmer nigh ?

They once were Friendship, Truth, and Love I

Oh ! die to thought, to memory die.

Since lifeless to my heart ye prove

!

LEicn h\jnt.

Letch Hunt, a poet and essayist of the lively
and descriptive, not the intense scliool, was bom at
Southgate, in Middlesex, October 19, 178-1. His
father was a West Indian, but being in Pennsylvaiiia

Leigh Hunt.

at the time of the American w.ir, be espoused the
British interest with so much warmth, tluit he had
to leave tile new- world and seek a subsistence in the
old. He took orders in the church of England, and
was sometime tutor to the nephew of Lord Chnndos,
near Southgate. His son (who was named after his

father's pupil, Mr Leigh) was educated at Christ's
Hospital, where he continued till his fifteenth year.

'I was then,' he s.ays, 'first deputy Grecian ; and
had the honour of going out of the school in the
same rank, at the same age, and fur the sanie reason
as my friend Charles Lamb. The reason was. that

I hesitated in my speech. It was understood that a
Grecian was bound to fleliver a public speech before

he left school, and to go into the ihurch afterwards

;

and as 1 could do neither of these things, a Grecian
I could not be.' Leigh was then a jioet, and his

father collected his verses, and pul)lished them with
a large list of subscribers. He has himself described

this volume as a heap of imitations, some of theni

clever eiiough for a youth of sixteen, but absolutily

worthless in every other respect. In 180.^), Mr
Hunt's brother set up a paper called the News, and
the poet went to live with him, and write the thea-

trical criticisms in it. Three years afterwards, tliey

established, in joint partnership, the Kxaminer, a

weekly journal still conducted with distinguished
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nbility. Tlic piX't was more literary than politi-

cal in his tastes and luiuhrations ; but uiifortu-

iintely he vcntvirtd some strictures on the prime
regent, whieli were eonstrueci into a libel, and he

was Bontenceil to two years' imprisonment. Tlie

poet's captivity was not without its brij^ht side.

He had nuidi of the public synipatliy, and his

friends (Byron and Moore being of tlie number)
were attentive in their visits. One of his two rooms

on the ' gromid-floor' he converted into a picturesque

and poetic:d study :
—

' I papered the walls with a

trellis of roses ; I had the ceiling coloured with

clouds and sky ; the barred windows were screened

with Venetian blinds ; and when my bookcases were

set up, with their busts and flowers, and a piano-

forte made its appearance, perhaps there was not

a handsomer room on that side the water. I took a

pleasure, when a stranger knocked at the diwr, to

see him come in and stare about him. The surprise

on issuing from the borough, and passing through

the avenues of a jail, was dramatic. Charles Lamb
declared there w;«s no other such room e.xcept in a

fairy tale. But I had another surprise, which was

a garden. Tliere w-as a little yard outside, railed

off from another belonging to the neighb(iuring ward.

This yard I shut in with green palings, adorned it

with a trellis, twrdered it with a thick bed of earth

from a nursery, and even contrived to have a grass

plot The earth I filled with flowers and youTig

trees. There was an apple-tree from which we
managed to get a pudding the second year. As to

my tlowers. they were allowed to be perfect. A poet

from Derbyshire (Mr Moore) told nie he had seen

no such lieart's-ease. I bought t!ie " Parnaso
Italiano" while in prison, and used often to tliink of

a passage in it, while looking at this miniature piece

of horticulture :

—

Mio picciol orto,

A me Bei vigna, e canipo, e silva, e prato.

—

Bcddu

My little garden,

Tome thouVt vineyard, tield, and wood, and meadow.

Here I wrote and read in fine weather, sometimes
under an awning. In autumn, my trellises were

hung with scarlet runners, which added to the

flowery investment. I used to shut my eyes in my
arm-chair, and affect to think myself hundreds of

miles off. But my triumph was in issuing forth of

a morning. A wicket out of the garden led into the

large one belonging to the prison. The latter was
only for vegetables, but it contained a cherry-tree,

which I twice saw in blossom.' *

This is so interesting a little picture, and ao fine

an example of making the most of adverse circum-

stances, that it should not be omitted in any life of

Hunt. The poet, however, was not so well fitted to

battle with the world, and apply himself steailily to

worldly business, as he was to dress Ids ganlen and
nurse his poetical fancies. He fell into difficulties,

and has been contending with them ever since. On
leaving prison he published his Story of Jiiminr, an
Italian tide in verse, containing some exquisite lines

and passages. He set up also a small weekly paper

called the Indicator^ on the plan of the periodical

essayists, winch was well received. He also gave to

the world two small volumes of poetry. Foliage, and
The Feast of the Poets. In 1822 Mr Hunt went to

Italy to reside with Lord Byron, and to establish the

Liberal, a crude and violent melange of p(.>etry and
politics, both in the extreme of liberalism. This con-

nexion was productive of mutual disappointment

and disgust. The 'Liberal' did not sell; Byron's

titled and aristocratic friends cried out against so

* Lord Byron and Some of his Contemporaries, vol. ii. p. 2iH,

plebeian a partnership; and Hunt found that the
noble i«)et, to whom he was indebted in a pecuniary
sense, was cold, sarcastic, and worlilly minded. Still

more unfortunate was it that Hunt should after-

wards have written the work, Lord Ili/nm and Some
of hix Conlanpornries, in which his disappointed feel-

ings found vent, and their expression was construed
into ingratitude. His life has been spent in struggling
with influences contrary to his nature and poetical

temperament. The spirit of the poet, however, is

still active and cheerful, as may be readily con-
ceived from perusing the following set of blithe

images in a poem written in December 1840, on the
birth of the Princess KoyaL

Behold where thou dost lie.

Heeding naught, remote on high 1

Naught of all the news we sing

Dost thou know, sweet ignorant thing

;

Naught of planet's love nor people's
;

Nor dost hear the giddy steeples

Carolling of thee and thine.

As if heaven had rained them wine

;

Nor dost care for all the pains

Of ushers and of chamberlains,

Nor the doctor's learned looks,

Nor the very bishop's books.

Nor the lace that wraps thy chin.

No, nor for thy rank a pin.

E'en thy father's loving hand
Nowise dost thou understand,

AVheii he makes thee feebly grasp

His firtger with a tiny clasp

;

Nor dost thou know thy very mother*!

Bahny bosom from another's.

Though thy small blind eyes pursue it;

Nor the arms that draw thee to it

;

Nor the eyes that, while they fold thee.

Never can enough behold thee

!

In 1840 Mr Hunt brought out a drama entitled

A Legend of Florence, and in 1842 a narrative poem.
The i'alfrey. His poetry, generally, is marked by a
profusion of imagery, of sprightly fancy, and ani-

mated description. Some quaintness and affectation

in his style and manner fixed upon him the name of

a CiK:kney poet; but his studies have lain chiefly in

the elder writers, and he has imitated with success

the lighter and more picturesque parts of Chaucer
and Spenser. Boccaccio, and the gay Italian authors,

appear also to have been among his favourites. His

prose essays have been collected and published under
the title of The Indicator and the Companion, a Mis-
ceUany for the Fiehls and the Fireside. They are

deservedly popular—full of literary anecdote, poe-

tical feeling, and fine sketches both of town and
country life. The egotism of the author is undis-

guised ; but in all Hunt's writings, his peculiar

tastes and romantic fancy, his talk of books and
flowers, and his love of the domestic virtues and
charities (though he has too nmch imagination for

his judgment in the serious matters of life), impart a
p.irticuUr interest aud pleasure to his personal dis-

closures.

[May Morning at ]!arenna.'}

[From ' Rimini.']

The sun is up, and 'tis a morn of May
Round old Ravenna's clear-shown towers and bay.
.\ morn, the loveliest which the year has seen,

Last of the spring, yet fresh with all its green
;

For a warm eve, and gentle rains at night
Have left a sparkling welcome fur the light,

.\nd there's a crystal clearness all about

;

The leaves are sharp, the distant hills look out

;
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A balmy bri.skncsH comes upon the breeze
;

The Miu'ke goes dancing from the cottape trees ;

And when yuu listen, you may hear a coil

Of bubbling f;pnnj.'s about the grassy soil
;

And all the scene, in short—sky, earth, and sea,

Breathes like a bright-eyed face, that laughs out

openly.

'Tis nature, full of spirits, waked and springing :

The birds to the delicious time are singing,

Darting with freaks and snatches up and down,
A\'here the light woods go seaward from the town

;

While happy faecs, striking through the green

Of leafy roads, at every turn are seen
;

And the far ships, lifting their sails of white

Like joyful hands, come up with scattery light,

Come gleaming up, true to the wished-for day,

And chase the whistling brine, and swirl into the bay.

Already in the streets the stir grows loud,

Of expectation and a bustling crowd.

With feet and voice the gathering hum contends,

Tlie deep talk heaves, the ready laugh ascends;

Callings, and clapping doors, and curs unite,

And shouts from mere exuberance of delight;

And anued bands, making important way.

Gallant and grave, the lords of holiday.

And nodding neighbours, greeting as they run,

And pilgrims, chanting in the morning sun.

[Fwiei'cU of the Lovers in ^ Rimini.^}

The days were then at close of auturan still,

A little rainy, and, towards nightfall, chill;

There was a fitful moaning air abroad
;

And ever and anon, over the road.

The last few leaves came fluttering from the trees,

Whose trunks now thronged to sight, in dark varieties.

The people, who from reverence kept at home,
Listened till afternoon to hear them corae;

And hour on hour went by, and nought was beard

Rut some chance horseman or the wind that stirred,

Till towards the vesper hour ; and then 'twas said

Some heard a voice, which seemed as if it read;

And others said that they could hear a sound
Of many horses trampling the moist ground.

Still, nothing came—till on a sudden, just

As the wind opened in a rising gust,

A voice of chanting rose, and as it spread,

They plaiidy heard the anthem for the dead.

It was the choristers who went to meet
The train, and now were entering the first street.

Then turned aside that city, young and old,

And in their lifted hands the gushing sorrow rolled.

But of the older people, few could bear

To keep the window, when the train drew near;

And all felt double tenderness to see

The bier approaching slow and steadily,

On which those two in senseless coldness lay.

Who but a few short months— it seemed a day^
Mad left their walls, lovely in form and mind.
In sunny manhood he—she first of womankind.
They say that when Duke Guido saw them come,
He clasped his bands, and looking round the room,
Lost his old wits for ever. From the morrow
None saw him after. But no more of sorrow.

On that same night those lovers silently

Were buried in one grave under a tree

;

There, side by side, and hand in hand, they lay

In the green ground : and on fine nights in May
Young hearts betrothed used to go there to pray.

To T. L. JT.y Six Years Old^ During a Sichiess,

Sleep breathes at last from out thee,

My little patient boy
;

And balmy rest about thee

Smooths otf the day's annoy.

I sit nie down, and think

Of all thy winning ways :

Yet almost wish, with sudden shrink,

That I bad less to praise.

Thy sidelong pillowed meekness,
Thy thanks to all that aid,

Thy heart in pain and weakness.
Of fancied faults afraid

;

The little trembling hand
That wipes thy quiet tears.

These, these are things that may demand
Dread memories for years.

Sorrows I've had severe ones,

I will not think of now;
And calmly 'midst my dear ones.

Have wasted with dry brow

;

But when thy fingers press

And pat my stooping head,
I cannot bear the gentleness

—

The tears are in their bed.

Ah ! first-born of thy mother,
When life and hope were new,

Kind playmate of thy brother,

Thy sister, father, too
;

My light, where'er I go,

My bird, when prison bound,
My hand in hand companion—no,

My prayers shall hold thee round.

To say * He has departed'

—

• His voice'—* his face'
—

' is gone ;'

To feel impatient-hearted,

Y'et feel we must bear on

;

Ah, I could not endure
To whisper of such wo,

Unless I felt this sleep insure

That it will not be so.

Yes, still he's fixed, and sleeping!

This silence too the while

—

Its very hush and creeping

Seem whispering as a smile :

Something divine and dim
Seems going by one's ear,

Like parting wings of cherubim,
Who say, * We've finished here.'

Dirge.

Blessed is the turf, serenely blessed.

Where throbbing hearts may sink to rest,

Where life's long journey turns to sleep.

Nor ever pilgrim wakes to weep.

A little sod, a few sad flowers,

A tear for long-departed hours.

Is all that feeling hearts request

To hush their weary thoughts to rest.

There shall no vain ambition come
To lure them from their quiet home;
Nor sorrow lift, with heart-strings riven,

The meek imploring eye to heaven
;

Nor sad remembrance stoop to shed

His wrinkles on the slumbcrer's head ;

And never, never love repair

To breathe his idle whispers there 1

To the Grasshopper and the Cncht.

Green little vnulter in the sunny gra«s.

Catching your heart up at the feel of June,

Sole voice that's heard amidst the la/y noon,

\Vhen even the bees lag at the summoning brass;

Aiid you, warm little housekeeper, who class

With those who tliiiik the candles come too soon.

Loving the fire, and with your tricksome tune

Nick the glad silent moments as they pass;
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Oh, sweet and tiny cousins, that belong.

One to the fields, the other to the hearth,

Both have your sunshine ; both, though small, are

strong

At your clear hearts ; and both were sent on earth

To sing ill thoughtful ears this natural song

—

lu-doors and out, summer and winter, mirth.

Tlit Celebrated Canzone of Petrarch—' Cliiare, fretche, e

dolce acgw.'

Clear, fresh, and dulcet streams,

Which the fair shape, who seems

To me sole woman, haunted at noontide;

Bough, gently interknit

(1 sigh to think of it),

Which formed a rustic chair for her sweet side

;

And turf, and flowers bright-eyed,

0*er which her folded gown
Flowed like an angcl*s down ;

And you, holy air and hushed.

Where first my heart at her sweet glances gushed

;

Give ear, give ear, with one consenting.

To my last words, my last and my lamenting.

If 'tis my fate below.

And Heaven will have it so.

That love must close these dying eyes in tears,

May my poor dust be laid

In middle of your shade.

While ray soul, naked, mounts to its own spheres.

The thought would calm my fears,

When taking, out of breath.

The doubtful step of death ;

For never could ray spirit find

A stiller port after the stormy wind

:

Nor in more calm abstracted bourne,

Slip from my travailed flesh, and from my bones out-

worn.

Perhaps, some future hour,

To her accustomed bower
Might come the untamed, and yet the gentle she

;

And where she saw me first.

Might turn with eyes athirst.

And kinder joy to look again for me ;

Then, the charity !

Seeing betwixt the stones

The earth that held my bones,

A sigh for very love at last

Might ask of Heaven to pardon me the past

;

And Heaven itself could not say nay,

As with her gentle veil she wiped the tears away.

How well I call to mind
When from those bowers the wind
Shook down upon her bosom flower on flower ;

And there she sat, meek-eyed,

/n midst of all that pride.

Sprinkled and blushing through an amorous shower.

Some to her hair paid dower.

And seemed to dress the curls.

Queen-like, with gold and pearls
;

Some, snowing, on her drapery stopped;

Some on the earth, some on the water dropped ;

While others, fluttering from above.

Seemed wheeling round in pomp, and saying 'Here
reigns Love.'

How often then I said.

Inward, and filled with dread,
* Doubtless this creature came from Paradisel'

For at her look the while.

Her voice, and her sweet smile.

And heavenly air, truth parted from mine eyes:

So that, with long-drawn sighs,

I said, as far from men,
* How came I here—and whent'

I had forgotten ; and, alas !

Fancied myself in heaven, not where I was

;

And from that time till this, I bear
Such love for the green bower, 1 cannot rest elsewhere.

JOHN CLABE.

John Clare, one of the most truly uneducated of

English poets, and one of the best of our rural de-

scribers, was born at Ilelpstone, a village near

Peterborough, in 1793. His parents were peasants

—his father a helpless cripple and a pauper. Jolin

obtained some education by his own extra work as

a ploughboy: from the labour of eight weeks he
generally acquired as many pence as paid for a

month's schooling. At thirteen years of age he
met with Thomson's Seasons, and hoarded up a
shilling to purchase a copy. At daybreak on a

spring morning, he walked to the town of Stam-
ford—six or seven miles off—to make the pur-

chase, and had to wait some time till the shops were

opened. This is a fine trait of boyish enthusiasm,

and of the struggles of youthful genius, lieturning

to his native village with the precious purchase,

as he walked through the beautiful scenery of

Burghley Park, he composed his first piece of

poetry, which he called the Morning ^Yalh. This

was soon followed by the Evening Walk, and some

other pieces. A benevolent exciseman instructed

the young poet in writing and arithmetic, and he

continued his obscure but ardent devotions to his

rural muse. ' Most of his poems,' says the writer

of a memoir prefixed to his first volume, 'were

composed under the immediate impression of his

feelings in the fields or on the road sides. lie could

not trust his memory, and therefore he wrote them
down with a pencil on the spot, his hat serving him
for a desk ; and if it happened that he had no op-

portunity soon after of transcribing these imperfect

memorials, he could seldom decipher them or re-

cover his first thoughts. From this cause several

of his poems are quite lost, and others exist only in

fragments. Of those which he had committed to

writing, especially his earlier pieces, many were

destroyed from another circumstance, which shows

how little he expected to please others with them

:

from a hole in the wall of liis room where he stutfed

his manuscripts, a piece of paper was often taken

to hold the kettle with, or light the fire.' In 1817,

Clare, while working at Bridge Casterton, in Rut-
landshire, resolved on risking the publication of a

volume. By hard working day and night, he got

a pound saved, that he might have a prospectus

printed. This was accordingly done, and a Collec-

tion of Original Trifles was announced to subscribers,

tlie price not to exceed 3s. 6d. ' I distributed my
papers,' he s.iys ;

' but as I could get at no way of

pushing them into higher circles than those with

whom I was acquainted, they consequently passed

off as quietly as if they had been still in my posses-

sion, unprinted and unseen.' Only seven subscribers

came forward ! One of these prospectuses, however,

led to an acquaintance witli Mr Edward Drury,
bookseller, Stamford, and through this gentleman

the poems were published by Messrs Taylor and
Hessey, London, who purchased them from Clare

for £20. The volume was brought out in January
1820, with an interesting well-written introduc-

tion, and bearing the title, Poems Descriptive of
Rural Life and Scenery, by John Clare, a Northamp-
tonshire peasant. The attention of the public was
instantly awakened to the circumstances and the

merits of Clare. The magazines and reviews were
unanimous in his favour. ' This interesting little

volume,' said the Quarterly Review, ' bears indubit-
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able eviik'iice of Ijuing composi/d altopetlier from
the imimlses of the writer's mind, as excituil hy ex-

ternal olyefts and internal sensations. Here are no
tawdry and feeble paraphrases of former poets, no
attempts at deseribiiig what the author miijfit have
become acquainted with in his limited readint;. The
woods, the Vales, the brooks, " the crimson spots

i' the bottom of a cowslip," or the loftier i)benomcna
of the heavens, contemplated through tlie alterna-

tions of hope and despondency, are the principal

sources whence tlie youth, wh{ise adverse circum-
stances and resignation under them extort our sym-
pathy, drew the faithful ami vivid pictures before

us. Examples of minds highly gifted by nature,

struggling with, and breaking through the bondage
of adversity, are not rare in tliis country: but pri-

vation is not destitution ; and the instance before

us is, perhaps, one of the most striking of patient

and persevering talent existing and enduring in the
most forlorn, and seemingly hopeless condition, that

literature has at any time exhibited.'

In a short time Clare was in possession of a little

fortune. The present Earl Fitzwilham sent £100
to his publishers, which, with the like sum ad-
vanced by them, was laid out in the purchase of

stock ; the Marquis of Exeter allowed him an an-

nuity of fifteen guineas for life ; the Earl of Spencer
a further annuity of £10, and various contributions

were received from other noblemen and gentlemen,
60 that the poet had a permanent allowance of £30
per annum. He m.arried bis 'Patty of the Vale,'
' the rosebud in bumble life,' the daughter of a
neighbouring farmer; and in his native cottage at

Helpstone, with his aged and infirm parents and his

young wife by his side—all proud of his now re-

warded and successful genius—Clare basked in the
sunshine of a poetical felicity. The writer of this

recollects, with melancholy pleasure, paying a visit

to the poet at this genial season in company with
one of his publishers. The humble dwelling wore
an air of comfort and contented happiness. Shelves
were fitted up, filled with hooks, most of which hail

been sent as presents. Clare read and liked them
all! He took us to see bis favourite scene, the
haunt of his inspiration. It was a low fall of swampy
ground, used as a pasture, and hounded by a dull

rushy brook, overhung with willows. Yet here
Clare strayed and mused delighted.

Flow on, thou gently-plashing stream,
O'er weed-beds wild and rank

;

Delighted I've enjoyed my dream
Upon thy mossy bank ;

BenioiHtening many a weedy stem,
I've watched thee wind so clearly,

And on thy bank I found the gem
That makes nie love thee dearly.

In 1821 Clare came forward again as a poet. His
second publication was entitled T/ie Village Minstrel
and other Poems, in two volumes. The first of these
pieces is in the Spenserian stanza, and describes the
scenes, sports, and feelings of rural life—the author
himself sitting for the portrait of Lubni, the humble
rustic who 'hummed his lowly dreams'

Far in the sha^le where poverty retires.

The descriptions of scenery, as well as the expres-
sion of natural emotion and generous sentiment in
this poem, exalted the reputation of Clare as a true
poet. He afterwards contributed short pieces to the
annuals and other periodicals, marked by a more
choice and refined diction. The poet's prosperity
was, alas ! soon over. His discretion was not equal
to his fortitude : he speculated in fiirming, wasted
his little hoard, and amidst accumulating difficul-

ties sank into nervous despondency and despair. He

is now, we believe, in a private asylum—hopeless,

hut not dead to passing events, Tliis sad termina-
tion of so bright a morning it is painful to contem-
plate. Amidst the n.ative wild flowers of bis song
we looked not for the 'deadly nightshade'—and,
though the example of Burns, of Chatterton, and
IJloomfield, was better fitted to inspire fear than
hope, there was in Clare a naturally lively and cheer-
ful temperament, and an apparent absence of strong
and dangerous passions, that promised, as in the ease
of Allan Kanisay, a life of humble yet prosperous
contentment and happiness. Poor Clare's muse waa
the true offspring of English country life. He wag
a faithful painter of rustic scenes and occupations,

and he noted every light and shade of his brooks,

meadows, and green lanes. His fancy was buoyant
in the midst of labour and hardship ; and his imagery,
drawn directly from nature, is various and original.

Careful finishing could not be expected from the
rustic poet, yet there is often a fine delicacy and
beauty in his pieces, and his moral reflections and
pathos win their way to the heart. 'Xt is seldom,'

as one of his critics remarked, 'that the public have
an opportunity of learning the unmixed and un-
adulterated impression of the loveliness of nature on
a man of vivid perception and strong feeling, equally

unacquainted with the art and reserve of the world,

and with the riches, rules, and prejudices of litera-

ture.' Clare was strictly such a man. His reading

before his first publication had been extremely
limited, and did not either form his taste or bias

the direction of his powers. He wrote out of the

fulness of his heart ; and his love of nature was so

universal, that he included all, weeds as well as

flowers, in his picturesque catalogues of her charms.

In grouping and forming his pictures, he h<is re-

course to new and original expressions—as, for ex-

ample

—

Brisk winds the lightened branches shake

By pattering, plashing drops confessed
;

And, where oaks dripping shade the lake.

Paint crimping dimpled on its breast.

A sonnet to the glow-worm is singularly rich in this

vivid word-painting:

—

Tasteful illumination of the night,

Bright scattered, twinkling star of spangled earth !

Hail to the nameless coloured dark and light,

The witching nurse of thy illumined birth.

In thy still hour how dearly I delight

To rest my weary bones, from labour free ;

In lone spots, out of hearing, out of sight,

To sigh day's smothered pains ; and pause on thee,

Bedecking dangling brier and ivied tree,

Or diamonds tipping on the grassy spear ;

Thy pale-faced glimmering light I love to see,

Gilding and glistering in the dewdrop near :

O still-hour's mate ! my easing heart sobs free.

While tiny bents low bend with many an added

tear.

In thesehappy microscopic views of nature, Grahame,

the author of the Sabbath, is the only poet who can

be put in competition with Clare. The delicacy of

some of his sentimental verses, mixed up in careless

profusion with others less correct or pleasing, may
be seen from the following part of a ballad. The Fate

of Amy

:

—
The flowers the sultry summer kills

Spring's milder suns restore ;

But innocence, that fickle charm.

Blooms once, and blooms no more.

The swains who loved no more admire,

Their hearts no beauty warms ;

And maidens triumph in her fall

That envied once her charms.
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Lost WHH that swtft siinj'lieity ;

llcr evo's l>ri;;ht lustif Ht'd

;

Aiul o'er !ier clieeks, where rosea bloomed,

A sickly |niienu>s sprcaii.

So fniU'!* the tlowor before it8 time,

Where caiikorwoniis assail

;

So Jr(>i>iw the bud upon its stem
Beneath the sickly gale.

What is Life f

And what is Life ! An hour-glass on the run,

A mist retreating from the morning sun,

A busy^ bustling, still-repeated dream.

Itf Ungth i A minute*s pause, a moment's thought.

And Happiness J A bubble on the stream,

That in the act of seizing shrinks to nought.

And what is Hope ? The puffing gale of morn,

That robs each tiowret of its gem—and dies;

A cobweb, hiding disappointment's thoni,

Which stings more keenly through the thin disguise.

And what is Death I Is still the cause unfound ?

That dark mystfiious name of horrid sound ?

A Innu aii'l lingering sleep the weary crave.

And Peace ? Where can its happiness abound ?

No whei"e at all, save heaven and the grave.

Then what is Life ! When stripped of its disguise,

A thing to be desired it cannot be ;

Since everything that meets our foolish eyes

Gives proof sufficient of its vanity.

'Tis but a trial all must umlergo.

To teach unthankful ninrtul how to prize

That happiness vain man's denied to know,

Until he*a called to claim it in the skies.

Summer Morning.

'Tis sweet to meet the morning breeze.

Or list the giggling of the brook ;

Or, stretched beneath the shade of trees,

Peruse and pause on nature's book.

When nature every sweet prepares

To entertain our wished delay

—

The images which morning wears,

The wakening charms of early day !

Now let me tread the meadow paths,

Where glittering dew the ground illumes.

As sprinkled o'er the withering swaths

Their moisture shrinks in sweet perfumes.

And hear the beetle sound his horn,

And hear the skylark whistling nigh,

Sprung from his be<l of tuftetl corn,

A bailing minstrel in the sky.

First sunbeam, calling night away
To see how sweet thy summons seems;

Split by the willow's wavy gray.

And sweetly dancing on the streams.

How fine the spider's tveb is spun.

Unnoticed to vulgar eyes;

Its silk thread glittering in the sun

Arts bungling vanity deties.

Roaming while the dewy fields

'Neath their morning burthen lean,

While its crop my searches shields,

Sweet I scent the blossomed bean.

Making oft remarking stops ;

Watching tiny nameless things

Climb the grass's spiry tops

Ere they try their gauzy wings.

So emerging into light.

From the ignorant and vain

Fearful genius takes her flight.

Skimming o'er the lowly plain.

The Primrose—A Sonnet,

Welcome, pale primrose! starting up between
Dead matted leaves of ash an*l oak that strew
The every lawn, the wood, and spinney through,

'Mid creeping moss and ivy's darker green
;

How much thy presence beautifies the ground !

How sweet thy modest iinaftected pride
Glows on the sunny bank and wood's warm side!
And where thy fairy flowers in grou])3 are fouud,

The schoolboy roamn enchantedly along,

I*lucking the fairest with a rude delight

:

While the meek shepherd stops his simple song,
To gaze a moment on the pleasing sight

;

O'erjoyed to see the flowers that truly bring
The welcome news of sweet returning spring.

The Thrush's Nest~A Sonnet,

Within a thick and spreading hawthorn bush
That overhung a molehill large and round,

I heard from mom to mom a merry thrush

Sing hymns of rapture, while I drank the sound
With joy—and oft an unintruding guest,

I watched her secret toils from day to day

;

How true she warped the moss to form her nest,

And modelled it within with wood and clay.

And by and by, like heath-bells gilt with dew.
There lay her shining eggs as bright as flowers,

Ink-spotted over, shells of green and blue:

And there I witnessed, in the summer hours,

A brood of nature's minstrels chirp and fly.

Glad as the sunshine and the laughing sky.*

First-Lovers liecollections.

First-love will with th** heart remain
When its hopes are all gone by

;

As frail rose-blossoms still retain

Their fragrance when they die

:

And joy's tirst dreams will haunt the mind
With the shades 'mid which they sprung,

As summer leaves the stems behind
On which spring's blossoms hung.

Mary, I dare not call thee dear,

I've lost that right so long
;

Yet once again I vex thine ear

With memory's idle song.

I felt a pride to name thy name,
But now that pride hath flown.

And burning blushes speak my shame.
That thus I love thee on.

How loath to part, how fond to meet,

Had we two used to be

;

At sunset, with what eager feet

I hastened unto thee!

Scarce nine days passed us ere we met
In spring, nay, wintry weather;

Now nine years suns have risen and set,

Nor found us once together.

Thy face was so familiar grown,

Thyself so often nigh,

A nioniLMit's memory when alone,

Would bring thee in mine eye
;

* Montgomery says quaintly but truly of this sonnet, * Here
we have in miniature the history and gencraphy of a thrush's

nest, so simply and naturally set forth, that one might think

6uch strains

No more difficile

Than for a blackbird 'tis to whistle.

But let the heartless critic who despises them try his own
hand either at a bird's nest or a sonnet like this ; and when
he has succeeded in making the one, he may have some hope

of being able to make the other.'
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But now my very dream:* forget

That witching look to trace
;

Though tliere thy beauty lingers yet,

It wears a stranger's face,

"When last that gentle cheek I prest,

And heard thee feign adieu,

I little thought that seeming jest

Would prove a word so true !

A fate like this hath oft befell

Kven loftier hopes than ours
;

Spring bids full many buds to swell,

That ne'er can grow to flowers.

Dawnings of Genius,

In those low paths which poverty surrounds,

The rough rude ploughman, off his fallow grounds

(That necessary tool of wealth jvnd pride),

While moiled and sweating, by some pasture's side,

AVill often stoop, inquisitive to trace

The opening beauties of a daisy's face ;

Oft will he witness, with admiring eyes,

The brook's sweet dimples o'er the pebbles rise

;

And often bent, as o'er some magic spell.

He'll pause and pick his shaped stone and shell

:

Raptures the while his inward powers inflame,

And joys delight him which he cannot name;
Ideas jiicture pleasing views to mind,

For which his language can no utterance find
;

Increasing beauties, freshening on his sight,

Unfold new charms, and witness more delight

;

So while the present please, the past decay.

And in each other, losing, raelt away.

Thus pausing wild on all he saunters by,

He feels enraptured, though he knows not why;
And hums and mutters o'er his joys in vain,

And dwells on something which he can't explain.

The bursts of thought with which his soul's perplexed,

Are bred one moment, and are gone the next

;

Yet still the heart will kindling sparks retain.

And thoughts \vill rise, and Fancy strive again.

So have I marked the dying ember's light.

When on the hearth it fainted from my sight.

With glimmering glow oft redden up again,

And sparks crack brightening into life in vain;

Still lingering out its kindling hope to rise.

Till faint, and fainting, the last twinkle dies.

Dim burns the soul, and throbs the fluttering heart,

Its painful pleasing feelings to impart

;

Till by successless sallies wearied quite.

The memory fails, and Fancy takes her flight

;

The wick, confined within its socket, dies.

Borne down and smothered in a thousand sighs.

[Scenes and Musings of the Peasant Poet.]

[From the ' Village Minstrel.']

Each opening season, and each opening scene,

On his wild view still teemed with fresh delight

;

E'en winter's storms to him have welcome been.

That brought him comfort in its long dark night,

As joyful listening, while the fire burnt bright,

Some neighbouring labourer's superstitious tale,

How * Jack-a-lantern,' with his wisp alight,

To drown a 'ni^'hted traveller once did fail,

He knowing well the brook that whimpered down the
vale.

And tales of fairyland he loved to hear.

Those mites of human forms, like skimming bees,

That fly and flirt about but everywhere

;

The niystic tribes of night's unnerving breeze,

That through a lock -hole even creep with ease :

The freaks and stories of this elfin crew.

Ah! Lubin gloried in such things as these;

How they rewarded industry he knew,

And how the restless slut was pinched black and blue;

How ancient dames a fairy's anger feared,

From gossip's stories Lubin often heard
;

How they on every night the hearthstone cleared,

And, 'gainst their visits, all things neat prepared,
As fays nought more than cleanliness reganl

;

When in the mom they never failed to share

Or gold or silver as their meet reward,

Dropt in the water superstition's care.

To make the charm succeed, had cautious plaoiid

there.

And thousands such the village keeps alire;
Beings that people superstitious earth.

That e'er in rural manners will sun'ive.

As long as wild rusticity has birth

To spread their wonders round the cottage-hearth*

On Lubin's mind these deeply were impre-ised

;

Oft fear forbade to share his neighbour's mirth:
And long each tale, by fancy newly dressed,

Brought fairies in his dreams, and broke his infant rest,

He had his dreads and fears, and scarce could pass

A churchyard's dreary mounds at silent night.

But footsteps trampled through the rustling grass,

And ghosts 'hind grave-stones stood in sheets of

white

;

Dread monsters fancy moulded on his sight

;

Soft would he step lest they his tread should hear.

And creep and creep till piist his wild affright;

Then on wind's wings would rally, as it were.

So sxnft the wild retreat of childhood's fancied fear.

And when fear left him, on his comer-seat

Much would he chatter o'er each dreadful tale

;

Tell how he heard the sound of 'proaching feet,

And warriors jingling in their coats of mail

;

And lumping knocks as one would thump a flail;

Of sjiirits conjured in the chamel floor;

And many a mournful shriek and hapless wail,

Where maids, self-murdered, their false loves de»
plore

;

And from that time would vow to tramp on nights no
more.

0! who can speak his joys when spring's young
mom.

From wood and pasture, opened on his view !

When tender green buds blush upon the thorn.

And the first primrose dips its leaves in dew:
Each varied charm how joyed would he pursue,

Tempted to trace their beauties through the day;
Gray-girdled eve and mom of rosy hue
Have both beheld him on his lonely way.

Far, far remote from boys, and their unpleasing play.

Sequestered nature was his heart's delight

;

Him would she lead through wood and lonely plain,

Searching the pooty from the rushy dike;

And while the thrush sang her lonjr-silenced strain,

He thought it sweet, and mocked it o'er again
;

And while he plucked the primrose in its pride,

He pondered o'er its bloom 'tween joy and pain;

And a rude soimet in its jtraise he tried.

Where nature's simple way the aid of art supplied.

The freshened landscapes round his routes unfurled.

The fine-tinged clouds above, the woods below,

Each met his eye a new-revealing world.

Delighting more as more he learned to know;
Each journey sweeter, musing to and fro.

Surrounded thus, not Paradise more sweet;

Enthusiasm made his soul to glow ;

His heart with wild sensations used to beat;

As nature seemly sang, his rautterings would repeat.

Upon a molehill oft he dropt him down,

To take a prospect of the circling scene.

Marking how much the cottage rooPs thatch brown

Did add its beauty to the budding green
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Of slielteriiis; trees it humbly peeped between ;

The ntoiie-rooke»l wagon with its rumbling sound

;

The winilmiU's sweepinj; sails lit distance seen
;

.\nd every form that crowds the circling round,

Where the sky, stooping, seems to kiss the meeting

ground.

And dear to him the rural sports of May,
When each cot-threshold mounts its hailing bough,

And rudily milkmaids weave their garlands gay,

l^pon the green to crown the earliest cow
;

When mirth and pleasure wear a joyful brow

;

And join the tumult with unbounded glee.

The humble tenants of the pail and plough

:

He loved ' old sports,' by them revived, to see,

But never cared to join in their rude revelry.

O'er brook-banks stretching, on the pasture-sward

He gazed, far distant from the jocund crew
;

Twas but their feats that claimed a slight regard ;

'Twas his—his pa.stimes lonely to pursue

—

Wild blossoms creeping in the grass to view,

Scarce peeping up the tiny bent as high,

Bctinged with glossy yellow, red or blue.

Unnamed, unnoticed but by Lubin's eye.

That like low genius sprang, to bloom their day and die.

! who can tell the sweets of JIay-day's mom.
To waken rapture in a feeling mind ;

When the gilt east unveils her dappled dawn,

And the gay woodlark has its nest resigned.

As slow the sun creeps up the hill behind
;

Mom reddening round, and daylight's spotless hue.

As seemingly with rose and lily lined ;

^V'hile all the prospect round beams fair to view,

Like a sweet opening flower with its unsullied dew.

Ah ! often brashing through the dripping grass,

Has he been seen to catch this early charm.

Listening the ' love-song' of the healthy lass

Passing with milk-pail on her well-turned arm
;

Or meeting objects from the rousing farm

—

The jingling plough-teams driving down the steep.

Wagon and cart ; and shepherd-dogs' alarm,

Raising the bleatings of unfolding sheep.

As o'er the mountain top the red sun 'gins to peep.

Nor could the day's decline escape his gaze
;

He loved the closing .is the rising day.

And oft would stand to catch the setting rays.

Whose last beams stole not unperceived away
;

When, hesitating like a stag at bay.

The bright unwearied sun seemed loath to drop.

Till chaos' night-hounds hurried him away.

And drove him headlong from the mountain top.

And shut the lovely scene, and bade all nature stop.

With contemplation's stores his mind to fill,

O doublv happy would he roam as then.

When the blue eve crept deeper round the hill.

While the coy rabbit ventured from his den.

And weary labour sought his rest again ;

Lone wanderings led hira haply by the stream,

Where unperceived he 'joyed his hours at will,

Musing the cricket twittering o'er its dream.

Or watching o'er the brook the moonlight's dancing

beam.

And here the reral muse might aptly say,

As sober evening sweetly siles along.

How she has chased black ignorance away.

And warmed his artless soul with feelings strong,

To teach his reed to wtirble forth a song

;

And how it echoed on the even-gale.

All by the brook the pasture-flowers among

:

But ah ! such trifles are of no avail

—

There's few to notice him, or hear his simple tale.

O Poverty ! thy frowns were early dealt

O'er him who mourned thee, not by fancy led

To whine and wail o'er ivoes he never felt.

Staining his rhymes with tears he never shed.

And heaving sighs a mock song only bred;
Alas ! he knew too much of every pain
That showered full thick on his unsheltered head

;

And as his tears and sighs ilitl erst complain.
His numbers took it up, and wept it o'er again.

JAMES AND HORACE SMITH.

James Smith (1 775-1839) was a lively and amus-
ing author both in prose and verse. His father,

Mr Robert Smith, was an eminent legal practitioner

in London, and solicitor to the Board of Ordnance

—

a gentleman of learning and accumpUshments, whose

James Smith.

latter years were gratified by the talents and repu-

t.ttion of his two sons, James and Horace. James,

the eldest, was educated at a school at Chigwell, in

Essex, and was usually at the head of his class. For

this retired 'schoolboy spot' he ever retained a

strong affection, rarely suffering, as his brother re-

lates, a long interval to elapse without paying it a

visit, and wandering over the scenes that recalled

the truant excursions of himself and chosen play-

mates, or the solitary rambles and musings of his

youth. Two of his latest poems are devoted to his

reminiscences of Chigwell. After the completion of

his education, James Smith was articled to his

father, was taken into partnership in due time, and

eventually succeeded to the business, as well as to

the appointment of solicitor to the Ordnance. With

a quick sense of the ridiculous, a strong passion for

the stage and the drama, and a love of London

society and manners. Smith became a town wit and

humorist—delighting in parodies, theatrical collo-

quies, and fashionable criticism. His first pieces

appear to have been contributed to the Pic-Nic news-

paper established by Colonel Henry Greville, which

afterwards merged into The Cabinet, both being solely

calculated for the topics and feelings of the day. A
selection from the Pic-Nic papers, in two small

volumes, was published in 1803. He next joined

the writers for the London Review—a journal esta-

blished by Cumberland the dramatist, on the novel

iirinciple of affixing the writer's name to his critique.
'
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The Review pniveii a cinniilete failure. The system
of publisliiuj; nunies was un unwise innoviition, de-

stroying e(|ually tlie harmless curiosity of the reailer,

and the rrilieul independence of the author; and
Cunilierland. iK'sides. was too vain, tito irritable and
poor, to secure a good list of contributors. Smith
then became a constant writer in the Monthly
Jlirror (wherein Henry Kirke White first attracted

the notice of what may he termed the literary world),

and in this work apiieareil a series of ptK.*tical imita-

tions, entitled Horace in Landun, the joint production

of James and Horace Smith. These parodies were
subsequently collected and luiblished in one volume
in 1813, after the success of the Rijccled Addresses

had rendered the authors famous. Some of the

pieces display a lively vein of town levity and
humour, hut many of them also are very trifling

and tedious. In one stanza, James Smith has given

a true sketch of his own tastes and character :

—

Me toil and ease alternate share.

Books, and the converse of the fair,

(To see is to adore 'em)
;

With these, and London for my home,
I envy not the joys of Rome,
The Circus or the Forum !

To London lie seems to have been as strongly at-

tached as Dr Johnson himself 'A confirmed me-
tropolitan in all his tastes and habits, he would often

quaintly observe, that London was the best place in

summer, and the only place in winter ; or quote I)r

Johnson's dogma—" Sir, the man that is tired of

London is tired of existence." At other times he

would express his perfect concurrence with Dr
Mosley's assertion, that in the country one is always
maddened with the noise of nothing : or laughingly

quote the Duke of Queensberry's rejoinder on being

told one sultry day in September that London was
exceedingly empty— " Yes, but it's fuller than the

country." He would not, perhaps, have gone quite

80 far as his old friend Jekyll, who used to say, that
" if compelled to live in the country, he would have
the approach to his house paved like the streets of

London, and hire a hackney-coach to drive up and
down the street all day long ;" but he would relate,

with great glee, a story showing the general con-

viction of his dislike to ruralities. He was sitting

in the library at a country house, when a gentleman,

informing him that the family were all out, proposed

a quiet stroll into the pleasure-grounds. " Stroll

!

why, don't you see my gouty shoe ?" " Yes, but
what then ? you don't really mean to say that you
have got the gout ? I thought you had only put on
that shoe to avoid being shown over the improve-
ments."'* There is some good-humoured banter and
exaggeration in this dislike of ruralities ; and accord-

ingly we find that, as Johnson found his way to the
remote Hebrides, Smith occasionally transported
himself to Yorkshire and other places, the country
seats of friends and noblemen. The ' Rejected Ad-
dresses' appeared in 1812, having engaged James
and Horace Smith six weeks, and proving ' one of

the luckiest hits in literature.* The directors of
Drury Lane theatre had offered a premium for the

best poetical address to be spoken on opening the
new edifice ; and a casual hint from Mr Ward, secre-

tary to the theatre, suggested to the witty brothers

the composition of a series of humorous addresses,

professecily composed by the principal authors of the
day. The work was ready by the opening of the
theatre, and its success was almost unexampled.
Eighteen editions have been sold ; and the copy-

* Memoir prefixed to Smith's Comio MisccllaDieB, S vols.

1841.

right, which had been originally offered to Mr Mur
ray for L.20, was purcliascd by that gentleman, in

1819, after the sixteenth edition, for L.131. The
articles written by James Smith consisted of imita-

tions of Wordsworth, Cobbett, Southey, Coleridge,

Crabbe, and a few travesties. Some of them are

inimitable, particularly the parodies on Cobbett and
Crahbe, which were also among the most popular.

Horace Smith contributed imitations of Walter
Scott, Moore, Monk Lewis, Lord Byron, W. T.
Fitzgerald (whose 'Loyal Effusion' is irresistibly

ludicrous for its extravagant adulation and fustian),

Dr Johnson, &.c. The amount of talent displayed
by the two brothers was pretty equal; for none of
James Smith's parodies are more felicitous than that

of Scott by Horace. The popularity of the ' Rejected
Addresses' seems to have satisfied the ambition of
the elder poet. He afterwards confined himself to

short anonymous pieces in the New Monthly Jlaga-

zine and other periodicals, and to the contribution

of some humorous sketches and anecdotes towards
Mr Mathews's theatrical entertainments, the author-
ship of which was known only to a few. The
Country Cousins, Trip to Prance, and Trip to America,
mostly written by Smith, and brought out by
Mathews at the English Opera House, not only
filled the theatre, and rejilcnished the treasury, but
brought the witty writer a thousand pounds—a sum
to which, we are told, the receiver seldom made
allusion without shrugging up his shoulders, and
ejaculating, * A thousand pounds for nonsense

!'

Mr Smith was still better paid for a trifling exer-

tion of his muse ; for, having met at a dinner party
the late Mr Strahan, the king's printer, then sufier-

ing from gout and old age, though his faculties re-

mained unimpaired, he sent him next morning the
following j'ra d'esprit

:

—

Your lower limbs seemed far from stout

When last I saw you walk
;

The cause I presently found out
When you began to talk.

The power that props the body's length.

In due proportion spread,

In you mounts upwards, and the strength

All settles in the head,

Mr Strahan was so much gratified by the compli-
ment, that he made an immediate codicil to his

will, by which he bequeathed to the writer the sum
of L.3600 ! Horace Smith, however, mentions that

Mr Strahan had other motives for his generosity,

for he respected and loved the man quite as much
as he admired the poet. James made a happier,

though, in a pecuniary sense, less lucky epigram
on Miss Edgeworth :

—

We every-day bards may *anonymou8* sign

—

That refuge. Miss Edgeworth, can never be tluDe.

Thy writings, where satire and moral unite,

Must bring forth the name of their author to light.

Good and bad join in telling the source of their birth;

The bad own their Edge, and the good own their

Worth.

The easy social bachelor-life of James Smith was
much impaired by hereditary gout. He lived tem-
perately, and at his club-dinner restricted himself to

his half-pint of sherry ; but as a professed joker and
' diner ont,' he must often have been tempted to

over-indulgence and irregular hours. Attacks of

gout began to assail him in middle life, and he gra-

dually lost the use and the very form of his limbs,

bearing all his sufl'crings, as his brother states, with
' an undeviating and unexampled i>atience.' One of
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the stan/as in his p(H.'m on Chigwell displays his

philosuphic cumpusure at this iicriod of his lit'c :

—

WorUl, in thy ever busy mart
I've ftcted no unnoticed part

—

Would I resume it ? oh uo

!

Four ftct-^ are done, the jest gro^vs stale

;

The waning lanipti burn dim and pale,

And reason asks

—

Cut bono f

He held it a humiliation to be ill. and never com-
plained or alluded to his own sufftrings. He died

on the 'J4th Oeeember 18:10, aped 65. Lady Bks-
singt'in ?aid, ' If James Smith had not bt*en a witti/

man, he must have been a yreat man.* His extensive

information and refined manners, joined to an in-

exhaustible fund of liveliness and humour, and a

happy uniform temper, rendered him a fascinatinp

companion. The writings of such a man give but

a faint idea of the original ; yet in his own widk of

literature James Smith has few superiors. Anstey
conies most directly into competition with him ; yet

it may be safely said that the ' Rejected Addresses*

will live as long as the ' New Batli Guide.'

The surviving partner of this literary duumvirate
—the most constant and interesting, perhaps, since

that of Beaumont and Fletcher, and more affec-

tionate from tlie relationship of the parties—has

distinguished himself by his novels and historical

romances, and by his generosity to various literary

men. Mr Horace Smith has also written some
copies of verses, one of which, the Ad<iress to the

Mummj', is a felicitous compound of fact» humour,
and sentiment, forcibly and originally expressed.

The nieati^.—By the Rev. G. C, [Crahhe.l

Tis sweet to view, from half-past five to six,

Our long wax candles, with short cotton wicks,

Touched bv the lamplighter's Promethean art.

Start into H^ht, and make the lighter start

:

To see red Phtvbus through the gallery pane

Tinge with his beam the beams of Drury Lane,

While gradual parties fill our widened pit.

And gape, and gaze, and wonder, ere they sit, * *

What various swains our motley walls contain

!

Fashion from Moorfields, honour from Chick Lane
;

Bankers from Paper Buildings here resort.

Bankrupts from Golden Square and Riches Court

;

From the Haymarket canting rogues in grain,

Gulls from the Poultry, sots from Water Lane

;

The lottery connorant, the auction shark,

The full-price ni;i.ster, and the half-price clerk

;

Boys who long linger at the gallery door,

with pence twice five, they want but twopence more,

Till some Sara.aritan the twopence spares,

And sends them jumping up the gallery stairs.

Critics we boast who ne'er their malice baulk,

But talk their minds, we wish they'd mind their talk
;

Big worded bullies, who b}' quarrels live,

Who give the lie, and tell the lie they give;

Jews from St Mary Axe, for jobs so wary.

That for old clothes they'd even axe St Alary

;

And bucks with pockets empty as their pate,

Lax in their gaiters, laxer in their gait

;

Who oft, when we our house lock up, carouse

With tippling tipstaves in a lock-up house.

Yet here, as elsewhere, chance can joy bestow,

Where scowling fortune seemed to threaten wo,

John Richard William Alexander Dwyer
Was footman to Justinian Stubbs, Esquire;

But when .Tohn Dwyer listed in the Blues,

Emanuel Jennings polished Stubbs's shoes.

Emanuel Jennings brought his youngest boy

Up a^ a corn cutter—a safe employ

;

In Holywell Street, St Pancras, he was bred
(At number twenty-seven, it is said),

Facing the jiump, and near the (Iranby 's head.
He would have bound him to some shop in town.
But with a preniiuni he could not come down :

Pat was the urchin's name, a red-haired youth.
Fonder of purl and skittle-grounds than truth.

Silence, ye gods ! to keep your tongues in awe.
The nmse shall tell an accident she saw.

Pat Jennings in the upper gallery sat
;

But, leaning forward, Jemrnigs lost liis hat;
Down from the gallery the beaver flew.

And spurned the one. to settle in the two.

How shall he act \ Pay at the gallery door

Two shillings for what cost when new but four!

Or till half price, to save his shilling, wait,

And gain his bat again at half-past eight?

Now, while his fears anticipate a thief,

John Mullins whispers, Take my handkerchief.

Thank you, cries Pat, but one won't niake a line

;

Take mine, cried Wilson ; and, cried Stokes, take mine.

A motley cable soon Pat Jennings ties,

Where Spitalfields with real India vies.

Like Iris bow, down darts the painted hue.

Starred, striped, and spotted, yellow, red, and blue,

Old calico, torn silk, and muslin new.

George Green below, with palpitating hand,

Loops the last 'kerchief to the beaver's band
;

LTpsoavs the prize ; the youth, with joy unfeigned,

Regained the felt, and felt what he regained.

While to the applauding galleries grateful Pat

Made a low bow, and touched" the ransomed hat. * *

T/i€ Babifs Debut—Bi/ W, W. [ IIVdf?(w(A.]

[Spoken in the character of Nancy Lake, a girl eiftht years of

age, who is drawn upnn the stage in a child's chaise by

Samuel Hughes, her uncle's porter.]

My brother Jack was nine in May,
And I was eight on New Year's Day;

So in Kate Wilson's shop

Papa (he's my papa and Jack's)

Bought me, last week, a doll of wax.

And brother Jack a top.

Jack's in the pouts, and this it is.

He thinks mine came to more than his,

So to my drawer he goes.

Takes out the doll, and, oh my stars

!

He pokes her head between the bars,

Ajid melts off half her nose I

Quite cross, a bit of string I beg.

And tie it to his peg top's peg.

And bang, with might and main,
Its head against the parlour door:

Off flies the head, and hits the floor,

And breaks a window-pane.

This made him cry with rage and spite;

Well, let him cry, it serves him right.

A pretty thing, forsooth !

If he's to melt, all scalding hot,

Half my doll's nose, and I am not

To draw his peg top's tooth !

Aunt Hannah heard the window break,

And cried, * naughty Nancy Lake,

Thus to distress your aunt

:

No Drury Lane for you to-day!*

And while papa said, * Pooh, she may I*

Mamma said, * No, she shan't !*

Well, after many a aad reproach.

They got into a hackney coach,

And trotted down the street.

I saw thera go : one horse was blind ;

The tails of both hung down behind
;

Their shoes were on their feet.
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The cliai^e in wliic-h pnnr bmther Bill

Used t<i be drawn to Pciitonville,

Stood in tlie lumber room

:

I wiped the dust from ofl'the top,

While Molly moppcil it with a mop,
And brushed it with a broom.

My uncle's porter, Sarauel Ilughea,

Came in at six to black the shoes

(I alwayn talk to Sam) :

So what does he, but takes and drags

Me in the chaise alon;; the flags,

And leaves me where I am.

My fathcr*s walls are made of brick,

But not so tall, and not so thick

As these ; and, j;oodncss me !

My father's beams are made of wood.

But never, never half so good

As these that now I see.

What a large floor ! 'tis like a town !

The carpet, when they lay it down,

Won't hide it, I'll be bound :

And there's a row of lamps ; my eye !

How they do blaze! I wonder why
They keep them on the ground.

At first I caught hold of the wing.

And kept away ; but Mr Thing-
Umbnb, the proni]iter man,

Gave with his hand my cliaise a shove,

And said, ' Go on, my pretty love;

Speak to 'em, little Nan.

You've only got to curtsey, whisp-

er, hold your chin up, laugh and lisp,

And then you're sure to take :

I've known the day when brats not quite

Thirteen got fifty pounds a-night,

Then why not Nancy Lake {'

But while I'm speaking, whereas papa?
And Where's my aunt? and where's mamma?

Where's Jack ? Uh, there they sit

!

They smile, they nod ; I'll go my ways,

And order round poor Billy's chaise,

To join them in the pit.

And now, good gentlefolks, I go
To join luamma, and see the show;

So, bidding you adieu,

I curtsey, like a pretty miss,

And if you'll blow to me a kiss,

I'll blow a kiss to you.

{_Blows JcUsy and exit,

TaU of Drury Lane.~By W. S. {8coU.^

As chaos which, by heavenly doom,
Had slept in everlasting gloom,
Started with terror and surprise.

When light first flashed upon her eyes

:

So I>on<lnn's sons in nightcap woke.
In bedgown woke her dames.

For shouts were lieard mid tire and smoke.
And twice ten hnndn-d voices spoke,
*The playhouse is in flames.'

And lo ! where Catherine Street extends,
A fiery tail its lustre lends
To every window-pane :

Blushes each spout in Martlet Court,
And Barbican, moth-eaten fort,

And Coveiit (Jardcn kennels sport,

A bright etisaiigtiined drain
;

Meux's new brewlmuse shows the li^ht,

Rowland Hill's chapel, and the height
Where patent shut they sell

:

The Tennis Court, so fair and tall.

Partakes the ray, with Surgeons* Hall,

The Ticket Porters' house of call,

Old Bedlam, close by London NVall,

Wright's shrimp and oyster shop withal,

And Richardson's hotel.

Nor these alone, but far and wide
Across the Thamcs's gleaming tide.

To distant fields the blaze was borne;

And daisy white and hoary thorn,

In burrowed lustre seemed to sham
The rose or red sweet Wil-li-am.

To those who on the hills around
Beheld the flames from Drury's mound.

As from a lofty altar rise
;

It seemed that nations did conspire.

To ofier to the god of tire

Some vast stupendous sacrifice!

The summoned firemen woke at call,

And hied them to their stations all.

Starting from short and broken snoose,

Each sought his ponderous hubnailed shoes;

But first his worsted hoscn plied.

Plush breeches next in crimson dyed,

His nether bulk embraced ;

Then jacket thick of red or blue,

Whose massy shoulder gave to view

The badge of each respective crew,

In tin or copper traced.

The engines thundered through the street,

Fire-hook, pij^e, bucket, all complete,

And torches glared, and clattering feet

Along the pavement paced. * *

E'en Higglnbottom now was posed.

For sadder scene was ne'er disclosed;

Without, within, in hideous show.

Devouring flames resistless glow,

And blazing rafters downward go.

And never halloo * Heads below !'

Nor notice give at all

:

The firemen, terrified, are slow

To bid the pumping torrent flow.

For fear the roof should fall.

Back, Robins, back ! Crump, stand aloof!

Whitford, keep near the walls !

Huggins, regard your own behoof,

For, lo! the blazing rocking roof

Down, down in thunder falls I

An awful pause succeeds the stroke,

And o'er the ruins volumed smoke.

Rolling around its pitchy shroud.

Concealed them from the astonished crowd.

At length the mist awhile was cleared.

When lo! amid the wreck upreared.

Gradual a moving head appeared,

And Eagle firemen knew
'Twas Joseph Muggins, name revered,

The foreman of their crew.

Loud shouted all in signs of wo,
* A Muggins to the rescue, ho !'

And poured the hissing tide:

Meanwhile the Muggins fought amain,
And strove and struggled all in vain,

For rallying but to fall again,

He tottered, sunk, and died!

Did none attempt, before he fell.

To succour one they loved so well I

Yes, Iligginbottom did aspire

(His fireman's soul was all on fire)

His brother chief to save ;

But ah ! his reckless generous ire

Served but to share his grave !

*Mid blazing beams and scalding streams,

Through fire and smoke he dauntless broke,
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Where Mu;:^'itij* bnike Uefore.

Hut siili.lnirv huiicIi iiiid boiling drench
Destrouiij; .si;;lit, o'erwhelmed him quite;
He ii\iuk lo i-i.s<' no more.

Still o'er his head, while Fate he braved^
His wlii/ziiij; water-pipe he waved

;

' W'hitl'urd and Mitford ply your pumps;
You, Clutterbuck, come, stir your stumps ;

AVhy are you in such doleful dumps?
A fireman, and afraid of buinpn

!

What are they feared on ? fool.s
—

*od rot *em !'

\Vere the la.st words of lliggiubottom. * *

77l« Vjxa in Marylone Lane,

[By James Smith.]

A tree grew in Java, whose pestilent rind
A venom distilled of the deadliest kind;
The Dutch sent their felons it.s juices to draw.
And who returned safe, pleaded pardon by law.

Face-muffled, the culprits crept into the vale.

Advancing from windward to 'scape the death-gale
;

How few the reward of their victory earned I

For ninety-nine perished for one who returned.

Britannia this Upas-tree bought of Mynheer,
Removed it through Holland, and planted it here;
*Tis now a stock-plant of the genus wolPs-bane,

And one of them blossoms in Mar3'bone Lane.

The house that surrounds it stands first in the row.

Two doors at right angles swing open below ;

And the children of misery daily steal in.

And the poison they draw they denominate Ghu

There enter the prude, and the reprobate boy.

The mother of grief, and the daughter of joy.

The serving-maid slim, and the serving-man stout,

They quickly steal in, and they slowly reel out.

Surcharged with the venom, some walk forth erect,

Apparently baffling its deadly effect

;

But, sooner or later, the reckoning arrives.

And ninety-nine perish for one who survives.

They cautious advance with slouched bonnet and hat,
They enter at this door, they go out at that

;

Some bear otl" their burden with riotous glee.

But most sink in sleep at the foot of the tree.

Tax, Chancellor Van, the Eatavian to thwart.
This compound of crime at a sovereign a quart

;

Let gin fetch per bottle the price of champagne,
And hew down the Ui)as in Marybone Lane.

Address to the Mummy in BehonVs Exhibitiim,

[By Horace Smith.]

And thou hast walked about (how strange a story !)

In Thebes's streets three thousand years ago,

When the Memnonium was in all its glory.

And time had not begun to overthrow
Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,

Of which the very ruins are tremendous !

Speak ! for thou long enough hast acted dumby
;

Thou hast a tongue, come, let us hear its tune ;

Thou'rt standing on thy legs above ground, mummy !

Revisiting the glimpses of the moon.
Not like thin ghosts or disembodied creatures.

But with thy bones and flesh, and limbs and features.

Tell us—for doubtless thou canst recollect

—

To whom should we assign the Sphinx's fame ?

"Was Cheops or Cephrencs architect

Of cither pyramid that bears his name!

Is Pompey's pillar really a niismaiier!
Had Thebes a hundred gates, as sung by Homer I

Perhaps thou wert a mason, and forbidden
By oath to tell the secrets of thy trade

—

Then sny, what secret melody was hidden
In Memnon's statue, which at sunrise played?

Perhaps thou wert a priest—if so, my struggles
Are vain, for priestcraft never owns its juggles.

Perchance that very hand, now pinioned flat.

Has hob-a-nobbed with Pharaoh, glass to glass

;

Or dropped a halfpenny in Homer's hat,
Or doftcd thine own to let Queen Dido pass,

Or held, by Solomon's own invitation,
A torch at the great Temple's dedication.

I need not ask thee if that hand, when armed.
Has any Roman soldier mauled and knuckled,

For thou wert dead, and buried, and embalmed,
Kre Romulus and Remus had been suckled

:

Antiquity appears to have begun
Long after thy primeval race was run.

Thou couldst develope, if that withered tongue
Might tell us what those sightless orbs have seen.

How the world looked when it was fresh and young,
And the great deluge still had left it green

;

Or was it then so old, that history's pages
Contained no record of its early ages ?

Still silent, incommunicative elf!

Art sworn to secrecy ! then keep thy vows

;

But prithee tell us something of thyself;
lieveal the secrets of thy prison-house

;

.Since in the world of spirits thou hast slumbered.
What hast thou seen—what strange adventures num-

bered ?

Since first thy form was in this box extended.
We have, above ground, seen some strange muta-

tions
;

The Roman empire has begun and ended.
New worlds have risen—we have lost old nations.

And countless kings have into dust been humbled.
Whilst not a fragment of thy flesh has crumbled.

Didst thou not hear the pother o'er thy head.
When the great Persian conqueror, Canibvses,

Marched armies o'er thy tomb with thundering tread,
O'erthrew Osiris, Orus, Apis, Isis,

And shook the pyramids with fear and wonder,
When the gigantic Memnon fell asunder?

If the tomb's secrets may not be confessed,

The nature of thy private life unfold :

A heart has throbb'd beneath that leathern breast,
And tears adown that dusky cheek have rolled :

Have children climbed those knees, and kissed that
face ?

What was thy name and station, age and race ?

Statue of flesh—immortal of the dead I

Imperishable type of evanescence !

Posthumous man, who quit'st thy narrow bed.
And standest undecayed within our presence.

Thou wilt hear nothing till the judgment morning.
When the great trump shall thrill thee with its

warning.

Why should this worthless tegument endure,
If its undying guest be lost for ever

!

Oh, let us keep the soul embalmed and pure
In living virtue, that, when both must sever.

Although corruption may our frame consume.
The immortal spirit in the skies may bloom.*

Originally published in the New Monthly Magazine.
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JOnN WILSON.

PrtAFi-ssoR \Vii.so.N, tlif Jistiiiguishcd oerupant of

tilt ili;iir of iiionil philosopliv in tlie uiiivursity of

£diuburgh, tarntJ liis first laurels by his pottry.

Professor Wilson.

He was horn in the year 1788, in the town of Paisley,

where his fatlier had carried on business, and at-

tained to opulence as a manufacturer. At the age

of thirteen, the poet was entered of Glasgow univer-

sity, whence in due time he was transferred to

Magdalene college, Oxford. Here he carried off the

Newdigate prize from a vast number of competitors

for the best English poem of fifty lines. Mr Wilson

was distinguished in these youthful years by his

fine athletic frame, and a face at once handsome

and expressive of genius. A noted capacity for

knowledge and remarkable literary powers were

at the same time united to a singular taste for

gymnastic exercises and rural sports. After four

years' residence at Oxford, the poet purchased a

small but beautiful estate, named Elleray, on the

banks of the lake Wimlerniere. where he went to

reside. He married—built a house and a y.acht

—

enjoved himself among tlie magnificent scenery of

the lakes— wrote poetry—and cultivated the society

of Wordsworth. Tliese must have been happy days.

With youth, robust heallh, fortune, and an exhaust-

less imagination, Wilson must, in such a spot, have

been liUst even up to the dreams of a poet. Some
reverses however came, and, after entering himself

of the Scottish bar, he sought and obtahied his

moral philosopliy chair. He connected himself also

with Hlaikwooirs Magazine, and in this miscel-

lany poured fortli the riches of his fancy, learning,

and taste—displaying also the peculiarities of his

sanguine and impetuous temperament. The most
valuable of these eontril)utit)ns have lieen collected

and published (1842) in three volumes, under the title

of The Ihcreiithtm of Christopher North. The criti-

cisms on poetry understood to be from the pen of

Wil8<)n, are ot'ten highly eloquent, and conceived

in a truly kindred spirit. A series of papers on

Spenser anil Homer arc equally remarkable for

their discrimination and imaginative luxuriance.

In reference t<i these 'golden spoils' of criticism, Mr
Hallam has characterised the professor as ' a living

writer of the most ardent and enthusiastic genius.

whose eloquence is as the rush of mighty waters.'

'Ihe poetical works of Wilsou have been collected

in two volumes. They consist of the Isle of Palms
(1S12), the City of the Plague (181C), and several

smaller pieces. The broad humour and satire of
some of his prose papers form a contrast to the deli-

cacy and tenderness of his acknowledged writings

—

particularly his poetry. He has an outer and an
imier man—one shrewd, bitter, observant, and full

of untamed energy ; the other calm, graceful, and
meditative— ' all conscience and tender heart' He
deals generally in extremes, and the prevailing de-

fect of his poetry is its uniform sweetness and femi-

nine softness of character. ' Almost the only pas-

sions,' says Jeffrey, ' with which his poetry is con-

versant, are the gentler sympatliies of our nature

—

tender compassion, confiding affection, and guiltless

sorrow. From all these there results, along with a
most touching and tranquUlising sweetness, a cer-

tain monotony and languor, which, to those who read

poetry for anmsement merely, will be apt to appear

like dulness, and must be felt as a defect by all who
have been used to the variety, rapidity, and energy
of the popular poetry of the day.' Some of the scenes

in the City of the Plague are, however, exquisitely

drawn, and his descriptions of lake and mountain
scenery, though idealised by his imaginatii>n, are not

unworthy of Wordsworth. Tlie prose descriptions

of Wilson have obscured his poitical, because in the

former he gives the reins to his fancy, and, while

preserving the general outline and distinctive fea-

tures of the landscape, adds a number of subsidiary

charms and attractions,

{_A Home among the Mountaht3.'\

[From the ' City of the Plague.']

MAGDALENE and ISABEL.

Magdalene. How bright aud fair that afternoon

returns

When last we parted 1 Even now I feel

Its dewy freshness in my soul ! Sweet breeze I

That hymning like a spirit up the lake,

Came through the tall pines on yon little isle

.Across to us u])on the vernal shore

With a kind friendly greeting. Frankfort blest

The unseen musician tloatiiig through the air,

And smiling, said, ' Wild harjier of the hill;

So iiiayst thou play thy ditty when once more
This lake I do revisit.' As he spoke.

Away died the music in the firmament.

And unto silence left our parting hour.

No breeze will ever steal from nature's heart

So sweet again to me.
Whate'er my doom,

It cannot be unhappy. God hath given me
The boon of resignation : I could die,

Though doubtless human fears would cross my soul,

Calmly even now
;
yet if it he ordained

That I return unto my native valley.

And live with Frankfort there, why should I fear

To say I might be happy—happier far

Than I deserve to be. Sweet Uydal lake

!

Am I again to visit thee ! to hear

Thy glad waves murmuring all around my soul ?

imUl. Methiiiks I see us in a cheerful group

Walking along the margin of the bay,

Where our lone summer-house
Magd. Sweet mossy cell

!

So cool—so shady—silent and composed!

A constant evening full of gentle dreams !

Where joy was felt like sadness, and our grief

A melancholy plea.sant to be bonie.

Hath the green linnet built her nest this spring

In her own rose-bush near the quiet door i

Bright solitary bird ! she oft will miss
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Her human friends : our orchard now must be
A wilderness vi' sweets, by none beloved.

/.siiUl. Oneblesscd week would soon restore its beauty,
Were we ut home. Nature can work no wrong.
The very wt-t-ds how lovely ! the confusion
Doth s|)eak of breezes, sunshine, and tlie dew.

Miujil. I hear t!ie murmuring of a thousand bees
In that bright odorous honeysuckle wall
That once enclosed the happiettt family
That ever lived beneath the blessed skies.

Where is that family now? Isabel,

I feel my soul descending to the grave,

And all these loveliest rural images
Fade, like waves breaking on a dreary shore !

Inahd. Even now I see a stream of sunshine bathing
The bright moss-roses round our parlour window!
Oh ! were we sitting in that room once more !

Magd, 'Twould seem inhuman to be hapjiy there,

And both my parents dead. How could 1 walk
On what I used to call my father's walk,
He in his grave! or look upon that tree,

Kach year so full of blossoms or of fruit,

Planted by my mother, and her holy name
Graven ou its stem by mine own infant hands!

A Sleeping Child,

Art thou a thing of mortal birth,

M'hose happy home is on our earth ?

Does human blood with life imbue
Those wandering veins of heavenly blue
That stray along thy forehead fair,

Lost 'mid a gleam of golden hair?
Oh! can that light and airy breath
Steal from a being doomed to death

;

Those features to the grave be sent

In sleep thus mutely eloquent?
Or art thou, what thy furm would seem,
The phantom of a blessed dream i

Oh! that my 8pirit*s eye could see

Whence burst those gleams of ecstacy !

That light of dreaming soul appears
To play from thoughts above thy years.

Thou smil'st as if thy soul were soaring
To heaven, and heaven*s God adoring!

And who can tell what visinns high
May bless an infant's slcrpin:: eye!
What brighter throne can briglitness find

To reign on than an intant's mind,
Ere sin destroy or error dim
The glory of the seraphim i

Oh! vision fair! that I could be
Again as young, as pure as thee

!

Vain wish! the rainbow's radiant form
May view, but cannot brave the storm :

Years can bedim the gorgeous dyes
That paint the bird of Paradise,

And years, so fate hath ordered, roll

Clouds o'er the summer of thp soul.

Fair was that face as break of dawn.
When o'er its beauty sleep was drawn
Like a tliin veil that half-concealed

The light of soul, and half-revealed.

While thy hushed heart with visions wrought,
Each trembling eyelash moved with thought,
And things we dream, but ne'er can speak,

Like clouds came floating o'er thy cheek.

Such summer-clouds as travel light.

When the souTs heaven lies culm and bright;

Till thou awok'st—then to thine eye

Thy whole heart leapt in ecstacy

!

And lo\ely is that heart of thine.

Or sure these eyes could never shine

With such a wild, yet bju^hful glee.

Gay, half-oVrcome timidity!

Aildrc&i to a Wild Deo:

Magnificent creature ! so stately and brijrht

!

In tbe pride of thy spirit pursuing thy flight

;

For what hath the child of the tiesert to dread,
Wafting up his own mountains that far beaming head ;

Or borne like a whirlwind down on the vale !

Hail
!
king of the wild and the beautiful !—haill

Hail! idol divine!—whom nature hath borne
O'er a hundred hill tops since the mists of the mom,
Whom the pilgrim lone wandering on mountain and

moor,
As the vision glides by him, may blameless adore:
For the joy of the happy, the strcn^rth of the free>
Are spread in a garment of glnry o'er thee,
Up ! up to yon clitF! like a king to his throne!
O'er the black silent forest piled lofry and lone

—

A throne which the eagle is glad to resign
T^ito footsteps so fleet and so fearless as thine.
There the bright heather springs up in love of thy

breast,

Lo ! the clouds in the depths of the sky are at rest

;

And the race of the wild winds is o'er on the hill

!

In the hush of the mountains, ye antlers lie still!

—

Though your branches now toss in the storm of delight.
Like the arms of the i)ine on yon slielterless heis^ht,

t)ne moment—thou bright apparition—delay !

Then melt o'er the crags, like the sun from the day.

His voyage is o'er—as if struck by a spell.

He motionli^ss stands in the hush of the dell
;

There softly and slowly sinks down on his breast.
In the midst of his pastime enamoured of rest.

A sti'eam in a clear pool that endeth its race—
A dancini; ray chained to one sunshiny place

—

A cloud by the winds to calm solitude dii\en—
A hurricane dead in the silence of heaven.

Fit couch of repose for a pilgrim like thee:

Magnificent prison enclosing the free

;

With rock wall-encircled—with precipice crowned

—

Which, awoke by the sun, thou canst clear at a hound,
*Mid tbe fern and the heather kind nature doth keep
One bright spot of green for her favourite's sleep;

And close to that covert, as clear to the skies

When their blue depths are cloudless, a little lake lies,

Where the creature at rest can liis image behold.
Looking up through the radiance as bright and as bold.

Yes : fierce looks thy nature e'en hushed in repose

—

In the depths of thy desert regardless of foes,

Thy bold antlers call on the hunter afar.

With a haughty defiance to come to the war.

No outrage is war to a creature like thee
;

The buglehorn fills thy wild sjunt with glee,

As thou bearest thy neck on tlie wings of the wind.
And the laggardly gaze-hound is toiling behind.

In the beams of thy forehead, that glitter with death.

In feet that draw power from the touch of the heath

—

In the wide raging torrent that lends thee its roar

—

In the clilf that once trod, must be trodtleii no more

—

Thy trust
—

'inid the ilangers that tlircaten thy reign;
— Hut what if the f-tag on the mountain be slain?

On the blink of the rock— In ! he standeth at bay,
I-ike a victor tliat falls at the close of the day

—

While the hunter and hound in their terror retreat

From the death that is spurned fmm his furious feet;

And his last cry of anger comes back from the skies,

Ah nature's fierce son in the wilderness dies.

Lines icj'itten in a Lonely Burial Ground In tite

HiyldaiuU.

How mournfully this burial ground
t>!eeps *mid old Ocean's solemn sound,

M'ho rolls his bright and sunny wavej*

All round these deaf and silent graves !
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The cell! wan li;:lit that glimmers here,

The sickly wild flowers may not cheer;
If heri\ with srlitfirv hum.
The wumlcriiit: ninuntaiii-hec doth come,
*.MitJ thf jDile blos.soiiis .short hi:* stay,

To bnj.'hti'r Iciives he booins away.
The seii-hir'l, with a wailing sound,
Ali::hteth snftly on a mound.
And, like an iinai:^, sittiiiff there
For hours arnid the drdeful air,

Seemeth to tell of some dim union.
Some wild and mystical coninmnion,
Connecting with his parent sea

This lonesome stoneless cemetery.

This may not be the burial-jdace

Of some extingui>hi-d kingly mre,
\\'hose name on earth no longer known,
Ilath mouldered with the mouldering stone.

That nearest grave, yet brown with mould,
Seems but one summer-twilight old ;

Both late and frequent hath the bier

Ileen on its mouniful visit here

;

And yon green spot of suimy rest

Is waiting for its destined guest.

I see no little kirk—no bell

On Sabbath tinkleth through this dell;

How beautiful those graves and fair,

That, lying round the house of prayer,

Sleep in the shadow of its grace !

But death hath chosen this rueful place

For his own undivided reign !

And nothing tells that e'er again

The sleepers will forsake their bed

—

Now, and for everlasting dead,

For Hope with. Memory seems fled !

AVild-screaming bird! unto the sea

Winging thy flight reluctantly,

Slow floating o'er these grassy tombs
So ghost-like, with thy snow-white pluraes,

At once from thy wild shriek I know
What means this place so steeped in wo!
Here, they who perished on the deep
Enjoy at last unrocking sleep

;

For ocean, from his wrathful breast,

Flung them into this haven of rest,

Where shroudless, coffinless, they lie^
'Tis the shipwrecked seaman's cemetery.

Here seamen old, with grizzled locks,

Shipwrecked before on desert rocks.

And by some wandering vessel taken
From sorrows that seem God-forsaken,

Home bound, here have met the blast

That wrecked them on death^s shore at last!

Old friendless men, who had no tears

To shed, nor any place for fears

In hearts by mi;.ery fortified.

And, without terror, sternly died.

Here many a creature moving bright

And glorious in full manhood's might.
Who dared with an untroubled eye
The tempest brooding in the sky,

And loved to hear that music rave.

And danced above the mountain-wave,
Hath quaked on this terrific strand.

All tiling like sea-weeds to the land
;

A whole crew lying side by side,

Death-djished at once in all their pride.

And here the bright-haired fair-faced boy,
Who took with him all earthly joy,

From one who weeps both night and day
For her sweet son bonie far away.
Escaped at last the cruel deep,

In all his beauty lies asleep
;

While she would yield all hopes of grace

For one kiss of his pale cold face

!

Oh ! I could vthW in lonely fear.

For many a woful ghost sit- liere.

All weeping with their fixed eyesi

And what a dismal sound of t-ijiha

Is mingling with the gentle rojir

Of small waves breaking on the shore
;

While ocean seems to sport and play
In mockery of its wretched prey !

And lo ! a white-winged vessel sails

In sunshine, gathering all the galea

Fa.'^t freshening from yon isle of pines
That o'er the clear sea waves and shines.

I tuni me to the ghostly crowd.
All snieare'l with dust, without a shroud^
And silent every blue-swollen lip!

Then gazing on the sunny ship.

And listening to the glads'>ine cheers

Of all her thoughtless mariners,

I seem to hear in every breath

The hollow uniler-tones of death.
Who, all unheard by those who sing.

Keeps tune with low wild murmuring,
And points with his lean bony hand
To the pale ghosts sitting on this strand,

Then dives beneath tlie rusliing prow.

Till on some moonless night of wo
He drives her shivering from the steep,

Dowii—down a thousand fathoms deep.

[The Shipwreck.]

[From the ' Isle of Palma"]

But list ! a low and moaning sound
At distance heard, like a spirit's song.

And now it reigns above, around,
As if it called the ship along.

The moon is sunk ; and a clouded gray
Declares that her course is run.

And like a god who brings the day,

Up mounts the glorious sun.

Soon as his light has warmecl the seas.

From the parting cloud fresh blows the breeze

;

And that is the spirit whose well-known song
Makes the vessel to sail in joy along.

No fears hath she ; her giaiit fonu
O'er wrathful surge, through blackening storm,

Majestically calm would go
'Mid the deep darkness white as snow!
But gently now the small waves glide

Like playful lambs o'er a mountain's side.

So stately her bearing, so proud her array.

The main she will traverse for ever and aye.

Many ports will exult at the gleam of her ma^t ;

—

Hush! hush ! thou vain dreamer ! this hour is her last.

Five hundred souls in one instant of dread
Are hurried o'er the deck

;

And fast the niiserable ship

Becomes a lifeless wreck.

Her keel hath struck on a hidden rock,

Her planks are torn asunder.

And down conie her masts with a reeling shock.

And a hideous crash like thunder.

Her sails are draggled in the brine,

That gladdened late the skies,

And her pendant, that ki.ssed the fair moonshine,
Down many a fathom lies.

Her beauteous sides, whose rainbow hues
Gleamed softly from below,

And flung a warm and sunny flush

O'er the wreaths of munnuring snow.
To the coral-rocks are hurrying down,
To sleep amid colours as bright as their own.

Oh ! many a dream was in the ship

An hour before her death ;

And sights of home with sighs disturbed

The sleeper's lung-drawn breath,
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Insteail of the muriimr of the sea.

The sailor heanl the huiiiniiiig tree

Alive throii;;h all its leaves,

The hum of the spreading sycamore
That prows before his cottage-door,

Ami the swallow's song in the eaves.

His arms cncloseil a blooming boy.

Who listened with tears of sorrow and joy
To the dangers his father had passed

;

And his wife—by turns she wept an<l smiled,

As she looked on the father of her child,

Returned to her heart at last.

He wakes at the vessel's sudden roll.

And the rush of waters is in his soul.

Astounded, the reeling tleek he paces,

'Mill hurrying forms and ghastly faces

;

The whole ship's crew are therel

Wailings around and overhead,

Brave spirits stupitied or dead,

And madness and despair.
• • *

Nove is the ocean's bosom bare.

Unbroken as the floating air
;

The ship hath melted quite awav.
Like a struggling drejim at break of day.
No image meets my wandering eye,

But the new-risen sun and the sunny sky.

Though the night-shades are gone, yet a vapour dull
Bedims the waves so beautiful :

While a low and melancholy moan
Mourns for the glory that hath flown.

MRS HEMANS.

Mrs Hemans (Felicia Dorothea Browne) was born
at Liverpool oa the 25th September 1793. Her

^e^i^c- ^?^x'>>.^^<?'*%<^.

father was a merchant ; but. experiencing some re-
verses, he removed with Ins fannly to Wales, and
there the young poetess imbibed that love of nature
which is displayed in all her works. In her fifteenth

ycir she ventured on publication. Her first volume
was f:ir from successful ; but she T'erscvered, and in

1812 published :in<itber, entitled The DumesHc Afl'ec-

tionx, and ot/ifr Poem.f. The same year she was mar-
ried to Captain Hemans; but the union does not seem
to have been a happy one. She continued her studies.

acquiring several languages, and still cultivuting
poetry. In ISIS faptuin IKiiians removed to Ilidy
for the lieiiefir of bis health. His aeeoinplished wife
remained in Kngland, and they never met again. In

Rhyllon—the residence of Mrs Hemans in Wales.

IS19 she obtaineil a prize of £i>0 offered by some
patriotic Seiifsnian for the best poem on the subject
of Sir William Wallaee. Next year she published
Thf Sri'jilic. In .luiie 1821 she obtained tlie prize
awarded by the Koyal Society of Literature for the
best poem on the subject of Dartmoor. Her next
effort was a tragedy, tlie Vespers of I'likrmii, which
was produced .it Coveiit Garden, December 12, 1823;
but though supported by the admirable acting of
Keinble and Young, it was not successful. In 1826
appeared licr best poem, the Forest Sonctuary, and
ill 1828, Jiecords of Womnn. She afterwards pro-
duced L(ii/s of Leisure Hours, Nntlonot Lip-irs, &c.
In lH2!f slie jiaid a visit to Scotland, and was re-
ceived with great kindness by Sir Walter Scott,

Jeirrey, and others of the Scottish literati. In 1830
apjieared her Songs of the Affeetions. The same year
she visited Wordsworth, and appears to have been
nnicli struck with the secluded beauty of Rydal
Lake and Grasmere

—

vale and lake, within your mountain um
Smiling so tranquilly, and set so deep!
rift doth your dreamy loveliness return.

Colouring the tender shadows of my sleep

With light Elysian ; for the hues that steep

Your shores in melting lustre, seem to float

On golden clouds from spirit lands remote

—

Isles of the blest—and in our memory keep
Their place with holiest harmonies.

Wordsworth said to her one day, ' I would not give
up the mists that spiritualise our mountains for all

the blue skies of Italy'—an original and poetical
expression. On her return from the lakes, Mrs
Hemans went to reside in Dublin, where her brother,
Major Browne, was settled. The education of her
family (five hoys) occupied much of her time and
attention. Ill health, however, pressed heavily on
her, and she soon experienced a premature decay
of the springs of life. In 1834 appeared her little
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vnliimt! of Jfi/niiis for Childhood, and a collection of

Sct'm-:i and Ili/mris of Life. Slit* al-'o ptiblishcd sonic

poriuets, under tliu title of Thoughts during tiicknrss.

lUr l:ist strain, iin>dnccd only about three weeks
before her death, was the fnlli»wing fine sonnet dic-

tiitcd to her brother on Sunday tlie 26th of April:

—

How many ble.'iscd frroups this hour are bendinjr,

Throu;rh Kngland's jirinirose meadow-paths, their way
Toward spire and tower, *midht shadowy elms as-

cendiiig,

Whence the sweet chimes proclaim the hallowed day I

The halN, from old heroic a^e.s gray,

Pfnir their f;iir children furth ; and hamlets low,

M'ith whose thick orchard blooms the soft windti play,

Send out their inmates in a happy tlow.

Like a freed vernal stream. / niay not tread

With them tlio-e pathways—to the feverish bed

(M'Niekness bound
;
yet, O my Gud! 1 bless

'I'hy itiercy that with Sabbnth peace hath filled

My chastened heart, and all its throbbings stilled

To one deep calm of lowliest thankfulness.

This admirable woman and sweet poetess died on

the 16th May 18.15, aj;ed forty-one. She was in-

terred in St Anne's eburch, Dublin, and over her

grave was inscribed some lines from one of her own
dirges

—

Calm on the bosom of thy God,

Fair spirit ! rest thee now !

Even while with us thy footsteps trodc,

His seal was on thy brow.

Dust to its narrow house beneath !

Soul to its place on hi^'h !

They tliat have seen thy louk in death,

Ko more may fear to die.

A complete collection of the works of 'Mrs

Ilcinans, with a memoir by her sister, has been
published in six volumes. Though iiigbly ])opular,

ar.d in many respects excellent, we do not think tliat

nmch of the poetry of Mrs Hemans will descend to

posterity. There is, as Scott hinted, 'too many
flowers for the fruit;' more for the ear and fancy,

tlian for the heart and intellect. Some of her shorter

pieces and her lyrical productions are tou<'hing and
beautiful both in sentiment and expression. Her
versification is always nielodiims; but there is an
oppressive sameness in her lonn;er jioems which
fatigues the reader ; and when the volume is closed,

the effect is only that of a mass of glittering images
and polished words, a graceful melancholy and femi-

nine tenderness, but no strong or permanent im-
pression. The passions are seldom stirred, however
the fancy may be soothed or gratified. In description,

Mrs Hemans had consiclerable power; she was both

copious and exact; and often, as Jeffrey has ob-

served, *a lovely picture serves as a foregroimd to

some deep or lofty emotion.' Her imagination was
chivalrous and romantic, antl delighted in picturing

the woods and lialls of England, and the ancient
martial glory of the land. The purity of her nund
is seen in all her wnrks; and her h»ve of nature, like

Wordsworlli's, was a delicate blending of our deep
inward emotions with their splendid symbols and
emblems without.

The Voice of Sp-ing,

I come, T come! ye have called me long,

I come o'er the mountains with liglit and song;

Ye may trace my step nVr the wakening earth.

By the winds which tell of the violet's birtli.

By the primrose stars in the shadowy gra>s.

By the green leaves opening h» I pass.

I have breathed on the South, and the chestnut-
flowers

rty thousands hare burst from the forest-bowers;
And the ancient graves, and the fallen fanes,
Are veiled with wreaths on Italian plains.

Hut it is not fur me, in my hour of bloom.
To speak of the ruin or the tomb !

I have passed o'er the hills of the stormy North,
And the larch has hung all his tassels forth,

The fisher is out on the sunny sea,

And the reindeer bounds through the pasture free,

And the pine has a fringe of softer green.

And the moss looks bright where niy step has been.

I have sent through the wood-paths a gentle sigh,

And called out each voice of the deep-blue sky.
From the night bird's lay through the starry time,
In the groves of the soft Hesperian clime,

To the swan's wild note by the Iceland lakes,

When the dark fir-bough into verdure breaks.

From the streams and founts 1 have loosed the chain

;

They are sweeping on to the silverv' nniin,

They are fliushing down from.lhe mountain-brows.
They are flinging spray on the forest-boughs.

They are bursting fresh from their sparry caves,

And the earth resounds with the joy of waves.

Come forth, ye children of gladness, come!
Where the violets lie may now he your home.
Ve of the rose-cheek and dew-bright eye,

And the bounding footstep, to meet me rty ;

With the lyre, and the wreath, and the joyous lay,

Come forth to the sunshine, I may not stay.

Away from the dwellings of careworn men.
The waters are sparkling in wood and glen

;

Away from the chamber and dusky hearth,

The young leaves are dancing in breezy mirth ;

Their li;;ht stems thrill to the wild-wood strains,

And Youth is abroad in my green domains.

The summer is hastening, on soft winds bonie,

Ye may press the grape, ye may bind the corn;
For me 1 depart to a brighter shore

—

Ye are marked by care, ye are mine no more.
I go where the loved who have left you dwell.

And the flowers are not Death's—fare ye well, fare-

well

!

The Homei of England,

The stately Homes of England,
How beautiful they stand !

Amidst their tall ancestral trees,

O'er all the pleasant land.

The deer across their greensward bound
Through shade and sunny gleam,

And the swan glides past them with the sound
Of some rejoicing stream.

The merry Homes of England I

Around their hearths by night,

AVhat gladsome looks of household love

Meet in the ruddy light

!

There woman's voice flows forth in song.

Or childhood's tale is told.

Or lips move tunefully along

Some glorious page of old.

The blessed Homes of England I

How softly on their bowers

Is laid the holy quietness

That breathes from Sabhath-hoursI

Solemn, yet sweet, the church-bell's chime
Floats through their woods at mom

;

All other sounds, in that still time,

Of breeze and leaf are boni.
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The cottiige Homes of E«<;laini !

By thousands on her i)lains,

They are smiling o'er the silvery brooks^

AnJ roiiiu! the hamlot-fanes.
Through glowing orchanls forth they peep,

Kach from its nook of leaves,

And fearless there the lowly sleep,

Aa the bird beneath their eaves.

The free, fair Homes of England !

Long, long, in hut and hall,

May hearts of native proof be reared

To guard each hallowed wall

!

And green for ever be the groves,

And bright the flowery sod.

Where first the child's glad spirit loves

Its country and its God !

JVie Grarta of a Household.

They grew in beauty, side by side,

They filled one home with glee
;

Their graves are severed, far and wide,

Bj mount, and stream, and sea.

The same fond mother bent at night
O'er each fair sleeping brow

;

She had each folded flower in sight

—

Where are those dreamers now I

One, 'midst the forests of the west,

By a dark stream is laid

—

The Indian knows his place of rest,

Far in the cedar shade.

The sea, the blue lone sea, hath one.
He lies where pearls lie deep

;

He was the loved of all, yet none
O'er his low bed may weep.

One sleeps where southern vines are dressed
Above the nohle slaiu :

He wrapt his colours round his breast.

On a blood-red field of Spain.

And one—o'er her the myrtle showers
Its leaves, by soft winds fanned

;

She faded 'midst Italian (lowers

—

The last of that bright band.

And parted thus they rest, who played
Beneath the same green tree

;

"Whose voices mingled as they praved
Around one parent knee !

They that with smiles lit up the hall.

And cheered with song the hearth

—

Alas ! for love, i{ Ihou wert all.

And nought beyond, on earth !

T!ie Treasures of the Deep.

What hidcst thou in thy treasure-caves and cells.
Thou hollow-sounding and mysterious main ?

Pale glistening pearls, and rain'bow-culoured shells,

_
Bright things which gleam unrecked of and in vain.

Keep, keep thy riches, melancholy sen

!

We ask not such from thee.

Yet more, the depths have more ! MTiat wealth un-
told.

Far do>vn, and shining through their stillness, lies

!

Thou hast the starry gems, the burning gold.
Won from ten thousand royal .\rgosies.

Sweep o'er thy spoils, thou wild and ivrathful main

!

Earth claims not these again!

Yet more, the depths have more ! Thy waves have
rolled

Above the cities of a world gone by!
Sand hath fillorl up the palaces of old,

Sca-wced o'ergrown the halls of revelry!
Dash o'er them. Ocean ! in thy scornful play,

Man yields them to decay !

Yet more ! the billows and the depths have more!
High hearts and brave are gathered to thy brca.st

!

They hear not now the booming waters roar

—

The battle-thunders will not break their rest.

Keep thy red gold and gems, thou stormy grave !

Give back the true and brave !

Give back the lost and lovely ! Tliose for whom
The place was kept at birard and hearth so long ;

The prayer went up through midnight's breathless
gloom.

And the vain yearning woke 'midst festal song!
Hold fast thy buried isles, thy towers o'erthrown

—

But all is not thine own

!

To thee the love of woman hath gone down
;

Dark flow thy tides o'er nninhood's noble head.
O'er youth's bright locks, and bea\ity's flowery crown!

Yet must thou hear a voice—Hestore the Dead !

Earth shall reclaim her precious things from thee !

—

Restore the Dead, thou Sea 1

BERNARD BARTON.

Bernard Barton, one of the Society of Friends,
published in 1820 a volume of miscellaneous poems,
which attracted notice both for their elegant sim-
plicity, and purity of style and feeling, and because
they were written by a Quaker. ' The staple of the
whole poems,' says a critic in the Edinburgh Re-
view, ' is description and meditation—description of
quiet home scenery, sweetly and feelingly wrought
out—and meditation, overshaded with tenderness,
and exalted by devotion—but all terminating in
soothing and even cheerful views of the condition
and prospects of mortality.' Mr Barton was em-
ployed in a banking establishment at Woodhridge,
in yufti>lk, and he seems to have contemplated
abandoning bis profession for a literary life. (Jn
this point Charles Lamb wrote to bim as follows

:

' Throw yourself on the world, without any rational
plan of support beyond what the chance employ of
booksellers wotdd afford you! Throw yourself
rather, my dear sir, from the steep Tarpeian rock
slap-dash headlong upon iron spikes. If you have
but five consolatory minutes between the desk and
the bed, make much of them, and live a century in

tliem, rather tlian turn slave to the booksellers.
They are Turks and Tartars when they have poor
authors at their beck. Hitherto you have been at
arm's length from them—come not witliin their
grasp. I li.ave known many authors want for bread

—

some repining, others enjoying the blessed security
of a counting-house—all agreeing they had rather
have been tailors, weavers—what not?—rather than
the things they were. I have known some starved,
some go mad, one dear friend literally dying in a
workhouse. Oh, you know not—may you never
know—the miseries of subsisting by authorship!'
There is some ex.iggeration here. We have known
authors by profession who lived cheerfully and
comfortably, labouring at the stated sum per
sheet as regularly as the weaver at his loom, or
the tailor on his board ; but dignified with the
consciousness of following a high and ennobling
occujiation, with all the mighty minds of past ages
as their daily friends and companions. The ban*
of sucii a life, when actual genius is involved, is
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its uiu'erUiinty and its temptations, and the almost

invariable iiK'orn])atibility of the p(x;tical tempe-
rament witli habits of business and steady ap-

plication. Vet let us remember the examples uf

Sliakspeare, Dryden, and Pope— all regular and
emistant labourers—and, in our own day, of Scott,

Siiutliey, Moore, and many others. The fault is

more generally with the author than witli the book-
seller. In the particular case of Bernard Barton,

however, Lamb counselled wisely. He has not the

vigour and popular talents requisite for marketable

literature ; and of this he would seem to have been

conscious, for he abandoned his dream of exclusive

author>hip. Mr Barton has since appeared before

the public as author of several vohimes of miseella-

neous poetry, but witiiout adding much to his repu-

tation. He is still what Jeffrey pronounced him

—

* a man of a fine and cultivated, ratlier than of a bold

and original mind.* His poetry is highly honourable
to his taste and feelings as a man.

To the Evening Primrose,

Fair flower, that shunn'st the glare of day.

Yet lov^st to open, meekly bold,

To evening's hues of sober gray,

Thy cup of paly gold ;

Be thine the offering owing long

To thee, and to this pensive hour.

Of one brief tributary song.

Though transient as thy flower.

I love to watch, at silent eve,

Thy scattered blossoms' lonely light.

And have my inmost heart receive

The influence of that sight.

I love at such an hour to mark
Their beauty greet the night-breeze chill,

And shine, *mid shadows gathering dark,

The garden's glory still.

For such, 'tis sweet to think the while,

A\'hen cares anil griefs the breast invade,

Is friendship's animating smile

In sorrow's darkening shade.

Thus it bursts forth, like thy pale cup,
Gllst'ning amid its dewy tears.

And bears the sinking spirit up
Amid its chilling fears.

But still more animating far.

If meek Religion's eye may trace,

Even in thy glimmering earth-born star,

The holier hope of Grace.

The hope, that as thy beauteous bloom
Expands to glad the close of day,

So through the shadows of the touib
May break forth Mercy's ray.

Stanzas on the Sea.

Oh! I shall not forget, until memory depart,
When first I beheld it, the glow of my heart

;

The wonder, the awe, the delight that stole o'er me,
\Vhen its billowy boundlessness opened before me.
As I stood on its margin, or roamed on its strand,
I felt new ideas within nie expand.
Of glory and grandeur, unknown till that hour,
And my spirit was mute in the presence of power!
In the surf-beaten sands that encircled it round.
In the billow's retreat, and the breaker's rebound
In its white-drifted foam, and its dark-heaving green.
Each momeut I gazed, some fresh beauty was seen.

And thus, while I wandered on ocean's bleak shore,
And surveyed its vast surface, and heard its waves roar,
I seemed wrapt in a dream of romantic delight.
And haunted by majesty, glory, and might

!

Power a7id Oentlaiess^ or the Cataract and tJit

Streamlet.

Noble the mountain stream,
Bursting in grandeur from its vantage-ground;

Glory is in its gleam
Of brightness—thunder in its deafening sound 1

Mark, how its foamy spray,

Tinged by the sunbeams with reflected dyes.
Mimics the bow of day

Arching in majesty the vaulted skies;

Thence, in a summer-shower.
Steeping the rocks around—0! tell me where

Could majesty and power
Be clothed in forms more beautifully fair!

Yet lovelier, In ray view,

The streamlet flowing silently serene;

Traced by the brighter hue.

And livelier growth it gives—itself unseen

!

It flows through flowery meads,
Gladdening the herds which on its margin browse;

Its quiet beauty feeds

The alders that o'ershade it with their boughs.

Gently it murmurs by
The village churchyard : its low, plaintive tone,

A dirge-like melody.
For worth and beauty modest as its own.

More gaily now it sweeps
By the small school-house in the sunshine bright

;

And o'er the pebbles leaps.

Like happy hearts by holiday made light.

May not its course express,

In characters which they who run may read,
The charms of gentleness,

^Vere but its still small voice allowed to plead!

What are the trophies gained
By power, alone, with all its noise and strife,

To that meek wreath, unstained,
Won by the charities that gladden Ufa ?

Niagara's streams might fail.

And human happiness be undisturbed:
But Egypt would turn pale,

Were her still Nile's o'erflowing bounty curbed!

The Solitary T<mb»

Not a leaf of the tree which stood near me was stirred.

Though a breath might have moved it so lightly

;

Not a farewell note from a sweet singing bird \

Bade adieu to the sun setting brightly. \

The sky was cloudless and calm, except
In the west, where the sun was descending;

And there the rich tints of the rainbow slept.

As his beams with their beauty were blending.

And the evening star, with its ray so clear,

So tremulous, soft, and tender,

Had lit up its lamp, and shot down from Its sphere

Its dewy delightful splendour.

And 1 stood all alone on that gentle hill,

With a landscape so lovely before me ; •

And its spirit and tone, so serene and still,

Seemed silently gathering o'er me.
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Far off was the Dcbcn, whose briny flood

By its windiiij; banks was sweeping

;

And just at the foot of the hill where I stood,

The dead in their damp graves were sleeping.

How lonely and lovely their resting-place seemed!

.in enclosure which care could not enter

;

And how sweetly the pray lights of evening gleamed

Ou the solitary tomb in its centre!

When at mom or at eve I have wandered near,

.\nd in various lights have viewed it,

With what differing forms, unto friendship dear,

Has the magic of fancy endued it I

Sometimes it has seemed like a lonely sail,

A white spot on the emerald billow

;

Sometimes like a lamb, in a low grassy vale,

Stretched in peace ou its verdant pillow.

But no image of gloom, or of care, or strife.

Has it ever given birth to one minute

;

For lamented in death, a.1 beloved in life,

Was he who now slumbers within it.

He was one who in youth on the stormy seas

Was a far and a fearless ranger ;

Who, borne on the billow, and blown by the breeze,

Counted lightly of death or of danger.

Yet in this rude school had his heart still kept

AW the freshness of gentle feeling
;

Nor in woman's warm eye has a tear ever slept

Wore of softness and kindness revealing.

And here, when the bustle of youth was past.

He lived, and he loved, and he died too;

Oh! why was affection, which death could outlaat,

A more lengthened enjoyment denied to

!

But here he slumbers ! and many there are

Who love that lone tomb and revere it

;

And one far off who, like eve's dewy star.

Though at distance, in fancy dwells near it.

BRVA>J WAITER PROCTER.

Bryan Walter Procter, better known by his

assumed name of Barry Cornwall, published, in 1815,

a small volume of dramatic scenes of a domestic

character, ' in order,' he says, ' to try the efTect of a

more natural style than that which had for a long

time prevailed in our dramatic literature.' The ex-

periment was successful ; chiefly on account of the

pathetic and tender scenes in Mr Procter's sketches.

He has since published Marcian Colonna^ The Flood

of Tliessali/, and other poems: also a tragedy, Miran-
du/a, which was brought out with success at Covent
Garden theatre. Mr Procter's later productions have
not realised the promise of his early efforts. His pro-

fe8sion;J avocations (for the poet is a barrister) may
have withdrawn him from poetry, or at least pre-

Tented his studying it with that earnestness and
devotion which can alone insure success. Still, Mr
Procter is a graceful and accomplished writer. His
poetical style seems formed on that of the Elizabe-

than dramatists, and some of his lyrical pieces are

ex(^uisite in sentiment and diction.

Address to the Ocean.

thou vast Ocean ! ever sounding sea

!

Thou symbol of a drear immensity!

Thou thing that windest round the solid world

Like a huge animal, which, do\vnward hurled

From the black clouds, lies weltering and alone,

Lashing and writhing till its strength be gone.

Thy voice is like the thunder, and thy sleep

Is as a giant's slumber, loud and deep.

Thou speakest in the east and in the west
At once, and on thy heavily laden breast

Fleets come and go, and shapes that have no life

Or motion, yet are moved and meet in strife.

The earth hath nought of this : no chance or change
Ruffles its surface, and no spirits dare
(live answer to the tempest-wakened air;

But o'er its wastes the weakly tenants range
At will, and wound its bosom as they go

:

Ever the same, it hath no ebb, no flow

;

But in their stated rounds the seasons come.
And pass like visions to their wonted home

;

And come again, and vanisli ; the young Spring
Looks ever bright with leaves and blossoming

;

And Winter always winds his sullen horn.
When the wild Autumn, with a look forlorn.

Dies in his stormy manhood ; and the skies

Weep, and flowers sicken, when the summer flies.

Oh ! wonderful thou art, great element

:

And fearful in thy spleeny humours bent,

And lovely in repose ; thy summer form
Is beautiful, and when thy silver waves
Make music in earth's dark and winding caves,

I love to wander on thy pebbled beach,

Marking the sunlight at the evening hour.

And hearken to the thoughts thy waters teach

—

Eternity—Eternity—and Power.

Ilarcclia.

It was a dreary place. The shallow brook
That ran throughout the wood, there took a turn
And widened : all its music died away,
And in the place a silent eddy told

That there the stream grew deeper. There dark trees

Funereal (cypress, yew, and shadowy pine,

And spicy cedar) clustered, and at night

Shook from their melancholy branches souiids

And sighs like death : 'twas strange, for through the
day

They stood quite motionless, and looked, mcthought.
Like monumental things, which the sad earth
From its green bosom had cast out in pitv.

To mark a young girl's grave. The very leaves

Disowned their natural green, .and took black
And mournful hue ; and the rougli brier, stretching

His straggling arms across the rivulet.

Lay like an armed sentinel there, catching
With his tenacious leaf straws, withered boughs.

Moss that the banks had lost, coarse grasses which
Swam with the current, and with these it hid
The poor Marcelia's deathbed. Never may net
Of venturous fisher be cast in with hope.

For not a fish abides there. The slim deer

Snorts as he ruffles with his shortened breath
The brook, and panting flies the unholy place,

And the white heifer lows, and passes on
;

The foaming hound laps not, and winter birds

Go higher up the stream. And yet I love

To loiter there : and when the rising moon
Flames down the avenue of pines, and looks

Red and dilated through the evening mists,

And chequered as the heavy branches sway
To and fro with the wind, 1 stay to listen,

And fancy to myself that a sad voice.

Praying, comes moaning through the leaves, as 'twere
For some misdeed. The story goes—that some
Neglected girl (an orphan whom the world
Frowned upon) once strayed thither, and 'twas thought
Cast herself in the stream : you may have heard
Of one Marcelia, poor Nolina's daughter, who
Fell ill and came to want ? No! Oh, she loved

A wealthy man, who marked her not. He wed,
And then the girl grew sick, and pined away.
And drowned herself for love.
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Night.

Now to thy silent presence, Night

!

1h this my tint Huiig o^ered : oh ! to thee

That lookest with thy thousand eyes of light

—

To ihee, and thy starry nobility

That float with a delicious murmuring
(Though unheard here) about thy forehead blue;
And as they ride along in order due.

Circling the round globe in their wandering.
To thee their ancient qu*?en and mother sing.

Mother of beauty ! veiled queen !

Feared and sought, and never seen

Without a heart-imposing feeling,

\Vhither art thou gently stealing !

In tiy smiling presence, I

Kneel in star-struck idolatry,

And turn rae to thine eye (the moon).
Fretting that it must change so soon

:

Toying with this idle rhyme,
I scorn that bearded rillaiu Time,
Thy old remorseless enemy.
And build my linked verse to thee.

Not dull and cold and dark art thou:
Who that beholds thy clearer brow,

Fndiademed with gentlest streaks

Of fleecy-silvered cloud, adorning
Thee, fair as when the young sun 'wakes.

And from his cloudy bondage breaks,

And lights upon the breast of morning.
But must feel thy powers

;

Mightier than the storm that lours,

Fairer than the virgin hours

That smile when the young Aurora scatters

Her rose-leaves on the valleys low.

And bids her servant breezes blow.

Not Apollo, when he dies,

In the wild October skies.

Red and stormy ; or when he
In his meridian beauty rides

Over the bosom of the waters.

And turns the blue and burning tides

To silver, is a peer for thee.

In thy full regality.

The Sk^ping Figure of Modena.

Upon a couch of silk and gold

A pale enchanted lady lies,

And o'er her many a frowning fold

Of crimson shades her closed eyes
;

And sha^lowy creatures round hf»r rise;

And ghosts of women masqued in wo
;

And many a phantom pleasure flies;

And lovers slain—ah, long ago !

The lady, pale as now she sleeps.

An age upon that couch hath lain,

Yet in one spot a spirit keeps
His mansion, like a red-rose stain ;

And, when lovers' ghosts complain,
Blushes like a new-bom flower,

Or as some bright dream of pain
Dawneth through the darkest hour.

Once—but many a thought hath fled,

Since the time whereof I >peak

—

Once the sleeping lady bred
Beauty^in her burning cheek.
And the lovely mom did break
Through the azure of her eyes,

And her heart was wann and meek.
And her hope was in the skies.

But the lady loved at last,

And the passion pained her soul.

And her hope away was cast.

Far beyond her own control

;

And the cloudd thoughts that roll

Through the midnight of the mind.
O'er her eyes of azure stole.

Till they grew deject and blind.

He to whom her heart was given.

When May music was in tune,

Dared forsake that amorous heaven.
Changed and careless soon!

0, what is all beneath the moon
When his heart will answer not!
What are all the dreams of noon
With our love forgot

!

Heedless of the world she went,
Sorrow's daughter, meek and lone,

Till some spirit downwards bent
And struck her to this sleep of stone.

Look! Did old Pygamalion
Sculpture thus, or more prevail,

When he drew the living tone
From the marble pale!

An Invocation to Birdt,

Come, all ye feathery people of mid air,

Who sleep 'midst rocks, or on the mountain summita
Lie down with the wild winds ; and ye who build
Your homes amidst green leaves by grottos cool

;

And ye who on the flat sands hoard your eggs
For suns to ripen, come ! phenix rare !

If death hath spared, or philosophic search
Permit thee still to own thy haunted nest.

Perfect Arabian—lonely nightingale !

Dusk creature, who art silent all day long.

But when pale eve unseals thy clear throat, loosest

Thy twilight music on the dreaming boughs
Until they waken ;—and thou, cuckoo bird,

Who art the ghost of sound, having no shape
Material, but dost wander far and near.

Like untouched echo whom the woods deny
Sight of her love—come all to my slow charm !

Come thou, sky-climbing bird, wakener of mom.
Who springest like a thought unto the sun.

And from his golden floods dost gather wealth
(Epithalamium and Pindarique song),

And with it enrich our ears ; come all to me,
Beneath the chamber where my lady lies,

Andf in your several musics, whisper—Love

!

Amelia Wentioortk,

BcBNR L A Room. Wentworth—Amklia.

Amelia. You hare determined, then, on sending
Charles

To India!
Waitworih. Yes.
Amel. Poor boy ! he looks so sad and pale,

He'll never live there. Tis a cruel lot

At best to leave the land that gave us birth,

And sheltered us for many a pleasant year

;

The friends that loved us, and the spot^ we loved,

For such a distant country. He will die.

Remember—'tis Amelia's prophecy.

Oh ! do not be so harsh to the poor youth.

Do not desert your better nature. Nay

—

You will not send him, Wentworth \

}Vcnt. He will sail

In twenty days.

Amel. How can you be so cruel

!

He shall not go.

Went. Madam, you interest

Yourself too much, methinks, for thia young man.
His doom is settled j that be sure of.

Amd. Sir!

Wait. I say your tenderness, your—folly for

This boy becomes you not.
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A mtf. Awiiy, awav.

Went. Madam, while you are Godfrey Wentworth's
wife,

These tender—friendships mu8t be laid aside.

Oh ! you eiui smile. By
Aincl. Mr Wentworth, you

'I must believe it) jest ;
you jest with me.

IIVm/. Go on, go ou: you think me quite a fool.

Woman, my eyes are open ; wide awake
To you and all my infamy. By heaveu

I will not be a by-word and a mock
In alt the mouths of men for any Pshawl

I still respcet your ears, you see ; I

j4 iiuL Y ou
Insult me, sir.

Wait. Forgive me : I indeed

Am somewhat of a prude; you'll scorn me for it.

I still think women modest—in the mass.

Aniff. Sir—Mr Wentworth—you have used me ill.

Yourself you have used ill. You have forgot

All—what is due to me—what to your wife.

You have forgot—forgot—can / forget

All that I sacrificed for you?—my youth.

My home, my heart— (you know, you knew it then)

In sad obedience to my father's word ?

Y'ou promi>fd to that father (how you kept

That promise, now remember) you would save

His age from poverty : he had been bred

In splendour, and he could not bow him do\vn,

Like men who never ftlt the warmth of fortune.

He gave me up, a victim ; and I saw
Myself (ah! how I shuddered) borne away
By you, the evil angel of my life,

Tu a portentous splendour. I became
A pining bride, a wretch—a slave to all

Y'our host of passions ; but I swore (may God
Forgive me !) to love you—you, when I loved

Another, and you knew it : Yes, you knew
My heart was given away, and yet you wed me.
Leave me, sir!

Went. Have you done? Woman, do you think

This mummery is to work me from my purpose

—

My settled will i Mistress, I leave you now

:

But this remember, that your minion—Oh,
I do not heed your frowiiing—your boy-love

Will visit India shortly, or, it may be,

(You are his guide) a prison here, in England.
Farewell.

Amel, Yet stay—a word more ere we quit.

I do beseech you (though my wrongs are great,

And my proud spirit ill can stoop to this).

You take your malediction from this youth.

He is as innocent— 1 (hi/ik he's innocent

Of the least ill toward you. For me, I am
Too iimocent to sue ; yet let me say.

Since the sad hour I wed you, I have been
As faithful to our cold communion
As though my heart had from the first been yours,

Or you been generous after. Once more, sir,

I would implore you—for your comfort—for

Your honour and my name, to spare this boy.

In the calm tone of one who has not erred

I do require this of you.

Went. You but steel

jry heart against him. Woman, is your pleading

Alwfiys as warm as now ! By earth and heaven,

Had 1 but wavered in his destiny

This would have fi.\ed me. Seek your chamber now,

And in your meditations think how well

Your name may sound (my name !) held up to

scorn.

It may be worth your care. Thus long Vve hid

My wrath, and let you wander at your will.

You have grown bold in guilt ; he prudent now ;

Save a fair name, or I must tell the world

How ill yoQ keep your secrets. lExit Went.

Auitl. He is gone
;

And I am here—oh ! such a weary wretch.
Oh I father, father, what a lu^urt had yuu
To cast me on the wide and bitter world
With such a friend as this ! I would have toiled
From the pale morning 'till the dusk of ni^lit,

And lived as poorly, and smiled cheerfully.
Keeping out sorrow from our cottage home.
And there was one who would have loved you too.
And aided with his all our wreck of fortune.
You would not hear him ; and—and did J hear
His passionate petitioning, and see

His scalding tears, and fling myself away
Upon a wintry bosom, that held years
Doubling my o^vn. What matters it?

—
'tis past,

I will be still myself: who's there?

[Charlss enters.]

a. 'lis I.

You are in tears ?

Amel. Away. Draw down the blinds ;

The summer evenings now come warmly on us.
Go, pluck me yonder flower.

0t. This rose—mean you?
It tills the room with perfume : 'tis as red,

And rich, and almost, too, as beautiful,

As
Amel. As Aurora's blushes, or my own.

I see you want a simile.

Ch. You are gay.

Too gay for earnest talk. Who has been here ?

Amd. No one ; I will not tell ; I've made a vow.
And will not break it, 'till—until I'm pressed,

Ck. Then let me press you,
AmcL Silly boy, away

;

Go gather me more flowers, violets.

Ch. Here let me place them in your hair.

Amd. No, no
;

The violet is for poets : they are yours.

rare! I like to see you bosom them.
Had thev been golden, such as poets earned,
Y'ou might have treasured them.

C/'. They are far more
To me—for they were yours, Amelia.
AmcL Give me the rose.

Ch. But where shall it be placed 1

Amd. Why, in my hand—my hair. Look how it

blushes !

To see us both so idle. Give it me.
Where? where do ladies hide their favourite flowers

But in tlieir bosoms, foolish youth. Away

—

'Tis I must do it. Pshawl how sad you look.

And how you tremble.

Ch. Dear Amelia.
AmcL Call me your mother, Charles.

Ch. My guardian

—

AmcL Ah! name him not to me. Charles, I have
been

Jesting awhile ; but my dark husband's frown
Comes like a cloud upon me. Y'ou must go
Far, my dear Charles, from the one friend who loves

you

:

To Hindostan.

Ch. I know it.

AmcL For myself,

1 shall think of you often, my dear Charles.
Think of me sometimes. When your trumpet sounds,
You'll recollect the coward you knew once,
Over the seas in England i

Ch. Spare my heart.

Amd. 1 do not think you have a heart : 'tis buried.
Ch. Amelia, oh ! Amelia, will you never

Know the poor heart that breaks and bursts for

you

!

Oh ! do not take it ill ; but now believe
How fond, and true, and faithful
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Aniel. Is this jest?

You act well, sir ; or—but if it be true,

Tht?n what am I?

CA. Oh ! by these burning tears,

Hy all my haunted days and wakeful nights,

Oh ! by yourself I swear, dearest of all,

I love—love you, my own Amelia!
Once I will call you so. Do—do not scom me
And blight my youth— I do not ask for love;

I dare not. Trample not upon my heart,

My untouched heart— I gave it all to you,
Without a spot of care or sorrow on it.

My spirit became yours— I worshipped you,
And for your sake in silence. Say but once

You hate me not, for this—Speak, speak !

Amcl. Alas!

Ch. Weep not for me, my gentle love. You said

Your husband threatened you. Come, then, to me;
I have a shelter and a heart for you,

Where, ever and for ever you shall reign.

Amelia, dear Amelia! speak a word

Of kindness and consenting to me—Speak!
If but a word, or though it be not kindness:

Speak hope, doubt, fear—but not despair ; or say

That some day you may love, or that if ever

Your cruel husband dies, you'll think of me
;

Or that you wish me happy—or that perhaps

Your heart—nay, speak to me, Amelia.

A met. Is, then, your love so deep I

Ch. So deep? It is

Twined with my life : it is my life—my food

—

The natural element wherein I breathe

—

My madness—my hearths madness—it is all

—Oh ! what a picture have I raised upon
My sandy wishes. I have thought at times

That you and I in some far distant country
Might live together, blessing and beloved

;

And I have shaped such plans of happiness,

For us and all around us (you, indeed.

Ever the sweet superior spirit there).

That were you always—fair Amelia,

You listen with a melancholy smile?

Amel. Let mc hear all : 'tis tit I should hear all.

Alas, alas

!

Ch. Weep not for me, my love.

I— I am nought : not worth a single tear

:

I will depart—or may I kiss away
Those drops of rain ? Well, well, I will not pain you.

And yet—oh! what a paradise is love
;

Secure, requited love. I will not go :

Or we will go together. There are haunts

For young and happy spirits : you and I

Will thither fly, and dwell beside some stream

That runs in music 'neath the Indian suns;

Ay, some sweet island still shall be our home.
Where fruits and flowers are born through all the

year,

And Summer, Autumn, Spring, are ever young.

Where Winter comes not, and where nought abides

But Nature in her beauty revelling.

You shall be happy, sweet Amelia,
At last; and I—it is too much to think of.

Forgive me while I look upon thee now.

And swear to thee by Love, and Night, and all

The gliding hours of soft and starry night,

How much—how absolutely I am thine.

My pale and gentle beauty—what a heart

Had he to wrong thee or upbraid thee I He
Was guilty—nay, nay : look not so.

Amel. 1 have

Been guilty of a cruel act toward you.

Charles, I indeed am guilty. When to-day

My husband menaced nic, and told me of

Public and broad disgrace, it met my scom

:

But have I, my poor youth, been so unkind
To you as not to see this—love before

!

Charles, I have driven you from your early home

;

I sec it now : I only—hate me fur it.

Ch. ril love you, like bright heaven. The fixed
stars

Shall never be so constant. I am all

Your own. Not sin, nnr sorrow, nor the grave.

Not the cold huUow grave shall chill my love.

It will survive, beyond the bounds of death,
The spirit of the shadow which may there

Perhaps do penance for my deeds of ill,

Amcl. Stay this wild talk.

Ch. Men have been known to love

Through years of absence, ay, in pain and peril;

And one did cast life and a world away
For a loose woman's smile: nay. love has dwelt,

A sweet inhabitant in a demon's breast,

Lonely, amidst bad passions ; buniing there.

Like a most holy and sepulchral light.

And almost hallowing its dark tenement.
Why may not 1 •

Amd. I thought I heard a step.

How strangely you sjieak now—again, again.
Leave me

; quick, leave me.
Ch. *Tis your tyrant coming:

Fly rather you.
Amel. If you have pity, go.

Ch. Farewell, then : yet, should he repulse you

—

Amel. Then
I will—but go : you torture me.

Ch. 1 am gone. [ExiL
Amd. Farewell, farewell, poor youth ; so desolate

That even I can spare a tear for you.

My husband comes not : I will meet him, then,

Armed in my innocence and wTongs. Alas I

*Tis hard to suffer Avhere we ought to judge.

And pray to those who should petition us.

'Tis a brave world, I see. Power and wrong
Go hand in hand resistless and abhorred,

And patient virtue and pale modesty,
Like the sad flowers of the too early spring,

Are cropped before they blossom—or trod down.
Or by the fierce winds withered. Is it so?

—

Hut / have flaunted in the sun, and cast

My smiles in prodigality away :

And now, and now—no matter. I have done.

Whether I live sconied or beloved—Beloved I

Better be hated, could my pride abate

And 1 consent to fly. It may be thus.

ScKNK II. A Chamber.—Night.

A considerable period of time is supposed to have elapeed

between this and the preceding scene.

Amelia—Marian.

Mar. Are you awake, dear lady

!

Amel. Wide awake.
There are the stars abroad, I see. I feel

As though I had been sleeping many a day«

What time o' the night is it \

Mar. About the stroke

Of midnight. /

Amd. Let it come. The skies are calm
And bright ; and so, at last, my spirit is.

Whether the heavens have influence on the mind
Through life, or only in our days of death,

I know not
;
yet. before, ne'er did my soul

Look upwards with such hope of joy, or pine

For that hope's deep completion. Marian !

Let me see more of heaven. There—enough*

Are you not well, sweet girl t

Mar. Oh! yes: but you
Speak now so strangely : you were wont to talk

Of plain familiar things, and cheer me: now
You set my spirit drooping.

Amd. I have spoke

Nothing but cheerful words, thou idle girl.
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T.onk, I'Mtk ! almve : the canopy of the sky,

Siw«tic»l with Htun*, shiiieH Uke a bridal dress:

A quoi-n ini';ht »'nvy that so regjtil blue
Whirh wriip-* the world o' ni-^'hts. Alas, alas!

I do remi'riibtT In my follying days
What wibl and wanton wishes once were mine,
j^Ltvt"*— radiant gems—and beauty with no peer,

And tVieiid^ (a ready host)—but I f trget.

1 "hall be dreaming soon, as once I dreamt,
When I had hope to light me. Have you no song,

My gentle girl, for a sick woman's ear !

Theri'V one I've heard you sing ;
* They said hia eye*

—

N", tiiat's not it : tlic words are hard to hit.

* ITh eye like the mid-day sun was bright'

—

Afar. Tis so.

You've a good memory. Well, listen to me.
1 must not trip, I see.

A nut. I hearken. Now.

Song.

His eye like the mid-day sun was bright,

Hers had a proud but a milder light,

Clear and sweet like the cloudless moon :

Alas ! and must it fade as soon?

His voice was like the breath of war,

But hers was fainter—softer far
;

And yet, when he of his long love sighed.

She laughed in scorn:—he fled and died.

lifar. There is another verse, of a different air,

But indistinct—like the low moaning
Uf summer winds in the evening: thus It runs

—

They said he died upon the wave,
And his bed was the wild and bounding billow:

Her bed shall be a dry earth grave :

Prepare it quick, for she wants her pillow.

AmeJ. How slowly and how silently doth, time
Float on his starry journey. Still he goes,

And goes, and goes, and doth not pass away.
He rises with the golden morning, calmly.

And with the moon at night. Methinks I see

Him stretching wide abroad his mighty wings.
Floating for ever o'er the crowds of men,
Like a huge vulture with its prey beneath.
Ln ! 1 am here, and time seems passing on:
To-niorrow I shall be a breathless thing

—

Yet he will still be here; and the blue hours
Will laugh as gaily on the busy world
As though I were alive to welcome them.
There's one will shed some tears. Poor Charles!

^Charles enters.]

Cli. 1 am here.

Did you not call ?

Amd. You come in time. My thoughts
Were full of you, dear Charles. Your mother (now
I take that title), in her dying hour
Has privilege to speak unto your youth.
There's one thing pains me, and I would be calm.
My liusband has been harsh unto me—yet

He (-•' my husband ; and you'll think of this

If any sterner feeling move your heart?

Seek no revenge for me. You will not?—Nay,
Is it so hard to grant my last request ?

He is my husband : he was father, too,

Of the blue-eyed boy you were so fond of once.

Do you remember how his eyelids closed

When the first summer rose was opening?
*Tis now two years ago—more, more : and I

—

I now am hastening to him. Pretty boy

!

He was my only child. How fair he looked

In the white gannent that encircled him

—

TwHB like a marble slumber; and when we
Laid Iiim beneath the green earth in his bed,

I thouijht my heart was breaking—^yet I lived :

But 1 am weary now.
Mar. You must not talk.

Indeed, dear lady ; nav

—

01. Indeed yiui must nnt.

Amcl. Well, then, I will be silent
;
yet not so.

For ere we journey, ever should we take
A sweet leave of our friends, and wish them well,

And tell them to take heed, and bear in mind
Our blessings. So, in your breast, dear Charles,
Wear the remenibrance of Amelia.
She ever loved you—ever; so as might
Become a mother's tender love—no more.
Charles, I have lived in this too bitter world
Now almost thirty seasons : you have been
A child to me for one-third of that time.

I took you to my bosom, when a boy,

Who scarce had seen eight springs come forth and
vanish.

You have a warm heart, Charles, and the base crowd
Will feed upon it, if—but you must make
That heart a grave, and in it bury deep
Its voung and beautiful feelings.

Ch, 1 will do
All tliat you wish—all ; but you cannot die

And leave me ?

Avul. You shall see how calmly Death
Will come and press his finger, cold and pale,

On my now smiling lip : these eyes men swore
Were brighter than the stars that fill the sky,

And yet they must grow dim : an hour

—

Ch. Oh ! no.

No, no : oh ! say not so. I cannot bear

To hear you talk thus. Will you break my heart?

Amd. No: I would caution it against a change,

That soon must happen. Calmly let us talk.

When I am dead

—

Ch. Alas, alas!

Ainel. This is

Not as I wish : you had a braver spirit.

Bid it come forth. Why, I have heard you talk

Of war and danger—Ah!

—

[^Vbntworth enters.]

Mar. She's pale—speak, speak.

Ch. Oh! my lost mother. How! You here?

Went. 1 am come
To pray her pardon. Let me touch her hand.
Amelia! she faints : Amelia! [She dies.

Poor faded girl ! I was too harsh—unjust,

a. Look!
Mar. She has left us.

Ch. It is false. Revivel

Mother, revive, revive!

Mar. It is in vain.

Ch. Is it then so ? My soul is sick and faint.

Oh ! mother, mother. I— I cannot weep.

Oh for some blinding tears to dim my eyes,

So I might not gaze on her. And has death
Indeed, indeed struck her—so beautiful?

So wronged, and never erring ; so beloved

By one—who now has nothing left to love.

Oh ! thou bright heaven, if thou art calling now
Thy brighter angels to thy bosom—rest,

For lo! the brightest of thy host is gone—

•

Departed—and the earth is dark below.

And now— I'll wander far and far away,
Like one that hath no country. I shall find

A sullen pleasure in that life, and when
I say * I have no friend in all the wnrld,*

My heart will swell with pride, and make a show
I'nto itself of happiness ; and in truth
There is, in that same solitude, a taste

Of pleasure wliich the social never know.
From land to land I'll roam, in all a stranger,

And, as the body gains a braver look,
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n_)' stfirin;;; in the face of all the winds,
Sn fmrii the «uil asjtects of dillereut tbiiiga

My luiii shall pluck a courage, and bear up
A^"iinf!t the i'ft>t. And now— for Hindoatan.

nKSRT HART MILMAN.

T'le Rkv. Hknry Hart Mil.mas, virnr of St
M;irv\ in fhn t'>wn of KcMding-, is Hutlior of sevt-ral

poems and dninias, recently collected and publifhed
in three volumes. He first appeared as an author
in IS17, when Ins trajjedy of Fuzio Wdn puhlished.

It was afterwards acted with sucr-ess at iJrnry Lane
theatre. In lS2i) Mr Milnian published a dramatic
pnein, thf; Fall of Jcrusahm, and to this succeeded
three ()tlier ijramas, /ifisfi-izzar, the Martt/r of An-
tioch, and Anne Jiolci/n, but none of tlie-^e were de-

sif^Mied for the stage. lie haa also written a narra-

tive Jiofm. Samur, Lord i>f the Brhjlit I'itii, and
peveral smaller pieces. To our prose literature Mr
Milman has contributed a Histonj of the Jew.% in

three volumes, and an edition of Gibbon's Kome,
with notes ami correctinns. Mr Milnian is a native
of London, son of an eminent physician, Sir Francis
Jlihnan, .ind was born in the year 1791. He dis-

titiL'uishcd himself as a classical scholar, and in 1815
was made a fellow of lirazen-nose college, Oxford,
He also hehi (1821) the otiice of professor of poetry
in tlie university. The taste and attainments of
Mr Milman are seen in his poetical works; but he
wants the dramatic spirit, and also that warmth of

passion and imaginatioii which is necessary t^j vivify

his sacred learning and his classical creations.

[Jerusalem Icfoit the Siege.']

Tifup. It must be

—

And yet it moves me, Romans! It confounds
'I'he counsel of my firm philosophy,

That Uuin's merciless ploughshare must pass o*er,

And barren salt be sown on yon proud city.

As on our oHve-crowned hill we stand,

Where Kedron at our feet its scanty waters
Distils from stone to stone with gentle motion,
As through a valley sacred to sweet peace,

Ilnw boldly doth it front us ! how majestically !

Like a luxurious vineyard, the hill-side

Is hung with marble fabrics, line o*er line,

Terrace o'er terrace, nearer still, and nearer
To the blue heavens. There bright and sumptuous

palaces,

AVith cool and verdant gardens interspersed
;

There towers of war that frown in massy strength

;

While over all hangs the rich purple eve,

As conscious of its being her last farewell

Of light and glory to that fated city.

And, as our clouds of battle, dust and smoke,
Are melted into air, behold the temple
lu undisturbed and lone serenity,

tiiiding itself a solemn sanctuary
In the profiiund of heaven! It stands before us
A mount of snow, fretted with golden pinnacles !

The very sun, as though he worshipped there,

Lingers upon the gilded cedar roofs.

And down the long and branching porticos,
On every tlowery-sculptured capital.

Glitters tlje huniage of his parting beams.
iJy ilerouies! the sight nught almost win
The offended majesty of Kome to mercy.

I17i/tnn of the Captive Jews."]

[From • Belshazzar.*]

fJod of the thunder! from whose cloudy seat

The fiery winds of desolation flow :

Father of vengeance ! that with jnirple feet.

Like a full wine-press, tread'st the world below:

The embattled armies wait thy sign to fllay,

Nor springs the beaxt of havock on his prev,
Xor withering Famine walks his blasted w'av,

Till thou the guilty laud hast scaled for wo.

God of the rainbow I at whose gracious sign
The billows of tlie proud their rage suppress;

Father of mercies ! at one word of thine
An Kdcn bUtoms in the waste wilderness 1

,\nil fountains sparkle in the arid sands,
And timbrels ring in maidens* glancing hands,
And marble cities crown the laughing lands.
And pillared temples rise thy name to bless.

O'er Judah's land thy thunders broke, Lord!
The chariots rattled o'er her sunken gate,

Her sons were wasted by the Assyrian sword.
Even her fo(s wept to see her fallen state;

And heaps her ivory palaces became,
Her princes wore the captive's garb of shame,
Her temi)le sank amid the smouldering flame.

For thou didst ride the tempest-cloud of fate.

O'er .ludah's land thy rainbow. Lord, shall beam,
Atid the sad city lift her crownless head

;

And songs shall wake, and dancing footsteps gleam,
Where broods o'er fallen streets the silence of thfl

dead.

The sun shall shine on Salem*s gilded towers.

On Carmel's side our maiden's cull the flowers,

To deck, at blushing eve, their bridal bowers,

And angel-feet the glittering Sion tread.

Thy vengeance gave us to the stranger's hand,
And Abraham's children were led forth for slaves;

With fettered steps we left our pleasant land.

Envying our fathers in their peaceful graves.

The stranger's bread with bitter tears we steep,

And when our weary eyes should sink to sleep,

*Neath the mute midnight we steal forth to weep,
\Vhere the pale willows shade Euphrates' waves.

The bom in sorrow shall bring forth in joy
;

Thy mercy, Lord, shall lead thy chiMren home;
He that went forth a tender yearling boy,

Vet, ere he die, to Salem's streets shall come.
And Canaan's vines for us their fruits shall bear.

And Hernion's bees their honied stores prepare;

And we shall kneel again in thankful prayer,

Where, o'er the cherub-seated God, full blazed the
irradiate dome.

[Summons of the Destroying Angel to the City of
Hahylon.^

The hour is come! the hour is come! With voice

Heard in thy inmost soul, I summon thee,

Cyrus, the Lord's anointed ! And thou river,

That flowest exulting in thy proud approach
To Babylon, beneath whose shadowy walls.

And brazen gates, and gilded palaces.

And groves, that gleam with marble obelisks,

Thy azure bosom shall repose, with lights

Fretted and chequered like the starry heavens;
I do arrest thee in thy stately course,

Ily Him that poured thee from thine ancient fountain.

And sent thee forth, even at the birth of time,

One of his holy streams, to lave the mounts
Of Paradise. Thou hear'st me : thou dost check

Abrupt thy waters as the Arab chief

His headlong squadrons. Where the unobserved

Yet toiling Persian breaks the ruining mound,
I see thee gather thy tumultuous strength ;

And, througli the deep and roaring Nahannalcha,
Roll on as proudly conscious of fulfilling

The omnipotent command ! \\niile, far away.

The lake, that slept but now so culm, nor moved,

Save by the rippling moonshine, heaves on high
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It'* foiiniiiig surtWc like a whirlpool-gulf,

Ami boils and wlutfiis with the uiiwoiiteJ tide.

Hut silent lis thy biUuws used to flow,

And toniblc, the hosts of Klani move.
Winding; thi'ir darksome way profound, where man
NeVr trod, iior light e'er shone, nor air from heaven
Hreathed. Oh ! ye secret and unfathomed depths,
How aie ye now a smooth and royal way
Fur the army of fJod's vengeance ! Fellow-slaves

And niinisttrs of the Eternal purpose.

Not guided hy the treacherous, injured sons

Of Babylon, but by my mightier arm,
Ye come, and spread your banners, and display

Your glittering arms as ye advance, all white
Beneath the admiring moon. Come on! the gates
Are open—not for banqueters in blood
Like you ! I see on either side o'erflow

The living deluge »tf armed men, and cry,

Begin, begin ! with fire and sword begin

The work of wrath. I'pon my shadowy wings
I pause, and float a little while, to see

Mine human instruments fultil my task

Uf final ruin. Then I mount, I tl'y.

And sing my proud song, as I ride the cloudfl.

That stars may hear, an*l all the hosts of worlds,
That live along the interminable space.

Take up Jehovah's everlasting triumph!

[TVitf Fair J^cdiise.}

[Prom * Samor, Lord of the Bright City.']

Punk was the sun, and up the eastern heaven,
I. ike maiden on a louely pilgrimage,
Moved the meek star of eve ; the wandering air

Breathed odours ; wood, and waveless lake, like man,
Slept, weary of the garish, babbling day.

Dove of the wilderne?;s, thy snowy wing
Droops not in slumber; Lilian, thou alone,
'Mid the deep quiet, wakost. Dost thou rove,

Idolatrous of yon majestic moon,
That like a crystal-throned queen in heaven,
Seems with her present deity to hush
To beauteous adoration all the earth ?

Might seem the solemn silent mountain tops
Stand up and worship! the translucent streams
Down the hills glittering, cherish the pure light

Beneath the shadowy foliage o'er them flung
At intervals ; the lake, so silver-white.

Glistens; all indistinct the snowy swans
Bask in the radiance cool. Doth Lilian muse
To that apparent queen her vesper hvmn I

Nursling of solitude, her infant couch
Never did mother watch ; within the grave
She slept unwaking: scornful turned aloof
Caswallon, of those pure instinctive jovs
By fathers felt, when playful infant grace.

Touched with a feminine softness, round the heart
Winds its light maze of umlefined delight.
Contemptuous: he with haughty joy beheld
His boy, fair Malwyn ; him in bossy shield
Rocked proudly, him upbore to mountain steep
Fierce and undaunted, for their dangerous nest
To battle with the eagle's clam'rous brood.

But she, the while, from human tenderness
Estranged, and gentler feelings that light up
The cheek of youth with rosy joyous smile,

Like a forgotten lute, played on alone
By chance-caressing airs, amid the wild
Beauteously pale and sadly playful grew,
A lonely child, by not one human heart
Beloved, and loving none: nor strange if learnt
Her native fond affections to embrace
Things senseless and inanimate; she loved
AH flowrets that with rich embroidery fair

Knamel the green earth— the odorous thyme,
Wild rose, and roving eglantine ; uor spared

To mourn their fading forms with childish tears.

Gray birch and aspen light she loved, that droop
Fringing the crystal stream ; the sportive breeze
That wantoned with her brown and glossy locks

;

The sunbeam chequering the fresh bank ; ere dawn
Wandering, and wandering still at dewy eve.
By Glenderamakin's flower empurpled marge,
Derwent's blue lake, or Greta's wildering gUn.

Rare sound to her was human voice, scarce heard,
Save of her aged nurse or shepherd maid
Soothing the child with simple tale or con''.

Hence all she knew of earthly hopes and fears.
Life's sins and sorrows : better known the voice
Beloved of lark from misty morning cloud
Blithe carolling, and wild melodious notes
Heard mingling in the summer wood, or plaint
By moonlight, of the lone night-warbling bird.
Nor they of love unconscious, all around
Fearless, familiar they their descants sweet
Tuned emulous ; her knew all living shapes
That tenant wood or rock, dun roe or deer.

Sunning his dappled side, at noontide crouched,
Courting her fond caress ; nor fled her gaze
The brooding dove, but murmured sounds of joy,

77(6 Day of JiuJgmenU

Even thus amid thy pride and luxury.
Oh earth! shall that last coming burst on thee.
That secret coming of the Son of Man,

When all the cherub-throning clouds shall shine.
Irradiate with his bright advancing sign :

When that Great Husbandman shall wave his fan.
Sweeping, like chaif, thy wealth and pomp away;
Still to the noontide of that nightless day
Shalt thou thy wonted dissolute course maintain.
Along the busy mart and crowded street,

The buyer and tlie seller still shall meet,
And marriage-feasts begin their jocund strain:

Still to the pouring out the cup of wo
;

Till earth, a drunkard, reeling to and fro,

And mountains molten by his burning feet,

And heaven his presence own, all red with furnace
heat.

The hundred-gated cities then.
The towers and temples, named of men
Eternal, and the thrones of kings

;

The gildt^d summer palaces,

The courtly bowers of love and ease,

Where still the bird of pleasure sings:
Ask ye the destiny of them i

Go, gaze on fallen Jerusalem !

Yea, mightier names are in the fatal roll,

'Gainst earth and heaven God's standard is unfurled
;

The skies are shrivelled like a burning scroll,

And one vast coniinon doom ensepulchres the world.
Gh ! who shall then survive?

Oh ! who shall stand and live?

When all that hath been is no more;
When for the round earth hung in air,

With all its constellations fair

In the sky's azure canopy
;

When fur the breathing earth, and sparkling sea.

Is but a fiery deluge without shore,

Heaving along the abyss profound and dark—
A fiery deluge, and without an ark !

Lord of all power, when thou art there alone
Oti thy eternal liery-wheelod throne,

That in its high meridian noon
Needs not the perished sun nor moon

:

When thou art there in thy presiding state.

Wide-sceptred monarch o'er the realm of doom :

When from the sea-depths, from earth's darkest
womb.

The dead of all the ages round thee wait

:
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Anil when ihe tribes of wickedness arc strewn

Like fort'.-^t-lfuves in the autniiin of thine ire:

Faithful and 'IViie! thou still wilt save thine <>wn

!

The suints shall dwell within the unharroing fire,

y.iwh white n»he spotless, hlooniing every palm.

Kvcn safe as we, by this still fountain's side,

So »huU the church, thy bright and mystic bride,

Sit on the stormy gulf a halcyon bird of calm.

Yes, 'mid yon angry and destroying signs,

O'er us the rainbow of thy mercy shines ;

We huil. We bless the covenant of its beam,
Almighty to avenge, almightiest to redeem !

REV. GF.ORGE CROLY.

The Rev. George Crolt, rector of St Stephen's,

Walbrook, London, is, like Mr Milman, a correct

and C'h»quent poet, hut deficient in interest, and con-

sequently little read. His poetical works are, Paris

in 1815; The Angel of the WorU ; Gems from the

Antique, Sec. Mr Croly has publislied several works

in prose: Salathitl, a romance founded on the old

legend of the Wandering Jew ; a Life of Burke, in

two volumes ; and a work on the Apocalypse of St

John. This gentleman is a native of Ireland, and
was educated at Trinity college, Dublin.

Pericles and Abasia,

This was the ruler of the land,

When Athens was the land of fame

;

This was the light that led the hand,
^V'hen each was like a living flame

;

The centre of earth's noblest ring.

Of more than men, the more than king.

Yet not by fetter, nor by spear.

His sovereignty was held or won :

Feared—but alone as freemen fear
;

Jjoved—but as freemen love alone
;

He waved the sceptre o'er his kind

By nature's fii-st great title—mind!

Resistless words were on his tongue.

Then Eloquence first flashed below;
Full armed to life the portent sprung,
Minerva from the Thunderer's brow !

And his the sole, the sacred hand,
That shook her .<^gis o'er the land.

And throned immortal by bis side,

A woman sits with eye sublime,

Aspasia, all his spirit's bride

;

But, if their solemn love were crime.

Pity the beauty and the sage,

Their crime was in their darkened age.

He perished, but his wreath was won ;

He perished in his height of fame :

Then sunk the cloud on Athens' sun.

Yet still she conquered in his name.
Filled with his soul, she could not die

;

Her conquest was Posterity!

[_TJi€ French Army in Russia.]

[From • Paris in ISIS.*]

Magrdficence of ruin ! what has time
In all it ever gazed upon of war.

Of the wild nige of storm, or deadly clime.
Seen, with that battle's vengeance to compare?
How glorious shone the invader's pomp afar!
Like pampered lions fmm the spoil they came;
The land before them silence and despair,

The land behind them maj*sacre and flame
;

Blood will have tenfold blood. What are they now?
A name.

Homeward by hundred tltousands, column-deep,

Itroad square, loose squadron, rolling like the tlood

WliL-n mighty torrent-* fmm their chnnneU leap.

Unshed through the land the haughty multitude.

Billow on endless billow ; on through wood,

O'er rugged hill, down sunletts, marshy vjtle,

The death-devoted moved, to clangour rude

Of drum and horn, and dissonant cUu^^h of mail,

Glancing disastrous light before that sunbeam pale.

Again they reached thee, Borodino! still

Upon the loaded soil the carnage lay.

The human harvest, now stark, stiff, and chill,

Friend, foe, stretched thick together, clay to clay;

In vain the startled legions bui>*t away ;

The land was all one naked sepulchre

;

The shritiking eye still glanced on grim decay,

Still diii the h<mf and wheel their passage tear.

Through cloven helms and arras, and corpses moulder-

ing drear,

The field was as they left it ; fosse and fort

Steaming with slaughter still, but desolate;

The cannon flung dismantled by its port;

Each knew the mound, the black ravine whose strait

AVas won and lost, and thronged with dead, till fate

Had fixed upon the victor—half undone.

There was the hill, from which their eyes elate

Had seen the burst of Moscow's golden zone;

But death was at their heels ; they shuddered and

rushed on.

The hour of vengeance strikes. Hark to the gale !

As it bursts hollow through the rolling clouds,

That from the north in sullen grandeur sail

Like floating Alps. Advancing darkness broods

Upon the wild horizon, and the woods.

Now sinking into brambles, echo shrill,

As the gust sweeps them, and those upper floods

Shoot on their leafless boughs the sleet-drops chill,

That on the hurrying crowds in freezing showers distil-

They reach the wilderness ! The majesty

Of solitude is spread before their gaze,

Stem nakedness—dark earth and wrathful sky.

If ruins were there, they long had ceased to blaze;

If blood was shed, the ground no more betrays,

Even by a skeleton, the crime of man ;

Behind them rolls the deep and drenching haze,

Wrapping their rear in night ; before their van

The struggling daylight show^ the unmeasured desert

wan.

Still on they sweep, as if their hurrying march
Could bear them from the rushing of His wheel

Whose chariot is the whirlwind. Heaven 'ts clear

arch

At once is covered with a livid veil

;

In mixed and fighting heaps the deep clouds reel

;

Upon the dense horizon hangs the eun.

In sanguine light, an orb of burning steel

;

The snows wheel down through twilight, thick and
dun

;

Now tremble, men of blood, the judgment has begun!

The trumpet of the northern winds has blown.

And it is answered by the dying roar

Of armies on that boundless field o'erthrown :

Now in the awful gusts the desert hoar

Is tempested, a sea without a shore.

Lifting its feathery waves. The legions fly ;

Volley on volley down the hailstones pour;

Blind, famished, frozen, mad, the wanderers die,

And dying, hear the storm but wilder thunder by.

Such is the hand of Heaven! A human blow

Had crushed them in the fight, or flung the chain

Round them where Moscow's stately towers were low

And all bestilled. But Thou! thy battle-plain
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Was a whole empire ; that (ievotoii train

Must wiir I'rom diiv to day with storm and gloom
(Mull fullowini;, like the wolves, to rend the slaiu),

Alust Ue from iii;;ht to night att in a toinh,

Mu>.t tly, toil, bUvd for home
; }el never see that borne.

To the Memo}y n/ a La<iif.

* Tliou thy worldly tiw-k hast i\or\^'—Shaksp€ar€,

Iliph peace to the soul of the dead,

From the dream of the world she has gone I

On the stars in her jjlorv to tread,

To be bright in the bJuze of the throne.

In youth she was lovely ; and Time,
When her rose with the cypress he twined,

Left the heart all tlie warmth of its prime,

Left her eye all the li^'ht of her mind.

The summons came forth—and she died I

Yet her parting wa.s gentle, for those

Whom she loved min-rled tears at her side

—

Her death was the mourner's repose.

Our weakness may weep o'er her bier.

But her spirit has gone on the wing
To triumph fi>r agony here,

To rejoice in the joy of its King.

LETITIA ELIZABETH LAXDON.

This lady, <renorally known as * L. E. L.,' in con-
sequence of having first jmbUshed with her initials

only, has attained an eminent place anmnp: the

female poets of our :igo. lUr earliest coiuijusitions

susceptible, and romantic, she early commenced
writing; poetry. The friendship of iMr'Jerdan, of the
Literary Gazette, facilitated hor introduction to the

were roedcnl Sketches, wliii-h appeared in the Lite-
rary Gazette : afterwards (1824) she published the
Imprurisatrice, whicli was followed by twu more
volumes nf piietry. She nlsn ci»ntril)iited largely to
magazines and annuals, and was the authoress of a
novel entitled lutniunre ami lu'ullft/. From a publi-
cation of her Life and Lilcran/ Iicniahi.s\ edited by
Mr L. Hlancliard. it appeurs that her history was in

the main a painful one ; and yet it is also assertbd
that the melanchidy of her verses was a complete
contrast to the vivacity and playfulness of lier man-
ners in private life. She was born at IJans Place,
Chelsea, in 1802, the daughter of Mr Landon, a
partner in the house of Adaira, army agents. Lively,

Birtbplace of Miss Landon.

world of letters, but it also gave rise to some reports
injurious to her ebaracft*r, which caused her the
most exquisite pain. Ilur fatlier died, and slie nut
only maintained herself, but ashistcd her relations by
her literary labours, which slie never relaxed for a
numieiit. In IS.'iS she was married to Mr George
Maclean, governor of Cape-Coast castle, and shortly
afterwards sailed for Cape-Coast with her husband.
She landed there in August, and was resuming her
literary engagements in her S(ditary African liome,
when one morning, after writing the previous night
some cheerful and affectionate letters to her friends
in Englanil, she was (October Ifi) found dead in her
room, lying close to the door, having in her hand
a bottle which had contained prussic- acid, a portion
of whicli she hail taken. From the investigation

which took place into the circumstances of this

melancholy event, it was conjectured that she had
undesigningly taken an over-dose of the fatal medi-
cine, as a relief from spasms in the stomach. Having
surmounted her early diflicnities, and achieved an
easy competence and a daily-extending reputation,

much might have been expected from the genius of
L. E. L., had not her life been prematurely termi-
nated. Her latter works are more free, natural,
and forcible than those by which she first attracted
notice.

Change,

I would not care, at least so much, sweet Spring,
For the departinp colour of thy flowers

—

The (?reen leaves early falling from thy boughs

—

Thy birds so soon forgetful of their songs—
Thy skies, whn^c sunshine ends in heavy showers;
Hut tliou dost le;ive thy memory, like a ghost.
To haunt the ruined heart, whiclj still recurs
To former beauty ; and the desolate
Its doubly sorrowful when it recalls

It wad not always desolate.

\Vhen those eyes haveforgotten the smilt! they wearnow,
When care shall have shadowed that beautiful brow;
When thy hopes and thy roses together lie dead,
And thy heart turns back pining to days that are tied

—
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Then wilt thou remember what now seems to puss

Like the iiuioiilight on water, the breath-stain on glass ;

Oh! iimidcii, the lovely and youthful, to thee.

How rose-touched the page of thy future must be!

By the post, if thou judge it, how little is there

But blossoms that tiouriah, but hopes that are fair

;

And what is thy present? a southern sky's spring.

With thy feelings and fancies like birds on the wing.

As the rose by the fountain flings down on the wave

Its blushes, forgetting its glass is its grave;

So the heart sheds its colour on life's early hour

;

But the heart has its fading as well as the flower.

The charmi^d light darkens, the rose-leaves are gone,

And life, like the fountain, floats colourless on.

Said I, when thy beauty's sweet vision was fled.

How wouldst thou turn, pining, to days like the dead

!

Oh! lono ere one shadow shall darken that brow.

Wilt thou weep like a mourner o'er all thou lov'st now ;

When thy hopes, like spent arrows, fall short of their

mark ;

Or, like meteors at midnight,makedarkness more dark :

When thy feelings lie fettered like waters in frost,

Or, scattered too freely, are wasted and lost

:

For aye cometh sorrow, when youth hath passed by

—

Ah\ what saith the proverb? Its memory's a sigh.

Crescaitiui.

I looked upon his brow—no sign

Of guilt or fear was there

;

He stood as proud by that death-shrine

As even o'er despair

He had a power ; in his eye

There was a quenchless energy,

A spirit that could dare

The deadliest form that death could take,

And dare it for the daring's sake.

He stood, the fetters on his hand,

He raised them haughtily;

And had that grasp been on the brand.

It could not wave on high

With freer pride than it waved now
;

Around he looked with changeless brow

On many a torture nigh ;

The rack, the chain, the axe, the wheel.

And, worst of all, his own red steel.

I saw him once before ; be rode

Upon a coal-black steed.

And tens of thousands thronged the road.

And bade their warrior speed.

His helm, his breastplate, were of gold,

And graved with many dint, that told

Of many a soldier's deed ;

The sun shone on his sparkling mail.

And danced his snow-plume on the gale.

But now he stood chained and alone.

The headsman by his side.

The plume, the helm, the charger gone

;

The sword, which had defied

The mightiest, lay broken near
;

And yet no sign or sound of fear

Came from that lip of pride ;

And never king or conqueror's brow
Wore higher look than did his now.

He bent beneath the headsman's stroke

With an uncovered eye

;

A wild shout from the numbers broke

Who thronged to see him die.

It was a people's loud acclaim,

The voice of anger and of shame,

A nation's funeral cry,

Rome's wail above her only eon,

Her patriot and her latest one.

The dnup of the Dead.

'Twas in the battle-field, and the cold pale moon
Looked down on the dead and dying;

And the wind passed o'er with a dirge and a wail,

Where the young and brave were lying.

Witli his father's sword in his red right hand.

And the hostile dead around him.

Lay a youthful chief: but his bed was the ground.

And the grave's icy sleep had bound him.

A reckless rover, 'mid death and doom,
Pa.ssed i soldier, his plunder seeking.

Careless he stept, where friend and foe

Lay alike in their life-blood reeking.

Drawn by the shine of the warrior's sword.

The soldier paused beside it

:

He wrenched the hand with a giant's strength.

But the grasp of the dead defied it.

He loosed his hold, and his English heart

Took part with the dead before him ;

And he honoured the brave who died sword in hand,

As with softened brow he leant o'er him.

' A soldier's death thou hast boldly died,

A soldier's grave won by it

:

Before I would take that sword from thine hand.

My own life's blood should dye it.

Thou shalt not be left for the carrion crow.

Or the wolf to batten o'er thee
;

Or the coward insult the gallant dead.

Who in life had trembled before thee.'

Then dug he a grave in the crimson earth.

Where his warrior foe was sleeping

;

And he laid him there in honour and rest,

With his sword in his own brave keeping 1

IFrom ' The Improrisatnce.'']

I loved him as young Genius loves.

When its own wild and radiant heaven

Of starry thought burns with the light,

The love, the life, by passion given.

I loved him, too, as woman loves

—

Reckless of sorrow, sin, or scorn :

Life had no evil destiny

That, with him, I could not have borne!

I had been nursed in palaces

;

Yet earth had not a spot so drear,

That I should not have thought a home
In Paradise, had he been near!

How sweet it would have been to dwell.

Apart from all, in some green dell

Of sunny beauty, leaves and flowers ;

And nestling birds to sing the hours !

Our home, beneath some chestnut's shade.

But of the woven branches made :

Our vesper hymn, the low wone wail

The rose hears from the nightingale

;

And waked at morning by the call

Of music from a watertall.

But not alone in dreams like this.

Breathed in the very hope of bliss,

I loved : my love had been the same

In hushed despair, in open shame.

I would have rather been a slave.

In tears, in bondage by his side,

Than shared in all, if wanting him,

This world had power to give beside!

My heart was withered—and my heart

Had ever been the world to me

:

And love had been the first fond dream.

Whose life was in reality.

I had sprung from my solitude.

Like a young bird upon the wing,
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To meet the arrow ; so I met
My poisoned shah of suffering.

And iV4 that bird, with drooping crest

And broken wing, will neek nis nest,

But seek in vain : so rain I sought
My pleaiunC home of song and thought.

There was one Npell upon my brain,

Ujwn ray pencil, on my strain ;

But one face to my culours came;
My chords replied to but one name

—

Lorenzo !—all seemed vowed to thee.

To passion, and to misery I

[Last Verses of L. E. Z.]

[AJIading to the Pole Star, which, (n ber voyage to Africa,

she had nightly watulied till it sunk below the horizon.]

A star has left the kindling sky

—

A lovely northern light

;

How many planets are on high,

But that has XvH the night.

I miss its brijjht familiar face,

It was a friend to me
;

Associate with my native place,

And those beyond the sea.

It rose upon our English sky,

Shone o'er our English land,*

And brought back many a loving eye,

And many a gentle hand.

It seemed to answer to my thought,

It called the past to mind,
And with its welcome presence brought

All I had left behind.

The voyage it lights no longer, ends
Soon on a foreign shore

;

How can I but recall the friends

That I may see no more ?

Fresh from the pain it was to part

—

How could I bear the pain \

Yet strong the omen in my heart
That says—We meet again.

Meet with a deeper, dearer love
;

For absence shows the worth
Of all from which we then remove,

Friend?, home, and native earth.

Thou lovely polar star, mine eyes
Still turned the first on thee,

Till 1 have felt a sad surprise,

That none looked up with me.

But thou hast sunk upon the wave.
Thy radiant place unknown

;

I seem to stand beside a grave,

And stand by it alone.

Farewell ! ah, would to me were given
A power upon thy light!

What words upon our English heaven
Thy loving rays should write !

Kind messages of love and hope
Upon thy rays should be;

Tl\y shining orbit should have scope

Scarcely enough for me.

Oh, fancy vain, as it is fond.

And little needed too ;

My friends ! I need not look beyond
My heart to look for you.

* These oxpressionR, it i* almost unnecessary to eay, are not

true to natural facts, as the Pole Star has not a quotidian

rising anywhere, and it Bhines on the whole northern hetui-

apheie in common with England.—ftf.

JOANNA DAILLIE.

Besides lier dramatic writing's, to be noticed in

auutlicr sectiun, Miss Bauxik has presented tu the

JuJcooCCu^
world at different times a sufEcient quantity of mis-
Cfllaneuus poetry, including siui^s. to constitute a
single volume, which was published in 1841. The
pieces of the latter class are distinguislied bv a pecu-
liar softness of diction, which makes tiieni fall nielt-
ingly on tlie ear; yet few of tliem have become
favourites with vocalists or in the drawing-room.

Miss Ku.illie*s House, Ilampetcad.

Her poem entitled Hie K'ttcrt, which appeared in aa
early vdlunie of the Edinburgh Annual Register,

h.is a tnitb to nature which ranks it among the best
pieces of the kind in our language.

77ic Kitten.

Wanton droll, whose hannlesp play
Beguiles the rustic's closing day,
When drawn the evening fire about.
Sit aged Crone and thoujzhtless Lout,

And child upon his three-foot stool.

Waiting till Ins supper cool

;

And maid, whose cheek outblooms the rose.

As bright the blazing fa^jot glows.

Who, bending to the friendly light,

Plies her task with busy sleight

;

Come, show thy tricks and sportive graces,
Thus eircled round with merry faces.

Backward coiled, and croucliing low,

M'ith glaring eyeballs watc-h thy f.ie,

The housewife*s spindle nliirling n-und,

Or thread, or straw, that on the ground
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Its shadow throws, by urchin sly

}leld out to lure thy roving eye

;

Then, onward htealinfT, fiercely spring

1')Hin the lntile, faithless thing.

Now, wheeling round, with bootless skill,

Thy bo-peep tail provokes thee still,

As oft b*-ynnd thy curving side

It-* jetty tip is neen to glide ;

Till, i'riini thy centre starting fair.

Thou sideluJig rear'st, with rump in air,

Krected «titf, und gait awry,

Like rnaditm in her tantrums high :

Though ne'er a madam of them all.

Whose silken kirtle sweeps the hall.

More varied trick and whim displays,

To catch the admiring stranger's gaze.

The featest tumbler, stage-bedight.

To thee is but a clumsy wight,

Who every limb and sinew straina

To do what costs thee little pains

;

For whicli, I trow, the gaping crowd

Requites him oft with plaudits loud.

But, stopped the while thy wanton play.

Applauses, too, //;// feats repay :

Kor then beneath some urchin's hand,
With modest pride thou tak'st thy stand.

While many a stroke of fondness glidea

Along thy back and tabby sides.

Dilated swells thy glossy fur,

And loudl}' sings thy busy pur,

As, timing well the equal sound.

Thy clutching feet bepat the ground.

And all their harmless claws disclose.

Like prickles of an early rose
;

While softly from thy whiskered cheek

Thy half-closed eyes peer mild and meek.
But not alone by cottage-fire

Do rustics rude thy feats admire
;

The leanicd sage, whose thoughts explore

The widest range of human lore,

Or, with unfettered fancy, fly

Through airy heights of poesy.

Pausing, smiles with altered air

To see thee clJmb his elbow-chair.

Or, struggling on the mat below,

Hold warfare with bis slippered toe.

The widowed dame, or lonely maid,
M'ho in the still, but cheerless shade
Of home unsocial, spends her age,

And rarely turns a lettered page ;

Upon her hearth for thee lets fall

The rounded curk, or paper-ball,

Nor chides thee on thy wicked watch
The ends of ravelled skein to catch.

But lets thee have thy wayward will,

Perplexing oft her sober skill.

Even he, whose mind of gloomy bent,

In lonely tower or prison pent,

Beviews the coil of former daj-s.

And loathes the world and all it-s ways

;

What time the lamp's unsteady gleam
Doth rnu-^e him from his moody dream,
Feeh, as thou gambol'st round his seat.

His heart with pride less fiercely beat.

And smile-i, a link in thee to find

That joins him still to living kind.
Whence hast thou, then, thou witless Puss,

The magic power to charm us thus ?

Is it, that in thy glaring eye.

And rapid movements, we descry.

While we at ease, secure from ill.

The chimney-corner snugly fill,

A lion, darting on the prey,

A tiger, at his ruthless play t

Or ift it, that in thee we trace,

With all thy varied wanton grace.

An emblem viewed with kindred eye,

C)f tricksy, restless infancy !

Ah ! many a lightly sportive child,

Who hath, like thee, our wits beguiled.

To dull and sober manhood grown,
With strange recoil our hearts disown.
Even so, poor Kit ! must thou endure.
When thou becomest a cat demure,
Full many a cuff and angry word,
Chid roughly from the tempting board.
And yet, for that thou hast, I ween.
So oft our favoured playmate been.
Soft be the change which thou shalt prove,

When time hath spoiled thee of our love;

Still be thou deemed, by housewife fat,

A comely, careful, mousing cat.

Whose dish is, for the public good.

Replenished oft with savourj' food.

Nor, when thy span of life is past,

Be thou to pond or dunghill cast

;

But gently borne on good man's spade.

Beneath the decent sod be laid,

And children show, with glistening eyes.

The place where poor old Pussy lies.

Address to Miss Agnes Baillie on her Birthday.

[In order thoroughly to understand and appreciate the fol-

lowing verses, the reader must be aware that the author and
her Bister, daughters of a former minister of Both%vell on the

Clyde, in Lanarkshire, have lived to an advanced age con-

Btantly in each other's society.]

Dear Agnes, gleamed with joy and dasbed with teara

O'er us have glided almost sixty years

Since we on Bothwell's bonny braes were seen,

By those whose eyes long closed in death have been

—

Two tiny imps, who scarcely stooped to gather

The slender harebell on the purple heather;
No taller than the foxg!ove*s spiky stem.

That dew of morning studs with silvery gem.
Then every butterfly that crossed our view
With joyful shout was greeted aa it flew

;

And moth, and lady-bird, and beetle bright.

In sheeny gold, were each a wondrous sight.

Then as we paddled barefoot, side by side.

Among the sunny shallows of the Clyde,*
Minnows or spotted parr with twinkling fin.

Swimming in mazy rings the pool within.

A thrill of gladness through our bosoms sent.

Seen in the power of early wonderment.

A long perspective to my mind appears.

Looking behind me to that line of years
;

And yet through every stage I still can trace

Thy visioned form, from childhood's morning grace
To woman's early bloom—changing, how soon I

To the expressive glow of woman's noon
;

And now to what thou art, in comely age,

Active and ardent. Let what will engage
Thy present moment—whether hopeful seeds

In garden-plat thou sow, or noxious weeds
From the fair flower remove, or ancient lore

In chronicle or legend rare explore,

Or on the parlour hearth with kitten play,

Stroking its tabby sides, or take thy way
To gain with ha*ty steps some cottage door.

On helpful errand to the neighbouring poor

—

Active and ardent, to my fancy's eye
Thou still art young, in spite of time gone by.

Though oft of patience brief and temper keen,

Well may it please me, in life's latter scene,

To think what now thou art and long to me hast been.

* The Manse of Bothwell was at some considerable distance

from the Clyde, but the two little (fir'* "'t'l^ sonictiniai sent

I ttiere in summer to bathe and wade about.

.
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Twaa thou who wooMst me first to look
ITpon the pft5;e of printed book.

That thing by nie abhorroJ, ami with address

Didst win mo fntni my thoughtless idleness,

When all too old become with bootless haste

lu fitful ^pu^ts the precious time to waste.

Thy love of tule and story was the stroke

At which my dormant fancy tirst awoke,

And ghosts and witches in my busy brain

Art>se in sombre show a motley train.

This new-found path attempting, proud was I

Lurking approval on thy face to spy.

Or hear thee say, as grow thy roused attention,
' What ! is this story all thine own invention t'

Then, a." advancing through this mortal span,

Our intercourse with the mixed world began;

Thy fairer face and sprightUer cuurtt-sy

(A truth that from my y.mthful vanity

Lay not concealt-d) did for the sisters twain,

Where'er we went, the greater favour gain ;

While, but for thee, vexed with its tossing tide,

I from the busy world had shrunk aside.

And now, in latiT years, with better grace.

Thou help*st me still to hold a welcome place

With those whom nearer neighbourhood have made
The friendly cheerers of our evening shade.

AV'ith thee ray humours, whether grave or gay,

Or gracious or untoward, have their way.

Silent if dull—oh precious privilegel

—

I sit by thee ; or if, culled from the page

Of some huge ponderous tome which, but thyself,

None e'er had taken from its dusty shelf,

Thou read'st me curious passages to speed

The winter night, I take but little heed,

And thankless say, ' I cannot listen now,*

*Tis no offence ; albeit, much do I owe
To these, thy nightly offerings of affection,

Drawn from thy ready talent for selection

;

For still it seemed in thee a natural gift

The lettered grain from lettered chaff to sift.

By daily use and circumstance endeared.

Things are of value now that once appeared
Of no account, and without notice passed,

^\'hich o'er dull life a simple cheering cast

;

To hear thy morning steps the stair descending,

Thy voice with other sounds domestic blending ;

After each stated nightly absence, met
To see thee by the morning table set.

Pouring from smoky spout the amber stream
Which sends from saucered cup its fragrant steam;
To see thee cheerly on the threshold stand,

On summer morn, with trowel in thy hand
For garden-work prepared ; in winter's gloom
From thy cold noonday walk to see thee come.
In furry garment lapt, with spattered feet,

And by the fire resume thy wonted seat

;

Ay, even oVr things like these soothed age has thrown
A sober charm they did not always own

—

As winter hoarfrost makes minutest spray

Of bush or hedgeweed sparkle to the day
In magnitude and beauty, which, bereaved

Of such investment, eye had ne'er perceived.

The change of good and evil to abide.

As partners linked, long have we, side by side,

Our earthly journey held ; and who can say
How near the end of our united way?
By nature's course not distant ; sad and 'refl

Will she remain—the lonely pilgrim left.

If thou art taken first, who can to me
Like sister, friend, and home-companion be?
Or who, of wonted daily kindness shorn,

Shall feel such loss, or mourn as I shall mourn?
And if 1 should be fated first to leave

This earthly house, though gentle friends may grieve,

And he above them all, so truly proved
A friend and brother, long and justly loved,

There is no li\ing wiglit, of woman born,

Who then shall mourn for mc ad thou wilt mourn.

Thou ardent, liberal spirit I quickly feeling

The touch of sympathy, and kindly dealing
With sorrow or distress, fur ever sharing
The unhoarded mite, nor for to-mon*ow caring

—

Accept, dear Agnes, on thy natal day.
An unadorned, but not a carek-ss lay.

Nor think this tribute to thy virtues paid
From tardy love proceeds, though long delayed.
Words of affection, howsoe'cr expressed,

The latest spoken still are deemed the best

:

Few are the measured rhymes I now may write j

These are, perhaps, the last 1 shall indite.

WILLIAM KNOX.

William Knox, a young poet of considerable ta-

lent, who died in Kdininirgh in 1825, aged thirty-six,

was author (if The Lonfh/ IJearfJi; Sorifj.f nf Israel ; The
Harp of Ziim, See. Sir Walter Scott thus mentions
Knox in his diary.— * His father was a respectable

yeoman, and he himself succeeding to good farms
under the Duke of Buccleucli, became too soon his

own master, and plunged into dissipation and ruin.

His talent then showed itself in a fine strain of

pensive poetry.' Knox spent his latter years in

Edinburgh, under his father's roof, and, amidst all

his errors, was ever admirably faithful to the domes-
tic affections—a kind and respectful son, and an
attached brother. He experienced on several occa-

sions substantial proofs of that generosity of Scott

towards his less fortunate brethren, which might
have redeemed his infinite superiority in Envy's
own bosom. It w-as also remarkable of Knox, that,

from the force of early impressions of piety, lie was
able, in the very midst of the most deplorable dissi-

pation, to command his mind at interviUs to the

composition of verses alive with sacred fire, and
breathing of Scriptural simplicity and tenderness.

The feelings of the poet's heart, at a particular

crisis of his fiimily history, are truly expressed in

the two first of the following specimens :

—

[^Opeiiinr; of the * Songs of Israel.*']

Harp of Zion, pure and holy.

Pride of .ludah's eastern land,

May a child of guilt and folly

Strike thee with a feeble hand I

May I to my bosom take thee,

Trembling from the prophet's touch,

And with throbbing heart awake thee
To the strains I love so much !

I have loved thy thrilling numbers,
Since the dawn of childhood's day;

Since a mother soothed my slumbers
With tiie cadence of thy lay

;

Since a little blooming sister

Clung with transport round my knee.
And my glowing spirit blessed her
With a blessing caught from thee !

Mother—sister—both are sleeping

Where no heaving hearts respire,

Whilst the eve of age Is creeping
Round the widowed si)ouse and sire.

He and his, araid their sorrow.

Find enjoyment in thy strain :

Harp of Zion, let me borrow
Comfort from thy chords again ?
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\_C(mchiinon of the * So7ig$ of Israei.*'}

My Roiig hath closed, the holy dream
Tbut rair»fd my thoughts o'er all below,

llttth laded like the lunar beam,
And left me 'mid a night of wo—

To lonk and lon^, and sigh in vain
For friends I neVr shall meet again.

Aiid yet the earth is green and gay

;

And yet the skies are pure and bright

;

But, *niid each gleam of pleasure gay,
Some cloud of sorrow dims my sight:

For weak is now the tenderest tongue
That might my simple songs have sung.

And like Gilead's drops of balm.
They for a moment soothed my breast

;

But earth hath not a power to calm
My spirit in forgetful rest,

Until I lay me side by side

With those that loved me, and have died.

They died—and this a world of wo.

Of anxious doubt and chilling fear;

I wander onward to the tomb,
AVith scarce a hope to linger here;

But with a prospect to rejoin

The friends beloveil, that once were mine.

Dirge of Rachel,

[Oenesia, xixv. 19.]

And Kachel lies in Ephrath*s land.

Beneath her lonely oak of weeping;
With mouldering heart and withering haiid,

The sleep of death fur ever sleeping.

The spring comes smiling down the vale,

The lilies and the roses bringing;
But Rachel never more shall hail

The flowers that in the world are springing.

The summer gives his radiant day,
And Jewish dumes the dance are treading;

But Rachel on her couch of clay.

Sleeps all unheeded and unheeding.

The autumn's ripening sunbeam shines.

And reapers to the field is calling
;

But Rachel's voice no longer joins

The choral song at twilight's falling.

The winter sends his drenching shower.

And sweeps his howling blast around her;
But earthly storms possess no power
To break the slumber that hath bound her.

A Virtuous WoTtian,

[Proverbs, xiL 4.]

Thou askest what hath changed my heart.

And where hath fled my youthful folly?

I tell thee, Tamar's virtuous art

Hath made my spirit holy.

Her eye—as soft and blue as even.
When day and night are calmly meeting

—

Beams on my heart like light from heaven,
And purifies its beating.

The accents fall from Tamar*a lip
Like dewdrops from the rose-leaf dripping,

When honey-bees all crowd to sip,

And cannot cease their sipping.

The shadowy blush that tints her cheek,
For ever coming—ever goinc.

May well the spotless fount bespeak
That sets the stream aflowin^.

Her song comes o'er my thrilling brea.*t

Even like the hari)-st ring's holif^t measures,
When dreams the soul of lands of rest

And everlasting pleasures.

Then ask not what hath changed my heart,

Or where hath fled my youthful folly

—

I tell thee, Tamar's virtuous art

Hath made my spirit holy.

THOMAS PRIN'GLE.

Thomas Pringle was born in Roxburghshire in

1788. He was concerned in the establishment of
Blackwood's Magazine, and wag author of Scenes of
Teviotdale^ Ephemerides, and other poems, all of
wliich display fine feeling and a cultivated taste.

Although, from lameness, ill fitted for a life of
roughness or hardship, Mr Pringle. with his father,

and several brothcra, emigrated to the Cape of Good
Hope in the year 1820, and there established a little

township or settlement named Glen Lynden. The
poet afterwards removed to Cape Town, the capital

;

but, wearied with his Caffreland exile, and dis-

agreeing with the governor, he returned to Eng-
land, and subsisted by his pen. He was some time
editor of the literary annual, entitled F/itwhfiip*s

Ojferiny. His services were also engaged by the
African Society, as secretary to that btxly, a situ-

ation which he continued to hold until within a
few months of his death. In the distliarge of its

duties he evinced a spirit of active humanity, and
an ardent love of the cause to wliieh he whs de-
voted. His last work was a series of African
S/ietchcs, containing an interesting personal narra-
tive, interspersed with verse. Mr Pringle died on
the 5th of December 1834.

Afar in the Desert.

Afar in the De«ert I love to ride,

V\*ith the silent Bush-boy alone by my side:

When the sorrows of life the soul o'ercast.

And, sick of the present, I turn to the past

;

And the eye is auftused with regretful tears,

From the fond recollections of former years ;

And the shadows of things that have long since fled.

Flit over the brain like the ghosts of the dead

—

Bright visions of glory that vanished too soon

—

Day-dreams that departed ere manhood's noon

—

Attachments by fate or by falsehood reft

—

Companions of early days lost or left

—

And my Native Land! whose magical name
Thrills to my heart like electric flame

;

The home of my childhood—the haunts of ray prime;
All the passions and scenes of that rapturous time.

When the feelings were young and the world was new,
Like the fresh bowers of Paradise opening to view !

All—all now forsaken, forgotten, or gone ;

And 1, a lone exile, remembered of none.
My high aims abandoned, and good acts undone

—

Aweary of all that is under the sun
;

With that sadness of heart which no stranger may
scan,

I fly to the Desert afar from man.

Afar in the Desert I love to ride.

With the silent Bush-boy alone by my side ;

When the wild turmoil of this wearisome life.

With its scenes of oppression, corruption, and strife
;

The proud man's frown, and the base man's fear
;

And the sconier's laugh, and the sufferer's tear ;

And malice, and meanness, and falsehood, and folly,

Dispose me to nmsing and dark melanrholy
;

When my bosom is full, and my thoughts are high.

And my soul is sick with the bondman's sigh

—
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Oh, then! there is freeilnin, ftiid joy, aud pride,

Afar in the Pesert alone to ride!

There is rapture to vault on the champing steed.

And to bound away with the eagle's speed,
With the death-fraught firelock in my hand
(The only law of the Desert land)

;

Ilut 'tis not the innocent to destroy,

For I bate the huutsniaii's aavage joy.

Afar in the Desert I love to ride,

With the silent Bush-boy alone by my side;

Away—away from the dwellings of men.
By the wild deer's haunt, and the bulfalo'a glen

;

By valleys remote, where the oribi plays
;

Where thegnoo, the gazelle, and the hartebeest graze
;

And the gemsbok and eland unhunted recline

By the skirts of gray forests o'ergrown with wild vine
;

And the elephant browses at peace in his wood
;

And the river-horse gambols unscared in the flood

;

And the mighty rhinoceros wallows at will

In the ^/<^y, where the wild ass is drinking his fill.

Afar in the Desert I love to ride,

With the silent Bush-boy alone by ray side

:

O'er the brown Karroo where the bleating cry

Of the springbok's fawn sounds plaintively
;

Where the zebra wantonly tosses his mane.
In fields seldom freshened by moisture or rain

;

And the stately koodoo exultingly bounds,
Undisturbed by the bay of the hunter's hounds

;

And the timorous quagha's wild whistling neigh
la heard by the brak fountain far away

;

And the fleet-footed ostrich over the waste
Speeds like a horseman who travels in haste

;

And the vulture in circles wheels high overhead,
Greedy to scent and to gorge on the dead

;

And the grisly wolf, and the shrieking jackal,
Howl for their prey at the evening fall

;

And the fiend-like laugh of hyenas grim,
Fearfully startles the twilight dim.

Afar in the Desert I love to ride.

With the silent Bush-boy alone by ray side:
Away—away in the wilderness vast,

Where the white man's fuot hath never passed,

And the quivered Koranna or Bechuan
Hath rarely crossed with his roving clan :

A region of emptiness, howling and drear,

Which man hath abandoned from famine and fear;
Which the snake and the lizard inhabit alone,

And the bat flitting forth from his old hollow stone
;

M''here grass, nor herb, nor shrub takes root,

Save poisonous thorns that pierce the foot

:

And the bitter melon, for food and drink,

Is the pilgrim's fare, by the Salt Lake's brink:
A region of drought, where no river glides,

Nor rippling brook with osiered sides
;

Nor reedy pool, nor mossy fountain.

Nor shady tree, nor cloud-capped mountain.
Are found—to refresh the aching eye :

But the barren earth and the burning sky,

And the black horizon round and round,
Without a living sight or sound.
Tell to the heart, in its pensive mood.
That this is—Nature's Solitude.

And here—while the night-winds round me sigh,

And the stars bum bright in the midnight sky.
As I sit apart by the caverned stone,

Like Elijah at Horeb's cave alone,

And feel as a moth in the Mighty Hand
That spread the heavens and heaved the land^
A * still small voice' comes through the wild
(Like a father consoling his fretful child),

Which banishes bitterness, wrath, and fear—
Saying * Man is distant, but God is near !*

ROBERT MONTGOMERY.

The Rev. RonEBT Montgomeky has obtained a
numerous circle of readers and admirers. His works.
The Omnipresence of the Deity, Sntan, Luther, &c,
display great command of poetical language and
fluent versification, but are deficient in originality
and chasteness of style. The literary labours of
Mr Montgomery seem to have been wholly devoted
to the service of religion, of the truths of which he
is an able and eloquent expounder in the pulpit.

[Description of a Maiiiac]

Down yon romantic dale, where hamlets few
Arrest the summer pilgrim's jtensive view

—

The village wonder, and the widow's joy

—

Dwells the poor mindless, pale-faced maniac boy:
He lives and breathes, and rolls his vacant eye,
To greet the glowing fancies of the sky

;

But on his cheek unmeaning shades of wo
Reveal the withered thoughts that sleep below!
A soulless thing, a spirit of the woods,
He loves to commune with the fields and floods:

Sometimes along the woodland's winding glade.
He starts, and smiles upon his pallid shade;
Or scolds with idiot threat the roaming wind.
But rebel music to the ruined mind !

Or on the shell-strewn beach delighted strays.

Playing his fingers in the noontide rays:

And when the sea-waves swell their hollow roar,

He counts the billows plunging to the shore

;

And oft beneath the glimmer of the moon.
He chants some wild and melancholy tune;
Till o'er his softening features seems to play
A shadowy gleam of mind's reluctant sway.

Thus, like a living dream, apart from men.
From morn to eve he haunts the wood and glen

;

But round him, near him, wheresoe'er he rove,

A guardian angel tracks him from above!
Nor harm from flood or fen shall e'er destroy
The mazy wanderings of the maniac boy.

[The Starry Heavens.}

Ye quenchless stars ! so eloquently bright,

tTntroubled sentries of the shadowy night.
While half the world is lapped in downy dreams.
And round the lattice creep your midnight beams,
How sweet to gaze upon your placid eves.

In lambent beauty looking from the skies !

And when, oblivious of the world, we stray

At dead of night along some noiseless way,
How the heart mingles with the moonlit hour,
As if the starry heavens sufl^ised a power!
Full in her dreamy light, the moon presides.

Shrined in a halo, mellowing as she rides

;

And far around, the forest and the stream
Bathe in the beauty of her emerald beam

;

The lulled winds, too, are sleeping in their caves.
No stormy murmurs roll upon the waves

;

Nature is hushed, as if her works adored.
Stilled by the presence of her living Lord!
And now, while through the ocean-mantling haze
A dizzy chain of yellow lustre plays.

And moonlight loveliness hath veiled the land.
Go, stranger, muse thou by the wave-worn strand :

Centuries have glided o'er the balanced earth.
Myriads have blessed, and myriads cursed their birth

;

Still, y"n sky-beacons keep a dimless glare,
Unsullied as the God who throned them there!
Though swelling earthquakes heave the astounded

world,

And king and kingdom from their pride are hurled.
Sublimely calm, they run their bright career,

Unheedful of the storms and changes here.

We want no hymn to hear, or pomp to see.

For all around is deep divinity!
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IPicturc of Ifor.]

Spirit of li^'ht and life! when battle reara

iU*r lu-ry lirow mul her terrific spears;

When rt-'d-nuHithed cannon to the eloudn uproar,

And ;j;;ispinj,' tlmusands make their beds in gore,

While en llie billowy b*tsom of the air

Rull the dead notes of an;^'uish and despair!

Unseen, thou walk*8t upon the smoking plain,

And heur'st each groan that gurgles from the slain!

Li^t ! war-peals thunder on the batt]e-field
;

And many a hand grasps firm the p-littering shield.

As on, with helm and plume, the warriors come,
And the glad hills repeat their stormy drum I

And now are seen the youthful and the gray,

AV'ith bosoms firing to partake the fray ;

The first, with hearts that consecrate the deed,

All eager rush to vantjuish or to bleed !

Like young waves racing in the morning suiij

That rear and leap with reckless fury on !

But mark yon war-worn man, who looks on high,

With thought and valour mirrored in his eye!
Not all the gory revels of the day
Can fright the vision of his home away;
The home of love, and its associate smiles.

His wife's endearment, and his baby's wiles:

Fights he Icf^s brave through recollected bliss,

With step retreating, or with sword remiss*

Ah no! remembered home's the warrior's charm,
Speed to his sword, and vigour to his arm

;

For this he sup[»licates the god afar.

Fronts the steeled foe, and mingles in the war !

The cannon's hushed !—nor drum, nor clarion sound ;

Helmet and hauberk gleam upon the ground
;

Horseman and horse lie weltering in their gore

;

Patriots are dead, and heroes dare no more
;

While solemnly the moonlight shrouds the plain,

And lights the lurid features of the slain

!

And see! on this rent mound, where daisies sprung,

A battle-steed beneath his rider flung;

Oh ! never more he'll rear with fierce delight,

Roll his red eyes, and rally for the fight !

Pale on his bleeding breast the warrior lies.

While from his rutfled lids the white swelled eyes

Ghastly and grimly stare upon the skies!

Afar, with bosom bared unto the breeze,

White lips, and glaring eyes, and shivering knees,

A widow o'er her martyred soldier moans,
Loading the night-wind with delirious groans

!

Her blue-eyed babe, unconscious orphan he!
So sweetly prattling in his cherub glee,

Leers on his lifeless sire with infant wile,

And plays and plucks hiiu for a parent's smile !

But who, upon the battle-wasted plain,

Shall count the faint, the gasping, and the slaiu 1

Angel of Mercy! ere the blood-fount chill.

And the brave heart be spiritless and still,

Amid the havoc thou art hovering nigh.
To calm each groan, and close each dying eye.
And waft the spirit to that halcyon shore,

Where war's loud thunders lash the winds no more!

Lost Feelings.

Oh ! weep not that our beauty wears
Beneath the wings of Time;

That age o'erclouds the brow with cares
That once was raised sublime.

Oh ! weep not that the beamlesa eye
No dumb delight can speak

;

And fresh and fair no lonj^er lie

Joy-tiuta upon the cheek-

No! weep not that the ruin-trace

Of wasting time is seen.

Around the form and in the face

\Vhere beauty's bloom has been.

But mourn the inward wreck we feel

As hoary years depart.

And Time's effacing fingers steal

Young feelings from the heart 1

WILLIAM HERBERT.

Tlic Hon. and Kf.v. William Herbkrt pul)lished

in 1806 a series of translations from the Norse,
Italian, Spanish, and Portugiiese. Those from the
Norse, or Icelandic tongue, were generally admired,
and the author was induced to venture on an origi-

nal poem fininded on Scandinavian history and
manners. The work was entitled Ilchja, and was
published in 1815. We extract a few lines descrip-

tive of a northern spring, bursting out at once into

verdure :

—

Yestreen the mountain's rugged brow
Was mantled o'er with dreary snow;
The sun set red behind the hill,

And every breath of wind was still
;

But ere he rose, the southern blast

A veil o'er heaven's blue arch had cast;

Thick rolled the clouds, and genial rain

Poured the wide deluge o'er the plain.

Fair glens and verdant vales appear.

And warmth awakes the budding year.

O 'tis the touch of fairy hand
That wakes the spring of northern land I

It warms not there by slow degrees,

M'ith changeful pulse, the uncertain breeze;

But sudden uu the wondering sight

Bursts forth the hoam of living light,

And instant verdure springs around,

And magic flowers bedeck the ground.
Returned from regions far away,
The red-winged throstle pours his lay

;

The soaring snipe salutes the spring,

While the breeze whistles through his wing;
And, as he hails the melting snows.

The heathcock claps his wings and crows.

After a long interval of silence Sir Herbert came
forward in 1S3S with an epic poem entitled Attila,

fi)unded on the establishment of Christianity by
the discomfiture of the mighty attempt of the

Gothic king to establish a new antichristian d3'nasty

upon the wreck of the temporal power of Home at

the end of the term of 1200 years, to which its

duration had been limited by the forebodings of the

heathens.

MiisinffS on Eternity,

[From • Attila.*]

How oft, at midnight, have I fixed my gaze
Upon the blue unclouded firmament,

With thousand spheres illumined ; each perchance
The powerful centre of revolving worlds !

Until, by strange excitement stirred, the mind
Hath longed for dissolution, so it might bring

Knowledge, for which the spirit is athirst,

Open the daikllng stores of hidden time,

And show the marvel of eternal things.

Which, in the bosom of immensity.

Wheel round the God of nature. Vain desire!
* * *

Enough
To work in trembling my salvation here,

Waiting thy summons, stern mysterious Power,

Who to thy silent realm hast called away
All those whom nature twined around my heart

In my fond infancy, and left me here

Denuded of their love 1
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Where are ye gone,

And shnW Wf» wnke from the long sleep of death,

To know enoli other, con.sciou^ of the ties

That liitked our unuls together, and draw down
The Sfciet dewdrop on my cheek, whenever

I turn unto the past? or will the change
That comes to all renew the altered spirit

To other thoujihts, nciking the strife or love

(_>f hh*>rt mortality a shadow past,

Eqiui.1 illusii.n ! Father, whose strong raind

U"as my support, whose kindness as the spring

Which never tarries! Mother, of all forms

That smiled upon my budding thoughts, most dear I

Brothei-s ! and thou, mine only sister ! gone
To the still grave, making the memory
Of all my earliest time a thing wiped out,

Save from the glowing spot, which lives as fresh

In my heart's core a.s when we last in joy

Were gathered round the blithe paternal board !

Where are ye I Must your kindred spirits sleep

For many a thousand years, till by the trump
Roused to new being ! Will old atTections then
Bum inwardly, or all our lores gone by
Seem but a speck upon the roll of time,

Unworthy our regard { This is too hard
For mortals to unravel, nor has He
Vouchsafed a clue to man, who bade us trust

To Him our weakness, and we shall wake up
After His likened, and be satisfied.

EBENEZER ELLIOTT,

Eben'ezkr Elliott, sprung from the manufac-

turing poor of England, and early accustomed to toil

and privation, derived, like Clare, a love of poetry

from the perusal of Thomson. Being thrown among
a tovrn population, he became a politician, and im-

bibed opinions rarely found among the peasantry.

Ebenezer Elliott.

He has followed Crahbe in depicting the condition of

the pottras miserable and oppressed, tracing most of

the evils he deplores to the social and political in-

stitutions of his country. The laws relating to the

importation of corn have been denounced by Elliott

as specially afflictive of the people, and this he has

done with a fervour of manner and a harshness of

phraseology, which ordinary minds feel as repulsive,

even while acknowledged as flowing from the offended

benevolence of the poet.

For thee, my country, thee, do I perform,
Sternly, the duty of a man born free,

Heedless, thougli a-^s, and wolf, and venomous worm,
Shake ears and fangs, with brandished bray, at me.

Fortunately the genius of Elliott has redeemed
his errors of taste : his delineation of humble virtue

and affection, and his descriptions of Englisli scenery,

are excellent. He writes from genuine feelings and
impulses, and often rises into pure sentiment and
eloquence. The Corn-Law Rhymer, as he has been
c;dk'd. M'as horn in 1781 at Masbrough, a village

near Sheffield. He has passed an industrious ycmth
and middle age in a branch of the well known manu-
factures of his native district, from which manual
toil was not in his case excluded ; and he now enjoys
the comparatively easy circumstances merited by
his labours as well as his genius.

To the Bramble Flower.

Thy fruit full well the schoolboy knows,
Wild bramble of the brake !

So put thou forth thy small white rose;

I love it for his sake.

Though woodbines flaunt and rosea glow
O'er all the fragrant bowers,

Thou needst not be ashamed to show
Thy satin-threaded tlowers

;

For dull the eye, the heart is dull,

That cannot feel how fair,

Amid all beauty beautiful,

Thy tender blossoms are!

Huw delicate thy gauzy frill!

How rich thy branchy stem!
How soft thy voice when woods are still.

And thou slng'st hynms to them

;

While silent showers are falling slow,

And 'mid the general hush,

A sweet air lifts the little bough,

Lone whispering through the bushi

The primrose to the grave is gone;
The hawthorn flower is dead

;

The vitdet by the mossed gray stone

Hath laid her weary head
;

But thou, wild bramble ! back dost bring

In all their beauteous power.

The fresh gieen days of life's fair spring,

And boyhood's blossoray hour.

Scorned bramble of the brake ! once more
Thou bidd'st me be a boy.

To gad with thee tlie woodlands o'er,

In freedom and in joy.

The Exeitrsion.

Bone-weary, many-childed, trouble-tried!

Wife of my bosom, wedded to my soul

!

Mother of nine that live, and two that died!

This day, drink health from nature's mountain bowl

;

Nay, why lament the doom which mocks control \

The buried are not lost, but gone before.

Then dry thy tears, and see the river roll

O'er rocks, that crowned yon time-dark heights of yore,

Now, tyrant like, dethroned, to crush the weak no more.

The young are with us yet, and we with them

:

O thank the Lord for all he gives or takes—
The withered bud, the living flower, or gem !

And he will bless us when the world forsakes!

Lo! where thy fisher-born, abstracted, takes.

With his fixed eyes, the trout he cannot see!

Lo ! starting from his earnest dream, he wakes !

While our glad Fanny, with raised foot and knee,

Bears down at Noe's side the bloom-bowed hawthorn

tree.
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Dear children ! when the flowers are full of bees
;

AVhen sun-touched hlossonis shed their fraj.'raiit snow ;

When Hon^ speaks like a spirit, from the trees

^\'ho•^e kindled irreennt'ss hath a polden glow;
When, clear ns music, rill and river flc»w.

With treiuMin;^ hues, all ehanjieful, tinted o'er

T^y that brij,'ht pencil which ji'iod spirits know
Alike in earth and heaven— *tis sweet, once more.
Above the sky-tinged hills to see the storm-bird soar.

*Tis passing sweet to wander, free as air,

Blithe truants in the bright and breeze-blessed day,

Far from the tomi—where stoop the sons of care

O'er planH of mischief, till tlieir souls turn gray,

And dry as dust, and dead-alive are they

—

Of all self-buried thinjrs the most unblessed:

O Morn ! to them no blissful tribute payl
O Night's long-courted slumbers! bring no rest

To men who laud man's foes, and deem the basest

best!

God I would they handcuff thee ? and, if they could
Chain the free air, that, like the daisy, goes

To every field ; and bid the warbling wood
Kxchange no music with the willing rose

For love-sweet odours, where the woodbine blow8

And trades with every cloud, and every beam
Of the rich sky ! Their gods are bonds and blows,

Rocks, and blind shipwreck ; and they hate the

stream

That leaves them still behind, and mocks their change-
less dream.

They know ye not, ye flowers that welcome rae,

Thus glad to meet, by trouble parted long

!

They never saw ye—never may tlrey see

Your dewy beauty, when the throstle's song
Floweth like starlight, gentle, calm, and strong!

Still, Avarice, starve their souls I still, lowest Pride,

Make them the meanest of the basest throng!

And may they never, on the green hill's side,

Embrace a chosen flower, and love it as a bride

!

Blue Eyebright!* loveliest flower of all that grow
In flower-loved England ! Flower, whose hedge-side

gaze

Is like an infant's! What heart doth not know
Thee, clustered smiler of tho bank ! where plays

The sunbeam with the emerald snake, and strays

The dazzling rill, companion of the road
Which the lone bard mo>t loveth, in the days
When hope and love are young? come abroad.

Blue Eyebright I and this rill shall woo thee with an
ode.

Awake, blue Kyebright, while the singing ware
Its cold, bright, beauteous, soothing tribute drops

From many a gray rock's foot and dripping cave

;

While yonder, lo, the starting stone-chat hops!

While here the cottar's cow its sweet food crops
;

W'hile black-faced ewes and lambs are bleating there
;

And, bursting through the briers, the wild ass stops

—

Kicks at the strangers—then turns round to stare—

•

Then lowers his large red ears, and shakes his long
dark hair.

[Pictitres of Native Genius.^

faithful love, by poverty embraced !

Thy heart is fire, amid a wintry waste

;

Thy joys are roses, born on Ilecla's brow

;

Thy home is Eden, warm amid the snow ;

And she, thy mate, when coldest blows the storm,

Clings then mo^t fondly to thy guardian form;
E*en as thy taper gives intensest light.

When o'er thy bowed roof darkest falls the night.

Oh, if thou e'er hast wronged her, if thou e'er

From those mild eyes hast caused one bitter tear

* The Qeomandor Spoi-dwelL

To flow unseen, repent, and sin no more!
For richeflt gems compared with her, are poor;
Gold, weighed against her heart, is light—is vile;

And when thou suflcrest, who shall see her i^mile!
Sighing, ye wake, and sighing, sink to sleep,

And seldom smile, without fresh cause to weep
;

(Scarce dry the pebble, by the wave dashed o'er,

Another comes, to wet it as before)
;

Vet while in gloom your freezing day declines,

How fair the wintry sunbeam when it shines!

Your foliage, where no summer leaf is seen,

Sweetly embroiders earth's white veil with green
;

And your broad branches, proud of storm-tried
strength,

Stretch to the winds in sport their stalwart length,
And calmly wave, beneath the darkest hour.
The ice-born fruit, the frost-defying flower.

Let luxury, sickening in profusion's chair.

Unwisely pamper his unworthy heir.

And, while he feeds him, blush and tremble too!
But love and labour, blush not, fear not you !

Your children (splinters from the mountain's side),

With rugged hands, shall for themselves provide.
Parent of valour, cast away thy fear !

Mother of men, be proud without a tear !

While round your hearth the wo-nursed virtues move,
And all that manliness can ask of love

;

Remember Hogarth, and abjure despair;
Remember Arkwright, and the peasant Clare.
Bums, o'er the plough, sung sweet his wood-notes wild,

And richest Shakspeare was a poor man's child.

Sire, green in age, mild, patient, toil-inured.

Endure thine evils as thou hast endured.
Behold thy wedded daughter, and rejoice!

Hear hope's sweet accents in a grandchild's voice!

See freedom's bulwarks in thy sons arise.

And Hampden, Russell, Sidney, in their eyes!

And should some new Napoleon's curse subdue
All hearths but thine, let him behold them too,

And timely shun a deadlier Waterloo,
Northumbrian vales ! ye saw, in silent pride.

The pensive brow of lowly Akenside,
When, poor, yet learned, he wandered young and free.

And felt within the strong divinity.

Scenes of his youth, where first he wooed the Nine,
His spirit still is with you. Tales of Tyne!
As when he breathed, your blue-belled paths along,

The soul of Plato into British song.

Born in a lowly hut an infant slept,

Dreamful in sleep, and, sleeping, smiled or wept:
Silent the youth—the man was grave and shy :

His parents loved to watch his wondering eye:
And lo! he waved a prophet's hand, and gave.

Where the winds soar, a pathway to the wave !

From hill to hill bade air-hung rivers stride.

And flow through mountains with a conqueror's pride:
O'er grazing herds, lo I ships suspended sail.

And Brindley's praise hath wings in every gale!

The worm came up to drink the welcome shower;
The redbreast quaffed the raindrop in the bower

;

The Haskering duck through freshened lilies swam

;

The bright roach took the fly below the dam
;

Ramped the glad colt, and cropped the pensile spray;
No more in dust uprose the sultry way

;

The lark was in the cloud ; the woodbine hung
More sweetly o'er the chaffinch while he sung;
And the wild rose, from every dripping bush.

Beheld on silvery Sheaf the mirrored blush
;

When calmly seated on his panniered ass.

Where travellers hear the steel hiss as they pass,

A milkboy, sheltering from the transient storm,

Chalked, on the grinder's wall, an infant's form ;

Young Chantrey smiled ; no critic prai^^ed or blamed ;

And golden promise smiled, and thus exclaimed :

—

* Go, child of genius ! rich be thine increase

;

Go—be the Pliidias of the second Greece 1

'
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[Apostrophe to Futurtti/.']

Ye rocks I ye elonifiitsl thou shoreless main,
lu whose blue depths, worlds, ever voyii^ing,

Freighted with life and death, of fate complain.

Thingji of iinmutubilit}' ! je bring

Thoughts that with terror and with sorrow wring

The human breivst. Unchanged, of sad decay

And deathless change ye speak, like prophets old,

Foretelling evil's ever-present day ;

And as when Horror lays his finger cold

Upon the heart in dreams, appal the bold.

thou Futurity ! our hope and dread.

Let nie unveil thy features, fair or foul

!

Thou who shalt see the grave untenanted,

And commune with the re-embodied soul I

Tell me thy secrets, ere thy ages roll

Their deeds, that yet shall be on earth, in heaven,

And in deep hell, where rabid hearts with pain

Must purge their phigues, and learn to be forgiven

!

Show me the beauty that shall fear no stain,

And still, through age-long years, unchanged remain !

As one who dreads to raise the pallid sheet

Which shrouds the beautiful and tranquil face

That yet can smile, but never more shall meet.

With kisses warm, his ever fond embrace;
So 1 draw nigh to thee, with timid pace,

And tremble, though I long to lift thy veil.

A Poet's Prayer. .

Almighty Father ! let thy lowly child,

Strong in his love of truth, be wisely bold

—

A patriot bard, by sycophants reviled.

Let him live usefully, and not die old!

Let poor men's children, pleased to read his lays,

Love, for his sake, the scenes where he hath been.

And when he ends his pilgrimage of days.

Let him be buried where the grass is green,

Where daisies, blooming earliest, linger late

To hear the bee his busy note prolong

;

There let him slumber, and in peace await

The dawning mom, far from the sensual throng,

Who scorn the windllower's blush, the redbreast's lonely

song.

MR9 NORTON.

The family of Sheridan has been prolific of
genius, and iSIrs Norton, granddaughter of Richard
Brinsley, has well sustained the family honours.

Caroline Elizabetli Sarah Sheridan was, at the age of

nineteen, married to the Honourable George Chappie
Norton, brother to Lord Grantley, and himself a

police magistrate in London. This union was dis-

solved in 1840, after Mrs Norton liad been the ob-

ject of suspicion and persecution of the most painful

description. In hor seventeenth year, this lady had
composed her poem, The Sorroics of Hosalie, a pathetic

storj' of village life. Her next work was a poem
founded on the ancient legend of the Wandering
Jew, which she termed 77ie Undying One. A third

volume appeared from her pen in 1840, entitled

The Dream, and other Poems. * This lady,' says a

writer in the Quarterly Review, * is the Byron of

our modern poetesses. She has very nmeh of that

intense personal passion by wliicK Byron's poetry is

distinguished from the larger grasp and deeper com-
munion with man and nature of Wordsworth. She
has also Byron's beautiful intervals of tenderness,

his strong practical thought, and his forceful ex-

pression. It is not an artificial imitation, but a

natural parallel.' The truth of this remark, both

as to poetical and personal similarity of feeling, will

be seen from the following impassioned verses, ad-

dressed by Mrs Norton to the Duchess of Suther-

land, to whom she has dedicated her poems. The

simile of the swan flinging aside tlie * turbid drops'
from her snowy wing is certaiidy worthy of
Byron.

[To the Duchess of Sitthirland.]

Once more, my harp ! once more, although I thought
Never to wake thy silent strings again,

A wandering dream thy gentle chords have wrought,
And my sad heart, which hmg hath dwelt in pain,

Soars, like a wild bird from a cypress bough.
Into the poet's heaven, and leaves dull grief below!

And unto thee—the beautiful and pure

—

Whose lot is cast amid thai busy world
Where only sluggish Dulness dwells secure,
And Fancy's generous wing is faintly furled

;

To thee—whose friendship kept its equal truth
Through the most dreary hour of my embittered

youth

—

I dedicate the lay. Ah ! never bard,

In days when poverty was twin with song

;

Nor wandering harper, lonely and ill-starred,

Cheered by some castle's chief, and harboured long

;

Not Scott's Last Minstrel, in bis trembling lays,

Woke with a warmer heart the earnest meed of praise

!

For easy are the alms the rich man spares

To sons of Genius, by misfortune bent

;

But thou gav'st me, what woman seldom dares.
Belief—in spite of many a cold dissent

—

When, slandered and maligned, I stood apart
From those whose bounded power hath wrung, not

crushed, my heart.

Thou, then, when cowards lied away my name,
And scoffed to see me feebly stem the tide

;

\yhen some were kind on whom I had no claim,
And some forsook on whom my love relied.

And some, who might have battled for my sake,
Stood otf in doubt to see what turn the world would

take

—

Thou gav*8t me that the poor do give the poor.

Kind words and holy wishes, and true tears;

The loved, the near of kin could do no more.
Who changed not with the gloom of varying years,

But clung the closer when I stood forlorn.

And blunted Slander's dart with their indignant scorn.

For they who credit crime, are they who feel

Their own hearts weak to unresisted sin
;

Memory, not judgment, prompts the thoughts which
steal

O'er minds like these, an easy faith to win

;

And tales of broken truth are still believed

Alost readily by those who have themselves deceived.

But like a white swan down a troubled stream,
Whose ruffling pinion hath the power to fling

Aside the turbid drops which darkly gleam
And mar the freshness of her snowy wing

—

So thou, with queenly grace and gentle pride,

Along the world's dark waves in purity dost glide

:

Thy pale and pearly cheek was never made
To crimson with a faint false-hearted shame;

Thou didst not shrink—of bitter tongues afraid,

Who hunt in packs the object of their blame
;

To thee the sad denial still held true.

For from thine own good thoughts thy heart its mercy
drew.

And though my faint and tributary rhymes
Add nothing to the glory of thy day,

Yet every poet hopes that after-times

Shall set some value on his votive lay;
And I would fain one gentle deed record.

Among the many such with which thy life is stored.
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So when these lines, made in a mournful hour,

Are idly 0])cued to the stranger's e}'e,

A dream «f thee, aroused b^- Fancy's power,
Sluill be the first to wander floating by

;

And they who never saw thy lovely face

Shall pause, to conjure up a viwion of its grace !

In The Winter's Walk, a poem written after walking
with Mr Il*)gers the poet, Mrs Norton has the fol-

lowing brief but graceful and picturesque lines :

—

Gleamed the red sun athwart the misty haze
Which veiled the cold earth from its loving gaze,

Feeble and sad as hope in sorrow's hour

—

But for thy soul it still had warmth and power;
Not to its cheerless beauty wert thou blind

;

To the keen eye of thy poetic mind
Beauty still lives, thoujLrh nature's flowrets die,

And wintry sunsets fade along the sky !

And nought escaped thee as we strolled along,

Nor changeful ray, nor bird's faint chii-ping song.

Blessed with a fancy easily inspired.

All was beheld, and nothing unadmired ;

From the dim city to the clouded plain,

Not one of all God's blessings given in vain.

The afTectionate attachment of Rogers to Sheridan,

in his last and evil days, is delicately touched upon
by the poetess :

—

And when at length he laid his dying head
On the bard rest of his neglected bed,

lie found (though few or none around him carae

Whom he had toilt'd for in his hour of fame

—

Though by his prince nnroyally forgot,

And left to struggle with his altered lot)

By sorrow weakened, by disease unnerved

—

Faithful at least the friend he had not served :

For the same voice e>sayed that hour to cheer,

Which now sounds welcome to his grandchild's ear;
And the same hand, to aid that life's decline.

Whose gentle clasp so late was linked iu mine.

[Picture of Twiliffht.]

Oh, twilight! Spirit that dost render birth

To dim enchantments ; melting heaven with earth,

Leaving on craggy hills and running streams

A softness like the atmosphere of dreams

;

Thy hour to all is welcome! Faint and sweet

Thy light falls round the peasant's homeward feet,

Who, slow returning from his task of toil.

Sees the low sunset gild the cultured soil.

And, though such radiance round him brightly glows,

Marks the small spark his cottage-window throws.

Still as his heart forestalls his weary pace,

Fondly he dreams of each familiar face.

Recalls the treasures of his narrow life

—

His rosy children and his sunburnt wife,

To whom his coming is the chief event

Of simple days in cheerful labour spent.

The rich man's chariot hath gone whirling past.

And these poor cottagers have only cast

One careless glance on all that show of pride.

Then to their tasks turned quietly aside

;

But fiim they wait for, him they welcome home.
Fixed sentinels look forth to see him come

;

The fagot sent for when the fire grew dim,
The frugal meal prepared, are all for him

;

For him the watching of that sturdy boy,

For him those smiles of tenderness and joy.

For him—who plods his sauntering way along.
Whistling the fragment of some village song !

Dear art thou to the lover, thou sweet light.

Fair fleeting sister of the mournful night

!

As in impatient hope he stands apart.

Companioned only by his beating heart.

And with an eager fancy oft beholds

The vision of a white robe's fluttering folds.

2%e Mother's Heart.

WTien first thou earnest, gentle, shy, and fond.

My eldest bom, first hope, and dearest treasure,

My heart received thee with a joy beyond
Alt that it yet had felt of earthly pleasure;

Nor thought that any love again might be

So deep and strong as that 1 felt for thee.

Faithful atid true, with sense beyond thy years,

And natural piety that leaned to heaven
;

Wrung by a harsh word suddenly to tears,

Yet patient of rebuke when justly given

—

Obedient, easy to be reconciled,

And meekly cheerful—such wert thou, my child.

Not willing to be left : still by my side

Haunting my walks, while summer-day was dying;
Nor leaving in thy tuni ; but pleased to glide

Through the dark room, where I was sadly lying;

Or by the couch of pain, a sitter meek.
Watch the dim eye, and kiss the feverish cheek.

boy ! of such as thou are oftenest made
Earth's fragile idols ; like a tender flower,

No strength in all thy freshness—prone to fade

—

And bending weakly to the thunder shower

—

Still round the loved, thy heart found force to bind,

And clung like woodbine shaken in the wind.

Then thou, my merry love, hold in thy glee

Under the bough, or by the firelight dancing,

With thy sweet temper and thy spirit free.

Didst come as restless as a bird's wing glancing.

Full of a wild and irrepressible mirth.

Like a young sunbeam to the gladdened earth !

Thine was the shout ! the song ! the burst ofjoy !

Which sweet from childhood's rosy lip resoundcth

;

Thine was the eager spirit nought could cloy

And the glad heart from which all grief reboundeth
;

And many a mirthful jest and mock reply

Lurked iu the laughter of thy dark-blue eye!

And thine was many an art to win and bless,

The cold and stern to joy and fondness warming;
The coaxing smile—the frequent soft caress

—

The earnest, tearful prayer all wrath disarming!
Again my heart a new atlection found.

But thought that love with thee had reached its bound.

At length thou earnest—thou, the last and least,

Nicknamed * the emperor' by thy laughing brothers.

Because a haughty spirit swelled thy breast.

And thou didst seek to rule and sway the others;
Mingling with every playful infant wile

A mimic majesty that made us smile.

And oh ! most like a regal child wert thou !

An eye of resolute and successful scheming

—

Fair shoulders, curling lip, and dauntless brow

—

Fit for the world's strife, not for poet's dreaming;
And proud the lifting of thy stately head.

And the firm bearing of thy conscious tread.

Different from both ! yet each succeeding claim,

I, that all other love had been forswearing,

Forthwith admitted, equal and the same;
Nor injured either by this love's comparing.

Nor stole a fraction for the newer call,

But in the mother's heart found room for all.

MRS SOUTHET.

Mrs Sodthf.y (Caroline Bowles) is one of the

most pleasing and natural poetesses of the day.

She has published various works

—

Ellm Fitzarthur

(1820). The Widow's Tale and other Pnems (182^),

The Birthday and other Poems (1836), Solitar}/ Hours

(1839), &c. The following are escelleut both in

thought and versification :

—
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The PauperU Deaihbed,

Tread softly—bow the head

—

In reverent silence bow

—

No passinj; boll doth toll

—

Yt't an immortal soul

la passing now.

Stran_i;er ! however great,

With lowly reverence bow;
There*!* one in tiiat poor shed^
One by that paltr>' bed

—

Greater than thou.

Beneath that begg^ir's roof,

Lo! Death doth keep his state:

Enter—no crowds attends
Enter—no guards defend

This palace gate.

That pavement damp and cold

No smiling courtiers tread;

One silent woman stands

Lifting with meagre hands
A ilying head.

No mingling voices sound

—

An infant wail alone ;

A sob suppressed—again
That shnrt deep gasp, and then
The parting groan.

Oh ! change—oh ! wondrous change-
Burst arc the prison bars

—

This moment there, so low,

So agonised, and now
Beyond the stars !

Oh ! change—stupendous change I

There lies the soulless clod:

The sun eternal breaks

—

The new immortal wakes-
Wakes with his God.

Manner's Bijmn.

Launch thy bark, mariner !

Christian, God speed thee!

Let loose the rudder-bands

—

Gond angels lead thee !

Set thy sails warily,

Tempests will come

;

Steer thy course steadily;

Christian, steer home!

Look to the weather-bow,
Breakers are round thee

;

Let fall the plummet now,
Shallows may ground thee.

Reef in the foresail, there !

Hold the helm fast !

So—let the vessel wear

—

There swept the blast.

' What of the night, watchman I

What of the night V
'Cloudy—all quiet

—

No land yet—all's right.'

Be wakeful, be vigilant-
Danger may be

At an hour when all seemeth
Securest to thee.

How ! gains the leak so fast 1

Clean out the hold

—

Hoist up thy merchandise,
Heave out thy gold ;

There—let the ingots go

—

Now the ship rights
;

Hurra ! the harbour's near—
Lo ! the red lights !

Slacken not sail yet
At inlet or island

;

Straight fur the beacon steer,

Straiglit for the high land
;

Crowd all thy canvass on.

Cut through the foam

—

Christian ! cast anchor now

—

Heaven is thy home!

ELIZABETH B. BARUETT.

Miss Elizabeth B. Barrett, a learned lady, has
published I'mmrthcus Bound, a translation from the
Greek of Escbylus; .ind written two original works.
The Seraphim <tnJ other Foeais (1838), and The
liomaunt of the Page (1S39).

Cotcper^s Grave,

It is a place where poets crowned
May feel the heart's decaying—

It is a place where happy saints

May weep amid their praying

—

Yet let the grief and humbleness.
As low as silence languish ;

Earth surely now may give her calm
To whom she gave her anguish.

poets ! from a maniac's tongue
Was poured the deathless singing I

Christians I at your cross of hope
A hopeless hand was clinging!

men ! this man in brotherhood,

Your weary paths beguiling,

Groaned inly while he taught you peace,

And died while ye were smiling.

And now, what time ye all may read
Through dimming tears his story

—

How discord on the music fell.

And darkness on the glory—

•

And how, when, one by one, sweet sounds
And wandering lights departed,

He wore no less a loving face,

Because so broken-hearted.

He shall be strong to sanctify

The poet's high vocation.

And bow the meekest Christian down
In meeker adoration

;

Nor ever shall he be in praise

By wise or good forsaken
;

Named softly as the household name
Of one whom God hath taken I

With sadness that is calm, not gloom,
1 learn to think upon him

;

With meekness that is gratefulness,

On God, whose heaven hath won him.
Who suffered once the madness-cloud
Towards his love to blind him

;

But gently led the blind along.

Where breath and bird could find him

;

And wrought within his shattered brain
Such quick poetic senses,

As hills have language for, and stars

Harmonious influences !

The pulse of dew upon the grass

His own did calmly number;
And silent shadow from the trees

Fell o'er him like a slumber.

The very world, by God's constraint.

From falsehood's chill removing,
Its women and its n^en became

Beside him true and loving!
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And timid hares were drawn frcm woods
Tc !*hnre his home-caresses,

Uplookinp in his human eyes,

With sylvan tendeniessei.

But while in darkness he reroainedf

Unconscious of the guiding,

And thin;:s provided came without
Tlie sweet sense of providing,

He testified this solemn truth,

Though frenzy desolated

—

Kor man nor nature satisfy

\V'"horn only God created.

MARY HOWITT.

This lady, the wife of AVilliam Hewitt, an indus-

trious miscellaneous writer, is distiiifjuislied for

her happy imitations of tlie ancient ballad manner.

In 1823 she and lier husbantl published a volume of

poems with their united names, and made the fol-

lowing statement in the preface: 'The history

of our poetical bias is simply what we believe, in

reality, to be that of many others. Poetry has been

our youthful amusement, and our increasinj^ daily

enjoyment in happy, and our solace in sorrowful

hours. Amidst tlie vast and delicious treasures of

our national literature, we have revelled with grow-

itifT and unsatiated delight; and, at the same time,

living chietiy in the quietness of the cmiiitry, we
have watclied the changing features of nature; we
have felt tlie secret charm of those sweet but unos-

tentatious images which she is perpetually present-

ing, and given full sco]>e to those workings of the

imagination and of the heart, which natural beauty

and solitude prompt and promote. The natural

result was the transcription of those inuiges and

Bcenes.'

A poem in this volume serves to complete a happy
picture of studies pursued by a married pair in

concert :

—

Away with the pleasure that is not partaken

!

There is no enjoyment by one only ta'en :

I love in my mirth to see gladness awaken
On lips, and in eyes, that reflect it again.

When we sit by the fire that so cheerily blazes

On our cozy hearthstone, with its innocent glee.

Oh ! how my soul warms, while my eye fondly gazes,

To see my delight is partaken by thee!

And when, as how often, I eagerly listen

To stories thou read'st of the dear olden day,

How delightful to see our eyes mutually glisten.

And feel that aflTection has sweetened the lay.

Ye«, love—and when wandering at even or morning.

Through forest or wild, or by waves foaming white,

I have fancied new beauties the landscape adorning,

Because I have seen thou wast glad in the sight.

And how often in crowds, where a whisper offendeth,

And we fain would express what there might not

be said.

How dear is the glance that none else comprehendeth.
And how sweet is the thought that is secretly

readl

Then away with the pleasure that is not partaken!
There is no enjoyment by one only ta'en :

I love in my mirth to see gladness awaken
On lips, and in eyes, that reflect it again.

"Mrs Howitt again appeared before the world in

1834, with a poetical volume entitled The Seven
Tcrnjitaiions, representing a scries of efforts, by the
imiKTSonation of the Evil Principle, to reduce human
souls to his power, * The idea of the poem origi-

nated,' Rbe says, ' in a strong impression of the im-
mense value of the human soul, and uf all the varied

modes of its trials, according to its <>wn infinitely

varied modifications, as existing in diHerent indivi-

duals. We see the awful niiiss of sorrow and of

crime in the world, but we know only in part—in a
very small degree, the fearful weight of solicitations

anil imiMilses of passion, and the vast constraint of

circumstances, that are brought into play against

sutfering humanity. In the luminous words of my
motto.

What's done we partly may compute,
But know not what's resisted.

Thus, without sufficient reflection, we are furnished
with data on which ti)condenin our fellow-creatures,

hut witliout sufficient grounds for their palliation

and conmiiseration. It is necessary, for the acquisi-

tion of that charity which is the soul of Christianity,

for us to descend into the dejiths of our own nature
;

to i>ut ourselves into many imaginary and untried

situations, that we may enable ourselves to form
some tolerable notion how we niij:ht be aflected by
them; bow far we niiglit be tempted—how far de-

ceived—liow far we might have occasion to lament
the evil power of circumstances, to weep over our
own weakness, and pray for the pardon of our
crimes; that, having raised up this vivid perception

of what we might do. suffer, and lH;come, we may
apply the rule to our fellows, and cease to be asto-

nished, in some degree, at the sliajies of atrocity into

which some of tliem are transformed; and learn to

bear with others as brethren, who have been tried

tcnfnld beyond our own experience, or perhaps our
strength.'

Mrs Howitt has since presented several volumes
in both prose and verse, cliiefiy designed for young
people. The whole are marked by a graceful intel-

ligence and a simple tenderness which at once charm
the reader and win his allections for the author.

Mountain Children,

Dwellers by lake and bill !

Mern* companions of the bird and bee !

Go gladly forth and drink of joy your fill,

With unconstrained step and spirits free I

No crowd impedes your way.

No city wall impedes your further bounds ;

Where the wild flock can wander, ye may stray

The long day through, 'mid summer sights and sounds.

The sunshine and the flowers.

And the old trees that cast a solemn shade

;

The pleasant evening, the fresh dewy hours,

And the green hills whereon your fathers played.

The gray and ancient peaks

Round which the silent clouds hang day and night

;

And the low voice of water as it makes,

Like a glad creature, murmurings of delight.

These are your joys ! Go forth

—

Give your hearts up unto their mighty power;

For in his spirit God has clothed the earth,

And speaketh solemnly from tree and tlower.

The voice of hidden rills

Its quiet way into your spirits finds;

And awfully the everlasting hills

Address you in their many-toned winds.

Ye sit upon the earth

Twining its flowers, and shouting full of glee ;

And a pure mighty influence, 'mid your mirth.

Moulds your unconscious spirits silently.
•^
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Ileiicti irt it that the landii

Of storm anil niouiitain have the noblest sons ;

Whom the wurlj reverences. The patriot bands
\Vcre of the hills like ^'ou, }'e little ones!

Children of pleasant song

Arc taught within the mountain solitudes;

For hoary legfuds to your wilds belong.

And yours are haunts where inspiration broods.

Then go forth—earth and sky
Tc you are tributary ;

joys arc spread

Profusely, like the suniiner flowers that lie

fn the green path, beneath your gamesome tread!

The Fairies of the Cald<m-Low.—A Midsummer Legend.

* And where have you been, my Mary,
And where have you been from ine !*

* Tvc been to the top of the Caldon-Low,
The Midsummer night to see!*

* And what did you see, my Mary,
All up on the Caldon-Low?'

* I saw the blithe sunshine come down,
And I saw the merry winds blow.'

* And what did vou hear, mv Mary,
All up on the'Caldon-HiU V

* I heard the drops of the water made,
And the green com ears to fill.'

* Oh, tell me all, my Marj'

—

All, all that ever you know ;

For you nmst have seen the fairies.

Last night on the Caldon-Low.*

* Then take me on your knee, mother,

And listen, mother of mine:
A hundred fairies danced last night,

And the harpers they were nine.

And merry was the glee of the harp-strings,

And their dancinp feet so small

;

But, oh, the sound of tlieir talking

Was merrier far than all
!'

* And what were the words, my Mary,
That you did hear them say!*

* I'll tell you all, my mother

—

But let me have my way I

And some they played with the water,

And rolled it down the hill

;

" And this," they said, " shall speedily turn
The poor old miller's mill

;

For there has been no water
Ever since tiie first of May ;

And a busy man shall the miller be
By the dawning of the day

!

Oh, the miller, how he will laugh.
When he sees the mill-dam rise!

The jolly old miller, how he will laugh,

Till the tears till both his eyes !'*

And some they seized the little winds,
That sounded over the hill.

And each put a honi into his mouth,
And blew so sharp and shrill :

—

** And there," said they, " the merry winds go.

Away from every horn
;

And those shall clear the mildew dank
From the blind old widow's com

:

Oh, the poor, blind old widow

—

Though she has been blind so long,
She'll be merry enough when the mildew's gone,
And the corn stands stiff and strong !"

And some they brou^'ht the brown lintseed,
And flung it down from t)ie Low

—

" And this," said tliey, " by the sunrise.

In the weaver's croft shall growl

Oh, the poor, Inme weaver.
How will he laugh outright,

When he sees his dwindling flax-field

All full of flowers by night!"

And then upspoke a bro%vnie.

With a long beard on his chin

—

" I have spun up all the tow,*' said he,
" And I want some more to spin.

I've spun a piece of hempen cloth,

And I want to spin another

—

A little sheet for Mary's bed,

And an apron for her mother !'*

And with that I could not help but laugh,
And I laughed out loud and free;

And then on the top of the Caldon-Low
There was no one left but me.

And all, on the top of the Caldon-Low,
The mists were cold and gray.

And nothing I saw but the mossy stones

That round about me lay.

But, as I came down from the hlU-top,

I heard, afar below,

How busy the jolly miller was.

And how merry the wheel did gol

And I peeped into the widow's field;

And, sure enough, was seen

The yellow ears of the mildewed com
All standing stiff and green.

And down by the weaver's croft I stolen

To see if the flax were high
;

But I saw the weaver at his gate

With the good news in his eyel

Now, this is all I heard, mother.

And all that I did see ;

So, prithee, make my bed, mother.

For I'm tired as I can bel'

The Monl-ey.

[From Sketches of Natural History.]

Monkey, little merry fellow.

Thou art Nature's Punchinello;
Full of fun as Puck could be—
Harlequin might learn of thee]

« * *

In the very ark, no doubt.

You went frolicking about

;

Never keeping in your mind
Browned monkeys left behind I

Have you no traditions—none,

Of the court of Solomon 1

No memorial how ye went
With Prince Hiram's armament t

Look now at him !—slyly peep

;

He pretends he is asleep
;

Fast asleep upon his bed,

With his arm beneath his head.
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Now lliat posture U not right,

Ami he la not Hettled quite ;

There ! that's better thuii before

—

And the knare pretends to snore

!

Ila ! he is not half asleep
;

iSee, he slvly tiikes a peep.

Monkey, though your eyes were shut,

You cuuld yee this little nut.

You shall have It, pi^ray brother !

What, anntlier ! and another !

Nay, your cheeks are like a sack

—

Sit down, and begin to crack.

There the little ancient man
Cracks as fast a8 crack he can !

Now good-by, you merry fellow,

Nature's primest Punchinello.

THOMAS HOOD.

Thomas Hood (179S-1845) appeared before the

public chierty as a comic poet and Immorist, but

several of his compositions, of a different nature,

show that he was also capable of excelhnp in the

grave, pathetic, and sentimental. He bad thoughts
* too deep for tears,' and ri( h imaiiinative dreams
and fancies, whicli were at times cnibodied in con-

tinuous strains of pure and exquisite poetry, but

more frequently thrown in, like momentary shadows,

among bis light and fantastic effusions. His wit

and sarcasm were always genial and well applied.

This ingenious and gifted man was a native of Lon-
don, son of one of the partners in the bookselling

firm of Vernor, Htiod, and Sliarpe. lie was educated

for the counting-house, and at an early age was
placed under the charge of a city merchant. His

health, however, was found unequal to the chtse con-

finement and application required at the merchant's

desk, and he was sent to reside witli some relatives

in Dundee, of which town his father was a native.

While resident there. Mr Hood evinced his taste for

literature. He contributed to the local newspapers,

and also to the Dundee Magazine, a periodical of

considerable merit. On the re-establishment of his

health, he returned to London, and was put appren-

tice to a relation, an engraver. At this employ-
ment be remained just long enough to acquire a

taste for drawing, which was afterwards of essential

service to him in illustrating his poetical produc-
titms. About the year 1821 he had adopted litera-

ture as a profession, and was installed as regular

assistant to the London Magazine, which at that

time was left without its founder and ornament, Mr
John Scott, who was unhappily killed in a duel. On
the cessation of tliis work, Mr Hood wrote for various

periodicals. He was some time editor of the New
Monthly Magazine, and also of a magazine which
bore his own name. His life was one of incessant

exertion, embittered by ill health and all the dis-

quiets and uncertainties incidental to authorship.

When almost prostrated by disease, the government
Btept in to relieve him with a small pension; and
after hie premature death in May 1845, his literary

friends contributed liberally towards the support of

his widow and family.

Mr Hood's productions are in various styles and
forms. His first work, Whims and Oddities, attained
to great popularity. Their most orijiinal feature

was the use which the author maile of puns—a figure
generally too contemptible for literature, but which,
in Hood's hands, became tlie basis of genuine liumour,
and often of the purest pathos. He afterwards (1827)
tried a scries of National Talr.s, but his prose was
less attractive than his verse. A regular novel,

Ti//nit/ /lull, wiis a more decided failure. In poetry
he made a great advarice. The J*le-t of (he Midsuirt'

mcr Faiiits is a rich imaginative wurk. huperi.-r to

his otlier produrliDii.-*. As eilitor of tiie i'awir An-
nual. an<i also of some of the literary aiMiu;d;i. Mr
Hood increast-d his reyiutation for sportive humour
and poetical fancy; and he continueil the same vein
in his Up the Jihine—a satire on tlie absurdities of
English travellers. In 184.S he i-^sued two volumes
of U hitusicalitics, a I'criodiriil Gathfi iny, collected

chiefly from the New Monthly Magazine. His last

production of any importance was the Song of the

Shirt, which first appeared in Punch, and was as

admirable in sjdrit as in composition. This striking

picture ot tlie miseries of the jioor Londun semp-
stresses struck home to the heart, and aroused the
benevolent feelings of the public. In most of llood'a

works, even in his puns and levities, there is a
* spirit of good' directed to some kindly or philan-

thropic object. He had serious and mournful jests,

which were the more effective from Iheir strange
and unexpected combinations. Those who came to

laugh at folly, remained to sympathise with want
and suffering.

Of Hood's graceful and poetical puns, it would be
easy to give abundant specimens, 'I'he following

stanzas form part of an inimitable burlesque. La-
ment for the Decline of Chivuby

:

—
Well hast thou said, departed Burke,
All chivalrous romantic work

Is ended now and past !

That iron age, which some have thought
Of mettle rather overwrought,

Is now all over-cast.

Ay ! where are those heroic knights
Of old—those armadillo wi;L:hts

Who wore the plated vest ?

Great Charlemagne and all his peers

Are cold—enjoying with their spears

An everlasting rest.

The bold King Arthur sleepcth sound
;

So sleep his knights who gave that Round
Old Table sueh eclat !

Oh, Time has plucked the plumy brow I

And none engage at turneys now
But those that go to law !

Where are those old and feudal clans,

Their pikes, and bills, and itarcisaus;

Their hauberks, jerkins, buffa \

A battle was a battle then,

A breathing piece of work ; but men
Fight now with powder putVs !

The curtal axe is out of date !

The good old cross-bow bends to Fate;
'Tis gone the archer's craft !

No toui^h arm bends the springing jeW,
And jolly draymen ride, in Ueu
Of Death, upon the shaft.

In cavils when will cavaliers

Set rinj.'ing helmets by the ears,

And scatter plumes about ?

Or blood—if they are in the vein I

That tap will never run again

—

Alas, the casqiie is out

!

No iron-crackling now is scored

By dint of battle-axe or sword.

To find a vital place;
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Though certain doctors still |>rcteQd,

Awliile, belorc thc> kill u fiiciid,

To labour through his cu^e !

Farewell then, ancient men of might !

CruHader, erraiit-squirc, and knight!
Our coat!* and customs soften ;

To rise would only make you weep;
Sleep on in rusty iron sleep,

Aa iu a safety-coffin 1

The grave, lofly, and sustained style of Hood is

much more rare than this punning vein ; but a few
verses will show how truly iioetical at times was
his imagination—how rapt his fancy. The diction
of the subjoined stanzas is rich and musical, and
may recall some of the finest flights of the Eliza-
bethan poets. We quote from an Ode to the Moon.

Mother of light! how fairly dost thou go
Over those hoary crests, divinely led !

Art thou that huntress of the .silver bow
Fabled of old * Or rather dost thou tread
Those cloudy summits thence to gaze below.
Like the wild chamois on her Alpine snow,
Where hunter never climbed—secure from dread \

A thousand ancient fancies I have read
Of that fair presence, and a thousand wrought.

Wondrous and bright,

Upon the silver light.

Tracing fresh figures with the artist thought.

MTiat art thou like ? Sometimes I see thee ride
A far-bound galley on its perilous way

;

M hilst breezy waves toss up their silvery spray :

Sometimes behold thee glide,

Clustered by all thy family of stars.

Like a lone widow through the welkin wide,
Whose pallid cheek the midnight sorrow mars:
Sometimes I watch thee on from steep to steep,
Timidly lighted by thy vestal torch.
Till in some Latinian cave I see thee creep.
To catch the young Endymion asleep.
Leaving thy splendour at the jagged porch.

thou art beautiful, howe'er it be

!

Huntress, or Dian, or whatever named

—

And he the veriest Pagan who first framed
A silver idol, and ne'er worshipped thee

;

It is too late, or thou shouldst have my knee

—

Too late now for the old Ephesian vows.
And not divine the crescent on thy brows

;

Yet, call thee nothing but the mere mild moon.
Behind those chestnut boughs.

Casting their dappled shadows at my feet

;

1 will be grateful for that simple boon.
In many a thoughtful verse and anthem sweet,
And bless thy dainty face whene'er we meet.

In the Gem, a liter.ary annual for 1S29, Mr Hood
published a ballad entitled The Dream of Eugene
Aram, which is also remarkable for its exhibition
of tlie secrets of the huni.in heart, and its deep and
powerful moral feeling. It is perhaps to be regretted
that an author, who had undoubted command of the
higher passions and emotions, should so seldom have
frequented this sacred ground, but have preferred
the gaieties of mirth and fancy. He probably saw
that his originality was more app^irent in the latter,

and that popularity was in tiiis way more easily

attained. Immediate success was of importance to

him; and until the position of literary men be ren-
dered more secure and unassailable, we must often

be content to lose works which can only be the
' ripened fruits of wise delay.'

The following is one of Hood's most popular effu-

sions in that style which the public identified as

peculiarly his own :

—

|

A Parental Ode to my Son, aged Three Yean and
Five Months.

Thou happy, happy elf!
(But stop— first let me kiss'away that tear)

Thou tiny image of myself!
(My love, he's poking peus into his ear

!)
Thou merry, laughing sprite!
With spirits feather light.

Untouched by sorrow, and unsoiled by sin,
(Good heavens ! the child is swallowing a pin !)

Thou little tricksy Puck !

With antic toys so funnily bestuck.
Light as the singing bird that wings the air,
(The door ! the door ! he'll tumble down the stair!)

Thou darling of thy sire !

(Why, Jane, he'll set his pinafore afire
!)

Thou imp of mirth and joy !

In love's dear chain so strong and bright a link
Thou idol of thy parents (Drat the boy !

There goes my ink !)

Thou cherub—but of earth ;

Fit playfellow for Fays by moonlight pale.
In harmless sport and mirth,

(That dog will bite him if he pulls its tail !)
Thou human humming-bee, extracting honey
From every blossom in the world that'^blows.
Singing in youth's Elysium ever sunny,
(Another tumble— that's his precious nose!)

Thy father's pride and hope

!

(He'll break the mirror with that skipping-rope!)
V:\i\i pure heart newly stamped from nature's mint,
(Where did he learn that squint 1)

Thou young domestic dove!
(He'll have that jug off with another shove!)

Dear nursling of the hymeneal nest

!

(.\re those torn clothes his best ?)

Little epitome of man !

(He'll climb upon the table, that's his plan !)
Touched with the beauteous tints of dawning life,

(He's got a knife !)

Thou enviable being

!

No storms, no clouds, in thy blue sky foreseeing.
Play on, play on.
My elfin John !

Toss the light ball—bestride the stick,
(Iknew so many cakes would make him sick!)
\Vith fancies buoyant as the thistle-down.
Prompting the face grotesque, and antic brisk

With many a lamb-like frisk,

(He's got the scissors, snipping at your gown 1)

Thou pretty opening rose

!

(Go to your mother, child, and wipe your nose !)
Balmy, and breathing music like the south,
(He really brings my heart into my mouth

!)
Fresh as the morn, and brilliant as its star,
(I wish that window h.ad an iron bar!)
Bold as the hawk, yet gentle as the dove,
(I'll tell you what, my love,

I cannot write, unless he's sent above !)

ALFRED TENNYSON.

Alfred Tennyson, son of a Lincolnshire clergy-
man, and educated at Trinity college, Cambridge,
published a volume of poetry in 1830, while still a
very young man. It met with rather severe treat-
ment from one or more of the most influential reviews.
Four years later, he issued another volume, which
met a reception as unfavourable. For ten years after
this he ceased to publish ; his name did not appear
in magazines or .annuals as a contributor, neither
was he mentioned in anyway in the catalogues of
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the publishers. lie was not, however, forRotti'n.

During the interval, there liad been growing in

nianv minds a sense of his merits. In the year 1842
aj)|)»':ireil a reprint of the most of his pieces, some
li.iving been omitted, in consequence probably of the
strictures of the reviewers, and some of them having
Iteen sliylitly altcrcil, together witfi a series of new
poems; the wlmle forming two small octavo volumes.

Without external aid of any kind, these volumes
found fivour with the public, and in three years ran

through as many editions. Suddenly it became the

fashion to consider Alfred Tennyson as a great poet,

if not as the ' poet of the age;' meaning, we pre-

sume, the greatest poet of the age, for in no other

respect can the phrase be applicable, seeing that the

age is one of hope and of progress, while Jlr Tenny-
son's genius is essenti;illy retrospective. 'I'he true

poet of our age will be one of a more popular cha-

racter than Mr Tennys(m.
The prevading characteristic of his style is a

quaint and quiet elegance, and of his mind a gentle

melanciioly, with now and then touches of strong

dramatic power, the whole coloured by the peculiar

scenery of that part of England where lie has long

resided. Any attentive reader of his poetry, who
may have been ignorant that he is a tlweller amid
the fens of Lincolnshire, would soon suspect this to

be the case when he found such constant pictures

of fens and morasses, quiet meres, and sighing reeds,

as he so beautifully introduces. The exquisitely

modulated poem of tlie Di/'uitf Swan affords a picture

drawn, we think, witli wonderful delicacy :

—

Some blue peaks in the distance rose.

And white against the cold-white sky
Shone out their crowning snows.

One willow over the river wept,

And shook the wave as the wind did sigh
;

Above, in the wind, was the swallow,

Chasing itself at its own wild will
;

And far through the niarish green and still,

The tangled water-cour.ses slept,

Shot over with pui-jile, and green, and yellow.

The ballad of Aew-Yeur's Eve introduces similar

scenery :

—

When the flowers come again, mother, beneath the
waning light,

You'll never see me more in the long gray fields at

night,

When from the dry dark wold the summer airs blow
cool

On the oat-grass and the sword-grass and the bulrush
in the pool.

Another characteristic of Jlr Tennyson's stjle is

his beautiful simplicity. Let no one underrate si>

great a merit. The first poetry of barbarism, and
the most refined poetry of aiivancing civilisation,

have it in common. As a sjiecimen of great power
and great simplicity, we make the following extracts
from his poem on the olil legend of the Lady Go-
diva :

—

She sought her lord, and found him where he stood
About the hall, among his dogs, alone. * *

* • She told hini of their tears.

And prayed hitn, ' If tliey pay this tax, they starve.'

\\'hereat he stared, replying, half-amazed,
* Yoic would not Ut your litfU fntfrr ache
Fur SM-h CM Ihae V ' But I would die,' said she.

He laughed, ami swore by I'eter and by Paul,
Then fillipped at the diamond in her ear :

'Oh ay, oh ay, you talk !' ' Alas !' she said,
* Hut prove me what it is I would not do.'

And from a heart as rough ao Esau's hand,

He answered, ' Hide you naked through the town,
.\iid 1 repeal it;' and nodding, as in scorn,
He parted. • •

So, left alone, the passions of her mind

—

As winds from all the eompa.«s shift and blow
•Made war upon each other for an hour,
Till pity won. She sent a herald forth,

.\nd bade him cry, with sound of trumpet, all
The hard condition ; but that she would loose
The people. Therefore, as they loved her well,
From then till noon no foot should pace the street.
No eye look down, she passing ; but that all

Should keep within, door shut, and window barred.
Then fled she to her inmost bower, and there

Unclasped the wedded eagles of her belt.

The grim earl's gift ; but ever at a breath
She lingered, ItKiking like a summer moon
Half dipt in cloud : anon she shook her head,
.^nd showered the rippled ringlets to her knee;
Unclad herself in haste ; adown the stair

Stole on
; and, like a creeping sunbeam, slid

From pillar unto pillar, until she reached
The gateway; there she found her palfrey trapped
In purple, blazoned with armorial gold.
Then she rode forth, clothed o'er with cha,stity;

The deep air listened round her a-s she rode.
And all the low wind hardly breathed for fear.

The little wide-mouthed heads upon the spouts
Had cunning eyes to see : the barking cur
Made her cheek flame : her palfrey's footfall shot
Light horrors through her pulses: the blind walls
Were full of chinks and holes ; and overhead
Fantastic gables, crowding, stared ; but she
Not le.ss through all bore up, till last .she saw
The white-flowered elder thicket from the field

Cileara through the Gothic archways in the wall.

Then she rode back clothed on with cliastity

;

And one low churl, compact of thankless earth,
The fatal byword of all years to come.
Boring a little auger hole in fear.

Peeped ; but his eyes, before they had their will.

Were shrivelled into darkness in his head,
,\nd dropped before him. So tlie powers, who wait
On noble deeds, cancelled a sense misused :

.\iid she that knew not, pjtssed ; and all at once,
With twelve great shocks of sound, the shameless nooD
\Vas clashed and hammered from a hundred towers
One after one ; but even then she gained
Her bower: whence reissuing, robed and crowned.
To meet her lord, she took the tax away,
\\\<\ built herself an everlasting name.

The ballad of Lady Clara Vere de Vere might
also be cited as a specimen of extreme sim])licity

united with great force; but we prefer making an
extract from a poem less known. The Talking
Oak is the title of a fanciful and beautiful balhid of
seventy-five stanzas, in which a lover and an oak-
tree converse upon the charms of a sweet maiden
named Olivia. The oak-tree thus describes to the
lover her visit to the p.irk in which it grew:

—

* Then ran she, gamesome as the colt.

And livelier than the lark,

She sent her voice tlirough all the holt

Before her, and the park.

• • •

And here she came and round me played.

And sang to me the whole
Of those three stanzas that you made
About my " giant bole."

And in a fit of frolic mirth.

She strove to sjian my waist

;

Alas ! I was so broad of girth,

I could not be embraced.
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I wished nivsflf the fair young beech,

Thiit here beside uie stands,

Thjit nuind me, clas|iiiig each in each,

^he iMi>:ht hare hn-ked her hnnd;i.'
* * •

* Oh muffle round thy knees with fern,

And shadow Sumner chase

—

Ijoii;^; may thy topmost branch discern

The roofd of Sumner phice !

But tell me, did she read the name
I carved with many vows,

\Vhen last with throbbing heart I came
To rest beneath thy boughs V

* Oh yes ; she wandered round and round
These knotted knees of mine.

And found, and kissed the name she found,

And sweetly murmured thine.

A tear-drop trembled from its source,

And down my surface crept

;

Aly sense of touch is something coarse,

But I believe she wept.

Then Bushed her cheek with rosy light;

She glanced across the plain
;

But not a creature was in sight

—

She kissed nie once agaiiu

Tier kisses were go close and kind,

That, trust nie, on my word,

Hard wood I am, and wrinkled rind,

But yet my sap was stirred.

And even into my inmost ring

A pleasure I discerned,

Like those blind motions of the spring

That show the year is turned.
« » *

I, rooted here araon^ the groves,

But languidly adjust

My vapid vegetable loves

With anthers and with dust
;

For ah ! the Dryad days were brief

Whereof the poets talk,

When that which breathes within the leaf

Could slip its bark and walk.

But could I, as in times foregone,

From spray, and branch, and stem,
Have sucked and gathered into one
The life that spreads in them,

She had not found me so remiss
;

But lightly issuing through,

I would have paid her kiss for kiss,

With usury thereto.*

*0h flourish high with leafy towers,

And overlook the lea
;

Pursue thy loves among the bowers,
But leave thou mine to me.

Oh flourish, hidden deep in fern :

Old oak, I love thee well
;

A thousand thanks for what I learn.

And what remains to tell.*

« • •

The poem of Saint Simron Sti/Jitrs is of anntlicr

character, and portrays the spiritual pride of im
ancient fanatic witli a simple and savage grandeur
of words and imagery which is rarely surpassed. It

is ti>o long for entire quotation, but the following
extracts will show its beauty:

—

Although I be the b;isest of mankind,
From scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin

;

T'liiit for earth, unfit for heaven, scarce meet
For troops of devils ma<l with blasjihemy,

I will not cease to grdsp the hope 1 hold

Of saintdom, and to clamour, mourn, and sob.

Mattering the gates of heaven with storms of prayer

—

Have mercy. Lord, and take away my bin.

Let this avail, just, dreadful, mighty (iod
;

This not be all in vain ; that thrice ten years.
Thrice multiplied by superhuman pangs
In hungers and in thirsts, fevers and coid

;

In coughs, aches, stitches, ulcerous throes and cramps;
A sign betwixt the meadow and the cloud.
Patient on this tall pillar I have borne
Rain, wind, frost, heat, hail, damp, and sleet, and

snow

;

And I had hoped that ere this period closed.

Thou wouldst have caught me up into thy rest.

Denying not these weather-beatun limbs
The meed of saints—the white robe and the palm.
Oh! take the meaning. Lord : I do not breathe,

Not whisper any murmur of complaint.
Pain heaped ten hundredfold to tliis were still

Less burden, by ten hundredfold, to bear
Than were those lead-like tons of sin that crushed
My spirit flat before thee.

Oh Lord, Lordl
Thou knowest I bore this better at the first

;

For I was strong and hale of body then.

And though my teeth, which now are dropt away,
Would chatter with the cold, and all my beard
Was tagged with icy fringes in the moon,
I drowutd the whoopings of the owl with sound
Of pious hymns and psalms, and sometimes saw
An angel stand and watch me as I sang.

ft « #

Good people, you do ill to kneel to me.
What is it 1 have done to merit this I

I am a sinner viler than you all.

It may be I have wrought some miracles.

And cured some halt and maimed; but what of that?
It may be no one, even among the saints.

May match his pains with mine; but what of that?
Yet do not rise; for you may look on me.
And in your looking you may kneel to Ood.
Speak, is there any of you halt or maimed ?

I think you know I have some power with ifeaven
From niy long penance: let him speak his ^^l^h,

For I can heal him. Power goes forth from me.
They say that they are healed. Ah, hark ! they sh<tut
* Saint j^imeon Stylites !' Why, if so,

God reaps a harvest in me. * *

It cannot be but that I shall be saved.

Yea, crowned a saint. They shout * Behold a saint
!'

And lower voices saint me from above.

Courage, Saint Simeon; this dull chrysalis

Cracks into shining wings. * *

tlh, my sons, my sons !

I, Simeon of the pillar, by surname
Stylites among men— I, Simeon
Tlie watcher on the column till the end^
I, Simeon, whose brain the sunshine bake^—
I, whose bald brows in silent hours become
rnnaturally hnur with rime—do now,
Krom my high nest of penance, here proclaim
Tliat Pontius and Iscariot by my side

showed fair like seraphs.
« * •

While I spake then, a sting of shrewdest pain
Han shrivelling through me, and a cloud-Uke change
In passing, with a gro.-ser hJm made thick
These heavy, horny eyes. The end ! the end !

Surely the end ! What*s here ? A shape, a shade,
A rta.-h of light. Is that the angel there
That holds a crown ? Come, blessed brother, come

!

I know thy glittering face. 1 ve waited long]
My brows are ready ! What ! deny it now I

'Tis gone— 'tis here again : the crown ! the crown !

So, now, 'tis fitted on, and grows to me,
And from it melt the dews of Paradise.

ft * *
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Speak, if thtre be a pricMt, a man of flod

Ainoiii; you there, and let him presently

Approach, ami leari a laiMer on the whaft,

And cliinbin;; up into mine airy home,
I)cliver me the bles.sed sacrament

;

I''or by the warning of the Iluly (ibost

1 prophe?*y that I whall die to-nlyht

A quarter bi-fure twelve.

Hut thou, oh Lord,

Aid all this foolish people : let them take

Example, pattern—lead them to Thy light.

Pne more extract, from the Lotos Eaters, will give

a specimen of our poet's exquisite niodubitions of

rhythm. This poem represents the luxurious lazy

sleepiness of mind and body supposed to be produced

in those who feed upon the lotus, and contains pas-

sages not surpassed by the finest descriptions in the

Castle of Indolence. It is rich in striking and appro-

priate imafiery, and is sung to a rhythm which is

mu:jic itself:

—

Why are we weighed upon with heaviness,

And utterly consumed with sharp distress,

While all things else have rest from weariness ?

All things have rest. Why should we toil alone ?

We only toil, who are the first of things.

And make perpetual moan.
Still from one sorrow to another thrown.

* » if

Lo ! in the middle of the wood
I'he folded leaf is wooed from o\it the bud
With winds upon the branch, and there

Grows green and broad, and takes no care,

Sun-steeped at noon, and in the moon
Nightly dew-fed ; and turning yellow
Falls and floats adown the air,

Lo ! sweetened with the summer light.

The full-juiced apple, waxing over mellow.
Drops in a silent autumn night.

All is allotted length of days
;

The flower ripens in its place,

Ripens, and fades, and falls, and hath no toil.

Fast-rooted in the fruitful soil.
* * •

Let us alone. Time driveth onward fast,

And in a little while our Hps are dumb.
Let us alone. What is it that will la,st?

All things arc taken from us and become
Portions and parcels of the dreadful past.

Let us alone. What pleasure can we have
To war with evil ? Is there any peace
In ever climbing up the climbing wave?
All things have rest, and ripen towards the grave

;

In silence ripen, fall, and cease
;

Give us long rest or death, dark death, or dreamful
ease.

How sweet it were, hearing the downward stream,
^^ ith half-shut eyes ever to seem
Falling asleep in a half-dream !

To hear each other's whispered speech
j

Eating the lotos, day by day

;

To watch the crisping ripples on the beach.
And tender curving lines of creamy spray;
To lend our hearts and spirits wholly
To the influence of mild-minded melancholy;
To muse and brood, aisi live again in memory
With those old faces di our infancy.
Heaped over with a mound of grass,

Two handfuls of white dust, shut in an um of brass.

TH0MA8 B. MACAULAY.

Mr TnoMAR B. Macai-lay, who held an important
office in the administration of Lord Mt-lbnurne, and
is one of the most brilliant writers in the Edinburgh

Review, jjratified and curprised the public by a

volume of poetry in 184:i. He had i>rcviousl\, in

his young collegiate days, thrown off a few spirited

ballads (one of which, The War of the Leuyue, is

here subjoined); and in all his prose works there

are indications of strong poetical fireling and fancy.

No man paints more clearly and vividly to the eye,

or is more studious of the effects of contrast and
the proper grouping of incidents. lie is generally

picturesque, eloquent, and impressive. His defects

are a want of simplicity and tenderness, and an
excessive love of what Izaak Walton called strong

writing. The same characteristics pervade his re-

cent work, The Laijs of Ancient Home. Adoj)ting

the theory of Nicbulir (now generally acquiesced
in as correct), that the heroic and rontantic in-

cidents related by Livy of the early history of

Kome, are founded merely on Hncient haliails and
legends, he selects ft)ur of these incivhnts hs themes
fur his verse. Identifying liinisulf witli the ple-

beians and tribunes, he makes thcni chant tlie

martial stories of Iloratius Codes, the biiitle of the

Lake llegillus, the death of Virginia, and the pro-

phecy of Capys. The st\le is liomely, abrupt, and
energetic, carrying us along like tlie exciting narra-

tives of Scott, and presenting brief but striking

pictures of local scenery and manners. The truth of

these descriptions is strongly impressed upon the

mind of the reader, who seems to witness the heroic

scenes so clearly and energetically described. The
masterly ballads of Mr Mauaulay must be read con-

tinuously, to be properly appreciated ; for their merit
does not lie in particular jiassages, but in the rapid

and progressive interest of tlie story, and the Roman
spirit and bravery which animate the whole. The
following are parts of the first Lay :

—

[7V(e Desolation of the Cities whose Warriors have
inarched against Rome.~\

Tall are the oaks whose acoma
Drop in dark Auser's rill

;

Fat are the stags that champ the boughs
Of the Ciminian hill

;

Beyond all streams, Clitumnus
Is to the herdsman dear

;

Best of all pools the fowler loves,

The great Volsiniau mere.

But now no stroke of woodman
Is heard by Auser's rill

;

No hunter tracks the stag*s green path
I'p the Ciminian hill ;

Unwatched along Clitumnus
Grazes the milk-white steer;

Unharmed the water-fowl may dip
In the Volsiniau mere.

The harvests of Arretium,
This year old men shall reap;

This year young boys in Umbro
Shall plunge the struggling sheep ;

And in the vats of Luna,
This year the must shall foam

Round the white feet of laughing girls,

Whose sires have marched to Rome.

[Horatiua offers to defend the BridgeO

Then out spake brave Iloratius,

The captain of the gate :

* To every man upon this earth

Death conieth soon or late.

And how can man die better

Than facing fearful odds.

For the ashes of his fathers,

And the temples of his gods,
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No sound of joy or sorrow

Was heard from either bank ;

Put friends and fia-s in duud) [iuri)ri9e,

With jtartcd lips and ctraiiiing eyes,

Stood gazin-; wliere he sank

;

And when above tlie surges

They .saw his crest aj)|>ear,

All Home sent forth a riipturous cry,

And even the ranks of Tuscany
Could scarce forbear to cheer.

[IIow IToratiuB was Rewarded.]

They gave him of the corn-laud,

That was of public right,

As much as two strong oxen
Could plough from morn till night

:

And they made a molten image.

And set it up on high.

And there it stands unto this day
To witness if I lie.

It stands in the Comitiura,
Plain for all folk to see

;

Horatius in his harness,

Halting upon one knee :

And underneath is written,

In letters all of gold,

How valiantly he kept the bridge

In the brave days of old.

And still his name sounds stirring

Unto the men of Rome,
As the trumpet-blast that cries to them
To charge the Vol&cian home:

And wives still pray to Juno
For boys with hearts as Iwld

As hia who kept the bridge so well

In the brave days of old.

And in the nights of winter.

When the cold north winds blow,

And the long howling of the wolves

Is heard ami<ist the snow;
When round the lonely cottage

Roars loud the tempest's din,

And the good logs of Algidua

Roar louder yet within ;

When the oldest cask is opened,
And the largest lamp is lit.

When the chestnuts glow in the embers,

And the kid turns on the spit

;

When young and old in circle

Around the tirehrands close;

When the girls are weaving baskets,

And the lads are shaping bows;

When the goodman mends his armour,
And trims his helmet's plume

;

When the goodwife's shuttle merrily

Goes flashing through the looiu
;

With weejdng and with laughter
Still is the story told,

How well Horatius kept the bridge
In the brave days of old.

The War of ike League.

Now glory to the Lord of Hosts, from whom all glories

are!

And glory to our sovereign liege, King Henry of
Navarre

!

Now let there be the merry sound of music and of
dance.

Through thy corn-fields green, and sunny vines, oh
pleasant laud ol France I

And thou, Rochelle, our own Rochelle, proud city of
the waters.

Again let rapture light the eyes of all thy mourning
daughters.

As thou wert constant in our ills, be joyous in our joy.

For cold, and stiff, and Htill are they who wrought thy
walls annoy.

Hurrah! hurrah! a single field bath turned the chance
of war,

Hurrah! hurrah! for Ivry, and King Henry of Na-
rarre.

Oh ! how our hearts were beating, when, at the dawn
of day.

We saw the army of the League drawn out In long
array;

With all its priest-led citizens, and all its rebel peers.

And Appenzel's stout infantry, and Egmont'a Flemish
spears.

There rode the brood of false Lorraine, the curses of
our land

!

And dark Mayenne was in the midst, a truncheon in

his hand
;

And, as we looked on them, we thought of Seine's

empurpled flood.

And good Coligni's hoary hair all dabbled with his

blood
;

And we cried unto the living God, who rules the fate

of war,

To fight for his own holy name, and Henry of Navarre.

The king is come to marshal us, in all his armour drest

;

And he ha^ bound a snow-white plume upon his

gallant crest.

He looked upon his people, and a tear was in his eye

;

He looked upon the traitors, and his glance was stem
and high.

Right graciously he smiled on us, as rolled from wing
to wing,

Down all our line, a deafening shout, * God save our

lord the King.'
* And if my standard-bearer fall, as fall full well he

may

—

For never saw I promise yet of such a bloody fray

—

Press where ye see my white plume shine, amidst the

ranks of war,

And be your oriflamme, to-day, the helmet of Navarre.'

Hurrah ! the foes are moving ! Hark to the mingled
din

Of fife, and steed, and trump, and drum, and roaring

culverin

!

The fiery Duke is pricking fast across Saint Andr6'a

plain.

With all the hireling chivalry of Guelders and AI-
mayne.

Now by the lips of those ye love, fair gentlemen of

France,

Charge for the golden lilies now—upon them with the

lance!

A thousand spurs are striking deep, a thousand spears

in rest,

A thousand knights are pressing close behind the

snow-white crest ;

And in they burst, and on they rushed, while, like a

guiding star.

Amidst the thickest carnage blazed the helmet of

Navarre.

Now, God be praised, the day is ours ! Maj'enne hath

turned his rein.

D*Aumale hath cried for quarter. The Flemish Count

is slain.

Their ranks are breaking like thin clouds before a

Biscay gale
;

The field is heaped with bleeding steeds, and flags,

and cloven mail.
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And thou we thought on vengeance, and all along our

van,
* RcnicinWr St Bartholomew/ was passed from man to

man ;

But out c>pakc gentle Henry, * No Frenchman is my
foe:

Down, down with every foreigner, but let your
brethren go.*

Oh! was there over such a knight, in friendship or in

war.

As our sovereign lord, King Henry, the soldier of

Navarre

!

Ho! maidens of Vienna ! Ho! matrons of Lucerne!

Weep, weep, and rend your hair for those who never

shall rt'tunu

Ho ! Philip, send, for charity, thy Mexican pistoles.

That Antwerp niunks may sing a mass for thy poor

spcanucn's souls

!

Ho! gallant nobles of the League, look that your
arms be bri<;;ht

!

Ho! bur^rhers of Saint Genevieve, keep watch and
ward to-ni::ht

!

For our (Jod hath crushed the tyrant, our God hath
raised the slave,

And mocked the counsel of the wise, and the valour
of the brave.

Then glory to his holy name, from whom all glories are ;

And glory to our sovereign lord, King Henry of Na-
varre.

THOMAS HATSES BAYLY.

Mr Bayly was, next to Moore, the most success-

ful sonp-writer of our age. His most attractive

lyrics turned vn the distresses of the victims of the
affections in eleeant life; but his muse had also her
airy and cheerful strain, and he composed a sur-

prisinff number of li;,'ht dramas, some of whicli show
a likelihood of maintaining their ground on the

stage. He was born in 1797, the sun of an eminent
and wealthy solicitor, near Bath. Destined for the

church, he studied for same time at Oxford, but
could not settle to so sober a profession, and ulti-

mately cante to depend chiefly on literature for

support. His latter years were marked by misfor-

tunes, under t!ie pressure of wliit-h he addressed
some beautiful verses to his wife :

—

Oh ! hadst thou never shared my fate,

More dark that fate would prove,

My heart were truly desolate

Without tliy sovithiug love.

But thou hast suftercd for my sake,

Whilst tliis relief I found,

Like fearless lips that strive to take
The poison from a wound.

My fond affection thou hast seen.

Then judge of my regret.

To think more happy tliou hadst been
If we had never met !

And has tliat thought been shared by thee!
Ah, no ! that smiling cheek

Proves more unchanging love for mo
Than laboured words could speak.

But there are true hearts which the sight

Of sorrow suinniuiis fiiith
;

Though known in days of past delight,

We knew not half their worth.

How unlike some who have professed

So much in friendship's name.
Yet calmly pause to think how best

They may evade her claim.

But ahl from them to thee I turn.

They'd make mc loathe mankind,
Far better lessons I may learn
From thy more holy mind.

The love that gives a charm to home,
I feel they cannot take:

We'll pray for happier years to come,
For one another's .sake.

This amiable poet died of jaundice in 18.39. His
songs contain the pathos of a section of our social
system ; but they are more oalcuhited to attract
attention by tlieir refined and hap)>y diction, than to
melt us by their feeling. Several of tliem, as * She
wure a wreath of roses,' *0h no, we never mention
iier,' and ' We met—'twas in a crowd,' attained to
an extraordinary popularity. Of his livelier ditties,
* I'd be a butterfly' was tlie most felicitous: it ex-
presses the Horatian philosophy in terms exceeding
even Horace in gaiety.

What though you tell me each gay little rover

Shrinks from the breath of the first autumn day:
Surely 'tis better, when sunmier is over.

To die wlien all fair things are fading away.
Some in life's winter may toil to discover

Means of procuring a weary delay

—

I'd be a butterfly, living a rover.

Dying when fair things are fading away!

The same light-heartedness is expressed iu a less

familiarly kuowu lyric

Think not of the Future,

Think not of the future, the prospect is uncertain ;

Laugh away the present, while laughing hours
remain :

Those who gaze too boldly through Time*3 mystic
curtain.

Soon will wish to close it, and dream ofjoy again,

I, like thee, was happy, and, on hope relying.

Thought the present pleasure might revive again

:

But receive my counsel—Time is always flying

;

Then laugh away the present, while laughing hours
remain.

1 have felt unkindness, keen as that which hurts thee ;

I have met with friendship, fickle as the wind
;

Take what friendship oflers, ere its warmth dee^erts

thee

;

Well I know the kindest may not long be kind.
Would you waste the pleasure of the summer-season,

Thinking that the winter must return again!
If our summer's fleeting, surely that's a reason

For laughing off the present, while laughing hours
remain.

HARTLEY COLERIDGE.

Hartley Coleriikje, son of the great poet, pub-
lished in IS.3.3 a volume of Poems, not unworthy his

high descent. There are few sonnets in the lan-
guage more exquisite in thought or structure than
the following :

—

What was't awakened first the untried ear

Of that sole man who was all humankind?
Was it the gladsome welcome of the wind.
Stirring the leaves that never yet were sere?

The four mellitluous streams which flowed so near.

Their lulling nmrmurs all in one combined?
The note of bird unnamed? The startled hind
Bursting the brake— in wonder, not in fear,

Of her new lord i Or cTid the holy ground
Send forth mysterious melody to greet
The gracious presence of immaculate feet?

Did viewless seraphs rustle all around,
Making sweet music out of air as sweet ?

Or his own voice awake him with its sound?
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Sonnet on Skakupeare,

Thp soul of man is larger tlian the sky,

Deeper than ocean—or the abysmal dark
Of the unfathoined centre. Like that ark,

\Vhich in Its sacred hold uplifted hi^h,

Cl'er the ilrowncd hills, the human family^

And stock reserved of every living kind,
So, ill the compass of the single mind,
The seeds and pregnant forms in essence He,

That make all worlds. Cireat poet, 'twas thy art

To know thyself, and in thyself to be
Whate'er Love, Hate, Ambition, Destiny,

Or the firm fatal purpose of the heart

Can make of man. Yet thou wert still the same,
Serene of thought, unhurt by thy own flame.

Sonnets to a Friend,

A\'hen we were idlers with the loitering rills,

The need of human love we little noted :

Our love was nature ; and the peace that floated

On the white mi^t, and dwelt upon the hills,

To sweet accord subdued our wayward wills

:

One soul was ours, one mind, one heart devoted.
That, wisely doting, asked not why it doted.

And ours the unknown joy, which knowing kills.

But now I find how dear thou wert to me ;

That man is more than half of nature's treasure,

Of that fair beauty which no eye can see,

Of that sweet music which no ear can measure

;

And now the streams may sing for other's pleasure,

The hills sleep on in their eternity.

In the great city we are met again,

"Where many souls there are that breathe and die.

Scarce knowing more of nature's potency
Than what they learn from heat, or cold, or rain—
The sad vicissitmle of weary pain :

For busy man is lord of ear and eye,

And what hath Nature but the va.-t void sky.

And the thronged river toiling to the main I

Oh! say not so, for she shall have her part
In every smile, in every tear that falls,

And she shall hide her in the secret heart,

Whpre love persuades, and sterner duty calls :

Rut worse it were than death, or sorrow's smart,
To live without a friend within these walls.

We parted on the mountains, as two streams
From one clear spring pursue their several ways

;

And thy fleet course hath been through many a maze
In foreign lands, where silvery Padus gleams
To that delicious sky, whose glowing beams
Brightened the tresses that old poets praise

;

Where Petrarch's patient love and artful lays,

And Ariosto's song of many themes.
Moved the soft air. But I, a lazy brook,
As close pent up within my native dell.

Have crept along from nook to shady nook,
Where flowrets blow an^l whispering Naiads dwell.
Yet now we meet, that parted were so wide,
O'er rough and smooth to travel side by side.

To Co-tain Golden Fialus,

Restless forms of living light,

Quivering on your lucid wings.
Cheating still the curious sight
With a thousand shadowings;
Various as the tints of even,
Gorgeous as the hues of heaven.
Reflected on your native streams
In flitting, fla-shing, billowy gleams.
Harmless warriors clad in mail
Of silver breastplate, golden scale

;

Mail of Nature's own bestowing.

With peaceful radiance mildly glowing;
Keener than the Tartar's arrow.

Sport ye in your sea so narrow.
Was the sun himself your sire!

Were ye born of vital fire!

Or of the shade of golden flowers.

Such as we fetch from ca-stern bowers.

To mock this murky clime of ours?
Upwards, d<»wnwards, now ye glance.

Weaving many a mazy dance;
Seeming still to grow in size,

When ye would elude our eyes.

Pretty creatures! we might deem
Ye were happy as ye seem,
As gay, as ganjesome, and as blithe,

As light, as lovi)ig, and as lithe,

As gladly earnest in your play,

As when ye gleamed in fair Cathay;
And yet, since on this hapless earth
There's small sincerity in mirth,
And laughter oft is but an art

To drown the outcry of the heart.

It Uiay be, that your ceaseless gambols.
Your wheelings, dartings, divings, rambles,

Your restless roving round and round
The circuit of your crystal bound,
Is but the task of weary pain,

An endless labour, clull and vain
;

And while your f<.irms are gaily shmmg,
Your little lives are inly pining!
Nay—but still I fain would dream
That ye are happy as ye seem.

At the present time the greater poets of the aire

have passed eitlier beyond the bourne of life, or into

the honoured leisure befitting an advanced period
of life. For twenty years, there have arisen no
lights of such fresh and ori^nnid lustre as Southey,
Seott, Wordsworth, Campbell, and Byron; nor do
we readily detect in those wliich exist any aspirant

likely to take the high ground occupied by these
names. This is a phenomenon in literary history

by no means unexampled ; for, after the age of
Pope and his associates, there likewise followed one
in which no stars of primary magnitude appeared.
It must, however, be admitted, that the present time,

if not marked by any greatly original poet in the
bloom of his reputation, is remarkable for the wide
diffusion of a taste for elegant verse-writing; inso-

much tliat the most ordinary periodical works now
daily present poetry -which, fifty years ago, wovdd
have formed tlie basis of a high reputation. It is

only unfortunate of these compositions, tlnxt they
are so uniform in their style of sentiment, and even
in their diction, that a long series of them may be
read with scarcely any impression at the end Iwyond
that of an abundance of pleasing images and
thoughts, and fine phraseology.

It has been thought proper here to advert, in

brief terms, to some of the yimnger of our living

poets, in combination with those whom worldly
duties and the little encouragement given to the

publication of poetry, may he supposed to have pre-

vented from cultivating their powers to a high de-

gree. Amongst the former may l>e cited John
STEnuNG, author of ft volume of miscellaneous

poems, published in 18;19; W. Monckton Mu.nes,
M.P., who has given two small volumes of poema
to the world; and Charlks JIackav. author of The

Hope of the Worhl (1840), and The Sahmamlrine

(1S42). Mr t^terling has formed himself more
peculiarly on the genius and style of Coleridge

;

Mr Millies on that of Wordsworth ; and Mr Mackay
belongs to the school of Pope and Goldsmith. All

axe men of imdoubted talents, from whon our poeti-
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cal literature m:iy yet look for rich and varied con-

tributions. In this elass may also be inehnieii Mr
1). M. MoiH (tbe Dclfa of Blaukwood's Magazine),
author of tlie Lnjciul «/' Onwvieve <tnd other Foems^

1S25, and Dimcstic \'crses, 1843, besides a vast num-
ber of contributions to tlie periodical literature of

the day. Mr Moir is a \wct of amiable and refined

feeling, vlio bus oidy been prevented by causes

which redound to his honour, from taking that more
conspicuous place in our literature to which his

talents are entitled.

Of the other class, tbe most noted are, Mr N. T.

Carkinoton, Major Caldf.r Campbeu*, Mr Ala-
Bic A. Watts, Mr William Kennedy, Mr Thomas
AiRi), Mr Cuarles Swain, and Mr T. K. IIervev.
The late Mr John Malcolm may be added to this

series. From a scarcely less extensiTe list of female
poetesses, may be selected the names of Eliza Cook,
Ladv Emmeline Wortley, Mrs Henry Coleru>ge,
and Mrs Brooke.

Joan of Arc.

[From Sterling's Poems.]

Faithful maiden, gentle heart

!

Thus our thoughts of grief depart

;

Vanishes the place of death ;

Sounds no more thy painful breath
;

O'er the unbloody stream of Meuse
Melt the silent evening dews,

And along the banks of Loire
Rides no more the armed destroyer,

Hut thy native waters flow

Through a land unnamed below,

And thy woods their verdure wave
In the vale beyond the grave,

Where the deep-dyed western sky
Looks on all with tranquil eye,

And on distant dateless hills

Each high peak with radiance fills.

There amid the oak-tree shadow,
And o*er all the beech-crowned meadow.
Those for whom the earth must mourn,
In their peaceful joy sojourn.

Joined with Fame's selected few.

Those whom Rumour never knew,
But no less to Conscience true

:

Each grave prophet soul sublime.
Pyramids of elder Time;
Bards with hidden fire possessed.

Flashing from a wo-worn breast;
Builders of man's better lot.

Whom their hour acknowledged not.

Now with strength appeased and pure,
Feel whate'er they loved is sure.

These and such as these the train,

Sanctified by former pain,
*Arid those softest yellow rays
Sphered afar from mortal praise

;

Peasant, matron, monarch, child.

Saint undaunted, hero mild,
Sage whom pride has ne'er beguiled :

And with them the Champion-maid
Dwells in that serenest glade

;

Danger, toil, and grief no more
Touch her life's unearthly shore;
Gentle sounds that will not cease,

Breathe but jpeace, and ever peace
;

While above the immortal trees

Michael and his host she sees

Clad in diamond panoplies

;

And more near, in tenderer light,

Honoured Catherine, Margaret bright,

Agnes, whom her loosened hair

Robes like woven amber air

—

Sisters of her childhood come
To her last eternal home.

ne ^fm of Old,

[From Milues's Poems.]

I know not that the men of old
\\*ere better than men now.

Of heart more kind, of hand more bold,
Clf more ingenuous brow :

1 heed not those who pine for force

A ghost of time to raise.

As if they thus could check the course

Of these appointed days.

Still is it tx*ue, and over true,

That I delight to close

This book of life self-wise and new,

And let my thoughts repose

On all that humble happiness

The world has since foregone

—

The daylight of contentedness

That on those faces shone

!

With rights, though not too closely scanned.

Enjoyed, as far as known

—

With will, by no reverse unmanned

—

With pulse of even tone

—

They from to-day and from to-night

Expected nothing more,

Than yesterday and yesternight

Had proffered them before.

To them was life a simple art

Of duties to be done,

A game where each man took his part,

A race where all must run

;

A battle whose great scheme and scope

They little cared to know.
Content, as men at arms, to cope

Each with his fronting foe,

Man now his virtue's diadem
Puts on, and proudly wears

—

Great thoughts, great feelings, came to them^
Like instincts unawares

;

Blending their souls' sublimest needs
With tasks of every day,

They went about their gravest deeds.

As noble boys at play.

« * «

A man's best things are nearest him,
Lie close about his feet.

It is the distant and the dim
That we are sick to greet

:

For flowers that grow our hands beneath
We struggle and aspire

—

Our hearts must die, except they breathe

The air of fresh desire.

But, brothers, who up reason's hill

Advance with hopeful cheer—
! loiter not, those heights are chill.

As chill as they are clear

;

And still restrain your haughty gaz^
The loftier that ye go.

Remembering distance leaves a haze
On all that lies below.

The Long-ago.

[From the same.]

On that deep-retiring shore

Frequent pearls of beauty lie,

Where the passion-waves of yore
Fiercely beat and mounted high:

Sorrows that are sorrows still

Lose the bitter taste of wo
;

Nothing's altogether ill

In the griefs of Long-ago.
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Tombs where lonely lore repines,

Ohji-stly tenements of tears.

Wear the louk of hapiiy shrines

Through the fjohlfn mist of years :

Death, to those who trust in good,

Vindicates his hardest blow

;

Oh ! we would not, if we could,

Wake the sleep of Long-ago 1

Though the doom of swift decay

Shocka the soul where life is strong,

Though for frailer hearts the day
Lingers sad and overlung

—

Still the weight will find a leaven,

Still the spoiler's hand is slow,

While the future has its heaven,

And the past its Long-ago.

The Autumn Leaf.

[From the * Hope of the World, and other PoemB," hj

Charles Mackay.]

Pauvre feuille dessecht'e! ou vas-tu?

—

Arnault.

Poor autumn leaf ! down floating

Upon the bliistering gale ;

Torn from thy bough,
Where goest now,

Withered, and shrunk, and pale?

* I go, thou sad inquirer.

As list the winds to blow,

Sear, sapless, lost.

And tempest-tost,

I go where all things go.

The rude winds bear me onward
As suiteth them, not me.

O'er dale, o'er hill.

Through good, through ill.

As destiny bears thee.

What though for me one summer,
And threescore for thy breath

—

I live my span,

Thou thine, poor man !

And then adown to death?

And thus we go together ;

For lofty as thy lot.

And lowly mine.

My fate is thine.

To die and be forgot !*

[77ic Partiiig of Lovei-s.']

fProm • The Salamandrine," by Charles Mackay.]

Now, from his eastern couch, the sun,

Erewhile in cloud and vapour hidden,

Kose in his robes of glory dight

;

And skywards, to salute his light,

Upsprang a choir, unbidden,

Of joyous larks, that, as they shook
The dewdrops from their russet pinions.

Pealed forth a hymn so glad and clear.

That darkness might have paused to hear
(Pale sentinel on mom's dominions),

Aiid envied her the flood of song
Those happy minstrels poured along.

The lovers listened. Earth and heaven
Seemed pleased alike to hear the strain

;

And Gilbert, in that genial hour,
Forgot his momentary pain :

* Happy,' said he, * beloved maid.
Our lives might flow 'mid scenes like this;

Still eve might bring us dreams of joy,
And morn awaken us to bliss,

I could forgive tiiy jealuus brother;
And Mora's quiet shades might be

Blessed with the love of one another,

A Paradise to thee and me.

Yes, Peace and Love might build a nest
For us amid these vales serene,

And Truth should be our constant guest

Among these pleasant wild-woods green.

My heart should never nurse again
The once fonddreunm of young AmbitioD,

And (Jlory's light should lure in vain.

Lest it should lead to Love's perdition;
Another light should round me shine.

Beloved, from those eyes of thine !*

* Ah, Gilbert ! hnppy should I be
This hour to die, lest fate reveal

That life can never give a joy

Such as the joy that now I feeL

Oh ! happy ! happy ! now to die.

And go before thee to the sky

;

Losing, maybe, some charm of life,

But yet escaping all its strife
;

And, watching for thy soul above.
There to renew more perfect love.

Without the pain and tears of this

—

Eternal, never palling bliss!*

And more she yet would say, and strives to speak.

But warm, fast tears begin to course her cheek.

And sobs to choke her ; so, reclining still

Her head upon his breast, she weeps her fill

:

And all so lovely in those joyous tears

To his impassioned eyes the maid appears;
He cannot dry them, nor one word essay

To soothe such sorrow from her heart away.

At last she lifts her drooping head,
And, with her delicate fingers, dashes

The tears away that hang like pearls

Upon her soft eyes' silken lashes :

Then hand in hand they take their way
O'er the green meadows gemmed with dew.

And up the hill, and through the wood.
And by the streamlet, bright and blue.

And sit them down upon a stone

With mantling mosses overgrown.

That stands beside her cottage door.

And oft repeat.

When next they meet.
That time shall never part them more.

He's gone ! Ah no! he lingers yet,

And all her sorrow, who can tell ?

As gazing on her face he takes

His last and passionate farewell?
* One kiss I' said he, * and I depart
With thy dear image in my heart:
One more—to soothe a lover's pain,
And think of till I come again !

One more.' Their red lips meet and tremble,
And she, unskilful to dissemble.
Allows, deep blushing, while he presses,

The warmest of his fond caresses.

The Pixies of Derov.

[By N. T. Carrington.]

[The affe of pixies, like that of chivalry, is (rone. There Is,

perhaps, at present, scarcely a house which they are reputed

to visit. Even the fields and lanes which they fonuerly fre-

quented seem to be nearly forsaken. Their music is rarely

heard ; and they appear to have forgotten to attend their

ancient midnight dance.

—

I>rcw's Coniu-aU.'\

They are flown,

Beautiful fictions of our fathers, wove
In Superf=tition's web when Time was young.

And fondly Invcd and cherishcil : they are flown

Before the wand of Science ! Hills and vales.

Mountains and moors of Devon, ye have lost

The enchantments, the delights, the visions all.

The eltin visions that so blcssfd the sight

In the old days romantic. Nought is beard,
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Kow, in the luiify world, but earthly strains

—

Voices, yet sweet, of breeze, and bird, and brook,

And waterfull ; the day is silent else,

And night is strangely mute! the hymnings high

—

The immortal music, men of ancient times

Heard ravished oft, are flo\m ! ye have lost.

Mountains, and moors, atid meads, the radiant throngs

That dwelt in your green solitudes, and filled

The air, the fields, with beauty and with joy

Intense ; with a rich mystery that awed
The mind, and tlung around a thousand hearths

Divinest talcs, that through the enchanted year

Found passionate listeners I

The very streams

Brightened with visitings of these so sweet

Ethereal enatures! They were seen to rise

From the charmed waters, which still brighter grew

As the pomp passed to land, until the eye

Scarce bore the unearthly glory. Where they trod,

Voung flowers, but not of this world's growth, arose,

And fragrance, as of amaranthine bowers,

Floated upon the breeze. And mortal eyes

Looked on their revels all the luscious night

;

And, unreproved, upon their ravishing forms

Gazed wistfully, as in the dance they moved,
Voluptuous to the thrilling touch of harp

Elysian

!

And by gifted eyes were seen

\Vonders—in the still air ; and beings bright

And beautiful, more beautiful than throng

Fancy's ecstatic regions, peopled now
The sunbeam, and now nn\e upon the gale

()f the sweet summer noon. Anon they touched

The earth's delighted bosom, aiid the glades

Seemed greener, fairer—and the enraptured woods
Gave a glad leafy murmur—and the rills

Leaped in the ray for joy ; and all the birds

Threw into the intoxicating air their songs,

All soul. The very archings of the grove.

Clad in cathedral gloom from age to age.

Lightened with living splendours ; and the flowers,

Tinged with new hues and lovelier, upsprung
By millions in the grass, that rustled now
To gales of Araby !

The seasons came
In bloom or blight, in glory or in shade

;

The shower or sunbeam fell or glanced as pleased

These potent elves. They steered the giant cloud

Through heaven at will, and with the meteor flash

Came down in death or sport ; ay, wlien the storm
Shook the old woods, they rode, on rainbow wings.

The tempest ; and, anon, they reined its riige

In its tierce mid career. But ye have flown.

Beautiful Actions of our fathers !— flown

Before the wand of Science, and the hearths

Of I>evon, as lags the disenchanted year,

Are passionless and silent!

Langsyne,

[Dy Delta—D. M. Moir.]

LangsirTie !—how doth the word come back
With magic meaning to the heart.

As memory roams the sunny track,

From which hope's dreams were loath to part!

No joy like by-past joy appears
;

For what is gone we fret and jnne.

Were life spun out a thousand years.

It could not match Langsyne!

Langsyne!—the days of childhood warm.
When, tottering by a mother's knee,

Each sight and sound had power to charm.

And hope was high, and thought was free.

Langsyne !—the merry schoolboy days

—

How sweetly then life's sun did shine !

Oh! for the glorious pranks and plays,

The raptures of Langsyne.

Langsyne 1—yes, in the sound I hear
The rustling of the summer grove ;

And view those angel features near
Which first awoke the heart to love.

How sweet it is in pensive mood.
At windless midnight to recline.

And fill the mental solitude

With spectres from Langsyne!

Langs}'ne !—ah, where are they who shared
With us its pleasures bright and blithe?

Kindly with some hath fortune fared ;

And some have bowed beneath the scythe
Of death ; while others scattered far

O'er foreign lands at fate repine,

Oft wandering forth, 'neath twilight's star,

To muse on dear Langsyne!

Langsyne !—the heart can never be
Again so full of guileless truth

;

Langsynp !—the eyes no more shall see,

Ah no! the rainbow hopes of youth.

Langsyne !—with thee resides a spell

To raise the spirit, and refine.

Farewell!—there can be no farewell

To thee, loved, lost Langsyne !

Casa Wapp}/.

[By the same.]

[Casa Wappy was the self-conferred pet name of an infant

son of the poet, snatched away after a very brief illness.]

And hast thou sought thy heavenly home,
Our fond, dear boy—

•

The realms where sorrow dare not come,
Where life is joy i

Pure at thy death as at thy birth,

Thy spirit caught no taint from earth

;

Even by its bliss we mete our death,

Casa Wappy

!

Despair was in our last farewell.

As closed thine eye
;

Tears of our anguish may not tell

When thou di<lst die;

Words may not paint our grief for thee.

Sighs are but bubbles on the sea

Of our unfathomed agony,

Casa Wappy 1

Thou wert a vision of delight

To bless us given
;

Beauty embodied to our sight,

A type of heaven :

So dear to us thou wert, thou art

Even less thine own self than a part

Of mine and of thy mother's heart,

Casa Wappy

!

Thy bright brief day knew no decline,

'Twas cloudless joy

;

Sunrise and night alone were thine.

Beloved boy

!

This morn beheld thee blithe and gay,

That found thee prostrate in decay,

And e'er a third shone, clay was clay,

Casa Wappy!

Gem of our hearth, our household pride.

Earth's undetiled ;

Could love have saved, thou hadst not died.

Our dear, sweet child!

Humbly we bow to Fate's decree
;

Yet had we hoped that Time should see

Thee mourn for us, not us for thee,

Casa Wappy

!
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Do what I may, go where I will,

Thou nicet'»t ray sight
;

There dont thou glide before me still

—

A form of light!

I feci thy breath upon my cheek

—

I see thee smile, I hear thee speak—
Till oh ! my heart is like to break,

Caaa Wappyl

Metbiiiks thou smirst before me now,
With glance of stealth

;

The hair thrown back from thy full brow
In buoyant health

:

I see thine eyes' deep violet light,

Thy dimpled cheek caniationed bright,

Thy clasping arms so round and white,

Casa Wappy!

The nursery shows thy pictured wall.

Thy bat, thy bow.

Thy cloak and bonnet, club and ball

;

But where art thou !

A corner holds thine empty chair,

Thy playthings idly scattered there,

But speak to U9 of our despair,

Casa W'appy!

Even to the last thy every word

—

To glad, to grieve—
Was sweet as sweetest song of bird

On summer's eve
;

In outward beauty undecayed,
Beath o'er thy spirit cast no shade.

And like the rainbow tliou didst fade,

Casa Wappy

!

We mourn for thee when blind blank night
The chamber fills

;

We pine for thee when mom's first light

Reddens the hills :

The sun, the moon, the stars, the sea,

All, to the wall-flower and wild pea,

Are changed—we saw the world through thee,

Casa Wappy

!

And though, perchance, a smile may gleam
Of casual mirth.

It doth not own, whate'er may seem,
An inward birth :

We miss thy small stcj> on the stair

;

We miss thee at thine evening prayerl
All day we miss thee, everywhere,

Casa Wappy I

Snows muffled earth when thou didst go.

In life's spring Vdoom,

Down to the appointed house below.

The silent tomb.
But now the green leaves of the tree,

The cuckoo and * the busy bee,*

Return—but with them bring not thee,

Casa Wappy I

'Tis so ; but can it be (while flowers

Revive again)

—

Man's doom, in death that we and ourfl

For aye remain ?

Oh ! can it be, that o'er the grave
The grass renewed, should yearly ware,
Yet God forget our child to save?

—

Casa Wappyl

It cannot be : for were it so

Thus man could die,

Life were a mockery, Thought were wo,
And Truth a lie

;

Heaven were a coinage of the brain.
Religion frenzy, Virtue vain.

And all our hopes to meet again,

Casa Wappy I

Then be to us, dear, lost child I

With beam of love,

A star, death's uncongenial wild

Smiling above

;

Soon, soon thy little feet have trod

The skyward path, the seraph's road,

That led thee back from man to God,
Casa Wappyl

Yet 'tis sweet balm to our despair.

Fond, fairest boy,

That heaven is God*s, and thou art there.

With him in joy:

There past are death and all its woes,
There beauty's stream for ever flows,

And pleasure's day no sunset knows,
Casa Wappy 1

Farewell, then—for a while, farewell

—

Pride of my heart!

It cannot be that long we dwell,

Thus torn apart

:

Time's shadows like the shuttle flee:

And, dark howe'er life's night may he^

Beyond the grave I'll meet with thee,

Casa Wappy!

Toi Years Ago.

[By Alaric A. Watts.]

That time is past.

And all its aching joys are now no more,
And all its dizzy raptures ! Not for this

Faint I, nor mourn, nor murmur. Other gifts

Have followed for such loss, I would believe.

Abundant recompense.— Wordsicorth.

Ten years ago, ten years ago,

Life was to us a fairy scene
;

And the keen blasts of worldly wo
Had seared not then its pathway green.

Youth and its thousand dreams were ours,

Feelings we ne'er can know again ;

Unwithered hopes, unwasted powers.

And frames unworn by mortal pain

:

Such was the bright and genial fluw

Of life with us—ten years ago !

Time has not blanched a single hair

That clusters round thy forehead now;
Nor hath the cankering touch of care

Left even one furrow on thy brow.

Thine eyes are blue as when we met,

In love's deep truth, in earlier years;

Thy cheek of rose is blooming yet.

Though sometimes stained by secret tears;

But where, oh ! wliere's the spirit's glow,

That shone through all— ten years ago !

I, too, am changed—I scarce know why

—

Can feel each flagging pulse decay ;

And yo'uh and health, and visions high.

Melt like a wreath of snow away
;

Time cannot sure have wrought the ill

;

Though worn in this world's sickening strife,

In soul and form, I linger still

In the first summer month of life;

Yet jouniey on my path below.

Oh ! how unlike—ten years ago

!

But look not thu.s : I would not give

The wreck of hopes that thou must share,

To bid those joyous hours revive

M'hen all around me seemed so fair.

We've wandered on in sunny weather,

When winds were low, and flowers in bloom.

And hand in band have kept together.

And still will keep, 'mid atorin and gloom;

Endeared by ties we could not know
When life was young—ten years ago I
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Has fortune frowned ! Her frowns were Tain,

For hearts like ours she eouUl not chill

;

Have frieiuU provcil fiilse ? Their love might wane,
Rut ouifi grew fonrler, firmer still.

Twin barks on tliis world's chunging wave,

Steadfast in eahns, in tempests tried

;

In concert still our fate we'll brave,

Together clenve lifuV fitful tide
;

Nor mcturn, whatever win<is may blow,

Youth's first wild dreams—ten years ago !

Have we not knelt beside his bed,

And watched our first-bom blossom diet

Hoped, till the shade of hope had tied.

Then wept till feeling's fount was dry?
Was it not sweet, in that dark hour.

To think, 'mid mutual tears and sighs,

Our bud had left its earthly bower.

And burst to bloom in Paradise I

What to the thought that soothed that wo
Were heartless joys—ten years ago I

Yes, it is sweet, when heaven is bright,

To share its sunny beams with thee

;

But sweeter far, 'mid clouds and blight,

To have thee near to weep with me.
Then dry those tears—though something changed

From what we were in earlier youth,

Time, that hath hopes and friends estranged,

Hath left us love in all its truth

;

Sweet feelings we would not forego

For life's best joys—ten years ago.

My Mot?ter*3 Grave,

[By Thomas Aird.]

rise and sit in soft attire,

Wait but to know my souTs desire!

I'd call thee back to days of strife,

To *vrap my soul around thy life!

Ask thou this heart for monument,
And mine shall be a large content.

A crown of brightest stars to thee I

How did thy spirit wait for me,
And nurse thy waning light, in faith.

That I would stand 'twixt thee and death;
Then tany on thy bowing shore.

Till I have asked thy sorrows o'er.

1 came not—and I cry to save

Thy life from out the oblivious grave,

One fl^y
; that I may well declare.

How I have thought of all thy care,

And love thee more than I have done
;

And make thy day with gladness run,

I'd tell thee where my youth hath been ;

Of perils past—of glories seen :

I'd speak of uU my youth hath done

—

And ask of things, to choose and shun
;

And smile at all thy needless fears,

But how before thy solemn tears.

Come, walk with me, and see fair earth,

The ways of men, and join their mirth !

Sleep on—for mirth is now a jest

;

Nor dare I call thee from thy rest

;

Well hast thou done thy worldly task
;

Thy mouth hath nought of me to ask !

Men wonder till I pass away

—

They think not but of useless clay:

Alas! for ago, this memorj*!
But I have other thoughts of thee;
And I would wade thy dusty grave,

To kias the head I cannot save.

life and power! that I might see

Thy visiigc swelling to be free!

Come near, O burst that earthly cloud,

And meet my visage Imvly bowed.
Alas !— in corded stiiTness pent.

Darkly I guess thy lineament.

1 might have lived, and thou on earth,

Aiid been to tht-e like stranger's birth

—

Tliou feeble thing of eld! but gone,
I feel us in the world alone.

The wind that lifts the streaming tree

—

The skies seem cold, and new to me.

I feel a hand untwist the chain.

Of mother's love, with strange cold pain
From round my heart : this bosom's bare.

And less than wonted life is there-

O, well may flow these tears of strife.

O'er broken fountains of my life

;

Because my life of thee was part,

And decked with blood-drops of thy heart

:

I was the channel of thy love.

Where more than half thy soul did move

:

How strange, yet just o'er me thy claim,

Thou aged head ! my life and name.

Because I know there is not one
To think of me as thou hast done
From morn till starlight, year by year:

From me thy smile repaid thy tear;

And fears for me—and no reproof.

When ouce I dared to stand aloof.

My punishment—that I was far

When God unloosed thy weary star:

My name was in thy faintest breath,

And I was in thy dream of death :

And well I know what raised thy head.

When came the mourner's muffled tread.

Alas ! I cannot tell thee now,
I could not come to bind thy brow

:

And wealth is late, nor aught I've won.
Were worth to hear thee call thy son,

In that dark hour when bands remove,
And none are named but names of love.

Alas for me ! that hour is old.

My hands, for this, shall miss their hold :

For thee—no spring, nor silver rain

I.^nbutton thy dark grave again.

No sparrow on the sunny thatch

Shall chirp for thee her lonely watch.

Yet, sweet thy rest from mortal strife,

And cruel cares that spanned thy life!

Turn to thy God—and blame thy son—
To give thee more than I have done.

Thou God, with joy beyond all yeara.

Fill high the channels of her tears.

Thou carest not now for soft attire.

Vet wilt thou bear my last desire
;

For earth I dare not call thee more

;

But speak from otfthy awful shore

—

ask this heart for monument,
And mine shall be a large content.

The Death of the Warrior King,

[By Charles Swain.]

There are noble heads bowed down and pale,

Deep sounds of wo arise,

And tears flow fast around the couch

Where a wounded warrior lies
;
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The Ime of death is pithering dark

I'jK.ii his lofty brow,

Aii-1 the arm uf iMi;;ht and valour falls,

VN'eak as an infant's now.

I saw him *iniJ the battling bouts,

Like a bri^'ht ari'I leadinjr star,

Where baiiner, hulin, and falchion gleamed,

And Hew the bolts of war.

AVhcn, in his plenitude of power

He trod the Holy Land,

I Raw the routed Saracens

Flee from his blood-dark brand*

I saw him in the banquet hour
Forsake the festive throng.

To seek his favourite minstrel's haunt,

And !.:ive his soul to song
;

F'T dearly as he loved renown,

He loved that spell-wrought strain

Which bade the brave of perished days

Light conquest's torcb again.

Then seenieil the bard to cope with Time,

And triumph o'er his doom

—

Another world in freshness burst

Oblivion's mighty tomb!

Again the hardy Rritons rushed

Like lions to the fight,

While horse and foot— helm, shield, and lance,

Swept by his visioned sight!

But battle shout and waving plume.
The drum's heart-stirring beat,

The glittering poniji of prosperous war.

The rush of million feet,

The magic nf the minstrel's song,

Which told of victories o'er,

Are sights and sounds the dying king
Shall see—shall hear no more !

It was the hour of deep midnight,

In the dim and quiet sky,

When, with sable cloak and 'broidered pall,

A funeral train swept by
;

Dull and sad fell tlie torches* glare

On many a stately crest

—

They bore the noble warrior king
To his last dark home of rest.

The Convict Ship.

[By T. K. Hervey.]

Mom on the waters ! and, purple and bright.

Bursts on the billows the flushing of light
;

O'er the glad waves, like a child of the sun.

See the tall vessel goes gallantly on
;

Full to the breeze she unbosoms her sail.

And her pennon streams onward, like hope, in the gale
;

The winds come around her, in murmur and song,

And the surges rejoice as they bear her along:

See ! she looks up to the golden-edged clouds.

And the sailor sings gaily aloft in the shrouds:
Onward she glides, amid ripple and spray.

Over the waters—away, and away !

Bright as the visions of youth, ere they part,

Passing away, like a dream of the heart

!

Who—as the beautiful pageant sweeps by,

Music arouiicl her, and sunshine on high

—

Piiuses to think, amid glitter and glow,

Oh ! there be hearts that are breaking belowl

Night on the waves!—and the moon is on high.

Hung, like a gem, on the brow of the sky,

Tre;iding its depths in the jiower of her might,

And turning tho clouds, as they pass her, to light

!

Look to the waters !— asleep on their breaHt,

Seems not the ship like an island of rest \

Bright and alone on the shadowy main.
Like a heart-cherished home on some desolate plain !

Who—as she smiles in the silvery light,

Spreading her wings on the bosom of night,

Alone on the deep, as the moon in the sky,
A phantom of beauty—could deem with a sigh,

That so lovely a thing is the mansion of sin,

And that souls that are smitten lie bursting within!
Who, as he watches her silently gliding,
Remembers that wave after wave is dividing
Bosoms that sorrow and guilt could not sever,

Hearts which are parted and broken for ever!
Or deems that he watches, afloat on the wave,
The deathbed of hope, or the young spirit's graTe?

'Tis thus with our life, while it passes along.
Like a vessel at sea, amidst sunshine and song!
TJaily we glide, in the gaze of the world.

With streamers afloat, and with canvass unfurled ;

All gladness and glory, to wandering eyes,

Yet chartered by sorrow, and freighted with sighs;
Fading and false is the aspect it wears,

As the smiles we put on, just to cover our tears ;

And the withering thoughts which the world cannot
know.

Like heart-broken exiles, lie burning below
;

Whilst the vessel drives on to that desolate shore,

Where the dreams of our childhood are vanished and

Prayer,

[By W. Beckford, author of ' Vflthek.*]

Like the low murmur of the secret stream,

Which through dark alders winds its shaded way.
My suppliant voice is heard : Ah I do not deem
That on vain toys 1 throw my hours away.

In the recesses of the forest vale,

On the wild mountain, on the verdant sod,

W'here the fresh breezes of the morn prevail,

I wander lonely, communing with God.

WTien the faint sickness of a wounded heart

Creeps in cold shudderings through my sinking

frame,

I turn to thee—that hoh' peace impart,

Which soothes the invokers of thy awful name!

all-pervading Spirit ! saered beam !

Parent of life and light ! Ktenial Power !

Grant me tlirough obvious clouds one transient

Of thy bright essence in my dying hour

!

rlcam

SonTiet vyritten on the Burial-ground of his Ancestors.

[Ity Walter Paterson.]

Never, never on this sacred ground
Can I let fall my eye, but it will gaze.

As if no power again its beam could raise,

To look on aught above, or all around
;

And aye upon the greenest, oldest mound.
That lies on those who lived in earliest days.

To me the most unknown, it most delays,

With strongest spell of strange <'iM'haiitment bound.

Sure not for those whom 1 did never know
Can I let full so big and sad a tear.

No, *tis the foretaste of a future wo

;

The oldest grave receives the soonest bier:

It is not for the dead my tears do flow.

But for the living that must soon lie here.
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Ode on lAe DiJx of Wellington, 1814.

[By John Wilson Croker.}

Victor of As^avf'j* orient plain,

Victor of all the ticKl.s of Jipain,

Victor of France's despot reign,

Tliv task of ;lorv done !

Welcome! from dan^ere greatly dared
;

From triuinpliH with the vanquished shared;
Fnnn nations saved, and nations spared;
Uncouquered Wellington!

Unconqucred ! yet thy honours claim
A nobler than a conqueror^ name

:

At the red wreaths of guilty fume
Thy generous soul had blushed :

The blood—the tears the world has shed

—

The thrtings of mourners—piles of dead

—

The grief—the guilt—are on his head,
The tyrant thou hast crushed.

Thine vrns the sword which Justice draws ;

Thine was the pure and generous cause.
Of holy rites anil human laws.

The impious thrall to burst

;

And thou uast destined for thy parti
The noblest mind, the firmest heart

—

Artless—but in the warrior's art—

•

And in that art the first.

And we, who in the eastern skies

Beheld thy sun of glory rise.

Still follow with exulting eyes

His proud meridian height.

Late, on thy grateful ciiuntry's breast.

Late may that sun descend to rest,

Beaming through all the golden west
The memory of his light.

[The Xovembcr Fog of Lfmdon.'\

[By Ilenrj- Luttrel.}

First, at the dawn of lingering day.
It rises of an ashy gray

;

Then deepening with a sordid stain
Of yellow, like a lion's nianc.

Vapour importunate and dense.

It wars at once with every sense.

The ears escape not. All around
Returns a dull unwonted sound.
Loath to stand still, afraid to stir,

The chilled and puzzled pajisenger,

Ofl blundering from the pavement, fails

To feel his v^y along the rails
;

Or at the crossings, in the rv»U

Of every carriage dreads the pole.

Scarce an eclipse, with pall so dun.
Blots from the face of heaven the sun.
But soon a thicker, darker cloak
Wraps all the town, behold, in smoke.
Which steam-conjpelling trade disgorges
From all her furnaces and forges

In pitchy clouds, too dense to rise,

Descends rejected from the skies
;

Till struggling day, extinguished quite.
At noon gives place to candle-light.

Chemistry, attractive maid.
Descend, in pity, to our aid :

Come with tliy all-pervading gases.
Thy crucibles, retorts, and glasses.

Thy fearful energies and wonders.
Thy dazzling lights and mimic thundei«

;

Let Carbon in thy train be seen.

Dark .^zote and fair Oxygen,
And ^^'o!laston and Davy guide
The car that bears thee at thy side.

If any power can, any how.
Abate these nuisances, 'tis thou;
And sec, to aid thee in the blow,
The bill of Michael .\ngelo

;

join (success a thing of course is)

Thy heavenly to his mortal forces;
Make all chimneys cliew the cud
Like hungry cows, as chimneys should I

And since 'tis only smoke we draw
Within our lungs at common law.
Into their thirsty tubes be sent
Fresh air, by act of parliament.

In this period many translations from classic and
foreign i>oets have appeared, at the head iif which
stands tlie version of banfe by the Hev. II. F. Caky—universally acknowledged to be nne of the most
felicitous attempts ever made to transfuse the spirit
and conceptions of a great poet into a foreign tongue.
The third edition of this translation was ]inblislied

in 1831. Versicms of Homer, the Georgics of Vir-
gil, and the Oberon of the German poet Wieland, have
been published by William Sotheby. whose original
poems have already been noticed. The comedies of
Aristophanes have been well transl.ated, with all their
quaint drollery and s.ircasm, by JIr Mitchell, lute
fellow of Sidney-Sussex college, Cambridge. Lord
Strangford \\as given translations from the Portu-
guese poet Canioens ; and Dr Joh.n Bovvring, speci-
mens of Hussiiin, Dutch, ancient Spanish, Polish,
Servian, and Hungarian poetry. A good translation
of Tasso has been given by J. 11. Wiffen. and of
Ariosto by Mr Stewart Rose. Lord Francis
Egerton, Mr Blackik, and others, have translated
the Faust of Goethe; and the general cultivation of
the German language in England has led to the
translation of various imaginative and critic;il Ger-
man works in prose. Mr .J. G. Lockhart's trans-
lation of Spanish ballads has enriched our lyrical
poetry with some romantic songs. The ballads of
Spain, like those of Scotland, are eminently national
in character and feeling, and bear testimony to the
strong passions and chivalrous imagination of her
once high-spirittd people.

SCOTTISH POETS.

ROBERT BURNS.

After the publication of Fergusson's poems, in a
collected shajie, in 1773, there was an interval of
alxiut thirteen years, during which no writer of
eminence arose in Scotland who attempted to excel
in the native language of the country. The in-
tellectu.al taste of the capital ran strongly in favour
of metaphysical and critical studies ; but the Doric
muse was still heard in the runU districts linked to
some popular air, some local occurrence or favourite
spot, and was nmch cherished by the lower and
middling classes of the people. In the summer
of KSf), lioBERT Burns, the Shakspeare of Scot-
land, issued his first volume from the obscure
press of Kiluiarnock. and its influence was imme-
diately felt, anil is still operating on the whole im.a-
ginative literature of the kingdom.* Burns was

* The ed'tion consisted of 600 copies. A second was pub-
lished in EJInbiirRli in April !7R7, no less than 2I1U0 copies
being subscribed for by I.^N) individuals. After his unexam-
pled popularity in Edinburph. nurns took the farm of Ellis-

land, near Dumfries, married his 'bonny Jean,' and entered
upon his new oeeupation at AMiitsnnday \~Vii, Ue had obtained
an appointment as an exciseman, but the duties of this oflice,

and his own convivial habits, interfered with hi., nianagenient
of the farm, and he wasjcljid to abandon it. In 17!tl he removed
to the town of Dumfries, subsisting entirely on his situation in
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then in his twenty-seventh year, having lieen horn

in the parish of AlU)way, near Ayr, on the 2'>tli of

January 17.'i9. His father was a poor farmer, a

man of sterling wortli and intelligence, who pave
his son wliiit eihii'ation he conlil afford. The whole,

however, was hut a small foundation on which to

erect the miracles of genius ! Robert was taught

Robert Bums.

English well, and ' by the time he was ten or eleven
years of age, he was a critic in substantives, verbs,

and particles.' He was also taught to write, liad

a fortnight's French, and was one summer-quarter
at land-surveying. He had a few books, among
which were the Spectator, Pope's Works, Allan Ram-
say, and a collection of English songs. Subsequently
(about his twenty-third year) his reading was en-

larged with the important addition of Thomson, Shen-
stone, Sterne, and Mackenzie. Other standard works
soon followed. As the advantages of a liberal edu-
cation were not within his reach, it is scarcely to be
regretted that his library was at first so small. What
books he had, he read and studied thoroughly

—

his attention was not distracted by a multitude of
volumes—and his mind grew up with original and
robust vigour. It is impossible to contemplate the
life of Burns at this time, without a strong feeling

of affectionate .admiration and respect. His manly
integrity of cluiracter (which, as a peasant, lie

guarded with jealous dignity), and his warm and
true heart, elevate him, in our conceptions, almost
as much as the native force and beauty of his poetry.

the excise, which yielded L.70 per annum. Here he published,
in 1793, a third edition of his poems, with the addition of Tarn
o* Shanter, and other pieces composed at EUinland. Ho died

at Dumfries on the 21st of July 1796. afied thirty-seven years
and about six months. The story of his life is so well knoM n.

that even this brief htatcment of dates seems unnecessary. In
1738 a fourth edition of his works was published in Edinbursh.
Two years afterwards, in IWO, appeared the valuable and com-
plete edition of Dr Currie, in four volumes, containinir the cor-

respondence of the pnct, and a number of soncs, contributed to

Johnson's Scots Musical Miisevmi, and Thomson's .Select

Scottish Melodies. The editions of Bums since UH)0 could
with difliculty bo nscertained ; tliey were reckoned a few
years aRo at about a hundred. His jioems circulate in every

shape, and have not yet ' gathered all their fame.'

We see liiin in the veriest sliades of obscurity toiling,

when a mere youth, 'like a galley-slave,' to support
his virtuous parents ami their household, yet grasp-
ing at every ojiportmiity of acquiring knowledge
from men and books—familiar with tiie history of
his country, and loving its very soil—worshijiping
the memory of Scotland's ancient patriots ami de-
fenders, and exploring every scene and memorial of
departed greatness—loving also the simple peasantry
around him, 'the sentiments and manners he felt

and saw in himself and his rustic compeers.' Burn-
ing with a desire to do something for old Scotland's

sake, with a heart beating with warm and generous
emotions, a strong and clear understaniiiiig, and a
spirit abhorring all meanness, insincerity, and op-
pression. Burns, in his early days, might have fur-

nislied the subject for a great and instructive moral
poem. The true elements of poetry were in his

life, as in his writings. The wild stirrings of his

ambition (which he so nobly compared to the 'blind

gropings of Homer's Cyclops round the walls of his

cave'), the precocious maturity of his passions and
his intellect, his manly frame, that led him to fear

no competitor at the plough, and his exquisite sen-

sibility and tenderness, that made him weep over even
the destruction of a daisy's flower or a mouse's nest,

these arc all moral contrasts and blendings that

seem to belong to the spirit of romantic poetry. His
writings, as we now know, were but the fragments
of a great mind—the hasty outpourings of a full

heart and intellect. After he had become the fashion-

able wonder and idol of his day—soon to be cast into

cold neglect and poverty !—some errors and frailties

threw a shade on the noble and affecting image, but
its higher lineaments were never destroyed. The
column was defaced, not broken ; and now that the

mists of prejudice have cleared away, its just pro-

portions and e.xalted symmetry are recognised with
pride and gratitude by his admiring countrymen.
Burns came as a potent auxiliary or fellow.worker

with Cowper, in bringing poetry into the channels of

truth and nature. There were only two years between

the Task and the Cotter's Saturrla;/ Night. No
poetry was ever more instantaneously or univer-

sally popular among a people than that of Bums in

Scotland. It seemed as if a new realm had been

added to the dominions of the British muse—a new
and glorious creation, fresh from the band of nature.

There w-as the humour of Smollett, the pathos and
tenderness of Sterne or Richardson, the real life of

Fielding, and the description of Thomson—all united

in delineations of Scottish manners and scenery by

an Ayrshire ploughman I The volume contained

matter for all minds—for the lively and sarcastic, the

wild and the thoughtful, the poetical enthusiast and

the man of the world. So eagerly was the book

sought after, that, where copies of it cinild not be

obtained, many of the poems were transcritwd and

sent round in manuscript among admiring circles.

The subsequent productions of the poet did not

materially affect the estimate of his powers formed

from his first volume. His life was at once too idle

and too busy for continuous study; and, ala^! it was
too brief for the full maturity and development

of his talents. Where the intellect predominates

equally with the imagination (and this was the case

with Burns), increase of years generally add.s to the

strength and variety of the poet's powers ; and we
have no doubt that, in ordinary circumstances.

Hums, like Dryden, would have improved with

age, and added' greatly to his fame, had he not

fallen at so early a period, before his imagina-

tion could be enriched with the riper fruits of

knowledge and experience. He meditated a na-

tional drama: but we might have looked with more
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Cxinfiiluiu't? for rt series i>f tales like Turn (/ SfninUr^

which (with the ele|:y on (.'iil^tiiin Matthew Hen-
derson, one of tile niost hi;;hly tinished nml most

precious of his works) wa-* proihiee.l in his hafipy

resilience at Kllislaml. Above two liundiud suii{;s

Burns's Ilouso, Dumfries.

were, however, thrown off by Bnrns in his latter

years, anil they enibraeed poetry of all kinds. Mr
Moore became a writer of lyrics, as be informs his

readers, that he niiplit express what nnisie conveyed
to himself. Burns had little or no teehnieal know-
ledge of music. Whatever pleasure he derived from

it, was the result of ])ersonal associations— the words

to which airs were adapted, or the locality with

which they were connectetL His whole soul, how-
ever, was full of tlie finest harmony. So quick and
ffenial were his sympathies, that he was easily stirred

into lyrical melody by whatever was good and beau-

tiful in nature. Ni)t a bird sang in a bush, nor a

burn glanced in the sun, but it was eloquence and
music to his ear. lie fell in love with every fine

female face he saw; and thus kindled up, his feel-

ings took the shape of song, and the words fell as

naturally into their places as if prompted by the

most perfect knowledge of music. The inward
melody needed no artificial accompaniment. An
attempt at a longer poem would have chilled his

ardour ; but a song embodying some oni> leading

idea, some burst of passion, love, patriotism, or

humour, was exactly suited to the impulsive nature

of Burns's genius, anri t(j his situation and circum-
stances. His command of language and imagery,

always the most appropriate, musical, and graceful,

was a greater marvel than the creations of a Handel
or Mozart. The .Scottish poet, however, knew many
old airs—still more old ballads; ;md a few bars of

the music, or a line of the words, served as a key-

note to his suggestive fancy. He improved nearly

all he touched. The arch humour, gaiety, sim-

plicity, and genuine feeling of his original songs,

will be felt as long as ' rivers roil and woods are

green.' They breathe the natural character and
spirit of the country, and must be coeval witli it in

existence. Wherever the words are chanted, a pic-

ture is i)resented to tlie mind; and whetlier tlie tone

be phiintive and sad, or joyous and exciting, one

overpowc-ring feeling takes possession of the ima-
ginati<in. 'I'he siisceiitibility of the poet inspired
him with real emotions and jiassion, and his genius
repn>duced them with the glowing warmth and
truth i»f nature.

' Tarn o' Shanter* is usually considered to be
Burns's inas;ei|iiei'e: it was so consi.iered by him-
self, anil the judgment has been contirmed by'Camp-
hell, Wilson, Montgomery, and almost every critic
It displays more various jiowers than any of his
other pnuhK'tions, beginning with low ccmiic humour
anil Bacchanalian revelry (tlie dramatic scene at the
commencement is unique, even in Burns), and rang-
ing throngh the v:irious styles of the descriptive,
the terrible, the supernatural, and tlie ludicrous.
The originality of some of the phrases and senti-
ments, as

Kings niay be blest, but Tam was glorious

—

O'er a' the ills of life victorious !

the felicity of some of the similes, and the elastic

force and springiness of the versification, must also

be considered as aiding in the efi'ect. The poem
reads as if it were composed in one transport of in-

spiration, l>efore the bard had time to cool or to
slacken in his fervour; and such we know was
actually the case. Next to this ininiit:ible ' tale of
truth' in originality, and in happy grouping of
images, both familiar and awful, we should be dis-

posed to rank the Aihfrfss tn the Veil. The poet
adopted the common sujierstitions of the peasantry
as to the attributes of Satan ; but though his Address
is mainly ludicrous, he intersperses p.assages of the
highest beauty, and blends a feeling of tenderness
and compunction with his objurgation of the Evil

One. The efi'ect of contrast was never more happily
displayed than in the conception of such a being
straying in lonely glens and rustling among trees

—

in the familiarity of sly humour with which the
poet lectures so awful and mysterious a jiersonage

(who had, as he says, almost overturned the infant

world, and ruined all); and in that strange and in-

imitable outbreak of sympathy in which a hope is

expressed for the salvation, and pity for the fate,

even of Sat.an himself—

But fare you weel, ftuld Nickie-hen !

Oh ! wad ye tak a thought and men'

!

Ye aiblins might— I dinna ken

—

Still hae a stake ;

I'm wae to think upo' yon den.

Even for your sake

!

The Jnlhj Bcijgarx is another strikingly original

production. It is the most dramatic of his w-orks,

and the characters are all finely sustained. Of the

Cotter's Saturday Night, the Mountain Dai.sy, or the

Mouse's Nest, it would be idle to attempt any
eulogy. In these Burns is seen in his fairest colours

—not with all his strength, but in his happiest and
most heartfelt inspiration—his brightest sunshine

and his tenderest tears. The workmanship of these

leading poems is equal to the value of the materials.

The peculiar dialect of Burns being a composite of
Scotch itiid English, which he varied at will (the
Scotch being generally reserved for the comic .and

tender, and the English for the serious and lofty),

his diction is remarkably rich and copious. No poet

is more picturesque in expression. This was the

result equally of accurate observation, careful study,

and strong feeling. His energy and truth stamp the

highest value on his writings. He is as literal as

Cowper. The banks of the Doon arc described as

faithfully as those of the Ouse ; and his views of

human life and manners are as real and as finely

moralised. His range of subjects, however, was
481
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infiiiiU'Iy more diversified, inoludinp: a varied and
ronumtic Undseapc, the custoiiia and 8U|)erstitions

of his country, the delights of good feilowsliip and
boon soeiety, the asjiirations of youthful ambition,

and, above all, tlie emotions of love, whieh he de-

picted with such mingled fervour and delicacy.

This ecstacy of passion was unknown to the author

of the Task. Nor could the latter have conceived

anything so truly poetical as the image of Coila,

the tutelar genius and inspirer of the peasant youth

in his clay-built Imt, where liis heart and fancy

overtlowed with love and poetry. Cowper read and
appreciated Burns, and we can picture liis astfinish-

ment and delij-ht on perusing such strains as Cuila's

address :

—

* With future hope T oft would gaze

Fond on thy little early wayw.

Thy rudely camlletl, chiming phrase,

In uncouth rhyniee,

Fired at the simple, artless lays,

Of other times.

I saw thee seek the sounding shore,

Delighted with the da.-hing roar;

Or when the !iorth his fleecy store

Drove through the sky,

I saw grim nature'-* vi*age hoar

Strike thy young eye.

Or when the deep green-mantled earth

Warm cherished ever\' flowret's birth,

And joy and music pouring forth

In every grove,

I saw thee eye the general mirth
With boundless love.

When ripened fields and aznare skies,

Called fdrth the reapers' rustling noise,

I saw thee leave their evening joys,

And lonely stalk,

To vent thy bosom's swelling rise

In pensive walk.

When youthful love, warm-blushing, strong,

Keen-shivering shot thy nerves along,

Those accents, grateful to thy tongue,

The adored Name,
I taught thee how to pour in song,

To soothe thy flame.

I saw thy pulse's maddening play,

Wild send thee pleasure's devious way.
Misled by Fancy's meteor-ray.

By jassion driven
;

But yet the liglit that led astray

Was light from Heaven.

I taught thy manners-painting strains,

The loves, the ways of simple swains.

Till now, o'er all my wide domains
Thy fame extends

;

And some, the pride of Coila's plains.

Become thy friends.

Thou canst not learn, nor can I show.
To paint with Tliomson's landscape glow

;

Or wake the bosom-melting throe.

With Shenstone's art;

Or pour, with Gray, the moving flow

Warm on the heart.

\y^" \
iTet, al7»l)eneath the unrivalled rose,

The lowlN daisy sweetly blows;
Though i Tgc the forest's monarch throws

) His aru)y shade.

Yet rr.^n the juicy hawthorn grows

\
Adowu the glade.

Then never murnmr nor repine ;

Strive in thy humble sphere to shine;
And trust me, not Potosi*8 mine,

Nor king's regard,

Can give a bliss o'ermatching thine,

A rustic bard.

To give my counsels all in one—
Thy tuneful flame still careful fan;
Preserve the dignity of man,

With soul erect

;

And trust, the nniversal plan

Will all protect.

And wear thou this*—she solemn said,

And bound the holly round niy head:
The polished leave*;, and berries red,

Did rustling play ;

And, like a pas^iing thought, she fled

In light away.

Burns never could have improved upon the grace
and tenderness of this romantic vision—the finest

revelation ever made of the hope and ambition of a
youthful poet. Greater strength, however, he un-
doubtedly acquired with the experience of manhood.
His Tam o* ^lianter, and Bruce's Address, are the
result of matured powers; and his stmgs evince a
conscious mastery of the art and materials of com-
position. His Vision uf Lil)erty at Lincluden is a
great and splendid fragment- The reflective spirit

evinced in his early epistles is found, in his Lines
Written in Friars' Carse Hermitage, to have settled

into a deep vein of moral philosophy, clear and
true as the lines of Swift, and informed with a
higher wisdom. It cannot be said that Burns abso-
lutely fails in any kind of conipositiDn, except in his

epigrams; these arc coarse witliout being pointed
or entertaining. Nature, wliich had lavished on him
such powers of humour, denied him wit

In reviewing the intellectual career of the poet,

his correspondence nmst not be overlooked. His
prose style w;is more ambitious than that of his

poetry. In the latter he followed the dictates of
nature, warm from the heart, whereas in his letters

he aimed at bejug sentimental, peculiar, and striking;

and simplicity' was sometimes sacrificed for eflect.

As Jolinson considered conversation to be an intel-

lectual arena, wherein every man was bound to do
his best. Burns seems to have regarded letter-writing

in much the same ligiit. and to have e<insidered it

necessary at times to displi}* all his acquisitions to

amuse, gratify, or astunitUi his patronising corre-

spondents. Ci'iisiiierahle deductions must, therefore,

be made from bis published correspondence, whether
regarded as an index to liis feelings and situation,

or as models of the epistolary style. In suhject, he
adapted himself too much to the character and tastes

of the person lie w;u! addressing, and in str^le, he was
led away by a luve <if display, A tinge of pedantry
and assumption, and of reckless bravado, was thus
at times superinduced upon the manly and thought-
ful simplicity of his natural character, which sits as

awkwardly upon it as the intrusion of Jove or

Danae into the runJ songs of Allan Kamsay.*

* The scraps of French in bis letters to Dr Monro, Mrs
Riddell, A:c. have an unpleasant offoct, ' If he had an nffccta-

tiou in an>lhiiip,' sjiys Dupald St*;\vart, * it wa« in introducing

occaainuJilly [in conversation] a word or phrase from that

language' Campbell makes a mtmilar statement, and relates

tlio following anecdttte :—* One i)f hi8 friends, «ho carried hira

into the company of n French lady, remarked, w'th surpriw,

tliat ho attempted to converge with her in her own tongue.

Their French, however, was nmtually iinintelligihle. As far

as Burns could make hinis._If understood, he unfortunately

offended tho foreign lady. lie meant to tell bcr that she w-u a
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Burns's icttcrs, lunvuver. are valuable as memorials

of his tempfniiufnt aiul );^'nius. He wiw ofu.Mi dis-

tinct, foreible. and liappy in expression—ritli in

sullies of inmi;inatiiin ami (im-tifal fi-elin^f—at times

deeply p;itlK'tic and impressive. He lifts the veil

from tlie miseries of his latter days with a hand
strn^'^llnj; iK-twixt ]»ride ami a broken spirit IIis

antabio^'ra|diy, addnssed to 1 )r Monrc*. written when
his mind was salit'tit mid vij^oions, is as remarkablu

for its liteniry talent as for its modest independence

and clear jtidtrinent; and tlie letters to Mrs Dunlnp
(in wlu>m he had entire' e>>nfiden('e, and wli*tse lady-

like manners and liii^h principle rebuked his wilder

spirit) are all characterised by sincurity and ele-

gance. One beautifnl letter to this huly we are

tempted to copy : it is poptical in the hijjhest deijree,

and touches with exquisite taste on the mysterious

union iK'tween external nature and the sympaliiies

and emotiuiis of the human frame :

—

• ELLtF;LAND, AVtr-I'fdr-Ai.v Affiriiintj, 17JW.

This, dear madam, is a morning: of wishes, and
would to God tinit I came under tlie apostle James's
description!—/Ac prar/er of' a riy/iU-uus man acaiftth

much. In that case, maihirn, you should weh'ome
in a year full of blessin^js : everything that obstructs

or disturbs tranquillity arwl self enjtiyinent should

be removed, and every pleasure that frail humanity
can taste should be yours. I own myself so little a

Presbyterian, that I approve of set times and sea-

sons of more than ordinary acts of dcvorion, for

breakiner in on that habituated routine of life and
thouf.'fit which is so apt to reduce our existence tr)

a kind of instinct, or even sometimes, and with

some minds, to a state very little better thau mere
machinery.

This day, the first Sunday of May, a breezy,

blue-skied noon some time about tlie be^inninu, and

a hoary morning and calm sunny day about tlie end

of autumn ; these, time out of mind, have been with

me a kind of holiday.

I believe I owe this to that glorious paper in the

charming person, and deliKhlful in conversation, but expros'^cd

hinificif 80 as to appear to her to mean that slie was fond of

Speaking : to whicli the Oallie dame indiirnnntty rephed, that it

was quite fw cimunnn for poets to be impertinent as for wr>nien

to be lofiuacious.' Ttie friend whn introduced Hums on this

occabitm land who herself related the anecdote tn Mr Camp-
bell) was Aliss Mark'aret Oialmers, afterward9 Mis I.t-wib

Hay, who died in lit-l.'J. The wonder is, that the dihsipnted

aristocracy of the Caledonian Hunt, and the ' buckit-h tmdes-

men of Edinburgh." left any part of the original plainness and
simplicity of his manners. Yet his learned friends eaw no
change in the proud belf-sustained and eel f-mca--.uring poet.

He kept his ground, and he asked no more. * A somewhat
clearer knowledge of men's affairs, scarcely of their charHc-
ters.' says the quaint but true and searching Thomas Carl\ lo,

* this winter in Edinburgh did afford him ; but a sharper feel-

ing of Fortime's unequal arrangements in their noeial destiny

it also left with bim. lie had seen the gay and gorneous

arena, in which the powerful are bom to play their piirts •

nay, had himself stiKid in the midst of it; aud he felt more
bitterly than ever that here he w.-xs but a liH»ker-on, and had
no part or lot in that splendid game. From this time a jealous

indignant fearnf social degradation takes [lossession of him;
and perverts, so far as aught could pervert, his pri%'ate con-

tentment, and his feelings towards his richer fellows. It was

dear to Burns that he had talent enough tu make a fortune,

or a hundred fortunes, could he but have rightly willed this.

It was clear also that he willed something far different, and
therefore could not make one. Unhappy it wa« that he had
not power to choose the one and reject the other, but niunt

halt for ever between two opinions, two objects ; making ham-
pered advancement towards cither. Hut so it is with many
men: '* we long for the nieichandisc, yet would fain ketp the

price;" and bo stand chaff_Ting with Pate, in vexatious alter-

cation, tUl the Qight come, and our fair ia over .'*

Spectator— the Vision of Mir/a—a piece that struek
my younjr fancy before I was capable of fixiiip an
iilea to a word of three syllables: "On the .Tth day
of tile moon, which, acoordin^? X\\ the custom of my
forefitbers, I always keep holy, after havinj; washell
myself, and oHered up my nntruinj; devotiims, I

ascended the hiirli bill of Ija^dat, in order to pass
the rest of t!ie day in nieditatinii ami prayer."
We know nothin-:. or next to nothioK. of the

substance or structure of our souls, so camiot ac-
count for those seemin;; caprices in them, that one
shouhl be particularly pleased with this thintr, or
struck with that, whicli, on minds of a different
east, makes no extraordinary impression. I Iiave
some favourite lowers in spring', among which are
the mountain-daisy, tlie harebt-Il, tlie foxglove, the
wild-brier rose, the budding birch, ami the hoary
hawthorn, that I view and hantr over with parti-

cular delight. I never hear the loud, solitary whistle

of tiie curlew iu a summer noon, or the wild mixing'
cadence of a tnKip of t;ray plovers in an autumnal
Tnorning, witlioiit feeling; an elevation of snul hke
the enrhusiasni of devotion or poetry. Tell me, mv
dear friend, to what can this be owing^? Are we a
piece of machinery, which, like the TEolian harp,
passive, takes the impression of the passing acci-

dent? Or do these workings argue something
within us above the trodden clod? I own myself
partial to such proofs of those awful and important
realities—a God that made all things—man's imma-
terial and inunortal nature, ami a world of weal or
wo beyond death and the grave.*

To the doctrine of the immortality of the soul,

Btirns seems to have clung with fond tenacity: it

survived the wreck or confusion of his early im-
pressions, and formed the strongest and most sooth-

ing of his beliefs. In otlier respects his creed w.as

chiefly practical. * ^^'hatever mitigates tlie woes,

or increases the happiness of others.' he says, *tliis

is my criterion of goodness ; and whatever injures

society at large, or any individual in it, this is my
reason of iniquity.' The same feeling he had ex-
pressed in one of his early poems

—

But deep this truth impressed my mind,
Through all his works abroad,

The heart benevolent and kind
The must resembles Ciod.

Conjectures have been idly ftirmed as to the probable

effect which education would have had on the mind
of Ilurns. We may as well speculate on the change
which might be wrought by the engineer, the

planter, and agriculturist, in assimilating tlie wiUi

scenery of Scotland to that of England. Wlio would
wish (if it were possible), by successive graftings,

to make the birch or the pine approximate to the

oak or the elm ? Nature is various in all her works,

and has diversified genius as much as she has done
her plants and trees. In Burns we have a genuine
Scottisii poet: why sluiuld we wi^h to mar the

beautiful order and variety of nature by making
him a Dryden or a Gray? Kducation could not
have improved Burns's songs, his Tarn o' Shanter,

or any other of his great poems. He would never
have written them but for Ids situation and feelings

as a peasant—and could he have written anything
better? The whole of that world of passion and
beauty which he has laid open to us unght have
been hid for ever; and the genius which was so well

ami worthily employed in embellishing rustic life,

and adding new interest and glory tt» bis country,

woiUd only have swelled the long ]»rocession of Eng-
lish poets, stript of his originality, and bearing,

though proudly, the ensign of contiuest and sub-

mission.
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[ From Burm*8 Epiatlea.']

We'll sing auUl Coila*a plains and fells,

Her iiiunrs rcd-brown wi' heather bcljs.

Her banks and braes, lier dens and dells,

Where ^dt>riou3 Wallace
Aft bure the gree, a:- story tells,

Kiae southron billies.

At Wallace' name what Srottish blood
Hilt bniU up in a sprinij-tide flnorl

!

Oft have our feailess fathers strode

By Wallace' side,

Still pressing onward, red-wat shod.

Or glorious died !

Ob sweet are Coila's liau^^hs and woods,
^Viien liiitwhites cliant aniaiijr the buds,

Aiid jinkin* hares in amorous whids,

Their loves enjoy.

While tbron;;h the braes the cushat croods

With wailfu' cry

!

Even winter bleak has cbanns to me
When winds rave throuL'h the naked tree;

Or frosts on hills of Ochiltree

Are hoary gray :

Or blinding drifts wild furious flee,

Darkening the day \

Oh nature ! a' thy shows and forms

To feeling, pensive hearts hae charms !

Whether the summer kindly warms,
Wi' life and light,

Or winter howls in gusty storms

The lang, dark night!

The Muse, nae poet ever fand her.

Till by hlmsel he learned to wander,
Adown some trotting burn's meander,

And no think lang
;

Oh sweet, to stray and pensive ponder
A heart-fflt sang

!

Then farewell hopes o' laurel-boughs,

To garland my poetic brows!

Henceforth IT! rove where busy ploughs
Are whistling thrang.

And teach the lanely heights and howes
My rustic sang.

1*11 wander on, with tentlessheed

How never-halting moments speed,

Till fate shall snap the brittle thread;
Then, all unknown,

ITl lay me with the inglorious dead,
Forgot and gone!

But why o' death begin a tale?

Just now we're living sound and hale,

Then top and maintop crowd the sail.

Heave care o'er side !

And large before enjoyment's gale,

Let's tak the tide.

This life, sae far's I understand.
Is a' enchanted fairy land.

Where pleasure is the magic wand.
That, wielded right,

Maks hours like minutes, hand in hand,
Dance by fu' light.

The magic wand then let us wield
;

For, ance that tive-and-forty's speeled.
See, crazy, weary, joyless eild,

Wi' wrinkled face,

Comca hostin', hirplin' owre the field,

V\'i' creepin* pace.

When ance life's day draws near the gtuamin',

Tiien farewecl vacant careless roainin';

And fareweel cheerfu' tankards foaiuin*,

And Hocial noise
;

And fareweel dear, deluding woman!
The joy of joys !

Oh Life! how pleasant in thy morning,
Young Fancy's rays the hills adorning!

Cold-pausing caution's lesson scorning,

\\*e frisk away.
Like schoolboys, at the expected warning,

To joy and play.

We wander there, we wander here,

We eye the ro^e upon the brier.

Unmindful that the thorn is near.

Among the leaves!

And though the i)uny wound appear,

Short while it grieves.

To a Mountain Daisy^

On turning one down with the plough in April 1786.

Wee, moilest, crimson-tipped flower,

Thou's met me in an evil hour

;

For I maun crush aniang the stoure

Thy slender stem :

To spare thee now is past my power,

Thou bonnie gem.

Alas ! it's no thy neibor sweet,

The bonnie lark, companion meet,

Bending thee 'mang the dewy weet!

Wi' speckled breast,

When upward-springing, blithe, to greet

The purjjling east.

Cauld blew the bitter-biting north

Upon thy early, humble birth
;

Yet cheerfully thou glinted forth

Amid the storm,

Scarce reared above the parent earth

Thy tender form.

The flaunting flowers our gardens yield.

High sheltering woods and wa's maun shield :

But thou, beneath the random bield
0' clod or stane.

Adorns the histie stibble-field.

Unseen, alane.

There in thy scanty mantle clad,

'J'hy snawie bosom sun-ward spread.

Thou lifts thy unassuming head
In humble guise

;

But now the share uptears thy bed,

And low thou lies!

Such is the fate of artless maid,
Sweet flowret of the rural shade !

By love's simplicity betrayed,

And guileless trust.

Till she, like thee, all soiled, is laid

Low i' the dust.

Such is the fate of simple bard,
On lite's rough ocean luckless starred!

Unskilful he to note the card

Of prudent lore.

Till billows rage, and galea blow hard,

And whelm him o'er!

Such fate to sulfering worth is given,

Who long with wants and woes has striven,

By human pride or cunning driven

To misery's brink,

Till wrenched of every stay but Heaven,
He, ruined, sink!
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Even thou who inoum*8t the daisy's fute,

That fate is thine—no distant date ;

Stern Uuin's |tli>uj;hshare drives, elate,

Full on thy bloom,

Till crushed beneath the furrow's weight,

Shall be thy doom.

On Captain Matthew Henderson,

A gentleman who held the patent for his honoiu^ Immediately

from Almighty God.

* Should the poor be flattered V—Shakspeart,

But now his radiant course is nm

,

For Matthew's course was bright

;

Uis soul was like the glorious sud»

A matchless heavenly light

!

Oh Death ! thou tyrant fell and bloody!

The meikle devil wi' a woodie

Haurl thee hanie to his black smiddie,

O'er hurcheon hides,

And like stock-fish come o'er his studdie

Wi' thy auld sides!

He*s gane ! he's gane ! he's frae us torn,

The ae best fellow e'er was born !

Thee, Matthew, Nature's sel' shall mourn
By wood and wild.

Where, haply, Pity strays forlorn,

Frae man exiled

!

Ye hills, near neibors o' the starns,

That proudly cock your cresting cairns!

Ye clifis, the haunts of sailing yearns,!

Where echo slumbers

!

Come join, ye Nature's sturdiest bairns,

Jly wailing numbers!

Mourn, ilka grove the cushat kens!

Ye hazelly shaws and briery dens!

Ye burnies, wimpling down your glens

Wi' toddlin' din.

Or foaming Strang, wi' hasty stens,

Frae Un to liu

!

Mourn, little harebells o'er the lea;

Ye stately foxgloves fair to see

;

Ye woodbines hanging bonnilie

In scented bowers

;

Ye roses on your thorny tree,

The first o' flowers.

At dawn, when every grassy blade
Droops with a diamond at its head.

At even, when beans their fragrance shed
I' the rustling gale.

Ye maukins whiddin through the glade,

Come join my wail.

Mourn, ye wee songsters o' the wood
;

Ye grouse that crap the heather bud
;

Ye curlews calling through a clud
;

Ye whistling plover
;

And mourn, ye whirring paitrick brood !

He's gane for ever!

Mourn, sooty coots, and speckled teals,

Ye fisher herons, watching eels
;

Ye duck and drake, wi' airy wheels
Circling the lake

;

Ye bitterns, till the quagmire reels,

Rair for his sake.

Mourn, clamering craiks at close o' day,

'Mang fields o' flowering clover gay ;

And when ye wing your annual way
Frae our cauld shore,

Tell thae far worlds wha lies in clay

Wham we deplore,

^ Eagles.

Ye houlets, frae your ivy bower,
In some auld tree, or eldritch tower,
What time the moun, wi* silent glower

Sets up her Imni,
Wail through the dreary midnight hour

Till waukrife morn

!

Oh, rivers, forests, hills, and plains!
Oft have ye heard my canty strains:
But now, what else for mc remains

But talcs of wo?
And frae my cen the drapping rains

Maun ever flow.

Mourn, spring, thou darling of the year,
Ilk cowslip cup shall kep a tear:
Thou, simmer, while each corny spear

Shoots up its liead,

Thy gay, green, flowery tresses shear
For him that's dead.

Thou, autumn, wi' thy yellow hair.

In grief th}' sallow mantle tear!

Thou, winter, hurling through the air

The roaring blast,

Wide o'er the naked world declare

The worth we've lost

!

Mourn him, thou sun, great source of light!

Mourn, empress of tlie silent night!

And you, ye twinkling starnies bright,

My Matthew mourn !

For through your orb he's ta'en his flight.

Ne'er to return.

Oh, Henderson ! the man—the brother !

And art thou gone, and gone for ever?

And hast thou crossed that unknown river,

Life's drearj' bound \

Like thee, where shall we find another.

The world around ?

Go to your sculptured tombs, ye great.

In a* the tinsel trash o' state

!

But by thy honest turf I'll wait.

Thou man of worth!
And weep the ae best fellow's fate

E'er lay in earth.

Afacpherson's Fareic^U,

Farewell, ye dungeons dark and strong.

The wretch's destinie !

Macpherson's time will not be long

On yonder gallows-tree.

Sae rantingly, sae wantonly,

Sae dauntingly gaed he ;

He played a spring, and danced it round.

Below the gallows tree.

Oh, what is death but parting breath

!

On many a bloody plain

I've dared his face, and in this place

I scorn him yet again !

Untie these bands from oiFray hands,

And bring to me my sword
;

And there's no a man in all Scotland,

But I'll brave him at a word.

I've lived a life of sturt and strife ;

I die by treacherie
;

It bums my heart I must depart

And not avenged be.

Now farewell light—thou sunshine bright,

And all beneath the sky

!

May coward shame distain his name,
The ivretch that dares not die!
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He did not siiccecil in cither olinracter ; and after

puhlishini; )n» pix^nis he returned to the UM)ni. In

1792 iie issued anonymously liis best pK)em, Wattt/

anil Afiy, wliicli wiis ut tirst attributed to Burns.

A fiK»lish personjil sutire, and a not very wise ad-

miration of tlie jirineijiIi'S of equality disseminated

of win).', and sudden suspension in air, he knows
him to K' tlie lish-liawk, settlinj; over some devoted
vietini of the (l(e|i. His eye kindles at the sinlit,

and bidaneint^ liiinself with hidf-opL'iU'il wIti^s on
the branch, he watches the result. ])own, rajiid as

an arrow from heaven, descends the distant object

at the time of the French Revolution, drove Wilson
^

of Ins attention, the roar of its win^s reaehinK the

to America in the year 1794. Tliere he was onee

more a weaver atid a pedlar, and afterwarils a

Behoohnaster. A love of oriiitholoi;y gained upon
him, and he wandered over America, eollectin;;

fipecimens tif birds. In 1808 ajipeared his tirst

Toiumc of the American OrnitlioliHjt/, and he

continued eolleeting and publishing, traversing

swamps and forests in quest of rare birds, and
underjjoing the greatest privations and f.itigues,

till he had eonunitted an eighth vvtlurnu to the

press. Jle sank under his severe labours un the

23d of August 1813, and was interred with public

honours at l*luladelphi;i. In the t >rnithology v)f

Wilson we see tlie fancy and descriptive powers of

the poet The following e.xtract is part of his ac-

count of the bald eagle, and is extremely vivid and
striking :

—

*The celebrated cataract of Niagara is a noted

place of resort for the bald eagle, as well on account

of the fish procured there, as for the numerous car-

cases of squirrels, deer, bears, and various otlier

animals, that, in their attempts to cross the river

above the falls, have been dragged into the current,

and precipitated down that tremendous gidf, where,

among the rocks that bound the rapids below, they

furnish a rich repast for the vulture, the raven, and
the bald eagle, the subject of the present account.

He has been long known to naturalists, being com-
mon to both continuiits, and occasiun^iUy met with

from a very high northern latitude to the borders

of the torrid zone, but chiefly in tlie vicinity of the

sea, and along the sliores and cliffs of (jur lakes ami
large rivers. Formed by nature for braving tlie

severest cold, feeding equally on the produce of the

sea and of the laud, possessing powers of flight

capable of outstripping even the tempests them-
selves, unawed by anything but man, anil, from
the ethereal heights to which he soars, looking

abroad at one glance on an inmieasurable expan.se

of forests, fields, lakes, and ocean deep below him,

he appears indill'erent to the little localities of

change of seasons, as in a few minutes he can
pass from sunnner to winter, from tlie lower to the

higher regions of the atmosphere, the abode of

eternal cold, and from thence descend at will to the

torrid or the arctic regions of tlie earth. He is,

therefore, found at all seasons in the countries he
iulnibitj ; hut [irefers such places as liave been

mentioned above, from the great partiality he has
for fish.

In procuring these, he displays, in a very singular

manner, the genius and energy of his chariK-ter,

which is fiert'e, contemplative, daring, and tyraimi-

cal ; attributes not everted but on particular occa-

sions, but when jiut forth, overpowering all opposi-

tion. Klevated on the high dead limb of some
gigantic tree that commands a wide view of the
neighbouring shore and ocean, be seems calmly to

contemplate the motions of the various feathered

tribes tliat pursue tlieir busy avocations below ; the

snow-white gulls slowly winnowing tlie air; the

busy tringa; coursing along the sands ; trains of

ducks streaming over the surface ; silent and watch-

ful cranes intent and wading ; clamorous crows

;

and all the winged multitudes that subsist by the

bounty of this vast liquid magazine of nature. High
over all these hovers one whose action instantly

arrests his whole atteiitiou. By his wide curvature

ear as it disappears in the deep, making the surges
foam around. At this moment the eager looks of

the eagle are all ardour ; and. levelling his neck for

flight, he sees tiie fish-hawk once more emerge,
struggling with his prey, and mounting in the air

with screams of exultation. These are the signal

for our hero, who, launching into the air, instantly

gives chase, and soon gains on the fish-hawk ; each
exerts his utmost to mount above the other, dis-

playing in these rencontres the most elegant and
sublime aeriid evolutions. The unencumbered eagle

rapidly advances, and is just on the point of reaching
his opponent, when, with a sudden scream, probably

of despair and honest execration, the latter drops

his fish; the eagle, jioising himself for a moment, as

if to take a more certain aim, descends like a whirl-

wind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches the

water, and bears his ill-gotten booty silently aw;iy

to the woods.'

By way of preface, ' to invoke the clemency of

the reader,' Wilson relates the foUowinjj exijuisite

trait of simplicity and nature:—

•

' In one of my lute visits to a friend in the coun-

try, I found their youngest son. a fine boy of eight

or nine ye:\rs of age, who usually resides in town
for his education, just returning from a ramble
through the neighbouring woods and fields, where
he had collected a large and very handsome buncli

of wild flowers, of a great many ditferent colours;

and, presenting them to his mother, said, *' Look,

my dear niainma, what beautiful Uowcrs I hrive

found growing on our place! Why, all the woods

are full of them! red, orange, and blue, and 'most

every colour. ( Hi ! I can gather you a whole parcel

of them, much himdsomer than these, all growirg

in our own woods! Shall I, manmia? Shall 1 go

and bring ytiu more?" The good woman received

tile bunch of flowers with a smile of atfectionate

comi'l.icency ; and, after admiring fur some time the

beautiliil sinijilicity of nature, gave her willing con-

sent, .'ind the little fellow went olf on the wings of

ecstacy to execute his delightful commission.

The similarity of this little buy's enthusiasm to

my own struck me, and the reader will need no

explanations of mine to make the application.

Should my country receive with the same gracious

indulgence the specimens which I here humbly pre-

sent her ; should slie cxjiress a desire for me to go

and bring her more, the highest wishes of my ambi-

tion w ill be gratified ; for, in the language of my
little friend, our whole woods are full of them, and I

c.in collect hundreds more, much handsomer than

these.'

The ambition of the poet-naturalist was amply
gratified.

[J Village Scold mirprising her Iluihand in an
Atc-houfe.l

V the thrang o* stories tellin,

Shakin hands and jokin queer,

Swith ! a chap cumes on the hallan

—

* Mungo! is our Watty here J'

Mnggy's weel-keut tongue and hurry

Darted through hiin like a kuile:

Up the dour flew—like a fury

In came Watty's acoldiu wife.
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* Na-'ity, giiile-for-nacihing being !

{) ye Miutfy ilruckeu suw!

Briii^rin wife and weans to ruin,

Driiikin here wi* sic a crewi

Rise! ye drucken beast o* Bethel!

Drink's your ni^ht and day*8 desire
J

Rise, this precious hour! or faith V\\

Fling your whi.sky i' the fire!'

AVatty heard her tongue unhallowed,
l*aid hi.s groat wi' little din,

Left the house, while Maggy fallowed,

Flyting a' the road behiu'.

Folk frae every door carae larapin,

Maggy curst them ane and a',

Clapped wi' her hands, and stampin,

Lust her bauchels' i* the snaw,

Ilanie, at length, she turned the gavel,

WV a face as white's a clout,

Ragin like a very devil,

Kickin sttmis and chairs about.

* Ye'll sit wi* your limnier!* round ye

—

Hang you, sir, I'll hv your death;

Little bauds my hands, confound you
But I cleave you to the teeth !'

Watty, wha, *midst this oratioD,

Eyed her whiles, but durst na speak,

Sat, like patient Resignation,

Trembling by the ingle-cheek.

Sad his wee drap brose he sippet,

(Maggy's tongue gaed like a bell).

Quietly to his bed he slippet,

Sighin aftcn to himsel

—

* Nane are free frae some vexation,

Ilk ane has his ills to dree
;

But through a' the hale creation

la nae mortal vexed like me.*

[A Pedlar*8 Story.']

T wha stand here, in this bare scowry coat.

Was ance a packman, worth mony a groat

;

I've carried packs as big's your meikle table;

Tve scarted pats, and sleepit in a stable:

Sax povmds I wadna for my pack ance taen,

And I cuuld bauldly brag 'twaa a' mine ain.

Ay .' tbae were days indeed, that gar'd me hope,

Aiblins, through time to warsle up a shop

;

And as a wife aye in my noddle ran,

I kenned my Kate wad grapple at me than.

Oh, Kate was past compare ! sic cheeks ! sic een!

Sic smiling looks! were never, never seen.

Dear, dear I lo'ed her, and whene'er we met.
Pleaded to have the bridal day but set

;

Stnpped her pouches fu' o' preens and laces,

And thought mysel weel paid wi* twa three kisses:

Yet still she put it afffrae day to day,

And aften kindly in my lug would say,
' Ae half-year langer's no nae unco stop.

We'll marry then, and syne set up a shop.*

Oh, sir, but lasses* words are saft and fair,

They soothe our griefs and banish ilka care:
Wha wadna toil to please the lass he loes *

A lover true minds thijt in all he does.

Finding her mind was thus sae firmly bent,

And that I c«mldna get her to relent.

There was nought left but quietly to resign,

To heezc my pack for ae lang hard campaign ;

And as the Ilighhmds was the place for meat,
I ventured there in spite o' wind and weet.

Cauld now the winter blew, and deep the snaw
For three hale days incessantly did fu*

;

1 Old shoes.

Fur in a muir, amang the whirling drift,

Wlicre nought was seen but mountain!* and the lift,

I lost my roa<i and wandered mony a mile,

Maist dead wi' hunger, cauld, and fright, and toil.

Thus waiidering, east or west, I kenned na where,
My min«l o'crconie wi' gloom and black despair,

Wi* a fell ringe I plunged at ance, forsooth,

Down through a wreath o* unaw up to my mouth

—

Clean owre my head my precious wallet flew.

But whar it gaed. Lord kens— I never knew I

What great misfortunes are poured down on some!
I thought my fcarfu' hinder-end was come

!

Wi' grief and sorrow was my saul owercast.

Ilk breath I drew was like to be my last

;

For aye the uiair 1 warsled roun' and roun*,

I fand mysel aye stick the deeper doMm
;

Till ance, at length, wi* a prodigious pull,

1 drew my puir cauld carcass frae the hole.

Lang, lang 1 sought and graped for my pack.

Till night and hunger forced me to come back.
For three lang hours 1 wandered up and down,
Till chance at last conveyed me to a town

;

There, wi' a trembling hand, I wrote my Kate
A sad account of a' my luckless fate,

But bade her aye be kind, and no despair.

Since life was left, I soon would gather mair,
Wi' whilk I hoped, within a towniont's date.

To be at hame, and share it a' wi' Kate.
Fool that I was ! how little did I think

That love would soon be lost for faut o* clink !

The loss o' fair-won wealth, though hard to bear.

Afore this—ne'er had power to force a tear.

I trusted time would bring things round again.

And Kate, dear Kate! would then be a' mine ain

:

Consoled my mind in hopes o' better luck

—

But, oh ! what sad reverse ! how thunderstruck!
When ae Idack day brought word frae Rab my brither.

That

—

Kate ivas cried and man^icd on anithcr /

Though a* my friends, and ilka comrade sweet.

At ance had drapped cauld dead at my feet

;

Or though I'd heard the last day's dreadful ca*,

Nae deeper horror owre my heart could fa'

:

I cursed mysel, I cursed ray luckless fate,

And grat—and sabbing cried, Oh Kate! oh Kate!
Frae that day forth I never mair did weel,

But drank, and ran headforemost to the dell

!

My siller vanished, far frae hame I pined,

But Kate for ever ran across my mind

;

In her were a' my hopes—these hopes were vain.

And now I'll never see her like again.

HECTOR MACNEILL.

Hector Macneill (1746-1818) wag brought up
to a mercantile life, but was unsuccessful in most of
his business affairs. He cultivated in secret an
attaclinient to the muses, which at length brought
him fame, though not wealth. In 1789 he published
a legendary poem. The //arp, and in 1795 his moral
tale, Scotlantrs Skaith, or the Iliatory o' Will and
Jean. The object of this production was to depict

the evil effects of intemperance, A happy rural

pair are reduced to ruin, descending by gradual
steps till the husband is obliged to enlist as a soldier,

and the wife to beg with her children through the
country. The situation of the little ale-house where
Will begins his unlucky potatious is finely descritted.

In a howm whose bonny bumie
Whimpering rowed its crystal flood,

Near the road where travellers turn aye.

Neat and beild a cot-house stood

:

White the wa's wi' roof new theekit,

Win<Iow broads just painted red ;

Lown 'niang trees and braes it reekit,

llaHlus seen and hallins hid.
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(*!» the iiavcl-ciul tliiok spreading
Cni]! llif clu>itin>j ivy preen,

Buclc owre tirs I he hi;;h craigs cleadin,
Haiseil a* round a cosey scrceD.

Down belnw a flowery meadow
Joined the burnie's raniblin;; line;

Here it was that Ilowc the widow
That saute day set up her sign.

Brattlini; down the brae, and near ita

Bottom, Will first marvelling seed
' Porter, Ale, and British Spirits,'

Painted bright between twa trees.

' Godsalte, Tam ! here's walth for drinking I

^^'ha can this new-comer be V
* Ilout,* ({uo' Tam, * there's {Irouth in thinking

—

Let's in, Will, and syne we'll see,'

Tlie rustic friends have a jolly meeting, and do not
separate till ' 'tween twa and three' next morning.
A weekly club is set up at Magp;y Howe's, a news-
paper is procure<l, and poor Will, the hero of the
tale, becomes a pot-house politician, and soon goes
to ruin. His wife also takes to drinking.

Wha was ancc like Willie Gairlace I

Wha in neebouring town or farm 1

Beauty's bloom shone in his fair face,

Deadly strength was in his arm.

Whan he first saw Jeanie Miller,

Wha wi' Jeanie could compare?
Thousands had mair braws and siller,

But war ony half sae fair

!

See them now/—how changed wi' drinking!
A' their youthfu' beauty gane !

Davered, doited, daized, and blinking

—

Worn to perfect skin and bane

!

In the cauld month o' November
(Claise and ca.sh and credit out),

Cowering o'er a dying eniber,

Wi' ilk face as white's a clout

!

Bond and bill and debts a' stoppit,

Hka sheaf selt on the bent

;

Cattle, beds, and blankets roupit

Now to pay the laird his rent.

No anither night to lodge here

—

No a friend their cause to plead I

He's ta'en on to be a sodger.

She wi' weans to beg her bread !

The little domestic drama is happily wound up :

Jeanie obtains a cottage and protection from tiie

Duchess of Buccleueh ; and Will, after losing a leg
in battle, returns, ' placed on Chelsea's bounty,' and
finds his wife and family.

Sometimes briskly, sometimes flaggin*.

Sometimes helpit, Will gat forth;
On a cart, or in a wagon,

Hirpling aye towards the north.

Tired ae e'ening, stepping hooly,
Pondering on his thraward fate.

In the bonny month o' July,
Willie, heedless, tint his gate.

Saft the southland breeze was blawing.
Sweetly sughed the green aik wood

;

Loud the din o* streams fast fa'ing,

Stracfc the ear wi' thundering thud:

Ewes and lambs on braes ran bleating

;

Linties chirped on ilka tree ;

Frae the west the sun, near setting.

Flamed on Rosliu's towers aae hie.

Roslin's towers and braes sae bonny

!

C'raigs and water, woods and glen I

Roslin's banks utipcered by ony.
Save the Muses' llawthornden I

Ilka sound and charm delighting.
Will (though hardly fit to gang)

Wandered on through scenes inviting,
Listening to the mavis' sang.

Faint at length, the day fast closing.
On a fragrant strawberry steep,

Esk's sweet dream to rest composing.
Wearied nature drapt asleep.

' Soldier, rise !—the dews o' e'ening
Gathering, fa' wi' deadly skaith !

Wounded soldier! if complaining,
Sleep na here, and catch your death.'

* * •

Silent stept he on, poor fallow!
Listening to his guide before,

O'er green knowe and flowery hallow.
Till they reached the cot-house door.

Laigh it was, yet sweet and humble

;

Decked wi' honeysuckle round

;

Clear below Esk's waters rumble.
Deep glens murmuring back the sound.

SIcIville's towers sae white and stately.
Dim by gloaming glint to view

;

Through I.asswade's dark woods keek sweetly
Skies sae red and lift sae blue.

Entering now, in transport mingle
Mother fond and hap])y wean.

Smiling round a canty ingle

Bleezing on a clean hearthstane.

' Soldier welcome ! come, be cheerie—
Here ye'se rest and tak' your bed

—

Faint, waes me ! ye seem, and weary,
Pale's your cheek sae lately red !'

' Changed I am,' sighed Willie till her
;

' Changed, nae doubt, as changed can be

;

Yet, alas! does Jeanie Miller
Nought o' Willie Gairlace see

!'

Hae ye marked the dews o' morning
Glittering in the sunny ray,

Quickly fa', when, without warning.
Rough blasts came and shook the spray 3

Hae ye seen the bird fast fleeing,

Drap when pierced by death mair fleet!

Then see Jean wi' colour deeing.

Senseless drap at Willie's feet.

After three lang years' afiliction

(A' their waes now hushed to rest),

Jean ance mair, in fond aflection,

Clasps her Willie to her breast.

The simple truth and pathos of descriptions like
these appealed to the heart, and soon rendered Mac-
neill's poem universally popular in Scotland. Its

moral tendency was also a strong recommendation,
and the same causes still operate in procuring
readers for the tale, especially in that class best
fitted to appreciate its rural beauties and homely
pictures, and to receive benefit from the lessons it

inculcates. JIacneill wTote several Scottish lyrics,

but he wanted the true genius for song-writing— the
pathos, artlessness, and simple gaiety which should
accompany the flow of the music. He published a
descriptive poem, entitled The Links of Forth, vr a
Parting Peep at the Carse of Stirling ; and some prose
tales, in which he laments the eflfect of modern
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change and improvement. The hitter years of tlie

poet were spent in eoniparative eonifurt at Kdin-

burj^li» where he enjoycil the refined and literary

society uf the Scottish capital till an advanced aye.

Mujy of Caftk'Canj.

Saw ye my wee thing, saw yc my ain thing,

Saw ye my true love down on yon lea

—

Crossed she the meadow yestreen at the gloaming.

Sought she the buniie where flowers the haw-tree

;

Her hair it is lint-white, her skin it is milk-white,

Dark is the blue uf her soft mlling e'e ;

Red, red are her ripe lips, mid sweeter tlian roses,

Where could my wee thing wander frae me?

1 saw nac your wee thing, I saw nae your ain thing,

Nor saw I your true love down by yon lea ;

But I met ray bonnie thing late in the gloaming,

Down by the burnie where flowers thti hnw-tree:

Her hair it was lint-white, her skin it was milk-white,

Dark was the blue of her soft rolling e'e ;

Red were her ripe lips and sweeter than roses

—

Sweet were the kisses that she gave to me.

It was nae my wee thing, it was nae my ain thing,

It was nae my true love ye met by the tree:

Proud is her leal lieart, and modest her nature,

She never loved ony till ance she loetl me.

Her name it is Mary, she's frae Castle-Cary,

Aft has she sat when a bairn on my knee:

Fair as your face is, wert fifty times fairer,

Young bragger, she ne'er wad gie kisses to thee.

It was then your Mary ; she's frae Castle-Cary,

It was ciien your true love I met by the tree;

Proud as her lieart is, and modest her nature,

Sweet were the kisses that she gave to me.

Sair i:lnonied his dark brow, blood-red his cheek grew,

Wild flashed the tire frae his red rolling e'e:

Ye'se rue sair this morning your boasts and your
scorning.

Defend ye, fause traitor, fu' loudly ye lie.

Away wi' beguiling, cried tho youth smiling

—

Off went the bonnet, the lint-white locks flee.

The belted plaid fa'ing, her white bosom shawing,

Fair stood the loved maid wi' the dark rolling e*e.

Is it my wee thing, is it my ain thing.

Is it my true love here that I see?

O Jamie, forgie me, your heart's constant to me,
I'll never mair wander, dear laddie, frae thee.

RODERT TANNAHILU

Robert Tannahill, a lyrical poet of a superior

order, whose songs rival all but the bfst of Burns's

in popularity, was born in Paisley on tlie 3d of .June

1774. His education was limited, but be was a
diligent reader and student. He was early sent to

the loom, weaving being the staple trade of Paisley,

and continued to follow his occupation in bis native
town until his twenty-sixth year, when, with one of
his younger brothers, he reniovud to Lancashire.
There he continueil two years, when the declining
state of his f ttlier's health induced him to return.

He arrived in time to receive the dying blessing of

his parent, and a short time afterwards we find him
writing to a friend— ' My brother Hugh and I are

all that now remain at home, with our old mother,
bending under age and frailty ; and but seven years
back, nine of us used to sit at dinner together.'

Hugh married, and the poet was left alone with Ids

widowed mother. On this occasion he adopted a
resolution which he has expressed iu the following

lines :

—

71u FiUal Vow.

Why heaves my mother oft the deep-drawn sigh!

Why starts the big tear glistening in her eye!
Why oft retire to hide her bursting grief i

Why seeks »he not, nor seems to wish relief?

'Tis for my father, mouldering with the dead,

My brother, in bold manhood, lowly laid.

And for the pains which age is doomed to bear,

She heaves the dccp-di'awn bigh, and drops the secret

tear.

Yes, partly these her gloomy thoughts employ,

But mttstly this o'ercluuds her every joy
;

She grieves to think she may be burdensome,
Now feeble, old, and tottering to the tomb.

hear me. Heaven ! and record my vow;
Its non-perfurinance let thy wrath pursue I

1 swear, of what thy providence may give,

My mother shall lier due maintenance have.

'Twas hen* to guide me through lit'e's early day,

To point out virtue's paths, and lead the way:
Now, while her powers in frigid languor sleep,

'Tis mine to hand her down life's rugged steep

;

With all her little weaknesses to buar.

Attentive, kind, to Noothe her every care.

'Tis nature bids, and truest pleasure flows

From lessening an aged parent's woes.

The filial piety of Tannahill is strikingly apparent

from this effusion, but tlie inferiority of the lines to

any of bis Scottish songs shows bow little at home
he was in English. His mother outlived him thirteen

Robert Tann-aliilL

years. Thon<:h Tannaliill b;nl ocr.isiontiUy com-
posed verses fmm a very early ii^e, it was not till

after this time tliat be a'ttained to anything beyond

niediocity. Becoming accpiainted with Mr K. A.
Smith, a musical composer, the poet apjilied himself

seduhiusly to lyrical composition, aided by the en-

couragement and the musical taste of his friend.

Smith set some of his songs to original and ap]»ro-

priate airs, and in 1S07 the poet ventured on the

publicatiim of a volume of poems and son^-s. of whith

the first impression, consisting of 900 copies, wore

sold in a few weeks. It is related that in a solitary

walk on one occasion, his musings were interrupted
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by the voice uf a country girl in an adjoining field

singing by herself rt song of his own

—

We'll meet bei*iJe the dusky glen, on yon burnsiJe

;

nnd he UTti to 9:\y he was more pleased at this evi-

dence of his pitpnlurity, t)ian at any tribute which
had ever Km ["lid him. He afterwards contrihuted

some songs to Mr (rcorge Thomson's Select Melo-
dies, anil exerted himself to priwure Irish airs, of

which he was very fond. Whilst delightinjr all

eliisses of his countrymen with his native songs, tlie

pK't fell into a state of morbid despondency, aggra-

vated by bodily weakness, and a tendency to con-

eumption. He luul prepared a new edition uf his

poems for tlie press and sent the manuscript to Mr
Ouistable tlie jiublishcr ; but it was returned by that

gentleman, in consequence of his having more new
works on h:in<l than lie could undertake that season.

This disappointment preyed on the spirits of the

sensitive poet, and his melancholy became deep and
habitual. He burned all his manuscripts, and sank
into a state of mental derangement. Returning
from a visit to Glasgow on the 17th of May 1810,

the unhappy poet retired to rest; but 'suspicion

having K'en excited, in about an hour afterwards it

was discovered that he had stolen out unperceived.

Search was made in every direction, and by the

dawn of tlu' morning, the coat of the poet was dis-

covered lying at the side of the tunnel of a neigh-

bimring brook, pointing out but too surely where
his boily was to he found.'* Tannahill was a modest
and temperate man. devoted to his kindred and
friends, and of unblemished purity and correctness

of conduct. His lamentable death arose from no
want or irregularity, but whs solely caused by that

morbid disea.se of the mind which at length over-

threw his reason. The poems of this ill-starred son

of genius are greatly inferior to Ids songs. They
have all a commonplace artificial character. His
lyrics, on t)ie ntlicr hand, are rich and original both

in description and sentiment. His diction is copious

and luxuriant, particularly in describing natural

oVyects and the peculiar features of the Scottish

landscape. His simplicity is natural and unaffected ;

and tluaigh he appears to have possessed a deeper
sympathy witli nature than witii the workings of

human feeling, or even the passion of love, he is

often tender and pathetic. His 'Gloomy winter's

now aw:i' is a beautiful concentration of tenderness
and melody.

77te J^nies o' BaJqiihither,

Let u-i iro, lassie, gn,

To the bnirs o' Biilquhither,

Where the blac-berries grow
'Maiig tlie bonnie Highland heather;

Where the deer and the roe.

Lightly bounding together,

Sp'Tt the !'ing summer day
On the braes o' Balquhither.

I will twine thee a bower
By the elear filler fountain,

And I'll cover it o'er

Wi' the flowers of the mountain
;

Twill range throu2;h the wilds,

And the deep glens sae drearie,

And return wi' the spoils

To the bower o' my dearie.

AVhen the rude wintry win*

Idly raves round our dwelling,

And the roar of the linn

Ou the night breeze is swelling,

* Memoir prefixed to Tannahill's Wurks. Glasgow : 1833.

So merrily we'll sing.

As the storm rattles o'er us,

Till the dfur shieling ring
Wi' the light lilting chorus.

Now the sununcr *s in prime
Wi' the tiowers riehly blooming.

And the wild mountain thyme
A* tlie niuorl:uids perfuming;

To our dear native scenes

Let us journey together,

Where glad innocence reigns

'Mang the braes o' Balquhither,

77ie Brae^ o' Glenlfcr.

Keen blaws the win' o'er the braes o' Oleniffer,

The auld castle turrets are covered with snaw

;

How changed frae the time when I met wi' my lover
Amang the broom bushes by Stanley green shawl

The wild tlowcrs o' summer were spread a' sae bonnie,
The mavis sang sweet frae the green birken tree

;

Cut far to the camp they hae marched my dear Johuie,
And now it is winter wi' nature and me.

Then ilk thing around us was blithesome and cheerie,

Then ilk thing around us was bonnie and braw
;

Now naething is heard but the wind whistling drearie.

And naething is seen but the wide-spreading snaw.
The trees are a' bare, and the birds mute and dowie ;

They shake the cauld drift frae their wings as they
flee;

And chirp out their plaints, seeming wae fur my
Johnie

;

'Tis winter wi' them, and 'tis winter wi* me.

Yon cauld sleety cloud skiffs alang the bleak moun-
tain,

And shakos the dark firs on the steep rocky brae.

While down the deep glen bawls the snaw-flooded
fountain,

That nmrmurcd sae sweet to my laddie and me.
It's no its loud roar on the wintry wind swellin'.

It's no the cauld blast brings the tear i' my e'e ;

For O! gin I saw but my bounie Scots callan.

The dark days o* winter were summer to me.

77i€ Flower o' Dumhlane.

The sun has gane down o'er the lofty Bonlomond,
And left the red clouds to preside o'er the scene.

While lamly I stray in the calm summer gloamin,
To muse on sweet Jessie, the flower o* Dunddane.

How sweet is the brier, wi' its saft fauldin' blossom !

And sweet is the birk, wi* its mantle o' green
;

Yet sweeter and fairer, and dear to this bosom.
Is lovely young Jessie, the flower o' Dumblane.

She's modest as ony, and blithe as she's bonnie;
For guilele-*s simplicity marks her its ain

;

And far be the villain, divested of feeling,

Wha'd Ijlight in its bloom the sweet flower o' Dum-
blane.

Sing ou, thou sweet mavis, thy hymn to the e'ening;
Thou'rt dear to the echoes of C'alderwood glen :

Sae dear to this bosom, sae artless and winning.
Is charming young Jessie, the flower o' Duniblane.

How lost were my days till I met wi' my Jessie!

The sports o* the city seemed foolish and vain ;

I ne'er saw a nymph I would ca' my dear lassie,

Till charmed wi' sweet Jessie, the flower o' Dura-
blane.

Though mine were the station o* loftiest grandeur,
Auddst its profusion I'd languish in pain.

And reckon as naething the height o' its splendour,
11 wanting sweet Jessie, the flower o' Dumblane.
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Gloomy Winier'i noa Avxt.

Gloomy winter's now awa,

Saft the westlin breezes blaw

:

'JlaiiR the birks o' Stanley-shaw

The mavis sings fu' cheerie 0.
Sweet the craw-tiower's early bell

Decks Olenirter's dewy dell,

Blooming like thy bonnie sel*,

My young, my artless dearie 0.
Come, my lassie, let us stray,

0*er Glenkilloch's sunny brae,

Blithely spend the gowden day
ilidst joys that never wearie 0.

Towering o*er the Newton woods,

Lavrocks fan the snaw-white clouds;

Siller saughs, wi' downie buds,

Adorn the banks sae brierie O.

Round the sylvan fairy nooks,

Feathery brekans fringe the rocks,

'Neath the brae the burnie jouks,

And ilka thing is cheerie 0.

Trees may bud, and birds may sing,

Flowers may bloom, and verdure spring,

Joy to me they canna bring.

Unless wi* thee, my dearie 0.

RICHARD GALL.

Contemporary with Tannahill, and possessing a
kindred taste in song-writing, was Kicuard Gall
(1776-1801), who, whilst employed as a printer in

Edinburgli, threw off some Scottish songs that were
justly popular. ' My only jo and dearie 0,' for pleas-

ing fancy and musical e.\pression, is not unworthy
TannaliiU. ' I remember,' says Allan Cunningham,
* when tliis song w;is exceedingly popular: its sweet-

ness and ease, rather than its originality and vigour,

might be the cause of its success. The third verse

contains a verj' beautiful picture of early attach-

ment—a sunny bank, and some sweet soft school-

girl, will appear to many a fancy when these lines

are sung.'

Aft/ onJy Jo and Dearie 0,

Thy cheek is o' the rose's hue,
My only jo and dearie ;

Thy neck is like the siller-dew

Upon the banks sae briery j

Thy teeth are o' the ivory,

sweet's the twinkle o' thine ee I

Nae joy, nae pleasure, blinks on me,
Aly only jo and dearie 0.

The birdie sings upon the thorn

Its sang o' joy, fu' cheerie 0,
Rejoicing in the summer mom,
Nae care to inak it eerie O ;

But little kens the sangster sweet
Aught o' the cares I hae to meet.
That gar my restless bosom beat,
My only jo and dearie 0.

Whan we were baimiea on yon brae,

And youth was blinking bonnie 0,
Aft wo wad datr the Ice-lang day,
Our joys fu' sweet and niony O ;

Aft I wad chase thee o'er the lea.

And round about the thorny tree,

Or pu' the wild Howers a' for thee.
My only jo and dearie 0.

1 hae a wish I canna tine,

'Mang a' the cares that grieve me 0;
I wish thou wert for ever mine.
And never mair to leave me :

Then I wad daut thee night and day.
Nor ither warldly care wad hae.
Till life's warm stream forgot to play,

My only jo and dearie 0.

Farewell to Ayrshire.

[This song of Gall's ha£ been often printed—in consequeoM
of its locality—as the cumposition of liums.j

Scenes of wo and scenes of pleasure,

Scenes that former thoughts renew
;

Scenes of wo ami scenes of pleasure.

Now a sad and last adieu !

Bonny Doon, sae sweet at gloaming,
Fare thee weel before I gang

—

Bonny D<ion, where, early roaming.
First 1 weaved the rustic sang 1

Bowers adieu ! where love decoying.

First enthralled this heart o' mine

;

There the saftest sweets enjoying.

Sweets that memory ne'er shall tinel

Friends so dear my bosom ever,

Ve hae rendered moments dear;
But, alas ! when forced to sever.

Then the stroke, oh ! how severe 1

Friends, that parting tear reserve it.

Though 'tis d(»ubly dear to me;
Could I think I did desen'e it.

How much happier would 1 be!

Scenes of wo and scenes of pleasure.

Scenes that former thoughts renew;
Scenes of wo and scenes of pleasure.

Now a sad and hist adieu!

JOHN MAYNE.

John Mavne, author of the Siller Gun, Glasgow,

and other poems, was a native of Dumfries—born in

the year ITfil—ami died in London in 1836. He
was brought up to the printing business, and whilst

apprentice in the Dumfries Journid office in 1777,

in his sixteenth year, he published the germ of

his ' Siller Gun' in a quarto page of twelve stanzas.

The subject of the poem is an ancient custom in

Dumfries, called ' Sliooting for the Siller Gun,' the

gun being a small silver tube presented by James
VL to the incorjiorated trades as a prize to the l>est

marksman. This poem Mr Mayne continued to

enlarge and improve up to the time of his death.

The twelve stanz.as expanded in two years to two
cantos ; in another j-ear (1780) the poem was pub-
lished—enlarged to three cantos—in Kuddiman's
Magazine ; and in 18118 it was published in London
in four cantos. This edition was seen by Sir Walter
Scott, who said (in one of his notes to the Lady of

the Lake) 'that it surpassed the efforts of Fergusson,

and came near to tliose of Burns.' In 1836 the ' Siller

Gun ' was again reprinted with the addition of a fifth

canto. Mr Mayne was author of a short poem on
Halloween, printed in Ruddiman's Magazine in 1780;

and in 1781 he published at Glasgow his fine ballad

of Logan Braes, which Burns had seen, and two lines

of wiiieh he copied into his Logan Water. The
'Siller Gun' is humorous and descriptive, and is

happy in both. The aiitlior is a shrewd and lively

observer, full of glee, and also of gentle and affec-

tionate recollections of liis native town and .ill its

people and pastimes. The ballad of ' Logan Braes'

is a simple and beautiful lyric, suiwrior to the more
elaborate version of Burius. Though long resident

in London (as proprietor of the W<ir newspaper),

Mr Mayne retained his Scottish enthusiasm tu the

last ; and to those who. like ourselves, recollect him
in advanced life, stopping in the midst of his duties,

as a public journalist, to trace some remembrance
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of Ilis native Dumfrica ami tlie hanks of the Nith.

or to hum over sumo rural or pastoral song which

he liati ht-anl forty or fifty years Kfore, his immt-.

us wi-II as liis ]MH-t'ry, roualls the strength and per-

niunoney of early feelings and associations.

Logan Braes,

By Lo^jnn stream'* that rin sae deep,

Ku* aft wi' glee Tve herded sheep;

Herded sheep and gathered slaes,

Wi* my ilear lad on Logan braes.

Hut wae's my heart, thae days are gane,

And I wi* grief may herd alane,

AVhile my dear lad maun face his faes,

Far, far frae me and Logan braes.

Nae mair at Logan kirk will he
Atwet'n the preaehings meet wi* me;
Mret wi* me, or when it's mirk.

Convoy me hame frae Logan kirk.

I weel may sing thae days are gane:
Frae kirk aiid fair I come alane,

While my dear lad maun face his faes,

Far, far frae me and Logan braes.

At e'en, when hope amaist is gane,

I dauner out and sit alane;
Sit alane beneath the tree

Where aft he kept his tryst wi* me.
Oh ! could I see thae days again.

My lover skaithless, and my ain !

Iteloved by friends, revered by faes,

We'd live in bliss on Logan braes I

Helen of Kirhcmind,

[Helen Ir\nii(r, a young lady of exquisite beauty and accom-
plishmen t.>4, dancliter of the Laird of Kirkconnel, in Annan-
dale, was betrothed to Adam Fleminjr de Kirkpatrick, a young
Rentlemiin of rank and fortune in that neighbourhood. Walk-
ing with her lover on the sweet banks of the Kirtle, she was
murdered by a disa))[Miinted and sanguinary rival. This catas-

trophe took place duruig the reign of Mary Queen of Scots, and
is the subject of three diff^^rent ballads : the first two are old,

the third is the con^iosition of the author of the ' Siller Gun.*

It was first inserted in the Edinburyh Annual Register (1815)

by Sir Walter Scott.]
,

I wish I were where Helen lies,

For, night and day, on me she cries
;

And, like an angel, to the skies

SJtiU seems to beckon me !

For me she lived, for me she sighed,

For me she wished to be a bride

;

For me in life's sweet moni she died
Un fair Kirkconnel-Lee!

Where Klrtle-waters gently wind,
As Helen on my arm reclined,

A rival with a ruthless mind,
Took deadly aim at me:

My love, to disappoint the foe,

Rushed in between me and the blow
;

And now her corse is lying low
On fair Kirkconnel-Lee

!

Though heaven forbids my wrath to swell,

I curse the hand by which she fell

—

The fiend who made my heaven a hell,

And tore my love from ine

!

For if, where all the graces shine

—

Oh! if on earth there's aught divine,

My Helen ! all these charms were thine—
They centered all in thee!

Ah ! what avails it that, amain,

I clove the assas-^in's head in twain f

No peace of mind, my Helen slain.

No resting-place for nie:

I see her f;pirit in the air

—

I hear the slirick of wild despair,
When Munler laid her bosom bare.

On fair Kirkcoimel-Lee !

Oh I when Vm sleeping in my grave,
And o*er my head the rank weeds ware,
May He who life and spirit gave

Unite my love and me !

Then from this world of doubts and sighs,
My soul on wings of peace shall rise

;

And, joining Helen in the skies,

Forget Kirkconnel-Lee

!

To the River Nith,

Hail, gentle stream ! for ever dear
Thy rudest murmurs to mine ear !

Tom from thy banks, though far I rove,

The slave of poverty and love,

Ne'er shall thy bard, where'er he be,

Without a sigh remember thee I

For there my infant years began,
And there my happiest minutes ran ;

And there to love and friendship true,

The blossoms of affection grew.
Blithe on thy banks, thou sweetest stream

That ever nursed a poet's dream !

Oft have I in forbidden time
(If youth could sanctify a crime),

With hazel rod and fraudful fly,

Ensnared thy unsuspecting fry
;

In pairs have dragged them from their den,
Till, chased by lurking fishermen.
Away I've flown as fleet as wind,
My lagging followers far behind,
And when the vain pursuit was o*er,

Returned successful as before.

[Mitstering of the Trades to Shoot for tJie Siller Ckn.']

The lift was clear, the mom serene,

The sun just glinting owre the scene.

When James !M'Noe began again
To beat to arms.

Rousing the heart o' man and wean
Wi' war's alarms.

Frae far and near the country lads
(Their joes ahint them on their yads)
Flocked in to see the show in squads

;

And, what was dafter,

Their pawky mithers and their dads
Cam trotting after!

And raony a beau and belle were there.

Doited wi* dozing on a chair
;

For lest they*d, sleeping, spoil their hair,

Or miss the sight.

The gowks, like bairns before a fair,

Sat up a' night!

Wi' hats as black as ony raven,

Fresh as the rose, their beards new shaven,
And a* their Sunday's deeding having

Sae trim and gay.

Forth cam our Trades, some ora saving
To wair that day.

Fair fa' ilk canny, caidgy carl,

Weel may he bruik his new apparel

!

And never dree the bitter snarl
0' scowling wife!

But, blest in pantry, bam, and barrel.

Be blithe through life I
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llech^ sin*! what crowds cam into town,

To see thcni iiiUHterinj,' U[> and dnwii

!

Lasses and luds, sun-burnt and bruwu

—

Women and weans,

Gentle and semple, min^^ling, crown

The gliulsome scenes!

At first, forenent ilk Deacon's hallan,

His ain brigade was made to fall in ;

Aiid, while the muster-ruU was calling,

And jovbells jowintj;,

Het-pints, weel sjiiced, to keep the saul in,

Around were flowing

!

Broiled kipper, cheese, and bread, and ham,
Laid the foundatiiui for a dram
0' whisky, gin frae Rutterdam,

Or cherry brandy

;

Whilk after, a' was fish that cam
To Jock or Sandy :

! weel ken they wha lo'e their chappin.

Drink maks the anldest swack and strapping;

Gars Care forget the ills that happen

—

The blate look spruce

—

And even the thowless cock their tappin,

And craw fu' croose !

The muster owrp, the different bands
File alt" in parties to the sands;

Where, 'mid loud laughs and clapping hands,
Gley'd Geordy Smith

Reviews them, and their line expands
Alang the Nith!

But ne'er, for uniform or air,

Was sic a group reviewed elsewhere

!

The short, the tall ; fat folk, and spare
;

Syde coats, and dockit

;

Wigs, queues, and clubs, and curly hair;

Round hats, and cockit

!

As to their guns—thae fell engines.

Borrowed or begged, were of a' kinds
For bloody war, or bad designs,

Or shooting cushies

—

Lang fowling-pieces, carabines,

And blunderbusses

!

Maist feck, though oiled to mak them glimmer,
Hadna been shot for mony a simmer;
And Fame, the story-telling kimmer,

Jocosely hints

That some o' them had bits o' timmer
Instead o' flints

!

Some guns, she threeps, within her ken,
Were spiked, to let nae priming ben

;

And, as in twenty there were ten

Worm-eaten stocks,

Sae, here and there, a rozit-end

Held ou their locks !

And then, to show what difference stands
Atween the leaders and their bands,
Swords that, unsheathed since Prestonpans,

Neglected lay,

Were furbished up, to grace the hands
0' chiefs this dayl

* Ohon !* says George, and ga'e a grane,
• The age o' chivalry is gane !*

Syne, having owre and owrc again
The hale sun-eyed.

Their route, and a' tilings else, made plain.

He snuffed, and said :

* Now, gt-nllemen! now, mind the motion.
And dinna, tliis time, iiiak a botion :

Shouther your anus ! O ! ha'd them tosh on.

And not athraw!
Wheel wi' your left hands to the ocean,

Autl march awa !*

Wi' that, the dinlin drums rebound,
Fifes, clarionets, and hautboys sound I

Through crowds on crowds, collected round,
The Corporations

Trudge aff, while Kcho's self is drowned
In acclamations !

SIR ALEXANDER BOSWELL.

Sir Alf.xanuer Boswell (1775-1822), the eldest
son of Jolmson's biographer, was author of some
amusing songs, which are still very popular. Auid
Gtuleman^ yere a Drucken Carle, Jennys Bawbee,
Jenny Dang the Weaver^ &c. display considerable
comic humour, and coarse but characteristic paint-

ing. The higher qualities of simple rustic grace and
elegance he seems never to have attempted. In
1803 Sir Alexander collected his fugitive pieces, and
publishecj them under the title of Sonys chiejly in the

Scottijih Dialect. In 1810 he published a Scottish

dialogue, in the style of Fergusson, called Edinburyky
or the Ancient lioyalty ; a Sketch of Manners^ by Simon
Gray. 'I'liis Sketch is greatly overcharged. Sir

Alexander was an ardent lover of our early litera-

ture, and reprinted several works at his private

printing-press at Auchinleck. When politics ran
high, he unfi>rtunately wrote some personal satires,

for one of which he received a chsdlenge from Mr
Stuart of Dunearn. The parties met at Auchter-
tool, in Fifeshire : conscious of his error. Sir Alex-
ander resolved not to fire at his opponent; but Mr
Stuart's shot took effect, and the unfortunate baronet
fell. He died from tlie wound on the following day,
the 26th of Marcli 1822. He had been elevated to

the baronetcy only the year previous.

Jenny Dang the Weaver,

At Willie's wedding on the green,

The lassies, bonny witches

!

Were a' dressed out in aprons clean,

And braw white Sunday mutches ;

Auld Mai:gie bade the lads tak' tent.

But .luck would not believe her
j

But soon the fool his folly kent.

For Jenny dang the weaver.

And Jenny dang, Jenny dang,
Jenny dang the weaver;

But soon the fool his folly kent,
For Jenny dang the weaver.

At ilka country dance or reel,

Wi' her he would be bobbing;
When she sat down, he sat down,
And to her would be gabbing ;

Where'er hhe gaed, haith butt and ben,

The coof would never leave her;

Aye keckling like a clocking hen.

But Jenny dang the weaver.

Jenny dang, &c.

Quo' he. My lass, to ppeak my mind,
In troth I needna swither;

You've bonny een, and if you're kind,

I'll never seek anithcr:

He hummed ami hawed, the hiss cried, Peugh,

And bade the coof no deavc her;

Syne snapt her fingers, lap and Icugb,

And dang the silly weaver.

And Jenny dang, Jenny dang,

Jenny dang the weaver;

Syne snapt her fingers, lap and leugh,

And dang the silly weaver.
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Jainy's Bawbee.

I met four chaps yon birks amang,
\Vi' hiiipin* lupi, and faces lang

;

1 speenid at neilnnir RauMy Strang,

Wha's thae 1 see!

Quo' he, ilk ercam-faoed, pawky chiel|

Thought hiuiser cunnin' as the de'il.

And hero they cam, awa to steal

Jenny's bawbee.

The firnt, a captain till his trade,

Wi* !*kuU ill lined, and back weel clad.

Marched round the barn, and by the shed,

And pappit on his knee.

Quo' he, * My goddess, nymph, and queen,

Your beauty's dazzled baith my een ;*

But de'il a beauty he had seen

But—Jenny's bawbee.

A lawj'er neist, wi' bletherin' gab,

Wha speeches wove like ony wab,

In ilk ane's com aye took a dab.
And a' for a fee:

Accounts he had through a' the town.

And tradesmen's tongues nae mair could drown
;

Haith now he thought to chmt his gown
Wi' Jenny's bawbee.

A Norland laird neist trotted up,

Wi' bawsened naig and siller whup.
Cried, * There's my bestst, lad, baud the gnip,

Or tie'i till a tree,

WTiat's gowd to me?—I've walth o' Ian';

Bestow on ane o' worth your ban' ;'

He thought to pay what he was awn
WV Jenny's bawbee.

A' spruce frae ban'boxes and tubs,

A Thing cam neist (but life has rubs).

Foul were the roads, and fou the dubs,

Ah ! waes me

!

A* clatty, squintin' through a glass.

He girned, * I'faith a bonnie lass!'

He thought to will, wi' front o' brass,

Jenny's bawbee.

Phe ba<le the laird gang comb his wig,

The sodger no to strut sae big,

The lawyer no to be a prig,

The fool cried, * Tehee,

1 kent that I could never fail!*

She prined the dish-clout till his tail,

And cooled him wi' a water-pail,

And kept her bawbee.

Good Ni'jht^ and Joy he wi* ye a*.

[This song is supposed to proceed from the mouth of an aged
chieftain.]

Good night, and joy be wi' ye a'

;

Your harmless mirth has charmed my heart

;

May life's fell blasts out owre ye blaw!
)n sorrow may ye never part

!

My spirit lives, but strength is gone;
The mountain-fires now blaze in vain ;

Remember, sons, the deeds I've done,

And in your deeds I'll live again!

WTien on yon muir our gallant clan

Frae boasting foes their banners tore,

Wha showed himself a better man,
Or fiercer waved the red claymore ?

But when in peace—then mark me there

—

When through the glen the wanderer came,
I gave him of our lordly fare,

I gave liim here a welcome bame.

The aulJ will speak, the young maun hear;
Itc cantie, but be good and leal

;

Your ain ilU aye hae heart to bear,

Anither's a^e hae heart to feel.

So, ere I set, I'll see you shine,

I'll see you triumph ere I fa*

;

My jtarting breath shall boast you mine-*
(Juud night, and joy be wi' you a'.

[The niyh Street of Edinburgh.']

[From ' Edinburgh, or the Ancient Royalty."]

Tier upon tier I see the mansions rise,

Whose azure summits mingle with the skies

;

There, from the earth the labouring porters bear
The elenients of fire and water high in air;

There, as you scale the steps with toilsome tread,
The dripping barrel madifies your head

;

Thence, as adown the giddy round you wheel,

A rising porter greets you with his creel

!

Here, in these chambers, ever dull and dark,

The lady gay received her gayer spark.

Who, clad in silken coat, with cautious tread,

Trembled at opening casements overhead
;

But when in safety at her porch he trod,

He seized the ring, and rasped the twisted rod.

No idlers then, I trow, were seen to meet.
Linked, six a-row, six hours in Princes Street

;

But, one by one, they panted up the hill,

And picked their steps with most uncommon skill
;

Then, at the Cross, each joined the motley mob

—

' How are ye, Tam ? and how's a' wi' y**, Bob V
Next to a neighbouring tavern all retired,

And draughts of wine their various thoughts inspired.

O'er draughts of wine the beau would nioan his love;
O'er draughts of wine the cit his bargain drove

;

O'er dniughts of wine the writer penned the will

;

And legal wisdom counselled o'er a gill.

• * *

Yes, mark the street, for youth the great resort,

Its sp;v<:iou8 width the theatre of sport.

Tliere, midst the crowd, the jingling hoop is driven

;

Full many a leg is hit, and curse is given.

There, on the pavement, mystic forms are chalked.
Defaced, renewed, delayed—but never balked

;

There romping Miss the rounded slate may drop,

And kick it out with persevering hop.

There, in the dirty current of the strand,

Boys drop the rival corks with ready hand,
And, wading through the puddle with slow pace.
Watch in solicitude the doubtful race

!

And there, an active band, with frequent boast.

Vault in succession o'er each wooden post.

Or a bold stripling, noted for his might.
Heads the array, and rules the mimic fight.

Fntm hand and sling now fly the whizzing stones.

Unheeded broken heads and broken bones.

The rival hosts in close engagement mix.
Drive and are driven by the dint of sticks.

The bicker rages, till some mother's feara

Ring a sad story in a bailie's ears.

Her prayer is heard ; the order quick is sped,

And, from that corps which hapless Porteous led,

A brave detachment, probably of two,

Rush, like two kites, upon the warlike crew,
M'ho, struggling, like the fabled frogs and mice.
Are pounced upon, and carried in a trice.

But, mark that motley group, in various garb

—

There vice begins to form her rankling barb ;

The germ of gambling sprouts in pitch-aud-toss.
And brawl, successive, tells disputed loss.

From hand to hand the whirling haUpence pass.
And, every copper gone, they fly to brass.

Those polished rounds which decorate the coat,

And brilliant shine upon some youth uf note,
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Orisiirinj;; of Binnuif^ham's creative art,

Now fnun the fiiithful button-holes depart.

To suiliifii twitch the rending stitches yield,

And I'nterprise ii;:ain essays the field.

So, when a few fleet years of his short span

Have ri]iened this dire passion in the man,
Wht'n thousand after thousand takes its flight

In the short circuit of one wretched night.

Next shall the honours of the forest fall.

And ruin desolate the chieftain's hall

;

Hill after hill some cunning clerk sliall gain;
Then in a laeudicant behold a thane

!

JAATES HOGG.

James TTogg, generally known by his poetical

name of ' The Ettrick vShepherd/ was perhaps the

most creative and imaginative of the uneducated
poets. His fancy had a wide range, picturing in its

flights scenes of wild aerial magnificence and beauty.

His taste was very defective, though he had done

much to repair liis early want of instruction. His
occupation of a shepherd, among solitary hills and
glens, must have been fjivourable to his poetical en-

thusiasm. He was not, like Burns, thrown into

society when young, and forced to combat witii mis-

fortune. His destiny was unvaried, until he had
arrived at a period when the bent of his genius was
fixed for life. Without society during the day, his

evening hours were spent in listening to ancient

legends and ballads, of whiclvlus mother (like Burns's)

was a groat reciter. Tliis nurserj* of imagination he

has himself beautifully described :

—

li^t the mystic lore sublime
Of fairy talcs of ancient time!

1 learned them in the lonely glen,

The last abodes of living men.
Where never stranger came our way
By summer night, or winter day;
Where neighbouring hind or cot was none

—

Our converse was with heaven alone

—

With voices through the cloud that sung,

And brooding storms that round us hung.

lady, judge, if judge ye may,
How stern and ample was the sway
Of themes like these when darkness fell.

And gray-haired sires the tales would tell!

When doors were barred, and elder dame
Plied at her task beside the flame

That through the smoke and gloom alone

On dim and umbered faces shone

—

The bleat of mountain goat on high,

That from the cliff came quavering by
;

The echoing rock, the rushing flood.

The cataract's swell, the moaning wood
;

The undefined and mingled hum

—

Voice of the desert never dumb !

All these have left within this heart

A feeling tongue can ne*er impart

;

A wildered and unearthly flame,

A something that's without a name.

Hogg was descended from a family of shepherds,
and bom, as he alleged (though tlie point was often
disputed) on tlie 25th January (Burns's birthday),
in the year 1772. When a mere child he was put
out to service, acting first as a cow-herd, until cap-
able of taking care of a flock of sheep. He bad in

all about half a year's schooling. When eigiiteen

years of age he entered the service of Mr Laidlaw,
Blackhouse, He was then an eager reader of j)oetr_v

and romances, and he subscribed to a circulating
library in Teebles, the miscellaneous contents of
which he perused with the utmost avidity. He was
a remarkably fine-looking young man, witli a pro-
fusiou uf liglit-brown hair, which he wore coiled up

under !iis bat or blue bonnet, the etwy of all the
country maidens. An attack of illness, however,
brought on by over-e.xertion on a hot summer day,
completely altered his e(mntenance, and changed the
very form of his features. His first literary eJfort

was in song-writing, and in 1801 he published a
snuill volume of pieces. He w:is introduix-d to Sir

Walter Scott by liis master's son, Mr William Laid-
law, and assisted in the collection of old ballads for

the Border Minstrelsy, He soon imitated the style

of these ancient strains with great felicity, and pub-
lished another v( lume of songs and ptK^ms under the
title of The Mountuin Bard. He now en,barked ill

sheep-farming, and touk a jimrney to the islaml of

Harris on a speculation of this kind ; hut all he had
saved as a shepherd, or by bis puldieation, was lost

in these attempts. He then re])aired to Edinburgh,
and endeavoured to subsist by his pen. A eollectioa

of songs, The Forest Minstrel, was his first etfort;

his second was a jteriodical called 'J'he S/n/ ; but it

was not till the publication of tlie Queens Wakey in

1813, that the sheplierd established his reputation
as an autlior. This ' legendary poem ' consists of a
collection of tales and ballads supposed to be sung
to Mary Queen of Scots by tlie native bards of Scot-

land assembled at a royal wake at Holyrood, in

order that the fiiir queen might prove

The wondrous powers of Scottish song.

The design was excellent, and the execution so varied

and masterly, that Hogg was at once jdaced among
the first of our living poets. The <lifiLTent produc-

tions of the native minstrels are strung together by
a thread of narrative so gracefully written in many
parts, that the reader is surprised equally at the de-

licacy and the genius of the author. At the conclu-

sion of the poem, Hogg alludes to his illustrious

friend Scott, and adverts with some feeling to au
advice which Sir Walter had once given him, to ab-

stain from his worship of poetry.

The land was charmed to list his lays ;

It knew the haq> of ancient days.

The border chiefs that long had been

In sepulchres unhearsed and green,

Passed from their mouldy vaults away
In armour red and stern array,

And by their moonlight halls were seen

In visor, helm, and habergeon.

Even fairies sought our land again.

So powerful was the magic strain.

Blest be his generous heart for ayel

He told me where the relic lay ;

Pointed my way with ready will

Afar on Ettrick 's wildest hill

;

Watched my first notes with curious eye,

And wondered at my minstrelsy

;

He little weened a parent's tongue

Such strains had o'er my cradle sung.

But when to native feelings true,

I struck upon a chord was new

;

M'hen by myself I 'gan to play,

He tried to wile my harp away.

Just when her notes began with skill,

To sound beneath the southern hill,

And twine around my bosom's core.

How could we part for evermore !

'Twas kindness all— I cannot blame

—

For bootless is the minstrel flame ;

But sure a bard might well have known
Another's feelings by. his own 1

Scott was grieved at this allusion to his friendly

counsel, as it was given at a time wlien no one

dreamed of the shepherd possessing the jvowcrs that

be displayed in the * Queen's Wake.' Various works
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now procffcluil from his ix-n

—

Mailur of the Moor, a

[Hieni in the Spenseriiin stanza; The PUgrints of the

Sun, in blank vorse; The Ilnntinij of ButUeive, The
Pot-tic Mirror, Queen flt/uile, I)riimatieTcih.t,$cc, Also
Beveriil novcU, as ^\'irller I^veninq Tales, The Browuie
o/B„lshe,k, The Three PerihofMan, The Three Pet iU

of Woman, The Confections of a Sinner, &o. &C'.

Hojijt's (irose is very unequal, lie had no skill in

arranging inei<lents or delineating character. He is

often coarse anJ extravagant ; vet some of his stories

have much of the literal truth and happy minute
painting of Defoe. The worldly schemes of the

shepherd were seldom successful. Thousjh he had
failed as a sheep fanner, he ventured again, and took

a large farm. Mount Ilcnger, from the Duke of Buc-
cleuch. Here he also was unsuccessful ; and his sole

support, for the latter years of his life, was the re-

muneration afforded hy his literary labours. He
lived in a cottage which he had built at Altrive, on
a piece i>f moorland (seventy acres) presented to

him by tlie Duchess of Uncclench. His love of
angling and field-sports amoinitcd to a passion, and
when he could no longer fi.sh or hunt, he declared
his belief that his <leath was near. In the autumn
of IS.IS he was attacked with a dropsical complaint;
and on the 21st November of that year, after some
days of insensibility, he breathed bis last as calmly,

and with as little pain, as he ever fell .asleep in his

gray plaid on the hill-side. Ilis death was deeply
mourned in the vale of Ettrick, for all rejoiced in

his fame; and notwithstanding his personal foibles,

the shepherd was generous, kind-hearted, and chari-
table far beyond his means.

In the activity and versatility of his powers, Hogg
resembled Allan Ramsay more than he did Burns.
Neither of them had the strength of passion or the
grasp of intellect peculi.ir to Burns ; but, on the
other hand, their style was more discursive, plavful,

and fanciful. Burns seldom projects himself, as it

were, out of his own feelings and situation, v hcreas
both Ramsay and Hogg are happiest when they soar
into the world of fancy or the scenes of antiquity.

The Ettrick Shepherd .abiindoned himself entirely to

the genius of old romance and legendary story. He
loved, like Spenser, to luxuriate in fairy visions, and
to picture scenes of sui>ernatur;d splendour and
beauty, where

The emerald fields are of dazzling glow,
And the flowers of everlasting blow.

His ' Kilmeny ' is one of the finest fairy tales that ever
was conceived by poet or painter; and p.assagcs in

the ' Pilgrims of the Sun ' h;ive the same abstract
remote beauty and lofty imagination. Burns would
have scrupled to commit himself to these aerial
phantoms. Ilis visions were more material, and
linked to the joys and sorrows of actual existence.
Akin to this peculiar feature in Hogg's poetry is

the spirit of most of liis songs—a wild lyrical flow
of fancy, that is sometimes inexpressibly sweet and
musical. He wanted art to construct a fable, and
taste to give due effect to his imagery and concep-
tions; but there are few poets who impress us so
much with the idea of direct inspiration, and that
poetry is indeed an art ' unteachable and untaught.'

Bonny Kilmeny.

[From the * Queen'a Wake."]

Bonny Kilmeny gaed up the glen
;

But it wa.sna to meet Duneira's men,
Nor the rosy monk of the isle to see.

For Kilmeny was pure as pure could be.
It was only to hear the yorlin sing,

And pu' the cress-flower round the spring

;

The .leaflet hypp and the hindberrj'c.
And the nut that hang frac the hazel tree ;

Kor Kilmeny wa.s pure as pure could he.
r.ut lang nniy her niiniiv look o'er tho wa',
.\iid lang may she seek i' the greenwood shaw

;

I.aiig the ..drd of Duneira blame,
.\nd lang, lang greet or Kilmeny come hamel
When many a day had come and fled.

When grief grew calm, and hope w,as dead,
^\'heu nniss fur Kilmeny's soul had been sung,
When the beadsman had prayed, and the dead-bell

rung,

I.ate, late in a gloamin, when all was still.

When the fringe was red on the western hill,

Tlie wood was sere, the moon i' the wane.
The reek o' the cot hung over the plain
Like a little wee cloud in the world its lane

;

When the ingle lowed with an eiry leme.
Late, late in the gloamin, Kilmeny came hamel
'Kilmeny, Kilmeny, where have you been!

Lang hae we sought baith holt and dean

;

Hy linn, by ford, and greenwood tree.

Yet you are halesome and fair to see.

Where gat ye that joup o' the lily sheen !

That bonny snood of the birk sae green ?

.-Viid these roses, the fairest that ever were seen?
Kilmeny, Kilmeny, where have you been V
Kilmeny looked up with a lovely grace.

But nae smile was seen on Kilmeny's face;
As still was her look, and as still was her ee,

.\9 the stillness that lay on the emerant lea.

Or the mist that sleeps on a waveless sea.

For Kilmeny had been she knew not where,
And Kilmeny had seen what she could not declare;
Kilmeny had been where the cock never crew.
Where the rain never fell, and the wind never blew,
But it seemed as the harp of the sky had rung.
And the airs of heaven played round her tongue,
When she spake of the lovely forms she had seen.
And a land where sin had never been.

In yon greenwood there is a walk,
And in that waik there is a wene,

.\nd in that wene there is a maike
That neither hath flesh, blood, nor bane ;

A\o\ down in yon greenwood he walks his lane!
In that green wciie Kilmeny lay,
Her besom happed wi' the flowrets gay;
But the air w.as soft, and the silence deep,
.And bonny Kilmeny fell sound a.sleep;

She kend nae mair, nor opened her ee,

Till waked by the hymns of a far countrye,
She wakened on couch of the silk sae slim,
-All striped wi' the bars of the rainbow's rim;
.And lovely beings round were rife.

Who eist had travelled mortal life.

They clasped her waist and her hands sae fair,

They kissed her cheek, and they kamed her hair,
.And round came many a blooming fere.

Saying, ' Bonny Kilmeny, ve're welcome here!'
• * »

They lifted Kilmeny, they led her away,
.And she walked in the liglit of a sunless "day

;

The sky was a dome of crystal bright.
The fountain of vision, and fountain of light

;

The emerald fields were of dazzling glow,
And the flowers of everlasting blow.
Then deep in the stream her body they laid,
That her youth and beauty never might fade

;

.And they smiled on heaven when they saw her lie
In the stream of life that wandered by

;

And she heard a song, she heard it sung.
She kend not where, but sae sweetly it rung.
It fell on her ear like a dream of the morn.

' 0! blest be the day Kilmeny was bom!
The sun that shines on the world sae bright,

A borrowed gleid frae the fountain of light

;
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And the moon tliat sleeks the sky sae dun,

Like a powdeii bow^ or a bcamless sun.

Shall wear away, and be seen nae luair,

And the angels shall miss them travelling the air.

But hiug, lang after buith nijrht and day,

When the sun and the world have etdyed away ;

When the sinner has gane to his wacsouie duom,

Kilmeny shall smile in eternal bloom!*
^ « •

Then Kilmeny begged again to see

The friends she had left in her own countrye,

To tell of the \A;ice where she had been,

And the glories that lay in the land unseen.

With distant music, soft and deep,

They lulled Kilmeny sound asleep
;

And when she awakened, she lay her lane,

All happed with Howers in the greenwood wene.

W^hen seven lang years had come and fled,

When grief was calm and hope was dead,

M'hen scarce was remembered Kilmeny's name,

Late, late in the gloamin Kilmeny came hame!
And oh, her beauty was fair to see,

But still and steadfast was her ee
;

Such beauty bard may never declare.

For there was no pride nor pju^siou there

;

And the soft desire of maiden's een.

In that mild fa(re could never be seen.

Herseymar was the lily dower.

And her cheek the moss-rose in the shower;

And her voice like the distant mclodye,

That floats along the twilight sea.

But she loved to raike the lanely glpn,

And keeped afar frae the haunts of men,

Her holy hymns unheard to sing,

To suck the flowers and drink the spring,

But wherever her peaceful form appeared,

The wild beasts of the hill were cheered
;

The wolf played blithely round the field,

The lordly bison lowed and kneeleil.

The dun deer wooed with manner bland,

And cowered aneath her lily hand.

And when at eve the woodlands rung.

When hymns of other worlds she sung,

In ecstacy of sweet devotion,

Oh, then the glen was all in motion
;

The wild beasts of the forest came.

Broke from their bughta and fanlds the tame,

And goved around, charmed and amazed
;

Even the dull cattle crooned and gazed.

And murmured, and looked with anxious pain

For something the mystery to explaiu.

The buzzard came with the throstle-cock;

The corby left her houf in the rock ;

The blackbird alani; wi' the eagle flew;

The hind came tripping o'er the dew
;

The wolf and the kid their raike began.

And the tod, and the lamb, and the leveret ran ;

The hawk and the hern attour them Imng,

And the merl and the mavis forhooyed their young;
And all in a peaceful ring wore hurled:

It was like an eve in a sinless world!

When a month and a day had come and gane,

Kilmeny sought the greenwood wene,
'J'here laid her down on the leaves so green.

And Kilmeny on earth was never mair seen !

To the Comd of ISn,

How lovely is this wildered scene.

As twilight from lier vaults so blue

Steals soft o'er Yarrow's mountains green,

To sleep embalmed in midnight dew!

All hail, ye hills, whose towering height,

Like shadows, scoops the yielding sky!

And thou, mysterious guest of night,

Dread traveller of immensity 1

Stranger of heaven ! I bid thee hail

!

Shred from the pall of glory riven,

That flashest in celestial gale.

Broad pennon of the King of Ileavenl

Art thou the flag of wo and death.

From angel'tt ensign-stafl^ unfurled 1

Art thou the standard of his wrath
Waved o'er a sordid sinful world?

No, from that pure pellucid beam.
That erst o'er plains of Bethlehem shone,*

No latent evil we can deem.
Bright herald of the eternal throne I

Whate'er portends thy front of fire.

Thy streaming locks so lovely palo—
Or peace to man, or judgments dire,

Stranger of heaven, I bid thee hail!

Where hast thou roamed these thousand years!

Why sought these polar paths again,

From wilderness of glowing spheres.

To fling thy vesture o'er the wain?

And when thou scal'st the Milky Way,
And vanishest from human view,

A thousand worlds shall hail thy ray

Through wilds of you empyreal blue !

! on thy rapid prow to glide !

To sail the boundless skies with thee.

And plough the twinkling stars aside,

Like foam-bells on a tranquil sea!

To brush the embers from the sun.

The icicles from off" the pole ;

Then far to other systems run.

Where other moons and planets roll t

Stranger of heaven ! let thine eye

Smile on a rapt enthusiast's dream;
Eccentric as thy course on high,

And airy as thine ambient beam !

And long, long may thy silver ray

Our uortheni arch at eve adorn ;

Then, wheeling to the east away.

Light the gray portals of the mom t

KJicn the Kye comes Hame,

Come all ye jolly shepherds

That whistle through the glen,

ril tell ye of a secret

That courtiers dinna ken ;

What is the greatest bliss

That the tongue o' man can name I

'Tis to woo a bonnie lassie

When the kye comes hame.
When the kye comes hame,

\\''hen the kye comes hame,

'Tween the gloamin and the mirky

When the kye comes hame.

'Tis not beneath the coronet,

Nor canopy of state,

*Tis not on couch of velvet.

Nor arbour of the great

—

'Tis beneath the spreading birV,

In the glen without the name,

Wi' a bonnie, bonnie lassie,

When the kye comes hame.

There the blackbird bigs his nest

For the mate he lo'es to see.

And on tlie topmost bough,

0, a happy bird is he!

* It was reckoned by many llmt this was the same comft

which apiwared at the birth of our Saviour.—//off?.
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Then \iv pount his iiieltin^ *i't'yi

And IdVe is ii' the theme,
Ainl he'll woo his lioniiie lassie

When tiie k^e comes hiime.

When the blewart bean a pearl,

Ami the iliiisv turns a pea,

And the honnie Im'ken gowau
Miw fuuldit up her ce.

Then the lavrofk frae the blue lift,

Dm|v4 iii>wn, tind thiitks uav shame
To w(»o hiM bonnie lassie

When the kve comes hame.

See yonder pawky shepherd
That lin-^ers on the hill

—

His yowes are in tlie fauld,

And his lambs are lyin>; still
;

Yet he downa ganj; to bed.

For his heart is in a Hame
To meet his bonnie lassie

When the kye comes hame.

When the little wee bit heart
Uises hii^h in the breast,

And the little wee bit stanx
Rises red in the eiwt,

there's a joy sac dear,

That the heart can hardly frame,
Wi* a bonnie, bonnie liu^sie,

When the kye comes hame.

Then since all nature joins

In this love witliout alloy,

0, wba Wild prove a traitor

To nature's dearest joy I

Or wha wavl choose a crown,
Wi' its perils jind its fame,

And miss his bonnie lassie

When the kye comes hame.
Wlien the kye comes hame,
W hen the kye comes hame,

Tween the iloaniin and the mirk,
When the kye comes hame.

Bird of the wilderness.

Blithesome and cumberless,
Sweet be tliy m:ifin o'er triooiland and leal

Emblem of ha]'[niiess,

Blest is thy dwellinjr-place

—

to abide in the desert with thee!
Wild is thy lay and loud,

Far in the downy cloud.
Lore jrives it ener-.'y, love ^-ave it birth,

Where, on thy dewy winj:.

Where art thou joumeyin;: ?

Thy lay is in heaven, thy love is on earth.

O'er fell and fountain sheen,
0*er moor and mountain irreen,

0*er the red streamer tlnit heralds the day,
Over the clomllet dim,
Over the rainbow's rim,

Musical cherub, soar, siniriiiir, awav!
Then, when the uloatnin;: comes,
Low in the heather blooms.

Sweet will thy welcome and bed of love be!
Emblem of ha(tpiness,

Blest is thy dwellm^'-pUce

—

to abide in the desert with thee!

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM.

Allan CrNNiN-GH.vn. a bnppy imitator nf tbo old
Scottish h:illads, and a man of variiius talents, was
born at Blackwoori, near I)alswint<m. Uumfriessliire,
Deccuiber 7, 1784. His fatlier was gardener to a

neij;hlnmrii)fj proprietor, hut shortly afterwards
became facttir or land-steward to Mr Miller of Dal-
awinton, Burus's landlord at Kllisland. Mr Cun-
ninKliani had few advanta^fcs in bis early days,
unless it nii^'ht be residence in a tine jiastoral and
romantic district, then consecrated by the presence

and the penius of Burns. His uncle having: attained

some eminence as a country buihler, or mason,

Allan was apprenticed to him, with a ^'iew to join-

inpr or following liiin in bis trade; but this scheme
did not hold, and in isin he removed to London,

and connected himself with the newspaper press.

In 1814 he was cnpneed as clerk of the works,

or superintendent, to the late Sir Francis Chantrey,

the eminent sculptor, in whose establishment he
continued till his death. October 29, 1842. Mr
Cunnintjbani was an indefatitrable writer. He
early contributed poetical effusions to the perio-

dical works of the day, and nearly all the sonpa

and frapments of verse in Cromek's Remains of

Nithsdale and Galloway Song (1810) are of his

composition, though published by Cromek as un-
doubted originals. Some of those are warlike and
Jacoliite, some amatory and devotional (the wild

lyrical breathinu's of Covenantinij love and piety

among the bills), and all of them abounding in

traits of Scottish rural life and primitive manners.

As songs, they are not pitched in a key to he
popular; hut for natural grace and tenderness, and
rich Doric simplicity and fervour, these pseudo-an-
tique strains of Mr Cunningham are inimitable. In

1822 he published .**'/> Mnrmmiuhe MaxweU, a dra-

matic pnem, founded on Border story and supersti-

tion, and afterwards two volumes of Traditionul

Tales. Tiiree novels of a similar description, hut
more diffuse and improbable—namely, Paul Joyws^

Sir Michael Scott, and Lord Nohlan, also ]»rocccded

from his fertile pen. In 1 832 he appeared again aa

a poet, with a ' rustic epic.' in twelve parts, entitled

'J'/ie Afaiil «/ E/var. He edited a collectiiMi tif Scot-

tish songs, in four volumes, and an edition of Burns
in eight volumes, to which he prefixed a life of the

poet, enriched with new anecdotes and information.
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'I'o Murny's Family Library he fnntribnted usuries

of /"vv of Emltwnt /irifish Patrifprs, Scn/pturs, und
Arrfi'(t'rt<i, which extended to six vnlunies, and
proved the most pojiular of all hia prose works.

His last work (eonipleted just two days before his

death) was ii Lift' of !^'ir havid WUkie. the liistin-

piiished artist, in three volnnies. All these literary

iubniirs were prmlueetl in intervals from his stated

avocations in Chantrey's studio, which most men
would have considered ample empltjyment. liis

taste and attainments in the tine arts were as

remarkable a feature in his history as his early

ballad strains; and the prose style of Mr Cunning-
ham, when engaged on a conjrenial subject, was
justly admired for its force and treedum. There was
always a freshness and enerpy about the man and
his writing's that arrested the attention and excited

the inni'^ination. thouprh his trenius was but little

under the control of a correct or critical judgment.
Stroni; nationality antl inextinguishable ardour
formed conspicuous traits in his character ; and
altogether, the life of Mr Cunningham was a fine

example of successful origimd talent and perse-

verance, undebased by any of the alloys by which
the former is too often accompanied.

The Yoiing Ma.ncdl.

' V\*here gang ye, thou silly auld carle?

And what do ye carry there i'

* I'm gaun to the hill-aide, thou sodger gentleman,

To shift my sheep their lair.'

Ae stride or twa took the silly auld carle,

An* a gude lang stride took he

:

* I trow thou to be a feck auld carle,

Will ye shaw the way to me T

And he has gane vri' the silly auld carle,

Adown by the greenwood side
;

* Light down and gang, thou liodger gentleman,

For here ye canna ride.'

He drew the reins o' his bonnie gray steed,

An' lightly down he sprang:

Of the comcliest scarlet was his weir coat,

Whare the gowdeu tassels hang.

He has thrown aff his plaid, the silly auld carle,

An' his bonnet frae *boon his hree ;

An' wha was it hut the young Maxwell

!

An' his gu<le brown sword drew he!

*Thou killed my father, thou vile South*ron !

An' ye killed my brethren three

!

Whilk brake the heart o' my ae sister,

1 loved as the light o* my ee

!

Draw out yere sword, thou vile South*ron!

Red wat wi' blude o' my kin!

That sword it crapped the bonniest flower

E'er lifted its head to the sun!

There's ae sad stroke for my dear auld father!

There's twa for my brethren three!

An' there's ane to thy heart for my ae sister,

Wham I loved as the light o' my ee/

Hamej Ilatne, Uame.

Hame, hame, hame, hame fain wad I be,

hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie

!

When the flower is i' the bud, and the leaf is on the

tree,

The larks shall sing me hame in my ain countrie;
Hame, hame, hame, hame fain wad I be,

hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie!

The green leaf o* loyalty 's begun for to fa',

The bonnie white rose it is withering an' a';

But I'll water*t wi* the blude of usnrpimr tvrannie,

An* green it will grow in my ain cmintrie.

Hame, hnme, hame, hame fain wad I be,

(J hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie!

O there's naught frae ruin my conntn.' can save,

Hut the keys o' kind heaven to open the grave.

That a' the noble martyrs wha died fnr lovaltie,

May rise again and fight for their ain countrie.

HaTiie, hame, hame, hame fain wad I he,

O hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie I

The great are now gane, a' wha ventured to save,

The new grass is springing on the tap o' their graves;
Pint the sun through the miik blinks blithe in Uiy e'e,

* I'll shine on ye yet in yere ain countiie.*

Hame, hame, hame, hame fain wad 1 be,

Hame, haiua, hame, to my ain countrie!

[Fnrffinenf.]

Gane were but the wintercauld.
And gane were but the snaw,

I could .sleep in the wild woods,

\\'here primroses blaw.

Cauld's the snaw at my head,
And cauld at my feet.

And the linger o' death's at my een.

Closing them to sltep.

Let nanc tell my father.

Or my mither sae dear,

I'll meet tliein baith in heaven
At the spring o' the year,

She^8 Gane to Dtcall in UeavcTh*

She's gane to dwall in heaven, my lassie,

She's gane to dwall in heaven :

Ye're owre pure, quo' the voice o' God,
For dialling out o' hcaveu !

whatT she do in heaven, my lassie ?

what'l she do in heaven ?

She'll mix her ain thoughts wl' angels' sangs,

An' make tliem mair meet for heaven.

She was beloved by a', my lassie,

She was beloved by a' ;

But an angel fell in love wi* her,

An' took her frae us a*.

Low there thou lies, my lassie,

Low there thou lies ;

A bonnier form ne'er went to the yirJ,

Nor frae it will arise!

Fu' soon ril fullow thee, my lassie,

Fu' soon V\\ fullnw thee;

Thou left me nought to covet ahin',

But took gudeness scl' wi' thee.

1 looked on thy death-cold face, my lassie,

1 looked on thy death-cold face ;

Thnu seemed a lily new cut i* the bud.

An' fading in its place.

I looked on thy death-shut eye, my lassie,

1 luuked on thy death-shut eye ;

An' a lovelier li^Ut in the brow of heaven

Fell time shall ne'er destroy.

Thv lips were ruddy and calm, my lassie,

Thy lijis were ruddy and calm ;

But gane was the lndy brcatli o' heaven

To sing the evening psalm.

There's naught but dust now mine, lassie,

There's naught but dust now mine;

My sanl's wi' thee i' the cauld grave.

An' why should I stay behiu'l
^
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.4 ]\\t Shdt and a Fhwinj Sea.

A wet sheet aiul a flowing sea,

A wiiiil that fullows fajjt,

And filU the white and rustling sail.

And bends the giillant ina*t

;

And b^nds the gallant nia^t, my boys.
While, like the cau'le free,

Away the good ship flies, and learea

Old England on the lee.

f>T a soft and gentle wind!
1 heard a fair one cry

;

But give to me the snoring breeze.

And white waves heaving high
;

And white waves heaving high, my boya,
The good ship tight and free

—

The world of waters is our home,
And merry men are we.

There*s tempest in yon homed moon,
And lightning in yon cloud ;

And hark the music, mariners.
The wind is piping loud

;

The wind is piping loud, my boys.
The lightning flashing free

—

M'hile the hollow oak our palace is.

Our heritage the sea.

Ml/ Xanie 0.

Red rows the Nith 'tween bank and brae.

Mirk is the night and rainie 0,
Though heaven and earth shtpuld mix in storm,

I'll gang and see my Nanie j

My Najiie 0, my Xanie ;

My kind and winsome Nanie 0,
She holds my heart in love's dear bands,

.\nd nane can do't but Nanie 0.

In preaching time sae meek she stands,
Sae saintly and sae bonnie 0,

1 cannot set ae glimpse of grace.

For thieving looks at Nanie ;

My Nanie 0, my Nanie ;

The world's in love with Xanie ;

That heart is hardly worth the wear
That wadna love my Nanie 0.

My breast can scarce contain my heart.
When dancing she moves finely ;

I guess what heaven is by her eyes.

They sparkle sae divinely ;

My Xanie 0, my Xanie O

;

The flower o' Xithsdale's Xanie ;
"

Love liKiks frae 'ncath her lang brown hair,

And says, I dwell with Xanie 0.

Tell not, thou star at gray daylight.
O'er Tiiiwald-top so bonnie O,

My footsteps 'mang the morning dew
When coming frae my Xanie ;

My Xanie 0, ray Xanie ;

Xane ken o' me and Xanie ;

The stars and moon may tell't aboon.
They winua wrang my Nanie 01

The Poct't Bridal-Day Song.

! my love's like the steadfast sun.
Or streams that deepen as they run ;

Nor hoary hairs, nor forty years.

Nor moments between sighs and tears

—

Nor nights uf thought, nor days of pain.
Nor dreams of glory dreamed in vain

—

Nor mirth, nor sweetest song which fio.vs

To sober joys and soften woes.

Can make my heart or fancy flee

One moment, my sweet wife, from thee.

Lven while 1 niusc, I see thee sit

In niaiilcii liluoni and matron wit

—

Fair, gentle us when first I sued,
Ve seem, but of sedatcr mood

;

Yet my heart leaps as fond for thee
As when, beneath Arbigland tree.
We stayed and wwe<l, and thought the moon
Set on the sea an hour too soon

;

Or lingered 'mid the falling dew,
When looks were fond and words were few.

Though I see smiling at thv feet
Five sons and ae fair daughter sweet

;

And time, and cure, and birth-time woes
Have dimmed thine eye, and touched thy rose
To thee, and thoughts of thee, helon"
.\11 that charms nie of tale or son" •

When words come down like dews unsought.
With gleams of deep enthusiast thought,
And fancy in her heaven flies free

—

They come, my love, they come from thee.

0, when more thought we gave of old
To silver than some give to irold

;

'Twas sweet to sit and ponder o'er

Wh.at things should deck our humble bower!
'Twas sweet to pull in hope with thee
The golden fruit from Fortune's tree ;

And sweeter still to choose and twine
A garland for these lucks of thine

—

A song-wreath which may grace my Jean,
While rivers flow and woods are green.

At times there come, as come there ought.
Grave moments of sedater thought

—

When Fortune frctwns, nor lends our night
One gleam of her inconstant light

;

And Hope, that decks the peasant's bower.
Shines like the rainbow through the shower,
O, then I see, while seated nigh,
A mother's heart shine in thine eve ;

And proud resfdve and purpose meek.
Speak of thee more than words can speak

:

I think the we<lded w*ife of mine
The best of all that's not divine.

VriLLIAM TENNANT,

In IS 1 2 appeared a singular mock lieroic poem,
Anster Fair, written in tlie ottava rima stanza, sini'e

niaiie so popular by Byron in his Beppo and Don
.Jimn. The subject was the niarriMge of JIagpie
Lauder, the famous heroine of Scottish song, but
the author wrote not for the multitude familiar
with Maggie's rustic glory. He aimed at pleasing
the admirers of that refined conventional poetry,
half serious and sentimentij, and half ludicrous
and satirit-al, which was cultivated by Berni. Ariosto,
anri the lighter poets of Italy. There was classic

imagery on familiar subjects— supernatural ma-
chinery (as in the Kape of the Ixick) blended with
the ordinary details of domestic life, and with lively
anil fanciful description. An exulierance of aninnd
spirits seemed to carry the author over the most
perilous ascents, and his wit and fancy were rarelv
at fault. Snoli a pleasant sparkling volume, in a
style then unhackneyed, w.assure nf success. '.Vn-
ster Fair' sold ra])idly. and has since been often re-

published. The author, William Tknnant, is a
native of Anstruther, or Anstcr, who, whilst filling

the situation of clerk in a mercantile establishment,
studied ancient and modern literature, and taught
himself Hebrew, His attainments were rewardid
in 1813 with an appointment as parish schoolmaster,
to which was attached a salary of L.40 per ainnira

—a reward not unlike that conferred on Mr .Abraham
Adams in Joseph Andrews, who being a scholar and
man of virtue, was • provided with a handsome in-
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come of L.23 a-year, wliich, however, he ('(luld not

make a t,Teat fipurt vitli, because he lived in a dear

country, and was a little eneuinbered with a wife and

six children.* The autliur of * Anster Fair' has since

been appointed to a more eli^'ible and biconiin^'

situation—teacher of classical and oriental lan^Miajres

in I>ollar Institution, and, more recently, a j>rnfessur

in St Mary's citlli-Kf. St Andrews. He has put)lislH'd

some other poetical works—a tragedy on the story of

Cardinal IJeatnn. and two poems, the TImne of Fi/t\

and the Dimfnifj l)>m-n of the Caiheiirai It was

said of Sir iKivi'd Wilkie that he took most of the

fij^ures in his [)ictures from livinp characters in the

county of Fife, familiar to him in his youth: it is

more certain that Mr Tennant's poems are all on

native subjects in the same district. Indeed, their

, strict locality lias been at,':iinst tlieir pupnlarity ;

but * Anster Fair' is the most diversified and richly

; humorous i){ tlicni all, and besides beinji an animated,

I

witty, and ai.M'eeable poem, it baa the merit of being

the tirst work of the kind in our language. The

I

Monks ami Giants uf 'SU Frere (]>ul)Iished under

I

the assumed name of Whistlecraft), from wliich

. Byron avowedly drew his Beppo, did not appear till

some time after Mr Tennant's poem. Of tlie higher

and more poetical jiarts of 'Anster Fair,* we sub-

join a specimen :

—

I wish I had a cottase snug and neat

Upon the top of many fuuutained Ide,

That I might thence, in holy fervour, greet

1 The briglit ^-owned Morning trii>ping up her side :

And when the Inw Sun's glory-buskined feet

j
Walk on the blue wave of the /F.gean tide,

\
Oh! I would kneel me down, and worship there

I
The God who garnished out a world so bright and

I fair

!

I

The saffron-elhowed Morning up the slope

Of heaven caniiries in her jewelled shoes.

And throws o'er Kelh-law's sheep-nibbled top
' Her golden apron dri]>ping kindly dews;
And never, since she first began to hop

Up heaven's blue causeway, of her beams profuse,

Shone there a dawn so glorious and so gay,

As shines the merry dawn of Anster market-day.

Round through the vast circumference of sky
One speck "f small cloud cannot eye behold.

Save in the east some fleeces bright of dye.

That stripe the hem of heaven with woolly gold,

Whereon are ha])j)y angels wont to lie

Lolling, in amaranthine flowers enrolled.

That they may sjiy the precious light of God,
Flung from the blessed East o'er the fair Earth

abroad.

The fair Earth laughs through all her boundless range,

Heaving lier green hills high t** greet the beam

;

City and village, steeple, cot, and grange.

Gilt as with Nature's purest leaf-gold seem
;

The heaths and ujdand muirs, and fallows, change
Their barren brown into a ruddy gleam.

And, on ten thousantl dew-bent leaves and sprays.

Twinkle ten thousand suns, and fling their petty
rays.

Up from their nests and fields of tender corn
Full merrily the little skylarks spring.

And on their dew-beilabbled i>inions borne.

Mount to the heaven's blue key-stone flickering
;

They turn their plume-soft bosoms to the morn.
And hail tlie genial light, and eheer'ly sing;

Echo the gla<isome hills and valleys roumi.

As half the bells of Fife ring loud and swell the
sound.

For when the first upsloping ray was flung

(In Anster steeple's swallow-harbouring top,

It-* bell and all the bells around were rung
Sonorous, jangling, loud, without a stop

j

For, toilingly, each bitter beadle swung,
l''ven till he smoked with sweat, his greasy rope,

And almost broke his bell-wheel, ushering in

The morn of Anster Fair with tinkle-taiikling din.

And, from our steeple's pinnacle outspread.

The town's long Cfdours flare and flup on high,

Whose anchor, blazoned fair in green and red,

Curls, pliant to each breeze that whistles by;
Whilst on the boltsprit, stern, and topma«t head
Of brig and sloop tliat in the harbour lie,

Streams the red gandciy of flags in air.

All to salute and grace the luurn of Anster Fair.

The description of the heroine is equally passionate

and imaginative :—

Her form was as the Morning's blithesome star,

'I'hat, capped with lustrovis coronet »d" beams,
Rides up the dawning orient in her car,

New-washed, and doubly fnlgent from the streams

—

The Chaldee shepherd eyes her light afar.

And on his knees adores her as she gleams

;

So shone the stately form of Maggie Lander,

And so the admiring crowds pay homage and applaud
her.

Each little step her trampling palfrey took,

Shaked her majestic person into grace.

And as at times his glossy sides she strook

Endearingly with whip's green silken lace,

(The prancer seemed to court such kind rebuke.

Loitering with wilful tardiness of pace),

Ry Jove, the very waving of her arm
Had power a brutish lout to unbrutify and charm

!

Her face was as the summer cloud, whereon
The dawning sun delights to rest his rays!

Compared with it, old Sharon's vale, o'ergrown

With flaunting roses, had resigned its praise;

For why? Her face with heaven's owm roses shone.

Mocking the morn, and witching men to gaze
;

And he that gazed with cold unsmitten soul,

That blockhead's heart was ice thrice baked beneath
the Pole.

Her locks, apparent tufts of wiry gold.

Lay on her lily tenijiles, fairly dangling,

And on each hair, so harudess to behold,

A lover's soul hung mercilessly strangling;

The piping silly zephyrs vied to unfold

The tresses in their arms so slim and tangling,

And thrid in sport these lover-noosing snares.

And played at hide-and-seek amid the golden hairs.

Her eye was as an honoured palace, where

A choir of lightsome Graces fri^k and dance;
What object drew her gaze, how mean soe'er,

Got dignity and honour from the glance;
Wo to the man on whom she unaware

Hid the dear witchery of her eye elanee

!

'Twas sui'h a thrilling, killing, keen regard

—

May Heaven from such a look preserve each tender

bard !

So on she rode in virgin majt^sty,

Charming the thin dead air to kiss her lips,

Aiiil with the light and grandeur of her eye

Shaming the proud sun into dim eclipse;

While rounri her presence clustering far and nigh,

On horsel)ack sotije, with silver spurs and whips,

And some afoot with shoes of dazzling buckles.

Attended knights, and hurds, and clowns with homy
knuckles.
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His humour and lively characteristic puintiiifr are

Well displayed in the account of tlie diflfereiit i)artips

who, ^ny alid fantastic, flix'k to the fair, as Chaucer's

pilf;rinis did to the shrine of Thomas-a-Ikcket.

Tlie following verses descrilx; the men froui the

north :

—

Conies next frora Ross-shire and from Sutherland

The homy-knuckled kilted Hij^hhindnian :

From where upon the rocky Caithness strand

Breaks the long wave that at the Pole began,

And where Lochtine from her prolific sand

Her herrings gives to feed each bordering clan,

Arrive the brogue-shod men of generous eye,

Plaided and breechless all, with Esau's hairy thigh.

They come not now to fire the Lowland stacks,

Or foray on the banks of Fortha's firth
;

Claymore and broadsword, and Lochaber axe,

Are left to rust above the smoky hearth
;

Their only arras are bagpipes now and sacks
;

Their teeth are set most desperately for mirth
;

And at their broad and sturdy backs are hung
Great wallets, crammed with cheese and bannocks

and cold tongue.

Nor staid away the Islanders, that He
To buffet of the Atlantic surge exposed

;

From Jura, Arran, Barra, Uist, and Skye,

Piping they come, unshaved, unbreeched, unhosed
;

And from that Isle, whose abbey, structured high.

Within its precincts holds dead kings enclosed.

Where St Columba oft is seen to waddle
Gowned round with flaming fire upon the spire

astraddle.

Next from the far-famed ancient town of Ayr,

(Sweet Ayr! with crops of ruddy damsels blest,

That, shooting up, and waxing fat and fair,

Shine on thy braes, the lilies of the west
!)

And from Dumfries, and from Kilmarnock (where

Are night-caps made, the cheapest and the best)

Blithely they ride on ass and mule, with sacks

In lieu of saddles placed upon their asses' backs.

Close at their heels, bestriding well-trapped nag,

Or humbly riding ai*ses' backbone bare.

Come Glasgow's merchants, each with money-bag,
To purchase Dutch Untseed at Anster Fair

—

Sagacious fellows all, who well may brag

Of virtuous industry and talents rare
;

The accomplished men o' the counting-room confest,

And fit to crack a joke or argue with the best.

Nor keep their homes the Borderers, that stay

Where purls the Jed, and Esk, and little Liddcl,

Men that can rarely on the bagpipe play,

And wake the unsober spirit of the fiddle
;

Avowed freebooters, that have many a day
Stolen sheep and cow, yet never owned they did ill ;

Great rogues, for sure that wight is but a rogue

That blots the eighth command from Moses' decalogue.

And some of them in sloop of tarry side,

Come from North-Benvick harbour sailing out

;

Others, abhorrent of the sickening tide.

Have ta'en the road by Stirling brig about,

And eastward now from long Kirkaldy ride.

Slugging on their slow-gaited asses stout.

While dangling at their backs are bagjiipes hung.

Ami dangling hangs a tale on every rhymer's tongue.

WILLIAM MOTHERWELL.

William Motherwell (1797-1S35) was horn in

Glasgow, but, after his eleventh year, was brought

up under the care of an uncle in Paisley. At t!ie

age of twenty-one, he was appointed deputy to the

Bheriff-clerk at that town. He early evinced a love

of poetry, and in 1819 became editor of a miscellany

entitled the Harp of lifufrfwshirc. A taiste for au-

tiquurian research

—

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose

—

divided with the muse the empire of Motherwell's

genius, and he attained an unusually familiar ac-

quaintance wiTli the early history of our native

literature, particularly in the department (tf tradi-

tionary poetry. The results of tliis erudition ap-

jwared in Minstrelst/ Ancient and Modfrn (1827), a

collection of Scottish ballads, prefaced by a liisto-

rical introduction, which must bu the basis of all

future investigations into the subject. In the foHow-

ing year he became editor of a weekly journal in

Paisley, and established a magazine there, to which
lie contributed some of his happiest poetical etfu-

sions. The talent and spirit wliich he evinced in

his editorial duties, were the means of advancing

liim to the more important office of conducting the

Glasgow Courier, in wliich situation he continued

till his death. In 1832 he C(tllocted and published

his poems in one volume. He also joined with

Hogg in editing the works of Burns; and he was
collecting materials fi)r a life of TuTuiahill, when be

was sudilenly cut (iff by a fit of apoplex}' at the

early age of thirty-eight. The taste, enthusiasm,

and social qualities of Motherwell, rendered him
very popular annuig iiis townsmen and friends. As
an antiquary, he was shrewd, indefatig:ihle, and
truthful. As a poet, he was liappiest in pathetic or

sentimental lyrii-s, though bis own inclinations led

him to prefer the chivalrous and martial style of

the old minstrels.

Jcanie Morrison*

IVe wandered east, Pve wandered west,

Through mony a weary way ;

But never, never can forget

The luve of life's young day!

The fire that's blawn on Beltane e'en,

May weel be black gin Yule;
But blacker fa' awaits the heart

Where first fond luve grows cule.

dear, dear Jeanie Morrison,

The thochts o' bygane years

Still fling their shadows owre my path.

And blind my een wi' tears 1

They blind my een wi' saut, saut tears,

And sair and sick I pine,

As memory idly summons up
The blithe blinks o' langsyne.

'Twas then we luvit ilk ither weel,

'Twas then we twa did part

;

Sweet time !—sad time !—twa bairns at schule,

Twa bairns, and but ae heart

!

'Twas then we sat on ae laigh bink,

To lear ilk ither lear
;

And tones, and looks, and smiles were shed.

Remembered ever mair.

1 wonder, Jeanie, aften yet.

When sitting on that bink.

Cheek touchin' cheek, loof locked in loof.

What our wee heads could think.

When baith bent doun owre ae braid page,

Wi' ae buik on our knee.

Thy lips were on thy lesson, but

My lesson was in thee.

mind ye how we hung our heads,

How cheeks hnmt red wi' sliaiiie.

Whene'er the sciuile-weans, laughin', said.

We cleeked thcgither hame I
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Ad'J iuint.1 ye o' the Saturdays

(The schule then skail't at noon),

When we ran atf to speel the braes

—

The broomy braes o' June i

My head rins round and round about,

My heart flows like a sea,

As ane by ane the thochts rush back
0' schule-time and o' thee.

Oh, niomin' life ! oh, momiu' luve !

Oh, lichtsome days and lang,

When hinnied hopes around our hearts.

Like simmer blossoms, sprang!

mind ye, luve, how aft we left

The deavin* dinsome toun.

To wander by the ^een burnside,

And hear its water croon 1

The simmer leaves hung owre our heads,

The flowers burst round our feet,

And in the gloamin' o' the wud
The tiirossil whusslit sweet.

The throssil whusslit in the wud,
The bum sung to the trees,

And we with Nature*s heart in tune.

Concerted harmonies;

And on the knowe abune the bum,
For hours thegither sat

In the silentnesH o* joy, till balth

Wi' vera gladness grat

!

Aye, aye, dear Jeanie >rorrison.

Tears trinkled doun your cheek,

Like dew-beads on a rose, yet naue
Had ony power to speak I

That was a time, a blessed time,

When hearts were fresh and young,
When freely gushed all feelings forth,

Unsyllabled—unsung I

1 marvel, Jeanie Morrison,

Gin I hae been to thee

As closely twined wi' earliest thochts

As ye hae been to me ?

Oh ! tell me gin their music fills

Thine ear as it does mine ;

Oh ! say gin e'er your heart grows grit

Wi' dreamiugs o' langsyne l

I've wandered east, I've wandered west,

I've borne a weary lot
;

But in my wanderings, far or near,

Ye never were fv»rgot.

The fount that first burst frae this heart,

Still travels on its way
;

And channels deeper as it rins,

The luve o' life's young day,

dear, dear Jeanie Morrison,

Since we were sindered youn?,
I've never seen your face, nor heard
The music o' your tongue

;

But I could hug all wretchedness,
And happy could I dee,

Did I but ken your heart still dreamed
O' bygane days and me

!

The Midnight Wind,

Mournfully ! oh, mournfully
This midnight wind doth i^igh.

Like some sweet plaintive melody
Of ages long gone by :

It speaks a tale of other years

—

Of hopes that bloomed to die—

•

Of flunny smiles that set in tears,

And loves that mouldering lie I

Mournfully! oli, m<iunifully

This midnight wind doth moan ;

It 6tirs some chord of memory
In each dull heavy tone.

The voices of the much-loved dead
Seem flouting thereupon

—

All, all my fond heart cherished
Kre death had made It lone.

Mournfully! oh, mournfully
This midnight wind doth swell,

With its quaint pensive minstrelsy,
Hope's passionate farewell

To the dreamy joys of early years,
Ere yet grief's canker fell

On the heart's bloom—ay, well may tears

Start at that parting kiiell I

Sword Cfiant ofTkorsteiii Raudi,

'TIsnot the gray hawk's flight o'er mountain and mere;
Tis not the fleet hound's course, tracking the deer

;

'Tis not the light hoof-print of black steed or gray,

Thou^rh sweltering it gallop a long summer's day,

Which mete forth the lordships I challenge as miue:
Ila ! ha! 'tis the good brand
I clutch in my strong hand.

That can their broad marches and numbers define.

La.nd Givek! I kiss thee.

Dull builders of houses, base tillers of earth,

Gaping, ask me what lordships I owned at my birth
;

But the pale fools wax mute when I point with my
sword

East, west, north, and south, shouting, * There am I

lord!'

Wold and waste, town and tower, hill, valley, and
stream.

Trembling, bow to my sway,

In the fierce battle fray.

When the star that rules fate is this falchion's red
gleam.

Might Giver ! I kiss thee.

I've heard great harps sounding in brave bower and
hall

;

I've drank the sweet music that bright lips let fall

;

I've hunted in greenwood, and heard small birds sing

;

But away with this idle and cold jargoning!
The music I love is the shout of the brave,

The yell of the dying.
The scream of the flying.

When this arm wields death's sickle, and gamers the
grave.

Joy Giver! I kiss thee.

Far isles of the ocean thy lightning hath known,
And wide o'er the mainland thy horrors have shone.
Great sword of my father, stern joy of his hand !

Thou hast carved his name deep on the stranger's rea
strand.

And won him the glory of undying sojig.

Keen cleaver of gay crests,

Sharp piercer of broad breasts,

Grim slayer of heroes, and scourge of the strong !

Fame Giver! I kiss thee.

In a love more abiding than that the heart knows
For nuiiden more lovely than summer's first rose,

My heart's knit to thine, and lives but for thee;
In dreaminga of gladness thou'rt dancing with me,
Brave measures of madness, in some battle field.

Where armour is ringing.

And noble blood springing,

And cloven, yawn helmet, stout hauberk, and shield,

Deatu Giver I I kiss thee.
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The smile of a imiidcu'9 eye soon may depart

;

And lijilit is the faith of fair woman's heart

;

Changeful as light clouds, and navwnrd as wind,

lie the pa-ssions that govern weak woman's mind.

But thy metal's a» true as its polish is bright

:

%Vhcn ills wax in number.
Thy love will not slumber

;

But, starlike, burns liercer the darker the night.

MtART Uladdener! I kiss thee.

My kindred have perished by war or by wave

;

Now, childless and sireless, I long for the grave.

When the path of our glor)' is shadowed in death,

With me thou wilt slumber below the brown heath

;

Thou wilt rest on ray bosom, and with it decay;

While harps shall be ringing,

And Scalds shall be singing

The deeds we have done in our old fearless day.

SoNQ Giver! I kiss thee.

ROBERT NICOLL.

Robert Nicoll (1814-1837) was a young man of

high promise and amiable dispositions, who culti-

vated literature amidst many discouragements. He
wasanative of Auchtergaven, in Perthshire. After
passing through a series of humble employments,
during which he steadily cultivated his mind by
reading and writing, he assumed the editorship of

the Leeds Times, a weekly paper representing the
extreme of the liberal class of opinions. He wrote as

one of the three hundred might be supposed to have
fought at Tliermopyl:e, animated by the pure love of

Ills species, and zeal for what he thought their in-

terests ; but, amidst a struggle which scarcely ad-
mitted of a moment for reflection on his own posi-

tion, the springs of a naturally we.ak constitution

were rapidly giving way, and symptoms of con-
sumption became gradually apparent. The poet
died in his twenty-fourth year, deeply regretted by
the numerous friends whom his talents and virtues

had drawn around him. NicoU's poems are short

occasional pieces and songs—the latter much in-

ferior to his serious poems, yet displaying happy
rural imagery and fancy.

We are Brethren a',

A happy bit hame this auld world would be.

If men, when they're here, could makeshift to agree.

An* ilk said to his neighbour, in cottage an' ha',
* Come, gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.*

I ken na why ane «i' anither should fight.

When to 'gree would make a'body cosie an' right,

When man meets wi' man, 'tis the best wav ava.

To say, ' Gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.'

My coat is a coarse ane, an' yours may be fine.

And I maun drink water, while you may drink wine;
But we baith ha'e a leal heart, unspotted to shaw

:

Sae gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.

The knave ye would scorn, the unfaithfu' deride
;

Ye would stand like a rock, wi' the truth on your side
;

Sae would I, an' nought else would I value a straw;
Then gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.

Ye would scorn to do fausely by woman or raan
;

7 baud by the right aye, as weel as I can ;

We are ane in our joys, our atlections, an' a' ;

Come, gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.

Your mother has lo'ed you as mithers can lo'e

;

An* mine has done for me what mithers can do

;

We are ane high an' laigh, an' we shouldna be twa:
Sae gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a*.

We love the same simmer day, sunny and fair

;

Hame! oh, how wc love it, an' a' that are there!

Frae the pure air of heaven the same life we draw

—

Come, gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.

Frail shakin' auld age will soon come o'er us baith,
An' creeping alang at his back will be death

;

Syne into the same mither-yird we will fa'

;

Come, gi'e me your hand—we are brethren a'.

Thoughts of Heaven.

High thoughts !

They come and go,

Like the soft breathings of a listening maiden,
While round me flow

The winds, from woods and fields with gladness
laden :

When the corn's rustle on the ear doth come

—

When the eve's beetle sounds its drowsy hum

—

When the stars, dewdrops of the summer sky,

Watch over all with soft and loving eye

—

While the leaves quiver
By the lone river.

And the quiet heart

From depths doth call

And garners all

—

Earth grows a shadow
Forgotten whole.

And Heaven lives

In the blessed soul

!

High thoughts

!

"They are with me.
When, deep within the bosom of the forest,

Thy morning melody
Abroad into the sky, thou, throstle, pourest.

When the young sunbeams glance among the trees

—

\\'hen on the ear comes the soft song of bees

—

When every branch has its own favourite l)ird

And songs of summer, from each thicket heard !—
Where the owl flitteth.

Where the roe sitteth,

And holiness

Seems sleeping there

;

While nature's prayer
Goes up to heaven

In puritv.

Till all is glory

And joy to me !

High thoughts

!

They are my own
When I am resting on a mountain's bosom,

And see below me strown
The huts and homes where humble virtues blos-
som ;

\^'hcn I can trace each streamlet through the meadow

—

When 1 can follow every fitful shadow

—

\\'hen I can watch the winds among the com,
And see the waves along the forest borne

;

Where blue-bell and heather
Are blooming together,

And far duth come
The Sabbath bell.

O'er wood and fell

;

I hear the beating

Of nature's heart

;

Heaven is before me

—

God ! Thou arti

High thoughts

!

They visit us

In moments when the soul is dim and darkened

;

They come to bless.

After the vanities to which we hearkened :

When weariness hath come upon the spirit

—

(Those hours of darkness which we all inherit)

—

ISursts there not through a glint of wami sunshine,
A winged thought, which bids us not repine!
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In joy antl gladness,

111 mirth ami sadnes;;,

Come signs and tokens ;

Life's angel brings

I'pon its wings
Those bright communinga
The soul doth keep

—

Those thoughts of heaven
So pure and deep 1

[This poem is supposed to have been the last, or among the

liiiit, of NicoU's composition ft. 3

The dew is on the summer's greenest grass,

Thiough which the modest daisy blushing peeps

;

The gentle wind that like a ghost doth pass,

A waving shadow on the corn-field keeps
;

But 1, who love them all, shall never be

Again among the woods, or ou the moorland lea

!

The sun shines sweetly—sweeter may it shine!

—

Blessed is the brightness of a summer day ;

It cheers lone hearts ; and why should I repine,

Although among green fields I cannot stray !

Woods ! I have grown, since last I heard you wave,

Familiar with death, and neighbour to the grave!

These words have shaken mighty human souls

—

Like a sepulchre's echo drear they sound

—

E'en as the owl's wild whoop at midnight rolls

The ivied remnants of old ruins round.

Yet wherefore tremble? Can the soul decay!

Or that which thinks and feels in aught e'er fade

away ?

Are there not aspirations in each heart

After a better, brighter world than this ?

Longings for beings nobler in each part—
Things more exalted—steeped in deeper bliss?

Who gave us these? What are they? Soul, in thee

The bud is budding now for immortality

!

Death comes to take me where I long to be

;

One pang, and bright blooms the immortal flower;

Death comes to lead nie from mortality.

To lands which know not one unhappy hour

;

I have a hope, a faith—from sorrow here

I'm led by Death away—why should I start and fear?

If 1 have loved the forest and the field,

Can I not love them deeper, better there?

If all that Power hath made, to me doth yield

Something of good and beauty—something fair

—

Freed from the grossness of mortality,

May I not love them all, and better all enjoy?

' A change from wo to joy—from earth to heaven,

Death gives me this— it leads me calmly where
The souls that long ago from mine were riven

May meet again ! Death answers many a prayer.

Bright day, shine on ! be glad : days brighter far

Are stretched before my eyes than those of mortals

ROBERT GILFILLAV.

Though no Scottish poetry besides that of Burns
attracts attention out of its native country, there is

not wanting a l)and of able and warm-hearted men
who continue to cultivate it for their own amuse-
ment and that of their countrymen. Amongst these
may be mentioned Messrs Rodger, Baxlantynk,
Vkddfr. and Gray: a high place in the class is due
to Mr Uookrt Oii.fillan, a native of Dunfermline,
whose Voi'ins and Songs have passed through three
editions. Tlie snngs of Mr Gilfilian are marked by
gentle and kindly feelings, and a smooth flow of
Tersification, which makes them eminently suitable

for being expressed iii music

The Exile*a S(mg.

Oh ! why left I my hame ?

Why did I cross the deep!
Oh ! why left 1 the land
Where my forefathers sleep I

I sigh for Scotia's shore,

And I gaze across the sea,

But I canna get a blink
0' my ain countrie

!

The palm-tree waveth high.

And fair tlie myrtle fpringa ;

And, to the Indian maid.
The bulbul sweetly sings.

But I dinna see the broom
Wi' its tassels on the lea,

Nor hear the lintie's sang
0' my ain countrie I

Oh ! here no Sabbath bell

Awakes the Sabbath mom,
Nor song of reapers heard
Aniang the yellow com :

For the tynmt's voice is here,

And the wail of slavcrie
;

But the sun of freedom shines

In my ain countrie !

There's a hope for every wo,

And a balm for every pain,

But the first joys o* our heart

Come never back again.

There's a track upon the deep,

And a path across the sea
;

But the weary ne'er return

To their ain countrie t

In the Days o' Langsyne,

In the days o' langsyne, when we carles were young,
An' nae foreign fashions amang us had sprung

;

When we made our ain bannocks, and brewed our ain
yill,

An'were clad frae the sheep that gaed white on thehill ;

! the thocht o* thae days gars my auld heart aye fill I

In the days o' langsyne we were happy and free.

Proud lords on the land, and kings on the sea !

To our foes we were fierce, to our friends we were kind,
An' where battle raged loudest, you ever did find

The banner of Scotland float high in the wind !

In the days o* langsyne we aye ranted and sang
Hy the warm ingle side, or the wild braes amang

;

Our lads busked braw, and our lasses looked fine.

An' the sun on our mountains seemed ever to shine
;

0! where is the Scotland o' bonnie langsyne?

In the days o' langsyne ilka glen had its tale.

Sweet voices were heard in ilk breath o* the gale
;

An' ilka wee burn had a sang o' its ain.

As it trotted alang through the valley or plain
;

Shall we e'er hear the music o' streamlets again 1

III the days o* langsyne there were feasting and glee,

Wi' pride in ilk heart, and joy in ilk ee ; [tym*.

And the auld, 'mang the nappy, their eild seemed to

It was your stoup the nicht, and the morn 'twas mine :

! the days o' langsyne— ! the days o* langsyne.

The Hilh o' GaUowa',

[By Thomas Cunningham.]

[Thomas Cunningham w.is the senior of his brother Alljin

by Home years, and was a copious author in prose nn<) verso,

thouRh with an imdistinguished name, long bt-fore the author

nf the Lives of the British Painters was known. He dii>d in

1834.]

Amang the birks sae blithe and gay,

1 met my .lulla hameward gaun ;

The linties chantit on the spray,

The lammies loupit on the lawn ;
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On ilkii liowm the swunl was niawn,

The bnies wi' jfnwiiim buskit braw,

Aiul t'biniuiiiV iilaid o' f^ny waa thrawn
Out owre the liills o* CJallowa*.

Wi' music wild the woodlands rang,

And fnifrrance win<;ed alang the lea,

Aa down wc Slit the Howers ainaug,

Upon the bunks o* stately Dee.

Mv Julia's arms encin*led luc,

And sal'tlv sladc the hours awa\
Till dawin coost a <,'linimeriii' e«

Upon the hills o' Oallowa*.

It isna owsen, sheep, and kye,

It isna j;owil, it isna gear.

This lifted ee wad luio» quoth I,

The warld's druinlie gloom to cheer.

But ^'i'e to nie my Julia dear,

Ye powei-s wlia row this yirthen ba',

And OI sue blithe throuiih lite Til steer,

Anian^ the hills o' Oullowa'.

AVhim irloainin' dauners up the hill,

And our i:u»ieniun ca's bame the yowes,

Wi' her I'll tnice the mossy rill

That owre the muir meandering rows ;

Or, tint nmang the scrogiry knowes,

Mv birkin pipe Til sweetly blaw,

And sini: the streams the straths, and howes,

'J'he bills and dales o' (.Jallowa*.

And when auld Scotland's heathy hills,

Her rural nvmphs and joyous swains,

Iler flowery wilds and wimpling rills,

Awake nae mair my canty strains
;

Whare friendship dwells and freedom reigns,

Whare heather blooms and muircocks craw,

! dig my grave, and hide my banes

Amang the hills o' Gallowa'.

Litcy's F/ittln*.

[By William Laidlaw.]

[William Laidlaw is son of the Ettrick Shepherd's master at

Blackhouse. All who have read Lockhart's Life of Scott,

know how closely Mr Laidlaw was connected with the illus-

tri<ui9 baronet of Abbotsford. Tie was his companion in some

of his early wanderintrs, his friend and land-steward in ad-

vanoi-d years, his amanuensis in the composition of some of

his novels, and he was one of the few who watched over his

lost sad and painful moment**. Lucit's Fliftin' is deservedly

popular for its unatTeeted tenderness and simplicity. In

prJntinfT the song, Uogg added the last four lines to * complete

the story.*]

*Twas when the wan leaf frae the blrk-tree was fa'in,

And Martitimas dowle had wound up the year,

That I-ucy rowed up her wee kist wi' her a' iii't.

And left her auld maister and neibuurs sae dear :

For Lucy had served i* the glen a* the simmer;
She cam theit afore the bloom cam on the pea

;

An orphan was she, and they had been gude till her,

Sure that was the thing brocht the tear to her ee.

She gaed by the stable where Jamie was stannin*

;

Richt sair was his kind heart her flittin' to see
;

* Fare ye weel, Lucy 1' quo* Jamie, and ran in ;

The gatherin* tears trickled fiist frae her ee.

As down the burn-side she gaed slow wi' her flittin',

* Fare ye weel, Lucy!' was ilka bird's sang

;

She heard the craw sayin't, high on the tree sittin*,

And Robin was chirpin't the brown leaves araang.

* Oh, what is't that pits my puir heart in a flutter?

And what gars the tears come sae fast to my ee !

If I wasna ettled to be ony better,

Then what gars me wish ony better to be!

I'm just like a lammie that loses its mither;

Nae mither or frierd the puir lammie can see;

I fear 1 hae tint my puir heart a'thi'irither,

Nae wonder the tear fa's sae fast frae my ee.

AVi* the rest o' my claes I hae rowed up the ribbon,
The bonnie blue ribbon that Jamie gae me;

Yestreen, when he gae me't, and saw 1 was sabbin',
ri! never forget the wae blink o' jiis ee.

Though nowhesaidnaethingbut " Fare ye weel, Lucy!"
It made me I neither could speak, hear, nor see*:

He couldna say mair but just, " Fare ye weel, Lucy!"
Yet that I will mind till the day that I dee.

The lamb likes the gowan wi* dew when its droukit

;

The hare likes the brake and the braird on the lea;

But Lucy likes Jamie ;*—she turned and she lookit,

She thocht the dear place she wad never mair see.

Ah, weel may young Jamie gang dowie and checrlessi

And weel may he greet on the bank o' the burn I

For bonnie sweet Lucy, sae gentle and peerless,

Lies cauld in her grave, and will never return I

The Brownie of BhJnock.

[By William Nicholson.]

There cam a strange wight to our town-en*,

An* the fient a boily did him ken
;

He tirled na lang, but he glided ben
Wi' a dreary, dreary hum.

His face did glow like the glow o' the west,

When the drumly cloud has it half o'ercast

;

Or the struggling moon when she's sair distrest.

0, sirs! 'twas Aiken-drum.

I trow the bauldest stood aback,

Wi' a gape an' a glower till their lugs did crack,

As the shapeless phantom mum'Hng spak

—

Hae ye wark for Aiken-drum ?

0! had ye seen the bairns' fright,

As they stared at this wild and unylrthly wight

;

As they skulkit in *twoen the dark and the light,

And graned out, Aiken-drum!

The black dog growling cowered his tail,

The lassie swarfed, loot fa' the pail

;

Rob's lingle brak as he men't the flail,

At the sight o' Aiken-drum.

His matted head on his breast did rest,

A lang blue beard wan'ered down like a vest;

But the glare o' his ee hath nae bard exprest,

Nor the skimes o' Aiken-drum.

Roun* his hairy form there was naething seen

But a philabeg o' the rashes green.

An' his knotted knees [dayed aye knoit between

—

What a sight was Aiken-drum !

On his wauchie arms three claws did meet.

As they trailed on the grun' by his taeless feet;

E'en the auld gudenmn hiinsel' did sweat,

To look at Aiken-drum.

But he drew a score, himsel' did sain,

The auld wife tried, but her tongue was gane;
While the young ane cbiser clasi>ed her wean,

And turned frae Aiken-drum.

But the canny auld wife cam till her breath.

And she deemed tlie Bible might ward afi'scaith,

Be it benshee, bogle, ghaist, or wraith

—

But it feared na Aiken-drum.

* His presence protect us!* quoth the auld gudeman
;

* What wad ye, whare won ye, by sea or by lan'i

I conjure ye—speak—by the beuk in my han'!*

What a grane ga'e Aiken-druui

!

* I lived in a Ian* where we saw nae sky,

I dwalt in a spot where a burn rins na by

;

But I'se dwall now wi' you if ye like to try

—

Hae ye wark for Aiken-drum \
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I'll shiel u* your sheep i* the inomin' sune,

I'll berrj- your crap by the light o* the moon,
Aji* ba the bairns wi an unkenned tune,

If yeUl keep puir Aiken-drum.

ril loup the linn when ye canna wade,

I'll kirn the kirn, an' I'll tnm the bread

;

An' the wildest tilly that ever ran rede,

I'se tame't,* quoth Aiken-drum.

To wear the tod frae the flock on the fell.

To gather the dew frae the heather bell,

An* to look at my face in your clear crj'stal well,

Might gi'e pleasure to Aiken-drum.

I'se seek nae guids, gear, bond, nor mark;
I use nae beddin', shoon, nor sark

;

But a cogfu' o' brose 'tween the light an' dark
Is the wage o* Aiken-drum.*

Quoth the wylie auld wife, * The thing speaks weel;

Our workers are scant—we hae routh o* meal

;

Gif he'll do as he says—be he man, be he deil

—

Wow! we'll try this Aiken-drum.*

But the wenches skirled, * He's no be here!

His eldritch look s^ars us swarf wi' fear;

An' the feint a ane will the house come ne^r,

If they think but o' Aiken-drum.'

* Puir clipnialabors ! ye hae little wit

;

Is'tna hallrtw'nia.s now, an* the crap out yet?'

Sae she silenced them a' wi' a stamp o* her fit

—

* Sit yer wa's down, Aiken-drum.*

Roun' a' that side what wark was dune

By the streamer's gleam, or the glance o' the moon

;

A word, or a wish, an' the brownie cam sune,

Sae helpfu' was Aiken-drum,

On Blednoch banks, an* on crj'stal Cree,

For mony a day a toiled wight was he

;

While the bainis played harmless roun* his kuee,

Sae social was Aiken-drum.

But a new-made wife, fu* o* fripplsh freaks,

Fond o' a' things feat for the five first weeks.

Laid a mouldy pair o' her ain man's breeks

By the brose o* Aiken-drum.

Let the learned decide when they convene,

What spell was him an' the breeks between ;

For frae tliat day forth he was nae niair seen,

An' sair-missed was Aiken-drum.

He was heard by a herd gaun by the Thrieve,

Crying, ' Lang, lang now may I greet an* grieve

;

For, alas ! I hae gotten baith fee an' leave

—

! luckless Aiken-drum !*

Awa, ye wrangling sceptic tribe,

Wi' your pros an' your cons wad ye decide

'Gain the sponsible voice o' a hale country side.

On the facts 'bout Aiken-drum?

Though the * Brownie o' Blednoch' lang be gane,

The mark u' his feet's left on niony a stane

;

An* mony a wife an' mony a wean
Tell the feats o' Aiken-drum.

E'en now, light loons that jibe an' sneer

At spiritual guests an' a' sic gear,

At the Glashnoch mill hae swat wi* fe.ar.

An* looked roun' fur Aiken-drum,

An* guidly folks hae gotten a fright.

When the moon was set, an' the stars gied nae light,

At the roaring linn, in the howe o' the night,

Wi' bughs like Aiken-drum.

Song,

[By Joseph Train.]

[Mr Train will be memorable In our literary history for the

at*istance be rendered to Sir Walter Scott in the cH)ntribution

of some of the Btories on which the \V.i*erk'y dovcIh were
founded. Ho entered life as a private soldier, and rose by

merit to be a super^-isor of excise, from which ttitiiation he

has now retired on a superannuation allowance.]

Wi' drums and pipes the clachan rang,

I left my goats to wander wide

;

And e'en as fast as I could bang,

I bickered down the mountain side-

My hazel rung and haslock plaid

Awa' I flang wi' cauld disdain,

Renolved I would nae langer bide

To do the auld thing o'er again.

Ye barons bold, whose turrets rise

Aboon the wild woods white wi' gnaw,
I trow the laddies ye may prize,

Wha fight your battles far awa',

Wi' them to stan*, wi' them to fa',

Courageously I crossed the main ;

To see, for Caledonia,

The auld thing weel done o'er again.

Right far a-fiel' I freely fought,

'Gainst mony an outlandish loon
;

An' wi' my good claymore I've brought
Mony a beardy birkie down :

While I had pith to wield it roun'.

In battle I ne'er met wi' ane
Could danton me, for Britain's crown,

To do the same thing o'er again.

Although I'm marching life's last stage,

Wi' sorrow crowded roun' my brow

;

An* though the knapsack o' auld age

Hangs heavy on my shoulders now

—

Yet recollection, ever new,
Discharges a' my toil and pain,

When fancy figures in my view
The pleasant auld thing o'er again.

Tlie Ca/neronian''s Dream,

[By James Hislop.]

[James Tlislop waa bom of humble parents in the parish of

Kirkconnel, in the neighbourhood of Sanquliar, near t lie source

of the Nith, in July 17118. He was employed as n shcphfrd-boy

in the vicinity of Airsmoss, where, at tliepraveetone of a. party

of blain covenanters, lie composed the following strikinc i«»em.

lie afterwards became a teacher, and his poetical effusions

havimi attracted the favourable notice of I^trd .K-ffrcy. and

other eminent literary characters, he was, through thL'ir infiu-

ence, appointed Rchoolniaster, first on board the Doris, and sub-

sequently the Tweed man-of-war. He died nn the 4lh Decem-

ber 18i*7 from fever caught by sleeping one night in the open

air upon the ifeland of St Jago. His compositions display an

elegant rather than a vigorous imagination, much chtu>teueas

of thought, and a pure but ardent love uf nature.]

In a dream of the night I was wafted away,

To the muirland of mist where the martyrs lay
;

Where Cameron's sword and his Bible are seen.

Engraved on the stone where the heather grows green.

*Twas a dream of those ages of darkness and blood,

When the minister's home was the mountain nn«] wood

;

When in Wellwood's dark valley the standard of Zion,

All bloody and torn 'mong the heather was lying.

'Twas morning; and summer's young sun from the cast

Lay in loving repose on the green mountain's breast

;

On' Wardlaw and Cairntable the clear shining dew,

Glistened there 'mong the heath bells and mountain

fiowers blue.
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.'Villi fiir up in heaven near the white Hiinny cloud,

The wins "' ''"^ '"'1' "'i*' ineloilious aiiJ louJ,

.\tnl in (lleninuir's wild solitiuie, lenj^theneil and deep,

Were the whistling of plovers and bleating of sheep.

.\nd Wellwood's sweet valleys breathed music and
gladness,

The fivsh meadow blooms hung in beauty and redness

;

Its daughters were happy to hail the returning,

And drink the delights of July's sweet morning.

nut, oh! there were hearts cherished far other feelings,

Illumed by the light of prophetic revealings.

Who drank from the scenery of beauty but sorrow,

For they knew that their blood would bedew it to-

morrow.

'Twas the few faithful ones who with Cameron were

lying.

Concealed 'mong the mist where the heathfowl was
crj-ing,

For the horsemen of Earlshall around them were

hovering.

And their bridle reins rung through the thin misty

covering.

Their faces grew pale, and their swords were un-
sheathed.

But the vengeance that darkened their brow was un-

breathcd

;

With eyes turned to heaven in calm resignation.

They sung their last song to the God of yalvation.

The hills with the deep mournful music were ringing,

The curlew and plover in concert were singing

;

But the melody died 'mid derision and laughter.

As the host of ungodly rushed on to the slaughter.

Though in mist and in darkness and fire they were
shrouded.

Yet the souls of the righteous were calm and unclouded,

Their dark eyes flashed lightning, as, firm and un-
bending.

They stood like the rock which the thunder is rending.

The muskets were flashing, the blue swords were
gleaming,

The helmets were cleft, and the red blood was stream-

ing,

The heavens grew dark, and the thunder was rolling,

When in Wellwood's dark muirlands the mighty were
falling.

When the righteous had fallen, and the combat was
ended,

A chariot of fire through the dark cloud descended

;

Us drivers were angels on horses of whiteness.

And its burning wheels turned on axles of brightness.

A serajih unfolded its doors bright and shining,

All dazzling like gold of the seventh refining.

And the souls that came forth out of great tribulation.

Have mounted the chariots and steeds of salvation.

On the arch of the rainbow the chariot is gliding.

Through the path of the thunder the horsemen are

riding

;

Glide swiftly, bright spirits ! the prize is before ye,

A crown never fading, a kingdom of glory

!

DRAMATISTS.

Dramatic literature no longer occupies the promi-

nent place it held in former periods of our history.

Various causes have been assigned for this decline

—

as, the great size of the theatres, the monopoly of the

two large London houses, the love of spectacle or

scenic display which has usurped the place of the

legitimate drama, and the late dinner hours now
prevalent among the higher and even the middle

classes. The increased competition in business has
also made our ' nation of sliopkeejiers' a busier ancl

harder-working race than their ftirefafliers ; and the
difTusion of cheap literature may have further tended
to thin the theatres, as furnishing intellectual eiitcr-

tainnieiit for the masses at home at a cheaper rate

than dramatic ]ierforniances. The London managers
appear to have had considerable influence in this mat-
ter. They lavish enormous sums on scenic decoration

and particular actors, and aim rather at filling their

houses by some ephemeral and dazzling display, than
by the liberal encouragement of native talent and
genius. To improve, or rather re-establish the acted

drama, a periodical writer suggests that there should

be a classification of theatres in the metropolis, as in

Paris, where each theatre has its distinct species of

the drama, and perfiirms it well. ' We believe,' he
says, ' that the evil is mainly occasioned by tlie vain

endeavour of managers to succeed by commixing
every species of entertainment—huddling together

trai;edy, comedy, farce, melo-drama, and spectacle

—

and striving, by alternate exhibitions, to draw all

the dramatic public to their respective houses. Im-
perfect—very imperfect companies for each species

are engaged ; and as, in consequence of the general

imperfection, they are forced to rely on individual

excellence, individual performers become of inordi-

nate importance, and the most exorbitant salaries

are given to procure them. These individu.als are

thus placed in a false position, and indulge them-
selves in all sorts of mannerisms and absurdities. The
public is not unreasonably dissatisfied with imper-
fect companies and bad performances ; the managers
wonder at their ruin ; and critics become elegiacal

over the mournful decline of the drama ! Not in this

way can a theatre flourish ; since, if one species ot

performance proves attractive, the others are at a dis-

count, and their companies become useless burdens ;

if none of them prove attractive, then the loss ends in

ruin.'* Too many instances of this have occurred
within the last twenty years. Wlienever a play of

real excellence has been brought forward, the public

has shown no insensibility to its merits ; but so many
circumstances are requisite to its successful repre-

sentation—so expensive are the companies, and so

capricious the favourite actors—that men of talent

are averse to hazard a competition. Tlie true ilra-

matic talent is also a rare gift. Some of the most
eminent poets have failed in attempting to portray
actual life and passion in interesting situations on
the stage ; and as Fielding and Smollett proved un-
successful in comedy (though the former wrote a
number of pieces), so Byron and Scott were found
wanting in the qualities requisite for the tragic

drama. ' It is evident,' says Campbell, ' that Mel-
pomene demands on the stage something, and a good
deal more, than even poetical talent, rare as that

is. Slie requires a potent and peculiar faculty for

the invention of incident adapted to theatric effect

;

a faculty which may often exist in those who have
been bred to the stage, but wliich, generally speak-
ing, has seldom been sho^\Ti by any poets who were
not professional players. There are exceptions to

the nniark, but there are not many. If Shakspeare
had not been a player, he would not have been the
dram.atist that he is.' Dryden, Addison, and Con-
greve, are conspicuous exceptions to this rule ; also

Goldsmith in comedy, and, in our own day. Sir Ed-
ward Lytton Bulwer in the romantic drama. The
Colmans, Sheridan, Morton, and Reynolds, never,

we believe, wore the sock or buskin ; but they were
either managers, or closely connected with the

theatre.

* Edinburgh Review for 1843.
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Ill the first vear of this perioil, Robkrt Jepumon
(173G-1803) p'roiluci-ii his tr;ii;i<ly of The Count of
Narhonne, fojiii-d fruni \\';i1ih)1l''s Castle uf Otranto,
and it was hiirlilv attractive on tlie sta;;c'. In 178")

Jeplison hron^dit out another tra^'edy, The Duhc of
£ruytiuzft, wliieh was etjualiy siu'cessful. lie wrote
three other traj^edies, some farces, and operas; hut
4ie whole are now utterly nenleeted. Jiphson was
no t'reat dramatic writer; hut a poetical critic has

recorded to liis honour, that, 'at a time when the

native jrenius of traijedy seemed to be extinct, he
came bolilly forward as a trajjic poet, and certainly

with a spark of talent ; for if he has not the full

flame of genius, he has at least its scintillating li^dit.'

The dramatist was an Irishman liv liirtli. a captain

in the army, and afterwards a memher uf the Irisli

House of C.'ommons.

The stasre was aroused from a state of insipiility

or degenera(!y by the introduction of plays from tlie

German, which, amidst mucli false and exaggerated

sentiment, appealeci to tlie stronger sy mpatliies of our

nature, and drew crowded audiences to the tliesitres.

One of tlic tirst of these was The Sfratiijer, said to be

translated by lienjamin Thompson ; but the greater

part of it, as it was acted, was the production of

Sheridan. It is a drama of domestic life, not very

moral or beneficial in its tendencies (for it is calcu-

lated to palliate our detestation of adultery), yet

abounding in scenes of tenderness and surprise, well

adapted to produce effect on tlie stage. The princi-

pal characters were acted by Kemble and Mrs Sid-

dons, and when it was brought out in the season of

1797-8, it was received with immense applause. In

1799 Sheridan adapted anotlier of Kotzebue's jihays,

Pizarro. which experienced still greater success. In

the former drama tlie German author had violated

the proprieties of our moral code, by making an in-

jured husband take hack his guilty tliough penitent

wife ; and in Pizarro he has invested a fallen female

with tenderness, compassion, and heroism. The obtru-

sion of such a character .as a prominent figure in the

scene was at least indelicate ; but, in tlie hands of Mrs
Siddons, the taint was scarcely perceived, and Sheri-

dan had softened down the most objectionable parts.

The play was produced with all the aids of splendid

scenery, music, and fine acting, and these, together

with its displays of generous and heroic feeling on

the part of ItoUa, and of parental affection in Alonzo
and Cora, were calculated to lead captive a general

audience. ' Its subject was .also new, and peculiarly-

fortunate. It brought the adventures of the most
romantic kingdom of Christendom (Spain) into pic-

turesque combination with the simplicity and super-

stitions of the transatlantic worhl ; ami gave the

imagination a new and fresh empire of paganism,

with its temples, and rites, and altars, without the

stale associ;itions of pedantry.' Some of the senti-

ments and descriptions in Pizarro are said to have
originally formed part of Slieridan's famous sijeech

on the impeachment of Warren Hastings ! They are

often inflated and bombastic, and full of rhetorical

glitter. Thus Kollo soliloquises in Alonzo's dungeon ;—
' O holy Nature ! thou dost never plead in vain.

There is not of our earth a creature, bearing form

and life, human or savage, native of the forest wild

or giddy air, around whose parent bosom Ihou hast

not a cord entwined of power to tie them to their

offspring's claims, ami at thy will to draw them back

to thee, (hi iron pinions borne the blood-staincil

Tulture cleaves the storm, yet is the plumage clo.sest

to her heart soft as the cygnet's do» n ; and o'er her

unshelled brood the murmuring ring-dove sits nut

more gently.'

Or the speech of Rolla to the Peruvian army
at the consecration of the banners :—

• ily brave

associates! partners of my toil, my feelings, and
my fame! Can Holla's words add vigour to the
virtuous energies which inspire your hearts? No!
i/ou have judged, as I have, tlie foulness of the
crafty jilea by which these bold invaders would de-
lude you. Your generous spirit has compared, as

mine has, the motives which, in a war like this, can
animate their minds and ours. Thei/, by a strange
frenzy driven, fight fur jiower, for plunder, and ex-
tended rule. Me, for our country, our altars, and
our homes. The;/ follow an adventurer whom tliey

fear, and a power which they hate, lie serve a

monarch whom we love—a God whom we aiiore

!

Where'er they move in anger, desolation tracks their

progress; where'er they pause in amity, afilietiou

mourns their friendsliip. They boast they come
hut to improve our state, enlarge our thoughts, and
free us from the yoke of error. Yes, they will give

enlightened freedom to our minds, who are them-
selves the slaves of passion, avarice, and pride.

They offer us their protection; yes, such protection

as vultures give to lambs—covering and devouring
tliem ! They call on ns to barter all of good we
have inherited and proved, for the desperate cliance

of something better which they promise. Be our
plain answer this : the throne we honour is the
people's choice ; the laws we reverence are our brave
fathers' legacy; the faith we follow teaches us to

live in bonds of charity with all mankind, and liie

with hopes of bliss beyond the grave. Tell your
invaders this, and tell them, too, we seek no change,
and lea'st of all such change as they would bring us.'

Animated aixistrophes like these, rolled from
the lips of Kemble, and applied, in those days
of war, to British valour and patriotism arrayed
against France, could hardly fail of an enthusiastic

reception. A third drama by Kotzchue was some
years afterwards adapted for the Koglisli stage by
Mrs Inchhald, and performed under the title of

Lovers Vows, 'The grand moral of the play is

to set forth the miserable conseipiences uhirli arise

from the neglect, and to enforce the wafcliful care

of illegitimate offspring; and surely as the pnlpit

has not had eloquence to eradicate the crime of

seduction, the stage may he allowed a humble en-

deavour to prevent its most fatal effects.' Lovers'

Vows also became a popular acting play, for stage

effect was carefully studied, and the scenes and
situations skilfully arranged. While filling the
theatres, Kotzebue's ])lays were generallj' condemned
by the critics. They cannot be said to have |iro-

duccd any permanent had effect on our national

morals, hut they presented many false and pernicious

pictures to the mind. ' There is an affectation.' as

Scott remarks, 'of attributing noble and virtuous

sentiments to the jiersons least qualified by liabif or

education to entertain them ; and of describing the

higher and better educated classes as unil'onnly de-

fitdent in those feelings of liberality, generosity, and
honour, which may be considered as jiroper to their

situation in life. This contrast may be true in par-

ticular instanci'S, and being used sparingly, miglit

afford a gooil moral lesson ; but in spite of trntli :oid

jirobahility, it has been assumed, upon ;ill occasions,

by those authors as the grtaindwork of a sort of in-

tellectual Jacobinism.' Scott himself, it will be re-

colle<-ted, was fascinated by the German drama, and
translated a jilay of Goethe. The excesses of Kotze-

bue were happily ridiculed by Canning and I!lli> in

their amusing satire. The Rovers. At length, alicr

a run of unexampled success, these plays cea-cd

to attract attention, thuimh one or two are si ill

occasion.ally performed. With all their ahsunlilies,

we cannot but believe that they exercised an in-

spiring influence on the rising genius uf that age.
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They lU-nlt with passions, not with manners, and

awoke the higher feelings anj sensibilities of our

nature. (!o<«l iilays were also niingleil with the

bad : if Kotzehiie was aetcd, Goethe ami Sehilkr

were stuilieil. The Wallenstein was traiislateii by

Coleridge, and the inHueoee of the Liernian drama
was felt by most of the yoinig poets.

One of those who inibilwi a taste for the mar-

Tellous and the romantie from this seniree was
Matthkw Grkgoky Lkwis, whose drama, TIte

Caslle S/tettre, was j)rodueed in 17H7, and was per-

formeil about sixty successive nights. It is full of

supernatural horrors, deadly revenge, and assassina-

tion, with touches of poetical feeling, and some well-

managi'd scenes. In the same year Lewis adapted

a tragedy from Schiller, entitled The ^fir^isU•r; and
this was followed by a succession of dramatic pieces

—7?o//(i. ft tragedy, 1799 ; T/ie East Ijutiaii, a eomedv.

1800; AJelmvni, or the Oiittiiw, a drama, 18U1 ;

Hu^antio, A melo-drama, 180n; Aile/yithn, a play,

1806 ; Venoni, a dran\a, 1S09 ; One o'C'/wA, or the

Knight ami Wuoti Demon, 1811 ; Titnour the Tartar.

a nielo-drama, 181*2 ; and liivh ami Poor, a comic
opera, 1812. The Castle Spectre is still occasionally

performed ; but the diffusion of a more sound and
healthy tiiste in literature has banished the other

dramas of Lewis equally from the stage and tlie

press. To the present generation they are unknown.
They were fit companions for the ogres, giants, and
Blue-beards of the nursery tides, and they have
shared the same oblivion.

JOANNA BAILLIE.

The most important addition to the written drama
at this time was the first volume ofJoanna Baillie's

plays on the passions, published in 1798 under the

title of A Series of Phi/s ; in tchich it is attempted to

I)elineate the Stronger Passions of the Mind, each

Passion being the suhject of a Tragedy and a t^'omedi/.

To the volume was prefixed a long and interesting

introductory discourse, in wliich the imfhoress dis-

cusses the subject of the drama in all its bearings,

and asserts the supremacy of simple nature over all

decoration and refinement. ' Let one simple trait

of the human heart, one expression of passion,

genuine and true to nature, be introduced, and it

will st.and forth alone in the boldness of reality,

whilst the fal.-Je and unnatural around it failes away
upon every side, like the rising exhalations of the

morning.' This theory (whicli anticipated the dis-

sertations and most of the poetry of Worilsworth)

the accomplished dramatist illustrated in her plays,

the merits of which were instantly recognised, and
A second editioTi called for in a few months. Jliss

Baillie was then in the tliirty-fourth year of her age.

In 1802 she iniblisbcd a second volume, and in 1812
a third. In the inti-rval she had produceil a volume
of miscellaneous dramas (1804). and The Famdy
Legend (1810), a tragedy founded on a Highland
tradition, antl brought out with success at the Edin-
burgh theatre. In 18.'i6 this authoress [niblished

three more volumes of jilays. her career as a dramatic
writer thus extending over the long period of thirty-

eight years. Only one of her dramas hits ever been

performed on the stage : De Montfort was brought
out by Kemble shortly after its appearance, and was
acted eleven nights. It was again introduced in 1821,

to exhibit the talents of Kean in the character of

De Slontfort ; but this actor remarked that, though
a fine poem, it would never be an acting play. The
author who mentions this circumstance, remarks :

—

' If .Joanna Baillie had known the stage practic.-dly,

she would never have attached the importance which
she does to the developmeut of single passions in

single tragedies ; and she would liave invented more
stirring incidents to justify the passion of her elia-

racters, and to give them that air of fatality which,
though peculiarly ])redominant in the Greek drama,
will also be founil, to a certain extent, in all success-

ful trageilies. Instead of this, she contrives to make
all the passions of her main characters proceed froni

the wilful natures of the beings themselves. Their
feelings are not precipitated by circumstances, like

a stream down a declivity, that leajis from rock to
rock; but, for want of incident, they seem often like

water on a level, without a projieUing impulse.'*
The design of Hiss Baillie in restricting her dramas
each to the elucidation of one passion, appears cer-

tainly to have been an unnecessary and unwise re-

straint, as tending to circumscribe the business of
the piece, and exclude the interest arising from
varied emotions and conflicting passions. It cannot
he said to have been successful in her own case, and
it has never been copied by any other author. Sir
Walter Scott has eulogised ' Basil's love and Mont-
fort's hate' as something like a reviv;il of the in-

spired strain of Shakspeare. The tragedies of Count
Basil and De Montfort are among the best of Miss
Baillie's plays; but they are more like the works of

.Shirley, or the serious parts of JIassinger, than the
glorious ilramas of Shakspeare, so full of life, of in-

cident, and imagery. Jliss Baillie's style is smooth
and regular, and her plots are both original and
carefully constructed ; but she has no poetical luxu-
riance, and few connnanding situations. Her tragic

scenes are too much connected with the crime of
nmrder, one of the easiest resources of a tragedian;
and partly from the delicacy of her sex, as well as
from the restrictions imposed by her theory of com-
position, she is deficient in that variety and fulness

of passion, the ' form and pressure' of real life, which
are so essential on the stage. The design and plot

of her dramas are obvious almost from the first act

—a circumstance that would be fatal to their suc-
cess in representation. The unity and intellectual

completeness of Miss Baillie's plays are tlieir most
striking characteristics. Her simple masculine style,

so unlike the florid or insipid sentimentalism then
prevalent, was a bold innovation at the time of her
two first volumes ; but the public had fortunately

taste enough to appreciate its excellence. Jliss

Baillie was imdoubtedly a great improver of our
poetical diction.

[Scene from De Montfort.]

[He Montfort explains to his sister Jane his liatred of Rezen-

velt, whieh at last Iiiirries him into the crime of murder. The
gradual deepeninj; of this malignant passion, and its frightful

catastrophe, are powerfully depicted. We may remark, that the

character of Do Montfort, his altered habits and appearance

after his travels, his settled gloom, and the violence of his pas-

sions, seem to have been the protot.^-pe of Byron's Manfred and
Lara.]

De Mon. No more, my sister, urge rae not again
;

Mv secret troubles cannot be revealed.

Kroin all participation of its thoughts

Mv heart recoils: I pr.ay thee be contented.

Jane. What ! must I, like a distant humble friend.

Observe thy restless eye and gait disturbed

In timid silence, whilst with yearning heart

1 turn aside to weep? no, l)e Montfort 1

.K nobler task thy nobler ndnd will give;

Thy true intrusted frienil I still shall be.

Dc Mon. Ah, Jane, forbear! 1 cannot e'en to thee.

Jane. Then fie upon it ! fie upon it, Montfort

!

There was a time when e'en with murder stained,

Had it been possible that such dire deed

* Campbell's Life of Mrs Siddons.
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Could e'er have W*on the crime of one 80 piteouM,

Thou wouliUt liavc toIJ it me.
JJc Moil. So wduhi I now—but ask of this no more.

All other troubles but tho one I fuel

I have di.^closcd to thfc. I |»ra_)' thee, spare me.
It is the Mecret weakness of my nature.

Jane, Then secret let it be ; I ur^'c no further.

The el'lc'Mt of our valiant father's hopes.

So sadly or])haned : side by side we »toud,

Like two younj; trees, whose boughs in early strength

Screen the weak Miplin^s of the rising gruve,

And brave the storm tc)gether.

I have so long, as if by nature's right,

Thy bosom's inmate and advisnr been,

I thought through life 1 should have so remained,
Nor ever known a change. Forgive me, Montfort

;

A humbler station will I take by thee;

The close attendant of thy wandering steps.

The cheerer of this home, with strangers sought,

The soother of those griefs 1 must nut know.
This is mine office now : I ask no more.

Dc Man. Oh, Jane, thou dost constrain me with thy
love—

•

Would I could tell it thee!

Jmie, Thou shalt not tell me. Nay, I'll stop

mine ears,

Nor from the yearnings of afiectinn wring

What shrinks from utterance. Let it pa.ss, my brother.

I'll stay by thee ; I'll cheer thee, comfort thee
;

Pursue with thee the study of some art,

Or nobler science, that compels the mind
To steady thought progressive, driving forth

All floating, wild, unhappy fantasies,

Till thou, with brow unclouded, smilest again ;

Like one who, from dark visions of the night.

When the active soul within its lifeless cell

Holds its own world, with dreadful fancy pressed

Of some dire, terrible, or murderous deed.

Wakes to the dawning morn, and blesses heaven.

De Mon, It will not pass away ; 'twill haunt me
stiU.

Jane. Ah! say not so, for I will haunt thee too,

And be to it so close an adversary,

That, though I i\Testle darkling with the fiend,

I fihall o'ercome it.

De Mon. Thou most generous woman !

Why do I treat thee thus? It should not be—
And yet I cannot— that cursed villain !

He will not let me be the man I would.

Jane. M'hat sayst thou, Montfort ! Oh ! what words
are these

!

They have awaked my soul to dreadful thoughts.

I do beseech thee, speak!

By the affection thou didst ever bear me

;

By the dear memory of our infant days
;

By kindred living ties—ay, and by those

Who sleep in the tomb, and cannot call to thee,

I do conjure thee speak !

Ila! wilt thou not?
Then, if affection, most unwearied love,

Tried early, long, and never wanting found,
O'er generous man hath more authority.
More rigiitful power than crown or sceptre give,

I do command thee !

De Montfort, do not thus resist my love.

Here I intreat thee on my bended knees.
Alas! my brother!

De Mon. [Uaishg hn\ and X-nccIinff.']

Thus let him kneel who should the abased be,

And at thine honoured feet confession make.
I'll tell thee all—but, oh ! thou wilt despise me.
For in my breast a raging passion burns.

To which thy soul no sympathy will own

—

A passion which hatli made my nigiitly couch
A place of tonnent, and the light of day,

With the gay intercourse of social man,

Feel like the oppressive airlesD pestilence.

Jane i thou wilt despise me.
Ja)i€. Say not so :

1 never can despise thee, gentle brother.

A lover's jealousy and hopele&s pangs
No kindly heart contemns.

Dt Mon. A lover'?*, say'st thout
No, it is hate ! black, lasting, deadly hnte !

Which thus hath driven me forth fn>m kindred peace,
From social pleasure, from my native home,
To be a sullen wandi-rer on the earth.

Avoiding all men, cursing and accursed.

Jane. De M(»ntfort, this is fiend-like, terrible!

What being, by the Almighty Father fonued
Of flesh and blood, created even as thou.

Could in thy breast such horrid tempest wake,
Who art thyself his fellow ?

Unkuit thy brows, and spread those wrath-clenched
hands.

Some sprite accursed within thy bosom mates
To work thy ruin. Strive with it, my brother!

Strive bravely with it ; drive it from tliy heart

;

Tis the degrader uf a nuble heart.

Curse it, and bid it part.

De Mon. It will not part. I've lodged it here too

long.

"With my first cares I felt its rankling touch.

I loathed him when a boy.

Jane. M'hom didst thou say?

De Mon. Detested Rezenvelt!

E'en in our early sports, like two young whelps
Of hostile breed, instinctively averse,

Each 'gainst the other pitched his ready pledge,

And frowned defiance. As we onward passed

From youth to man's estate, his narrow art

And envious gibing malice, poorly veiled

In the affected carelessness of mirth.

Still more detestable and odious grew.

There is no living being on this earth

Who can conceive the malice of his soul,

With all his gay and damned merriment.
To those by fortune or by merit placed
Above his paltry st-lf. When, low in fortune.

He lonketi upon tlic state of prosperous men,
As nightly birds, roused from their murky holes.

Do scowl and chatter at the light of day,

I could en<lure it ; even as we bear

The impotent bite of some half-trodden worm,
I could endure it. But when honours came,
And wealth and new-got titles fed his pride

;

Whilst flattering knaves did trumi>et forth his praise,

And groveling idiots grinned applauses on him
;

Oh ! then I could no longer suffer it

!

It drove me frantic. What, what would I give

—

What would I give to crush the bloated toad,

So rankly do I loathe him!
Jane. And would thy hatred crush the very man

Who gave to thee that life he might have taken!

That life which thou so rai-hly didst expose

To aim at his ? Oh, this is horrible

!

De Mon. Ha! thou hast heard it, then ! From all

the world.

But most of all from thee, 1 thought it hid.

Jarie. I heard a secret wliisper, and resolved

Upon the instant to return to thee.

Didst thou receive niv letter?

De Mon. I did! I did ! Twas that which drove me
hither,

I could not bear to meet thine eye again.

JuJie. Alas ! tliat, tempted hy a sister's tears,

I ever left thy house! These few past months,

These absent months, have brought us all this wo.

Had I remained with thee, it had not been.

And vet, methinks, it should not ni.>vc you thus.

Vou dared him to the field ;
both bravely fought;

He, more adroit, disarmed you ; courteously
'
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Rcturiifd tli«> furfrit 8«or(l, «hi.li, so returned,
Yiiu 'liil ril'use to use iij;iiiiist liim more;
Ami tlii-u, lis siivs ifpnit, vcm purted friends.

Dt Mun. Wlien he iJisimucd this cuised, this worth-
less htind

Of its nio>t worthless wciipnn, he but spared
From dcrilisli pride, whieh now derives a bliss
In seeing me thus fettered, shiinied, subjected
With the vile favour of his poor f.irbeariujce :

Whilst he securely sits with j;ibin{; brow,
And biksely baits ine like a muzzled cur.
Who cannot turn again.
Until that dav, till that accursed day,
I knew not half the torment of this hell
Which burns within my breast. Heaven's lightnings

blast him! oft
Jam. Oh, this is horrible! Forbear, forbear!

I>cst Heaven's vengeance light upon thy head
ror this most inijiious wish.
De Hon. Then let it light.

Torments more fell than I have known already
It cannot send To be annihilated.
What all men shrink from ; to be dust, be noth!n<r,
« ere bliss to me, compared to what I am i

Ja,u Oh
! wouldst thou kill me with these dread-

lul words \

De Slon. Let me but once upon his ruin look,
I hen close mine eyes for ever'
Ha

! how is this ; Thou'rt ill' ; thou'rt very pale
;« hat have I done to thee ! Alas! alas !

I meant not to distress thee— (), my sister!
Janf. I cannot now speak to thee.
De Mon. 1 have killed thee.

Turn turn thee not away r Look on me still!
Oh droop not thus, my life, my pride, my sister!
Look on me yet again.
Jane. Thou, too, De Ifontfort,

In better days was wont to be my pride.
De .Von. 1 am a wretch, most wretched in myself.And still more wretched in the pain I .'ive
curse that villain, that detested vilUinl

1 e has spread misery o'er my fated life :

He will undo us all.

Jane. I've held my warfare through a troubled world.And borne with steady mind mv share of ill

;

{or then the helpmate of my toil wast thou.
But now the wane of life comes darkly on,
And hideous passion tears thee from mv heart.
Blasting thy worth. I cannot strive w'ith this.
De Mon. W hat shall I do J

JOANNA BAILIIB.

i'hM, hundenng loud, strike on the distant ear
1>I nighted travellers, who shall gladly bend
Iheir doubttul footsteps towards the eiieering din..^"Icmn and grave, and ch.istered, and demure
\\ e shall not be. Will this content ye, damsels ?

.Shall have its suited pastime: eVen winter

\ndclT'
.""""•

T>"'"
'"""'"»"» I'il^J «-ith -mow..Vnd choked up valleys fn„n our mansion bar

All entrance, and nor guest nor traveller
Sounds at our g.ate

; the empty hall forsaken.
In some warm chamber, by the crackling tireM e 11 hold our little, snug, domestic court.
Flying our work with song and tale between.

[Fears of Imayinatim.]

Didst thou ne'er see the swallow's veering brea.t
V\ uigmg the air beneath s.uiie murky clSud
In the sunned glimpses of a stormy day,
hhiver in silvery brightness »

Or boatmen's oar, as vivid lightning flash
In the faint gleam, that like a spirit's path
tracks the si ill waters of some sullen lake ?Or lonely tower, from its brown mass of woods,
ijive to the ]iartiiig of a wintry sun
One hasty glance in mockery of the night
Closing m darkness round it ? Gentle friend '

Chide m.t her mirth who waj »ad yesterday.And may be so to-morrow.

[Female Picture of a Couulry Life.]

r ,..,,
Even now methinks

fcach little cottage of my native vale
Swells out its earthen sides, upheaves its roof,
Like to a hillock moved by labourin.^ mole
And with green trail-weeds clambering up its walls,
Koses and every gay and fragrant plant
Before my fancy stands, a tairy bower.
Ay, and within it too do fairies dwell
Peep through its wreathed window, if'indeed
1 he flowers grow not too close

; and there withinIhou It see some half a dozen rosy brats
Eating from wooden bowls their dainty milk—
those are my mountain elves. Secst thou not
ineir very forms distinctly!

,„ ., . „ •'" gather round my board
All that Heaven sends to me of way-worn folks
.\nd noble travellers, and neiirhbouring friends'
Both young and old. Within my ample hall

'

the worn out man of arms shall o' tiptoe tread,
tossing his gray locks from his wrinkled brow
With cheerful free.Iora, as he boasts his feats
Ot days gone by. Music we'll have

; and oft
ine bickering dance upon our oaken floors

[Speech of Prince Edimrd in his Dim^cm.}
Doth the bright sun from the high arch of heaven
In all his beauteous robes of fleckered clouds, '

And ruddy ya|)our,, and deep-glowing flames,
And softly varied sh.ades, look gloriously !

Do the green woods dance to the wind ?
'the lakes

Cast up their sjiarkliiig waters to the li.'lit'
Do the sweet hamlets in their bushy dells
Send winding up to heaven their curiing smokeOn the soft morning air !

Do the flocks bleat, and the wild creatures bound
In antic happiness! and mazy birds
Wing the mid air in lightly skimming bands!Ay, all this IS—men do behold all this—
The poorest man. Even in this lonely vault.My (lark and narrow world, oft do I hear
The crowing of the cock so near my walls.
And sad y think how small a space divides mefrom all this fair creation.

[Desa-iption of Jane de Montforl.]

[The following has been pronounced to be a perfect picture
of Mrs Siddons, the tragic actress.]

Par/e. Madam, there is a lady in your hallM ho begs to be admitted to your presence.
Ladij. Is it not one of our invited friends}
Page. No

; far unlike to them. It is a stranger,
/-orfy. How looks her countenance'
Paye So queenly, so commanding,' and so noble,

1 shrunk at first in awe ; but when she smiled
Methought I could have compassed sea and land
to do her bidding.

I.adij. Is she young or old ?

V.'^'T ^lf'!l!7' -J
['•'''.' ' Sue.ss

;
but she is fair,

For Time hath laid his hand so gently on herAs he, too, had been awed.
'

Lady. The foolish stripling

'

She has bewitched thee. Is she large in stature J

r X.'"-'\^° "i"'^'^'
'""' *° graceful is her form,

1 thought at first her stature was gi.^antic •

But on a near approach, I found, in°truth,'
bhe scarcely does surpass the middle size.
Lady. What is her garb

!

S13
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Patje. I cannot well dcsrrlbe the fa-^liion of it

:

She is not lictkcd in aii^ gallant trim.

But seems to nie clad in her usual weeds

Of high habitual state; for as she moves,

AVide fli-'ws her rube in many a waving fold,

As I have seen unfurled banners play

With the soft breeze.

Lady. Thine eyes deceive thee, boy ;

It is an apparition thou hast seen.

Frebery. [Slarlhiy from Ids seal, xchcre he fiaa been fit-

ting (funiiff the convernatiwi between the Lady
and the Paye."]

It is an a[>parition he has seen,

Or it is Jane de Montfurt.

WILLUM GODWIN—WILLIAM SOTHKBY.

Mr GoDwrs, the novelist, attempted the trapic

drama in the j-ear 18(Ki, but liis powerful geniu.s,

whicli had produced a roni:ince of dei-]) and thrilling

interest, became coM and frigid when confined to the

rules of the stage. His play was named Anlmiln, or

the Snhlkr's Return. It turned out "a miracle of

dulness," as Sergeant Talfuurd relates, and at last

the actors were luMjtcd from the stage. The atitlior's

equanimity under this severe tri.al is amusingly re-

lated by Talfourd. Jlr Godwin, lie sajs, ' sat on

one of the front benches of the pit, unmoved amidst

the storm. When the first net passed off without a

hand, he expressed his satisfaction at the good sense

of the house ;
" the proper season of applause had

not arrived;" all was exactly as it should be. The
second act proceeiied to its chise in the same unin-

terrupted calm ; his friends became uneasy, but still

his optimism prevailed ; he coidd afford to wait.

And although he did at hast admit the gre.it move-

ment was somewhat tardy, and that the audience

seemed rather jiatient than interested, he did not

lose his confidence till the tumult arose, and then he

submitted with quiet dignity to the fate of genius,

too lofty to be understocjd by a world as yet in its

childhood.' Tl'.e next new play was also by a man
of distinguished genius, and it also was unsuceessfuL

Julian and Aifnes, by Williaji SoTHEnv, the trans-

lator of Oberon, was acted Aj.ril 'Jf), ISOO. ' In the

course of its performance, Mrs Siddons, as the heroine,

had to make her exit from the scene with an infant

in her arms. Having to retire jirecipitatdy, she in-

advertently strui'l< the baby's heail violently against

a door-post. Happily, tlie little tiling was made of

wood, so th.at her doll's .accident only produ<'cd a

general laugh, in wliich the actress herself joined

heartilv.' This ' ui'.toward cvi'Ut' would have marred

the success of any new tragedy; but Jlr Sollieby's

is deficient in arrangement and dramatic art. We
may remark, that at this time tlie genius of Kcmble
and Mrs Siddons shed a lustre on the st.age, and re-

claimed it from the barbarous solecisms in dress and

decoration which even Garrick had tolerated. Neitlier

Kemble nor Garrick, liowever, paid sutficient atten-

tion to the text of Shakspeare's dramas, which, even

down to about the year 1838, continued to be pre-

sented as mutdated by Nalium Tate, Colley Gibber,

and others. The first manager who ventured to re-

store the pure text of the great dramatist, and present

it without any of the baser alloys on the stage, was

Mr Macready, who made great though unavailing

efforts to encourage the taste of the public for Shak-

speare and tlie legitimate drama.

S. T. COLERIDCE.

The tragedies of Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Procter,

and llilman (noticcl in our account ipf tliese poets),

must be considered as iioenis rather than plays.

Coleridge's iiemur^e was acted with some success

in 1813, aided by fine original music, but it hag
not since been revived. It contains, however, some
of Coleridge's most exquisite poetry and wild super-
stition, with a striking romantic plot We extract
the scene in which Alhadra describes the supposed
murder of her husband, Alvar, by his brother, aud
animates liis followers to vengeance.

[Scene from ' Iicmoirse.''\

The Mountains by Moonlight. Albadra alone, In a
Moorish dress.

AUiadra. Yon hanging woods, that, touched by
autumn, seem

As they were blossoming hues of fire and gold ;

The flower-like woods, most lovely in decay.

The many clouds, the sea, the rocks, the sands,

Lie in the silent moonshine ; and the owl
(Strange, very strange !)—the screech-owl only wake*,
Sole voice, sole eye of all this world of beauty 1

Unless, perhaps, she sing her screeching song
To a herd of wolves, that skulk athirst for blood.

Why such a thing am I ? Where are these men!
I need the sympathy of human faces.

To beat away this deep contempt for all things,

M'hich quenches my revenge. Oh ! would to Alia
The raven or the sea-mew were appointed
To bring me food! or rather that my soul

Could drink in life from the universal air!

It were a lot divine in scune small skiff,

.\long some ocean's boundless solitude,

To float ftir ever with a careless course.

And tliiiik myself the only being alive

!

My children!—Isidore's children !—Son of Valdcz,

Tills hath new strung mine ann. Thou coward tyrant

!

To stupify a woman's heart with anguish.

Till she forgot even that she was a mother!

[Slic fi.xes her eyes on the earth. Then drop in, one after

another, from different jiarts of the etape, a eonsiderahle num-
ber of Morescoes, all in Mot*rish garments and Moorish armour.

They form a circle at a distance round Alhadra, and remain

silent till the second in eommjind, Naomi, enters, distinguished

by his dress and armour, and by the silent obeisanc« paid to

him on his entrance by the other Sloors.]

Kaomi. Woman, may Alia and the prophet bless

thee!

We have obeyed thy call. Where is our chief?

And why didst thou enjoin these Moorish garments ?

Alkad. [Raising her eyes, and looking round on the

circle.]

Warriors of Mahomet ! faithful in the battle

!

My ci>untrj-mcii! Conic ye prepared to work

.\n hcmourable deed '. And would ye work it

In the slave's garb! Curse on those Christian robes!

They are spell-blasted ; and whoever wears them.

His arm shrinks withered, his heart melts away,

And his bones soften.

Xaomi. Where is Isidore

!

Alhad. [In a deep low roicc.] This night I went from

forth my house, and left

His children all asleep ; and he was living

!

And 1 returned, and found them still asleep,

But he had perished !

AU jVorcic'x's. Perished?

Alhad. lie had perished!

—

Sleep on, poor babe>! not one of you doth know
That he is fatherless—a desolate orphan

!

Why should we wake them ? Can an infant's ana

Ilevenge his murder?
One Morcico to another. Did she say his murder!

Aaoini'. Murder ! Not murdered !

Alhad. Murdered by a Christian ! IThey allatomit

draw thiir sabres,

Alhad. [To Xaomi, tcho advances from the circle.']

Brother of Zagri, fling away thy sword ;

This is thy chieftain's 1 [Ue stvpt forward to tale U.]
'
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Dost thou dare receive iti

For I have swoni hy Alhi and the prophet.

No tear shall dim these vyes—this woman^s heart

Shall heave no groan— till 1 have seen that sword

Wet with the life-blood of the sou of Valdez !

[A _pa?we.]

Ordonio iras your chieftain's murderer!
yaoitiL lie dies, by Alia!

Alt. [Kuffiinff.] lly Alia!
Alhad. This night your chieftain armed himself,

And hurried from me. But I followed him
At distance, till I saw him euter

—

thei'e!

Naomi. The cavern?

Alkad, Yes, the mouth of yonder cavern.

After a while I saw the son of Valdez
Hush by with flaring torch ; he likewise entered.

There was another and a longer pause

;

And once niethought I heard the clash of swords!
And soon the son of \''aldez reappeared:

He flung his torch towards the moon in sport,

And seemed as he were mirthful ; I stood listening,

Impatient for the footsteps of my husband!
Naomi. Thou calledst him?
AUiad. I crept into the cavern

—

Twas dark and very silent. {J'}i€n wildly.'] What
saidst thou?

No, no! I did not dare call Isidore,

Lest I should hear no answer. A brief while,

Belike, I lost all thought and memory
Of that for which I came. After that pause

—

Heaven ! 1 heard a groan, and followed it

;

And yet another groan, which guided me
Into a strange recess, and there was light,

A hideous light I his torch lay on the ground
;

It's flame burned dimly o'er a chasm's brink.

1 spake ; and whilst I spake, a feeble groan
Came from that chasm ! it was his la6t—his death-

groan !

Naomi. Comfort her, Alia.

Alhad. I stood in unimaginable trance,

And agony that cannot be remembered,
Listening with horrid hope to hear a groan

!

But I had heard his last, my husband's death-groan !

Nafmd. Haste! let us onward.
Alhad. 1 lookcil far down the pit—

My sight was bounded by a jutting fragment

;

And it was stained with blood. Then first I shrieked,
My eyeballs l.Hirned, my brain grew hot as fire!

And all the hanging drops of the wet roof
Turned into blood— I saw them turn to blood!
And I was leaping wildly down the chasm,
When on the farther brink I saw his sword.
And it said vengeance ! Curses on my tongue!
The moon hath moved in heaven, and I am here,
And he hath not had vengeance! Isidore,

Spirit of Isidore, thy murderer lives!
Away, away !

All. Away, away! [She -rushes of^ all fullmcinfj.

The incantation scene, in the same play, is skett^hod
with Iiigii poetical i)o\ver, and the author's unrivalled
musical expression :—

-

Scene—A Hall of Armory, with an altnr at the back of the
stage. Soft music from an instrument of glass or steel.

Valdkz, Ordonio, and Alvar in a Sorcerer's rob© are dU-
oovercd.

Ord. This was too melancholy, father,

Wdd. Nay,
My Alvar loved sad mu-^ic from a child.

Once he was lost, and after weary search
We found him in an open place in the wood.
To which spot he had followed a blind boy,
Who breathed into a pipe of sycamore
Some strangely moving notes ; and these, he said,

Were taught him in a dream. Him we first saw
Stretched on the broad top of a sunny heath-bank

:

And lower down poor Alvar, fa^t asleep.
His hea«l upon the blind boy's dog. It pleased me
'J'o nutrk how he had fiLstened rouml the pipe
A silver toy hi> grandam had late given him.
Methinks I see him now as he then looked

—

Fven so! He had outgrown his infant dress,
Yet still he wore it.

All'. My tears nmst not flow!

I must not clasp his knees, mid cry, My father!

Enter Terksa and Attendants.

To-. Lord Valdez, you huve asked my presence here,
.\nd I submit ; but (Heaven bear witness for me)
My heart approves it not ! 'tis mockerv.

Ord. Believe you, then, no preternatural influence I

Believe you not that spirits throng around us \

Ter. Say rather that 1 have imagined it

A possible thing: and it has sootlied luy soul
As other fancies have ; but ne'er seduced me
To traffic with the black and frenzied hope
That the dead hear the voice of witch or wizard.
[2^0 Airar.] Stranger, I mourn and blush to see you

here

On such emplo^'mentl With far other thoughts
I left you.

Ord. [Afcide.] Ha! he has been tampering with her!
Ali\ high-souled maideTi ! and more dear to rae

Than suits the stranger's name!
I swear to thee

I will uncover all concealed guilt.

Doubt, but decide not! Stand ye from the altar.

[Htve a Ktrainof vuisic iJi fieard from bdiiiid the scene,

A/v. With no irreverent voice or uncouth charm
I call up the departed

!

Soul of Alvarl
Hear our soft suit, and heed my milder spell

:

So may the gates of Paradise, unliarre<t,

Cease thy swift toils ! Since haply thou art one
Of that innumerable company
Who in broad circle, lovelier than the rainbow,
rJirdle this round earth in a dizzy motion.
With noise too vast and constant to be heard:
Fitliest unheard! For oh, ye numberless
And rapid travellers! what ear unstunned,
What sense unmaddened, might bear up against
The rushing of your congregated wings? [Mmic.J
Even now your living wheel turns o'er my head !

[J/(«--/c ej'pvcsaiie of (he vtovcnicnU and images
that foilUK.

"]

Ye, as ye pass, toss high the desert sands.

That roar and whiten like a burst of waters,

A sweet appearance, but a dread illusion

To the parched caravan that roams by night

!

And ye build up on the becalmed waves
That whirling pillar, which from earth to heaven
Stands vast, and moves in blacknens! Ye, too, split

The ice mount ! and with fragments many and huge
Tcmyjest the new-thawed sea, whose sudden gulfs

Suck in, perchance, some Lapland wizard's skill'

!

Then round and round the whirlpool's marge ye dance,
Till from tiie blue swollen corse the soul toils out,

And joins your mighty army. {Htrc^ behind the scenes,

a voice sinya Uu. thru tvords^ ' Han-^ sweet »2^irit,^']

Soul of Alvar!
Hear the mild spell, and tempt no blacker charm !

By highs unquiet, and the sickly p'tiig

Of a half dead, yet still undying hope.
Pass visible before our mortal sense !

So shall the church's cleansing rites be thine.
Her knells and masses, that redeem the dead

!

[_Sonf/ behind the scene-^^ accompanied hj the same
iiUfhiimcnt as hcfoi'f.']

near, sweet spirit, hear the spell,

Lest a blacker charm compel!
So shall the midnight breezes swell

With thy deep long lingering knell.
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And at evening' pvennore,

III H cliain.'! nil the ^bore,

Sliull tin' rlmiitfrs, -nd mu\ saintly,

Y'll.iw t:ipt'i> huniiiiif faintly,

l>t»lL-ful nia>st'H cluviit for thee,

Miserere Doinine!

lljirkl tlie ea<lence dies away
On the yt'llmv iiio(»iilight hca :

The hi»iitmen rest their oars and say,

Miserere Domine

!

[A fonff pame.

Old. The innocent obey nor chann nr>r spell!

My brother is in heaven. Thou sainted sjiiiit,

Burst on onr si^ht, a passing visitant !

Onee more to hear tliy voice, ouce more to see thre,

'twere a Joy to me!

All: A ji>y to thee!

M^bat if thtm heardsi him n-w ! \Vhat if his spirit

Re-entered its cold rcrse, and came upon thee

"With many a slalt fn-m many a murderer^ poniard ?

What if (iiis steadfa>t eye still beaming' pity

And brother's Inve) he turned his head aside,

Lest he should look at thee, and with one look

Hurl thee beyond all ymwcr of penitence ?

Vahl. These are unholy fancies!

Orel. [Sfrw/t/li'iHj uit/i hUfcelrngs.'] Yes, my father,

He is in heaven I

Alv. [St/fl to Ordimio.] But wbat if he had a

brother,

Who had lived even so, that at his dyinj; hour

The name of heaven would have convulsed his face

More than the death-pang \

Val. Idly prating man !

Thou hast "guessed ill : Don Alvar's only brother

Stands here before thee—a father's blessing on hiiu !

He is most virtuous.

Alv. [Still to Or«f<min.] What if his very virtues

Had pampered his swollen heart and made him proud ?

And what if pride had duped him into guilt i

Yet still he stalked a self-created god,

Not very bold, but exquisitely cunning ;

And one that at his mother's looking-glass

Would force his features to a frowning sternness ?

Young lord ! I tell thee that there are such beings

—

Yea, and it gives fierce merriment to the damned
To see these most proud men, that loathe mankind.

At every stir and buz of coward conscience.

Trick, cant, and lie ; most whining hypocrites!

Away, away ! Now let me hear more music.

[Muaic ar/ain.

Ter. 'Tis strange, 1 tremble at my own conjectures !

But whatsoe'er it mean. I dare no longer

Be present at these lawless mysteries,

This dark provoking of the hidden p'>wers !

Already 1 affront—if not hl^'h Heaven

—

Yet Alvar's memory ! Hark ! I make appeal

Against the unholy rite, and hasten hence

To bend before a lawful shrine, and seek

That voice which whispers, when the still heart listens,

Comfort and faithful hope! Let us retire.

REV. CHARLES UOBERT MATURIN.

The Rkv. Charles Kohert MATriux. author of

several ronumces, produced a tragedy named JJnti-ant,

which, by the influence of Lord Byron, was hnm^^Ut

out at I'rury Lane in 1816. It was well received;

and bv the performance and puldication of his play,

the author realised about XMOO. Sir Walter Scott

considered the tragedy ' grand and powerful, the

language most animated and poetical, and the cha-

racters sketched with a masterly enthusiasm.' The
author was anxious to introduce Satan on the stage.

a return to tlie style of tlie ancient mysteries by no

meaua suited to modern taste. Mr ilatuaiti wits

curate of St iVter's. Dublin. The scanty inconte
derived fnmi his curacy being insutficiunt fi>r his

comfortable maintenance, lie employed himself in

assisting ytmnj; |HTSt)ns durintr their el.issical studies

at Trinity coUen*. Uubiin. The novels of Maturin
(which will Ik' afterwards noticed) enjoyed consider-
able poijtilarity ; and bad his prudence been equal

to his genius, his life might have been passed in com-
fort anil respect. He was, however, vain and extra-

vapaiit^—always in difhiulties (Scntt at one time

genenmsly sent bini i:.">u). and haunted by hailitls.

When this eccentric author was engag((l in compo-
sition, be used to fasten a wafer on bis foreliead,

whieb was the sit:T)al that if any of bis family en-

tered the sanctum they must not speak to him!
The success of *Iiertrain' induced Mr Maturin to

attempt another trairedy, Manud, m bich he i>ublished

in 1817. It is a \\.y\ inferior production: 'the ab-

surd work of a clever man." says lUron. Tlie unfor-

tunate author died in Dublin on tlie auth of October

1824.

\^c€nt froTii * Btrtram.^]

[A pnssnpe of pT*^at poetical beauty, in which Bertram is

roprc-enreil xs sinoreii tn the commission of his pre-iit crimes

by thf direct acency of a suiicmatural and malevolent being.

—S,r WulkT bcolQ

rnioR—Bkrtbam.

prior. The dark knight of the forest,

?(> from Lis armour named and sable helm,
\Vho>e unbarred vizor mortal never saw.

He dwells alone ; no earthly thing lives near him,

Save the hoarse raven crnuking o'er liis towers.

And the dank weed-* niutlllng his stagnant moat.

Brrtram. I'll I'wv^ a summons on hij barred port.al

Shall make them through their dark valves rock and
ring.

Prim: Thou'rt mad to take the quest. \\ ithin my
memory

One solitary nian did venture there

—

Dark thoughts dwelt with him, which he sought to

vent.

Unto that dark compeer we saw hi« steps.

In winter's stormy twilight, seek that pass

—

Dut davs and year-* are gone, an<l he returns not.

lin-tyaw. What fate befell him there?

Priiir. The manner of his end was never known.

Bertram. That man shall be my mate. Contend
not with me

—

Horrors to me are kindred and society.

Or man, or fiend, he hath won the soul of Bertram.

[Bertr;im is afterwards discovered alone, wandering near the

fatal tower, and Jocribcs the effect of the awful interview

whith he had courted.]

Botram. Was it a man or fiend ? M'bate'er it was.

It liath dealt wonderfully with me—
All is around his dwelling suitable;

Tlie invisible blast to which the dark pines groan.

The unconscious tread to which the ihirk earth echoes,

The hidden waters rushing to their fall

;

These sounds, of which the causes are not seen,

I love, for they are, like my fate, mysterious!

liow towered lu> proud form through the shrouding

glotmi,

How spoke the eloquent silence of its motion,

How thmugh the barred vizor did his accents

Roll their rich thunder on their pausing soul

'

And though his mailed hand did shun my grasp,

And though his closed morion hid his feature,

Yea, all resemblance to the face of man,

I felt the hollow whisper of his welcome,
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I felt those unseen eyes were fixed on mine,

If eyes inileed were there

Foi^otten thoughts of evil, still-born mischiefs,

Foul fertile seeds of passion and of crime,

That withered in my heart's abortive core,

Roused their dark battle at hia trumpet-peal

:

So sweeps the tempest o'er the slumbering desert,

Waking its mj'riad hosts of burning death :

So calls tht) last dread peal the wandering atoms
Of blood, and bone, and flesh, and dust-worn fragments,

In dire array of ghastly unity,

To bide the eternal summons

—

I am not what I was since I beheld him

—

I was the slave of passion's ebbing sway

—

All is condensed, collected, callous, now

—

The groan, the burst, the fiery flash is o*er,

Down pours the dense and darkening lava-tide,

Arresting life, and stilling all beneath it.

Enter two of hia band observing him.

First Rohher. Seest thou with what a step of pride

he stalks ?

Thou hast the dark knight of the forest seen ;

For never man, from living converse come.
Trod with such step or flashed with eye like thine.

Second liohhtr. And hast thou of a truth seen the
dark kniijht

!

Bertram. [Turning on htm suddenly."] Thy hand is

chilled with fear. Well, shivering craven,

Say I have seen him—wherefore dost thou gaze !

Longest thou for tale of goblin-guarded portal I

Of giant champion, whose spell-forged mail
Crumbled to dust at sound of magic honi—
Banner of sheeted flame, whose foldings shrunk
To withering weeds, that o'er the battlements
Wave to the broken spell—or demon-blast
Of winded clarion, whose fell summons sinks

To lonely whisper of the shuddering breeze

O'er the charmed towers

First Robber. Mock me not thus. Hast met him of

a truth ?

Bertram. Well, fool

—

First Robber, Why, then, Heaven's beuison be with
you.

Upon this hour we part—farewell for ever.

For mortal cause I bear a mortal weapon

—

But man that leagues with demons lacks not man.

RICHARD L. SHEIL—.T. H. PAYXE—B. W. PROCTER
JAMES HAVNES.

Another Irish poet, and man of warm imagina-
tion, is Richard Lalor Sheil. His plays, Evadne
and The Apostate^ were performed with much suc-

cess, partly owing to the admirable acting of Miss
O'Neil. The interest of Mr Sheil's dramas is con-
centrated too exclusively on the heroine of each,
and there is a want of action and animated dialogue

;

but they abound in impressive and well-nian:it;ed

scenes. The plot of 'Evadne' is taken from Sliir-

ley's Traitor, as are also some of the sentiments.
The following description of female beauty is very
finely expressed :

—

But you do not look altered—would you did

!

Let me peruse the face where loveliness

Stays, like the light after the sun is set.

Sphered in the stillness of those heaven-blue eyes,

The soul sits beautiful ; the high white front.

Smooth as the brow of Pallas, seems a temple
Sacred to holy thinking—and those lips

Wear the small smile of sleeping infancy,

They are so innocent. Ah, thou art still

The same soft creature, in whose lovely form
Virtue and beauty seemed as if they tried

"Which should exceed the other. Thou hast got

That brightness all around thee, that appeared
An emanation of the soul, that loved

To adorn its habitation with itself,

And in thy body was like light, that looks
More beautiful in the reflecting cloud
It lives in, in the evening. Oh, Evadne,
Thou art not altered—would thou wert

!

In the same year with ^^fr Sheil's * Evadne' (1820)
appeared Brutus, or the Fall vf Tarquin, a historical

tragedy, by Johm IIuwakd Payne. Tliere is no
originality or genius displayed in this drama ; but,

when well acted, it is highly effective on the stage.

In J 82 1 Mr Procter's tragedy of Mirandula
was brought out at Covent Garden, and had a short
but enthusiastic run of success. The plot is painful
(including the death, through unjust suspicions, of
a prince sentenced by his fatlier), and tliere is a
want of dramatic movement in llie play ; but some
of the passages are inihued witli poetical feeling and
vigorous expression. The doting affection of Miran-
dola, the duke, has something of the warmth and the
rich diction of the old dramatists.

DitX-e. My own sweet love! Oh! my dear peerless

wife!

By the blue sky and all its crowding stars,

I love you better—oh ! far better than
Woman was ever loved. There's not an hour
Of day or dreaming night but I am with thee

:

There's not a wind but whispers of thy name,
And not a flower that sleeps beneath the moon
But in its hues or fragrance tells a tale

Of thee, my love, to thy Mirandola.

Speak, dearest Isidora, can you love

As I do? Can—but no, no ; I shall grow
Foolish if thus I talk. You must be gone;
You must be gone, fair Isidora, else

The business of the dukedom soon will cease.

I speak the truth, by Dian. Even now
Gheraldi waits without (or should) to see me.
In faith, you nmst go : one kiss ; and so, away,

Isid, Farewell, my lord.

Duke. We'll ride together, dearest,

Some few hours hence.

Isid. Just as you please ; farewell. \^Exit,

Duke. Farewell ; with what a waving air she goes

Along the corridor. How like a fawn
;

Yet statelier Hark ! no sound, however soft

(Nor gentlest echo), telleth when she treads

;

But every motion of her shape doth seem
Hallowed by silence. Thus did Hebe grow
Amidst the gods, a paragon ; and thus—

-

Away ! I'm grown the very fool of love.

About the same time Conscience^ or the Bridal

Niyht, by Mr James Haynes, was performed, and
afterwards published. The hero is a ruined Vene-
tian, and his bride the daut^hter of his deadliest

enemy, and the niece of one to whose death he had
been a party. Tlie stings of conscience, and the
fears accompanying the bridal night, are thus de-

scribed :

—

[Lorenzo and his friend Julio.]

I had thoughts

Of dying ; but pity bids me live !

Jid. Yes, live, and still be happy.
Lor. Never, Julio

;

Never again : even at my bridal hour
Thou sawest detection, like a witch, look on
And smile, and mock at the solemnity.

Conjuring the stars. Hark! was not that a noise?

Jid. No ; all is still.

Lor, Have none approached us ?
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Jul. None.
Lor. Then *twiis my fiiiioy. Every pa*wing hour

Is crowded with a thonsuiid whi«^jHTorj*

;

The iii;,dit has lo-^t it-* sileiice^ and the stiira

Shoot tire upini my smil. Darkness itself

lias objects fur mine eyes to jraze upun,

And sends me terror when I pray for .•U'ep

In vain upon my knet-s. Nor ends it here;

My greatest diead of all—detection—casta

Her shallow on my walk, and startles nie

At every turn : sometime will rea-^on drug
Her fri^'htful chain of probable alarms

Across my mind ; or, if fatijrned, ;«he drr'op^

Her pan«r^ survive the while ; as you have seen

The ocean tossing; wlien t)ie wind is down,

And the huge storm is dyin*; ou the waters.

Once, too, I had a dream
Jul. The shadows of our sleep should fly with sleep

;

Nor hanr; their sickness on tlie memory.
Lor. Methoiiirht the dead man, rising from his tomb,

Frowned over me. Fdniira at my side,

Stretched her fond arms to shield me from his wrath,

At which lie frowm-d the more. 1 turned away,

Dis<;uste<i, frmn the spectre, and assayed

To clasp my wift- ; but .-.he was pale, and cold,

And in her breast the heart was motionless,

And on her limbs tlie clothing of the irrave,

AVith here and there a wonii, hunj: heavily.

Then did the >ptctre lauirh, till from its mouth
Blood droj.ped ujion us while it cried— * Heboid !

Such is the bridal bed that waits thy love!*

I would have struck it (for ruy rage was up)

;

I tried the blow ; but, all my senses shaken

By the convulsion, broke the tranced spell.

And darkness told me—sleep was my tormentor.

JAMES SHKRII>AN KNOWI.ES.

The most successful of nindern tragic dramatists

is Mr James Shkhidan Knowi^s, wliuse plays

hRve recently bcpn collected and republished in tliree

volumes. His first aiipeared in 1820, and is founded

im that striking incident in Honian story, the death
of a maiilen by the hand of her father, Virginius, to
save her from the lust and tyranny of Appius. Mr
Knowles's Viryinius had an extraordinary run of
success. He has since puhlisiied T/u- ^\'i/t', a 7'ale of
Mantua, The Hunchhack^ Cuius Gracchus, Tfie Blind
Bfijgar of Brthmil Green, William Tell, The Love
(.'hare, &c. With consideniblc knowledge of stage
efFect, Mr Knowles unites a lively inventive imagi-
nation and a {Hjetical colouring, which, if at times
too tlorid and gaudy, sets off his familiar images and
illustrations. His style is formed on that of Mas-
singer and the other elder dramatists, carried often
to a ridiculous excess. He also frequently violates

Koiiian liistory and classical propriety, and runs into
conceits and aflTected metaphors. Tliese faults are
counterbalanced by a happy art of constructing
scenes and pints, romantic, yet not too in)probahle,

by skilful delineation of character, especially in do-
mestic life, and by a current of poetry which sparkles
tlirough his plays, 'not with a dazzling lustre—not
with a gorgeousness that engrosses our attention,

but mildly and agreeably; seldom impeding with
useless glitter the progress and development of inci-

dent and character, but mingling itself with them,
and raising them pleasantly above the prosaic level

of common Ufe.'*

{_Scen€ fr07n * Virgiium.'l

Appius, Claudius, and Lictors.

Appiu.^. Well, Claudius, are the forces

At hand ?

Claudiits. They are, and timely, too ; the ]>eople

Are in unwonted ferment.

App. There's something awes me at

The thought of looking on her father !

Cla2ui. Look
TTpon her, my Appius! Fix your gaze upon
The trea-^ures of her beauty, nor avert it

Till they are thine. Haste! Your tribunal!

Haste ! [Appius ascends (he trlhunat.

[Enter NuMiTORtus, TciLirs, Lucius, Cttizens, Viroisius
leadiog hi&daugbter, Servia, and Citizens. A dead silence

prevails.]

Virginius. Does no one speak ? I am defendant here.

Is silence my opponent \ Kit opponent

To plead a cause too foul for speech ! What brow
Shameless gives front to this most valiant cause,

That tries its prowess 'gainst the honour of

A gill, yet lacks the wit to know, that he
Who casts otl' shame, should likewise cast off fear

—

And on the verf*e o' the condjat wauls the nerve

To stammer forth the signal \

App. You had better,

Virginius, wear another kind of carriaje;

This is not of the fashion that will serve you.

Viv, The fashion, Appius ! Appius Claudius tell mQ
The fashion it becomes a man to speak in.

Whose ]iroperty in his own child— the oti'^pring

Of his own body, near to him jis is

His hand, his arm—yea, nearer—closer fur.

Knit to his heart— I say, who has his property

In such a thini:, the very self of himself,

Disputed—and I'll speak so, Appius Claudius;
1*11 s])eak so— l*ray you tutor me I

A}>p. Stand forth

Claudius! If you lay claim to any interest

In the questitin now before us, speak ; if not,

Bring on some other cause.

Claud. Most noble Appius

—

Vir. And are you the man
That claims my daughter for his slave!—Look at tno

And 1 will give her to thee.

* Edlnbursh Re^-icw for 1333.
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Claud, She is mine, then ;

Do I not look at you \

Yir. Your e^e does, truly,

But not your soul. I see it through your eye

Shifting and slirinking—turning every way
To shun me. You surpri.'*e me, that your eye,

So long the bully of its master, knows not

To jiut a proper face upon a lie,

But gives the port of impudence to falsehood

When it would pass it ofi'for truth. Your soul

Dares as soon show its face to me. Go on,

I had forgot ; the fashion of my speech

May not please Appius Claudius.

Ciaud, I demand
Protection of the Decemvir

!

App. You shall have it.

Vii\ Doubtless 1

App. Keep back the people, Lictors ! "What's

Your plea? Y'ou say the girl's your slave. Produce

Your proofs.

Claud. My proof is here, which, if they can,

Let them confront. The mother of the girl

—

\^Virginius^ sttpping forward y is witlJidd hy

Numitorius.

Numitorhcs. Hold, brother ! Hear thcra out, or

Buffer me
To speak.

Vir. Man, I must speak, or else go mad!
And if I do go mad, what then will hold me
From speaking? She was thy sister, too !

Well, well, speak thou. I'll try, and if I can.

Be silent. [Retires.

Num. Will she swear she is her child ?

Vir. [_Startin'f forward.'] To be sure she will—

a

most wise question that

!

la she not his .dave \ Will his tongue lie for him

—

Or his hand !-teal—or the finger of his hand
Beckon, or point, or shut, or open for him ?

To a«k him if she'll swear! Will she walk or run,

Sing, dance, or wag her head ; do anything
That is mo^t easy done? She'll as soon swear!

What mockery it is to have one's life

In jeopardy by such a bare-faced trick

!

Is it to be endured? I do protest

Against her oathl

App. r«o law in Rome, Virginius,

Seconds you. If she swear the girl's her child,

The evidence is good, unless confronted

By better evidence. Look you to that,

VirgininH. I shall take the woman's oath.

Virginia. Icilius!

Idliiis. Fear not, love; a thousand oaths

Will atiswer her.

App. You swear the girl's your child,

And that you sold her to Virginius' wife.

Who passed her for her own. Is that your oath ?

Slai% It is my oath.

Apj . Your answer now, Virginius.

Vir.. Here it is! [Brings Virginia foi'ward.

Is this the daughter of a slave? I know
'Tis not with men as shrubs and trees, that by
The slaoot you know the rank and order of

The stem. Yet who from such a stem would look
For such a shoot. My witnesses are these

—

The reliitives and friends of Nuraitoria,

Who suw her, ere Virginia's birth, sustain

The burden which a mother bears, nor feels

The weight, with longing for the sight of it.

Here are the ears that listened to her sighs

In nature's hour of labour, which subsides

In the embrace of joy—the hands, that when
The day first looked upon the infant's face,

And neV'cr looked so pleased, helped them up to it,

And blessed her for a blessing. Here, the eyes

That saw her lying at the generous

And sympitthe'tic fount, that at her cry
[

Sent forth a stream of liquid living pearl
To cherish her enamelled veins. The lie

U most unfruitful tiu-ii, that lakes the flower—
The very flower our bed coiinul>iaI grew

—

To prove its barrenness! Speak for me, friends
;

Have I not sp(.ke tlie truth?
Womai and Citizciut. You have, Virginius.
App. Silence! Keep silence there I No more of

that

!

You're very ready for a tumult, citizens.

[ Troops appear hahind,
Lictors, make way to let these troops advance!
We have had a ttiste of your forbearance, masters,
And wish not for another.

Vir, Troops in the Forum !

App. Virginius, have you spoken 1

Vir. If you have heard me,
I have; if not, I'll speak again.

App. You need not,

Virginius ; I had evidence to give,

AVhich, should you sptak a hundred times again,
Would make your pleading vain.

Vir. Your hand, Virginia!

Stand close to me. [Asid^,
App. My conscience will not let me

Re silent. 'Tis notorious to you all,

That Claudius' father, at his death, declared me
The guardian of his son. This cheat has long
Been known' to me. I know the girl is not
Virginius' daughter.

Vir. Join your friends, Icilius,

And leave Virginia to m}' care. [Aside.
App. The justice

I should have done my client unrequired,
Now cited by him, how shall I refuse?

Vir. Don't tremble, girl ! don't tremble. [Aside.
App. Virginius,

I feel for you ; but though you were my father.

The majesty of justice should be sacred

—

Claudius must take Virginia home with hira!

Vir. And if he must, 1 should advise him, Appius,
To take her home in time, before his guardian
Complete the violation which his eyes

Already have begun.— Friends! fellow citizens!

Look not on Claudius—look on your Decemvir!
Me is the master claims V^irginia!

The tongues that told hirn she was not my child

Are these—the costly cliarms he cannot purchase,

Except by making her the slave of Claudius,

His client, his purveyor, that caters for

His pleasures—markets for him—picks, and scents,

And tastes, thiit he may banquet—serves him up
His sensual feast, and is not now ashamed.
In the open, common street, before your eyes

—

Frighting your daughters' and your matrons' cheeks

With blushes they ne'er thought to meet—to help

him
To tlie honour of a Roman maid! ray child!

Who now clings to me, as you see, as if

This second Tai-quin had already coiled

His arms around her. Look upon her, Romans!
Befriend her! succour her! see her not polluted

Before her father's eyes!—He is but one.

Tear her from Appius and his Lictors while

She is unstained.—Your hands I your hands! your
hands

!

Citizens. They are yours, Virginius.

App, Keep the people back

—

Support ray Lictors, soldiers! Seize the girl,

And drive the people back.

Iciliits. Down with the slaves!

[The people mjike a show of resistance ; but, upon the ad-

vance of the soldiers, retreat, and teavp IriLios, Vir-

0IIVIU9, and his daughter, Ate. in the hands of Appius and

his party.]

Deserted!—Cowards! traitors! Let me free
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Rut f(ir a iiKinient! I relied on you ;

Had I relied upon iiiyself nlone,

I hud kt'jit thcin stilfiit buy ! I kneel to you

—

Let me but loose a nioiiieiit, if 'tis only

To rush upon your swords.

Vu: Icilius, peace!

You see liow *tir», we are deserted, left

Alone by our friends, surrounded by our enemies,

Nerveless and helpless.

App. St'paraif* them, Lictors!

Vir. Let them forbear awhile, I ]>m.y you, Appius:

It is not very easy. Thouirh her anus
Are tender, yet the hold is stron:: by which

She grasps mo, Appius—forcinti them will hurt them
;

They'll soon unclasp themselves. Wait but a little

—

You know you're sure of her !

App. I have not time

To idle with thee
;
give her to my Lictora.

Vir Appius, I pray you wait! If she is not

My child, she hath been like a chibl to me
For fifteen years. If 1 am not her father,

I have been like a father to her, Appius,

For even such a time. They that have lived

So long a titne togetiicr, in so near

And dear society, may be allowed

A little time f-T parting. Let me take

The maid aside, I pray you, and confer

A moment with her nurse ;
perhaps she'll give me

Some token will unloose a tie so twined

And knotted round my heart, that, if you break it,

My heart breaks with it.

App. Have your wish. Be brief!

Lictors, look to them.

Viryinia. Do you go from me?
Do you leave? Father! Father!

Vir. No, my child

—

No, ray Virginia—come along with me.

Vi7yinia. Will you not leave me? Will you take

me with you ?

Will you take me home again? 0, bless you! bless

you!

My father! my dear father! Art thou not

My father ?

[VtRGiNiTTs, perfectly at a loss what to dn, InnVs anximiKly

around the Forum ; at length his eye falls un a but<;ber'8

Btall, with a knife uijon it.]

Vir. This way, mv child—No, no ; I am not going

To leave thee, my Virginial I'll not leave thee.

Aj'p. Ket'p back the people, soldiers I Let them not

Approach Virginius! Keep the people back!

[ Viryiniiis sticurea t/ie knife.

Well, hare you done?

Vir. Sliort time for converse, Appius,

But I have.

App. 1 hope you are satisfied.

Vir. I am

—

I am—that she is my daughter!

Aj^p. Take her, Lictors I

[^Vir;/niia shrlds^ and falls half-dead upon
her father^s nhmUler.

Vir. Another moment, pray you. Rear with me
A little

—
*Tis my last embrace. *Twont try

Your patience beyond beaiitig, if you're a man!
Lengthen it as I may, I cannot make it

Long. My dear child ! My dear Virginia!

[Kiitsinij her.

There is one only way to save thine honour—
'TU this.

[S^w Arr, and drawn onl the knife. Id/im
brt'iks frtiiii the Ko/diirs titat htld /u;/i,

and raf<-hr.-< her.

Lo, Appius, with this innocent blood

I do devote thee to the infernal gods

!

Make way ther«^!

App. atop him! Seize him!

Vir. If they dare

To tempt the desperate weapon that is maddened
With drinking my daughter's blood, why, let them:

thus

It rubhes in amongst them. Way there! Way!
[£jnt Oirvwjh Uie soldiert,

•

[From * Tlte Wife, a Talc of ^fanlua.*'\

Lorenzo, an Advocate of Rome, and Mariana.

Loraizo. That's right—you are collected and direct

In your replies. I dare be sworn your passioa

Was such a thing, as, by its neighbourhood.
Made piety and virtue twice as rich

As e'er they were before. How grew it? Come,
Thou know'st thy heart—look caliuly into it.

And see how innocent a thing it is

\\'hich thou dost fear to show—I wait your answer.

How grew your passion ?

Mariana. As my stature grew,

Which rose without my noting it, until

They said I was a woman. I kept watch
Beside what seomeil his deathbed. From beneath
An aA'alanche my father rescued him,
The sole survivor of a company
Who wandered through our mountains. A long time
His life was doubtful, signor, and he called

For ht'Iji, whence help alone could come, which I,

Morniiig-aud night, invoked along with him ;

So first our souls did mingle!
Lorenzo. I perceive: you mingled souls until you

mingled heartN?

You loved at last. Was't not the sequel, maid?
Mariana. I loved, indeed ! If I but nursed a flower

Which to the ground the rain and wind had beaten.

That flower of all our garden was my pride :

What then w^as he to me, for whom I thuught
To nnike a shroud, when, tending on liim still

With hope, that, bafiled still, did still keep up;
I «aw, at last, the ruddy dawn of health

Begin to mantle o'er his pallid form,

And glow—and glow— till forth at last it burst

Into confirmed, broad, and glorious day

!

Lorenzo. You loved, and be did love?

Mariana. To say he did,

Were to artirm what oft his eyes avouched,
What many an action testified—and yet

—

What wanted confirmation of his tongue.

But if he loved, it brought him not content 1

'Twas now abstraction—now a start—anon
A pacing to and fro— anon a stillness,

A^ nought remained of life, save life itself.

And feeling, thought, and motion, were ejttinct.

Then all again wa>s action! Disinclined

To converse, save he held it with himself;

Which oft he did, in moody vein discoursing,

And ever and anon invoking honour.
As some high contest there were pending 'twixt

Himself and him, wherein her aid he needed.

Lorenzo, This spoke intpediment ; or he was bound
By promise to another; or hud friends

Whom it behove<i him to consult, and doubted;
Or 'twixt you lay disparity too wide
For love itself to leap.

Mariana. I saw a struggle.

But knew not what it wa,s. I wondered still.

That what to me wa-n all content, to him
Was all disturbance ; but my turn did come.

At length he talked of leaving us ; at length

He fixed the parting day—but kept it not

—

how niv heart did bound! Then first I knevr

It had been sinkim:. Deeper still it sank

When next he fixed to go ; and sank it then

To bound no more! He went.

Loif^zo. To follow him
You came to Mantua?
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Afariaiui. Whiit couM I do

!

Cot, garden, vineyard, rivulet, and wood,
I<ake, sky, and nmuntain, went along with him

!

Could I remain behind I My father found
My heart wiis not at home ; he loved his child.

And asked me, one day, whither we should go t

I said, * To Muntua.' I followed him
To Mantua I to breathe the air he breathed,
To walk upon the ground he walked upon,
To look upon the things he looked upou.
To look, perchance, ou him ! perchance to hear him,
To touch him I never to be known to him.
Till he was told I lived and died his love.

THOMAS lOVELL BEDDOE9.

TTie Bride's Tragedy, byTnosiAS Loveli, Beddoes,
published in 182J, is intended for the closet rather
than the theatre. It possesses many passages of
pure and s]iarkling verse. ' The following,' says a
writer in the Eilinburgh Review, ' will show the way
in which Mr Kcddoes manages a subject that poets
have almost reduced to commonplace. We thought
all similes for the violet had been used up ; but he
gives us a new one, and one that is very delightful.'

Hesperus and Floribel (the young wedded lovers)
are iu a garden ; and the husband speaks :

—

Hesperus. See, here's g bower
Of eglantine with honeysuckles woven,
Where not a spark of prying light creeps in,

So closely do the sweets enfold each other.

'Tis twilight's home ; come in, my gentle love.
And talk to me. So ! I've a rival here ;

What's this that '.leeps so sweetly on your neck !

Floribel. Jealous so soon, my Hesperus ! Look
then.

It is a bunch of flowers T pulled for j-ou :

Here's the bluo violet, like Pandora's eye.
When first it darkened with immortal life.

Haspa-vi. Sweet as thy lips. Fie on those taper
fingers.

Have they been brushing the long grass aside,
To drag the ilaisy from its hiding-place.
Where it shuns light, the Danaeof flowers.

With gold 'jp-hoarded on its virgin lap!
Fluribel. And here's a treasure that I found by

chance,
A lily of the valley ; low it lay
Over a mo-:sy mound, withered and weeping.
As on a fairy's grave.

Hajierus. Of all the posy
Give me the rose, though there's a tale of blood
Soiling itsi name. In elfin annals old
Tis writ, how Zephyr, envious of his love
(The love he bare to Suninier, who since then
ll.vs, weeiping, visited the world), once found
The baby Perfume cradled in a violet

;

('Twas s»iil the beauteous bantling was the child
Of a gay Ibee, that in his wantonness
Toyed wi'th a pea bud in a lady's garland)

;

The felonl winds, confederate with him,
Ilouiid thie sweet sluniherer with golden chains,
I'uUed frioni the wreathed laburnum, and together
iJeep casil him in the bosom of a rose.

And fed tyie fettered wretch with dew and air.

And therti is an expression in the same scene (where
the author^ is speaking of sleepers' fancies, &c.)

^A hile that'i winged song, the restless nightlogale
Turns her s.ad heart to music

—

which is per^fectly beautiful.

The readejr may now take a passage from the
icene where I'iespenis murders the girl I'loribeL She

is waiting for him in the Divinity path, alone, and
is terrified. At last he comes ; and she sighs out

—

Speak I let me hear thy voice,

Tell me the joyful news !

and thus he answers

—

Ay, I am come
In all my solemn pomp. Darkness and Fear,
.\nd the great Tempest iii his midnight car.
The sword of lightning girt across his thigh.
And the whole demon brood of night, blind Fo"
And withering Blight, all these are my retainers

;
Ilow? not one smile for all this bravery!
What think you of my minstrels, the hoarse winds.
Thunder, and tuneful Discord ? Hark, they play.
Well piped, methlnks ; somewhat too rough, perhaps.

Floribel. I know you practise on njy silliness.

Else I might well be scared. But leave this mirth,
Or I must weep.

Uesperm. 'Twill serve to fill the goblets
For our carousal ; but we loiter here,
The bride-maids are without; well-picked, thou'It say,
Wan ghosts of wo-begone, self-slaughtered damsels
In their best winding-sheets ; start not ; I bid them

wipe
Their gory bosoms ; they'll look wondrous comely

;

Our link-boy, Will-o'-the-Wisp, is waiting too
To light us to our grave.

After some further speech, she asks him what he
means, and he replies

—

What mean I ? Death and murder.
Darkness and misery. To thy |irayers and shrift,

Earth gives thee back. Thy God hath sent me for thee
;

Repent and die.

She returns gentle answers to him ; but in the end
he kills her, and afterwards mourns thus over her
body :

—

Dead art thou, Floribel ; fair, painted earth,

.\nd no warm breath shall ever more disport

Between those ruby lips : no ; they have quafl^ed

Life to the dregs, and found death at the bottom.
The sugar of the draught. All cold and still

;

Her very tresses stirten in the air.

Look, what a face ! had our first mother worn
But half such beauty when the serpent came.
His heart, all malice, would have turned to love;
No hand but this, which 1 do tliink was once
Cain, the arch murderer's, could ha\'e acted it.

And I must hide these sweets, not in my bosom
;

In the foul earth. She shudders at my grasp :

Just so she laid her head across my bosom
When first—oh villain ! which way lies the grave?

MISS MITFORD— SIR KDWARO LVTTON EULWER

—

THOMAS NOO.N TALFOUKD.

Miss Mitford, so well known for her fine prose
tales and sketches, has written three tragedies

—

Julian, Rienzi, and The Vespers of Pulermo. They
were all brought on the stage, but ' Rienzi' only met
with decided success. An equal number of dramas
has been produced by another novelist, Sir Edward
Lytto.n Bulwer: these are entitled. T'le Lady nf
Lyons, La ValUere, and Richelieu. The first of
these pieces is the best, and it seldom fails of draw-
ing tears when well represented. It is a picturesque
and romantic play, with passages of fine poetry
and genuine feeling. ' La Valliere' is founded on
the court and times of Louis XIV., but it wants pro-
minence of character and dramatic art. ' RicheUeu'
is a drama of greater energy and power, but is also
loosely constructed. Thomas Noon Talfourd, ser-

geant-at-law, an eloquent English barrister, has
written two classic plays, Icn, and The Athenian
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Captive, remarkable for a gentle beauty, refinement,

anil puthitfl. He lias also prixlueed a domestic

drama, T/it^ Massacre of Glencoe^ but it is mucli

inleriur to his utlier productions. * Ion' wjis acted

with great success, and published in 183.3. It seems

an enibinliment of the simplicity and grandeur of

the Greek drama, and its plot is founded on tlie old

Grecian notion of destiny, apart from all moral

agencies. The oracle of Delphi had announced that

the vengeance which the misrule of the race of

Argns had brought on the people, in the f»)rni of a

pestilence, could only be disarmed by the extirpation

of the guilty race, and Ion, the hero of the play, at

length ofVers himself a sacrifice. The character of

Ion—tiie discovery of his birth, as son of the king

—

his love and patriotism, are drawn with great power

and elTect. The style of Mr Talfourd is chaste and

clear, yet full of imagery. Take, for example, the

delineation of the character of Ion :

—

Ion, our sometime darling^, whom we prized

As a stray gift, by bounteous Heaven dismissed

From some bright sphere which sorrow may not cloud

To make the hai)py happier! Is he sent

To grapple with the miseries of this time,

Whose nature such ethereal aspect wears

As it would perish at the touch of wrong!

By no internal contest is he trained

For such hard diitv ; no emotions rude

Hath his clear spirit vanquished—Love, the germ
Of Lis mild nature, hath spread graces forth,

Expaufling with its progress, as the store

Of rainbow colour which the seed conceals

Sheds out its tints from its dim treasury,

To flush and circle in the flower. No tear

Hath filled his eye save that of thoughtful joy

When, in the evening stillness, lovely things

Pressed on his soul too busily ; his voice,

If, in the earnestness of childish sports,

Raised to the tone of anger, checked its force,

As if it feared to break its being's law,

And faltered into nmsic ; when the forms

Of guilty passion have been made to live

In pictured speech, and others have waxed loud

In righteous indignation, he hath heard

With sceptic smile, or from some slender vein

Of goodness, which surrounding gloom concealed,

Struck sunlight o*er it : so his life hath flowed

From its mysterious um a sacred stream.

In whose calm depth the beautiful and pure

Alone are mirrored ; which, though shapes of ill

May hover round its surface, glides in light,

And takes no shadow from them.

[Extracts from * /(»).']

[Ion beinir declared the rightful heir of the throne, is waited

upon by Ck'manthe, daughter of the high priest of the temple,

wherein Ion had been reared in obscurity.]

J(yn. \^'llat wouldst thou with me, lady %

Clemanlhe. Is it so?

Nothing, my lord, save to implore thy pardon,

That the departing gleams of a bright dream.
From which I scarce had wakened, made me bold
To crave a word with thee ; but all are fled

—

Io7i. 'Twas indeed a goodly dream
;

But thou art right to think it was no more;
And study to forget it.

C(eni" To forget it !

Indeed, my lord, I will not wish to lose

What, being past, is all my future hath,

All I shall live for ; do not grudge me this,

The brief space I shall need it.

lull. Speak not, fair one.

In tone so mournful, for it makes me feel

Too sensibly the hapless wretch I am,
|

That troubled the deep quiet of thy soul

In that pure fountain which reflected heaven,

For a brief taste of rapture.

Clem. Dost thou yet

Esteem it rapture, then ? My foolish heart.

He still ! Yet wherefore should a crowu divide us 1

(_>, my dear Ion I let me call thee so

This once at least— it could not in my thoughts
Increase the distance that there was between us
V\'hcn, rich in spirit, thou to strangers' eyes

Seemed a poor foundling.

Ion. It must separate us !

Think it no harmless bauble ; but a curse

Will freeze the current in the veins of youth,
.\iid from familiar touch of genial hand.
From household pleasures, from sweet daily taskft,

From airy thought, free wanderer of the heavens.
For ever banish me !

Clem. Thou dost accuse

Thy state too harshly ; it may give some room.
Some little room, amidst its radiant care«,

For love and joy to breathe in.

Ion, Not for me
;

My pomp must be most lonesome, far removed
From that sweet fellowship of humankind
The slave rejoices in : my solemn robes

Shall wrap me as a panoply of ice,

And the attendants who may throng around mo
Shall want the flatteries which may basely warm
The sceptral thing they circle. Dark and cold

Stretches the path which, when I wear the crown,

I needs must enter : the great gods forbid

That thou shouldst follow in it !

Clem. unkind

!

And shall we never see each other !

Ion. {_A/ter a paiute.'] Yes!
I have asked that dreadful question of the hUIs
That louk eternal ; of the flowing streams
That lucid flow for ever ; of the stars,

Amid whose fields of azure my raised spirit

Hath trod in glory : all were dumb ; but now,
While I thus gaze upon thy living face,

'

I feel the love that kindles through its beauty
Can never wholly perish : we shall meet
Again, Clemanthe

!

Clem. Bless thee for that name
;

Pray, call me so again ; thy words sound strangely,

Yet they breathe kindness, and I'll drink iihem in.

Though they destroy me. Shall we meet indeed!
Think not I would intrude upon thy aires,

Thy councils, or thy pomps ; to sit at distance,

To weave, with the nice labour which presei."ves

The rebel pulses even, from gay threads

Faint records of thy deeds, and sometimes catch
The falling music of a gracious word.

Or the stray sunshine of a smile, will be
Comfort enough : do not deny me this ; \

Or if stern fate compel thee to deny.

Kill me at once !

j

Ion. No ; thou must live, my fair one : f

There are a thousand joyous things in life.

Which pass unheeded in a life of joy /

As thine hath been, till breezy sorrow comes*
To rufile it ; and daily duties paid i

Hardly at first, at length will bring repose
|

To the sad mind that studies to perform thena.

Thou dost not mark me.
Clem. 0, I do ! I do !

Ion. If for thy brother's and thy father's (sake

Thou art content to live, the healer Time
Will reconcile thee to the lovely things

Of this delightful world—and if another,

A happier—no, I cannot bid thee love

Another!— I did think I could have said it,

But 'tis in vain.

Clem. Thou art my own, then, still

!
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Ion. I fiiii thine own! thutt lot raecla.sp thee; uearer;

joy too thrilling aiui too ^hort!

Enter Aobnur.

A<jn\or. My lord,

Thu Kiiorilii-iiil riu"* await thy presence.

i'Hi. 1 omie. One nioi-e enibaico—the last, the Wt
In this world I Now, furewoU ! [AUyV.

C'/t»*. The lust embrace

!

Then he luis cast me oil"! no—'tis not so
;

Some mournful seci-et of hid fate divides us
;

ril strui:i.'le tti bear that, and snatch a comfort

From M-ein;; him uplifted. I will Inok

I'pon hini in his throne ; Minerva's shrine

Will shelter ine from vulgar gaze ; I'll hasten

v\nd feast my sad eyes wich his^'reatness there. [Exit*

[Ion 19 inHtnlltHl iu his myal diiinity, attended by the higli

pnest, tlie t>cimtors, Ac. The people receive him with shouta]

Ion. I thank you for your,2reetings—shout no more,

But in deep silence raise your hearts to heaven,

Tliat it may strengthen one so young and frail

As I am for the business of this hour.

Must I sit here 1

MtdoH. My son ! my son !

M'httt ails thee \ When thou shouldst reflect the joy
Of Argos, the strange paleness of the grave

Marbles thy face.

Am. Am I indeed so pale ?

It is a solemn office I assume.
Which well may make me falter; yet sustained

By thee, and by the gods 1 serve, I take it.

\_SU6 on the throne.

Stand forth, Agenor.
Ayviiur. I await thy will.

Iwi. To thee 1 look as to the wisest friend

Of this atflicted people ; thou must leave

Awiiile the quiet which thy life has earned
To rule our couTiciU ; till the seats of justice

With good men, not so absolute in goodness
As to forget what human frailty is;

And order my sad country.

AytHor. Pardon me

—

lun. Nay, 1 will pntuiise 'tis my last request

;

Grant me thy h*;lp till tliis distracted state

Kise tranquil from her grief>
—

'twill not be long,

If the great gods smile on us now. Remember,
Meanwhile, thou hast all power my \\ord can give,

Whether I live or die.

Aijenor. Die! Kre that hour.

May even the old man's epitaph be moss-grown!
/oil. Deatli i.H not jualous of the mild decay

That gently wins thee his ; exulting youth
Provokes the gliastly monarch's sudden stride.

And makes his horrid fingers quick to clasp

\\\* prey benumbed at noontide. Let lue aee

The captain of tlie guard.
Cri/i/ic*. I kneel to crave

Hunihly the favour which thy sire bestowed
On one who loved him well.

Ion. I cannot mark thee.

That wakest the memory tf my father's weakness,
Rut I will not forget tliat thou hast shared
The light enjoyments of a noble spirit,

AiA learned the need of luxury. I grant
F<ir thee and thy brave comrades ample share

nf such rich treasure as my stores contain.

To giace thy pa.'-sage to some distant land.

Where, if nn honest cause engage thy sword,

May gb)rious issues wait it. lu our realm
We shall not need it longer.

Cn/thia:. Ditft intend

To banisii the firm troops before whose valour

Harbarian millions shrink appalled, and leave

Our city naked to the first assault

Uf reckless foes *

Ion, No, Crythes ; in ourselves,

In our o^vn honest hearts and chainless hands
Will be our safeguard ; while wc do not use
Our power towards otliers, so that we should blush
To teach our children ; wliilc the simple love
Of justice and their countiT sluill be born
With dawning reason ; while their sinews grow
Hard 'midst the gladness of heroic sports,

M'e shall not need, to guard our walls in peace,
One selfish passion, or one venal sword.
I would not grieve thee ; but thy valiant troop—
For I esteem them valiant—must no more
With luxury which suits a desperate camp
Infect us. See that they embark, Agcuor,
Ere night.

Crythes. My Lord

—

Ion. No more—my word hath passed.

Medon, there is no office I can add
To those thou hast grown old in ; thou wilt guard
The shrine of Phoebus, and within thy home

—

Thy too delightful home—befriend the stranger

As thou didst me ; there sometimes waste a thought
On thy spoiled inmate.
Medon. Think of thee, my lord?

Long shall we triumph in thy glorious reign.

Ion. Prithee no more. Argives ! I have a boon
To crave of you. Whene'er I shall rejoin

In death the father from whose heart in life

Stem fate divided me, think gently of him !

Think that beneath his panoply of pride
Were fair aiTections crushed by bitter wrongs
Which fretted him to madness; what he did,

Alas ! ye know ; could you know what he suffered,

Ye would not curse his name. Yet never more
Let the great interests of the state depend
Upon the thousand chances that may sway
A piece of human frailty ; swear to me
That ye will seek hereafter in yourselves

The means of sovereignty : our countr}''3 space,

So happy in its smallnesa, so compact.
Needs not the magic of a single name
Which wider regions may require to draw
Their interest into one ; but, circled thus.

Like a blest family, by simple laws

May tenderly be governed—all degrees,

Not placed in dexterous balance, not combined
By bonds of parchment, or by iron clasps,

But blended into one—a single form
r)f nynijdi-like loveliness, which finest chords
of sympathy pen'ading, shall endow
With vital beauty ; tint with roseate bloom
In times of happy peace, and bid to flash

With one brave impulse, if ambitious bands
Of foreign power should threaten. Swear to me
That ye will do this !

Medon. Wherefore ask this now ?

Thou shalt live long; the paleness of thy face,

Which late seemed death-like, is grown radiant now,
And thine eyes kindle with the prophecy

Of glorious years.

Ion. The gods approve me then !

Yet I will use the function of a king.

And claim obedience. Swear, that if I die,

And leave no issue, ye will seek the power
To govern in the free-bom people's choice.

And in the prudence of the wise.

Mf'doii and others. \\"e swear it

!

Ion. Hear and record the oath, immortal powers!
Now give me leave a moment to ajtproach

That altar unattended. [He go&i to the altar.

Gracious gods

!

In whose mild service my glad youth was spent,

Look oti me now ; and if there is a power.
As at this solemn time I feel there is.

Beyond ye, that hath breathed through all your shapes
The spirit of the beautiful that lives

In earth and heaven ; to ye I ofler up
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Baillie's plays. The fuUowiiig Christian Kntiment
is finely expressed :

—

Joy is a weak and giddy thing that laughs
Itself to weariness or sleep, and wakes
To the same barren laughter ; 'tis a child
Perpetually, and all its past and future
Lie in the compass of an infarit's day.
Crushed from our sorrow all that's great in man
Has ever sprung. In the bold pagan world
Men deified the beautiful, the glad,
The strong, the boa-iitful, and it came to nought

;

We have raised Pain and Sorrow into heaven,
And in our temples, on our altars, Grief
Stands symbol of our faith, and it shall last

As long as man is mortal and unhappy.
The gay at heart may wander to the skies,

Ajid harps may there be found them, and the branch
Of palm be put into their hands ; on earth
We know them not ; no rotarist of our faith,

Till he has dropped his tears into the stream,
Ta.stfes of its sweetness.

We shall now turn to the comic muse of the
drama, which, in the earlier years of this period,
produced some works of genuine humour and inte-
rest.

GEORGE COLMAN.

The most able and successful comic dramatist of
his day was George Colmas, the younger,* who
was bom on the 21st of October 1762. The son of

This conscious being, full of life and love.

For my dear country's welfare. Let this blow •

End all her sorrows

!

^Stabe hinuttf.

Clbmanths rushes forward.

CVm. Hold!
Let me support him—stand away—indeed

I have best right, although ye know it not.

To cleave to him in death.

/on. This is a joy

I did not hope for—this is sweet indeed.

Bend thine eyes on me

!

CUm. And for this it was
Thou wouldst have weaned me from thee 1

Couldst thou think
1 would be so divorced !

Ion. Thou art right, Clemanthe

—

It was a shallow and an itile thtnight

;

'Tis past ; no show of coldness frets us now

;

No vain disguise, my girl. Yet thou wilt think
On that which, when I feiimed, 1 truly spoke

—

Wilt thou not, sweet one \

Clem. I will treasure all.

Irua. I bring you glorious tidings

—

Ha ! no joy

Can enter here.

I'/ru Yes— is it as I hope !

Invs. The pestilence abates.

Ion. [^Sprtnijs to hisfeit.] Do ye not hear ?

Why shout ye not * ye are strong—think not of mej
Hearken ! the curse my ancestry had spread

O'er .\rgos is dispelled ! My o^vn Clenianthe !

Let this console thee—.Ariros lives again

—

The oiFering is accepted—all is well ! [/>ies.

HENKY TAVLOB— .7. BROWNIXG—LEIGH UTXT

—

WILLIAM SMITH.

Two dramatic poems have been produced by
Hevbv Tavlor, Esq., whicli. though nut popular,

evince high genius and careful preparation. The
first, I'hilip ran Arlevflle. was pulilislied in 1834.
and the scene is laid in Fl.inilers, at the cl.ise of the
fourteenth century. The second, Edwin the Fair
(1843), relates to early English history. Though
somewhat too measured and reflective for the stage,

the plays of Mr Taylor contain excellent scenes
and dialogues. ' The blended dignity of thought,
and a sedate moral habit, invests Mr Taylor's poetry
with a stateliness in which the drama is generally
deficient, and makes his writings illustrate, in some
degree, a new form of the art—such a form, indeed,
as we might expect the written drama naturally to

assume if it were to revive in the nineteenth cen-
tury, and maintain itself as a branch of literature

apart from the st.age.' * Strafford, a tragedy by J.

Beowni.ng, w,is brought out in 1837, and acted with
success. It is the work of a young poet, but is well
conceived and arranged for effect, wliile its relation
to a deeply interesting and stirring period of British
history gives it a peculiar attraction to an English
audience. Mr Leigh Hcnt, in 1840, came before
the pul.lic as a dramatic writer. His work was a
mixture of romance and comedy, entitled, A Legend
of Florence : it was acted at Covent Garden theatre
with some success, but is tix) sketchy in its mate-
rials, and too extravagant in plot, to be a popular
acting play. AtAelwold, a tragedy by William
Smith (1842), is a drama also for the ch>set; it

wants variety and scenic effect for the 8t.age, and
in style and sentiment is not unlike one of Hiss

* Quarterly Review.

George Colman.

the author of the Jealous Wife and Clandestine

Marriage, Colman had a hereditary attachment to

the drama. He was educated at Westminster school,

and afterwards entered of Christ's Church college,

Oxford : but his idleness and dissipation at the uni-

versity led his father to withdraw him from Oxford,

and banish him to Aberdeen. Here he was distin-

guished for his eccentric dress and folly, but he also

appUed himself to his classical and other studies.

* Colman added * the younger" to his name after tfie con-

demnation of his play, Thi Iron CtusL • trat my father's

memory," he sa>-s, ' may be injured by mistakes, and in tho

confusion of after-time the translator of Terence, and tbe

author of the Jealous Wife, should be supposed (niilty of The

Iron Chest, I shall, were I to reach the patriarchal Inngevitjr

of Methuselah, continue (in all my dramatic pubUcatioas) «ft

subscribe my^^lf Gcor^ Colman, &W ffounffer.'
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At Atn'iilecn In- pii'ilisluda popni on Cliarles James
Fiix, fiitilk'il The Mini of the l'r<i/)li', anil wrote a

musical farce, Tfif Ft-mttk Oranuitist, whicli his father

hniU).'ht out at the llayniarket theatre, but it was
condenineil. A secomi ilraniatie attempt, entitleJ

7'i™ In One, bron^'ht out in 1784, enjoyed consiiler-

ftlile success. This seems to have fixcl his literary

taste and inclinations; forthon^h his father intended

liini for the har, and entered liini of Lincoln's Inn,

the drama ctij;rosseii his attention. In 1784 he
contracted a thoughtless marriage with a Miss
Catherine Morris, witli whom he eloped to Gretna
Green, and next year hmught <mt a second musical

CtJinedy, Turk ami no Turk. His father becoming
incapacitated from attacks of paralysis, the younger
Colinan undertook the management of the theatre

in llayniarket, and was thus fairly united to the

stage and the dranuL Various pieces proceeded

from his pen ; Inkle and Yurico, a musical opera,

brought out with success in 17S7 ; Wcn/s and Means,

a comedy, 1788; The Battle of Heiham. 17S9; The
Surrender of Calais, 1791; The Mimntaineers, 1793;

The Iron Chest (foimded on Goiiwin's novel of Caleb
Williams), 1796; The Heir at Lam, 1797; Blue Beard
(a mere jiiece of scenic display and music), 1798;
The lieview, or the Wags of Windsor, an excellent

farce, 1798; The Poor Gentleman, a comedy, 1802;
Love Lau(jhs at Locksmiths, a farce, 1803; Gat/ De-
ceivers, a farce, 1804; John Bull, a comedv, 1805;
Who Wants a Guinea ? 1805 ; We Fly by 'Night, a

farce. 1806 ; The Africans, a play, 1S08;"X. Y. Z.,

a farce, 1810; The Law of Java, a musical drama,
1822, kc. No modern dramatist has added so many
stock-pieces to the theatre as Colman, or imparted
50 much genuine mirth and humour to all plaj'goers.

His society was also much courted ; he was a favou-

rite with George IV., and, in conjunction with
Sheridan, was wont to set the royal table in a roar.

His g.aicty, however, was not always allied to pru-
dence, and theatrical property is a very precarious

possession. As a manager, Colman got entangled

in lawsuits, and was forced to reside in the King's
Bench. The king slept forward to relieve him, by
appointing him to the situation of licenser and exa-

miner of plays, an office worth from £300 to £400
a-ycar. In this situation Colman incurred the

enmity of several dramatic authors by the rigour

with wliich he scrutinised their productions. His
own plays are far from being strictly correct or

moral, but not an oath or double entendre was suffered

to escape his expurgatorial pen as licenser, and he
was peculiarly keen-scented in detecting all political

allusions. Besides his numerous plays, Colman
wrote some poetical travesties and pieces of levity,

published under the title of My Nightgown and
S''i/ij>ers (^1797), which were afterwards republished

(1802) with additions, and named Broad Grins; also

Poetical l^agaries, Vagaries Vindicated, and Eccen-
tricities for Edinburgh. In these, delicacy and de-

corum are often sacrificed to broad mirth and
humour. The last work of the lively author was
memoirs of his own early life and times, entitled

Handom Record,'^, and published in 1830. He died

in London on the 26th October 1836. The comedies
of Colman abound in witty and ludicrous delinea-

tions of character, interspersed with bursts of ten-

derness and feeling, somewhat in the style of Sterne,

whom, indeed, he has closely copied in his ' Poor
Gentleman.' Sir Walter Scott has praised his ' John
Bull' as by far the best effort of our late comic drama.
' The scenes of broad humour are executed in the

best possible taste ; and the whimsical, yet native

characters, reflect the manners of real life. The
sentimental parts, although one of them includes a

fiiifcly wrought-ui) scene of paternal distress, par-

take of the falsetto of German pathos. But the
piece is both humorous and all'ecting; and we readily

excuse its obvious iniperfectiims in consideratioL
of its exciting our lan{;hter and our tears.' Tlia
whimsical character of (.)llapod in the ' Poor Gentle-
man is one of Colman's most original and laughable
conceptions

; Pangloss, in the ' Heir at Law,' is also

an excellent satirical portrait of a pedant (proud of
being an LL.I)., and. moreover, an A. double S.) ;

and his Irishmen, Yorkshiremen, and country rustics
(all admirably performed at the time), are highly
entertaining, though overcharged portraits. A ten-
dency to farce is indeed the besetting sin of Colman's
comeilies ; and in his more serious plays, there is a
curious mixture of prose and verse, high-toned sen-
timent and low humour. Their effect on the stage
is, however, irresistible. We have quoted Joanna
Baillie's description of Jane de Montfort as a por-
trait of Mrs Siddons ; and Colman's Octavian in
'The Mountaineers' is an equally faithful likeness

of John Kemble :

—

Lovely as day he was—but envious clouds
Have dimmed hi.s lustre. He is as a rock
Opposed to the rude sea that beats against it

;

Worn by the waves, yet still o'ertopping them
In sullen majesty. Rugged now his look

—

For out, alasl calamity has blurred •

The fairest pile of manly comeliness
That ever reared its lofty head to heaven !

'Tis not of late that I have heard his voice

;

But if it be not changed— I think it cannot

—

There is a melody in every tone

Would charm the towering eagle in her flight,

And tame a hungry lion,

[Scene from the 'Heir at Zaw.'^

[Daniel Dowlas, an old Gosport shopkeeper, from the supposed

loss of the son of Lord Duberly, succeeds to the peerage and an
estate worth £15.fi0e per annum, lie eng.iges Dr Pangloss

—

a poor petlant just created by the Society of Arts, Artium
Son4:fatii Socius—as tutor to bis son, with a salarj- of £3U0
a-year.]

A Room in the Blue Boar Inn.

Enter Dr Pangloss and Waiteii.

Pang. Let the chariot turn about. Dr Pangloss in

a lord's chariot !
* Curru portatur eodem.'—Juvenal

—Hem ! Waiter 1

Waiter. Sir.

Pang. Have you any gentleman here who arriTed

this morning J

IVaiter. There's one in the house now, sir.

Pang. Is he juvenile 1

Waiter. No, sir ; he's Derbyshire.

Pang. He ! he ! he ! Of what appearance is the
gentleman ?

Waiter. Why, plaguy poor, sir.

Pang. * I hold him rich, al had he not a sherte.'

—Chaucer-— Hem! Denominated the Honourable
Mr Dowlas *

Waiter. Honourable! He left his name plain Dow-
las at the bar, sir.

Pang. Plain Dowlas, did he 1 that will do. ' For
all the rest is leather *

Waiter. Leather, sir

!

Pang. ' And prunello.'—Pope—Hem ! Tell Mr
Dowlas a gentleman requests the honour of an inter-

view.

Waiter. This is his room, sir. He is but just stept

into our parcel warehouse—he'll be with you directly.

[£u-it.

Pang. Never before did honour and affluence let

fall such a shower on the head of Doctor Pangloss

!

Fortune, I thank thee ! Propitious godde-ss, I am
grateful ! I, thy favoured child, who commenced his
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career in the loftic-^t apartment of a mutlin maker in

Milk-all'?}'. Little did I think— * good easy man*

—

Shaksj)ettre—Heiu !—of the riches and literary' dig-

nities which now

Enter DrcK DowLis.

My pnpil !

Jjick. [S[teal-hig ichUc entcrhifj.} Well, where is the

man that wants—oli ! you are he I suppose

Ptat'j. I am the man, young gentleman !
' Homo

aura.'-— Terence— Hem I Sir, the per-ion who iiuw

presumes to address you is Peter Pangh'ss ; to whose

name, in the college of Aherdeen, is subjoined LL.I).

signifying Doctor of Laws; to which has been recently

added the diistinction of A. double S. ; the Roman ini-

tials fiT a Fellow of the Society of Arts.

DuL: Sir, I am your most obedient. Richard Dow-
las ; to whose name, in his tailor's bill, is subjoined

D. R., signifying Debtor; to which are added L.S.D.

;

the Roman initials for pounds, shillings, and pence.

Pan'j. Ha ! this youth was doubtle-ss designed by

destiny to move in the cinles of fashion ; for he's dipt

in debt, and makes a merit of telling it. [Aside.

iJuk. Put what are your commands with me, doctor \

Pan(j. I have the honour, young gentleman, of

being deputed an ambassador to you from your father.

JJ'ick. Then you have the honour to be ambassador

of as good-natured an old fellow as ever sold a
ha'porth of cheese in a chandler's shop.

Pamj. Pardon me, if, on the subject of your father's

cheese, I advise you to be as mute as a mou-^e in one

for the future. 'Twere better to keep that *alta mente
repostum.'—Virgil—Hem !

Dkk. Why, what's the matter \ Any misfortune!

—Broke, I fear \

PaHij. No, not broke; but his name, as 'tis cus-

tomary in these cases, has aj>peared in the Gazette.

Dick. Not broke, but gazetted ! Why, zounds and
the devil !

Paii'j. Check your passions— learn philosophy.

When the wife of the great Socrates threw a—hum !

—threw a teapot at his erudite head, he was as cool

as a cucumber. When Plato

Dick. Danm Plato ! What of my father !

Pang. Don't damn Plato. The bees swarmed round

his mellifluous mouth as soon as he was swaddled.
' Cum in cuuis apes in labelUs consedissent.*—Cicero

—Hem !

Dick. T wish you had a swarm round yours, with

all my heart. Come to the point.

Pan-j. In due time. But calm your choler. * Ira

furor brevis est.*—Horace—Hem ! Read this.

\_Gives a letter.

Dick. [Snatches the letter, breaks it opcn^ and rtads.'\

* Dear Dick—This comes to inform you I am in a

perfect state of health, hoping you are the same'

—

ay, that's the old beginning— ' It was my lot, last

week, to be made'—ay, a bankrupt, I supposed—'to be

made a'—what ?
—

* to be niailea P, K, A, R ;'—a pear!

—to be made a pear! What the devil does he mean
by that ?

Paiitj, A peer!—a peer of the realm. His lordship's

orthography is a little loose, but several of his equals
countenance the custom. Lord Loggerhead always
spells physician with an F.

Dvk. A peer!—what, my father!—I'm electrified !

Old Daniel Dowlas made a peer ! But let me see

;

[Reads on.]
—'A pear of the realm. Lawyer Ferret

got me my tittle'— titt—oh, title !
—

* and an estate

of fifteen thousand per ann.—by making me out next
of kin to old Lord Duberly, because he died without
—without hair'

—
'Tis an odd reason, by the by, to be

nest of kin to a nobleman because he died bald.

Pang. His lordship means heir—heir to his estate.

We shall meliorate his style speedily. 'Reform it

altogether.'—Shakspeare— -Hem

!

Dick. * I send my carrot.*—Carrot!

Pang. He! he! he! Chariot his lordship means.
Vick. * With Dr Pangloss in it.*

Pmig. That's me.
Dick. * Respect him, for he's an LL.D., and, more-

over, an A. double S.' [.They bow.
Pang. His lordship kindly condescended to in^rt

that at my request.

Dick. * And I have made him your tutorer, to mend
your cakelologTr',

Pang. Cacology ; from Kakos, * malus,' and Logot^
' verbnm.'—Vide Lexicon—Hem !

Difk. * Come with the doctor to my house in Hanover
Square.'—Hanover Square !

—
' I remain your affec-

tionate father, to command.

—

Di'berly.'

Pang. That's his lordship's title.

Dirk. It isi

P'tng. It is.

Z^ick. Say sir to a lord's son. You hare no more
manners than a bear!

Pang. Bear I—under favour, young gentleman, I

am the bear-leader ; being appointed your tutor.

Dirk. And what can you teach me!
Pang. Prudence. Don't forget yourself in sudden

success. ' Tecum habita.'— Persius—Hem !

Dick. Prudence to a nobleman's son with fifteen

thousand a-year

!

Pang. Don't give wr\y to your passions.

Dick. Give way! Zounds!— I'm wild—mad! You
teach me !—Pooh I— I have been in London before,

and know it requires no teaching to be a modem tine

gentleman. Why, it all lies in a nutshell—sport a
curricle—walk Bond Street—play at Faro—get drunk
—dance reels—go to the opera—cut off your tail-
pull on your pantaloons—and there's a buck of the

first fa^shion in town for you. D'ye think I don't

know what's going \

Pantj. Mercy on me! I shall have a very refrac-

tory pupil!

Dick. Not at all. We'll be hand and glove to-

gether, my little doctor. I'll drive you down to all

the races, with my little terrier between your legs, in

a tandem.
Pang. Doctor Pangloss, the philosopher, with a

terrier between his legs, in a tandem!
Dick. I'll tell you what, doctor. I'll makeyou my

long-stop at cricket—you shall draw corks when I'm
president—laugh at my jokes before company—squeeze
lemons for punch—cast up the reckoning—and wo
betide you if you don't keep sober enough to see me
safe home after a jollification !

Pang. Make me a long-stop, and a squeezer of

lemons! Zounds ! this is more fatiguing than walking
out with the lap-dogs ! And are these the quali-

fications for a tutor, young gentleman i

Dick. To be sure they are. 'Tis the way that half

the prig parsons, who educate us honourables, jump
into fat livings.

Pa7hj. 'Tis well they jump into something fat at

last, for they must wear all the flesh ofl" their bones

in the process.

Dick. Come now, tutor, go you and call the waiter.

Pang. Go and call! Sir—sir! I'd have you to

understand, Mr Dowlas
Dick. Ay, let us understand one another, doctor.

My father, I take it, comes down handsomely to you
for your man.agement of me ?

Pang. My lord has been liberal.

Dick. But 'tis I must manage you, doctor. Ac-

knowledge this, and, between ourselves, I'll find

means to double your pay.

Pang. Double my
Dick. Do you hesitate! Why, man, you have

set up for a modern tutor without knowing your

trade

!

Pang. Double my pay ! Say no more—done. * Ac-
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tiiDie^it.'—Terence—Hem. Waiter! [/^aiy/t/y.] Gad,
I've reached the rij;lit reading at last!

' I've often wished that I had, clear,

For life, six hundred pounds a-year.'

Swift—Hem. Waiter!
Jjick. That's right ; tell him to pop my clothes and

liueu into the carriage ; they are iu that bundle.

Enter AVaiter.

Panti. Waiter! Here, put all the Honourable Mr
Dowlaji's clothes and lineu into his father's, Lord
Puborly's, chariot.

Waiter, ^\"he^e are they all, sir !

Pang, .ill wrapt up in the Honourable Mr Dow-
las's pocket handkerchief. [Exit waiter u-il/i hiuidk.

Dick. See 'em safe in, doctor, and I'll be with you
directly.

Panij. I go, most worthy pupil. Six hundred pounds
a-ycnr! However detioient in the classics, his know-
ledge of arithmetic is admirable !

' I've often wished that I had, clear,

For life
'

Dich Nay, nay, don't be so slow.

Pang. Swift—Hem. I'm gone. [E:i-it.

Did: What am I to do with Zekiel and Ci»2
When a poor man has grown great, his old acquain-
tance generally begin to be troublesome.

Enter Zekiel.

Zik. Well, I han't been long.

Dick. No, you are come time enough, in all con-
science. ICoully.

Zck. Cicely ha' gotten the place. I be e'en almost
stark wild wi' joy. Such a good-natured young
madam! Why, you don't seem pleased, man ; sure
and sure, you be glad of our good fortune, Dick ?

Dick. Dick ! Why, what do you—oh ! but he
doesn't know yet that I am a lord's son. I rejoice to
hear of your success, friend Zekiel.

Zck. Why, now, that's hearty. But, eh ! Why,
you look mortal heavy and lumpish, Dick. No bad
tidings since we ha' been out, I hope ?

Dick. Oh no.

Zek. Eh ! Let's ha' a squint at you. Od rabbit it,

but summut have happened. You have seen your
father, and things ha' gone crossish. Who have been
here, Dick

!

pick. Only a gentleman, who h.ad the honour of
being deputed ambassador from my father.

Zck. What a dickens—an ambassador ! Pish, now
you be a queering a body. An amb.xssador sent from
an old chandler to Dick Dowlas, Lawyer Latitat's
clerk >. Come, that be a good one, fcs !

Dick. Dick Dowlas ! and lawyer's clerk ! Sir, the
gentleman came to inform me that ray father, by
being proved next of kin to the late lord, is now Lord
Duberly

; by which means I am now the Honourable
Air Dowlas.

Zck. Ods flesh! gi'e us your fist, Dick! I ne'er
shook the fist of an honourable afore in all my born
days. Old Daniel made a lord ! I be main glad to
hear it. This be news indeed. But, Dick, I hope he
ha' gotten some ready along wi' his title ; for a lord
without money be but a foolish wishy-washy kind of
a, thing a'ter all.

Dick. My father's estate is fifteen thousand a-year.
Zek. Mercy on us !—you ha' ta'en away my breath !

Dick. Well, Zekiel, Cis and you shall hear from me
soon.

Zek. MTiy, you ben't a going, Dick

!

Dick. I must pay my duty to his lordship ; his
chariot waits for me below. We have been some
time acquainted, Zekiel, and you may depend upon
my good offices.

Zek. You do seem a little flustrated with these 1 1 am proud to see Sir Charles^Cropland onhis estate
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tidings, Dick. I—I should be loath to think our
kindness was a cooling.

JJwk. Oh no. Rely on my protection.
Zck. M'hy, lookye, Dick Dowlas

; as to protection,
and all that, we ha' been old friends ; and if I should
need It from you, it be no more nor my right to ex-
pect It, and your business to give it me : but Cicely
ha gotten a place, and I ha' hands and health to get
a livelihood. Fortune, good or bad, tries the man,
they do say

; and if I should hap to be made a lord
to-morrow (as who can say what may betide, since
they ha made one out of an old chandler)

Dick. Well, sir, and what then i

Zck. Why, then, the finest feather in my lordship's
cap would be, to show that there would be as much
shame in slighting an old friend because he be poor,
as there be pleasure in owning him when it be in our
power to do him service.

Dick. You mistake me, Zekiel. I—I—s'death !

I'm quite confounded! I'm trying to be as fashion-
able here as my neighbours, but nature comes in, and
knocks it all on the head. [Aside.] Zekiel, give me
your hand.

Zek. Then there be a hearty Castleton slap for you.
The gr:isp of an honest man can't disgrace the hand
of a duke, Dick. ^

Dick. You're a kind soul, Zekiel. I regard you
sincerely; I love Cicely, and—hang it, I'm going
too far now for a lord's son. Pride and old friendship
are now fighting in me till I'm almost bewildered.
[Asiile]. You shall hear from me in a few hours.
Good-by, Zekiel

; good-by. [Ej;it.
Zck. I don't know what ails me, but I be almost

ready to cry. Dick be a high-mettled youth, and this
news ha' put him a little beside himself. I should
make a bit of allowance. His heart, I do think, be
in the right road ; and when that be the case, he be a
hard judge that wont pardon an old friend's spirits
when they do carry him a little way out on't. [Exit.

[Frmi ' The Poor Oaitlcman.']

Sir Charles Cropland at breakfast; his Valet de Chambre
adjusting his hair.

Sir Cha. Has old Warner, the steward, been told
that I arrived last night ?

Yuht. Yes, Sir Charles; with orders to attend you
this morning.

Sir Cha. [ Yawning and stretching.] WTiat can a man
of fashion do with himself in the country at this
wretchedly dull time of the year!

^

Valet. It is very pleasant to-day out in the park,
Sir Charles.

Str Cha. Pleasant, you booby! How can the coun-
try be pleasant in the middle of spring? All the
world's in London.

Valet. I think, somehow, it looks so lively. Sir
Charles, when the corn is coming up.

iS'iV Cita. Blockhead ! Vegetation makes the face
of a country look frightful. It spoils hunting. Yet
as my business on my estate here is to raise supplies
for my pleasures elsewhere, my journey is a wise one.
What day of the month was it yesterday, when I left
town on this wise expedition ?

Vcdet. The first of April, Sir Charles.
Sir Cha. Umph ! When Mr Warner comes, show

him in.

Vaict. I shall, Sir Charles. \_Exit.
Sir Cha. This same lumbering timber upon my

ground has its merits. Trees are notes, issued from
the bank of nature, and as current as those payable
to Abraham Newland. I must get change for a few
oaks, for 1 want cash consumedly. So, Mr Warner

!

Enter Warner,

Warner. Your honour is right welcome into Kent.
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again. I hope you mean to stay ou the spot for some

time, Sir Clmrles i

»Si/- VIm. a very teJious time. Three days, Mr
Warner.

Warner. Ah, good sir ! things would prosper better

if you honoured us with your presence a little more.

I wish you lived entirely upon the estate, Sir

Charles.

Sir Cha. Thank you, Warner ; but modern men of

fashion find it difficult to live upon their estates.

Wurncr. The country about you so charming!

Sir Cha. Look ye, Warner— I must hunt in Leices-

tershire—for that's the thiirg. In the frosts and the

spring months, I must he in town at the clubs—for

that's the thing. In summer I must be at the water-

ing places—for that's the thing. Now, Warner, un-

der these circumstances, how is it possible for me
to reside upon my estate? For my estate being in

Kent
Warner. The most beautiful part of the county.

Sir CT«. Psha, beauty! we don't mind that in

Leicestershire. My estate, I say, being in Kent

Warner. A land of milk and honey!

Sir Cha. I hate milk and honey.

Wame>: A land of fat

!

* Sir Cha. Hang your fat!—listen to me—my estate

being in Kent
Warnei\ So woody

!

Sir Cha. Curse the wood ! No—that's wrong ; for

it's convenient. I am come on purpose to cut it.

Warner. Ah ! I was afraid so ! Dice on the table,

and then the axe to the root! Money lost at play,

and then, good lack ! the forest groans for it.

Sir Cha. But you are not the forest, and why do

you groan for it ?

Warner: I heartily wish, Sir Charles, you may not

encumber the goodly estate. Your worthy ancestors

had views for their posterity.

Sir Cha. And I shall have views for my posterity—

I shall take special care the trees shan't intercept

their prospect.

Enter Servant.

Serrant. Mr Ollapod, the apothecary, is in the hall.

Sir Charles, to inquire after your health.

Sir Cha. Show him in. [Exit serrant.'] The fellow's

a character, and treats time as he does his patients.

He shall kill a quarter of an hour for me this morning.

In short, Mr Warner, I must have three thousand

pounds in three days. Fell timber to that amount
immediately. 'Tis my peremptory order, sir.

Warner. I shall obey you. Sir Charles ; but 'tis

with a heavy heart ! Forgive an old servant of the

family if he grieves to see you forget some of the

duties for which society has a claim upon you.

Sir Cha. What do you mean by duties ?

Wai-ncr. Duties, Sir Charles, which the extravagant

man of property can never fulfil—such as to support

the dignity of an English landholder for the honour

of old England ; to promote the welfare of his honest

tenants ; and to succour the industrious poor, who
naturally look up to him for assistance. But I shall

obey you. Sir Charles. [Exit.

Sir Cha. A tiresome old blockhead! But where is

this Ollapod! His jumble of physic and shooting

may enliven mo ; and, to a man of gallantry in the

country, his intelligence is by no means uninteresting,

nor his services inconvenient. Ha, Ollapod

!

Enter Ollapod.

Ollapod. Sir Charles, I have the honour to be your

elave. Hope your health is good. Been a hard

winter here. Sore throats were plenty ; so were wood-

cocks. Flushed four couple one morning in a half-

mile walk from our town to cure Mrs Quarles of a

Quinsey. May coming on soon, Sir Charles—season I

of delight, lore and campaigning ! Hope you come
to sojourn. Sir Charles. Shouldn't be always on the
wing—that's being too flighty, lie, he, be! Do you
take, good sir—do you take {

Sir Cha. Oh yes, I take. But, by the cockade in

your hat, Ollapod, you have added lately, it seem.s, to
your avocations.

OUa. He! he ! yes, Sir Charles. I have now the
honour to be comet in the Volunteer Association
corjis of our town. It fell out unexpected— poji, on a
sudden ; like the going oil' of a field-piece, or an alde>
man in an apoplexy.

Sir Clia. Explain.
OUa. Hajjpening to be at home—rainy day—no

going out to sport, blister, shoot, nor bleed—was busy
behind the counter. You know my shop, Sir Charles
—Galen's head over the door—new gilt him last week,
by the by—looks as fresh as a pill.

Sir CUa. Well, no more on that head now. Pro-
ceed.

OUa. On that head ! he, he, he! That's very well

—

very well, indeed ! Thank you, good sir : I owe you
one. Churchwarden Posh, of our town, being ill of

an indigestion from eating three pounds of measly
pork at a vestry dinner, I was making up a cathartic

for the patient, when who should strut into the shop
but Lieutenant Grains, the brewer—sleek as a dray-
horse—in a smart scarlet jacket, tastily turned up
with a rhubarb-coloured laitelle. I confess his figure

struck me. I looked at him as I was thumping the
mortar, and felt iust.intly inoculated with a military

ardour.

Sir Cha. Inoculated! I hope your ardour was of a
favourable sort ?

OUa. Ha! ha! That's very well—Tery well, indeed

!

Thank you, good sir ; I owe you one. \\*e first talked

of shooting. He knew my celebrity that way, Sir

Charles. I told him the day before I had killed six

brace of birds. I thunipt on at the mortar. \\'e then
talked of physic. I told him the day before I had
killed—lost, I mean—six brace of patients. I thumpt
on at the mortar, eyeing him all the while; for he
looked very flashy, to be sure ; and I felt an itch-

ing to belong to the corps. The medical and military

both deal in death, you know ; so 'twas natural. He

!

he ! Do you take, good sir—do you take \

Sir Cha. Take I Ob, nobody can miss.

OUa. He then talked of the corps itself; said it was
sickly ; and if a professional person would administer

to the health of the Association—dose the men and
drench the horse—he could perhaps procure him a
cometcy.

Sir Cha. Well, you jumped at the offer?

OUa. Jumped! I jumped over the counter, kicked

down Churchwarden Posh's cathartic into the pocket

of Lieutenant CJrains' small scarlet jacket, tastily

turned up with a rhubarb-coloured lapelle ; embraced
him and his offer; and I am now Comet Ollapod,

apothecary at the Cialen's Head, of the Association

Corps of Cavalry, at your service.

Sir Cha. I wish you joy of your appointment. You
may now distil water for the shop from the laurels

you gather in the field.

0/la. Water for—oh! laurel water—he ! he! Come,
that's very well—very well indeed ! Thank you,

good sir ; I owe you one. ^^'hy, I fancy fame will

follow when the poison of a small mistake 1 made
has ceased to operate.

Sir Cha. A mistake?

OUa. Having to attend Lady Kitty Carbuncle on

a grand field-day, I clapt a pint bottle of her lady-

ship's diet-drink into one of my holsters, intending

to proceed to the patient after the exercise was over.

I reached the martial ground, and jallopcd — gal-

lopped, I mean—wheeled, and flourished, with great

cclit : but when the word ' Fire' was given, meaning
528
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to pull out my pistol in ft ti-irible hurry, I pn-seiited,
uerk foruiuost, tlie liaiifrcd ilict-iliink of l.mly Kitty
Caibuiiilc ; uinl the iiiciliiMije lioiiig unlmtunutrly
fcriiifniol liy the j.iltiiig of my howe, it furced out
the cork with ii prodigious pop full iu the luce of my
gallant couiuiunder.

[OllAPOo visits Mtfs LurHsTTA MacTab, a 'stiff maiden
aunt,' 8l»tcr of one of the oldest barons in Scotland.J

Enter Foss.

Fm.i. There is one Mr Ollapod at the pate, an'
please your ladyship's honour, come to pay a visit to
the family.

liimlUi. Ollapod I What is the ijentleman ?

Fois. He says he's a cornet in the Galen's Head.
Tis the first time 1 ever heard of the corps.

Luc. Ha! some new raised regiment. Show the
gentleman in. [Ki-it Foss.] The country, then, has
heard of my arrival at last. A woman of condition,
in a family, can never long conceal her retreat!
Ollapod ! that soun<ls like an ancient nauje. If I

aiu not mistaken, he is nobly descended.

Enter OLtAPOD.

OUa. Madam, I have the honour of paying mv
respects. Sweet spot, here, amon>: the cows ^pood
for consumptions— charming woods hereabou'ts
pheasants flourish—so do agues—sorry not to see the
good lieutenant—admire his room—hope soon to have
his company. Do you take, good madam—do you
take !

Luc. I beg, sir, you will be seated.
OUa. Oh, dear madam ! [Silliny duum.] A charm-

ing chair to bleed in! [Aside
lye. I am sorry Mr Worthington is not at home to

receive you, sir.

Olla. You are a relation of the lieutenant, madam ?
Luc. I! only by his marriage, I assure you, sir.

Aunt to his deceased wife : but I am not surprised
at your question. My friends in town would won-
der to see the Honourable Miss Lucretia MacTab
sister to the late Lord Lofty, cooped up in a farm-
hou.se.

Olla. lAslile.] The honourable! humph! a bit of
quality tumbled into decay. The sister of a dead peer
111 a pig-stye

!

Luc. Vou are of the military, I am informed, sir'
Olla. He! he! Yes, madam. Cornet Ollapod^

of our volunteers— a fine healthy troop—ready to
give the enemy a dose whenever they dare to
attack us.

Luc. I was always prodigiouslv partial to the
military. My great grandfather, Marmaduke Baron
Lofty, commanded a troop of horse under the Duke
of Marlborough, that famous general of his age.

OUa. Marlborougli was a hero of a man, madam
;and lived at Woodstock—a sweet sporting country •

where Rosamond perished by poison—arsenic as like'lv
as anything. '

Luc. And have you served much, Mr Ollapod ?

OUa. He, he ! Yes, madam ; served all the nobility
and gently for five miles round.

Luc. Sir

!

OUa. And shall be happy to serve the good lieu-
tenant and his family. [Bm-ing.

Luc. W e shall be proud of your acquaintance, siV.A gentleman of the army is always an acquisition
among the Goths and Vandals of the country, where
every sheepish squire has the air of an apothecary.

0«a. Madam ! An apothe-^—Zounds !— hu'm!
He! he! I—You must know,

GEORGE COLMAM.

very well indeed! Thank you, good madam ; I oweyou
one. (_.alenicals, madam, are niediciuea.

Luc, Medicines
!

Olla. -i-es, ph^.sic : buckthorn, senna, and so forth.
Luc. U«,H</.] Why, then, you are an apothecary JOUa. [hismyton, and iom,y.] And man-midwile

at your service, madam.
Luc. At my service, indeed!
Olla Yes madam

! Cornet Ollapod at the giltGalen s Head, of the Volunteer Association Corps ofCavalry--as ready for the foe as a euston.er ; always
willing to charge them both. Do you take, goodmadam—do you take ?

°

Luc. A„d h.as the Honourable Miss Lucretia

inX *^s;
"° " "''" "'''''' '° " '"-'">' '^"""^^

W/a" Drugs! Why, she turns up her honourable
nose as if she was going to swallow them ! [^^de^No man more respected than myself, madam. Courted
by the corps, idolised by invalids

; and for a shot-a^kmy friend Sir Charles Cropland.

^
Lw. U Sir Charles Cropland a friend of yours,

Olla. Intimate. He doesn't make wry faces at
physic, whatever others may do, madam. This vil-
lage flanks the intrenchments of his park—full of
fine fat venison

; which is as light a food for digestion

„ , — - "> I— I deal a little
Galenicals myself [SLccpiMi/]. on all occaJ^. Oalemcals! (Ih, they are for operations, I sup- can nrodun
pose, among the military >. r' r^' , -, „. . .

OUa. operations
!

he7he
!
Come, that's ve„ well-

I X ^^^y.^l' hive some double-distilled

Luc. But he IS never on his estate here, I am told.Wa. He quarters there at this moment.
Luc. Bless me ! has Sir Charles then
0;/o. Told me all—your accidental meeting in

the metropolis, and his visits when the lieutenant
was out.

Luc. Oh, shocking! I declare I .shall faint.

,

Olla. I-amt
! never mind that, with a medical man

in the room I can bring you about in a twinklin.r.
Liu-. And what has Sir Charles Cropland presumed

to advance about me !

W«. Oh, nothing derogatory. Respectful as a duck-
legged drummer to a commander-in-chief.

Laic. I have only proceeded in this afl^air from the
purest motives, and in a mode becoming a MacTab.

Olla. None dare to doubt it.

Luc. And if Sir Charles has drnpt in to a dish of
tea with myself and Emily in London, when the
lieutenant was out, I see no harm in it.

O/'a. Nor I neither: e-tcept that tea shakes the
nervous system to shatters. But to the point • the
baronet s my bosom friend. Having heard you were
here, 'Ollapod,' says he, squeezing my hand in his
own, which had strong symptoms of fever—' Ollapod '

says he, ' you are a military man, and may be trusted!'

^
1 ra a cornet,' says I, ' and close as a pill-box '

Fly, then, to Miss Lucretia MacTab, that honourabte
picture of i>rudence '

Luc. He ! he ! Did Sir Charles say that

»

Ol'a. [Aside.] How these tabbies "love to be toaded'
Luc. In short. Sir Charles, 1 perceive, has appointed

you his emissary, to consult with me when he may
have an interview. "^

Olla. Madam, you are the sharpest shot at the
truth I ever met in my life. And now we are in
consultation what think you of a walk with Miss
Lmily by the old elms at the back of the viUaire
this evening? *

Luc. Why, I am willing to take any steps whichmay promote Emily's future welfare.
Ol/a. Take steps

! what, in a walk ? He ' he' Come
that s very well—very well indeed ! Thank you, goodmadam

;
I owe you one. I shall commuidrite to n.y

friend with due despatch. Command Comet (Jllapod
on all occasions

; and whatever the gilt Galen's Headcan nrnrinco
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lavender water, much admired in our corps. Pennit
me to send a pint bottle by way of present.

Xiw. Dear nir, I sliall rob you.

Oda. Quite the contrary ; for I'll set it down to Sir

Charles as a quart. [Aside.^ Madam, your slave.

You have prescribed for our patieut like an able
physician. Not a step.

Luc. Nay, I insist

OKa. Then I must follow in the rear—the physi-

cian always before the apothecary.

Lnc. Apothecary ! Sir, in this business I look upon
you as a general officer.

Olia. Do you ? Thank you, good ma*am ; T owe
you one. \_Ej:eunt.

Tlie humorous poetry of Colman has been as

popular as his plays. Of his ' Broad Grins/ the

eighth edition (London, l«nn) is now before us.

Some of the pieces are tinircd with indelicacy, but
others display his lively sparklinp powers uf wit and
observation in a very a^irei-able light. We subjoin

two of these pleasant levities.

The Xcivcasth Apothecary,

A man in many a country to^vn, we know,
Professes openly with death to wrestle

;

Entering; the field against the priiuly foe,

Annt'«l with a mortar and a pestle.

Yet some affirm, no enemies they are
;

But meet just like prize-fij:hters in a fair,

Who first shake hands befure they box,
Then give each other play;uy knocks,

Witli all the luve and kindness of a brother:
So (many a sutforing patient saith)

Thou;;h tlie apothecary fights with Death,
Still they're sworn friends to one another.

A member of this ^sculapian line,

Lived at Newcastle-upon-Tyne:
No man could better gild a pill.

Or make a bill

;

Or mix a draueht, or bleed, or blister;

Or draw a tooth out of your head
;

Or chatter scandal by your bed
;

Or give a clyster.

Of occupations these were quandim suff.:

Yet still he thought the list not long enough
;

And therefore midwifery he chose to pin to't.

This balanced things ; for if he hurled
A few pcore mortals from the world.

He made amends hy bringing others jnto*t.

His fame full six miles round the country ran;
In short, in reputation he was solus:

All the old women called him * a fine man i*

His name was liulus.

Benjamin BnUis. though in trade
(Which oftentimes will genius fetter),

Read wnrki of fancy, it is said,

And cultivated the belles lettres.

And why should this be thought so odd ?

Can't men have taste who cure a phthisic?
Of poetry, tliongh patron god,

Apollo patroni-,es phyHic.

Bolus loved verse, and took so much delight in't,

That his prcscriptiuns he resolved to write in't.

No opportunity he e'er let pass
Of writing the directions on his labels
In dapjier couplets, like Gay's Fables,

Or rather like the lines in Hudibras.

Apothecary's vei-se ! and where's the treason?
'Tis simply honest dealing ; not a crime

;

When patients swallow physic without reason,

It is but fair to give a little rhyme.

He had a patieut lying at death's door,

Some three miles from the town, it might be foUTy
To whom, one evening, Bolus sent an article

In pharmacy that's called catharticul.

And on the label of the stuff

He wrote this verse,

Which one would think was clear enou^i.
And terse :

—

* When taken^

To he weii shaken,*

Next morning early, Bolus rose,

And to the patient's house he goes
Upon his pad,

Who a vile trick of stumbling had:
It was, indeed, a very sorry hack;
But that's of course;
For what's expected from a horse.

With an apothecary on his back?
Bolus arrived, and gave a doubtful tap.
Between a single and a double rap.

Knocks of this kind
Are given by gentlemen who teach to dance)
By fiddlers, and by opera-singers

;

One loud, and then a little one behind,
As if the knocker fell by chance
Out of their fingers.

The servant lets him in with dismal face,

Long as a courtier's out of place

—

Portending some disaster;

John's countenance as rueful looked and grun,
As if the apothecary had physiced him,

And not his master.

* Well, how's the patient ?' Bolus said
;

John shook his head.
* Indeed !—hum! ha!—that's very odd !

He took the draught V John gave a nod.
' Well, how? what then? speak out, you dunce I*

* Why, then,' says John, * we shook him once.*
* Shook him !—how ?' Bolus stammered out.

* We jolted him about.'
* Zounds! shake a patient, man!—a shake won't do.'
* No, sir, and so we gave him two.'

* Two shakes! od'a curse!

'Twould make the patient worse.*
' It did so, sir, and so a third we tried.'

* Well, and what then V * Then, sir, my master died.'

Loihjings for Single O&itlevien,

Who has e'er been in Lonclon, that overgrown place,

Has seen * Lodginj^s to Let' stare him full in the face;

Some are good, and let dearly ; while some, 'tis well

known.
Are 80 dear, and so bad, they are best let alone.

Will Waddle, whose temper was studious and lonely,

Hired lodgings that took single gentlemen only;
But Will was so fat, he appeared like a ton.

Or like two single gentlemen rolled into one.

He entered his rooms, and to bed he retreated.

But all the night long he felt fevered and heated

;

And though heavy to weigh, as a score of fat sheep,

He was not by any means heavy to sleep.

Next night 'twos the same; and the next, and the

next

;

He perspired like an ox ; he was nervous and vexed

;

Week passed after week, till, by weekly succession,

His weakly condition was past all expression.

In sis months his acquaintance began much to doubt
him

;

For his skin, Mike a lady's loose gown,'hungabouthim.
He sent for a doctor, and cried like a ninny

;

* I have lost many pounds—make me well—there's a
guinea.*

5S0
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The Joctor lonkod wise ;
' A slciw fever,' he said :

Prescribed sudnrifies uiid going to bed.

'Sudiirifics in bed,' e.xclaiincd Will, ' are humbugs !

I've enough of tlieni there wltliout pacing for drugw !'

Will kicked out tlie doctor ; but when ill indeed.

E'en dismissing tlie doctor don't always succeed
;

So, calling his host, he said, ' Sir, do you know,

I'm the fat single gentleman six months ago!

Look'e, Ijindlord, I think,' argued Will with a grin,

'That with honest intentions you first tunk mf in:

But from the first night—and to suy it I'm bold

—

I've been so hanged hot, that I'm sure 1 caught cold.'

Quoth the landlord, ' Till now, I ne'er had a dispute
;

I've let lodgings ten years ; I'm a baker to boot

;

In airing your sheets, sir, my wife is no sloven
;

And your bed is immediately over my oven.'

'The oven!' says Will. Says the host, 'Why this

passion ?

In that excellent bed died three people of fa.shion.

Why 80 crusty, good sir i' ' Zounds !' cries Will, in

a taking,
• Who wouldn't be crusty with half a year's baking?

Will paid for his rooms ; cried the host, with a sneer,
* Well, I see you've been going away half a year.'

' Friend, we cau't well agree
;
yet no quarrel,' Will

said

;

'But I'd rather not perish while you make your bread*

MBS ELIZABETH INCHBALD.

Mrs Elizabeth Inchbald, an actress, dramatist,

and novelist, prciduced a nuniljer of popular plays.

Her two tales. T/ie i^imple Ston/, and Nature arid Art,

are the principal sources of her fame; but hor light

dramatic pieces are marked by various talent. Hit
first production was a farce entitled The Mmjul Taie,

brought out in 1784, and from tiiis time, down to

\diih, she wrote nine other plays and farces. By
some of these pieces (as appears from her memoirs)
Bhe received considerable sums of money. Her first

pntduction realised £100 ; her comedy ofSuch Things
j^rtf (her greatest drannitic performance) tironght her

in £4 10. 12s.; The Murrie<l Han, £100; The UV//-

diny J)ai/, £200: The Miiinight Hour, £l:il\; JCreri/

One Han His Fault. £700 ; Wives «.v thet/ Were, and
!.t(tids as thet/ Are. £427, lOs. ; Linrrs* Vaws, £150;
&r. The personal history cif this lady is as singular

as any of her dramatic plots. She was horn of

Roman Catholic parents residing at Standyfield,

near Bury St Edmunds, in the year \7o!\. At the
age of si.xteen. full of giiidy romance, she ran oft' to

London, having with her a small sum of money, and
some wearing ajiparel in a bandbox. After various

adventures, she obtained an eiigagenicnt for a
country theatre, but suffering some personal indig-

nities ill her unprotected state, she applied to Mr
Inchb.ald, an actor wlumi she had previously known.
The gentleman counselled marriage. * But who
Would marry me?' cried the lady. 'I would,' re-

plied her friend. ' if you would have me.' ' Yes. sir,

and would for ever be grateful'—and married they
were in a few days. The union thus singidarly

brought about seems to have been happy enough;
but Mr Inchhald died a few years afterwards. Mrs
Inchliald performed the first p;irts in the Edinburgh
theatre for four years, and continued on the st:ige,

acting in London, Dublin, &c. till 178ii, when she
quitted it for ever. Her exemplary jirudence, and
the ])rofits of her works, enabled her not only to live,

but to save money. The applause and distiiu-tion

with which she was greeted never led her to deviate

from her simple and somewhat ii.arsimonious habits.
' Last Thursday,' she writes, ' I finished scouring my
bed-Toooi, while a coach with a corouet and two

footini'ii wiiited at my door to take me an airing.'

She allowed a sister wlio was in ill health £100 a-

year. ' Many a time this winter," she records in her
diary, ' when I cried fir cold, I said to myself, " but,

thank God! my si.ster has not to stir from her room;
she has her fire lighted every morning; all her pro-
visions bought and brought ready cooked; she is

now the less able to bear what I bear ; and how-
much more should I sntfer but for this reflection."'

This was noble and generous self-denial. The in-

come of Mrs Inchbald was now £172 per annum,
and, after the death of her sister, she went to reside

in a boarduig house, where she enjoyed more of the
comforts of life. Traces of feinale weakness break
out in her private memoranda amidst the sterner
records of her struggle for independence. The fol-

lowing entry is amusing: '1798. London. Re-
hearsing "Lovers' Vows;" happy, but for a sus-
picion, amounting to a certainty, of a rapid appear-
ance of age in my face.' Her last literary labour
was writing biographical and critical prefaces to a
collection of plays, in twenty-five volumes ; a col-

lection of farces, in seven volumes ; and the Modern
Theatre, in ten volumes. Phillips, the publisher,

ofl'ered her a thousand pounds for her memoirs, but
she declined the tempting ofl'er. This autobiography
was, by her own orders, destroyed after her decease;
hut in \»X5, her Memoirs were published by Mr
Uoaden, compiled from an autograph journal which
she kept for above fifty years, and from her letters

written to her friends. Mrs Inchbald died in a
boiirding-honse at Kensington on the 1st of August
1821. By her will, dated four months before her
decease, she left about £6000. judiciously divided
amongst her relative.s. One of her legacies marks
the eccentricity of thought and conduct which was
mingled with the talents an<l virtues of this original-

minded woman: she left £20 e:ich to her hitc laun-
dress and hair-dresser, provided they should inquire
of her executors concerning her decease.

THOMAS HOLCBOFT.

Thomas IIoix;roft, author of the admired comedy.
The liiHtd to Ruin, and the first to introduce the
melo-drama into England, was born in London on
the loth of December 174.'). 'Till I was six years
old,' says Iloli-roft. * my father kept a shoemaker's
shop in Oninge Court; and I have a faint recol-

lection that my mother dealt in greens and oysters.'

Humble as this condition was, it seems to have been
succeeded by greater poverty, and the future dramatist
and comedian was employed in the country by his

parents to hawk goods as a pedlar. He was after-

w;irds engaged as a stiible-boy at Newmarket, and
was proud of his new livery. A charitable person,
who kept a school .at Newmarket, taught liiui to

re;id. He was afterwards a rider on the turf; and
when sixteen years of age, he worked for some time
with his father as a shoemaker. A passion for

books was at this time predominant, and the coii-

finemeiit of the shoenniker's stall not agreeing with
him, he attempted to raise a school in the country.
lie afterwards became a provincial jictor, and spent
seven years in strolling about England, in every
variety of wretchedness, with difl'erent companies.
In 1780 Holcroft appeared as an author, his first

work being a novel, entitled Alwijn, or the Gentleman
Comedian. In the following year his comedy of
Duplicitt/ was acted with great success at Covent
Garden. Another comedy. The Deserted Danyhter,
experieiK'cd a very favourable reception ; but The
Road to Kuin is universally acknowledged to be the
best of his dramatic works. 'This comedy,' says

Mrs Inchbald, ' ranks among the most successful of
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mixlern phus. Tlicre is merit in tlie writim;, liiit

nmi'li niiirf in that ilramatic scii-ine » liicti lli^|M)«•s

chiiracttT. aiTiies. luiil iliiilntrue witli iiiiniiti-attuution

to theatrii: txliit)itii)ii.' Hulcroft »n)te a trri'"*

nunifxT (>(' lirainatic ])it'res— inorf than thirty \k--

tween the years 1778 and 1806; three other novels

(Anii'i St Ins, Jhiijfi Trtvur, anil Jhyitn J'n-tliit);

besides a Tour in (iirniany and France, and nume-
rous translations from the German, and I'Veneh, an<l

Italian. During tlie period of the Kreneli Upvo-

lutioM he was a zealous reformer, and on liearinK

that his name was itu-luded in the same hill <if in-

dictment with Tooke and Hardy, he surrendered

himself in open court, hut no proof of ^'nilt was ever

adduced against him. His i>usy and reniarkahle

life was tenninated on the a.id of March 18U9.

JOHN TOIJIN.

John Tomx was a sad example, as Mrs Inchhald

has remarkeil, 'of the fallacious hopes by which
half mankind are allured to vexatious enterprise.

He passed many years in the anxious lalH)ur of

writing plays, wliicli were rejected by the manatrers;

and no a(H)ner had they accvpted The IJiniei/-M(Km,

than he died, and never eojoyed the re<'ompense of

seeiny^ it performed.' 'J'ohin was born at Salisbury

in the year 177U, and educated for the law. In 1785

he was articled to an eminent solii-itor of Lmcoln's
Inn, and afterwards entered into business himself.

Such, however, was his devotion to the drama, that

before the ajre of twenty -four he had written several

piays. His attachment to literary composition did

not withdraw him from his le^ral eufjapements ; but

his time was iiu-essantiy (occupied, and symptoms of

consumption befran to appear. A change of climate

was reconuTiended. and Tobin went first to Cornwall,

and thence to Bristol, where he embarked for the

West Indies. 'J'he vessel arriving at Cork, was
detained there for some days; but on the 7th of

Decemlx'r lSt»4, it sailed from that port, on which
day— without any apparent change in his disorder

to indicate tlie approach of death—the invalid ex-
pired. Before quitting London, Tobin liad left the
* Honey-Moon ' with his brother, the manager having
given a promise that it should be performed. Its

success was inst;int and decisive, and it is still a

favourite acting play. Two other pieces by the same
author (Tlie Ciii-/fu\ ami T/ie SchnuJ/or Authoyn) were
stibsequently brought forward, but they are of infe-

rior merit. The ' Honey-Moon' is a romantic drama,
partly in blank \erse, and written somewhat in the

style of Beaumont and Fletcher. The scene is laid

in Spain, and the plot taken from Catherine and
Petruehio, though the reform of the haughty lady is

accomplished less nmglily. The Duke of Aranza
c<mducts Ills bride U) a cottage in the country, pre-

tending that he is a jieasant, and that he has obtained

her hand by ileeejition. The proud .luliana, after a

struggle, submits, and the duke having accomplished
his pur[t(j8e of rebuking 'the domineering sjiirit of

her sex,' asserts his true rank, and jilaees Juliana in

his palace—

This tnith to manifest

—

A gentle wife

Is still the sterling cnnifort of man's life ;

To fools 11 toriueiit, but a lasting boon
To those who— wisely keep their honey-moon.

The foHowing p;issage, where the duke gives his

directions to Juliana respecting her attire, is pointed

out by Mrs Inchhald as pei'uliarly worthy of admi-
ration, from the truths which it contains. The fair

criti<', like the hero of the play, was not ambitious of

dress;

—

rii hare no glittering gewgaws stuck ab^iut you,

To stretch the gaping eyes of idiot wonder,

.And make liieli stare upon a piece of earth

.As on the star-wrought firmament—no feathers

To wave as streamers to yimr vanity

—

Nor cundirous silk, that, with its rustling sound,

.Makt^ proud the Hesh that bear^ it. She*s atlomed

.\iiiply, that ill her husband's eye looks lovelj

—

The truest mirror thai an honest wife

Can see her beauty in!

Jul. I shall observe, sir.

Ihiir. I sliould like well to see you in the dress

I last presented you.

Jitf. The blue one, sir?

Ifid-f. No, love—the white. Thus modestly attired,

A half-blown rose stuck in thy braided hair.

With no more diamonds than those eyes are made of.

No dee|)€r rubies than compose thy lips,

Nor i>earis more precious than inhabit them ;

With the pure red and white, which that same hand
Which blends the rainbow mingles in thy cheeks;

This well-proportioned form (think not I flatter)

In graceful motion to haniionious sounds,

.And thy free tresses dancing in the wind
;

Thou'lt lis as much obsen'ance, as chaste dames
Can meet, without a blu.sh.

JOHN o'kEEFE—FREDERICK REYNOLDS THOMAS
MORTON.

Jons ffKEEFE, a prolific farce writer, was bom
in Dublin in 1746. While studying the art of

drawing to fit him for an artist, he imbibed a pas-

sion for the stage, and commenced the career of an
actor in his native city. He produced generally

some dramatic piece every year for his benefit, and
one of these, entitled Toni/ Lumpkin, was played

with success at the Haymarket theatre, London, in

1778. He continued supplying the theatres with

new pieces, and up to the year 1809, had written, in

all, alxiut fifty plays and farces. Jlost of these

were denominated comic operas or musical farces,

and some of them enjoyed great success. 7'he Atfrec

alile i'wr/i/i.vf, Willi Uat.i. Modem Aninjues, Fuiitiiiii-

bleau. The llighJand Heel. Love in a Camp, The Pour

HoUier. and Spiiiis of Laurel, are still favourite-s

especially the first, in which the character of Lingo,

the schoolmaster, is a laughable piece of broad

humour. O'Keefe's writings, it is said, were merely

intended to make people laugh, and they hiive fully

answered that intent The lively dramatist was in

his latter years atHicted with blindness, and in 1800

he obtained a benefit at Covent Garden theatre, on

which iK'casion he was led forward by Mr Lewis,

the actor, and delivered a poetical address. He
died at Stiutbampton on the 4th of February 1833,

having reached the advanced age of 86.

Frederick Reynolds (176.J-1841) was one of

the most voluminous of dramatists, author of seven-

teen popular comedies, and, altogether, of about a

hundred dramatic pieces. He served Covent Garden

for forty years in the capacity of what he called

thinker'-^that is, performer of every kind of lite-

rary laboifr required in the establishment. Among his

best productions are. The Ihamali.il. Luiigh when i/ou

Can. The Delinquent. The Will. Fnlli/ as it Tlies. Life,

Manaiiemnit. yolnrietTi, How to Grow liich. The Ilape,

Specululion. The lilind Biirguin. Fiirtu?ie's Fa'l, &c.

&c. Of these, the •Dramatist' is the best. The
hero Vapid, the dramatic author, who goes to Bath
' to pick up characters,' is a laughable caricature,

in which it is said the author drew a likeness of

himself; for, like Vapid, he had 'the ardor scriln'udi

upon him so strong, that he would rather you'd ask

him to write an epiUigue or a scene than offer hini

your whole estate—the theatre was his world, in
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which were included all his hopes iind wishes.' Out

of the theatre, however, a^ iu it, UejiioKls was luucli

esteemed.
Another veteran comic writer for the stage is

TiioMAS MoRTOv, whose Spetit the Plough, Way In

Gt't Married, Cure for the Iicurlnchi; and The ^vhtnA

of Reform, may be considered standiinl comedies on

the stage. Besides tluse, Mr Morton produced

Zorinski, Secrets Worth Knowing, and various otlier

plays, most of which were i>erfornieii with fjreat

applause. The acting of Lewis, Munden, and Kniery,

was greatly in favour of Mr Morion's productions

on their first appearance; hut they contain the

elements of tlieatrical success. The characters are

stmngly contnisted, and the scenes and situations

well arranged for effect, with occasionally a mixture

of pathos and tragic or romantic inciiient In the

closet, these works fail to arrest attention; for their

merits are more artistic than literary, and the im-
probability t)f many of the incidents appears glaring

when submitted to sober inspection.

Various new pieces have since been produced in

the London theatres by Messrs I'oole, Tlieodore

Hook, Planche, Jerrold, Buckstune, &c. The novels

of Sir W:dter Scott and Mr Dickens have lieen

dramatised with considerable success; but most of

these recent productions require the aids of good
acting, music, and scenery, to render them tolerable.

There is no want of novelties; but the wit, the

sprightly dialogue, and geimine life of the true

English comedy, may be said to be extinct-

NOVELIST&

In prose fiction, the last forty years have been rich

and prolific. It was natural that the genius and the

success of the great masters of the modern English
novel should have led to imitation. Mediocrity is

seldom deterred from attempting to rival excellence,

especially in any dep.artnient that is [lopular, and
may be profitable; and there is, iK'sides, in ntmance,
as in the drama, a wide and legitimate field for

native talent and exertion. The higlily-wrought
tenderness and pathos of Richardson, and the nuKlels

of real life, wit, and humour in Fielding, Smollett,

and Sterne, produced a few excellent imitations.

The fictions of Mackenzie, Dr Moore, Miss Burney,
and Cumberland, are all greatly superior to the ordi-

nary run of novels, and stami at the head of the
second class. These writers, however, exe^cist^^ hut
little influence on the national taste : they supported
the dignity and respectability of the novel, but did

not extend its dominion ; and accordingly we find

that there was a long dull period in whicli this de-

lightful species of composition had sunk into general
contempt There was no lack of novels, but they
were of a very inferior and even debased description.

In place of natural incident, character, and dialogue,

we had affected and ridiculous sentinientalism— plots

utterly absurd or pernicious—and stories of love and
honour so maudlin in conception and drivelling in

execution, that it is surprising tliey could ever have
been tolerated even by the nK)st defective moral
sense or taste. The circulating libraries in town and
country swarmed with the«e worthless productions,

(known from their place of publication by tlie mis-
nomer of the 'Minerva Press' novels); but their

perusal was in a gre.at measure confined to young
jicople of both sexes of imperfect education, or to

half-idle inquisitive persons, whose avidity for ex-

citenient was not restrained by delicacy or juilgraent.

In many cases, even in the humblest walks of life,

this love of novel-reading amounted to a passion as

strong and uucontroUiible as that of dram-drioking

;

and, fed upon such garbage as we have described, it

was scarcely less injurious; for it dwarfed the intel-

lectual faculties, and unfitted its votaries equally for
the study or relisli of sound literature, and for the
pro[)er iicrfonnance ami enjoyment of the actual
duties of the world. Tlie entlmsiastic novel reader
got hew ildered and entangled among love-plots and
high-flown adventures, in which success was often
awarded to profligacy, and, among scenes of pre-
tended existence, exliibiteil in the masquerade attire

of a distcmiwred fancy. Instead, therefore, of

Truth severe by fair)' Fiction dressed,

we had Falsehood decked out in frippery and non-
sense, and courting applause from its very extrava-
gance.

The first successful inroad on tliis accumulating
mass of absurdity was made by Charlotte Smith,
whose works may be said to hold a middle station

between the true and the sentimental in fictitious

composition. Shortly afterwards succeeded the
political tales of Holcroft and Godwin, tlie latter

animated by the fire of genius, and jiossessing great
intellectual power and energy. The romantic fables

of Mrs liadcliffe were also, as literary productions,
a vast improvement on the old novels; and in their

moral elTects they were less mischievous, for the
extraordinary machinery employed by tlie authoress
was so far removed from the comnion course of hu-
man affairs and experience, that no one eoulil think
of di-awing it into a precedent in (irdinary circum-
stances. At no distant interval Miss Edgeworth
came forward with her moral lessons and satirical

portraits, daily advancing in her powers as in her
desire to increase the virtues, prudence, and sub-
stantial happiness of life ; Mrs Opie toM her pathetic

and graceful domestic tales; and Miss Austen ex-
hibited her exquisite <lelineations of every -day Eng-
lish society and character. To crown all. Sir Walter
Scott commenced, in 1814, his brilliant gallery of
portraits of all classes, living and historical, which
completely exterminated the monstrosities of the
Minerva press, and inconceivably exten<led the circle

of novel Readers. Fictitious enniiKisition was now
again in the ascendant, and never, in its palmiest

days of chiv:drous rfanance <>r modern f;ishioTi, did it

command more devoted admiration, or slnne with
greater lustre. The public taste underwent a rapid

and important change; and as curiosity was stimu-
lated and supplied in such unexampled profusion

from this master-source, the most exorbitant de-

voiirers of novels soon learned to hnik with aversion

an<l disgust on the painted and unreal miK'keries

which bad formerly deluded tliem. It appears to be

a law of our nature, that recreation and amusement
are as necess;iry to the mind as exercise is to the

body, and in this light Sir Walter Soott must be
viewed as one of the greatest benefactors of his

species. He has supplied a copious and almost ex-

haustless source of amusement, as innocent as it is

delightful. He revived the glories of past ages;

illustrated the landscape and the history of his

native country ; painted the triumphs of patriotism

and virtue, and the meanness and misery of vice;

awakened our best and kindliest feelings in favour
of suffering and erring humanity—of the low-born
aTid the persecuted, the peasant, the beggar, and the
Jew; he has furnished an intellectujd banquet, as

rich as it is various and picturesque, from his curi-

ous learning, extensive observation, forgotten man-
ners, and decaying superstitiiins—the whole embel-
lished with the lights of a vivid imagination, and a
correct and gracefully regulated taste. In tlie num-
ber and variety of his conceptions and characters,

Scott is entitled to take his seat beside the greatest
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masters of futiim. liritish or foreipi. Some !i:ive

excelled bim in iiartkuhir qualities of the novulist,

but none in their harmonious and rich combina-

tion.

"We had now a new nice of imitators, ainiinp at a

high standard of excellence, both as respecis t!ie

desijrn and the exe<-ution of their works. The
peculiarities of Scottisli manners in hunihle life,

which Scott had illustrated in his early novels, were

successfully developed by Oalt, and in a more teniler

and imaginative liyht by Wilson. (lalt, indued, has

high merit as a minute painter: his delineations,

like those of Allan liamsay, bring liome to his coun-

trymen * traits of undL-fioablu exprussinn, wliit-h had

escaped every eye hut that uf familiar aillction.' His

pathos is the simple gritf of nature. In this paint-

ing of national manners, Scott's example was all-

potent From Scotland it spread tit Ireland. Miss

Edgewortb, indeed, had prL-viou^Iy purirayed the

lights and shades of the Irish ch iraetur. and in tiiis

respect was the prtM'cptress of Scott. liut with all

her talent and penetration, this excellent authoress

can scarcely be said to have reiiched the heart of her

subject, and she stirred up no enthn-iiasm among her

countrymen. Miss Edeewortb pursued lier bi-ib

vocation as a moral teacher. Miss ( >wensoii, who
had, as early as ISoT. published her Wild Iri\h GUI,

continued (as Lady Mor^ian) her striking and humo-
rous pictures of Irish society, and they were iifter-

wards greatly suri>assed by Hanim, Griffin, Lover,

Carleton, and others. The whide soil of Ireland, and

its races of jtcople. tiave been laid <*pen. like a new
world, t(» the general reader. English history was
in like manner ransacked for materials for fiction.

Scott liad shown bow mueh conid be done in this

department by g;itbering up the scattered fragments

of antiijuarian researt'h. or entering \\'n\\ the spirit

and skill of genius into the manners and events of a

bygone age. He had vivified and embodied — not

describeil—the past. Many antiiors have followed

in his train—Mr Horace Smith, Mr James, i?ir

Edward Lytton Bnlwer, Ainsworih. and other men
of talent ami genius, ('inssic and foreign manners
were also depicted. The Valeriiis ot" Lockbart is an
exquisite Koman story; Morier and Fraser have
familiarised us with the dotuestic life of Persia; Air

Hope, in his Anastusius, has drawn the scenery and
manners of Italy, Greece, and Turkey, with the

fidelity and miimteness of a native artist, and the

impassioned beauty of a poet ; while the character

and magnificent natural features of America—its

trackless forests, lakes, wild Indian tribes, and an-

tique settlers—have been depicted by its gifted sons,

Irving and Cooper. All these may be said to have

been prom]>ted by tlie national and historical ro-

mances of Scott. Tlie current of imagination and
description bad been tnrned from verse to prose.

The stage aUo caught the enthusiasm ; and the tales

whiib had charmed in the closet were reproduced,

with scenic effect, in onr theatres.

The fashionable novels of Tbeodtire Hook formed
a new feature in modern fietion. His first series of

Sayings and Doings appeared in 18"J4, and attracted

C<»nsiderablu attentii>n. The principal object (»f these

clever tales was todescrilte marmers in hi^h-hfe. and
the ridiculous and :nvkw;irii assumption of them by
citizens and persons in tlie middle ranks. As the
author advanced in his career, he extended bis can-

vass, and sketched a greater variety of scenes and
figures. Their general eliaracter, however, remained
the same: too nuicb importance was, in all of them,
attached to the mere externals of noci.d intercourse,

as if the use of the * silver fork.' (tr the etiquette of

the drawing-room, were * the be-ail and the end all'

of English society. The life of the accomplished

author gives a sad and moral interest to his tales.

He obtained the distinction he coveted, in the notice

anil favour of the great and tlie fashionable world ;

for this he siicriflced the fruits of his industry and
the indei>endence of genius; he lived in a round of
ilistraction and gaiety, illuminated by bis wit and
talents, and he died a premature death, tlie Tictim

of disappointment, debt, and misery. This jtersonal

exam]>ie is the true ' handwriting on the wall,' to

warn genius and integrity in the middle classes

against hunting after or copying the vices of fashion-

able dissipation and splendour I Mr Ward, Lord
Normanby, Mrs Trollope, Lady Blessington, and
otliers, followed up these tales of high-life with per-

fect knowledge of the subject, wit, refinement, and
sarcasm, but certainly with less vigour and less real

knowledge of mankind than Theodore Ilixjk. Bulwer
imparted to it the novelty and attraction of strong

contrast, by conducting his fashionable characters

into the purlieus of vice and slang society, which
also in its turn became the rage, and provoked imi-

tati(m. *Pandies' and highwaymen were painted

en beau^ and tliC Newgate Calendar was rifled for

heroes to figure in the novel and on the stage. This
unnatural absurdity soon palled upon the public

taste, and Bulwer did justice to his high and un-
doubted talents by his historical and more legitimate

romances. Among the most original of our living

novelists should be included Captain Marryat. the

parent, in his own ]>erson and in that of others, of a

lont; progeny of nautic;d talcs and sketches'.

The last and, next to Scott, the greatest of modem
writers of fiction, is Mr Charles Dickens, who also

deals with low-life and national peculiarities, espe-

cially such iis spring up in tlie streets and resorts of

crowded cities. The varied surface of English so-

ciety, in the ordinary and middle ranks, has afforded

tliis close observer and humorist a rich harvest of

characters, scenes, and adventures—of follies, oddi-

ties, vices, and frailties, of which he has made a

copious and happy use. In comic humour, blended
with tenderness and pathos, and united to unrivalled

powers of observation and description, Dickens has
no equal among bis contemporaries; and as a painter

of actual life, he seems to be the most genuine Eng-
lish novelist we have had since Fielding. His faults

lie upon the surface. Like Bulwer, he delights in

strong colouring and contrasts—the melodrame of

fiction—and is too prone to caricature. The artist,

delighting in the exliihition of his skill, is apparent
in many of his scenes, where probability and nature

are sacrificed for effect. But there is * a s|)irit of

goodness' at the heart of all Dickens's stories, and
a felicitous humour and fancy, which are unknown
to Bulwer and his other rivals. His vivid pictures

of those poor in-door sufferers * in populous city

pent' have directed sympathy to the obscure dwellers

in lanes and alleys, and may prove the precursor of

practicid amelioration. He has made fictit>n the

handmaid of humanity and benevolence, without

losing its companionship with wit and laughter.

The hearty cordiality of his mirth, his warm and
kindly feelings, alive to whatever interests or

amuses others, and the undisguised pleasure, 'brim-

ming o'er,' with wliich he enters upon every scene

of humble city-life and family atH'Ction, mak*: us in

love with human nature in situations and under cir-

cumstances rarely penetrated by the liglit of imagi-

nation. He is a sort of discoverer in the moral world,

and has found an El Dorado in the outskirts and
byways of humanity where previous explorers saw-

little but dirt and ashes, and could not gather a

single flower. This is the triumph of geuius, as bene-

ficial as it is brilliant and irresistible.

It will be remarked that a large proportion of the
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noTelists of thin period are ladies. ' There are some
thinpi/ says a iHriiKlifal critic, ' which w*)rnen do
better than men, and of these, pcrliaps, novel-writ-

iiijf is one. Naturally endowed with greater delicacy

of taste and feeling, with a moral sense not blunted

and debased by those contaminations to which men
are exposed, leadini; lives rather of observation than

of action, with leisure to attend to the minutiie of

condui^t and more subtle developments of character,

they are pecidiarly qualified for the task of e.thibit-

ing faithfully and pluasinirly the various phases of

domestic life, and those varieties which chequer the

iurface of society. Accordingly, their delineations,

thoufirh perhaps less vigorous than those afforded by

the other sex. are distinguished, for the most part,

by greater fidelity and consistency, a more refined

and happy discrimination, and, we must also add, a

more correct estimate of right and wrong. In works
which come from a female pen, we are seldom
offended by those moral monstrosities, those fantas-

tic perversions of principle, which are too often to

be met with in the fictions which have been written

by men. Women are less stilted in their style;

they are more content to describe naturally what
they have observed, without attempting the intro-

duction of those extraneous ornaments wliich are

•ometimes sought at the expense of truth. They are

less ambitious, and are therefore more ju-^t ; they
are far more exempt from that prevailing literary

vice of the present day, exaggeration, and have not

taken their stand among the feverish followers of

what may l>e called the hitni.\-e style of writing; a
style much praised by those who inquire only if a
work is calculated to make a strong impression, and
omit entirely the more important question, whether
that impression be founded on truth or on delusion.

Hence the agonies and convulsions, and dreamy
rhapsodies, and heated exhibitions of stormy pas-
sions, in which several of our writers have lately

indulged. Imagination has been flattered into a self-

Buflicient .abandonment of its alliance with judgment,
to which disunion it is ever least prone where it has
most re.al power; and " fine creations" (well so called,

as being unlike anything previously existing in na-
ture) have been landed, in spite of their internal
falsity, as if they were of more value than the most
accurate delineations of that world which we see
around us.'*

FRANCES BURNEV (maDAME d'ARBLAV).

Frances Bitrnet, .authoress n{ Evelina and Cecilh,
was the wonder and delight of the generation of
novel readers succeeding that of Fielding and
Smollett, and she has maintained her popularity
better than most secondary writers of fiction. Her
name has been lately revived by the publication of
her Diary and Letters^ containing some clever
ketches of society and nmnners. notices of the
court of George III., and anecdotes of Johnson,
Burke, Reynolds, &c. Miss Burney was the second
daughter of l)r Burney, author of the History of
Music. Slie was born at Lynn-Regis, in the county
of Norfolk, on the l.'ith of' June 17.i2. Her father
was organist in Lynn, hut in 1760 he removed to

I/Onilon (where he had previously resided), and
nun»bered among his familiar friends and vi^it^)rs

David Garrick, Sir Robert Strange the engraver.
the poets Mason and Armstrong. Barry the painter,
and other persons di.stinguished in art and literature.

buch society must have had a highh' beneficial eflijc^t

on his family, and accordingly we find they all made
themselves distinguished : one son rose to be an

• Edinburgh ReWew for 1830.

admiral ; the second son, Charles Burney, became a
celebrated Greek scholar ; both the daughters were
novelists,* Fanny was long held to be a sort of
prodigy. At eight years of age she did not even
know her letters, but she was shrewd and obser-
vant. At fifteen she had written several tales, was
a great reader, and even a critic. Her authorship
was continued in secret, her sister only being aware

Frances Burney.

of the circumstance. In this way, it is said, she

had comj)osed * Evelina' when she was only seven-

teen. The novel, however, was not published till

January 1778, when 'little Fanny' was in her
twenty -sixth year ; and the wondei-fnl precocity of
' Miss in her teens* may be dismissed as at least

doubtful. The work was ofl^ered to Dodsley the

pulilisher, but rejected, as the worthy bibliopole
' declined looking at anything anonymous.' An-
other bookseller, named Lowndes, agreed to publish

it, and gave £20 for the manuscript. Evelina, or a
Young Lailys Entrance info the Worhl, soon became
the talk of the town. Dr Burney. in the fulness of

Ins heart, told Mrs Th rale that 'our Fanny' was the

author, and Dr Johnson protesteii to iirs Thrale

that there were passages in it which might do

honour to Ricliardson ! Miss Burney was invited

to Streatham, the country residence of the Thrales,

and there she met Johnson and his illustrious band
of friends, of whom we have ample notices in the

I )iarv. Wherever she went, to London. Bath, or

Tunbridge, 'Evelina' was the theme of praise, and
Miss Burney the happiest of authors. In 1782 ap-

peared her second work, 'Ce<'ilia.' which is more
iiighly finished than ' F.velina," hnt less rich in comic
characters and dialogue. Miss Burney having gone
to reside for a short time with Mrs IXlany, a vener-

able lady, the friend of Swift, once connected with

* Rear- Admiral Jame« Burney accompanied Captain CDok

in two of his voyagej., and was autlifii* iif a }ii.-.tor\ of ViiyaKes

nf Discovery, 5 vols, quarto, and an Account of tlie Hussiaa

Eastern Voyaces. He died in U^.?!). Or Cluirles IJumey wrote

several critical works on the Greek chissics, was a prebendary

of IJncoln, and one of the kind's chaplains. Afti_r his deatfa*

in 1«17. the vahuible library of this ureit scholar was pur-

chaisid by government for the Uritiah Museum.
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the court, and wlin miw lived on a pension fmni love scenes are prosaic enough, but in 'show
their majesties at Windsor, was introduced to tl

king and queen, and speedily became a favourite.
The result was. that in 1788 our authoress was ap-
pointed second keeper of the robes to (iueen
Charlotte, with a salary of £2110 a-year, a footman,
apartments in the palace, and a coach between her
and her colleague. The situation was only a sort

of splendid slavery. ' I was averse to the union.'

said Miss liurney, 'and I endeavoured to escape it;

but my friends interfered—they prevailed—and the
knot is tied.' The queen appears to hMve been a
kind and considerate mistress; hut the stiff etiquette
and formality of the court, and the unremitting atten-
tion which its irksome duties required, rendered the
situ.ation peculiarly disaiireeable to one who liad been
60 long flattered and courteil by the brilliant society
of her day. Her colleague, Mrs Schwellenberg. a
coarse-minded, jealous, disagreeable German favour-
ite, was also a perpetual source of annoyance to

her; and poor Fanny at court was worse off than
her lieroine Cecilia was in choosing among her
guardians. Her first official duty was to mix
the queen's snuff, and keep her box always re-

plenished, after which she was promoted to tlie

great business of the toilet, helping her majesty off

and on with her dresses, and being in strict attend-
ance from six or seven in the morning till twelve at
night! From this grinding and intolerable destiny
Miss Burney was emancipated by her marriage, in

179.3, with a French refugee officer, the Count
CArblay. She then resumed her pen, and in 1 79.5

produced a tragedy, entitled Edicin and Elyitha,
which was brought out at Drury Lane, and pos-
sessed at least one novelty—there were three bishops
among the ilramatis persunce. Mrs Siddons per-
sonated the heroine, but in the dying scene, where
the lady is brouglit from bebiml a hedge to expire
before the audience, and is afterwards carried or)ce

more to the back of the hedge, the bouse was con-
Tulsed with laughter! Her nextcffirt was her novel
of Camilla, which she puhlisiied by subscription,
and realised by it no less than three thousand
guineas. In 1802 Madame D'Arblay accompanied
her husband to Paris. The count joined the army
of Napoleon, and his wife was forced to remain in

France till 1812, when she returned and purchased,
from the proceeds of her novel, a small but handsome
villa, named Camilla Cott.age. Her success in

prose fiction urged her to another trial, and in 1814
she produced The Wanderer, a tedious tale in five

volumes, which hail no other merit than that of
bringing the authoress the large sum of £1.500.
The only other literary I ihour of JIadame l)'.\rblay
was a memoir of her f.ither, J)r Buniey, published
in 18.32. Her husband and her son (the Hev. A.
D'Arblay of Camden Town chapel, near London)
both predeceased her—the former in 1818. and the
latter in 1837. Three years after this last melan-
choly bereavement, Maiiame D'ArVilay herself paid
the debt of nature, dying at Bnth in January 1810,
at the great age of eighty-eight. Her Diary and
Letters, edited by her niece, were publisheil in" 1842
in five volumes. If judiciously condensed, this work
would have been both entertaining and v.aluable;
but at least one half of it is filled with small unim-
portant details and private gossip, and the self-ad-
miring weakness of the authoress shines out in
almost every page. The early novels of Miss
Burney form the most pleasing memori.als of her
name and history. In them we see her quick in
discernment, lively in invention, and inimitable in
her own way, in portraying the humours and oddities
of English society. Her good sense and correct

I

feeling are more remarkable than her passion. Her
I

ing
up' a party of ' vulgarly genteel' persons, painting
the ehar.acters in a drawing-room, or catching the
follies and absurdities that float on the surface of
fashionable society, she has rarely been equalled.
She deals with the palpable and familiar; and though
society has changed since the time of ' Evelina,' and
the glory of Riinelagli and Marv-le-bonc Gardens
Iwus departed, there is enough of real life in her
personages, and real morality in her lessons, to in-
terest, anmse, and instruct. Her sarcasm, dt illery,
and broad humour, must always be relished.

[A Game of HUjhway Rubbery.']

[From ' Evelina."]

M'hen we had been out near two hours, and expected
every moment to stop at the place of our destination,
1 observed that Lady Howard's servant, who attended
us on horseback, rode on forward till he was out of
sight, and soon after returning, came up to the chariot
window, and delivering a note to Ma<lame Duval,
said he had met a boy who wa.s just coming with it to
Howard tirove, from "the clerk of Mr Tyrell.
While she was reading it, he rode round to the

other window, and, making a sign for secrecy, put into
my hand a slip of paper on which was written, ' What-
ever happens, be not alarmed, for you are safe, though
you en^ianger all mankind 1'

I readily imagined that Sir Clement must be the
author of this note, which prepared me to expect some
di.sagreeable adventure: but 1 had no time to ponder
upon it, for Madame Duval had no sooner read her
own letter, than, in an angry tone of voice, she ex-
claimed, ' Why, now, what a thlug is this ; here we're
come all this way for nothing!'
She then gave nie the note, which informed her that

she need not trouble herself to go to Mr Tyrell's, as
the prisoner had had the address to escape. I con-
gratulated her upon this fortunate incident; but she
was so much concerned at having rode so far in vain
that she seemed less pleased than provoked. However,
she ordered the man to make what ha*te he could
home, as she hoped at leiust to return before the cap-
tain shouhl susjiect what had passed.
The carriage turned about, and we journeyed so

quietly for near an hour that I began to Hatter my-
self we should be suti'ercd to pioceed to Howard Grove
without further molestation, when, suddenly, the
footman called out, 'John, are we going right

!'

' ^\'hy, 1 ain't sure,' said the coachman; 'but I'm
afraid we turned wrong.'

' \Vhat do you mean by that, sirrah V said Madame
Duval ;

' why, if you lose your way, we shall be all in
the dark.'

' I think we should turn to the left,' said the foot-
man.

' To the left !' answered the other ;
' No, no ; I'm

pretty sure we should turn to the right.'
' Vou had better make some inquiry,' said I.

'Ma Jul,' cried Madame Duval, 'we're in a fine
hole here

; they neither of them know no more than
the post. However, I'll tell my lady as sure asyou'i«
born, .so you'd better find the way.'

' Let's try this road,' said the footman.
' No,' said the coachman, ' that's the road to Can-

terbury ; we had best go straight on.'
' \Vhy, that's the direct London road,' returned

the footman, ' and will lead us twenty miles about.'
* Pai-die,* cried Madame Duval ;

' why, they wont
go one way nor t'other ; and, now we're come all

this jaunt for nothing, I suppose we shan't get home
to night.'

* Let's go back to the public-house,' said the foot-

man, ' and ask for a guide.'
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'No, no,' aaiil the other; 'if we stay here n few
minutes, somebmlv or other will pnsa "by; ft„J ti,e
horse* arc nliiiost knoeked up already.'
MVcll, I protest,' cried iMiidaino liuval, ' I'd give a

gtiinea to sec them sols horse-whipped. As sure as
,
I'm alive they're drunk. Ten to one but they'll
OTertuni us ne.xl.*

After much debating they at length agreed to go
on till wceauic to some inn, or met" with a passen-er
who could direct us. We soon arrived at a small
farm-house, and the footman ali^-hted and went
into it.

In a few minutes he returned, and told us we might
proceed, for that he had procured a direction. ' But,"
added he, ' it seems there are some thieves hereabouts,
and 80 the best way will be for you to leave your
watches and purses with the farmer, whom I know very
well, and who is an honest man, and a tenant of my
lady's.'

' Thieves !' cried Uradame Duval, looking aghast

;

'the Lord help us! I've no doubt but we shall "be all
murdered !'

The farmer came to us, and we gave him all we
were worth, and the servants followed our example.
We then proceeded, and Madame Duval's anger so
entirely subsided, that, in the mildest manner imagin-
able, she intreite.l tliem to make haste, and promised
to tell their lady how diligent and obliging they had
been. t?he pei-]ietu!illy stoj.ped them to ask if they
apprehended any danger, and was at length so much
overpowered by her feai-s, that she made the footman
fasten his horse to the back of the carriage, and then
come and seat himself within it. IMy endeavours to
encourage her were fruitless ; she sat in the middle,
held the man by the arm, and protested that if he did
but save her life, she would make his fortune. Her
uncaaincss gave me nmch concern, and it was with
the utmost difficulty I forbore to acquaint her that
she wa.s imposed upon ; but the mutual fear of the
captain's resentment to me, and of her own to him,
neither of which would have any moderation, deterred
me. As to the footman, he was evidently in torture
from restraining bis laughter, and 1 observed that he
was frequently obliged to make most horrid grimaces
from pretended fear, in order to conceal his risibi-
lity.

Veiy soon after, ' The robbers are coming !' cried the
coachman.
The footman opened the door, and jumped out of

the chariot.

Madame Duval gave a loud scream.
I could no longer preserve my silence. 'For heaven's

sake, my dear madam,' said I, 'don't be alarmed
;jou are in no danger

; you are quite safe ; there is
nothing but '

Here the chariot wa« stopped by two men in masks
who at each side put in their hands, as if for our
purses. Madame Duval sunk to the bottom of the
chariot, and implored their mercy. I shrieked in-
Toluntarily, although prepared for the attack : one of
them held me fast, while the other tore poor Madame
iluval out of the carriage, in spite of her cries, threats,
ana resistance.

I was really frightened, and trembled exceedinMv.My angel !' cried the man who held me, 'you can'not
surely be alanned. Do you not know me ! I shall
hold myself in eternal abhorrence if I have really
terrified you.'

' Indeed, Sir Clement, von have,' cried I ;
' but for

icaven s sake, where is JIadame Duval ?—why is she
forced away V

' She is perfectly safe ; the captain has her in
charge

; but sutler me now, my adored Miss Anville
to take the only opportunity that is allowed me to'
speak upon another, a much dearer, much sweeter
subject.

FRANCES BUBNET.

And then he ha.stily came into the chariot, and
.seated himself ne.vt to me. I would fain have disen-
gaged n.yself from him, but he would not let meDeny me not, most charming of women," cried he-deny me not this only mon.ert lent me to pour
forth niy soul into your gentle ears, to tell vou howmuch 1 suffer from your absence, how much" I dreadyour displeasure, and how cruelly I am affected byyour coldness !' J

' Oh, sir, this is no time for such language
; pray,

leave me
;
pray, go to the relief of Madame Duval •

I

Tn^Ity-"""
'"'" ''"""''^ '"' "'""'•''' *''^ ""''' ^''-

'And will you—can you command my absence!
\\hen may I speak to you, if not now?- does the
captain sutler me to breathe a moment out of his sight'—and are not a thousand impertinent people for ever
at your elbow 1' ^

'Indeed, Sir Clement, you must change your style
or I will not hear you. The impertinent f.eople 'youmean are among my best friends, and you would not
If you really wished me well, speak of them so disre-
spectfully.

' Wish you well ! Oh, Miss Anville, point hut out
to me how in what manner 1 may convince you of
the fervour of my passion—tell me but what services
you will accept from me, and you shall find my lifemy fortune, my whole soul at your devotion.'

'

' I want nothing, sir, that you can offer. I be" you
not to talk to me so—so strangely. Prav, leav^me

;

and pray, assure yourself you cannot take any method
.so successless to show any regard for me as' entering
into schemes so frightful to Madame Duval, and si
disagreeable to myself.'
'The scheme kLs the captain's ; I even opposed it ;though I own I could not refuse myself the so long

wished-for happiness of speaking to you once more
without so many of—your friends to watch me. And
1 had flattered myself that the note I charo-ed the
footman to give you would have prevented the alarm
you have received.'

' Well, sir, you h.ave now, I hope, .said enough ; and
il you will not go yourself to seek for Madame Duval,
at kast suffer me to inquire what is become of her.'

' And when may 1 speak to you again >'

' No matter when
; 1 don't know

; perhaps '

' Perhaps what, my angel !'

' Perhaps never, sir, if you torment me thus.'
' Never I Oh, Miss Anville, how cruel, how piercing

to my soul is that icy word! Indeed I cannot endure
such displeasure.'

' Then, sir, you must not provoke it. Pray, leave
me directly.'

' I will, madam
; but let me at least make a merit

of my obedience—allow me to hope that you will in
future be less averse to trusting yourself for a few
moments alone with me.'

1 was surprised at the freedom of this request ; but
while I hesitated how to answer it, the other mask
came up to the chariot door, and in a voice almost
stifled with laughter, said, ' I've done for her ! The old
buck is safe

; but we must sheer ofl" directly, or we
shall be all a-ground.'

Sir Clement instantly left me, mounted his home,
and rode off. The captain having given some direc-
tions to his servants, followed him.

I was both uneasy and impatient to know the fate
of Madame Duval, and immediately got out of the
chariot to seek her. I desired the footman to show
me which way she was gone ; he pointed with his
finger by way of answer, and I saw that he dared not
trust his voice to make any other. I walked on at a
very quick pace, and soon, to my great consternation,
perceived the poor lady seated upright in a ditch. I
flew to her, with unfeigned concern at her situaiion.

I She was subbing, nay, almost roaring, and in the ut-
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most agony of ra^re and terror. As soon as she saw

ine, she redoubled her cries, but her voice was so

broken, I could n<>t understand a word »he caid. ]

was no much hbockeJ, that it was with difficulty I

forbore exrlaiinin;: against the cruelty of the captain

for thus wantonly ill-treating her, and I could not

forjrivc nnisclf for having passively sufFered the de-

ception. 1 used my utmo»t endeavours to coiufort

her, at*sjriiin; her of our present safety, and begging

her to rise and return to the chariot.

Almo.vt bm-stini: with pas-^ion, she pointed to her

feet, and with fn;:htful violence she actually beut the

ground with her hands.

I then saw that her feet were tied together with a

strong rope, which vciis fastened to the up])er branch

of a tree, even with a hedge which ran along the

ditch where she sat. I endeavoured to untie the

knot, but soon found it was infinitely beyond my
strength. I was thcrcftire obliged to apply to the

footman ; but being very unwilling to add to his

mirth by the sight of ^!ada^le Duval's situation, I

desired him to lend me a kiufc. I returned with it,

and cut the rope. Her feet were soon disentangled,

and then, thougli with great difficulty, i assisted her

to rise. But what was my a-stonishment when, the

moment she was up, slie hit me a violent slap on the

face! I retreated from her with precipitation and
dread, and she then loaded me with reproaches which,

though almost unintelligible, convinccJ me that she

imagined I had vtfluiitaiily deserted her; but she

seemed not to have the slightest suspicion that she

had not been attacked by real robbers.

I was so much siiii»rised and confounded at the

blow, tliat for f<oine time I suffereil her to rave without

making any answer ; but her extreme agitation and
real suffering soon dispelled my anger, which all turned

into compjtssion. I then told her that I had been

forcibly detained from following her, and assured her

of my real sorrow at her ill-usage.

She began to be somewhat appeased, and I again

intreated her to return to the carriage, or give me
leave to order that it should draw up to the place

where we stood. i?hc made no answer, till I told her

that the longer we remained still, the greater would

be the danger of our ride honie. Struck with this

hint, she suddenly, and with ha.sty steps, moved
forward.

Her dress was in such disorder that I was quite

Borry to have her figure exposed to the servants, who
all of them, in imitation of their master, hold her in

derision ; however, the disgrace was unavoidable.

The ditch, happily, was almost dry, or she must
have sulTered still more seriously

;
yet so forlorn,

BO miserable a figure, I never before saw. Her head-

dress had fallen off; her linen was torn ; her ne;:ligee

had not a pin left in it ; her petticoats she was obliged

to hold on ; and her shoes were perpetually slipping

off. She was covered with dirt, weeds a^i'd filth, and
her face was really horrible, for the pomatum and
powder from her head, and the dust from the road,

were quite pasted on her skin by her tears, which,

with her rou;j;e, made so frightful a mixture that she

hardly looked human.
The servants were ready to die with laughter the

moment they naw her; but not all my remonstrances

could prevail on her to get into the carria^'e till

she had most vehemently reproached them both for

not rescuing her. The footman, fixing his eyes on the

ground, as if fearful of again trusting himself to look

at her, protested that the robbers avowed they would
shoot him if he moved an inch, and that one of them
had stayed to watch the chariot, while the other

carried her otf ; acMing, that the reason of their be-

having 80 barbarously, was to revenge our having
secured our purses. Notwithstanding her aiiger, ghe

gave immediate credit to what he said, and really

imagined that her want of money had irritated the
pretended robbers to treat her with such cruelty. I

detennined, therefore, to be carefully on my guard,
not to betray the imposition, which could now answer
no other purpose than occasioning an Irreparable

breach between her and the captain.

Just as we were seated in the chariot, she discovered

the loss which her head had sustained, and called out,
* My God I what is become of my hair 1 Why, the
villain has stole all my curls !*

She then ordered the man to run and see if be could
find any of them in the ditch. He went, and pre-

seutly returning, produced a great quantity of hair in

such a nasty condition, that i was amazed she would
take it ; and the man, as he delivered it to her, found
it impossible to keep his countenance; which she no
sooner observed, than all her stormy jtassions were
again raised. She flung the battered curls in his face,

saying, * Sirrah, what do you grin for? 1 wish you'd
been served so yourself, and you wouldn't have found
it no such joke

; you are the impudentest fellow ever

I see, and if I find you dare grin at me any more, I

shall make no ceremony of boxing your ears.*

Satisfied with the threat, the man hastily retired,

and we drove on.

[Miss Bvmey explains to King Oforge JIT. the rircxim^

stances attending Oie composition of ' iVe//»a.'J

The king went up to the table, and looked at a book
of prints, from Claude Lorraine, which had been
brought down for Miss Dewes ; but Mrs Delany, by
mistake, told him they were for me. lie turned over

a leaf or two, and then said

—

* Pray, does Miss Ilumey draw too!*

The too was pronounced ver}' civilly.

' 1 believe not, sir,* answered Mni Delany; * at least

she dt)es not tell.*

* Oh,* cried he, laughing, 'that's nothing; she is

not apt to tell ; she never does tell, you know. Her
father told me that himself. He told me the whole
history of her " Evelina." And 1 shall never forget

his face when he spoke of his feelings at first taking

up the book ; he looked quite frightened, just as if he
was doing it that moment. I never can forget his

face while I live.'

Then coming up close to me, he said, * But what!
what ! how was it V

* Sir,' cried I, not well understanding him.
* How came you—how happened it—what—what !*

* 1— I only wrote, sir, for my own amusement—only

in some odd idle hours.*
'

' But your publishing—your printing—how was

that \*

' That was only, sir—only because *

I hesitated must abominably, not knowing how to

tell him a long story, and growing terribly confused

at these questions; besides, to say the truth, his own
* what ! what?' so reminded me of those vile Proba-

tionary Odes, that, in the midst of all my flutter, I

was really hardly able to keep my countenance.

The vhat! was then repeated, with so earnest a look,

that, forced to say something, 1 stammeringly an-

swered, * I thought, sir, it would look very well in

print.*

I do really flatter myself this is the silliest speech

I ever made. I am quite provoked with myself for

it ; but a fear of lau;:;hing made me eager to utter

anything, and by no means conscious, till 1 had

spoken, of what I was saying.

He laughed very heartily himself—well he might—
and walked away to enjoy it, crying out, * Very fair

indeed ; that's being very fair and honest.*

Then returning to me again, ho said, * But your

father—how came you not to show him what you

wrote V
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*
I wiw too much a.'4haino(l of it, sir, seriously.*

Litenil truth that, I iiin sure.

* .\inj how did he find it out T
' 1 don't liuow nijself, sir. lie never would tell

me.'

Literal truth again, my dear father, as you can
testify.

' Hut how did you get it printed V
' I sent it, sir, to ti bookseller my father never em-

ployed, and that I never had seen myself, Mr Lowndes,
in full hope that by that means he never would hear
of it.'

' But how couM you manage that f
' By means of a brother, sir.*

' 0, you confided in a brother then ?'

' Ves, sir—that is, for the publication.'
' What entertainment you must have had from

hearing people's conjectures before you were known!
Do you remember any of themi*

' Yes, sir, many.'
'And what!'
' I heard that Mr Baretti laid a wager it was written

by a man ; for no woman, he said, could have kept
her own counsel.'

This diverted him extremely.
' But how wa.s it,' he continued, 'you thought most

likely for your father to discover you V
'Sometimes, sir, I have supposed I must have dropt

some of the manuscript ; sometimes, that one of my
sisters betrayed nie.'

' O, your sister! what! not your brother?'
' No, sir, he could not, for '

I was going on, but lie laughed so much I could not
be heard, exclaiming, ' Vastly well ! I see you are of
Mr Baretti's mind, and think your brother could keep
your secret and not your sister. Well, but,' cried he,
presently, ' how was it first known to you you were
betrayed !'

' By a letter, sir, from another sister. I was very
ill, and in the country ; and she wrote me word that
my father had taken up a review, in which the book
was mentioned, and had put his finger upon its name,
and said, " Contrive to get that book for me."'

' .\nd when he got it,' cried thu king, ' he told me
he was afraid of looking at it, and never can I forget
his face when he mentioned his first opening it. But
you have not kept your peu unemployed all this
time!'

* Indeed I have, sir.'

' But why !'

' I— I believe I have exhausted myself, sir.'

He laughed aloud at this, and went and told it to
Mrs Delany, civilly treating a plain fact as a mere
butt mol.

Then returning to me again, he said more seriously,
' But you have not dcteriuiued against writing any
more !'

' N—o, sir.'

' You have made no vow
sort!'

' No, sir.'

' You only wait for inclination !'

How admirably Mr Cambridge's speech might have
come in here.

' No, sir.'

A very civil little bow spoke him pleased with this
answer, and he went again to the middle of the room,
where he chiefly stood, and, addressing us in general,
talked upon the different motives of writing, conclud-
ing with, * I believe there is no constraint to be put
upon real genius; nothini: but inclination can set it

to work. Miss Burney, however, knows best.* And
then hastily returning to me, he cried, ' What

!

what !'

' No, sir, T— I—believe not, certainly,' quoth I very
awkwardly, for I seemed taking a violent compliment

-no real resolution of that

only as my due ; but I knew not how to put him off
as I would another person.

Sarah IlAnnip.T Burney, half-sister to Madame
D'Arblay, is authoress uf several novels, GtniUiiw,
Fauam/ierg, Country JVaghlnmrs, S:c. This lady has
copied th« style of her relative, hut has not her raci-
iiess of humour, or power of painting the varieties
oi the human species.

WILLIAM BECKFORD.

In 1784 there appeared, oriqinally in French, the
rich oriental story entitled Vuihek : an Arabian Jule.
An English edition (somewhat chastened in its
colouring) was afterwards issued by the author, and
has passed through many editions. Byron praises
the work for its correctness of costume, beauty of de-
scription, and power of imagination. ' As an Eastern
tale,' he says. ' even liasselas must bow before
it : his Happy Valley will not bear a comparison
with the Hall of Ehlis.' It would be difficult to
institute a comparison between scenes so very dis-
similar—almost as different as the garden of Eden
from Pandemonium; but ' Vathek' seems to have
powerfully imjiressed the youthful fancy of Byron.
It contains some minute pjastern paintiiig and cha-
racters (a Ghaour being of the number), uniting
energy and fire with voluptuousness, such as Byron
loved to draw. The Caliph Vathek, who had ' sul-
lied himself with a thousand crimes,' like the Cor-
sair, is a magnificent Childe Harold, and may have
suggested the character.

William BhXKFOHD, the author of this remark-
able work, still lives. He has had as great a passion
fiir building towers as the caliph hioLself, and both
his fortune and his genius have sonietliiiig of oriental
splendour about them. His father, Alderman Beck-
ford of Fonthill, was leader of the city of London
ojiposition in the stormy times of Wilkes, Chatham,
and the American discontents. He is celebrated for
having bearded King George IIL on his throne on
the occasion of presenting a petition and remon-
strance to his majesty while holding the office of
lord-mayor of the city. Shortly after this memor-
able exploit Mr Beckford died (June 21st, 1770),
and the city voted a statue to his memory in Guild-
hall, and ordered that the speech he had delivered
to the king should be engraved on the pedestal I

His only son and heir, the author of ' Vathek," was
then a boy, distinguished by the favour and affection
of the Earl of Chatham. lie succeeded to the estate

'

of Fonthill, to a valuable West Indian property, and
:

a fortune, it is said, of more than £100,000 per an-
num. At the ape of eighteen he published liiogra-
pliical Memoirs of Extraordinan/ Painters, a work
satirising some English artists under feigned names.

'

In 1780 he made a tour to the cimtinent, which
I

formed the subject of a series of letters, picturesque
arid poetical, since published under the title of Italy,
with Sketches of Spain and Portugal. The high-bred
case, voluptuousness, and classic taste of some of
these descripti(ms and personal .idventures, have a
striking and unique effect. On his return to E:ng-
lanil, .Mr Beckford sat for the borough of Hindon in
several parliaments. He afterwards went to Por-
tugal, and purchasing an estate at Cintra—that
'glorious Eden' of the south—he buUt himself a
palace for a residence.

There thou, too, Vathek f England's wealthiest son.
Once formed thy paradise, as not aware
When wanton Wealth her mightiest deeds hath

done.

Meek Peace voluptuous lures was ever wont to shun.
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Here diilst thou (1» cU, here scheinen of pleaRure plan

Beneath yon mountain's pTor-beauteous brow:

But now, as if a thing unblest hy man,
Thy f.iirj' dwelling is as lone as thou !

Here giant weeds a passage scarce allow

To halls deserted, portals gaping wide

;

Fresh lessons to the thinking bosom, how
Vain arc the plcasaunces on earth supplied

;

Swept into wrecks anon by Time's ungentle tide.

ChiU^ Harold, Canlo L

Mr Bockford has left a literary memorial (if his

resideniu in Portugal in his Ilirnllirlions i\f an Kjc-

cursion to the Monasteries of Alcolm^a atid Ufittilhn,

published in 1835. The excursion was made in

June 1794, at the desire of the prince regent of I'or-

tugal. The nioniuitery of Alcohiica was the grandest

ecclesiastical edifice in that country, witli paintings,

antique tombs, and fountains ; the nithlust architec-

ture, in the finest situation, and inlialiitcd hy monks
who lived like princes. The whole of these sketches

are interesting, and present a gorgeo\is picture of

ecclesiastical pomp and wealth. Mr licckford an<l

liis friends were conducted to the kitchen by the

abbot, in his costume of High Almoner of Portugal,

that they might see what preparations had been

made to regale them. The kitchen was worthy of

a Vathek ! 'Through the centre of the immense
and nobly-groined hall, not less than sixty feet in

diameter,' ran a brisk rivulet of the clearest water,

containing every sort and size of the finest river fsh.

On one side loads of game and venison were heaped

up ; on the other vegetables and fruits in endless

variety. Beyond a long line of stores, extended a

row of ovens, and close to them hillocks of wheaten

flour whiter than snow, rocks of sugar, jars of the

purest oil, and pastry in vast abtmdance, which a

numerous tribe of l.iy brothers and their attendants

were rolling out, and puffing up into a hundred dif-

ferent shapes, singing all the while as blitliely as

larks in a corn-field.' Alas! this regal splendour is

all gone. The magnificent monastery of Alcoh.ara

was plundered and given to the tiames by the French

troops under Masscna in 1811. After leaving Cin-

tra, Mr Beckford took up his abode on his paternal

estate in England, and for twenty years employed
himself in rearing the magnificent but unsubstantial

Gothic structure known as Fonthill Abbey, an(i in

embellishing the surrounding grounds. The latter

were laid out in the most exquisite style of landscape-

gardening, aided by the natural inequality and

beauty of the ground, and enriched by a lake and

fine sylvan scenery. One grand tower of the abbey
(of disproportioned height, for it afterwards tumbled

down a mighty ruin) occupied the owner's care and
anxiety for years. The structure was like a romance.
' On one occasion, when this lofty tower was pushing

its crest towards heaven, an elevated part of it

<aught fire, and was destroyed. The sight was
sublime ; and we have heard that it was a spectacle

which the owner of the mansion enjitycd with as

much composure as if the flames had not been de-

vouring what it would cost a fortune to repair.

The building was carried on by him with an energy
and enthusiasm c)f which duller minds can hardly

form a conception. At one period every cart and
wagon in the district were pressed into the service,

though all the agricultural labour of the country
stood still. At another, even the royal works of

St George's chapel, Windsor, were abandoned, that

460 men might be employed night and day on
Fonthill Abbey. These men were made to relieve

each other by regular watches ; and during the

longest and darkest nights of winter, the astonished

traveller might see the tower rising luider their

hands, the trowel and torch being associated for that

puriMisc. This must have hail a very extraordinary

appearance ; and we are told that it was ai.other of

tliosc exhibitions which Mr Beckford was fond of

contemplating. He is represented iis surveying the

work thus expedited, the busy levy of masons, the

high and giddy dancing of the liglits. and the strange

effects produced upon the arcliilecture and woods
lx;low, from one of the eminences in the walks, and
wasting the coldest hours of iJecember darkness in

feasting his sense with this display of almost sujwr-

luiinan power.'* These details are characteristic of

the author of 'Vathek,' and form an interesting il-

lustration of his peculiar taste and genius. In 1822

—satiated with the treasures around him, and de-

siring fresh excitement—Mr Beckf<trd sold his

mansion and grounds at Fonthill, and removed to

Bath. 'To realise the dreams and fictions of his

fancy,' it has been truly said, ' seems to have been

the main purport of Sir Beckford's life ; for this he
commanded his fairy palace to glitter amid the

orange groves, and palms, and aloes of Cintra—for

this he crowned the Wiltshire hills with his rich

monastic turrets—for this, in later days, he has

placed his airy coronet on the turreted brow of the

city of ISladud—for this he collected in his romance
of Vathek every gorgeous accumulation of luxury

and pleasure ; and lived in idea among them, since

a too cruel fate h.ad forbidden him, even with the

boundless prodigality of his wealth, to equ;d the son

of Motassem.'
The outline or plot of 'Vathek' possesses all the

wildness of Arabian fiction. The hero is the grand-

son of llaroun al Kaschid (Aaron the Just'), whose
dominions stretched from Africa to India, lie is

fearless, proud, inquisitive, a gourmand, fond of theo-

logical controversy, cruel and niagnifli'ent in his

power as a caliph ; in short, an Eastern Henry VIIL
He dabbles, moreover, in the occult sciences, and
interprets the stars and planetary influences from
the top of his high tower. In these mysterious arts

the caliph is assisted by his mother, Carathis, a

Greek, a woman of superior genius. Their ambi-
tion and guilt render them a prey to a Giaour—

a

supernatural personage, who plays an inifiortant

part in the drama, and hurries the caliph to destruc-

tion. But the character of Vathek, and the splen-

dour of his palaces, is described with such picturesque

distinctness, that we shall extract some of the open-

ing sentences.

* Literary Gazette, 1822.—ITftzlitt, whn Wsited the spot mt

the same time, says, FonthiU Abliey, after l>eing enveloped

in impenetrable mystery for a lenpth of years, has been un-

expectedly thrown open to the vulgar gaze, and has lo«t none

of its reputation for magnificence—though perhaps its visionary

glory, its classic renown, have vanished from the public mind
for ever. It is, in a word, a dest'rt of magnificence, a glittering

waste of laborious idleness, a cathedral turned into a toy-shop,

an immense muj^um of all that is most curious and eoetly,

and, at the same time, most worthless, in the productitins of

art and nature. Ships of pearl and seas of amber are .*nrce a

fable here—a nautilus's shell, surmounted with a gilt triumph

of Neptune—tables of agate, cabinets of etniny, and precious

stones, painted windows shedding a gaudy crimftin light,

satin borders, marble floors, and lamps of solid gnld—ChinoM

pagrKlas and Persian tapestry-all Ihe splendour of S<ilomon'i

temple is displayed to the view in miniature—whatever is

far-fetched and dear-bought, rich in the materials, or rare and

difficult in the workmanship—but scarce one genuine work of

art, one solid proof of tjwte, one lofty relic of sentiment or

imagination-' The collection of bijout^-rie and articlo* of vfrtu

wa* allowed to be almost unprecedenteti in extent and value,

Mr Beckford disposed of FonthiU, in Kf-S, to Mr Farquhar, a

gentleman who had am.is.s»-d a fdrtime in India, for £.IH1.1>10

or £,ljO,li*»l, the late proprietor retaining only his family pic-

tures and a fow books.—CinHe?7kin/ Mat/tuiM, Oct 1821
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[^Description of the Cafiph I'u/AcX: and his Mii(piijlcent

Puhccs.^

Viitliek, ninth cali]>h of the race of the Abasslilci,

Trii> the son of Motiisseni, and the j^ramlHoii of llaroun

al Un>*i;hKl. From an early accession to the throne,

and the talents he possessfd to lulorii it, his subjects

were iiiiiuceil to expect that his reii;n wouKl be Inn^

and hapliy. His ti^'urc was pleasing and majestic;

b\it when he was ungrv, one of his eyes became so

terrible that no person could bear to behold it ; and
the wretch Ujion whom it wa.s fixed instantly fell back-

ward, and sometimes expired. For fear, however, of

depopulating; his dominions, and making his palace

desolate, he but rarely gave way to his anger.

Being much addicted to women, and the pleasures

of the lable, he sought by his affability to procure

agreeable companions ; and he succeeded the better

a.H his generosity wius unbounded and his indulgences

unrestrained ; for he did not think, with the caliph

Omar Ben Abdalaziz, that it wjw necessary to make
a hell of this world to enjoy paradise in the next.

He surpassed in nuignificence all his predecessors.

The palace of Alkoreiui, which his father, Motassem,
hud erected on the hill of Pied Horses, and which
commanded the whole city of Samarah, was in his

idea far too scanty ; he added, therefore, five wings,

or rather other palaces, which he destined fur the jiar-

ticular gratiticalion of each of the senses. In the

first of these were tables continually covered with

the most exquisite dainties, which were supplied both

by night and by day, according to their constant

consumption ; wliilst the most delicious wines, and
the choicest cordials, flowed forth from a hundred
fountains tliat were never exhausted. This palace

was called The Eternal, or Unsatiating Banquet.

The second wao* styled The Temple of Melody, or

The Xectarof the Soul. It was inhabited by the most
skilful musicians and admired poets of the time, who
not only displayed their talents within, but, dispers-

ing in bands without, caused every surrounding scene

to reverberate their songs, which were continually

varied in the most delightful succession.

The pal.ice named The IK-light of the Eyes, or The
Support of Menmry, was one entire enchantment.
Karitles, collected from every corner of the earth,

were there found in such profusion as to dazzle and
confound, but for the order in which they were ar-

ranged. One gallery exhibited the pictures of the

celebrated Mani, and statues that seemed to be alive.

Here a well managed perspective attracted the sight

;

there the magic of optics agreeably deceived it ; whilst

the naturalist, on his part, exhibited in their several

classc'* the various gifts that Heaven had bestowed on

our globe. In a word, Vathek omitted nothing in this

palace that might gratify the curiosity of those who
resorted to it, although he was not able to satisfy his

own, for of all men he was the most curious.

Tlie Palace of Perfumes, which was termed likewise

The Incentive to Plea-sure, consisted of various halls,

where the ditferent perfumes which the earth produces
were kept perpetually burning in censers of gold.

Flambeaux and aromatic lamps were here lighted in

open day. Cut the too powerful effects of this agree-

able delirium might be alleviated by descending into

an immense garden, where an assemblage of every

fragrant flower diffused through the air the purest

odours.

The fifth palace, denominated The Retreat of Mirth,

or The Dangerous, was frequented by troops of young
females, beautiful as the Houris, and not less seduc-

ing, who never failed to receive with caresses all whom
the caliph allowed to approach them, and enjoy a few
hours of their company.

Notwithstanding the sensuality in which Vathek
indulged, he experienced no abatement in the love of

his people, who tliouglit tluit a sovereign giving him-
srli up to ple:i.sure was as able to govern as one who
declared himself an enemy to it. But the unquiet
anil impetuous di-Ji)Osition of the caliph would not
allow him to rest there. He had studied so much for
his amusement in the lifi-time of his father as to ac-
quire a great deal of knowledge, though not a suffi-

ciency to satisfy himself; for he wished to know every-
thing, even sciences that did not exist. He was fond
of engaging in disjiutes with the learned, but did not
allow them to push their opi)osition with warmth. He
stojiped with presents the mouths of those whose
mouths could be stopped; whilst others, whom his
libtrality was unable to subdue, he sent to prison to
cool their blood—a remedy tliat often succeeded.

Vathek discovered also a predilection for theologi-
cal controversy

; but it was not with the orthodox that
he usually held. By this means he induced the zea-
lots to oppose him, and then persecuted them in re-
turn

; for he resolved, at any rate, to have reason on
his side.

The great prophet, Mahomet, whose vicars the
caliphs are, beheld with indignation from his abode in
the seventh heaven the irreligious conduct of such a
vicegerent. ' Let us leave hira to himself,' said he to
the genii, who are always ready to receive his com-
mands ;

* let us see to what lengths his folly and im-
piety will carry him ; if he run into excess, we shall
know how to chastise him. Assist him, therefore, to
comj)lete the tower, which, in imitation of Nimrod,
he hath begun ; not, like that great warrior, to escape
being drowned, but from the insolent curiosity of
penetrating the secrets of Heaven : he will not divine
the fate that awaits him.*
The genii obeyed ; and, when the workmen had

raised their structure a cubit in the day time, two
cubits more were added in the night. The expedition
with which the fabric arose was not a little flattering

to the vanity of Vathek : he fancied that even insen-
sible matter showed a forwardness to subserve his de-
signs, not considering that the successes of the foolish

and wicked form the first rod of their chastisement.
His pride arrived at its height when, having aa-

oended for the first time the fifteen hundred stairs of
his tower, he cast his eyes below, and belield men not
larger than pismires, mountains than shells, and cities ,

than bee-hives. The idea which such an elevation
inspired of his own grandeur completely bewildered
him ; he was almost ready to adore himself, till, lift-

ing his eyes upward, he saw the stars as high above hira

as they appeared when he stood on the surface of the
earth. He consoled himself, however, for this intrud-
ing and unwelcome perception of his littleness, with
the thought of being great in the eyes of others ; and
flattered himself that the light of his mind would ex-

tend beyond the reach of his sight, and extort from
the stars the decrees of his destiny.

After some horrible sacrifices, related with great
power, Carathis reads from a roll of parchment an
injunction that Vathek should depart from his

palace surrounded by all the pageants of majesty,
and set forward on his way to Istakar. * There,'
added the writing of the mysterious Giaour, 'I
await thy coming: that is the region of wonders:
there shalt thou receive the diadem of Gian Ben
Gian, the talismans of Solinian, and the treasures
of the pre-adamite sultans : there shalt thou be
solaced with all kinds of delight. But beware how
thou enterest any dwelling on thy route, or thou
shalt feel the effects of my anger.' The degenerate
commander of the true believers sets off" on his

journey with much pomp. Carathis remains, but
gives the caliph a series of tablets, fraught with
supernatural qualities, which he is to consult on all

emergencies, Vathek, to conciliate the spirits of the
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subterraiK'fin pjilace. resolved tliat his expedition

should be uiK'itmnioidy sjilendid. 'The j^reat stan-

dard of tlu' <-aIii)h}it was displayed ; twenty thousand

lanivs shnnt' rcnnd it: and the caliph, trendinjr on

the cloth of pold whidi had l>een spread for his feet,

ascended iiis litter amidst the general acclamations

of liis suhjccTs.* The impious enterprise is inter-

rupt<id by various pitrtentous omens—by, darkness,

fire, and tempest—and at length the party yet be-

wililered aninofj the mountains. Tiie good Kniir

Fakreddin, hearirif; of their perplexity, sends two

iwarfs laden with fruit to regale the eonnnander of

the faithful, and invites the expedition to repose in

his 'happy valley.' Vathek consults his tablets,

which forbid sncli a visit; but ratlier than perish in

the deserts with thirst, be restiives to go and refresli

himself in the delicious valley of melons and cucum-
bers. Here the ealipli becomes enamoured of the

emir's daughter, the lovely Nouronibar, who is be-

trothed to her young cousin. Gulchenrouz. His pas-

sion is returned, and. while luxuriating in the valley,

screened from the eyes of intruders, listening to the

voice and lute of Nouronibar. drinking the fragrant

and delicious wine of Sebiraz, 'which had been

hoarded up in bottles prior to the birth of Mahomet,'

or eating manchets prepareti by the liands of Nou-

ronibar, Vathek entirely forgot the object of bis

expedition, and his desire to visit the palace of fire.

Carathis being informed of the fascination wliich

detained him. ordered her camel and attendants,

and set off for Fakreddin. There she encountered

her sensual son, and prevailed upon him to continue

his journey, and complete his adventure. Nouroni-

bar accompanies the caliph in his litter. In four

days they reached the spacious valley <if Uocknabad,

and, having devoted two days to its pleasures, pro-

ceeded towards a large plain, from whence were

discernible, on the edge of the horizon, the dark

summits of the mountains of Istakar. One of the

beneficent genii, in the guise of a shepherd, endea-

vours to arrest Vathek in his mad career, and warns

him, that beyond the mountains Eblis and his ac-

cursed dives hold their infernal empire. That
moment, he said, was the last of grace allowed him,

and as soon as the sun, then obscured by clouds,

recovered his splendour, if his heart was not changed

the time of mercy assigned to him would be past

for ever. Vathek audaciously spurned from him
the warning and the counsel. ' Let the sun appear,'

he s.iid ; *let him illume my career ! it matters not

where it may end.' At the approach of night most

of his attendants escaped; but Nouronibar, whose

impatience, if possible, exceeded his own, importuned

him to hasten his march, and lavished on him a

thousand caresses to beguile all reflection.

[The Hall of Ehlis.'\

In this manner they advanced by moonlight till

tbey came within view of the two towering rocks that

form a kind of portal to the valley, at the extremity

of which rose the vast ruins of Istakar. Aloft, on the

nountain, glimmered the fronts of various royal mau-
soleums, the horror of which was deepened by the

shadows of night. They passed through two villages,

almost deserted ; the only inhabitants remaining
being a few feeble old men, who, at the sight of

horses and litters, fell upon their knees and cried out,
* heaven ! is it then by these phantoms that we have
been for six montlis tormented ! Alas ! it was from

the terror of these spectres, and the noise beneath the

mountains, that our people have fled and left us at

the mercy of the maleficent spirits!' The caliph, to

whom these complaints were but unpromising au-
guries, drove over the bodies of these wretched old

men, and at length arrived at the foot of the terrace

of black marble. There he descended from his litter,

handing down Nouronibar; both, with beating hearts,

stared wildly around them, and expected, with an
apprehensive shudder, the approach of the Giaour.

Hut nothing as yet announced his appearance.

A deathlike stillness reigned over the mountain
and through the air. The moon dilated on a vast

jplatform the shades of the lofty columns which
reached from the terrace almost to the clouds. The
gloomy watch-towers, whose number could not be
counted, were covered by no roof ; and their capitals,

of an architecture unknown in the records of the

earth, served as an asylum for the birds of night,

which, alarmed at the approach of such visitants, fled

awiiv croaking.

The chief of the eunuchs, trembling with fear,

besought Vathek that a tire might be kindled. * No,*

reydied he, * there is no time left to think of such

trifles; abide where thou art, and expect my com-
mands.' Having thus spoken, he presented his hand
to Nouronibar, and, ascending the steps of a vast

staircase, reached the terrace, which was flagged with

squares of marble, and resembled a smooth expanse of

water, upon wliose surface not a blade of grass ever

dared to vegetate. On the right rose the watch-
towers, ranged before the ruins of an immense palace,

whose walls were embossed with various figures. In

front stood forth the colossal forms of four creatures,

composed of the leopard and the griffin, and though
but of stone, inspired emotions of terror. Near these

were distinguished, by the splendour of the moon,
which streamed full on the place, characters like those

on the sabres of the Giaour, and which posijessed the

same virtue of changing every moment. These, after

vacillating for some time, fixed at last in Arabic

letters, and prescribed to the caliph the follo\ving

words :
—

' Vathek ! thou hast violated the conditions

of my parchment, and deserveth to be sent back ; but

in favour to thy companion, and, as the meed for

what thou hast done to obtain it, Eblis permitteth

that the portal of his palace shall be opened, and the

subterranean fire will receive thee into the number of

its adorers.'

He scarcely had read these words before the moun-
tain against which the terrace was reared trembled,

and the watch-towers were ready to topple lieadlong

upon them. The rock yawned, and disclosed within it a
staircase of polished marble that seemed to approach

the abyss. Upon each stair were planted two large

torches, like those Nouronibar had seen in her vision
;

the camphorated vapour of which a-scended and
gathered itself into a cloud under the hollow of the

vault.

This appearance, instead of terrifying, gave new
courage to the daughter of Fakreddin. Scarcely

deigning to bid adieu to the moon and the firmament,

she abandoned, without hesitation, the pure atmo-

sphere, to plunge into these infernal exhalations.

The gait of those impious personages was haughty jind

determined. As they descended by the effulgence of

the torches, they gazed on each other with mutual
admiration ; and both appeared so resplendent, that

they already esteemed themselves spiritual intelli-

gences. The only circumstance that perplexed them
was their not arriving at the bottom of the stairs. On
hastening their descent with an ardent impetuosity,

they felt their steps accelerated to such a degree that

they seemed not walking but falling from a precipice.

Their progress, howe\er, was at length impeded by a

vast portal of ebony, which the caliph without diffi-

culty recognised. Here the (iiaour awaited them

with the key in his hand. * Ye are welcome !' said

he to them with a ghastly smile, * in spite of Maho-

met and all his dependents. 1 will now uslier you

into that palace where you have so highly merited a
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plBcc' Whilst he was uttering these words, he
touched the eimniellej loek with his key, and the
doors at oni-e ticw open with a noise still hinder than
the thunder of the d,.^- days, and as suddenly rccuiled
the moment they had entered.

The caliph and Nouronihar beheld each other with
aniftzcinent at finding themselves in a place which,
thoui;h roofed with a vaulted ceiling, was so spacious
and lofty that at first they took it for an immeasur-
able plain. But their eyes at length growing familiar
to the grandeur of the surrounding objects, they ex-
tended their view to those at a distance, and disco-
vered rows of columns and arcades which gradually
diminished till they terminated in a point radiant as
the suu when he darts his last beams athwart the
ocean. The pavement, strewed over with gold dust
and saffron, exhaled so subtle an odour as almost
overpowered thera. They, however, went on, and
observed an infinity of censers, in which ambergris
and the wood of aloes were continually burninf. Be-
tween the several colunms were placed tables, each
spread with a profusion of viands, and wines of every
species sparkling in vases of crystal. A thron» of
genii and other fantastic spirits of either se.x daiiced
lasciviously at the sound of music which issued from
beneath.

In the midst of this immense hall a vast multitude
was incessantly parsing, who severally kept their right
hands on their hearts, without once regardiii" any-
thing around them. They had all the livid paleness
of death. Their eyes, deep sunk in their sockets, re-
sembled those phosphoric meteors that glimmer by
night in places of interment. Some stalked slowly
on, absorbed in profound reverie ; some, shrieking with
agony, ran furiously about like tigers wounded" with
poisoned arrows

; whilst others, grinding their teethm rage, foamed along more frantic than the wildest
maniac. They all avoided each other; and though
surrounded by a multitude that no one could number
each wandered at random, unheedful of the rest, as if
alone on a desert where no foot had trodden.

_
Vathek and Nouronihar, frozen with terror at a

sight so baleful, demanded of the Giaour what these
appearances might mean, and whv these ambulatin<'
spectres never withdrew their hands from their hearts"
Perplex not yourselves with so much at once,' replied

he bluntly, 'you will soon be acquainted with all
let us haste and present vou to Eblis.' They con-
tinued their way through the multitude, but not-
withstanding their confidence at first, they were not
sufficiently composed to e.xauiine with attention the
Tanous perspective of halls and of galleries that opened
on the right hand and left, which were all illuminated
by torches and braziers, whose flames rose in pyra-
mids to the centre of the vault. At length they
came to a place where U,ng curtains, brocaded with
crimson and gold, fell from all parts in solemn confu-
sion. Here the choirs and dances were beard no
longer. The li,:;ht which glimmered came from afar.

After some time Vathek and Nouronihar perceived
B gleam brightening through the drapery, and entered
a vast tabernacle hung round with the skins of leo-
pards An infinity of elders, with streaming beards
and afrits in complete armour, h,id prostrated them-
•elves before the ascent of a loftv eminence, on the top
of which, upon a globe of fire, sat the formidable Eblis
His person was that of a young man, whose noble and
regular features seemed to have been tarnished by
malignant vapours. In his large eyes appeared both
pride and despair; his flowing hair retained some re-
semblance to that of an angel of light. In his hand
Which thunder had blasted, he swayed the iron sceptre
that causes the monster Ouranbad, the afrits, and all
the powers of the abyss, to tremble. At his presence
the heart of the caliph sunk within him, and he fell
prostrate on his face. Nouronihar, however, though

WILLIAM BECKPORD.

greally disinayed, could not help admiring the person
ot hbiis, for she expected to have seen some stu-
pendous giant. Eblis, with a voice more mild than

""rC, ,'"•"'*''"""'• ''"' ™'''> 1" penetrated the souland filled it with the deepest melancholy, said-
Creatures of clay, I receive you into mine einpire

; ye
are numbered amongst my adorers ; enjoy whate/er
this palace affords; the treasures of the pre-adamite
sultans

;
their fulminating sabres ; and those talis-mans that compel the dives to open the subterranean

expanses of the mountain of Kaf, which communicate
with these. There, m.s.atiable as your curiosity may
be, shall you find sutEcient objects to gratify it. You
shall [.ossess the exclusive privilege of entering the
fortresses of Aherman, and the halls of Ar-^enk Shere
are portrayed all creatures endowed with intell'i<^ence
and the various animals that inhabited the earth prio^
to the creation of that contemptible being whom ye
denominate the father of mankind.'

Vathek and Nouronihar, feeling themselves revived
and encouraged by this harangue, eagerly said to the
(...aour Bring us instantly to the place which con-
tains these precious talismans.' ' Come,' answered this
wicked dive, with his malignant grin, 'come and pos-
sess all that my sovereign hath promised, and more.'He then conducted them into a long aisle adjoining the
tabernacle, preceding them with hasty steps, and fol-
lowed by his disciples with the utmost alacrity. They
reached at length a hall of great extent, and covered
with a lofty dome, around which appeared fifty por-
tals of bronze, secured with as many fastenings of iron.A funereal gloom prevailed over the whole scene. Here
upon two beds of incorruptible cedar, lay recumbent
the fleshless forms of the pre-adamite kings, who had
been monarchs of the whole earth. They stUl possessed
enough of life to be conscious of their deplorable con-
dition. Their eyes retained a melancholy motion •

t-hey regarded one another with looks of the deepest
dejc-ction, each holding his right hand motionless on
his heart. At their feet were inscribed the events of
their several reigns, their power, their pride, and their
crimes; Soliman Daki, and Soliman, called Gian Ben
Oian, who, after having chained up the dives in the
dark caverns of Kaf, became so presumptuous as to
doubt of the Supreme Power. All these maintained
gieat state, though not to be compared with the emi-
nence of Soliman Ben Daoud.

This king, so renowned for his wisdom, was on the
loftiest elevation, and placed immediately under the
dome. He appeared to possess more animation than
the rest. Though, from time to time, he laboured
with profound sighs, and, like his companions, kept
his right hand on his heart, yet his countenance was
more composed, and he seemed to be listening to the
sullen roar of a cataract, visible in part through one
of the grated portals. This was the only sound that
intruded on the silence of these doleful mansions. A
range of brazen vases surrounded the elevation. ' Re-
move the covers from these cabalistic depositories,'
said the Giaour to Vathek, ' and avail thyself of the
talismans which will break asunder all the.se gates of
bronze, and not only render thee master of the trea-
sures contained within them, but also of the spirits by
which they are guarded.'
The caliph, whom this ominous preliminary had

entirely disconcerted, approached the vases with fal-
tering footsteps, and was ready to sink with terror
when he heard the groans of Soliman. As he pro-
ceeded, a voice from the livid lips of the prophet arti-
culated these words:— 'In my lifetime I filled a
magnificent throne, haying, on my right hand, twelve
thousand seats of gold, where the patriarchs and the
prophets heard my doctrines

; on my left, the sages
and doctors, upon as many thrones of silver, were pre-
sent at all my decisions. Whilst I thus administered
justice to innumerable multitudes, the birds of the
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air, hoveriiifT over me, served as a canopy against the

rays of the sun. My people flouri(*hed^ and my piilace

roi*e to the clouds. I erected a temple to the Muwt
ni;rh, which was the wonder of the universe ; but I

biusfly suffered myself to be seduced by the love of

women, and a curiosity that could not be restniined

by sublunary thin^js. I listened to the counsels of

Aberman, and the dauj^hter of Pharaoh ; and adored

fire, anil tlie liosts of heaven. 1 forsook the holy city,

and commanded the genii to rear the stupendous
palace of l^^takar, and the terrace of the watch-towers,

each of which was consecrated to a star. There for a

while I enjoyed myself in the zenith of glory and plea-

sure. Not only men, but supernatural beings, were

subject also to my will. 1 he;:}in to think, :ih these

unhappy monarchs around had already thought, that

the vengeance of Heaven was asleep, when at once

the thunder burst rny structures asunder, and preci-

pitated me hither, where, however, I do not remain,

like the other inhabitants, totally destitute of hope ;

for an angel of light hath revealed that, in considera-

iion of the piety of my early youth, my woes shall

come to an end when this cataract shall for ever cease

to flow. Till then, I am in torments—ineffable tor-

ments ! an unrelenting fire preys on my heart.'

Having uttered this exclamation, Snliman raised

his hands towards Heaven in token of supplication;

and the caliph discerned through his bosom, which was

transparent as crystal, his heart enveloped in tlames.

At a sight so full of horror, Nouronihar fell back, like

one petrified, into the arms of Vathek, who cried out

with a convulsive sob—'0 Giaourl whitlier hast thou

brought us! Allow us to depart, and I will relin<{uish

all thou hast promised. Mahomet! remains there

no more mercy!' ' None, none!' replied the malicious

dive. * Know, miserable prince ! tlnni art now in the

abode of vengeance and despair. Thy heart, also, will

be kindled like those of the other votaries of Kblis.

A few days are allotted thee previous to this fatal

period; employ them as thou wilt; recline on these

heaps of gold ; command the infLTiial potentates

;

range at thy pleasure through these immense subter-

ranean domains, no barrier shall be shut against thee.

As for me, I have fulfilled my mission ; 1 now leave

thee to thyself.' At these words he vanished.

The calij>h and Nouronihar remained in the most
abject afiliction. Their tears were unable to flow, and
scarcely could they support themselves. At length,

taking each other despondingly by the hand, they

went falteringly from this fatal hall, indifferent which
way they turned their steps. Every portal opened at

their approach. The dives fell prostrate before them.
Every reservoir of riches was disclosed to their view,

but they no longer felt the incentives of curiosity, of

pride, or avarice. With like apathy they heard the

chorus of genii, and saw the stately banquets pre-

pared to regale them. They went wandering on, from
chamber to chamber, hall to hall, and gallery to

gallery, all without bounds or limit; all distinguish-

able by the same lowering gloom, all adorned with
the same awful grandeur, all traversed by persons

in search of repose and consolation, but who sought
them in vain ; for every one carried within him a
heart tormented in flames. Shunned by these various
suflTerers, who seeTiied by their looks to be upbraiding
the partners of their guilt, they withdrew from tliem

to wait, in direful suspense, the moment which should
render them to each other the like objects of terror.

'What!' exclaimed Nouronihar, 'will the time
come when I shall snatch my hand from thine!'

'Ah !' said Vathek, 'and shall my eves ever cease to

drink from thine long draughts of enjoyment! Shall
the moments of our reciprocal ecstacies be reflected on
with horror! It was not thou that broughtst me
hither; tlie principles by which Carathis perverted
my ycAith have been the sole cause of my perdition!

It is but right she should have her share of it.* Hav-
ing given vent to these painful exjiressiuns, he called

to an afrit, who was stirring up one of the brazierSi

and bade bim fetch the Princess Carathis from the

palace of Samarah.
After issuing these orders, the caliph and Nouroni-

har continued walking amidst tlie silent cn>Hd, till

they heard voices at the end of the gallery. Presum-
ing them to proceed from s<>me unhappy beings who,

like themselves, were awaiting their fiijiil dnoni, they

followed the sound, and found it to come from a small

Hfjuare chamber, where they discovered, sitting on

sofas, four young men of goodly figure, and a lovely

female, who were holding a melancholy conversation

by the glimniering of a lonely lamp. Each had a
gloomy and forlorn air, and two of them were em-
bracing each other with great tenderness. On Bcelng

the caliph and the daughter of Fakreddin enter, they

arose, saluted, and made room for them. Then he

who appeared the most considerable of the group*
addressed himself thus to Vathek :

—
' Strangers, who

doubtless are in the same state of suspense with our-

selves, as you do not yet bear your hand'on your heart,

if you are come hither to pass the interval allotted,

previous to the infliction of our common punishment,

condescend to relate the adventures that have brought

you to this fatal place ; and we, in return, will ac-

quaint you with ours, which deserve but too well to

be heard. To trace back our crimes to their source,

though we are not permitted to repent, is the only

employment suited to wretches like us.'

The caliph and Nouronihar assented to the proposal,

and Vathek began, not without tears and lamenta-
tions, a sincere recital of every circumstance that had
passed. When the afflicting narrative was closed, the

young man entered on his o^vn. Each person pro-

ceeded in order, and when tlie third prince had
reached the niidst of his adventures, a sudden noise

interrupted him, whieli caused the vault to tremble

and to open.

Immediately a cloud descended, which, gradually

dissipating, discovered Carathis on the back of an
afrit, who grievously complained of his burden. She,

instantly springing to the ground, advanced toward*

her son, and said, * What dost thou here in this little

square chamber? As the dives are become subject to

thy beck, I expected to have found thee on the throne

of the pre-adamlte kings.'
* Execrable woman !' answered the caliph, * cursed

be the day thou gavest me birth ! Ho, follow tills afrit

;

let him conduct thee to the hall of the Prophet Soli-

man : there thou wilt learn to what these palaces are

destined, and how much I ought to abhor the im-

pious knowledge thou hast taught me.'
* Has the height of power to which thou art arrived

turned thy brain V answered Carathis :
' but I ask no

more than permission to show my respect for Soliman

the prophet. It is, however, proper thou shouldst

know that (as the afrit hiis informed me neither of ua

shall return to Samarah) I requested his permission

to arrange my alfairs, and he politely consented.

Availing myself, therefore, of the few moments allowed

me, I set fire to the tower, and consumed in it the

mutes, negresses, and serpents, which have rendered

me so much good service : nor should I have been

less kind to Morakanabad, had he not prevented me
by deserting at last to thy brother. As for Bubaba-

louk, who had the folly to return to Samarah to pro-

vide husbands fur thy wives, I undoubtedly would

have put him to the torture, but, being In a hurry, I

only hung him, after having decoyed him in a snare

with thy wives, whom I buried alive by the help of

my negresses, who thus spent their last moments

greatly to their satisfaction. With respect to Dilara,

who ever stood high in my favour, she hath evinced

the greatness of her mind' by fixing herself near in
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the service uf one of the magi, and, I thiuk, will soon

lie one of our s^Kiety.*

Vnlbt'k, too much cast down to express the indij;-

nation excitet! bv such a discoursi', ordered the afrit

to remove I'uralhi.s from his presence, and Ciintinwcd

immersed in thuught:^ which his companions durst

tiot disturb.

Caruchts, however, eaj^erly entered the dome of

Soliman, and without regarding in the least the
groans of the prophet, undauntedly removed the
covers of the vases, and violently seized on the talis-

mans. Then, with a voice more loud tlian had
hitherto been heard within these mansions, she com-
pelled the dives to disclose to her the most secret

treasures, the most profnund stores, which tlie afiit

himself had not seen. She passed, by rapid descents,

known only to Eblis and his most favoured poten-

tates; and thus penetrated the very entrails of the

earth, where breathes t)ie sansar, or tlie icy wind of

death. Nothing appalled her dauntless soul. Slie

perceived, however, in all the inmates who bore their

hands on their heart, a little singularity, not much
to her taste.

As slie was emerging from one of the abysses, Eblls

stood forth to her view; but notwithstanding he dis-

played the full effulgence of his infernal majesty, she

preserved her countenance unaltered, and even paid

her compliments with considerable firmness.

This superb monarch thus answered :
' Princess,

whose knowledge and whose crimes have merited a
conspicuous rank in my empire, thou dost well to

avail thyself of the leisure that remains ; for the

flames and torments which are ready to seize on thy

heart will not fail to provide thee soon with full em-
ployment.* He said, and was lost in the curtains of

his tabernacle.

Carathis paused for a moment with surprise ; but
resolved to follow the advice uf ICblis, she assembled

all the choirs of genii, and all the dives to pay her

homage. Thus marched she in triumph, through a

vapour of perfumes, amidst the acclamations of all

the malignant spirits, with most of whom she bad
formed a previous acquaintance. She even uttetiipted

to dethrone one of the SoUmans, for the purpose of

usurping his place ; when a voice, proceeding fmin the

a^yss of death, proclaimed :
' All is acconipli>hed !'

Instantaneously the haughty forehead of the intrepid

princess became corrugated with agony : she uttered

a tremendous yell ; and fixed, no more to be with-

drawn, her right hand upon her heart, which was be-

come a receptacle of eternal fire.

In this delirium, forgetting all ambitious projects,

and her thirst for that knowledge which should ever
be hidden from mortals, she overturned the offerings

of tlie genii ; and having execrated the hour she was
begotten, and the womb that hud borne her, glanced
off in a rapid whirl that rendered her invisible, and
continued to revolve without intermission.

Almost at the same instant the same voice an-
nounced to the caliph, Nouronihar, the four princes,

and the princess, the awful and irrevocable decree.

Their hearts immediately took fire, and they at once
lost the most precious gift of Heaven— Hope. These
unhappy beings recoiled with looks of the most furi-

ous distr.iction. Vathek beheld in the eyes of Nouro-
nihar notliing but rage an<l vengeance ; nor could she

discern aught in his but aversion and despair. The
two princes, who were friends, and, till that moment,
bad preserved their attachment, shrunk back, gnash-

ing their teeth with mutual and unchangeable hatred.

Kalilah and his sister made reciprocal gestures of im-

precation : all testified their horror for each other by
the most gliastly convulsions and screams that could

not be smotliered. All severally plunged themselves

into the accursed multitude, there to wander in an

eternity of unabating anguish.

Such was, and such should be, the punishment of
unrestrained passions and atrocious deeds ! Such shall
bo the chastisement of that blind curiosity which
would transgress those bounds the wisdom of the
Creator has prescribed to human knowled;:e ; and such
the dreadful disappointment of that restless ambition
which, aiming at discoveries reserved for beings of a
supernatural order, perceives not, through its infa-
tuated pride, that the condition of man upon earth ia

to be—liumble and ignorant.

Thus the Caliph Vathek, who, for the sake of empty
pomp and forbidden power, had sullied himself with
a thousand crimes, became a prey to grief without
end, and remorse without mitigation ; whilst the
humble, the despised Gnlchenrouz, passed whole agea
in undisturbed tranquillity, and in the pure happiness
of childhood.

There is astonishing force and grandeur in some
of these conceptions. The catastrophe possesses a
sort of epic sublimity, and the spectacle of the vast
multitude incessantly pacing those halls, from which
ail hope has fled, is worthy the genius (jf Milton.
The numberless graces of description, the i)iquant
allusions, the humour and satire, and the wild yet
wirty spirit of niockery and derision (like the genius
of Voltaire) which is spread over the work, we must
leave to the reader. The romance altogether places
Mr Reckford among the first of our imaginative
writers, independently of the surprise which it is

cnlculated to excite as the work of a youth of nine-
teen or twenty, who had never been in the countries
he describes with so much animation and accuracy.

RICHARD CUMBERLAND.

RicFTARTt Cumberland, tlie dramatist, was author
of three mivels. Anntdei, Henry, ami Juhu de Lan-
cttsttr. 'J'he learning, kmtwledge of society (in-
cluding ftireitrn manners), and the dramatic talents
of this author, would seem to have qufilified him in
an eminent degree for novel writing; hut this is by
no means the case. His fame must rest on his
comedies of 7'Ae West Indian, The Wheel of Fortune,
and I'he Jeu\ Mr Cumberland was son of Mr
Denison Cnmheriand, bishop of Clonfort, and after-
wards of Kilmore. He was born in i7."J2, in the
^Master's Lodge of Trinity college, Cambridge, then
occupied by his celebrated maternal grandfather,
l)r Bentley. He was designed for the church; but
in return for st)me services rendered by his fiUber,

the young student was appointed private secretary
to the Marquis of Halifax, whom he accompanied
to Ireland. Through the influence of his i)atron, lie

was made crown agent for the province of Nova
S<'otia; and he was afterwards appointed, bv Lord
George Germain, secretary to the Board of Trade.
The dramatic performances of Cumberland written
about this time were highly successful, and intro-

duced him to all the literary and distinguished
society of his day. The character of him by Gold-
smith in his Uetaliation. where he is praised us

The Terence of England, the mender of hearts,

is one of the finest compliments ever paid bv one
author to another. In the year 1780 Cumberland was
employed on a secret mission to Spain, in order to
endeavour to detach that country from the hostile

confederacy against Kngland. He seems to have been
misled by the Abbe Hussey, chaplain to the king of
Spain ; and after residing a twelvemonth at Madrid,
he was recalled and payment of his drafts refused. A
sum of X5aOO was due him ; but as Cumberland had
failed in the ne.irotiation. and bud exceeded his com-
mission through excess of zeal, the minister harshl/
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refused to reniunenitf liim. Thus situated, the un-

fortunate drmnatist was compelled to sell his pater-

nal estate and retire into private life. He took up
his abnde at Tunliri(l|,'e, and there poured forth a

variety of dramas, essays, and other works, among
whieii were two epie poems. Calvary and The Exa-
</((((/, tlie latter written in conjunction with Sir

James liland liurj,'ess. None of tliese eff'irts can

be said to have overstepped the line of mediocrity ;

for tiu>Ui,'h Cimiberland had enulition, taste, and
accomplishments, he wanted, in all hut two or three

of his plays, the vivifying power of genius. His

Memoirs (if his Own Life (for whii'h he obtained

£M0) are graphic and entertaining, but too many of

his anecdotes of his conteiniwiraries will not bear a

rigid scrutiny. Mr Cumberland died on the 7th of

May 1811. His first novel, ' Arundel' (1789), was

hurriedly composed; but the scene being partly in

college and at court, and treating of scenes and

characters in high-life, the author drew upon his

recollections, and painted vigorously what he hud

felt and witnessed. His second work, ' Henry'

(1795), which he jiolished witli great care, to inii-

bite the elaborate style of I'ielding, was less happy ;

for in low -life Cumberland was not so much at

home, and his portraits are grossly overcharged.

The character of Kzekiel Dow, a Methodist preacher,

is praised by Sir Walter Scott as not only an ex-

quisite hut a just portrait. The resemblance to

p'ielding's Parson Adams is, however, too marked,

while the Methodistic traits introduced are, how-
ever faithful, less jileasing than the learned sim-

plicity and hwiliwnie of the worthy parson. An-
other peculiarity of the author is thus touched upon

by Scott :
' He had a peculiar taste in love affairs,

which induced him to reverse the natur.il and usual

practice of conrtsliip, and to throw upon the softer

sex the ta.«k of wooing, which is more gracefully, as

well as naturally, tlie province of the man.' In

these wooing scenes, too, there is a great want of

delicacy and jiropriety : Cumberland was not here

a ' mender of hearts.' The third novel of our author

was the work of his advanced years, and is of a very

inferior description. It would be unjust not to add,

that tlie prose style of Cumberland in his memoirs

and ordinary narratives, where humour is not at-

tempted, is easy and Howing—the style of a scholar

and gentleman.

THOMAS HOLCnOFT.

Thomas Holcroft, whose singular history and

dramatic perlorniances we have already noticed, was

author of several once iio]nilar novels. The first

was pnlilished in 1780, under the title of .-l/uyH, or

the Gciilkman Comedian. Tliis had, and deserved to

have, but little success. His second, Anna St lees,

in seven volumes (1792), was well received, and
attrai'ted attention from its political bearings no

less than the force of its style and characters. The
principal characters are, as Hazlitt remarks, merely

the vehicles of certain general sentiments, or nia-

clunes, put into action, as an experiment to show how
these general principles would operate in particular

situ.ations. Tlie same intention is nianil'ested in his

third novel, //wc/A Trevor, the first part of which
appeared in 1794, and the remainiler in 1797. In
* ilugh Trevor.' lhtkTi.ift. like Godwin, depicted the

vices and distri-sses wliir-h he conceived to be

generated by the existing institutions of society.

There are some good sketches, ami many eloquent

and just observations in the work, and those who
have read it in youth will remember the vivid im-

pression that some parts are calculated to convey.

The political doctrines inculcated by the author are

captivating to young minds, and were enforced ojr

Holcroft in the form of well-contrasted characters,

lively dialogue, and pointed satire. He was liinisclf

a true believer in the practicability of such a
Utopian or ideal state of society. Tlic song of
Gaffer Gray in ' Hugh Trevor,' which glanies ironi-

cally at the inhumanity of the rich, has a forcible

simplicity and truth in particular cases, which made
it a favourite with the public

Gaffer Gray,

Ho ! why dost thou shiver and shake,
Gaffer (Jray

;

And why does thy nose look so bluet
' 'Tis the weather that's cold,

'Tis I'm grown very old,

And my doublet is not very new,
W'ell-a-day !'

Then line thy worn doublet with ale,

Gafi'er Gray
;

And warm thy old heart with a glass.
' Nay, but credit I've none.
And my money's all gone

;

Then sav how may that come to pasat
Well-a-day !'

Hie away to the bouse on the brow,
Gafi'er Gray

;

And knock at the jolly priest's door.
' The priest often jireaches

Against worldly riches,

But ne'er gives a mite to the poor,
Well-a-day !'

The lawyer lives under the hill.

Gaffer Gray
;

Warmly fenced both in back and in front.
* He will fasten his locks,

And will threaten the stocks

Should lie ever more find me in want,
WcU-a-day !'

The squire has fat beeves and brown ale.

Gaffer Gray
;

And tlie season will welcome you there.
* His fat beeves and his beer.

And his merry new year.

Are all for the flush and the fair,

\Vell-a-day
!'

My keg is but low, I confess,

(laffer Gray

;

What then ! While it la.sts, man, we'll liye.

* The poor man alone.

When he hears the poor moan,
Of his morsel a morsel will ^ive,

Well-a-day !'

Holcroft wrote another novel, Brian Perdue, but it

is greatly inferior to his former productions. His
whole works, indeed, were eclipsed by those of

Godwin, and have now fallen out of notice.

BODERT DACE.

Another novelist of a similar stamp was Kobebt
Back, a Quaker, who, like Holcroft, imbilx'd the

principles of the French revolution, and infuseil

them into various works of fiction. Bage was born

at Darley. in Derbyshire, on the 29th of February

1728. His father was a paper-maker, and his son

continued in the same occupation through life. His

manufactory was at lilford, near Taniworth. where
he realised a decent competence. During the last

eight years of his life, Bage resided at Taniworth,

where he died on the 1st of September 1801. The
works of this author arc, Mount Kenneth, I7S1

;
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rnoH 1780 cyclopjKOia of TILL THE PRESENT TIME.

Happily, ton, we are not like i^rtuosi in general, en-

cumbered witli the treii'^ures gathered in our jieregri-

nationH. Cotnpuct in thtir niiture, they lie all in the

Bniall caTiti<*s of our brain, which are, indeed, nften so

small, at to render it dniihttul wiiether ^ve jiuve any

at all. The few discoveries I liave made in that

richest of mines, the human soul, I have not teen

churl enough to keep to niyelf; nor, to say truth,

unless 1 can find out some other means of Nnjiporting

my cor[n»real existence than animal foo<l. .In I think

1 shall ever be able to atl'ord that sullen aM'ectatiou of

superiority.

Travelling, I have already said, is my ta.»»te: and,

to make my journeys pay for themselves, my object.

Much a;:ainft my good likiiiir, some troul)lesonie fel-

lows, a few months ago, took the liberty of making a

little home of mine th«ir own ; nor, till I had coined

a small portion of my brain in the mint of my worthy

friend George Robim^on, could I induce them to de-

part. I gave a proof of my politeness, however, in

leaving niy house to them, and retired to the cojwt of

Kent, where I fell to work very Imsily. f!ay with the

hope of shutting my door on these unwelcome visi-

tants, 1 walked in a severe fro-^t from iJeal to Dover,

to secure a seat in the stnge-coach U London. One
only wa,s vacant ; and having engHged t, ' inaugre the

freezing of the bitter sky,' I wandered forth to note

the memorabilia of Dover, and was soon lost in one of

my fits of exquisite abstraction.

With reverence I looked up to the cliff" which our

immortal bnrd has, with more fancy tlum truth, de-

scribed. \\ith toil mounted, by an almost endless

staircase, to the tnp of a castle, which added nothing

to my poor st(tck of ideas but the bMigth of our virgin

queen's pocket-pistol—that truly Dutch present : cold

and weary, I was pacing towards the inn, when asharp-

Tisaged barber popped liis head over his shop-door to

reconnoitre the inquisitive stranger. A bri>k fire,

which I suddenly cast my eye on, invited my frozen

hands and feet to its precincts. A civil question to

the honest man produced on his part a civil invita-

tion; and having placed me in a snug seat, he readily

gave me the benefit of all his oral tradition.
* Sir,' he said, * it is mighty lucky you came across

lite. The vulgar people of this town have no genius,

sir—no taste ; they never show the greatest curiosity

in the place. Sir, we have here the tomb of a pout !*

* The tomb of a poet !' cried I, with a t^pring that

electrified my informant no less than myself. * \Vhat

poet lies here? and where is he buried {'

* Ay, that is the curiosity,' returned he exultingly.

1 smiled ; his distinction was so like a barber. While
he had been speaking, I recollected he must allude to

the grave <if Churchill—that vigorous genius who, well

calculated to stand forth the champion of fieedom,

has recorded himself the slave of party, and the vic-

tim of spleen I So, however, thought not the barber,

who considered him as the first of human beings.

*This great man, sir,' continued he, ' wlio lived and
died in the cause of liberty, is interred in a very re

-

niarkable spc)t, sir; if you were not so cold aioi so

tired, sir, 1 could show it you in a moment.' Curio-

sity is an excelleTit greatcoat; I forgot 1 had no
other, and strode after the barber to a sp"H surrounded
by ruined walls, in the midst of which t»toud tlie white
marble tablet, marked with Churchill's name— to ap-
pearance its only distinction.

* Cast your eyes on the walls,* said the important
barber; 'they once enclosed a church, as you may
see!'

On inspecting the crumbling ruins more narrowly,
I did, indeed, disceni the traces of Gothic architec-

ture.
* Yes, sir,' cried my friend the barber, with the con-

scious pride of an Knglishiaan, throwing nut a ;;aiii t

leg and arm, 'Churchill, the champion o[ liberty, is

interred here! Here, «ir, in the Tcry ground where
King John did Itomage for the crown hi' disgraced.*

'I'he i<Jea wa.s grai d. In the eye of fancy the slen-

der jiillars again lifted high the vaulted roof that
rang with snlmjn chantings. 1 saw the insolent
leiTiite seated in scarlet pride. I saw the sneers of
many a mitred abbot. I saw, bareheaded, the mean,
the prostrate king. I saw, in short, everything but
the barber, whom in my fiiglit and swell of soul I

iiail outwalked and lost. Some more curious traveller
may again pick him up, perhaps, and learn more mi-
nutely the fact.

Waking from my rererie, I found myself on the
pier. The pale beams of a powerless sun gilt the fluc-

tuating waves and the distant spires of Calais, which
I now clearly surveyed. What a new train of images
here sprung up in my mind, borne away by succeed-
ing impressions with no less rapidity ! Krom the monk
of Sterne I travelled up in five minutes to the inflex-

ible Kdward III. sentencing the ni)ble burghers ; and
having seen them saved by the eloquence of Philippa,
I wanted no better seasoning for my mutton-chop,
and pitied the empty-headed peer who was stumping
over my little parlour in fury at the cook for having
over-roasted his pheasant.

The coachman now showed his ruby fnre at the door,

and I jumped into the stage, where were alreaiiy seated
two passengers of my own sex, and one of would
T could say the fairer! Hut, though truth may not

be spoken at all times, even upon paper, one now and
then may do her justice. Half a glance discovered

thrtt the good lady opposite to me had never been
handsome, and now added the injuries of time to the
severity of nature. Civil but cold compliments hav-
ing passed, I closed my eyes to expand my soul; and,
while fabricating a brief poetical history of f'ngland,

to help short memories, was something a>itonished to

find myself tugged violently by the sleeve; and not
less so to see the coach empty, and bear an obstinate

waiter insist ujion it that we were at Canterbury, and
the supper renjy to be put on the table. It had
siioweil, I found, for some time ; in consideration of

which mine host had prudently suffered the fire nearly

to go out. A dim cantlle was on the table, without
snuffers, and a bell -string hanging over it, at which
we ]iuUcd, but it hail li>ng ceased to operate on that

iioisy convenience. Alas, poor Shenstonel how often,

during these excursions, do I think of thee. Cold,

indeed, must hare been thy acceptation in society, if

thou couldst .seriously say,

Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round,

Where'er his various course has been.

Must sigh to think how oft he found
Hi.s warmest welcome at an inn.

Had the gentle bard told us that, in this sad sub-

stitute for home, despite of all our impatience to be

gone, we must stay not only till wind and weather,

but landlords, postilion.s, and ostlers choose to permit,

] should have thought he knew more of travelling;

jtnd, stirring the fire, snuffing the caitdles, reconnoit-

ring the company, and modifying my own humour,
should at once have tried to make the best of my situ-

ation. After all, he is a wise man who does at first

what he must do at last ; and I was just breaking the

ice on finding that I had nursed the fire to the general

satisfaction, wlien the couch from London adiled three

to our party ; and common civility obliged those who
came first to make way for the yet more frozen tra-

vellers. We supped together ; and I was something

surprised to find our two coachmen allowed us such

ample time to enjoy our little bowl of punch ;_when

lo! with dolorous countenances they came to give us

notice that the snow was so heavy, and already so deep,

nt to make our proceeding by cither road dangeroufl,

if not utterly imniacticablc.
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ferhaps I miiht.' refort„,l k. :^

^<-^t!z.L::;f!::i:Znt \'r " p--'='"e
"'at. laughed-so d"d lit rf" '" ™- ^'"= ''^™ch-
has been^nore wit"; than i e I TJ^'

'™/ "''^" »«
however, to the attack

' '^'"""•''^ presently,

«..med"l,t,Th"i':fth""^"h',
"" "" ^ '""g --'ng.' re-

' if each'of the cimn "%
w"',","-^'

!"g™tiatingsA,i e,

n-arkable story heTr'^^^reTl '"'"'l
""^ "^"' «-'

' Truly we ".ight^mrke^a"! „::,:„ ^rfhl'" .again retorted mvtormenf ,),.. , "i l g 'hat w»y,'
if^^ou please, weCl':;''':^;''r^::"'.--,'H''wey^;,
r'w

;
and then we shall hlvo^^'^ J

',"'' '^'" 'o-ra"--

"urdreams,ifour^nt, rt a :,,''?'';;:'r'"-''n'''iiei'liiient yawn, ran., and Jt I\^ "°"'' ""ith a
The two fe,„ai;,ro^;^f

"'"'"* the chambc-maid.
an overbearing dowrcu VCtX"," /' "'%""'"'™t
and the How of soul '

I fl\ -^ ^'"""' "^ «ason
'0 bed in a fever of ra^-e a"!

""""'''''' ""'' "ent
'he press in my trivellit tesl tT'^C

^^''^ '';''''> f"'

'.ake could I prevail o %ach o7 he
''' ' "'S""

n.e another
! lleader, if y.fu e

"
h„,l

''""^ '" ""
and an unread i.erf.Anana" of J

*" "'"P'-^' ?""•»«.

.vour pocket a,,dVour hean I Led^n T'l '"'™*"g ""
me.

' ""• ^ "eed not ask you to pity

ca^t^:;;;:™,:;:?!
--^^'"i-'y

">-.--'• '-t my
a snow so deep thTharfA '"°"-""' *'"»'ed n.e
seended to attend at his 1 )"""'' " "''^'"^' ^onde-
inquired for it no, » , '"T '" g''*-*^' "">"« who
cathedral to pay their T" ""'^'^ l-ave got at the
archbishop. ^^ '"'"^ "''^™'™ '» the complaisant

ho?t"had: M^tle tsLtTf''"-''-'""-"' ' '^'^^ """«
co,npany a ready nr^ f',".*^

""" <"• ""'er of the
books, coksistlnlVhoT ^'".'"y-xo^n stock of
Fa,riJry, and a vol ,n! 7^ ^"''/^^ ""'"''« Art of
-.all suppl VnletaTf.: wC^':?"'""'' S "^

Van.ty never deserts itself- I th.m^ht T

=''^ '""P'*'-
""h ...ore than connuo,, civ lity

°
,
',,"''" Sroeted

fied my grosser appe te w.'th 1
2 ' f '"'""g satis-

the i.lea of the ni.-ht 1 ef„!^^
•'"' ""'''• "sumed

that '
1 wa cer^r, ''f

""^c-assunng the young lady
n.elt us Juh a teX sCy 'wh'^"!;^'^V''« ™"'d
could improve us by a wlU

'"' ""'"" ""'''''n
showed »i,,,ilar hopes fromThe ""',] * '"'="^" bow
»as adopted, aJihleVur^r'"'"- "^^^ P'an
riority flushed my cheek ° """*"'''"' ™P«-

DR JOHN MOORE.

wo?k\t7bo''rarstiTn;'"in''H^^''''-''- »"^ »*"-
father was one of theVlpl^

the year 1729. Hi,
died in I7.'i7 leavinl^^ '^^T'?.°f "'•'' '"«•"• but
his excellent' wdow^ MrsV

"''^''" *" '''« ™^« -^f

gow, where hep Z7\- '""''' ''fmoTed to Glas-

r periy. After the usual education at the
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university i)f Glasjjow, John was put a]>prLMitici; to

Mr Gonliin. a sursiiuLi uf txtfiisivu practice, «itli

»lioin SiiJcillett liai iH-eii ajiprenticeil a few years

before. Ill liis iiiiictei'iitji year, Moore acconipanieJ

tile l>ukc of Aru'vle's ref;i"itiit abroaci, uiiil at-

tenJeii the military hospitals at Maestriclit in tlie

capacity of smxcnn's mate. From thence he went

to Flushing and Breda; and on the termination of

hostilities, he accompanied General liraddock to

Kngland. iSoon afterwards he l)ecanie huuscholii

Burgeon to the Karl of AllK'marle, the British ani-

bissador at the court of Versailles. His old master,

Mr liordon, now invited him to Income a partner in

his business in Glasirnw, ami, after two years' resi-

dence in Paris, Moore accepted the invitation. He
practised for many years in Glasgow with great

success. In 1772 he was induccil to accompany the

young Duke of H.miilton to the continent, where

they resided five years, in France, Swiuerland, Ger-

many, and Italy. Keturning in 1778, Moore re-

moved his family to London, and commenced phy-

sician in the mctropi>lis. In 1779 he puhlished A
View o/' SiH^ii/i/ aiitl Manners in Fra/u-e, Switzerland,

atid Geriiunii/, in two volumes, which was received

with general a]ipnihation. In 17»1 appeared his

View vf Sttcietti and Manners in Italji; in 17S5

Medinil Shelrhes ; and in 1786 his Zeliiru : Various

Views iif IIiimtin Nature, t.hin frmn Life and Man-
ners, Fnreiqu and Ooniestir. The object of this

novel was to prove that, in spite of tlie gayest and

most prosperous appearances, inward misery al-

ways accompanies vice. The hero of the tale was the

only son of a nolile family in Sicily, sfioiled by

maternal indulgence, and at length rioting in every

prodigality ancl vice. The idea of such a character

was probably suggested by Smollett's Count Fathom,

but Moore took a wider range of character and inci-

dent. He made his hero acconii)lished and fas-

cinating, thus avoiding the feeling of contempt with

which the abject villany of Fathom is unavoidably

regarded ; and he traced, step by step, through a

eiiccession of scenes and adventures, the progress of

depravity, and the effects of uncontrolled passion.

The incident of the favourite sparrow, which Zeluco

squeezed to death when a boy, because it did not

perform certain tricks which iie had taught it, lets

us at once into the pampered selfishness and pas-

sionate cruelty of his disposition. The scene of the

novel is laid chieliy in Italy ; and the author's fiimi-

liarity with foreign manners enabled him to impart

to his narrative numerous new and graphic sketches.

Zeluco also serves in the Spanish army; and at

another time is a slave-owner in the West Indies.

The latter circumstance gives the author an oppor-

tuiiitv of condenniing the system of slavery with

eloquence and humanity, and presenting some affect-

ing picttires of suffering and attachment in the

negro race. The death of Hanno, the humane and

generous slave, is one of Moore's most masterly

delineations. The various scenes and episodes in the

novel relieve the disagreeable shades of a character

ponstantly deepening in vice; for Zeluco has no re-

deeming trait to link him to our sympathy or for-

giveness. Moore visited Scotland in tlie summer of

17N6, and in the commencement of the following

year took a warm interest in the genius and fortunes

of Burns. It is to him that we owe the precious

autobiography of the poet, one of the most interest-

ing and powerful sketclies tliat ever was written.

In their eorresi>ondence we see the colossal strength

and l(»fty mind of the peasant-bard, even when
placeil by the side of the accomplished and learned

traveller and man of taste. In August 1792, Dr
Motjre accompanied the Karl of Lauderdale to Paris,

and witnessed suoie uf the early t.xcesses of the

French revolution. Of this tour he puhlished an
account, entitled A Jvumal Duriny a Itesidenre in

Fram-e, frani the beginning of August to the middle of
December 1792, &c. The first Volume uf this work
was published in 179.1, anti a second in 179-4. In
1795 I)r Moore, wishing to give a retrospective

detail of the circumstances which tended to hasten
the revolution, drew up a carefully digested narru-
five, entitled A View uf the Causes and Progress uf
the French lierolution, in two volumes. I'liis is a
valuable work, and it has been pretty closely fol-

lowed by Sir Walter Scott in his aninialed and pic-

turesque survey of the events [ireceding the career

of Napoleon. In 1796 Dr Moore produced a .second

novel, Edward: Various Views of Human Nature^

talicn from Life and Manners, chiejfg in Fnghmd. As
Zeluco was a model t<f villany, Edward is a model uf

virtue. The work, altogether, dis))lays great know-
ledge of the world, a lively rather than a correct

style, and some amusing portraits of English cha-

racter; among these, that of Barnet the epicure
(who falls in love, and marries a lady for her skill

in dressing a dish of stewed carp, and who is made
a good husband chiefly by his wife's cookery and
attention to his comforts) is undoubtedly the best.

In the following year Motire furnished a life of his

friend Smollett for a collective edition of his works.

In ISOO appeared his last production, MurdamU:
Sketclies of Life, ifharacter, antl Manners, iji Various
( 'ountries, including tlie Alennurs of a Freiuh L<itli/ of
Qualitt/, 111 this novel tair author, following the

example of Richardson and Smollett's Humphry
Clinker, threw his narrative into the form of letters,

tiart being dated from the continent, and part from
P^ngland. A tone of languor and insipidity pervades

the story, and there is little of plot or incident to

keep alive attention. Dr Moore died at Uicliinond

on the 21st of .January 1802. A complete edition of

hisv>'orks has been pulilished in seven volumes, with

memoirs of his life and writings by Dr Hubert An-
derson. Of all the writings of Dr Sloore, his novel

of 'Zeluco' is the most })o]mlar. Mr Duidop has

given the preference to 'Edward.' The latter may
boast of more variety of character, and is distin-

guished by judicious observation and witty remark,
but it is deficient in the strong interest ami forcible

painting of the first novel. Zeluco's murder of his

child in a fit of frantic jealousy, and the discovery

of the circumstance by means of the picture, is con-

ceived with great origin;ility, and has a striking

efTect. It is the poetry of romance. The attach-

ment between Laura and Carlostein is also de-

scribed with tenderness and delicacy, without de-

generating into German sentiinentalism or im-

morality. Of the lighter sketches, the scenes

between the two Scotchmen, Targe and Buchanan,

are perhaps the best; and their (hiel about Queen
Mary is an inimitable piece of national caricature.

On English grounii, Dr Mcsire is a careful ob-

server of nien ami manners. The conventional

forms of society, the smartness of dialogue, the

oddities and humours of jiarticular individual.s, the

charhitamy of quacks and pretenders, are well pir-

trayed. lie fails chiefly in depth of passion and

situations of strong interest. In constrncting a jilot,

he is greatly inferior to Smollett or Fielding. Eil-

w.ard, like "i'om .Jones, is a fonndliiig; but ' tlie wind-

ing up of the story by the trite contrivance of recog-

nising a lost chilli from a mark on the slioul ler, a

locket, and a miniature picture,' forms a humliling

contriist to the series of iiu-idents and cveiit.s, so

natural, dramatic, and interesting, by which the

birth of Fielding's hero is establislied. There is no

great aiming at moral etfcct in Moore's novels, un-

less it be in depicting the watchedness of viitf, and
550
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its tnicic tenniiiiition in tlie chiiracter of Zfluco.

He was an observer rather than an inventor ; he

noted more than he felt. Tlie same iiowers of

oW-rvation displityeil in liis novels, anil his extensive

noqnaiiitanee with mankind, rendered him an ad-

mirable ehronieler of the striking seenes of the

Freneh revolution. Numerous as are the works
•inee jiuhlislied on this great event, the journals

and remarks of l)r Moore may still lie read with

pleasure a[id instruetion. It may here be nientioiieii,

that the distinguished Sir John Moore, who fell at

Cuninua, was the eldest son of the novelist.

[Dimute and Dud between the Two Scotch Scrranta in

Jialy.]

[From * Zeluco.']

[Puncan TarRp, a hot Iliirlilander, who had been out in the

Forty-Five, and tieorge Buchanan, born and educated among
the Whigs of the west of Scotland, both servin^-mcn in Italy,

meet and dine together during the absence of their masters.

Aft€r dinner, and the Kittle having circulated freely, they dis-

agree a« to politic^), Targe being a keen Jdcubitc, and the other

ft stanch Whig.J

Buchanan filleJ a bumper, and gave, for the toast,

• The Land of Cakes !*

This iramediatel}' dispersed the cloud which began

to patlier on the other's brow.

Tarse drank the toast withenthusiasm, sayinjr, *May
the Almighty pour his blessings on every hill and
Talley iu it ! that is the worst wish, Mr Buchanan,
that I shall ever wish to that land.*

* It woulti delight your heart to behold the flourish-

ing condition it is now in,' replied Buchanan ;
' it

was fast improving when I left it, and 1 have been
credibly informed since that it is now a perfect garden.'

* I am very happy to hear it,* said Targe.
* Indeed,* added Buchanan, * it has been in a state

of rapid improvement ever since the Union.'
* Confound the Union !' cried Targe ;

' it would have
improved much fa^^ter without it.'

* 1 am not quite clear on that point, Mr Targe,'

said Buchanan.
* Depend upon it,* replied Targe, * the Union was

the worst treaty that Scotland ever made.*
*1 shall admit,' said lluchanan, 'that she might

have made a better; but, bad as it is, our country
reaps some advantage from it.'

' AU the advantages are on the side of England.'
* What do you think, Mr Targe,' said Buclianan,

*of the increase of trade since the Union, and the
riches which have flowed into the Lowlands of Scut-
land from that quarter V

'Think,' cried Targe; 'why, I think they have done
& gi'eat deal of mischief to the Lowlanils of Scotland.'

'IIuw so, my good friend V said Buchanan.
* By spreading luxury among the inhabitants, the

never-failing forerunner of effeminacy of manners.
Why, 1 was assured,' continued Targe, ' by Sergeant
Lewis Macneil, a Highland gentleman in the Prussian
st^rvice, that the Lowlanders, in some parts of Scot
laud, are now very little better than so many Engli.-h.'

* fie !* cried Buchanan ;
' things are not come to

that pas.-* as yet, Mr Targe: your friend, the sergeant,
assuredly exaggerates.'

*1 h<»pe he does,* rejdied Targe ;
* but you must ac-

knowledge,* continued he, 'that by the Union Scut-

land has lost her existence tis an independent state
;

her name is swallowed up in that of England I Duly
read the English newspajiers ; they mention England,
as if it were the name of the whole island. They talk

of the F,nglish army, the English fleet, tlie English

everything. They never mention Scotland, except
when one uf our countrymen liappens to get an office

UDder government ; we are then told, with some stale

gibe, that the person is a Scotchman : or, which hap-
pens still more rarely, when any of them are con-
demned to die at T}burn, purticular care is taken to
inform the public that the criminal is originally from
Scotland ! But if tifty Englishmen get places, or are
hanged, in one year, no remarks are made.*

' No,* said Buchanan ;
* in that case it is passed over

as a thing of course.*

The conveisation then taking another tuni, Targe,
who was a great genealogist, descanted on the anti-
quity of certain gentlemen's tamilies in tlie Ilighlanis

;

which, he a-sserted, were far more honourable than
most of the noble families either in Scotland or Eng-
land. ' Is it not shameful,' added he, * that a parcel
of mushroom lords, mere sprouts from the dungbills
of law or commerce, the grandsons of grocers and
attorneys, should take the pass of gentlemen of the
oldest families in Europe?*

* Why, as for that matter,* replied Buchanan, 'pro-
vided the grandsons of grocers or attorneys are de-
serving citizens, I do not perceive why they should be
excluded from the king's favour more than other
men.*

'But some of thera never drew a sword in defence
of either their king or country,' rejoined Targe,

' Assuredly,' said Buchaiian, ' men may deserve
honour and pre-eminence by other means than by
drawing their swords. I could narne a man who was
no soldier, and yet did nmre honour to his country
than all tlie soldiers, or lords, or lairds of the age in
which he lived.'

' Who was he?' said Targe.
* The man whose name I have the honour to bear,*

replied the other ;
' the great George Buchanan.*

* Who I Buchanan the historian T cried Targe.
* Ay, the very same !' rejdied Buchanan In aloud

voice, being now a little heated with wine and ele-

vated with vanity on account of his name. ' Why,
sir,* continued he, '(Jeorge Buchanan was not only
the most learned man, but also the best poet of his
time.*

* Perhaps he might,* said Targe coldly.
* Perhaps!' repeated Buchanan ; 'there is no dubi-

tation in the case. Do you remember his description
of his own country and countrymen?*

' I cannot say I do,' replied Targe.
' Then 1 will give you a sample of his versification,*

said Buchanan, who immediately repeated, with an
enthusiastic emphasis, the following lines from Kucha-
nan's Epithalamiuni on the Marriage of Francis the
Dauphin with Mary Queen of Scots:—

Ilia pharetratift est propria cloria Scotis,

Cingere venatu saltu.-., superare natando
Flumina, ferre fanicm, cnntetnnore frigora et sstus,

Nee fo.-Mta et muris patriain, scd marte tueri,

Et 8preta inclumeni vita defeiidere faniam ;

PoUiciti servare tidein, (-anctunique vereri

Numen aniicitia?, nioresi non munue amare
Artibus his, totuin fremerunt cum bella per orbem,
Niillai|ue non Ie^e:> tellus mutaret avitas

Externo suhjecta jugo, gens una vetustia

Bedibus antiqua tiub l.bertate resodit.

Substitit hic Gothi furor, hie gravis impetus hsesit

Snxonis. hie Cimber siijHTato Saxone, etacri

Pcrdoniito, Ueuster Cimbro.

* I cannot recollect any more.*
* Vou have recollected too much for me,* 8aI<I Targe,

'for although 1 was several years at an academy iu

the Highlands, yet I must confess I am no great
Latin schular.'

' But the great Buchanan,' said the other, ' was the
best Eatin scholar in Europe; he wrote that language
as Weil as Livy or Horace.'

' I shall not dispute it,* said Targe.
'And was, over anil above, a man of the first-rate

genius!' continued Buchanan ^ith exultation.
.^.'>1
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•Well, well; all that may be,* replied Targe a

little pec'viwhly ;
* but let me tell you one thin;;, Mr

Buchanan, if he coukl have swept* one-half of his

genius fur a little more hfuiesty, he would have made
an advantagedUH exchange, although he had throwu

&II his Latin into the bargain.*
' In what did he ever show any want of honesty?'

said liuchanan.
* In calumniating and endeavouring to blacken the

reputation of his rightful sovereign, Mary Queen of

Scots,' replied Targe, * the most beautiful and accom-

plished princess that ever sat on a throne.*
* I have nothing to say either against her beauty

or her accomplishments,* resumed Buchanan; 'but

sjrely, Mr Targe, you must acknowledge that she waw

a- -V
* Have a care what you say, sir!' interrupted Targe;

• ril jiermit no man that ever wore breeches to speak

disrespectfully of that unfortunate queen !*

* No man that ever wore either breeches or a phi-

labeg,' replied Buchanan, 'shall prevent me from

speaking the truth whtn 1 see occasion f

'Speak as much truth as you please, sir,* rejoined

Targe; 'but I declare that no nuin shall calumniate

the memory of that beautiful and unfortunate prin-

cess in my presence while I can wielil a claymore.*
* If you should wield fifty clayniores, you cannot

deny that she was a Papist!' siiid Buchanan.
* Well, sir,' cried Targe, 'what then! She was,

like other people, of the religion in which she was

bred.*
* I do not know where you may have been bred, Mr

Targe,' aai«l Buchanan ;
' for aught I know, you may

be an adherent to the worshij) of the scarlet lady

yourself. Unless that is the case, ynu ought not to

interest yourself in the reputation of Mary Queen of

Scots.'

* ' fear yon are too nearly related to the false slan-

derer whose name you bear!' said Targe.

*I glory in the name; and should think myself
greatly ohliged to any man who could prove my rela

tion to the great George Buchanan !' cried the other.
* He was nothing but a disloyal calumniator,' cried

Targe ;
* who attemjited to support fal.sehodd.H by for-

geries, which, I thank Heaven, are now fully de-

tected !'

* Vou are thankful for a very email mercy,' resumed
Buchanan ;

' but since you provoke me to it, 1 will

tell you, in plain English, that your bonny Queen
Mary was the strumpet of Bothwell and the murderer
of her husband !*

No sooner had he uttered the last sentence, than
Targe Hew at him like a tiger, and they were sepa-

rated with difficulty by Mr N 's groom, who was
in the adjoining chamber, and had heard the alter-

cation.
' 1 insist on your giving me satisfaction, or retracting

what yon have said against the beautiful Queen of
Scotland !' cried Targe.

*A« for retracting what I have said,* replied Bucha-
nan, * that is no habit of mine; but, with reganl to

giving you satisfaction, I am ready for that to the
best of my ability ; for let me tell you, sir, though I

am not a Hlghlandman, I am a Scotchman as well
aa youi>elf, and not entirely ignorant of the use of the
claymore; so name your hour, and 1 will meet you to-

morrow morning.*
* Why not directly V cried Targe ;

* there is nobody
in the garden to interrupt us.'

* I should have chosen to have settled some things
first; hut since you are in such a hurry, I will not
baulk you. I will step home for my s'word and be
with you directly,' said Buchanan.

Tn nwnp Ifi an old Englibh word atill used in Scotland,
signii'^ing to exchange.

The groom interposed, and endeavoured to reconcile

the two enraged Scots but without success, Buchanan
soon arrived with his sword, and they retired to a

private spot in the garden. The groom next tried to

persua'ie them to decide their difference by fuir boxing.

'I'his was rejected by both the champions as a mode
of fighting unbecoming gentlemen. The groom a»-

Kcrteil that the best gentlemen in England sometimes

fought in tliat nnmner, and gave, as an instance, a

boxing match, of which he himself had been a wit-

ness, between Lord O.'s gentleman and a gentleman-

farmer at York races about the price of a mare.
* But our quarrel,* said Targe, ' 'm about the repu-

tation of a queen.*
' That, for certain,* replied the groom, * makes a

difference.'

Buclianan unsheathed his sword.

* Are you ready, sir?' cried Targo.

'That I am. Come on, sir,' said Buchanan; *and
the Lord be with the righteous.*

' Amen !' cried Targe ; and the conflict began.

Both the combatants understood the weapon they

fought with ; and each parried his adversary's blows

with such dexterity, that no blood was shed for some
time. At length Targe, making a feint at Buchanan's

head, gave him suddenly a severe wound in the thigh.
*

I h'tpe you are now sensible of your error T baid

Tarire, dro]i])ing his point.
*

I am of the same opinion I was !* cried Buchanan
;

' so keep vour guard.' So .saying, he advanced more
brisklv than ever upon Targe, who, after warding off

several strokes, wounded his antagonist a second time.

Buchanan, however, showed no di-ip'tsition to relin-

quish the combat. But this secoiul wound being in

the foreliead, and the blond flowing with profusion

iiito his eves, he could no longer see di^tinctly, but
wa-s obliged to flourish his sword at random, without

being able to perceive the movements of his adversary,

who, cUfsing with him, became master of his swori,

and with the .same effort threw him to the ground
;

a?id, standing over him, he said, ' This may convince

you, Mr Ruchanan, that yours is not the righteous

cause! You are in my power ; but I will act as the

(pieeii whose cliaracter I tU-fund would order were slie

alive. I hope you will live to rejieiit of the injustice

you have dtine to that amiable and unfortunate prin-

cess.' He then assisted Buchanan to rise, Buchanan
made no immediate answer: but when he saw Targe
assisting the groom to stop tiie blood which flowed

from his wounds, he said, ' I must acknowledge, Mr
Targe, that you behave like a gentleman.'

After the bleeding was in some degree diminished
by the dry lint which the groom, who was an excel-

lent farrier, applied to the wounds, they assisted hira

to his chamber, and then the groom rode away to

inform Mr N of what had happened. But the

wound becoming more painful, Targe proposed sending
for a surgeon. Buchanan then said that the surgeon's

mate belonging to one of the ships of the British

squadron then in the bay was, he believed, on shore,

and as he was a Scotchman, he would like to enjploy

liiui rather than a foreigner. Having mentiiUied

where he lo(l<:ed, one of Mr N 's footmen went
immediately for him. He returned soon after, saying

that the surgeon's mate was not at his lodging, nor
exjiected for some hours, 'But I will go and bring

the Kn-nch surgeon,* continued the footman.
*

I thank \ou, Mr Thomas,' said Buchanan ; 'but I

will have patience till iny own countryman returns.'

' He may n(»t return for a long time,' said Thoniaj?.

* You had best let me run for the French surgeon,

who, they say, hius a great ileal of ^kill.'

'
I am obliged toyou,MrThonnis,'added Buchanan ;

'but neither Krenchnian nor Spanishman shall dress

my wounds when a Scottishiuan i» to be found for

love or ntoney.*
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* Thiv Hre to he found, for the one or the other, afl

I am crinliMy informed, in mo.st parts of the world,'

wid ThoniikA.

* As n\y countrymen,* rejilied Buchanan, *are dis-

tin;:ulf*htMl for lettinj; slip no means of iinj)rovement,

it would Ih.' very stran;;e if many of them did not use

that of tnivclling, Mr Thomas.'

Mt would be very strange indeed, I own it,* said

the footman.
* But are you certain of this youn? man's skill in

his business when he does comeT said Tar^e.
* I confess 1 have had no opportunity to know any-

thing of his skill,' answered Buchanan ; 'but I know,

for certain, that he is sprung from very respectable

people. His father is a minister of the gonpel, and
it is not likely that his father's S(in will be deficient

in the profession to which he was bred.'
* It would be still less likely had the son been bred

to preaching!' said Targe.

*That is true,' replied Buchanan ;
* but I have no

doubt of the young man's skill : he seems to be a very

douce* lad. It will be an encouragement to him to

see that 1 prefer him to another, and also a comfort to

me to be attended by my couiitrvnian.*

'Countryman or n»pt countryman,' said Thomas,
* he will expect to be paid for his trouble as well a.s

another.*
* Assuredly,' said Buchanan ; *but it was always a

maxim with me, and shall be to my dying day, that

we should give our own ti^h-guts to our own sea-mews.'

Since ynu are so fond of your own sea-mews,' said

Thomas, * I am surprised you were so eager to destroy

Mr Targe there.*

'That proceeded from a difference in politics, Mr
Thomas,' replied Buchanan, * in which the best of

friends are apt to have a misunderstanding ; but
though I am a Whig and he is a Tory, I hope we are

both honest men ; and a,s he behaveil generously when
my life was in his power, I have no scruple in saying
that I am sorry for having spoken disrespectfully of

any person, dead or alive, for whom he has an esteem.'

'Alary Queen of Scots acquired the esteem of her
very enemies,' resumed Turge. 'The ek-gance and
engaging sweetness of her manners were irresistible

to every heart that was not steeled by prejudice or

jealousy.'
* She is now in the hands of a Judge,' said Buchanan,

'who can neither be seduced by fair appearances, nor
imposed on by forgeries and fraud.'

'She is so, Mr Buchanan,' replied Targe ; 'and her
rival and accusers are in the hands of the same Judge.'
'We had best leave them all to His justice and

mercy then, and say no more on the subject,* added
Buchanan

;
' for if Queen Mary's conduct on earth was

what you believe it was, she will receive her reward
in heaven, where her actions and sufferings are re-

corded.*

'One thing more T will say,* rejoined Targe, 'and
that is only to ask of you whether it is probable that
a woman, whose conscience was loaded with the crimes
imputed to her, could have closed the varied scene of
her life, and have met death with such serene and
dignified courage as Mary did V

* I always admired that last awful scene,' replied

Buchanan, who was meltt-d by the recollection of
Mary's behaviour on the scaffold ;

' and I will freely

acknowledge that the mo^t innocent person that ever
lived, or the greatest hero recorded in history, could
not face death with greater composure than the queen
of Scotland: she supported the dignity of a queen
while she displayed the meekness of a Christian.'

* I am exceedingly sorry, my dear friend, for the
misunderstanding that happened between us!* said
Targe affectionately, and holding forth his hand in

* A Bcottish e.xpres3ioD, meaning gentle and well-disposed.

token of reconciliation: 'and I am now willing to
believe that your friend, Mr (Jcorge Buchanan, wtts a
very great poet, and understood Latin as well as any
man alive !' Here the two friends shook hands with
the utmost cordiality.

MRS INCHBALD.

Mrs iNcnBALD, the dramatist, attained deserved
celebrity by her novels, A Simple t>tonj, m four
volumes, published in 1791; and Nature and Art,
two volumes, 1796. As this lady affected jilainness

and precision in style, and aimed at drawing sketches
from nature, she probably designated her first novel
simple, witliout duly considering that the plot is iii-

tricatti and involved, and that some of her characters

Mrs Inchbald.

(as Lord and Lady Elmwood) belong to the rankg
of the aristocracy. There are many striking and
passionate scenes in the novel, and notwithstanding
the disadvantage attending a double jdot, the in-

terest is well sustained. The authoress's knowledge
of dramatic rules and effect may be seen in the skillu!

grouping of her personages, and in the liveliness of
the dialogue. Her second work is much simpler
and coarser in texture. Its object may be gathered
from the concluding maxim—'Let the poor no more
be their own persecutors—no longer pay homage to
wealth—instantaneously the whole idtiLitrous wor-
ship will cease—the idol will be broken.' Mrs Inch-
hahl illustrated this by her own practice; yet few of
her readers can feel anght but mortification and dis-

appointment at the denomment of the tale, wherein
the pure and noble-minded Henry, after the rit h
promise of his youth and his intellectual culture,
finally settles down with his father to 'cheerful
labour in fishing, or the tending of a garden, the
produce of which they carry to the next market-
town V The following brief allusion to the miseries
of low London service reminds us of the vividness
and stern pathos of J)ickens :— ' In romances, and
in some plays, there are scenes of dark and un-
wholesome mines, wherein the lab(uirer works
during the brightest day by the aid of artifi-

cial light. There are, in London, kitchens equally-
dismal, though not quite so much exposed to damp
and noxious vapours. In one of these under gn)und,
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Iiiililen from tlie elieerful liglit of the sun, poor

Aunt's was iliimiieci to toil from niornind till nii;lit,

Buhjci'tivl to tlie comoiainl of a dissatisliL-ii iiiistrusii,

wljii, not estimatinj! as slie oiif;lit tlie niisury

incurruil Ijy serving her, eonstantly tlireatciieil lier

servants with a ilismission, at wliicli the iinthink-

in^ wretches would tremble merely from tlie sound
of tile words; for to have reflected—to have eon-

sidereJ wliat their purport was—to lie reh'ased

from a duiiireon, relieved from eoiitinual uphraid-

ings and vile drudj^ery, must liave been a subject

of rejoiciiij^; and yet, because these (;<n)d tidinj;s

were (ielivered as a nieiiaee, custom had made tlie

hearer fearful of the consequence. So, deatii boiii^

descrilHid to children as a disaster, even poverty

and shame will start from it with alfriglit ; whereas,

had it been pictured witli its benign aspect, it woulii

have been feared but by few, and many, many
would welcome it with gladness.'

CHARLOTTE SMITH.

The novels of Mrs Charlotte Smith were of a

more romantic cast than those of Miss Burney : they

aimed more at delineating; afTections than manners,

and they all evinceil superior merit. The first,

Emmelinf. piiljlished in 17SS, had an extpn,-,ive sale.

EUulmJe (I7«'.)). and C<h.-.tina (17!H), were also re-

cpived wirli favour and approbation. Her best is

the Old EiiiiU.sli Minuii-lluitse, in which her descrip-

tive powers are fiiund united to an interesting plot

an<i well-sustained dramdt'is fjeiinnur. The haste

with which tliis l.idy produced her works, and her

unfortunate domestic circumstances, led her often

to be defective in arrangement and exaggerated in

style and colouring. Slie took a peculiar pleasure

in caricaturing lawyers, having herself sutfered

deejiiv from the 'law's delay;' and as her husband

ha<i mined himself and fuiiily by foolish schemes

and pnijects, she is snpiiost-d to have drawn him in

the projector who hoped to make a fortune by

manuring his estate with old wigs! Sir Walter
Scott. ' in acknowledgment of many jileasant hours

derived from tlie perusal of Mrs Sniitli's works.' in-

cluded her in his British Novelists, iind prefixed an

interesting criticism and memoir. lie alluiles to

her defective narratives or plots, but considers her

characters to tie conceived with truth and force,

though none bear the stamp of actual novelty. He
adds. * she is unifiirinly happy in supplying them
with l.inguage fitted to tiieir station in life; nor

are there many dialogues to be found wliich are at

once .so entertaining, and approach so nearly to truth

and reality.'

ANN RADCLIFFE.

Mrs Ann Radci.iffk (who may be denominated
the Salvator liosa of British novelists) was born in

Loiidtm. of respectable parents, on tlie 9th of July
17fi4. Ht.T maiden name was Ward. In her twenty-
third year she married Mr William Kadclitfe, a

student of law, but who afterwards became the edi-

tor and proprietor of a weekly jiapcr. the lOnglish

Chronicle. Two years after her marriage, in 17S9,

Mrs Kadclifl'e published her first novel, Tlw Cuslh-.f

of Athlin and /)iiri/iat/nt\ the scene of which she laid

in Scotland during the remote and warlike times of

the feudal barons. Tlii.s work gave but little in-

dicatioti of the power and fascination wliich the
authoress afterwards evinced. She Inul made no
attempt to portray national manners or historical

events (in which, indeed, she never excelled), and
the plot was wild and unnatural. Iler next effort,

made in the following year, was mure successful.

Tlie Sicilian liimance attracted attention by its

romantic and numerous adventuns, and the copious
dcscrijitions of scenery it contained. These were
depicted with the glow and richness of u poetical
fmcy. ' Fielding, ){ichardson, Smollett, and even
AValpole,' says Sir Walter Scott, ' tliough writing
upon an imaginative subject, are decidedly prose
authors. Mrs Kadcliffe h.is a title to be considered
as the first poetess of romantic fiction ; that is, if

actual rhythm shall not be deemed essential to
poetry.'* Actual rhythm was also at the command
of the accomplished authoress. She has interspersed
various copies of verses throughout her works, but
they are less truly poetical than her prose. "They
have great sameness of style and diction, and are
often tedious, bccavise introduced in scenes already
too protracted with description or sentiment. In
1791 apjieared Thf lionumce of l/ie Forest, exhibiting
the powers of the novelist in full maturity. To her
wonderful talent in producing scenes of mystery
and surprise, aided by external phenomena and
striking description, she now atided the powerful
delineation of passion. Her painting of the charac-
ter of La Motte, hurried on by an evil counsellor,
amidst broken resolutions and efliirts .at rectill, to
the most dark and deliberate guilt and cruelty, ap-
proaches in some respects to the genius of Godwin.
Variety of character, however, was not the forte of
Mrs Badcliti'c. Her strength lay in the invention
and interest of her narrative. Like the gre.at painter
with whom she has been compared, she loved to
sjiort with the romantic and the terrible—with the
striking imagery of the mountain-forest and the
lake—the obscure solitude—the cloud and the storm
—wild banditti— ruined castles—and with those
h;ilf-diseovered glimpses or visionary shadows of
the invisilile world which seem at times to (toss our
path, and which still haunt and thrill the imagina-
tion. This jiecnliar f;iculty w.'is more strongly evinced
in JIrs Hadclitfe's next romance. The A/t/steries of
Udolplui, published in 1794, which was the most
popular of her |ierforniances, and is justly considered
her best. Mrs Barbauld seems to prefer the ' Ro-
mance of the Forest,' as more complete in character
and story; but in this opinion few will concur: it

wants the sublimity ;md boldness of the later work.
The interest, as Scott remarks, 'is of a more agitiit-

ing and tremendous nature, the scenery of a wilder
and more terrific description, the characters distin-

guished by fiercer and more gigantic features.

Montoni, a lofty-souled desperado and captain of
condottieri, stands beside La Motte and his marquis,
like one of Milton's fiends beside a witch's funiliar.

Adeline is confined within a ruined manor-house,
hut her sister heroine, Emily, is imprisoned in a
huge castle like those of feudal times ; the one is

attacked and defended by bands of armed banditti,

the other only threatened by constables and thief-

takers. The scale of the landscape is equally diffe-

rent; the quiet and limited woodbind scenery of the
one work forming a contrast with the splendid and
high-wrought descriptions of Italian mountain gran-
deur which occur in the other.' This parallel applies

very strikingly to the critic's ow-n puems. the Lay
and' Marmion. The latter, like JIrs l{adclilli;'a

second novel, has bIenli^lles of construction and style

from which the first is free; but it has the breadth

* This honour more properly belongs to Sir Philip Sidney;

and does not even Jolin Hiinyan dfUL-ind a shure ot it? In

Smollett's ntivcis thiTe are nijinypoetic.il coowptionn .ind do-

scriptiiins. Indeed on tllis p<iint Sir ^^';litc^ partly contrndicta

iiiniMjlf, for lie elscxvliore states tliat Rmnllctt exi>cn<ied in hi.-*

novels niiiny of tlie ingredients Ijoth of ffravo and liuinonmn

poetry. Mrs Radclilfe Rave a Rreat«r prominence to pixHical

deaeription tliun any of her prodecobsonk
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ami nin;;nifitfncc, «"<i tlie careKss frcctluni of a

nmsterV liaiul. in a greater (ie^rri-t- tlinn can be fnund
ill t lie first (iroiliu'tioii. About lliis lime Mrs Ituti-

chtfe iiiaiie a juuriiey llirough il4»llaiul ami tiie

Wt-stern frontier of Germany, returning' down tlie

Khine, <)f whieli she p^l!)li^lK(l an account in 1795.

adding to it some observations during a tour to the

lakes of Laneashire, Westniorelaml, and Cumber-
liuid. The picturesque fancy of the noveUst is seen

ill tliese sketches witli her usual luxuriance and
copiousness of style. In 1797 Mrs Kaddille made
her last appearance in fiction. The ' Mysteries of

Udolpliu' liad been purchased by her publisher for

what was then considered an enormous sum, £.'300
;

but her new work brouylit her A'SOO. It was en-

titled The lUtlian, and displayed her powers in uu-
diiniuished strengtli and brilliancy. Having ex-
hausted the characteristics of feudal pomp and
tyraimy in her former producti(ms, she adopted a
new nuu'hinery in ' Tlie Italian,' having selected a
period when the churcii of Kome was triumphant
and unchecked. The grand Inquisition, the confes-

tional, tlie cowled monk, the dungeon, and the rack,

were agents as terrible and impressive as ever shone
in niniance. Mrs Kattclitle took up the popular
uotions on this subject W'ithunt adhering to liistorical

accuricy, and produced a work which, tliough very
unequal in its executitin, contains the most vivid

and appalling of all her scenes ami paintings. The
0|»ening of the story has been prai.-^ed by all critics

for the exquisite art wirh which the antlioress con-
trives t(» excite and prc'iJare the mind of the reader.

It is as follows :

—

[Enytisk Travdlos Visit a Neapolitan Chturh.']

Within the shade of the portico, a person with
fohled arms, and eyes directed towards the ground,
was pacing behind the pilhirs the whole extent of the
pjivenient, and was apparently so enj;aged by his own
tbouglits iis not to observe that struiigtrs were ap-
proaching. He turned, however, suddenly, as if

startled by the sound of steps, and then, without
farther pausing, glided to a door that opened Into the
church, and disappeared.

There was something too extraordinary in the figure
of this man, and too singular in his conduct, to pass
unnoticed by the visitors. He was of a tall thin
fi^rurc, bending forward from the shoulders ; of a sal-

low complexion and harsh features, and had an eye
which, as it looked up from the cloak that mufiled
the lower part of his countenance, was expressive of
uneoimnon ferocity.

The travellers, on entering the church, looked round
fur the stranger who had passed thither before them,
but he was nowhere to be seen ; and through all tlie

shade of the long aisles only one other person ap-
peared. This was a friar of the adjoining convent,
who sometimes pointed out to strangers the objects in

the church which were most worthy of attention, and
who now, with this design, approached the party that
had just entered.

When the party had viewed the different shrines,

and whatever had been judged worthy of observation,
and were returning through an obscure aisle towards
the portico, they perceived the person who had ap-
peared upon the steps passing towards a confessional
Oh the left, and as he entered it, one of the party
jwinted hitn out to the friar, and inquired who he
was. The friar, turning to look after him, did not
immediately reply ; but on the question being re-

{>eated, he inclined his head as in a kind of obeisance,
and eabnly replied, * He is an assassin.*

* An assassin I' exclaimed one of the Englishmen
j

* au assassin, and at liberty {*

An Italian gentleman who was of the party smiled
at the astonishment of his friend.

* He has sought sanctuary here,* replied the filar;
* within these walls he nuiy not be hurt.*

' Do your altars, then, protect a murderer V said the
Englishman.

* He could find shelter nowhere else,' answered the
friar meekly.

• • •

*But observe yonder confessional,* added the Ita-

lian, * that beyond the pillars on the left of the aisle,

below a painted window. Have you discovered it?

The colours of the glass throw, instead of a light, a
shade over that part of the church, which perhaps
prevents your distinguishing what I mean.'
The Englishman looked whither his friend pointed,

and observed a confessional of oak, or some very dark
wood, adjoining the wall, and remarked also that it

was the same which the assassin had just entered.

It consisted of three compartments, covered with a
black canopy. In the central division was the chair
of the confessor, elevated by several steps above the
pavement of the church ; and on either hand was a
small closet or box, with steps leading up to a grated
partition, at which the penitent might kneel, and,
concealed fiora observation, pour into the car of the
confessor the consciousness of crimes that lay heavy
at his heart.

* You observe it?* said the Italian.
* I do,* replied the Englishman ;

* it is the same
which the assassin had passed into, and 1 think it

one of the most gloomy spots I ever beheld ; the view
of it is enough to strike a criminal with despair.'

* We in Italy are not so apt to despair,' replied the
Italian smilingly.

* V\'ell, but what of this confessional ?' inquired the
Englishman. *The assassin entered it.*

* He has no relation with what I am about to men-
tion,* said the Italian ;

* but I wish you to mark the
place, because some very extraordinary circumstances
belong to it.'

* What are they 1* said the Englishman.
* It is now several years since the confession which

is connected with them was made at that very con-
fessional,' added the Italian ;

' the view of it, and the

sight of the assansin, with your surprise at the liberty

which is allowed him, led me to a recollection of the
story. When you return to the hotel I will com-
municate it to you, if you have no pleasanter mode of

engaging your time.*
* After I have taken another view of this solemn

edifice,* replied the Englishman, * and particularly of
the coiifessiciial you have pointed to my notice.'

While the Englishman glaticed his eye over the
high roofs and along the scdemn perspectives of the

Santa del Pianto, he perceived the fii;ure of the as-

sassin stealing from the confe-sional across the choir,

and, shocked on again beholding him, he turned his

eyes and ha--tily quitted the church.

The friends then se}»irated, and the Englishman
soon after returning to liis hotel, received the volume. '

He read as follows.

After such an introduction, who could fail to con-
tinue the perusal of the story ? Scott bus said that
one of the fine scenes in * The Italian,' where Scbe-
doni the mrnik (an admirably-drawn character) is

* in the act of raising bis arm to murder his sleep-

ing victim, and discovers her to be his own child, is

of a new, grand, and powerful character; and the
horrors of the wretch who, on the brink of murder,
has just escaped from committing a crime of yet
more exaggerated horror, constitute tjie strongest
painting which lias been produced by Mrs Iladdifie's

pencil, and form a crisis well fitted to be actually

embodied on canvass bj some great master.* Mu3t
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of tliis lady's novels abound in pictures and situa-

tions as strikinjr ami as well grouped as those of the

artist and melo-dramatist. Tlie hitter years of Mrs
Hadcliffe were spent in retirement, partly induced

by ill liealtli. She had for a loni; period been afflicted

with spasnindic asthma, and an attack proved fatal

to her on the 7th of February 1823. She died in

I./)ndon, and was interred in a vault of the eiiapel-

of-eiise at Bayswater, belonging to St George's,

Hanover Square.

The success which crowned Mrs HadclifTc's ro-

mances led several writers to copy her ])eculiar

manner, but none approached to the original either

in art or genius. She eclipsed all her imitators and
contemporaries in exciting emotions of surprise,

awe, and terror, and in constructing a story which
should carry the reader forward with undiminishe<l

anxiety to its close. She dwelt always iu tlie regions

of romance. She dues not seem ever to have at-

tempted humcmr or familiar narrative, and there is

little of real character or natural incident in her

works. Tlie style of which she may be considered

the founder is powerfully attractive, and few are

able to resist the fascinations of her narrative, but

that style is obviously a secondary one. To de-

lineate character in the many-coloured changes of

life, to invent natural, lively, and witty dialogues

and situations, and to combine the <\'liolc, as in

Tom .Tones, in a regul.-ir progressive story, complete

in all its parts, is a greater intellectual efliirt than

to construct a rtimantie plot where the author is not

confined to probability or to the manners and insti-

tutions of any particular time or country. When
Scott transports us back to the days of chivalry

and the crusades, we feel that he is embodying his-

tory, animating its records with his powerful ima-

gination, and introducing us to actual scenes and
persons such as once existed. His portraits are not

of one, but of various classes. There is none of this

reality about Mrs Radclitl'e's creations. Her scenes

of mystery and gloom will not bear tlie light of

sober investigation. I)ee[iiy as they atfcct the ima-
gination at tlie time, after they have been once un-

folded before the reader, they break up like dreams
in his recollection. The remembrance of them is

confused, though pleasant, and we have no desire to

return to what enchanted us, unless it be for some
passages of imre description. The want of moral
interest and of chariu-ter and dialogue, natural and

truthful, is the cause of tliis evanescence (>f feeling.

When the story is unravelled, the great charm is

over—the talisman ceases to operate when we know
the materials of which it is composed.

Mrs Radclitrc restricted her genius by an arbi-

trary rule of com[K)sition. She made the wliole of

her mysterious circumstances resolve into natur;d

causes. The seemingly supernatural agencies are

explained to be palpable and real : every mystery
is cleared up, and often by means very trilling or

disproportioiied to the end. 'In order to raise

strong emotions of fear and horror in the body of

the work, the author is tempted to go lengths, to

account for which the subsetpient explanations seem
utterly inadequate. Thus, for example, after all the

wonder and ilisniay, and terror and expectation ex-

cited by the mysterious chamber in tli^ castle of

Udolpho, bow much are we disappointed and dis-

gusted to finil that all this pother has been raiseii

by a waxen statue I'* In one sense this restriction

increases our admiration of the writer, as evincing,

in general, the marviUous ingenuity with which she

prepares, invents, and arranges the incidents for

iimuedlate etfect as well as subsequent explanation.

* Daolop'a History of Fiction.

Every feature in the surrounding landscape or objects
descrilH'd—every subordinate circumstance in the
scene, however minute, is so disposed as to deepen
the impression and keep alive curiosity, 'i'his pre-
lude, ius Mrs Harbauld has remarked, ' like the
tuning of an instrument by a skilful hand, haa the
effect of proilucing at once in the mind a tone of
feeling correspondent to the future story.* No
writer has excelled, and few have approached, Mn
R.adcliffe in this peculiar province. A higher
genius, however, would have boldly seized ui>on
supernatural agency as a proper element of romance.
There are feelings and superstitions lurking in every
breast wliiih would have responded to such an
appeal ; and while we have the weird sisters of
Macbeth, and the unburied majesty of Denmark,
all must acknowledge the adaptation of such ma-
cliinery to produce the greatest effects of which
human genius is capable. The ultimate explana-
tions of Mrs Radclilfe certainly give a littleness to
the preliminary ineiilents which aflTected us so
powerfully while they were dim and obscure and
full of mystery. It is as if some theatrical artist

were to display to bis audience the coarse and mean
materials by which his brilliant stage effects were
produced, instead of leaving undisturbed the strong
impressions they have produced on the imagination.
Apart, however, from this defect—which applies

only to the interest of the plot or narrative—the
situ.-itions and descriptions of Mrs Radcliffe are in

tlie highest degree striking and perfect. She had
never been in Italy when she wrote the ' Mysteries
of IMolpho,' yet her paintings of Italian scenery,
and of the mountains of Switzerland, are conceived
with equal truth and richness of colouring. And
what poet or painter has ever surp;issed (Byron has
imitated) her account of the first view of \'enice, as

seen by her heroine Emily. • with its islets, palaces,

and terraces rising out of the sea ; and as they
glided on. the grander features of the city appear-
ing more distinctly— its terraces crowned with airy

yet majestic fabrics, touched with the splendour of
the setting sun, appearing as if they had been called

up from the ocean by the wand of an enchanter
rather than reared by human hands.' Her pictures

are innumerable, and they are always introduced
with striking effect. ' Set otT,' says a judicious

critic, ' against the calm beauty of a summer even-
ing, or the magnificent gloom of a thunder-storm,
her pastoral or banditti groups stand out with
double effect ; while to the charge of vagueness of

description, it may be answered that Mrs Radcliffe

is by no means vague where distinctness of imagery
is or ought to be her object, as any one may
satisfy himself who recalls to his recollection her
description of the lonely house by the Mediterra-
nean, witli the scudding clouds, the screaming sea-

birds, and the stormy sea, the scene selected for the
murder of Ellena ; or another picture, in the best

manner of Salvator. of the first glimpse of the castle

of Udolpiio. ri.siiig over a mountain jiass, with the
slant sunbeams lighting up its ancient weather-

beaten towers. Indeed the whole description of

that Apenniiie fastness, both without and within, is

in the best style, not of literal, inileeil, but of ima-

ginative painting— '• f.ite sits on tliose dark battle-

ments and frowns:" the very intricacy of its internal

architecture and its endless passages—a mighty
maze, and, we fear, without a plan— only serve to

deepen the impression of imprisonment, ajid be-

wilderment, and gloom.' The romantic colouring

which .Mrs Radcliffe cimld throw over actual objects,

at the same time preserving their syninietry and
appearance entire, is finely displayed in ner Eiiglisli

descriptions, particularly in that of Windsor.
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[Deicriplion of the Cmtle of Udolplw.]

Towftrds the close of the iliiv, the rond wounil into
a deep viillcv. Mouiitiiiiis, whose »hni;i'v steeps nii-

peared to lie inaceessilile, almost surrouiuU-d it. To the
eii.«t a vista opened, and exhiliited the .Apennines in
their darkest horrors

; .ind tiie loiifiperspeetive of retir-
ing sunimits rising over each other, tlieir rid'jes clothed
with p'nes, e-thibited a stronger image of grandeur
than any that Kmily had yet seen. The sun had just
sunlt below the t<ip of the mountains she was descend-
ing, who.se long shadow stretched athwart the valley

;

but his sloping rays, shooting through an opening of
the clitfs, touched with a yellow gleam the summits
cf the forest tliat hung upon the ojiposite steeps, and
streamed in full splendour upon the towers and battle-
ment.s of a ca.stle that spread its e.Ntensive ramparts
along the brow of a precipice above. The splendour
of these illumined objects was heightened by the con-
trasted sliade which inviilved the valley below.

'There,' .said Montoni, sjieakiiig fur the first time
in .several hours, 'is Uilolpho.'

Emily g.azed with melancholy awe upon the ca.stle,
which .she understood to be Mo'ntoni's; for, thou-'h it

was now lighted up by the setting sun, the Gothic
greatness of its features, and its mouldering walls of
dark gray stone, rendered it a gloomy ami sublime
object. As she gazed the light died away on its walls,
leaving a melancholy purple tint, which .spread deeper
and deeper as the thin vapour crept up the mountain,
while the battlements above were still tipped with
splendour. From these, too, the rays soon faded, and
the whole edifice was invested with the solemn duski-
ness of evening. Silent, lonely, and sublime, it seemed
to stand the sovereign of the scene, and to frown de-
fiance on all who dared to invade its solitary reitTi.
Aa the twilight deepened, its features became more
awful in obscurity, and Emily continued to gaze till
its clustering towers were alone seen rising over the
tojis of the woods, beneath whose thick shade the car-
riages soon after began to ascend.
The extent and darkne.ss of these tall woods awak-

ened terrific images in her mind, and she almost ex-
pected to see banditti start up from under the trees.
At length the carriages emerged upon a heathy rock,
and soon after reached the castle gates, where the deep
tone of the portal bell, which was struck upon to give
notice of their arrival, increased the fearful emottons
tliat had a.ssailed Emily. While they waited till the
serv.ant within should come to open the gate.s, she
anxiously surveyed the edifice

; but the gfoora that
overspread it allowed her to distinguish little more
than a part of its outline, with the massv walls of the
ramparts, and to know that it was vast, 'ancient, and
dreary. From the parts she saw, she judged of the
heavy strength and extent of the whole. The gateway
before her, leading into the courts, was of gigantic size,
and was defended by two round towcrs,°crowned by
overhanging turrets, embattled, where, instead of ban-
ners, now waved long grass and wild plants that had
t.^ken root among the mouldering stones, and which
seemed to sigh, as the breeze rolled pa.st, over the
desolation around thera. The towers were united by
a curtain, pierced and embattled also, below which
appeared the pointed arch of a huge portcullis sur-
mounting the gates ; from these the walls of the ram-
parts extended to other towers, overlooking the preci-
pice, whose shattered outline, appearing on a gleam
that lingered in the west, told of the ravages of war.
Beyond these all was lost in the obscurity of evenin''.

[Bardwich, in Deriyshire.']

Northward, beyond London, we may make one stop,
after a country not otherwise necessary to be noticed
to meutiou Hardwick, in Derbyshire, a seat of the

Duke of Devonshire, once the residence of the Earl o(
ishrewsbury, to whom Elizabeth deputed the custody
ot the unfurtunate Marv. It stands on an easy heiglit,
a few miles to the left of the road from Man.sfiebf to
Chesterfield, and is approached through shady lane.s,
which conceal the view of it till you are on the con-
fines of the park. Three towers of hoary gray then
rise with great majesty among old woods, and their
.summits appear to be covered with the lightly-
shivered fragments of battlements, which, however,
are soon discovered to be perfectly carved open work,m which the letters E. S. frec|uently occur under a
coronet, the initials and the memorials of the vanity
of Elizabeth, Countess of Shrewsburv, who built the
present eilifice. Its tall features, o'f a most iiictu-
resque tint, were finely disclosed bet v vii the luxu-
riant Woods and over the lawns of -.:i .• park, which
every now and then let in a glimpse of .h ; Derbyshire
hiU.s.

In front of the great gates of the castle court, the
ground, adorned by old oaks, suddenly sinks to a
darkly-shadowed glade, and the view opens over the
vale of Scarsdale, bounded by the wild mountains of
the Peak. Immediately to the left of the present
residence, some ruined features of the ancient one,
eiiwreathed with the rich drapery of ivy, give an in-
terest to the scene, which the later but more histori-
cal structure heightens and prolongs. We followed,
not without emotion, the walk which Mary had so
often trodden, to tha.folding-doors of the great hall,
whose lofty grandeur, aided by silence, and seen under
the influence of a lowering sky, suited the temper of
the whole scone. The tall windows, which half sub-
due the light they admit, just allowed us to distin-
guish the large figures in the tapestry above the oak
wainscoting, and .showed a colonnade of oak support-
ing a gallery along the bottom of the hall, with a pair
of gigantic elk's horns flourishing between the win-
dows opposite to the entrance. The scene of Mary's
arrival, and her feelings upon entering this solemn
shade, came involuntarily to the mind ; the noise of
horses' feet, and many voices from the court ; her
proud, yet gentle and melancholy look, as, led by
my lord keeper, she passed slowly up the hall ; his
somewhat obsequious, yet jealous and vigihint air,
while, awed by her dignity and beauty, he remembers
the terrors of his own queen ; the silence and anxiety
of her maids, and the bustle of the surroundim' at-
tendants.

"

From the hall, a staircase ascends to the gallery of
a.small chapel, in which the chairs and cushions used
by .Mary still remain, and proceeds to the first storey,
where only one apartment bears memorials of her ini-
pri.sonment—the bed, tapestry, and chairs, bavin"
been worked by herself. This tapestry is richly em-
bossed with emblematic figures, each with its title
worked above it, and having been scrupulously pre-
served, is still entire and fresh.

Over the chimney of an adjoining dining-room, to
which, as well as to other apartments on this floor,
some modem furniture has been added, is this motto
carved in oak :

—

'There is only this: To fear God, and keep his
commandments.' So much less valuable was tim-
ber than workmanship when this mansion was con-
structed, that where the staircases are not of stone,
they are formed of solid oaken steps, instead of
planks

;
such is that from the second, or state storey,

to the roof, whence, on clear days, York and Lincoln
cathedrals are said to be included in the extensive
prospect. This second floor is that which "hea its
chief interest to the edifice. Nearly all th°e apart-
ments of it were allotted to Mary ; some of them for
state rurpo.ses; and the furniture is known, by other
proof than its appearance, to remain as she left it.
The chief room, or that of audience, is of uncommon
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loftinesH, and Ptrikes hy its grandeur, before the vene-
ration and tt-nderness arise which its antiquities and
the plainly-told tale of the sutferings they witnessed
excite.

\^An Italian Landscape.l

These excursions sometimes led to Puzzuoli, Bala,
or the woody clitf^ of Pausilippo ; and as, un their re-

turn, they glided along the moonltj^'ht bay, tlje melo-
dies of Italian strains seemed to ^'ive enchantment to

the scenery of its shore. At this oiol hour the voices

of the vine-dressers were frequently heard in trio, as

they rcitosed after the labour of the day on some
pleasant promontory under the shade of poplars ; or

the brisk music of the dauce fmrn tishcmieti on the

margin of the waves below. Tlic boatmen rested on
their oars, while their company listiiied to vdice.t mo-
dulated by sensibility to finer eKxpience than it is in

the power of art alone to display ; and at others, while

they observed the airy natural grace which distin-

guishes the dance of the fishtrinenand pejusant girls of

Naples. Frequently, as they glided round a promon-
tory, whose shaggj' masses impended far over the sea,

Buch raagic scenes of beauty unfolded, adorned by the-<e

dancing groups on the bay beyond, as no pencil could

do justice to. The deep clear waters reflected every

image of the landscape ; the cliffs, branching into wild

forms, crowned with groves whose rough fuUage often

spread down their steeps in picturesque luxuriance
;

the ruined villa on some bold point peeping throu^rh the

trees; peasants' cabins hanging on the precipices, ami
the dancing figures on the strand—all touched with

the silvery tint and soft shadows of moonlight. On
the other hand, the sea, trembling with a long line of

radiance, and showing in the clear distance the sails

of vessels stealing in every direction along its surface,

presented a prospect as grand as the landscupe was
beautiful.

MATTHEW GREGORY LKWI9.

Among the most successful imitators nf Mrs Rad-
clifTe's peculiar manner and class of subjects, was
Matthew Gregory Lewis, whose wild romance.
The iMonk, published in 1796, was received with
mingled astimishment, censure, and applause. The
first edition was soon disposed of. an<l in preparing
a second, Lewis threw out some indelicate passages
which had given much offence. He might have car-

ried his retrenclnnents farther, witli benefit both to

the story and its readers. ' The Monk' was a youtli-

fiil production, written, as the author states in his

rhyming preface, when he * scarce had seen his twen-
tieth year.' It lias all the marks of youth, except
modesty. Lewis was the boldest vf hof>gohlin writers,

and dashed away fearlessly among scenes uf monks
and nuns, church processions, Spanish cavaliers,

maidens and duennas, sorcerers and enchantments,
the Inquisition, the wandering Jew, and even Satan
himself, whom he brings in to execute justice visibly

and without compunction. The hero, Ainbrosio, is

abbot of the CapiiLliins at Madrid, and from liis

reputed sanctity and humility, and his eloquent
preaching, he is surnamed the Man of Ilnliness.

Arabrosio conceives himself to be exempted from
the fadings of humanity, and is severe in his saintly

judgments. lie is full of religious enthusiasm and
pride, and tliinks liimself proof against all tempta-
tion. The hint of this character whs taken from a
paper in the Guardian, and Lewis tilled np the out-
line with considerable energy and skilful delinea-

tion. The imp»>sing presence, strong passions, and
wretched downfall of Ambrosio, are not easily for-

gotten by the readers of the novel. The haughty
and susceptible nxmk is templcfl by an infernal
spirit—the Mephostophilis of the tale—who assumefl
tlu' form of a young and beautiful woman, and, after
varir)ns efti>rts, completely triumphs o%'er the virtue
and the resolutions of Ambrosio. He proceeds from
crime to crime, till he is stained with the most
atrocious deeds, his evil genius, Matilda, being still

his prompter and associate, and aiding him by her
powers of conjuration and sorcery. He is at length
caught in the toils, detected in a deed of murder,
and is tried, tortured, and convicted by the Inquisi-
tion. While trembling at the approaching onto
de fe, at which he is sentenced to perish, Ambrosio
is again vi-ired hy Matilda, who gives him a certain
mysterion«i book, by rejiding which he is able to
summon Lucifer to his presence. Ambrosio ven-
tures on this desperate expedient. The Evil One
appears (appropriately preceded by tlumder and
earthquake), and the wretclied monk, having sold

his luqK? of salvation to recover his liberty, is borne
aloft far fr(tm his dungeon, but only to be dashed
to pieces on a rock. Such is the outline of the
monk's story, in which there is certainly no shrinking
from rhe supernatural macliinery that Mrs Uadcliffe
ad ipted only in semblance, without attempting to

make it real. Lewis relieved his narrative by
episodes and hive-scenes, one of which (the bleeding
nun) is told with great animation. He introduces
us also to a robber's hut in a forest, in which a
striking scene occurs, evidently suggested bv a
similar cme in Smollett's Count Fathom. Besides
his excessive use of conjurations and spirits to carry
on his story, I^wis resorted to another class of
horrors, which is simply disgusting; namely, loath-
some images of nmrtal corruption and decay, the
festering relics of death and the grave. The ac-

count of the confinement of Agnes in the dungeon
below tlie shrine of St Clare, and of her dead child,

which she persisted in keeping constantly in her
arms, is a repulsive description of this kind, puerile

and offcjisive, thougn preceded by the masterly nar-
rative of tlie ruin and c<mIlagration of the convent
by the exasperated popuhice.

The only other tale by Lewis which has been
reprinted is the Bravo of Venice, a slnirt production,
in which there is enough of banditti, disguises,

plots, and mysterious adventures—the dagger and
the bowl—but nothing equal to the best parts of
' The Monk.' The style is more chaste and uniform,
and some Venetian scenes are picturesquely de-
scribed. The hero, Abellino, is at one time a
beggar, at another a bandit, and ends by marrying
the h)vely niece of the Doge of Venice—a genuine
character for the mock-heroic of romance. In
none of his works does Lewis evince a talent for

humour.

[Scaic of Conjuration hy the Wandering JciP.]

[Ra.^-mond, in ' The Monk,* is pursued by a spectre repre*

sontinK a blecdinR nun, wbieli ajipeare at one o'clock in the

mnrninfi, repeating a certain chiuit, nnd pressinir htr lips to

hi'«. Kvcry succcfdinK visit inspires him witli prrater hnrmr,
and lie becomes melancholy aiid deransL-d in hoaltli. His sor-

vant, Tlietidfpre. meets with a strHnsor, « Im IcIIs him to bid

his mast<.'r wibh fur him when the ch>ck striken one, .Hiid tho

talc, as related by Raymond, procccda. The ineenuity wiUi

which Lewis avails himself of the ancient legend of the Wan-
dering Jew, and the fiiie description of the conjuration, are

worthy of rcmark.J

He was a man of niaje«tic presence; his counte-

nance wa-s strongly marked, and his eyca were large,

black, and sparkling: yet there was a something in

his look which, the moment that 1 saw him, inspired
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me with a set.'ret awe, not to i*jty horror. He was

iJreitHed )iUinly, his hair wtui unpowdcred, and a

bajtd uf black velvet, which encircled hiii forehead,

spread orer hiit leutUR's an addltiunul gloom, llis

couiitenaiico wore the marks of profound nielancliuly,

hii* step wiLs slow, and iiis manner j,'rave, Htately, and
solemn. lie saluted me with politeness, and having

replied to the usual compliments cf introduction, he

motioned to Theodore to quit the cluimber. The
jH^re inftantly withdrew. * I know your business,'

said he, without giving me time to speak. * I have

the power of rele:i.sing you from your nightly visitor
;

but this cannot be done before Sumlay. On the ht)ur

when the Sabbath morning breaks, spirits of darkness

have lejist influence over mortals. After Saturday,

the nun shall visit you no more.* * May I not in-

quire,' said I, * by what means you are in possession

of a secret which 1 have carefully concealed from tlie

knowledge of every one!* * How can I be ignorant of

your distresses, when their cause at this moment
stands before you?' I started. The stranger con-

tinued :
* though to you only visible for one hour in

the twenty-four, neither day nor night does she ever

quit you; nor will she ever quit you till you have
gmnted her request.' * And what is that request?'
* That she must herself explain; it lies not in my
knowledge. Wait with patience for the night of

Saturday ; all shall be then cleared up.' I dared not

press him further. He soon after changed the con-

versation, and talked of various matters. He named
people who had ceased to exist for many centuries,

and yet with whom he appeared to have been per-

sonally acquainted. 1 could not mention a country,

however distant, which he had not visited ; nor could

I sufficiently ailmire the extent and variety of his

information. 1 remarked to him, that having tra-

velled, seen, and known so much, must have given

him infinite plea-sure. He shook his head mournfully.
• No one,* he replied, * is adequate to comprehending
the misery of my lot ! Fate obliges me to be con-

stantly in movement ; I am not permitted to pass

more than a fortnight in the same place. I have no
friend in the world, and, from the restlessness of my
destiny, I never can acquire one. Fain would I lay

down my miserable lifL', for I envy those who enjoy

the quiet of the grave ; but death eludes me, and
flies from my embrace. In vain do I throw myself in

the way of danger. I plunge into the ocean, the
waves throw me back with abhorrence upon the
shore ; I rush into fire, the fiarnes recoil at my ap-
proach ; I oppose myself to the fury of banditti,

their swords become blunted, and break against
my breast. The hungry tiger shudders at my ap-
proach, a!id the alligator flies from a monster more
horrible than itself. God has set his seal upon me,
and all his creatures respect this fatal mark.* He
put his hand to the velvet which was bound round his

forehead. There was in his eyes an expression of

fury, despair, and malevolence, that struck horror to

my very soul. An involuntary convulsion made me
shudder. The stranger perceived it. * Such is the
curse imposed on me,' he continued; * I am doomed
to inspire all who look on me with terror and detesta-

tion. You already feci the influence of the charm,
and with every succeeding moment will feel it more.
I will not add to your sufferings by my presence.

Farewell till Saturday. As soon as the clock strikes

twelve, expfct me at your chamber.*
Having said this he departed, leaving me in asto-

nishment at the mysterious turn of his manner and
conveiNation. lUs a-ssurances that I should soon be
relieved from the apparition's visits produced a good
effect upon my eunstltutinn. Thendnre, whom I

rather treated as an adopted child than a domestic,
was surprised, at his return, to observe the amend-
meob iQ my looks. He congratulated me on this

symptom of returning health, and declared himself
delighted at my having received so much benefit from
my conference with the Great Mogul. V\inTi inquiry
I found that the stranger hud already jiassed L-iglit

days in Ratlsbon. According to his own account,
therefore, he was only to remain there six days longer.

Saturday was still at a distance of three. Oh ! with
what impatience did I expect its arrival! In the
interim, the bleeding nun continued her nocturnal
visits; but hoping soon to be released from them
altogether, the effects which they produced on me
became less violent than before.

The wished-for night arrived. To avoid creating
suspicion, 1 retired to bed at my usual hour ; but as

soon as my attendants had left me. I dressed myself
again, and prepared for the stranger's reception, lis

entered my room upon the turn of miiinlght. A
small chest was in his hand, which he placed near the
stove. He saluted me without speaking; I returned
the compliment, observing an equal silence. He then
opened the chest. The first thing which he produeecl
was a small wooden crucifix ; he sunk upon his knees,

gazed upon it mournfully, and cast his eyes towards
heaven. He seemed to be praying devoutly. At
length he bowed his head respectfully, kissed the
crucifix thrice, and quitted his kneeling posture. He
next drew from the chest a covered goblet ; with tht

liquor which it contained, and which ay>])eared to be
blood, he sprinkled the floor ; and then dipping in it

one end of the cnicifix, he described a circle in tlie

middle of the room. Round about this he placed
various reliques, skulls, thigh-bones, &c. I observed
tliat he disjiosed them all in the forma of crosses.

Livstly, he took out a large Bible, and beckoned me
to f(dlow him into the circle. I obeyed,

' Be cautious not to utter a syllable !' whispered
the stranger: * step not out of the circle, and as you
love yourself, dare not to look upon my face.' Holding
the crucifix in one hand, the Bible in the other, he
seemed to read with profound attention. The clock
struck one ; as usual 1 heard the spectre's steps upon
the staircase, but I was not seized with the accus-

tomed shivering. I waited her approach with confi-

dence. She entered the room, drew near the circle,

and stopped. The stranger muttered some words, to

me unintelligible. Then raising his head from the

book, and extending the crucifix towards the ghost,

he pronounced, in a voice distinct and sulemn,
'Beatrice! Beatrice! Beatrice!' * What wouldst thou ?'

replied the apparition in a hollow faltering tone.
' What disturbs thy sleep? Why dost thou afflict

and torture this 3'outh ? How can rest- be restored to

thy unquiet spirit?' ' I dare not tell, 1 must not tell.

Fain would I repose in my grave, hut stern commands
force me to prolong my punishment !* ' Knowest
thou this blood { Knowest thou in whose veins it

flowed? Beatrice! Beatrice! in his name I charge

thee to answer me.' * I dare not disobey my taskers.'

* Darest thou disobey me?' He spoke in a command-
ing tone, and drew the sable hand from his forehead.

hi spite of his injunction to the contrary, curiosity

would not sutTur me to keep my eyes off his face : I

raised them, and beheld a burning cross impressed

upon his brow. For the horror with which this object

inspired me I cannot account, but I never felt its

equal. My senses left me for some moments ; a
mysterious dread overcame my courage ; and had not

the exerciser caught my hand, I should have fallen

out of the circle. When I recovered myself, I per-

ceived that the burning cross had produced an eflcct

no less violent upon the .spectre. Her countenance
expressed reverence and horror, and her visior ary

limbs were shaken by fear. * Yes,' she said at le;igth,

* I tremble at that mark ! I respect it ! I obey you I

Know, then, that my bones lie still unburied—they

rot in the obscurity of Lindenbcrg-hole. None but
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this youth has the right of consigning them to the

grave. Ili^ own lips have nia<le over to irie his bo*i}'

and his soul ; never will I give back his promise
;

never shall he know a night devoid of terr'»r unless

ile engages to collect xny mouldering bones, and de-

posit them in the family vault of his Andulusian

castle. Then let thirty nni.sses he said for the repose

of niy spirit, and I trouble this world no more. Now
let me depart ; those flames are scorching.*

He let the hand drop slowly which held the crucifix,

and which till then he had pointed towards her.

The apparition bowed her head, and her form melted

iuto air.

MBS opre.

Mrs Amelia Opie (Miss Alderson of Nonvicli),

the widow of John Opie, the celebrated artist, com-

nieiu'cd her literary career ii\ ISOI, when she pub-

lished lier domestic and pathetic tale of The Father

and IJdi/yhlcr. Without venturing out of ordinary

life, Mrs Opie invested her narrative with deep in-

terest, by her genuine painting of nature and pas-

sion, her animated dialogue, and feminine delicacy of

feeling. Her first novel has gone through eight edi-

tions, and is still popular. A long series of works

of liction has since proceeded from the pen of this

lady. Her tiimjile Tuks, in four volumes. 1806
i

New Tales, four volumes, 1818 -, Temper, or Domes-

tic Scenes, a tale, in three volumes ; Tules of Heal

Life, three volumes ; Tales of the Heart, four volumes

;

are all marked by the same characteristics— the

portraiture of domestic life, drawn with a view to

regulate the heart and affections. In 1828 Mrs
Opie published a moral treatise, entitled Detraction

Displaced, in order to expose that ' most common of

all vices,' which she says justly is found ' in every

class or rank in society, from the peer to the pea-

sant, from the master to the valet, from tlie mistress

to the maid, from the most learned to the most igno-

rant, from the man of genius to the meanest capa-

city.' The tales of this lady have been thrown into

the shade by the brilliant fictions of yeott, the

stronger moral delineations of Miss Edgeworth, and

the generally masculine character of our more mo-

dern literature. She is, like Mackenzie, too uni-

formly pathetic and tender. ' She can do notliing

well,' says Jeffrey, ' that requires to be done with

formality, and therefore has not succeeded in copy-

ing either the concentrated force of weiglity and

deliberate reason, or the severe and solemn dignity

of majestic virtue. To make amends, however, she

represents admirably everything that is araialile, ge-

nerous, and gentle.' Perhaps we should add to this

the power of exciting and harrowing up the feelings

in no ordinary degree. Some of her short tales are

full of gloomy and terrific painting, alternately re-

sembhng those of Godwin and Mrs Kadclifie.

In Miss Sedgwick's Letters from Abroad (1841),

we find the following notice of the venerable no-

velist :

—
' I owed Mrs Opie a grudge for having

made me in my youth cry my eyes out over her

stories ; but her fair cheerful face forced me to for-

get it. She long ago forswore the world and its

vanities, and adopted the Quaker faith and costume
;

but I fancied tliat her elaborate simplicity, and the

fashionable little train to her pretty satin gown,

indicated how much easier it is to adopt a theory

than to change one's habits.'

WILLIAM GODWIN.

William Godwin, author of Calch Williams, was

one of the most remarkable men of his times. The

boldness of bis speculations and opinions, and his
apparent depth and ardour of feeling, were curiously
contrasted with his plcKlding habits, bis imjiertiirb-

able temper, and the quiet obscure simplicity of liis

life and manners. The most startling and astound-
ing theories were propounded by him with nndoiiht-
ing coutideiiee; and sentimeuts that, if reduced to

action, would have overturned the whole framework
of society, were complacently dealt out by their

author as if they had inertly formed an ordinary

portion of a busy literary life. Gotlwin was born at

Wisbeach, in Cambridgeshire, on the 3d of March
17.56. His father was a dissenting minister—a pious

nonconformist—and tlius the future novelist may be

said to have been nurtured in a love of religious

and civil liberty, without perhaps much reverence

for existing authority. He soon, however, far over-

stepped the pale of dissent. After receiving the

necessary education at the dissenting ccdiege at Hox-
ton, Mr Godwin became minister of a congregation

in the vicinity of London. He also officiated fir

some time at Stowmarket, in SufEdk. About the

year 1782, having been five years a nonconformist

preacher, he settled in London, and applied himself

wholly to literature. His first work was entitled

Sketches of History, in tSia- Sermons ; and he shortly

afterwards became principal writer in the A'tw An-
nual lieyister. He was a zeahtus political reformer;

and his talents were so well known or recommended,

that he obtained the large sum of i'700 for his next

publication. This was his famed Enquiry concerninij

Political ,/usticc, and its Influences on General Virtue

and Happiness, published in 1793. Mr Godwin's

work was a sincere advocacy of an intellectual re-

public—a splendid argument for universal philan-

thropy and benevolence, and for the omnipotence of

mind over matter. His views of the perfectibility

of man and the regeneration of society (all private

affections and interests being merged in the pulilic

gooil) were clouded by no misgivings, and he wrote

with the force of conviction, and with no ordinary

powers of persuasion and eloquence. The Enquiry

was highly successful, and went through several
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**^'"?"*; I"" t*'''>'i'"i""tli iifterwards appenreil hii
"".'';! " ''"".''* "' ''«?/ *" •" "le Adventures of Valeh
»,lhmns His object here was also tn iiK-uIcate his
peculiar ilnctrinos, aiul to coniprehenil ' a general
review of the modes of doinestic and nnrecorded
desimtisni. by which man becomes the destroyer of
man." His hero, Williams, tells his own tale of snf-

. feriiijr and of wron-—of inn.icence persecuted and
]

reduced to the brink of death and inlaniy by aristo-
cratic power, and by tyrannical or partially-admi-
nistered laws; but his story is so fraught with
interest and energy, that ^ve lose sight of the politi-
cal obje<-t or satire, and think only of the characters
and incidents that pass in reyiew before us Tlie
imagination of the author oyerpowered his philo-
sophy

: he was a greater inyentor than logician His
character of Falkland is one of the finest in the
whole range of Knglish fictitious composition. The
opinions of Godwin were soon brought still more
prominently forward. His friends, Holcruft Thel-
wall Home Tookc, and others, were thrown into
the Tower on a charge of high treason. The novelist
had jmned none of their societies, and however ob-
no.\ious to those in power, had not rendered himself
amenable to tlie laws of his country.* G.idwin
however, was ready ^vith his pen. Judge Eyre, in
his charge to the grand jury, had laid down' prin-
ciples very different fn.ni those of our author and
the latter^ instantly published Curson/ Strictures on
the judges charge, so ably written that the pamph-
let is said to have mainly led to the acqnitt.al of the
accused parties. In 1 796 Mr Godwin issued a series

/.?"/%.,"" ^''"™f'™. manners, and literature,
entitled J/,e Fnr/„irer. In the following year he
married Mary W,.ll3f,.necraft, autliorof 7'/« Vimiwa-
tton of the R,yhis of Wnma,,. &c, a lady in many re-
spects as remarkable as her husband, "and wlio',lied
after having given birth to a daughter (.Mrs Shelley)
still more justly distinguished. Godwin's contempt
of the ordinary modes of thinking and acting in this
country was displayed by tliis marriage. His wife
brought with her a natur.al daughter, the fruit of a
former connexion. .She h,ad lived with Godwin for
some time before their marriage; and ' the princip.al
motive, he says, 'for complying with the ceremony
was the circumstance of Mary's being in a state of
pregnancy. Such an open disregard of the ties and
principles that sweeten life and adorn society asto-
nished even Godwin's philosophic and reforming
friends. But whether acting in good or in bad taste
he seems alw,ays to have been fearless and sincere
He wrote Memoirs of Mary Wullstonecraft Godwin
(who died in about half a year after her 'marriage)
and in tins curious work all the details of her 'life
and conduct are minutely related. We are glad
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after this mental iiollution, to meet Godwin againas a novelist

—

°

He bears no token of the sabler streams
And mounts far off among the swans of Thames.

In 1799 appeared his A Leon, a story of the ' mira-uilous class, as he himself states, ind designed to

s u..tio,r%r''s^'
"'"' '''^^'""^ '"'h '""'•dil'e

situations. His hero attains the possession of the

by r!:rf f'""''""^
^-»^-e.xhaustless weahby the art of transmuting metals into gold, and at

b.y «hich he has he power of renewing his youth.These .are. indeed, 'incredible situations;' but theromance has many attractions-splendid descrip-
tion and true pathos. Its chief defect is an e^cess of the terrible and marvellous. In 1800 Mr
P"f

«•'" ';™'^"'=;d his unlucky tragedy of Antonio

;

in 1801 Thonohts on Dr Parrs SpUal Sermon, beinga reply to some attacks made upon him, or rathefon his code of morality, by Parr, M.ackintosh, and
others. In 180.3 he brought out a voluminous /,,/e
of Lhaucer. in two quarto volumes. W^ith Mr God-win the great business of this world was to writebooks and whatever subject he selected, he treated
It with a due sense of its importance, and pursued
It into all Its ramifications with intense ardour and
application I'lie 'Life of Chaucer' was ridiculedby Sir W.alter Scott in the Kdinburgh Review inconsequence of its enormous bulk and its extraneous
dissertations, but it is credit.able to the antlior's t.asteand rese.irch. The student of our early literature
will hnd in It many interesting facts connected with
a chivalrous and romantic period of our history-much sound criticism, and a fine relish for t'rue
poetry. In 1S04 Mr Godwin produced his novel of
tketu-ooch or the New Man of Feeling. The titlewas unfortunate, as reminding the reader of the oldMan of Feeling, by far the most interesting and
amiable of the two. Mr Godwin's hero is self willed
and capricious, a morbid egotist, whose irritabilitv
and frantic outbursts of passion move cuutempt
rather than sympathy. Byron has said-

Romances paint at full length people's wooIn<'s
but only giye a bust of marriages.

"

* tf we may credit a curious entn,- in Sir Walter Scott's
nry, Godwin must have been early mixed up with the Eng-

lish Jacobins. • Canninsr-B conversion from popular opinions •

sa.V8 blOTt. • wa.. strangely brought round. -While he was study-
ing in the Temple, and rather entertaining revolutionari- opi-
ntone Oudwm sent to say that he was coming to breakfast
With him, to siwak on a subject of the highest importance.
tanning knew little of liim, but received his visit, and learned
to his astonishment that, in expectation of a new order ofW'ngs the Knglish Jaobins designed to place him, Canning
«l the head of the revolution. He was much struck, and asked
tune to think what course he should take ; and haWng thought
the matter over, he went to Mr Pitt, and made the Anti-
Jacobi^i confession of faith, in which he persevered untilCannmg himself mentioned this to Sir W. Knighton upon occa-Bon of giving a place in the Charter-house, of some ten pounds

t"sT'
i" °''?"'"''* •"""er. lie could scarce do less for oneWho had offered him the dictator's curule chair.-iw^MrC/

,»,.": ''^" occurrence must have taken place beforewas in that jear Canning x.-^ introduced by Pitt into par-

This cannot be said of Mr Godwin. Great part of
JJleefwood IS occupied with the hero's matrimonial
troubles and afflictions ; but they only e.xemplify
the noble poet's farther observation— ' no one cares
for matrimonial cooings.' The better parts of the
novel consist of the episode of the Macneills, a t.ale
ot^family pathos, and some detached descriptions ofU elsh scenery. For some years Mr Godwin w,as
little heard of. He had married again, and, as amore certain means of ni.aintenance'; had opened a
bookseller's shop in London, under the assumedname of 'Edward Baldwin.' In this situation he
ii.shered forth a number of children's books, smaU
histories and other compilations, some of them by
himself. Charles Lamb mentions an English Gram-
mar, in which Hazlitt assisted. He tried another
tragedy, FuMner. in 1807, but it was unsuccessful
Aext year he published an Rssay on Sepulchres
w-ritten m a fine meditative spirit, with great beauty
"/;^P^^'f,^™i /™d in 181.5 Lives of Edward andJohn I hlhps. the nephews of Mi/Ion. The latter is
also creditable to the taste and research of the
author, and illustrates our poetical history about
the time of the Restoration. In 1817 Mr Godwin
again entered the arena of fiction. He had paid a
visit to Scotland, and concluded with Constable for
another novel, Mandeville. a tale of the times of
Cromwell. The style of this work is measured and
stately, and it abounds in that moral anatomy in
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wliiih till- autlior delighttil, but often carried bu

V'.ihI trvitb and ii;iturc. Tliu vindictive feelings

delineated in ' MandeviUe' are puslied to a revolt-

ing extreme. I'assages of energetic and beautiful

composition—reflective and descriptive—are to be

found in tlie novel ; and we may remark, tliat as

the author advanced in years, he seems to have cul-

tivated more sedulously the graces of language and

diction. The stujilc of his novels, however, was

taken from the depths of his own mind—not from

extensive surveys of m.ankind or the universe ;
and

it was obvious that the oft-drawn-upon fountain be-

pau to dry up, notwithstanding the luxuriance of

tlie foli:i(.'e" that shaded it. AVe next find Mr C«iii-

win combating the opinion.i of Malthus upon popu-

lation (1820). and then setting about an elaborate

History of the Communu-talth. The great men of

that era were exactly suited to his taste. Their re-

solute energy of character, their overthrow of tlie

monarchv, their republican enthusiasm and strange

notions of faith and the saints, were well adapted to

fire his imai;in;ition and stinndate his research. The

history extended to four large volumes, which were

published at intiTvals between 1824 and 1828. It

is evident that Mr (lodv.in tasked himself to pro-

duce authorities fir ail be advanced. He took tap,

as might be expected, strong opinions; but in striv-

ing to be accurate and minute, be became too spe-

cific and chronological for the interest of his narra-

tive. It was tr\dy said that the style of his history

'creeps and hiti-hes in dates and atithorities.' In

1830 >Ir Godwin published Cluinleslet/, a tale, in

three volumes. Reverting to his first brilliant per-

formance as a novelist, he made bis new hero, like

Caleb Williams, a person of humble origin, and he

arrays him against his patron ; but there the pa-

rallel ends. The elastic vigour, the verisimilitude,

the crowduig incidents, the absorbing interest, and

the overwhelming catastrophe of the first novel,

are not to be found in ' Cloudesley.' There is even

little delineation of character. Instead of these we

have fine English, 'clouds of reflections without any

new occasion to call them forth ;
an expanded flow

of words without a single pointed remark.' The

next production of tliis veteran author was a meta-

pliysical treatise, Thoiujhts on Man, &c. ; and his

last work (18.'34) a compilation, entitled Lives of the

Necromancers. In his later years Mr Godwin en-

joyed a small government office, yeoman usher

of the Exchequer, which was conferred upon him

by Earl Grey"s ministry. In the residence attached

to this appointment, in New Palace Yard,^ he ter-

minated his long and laborious scholastic life on the

7th of April 18,16. No man ever panted more

ardeutlv, or toiled more heroically, for literary fame;

and we' think that, before be closed his eyes, he must

have been conscious that he had ' left something so

written to after-times, as they should not willingly

let it die'

•Caleb Williams' is unquestionably the most in-

teresting and original of Mr Godwin's novels, and

is altogether a work of extraordinary art and power.

It has the plainness of narrative and the apparetit

reality of the fictions of Defoe or Swift, but is

far more pregnant with thought and feeling, and

touches far higher sympathies and associations.

The incidents and characters are finely developed

and contrasted, an intense earnestness pervades

the whole, and the story never flags for a moment.

Tiie lowness of some of the scenes never inspires

Buch disgust as to repel the reader, and the awful

crime of wliich Falkland is guilty is allied to so

much worth and nobleness of nature, that we are

involuntarily led to regard him with feelings of ex-

alted pity and comnnseratioit. A brief glance at

the story will show the materials with which God-

win 'framed his spell.' Caleb Williams, an intel-

ligent young peasant, is taken into the house ol

Mr Falkland, the lord of the manor, in the capacity

of amanuensis, or private secretary. His master

is kind and compassionate, but stately and solemn

iii manner. An air of mystery hangs about him ;

his address is cold, and his sentiments impenetrable;

and he breaks out occasionally into fits of causeless

jealousy and tyrannical violence. One day Williams

surprises him in a closet, where he heard a deep

groan expressive of intolerable anguish, then the lid

of a trunk hastily shut, and the noise of fastening

a lock. Finding he was discovered, Falkland flies

into a transport of rage, and threatens the intruder

with instant death if be docs not withdraw. The
astonished youth retires, musing on this strange

scene. His curiosity is awakened, and he learns

part of Falkland's history from an old confidential

steward—how that his master was once the gayest

of the gay, and had achieved honour and fame

abroad, till cm his return he was persecuted with a

malignant destiny. His nearest neighbour, Tyrrel,

a man of estate equal to his own, but of coarse and

violent mind and temper, became jealous of Falk-

land's superior talents and accomplishments, and

conceived a deadly enmity at him. The series of

events detailing the progress of this mutu.al hatred

(particularly the episode of Miss Melville) is deve-

loped with great skill, but all is creditable to ths

high-minded and cldvalrous Falkland. The con-

duct of Tyrrel becomes at length so atrocious, that

th& country gentlemen shun his society. He in-

trudes himself, however, into a rur.al assembly, an

altercation ensues, and Fidkl.and indignantly up-

braids him, and bids him begone. Amidst the hoot-

ings and reproaches of the assembly, Tyrrel retires,

but soon returns inflamed with liquor, and with one

blow of his muscular arm levels F'alkland to the

ground. His violence is repeated, till he is again

forced to retreat. This complication of ignominy,

base, humiliating, and public, stung the proud and

sensitive Falkland to the soul ; he left the room ;

but one other event closed the transactions of that

memorable evening—Tyrrel was found dead in the

street, having been murdered (stabbed with a knife)

at the distance of a few yards from the assembly

house. From this crisis in Falkland's history

commenced his gloomy and unsociable melancholy

—

life became a burden to him. A private investiga-

tion was made into the circumstances of the nmrderj

but Falkland, after a lofty and eloquent denial of

all knowledge of the crime, was discharged with

every circinnstance of honour, and amidst the plau-

dits of the people. A few weeks afterwards, a

peasant, named Hawkins, and his son were taken

up on some slight suspicion, tried, condemned, and

executed for the murder. Justice w,as satisfied, but

a deepening gloom had settled on the solitary Falk-

land. Williams heard all this, .and joined in pitying

the noble sulferer ; but the question occurred to him

—was it possible, after all, that his master shoidd be

the murderer? Tlie idea took entire possession of

his mind. He determined to place himself as a

watch upon Falkland—a perpetual stimidus urged

him on. Circumstances, also, were constantly oc-

curring to fi'cd his morbid inquisitivcness. At
Icn-th a fire broke out in the house during Falk-

land's absence, and Williams was led to the room

containing the mysterious trunk. With the energy

of uncontrollable jiassion he forced it ojien, and

was in the act of lifting up the lid, when Falkland

entered, wild, breathless, .and distraction in his looks.

The first act of the infuriate master was to present

a pistol at the head of the youth, but he instantly
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changed his rpsolution. ami ordered him to with-draw M.xt day Falkhin.l disclosed the secret. •

Iam the Wu<.lccst of villains ; I an. the murderer of
•

I ,i-l.""'
«'» "S's-issin ,.f the Hawkinses!- Hemade W ilhams swear never to disclose the secret

on pam of death or worse. • I am,' said Falkland'
•as mnch the fool of fame as ever ; I clinp h, „3my l.u.t breath: though I be the blackest of villains
I will leave belimd me a spotless and illustrious
name: there is no crime so malignant, no scene ofr ^=^i-;i- 2f2=^ E^s:^y^^F'^Pi^'=me. VMlhanis took the oath and submitted ^His

tC •'""''"'
T'fr^ *' ""^ *<^""« subniission

that was reqmred of h>m, and in time he escaped
from the house. He was spcedilv taken, and accused
at the mstance of Falkland of abstracjing vTluable

^T'X^T '''Ix'™"'^
^' '^•"^ '"•"'J «P"' "" theday of the fire. He was cast into prison. The in-

tenor of the prison, and its wretched inmates, arethen described with great minuteness. Williams towhom the confinement became intolerable, escaped

WILLIAM OODWm.

that I had determined impartially and jintlv. Ibel.e^^d that, if Jlr Kalklan,! were permitted ,opers,. t il, h,s schemes, we n,us, both of us be con,-pie cly wre ched. 1 believed that it was in my pn„er.by the resolution I ha,l formed, to throw mv ihlre othis wretchedness from me, and that his could scarcely
be increased.

_
It appear..!, theref.re, to n,y ,„ind tobe a mere piece of c.p.it.y and justice, such as ann par lal spectator w.uild desire, that one pen<onshould be miserable m preference to two, thit one

acting his part, and contributing hi; share to thegeneral welfare. I thought that'in this business Ihad risen superior to ,.ersonaI considerations, andjudged with a total neglect of the suggestions of self-regard. It IS true Mr Falkland was mortal : but no .
withstanding his apparent .lecay. he might live Ion..Ought 1 to submit to waste the h«t years of mv life
in my present wretched situation ! He had declared
that his reputation should be for ever inviolate -

thiswas his ruling passion, the thought that worked his
u„ ;. fl

-—•.-."... .0 uc.-.«]oe inioicraDle, escaped, was ms ruling pass on, the thou.^ht that i..„,i..j T-He IS firs robbed and then sheltered by a band of ^o"! to madness He would InMW hi? f
^"

robbers-he ,s forced to flee for his lifLassumes U ''"gacy of persecution to beCeiVbvreT
t'lZT^^I^""' '\''^-''" '" P^'-'™- ••""! agah hands of Gines, or some . the AVl ii^ e ukUvTr''escapes: but misery and injustice meet him at every cious, when he should himself l" lo mo?e Lw :;
J^L^ ^ innocently fastened on himself a "ever was the time forme to re.leeiu my f.t, r.!;?!.econd enemy, a villain named Gines, who from a ''--oni endless wo. ^ '^'""^ ''^^^

^ghwayman h.ad become a thief-taker ; and the in- But all these fine-spun rea,onin.v, vanished heforp

lTL"L.'"i'^?:l?^_fiV^ ''r'!'^'^-
tracking him from 'he object that was i^w presented to mtshaU I„!„„„ , , ,.,

= .c""", nacitiiig mm irom
place to place like a blood-hound, are relate,! withnncommon spirit and effect. Tl.e whole of these ad-
«Dtures possess an enchaining interest, and cannot
be perused without breathless anxiety. The inno-
cence of Wilham.s. and the manifestations of his cha-
racter-artless, buoyant, and fast maturingunderthis
stern discipline—irresistibly attnict and^arrv f.,r-^rd the reader. The connection of Falkland andWiU.ams IS at hist wound up in one scene of over-
powering interest, in which the latter comes fiirward
publicly as the accuser of his former master. The

lo^^'of F:Si:i:!!d1 c^ou^ntf^ "''''' '"'^'^"P""^-

[Conclwlmg Scene of Caleb miliams.]

1 can conceive of no shock greater than that I le-
ceived from the sight of iMr Falkland. His appear-

trample upon a man thus dre,adlullv reduced ' <hall
1 point iny animosity against one whom the system ofnature has brought down to the gravel Shall Ipoison with sounds the most intolerable to his ears,the last nmments of a man like Falkhvnd ? It is im-
pos,s,ble. There must have been some dreadful mistake
in the tram of argument that persuaded me to be theauthor of this hateful scene. There must have been
a better and more magnanimous remedy to the evilsunder which I groaned.

It was too late. The mistake I had committed wasnow gone, pa.st all power of recall, llerewas Falkland
solemnly brought before a magistrate to answer to acharge of murder. Here I stood, having already de-
clared myselt the author of the charge, gravely and
sacredly pledged to support it. This was my situation-
and tous situated I was called upon immediately to
act. My whole frame shook. 1 would ea.^crlv have

jnceontheTa;t«;;si;n'm,;hi:r::,„eTla\^re^\Trf''' "''''/'"'
"i'T" ^^'"'''' ''--°^-" "«

iaggard, ghost-like, and wild, ei.er.y in his Texture
! IT^^!

''^' '^'''"'"'.
J.'

however, believed that the
andphrensy in his aspe.:t. ltZf,ZtL^TZTr'lT^n\ "T^

"'o-t ndispen>ably incun.bent on me
ance of a coip.se. He was brought in in aT T 'r ^ f

"?'"""^ °^ '">' ^''»' ""''«' before mv
unable to sta,^, fati..ued and afmost de rnveH i

'
,1

' .' '""""^'l
'"'''t at Mr Falkland, and then at

the journey he had iust taken III'

J"t'-o:,ed by the magistrate and attendants, aod then at Mr Falk-
less-"; his Hmbs destitute of m on lfn,oiro7?T" i""'^ "=".'Vr ','T

''''' "^'^ ™'^'-'-' -"" ^.' " ' I

His head reclined upon hi CT^T'cfceTthll 'ot^^J{t:T^
'" '^'".\'" "'^^^ r"-i^'- f'- - to

and then he lifted it up and one e'd hi, eve tlfb
?^*"^'^^7' ""'

l!"'"^
'"'hoot uttering another word !

laiguid glance, in.medUtMerwhi.rieCnk Wt LV™" T'r
"'%™-'"l'>c'nces-I would submit to

respecting letters and wriHen pape,; be n:'so pe m " I tuirwil in dv f™'"?"^'"'
*;""'""" "?""' »""«

„„„„ J • ,;
"^"•"='=". "<: iii.iiMeu upon Doing

conveyed, with all practicable expedition, to the pl.ac?
of appointment. Falkland, in the most helpless statewas still Falkland, firm in command, and capable to'
Mtort obedience from every one that approached him.

i^ l?,,*, "§*'' "*' ""'" '" '"" Ti'l the moment
tnat Falkland was presented to my view, my breastWM steeled to pity. I thought that I had coolly
entered into the rea.son of the case (passion, in a state
01 solemn and omnipotent vehemence, always appears
•o be coolness to him in whom it domineere), and

presence—how unwillingly I have proceeded to this
extremity. I have reverence.l him ; he wa.s worthy
of reverence. From the first moment I saw him I con-
ceived the most ardent admiration. He condescended
to encourage nie; I attached myself to him with the
fulness of affection. He w.as unhappy; I exerted
niyself with youthful curiosity to discorer the secret

^jr,*"/ T;, 7*"" "'•'^' *•" beginning of misfortune.
What shall I say? He was indeed the murderer of
lyrrel

!
He suffered the Hawkinses to be executed

&6i '
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kiiinvin;! that they were innncoiit, ami that be al'tnc

wiw fl'i'lfy ! After Hucce.'*>ive sunuisi'H, jifter vari'Min

indiscrt'titiiis on iiiv jiart, ami imliratioiiH <ni his, he

ai leii;:th oniti>i»Mi to nie at full the fatal tale! Mr
K:i.lklamll I iiniHt solemtily eniijure you tn rcctillcct

yotirsflf! Dill I ever prove myself unworthy of yuiir

coiitideiicc? The secret was a most gainful Viurth«*ii

tome: it was the extremest folly that led me iiii-

thinkin;:ly U* ^ain possession of it ; but I would have

died a thuusand deaths rather than betray it. It wu^

the jealousy of your own thou^dits, and tlie weifxht

that hunj^ upon your mind, that led you to wateh my
motions and conceive alarm from every particle of

my conduct. You l)p;;an in cnntidence—why diiiyou

not continue in confidence? The evil that resulted

from my original imprudence woubl then liave been

comparatively little. Vou threatened me : did 1 then

betray you I A word front my lips at that time would

have freed me from youi- threats for ever. 1 bore them
for a considerable period, and at last quitted your

service, and threw myself a fu«:itive upon the world,

in silence. Why did you not sutler me to depart {

You brought me back by stratajrem ancl violence, and
wantonly accused me of an enormous felony! I'id I

then mention a syllable of the murder, the secret of

which was in my possession i Where is the man that

has suffered more from the injustice of society than I

have done ? I was accused of a viUany that my heart

abhorreil. I was sent to jail. I will not enumerate

the horrors of my prison, the li^rhtest of which would

make the heart of humanity shudder, I looked for-

ward to the gallows ! Younjr, ambitious, fond of life»

innocent as the child unborn, I looked forward to tlie

galkjws. I believed that one word of resolute accu-

sation against my patron would deliver me : yet I

was silent ; 1 armed myself with patience, uncertain

whether it were better to accuse or to die. Did this

show me a man unworthy to be trvisted ? 1 determined

to break out of prison. With infinite difficulty, and
repeated miscarriages, I at length effected my purpose.

Instantly a ])roclamation, with a hundred guineas'

reward, was issued for apprehending me. I was obliged

to take slielter among the refuse of mankind, in the

midst of a gang of thieves. 1 encountered the most

imnuTient peril of my life when I entered t!us retreat,

and when I quitted it. Immediately after, I travelled

almost the whole length of the kingdom, in poverty

and distress, in hourly danger of being retaken and

manacled like a felon. I would have fled my country
;

I was prevented. I had recourse to various disguises ;

I was innocent, and yet was compelled to as many
arts and subterfuges as could have been entailed

on the worst of villains. In London I was as much
harassed, and as repeatedly alarmed, as I had been in

my flight through the country. Did all these per-

secutions persuade me to put an end to my silence I

No : I suffered them with patience and submission ;

1 did not make one attempt to retort them upon their

author. I fell at last into the hands of the miscreants.

In this terrible situation I, fur the first time, at-

tempted, by turning informer, to throw the weight

from myself. Happily for me. the London magistrate

listened to my tale with insolent contempt. 1 soon,

and long, repented of my rashness, and rejoiced in

my mi-^carriage. I acknowledge that in various ways
Mr Falkland showed humanity towards me during
this period. He would have prevented my going to

prison at first ; he contributed to my subsistence

during my detention ; he had no share in the pursuit

that had been set on foot against me : he at length
procured my discliarge when brought forward for

trial. But a great part of his forbearance was unknown
to me ; I supposed him to be my unrelenting pursuer.

I could not forget that, whoever heaped calamities on

me in the sequel, they all originated in his forged

accusation. The prosecution against me for felony

was now at an end. ^^'hy were not my sutferinKn per-

mitted to tenninate then, nnd I allowed to hidi! my
weary head in some obscure yet tramjuil retreat ( Had
I not sulficiently proved my constancy and fidelity)

Would not a compromise in this situation have been
most wise and niowt secure? But the resti**ss and
ji-alons anxiety of Mr Falkland would not permit him
to repose the least atom of confidence. The only com-
promise that he projwtsed was, that, with my own
hand, 1 should sign myself a villain. 1 refused this

proposal, and have ever since been driven from place
to place, deprived of peace, of honest fame, even ot

breiul. For a long time I persisted in the resolution

tliat no emergency sht»uld cfinvert nie into the assail-

ant. In an evil hour I at last listened to my resent-

ment and impatience, and the hateful mistake into

whicli I fell has piofluced the pi-eseut scene. I now
see that mistake in all its enonnity. I am sure that

if I had opened my heart to Mr Falkland, if 1 had
tolfl to him privately the tale that I have now been

telling, he could not have resisted my reasonable

demand. After all his precautions, he must ulti-

mately have depended upon my forbearance. Could
he be sure, that if i were at last worked up to disclose

everything 1 knew, and to enforce it with all the

eneru'v I could exert, I shonld obtain no credit ? If

he nmst in every case be at my mercy, in which mode
ought he to have sought his safety— in conciliation,

or in inexorable cruelty? Mr Falkland is of a noble

nature. Yes! in sjdte of the catastrophe of Tyrrel,

of the miserable end of the Hawkinses, and of all that

1 have myself suffered, I afiirm that he has qualities

of the most admirable kiml. It is therefore impossible

that he could have resisted a frank and fervent ex-

postulation, the frankness and the fervour in which
the whole soul was poured out. I despaired while it

was yei time in have made the just experiment ; but

ray despair was criminal, was treason against the

sovereignty of truth. I have told a plain and unadul-

terated tale. I came hither to curse, but 1 remain to

bless. 1 came to accuse, but am compelled to applaud.

I proclaim to all the world that Mr Falkland is a roan

worthy of affection and kindness, and that I am
myself the basest and most odious of mankind ! Never
will 1 forgive myself the iniquity of tnis day. The
memory will always haunt me, and embitter every

hour of my existence. In thus acting, I have been

a murderer—a cool, deliberate, unfeeling murderer.

I have said what my accursed precipitation has

obliged me to say. Do with me as you please. I ask

no favour. Death would be a kindness compared to

what I feel 1'

Such were the accents dictated by my remorse. I

poured them out with uncontrollable impetuosity, for

my heart was pierced, and I was compelled to give

vent to its anguish. Every one that heard me was
petrified with astonishment. Every one that heard

me was melted into tears. They could not resist the

ardour with which 1 praised the great qualities of

Falkland; they manifested their sympathy in the

tokens of my penitence.

How shall I describe the feelings of this unfortunate

man ! Before I began, he seemed sunk and debili-

tated, incapable of any strenuous impression. When
I mentioned the murder, I could perceive in him an

involuntary shuddering, though it was counteracted,

partly by the feebleness of his frame, and partly by

the energy of his mind. This was an allegation he

expected, and he had endeavoured to prepare himself

for it. Rut there was much of what I said of which

he had had no previous conception. When I ex-

pressed the anguish of my mind, he seemed at first

startled and alarmed, lest this should be a new expe-

dient to gain credit to my tale. His indignation

against mo was great for having retained all my
reacntmcnt towards him, thus, sls it might be, iii the
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last hour of biit existence. It was incrciisoil when he

Jiseovered ine, as he supposed, using a pretence of

liberality and sentiment to give new edge to luy

hostility. But Its 1 went on, he could no lunger resist.

He saw my sincerity ; ho was penetrated with my
grief and compunction. lie rose from his seat, sup-

ported by the attendants, and—to my infinite asto-

uitihmeut—threw himself into my arms!
* Williams,* said he, *you have conc|ucredI I see

too late the greatness and elevation of your mind. I

confess that it is to my fault, and not yours, that it is

to the excess of jealousy that vvas ever burning in my
bosom that I owe my ruin. I could have resisted any
plan of malicious accusation you might have brought

against me. But I see that the artless and manly story

you have told, has carried conviction to every hearer.

All my prospects are concluded. All that 1 most ar-

dently desired is for ever frustrated. 1 have spent a

life of the barest cruelty to cover one act of momentary
Tice, and to protect myself against the prejudices of

my species. I stand now completely detected. My
name will be consecrated to infamy, whileyour heroism,

your patience, and your virtues, will be for ever ad-
mired. You have intiicted on me the most fatal of

all mischiefs, but 1 bless the hand that wounds me.
And now' -turning to the magistrate— * and now, do
with me as you please. I am ]irepared to suffer all

the vengeance of the law. You cannot inflict on me
more than I deserve. You cannot hate me more than

I hate myself. I am the most e-xecrable of all vil-

lains. I have for many years (1 know not how long)

dragged on a miserable existence in insupportable

pain. I am at last, in recompense for all my labours

and my crimes, dismissed from it with the disappoint-

ment of my only remaining hope, the deytruction of
that for the sake of which alone I consented to exist.

It was worthy of such a life that it should continue
just long enough to witness this final overthrow. If,

however, you wish to punish mo, you must be speedy
in your justice ; for as reputation was the blood that

warmed my heart, so I feel that death and infamy
must seize me together!'

I record the praises bestowed on me by Falkland,
not because I deserve them, but because they serve to

aggravate the baseness of my cruelty. He survived
but three d.ays this dreadful scene. 1 have been his

murderer. It was fit that he should praise my patience,

who has fallen a victim, life and fame, to my pre-
cipitation ! It would have been merciful, in com-
parison, if I had planted a dagger in his heart. He
would have thanked me for my kindness. But atro-
cious, execrable wretch that I have been, I wantonly
Inflicted on him an anguish a thousand times worse
than death. Meanwhile I endure the penalty of my
crime, llis figure is ever in imagination before me.
Waking or sleeping, I still behold him. He seems
mildly to expostulate with me for my unfeeling
behaviour. I live the devoted victim of conscious
reproach. Alas! I am the same Caleb Williams that
80 short a time ago boasted that, however great were
the calamities 1 endured, I was still innocent.
Such has been the result of a project I formed for

delivering myself from the evils tlnit had so long at-
tended me. I thought that if Falkland were dead, I

should return once again to all that makes life worth
possessing. I thought that if the guilt of Falkland
were established, fortune and the world would smile
upon my efforts. Both these events are accomplished,
and it is now only that I am truly miserable.
Why should my reflections perpetually centre upon

myself!—self, an overweening regard to which has
been the source of my errors ! Falkland, I will think
only of thee, and from that thought will draw ever-
fresh nourishment for my sorrows ! One generous, one
disintea-sted tear, I will consecrate to thy ashes! A
nobler spirit lived not among the sons of men. Thy

intellectual powers were truly sublime, and thy
bosom burned with a godlike ambition. But of what
use are talents and sentiments in tlie corrupt wilder-
ness of human .society ! It is a rank and rotten soil,

from which every finer shrub draws jioison as it grows.
All that, in a happier field and a purer air, would
expand into virtue and germinate into usefulness, is

thus converted into henbane and deadly nightshade.
Falkland! thou enteredst upon thy career with the

purest and most laudable intentions. But thou ira-
bibedst the poison of chivalry with thy earliest youth

;

and the base and low-minded envy that met thee on
thy return to thy native seats, ojierated with this
poison to hurry thee into madness. Soon, too soon,
by this fatal coincidence, were the blooming hopes of
thy youth blasted for ever! From that moment thou
only continuedst to live to the phantom of departed
honour. From that moment thy benevolence was, in
a great measure, turned into rankling jealousy and
inexora,ble precaution. Year after year didst thou
spend in this miserable project of imposture ; and
only at last continuedst to live long enough to see,
by my misjudging and abhorred intervention, thy
closing hope disappointed, and thy death accompanied
with the foulest disgrace !

Sir Walter Scott lias objected to what may be
termed the master incident in Caleb Williams, and
calls it an instance of the author's coarseness and
bad taste ; namely, that a gentleman passionately
addicted to the manners of ancient chivalry should
become a midnight assassin when an honourable
revenge was in his power. Mr Godwin might have
defended himself by citing the illustrious critic's

own example : the forgery by JIarmion is less con-
sistent with the manners of cliivulry than the as-
sassination by Falkland. Without the latter, the
novel could have had little interest—it is the key-
stone of the arch. Nor does it appear so unsuited
to the character of the hero, who, though smit
with a romantic love of fame and honour, is

supposed to have lived in modern times, and has
been wound up to a pitch of phrensy by the public
brutality of Tyrrel. Tlie deed was instantaneous

—

the knife, he say.s, fell in his way. There was no
time for refle(rtion, nor was Tyrrel a person whom
he could think of meeting on equal terms in open
combat. He was a noisome pest and nuisance,
despatched in a moment of fury by one whom he
had injured, insulted, and trampled upon, solely

because of his worth and his intellectual superiority.

We have incidentally alhnled to the other novels
of Godwin. 'St Leon' will probably descend to
posterity in company with 'Caleb Wiliiams,' but we
cannot conceive that a torso of any of the otliers will

be preserved. They have all a strong farndy like-

ness. What Dugald Stewart supposed of iumian
invention generally, that it was limited, like a
barrel-organ, to a specific number of tunes, is strictly

true of Mr Godwin's fictions. In ' St Leon,' how-
ever, we have a romantic story with nmch fine

writing. Setting aside the ' incredible' conception
on which it proceeds, we find the subordinate in-

cidents natural and justly proportioned. The pos-
sessor of the philosopher's stone is an interesting
visionary—a French F'alkland of the sixteenth cen-
tury, and .as unfortunate, for his miraculous gifts

entail but misery on himself, and bring ruin to his
family. Even exiiaustless wealth is in itself no
blessing ; and this is the moral of the story. The
adventures of the hero, both warlike and domestic,
are related with much gorgeousness and amplitude.
The character of the heroic Marguerite, the wife of
Leon, is one of the author's finest delineations.
Bethlera Gabor is also a vigorous and striking
sketch, though introduced too late in the novel to
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relieve the flngginj; interest after the death of Mar-

(fuerite. Tlie thuiuler- storm wliieli destroys the

proiierty of Leon is described witli great power and

vividness; and his early distresses and losses at tlie

gandng talde are also in tlie author's best manner.

The seeiie may lie said to shift too often, and the

want of fortituilu and energy in the elniracter of the

hero lessens onr symimthy for his reverses. At the

same time his tenderness and affeetion as a lm>band

and father are inex|>ressibly touching, when we see

them, in consequence of his strange destiny, lead to

the ruin of tlio>e for wliom alone lie wishes to live.

'How minute,' s:iys one of Godwin's critics, 'how

pathetic, how tragical is the detail of the gradual

ruin wliiih falls on this weak devoted man. np to

its heart-breaking consummation in the death of

the noble Marguerite ile Damville! how tremendous

and perfect is his desolation after voluntarily leaving

his daughters, and cutting the last tbrea.l which

binds him to his kind !
" I saw my dear children

set forward on tlicir journey, and I knew not that

I should ever !.i liold them niore. I was determined

never to see them again to tlieir injury, an<l 1 could

not take to myselt the consolation, on such a d,ay,

in such a montli, nr even after such a lapse of years,

I will again have the joy to embrace them. In a

little while they were out of sight, and I was alone."

How complete is the description of his escape from

the processinn to the autn de fe : of his entrance into

the Jew's house; his fears; his decaying strengtii

just serving to make up the life restoring elixir;

the dying taper; the insensibility ; the resurrection

to new life, and the ilay-spring of his young man-

hood ! How shall we speak </ the old niaii. the

t)cqueather of tlie fatal legacy to St Leon, and his

few fearful wonls. •' Friendless, friendless—alone,

alonel" Alas! how terrible to imagine a being in

possession of such endowments, v. lio coiil.l bring

himself to Ihink of deaih ! able to turn back upon

his path, anil meet immortal youth, to see again the

morning of his day. and find in fresh renewed life

and be.iuty a disguise impenetrable to his former

enemies, yet. in the sadness of his experieni'e, so

dreading the mistakes and persecution of his fellow-

men, as to choose rather to lie down with the worm,

and seek oblivion in the seats of rottenness and cor-

ruption.'*

[St Lc(m^x Escape from the Auto ck /*(.]

[St I.t'on is imprisoned hy Itie Inqnisitinn on suspicion of

exercisinK the powera of ni-cromanc.v. and is carried with

otlier prisoners to fee<l the flames at an auto de fe at Valla-

dolid.]

Our progress to Valladolid w.as slow and solemn.

and icrnpied a space of no less than four days On
the evening of the fmrth day we aiiproached that

city. The king and his court c.anie out to meet us
;

he'salnted the inquisitor-general with all the demon-

strations of the deepest submission and humility ; and

then havin:,' yielded him the place of honour, turned

routid his horse, .and aeeompanied us hack to ^'aHa-

dolid. The cavalcade that attended the king broke into

two tiles, and received us in the midst of them. The
whole city seemed to empty itself on this memorable
occa.sion, and the multitudes that crowded along the

road, and were scattered in the neighbouring fields,

were innunierable. The day was now closed, and the

procession went forward amidst the light of a thou-

sand torches. We, the condemned of the Inquisition,

had been conducted from the metropolis upon tum-

brils ; but as we arrived at the pates of Valladolid,

we were commanded, for the greater humiliation, to

* Criticism prefixed to Bentley'a Standard Novels—' Caleb

Williams.

alight nml proceed on foot to the place of our con-

finement, as many as could not walk without assist-

ance being supported by the attendants. We wcro

neither chained nor hound ; the practice of the In-

quisition being to deliver the condemned upon §ueh

occasions into the hands of two sureties each, who
placed their charge in the middle between them

;

and men of the most respectable characters were

accustomed, from religious motives, to sue for this

melancholy ofhcc.

Pejected and despairing I entered the streets of

the city, no object present to the eyes of my mind
hut that of my approaching execution. The crowd

was vast, the confusion inexpressible. As we pa.ssed

by the end of a narrow lane, the horse of one of the

guards, who rode exactly in a line with me, plunged

and reared in a violent manner, and at length threw

his rider ujton the pavement, (ithers of the horse-

guards attempted to catch the bridle of the enraged

animal; they rushed against each other; several of

the crowd were thrown down, and tramided under the

horses' feet. The shrieks of these, and the loud

cries and exclamations of the bystanders mingled in

confused and discordant chorus ; no sound, no object

could be distinguished. From the excess of the

tumult, a sudden thought darted into my mind,

where all, an instant before, had been relaxation and
despair. Two or three of the horses pushed forward

in a particular direction ; a moment after, they re-filed

with equal violence, and left a w-lile but transitory

gap. Mv project was no sooner conceived than exe-

cuted. Weak as I had just now felt myself, a super-

natural tide of strength seemed to come over me; I

sprung awav with all imaginable impetuosity, and
rushed down the lane I have just mentioned. Every

one amid-t the confusion was attentive to his per-

sonal safetv, and several minutes elapsed before I

was missed.

In the lane everything was silent, and the darkness

was extreme. Man, woman, and child, were gone out

to view the procession. For some time I could scarcely

distinguish a single object ; the doors and window.s

were all closed. I now chanced to come to an open

door; within I saw no one but an old man, who was

busy over some metallic work at a chafing dish of fire.

I hail no room for choice ; I exjiected every moment
to hear the mvrmidonsof the Inquisition at my hi*els.

1 rushed in ; 1 impetuously closed the iloor, and bolted

it ; I then seized the old man by the collar of his shirt

with a determined grasp, and swore vehemently that

I would annihihate him that instant if he did not

consent to afford me assistance. Though for some time

I had perhaps been feebler than he, the terror that now

drove me on rendered me comparatively a giant. He
intreated me to permit him to breathe, and promised

to do whatever I should desire. I looked round the

apartment, and saw a rapier hanging against the wall,

of which I instantly proceeded to make myself lna.stcr.

While I was doing this, my involuntary host, whowa.s

extremely terrified at my procedure, nimbly attempted

to slip by me and rush into the street. With diffi-

culty I caught hold of his arm, and pulling hiin back,

put the point of my rapier to his brea-st, solemnly as-

suring him that no consideration on earth should save

him from my fury if he attempted to escape a second

time. He immediately dropped on his knees, and

with the most piteous accents intreate<l me to spare

his life. I told him that I was no robber, that I did

not intend him the slightest harm ; and that, if he

would implicitly yield to my direction, he might as-

sure himself he never should have reason to repent

his compliance. By this declaration the terrors of the

old man were somewhat appeased. I took the oppor-

tunity of this calm to go to the .street door, which I

instantly locked, and put the key in my bosom. • •

We were still engaged in discussing the topics I
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have mentioned, when I w„., suddenly al,.rme<l by themuseof smne one -t.rrini' in the inner apartn>ent T
b.'^.he h .

"""
""".T"' "'"^ '""' P""'>»'1 ""thingbut the bed upon «-h,ch the old „,h„ nightly reposedh..n»ell. I sprung „p, h„„„„_ ^j .^^^ ,„-[„7'';',^^

jwrce.vmg that the door had a bolt on the outside Ieagerly fastened >t. I then tu,-ned to Mordcaii-thawa, the nan.e of „,_y host: Wretch, said I id no>oua.,ur« n,e that there was no one but vou elf inthe house! Oh. oried Mordecai, it is „,y child' it i^

.lightest aiUood n,r;h«?r:;::;;^,X":'Lt'?
n your blood. I call Abrahan. to witnes' rekfned

ctldi'%™r''"'*''-'V"^' ' '' ">y child ioX'nw
old fs thi? iM i o';,'^ i"'"' ^^^-^"V of-cent.'hCi

we had several children, this tii^^i^ "o!'' hrs'sJrv'ivfSher. bpeak to your child ; let me hear her yo ice 'He spoke to her, and she answered. Father I wan t,come ou
. I was satisfied it was ti,e vo

"'
of a ,

fo^'d
"""^ '° """ ^'''- -fake care, said 1 low,ou deceive „,e now; is there no other person in t ,

a

roomr He imprecated a curse on himself if therewere. I opened the door with caution, and the iu eprl came forward. As soon as I saw her, I sei.e I 1 erwith a rapid motion, and returned to ray cj M n

leased my hold
;
the child rushed to her father „n!l"

S^^:tSg^:---„-^-.^-^

SSm^^""''' Now,si,spea^?^2Li:'^:^™

Jotrret^^ifH' h?:;:-;^ • :;^t;r-r "^ ^-
ment, and fa.,tened the door A fir , r r T'"'

fidehty o, the Jew. and firmly persuaded nw]f",htI had no feachery to fear on his part. Thus c ire ,n?
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have persuaded me was poSe Thi! ene'
"'"'''

hegun, appeared to have the fi^culty nf "f'
""'^

heen as much cribbed and immured a; ^n,; Wy 1

he genuine and proper operation of what is c'alie

I was now once again alone. The little girl whohad been unusually disturbed and roused at an Tinseasonable hour, s„„u i„t„ a profound sleep IhearJthe noise which Mordecai made in undress ng himse f

JiX:; ,""'" """
''r:

'"'• "^ ">- ^tireonta ,

.

sirups an.l essences. I had near me a pair of scale!with which to weigh my ingredients, a veUl of wa Ir

e ti .t h*'"^''
" '"•' '"''' '" "'"••'^ ">« <"-'^ "" nearly

to el litT ' T^ " """" '^'''"' ""l- »™- "^I'arcoa^to rehght the hie in case of necessity. While 1 wasoccupied ,n surveying these articles and arradnlr,^ma erials, a sort of to,-por came suddenly ove? i I o

the bed I remained thus for ah„ut half an h, ur.seemingly without the power of collecting mv thou'l^s'At length I started, felt alarmed, and applied my utmost force of mind to rouse my e.«rtion's While l'

limrjoTimb'a' d1 '" ""''' '"' """-' ^VMoliiniD 10 iinib, and from part to nart ns If tn ;„

uncei that 1 na,s dying. Let not the reader be sur

pangs and hardships that went betbre was „owthoroughly alarmed
; I applied myself with luyTZ
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inuHcltrs were cajmble. It was the elixir of immor-
tttlilv, exactly maiie up according to the prescription

of the ftranjrer.

Whether from the potency of the medicine or the

efffct of iniftginiition, I felt revived the moment I hud

swallowed it. I placed myself dtliberately in Mnr-

decHi*'^ IkmI, and ijrew over me the bedclothes*. I fell

ailecp abiidst instantly. * *

My sK'op wius not lonj^: in a few hours I awaked.

With ditficulty 1 reco;;ni8ed the objects about mc,

and recollected where I had been. It Rcenied to me
that my heart had never beat so vi-rorously, nor my
spirits flowed so L'ay. I was all elasticity and life ; I

could scarcely hold myself quiet; I felt impellLMl to

bound and leap like a kid upon the mountaiuM. I

perceived that my little Jewe.^s was still asleep ; she

had been unusually fatigued the night before. 1 know
not whether Mordecai's hour of rising were come ; if

it were, he waa careful not to disturb his guest. I put

on the garments he had prepared ; I gazed upon the

mirror he ha'l left in my apartment. I can recollect

no seuMatinn in the course of my life so unexpected

and surjirising as what 1 felt at that moment. The
evening bef*)ro 1 h.ul seen my hair white, and my fa<'e

ploughed with furrows ; I looked fourscore. What I

belield now was totally different, yet altogether fami-

liar; it was myself—myself jvs I had ai)peared on the

day of my marriage with Marguerite de Damville
;

the evc'^, the nmuth, the hair, the complexion, every

circumstance, point by point, the same. I leaped a

gulf of thirty-two years. I waked from a dream,
troublesome and distressful beyonrl all description

;

but it vanished like the shades of ni^ht ujion the

burst of a glorious morning in July, and left not a
trace behind. I knew not how to take away my eyes

from the mirror before me.
I soon began to consider that, if it were astonish-

ing to me that, through all the regions of my counte-

n^,nce, I could discover no trace of what I had been the

night before, it would be still more astonishing to my
host. This sort of sensation I had not the smallest

anibition to produce: one of the ailvantages of the

metamorphosis I had sustained, consisted in its ten-

dency, in the eyes of all that saw me, to cut off every

species of connexion between my present and my for-

mer self. It fortunately happened that the room in

which I slept, being constructed upon the m<-tdel of

many others in Spain, had a stair at the further end,
with a trap-door in the ceiling, for tlic pui-pose of en-

abling the inhabitant to ascend on the roof in the cool

of the day. The roofs were flat, and so constructed

that there was little dlfiiculty in passing along them
from house to house, from one end of the t^treet to the

other. I availed myself of the opportunity, and took
leave of tlie residence of my kind host in a way per-

fectly unceremonious, deteriuined, however, speedily

to transmit to him the reward I had promised. It

may easily be believed that Mordecai was not less

rejoiced at the absence of a guest whom the vigilance

of the Inquisition rendered an uncommonly dangerous
one, than I was to quit his habitation. I closed the

trap after me, and clambered from roof to roof to

a considerable distance. At length I encountered the

occasion of an oi)eu window, and fortunately de-

scended, unseen by any humau being, into the street.

ANNA MARIA PORTER.

This lady was a daughter of an Irish ofSeer, who
died shortly after her birth, leavinjr a widow and
several children, with but a snndl patrimony for

thuir support. Mrs Porter took her family into Scot-

land, while Anna Maria was still in her nurse-

maid's arms, and there, with lu-r only and elder

sister Jane, and their hriithcr. Sir Uobert Kct
Porter, she received the rudiments of her education.

Sir Walter Scott, when a student at college, waa
intimate with the family, and, we are tohl, *wa8
very fund of either teazinj; the little female student
when very gravely engaged with her book, or more
often fondling her (ui his knees, and telling her
stories of witches and warlocks, till both forgot their

former playful nierriinent in the marvellous interest

of the tale.* Mrs Porter removed to Ireland, and
subsequently to London, ehielly witli a view to the
educatitm of her chiMren. Anna Maria became an
authoress at the age of twelve. Her first work bore
the appro])riate title <)f Artless Tu/cs, the first volume
being published in 1793, and a second in 1705. In
1797 she came forward again with a tale entitled

Wahh Coh'iUe ; and in the fuUowing year a novel in

three volumes, Otturiu, was produced. A numerous
series iif works of fiction now proceeded from Miss
Porter

—

The La/te of KiUnmey, 1804; A Sailor's

Friendship and a Soldiers Love^ 1805; The Hunga-
rian Brothers^ 1807 ; Don Sebastian, or the House qf
BraganZ'i, 1809; Ballad Romances, and other Poems^

1811; The liecln.se of Norway, 1814; The Village

of Mariendorpt; The Fast of St Magdalen; Tales of
Pityfor Youth; The Knight of St John ; Hoche Blanche;
and Hatior O'Hara. Altogether, the works of this

lady amount to about fifty volumes. In private life

Miss Porter was much beloved fur her unostentatious
piety and active benevolence. She died at Bristol

while on a visit to her brother, Dr Porter of that
city, on tlie 2 1st of June 1832, aged fifty-two. The
most popular, and perhaps the best of Miss Porter's

novels, is her 'Don Sebastian.' In all of them she
portrays the dimiestic afiections and the charms of

benevolence and virtue witli warmth and earnest-

ness, but in 'Dcm Sebastian' we have iin interesting

though melaiu'holy plot, and characters finely dis-

crimiiuited and cirawn.

Miss Jane Pouter, who still survives, is au-

thoress of two ronninees, Thaddcus of Warsaiv, 1803,

and The Sri>tlisk Chief's, 1810; both were highly
popular. The first is the best, and contains a good
plot and some impassioned scenes. The second fails

entirely as a picture of national manners (the Scot-

tish patriot Wallace, for cxaniide, being represented

as a sort of drawing-room hero), but is written with
great animation and picturesque efieet. In appeals

to t!ie tender and heroic passions, and in vivid scene-

painting, both these ladies have evinced genius, but
their works want the permanent interest of real life,

variety of character, and dialogue. A third work
by Miss Porter has been published, entitled The
Pastor's Fireside.

MISS EDGEWORTH.

Maria Edgeworth, one of our best painters of
national manners, whose works stimulated the genius
of Scott, and have delighted and instructed genera-

tions of readers, commenced her career as an autho-

ress about the year 1800. Slie was of a respectable

Irish family, long settled at Kdgeworthtown, county
of Longford, and it w-.is on their property that Gold-
smith was horn. Her father, IJichard Lovell Kdge-
wnrtli (1744-1817), was himself a man attached to

literary pursuits, and took great pleasure in e.xciting

and directing the talents of his daughter.* When-

* Mr Edgeworth wrote a work on ProfesBtonal K<1iipjition,

one volume, quarto, 11108; also some paptrsin the FhiloMophleal

Transactions, including an essay on Spring and Whet-l Car-

riages, and an account of a telegrnph which he invented. Tbia

gentleman way edueated at Trinity college, Dublin, and wan

afterwards sent to Oxford. Before he was twenty, he r.in oflT

with Miss Elcrs, a young lady of Oxfoi-d, to whom he waa

married at Gretna Green. He then embarked on a hfe of

fashionable gaiety and dissipation, and in 1770 suecoodetl, by
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ever tlu' luttor tlioiK'ht of writing any essay or story,

she always submitU'tl to liim the first rouyli plans
;

ami his ready invtMition and infinite resource, when
ihe had niii into ditHi'ultios or absurdities, never

failed to extricate her at lier utmost need. ' It was

the happy experience of tliis,' says Miss Edjjeworth,

*and my consequent reliance on his ability, decision,

and perfect truth, that relieved nie from the vacilla-

tion and anxiety to which I was so much subject,

that I am sure I should not have written or finished

anything; without his support. He inspired in my
mind a decree of htipe and confidence, essential, in

the first instance, to the full exertion of the mental
powers, and necessary to insure perseverance in any
occupation.' An able work, the joint production of

Mr and Miss Edgeworth, appeared in 1801 under

the death of his father, to his Irish property. During a visit to

LiohfielJ, he became enamoured of Miss Ilonora Sneyd, a

cousin of Anna Sewjird's, and married her sliortly after the

death of his wife. In six years this tady died of consumption,

and he married her sister, a circumstance whicli exposed him
to a Rood deal of ohservation and censure. After a matrimo-
nial union of seventeen years, his third wife died of the same
malady a9 her sister; and, although past fifty, Mr Edgeworth
scarce lost a year till lie was united to an Irish lady, Miss
Beaufort. His latter years were spent in active exertions to

benefit Ireland, by reclaiming bop land, introducing acricultural

and mechanical improvements, and promoting education. He
was fond of mechanical pursuits and new projects of all kinds.

Among his numerous schemes, was an attempt to educate his
eldest son on the plan delineated in RousM?au's Emile. He
dressed him in jacket and trouwrs, with arms and legs hare,
and allowed him to run about wherever he pleased, and to do
nothing but what was agreeable to himself. In a few years he
found that the scheme had succeeded completely, so far as re-

lated to the body; the youth's health, strength, and agility

were conspicuous ; but the stale of his mind induced smne per-

plexity. He had all the virtues that are found in the hut of

the savage ; he was quick, fearless, generous ; but he knew not
what it was to obci/. It was impossible to induce him to do
anything that he did not please, or prevent him from doing
anj-thing that he did please. Under the former head, learning,
even of the lowest description, was never included. In fine,

this child of nature grew up perfectly ungovernable, and never
could or would apply to anything; so that tliere remained no
alternative but to allow him to follow his own inclination of

going to sea ! Maria Edgeworth was by her father's first mar-
riage: she was born in Oxfordshire, and was twelve years old
before she was taken to Ireland. The family were involved in

the troubles of the Irish rebellion (179flt, and were obliged to

make a precipitate retreat from their hou>»e, and leave it in the
hands of the rebels ; but it was sp:ired from being pillaged by
one of the invaders, to whom Mr Kdgeworth had previously
done some kindness. Their return home, when the troubles

wereo%er, is thus described by Miss Edgeworth in her father's

memoirs. It serves to show the affection which subsisted

between the landlord and his dependents.
' WTien we caitie near Edgevvorthtown, we saw many well-

known faces at the cabin doors looking out to welcome us.

One man, who was digging in his field by the road-side, when
he looked up na our horses pa-^^sed, and saw my father, let fall

hia spade and clasped his hands ; his face, as the morning sun
shone upon it, was the strongest picture ofjoy I ever saw. The
Tillage was a melancholy 6i>ectaele ; windows shattered and
doors broken. But thoiich the mischief done was great, there
had been little pillage. Within our gates we found all property

safe ; literally " not a twig touched, nor a leaf harmed."
Within the house everything was as we had left it. A map that

we had been consulting was still open on the library table, with

pencils, and slips of paper containing the first lessons in arith-

metic, in wliich some of the young people (Mr Edgeworth's

children by his second and third wife) had been engaged the

morning we had been driven from home ; a pansy, in a glass

of water, which one of the children had been copying, was
BtfU on the chimney-piece. These trivial circumstances, mark-
ing repose and tramiuillity, struck us at this moment with an
unreasonable sort of surprise, and all that had passed seemed
like an incoherent dream.'

the title of an Essat/ on Irish fiulls. Hcsidcs some
critical and humorous illustration, the authors did
justice to the better traits of the Irish character, and
illustrated them by some interesting and patlietic

stories. The same object was pursued in the tale,

Castle lidckmit, and in BeVnida^ a novel of real life

and ordinary cliaracters. In 1804 Miss Kdgeworth
came forward with three volumes of Popular Tales^

characterised by the features of her genius— * a
genuine display of nature, and a certain tone of
rationality and good sense, which was the more
jdeasing, because in a novel it was then new.' The
practical cast of her father's mind jtrobably assisted
in directing Miss Edgeworth's talents into this use-
ful and unromantic channel. It appeared strange at
first, and the best of the authoress's critics, Mr
Jeffrey, said at the time ' that it required almost
the same courage to get rid of the jargon of fashion-
able life, and the swarms of peers, foundlings, and
seducers, as it did to sweep awaj' tlie mythological
persons of antiquity, and to introduce characters
who spoke and acted like those who were to peruse
their adventures.' In 1806 appeared Leonora, a
novel, in two volumes. A moral purpose is here
aimed at, and the same skill is displayed in working
up ordinary incidents into the materials of powerful
fiction ; but the plot is painful and disagreeable.

The reduction of an exemplary husband by an aban-
doned female, and his subsequent return to his in-

jured but forgiving wife, is tlie groundwork of the
story. Irish characters figure off in ' Leonora' as in

the 'Popular Tales.' In 1809 Miss Edgeworth issued

tliree volumes of Tules of Fa.->hio}iab/e Life, more
powerful and various than any of Iier previous pro-

ductions. The history of Lord Gienthorn affords a
striking picture of ennui, and contains some excel-

lent delineation of character; while the story of
Almeria represents the misery and heartlessness of
a life of mere fashion. Three other volumes of
Fashionable Tales were issued in 1812, and fully

supported the authoress's reputation. The number
of tales in this series was three— ' Vivian,' illus-

trating the evils and perplexities arising from
vacillation and infirmity of purpose; 'Eniilie de
Coulanges,' depicting tlie life and manners of a
fashionable French laly ; and * The Absentee' (by
far the best of the three sit-nes), written to expose
the evils and mortificatiwiis A the system which the
authoress saw too many in^t.tiices of in Ireland, of

persons of fortune forsaking their country seats and
native vales for the frivolity, scorn, and expense
of fashionable London society. In 1814 Miss Edge-
worth entered still more extensively and sarcastically

into the manners and characters in high-life, by her
novel of Patronage, in four volumes. The miseries

resulting from a dependence on the patronage of the

great—a system which she says is ' twice accursed

—once in giving, and once in receiving'—are drawn
in vivid colours, and contrasted with the cheerful-

ness, tlie buoyancy of spirits, and the manly virtues

arising from honest and independent exertion. In
1817 ourauthoress supplied the pubHc with two other
tales. Harrington and Ormond. The first was written
to counteract the illiberal prejudice entertained by
many against the Jews ; the second is an Irish tale,

equal tu any of the former. The death of Mr Edge-
worth in 1817 made a break in the literary exertion
of his accomplished daughter, but she completed a
memoir which that gentleman had begun of himself,

and wliich was published in two volumes in 1820.
In 1822 she returned to her course of moral instruc-
tion, and published in that year Rosamond, a Sequel
to Eiirli/ Lessons, a work for juvenile readers, of
which an earlier specimen had been published. A
further continuation appeared in 1825, under the
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title of Harriet and Luq/, four volumes. These
tales had been beyim fifty years before by Mr Kd^^e-

wortli, jit a time ' whuti no one of any littTiiry elia-

rueter, excepting; l)r Watts and Mrs Barbauld, conde-

eceuded to write for eliildren.'

It is wortliy of mention, that, in the autumn of

18J3, Miss Edgewortli, acuonipaniud by twu of her

sisters, made a visit to Sir Walter Scott at Abbots-

ford. She not only, he said, completely answured,

but exceeded the expectations which be had formed.

and he was particularly pleased with the imirete and
good-humoured ardour of mind which slie united

witi) such formidable powers of acute observation.

'Never,' sa^'s Mr Lockliart, *did I see a brighter

day at Abbotsford tlian that on which Miss Kd;;e-

worth first arrived there; never can I iurf;et her

look and accent when she was received by him at

his archway, and exclaimed, "everything; about you
is exactly what one ought to have bail wit enough to

dream." The weather was beautiful, and the edifice

and its appurtenances were all but complete ; and
day after day, so long as she could remain, her host

had always some new plan of gaiety.' Miss Kd^'^e-

worth remained a fortniglit at Abliotsfnnl. Twu
years afterwards she had an opportunity of repay-

ing the hospitalities of her entertainer, by receiving

him at Edgeworlhtiiwn, where Sir Walter met witli

as cordial a welcome, and where he fnnnd ' neither

mud hovels nor naked peasantry, but snug cottages

and smiling faces all about.' Literary fame had
spoiled neither of these eminent persons, nor unfi'tcti

them for the common business and enjoyment of

life. * We shall never,' said Scott, ' learu to feel and
respect (uir real calling and destiny, unless we have
taught (mrsi'lves to c(msider everything as moon-
shine compared with the education of the heart.*

* Maria did not listen to this without some water
in her eyes; her tears are iiiways ready when any
generous string is touched^(ibr, as Pope says, " the

finest minds, like the finest metals, dissolve the

easiest"); but slie brushed them gaily aside, and
said, " You see h'lw it i-* ; Dean Swift said he liad

written his books in order that people might learn

to treat him like a great lord. Sir Walter writes

his in order that he may be able to treat bis people

as a great lord ought to do."
'*

In l.'^'U Miss Kdgeworth reappeared as a novelist:

her Htlcn, in three volumes, is fully equal to her
* Fashionable Tales,' and possesses more of anlour
and pathos. The gradations of vice and folly, and
the unhapi)iness attending falsehood and artifice, are

strikingly de])icted in this novel, in connexion with
characters (that of Lady Davenant, for example)
drawn with great force, trutli, and nature. This is

the latest work of fiction we have had from the pen
of the gifted authoress ; nor is it likely, from her
advanced age, that she will make further incursions
into tiiat domain of fancy and observation she has
enrielied with so many admirable performances.
Long, however, may she be able to * tlispense com-
mon sense to her readers, and to bring tliem witliin

the precincts of real life and natural feeling !' The
good and evil of this world have supplied Miss Edge-
worth with materials sufficient for her purposes as
a novelist. Of poetical or romantic feeling she has
exhibited scarcely a single instance. She is a strict

utilitarian. Her knowledge of the world is exten-
sive and correct, though in some of her representa-
tions of fashionable folly and dissipation she borders
upon caricature. The plan of confining a tale to
the exposure and correction of one particular vice,

or one erroneous line of conduct, as Joanna Baillie

confined her dramas each to the elucidation of one

* Lifo of Soott, vol. vi. p. CI.

particular passion, would have tn-en a hazardous ex-

periment in connnon liands. Mis.^i Edgewortli over-

eame it by the ease, spirit, and variety of her de-

lineations, and tlie truly masculine freedom with

wliieli slie ex]>oses the crimes and follies of mankind.
Her sentiments are so just and true, and her style so

clear and forcible, that they compel an instant assent

to lier moral views and deihiction?*, thont;h some-
times, in winding up her tale, and distributing jus-

tice among her <'haracters, she is not always very

consistent or probable. Her delineations of lier

coimtrytnen have obtained just praise. The highest

compliment paid to them is tlie statement of Scott,

that ' tlie ricli humour, pathetic tenderness, and ad-

mirable tact' of these Irish portraits le*! him first to

think tliat something might be attempted for his

own country of the same kind with tliat which
Miss Etigeworth so fortunately achieved for Ireland.

lie excelled his model, because, with equal know-
ledge anil practical sagacity, he possessed that

higher order of imagination, and more extensive

sympathy with man and nature, which is more
powerful, even for moral uses and eflVcts. than the

most clear and irresistible reasoning. The object of

Miss Edgeworth, to inculcate instruction, and the

style of the preceptress, occasionally interfere with

the cordial sympathies of the reader, even in her
Irish descriptions; whereas in Scott this is never

apparent. lie deals more with passions and feelings

than with mere manners and peculiarities, and by
the aid of his poetical imagination, and careless yet

happy eloquence of exjiression, imparts the air of

romance to ordinary incidents and characters. It

tMu^t be admitteil, however, that in originality and
in fertility of invention Miss Edgeworth is inferior

to none nf her contemporary novelists. Slie never

repeats her incidents, her characters, diah)gues, or

ydots. and few novelists have written more. Her
brief and rapid talcs fill above twenty closely-printed

volumes, and may be read one after the other with-

out any feeling of satiety or sense of repetition.

In a work lately published, 'Ireland,' by Mr and
Mrs Hall, there is a very interesting account of the

residence and present situation of Miss Edgeworth:

—

' The library at Edgeworthttiwn.* say tlie writers,
* is by no means the reserved and solitary room that

libiaries are in general. It is large, and spacious,

and lofty ; well stored with books, and emlK'llished

with those most valuable of all classes af prints

—

the suggestive; it is al^o picturesque, having been

added to so as to increase its breadtti ; the addition

is supjiorted by square pillars, and the beautiful

lawn seen through the windows, embellished and
varied by clumps of trees judiciously planted, im-

parts mucli clieerfuiness to the exterior. An oblong

table in the centre is a sort of rallying-point for the

family, who group around it— reading, writing, or

working; while Miss Edgeworth, only anxious upon
one point—that all in the house should do exactly as

they like without reference to her—sits quietly and

abstractedly in her own peculiar corner on the sofa

;

her desk, upon which lies Sir Walter Scott's pen,

given to her l)y him when in Ireland, placed before

her upon a little quaint table, as unassuming a.s pos-

sible. Miss Edgeworth's abstractedness would puzzle

the philosophers; in that same corner, and upon that

table, she has written nearly all that has enlightened

and delighted the world. There she writes as elo-

quently as ever, wrapt up to all appearance in her

subject, yet knowing, by a sort of instinct, when
she is really wanted in dialogue; and. without lay-

ing down her pen. hardly looking up from her page,

she will, by a judicious sentence, wisely and kindly

spoken, explain and elucidate in a few words so an to

clear up any difficulty, or turn the conversation into
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A new and more pleasinji cMrrPiU. She Iihs tlu- most
liarnionious wiiy-uf llirDwin^ in cxplanati4>i>s— iii-

funiiin^' witlmut t'lubarrassmj;. A ver> laijxt- fainiU-

parXy ju\»i-inblc daily in tliis eliariniug roum. yoiiiij,'

aud old bound alike to tlic* si)ot hy tlie strong cords

of intMijory and love. Mr Frant-is Kdgfwurth, the
3-oun^a'itt sou of tho present Mrs Kdyc-worth. and
of roursc Miss Kd^'ewortli's youngt-st brothur, lias

a family iif littli; onus, wlu) seem to enjoy the free-

dom of the library as much as their elders: to set

Miss Edgewnrth's House.

these little people ripht if tliey are wrong; to rise

from her table to fetch thein a toy, or even to save
a servant a journey ; to mount the steps and find a

Tolume that escaj:>es <dl eyes but her own, and having
done so. Ui find exactly the passage wanted, are
hourly employments of this most unspoiled and ad-
mirable Woman. She will then resume her pen, and,
what is niuFL' txrraordinary, hardly seem to have
even frayud tlu' thread c.f her ideas; her mind is so

rightly balanced, everything is so honestly weighed.
that she suH'ers iio inconvenience from what would
disturb and distract an ordinary writer.*

MISS AUSTEN.

Janr ArsTKv, a truly English novelist, was horn
on the ifith Dereinbt-r 177.5, at Steventon, in II.ini[i-

shire. of which parish her father was rector. Mr
Austen is represented as a man of refined taste and
acquirements. w)io guided, though he did not live

to witness the fitiils of his daughter's talents. After
the death of tlie rei tor. his widow and two daughters
retired to Soutliampton. and subsequently to tlit-

village of Chawton, in the same county, where the
novels of Jane Austen were written. Of these, four
were pu'di.vhed anonymously in her lifetime, namelv.
Sense and ScuaihiHtif^ Pride and Prejudice, Mansfield
PorA, and Emmit. In May 1817 the health of the
authoress rendered it necessary that slie should re

move to some jilace where constant medical aid could
be procurvd. She wont to AVinoliester, and in that
city sheexpiredon the 2-lthof July 1817. aged finty-
two. Iler personal wortli, beauty, and genius, made
her early death deeply lamented ; while the public

had to 'regret the failure not only of a source of

innocent amusement, but also of that supply of

practical good sense and instructive example which
she would j)ntbably have continued to furnish bet-

terthan any of her contemporaries.'* Tlie insidious

* Dr MTjatcley, archbiehop of Dublin (Quarterly Review.
1821). Tlie .'wiuie critic thus sums up his L^^tiiimte of Miss

Austen 'h works :—
* They may be safely rcconinicndi.'d, nut cnly

as anions' tiie niosl iincxecptionuble of their class, but as com-
bining, in an iiiiinent di'Krce, instruction with amusement,
though with. nit the direct effort at the former, of which we
have coDipiaiued na boraetimes defeating its object. For those

decay or consumption which carried off Miss Ati"!-

ten seemed only to increase the powers of her mind.
She wrote while she etmld bold a pen or pencil,

and the day preceding her death composed some
stanzas replete with fancy and vigour. Shortly after

her death, her friends gave to the world two novels,

entitled Nurtftanger Ahhey and Persuasion, the first

being her earliest composition, and the least valu-

able of her productions, while the latter is a highly
finished work, especially in the tender and pathetic

passages. The great charm of Miss Austen's fictions

lies in their truth and simplicity. She gives ua
plain representations of English society in the middle
and higher classes—sets us down, as it were, in the

country-house, the villa, and cottage, and intro-

ducc^i us to various classes of persons, whose charac-
ttTs are displayed in ordinary intercourse and most
lift-like dialogues and conversation. There is no
attempt to express fne thinys, nor any scenes of sur-

prising dari[ig or distress, to make us forget that we
are arnctng commonplace mortals and real existence.

Such materials would seen\ to promise little for the
novul reader, yet Miss Austen's minute circum-
stances and conuiion details are fiir from tiresome.

They all aid in developing and discriminating her
characters, in which her chief strength lies, and we
become so intimately acquainted with each, that

they appear as old friends or neigbbmirs. She is

quite at home in describing the mistakes in the edu-
cation ofyoung ladies—in delicate ridicule of female
foil)les and vanity—in family differences, obstinacy,

and pride— in the distinctions between the different

classes of society, and the nicer shades of feeling and
conduct as they ripen into love or friendship, or
subside into indifference or dislike. Her love is not

who c.^nnot or will not kam anything from productions of

this kind, she has provided entertainment which entitles her
to thanks; fnr mere innocent amusement is in itself a pood,

when it interferes with no greater, especially as it may occupy
the place of some other that may iwt be innocent. The Eastern
monarch who proclaimed a reward to him who should discover

a new pleasure, would have deserved well of mankind h;id he

stipulated tliat it should be blameless. Those, again, who de-

liKht in the study of human nature, may improve in the know-
ledge of it, and in the profitable application of that knowledge,

by the perusai of such fictions as those before us.'
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a blind passion, tlie offspring of romance ; nor has
slie any of tliut morbid colouring of the darker pas-
sions in wliidi other noveliwts excel. The clear day-
lijjlitof nature, as reflected in domestic life, in scenes
of variety and sorrowful truth, as well as of vivacity

and humour, is her genial and inexhaustible element.

Instructit)n is always blended with amusement. A
finer moral lesson caimot anywhere be found tlian

the distress of tlie liertram family in ' Mansfield
I'urk,' arising from the vanity and callousness of tlie

two daughters, who hail been taught nothing but
' accomplishments,' without any regard to their dis-

positions and temper. These instructive examples
axe brought before us in action, not by lecture or

preachment, and they tell with double force, because
they are not inculcated in a didactic style. The
genuine but unobtrusive merits of Miss Austen have
been but poorly rewarded by the public as respects

fame and jjopularity, though her works are now-

rising in public esteem. * 8be has never been so

popular,' says a critic in the Edinburgh IJeview, ' as

she deserved to be. Intent on fidelity of delineation,

and averse to the commonplace tricks of her art, she
has not, in this age of literary quackery, received
her reward. Ordinary readers have been apt to

judge of her as Partridge, in Fielding's novel, judged
of Garrick's acting. He could not see tlie merit of

a man wlio merely behaved on the stage as anybody
might be expected to behave under similar circum-
stances in real life, lie infinitely preferred the
"robustious i)eriwig-pated fellow," who flourislied

his arms like a windmill, and ranted with the voice

of three. It was even so with many fif the readers
of Miss Austen. Slie was too natural for tlieni. It

seemed to tliem as if there could be very little merit
in making characters act and talk so exactly like

the jieople wliom they saw around them every day.

They did not consider th.it tlie highest triumph of

art consists in its concealment ; and here tiie art

was so little perceptible, that they believed there was
none. Her works, like well-proportioned rooms, are
rendered less apparently grand and imposing by the

very excellence of their adjustment.' Sir Walter
Scott, after reading * Pride and Prejudice' for the
third time, thus mentions the merits of .Miss Austen
in his private tliary :

—
' That young lady had a

talent for describing tlie involvements, and feelings,

and characters of ordinary life, which is to me the
most wonderful I ever met with. The big bow-wmo
strain I can do myself like any now going; but the
exquisite touch w'hich renders ordinary common-
place things and characters interesting from the
truth of the description and the sentiment, is denied
to me. What a pity such a gifted creature died so
early

!'

MRS BRUNTO.V.

Mrs Mary Brdnton, authoress of Self-Cuntrol
and Discipline, two novels of superior merit and
moral tendency, was born on the 1st of November
1778. Slie was a native of Burrey, in Orkney, a
small island of about 500 inhabitants, no part of
which is more than 300 feet above the level of the
sea, and which is destitute of tree or shrub. In this
remote and sea-surrounded region the parents of
Mary Hrunton occupied a leading station. Iler
father was Colonel Balfour of Elwick, and her
mother, an acconi]ilished woman, niece of field-

m.arshal Lord Ligonier, in whose house she had
resided previous to her marriage. Mary was care-
fully educated, and instructed by her mother in the
French and Italian languages. She was also sent
oome time to Edinburgh ; but while she was only
eixtcen, her mother died, and the whole cares and

duties of the household devolved on her. With
these she was incessantly occupied for four years,
and at the expiration of that time she was married
to the Kev. Mr lirunton, minister of Bolton, in
Haddingtonshire. In 1803 Mr lirunton was called

to one of the churches in Kdinburgh, and his lady
had thus an opportunity of meeting with persons
of literary talent, and of cultivating her own mind.
' Till I began Self-Control,' she s.ays in one of her
letters, ' I had never in my hfe written anything but
a letter or a recipe, excepting a few hundreds of vile

rhymes, from which I desisted by the time I had
gained the wisdom of fifteen years ; therefore I wag
so ignorant of the art on which I was entering, that
I formed scarcely any plan for my tale. I merely
intended to show the power of the religious principle

in bestowing self command, and to bear testimony
against a maxim as immoral as indelicate, that a
reformed rake makes the best husband.' ' Self-

Control' was published without the author's name
in 1811. Tlie first edition was sold in a month, and
a second and third were called for. In 1814 her
second work, ' Discipline,' was given to the world,

and was also well received. She began a third,

Emmeline, but did not live to finish it She died ou
tlie 7th of December 1818. The unfinished tale,

and a memoir of its lamented authoress, were pub-
hslied in one volume by her husband, Dr Brunton.

' Self-Control' bids fair to retain a permanent
place among British novels, as a sort of Scottish

Cffilebs, recommended by its mora] and religious

tendency, no less than by the talent it displays.

The acute observation of the authoress is seen in

the development of little traits of character and con-
duct, which give individuality \a> her portraits, and
a semblance of truth to the story. Thus the gradual
dei'ay, mental and bodily, of Montreville, the ac-
count of the De Courcys, and the courtship of
Montague, are true to nature, ami completely re-

moved out of the beaten track of novels. The plot

is very unskilfully managed. The heroine, Laura,
is involved in a perpetual cloud of difficulties and
dangers, some of which (as the fiitilp nbdnction by
Warren, and the arrest at Lady Pclham's) are un-
necessary and improbable. The charai-ter of Har-
grave seems to have been t.aken from that of Love-
lace, and Laura is the Clarissa of the tale. Her
high i>rinciple and purity, her devotion to her father,

and the force and energy of her mind (w ithout over-

stepping feminine softness), impart a strong interest

to the narrative of her trials and adventures. She
surrounds the whole, as it were, with an atmosphere
of moral light and beauty, and melts into something
like consistency and unity the discordant materials

of the tale. The style of the work is also calculated

to impress the reader: it is always appropriate, and
rises frequently into passages of striking sentiment
and eloquence.

[Final Escape of Laura.]

[The heroine 13 carried off by the Btratagoms of ITargrave,

put on board a vessel, and taken to the shores of Canada.
There, in a remote secluded cabin, prepared for her reception,

she is couiined till Hargrave can arrive. Even her wonted
timiness and religious faith seem to forsake her in this last and
greatest of her calamities, and her health sinks under the con-

tinued influence of grief and fear.]

The whole of the night preceding Ilargrave's arrival

was pa-ssed by Laura in acts of devotion. In her life,

blameless as it had appeared to others, she saw so

much ground for condemnation, that, had her hopes

rested upon her own merit, they would have vanished

like the sunshine of a winter storni. Their support

was more mighty, and they remained unshaken. The
raptures of faith beamed on her soul. By degrees they
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triun.|,h«I ovtT every fear; an.i the first soiin.l that.«ruke the ,„„r,„„... wh. her voice ruised i„ a ij^iul
Oyiiin ot praise. """o

Her e..u„lei,m.oe clevate.l m in hope, her eyes castupwar, ,. her ha,„l« cla.,.e,l, her lip. Lalf "erf ^ tTui.l,.„,hed adorat.on her iHce hrishte„e,l w th a Mnile

dar t A«e-.,truck the w.„nan pause.l, ami at a reve-rent distance ....e,l upnn the seraph
; but her entrancehad called back the unwilling spirit fro,,, its flight'and l.a,,ra once n.ore a feeble child of earth fa n v'

«ns«ered, that her master was not expected to arr vebelor^ the eveni,,,., „nd intreated that Laura «odtry to reeru.t her spirits, and accept of son.e rcfrc h-

.wa LeT^K T^" ""rPl-i'i"n- She unconsciously

Lnd rest upon the :r\;nk If'a te.*^: riTa^^
The breath of morning blew chill on the wastedfon,, of Laura, while it so.newhat revived he" tostrength a,,J recnUect.on. Her attendant seein-- her

d elvi'l/he'r cr^r*
"^"'"P--™"'^!^ -apt her more

W-ill t /'''' ^"'- '"y ^'"^'^y '™"'».' S'lid Laura.W ,11 she h,-,ve„o p,ty for the sufferings of the soul
\ H what rehef can she afford ? What help is therefor me ,,, n,an >. Oh, be Thou my help, who ar the

^e";;' d.ntAt'"^^'r'
"'°" ^^° cLst sh,'eld'i,

culty!' ° " "'"' ™"-'*' S"''^^ '° ^^ofy diffi-

Iootstei,s. They had brushed away the dew, and therank gmss had „ot yet risen fro,u their pressure Theunwonted trace of ,„a„'s presence arrested her attent.on; and her mind, exhausted by suffer'n. I'dshanng the weakness of its frail abode, ad,„itted the8uperst,t,ous thought that these mark, affo ded a

L'n'atro
'

k-n
;™'"" t \'' S"'^--- TransLt

*rack 1^, t w
'."" '" ^" ^"""''' ''"' followed thetrack a.s ,t wound round a thicket of poplar; thenud, enly recoIlect,ng herself, she became conscous ofthedelus,on and shed a tear over her mental decayShe was about to return, when she perceived that

tsZli^rn*'' l'"":' f ""^ "^^^-
'""

-k flool

ht.l A^i
Do,selessly by, and Laura, looking on itbreathed the oft-repeated wish that she could seekrest beneath ,ts waves. Again she moved feebly for

Tnconsdln-tno '•'' 'r' °' *^^ ^'^«'""' -d''»duncon»c,oi,siy fol ow,ng ,ts cou,-se with her eye whena hpht w,nd st,rr,^ng the canes that grew dow-^' to the'waters edge, she beheld close by her^an Indian canoe
^\ .th suddenness that mocks the speed of li^ht honefla-shed on the darkened soul

; and stretch"', h^eranns ,n w,ld ecstacy, • Help, help !' cried Laum andsprang towards the boat. ' A fLble ecL from the

ra d C."'""^
'^'""'^'1 "« "y- Again heca,iea. i\o hun,an vo,ce renlied n.,( ^ ,

.mnsport lent vigour to her ^^^^ She^r I'l;;?:the bark: she pressed the slender oar .a^ainJt ?he

floa ed Th
'^\'

^'""l
^'^'''^"^ '" 1^" ^«^^h Inoated. Ihe stream bore it nloncr Tk„ j

closed around her prison. 'Th'out fdelhtdTe''she cried ; and sank senseless
>.i,vereu me.

f .Irr'^^'^l ™" .''"*' "" •><=• -ncovered head ereLaura began to revive. Recollection stole upon herhke the remembrance of a feverish dream. As onewho,wak,ng from a fearful vision, still trembles™his ;oy, she scarcely dared to hope that the dreadhour was past, till raising her eye
, she saw the dark
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man o,™ their alliance with pain, by seekinTT^

of ec t'acv 't
" ""'l'™"^'' !>er„,itting the language

£:::5tCi--;^':^-v:—--2:™:

No"b^^e:t;!fan:d7hru:rtr '•"' '^'''^ """^ --"•
ripple broke the s rea ° Th;d"'r7'7' ^"'"^^

'
""

more than two persons, was constructed of a slender

Hl^J^-^ef^^n^^^la^L S
"^^:v5';^£t:diixS!;t'^r.i^Xi

XL """"™ her to measure her process shebought that through wilds less impassaMe^h r' o ™l„,bs would have borne her more wiftly. In va™beh,„d each tangled point, did her fancy^picturrthehaunt of man. Vainly a,nid the mists of e™ did shetrace the smoke of sheltered cottages. In vain atevery w,„d,ng of the strea.u she sent fonvard a lontmg eye „ search of human dwelling. The narro^wview was bounded by the dark wilderness repeat^n^ever the same picture of drea^- repose
' ^ ^

The sun went down. The shadows of evenin.^ fell •

not such a,s ,n her happy native land blend loth wUhthe last rad,ance of day, but black and heavy harlhTcontrast,ng w,th the light of a naked sk/reflectedfrom the waters, where they spread beyond the doom
cam"C ir'" °"''"""1 more'dark the n^htcame on. Solemn even amid the peopled land inth,s vast sohtude it became more awful

'

Ignorant how near the place of danger mi^ht be

Wed f r '^T^l- 'l"''"°S •>" P^"I«"« way, Laura

moor t t fi
^/- ^t' ^".'^ '" ""« '^°''' intendingmoorit, to find ,n it a rude resting-place, and in themorning to pursue her way. LaboriouslyTe oiledand at length reached the bank in safety fbut in Tat'she tried to draw her little vessel to land Its wel^Hresisted her strength. Dreading that it should slipfrom her grasp, and leave her without means of escape^

oya^r Sh'e h'',"?'^ T-'"
^^'^"^ "> - ^'^ diSS made of

1^^-'^°"°'^ '° *''" "^^""^ ^ li'tle coarseDread made of Indian com
; and this, with the waterof the river, formed her whole sustenancT Her fTame

;i:ided"l'^tieue"""v:;f"'''^- ''^ -<»^^^
sleep. ° '

^"^ ""* """'^ wanderer sank to

It was late on the morning of a cloudy day when a

L7ur"aZn";h^
-und stealing on the Jilen^;, awokeLaura from the rest of innocence. She listened The

rkZirr', '"
f-Tf'l™

*" ''- She iTokcd upIhe dark woods still bent over her; but they no

Sed^T^-"^ '^' ""S'" °f 'he s'tream. ^hey

precipice. Their image was no more reflected „n-
woods be, d over her and \LY , T '*" ">' "^"^ P^cipic
iMvn,.,. „r 1 J • . ', ° ^'^'^^ slowly away as the brnlreV, tv ?" " •"""' 'euecieu un-canoe glided on with the tide. The raptures of fal en hllflent Ih."J"7

'''^' ^^'^ ''"PP"'^'! ">^"'. butaall lent their colours to the rippling water. The wUd
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duck no longer temptiitg tlie stream, flew M:reamiii(;

over its bed. Kach oltject hasluiied on with fearful

rapidity, and the umriiiuriug sound waji now a drufeu-

ii'^' mar.
Kejir -iujiiilyinfr superhuman strength, Laura strove

to turn the course of her vessel. iSlie strained every

nerve; she usi-d the force of despfration. Half hojiin;;

that the stru*;^ltt ini;;ht save her, half fearing to note

her dreadful |)n)iiix'"<s^ she toiled on till the oar was

torn from her powerless grasp, and hurried along with

the tide.

The fear of death alone had not the power to over-

whelm the soul of Laura. Somewhat might yet be

done perhaps to avert her fate, at lea^^t to prepare for

it. Feeble as was the chance of life, it was not to be

rejected. Fixing ht-r cbiak more tirnily round her,

Laura bound it to the slender frame of the canoe.

Then commending herself to Heaven with the fervour

of a last prayer, she in drea<l stillness awaited her doom.
With terrible speed the vessel hurried on. It was

whirled round by the torrent, tossed fearfully, and
hurried on again. It sh(»t over a smoothness more
dreadful than the eddying whirl. It rose upon its

prow. Laura clung to it in the convulsion of terror.

A moment she trembled on the giddy verge. The
next, all was darkness !

When Laura was restored to recollection, she found
herself in a plain decent apartment. Several persons

of her own sex were humanely busied in attending

her. Her mind retaining a confused impression of

the past, she inquired where she was, and how she

had been brought thither. An elderly woman, of a

prepossessing appearance, answered, with almost ma-
ternal kindness, ' that she was among friends all

anxious for her safety ; begged that she would try to

sleep, and promised to satisfy hiT curiosity when she

should be more able to converse,' This benevolent

person, whose name was Falkland, then administered

a restorative to her patient, and Laura, uttering

almost incoherent expressions of gratitude, composed
herself to rest.

Awaking refreshed and collected, she found Mrs
Falkland and one of her daughters still watching by

her bedside. Laura again repeated her questions,

and Mrs Falkland fulfilled her promise, by relating

that her husband, who was a farmer, having been

employed with his two sons in a field which over-

looked the river, had observed the canoe enter the

rapid : that seeing it too late to prevent the accident,

they had hurried domi to the bed of the stream below

the fall, in hopes of intercepting the boat at its reap-

pearance : that being accustomed to float wood down
the torrent, they knew precisely the spot where their

assistance was most likely to prove effectual : that the

canoe, though covered with foam for a moment, had
instantly risen again ; and that Mr Falkland and his

sons had, not without danger, succeeded in drawing
it to land.

She then, in her turn, inquired by what accident

Laura had been exposed to such a perilous adventure
;

expressing wonder at the direction of her voyage,

eince Falkland farm was the last inhabited spot in

that district. Laura, mingling her natural reserve

with a desire to satisfy her kind hostess, answered
that she had been torn from her friends by an in-

human enemy, and that her perilous voyage was the

least effect of his barbarity. * Do j'ou know,' said

Mrs Falkland, somewhat mistaking her meaning,
*that to his cruelty you partly owe your life; for

had he not bound you to the canoe, you must have
sunk while the boat floated on !* Laura heard with
a faint smile the cftect of her self-possession ; but
considering it as a call to pious gratitude rather

than a theme of Be!f-applau'<e, she forbore to offer any
claim to praise, and the subject was suffered to drop
without further explanation.

Having remained for two days with this hoftpitabla

fjimily, Laura expressed a wish to depart. She com-
municated to Mr Falkland her desire of retuminff

immediately to Europe, and begged that he would
introduce her to some asylum where she might wait
the departure of a vessel for Britain. She expreiMed

her willirgness to content herself with the poorest

acconiiiiodation, confessing that she had not the means
nf purchasing any of a higher class. All the wealth,

indeed, which she could command, consisted in a few
guineas which she had accidentally had about her
when she was taken from her home, and a ring which
Mrs He Courcy hud given her at parting. Her faoRt

kindly urged her to remain with them till they should
jisrertain that a vessel was immediately to sail, ill

which she might secure her pa-^sage ; assuring her a
week scarcely ever elapsed without some departure
for her native country. Finding, however, that she
was anxious to be gone, Mr Falkland himself aecom-
panifd her to Qu^-bec.

They travelled by land. The country at first bore

the characters of a half-redeemed wilderness. The
road wound at times through dreary woods, at others

through fields where noxious variety of hue bespoke
imperfect cultivation. At htst it approached the great

river ; and Laura gazed with delight on the ever-

changing, rich, and beautiful scenes which were pre-

sented to her view ; scenes which she had passed

unheeded when grief and foar veiled every prospect

in gloom.
One of the nuns in the Hotel Dieu was the sister of

Mrs Falkland, and to her care Mr Falkland intended
to commit his charge. But befofe he had been an hour
in the town, he received information that a ship was
weighing anchor for the Clyde, and Laura eagerly em-
braced the opportunity. The captain being informed
by Mr Falkland that she cubl nut advance the price

of her passage, at first hesitated to receive her ; but
when, with the irresistible candour and majesty that
shone in all her looks and words, she assured him of

his reward, when she spoke to Ixim in the accents of

his native land, the Scotsman's heart melted ; and
having satisfied himself that she was a Highlander,

he closed the bargain by swearing that he was sure he
might trust her.

\\*ith tears in her eyes Laura took leave of her
benevolent host

; yet her heart bounded with joy as

she saw the vessel cleaving the title, and each object

in the dreaded land of exile swiftly retiring from her
view. In a few days that dreaded land disappeared.

In a few more the mountains of Caj)e Breton sank
behind the wave. The brisk gales of autumn wafted
the vessel cheerfully on her way ; and often did Laura
compute her progress.

In a clear frosty morning towards the end of Sep-

tember she heard once more the cry of ' Land !' now
music to her ear. Now with a beating breast she ran

to gaze upon a ridge of mountains indenting the disk

of the rising sun ; but the tears of rapture dimmed
her eyes when every voice at once shouted * Scotland!*

All day Laura remained on deck, oft measuring
with the light splinter the ves^iel's course through the

deep. The winds favoured not her impatience. To-

wards evening they died away, and scarcely did the

vessel steal along the liquid mirror. Another and
another morning came, and Laura's ear was blessed

with the first sounds of her native land. The tolling

of a bell was home along the water, now swelling

loud, and now falling softly away. The humble vil-

lage church was seen on the shore ; and Laura could

distinguish the gay colouring of her cnunttywonieii's

Sunday attire; the scarlet plaid, transniitteil fr»tm

generation to generation, pinned decently over the

plain clean coif; the bright blue gown, the trophy of

more recent housewifery. To her every form in the

well-known ijarb seemed the form of a friend. The
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blue niouiituins in the distance, the scattered woods,

the fields yellow with the harvest, the river sparkling;

in the sun, seemed, to the wanderer retuminjj from

the land of strangers, fairer than the gardens of Para-

dise.

Land of my affections !—when ' I forget thee, may
my right hand forget her cunning !* Blessed be thou

among nations ! Long may thy wanderers return to

thee rejoicing, aiid their hearts throb with honest

pride when they owu themselves thy children !

MRS HAMILTON.

Elizabeth Hamilton, an amiable and accom-
plished niiscellaneous writer, was authoress of one
excellent little novel, or moral tale. The Cottat/ers of
Glenbumie, wliich has probably been as etiective in

promoting domestic iniprovemeat among the rural

population of Scotland as Johnson's Journey to tlie

Hebrides was in encouraging the planting of trees

by the landed proprietors. In both cases there

waa some exaggeration of colouring, but the pictures

were too provokingly true and sarcastic to be laugiied

away or denieil. They constituted a national re-

proach, and the only way to wii)e it off was by timely

reformation. There is still much to accomplish, but

a marked improvement in the dwellings and internal

economy of Scottisii farm-houses and vill;^gc8 may
be dated from the publication of the ' Cottagers of

Glenburnie.' Elizabeth Hamilton was born in Bel-

fast in the year 17.5S. Her father w.as a merchant,

of a Scottisii family, and died early, leaving a widow
and three children. The latter were educated and
brought up by relatives in better circumstances,

Elizabeth, the youngest, being sent to Mr ilarsliall,

a farmer in Stirlingshire, married to her father's

sister. Her brother obtained a cadetship in the

East India Company's service, and an elder sister

was retained in Ireland. A feeling of strong affec-

tion seems to have existed among these scattered

members of the unfortunate family. Elizabeth

found in Mr and Jlrs Marshall all that could have
been desired. She was adopted and educated with

a care and tenderness that has seldmi been equalled.

*No child,' she says, • ever spent so hajipy a life, nor
have I ever met witli anything at all resenil)ling our
way of living, except tlie description given by lious-

seau of Wolniar's farm and vintage.' A taste for

literature soon appeared in Elizabeth Hamilton.
Wallace was the first hero of her studies ; but meet-
ing with Ogilvie's translation of the Iliad, she

Idolized Achilles, and dreamed uf Hector. She bad
opportunities of visiting Edinburgh and Glasgow,
after which she carried on a learned correspondence
with Dr Moyse. a philosoiiliical lecturer. She
wrote also many copies of verses— that ordinary
outlet for the w-arm feelings and roniantic sensi-

bilities of youth. Her first appearance in print
was accidental. Having accompanied a pleasure

party to the Highlands, she kept a journal for

the gratification of her aunt, and the good woman
showing it to one of her neighbours, it was sent to

a provincial magazine. Her retirement in Stirling-

shire was, in 1773, gladdened by a visit from her
brother, then about to sail for India. Mr Hamil-
ton seems to have been an excellent and able young
man, and his subsequent letters and conversations

on Indian affairs stored the mind of his sister

with the materials for her Hindoo Rajah, a work
equally remarkable for good sense and sprightliness.

In 1778 Miss Hamilton lost her aunt, whose death
was a heavy blow to the happy family. For the
ensuing si-\ years she devoted herself to the cares

and duties of the household, her only literary

employments being her correspondence with her

brother, and the composition of two short papers
which she sent to the Eounger. Mr Hamilton re-

turned from India in 17)^0. in order that he might
better fulfil an important duty intrusted to him, the
translation of the Mussulman Ci>de of Laws. It would
not l>e easy to paint the joy and affectiim with which
he was received by his sister. They spent the
winter together in Stirlingshire, and in 1789, when
her kind friend and protector, Mr Marshall, died,

she quitted Scotland, and rejoined her brother in

London. Mr Hamilton was cut off by a premature
death in 1792. Shortly after this period commenced
the literary life of Elizabeth Hamilton, and her first

work was that to which we have alluded, connected
with the memory of her lamented brother. The
Letters of a Hindoo liajah, in two volumes, published
in 1796. The success of the work stimulated her
exertions. In 1800 she published The Moilem
Philosopherx, in three volumes ; and between that
period and 1806 she gave to the world Letters on
Education^ Menutirs of Ayrippma, and Letters to the

Daughters of a Nobleman. In 1808 appeared her
most popular, original, and useful work, ' The Cot-
tagers of Glenburnie ;* and she subsequently pub-
lished Popular Essai/s on the Human Mind, and
Hints to the Directors of Public Schools. For many
years Mrs Hamilton had fixed her residence in

Edinburgh. She was enfeebled by ill he.alth, but
her cheerfulness and activity of mind continued un-
abated, and her society was courted by the most
intellectu.al and influential of her fellow-citizens.

The benevt)lence and correct judgment which ani-

mated her writings pervaded her conduct. Having
gone to llarrowgate for the benefit of her health,

Mrs Hamilton died at that place on the 23d of July
1816. aged sixty-eight.

The 'Cottagers of Glenburnie' is in reality a tale

of cottage life, and derives none of its interest from
those strange and splendid vicissitudes, contrasts,

and sentimental dangers which embellish the ideal

world of so many fictitious narratives. The scene
is laid in a poor scattered Scottish hamlet, and the
heroine is a retired English governess, middle-aged
and lame, with i.'30 a-year! This person, Mrs
Mason, after being long i[i a noble family, is reduced
from a state of ease and luxury into one of compa-
rative indigence, and having learned that her cousin,

her only surviving relative, was married to one of the
small farmers in Glenburnie, she agreed to fi.x her
residence in her bouse as a lodger. On her way she
called at Gowan-brae. the house of the factor or
land -steward on the estate, to whom she had pre-

viously been known, and we have a graphic account
of the family of this gentleman, one of whose daugh-
ters figures conspicuously in tlie after-part of the
tale. Mr Stewart, the factor, his youngest daughter,

and boys, accompany Mrs JIason to Glenburnie.

[^Picture of Ohnbuntie, and Vim! of a Scotch Cottage
in the Lust Ct^tury.]

They had not proceeded many paces until they
were struck with admiration at the uncommon wild-
ness of the scene which iiow opened to their view. The
rocks which seemed to guard the entrance of the glen
were abrupt and savage, and approached so near each
other, that one could sujijiose theiu to have been riven

a-sunder to give a piissage to the clear stream which
flowed between them. As they .advanced, the hills

receded on either side, making room for meadows and
corn-fields, through which the rapid burn pursued its

way in many a fantastic maze.
If the reader is a traveller, be must know, and if

he is a speculator in canals, he must regret, that rivers

have in general a trick of running out of the straight
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line. Rut however they may in this resejublc the

moral conduct of man^ it is but doing justice to thi'se

favourite children of nature to observe, that, in all

their wiiiidcriii^'s, each stream follows the .strict in-

juncti<pns of its parent, and never fur a moment loses

its orij,diial character. That our burn had a character

of its own, no one who saw its spirited career cuuld

possibly have denied. It did not, like the lazy and

luxuriant streams which plide throujrh the fertile

vallevs of the south, turn and wind in listless apathy,

as if it had no other object than the ^^ratification of

ennui or caprice. Alert, and impetuous, and persc-

verinji;, it even from its infancy diished onward, proud

and resolute ; and no sooner met with a rebuff from

the rocks on one side of the ^len, than it flew indig-

nant to the other, frequently awakin,^ the sleeping

echoes bv the noise of its wild career. Its complexion

was untingcd by the fat of the soil ; for in truth the

soil had no fat to throw away. But little tus it owed

to nature, and still less as it was indebted to cultiva-

tion, it had clothed itself in many shades of verdure.

The hazel, the birch, and the mountain-ash, were not

only scattered in profusion through the bottom, but in

many places clomb to the very tops of the hills. The
meadows and corn-fields, indeed, seemed very evidently

to have been encroachments made by stealth on the

sylvan region; for none had their outlines marked
with the mathematical precision in which the modem
improver so much delights. Not a straight line was

to be seen in Glenburnie. The very ploughs moved

in curves ; and though much cannot he said of the

richness of the crops, the ridges certaiuly waved with

all the grace and pride of beauty.

The road, which winded along the foot of the hills,

on the north side of the glen, owed as little to art as

any country road in the kingdom. It was very nar-

row, and much encumbered by loose stones, brought

down from the hills above by the winter torrents.

Mrs Mason and Mary were so enchanted by the

change of scenery which was incess.antly unfolding to

their view, that they made no complaints of the slow-

ness of their progress, nor did they much regret being

obliged to stop a few minutes at a time, where th^y

found so much to amuse and to delight them. But Mr
Stewart had no patience at meeting with obstructions,

which, with a little pains, could have been so easily

obviated ; and as he walked by the side of the car, ex-

patiated upon the indolence of the people of the glen,

who, though they had no other road to the market,

could contentedly go on from year to year without

making an effort to repair it. ' How little trouble

would it cost,' said he, ' to throw the smaller of these

loose stones into these holes and ruts, and to remove

the larger ones to the side, where they wouM form a

fence between the road and the hill ! There are

enough of idle boys in the glen to effect all this, by

working at it for one hour a-week during the summer.
But then their fathers must unite in setting them to

work ; and there is not one in the glen who would
not sooner have his horses lamed, and his carts torn

to pieces, than have his son employed in a work that

would benefit his neighbours as much as himself.'

As he was speaking, they passed the door of one of

these small farmers ; and immediately turning a sharp

corner, began to descend a steep, which appeared so

unsafe that Mr Stewart made his boys alight, which
they could do without inconvenience, and going to the

head of the horse, took his guidance upon himself.

At the foot of this short precipice the road again

made a sudden turn, and discovered to them a mis-

fortune whicn threatened to put a stop to their pro-

ceeding any fartlier for the present evening. It was
no other than the overturn of a cart of hay, occasioned

by the breaking down of the bridge, along which it

had been passing. Happily for the poor horse that

drew this ill-fated load, the harness by which ho was

attached to it wa.s of bo frail a nature as to make
little resistance ; so that he and his rider escaped un-
hurt from the fall, notwithstanding its being one of
considerable depth.

At first, indeed, neither boy nor horse was seen

;

but as Mr Stewart advanced to examine, whether by
removing the hay, which partly covered the bridge
and partly hung suspended on the hushes, the rojid

might still be passable, he heard a cliild's voice in the
liuUow exclaiming, * Come on, ye niuckle brute! ye
had as weel come on! I'll gar ye ! I'll gar ye ! That*8
a gude beast now; corae awa! That'a it I Ay, ye're

a gude beast now !'

As the last words were uttered, a little fellow of
about ten years of age was seen issuing from the
hollow, and pulling after him, with all his might, a
great long-backed clumsy animal nf the horse sj)ecie«,

though aj)parently of a very muli>h temper.
' You have met with a sad accident,* said Mr

Stewart ;
' how did all this happen V * You may see

how it happened plain eneugh,' returned the boy
;

' the brig brak, and the cart couppet.' * And did you
and the horse coup likewise?' paid Mr Stewart. *0
ay, we a' couppet thegither, for 1 was ridin' on his

back.' * And where is your father, and all the rest of

the folk?' *Whaur sud they be but in the hay-field

!

Pinna ye ken that we're takiu' in our hay? John
Tamson's and Jamie Forster's was in a week .syne, but
we're aye ahint the lave.'

All the party were greatly amused by the com-
posure which the young peasant evinced under his

misfortune, as well as by the shrewdness of his an-
swers ; and having learned from him that the hay-
field was at no great distance, gave him some half-

pence to hasten his speed, and promised to take care

of his horse till he should return with assistance.

He soon appeared, followed by his father and two
other men, wlio came on stepping at their usual pace.
* Why, farmer,' said Mr Stewart, * you have trusted

rather too long to this rotten plank, I think' (point-

ing to where it had given way) ;
* if you remember

the last time I passed this road, which was several

months since, I then told you that the bridge was in

danger, and showed you how easily it might be re-

paired ?'

* It is a' true,' said the farmer, moving his bonnet

;

*but I thought it would do weel eneugh. I spoke to

Jamie Forster and John Tamson about it ; but they
said they wad na fash themselves to mend a brig that

was to serve a' the folk in the glen.'

* But you must now mend it for your o\vn sake,'

said Mr Stewart, ' even though a' the folk in the glen

should be the better for it.'

* Ay, sir,* said one of the men, * that's spoken like

yoursel' ! would everybody follow your example, there

would be nothing in the world but peace and good

neighbourhood. Only tell us what we are to do, and
I'll work at your bidding till it be plt-mirkj

MVell,' said Mr Stewart, * bring down the planks

that I saw lying in the barn-yard, and which, though
you have been obliged to step over them every day
since the stack they propped was taken in, have never

been lifted. You know what I mean V
* O yes, sir,' said the farmer, grinning, * we ken

what ye mean weel eneugh : and indeed I may ken,

for I have fallen thrice owre them since they lay there,

and often said they sud be set by, but we cou'dna be

fashed.'

While the farmer, with one of the men, went up,

taking the horse with them, for the planks in question,

all that remained set to work, under Mr Stewart's

direction, to remove the ha_v, and clear away tlie rub-

bish ; Mrs Mason and Mary being the only idle spec-

tators of the scene. In little more than half an hour

the planks were laid, and covered with sod cut f^rom

the bank, and the bridge now only wanted a little
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gravel to iimke it as };oorl m mw. This nii.iiti„i,
I10WCV.T, »•&« not ci.-ei,tial towards rciiJering it i.hss-
abl.- f..r the car, which «•„,, oi.vcvcl over it in s«t'cty
but Mr .Stewart, f.>re.seeiiig the consequences of its re-
niiiMiin;; in th.s untinishea state, urged the farmer to
complete the job on the present evening, and at the
«atne ti.ne promised to r.Mn,b,i.-sc him for the expense
The only answer he could obtain was, 'Ay av we'll
do t in time

; but Tse warrant it'll do weei enej^h '

Our party then drove otf, and at every turnin-' of
the road expressed fresh admiration at the increaSin-
beauty of the scene. Towards the top of the glen th?
hills scfcmed to meet, the rocks became more frequent
and more prominent, sometimes standing naked and
exposed, and sometimes peeping over the tops of the
rowan-tree and weeping birch, which grew in Treat
abundance on all the stecpv banks. At len<^h the
Tillage appeared in view. It consisted of abnut'twentv
or thirty thatched cottage.s, which, hut for their chim'-
neys, and the smoke that issued from them, mi-bt
have passed for so many stables or hogsties, so lit'tle
had they to distinguish them as the abodes of man
That one horse, at least, was the inhabitant of every
dwelling, there was no room to doubt, as everv dojr
could not onlyhoast its dmighill, but had a'sn.all
cart stuck up on end directly before it ; which cart,
though often broken, and always dirty, seemed osten-
tatiously displaved as a proof of wealth

In the middle of the village stood the kirk, ahumble edifice, which meekly rai.sed its head but afew degrees above the neighbouring houses. It was
however, graced by an ornament of ],eculiar beautv'Two fine old ash^rees, which grew at the east end
spread their protecting arms over its lowly roof, and
•erved all the uses of a steeple and a belfry ; for on
one of the loftiest of these branches was the bell sus-
pended which, on each returning Sabbath,

' Rang the blest summons to the house of God.'
On the other side of the churchvard stood the manse
distinguished from the other houses in the villa-e hva sa.sh window on each side of the door, and .rarret
windows above

; which showed that two floors "were
or might be, inhabited

; for in truth the house had
such a sombre air that Mrs Mason, in passing, con-
cluded It to be deserted.

"=

As the houses stood separate from e:vch other at the
distance of many yards, she had time to contemplate
the scene, .-ind was particularly struck with the nam-
f lu ^

'''^'*° '^'^'"'^' *' ""^ car advanced, poured
forth from every little cot to look at the stran-ersand their uncommon vehicle. On asking for .John
Alacclarty s, three or four of them started forward to
otter themseves as guides; and running before the

Icar turned down a lane towards the river, on a road
90 deep with ruts, that, though thev had not twenty
yards to go, It was attended with some danger MrsMason who was shaken to pieces bv the ioltincr was
very glad to alight

; but her limbs were in suclfa tre-
mor, that Mr Stewart's arm was scarcely sufficient to
support her to the door.

_
It must be confessed that the a,spect of the dwell-

ing where she was to {ix her residence was by no means
inviting. The walls were substantial, built, like the
houses in the village, of stone and lime ; but thevwere blackened by the mud which the cart-wheels had
spattered from the ruts in winter ; and on one side of
tne door completely covered from view by the contents
of a great dunghill. On the other, and directly under
the window, was a squashy pool, formed by the dirty
water thrown from the house, and in it about twenty
joang ducks were at this time dabbling.
At the threshold of the door, room had been left for

a paving-stone, but it had never been laid
; and con-

sequently the place became hollow, to the great ad
vant.age of the younger ducklings, who always found

MRS HAMILTOS.

>'}l a plentiful supply of water, in which they could

dcd :", '"i" t"'«"-i """'"^ ^'' S'-'^'^rt >/as pro.idc
1
with boots, so that he could take a finn .step inIt while he htted Mrs Mason, and set her down nsafety within the threshold. But there an unfo ese

"

danger awaited her, for there the great whey p, t h^dood since morning, when the cheese had b,^n madeand was at the present moment filled with chickens'which were busily picking at the bits of curd whi"h had

OverT Wlt"'^'"''""' """"y """^ked their wishes

tumble'l" The n'r ""' ''" *''^''™ unfortunatelytumbled. Ihe pot was overturned, and the chickenscackling with hideous din, flew about in all directtions some over their heads, and others makin^ theirway by the hallan (or inner door) into the hou.s'eThe accident wa.s attended with no further bad con-sequences than a little hurt upon the shins: and aUour par y were now assembled in the kitchen
; buthough they found the doors of the house open theys.aw no appearance of any inhabitants. At length Mi^Maccharty came in, all out of breath, followed by herdaughters two big girls of eleven and thirteen yearsof .-.ge. She welcomed Mrs Mason and her friendswith great kindness, and made many apolo4es forbeing in no better order to receive them

; but sSid thatbo h her gudeman and herself thought that her cousinwould have stayed a^t Gowan-brae till after the fair ashey wer« too far off at Glenbumie to think of go n'

Vrs It
"°' ' 7™'''' '" ^^ ""'^^''-'^ «"Iy natural fo?Mrs Mason to like to see all the grand sights thatwere to be .seen there; for, to be sure^ she would .an'mony places before .she saw the like. Mrs Mason

i"i foH "' rrt,"";'
'"'-'-^-'"'d ''ave more pWe

;be:;;:htf"t^,^r"^'''^°™
''"''- '^-- a"

>r' 'Vr' '''f
'' '"'""-'' P'^^° of com, to be sure,' returnedMrs .Uicclarty with great simplicity ; 'hut then,That»uh the trees, and rocks, and wimplings o' the burnwe have nae room to make parks 0' ony size '

the ',?„"'"?,
^°"'"

"T.' ""'^ "''^'' '""^ ^vimplings ofthe biun all removed,' s.aid Mr Stewart, ' then yourprospect would be worth the looking at, Mrs Macclarty; would it not?' ° '
'""^^ ^'ac-

Though Mr Stewart's irony was lost upon the -oodwoman ,t produced a laugh among the youn. folk,

fento b"' '""T'' li.'.""'
'^'^"'' •"' -'mediately

fe to busying herself ,n ^.weeping the hearth, and

boiH^reL''"''"''^^''°"'^^'''>"'^>'«"'« Settle

'I chink,' said Miss Mary, 'you might make yourdaughters save you that trouble,' looking at the twogirls who stood all this time leaning against the wall
O, poor things, said their mother, ' they have notbeen used to it

;
they have eneugh of time for wark vet

'

Depend upon it,' said Mrs Mason, 'young peoplecan never begin too soon
;
your eldest daughter the ewill soon be as tall as yourself.'

"mere
' Indeed she's of a stately growth,' said Mrs Mac-clarty, pleased with the observation; 'and Jenny

yet for a that! In time, I warrant, they'll do weel

sai'd mI M^sfn!
""' '''^''' "'^ '" '" >"' «"« -»?'

'0 we mauna complain,' returned the mother-she does well eneugh.'
-uomer

,

The gaw-ky girl now began to rub the wall up anddown with her dirty fingers; but happily the wallwas of too dusky a hue to be easily stained Indhere let us remark the advantage which our cotttesin general possess over those of our southenr„d?hhours
;
theirs being so whitened up. that no one can

tuhou't'
w'"'

ff
''^^'"»" a dirt%and upon therS

which Li ° "".^ impression; an inconveniencewhich reduces people to the necessity of leaniii,™ to
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stand upon their legs, without the assistance of their

hantls ; wherca-s, in our country, cuntoni ha-s rendered

the hands in I'tanding at a do.>r, or in going up or down

ft i*tair, no less necessary than the feet, aa may be

plainly seen in the finger-marks which meet one's eye

iu all directions.

Some learneil aiithors have indeed adduced this

propensity in support of the theory which teaches

that mankind originally walked upon all fours, and

that standing erect is an outrage on the laws of na-

ture ; while others, willing to trace it to a more honour-

able source, conteml tliat, as the propensity evidently

prevails chiefly among those who are conscious of

being able to transmit the colour of their hands to the

objects on which they place them, it is decidedly an

impulse of genius, and, in all probability, derived

from our Pictish ancestors, whose passion for painting

is well known to have been great and universal.

The interior arrangements and acoommodatinn of

this unpromising cottage are neglected and uncom-

fortable. The fanner is a good easy man, but his

wife is obstin.-ite and prejudiced, and the children

self-willed and relicllious. Mrs Mason finds the

family quite incorrigible, but she elfects a wonder-

ful change among their neighlmurs. She gets a

school established on her own plan, and boys and
girls exert themselves to eft'ect a reformation in the

cottag(;s of their parents. Tlie most sturdy stick-

lers for the gii'l'- auil gaits are at length convinced

of the superiority of the new system, and the village

undergoes a complete transformation. In the ma-
nagement of tlie.se humble scenes, and the gradual

display of I'liaracter among the people, Mrs Hamil-
ton evinces her knowledije of human nature, and
her fine tact and discrimination as a novelist.

HANNAH MORE.

JIrs IIann'ah More adopted fiction merely as a

means of conveying religions instruction. She cm
scarcely be said to have been ever ' free of the cor-

jftcut:^2^i^ ^^
poratitnr nf ii'ivclist*! ; nor woul-l stie pprluips have

cared mueli to owe her distinction solely to her con-

nexion with 80 motley and vtirioua a band. Hannah
withdrew from tlie faseinatidni* of I/ondnn 8cK-ti*ty,

tilt* tliratreB and ni>c'ra, in obedience to what whe
j

ciitisidLTed tlif call K^i duty, and we fiusp^ct T«»m
Jones and Pereprine Pickle would have been as un-
wnrrhy in lier eyes. Thit* excellent woman was one
of five daujrhters. children of Jacob More, who
taii^bt a school in the vdlape of Stapleton, in Glou-
cestershire, where Hannah w:is born in the year
1745. Tlie family after\*'ards removed to Bristol,

and there Hannah attracted the attention and pa-
tronage of Sir James Stonehoiise. who bad In'en

many years a jdiysician of eminencp, but arterwards
took orders and s-ttlcd at Bristol. In her .seventeenth

year ehe pul»Ushed a pastoral drama. The. Starch

offer Ihippintss, which in a short time went through
three editions. Next year she brought out a tragedy.

The Injicxihk Cnptive. In 1773 or 1774 she naile
her entrance into the society of London, and was
domesticated with Garrick, who pnn-ed one of her
kindest and steadiest friends. Slie was received
with favour by Johnson, Reynolds. Burke. &c. Her
sister has thus described her first interview with the
great English moralist of the eighteenth century:

' We have paid another visit to Miss Reynolds; she
had sent to en^'aj^e Dr Percy (Percy's Collection, now
you know him), quite a sfiriiihtly modem, in^tead of
a rusty antique, jvs 1 expected : he wjw no sooner gone
than the most amiable and ubli-jiiig of women, Sliss

Keynolds, ordered the coach to take us to Dr John-
son's very own house: yes, Abyssinian Johnson! Die-

j

tionary Johnson ! Ramblers, Idlers, and Irene John-
son ! Can you picture to youi-selves th© palpitation
of our hearts as we approached his mansion i The
conversation turned upon a new work of his ju.st going
to the press (the Tour to the Hebrides), and his old
friend Richardson. Mrs Williams, the blind poet,

who lives with him, was introduced to us. She is

eiigaging in her manners, her conversation lively and
entertaining. Miss Reynolds told the docmr of all

our rapturous exclamations on the road. He shook
his scientific head at Hannah, and said " she was a
silly thing!" When our vi>it was ended, he called
f<«r his hat, as it rained, to attend us down a very
lung entry to our coach, and not Riusselas could have
acquitted himself more en cavalier. We are engaged
with him at Sir Joshua's on Wednesday evening

—

what do you think of us ? I forgot to mention, that
not finding Johnson in his little parlour when we
came in, Hannah seated herself in bis great chair,

hoping to catch a Httle ray of his genius: when he
heard it, he laughed heartily, and told her it was a
chair on which he never sat. He said it reminded
him of Roswell and himself when they stopt a night,
as tliey imagined, where the weird sifters ap]}eared to
Macbeth. The idea so worked on their enthusiasm,
that it quite deprived them of rest. However, they
learned the next morning, to their mortification, that
they had been dtcoived, and were quite in another
part of the country.'

In a subsequent letter (1776). after the publica-

tion of Hannah's poem, * t>ir EMred of tlie Bower,'
tlie same lively writer says— * If a wedding should
take place before our return, don't be surprised

—

between the mother of Sir Eldred and the father of

my much-loved Irene; nay, Mrs Montagu says if

tender words are the precursors of coiumbial engage-
ments, we may expect great things, for it is nothing
but "child," *' little fool," " love," and "dearest.'*

,\fter much critical discourse, he turns round to me,
and with one of his most amiable looks, which must
be seen to form the least idea of it, he says, *'

I have

heard that you are engaged in the useful and honour-

able emi)loynicnt of teaching young hidies." Upon
which, with all the same ease, familiarity, and confi-
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deuce we f»lioiiKl hnve dune hiul ou\y our own Jeur Dr
Stotiehoune hi-en present, we entered upon the h^^*-

torv of our birth, jmrentage, iind edueuliun ; ^h^^^viIllJ

how we were boni with more desires than guineas,

and how, as years incrca-sed our appetites, the cup-

board at Iionie bepin to ;;row too small to gratify

them ; and how, with a bottle of water, a bed, and a

blaiiket, we set out to seek our fortunes ; and how we
found a ^reat house with nothing in it; and how it

was like to remain so, till, Uxikin;,' into our knowledge-

boxes, wc ln»ppened to find a little lurnin;/, a good

thing when land is gone, or rather none ; and so at

la«t, bv giving a little of this little laming to those

who had less, we got a good store of gold in return
;

but how, alius! we wanted tlie wit to keep it.
**

I

love j'ou both," cried the imuiiorato—" I love you all

five. I never was at Bristol— I will come on purpose

to see you. What! five women live hapjiily together!

I will come and see you— I have spent a happy
erening— I am glad I came—God for ever bless you !

Tou live lives to shame duchesses." He took his leave

with so much warmth and tenderness, we were quite

aifected at his manner. If HannahV head stands

proof against all the adulation and kindness of the

great folks here, why, then, I will venture to say no-

thing of this kind will hurt her hereafter. A literary

anecdote: Mrs Medalle (Sterne's daughter) sent to

all the correspondents of her deceased father, beggi' g
the letters which he had written to them ; among
other wits, she sent to Wilkes with the same request.

He sent for answer, that as there happened to be

nothing extraordinary in those he had received, he

had burnt or lost them. On which the faithful

editor of her father's works sent back to say, that if

Mr Wilkes would be so good as to write a fuw letters

in imitation of her father's style, it would do just as

well, and she would insert them.*

In 1777 Garrick brought out Miss More's tragedy
vSPercy at Drury Lane, where it was acted seventeen
nights successively. Her theatrical profits amounted
to£600. and for the copyright of the play she gut X" I.>0

mure. Two legendary poems, Sir Eldred of the Bower,
and The Bleeding Rock, formed her next publication.

In 1779 the third and last tragedy of Hannah More
was produced ; it was entitled The Fatal FaUhood.
but was acted only three nights. At this time she
had the misfortune to lose her friend Mr Garrick by
death, an event of wliich slie has given some inte-

resting particulars in her letters.

* From DrCadogan's 1 intended to have gone to the
Adelphi, but found that Mrs (farrick was at that
moment quitting her house, while preparations were
making for the last sad ceremony : she very wisely

fixed on a private friend's house for this purpose,
where she could be at her ease. 1 got there just be-

fore her; she was jirepared for meeting me; she ran
into my arms, and we both remained silent for some
minutes ; at last she whispered, " I have this moment
embraced his cothn, and you come next." She soon
recovered herself, and said with great composure,
** The goodness of God to me is inexpressible ; I de-

•ired to die, but it is his will that I should live, and
he has convinced me he will not let my life be

quite miserable, for he gives astonishing strength

to my body, and grace to n»y heart ; neither do I

deser^-e, but I am thankful for both." She thanked
me a thousand times for such a real act of friendship,

and bade me be comforted, for it was God's will. She
told me they had just returned from Althorp, Lord
Spencer's, where he had been reluctantly dragged, for

he had felt unwell for some time ; but during his visit

he was often in such fine spirits, that they could not
believe he was ill. Ou his return home, he api>ointed

Cadogan to meet him, who ordered him an emetic,

the warm bath, and the usual remedies, but with very

little effect. On the Sunday he was in good spirits

and free from pain ; but as the suppression still con-
tinued, JJr Cadogun became extremely alarmed, and
sent fur Pott, Heberden, and Schotuberg, who gave
him up the moment they saw him. Pfor Garrick
stared to see his room full of doctors, not being con-
scious of his real state. No change happened till the
Tuesday evening, when the .surgeon who was sent for

to blister and bleed him made light of his illness,

assuring Mrs Garrick that he would be well in a day
or two, and insisted on her going to He down. To-
wards morning she desired to be called if there was
the least change. Every time that she administered
the draughts to him in the night, he always squeezed
her hand in a jiarticular manner, and spoke to her
with the greatest tenderness and affection. Imme-
diately after he had taken his last medicine, he softly

said, "Oh dear!" and yielded up his spirit with a
groan, and in his perfect senses. His behaviour
during the night was all gentleness and patience, and
he frequently made apologies to those about him for

the trouble he gave them. On op^-ning him, a stone
was found that measured five inches and a-half round
one w-ay, and four and a-half the other

;
yet this was

not the immediate cause of his death ; his kidneys
were quite gone. I paid a melancholy visit to the
coffin yesterday, where I found room for meditation
till the mind *' burst with thinking." His new house
is not so pleasant as Hampton, nor so splendid as the
Adelphi, but it is commodious enough for all the
wants of its inhabitant ; and besides, it is so quiet
that he never will he disturbed till the eternal morn-
ing, and never till then will a sweeter voice than his

own be heard. May he then find mercy ! They are

preparing to hang the house with black, for he is to

lie in state till Monday. I dislike this jmgeantry,
and cannot helji thinking that the disembodied spirit

must look with contempt upon the farce that is]dayed
over its miserable relics. But a spleiidid funeral

could not be avoided, as he is to be laid in the abbey
with such illustrious dust, and so many are desirous

of testifying their respect by attending. I can never
cea.«e to remember with affection and gratitude so

warm, steady, and disinterested a friend ; and 1 can
most truly bear this testimony to his memory, that I

never witnessed in any family more decorum, pro-

priety, and regularity, than in his; where I never
saw a card, nor even met (except in one instance) a
person of his own profession at his table, of which
Mrs Garrick, by her elegance of taste, her correctness

of manners, and very original turn of humour, was
the brightest ornament. All his pursuits and tastes

were so decidedly intellectual, that it made the
society, and the c<»nversation which was always to be
found in his circle, interesting and delightful.*

Tn 1782 Miss More presented to the world a
volume tif Sarred Dra nuts, with a poem annexed, en-

titled Scnsihiliti/. All her works were successful,

and Johnson said be thought biT tlie best of the
female versifiers. The poetry of Hannah More is

now forgotten, but 'Percy* is a good play, and it

is clear that the authoress might have excelled as

a dramatic writer, hail she devoted herself to that
difficult species of composition. In 1786 she pub-
lished anotlier volume of verse, Florio, a Tale for

Fine OcntlemfTi and Fine Ladies; jind The Bas Bleu,

or Conversation. The latter (which Johnson com-
plimenteel as 'a great performance') was an elaborate
eulogy on the Bas Bleu Club, a literary assembly
that met at Mrs Montagu's.* The following couplets

* These meetmgs were called the Blue Stocking CItib, in con-

sequence of one of the most admired of the members, Mr Ben-

jamin Stillinpfieet, always wearing blue stockings. The appel-

lation wxm became general as a name for pedantic or ridicu-

lous literary ladies. Hannah Mores poem proceeds on the
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have been qituteil and renieinbLTed as terse aiu)

pointed:

—

' In men this blunder fltill you find,

All think their liitle set mankind.'

* Small habits well puisued betimes.

May reach the dignity of crimes.'

Such lines mark tlie good sense and keen observa-

tion of the writer, and these qualities Hannah now
resolw'd ti) devote exi-lu*;ively to hiyh object-*. Tlie

pay life of tlie fasliiiinalile world liaii lost its ( liarins,

and. having jjiiltlished luT 'Has Bleu,' she retired to

a small cottafi*' anfl t:arden near Ilristol, where her

sisters kept a llounslijnt: boarding-scjionl. IUt first

prose piiljUeatiiiu was Thimifhts on the /mportu/ice of
the M'tuncTs iif the (.rVFai to Ot-nerol SiH-Jrtif, prcxliired

in I7S3. 'I'liis was followed in 1791 by an Estimate

vf the lieliylon of the F'tshionnltli- WorUl. As a

means of eountenu-tinj; the political tracts and exer-

tions of the Jacohins and levcUurs, Hannah Mure.

in 1794, wrote a number of talf<. iinldished montldy
under the title of The. Chmp ReposUonj, which at-

tained to a salp of ahuut a inUIion each number.
Some of the little stories (as the * Mieplierd of

Salisbury Plain') are well told, and ((mtain strikinfj;

moral and reliiiiou'^ lessons. With tlie same ohjeet,

our anthoress puldished a volume ^-ailcd Villnpp.

Politics. Hlt other principal works are

—

Strictures

on the Afodern Si/stetn of Frma'e Education, 1709;
Ifintt tuiviirds Eormimj the Character of a Yotniri Prin-

cess^ 1805; Civlebs in Search of a Wife, rumprvhenil-

inq Ohserrations on Domestic Habits and Man/iers,

KcVigion and Morah, two volumes, 1809; I'racficaf

Pitty. or the Injinenre of the llfliyion of the Heart on the

Conduct of Life, two volumes, 181 1 ; Christian Morals,

two volumes, 1812; Essay on the Character and
vVritings of St Paul, two volumes. 1815 ; and Moral
Sketches of Prevailing Opinions and Manners, Foreign

and Domestic, icith liijiections on Prayer, 1819. The
collection of her works is comprised in eleven

volumes octavo. The work entitled ' Hints towards
Forming:! the Character of a Young Princess,' was
written with a view to the education of the Princess

Charlotte, on which subject the advice and assist-

ance of Hannah More had Ix'en requested by Queen
Charlotte. Of * Coeiebs.' we are told that ten edi-

tions were sold in one year—a remarkable proof of

the popularity of the work. The tale is adnurably
written, with a fine vein of delicate irony and sar-

casm, and some of tlie characters are well depicted,

but, from the nature of the story. It jiresents ftiw

incidents or eml>eHishments to attract ordinary

novel readers. It has not inaptly l>een styled ' a

dramatic sermon.' Of the other publications of the
authoress, we may say, with one of her critics, 'it

would be idle in us to dwell on works so well known
as the *• Thoutjhts on the Manners of the Great."
the " Essay on the Keligion of the Fashionable
World," and so on, which finally established ]\Iiss

More's name as a great moral writer, possessing a
masterly command over the resources of our lan-

guage, and devoting a keen wit and a lively fancy
to the best and noblest of purposes.' In her latter

days there was perhaps a tincture of unnecessary
gloom or severity in her religious views; yet, when
we recftllect her unfeigned sincerity and practical
benevolence—her exertions to instruct tlie jiodr

miners and cottagers—and the untiring zeal with
wliich she laboured, even amidst severe bodily in-

firmities, to inculcate sound principles and iatellec-

mistake of a foreigner, who, liearitiR of the Blue Stocking
Club, translated it literally ' Ba» llk>u.* Byron wrote a light

BatiricaJ sketch nf the BUu-s nf hiw day—the frequenters of the
London saloons—but it is unworthy of his genius.

tnal cultivation, from the palace to the cottage, it

is impossible not to rank her among the best bene-
factors of nninkind.

The great success of the different works of OUT
authoress enabled her to live in ease, and to dis-

pense charities around her. Her sisters also secured
a competency, and they all lived together at Barley
Grove, a property of some extent wluoii they pur-
chased and improved. * From the day that the
school was given up, the existence of the whole sis-

terhood appears to have flowed on in one uniform
current of peace and contentment, diversified only by
new appearances of Hannah as an authoress, and the
ups an<i downs which she and the others met with
in the prosecution of a most brave and humane ex-
periment—namely, their zealous effort to extend
the blessings of education a. id religion among the
inhabitants of certain villages situated in a wild
country some eight or ten mdes fr»m tlieir abode,
who, from a concurrence of unhappy local and tem-
porary circumstances, had been left in a state of

ignorance hardly conceivable at the present Jay.'*

These exertions were ultimately so successful, that
tlie sisterhood had the gratification of witnessing a
yearly festival celebrated on the hills of Cheddar,
where abr)ve a thousand children, with the members
of female clubs of industry (also established by
them), after attending church service, were regaled
at the expense of their benefactors. Hannah More
(iied on the 7th of September 1833, aged eiglity-

eight. She had made about i;30,000 by her writ-

in^is. and she left, by her will, legacies to eliaritable

auti religious institutitms amounting to X10,000.
In 1834. Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence

of Mrs Hannah More, by William Koberts, ICsq.,

were published in four volumes. In these we have
a full account hy Hannah herself of her London life,

and many interesting anecdotes.

LAD7 MORGAN.

Lady Morgan (Sidney Owenson) has, during the
last thirty or forty years, written in various depart-

ments of literature—in poetr\', the drama, novels,

biography, ethics, politics, and books of travels,

Whetiier she has written any one book that will

become a standard portion of our literature, is doubt-
ful, but we are indebted to her pen for a number of

clever lively national sketches and anecdotes. She
has fought her way to distinction, self-educated, in

the midst of raillery, sarcasm, and vituperation, pro-

voked on the one hand by her careless and bold

avowal of liberal opinions on questions of politics

and the 'minor morals' of life, .and on the other by
her ill-concealed worship of the fashions and follies

of the great, which has led her democratic friends

to pronounce the pretty severe opinion, that ' there

is not a pernicious vanity or affectation belonging

to tuft-hunting or modisliness, which she does not

labour to confirm and strengthen by precept, senti-

ment, and her own goodly example.'f If Lady Mor-
gan has not always taste, she has talent ; if she has

not always delicacy, she speaks boldly and freely
;

if she has got into the society of the great (the repu-

tation of her writings, like those of Swift. ' doing

the office of a blue ribbon or of a coach-and-six'),

she has told us all she knows about them. She has

been as liberal of satire and sarcasm as of adulation.

She has a masculine disregard of common opinion

or censure, and a temperament, as she herself states,

'as cheery and genial as ever went to that strange

medley of pathos and humour—the Irisli character.'

Mr Owenson, the father of our authoress. w;is a

* Quarterly Renew, 1834.
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ix-spivtable actor a favourite in tlie socii-ty of Dub-

daughter inlantcd l,is ,,r.,iil.-,.|i,„. f>,r nati," 1music- and song Verv carl.v i„ Uf, si,. |h bli' e

/ /,< Z,,.^ y M.. /,,./, IJarp, and a sdection of twelve
Irish „,elo.l.es, »ith music. One of these is thepopuar SOUK of Kate K.an,e,,, an.l we que«t onwhether tins Ivnewill „„t outlive all La.lv Zl.n'lother hieubrations. Wliile still in her k^nsutt

"J.;'-'^..'^'.
<-.'""• P" ^V„,v« ,,/-.S< I)o,ni„U/,, and
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niseences); II'„„,„„ „„,/ / jr , , , .,

''.stnry of woman down to the ',11
; f 11 r''

''"'^

h^r'h,^ ^,. '';^"V'^;V'''l^''-
'' ";"i""f-" with

Sketehes of 1, . n,iL.V,,,vfe ^'-.H-/'"',"'"/
"'

X;^'rr;t^:^£^"•i:^-S^:,f;^

i/'i •• ,/,/ /,w/, G,r/. These works evinced a fer-vid iiiiaKi nation, though littl

u a ler
aeqiiai„tH„ce with

Irish Crirl' was
either art „r nature. The • Wild ,nsn L.irlwas

fn two'J-eirs''"*' ' '"''^ "'"' "''""«'' ^'^'-' '^^'^"^

MissOwenson continued her labours as a novel»t Patr.oUc SkeUhes, Ida. and T/i. 'z,*""!,!
were her ne.xt works. O'Domnl soon follow; i";^i

(1818). and The O linens and the 0'FUun,,> ng-^T)In these works our authoress depart.,! fr,,,,, thebeat™ traek of sentimental novels, and ve turelhke Miss Edgeworth. to portray national nm, ner
'

We have the high authority of Sir Walter Scot f';the opinion, that ' O'Donnel,' th,>Uf;h detici -n as wstory has -some striking and beH,rtifol pa saLes
„'

sit Kition and deseription, and in the e,.mie mrtvery rich and entertaining.' Lady Morgan's ske chesof Irish manners are not .-dw-avs pK-asing Herh|gh-toned soeiety is disfigured ^rith ^os ntss and

caricatured. The vivacity and variety of thesedelineations constitute one of their attraetio, ifnot always true, they are livelv; for it was ustisaid, h.it ' whether it is a review „f volunteers „the riuenix Park, or a partv at the Castle or anasquerade. a meeting of United Irishme, , 'a r o?in Dublin, or a jug-day at Bog-Jl„v_i„ everv

the'Tn '^^r^'^'^r"
"^"*""" ouf au.liorels wS

tW T K V*','-''
"""""•• One complaint again tthese Irish sketches was their personalitv. theauthoress indicating that some of lier i.orfra tV at the

char eter, T^ '

'"''"'^ '"'^"'^'^'^ '"' ^'ell-known

of nr ,ri ; Ti
• '^™^-"«'"i''" is often a sad jargonof prunent allusion, comments on dress and auof?tions ,n French and Italian, with which almost

{Z7 ^if 't
P^''^"^ ''"'^ disfigured. The u,fa hionable characters and descriptions-even ?herapparees, and the bwest of the old Tr^ ,f *•

are infinitely more entertaining tha°n'th™e off h^sof the anstocracy, as painted by Lady Mor " mHer strength evidently lies in describing the bro^"icharacteristics of her nation, their boundless mir" Itheir old customs, their love of frolic, and their wl'grief at scenes of death and calami y. The o erworks of our authoress are France and 1,1 "ontaming dissertations ou the state of society nuners, hterature, government, &e. of those n'.thnthese are written in a bold sketchy sty™ a ,d ™thmany gross faulty, they are spirited, acute, a.ide,,-

fideH tv "/> ^'u
By^°° ''^ borne testini, nv to t liendelity and e.xceUence of ' Italy ;' and if tu'c a„ti,

ress h.ad t.en;less ambitious "^f l^ing Xa^^ fi.^arid striking,- and less solicitous to disphv Wreading and high company, she might lave beenone of the most agreeable of tourists Ind obllrvers

r^ldumf"^r' ^'i ''''I
'^"""''-'•^ "" '"= ^^volutionin Belgium)

; Dramatic Scenesfrom Real Life fvervpoor 1,1 matter, and affected in style); The Lire IZTmesofSalvator liosa. two volumes The B^kofthe Boudoir (autobiographical sketches andTemI-

1

progress of Lad]- M:;;gan ':n;::f''ir:r 'f "' M "''T"'^
-(MrHenry.Vch^.ie;r;:ar';i!:^^r:::-t!-:

on:Jtr;s^i:^;-™[!:-rit:ti;;!:ra.::j
limited in its scone will 1,..

"'"'' wanntli and
fearless and dec ded p 1 ,

'
l',?,'

" ^'^?. ""^'<^ '»

espousing of ultn.hbSlitries'T';' '" ""^

uMi.ci. .uter all, however, savs sIih "if rbecanie that reviled but „..w ve;y fuiio Me ,

r cter will bi'V^''/"'''"'''^'^''^
""^^l- f*- t'°e eha-

trasted H » i "^ """"^ ^"^ """-^ bohily co.i-

ZTit' *'V™^^ P'-<^P'"-ed and arranged with finer

Tfr"7'T'"f'' "T *" "'" " '-^. n- to save

h.^stun'onr ,-"'^^' ^ ^'"""^y^'- ^« "'ust Zsist upon the living nature of many of their dra-

' Lieutenant 0-Meay (' Thi" o"r' ^'^Sif^hy"). and

rence Fegan and it^^.^^t Do!ZrTv f- t1 e mi'
h:;: ^nd"tt?™„";f

"'^^^'"^ indicatLL sc^l
de'iirn wl h

"' fPP'i'-«nt arllessness, but reid

,o fl^";
""''ich prove that though their writer lov^sto fl. t upon the surface of life and society, she can

i
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of Genevi^'Tl,'"'
^'^^"'."i^/",' .""-' "anks of the Lake

.?!/ .,
.,^'"^^-^ '''^'"'•'

'" ''abits of daily intercourse,and when the weather did not allow of their boSexcursions c,n the lake, the Sliellevs o ten p s edtheir evenings with Byron at his lumse atoi , atiI)nnng a week of rain at this time,' says Mr Moorehaving amused themselves with reading German

t;!'ri;::;^onV&'^'^r.;ndV";^r7?"^
to Mrs Shelley,

;
wi,y pnb'h^b :l'C^hVr-"1le'll™^^

st,.r„ ft- ' memorable result, indeed, „f their

Godwin'. H ^"f
'"'*'*"*'> "-ecognised as worthy ofGodwin s daughter and Shelley's wife, and as, in fit,
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possessing Bonie ttf tiie y*-*"'"** *i"*i peculiarities of

both. It is formed on the model of St Leon, but the

superniitural power of tliat romantic visionary pro-

dm-es nutliinj: so striking or awful as the grand con-

ception of 'Frankenstein'— the discovery that he

can, by liis study of natural philosopliy, create a

living; and sentient bciny;. The hero, like Caleb
WilUams, tells his own story, and the curiosity it

excites is etpially concentrated and intense. A
native of Geneva, Frankenstein, is sent to the uni-

versity of Ingoistadt to pursue his studies. He had
jireviously dabbled in the occult sciences, and tlie

university afforded vastly extended facilities for pro-

secuting his abstruse researches. He pores over

books on physiology, makes chemical experiments,

visits even the receptacles of the dead and the dis-

secting-room of the anatomist, and after days and
nights of incredible labour and fatigue, he succeeds

in discovering the cause of generation and life ; nay
more, he became capable of bestowing animation
upon lifeless matter I Full of his extraordinary dis-

covery, he pHK'eeds to create a man, and at length,

after innumerable trials and revolting experiments

to seize and infuse the principle of life into his image
of clay, he constructs and animates a gigantic figure,

eight feet in height. His feelings on completing

the creation of this mouster are powerfully de-

scribed :—

* It was on a dreary night of November that T be-

held the accomplishment of my toils. With an
anxiety that almost amounted to agony, I collected

the instruments of life around me, that I might infuse

a spark of being into the lifeless thing that lay at niy

feet. It was already one in the morning; the rain

pattered dismally against the panes, and my candle

was nearly burnt out, when, by the glimmer of the

half-extinguished light, 1 saw the dull yellow eve of

the creature open ; it breathed hard, and a convulsive

motion ai^itated its limbs.

How can I describe my emotions at this catastrophe,

or how delineate the wretch whom with such infinite

paius and care I had endeavoured to form? His
limbs were in proportion, and I had selected his

features as beautiful. Bea,utiful ! Great God! His
yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and
arteries beneath ; his hair was of a lustrous black, and
flowing; his teeth of a pearly whiteness; but the^-e

luxuriances only formed a more horrid contrast with
his watery eyes, that seemed almost of the same colour
as the dun white sockets in which they were set, his

shrivelled complexion, and straight black lips.

The different accidents of life are not so changeable
as the feelings of humau nature. I had worked hard
for nearly two years, for the sole purpose of infusing

life into an inanimate body. For this I had deprived
myself of rest and health. I had desired it with an
arduur that far exceeded moderation, but now that I

had finished, the beauty of the dream vanished, and
breathless horror and disgust filled my heart. Un-
atde to endure the aspect of the being I had created,
I rushed out of the room, and continued a long time
traversing my bed-charaber, unable to compose my
mind to sleep. At length lassitude succeeded to the
tumult I had before endured, and I threw myself on
the bed in my clothes, endeavouring to seek a few
moments of forgetfulness. But it was in vain ; I slept
indeed, but I was disturbed by the wildest dreams.
I thought I saw Elizabeth, in the bloom of health,
walking in the streets of Ingoistadt. Delighted and
surprised, 1 embraced her; but as I imprinted the
first kisH on her lips, they became livid with the hue
of death ; her features appeared to change, and I

thought that I held the corpse of my dead motlier in

my arms ; a shroud enveloped her form, and I saw
the grave-worms crawling in the folds of the flannel.

I started from my sleep with horror, a cold dew
covered my forehea*!, my teeth chattered, and every

limb hecaine convulsed when, by the dim and yellow

light vt' the moon, as it forced its way through the

window sliutters, I beheld the wretch—the miserable
monster whom I had created. He held up the curtain

of the beci, and his eyes, if eyes they may be called,

were fixed on me. His jaws opened, and he muttered
some inarticulate sounds, while a grin wrinkled his

cheeks. He might have spoken, but I did not hear;
one hand was stretched out, seemingly to detain me,
but 1 escaped, and rushed down stairs. I took refuge

in the court-yard belonging to the house which 1 in-

habited, where I remained during the rest of the

night, walking up and down in the gTi>atest agitation,

listening attentively, catching and fearing each sound
as if it were to announce the approach of the demo-
niacal corpse to which 1 had so miserably given life.

Oh ! no mortal could support the horror of that

countenance. A mummy again endued with anima-
tion could not be so hideous as that wretch. I had
gazed on him while unfinished ; he was ugly then,

but when those muscles and joints were rendered

caj)able of motion, it became a thing such as even
Dante could not have conceived.

I passed the night wretchedly. Sometimes my
pulse beat so quickly and hardly that I felt the

palpitation of every artery ; at others I nearly sank

to the ground through languor and extreme weakness.

Minglfd with this horror I felt the bitterness of dis-

appointment ; dreams that had been my food and
jtleasaiit rest for so long a space, were now become a
hell to nie, and the change was so rapid, the over-

throw so complete.

Morning, dismal and wet, at length dawned, and
discovered to my sleepless and aching eyes the church

of Ingoistadt, its white steeple and clock, which in-

dicated the sixth hour. The porter opened the gates

of the court which had that night been my asylum,

and I issued into the streets, pacing them with quick

steps, as if I sought to avoid the wretch whom I feared

every turning of the street would present to my view.

I did iKit dare return to the apartment which I in-

habited, but felt impelled to hurry on, although

wetted by the rain which poured from a black and
comfortless sky.

1 continued walking in this manner for some time,

endeavouring, by bodily exercise, to ease the load

thiit weighed upon my mind. I traversed the streets

without any clear conception of where I was, or what

I was doing. My heart palpitated in the sickness of

fear, and I hurried on with irregular steps, not daring

to look about me

—

Like one who on a lonely road

I>oth walk in fear and dread.

And having; once turned round, walks on,

And turns no more his he-ad ;

Because he knows a frightful fiend

Doth close behind him tread.*

Continuing thus, I came at length opposite to the

inn at which the various diligences and carriages

usually stopped. Here I paused, I knew not why,

but 1 remained some minutes with my eyes fixed on

a coach that wivs coming towards me from the other

end of the street. As it drew nearer, I ob-terved that

it was the Swiss diligence; it sto|>ped just where I

was standing, and on the door being opened, I per-

ceived Henry Clerval, who, on seeing me. Instantly

sprung out. " My dear Frankenstein,'* exclaimed he,

" how glad I am to see you ! how fortunate that you

should be here at the very moment of my alighting!"

Nothing could equal my delight on seeing Clerral;

his presence brought back to my thoughts ray father,

Elizabeth, and all those scenes of home so dear to mj

• Coleridge's * Ancient Mariner.'
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recollection. I ^m.-^ptMl hi> hiind. tind in ft nionicnt

forcot my horror nud mirtfurtuiie ; 1 felt suddenly,

and for the fiist time during many innntlis, c;»lni lun^

ncpenejoy. 1 welcouuul my friend, therefore, in tlie

most cordial manner, and we walked towards my
college. Clerral continued talking! for some time
about our mutual friends, and his own gooii fortune

in boinjr permitted to come to Inj:olstadt. " Vou may
easily believe," said he, "how «,'reat wa^ the dilticultv

to persuade my father that it was nut absuliitely ne-

cessary for a merchant not to understand anvthin;;

dxcept hook-keeping; and, indeed, I believe 1 left

him incredulous to the last, for bis constant answer
to my unwearied intreaties was the same as that of
the Dutch schoolmaster in the Vicar of Wakefield

—

*I have ten thousand tlorins a-year without Greek ; I

eat heartily without Greek.* liut his affection for me
at length overcame his dislike of learning, and he has
permitted me to undertake a voyage of discovery to

the land of knowledge."
** It gives rae the greatest delight to see you ; but

tell me hovr you left my father, brothers, and Eliza-

beth."

"Very well, and very happy, only a little uneasy
that they hear from you so seldom. By the bv, I

mean to lecture you a little upon their account my-
self. But, my dear Frankenstein," continued he, stop-

ping short, and gazing full in my face, " I did not
before remark how very ill you appear ; so thin and

I
pale

;
you look as if you had been watching for seve-

ral nights."

"You have guessed right; T have lately been so

deeply engaged in one occupation, that I have not
allowed myself sufficient rest, as you see; but I hope,

I sincerely hope, that all these employments are now
at an end, and that I am at length free."

I trembled excessively ; I could not endure to think
of, and far less to allude to, the occurrences of the pre-

ceding nli:ht. I walked with a quick pace, and we
soon arrived at my college. I then reflected, and the
thought made me shiver, that the creature whom I

had left in my apartment might still be there, alive,

and walking about. I dreaded to behold this mon-
ster; but I feared still more that Henry should see

him. Intreating him, therefore, to remain a few mi-
nutes at the bottom of the stairs, I darted up towards
my own room. My hand was already on the lock of

the door before I recollected myself. I then paused,
and a cohl shivering came over me. I threw the door
forcibly open, as children are accustomed to do when
they expect a spectre to stand in waiting for tbem on
the other side ; but nothing appeared. I ste]»ped

fearfully in ; the apartment was empty, and ray bed-
room was also freed from its hideous guest. I could
hardly believe that so great a good fortune could have
befallen me ; but when I became assured that my
enemy had indeed fled, I clapped my hands for joy,
and ran down to Clerval.

We ascended into my room, and the servant pre-
sently brought breakfast ; but 1 was unable to con-
tain myself. It was not joy only that possessed rae :

I felt my flesh tingle with excess of sensitiveness, and
my pulse beat rapidly. I was unable to remain for a
single instant in the same place; I jumped over the
chairs, clapped my hands, and laughed aloud. Clerval

at first attributed my uimsual spirits to joy on his

arrival ; but when he observed me more attentively,

he saw a wildne:<s in my eyes for which he could not
account ; and my loud unrestrained heartless laughter
frightened and astonished him.

" My dear Victor," cried he, " what, for God's sake,

is the matter? Do not laugh in that manner. How
ill you arel What is the cause of all this]'*

" Do not ask me," cried I, putting my hands before
my eyes, for I thought I saw the dreaded spectre glide
into the room ;

**
/le can tell. Oh, save me .' save me !**

I imagined that the monster seized me ; I struggled
furiously, and fell down in a fit.

Poor Clerval! what must have been his feelings?
A meeting which he anticipated with such joy so
strangely turned to bitterness. But I was not the
witness of his grief ; for I was lifeless, and did not re-
cover my senses for a long, long time.*

The monster ultimately becomes a terror to his
creator, and haunts him like a si)ell. For two years
he disappears, but at the end of that time lie is

presented as the niuj'derer of Frankenstein's infant
brother, and as waging war with all mankind, in
consequence of tiie disgust and violence with which
his appearance is regarded. The demon meets and
confronts his maker, demanding that he should
create him a helpmate, as a solace in his forced ex-
patriation from society. Frankenstein retires and
begins the liideous task, and wliile engaged in it

during the secrecy of midnight, in one of the lonely
islands of the Orcades, the monster appears before
him.

* A ghastly grin wrinkled his lips as he gazed on
me, where I sat fulfilling the task which he allotted

to me. Yes, he had followed in my travels ; he had
loitered in forests, hid himself in oaves, or taken
refuge in wide and desert heatlis ; and he now came
to mark my progress, and claim the fulfilment of
my promise. As I looked on Inni, his countenance
expressed the utmost extent of malice and treachery.

I thought with a sensation of madness on my pro-
mise of creating another like to him, and, trembling
with passion, tore to pieces the thing on which I

was engaged. Tlie wretch saw me destroy the
creature on whose future existence he depended for

happiness, and with a howl of devilish despair and
revenge, withdrew.'

A series of horrid and malignant events now mark
the career of the demon. He n)urders the friend of
Frankenstein, strangles his bride <tn her wedding-
night, and causes the death of his father from gnef.

lie eludes detection, but Frankenstein, in agony and
despair, resolves to seek him out, and sacrifice him
to his justice and revenge. The jmrsuit is pro-
tracted for a considerable time, and in various coun-
tries, and at length conducts us to the ice-bound
shores and islands of the northern ocean. Franken-
stein recognises the demon, but ere he can reach
iiim, the ice gives way, and he is afterwards with
difficulty rescueil from the floating wreck by the
crew of a vessel that had been embayed in that polar

region. Thus saved from perishing, Frankenstein
relates to the captain of the shij) his 'wild and won-
drous tale,' but the suffering and exliaustion had
proved too much for his frame, and he expires be-

fore the vessel had sailed for Britain. The monster
visits the ship, and after mourning over the dead
body of his victim, quits the vessel, resolved to seek

the most northern extremity of the globe, and there

to put a period to his wretched and unhallowed
existence. The power of genius in clothing inci-

dents the most improbable with strong interest and
human sympathies is evinced in this remarkable
story. The creation of the demon is admirably told.

The successive steps by which the solitary student
arrives at his great secret, after two years of labour,

and the first glimpse which he obtains of the hide-

ous monster, form a narrative that cannot be per-

used without sensations of awe and terror. While
the demon is thus partially known and revealed, or

seen only in the distance, gliding among cliffs and
glaciers, appearing by moonlight to demand justice

from his maker, or seated in his car among the

tremendous solitudes of the northern ocean, the

effect is striking and magnificent. The interest
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ceases wlicn we are told of the self- education of the

monster, which is disgustingly minute in detail, and
absurd in conception; and when we consider thv

iniprubabilify of liis being able to commit so many
crimes in dilVerent countries, conspicuous as he is in

form, with impunity, and witliout detection. His

mahgnity of disposition, and particularly his resent-

ment towards Frankenstein, do not appear unna-
turiil when we recollect how lie has been repelled

from society, and refused a companion by him who
could alone create such anotlier. In his wildt'-^t

outbursts we partly sympathise with him, and his

situation seems to justify his crimes. In depicting

the internal workings of the nund and the varinus

phases of the passions, Mrs Shelley evinces skill and

acuteness. Like her father, she excels in mental

analysis and in conceptions of the grand and thu

powerful, but fails in the management of her fable

where probabit; incident* iind familiar life are re-

quired or attempted.

In 1823 Mrs Shelley published another work of

fiction, Valperga ; or the Life and Ailventaresuf Cufn-

truccio. Prince of Lucru, tliree volumes. The time

of the story is tliut of tlie struggle between the

Guelphs and the Ghibbelines. She is also the au-

thor of a novel upon the story of Perkin Waxbeck.

[Zore.]

It is said that in love we idolize the object, and
placing him apart, and selecting him from his fel-

lows, look on him as superior in nature to all others.

VVe do so ; but even as we idolize the object of our

affections, do we idolize ourselves: if we separate him
from his fellow mortals, so do we separate ourselves,

and glorying in belonging to him alone, feel lifted

above all other sensations, all other joys and griefs,

to one hallowed circle from which all but his idea is

baTiished : we walk as if a mist, or some more potent

charm, divided us from all but him ; a sanctified

victim, which none but the priest set apart for that

office could touch and not pollute, enshrined in a

cloud of glory, made glorious through beauties uot our

own.

REV. C. R. MATURIN.

The Kev. C. U. Maturin, tlie poetical and eccen-

tric curate of St Peter's, Dublin, came forward in

1807 as an imitator of tlie terrific and gloomy style

of novel writing, of whicli Monk Lewis was the

modern master. Its higher mysteries were known
only to Mrs KadclilTe. The date of that style, as

Maturin afterwards confessed, was out when he was
a boy, and he had not powers to revive it. His
youtliful production was entithd Fatal lievenye, or

the i'umily vf Mvttlorio. The first part of tiiis title

was the invention of the publisher, and it proved a

good bookselling appellation, fur the novel was in

high favour in the circulating libraries. It is un-
doubtedly a work of genius— full of imagination

and energetic language, tliough both are sometimes
carried to extravagance or bombast. There was,

however, as has been justly renuirked, 'originality

in the conception, hideous as it was, of the hero
employing against the brother who had deceived
him the agency of that brother's own sons, wlioni

he persuades to parricide, by working on their

visionary fears, and by the (loclrines of fat;Uism ;

and tlien, wlien the deed is done, discovering that

the vii'tims whom he bad reasoned and persecuted

into crime were his own children!' The author
nijuie abundant use of sniternarnral macliinery, or

at h'iist what appears to be such, until tlie unra-

velling of tlie plot discloses that the whole has been

eflecttd, like the mysteries of ihe Castle of Udulpho,

by natural causes. Circnmstance has been styhd
' iin unspiritual god.' and he seldom appear-* to U-ms

advantage tlnin in the plots of Mr Maturin. Ite-

twetMi 1807 and 1820 our author puldished a num-
ber of works of romantic fiction — Tin' JilHtsian
(
'l)ir/; The Wihl Irish lioif ; }V(mien, or /'our et

Contre; and Mtlmolh the Wanderer-— all works in

three or four volumes each. • Women' was will

received by the imblic, but none of its pn'deccssors,

as tlie author hmiself states, ever reache<l a second
edition. In

* 'Women* he aimed at depicting real

life and manners, and we have sonu' pictures of

Calvinistic Metliodists, an Irish Meg Merrilees, and
an Irish hero, De Courcy, wliose character is maile

up<.f cimtradictions and improbabilities. Two female
characters, Eva Wentworth and Zaira, a brilliant

Italian (who afterwards turns out to he the mother
of Eva), are drawn with delicacy and fine effect.

The former is educated in strict seclnsion, and is

purity itself De Courcy is in love with iMjth, and
both are blighted by his inconstancy. Eva dies

calmly and trancjuiUy, elevated by religious hope.

Zaira meditates suicide, Imt desists from the attempt,

and lives on, as if spell-bound to the deatii-place of

her ihiughter and lover. l)e Courcy perishes of

remorse, 'lliese scenes of deep passion aiid |)atho9

are coloured witli the lights of poetry and genius,
j

Indeed the gradual decay of Eva is the happiest of

all Mr jNIaturin's delineations, and has rarely been
j

surpassed. Tlie simple trutlifulness of the descrip- \

tion may be seen in passages like the following:— i

'The weather was unusually fine, thoui^h it was
September, and tlie evenings mild and beautiful,

,

Eva passed them almost entirely in the garden. She '

had always loved the fading light and delicious tints ,

of an evening sky, and luiw they were endeared by
^

tiiat which endears even indiiferent things—an in-

ternal consciousness tliat we liave not long to helmid
I

them. Mrs Wentworth remonstrated against this

indulgence, and mentioned it to the ]ih3'sician; but
he *' answered neglectin^ily ;" said anything that

|

amused her mind could do her no harm, &c. Then
j

Mrs Wentworth began to feel there was no hope;
and Eva was suffered to nmse life away unmolested.
To the garden every evening she went, and brought
her library with her ; it consisted of but tliree books

,

—the Bible, Young's Night Thoughts, and Blair's

Grave. One evening tlie unusual beauty of tlie sky
made her involuntarily drop lier book. She gazed
upward, and felt as if a book wjus open in heaven,
where all the lovely and varying phenomena pre-

\

sented in living characters to her view tlie name ot
\

the Divinity. There was a solemn congeniality be- ,

tween her feelings of her own state and the view of

the declining day—the parting liglit and the ap-
i

proaching darkness. The glow of the western
;

lieaven was still resplendent and glorious; a little

above, the blending lines of orange and azure were
softening into a mellow and indefinite light ; and in

the ujiper region of the air, a delicious blue darkness
invited the eye to repose in luxurious dimness; one
star alone showed its tremhliug head—another and
another, like infant births of light ; and in tlie dark

east the half moon, like a bark of pearl, came on

tiirough the deep still ocean of heaven. Eva gazed
on ; some tears came to her eyes ; they witc a lu.\ury.

Suddenly she felt as if she were quite well ; a glow

like that of health pervaded her whole frame—one

of those indescribable sensations that seem to assure

us of safety, wliiie. in fact, tliey are aimonncing dis-

solution. She imagined herself suddenly restored to

healtli and to ha[tpiness. She saw De Courcy once

more, as in their early hours of love, wlien hjs face

was to her as if it had been the face of an angel;

thought after thougiit came hack on her lieart like
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plfnm« of jtiirudise. She trembltM? nt the fulicity

that HlIciJ lirr whnle soul; it w:is (ine of tiiost' fatal

ilhi!tinii!i. th:it tlisertfJt', wtieii it is coiinertt'd with

Btronj; t-niotioTis oftlu* niiml, often flatters its victim

with— tliat minujc, wlu'ii the heart is a ili'st'it. which

risfS before the wutiderer, to dazzle, to delude, luid

to destroy.'
* Mchiioth,' another of Mr Maturin's works, is tlie

wildestof his romances. The hero 'jileanis with demon
lijfht,' and owin;; to a eomjKut with Satan, lives a

century ami a-half, performing all manner of ;idven-

tures, the most defensible of which is frightening an

Irish miser to death. Some of the details in ' Mel-

moth* are absolutely sickening and loathsome. Tliey

seem the last convulsive efforts and distortions of the

Monk Lewis school of romance. In 1824 (the year

of his premature death) Mr Maturin published The
Albiyenses, a romance in four volumes. This work
was intendeil by the author as one of a series of ro-

mances illustrative of European feelings and manners
in ancient, in middle, and in modern times. Laying
the scene of his story in France, in the tliirteenth cen-

tury, the author connected it with the wars between

the Catholics and the Albigenses, the latter being

the earliest of the reformers of the faith. Such a

time was well adapted for the purposes of romance

;

and Mr Maturin in this work presented some good
pictures of the crusaders, and of the Albigenses in

their lonely worship among rocks an<l mountains.

He had not, however, the power of delineating va-

rieties of character, and his attempts at humour are

wretched failures. In constructing a plot, he was
also deficient : and hence *The Albigenses,' wanting
the genuine features of a historical romance, and
destitute of the supernatural machinery which had
imparted a certain degree of wild interest to the
author's former works, was universally pronounced
to be tedious and uninteresting. Passages, as we
have said, are carefully finished and well drawn, and
we subjoin a brief specimen.

[A LacJys Cliamher in the Tliirteenth Century.'}

* I am weary,' said the lady ;
* disarray me for rest.

But thou, Claudine, be near when I sleep ; I love thee

well, wench, though I have not shown it hitherto. Wear
this carkanet for my sake ; but wear it not, I charge
thee, in the presence of Sir Paladour. Now read me
my riddle once more, my maidens.' As her head
sunk on the silken pillow—* How may ladies sink moat
sweetly into their lin*t slumber V

* I ever sleep best,' said Blanche, * when some
withered crone is seated by the hearth fire to tell me
tales of wizardry or goblins, till they are mingled with

my dreams, and I start up, tell my beads, and pray
her to go on, till I see that I am talking only to the

dyins; embers or the fantastic forms shaped by their

fla.'ihes on the dark tapestry or darker ceiling.'

' And I love.' said Germonda, 'to be lulled to rest

by tales of knights met in forests by fairy damsels,

and coriducted to enchanted halls, where they are as-

sailed bj foul fiends, and do battle with strong giants
;

and are, in fine, rewarded with the hand of the fair

dame, for whom they have periled all that knight or

Christian may hold precious for the safety of body
and of soul.'

* Peace and good rest to you all, my dame and
maidens,* said the lady in whispering tones from her

silken couch. ' None of you have read my riddle.

She sleeps sweetest and deeiiest who sleeps to dream
of her first love—her first—her bust—her only. A fair

good night to all. Stay thou with me, Claudine, and
touch thy lute, wench, to the strain of some old ditty

—old and melancholy—such as nniy so softly usher

sleep that I feel uot his downy fingers closing mine

eyelids, or the stilly rush of his pinions as they sweep
my lirnw.'

Claudine prepared to obey as the lady sunk to rest

amid softened li-.'hts, hid)dned odours, and dying me-
IrMlies. A silver lamp, richly fretted, suspended from
the raftered roof, j,'leamed faintly on the sjdendid bed.
The cui tains were of silk, and the coverlet of velvet,

faced with miniver
;
gilded coronals and tufts of plu-

nni^'e shed alternate gleam and shadow over every
an,Li;le of the canopy ; and tapestry of silk and silver
covered every conipartmeiit of the walls, save where
the uncouthly-constructed doors and windows broke
them into angles, irreconcilable alike to every rule
of symmetry or purpose of accommodation. Near the
ample hearth, stored with blazing wood, were placed
a sculptured desk, furnished with a missal and bre-
viary gorgeously illuminated, and a black marble
tripod supporting a vase of holy water: certain amu-
lets, too, lay on the hearth, placed there by the care
of Dame Marguerite, some in the shape of relics, and
others in less consecrated forms, on which the lady
was often observed by her attendants to look some-
what disregardfuUy. The great door of the chamber
was closed by the departing damsels carefully ; and
the rich sheet of tapestry dropt over it, whose hushful
sweeping on the floor seemed like the wish for a deep
repose breathed from a thing inanimate. The castle
was still, the silver lamp twinkled silently and dimly

;

the perfumes, burning in small silver vases round the
chamber, began to abate their gleaujs and odours ; the
scented waters, scattered on the rushes with which the
floor was strewn, flagged and failed in their delicious
tribute to the sense ; the bright moon, pouring its

glories throu;/h the uncurtained but richly tinted
casement, shed its borrowed hues of crimson, aiuber,
and purple on curtain and canopy, as in defiance of
the artificial light that gleamed so feebly within the
chamber.

Claudine tuned her lute, and murmured the rude
song of a troubadour, such as follows :

—

Song.

Sleep, noble lady! They sleep well who sleep in
warded castles. If the Count de Monfort, the cham-
pion of the church, and the strongest lance in the
chivalry of France, were your foe as he is your friend,
one hundred of the arrows of his boldest archers at
their best flight would fail to reach a loophole of your
towers.

Sleep, noble lady ! They sleep well who are guarded
by the valiant. Five hundred belted knights feast in

your halls ; they would not see your towers won, though
to defend them they took the place of your vassals,

who are tenfold that number; and, lady, I wish they
were more for your sake. Valiant knights, faithful

vassals, watch well your lady's slumbers ; see that
they be never broken but by the matin bell, or the
sighs of lovers whispered between its tolls.

Sleep, noble lady ! Your castle is strong, and the
brave and the loyal are your guard.
Then the noble lady whispered to me through her

silken curtain, ' A foe hath found his way to me,
though my towers are strong, and the valiant are my
guard, and the brave and the beautiful woo me in
song, and with many kissings of their hands.' And I

asked, what foe is that i The lady dropt her silken
curtain, and slept ; but methought in her dreams she
murmured—* That foe is Love!'

SIR WALTER 8COTT.

We have already touched on the more remarkable
and distinguishing features of the Waverley novels,
and the influence which they exercised not only on
this country, but over the whole continent of Euro|)e.

That long array of immortal fictions ciui only be
685"
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ctmiliiirL'tt with the (Iraniiis nf Sliakspfart'. hs pre-

senting ill) eihilf'ss variety of Dri^iiial ehararters,

scenes, historical situations, and adventures. They

are marked by the same universal and genial sym-
pathies, allied tu every form of iiunianity, and free

from all selfisli egotism vr moral oliiiijnity. Iti

painting liistorieal personages or events, these two
great masters evinced a kindred taste, and not dis-

similar powers. The highe>t intellectual traits and

imagination of Shaksjieare were, it is true, not ap-

proached by Scott: the dramatist looked inwardly

upon nnin and nature with a more profound and
searching philosopliy. He could ett'cct more with

his five acts than Scott with his three volumes.

The novelist only pictured to the eye » hat his great

prototype stamped on the lieart and feelings. Yet
both were great moral teachers, without seeming to

teach. They were brothers in character and in ge-

nius, and they poured out their imaginative treasures

with a calm easy strength and conscious mjistery,

of whicli the world bus seen no other e.taniples.

So early as 1805, before bis great poems were

produced, Scott bad entered on the composition of

Waverlei/, the first of bis illustrious progeny of tales.

He wrote about seven chapters, evidently taking

Fielding, in bis grave descriptive and ironical vein,

for his model -, but, getting dissatisfied with his

attempt, he threw it aside. Eight years afterwards

he met accidentally with the fragment, and deter

rained to finish the story.* In the interval between

the commencement of the novel in 180.') and Us

resumption in 1813, Scott bad acquired greater

freedom and self-reliance as an author. In Mnr-
mivn and The Lady of the Lake be had struck

out a path for himself, and the latter portion of

•Waverley' partook of the new spirit andentlmsiasni.

A large part of its materials rcsendiles tho.se em-

ployed in the ' Lady of the Lake'— Highland feudal-

ism, military bravery and devotion, and the most

easy and exquisite description of natural scenery.

He added also a fine vein of humour, chaste yet

ripened, and peculiarly his own, and a power of

uniting history with fiction, that subsequently be-

came one of the great scjurccs of his strength. His

portrait of Charles Edward, the noble old Baron of

Bradwardine, the simple faithful cl.insman Evan

Dhu, and the poor fool Davie Gellatley. with bis

fragments of song and scattered gleams of fancy and

sensibility, were new triumphs of the author. The
poetry had projected shadows and outlines of the

Highland chief, the gaiety and splendour of the

court, and the agitation of the camp and battle-field;

but the humorous contrasts, homely observation,

and pathos, displayed in ' Wavcrley,' disclosed far

deeper observation and more original powers. The
work was published in .Inly 1814. Scott did not

prefix his name to it, afraid that be might compro-

mise his poetiial reputation by a doubtful experi-

ment in a new style (particularly by his copious use

of Scottish terms anil expressions) ; but the un-

minglcd applause with which the tale was receive<l

was, he says, like having the property of a hidden

treasure, ' not less gratifying than if all the world

knew it was his owil' Henceforward Scott resolved,

* He had put the chapten* flmde, as ho tolls us, in a writing-

desk wherein lie used to ke^-p tit,liinit.t:it'kle. The dohk—

a

aub-stantiiil old niahi»Kaii.v eiibinet—and I>art of tlio HshinR-

tackle are new in the (HMiseiteiim of Scott's friend, Mr \Villi:un

Laidlaw, at Cuntin, in U*wM^.^hj^e.

as a novelist, to preserve bis mask, desinms to »>b-

viate all personal discussions resi>ecting his own
productions, ami aware also of tlie interest and curi-

osity which his secrecy would impart to bis subse-

quent productions.

In Eebruary 181.5—seven months after ' Waverley'
—Scott published his second novel, Guy Maimering,

It was the work of six weeks about Christmas,
and marks of baste are visible in the construction

of the plot and develiquiient of incidents. Yet what
length of time or patience in revision could have
added to the charm or hilarity of such portraits as

that of Dandy Dimnont, f)r the shrewd and witty

Counsellor I'leydell— the finished, desperate, sea-

beaten villany of llatteraick—the simple uncouth
devotion of that gentlest of pedants, poor Dominie
Sampson—or the wild savage virtues and crazed
superstition of the giiisy-dweller in Derncleugb ?

The astrological agency and predictions so marvel-
lously fnlfilleil are undoubtedly excrescences on the

story, though suited to a winter's tale in Scotland.

The love scenes and female characters, and even
Maimering himself, seem also allied to the Minerva
Press family, but the Sccttch characters are all ad-

mirably filled uj). Tliere is also a captivating

youthtid feeling and spirit in the description of the

wanderings and dangers of Bertram, and the events,

im[)robahle as they appear, which restore him to

his patrimony ; while the gradual decay and death

of the olil Laird of Kllangovvan—carried out to tlie

green as bis castle and etfects are in the bands of

the atictioneer— are inexpressibly touching and na-

tural. The interest ttf the tale is sustained through-

out with dramatic skill and effect.

In May 1816 came forth The Antiqiiai-y, hss ro-

mantic and bustling in incidents than either of its

predecessors, but infinitely richer in character, dia-

logue, and humour. In this work Scott displayed

bis tborougli knowledge of the middle and lower
ranks of Scottish life. He confined bis story

chiefly to a small fishing town and one or two
country mansions. His hero is a testy old Whig
laird and bachelor, and bis dramatis personam are

little better than this retired humorist—the family
of a poor fisherman— a blue-gown meniiicant—an
old barber—and a few other bimible ' landw ard and
burrows town' characters. Tlie sentimental Lord
Olenallan, and the pinnpous Sir Arthur Wardour,
wilb Lovel the unknown, and the fiery Hector
M'lntyi'e (tlie latter a genuine Celtic portrait), are

necessary to the })lot and action of the piece, but

they constitute only a small degree of the reader's

pleasure or the author's fame. These rest on the

inindtable delineation of Oldbuck, that model of

black-letter and lionian-camp antiquaries, whose
oddities and conversation are rich and racy as any
of the old crusted port that .lobn of the Girnel

miglit have held in his monastic cellars— on the

restless, garrulous, kind-hearted gaherliinzie, Kdie

Ochiltree, who delighted to duimder down the burn-

sides and green shaws—on the cottage of the Muckle-
backets. and the death and burial of Steeine—and

on that scene of storm and tempest by the sea-side,

which is ilescribed with such vivid reality and ap-

palling magnificence. Tlie amount t)f curious read-

ing, knowledge of local history and anliquilics,

power of description, and breailtb of humour in the
' Antiquary,' render it one of the most perfect of the

author's novels. If Cervantes and Fielding really

excelled Scott in tlie novel (be is niuipproacbed in

romance), it must be admitted that the 'Anti-

quary' ranks only second to Don (Jui.xofe and Ton.

Jones. In none of his works has Scott shown
greater power in developing the nii-er shades of

feeling and character, or greater felicity of i)hrase
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»ml illu>ti-4iiiiMi. A lifnltliv iiinral tiiiii' hImi iut-

vmli's llif vtliolc— ii iluar ami linu'iii({ atiiu)S|iliuri'

iif real lilV-; and what nairf strikinj; li'ssciii in prac-

lii'id iH'iiovdlfiict' was i-ver iiiciilcatud tlian those

wonis of tlic rough old tisheriiian, t'jaculatud while

hi- was iiuMidiM!; his lurnt aftt'r rt'tuniini; from his

son's fuiiural
—

' What would vou have iiic do, uidoss

I wanted to sw four childri-'n starve liecauso one is

drowneil? It's wutl wi' you Kintk's, that can sit in

the bouse w-i' handkiTchers at your ecu, when ye

lose a freend, but the like of us maun to our wark
again, if our hearts were beating as hard as my
hammer.'

In December of the same year Scott was ready

with two other novels, The hluch Dimrf, and Old

itorltdity. These formed the first series of Tales of

My Landlord, and were represented, by a somewhat
forced and clumsy prologue, as the composition of

a certain Mr I'eter I'attieson, assistant-teacher at

Gandereleuch, and pulilished after his death by his

pedagogue superior, Jedediah Cleishbotham. The
new disjiuise (to heigliten which a different pub-

lisher had been selected for tlie tales) was as un-

availing as it was superfiuous. The universal voice

assigned the w<irks t(] the author of 'Waverley,' and

the second of the collection, "Old Mortality,' was
pronounced to be the greatest of his performances.

It was another foray into the regions of history

which was rewarded with the most brilliant spoil.

Happy as he had been in depicting the era of the

Forty-five, he shone still more in the gloomy and
troublous times of the Covenanters. ' To repro-

duce a departed age,' says Mr Lockhart, ' with such

minute and lifelike accuracy as this tale e.xhibits,

demanded a far more energetic sympathy of imagi-

nation than had been called for in any effort of iiis

serious verse. It is indeed most curiously instruc-

tive for ajiy student of art to compare the Round-
heads of Kokehy with the Blue-bonnets of Old Mor-
tality. For the rest, tlie story is framed with a

deeper skill than any of the preceding novels ; the

canvass is a broader one; the characters are con-

trasted and iirojected with a power and felicity

which neitlier he nor any other master ever sur-

passed: and notwithstanding all that has been urged

against him as a disjiarager of the Covenanters, it

is to me very doubtful whether the inspiration of

chiv.alry ever promi>ted him to nobler emotions

than he has lavisheil on the reanimation of their

stern and solenm enthusiasm. This work has al-

ways appeared to me the Marmion of his novels.'

lie never surpassed it either for force or variety of

character, or in the interest and magnificence of the

train of events described. The contrasts are also

managed with consummate art. In the early scenes

Morton (the best of all his young heroes) serves as

a foil to the fanatical and gloomy Bnrley, and the

change etfeeted in the character and feelings of the

youth by the changing current of events, is traced

with perfect skill and knowledge of hunian nature.

The two classes of actors—tiie brave and dissolute

cavaliers, and the resolute oppressed Covenanters

—

are not only drawn in their strong distinguishing

features in bolil relief, but are separated from each

otlier by individual traits and peculiarities, the re-

sult of native or acquired habits. The intermingling

of domestic scenes and low rustic humour with the

stormy events of the warlike struggle, gives vast

additional effect to the sterner passages of the tale,

and to the prominence of its principal actors. IIow

admirably, for example, is the reader prepared, by

contrast, to appreciate that terrible encounter with

Hurley in his rocky fastness, by the previous de-

scription of the blind and aged widow, intrusted

with the secret of iiis retreat, and who dwelt alone.

•like the widow of Zarephath,' in her poor and
solitary cottage! The dejection and anxiety of
Morton on his return from Holland are no less

strikingly contrasted witli the scene of rural peace
and comfort which he witnesses on the banks of the
Clyde, where Cuddle Ileadrigg's cottage sends up
its thin lilue smoke among the trees, ' showing that
the evening meal was in the act of being made
ready,' and his little daughter fetches water in a
pitcher fiom the fountain at the root of an old oak-
tree ; The humanity of Scott is e-xqnisitely illus-

trated by the circumstance of the pathetic verses,

wrapping a lock of hair, which are found on the slain

body of Bothwell—as to show that in the darkest
and most dissolute characters some portion of our
higher nature still lingers to attest its divine origin.

In the same sympathetic and relenting spirit, Uirk
Hatteraick, in * Guy Mannering,' is redeemed from
utter sordidness and villany by his one virtue of

integrity to his employers. ' I was always faithful

to my ship-owners—always accounted for cargo to

the last stiver.' The inuige of God is never wholly
blotted out of the human nund.
The year 1818 witnessed two other coinages from

the Waverley mint, Rob Roy and The Heart of Mid-
Lothian, the latter forming a second series of the

Tales of My Landlord. The first of these works
revived the public enthusiasm, excited by the 'Lady
of tlie Lake' and 'Waverley,' with respect to High-
land scenery and manners. The sketches in the
novel are bold and striking—hit off with the careless

freedom of a master, and possessing perhaps more
witchery of romantic interest than elaborate and
finished pictures. The character of Bailie Nicol

-Jarvie was one of the author's happiest conceptions,

and the idea of carrying him to the wild rugged
mountains, among outlaws and desperadoes—at the

same time that he retained a keen relish of the,

comforts of the Saltmarket of Glasgow, and a due
sense of his dignity as a magistrate—completed the

ludicrous effect of the picture. None of Scott's

novels was more popular than ' Rob Roy,' yet, as a

story, it is the most ill-eoncocted and defective of

the whole series. Its success was owing to its

characters alone. Among these, however, cannot
be reckoned its nominal hero, Osbaldistim, who, like

Waverley, is merely a walking gentleman. Scott's

heroes, as agents in the piece, are generally inferior

to his heroines. The * Heart of Mid-Lothian' is as

essentially national in spirit, language, and actors,

as ' Rob Roy,' but it is the nationality of the Low-
Lands. No other author but Scott (Gait, his best

imitator in this department, would have failed)

could have dwelt so long and with such circuni-

stantLal minuteness on the daily life and occur-

rences of a family like that of Davie Deans, the

cowfeeder, without disgusting his higli-bred readers

with what must have seemed vulgar ami uninterest-

ing. Like Burns, he made 'rustic life and poverty'

Grow beautiful beneath his touch.

Duchesses, in their halls and saloons, traced with
interest and delight the pages that recorded the
piims firmness and humble heroism of Jeanie De.ans,

and the sufferings and disgrace of her unfortunate

sister; and who shall say that in thus uniting diffe-

rent ranks in one bond of fellow-feeling, and exhibit-

ing to the high and wealthy the virtues that often

dwell with the lowly and obscure, Scott was not

fulfilling one of the loftiest and most sacred missions

upon earth ?

A story of still more sustained and overwhelming
jiathos is The Bride of Lamtncrmoor, published in

1819 in conjunction with The Leyend of Montrose,
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and Imtli furniinfj a tliird series of Tales of My
Latidjord. The Uride is one of the most finislied

of Scott's tales, presenthig a unity and entireness

of plot and action, as if the whole were bound to-

gether hy that dreadful destiny which hangs over
the [irincipal actors, and impels them irresistibly

to destruction. *In this tale,' says Macaulay, 'above
other modern productions, we see embodied the dark
spirit of fatalism—that spirit which breathes in the
writings of the Greek tragedians when they traced

the persecuting vengeance of Destiny against the

houses of Laius and of Atreus. Their mantle was
for a wliile worn unconsciously by liim who showed
to us Macbeth : and here again, in the deepening
gloom of this tragic tale, we feel the oppressive

influence of this invisible power, p'rom the time

we liear the prophetic rhymes, the spell has begun
its work, and the clouds of misfortune blacken round
us; and tlie fated course moves solemnly onward,
irresistible and unerring as the progress of the sun,

and soon to end in a night of liorror. We remember
no otlier tale in which not doubt, but certainty, forms
the groundwork of our interest.' If Shakspeare
was unconscious of the classic fatalism he dejticted

with such unrivalled power, Scott was probably as

ignorant of any such premeditation and design.

Both followed the received traditions of their coun-
try, and the novelist, we know, composed his work
in intervals of such acute suffering, allayed only by
the most violent remedies, that on his recovery,

after the novel had been printed, he recollected

nothing but the mere outline of his story, with

which he had been familiar from his youth. He
had entirely forgot what he dictated from his sick-

bed. The main incident, however, was of a nature

likely to make a strong impression on liis mind,
and to this we must impute the grand simplicity

and seeming completeness of art in the manage-
ment of the fable. The character of the old butler,

Caleb Balderston, has been condemned as a ridicu-

lou.s and incongruous exaggeration. We are not

sure that it does not materially lieighten the effect

of the tragic portion of the tale, by that force of

contrast wliit-h we have mentioned as one of Scott's

highest attributes as a novelist. There is, however,
too much of tlie butler, and some of his inventions

are mere tricks of farce. As Shakspeare descended
to quibbles and conceits, Scott hn-cd U) harp upon
certain phrases— as in Dominie Sampson, B.iilie

Nicol .Jarvie, and the dowager lady of Tullietudlcm

—and to make his lower characters indulge in prac-

tical jokes, like those of old Caleb and Kdie Ochil-
tree. The proverbs of Sancho, in Don Qui.xote,

may be thought to come under tlie same class of

inf-rior resources, to be shunned rather tiian copieci

by the novelist who aims at truth and origin:dity
;

but Sancho's sayings are too rich and apposite to be
felt as mere surplusage. The ' Legend of Montrose'
is a brief imperfect historical novel, yet contains
one of the author's most lively and amusing cha-
racters, worthy of being ranked with Bailie Jarvie;
namely, the redoubted Ritt-niaster, Dugald Dalgetty.

The union of the snilailo with the pedantic student
of Mareschal college is a conception as original as

the Uncle Toby of Sterne.

The historical romance of Ivankoe appeared in

1820. It is the most brilliant of all his pure
romances, indeed the most splendid in any litera-

ture. The scene being laiil in England, and in the
Kn^land of Kichard I., the author had to draw-

largely on his fancy anil invention, and was debarred
those attractive auxiliaries of every-day life, speech,

and manners, which had lent such a charm to his

Scottisli novels. Here we had the remoteness of

antiquity, the old Saxon luills and feasts, tlie resusci-

tation of chivalry in all its pomp and pieturesque-
ness, the realisation of our boyish dreams about
Cocur-de-Iion, Hobin Hood, and Sherwood Forest,

with its griussy glades, and sylvan sports, and im-
penetrable foliage. We were presented with a series

of the most splendid pictures, the canvass crowded
with life and action—with the dark shades of
cruelty, vice, and treason, and the brightness of
heroic courage, dauntless fortitude, and uncorrupted
faith and purity. The thrilling interest of the story
is another of the merits of 'Ivanhoe'—the incidents

all help on the narrative, as well as illustrate ancient

manners. In the hall of Cedric, at the tournament
or siege, w-e never cease to watch over the fate of
Kowena and the Disinherited Knight ; and the steps

of the gentle Kebecca— the meek yet high-souled
Jewess—are traced with still deeper and holier feel-

ing.* The whole is a grand picturesque pageant,

yet full of a gentle nobleness and proud simplicity.

The next works of Scott were of a tamer cast,

though his foot was on Scottish ground. The Munas-
lery and Adhut, both published in 1820, are defective

in plot, and tlie first disfigured by absurd super-

natural machinery. Tlie character of Queen Mary
in the ' Abbot' is, however, a correct and beautiful

historical portrait, and the scenery in the neighbour-

hood of the Tweed—haunted glens and woods—is

described with the author's accustomed felicity. A
counterpart to Queen Mary, still more highly
finished, was soon afibrded in the delineation of her
great rival, Elizabeth, in the romance of Kenilworlh.

This work appeared in January 1821, and was
ranked next to ' Ivanhoe.' There was a profusion

of rich picturesque scenes and objects, dramatic
situations, and a well-arranged, involved, yet inte-

resting plot. None of the plots in the Waverley
novels are without blemish. ' None,' as Mr Macaulay
remarks, 'have that completeness which constitutes

one of the chief merits of Fielding's Tom Jones

:

there is always either an improbability, or a forced

expedient, or an incongruous incident, or an un-
pleasant break, or too much intricacy, or a hurried

conclusion ; they are usually languid in the com-
mencement, and abrupt in the close ; too slowly

opened, and too hastily summed up.' The spirit and
fidelity of the delineations, the variety of scenes, and
the interest of particular passages bearing upon the

principal characters, blind the reader to these de-

fects, at least on a first perusal. This was emi-
nently the case with ' Kenilworth ;' nor did this

romance, amidst all its courtly gaieties, ambition,

and splendour, fail to touch the heart : the fate of

Amy Robsart has perhaps drawn as many tears as

the story of Rebecca. The close of the same year
witnessed another romantic, though less powerful

talc

—

The Pirate. In this work Scott painted the

wild sea scenery of Shetland, and gave a beautiful

copy of primitive manners in the person and house-

hold of the old Udaller, Magnus Troil, and his fair

daughters Minna and Brend.a. The latter are

flowers too delicate for such a cold and stormy

clime, but they are creations of great loveliness, and
are e.xquisitelj' discriminated in their individual

characters. The novel altogether opened a new

* Rebecca was considered by Scott himself, as well as by the

public, to be his finest female character. Mr Laidlaw, to whom
part of the novel was dictated, speaks of the strong interest

which Sir Walter evinced in fiUinK up his outline. ' I shall

umke stinicthinc of my Jewess," said he one dsy in a tone of

unusual exultation. 'You will indeed," r*-plied his friend J

« and I cannot help saying that you are doing an immense

KfMKl, Sir Widter, hy such sweet and noble tales, for the young

pet>ple now w ill never bear tt» liM>k at the vile trash of noveU

that used to be in the circulating librariea.' Sir Waller's eye*

tilled with tears.
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• wiirlil to tlio peiterul reader, ami was wt'Iconicd witli

nil tlu' /est of luivtlty.

Another jjeniiiiu' ICn^lisli liistnricrtl romance ntado

its appearaiiot' in M.iy 1S-J2. Tlie Fortitnts of Nlyel

atTordfil a complt'te panorama of the times of James
I., exeruteti witli womlerful vi^'our and trutli. Tlie

fuhu'^s and variety of the details show how elosely

Seott had studied the annals of this j)eriod, particu-

larly all relating to the city and the court of London.
His acciumt of Alsatia surpasses even the scenes of

Ben Jonson, and the dramatic contemporaries of

Ben. descriptive of similar ohjects : and none of his

historical likenesses are more faithful, more .iustly

drawn, or more richly coloured, than hia portrait of

the ix)or, and proud, and pedantic Ki[ig James.
S<^ott's political predilections certainly did not in this

case hetray him into any undue reverence for sove-

reignty.

In ISS.') no less than three separate works of fic-

tion were issued

—

Pfveril of the Pea/t, Quentin Dur-
V'iril, antl St Hunan's Well. The first was a volume
longer tlian any of its predecessors, and was more
than proportionally heavy in style, though evincing

in parts undiminished strength and talent. * Quen-
tin I)urwi»rd' was a bold and successful inroad on
French history. The delineations of Louis XI. and
Charles the Bold may stand comparison with any in

the whole range of liction or history for force and
discrimination. Tliey seemed literally called up to

H new existence, to play their part in another drama
of life, as natural and spirit-stirring as any in which
they had been actors. The French nation e.xulted

in this new proof of the genius of Scott, and led the

way in enthusiastic admiration of the work. ' St
Ronan's Well' is altogether a secondary performance
of the author, though it furnishes one of his best

low comic characters, Meg Dods of the Cleikum
Inn. Redyaiintlet (1824) must be held to belong to

the same class as * St Ronan's Well,' in spite of much
vigorous writing, humorous as well as patlietic (for

the career of I'eter Peebles supplies both), and not-

withstanding that it embodies 3 great deal of Scott's

own personal history and experiences. The Tales of
the Crusaders, published in 1825, comprised two short

stories, The Betrothed and The Talisman, the se-

cond a highly animated and splendid Eastern ro-

mance. Shortly after this period came the calamitous

wreck of Scott's fortunes—the shivering of his house-

hold gods—amidst declining health and the rapid

advances of age. His novel of Woodstock (1826) was
hastily completed, but is not unworthy of his fame.

The secret of the paternity of the novels was now
divulged—how could it ever have been doubted?

—

and there was some satisfaction in having the ac-

knowledgment from his own lips, and under his own
hand, ere death had broken the wand of the magi-
cian. The Life of Napoleon, in nine volumes, was
the great work of 1827 ; but at the commencement
of the following year Scott published The Chronicles

of the Carwngate, first series, containing the Two
Drovers, the Highland Widow, and the Surgeon's

Daughter. The second of these short tales is the

most valuable, and is pregnant with strong pathetic

interest and Celtic imagination. The preliminary

introductions to the stories are all finely executed,

and constitute some of the most pleasing of the
author's minor contributions to the elucidation of

past manners and society. A number of literary

tasks now engaged the attention of Scott, the most
important of which were his Talcs of a Grandfather,

a History of Scotland for Lardner's Cyclopaedia, Let-

ters on Demonology, and new introductions and notes

to the collected edition of the novels. A second

series of the * Chronicles of the Canongate' appeared

in 1828, with only one talc, but that conceived and

exccntcfl with great spirit, and in his l)est artistic;U

style—Tlic Fair Maid of Perth. Another romaiice
was ready by May 1829, and was entitled Anne of
Geierytcin. It was less energetic than the former

—

more like an attempt to revive old forms and images
than as evincing the power to create new ones ; yet
there are in its pages, as Mr Lockhart justly ob-
serves, ' occasion.al outbreaks of the old poetic spirit,

more than sufficient to remove the work to an im-
measurable distance from any of its order produced
in this country iii our own age. Indeed, the various
play of fancy in the combination of i)ersons and
events, and the airy liveliness of both imagery, and
diction, may well justify us in ajiplying to the
author what he beautifully says of his King Rene—

A mirthful man he was ; the snows of age
Fell, but they did not chill him. Gaiety,
Even in life's closing, touched his teeming brain
With such wild visions as the setting sun
Raises in front of some hoar glacier,

Painting the bleak ice with a thousand hues.'

The gaiety of Scott was the natural concomitant
of kindly and gentle aff"ections, a sound judgment,
and uninterrupted industry. The minds of poets, it

is said, never grow old, and Scott was hopeful to

the last. Disease, however, was fast undermining
his strength. His last work of fiction, published in

1831, was a fourth series of 'Tales of my Landlord,'

containing Count Robert of I*aris and Castle Dan-
gerous. They were written after repeated shocks
of paralysis and apoplexy, and are mere shadows of

his former greatness. And with this eff'ort closed

the noble mind that had so long swayed the sceptre

of romance. The public received the imperfect
volumes with tenderness and indulgence, as the fare-

well ofl^ering of the greatest of their contemporaries—
the last feeble gleams of a light soon to be extin-
guished

—

A wandering witch-note of the distant spell

;

And now 'tis silent all ! Enchanter, fare thee well

!

JOHN GALT.

John Galt, author of The Annals of the Parish,

and other novels which are valuable as reflecting

back the peculiarities of Scottish life and manners
' sixty years since,' was a native of Irvine, in Ayr-
shire. He was born on the 2d of M.ay 1779. Hia
father conmianded a West India vessel, and when
the embryo novelist was in his eleventh year, the
family went to live permanently at Greenock. Here
Gait resided fourteen or fifteen years, displa_\ing

no marked proficiency at school, but evincing a
predilection for poetry, music, and mechanics. He
was placed in the custom-house at Greenock, and
continued at the desk till about the year 1804, when,
without any fi.xed pursuit, he went to London to
' push his fortune.' He had written a sort of epic

poem on the battle of l>args, and this lie committed
to the press ; but, conscious of its imperfections, he
did not prefix his name to the work, and he almost
immediately suppressed its sale. He then formed an
unfortunate conmiercijd connexion, which lasted

three years, on the termination of which he entered
himself of Lincoln's Inn, with the view of being in

due time called to the bar. Happening to visit

Oxford in company with some friemls, he conceived,
while standing with them in the quadrangle of
Christ-church, the design of writing a life of Car-
dinal Wolsey. He set about the task with ardour;
but his health failing, he went abroad. At Gibral-

tar he met with Lord Byron and Mr Ilobhonse, then
embarked on tlieir tour for Greece, and the three
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sailed in tlie siiriiL- ])Hck*'t. Gult resiiU-d sfiine time

in Sicily, tlitMi rfpaired to Malta, and afterwards

proeeede^i to Greece, where lie a^ain niet with

BjToii, and also had an interview with AH I'aolia.

After ranihliiiir for some time ainonf? the classic

scenes i)f Cireei'c. he proceeded to (\tiistantinoj)le.

thence to Nicomedia, and northwards to Kirpe. on

the shores of itie Black SeJU Some commercial
speculations, as to the practicahility of landing Bri-

tish goods in defiance of the Berlin and Milan de-

crees, prompted these unusual wanderings. At one

time, when detained hy quarantine. Gait wrote or

sketched out six <lramas, which were afterwards

puhlishetl in a volume, eonstitutin*;. acconiin^ to

Sir Walter Scott, ' the worst trageilies ever seen.'

On his return he puhlished his Vnyiujta nml Trurels,

and Litters /'nun thr I.rvdut. which were w-ell received.

He next repaireil to Gibraltar, to conduct a conmier-

eial business which it was ])ro]n»scd to establish

there, but the design was defi-atecl hy the success of

the Duke of Wellintiton in the I'enmsula. He ex-

plored Krance to .see if an opening could be found

there, but no prospect appeared, ami returnint; to

Enirland, he contributed some dramatic pieces to

the New British Tlieatre. One of these. The Ajipriil,

was brought out in the Kdiidmrgh theatre in 181!*,

and performed four ninht.s. Sir Walter Scott having

written an epilogue for tlie Jilay. He now devoted

himself for some time to literary lairsuits, writing

in the piTiodical works, and resiiling in Scotland.

Among his more elaborate compositicms may be

mentioneil a Life of Benjamin West, the artist. His-

torical Pivtiires. The Winttlerititj Jeu-\ and Tlie Earth-

quake, a novel in three vohinies. He wrote for

Blackwood's Magazine, in \i'M, The Ayrshire Le-

gatees, a .series of letters containing an anmsing
Scottish narrative. His next work was ' The An-
nals of the Parish' (1821), which instantly became
popular. It is worthy of remark that the Annals

had been written some ten or twelve years before

the date of its publication, and anterior to the ap-

pearance of Waverley and Guy Mannering, and that

it w;is rejected by the publishers of those works,

with the assurance, that a novel or work of fiction

entirely Scottish would not take with the public!

Mr Gait went on with his tisual ardour in the com-
position of Scotch novels. He had now found where

his strength lay, and Si> Aiulreiv Wylie. The Entail,

The Steam-B<iat. and The I'rovust. were succes-

sively published—the two first with decided success.

These were followed at no long intervals hy Iliiiyan

Gilhaize, a story of the Scottish Covenanters ; by

The Spaeu'i/'e, a tale of the times of .Tames I. of Scot-

land; and Tiathelnn. a novel partly historical, founded

on the work by Barnes on the life and reign of

Edward I. MrGalt also published an<mymou>ly, in

1824, an interesting imaginative little tale, Tlie Omen,

which was reviewed tiy Sir Walter Scott in Black-

wood's Magazine. In fertility, (Salt was only sur-

passed hy Scott; and perhaps no other author cimld

have written an equal number of works of fiction,

varied in style and manner, within the same limited

period. His genius was unequal, and he does not

seem to have been able to discriminate between the

good and the bad : but the vigour and copiousness

of his mind were certainly remarkable. His friendly

biographer, l)r Moir of Musselburgh, says justly.

that the 'great drawliack to Mr Gait's prosperity

and hajipiness was the multitude of his resources,

and from his being equally fitted for a student and

man of the world. As the old ]iroverb hath it, "the
rolling stone gathers no fog;" so in the transition

from one occupation and employment to another, he

expended tliose powers which, if long concentrated

on any particular object, must have produced great

results.'* We next find Mr Gait engaged in the
formation and establishment of the Canada Com-
pHiiy, which involve^! him in a long labyrinth of
troubles, vexation, and embarrassment. 'iVhile the
priTiniinary controversy was ^tending between the
commissioners of this company, the Canada clergy,

and the colonial ofBce, previous to his departure for

the scene of .his new ojierations Gait eoni|Kised his

novel. The Lust of the Lainls, also descriptive of

Scottish life.' He set out for America in 1826, his

mission being limited tii inquiry, for accomplishing
w-hicli eight months were alloweil. His duties,

however, were increased, and his stay prolonge<i, hy
the numerous offers to purchase lots of land, and for

determining on the system of management to be
imrsued hy the company. A million of capital had
been intrusted to his management. On the 2.'Jd of
April. St George's day, 1827, Mr Gait proceedeil to

fcMiiid the town of (riielph, in the upper province of

Canada, which he did with due ceremony. The site

sele<'ted for the town having tieen pointed out, 'a
large maple tree,' he says, * was chosen ; on which,
taking ;in axe from one of the woodmen, I struck
the first stroke. To me, at least, the moment was
impressive ; and the silence of the woods that echoed
to the sound was as the sigh of the solemn genius
of the wilderness departing for ever.' The city soon
prospered : in three iiKinths upwards of 160 building

lots were engaged, and houses rising as fast as build-

ing materials could be prepared. Before the end of
the year, however, the founder of the city was em-
broiled in difficulties. Some secret enemies had
misrepresented him—he was accused of lowering the
company's stock—his expenditure was complained
of; an(i the company sent out an accountant to act
iHpt only in tliat capat'ity, but as cashier. Matters
came to a crisis, ami Mr Gait determined to return
to England. Ample testimony has been borne to

the skill and energy with which he conducted the
ojierations of this company; but his fortune and his

prospects h;id tied. Thwarted and depressed, he was
resolved to battle with his fate, and he set himself
down in England to build a new scheme of life, 'in

which the secondary condition of authorship was
made primary.' In six months he had six volumes
ready. His first work was another novel in three

volumes, Jjiwrie Ttxlil^ which is ecpial to 'The An-
nals of the Parish' or ' The Entail.' It wjis well

received ; and he sonn after produced another, de-

scriptive of the customs and manners of Scothmd in

the reign of Queen Mary, ami entitled Suulhtnnan.

The subject w;is a favourite with him, but his mode
of treating it was hy no means happy; while the

public taste, accustomed to the historical novels of

Scott, was impatient of any secondary work in this

department. For a short time in the same year
(IS.IO) Mr Gait conducted the Courier newspaper,
but this new emiiloymcnt did not suit him. It re-

quired more time, and incurred more responsibilities

of opinion than he was prepared for, and he gladly

left file daily lirudgery to complete a Life of Byrvn,

on which he was engaged for (^olburn the iniblislier.

The comparative brevity of this memoir (one small

volume), the name of Gait as its author, and the in-

teresting nature of the subject, soon sold three or

four editions of the work ; but it was sliarjily assailed

by the critics. Some of the positions taken up by

the author (;is that, ' had Byron not been jiosse.ssed

of genius, be might have been a better man'), and

some quaintness and affectation of expression, ex-

posed him to well-merited ridicule. MrGalt next

executed a series of Lives of the Players, an amusing

* Bioftrapliical Memoir prefixed to Gall's nor«l», in Hl«clf

wood's Sluntiard Novels,
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niriipilalii)!). ami Iiti<flc Curhtf, ivnotlKT i»hvi;I, the

nhit'ct tif wliifli. Ik* s:ii<l, was to givp a vu'w nf SMcictv

petKTuUy. "•< 'The* I'rovost* was nf burj;li iiicidi'iits

8iMii>ly. and (if tlie siirt ()f (/euttd pursons wlio art*

8<MiK-tinK-s finiiul amini^' the t'liii^^runts to tlie ITiiittMi

Slatt-s. Disease now invadtil the robust frame of

the noveli>t ; but he wrote on, and in a sliort time

four otht r works of fii-tion issued from liis jn-n

—

iiUttiliU Uudton, The Meniher, Thi: Uudifal, and Hhen
Erskniv. In 1832 an atlection of tlie spine, and ;iu

tittack resemhlinjf paralysis, jrreatly redueed Mr
Gait, and subjected him to aeute pain. Next year.

however, he was ajjain at the press. His work was
A tale entitled The Lost Child. He also composed a

memoir of liis own life, in two volumes—a curious

iU-di^'csted melaniie, but worthy of perusal. In 1834

he publisheii Literun/ Miscellanies, in three volumes,
dedicated tn Kinjj William IV., who fjenerously sent

a 8um of £-Ji)0 to the author. He returned to his

native country a jierfect wreck, the victim of re-

peated attacks of paralysis; yet lie wrote several

pieces for periodical works, and edited the produc-

tions of others. After severe and protriicted sutfer-

inj;s, borne wirh j^reat firmness and patience. Mr
G:dt died at Greenock on the 1 1th of April 1839.

Of a lintr list of our author's works, several are

already fur^otten. Not a few of his novels, however,

bid fiir to be permanent, and the * Annals of the

Parish' will proliably be read as lon^r as Waverley or

Guy Mannerin^. This inimitable little tale is the

simple reeonl of a country minister durinij the fifty

years of his incanil)ency. Besides many amusin*;

and toucbing^ incidents, the work presents us with a

picture of I he rise and progress of a Scottish rural

villaye. and its transition t^) a manufacturing- town.

as witnessed by the minister, a man as simple as

Abraham Adams, imbued with all old-fashioned

national feelings and prejudices, but thoroughly sin-

cere, kind-hearted, and pious. This Presbyterian

worthy, the Rev. Micah Balwbidder, is a fine repre-

sentative of the primitive Scottish jiastor; diligent,

blameless, loyal, and exemi>lary in his life, but

without the fiery zeal and 'kirk-filling eloquence'

of the supporters of the (^ovenant. Micah is easy,

garrulmis, fond of a quii't joke, and perfectly ig-

norant of tlie world. Ijttle things are great to

him in his retirement and his simplicity; and thus
we find him elironicling. among his memorable
events, the arrival of a dancing-master, the planting

of a pf*ar-trec, the getting a new bell for the kirk,

the first appearance of Punch's Opera in the coun-
try-side, and other incidents of a like nature, which
he mixes up indiscriminately with the breaking out

of the American war, the establishment of manufac-
tures, or the spread of French revolutionary prin-

ciples. Amidst the quaint humour and shrewd
observation of honest Micah are some striking and
patlietic ineiilents. Mrs Malcitlm, the widow of a

Clyde shipmaster, conies to settle in his village; and
l>eing .'a genty body, calm and methodical,' she
brought up her children in a superior manner, and
they all t:et on in the world. One of them becomes
asailor; and there are few more touching narratives

in the language than the account of tliis cheerful

gallant-hearte*! lail. from his first setting off to sea

to bis death as a midshipman, in an engagement
witli the French. Taken altogether, this work of

Mr Gait's is invaluable for its truth and nature, its

quiet unforced hunmur and pathos, its genuine na-

tionality as a faithfid record of Scottish feeling and
manners, and its rich felicity of homely antique
Scottish phriise and expression, which to his coun-

trymen is perhaps the crowning excellence of the

author.

In the following passage the placing of Mr Bal-

whidiler as minister of Dalnniiling is admirably de-

scribed :

—

It was a great afiair ; for 1 was put in by the patron,

and the people knew nothitig whatsoever of me, and
their hearts were stirred into strife on the occasion,

and they did all that lay within the compass of their

power to keep me out, insduiuch that there was ob-

liged to be a guard of soldiers to protect the presby-

tery ; and it was a thing that made my heart grieve

when 1 heard the drum licatlng and the fife |>laying

as we were going to the kirk. The people were really

mad and vicious, and flung dirt upon us as we passed,

and reviled us all, and held out the finger of scorn at

me ; hut 1 endured it with a resigned spirit, corn-

pjissionating their wilfulness and blindness. Poor
ohi Mr Kilfuddy of the Rrauhill got such a clash of

glaur on the side of his face, that his eye was almost
extinguished.

When we got to the kirk door, it was found to be

nailed up, so as by no possibility to he opened. The
sergeant of the soldiers wanted to break it, but I was
afraid that the heritors would grudge and complain

of the expense of a new door, and I supplicated him
to let it be as it w;i.s ; we were therefore obligated to go

in by a window, and the crowd followed us in the most

unreverent manner, making the Lord's house like an
inn on a fair day with their grievous yelly-hooing.

During the time of the i)sahn and the sermon they be-

haved themselves better, but when the induction came
on, their clamour was dreadful ; and Thomas Thorl,

the weaver, a pi()U3 zealot in that time, got up and
protested and said, * Verily, verily, I say unto you,

he that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold,

but climbeth up some other way, the sante is a thief

and a robber.' And I thought I would have a hard

and sore time of it with sucli an outstrapolous people.

Mr Given, that was then the minister of Lugton, was

a jocose man, and would have his joke even at a
solemnity. When the laying of the hands upon me
was a-dolng, he could not get near enough to put on

his, but he stretched out his staff and touched my
head, and said, to the great diversion of the rest,

* This will do well enough—timber to timber ;' but it

was an unfriendly saying of Mr Given, considering

the time and the place, and the temper of my people.

After the ceremony we then got out at the window,

and it was a heavy day to me ; but we went to the

manse, and there we had an excellent dinner, which

Mrs Watts of the new inn of Irville prepared at my
request, and sent her chaise-driver to serve, for he
was likewise her waiter, she having then but one

chaise, and that not often Called for.

But althtingh my people received me in this un-

ruly manner, I wjis resolved to cultivate civility

among them ; and therefore the very next morning

I began a round of visitations; but oh! it was a

steep brae that I had to climb, and it needed a stout

heart, for I fuund the dours in some places barred

against me ; in others, tlie bairns, when they saw me
coming, ran crying to their mothers, ' Here's the feck-

less Mess-John ;' and then, when 1 went in into the

liouses, their parents would not ask me to sit down,
but with a scornful way said, * Honest man, what's

vour pleasure here T Nevertheless, I walked about

from door to door, like a dejected beggar, till I got

the almous deed of a civil reception, and, who would
have thought it, from no less a person than the same
Thomas Thorl that was so bitter against me in the

kirk on the foregoing day.

Thomas was standing at the door with his green

duffle apron and his red Kilmarnock nightcap—

I

mind him as well as if it was but yesterday—and he

had seen me going from house to house, and in what
manner I was rejecte<l, and his bowtls wt-re moved,

and he said to me in a kind manner. ' Ctune in, sir,

and ease yoursel j this will never do; the cleri'^v aie
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God's gorbiet), and for their inaHter'ii sake it behoves

us to respect thcni. There was no ane in the whole

parish nuiir »;iiiiri>Jt you than niyscl, but this r;irly

visitation is a syinptoui of grace that I couldnii have

exprctit from a bird out of the nest of ])atniiia^n*.'

I thanked Thomas, and went in with him, and we
had some sulid conversation together, and 1 told him
that it was not so much the pastor's duty to feed the

flock, IIS to herd them well ; and that although tliere

roiglit be some abler with the head tlum me, tliere

wasna a he wttiiiii the bounds of Scotland more
willing io watch the fold by ni;,'ht and by day. And
Thomas said he had not heard a mair sound observe

for some time, and tliat if 1 held to that doctrine in

the poopit. it wouldna be lang till 1 would wnrk a

change. ' I was mindit,' qunth he, * never to set my
foot within the kirk door while you were there ; but

to testify, and no to condemn witliout a trial, ITi be

there next Lord's day, and egg my neighbours to be

likewise, so ye'U no have lo preach just to the bare

walls and the laird's family.'

The 'Ayrshire Legatees' is a story of the same
cast as the Annals, and dcseribes (cbiufly by means
of correspnndcnee) the adventures of another coun-

try minister and bis family on a journey to London
to obtain a ricli legacy left liini by a cousin in Iiulia.

* The Pnu'ost' is another portraiture of Scottish

life, illustrative of the jealousies, contentions, local

improvements, and johbcry of a small burgh in the

olden time. Some of tiie descriptions in this work
are very powurfully written. 'Sir Andrew Wylie'

and 'The Kntail' are more regular and ambitious

performances, trublo t!ie length of tlie others, but

not so carefully finislu-d. The pmrhie Ayrshire

baronet is lunnonms. but not very natural. The
character of Leddy Grippy in * Tlie Kntail' was a

prodigious favourite with Byron. Ruth Scott and
Byron, it is said, read this novel three times over

—

no sliglit testimony to its merits. We siionld be

disposed, however, to give the preference to another

of Jlr Gait's three-vtdume fietiuns. ' Lawrie Todil,

or the Settlers,' a work whicli seems to have no

parallel, since Defoe, for app:^rent reality, knowledge
of human nature, and fertility of invention. The
history of a re:d individuiU, a man named Grant
Thorburn, supplied the author witli part of his

incidents, as the story of Alexander Selkirk did

Defoe; but the mind and the experience of Gait are

stamped on almost every page. In his former pro-

ductions our author wrought witli his recollections

of the Scotland of his youth ; tlie mingled worth,

simplicity, pawkiness, and enthusiasm which he had

seen or heard of as he loitered about Irvine or

Greenock, or conversed with the country sires and

matrons ; but in * Lawrie Todd' we have the fruit of

his observations in the New World, presenting an

entirely ditferent and original pliase of the Scottish

character. Lawrie is by trade a nailmaker. who
emigrates with his brother to America, and their

stock of worldly goods and riches, on arriving at

New York, consisted of about five shillings in money,
and an (dd chest containing some articles of dress

and other necessaries. Lawrie works hard at the

nailmaking, marries a pious and industrious maiden
(who soon dies), and in time becomes master of a
grocer's shop, which he exchanges for the business

of a seedsman. The latter is a bad allair, and I-,awrie

is compelled to sell all off. and begin the world again.

He removes with his family to the backwoods, and
once more is jirosperous. He clears, builds, ])nrchases

land, and speculates to great advantage, till he is at

length enabled to return to Scotland in some style,

and visit the place of his nativity. This Scottish

jaunt is a blemish in the work, for the incidents

and descriptions are ridiculously exaggerated; but

nothinjr can he better than the account of the early
struggl»'sofibi> humble hero— the American sketches
of cliaraett-r with which the work abounds—the view
it gives of life m the backwoods—or tlie ]>eculiar

freshness and vigour that seem to accompany evtry
scene and every movement of the story. In i>ercep-
tion of character and motive, within a certain sphere,
Mr Gait stands unrivalled; and he has energy as
well as quickness. Ills taste, hr)wever, was very de-
fective ; and this, combined with the hurry and un-
certainty of his bitter days, led him to waste his

original powers on subjects unfitted for his i>en. and
injurious to his reputation. The story of his life is

a mclanchuly one; but his genius was an honour to
his country, and merited abetter reward.

THOMAS HOPE.

Thom.^s Hope, the author t^T Annsfasius. was one
of the merchant princes of England whom com-
merce had led to opulence, and who repaid the com-
pliment by ennobling bis origin and pursuits with
t:istc, munificence, and genius. He was one of three
brothers, wealthy merchants in Amsterdam. When
a young man, he spent some years in foreign travel,

visiting the principal places in Kurope, Asia, and
Africa. On his return he settled in Jjondon. ]>nr-

chased a large house, and a country marision (Deep-
dene, near Dorking), and embellished botli witli

drawings, picture galleries, sculpture, ampbithcatreg
for antiques, and all other rare and costly appliances.

His appearances as an author arose out of these

favourite occupations and studies. In 181)5 be pub-
lished a fidio volume of drawings and descriptions,

entitled llouseholii Furniture and JJecwations. The
ambitious style of tliis work, and the author's devo-
ti(m to the forms of chairs, sofas, conches, and tables,

provoked a witty piece of ridicule in the Edinburgh
Review; but the man of taste and virtu trinmpbed.
A more classical and ajtpropriate style of furniture and
domestic utensils gained ground ; and witli Mr Hope
rests the honour of having achieved the inii)rove-

ment. Two other splendid jmblications proceeded

from Mr Hope, The Costume «/ (he Ancictit>i (1^00),

and Desifjjifi of MfhU-rn Costimus {\^\'l)^ both works
evincing extensive knowledge and curious researdi.

In 1819 Mr Hope burst fortli as a novelist of the first

order. He had studied human nature as well as

architecture and costume, and his early travels had
exhibited to him men of various creeds and countries.

The result was A/hisfasius; or Mnuoirs of a Modern
Greek, writfen at the Close of the Eighteenth C'litury^

in three volumes. The author's name was not pre-

fixed to the work— as it was given forth as a verit-

able history— but the secret soon bec.ime known,
and Mr Hope, from being reputed as sometliing like

a learned npbol'iterer', or clever draughtsman, was
at once elevated into a rivalry with Byron as a glow-

ing painter of foreign scenery and manners, and with

Le Sage and the other masters of the novel, in the

art of conducting a fable and delineating character.

The author turned from fiction to metaphysics, and

composed a work On the Origin and Prospects vfMan^
which be did not live to see throngli tlic press, but

which was published after his decease. His cosmo-

gony is strange and unorthodox ;
but amiilst his

paradoxes, conceits, and abstruse speculations, are

manv ingenious views and eloquent disquisitions.

Mr ilope died on the ad of February 18.31, and pro-

iKite was granted for £180,000 pers()nal property.

i\Ir Beekford and ' Vatbek' are the only parallels to

Mr Hope and ' Anastasius ' in oriental wealth and

imagination.
* Anastasius* is one of the most original and dazz-

ling of modern romances. The hero is, like Zeluco,
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a villnin spoiled bv early inclulgcnce ; lie becomes a

renegade to liis faith, a iiiereenarv, a robber, and
an assassin ; but the elements of a better nature are

lown in his composition, and break fiirth at times.

He is a native of Cliios, tlie son of Greek parents.

To avoid the consequences (if an amour willi Helena.

the consul's daufjhter, lie runs off to sea in a \'ene-

tian vessel, which is boarded by pirates and cai>-

tured. Tile pirates are in turn taken by a Turkisli

frigate, and carried bel'ure llussau Pasha. Ainista-

sius is rtle:ised, fiiihts with the Turks in the war
against tlie Araouoots, anil accompanies tlic (Ireek

drogueman to Constantinople. Disgrace and be{<-

gary reduce him to various shifts and adventures.

He follows a Jew qu.ack doctor .selling nostrums—is

thrown into tlie Ra>;nio, or state prison—afterwards
embraces the Turkish faith—revisits Greece—pro-
ceeds to Egypt—and subsequently ranges over Ara-
bia, and visits Midta, Sicily, and Italy. His in-

trigues, adventures, sufferings, &c. are innumerable.
Every aspect of Greek and Turkish society is de-

picted—sarcasm, piquant allusion, pathos and pas-
sion, and descriptions of scenery, are strangely inter-

mingled in the nar.itive. Wit, epigram, and tlie

glitter of rhetiirical amplificatinn, occupy too much
space ; but the scene is constantly shifting, and the
work possesses the truth and accuracy of a book of
travels joined to those of a romance. The traveller.

too, is a thorough man of the world, has a keen in-

sight into lium.an weaknesses and foibles, and de-
scribes his adventures and impressions without hypo-
crisy or reserve. The most powerful passages are
those in which pathos is predominant—such as the
scenes with Euplirosyne, whom Anastasius has
basely violated—his sensations on revisiting Greece
and the tomb of Helena— his reflections on witness-
ing the dead Araonoot soldier whom he had slain

—

the horrors of the plague and famine—and, above
all, the account of the death of Ale.xis, the child of
Anastasius, and in whom were centred the only
remains of his human affection, his love and hope.
The gradual decay of this youth, and the intense
an.\iety and watchfulness of his father, constitute a

scene of genuine grief and tenderness. We f>rget

the craft and villany of Anastasius, thus hunihled
and prostrate. His wild gaiety and heartless jests,

his degeneracy and sensualism, have passed away.
They had palled upon himself, but one spring of
pure affection remained to redeem his nature ; and
it is not without the strongest pity and kindred
commiseration that we see the desperate adventurer
reduced to loneliness anil heartbroken despair. The
scene is introduced by an account of his recovering
his lost son in Egypt, and carrying him off to Eu-
rope:

My cousin's letter had promised me a brilliant lot,

and—what was better—my own pockets insured me
a decent competence. The refinements of a European
education should add every external elegance to my
boy's innate excellence, and, having myself mode-
rately enjoyed the good things of this world, while
striving to deserve the better promised in the next, I

should, ere my friends became tired of my dotage,
resign my last breath in the arms of my child.

The blue sky seemed to smile upon my cheerful
thougiits, and the green wave to murmur approbation
of my plan. Almighty God ! what was there in it

60 heinous to deserve that an inexorable fate should
cast it to the winds !

In the midst of my dream of happiness, my eve fell

upon the darling object in which centred all its

sweets. Insensibly my child's jtrattle had dimi-
nished, and had at last subsided in an unusual silence.

I thought he looked pale ; his eyes seemed heavy,
and his lips felt parched. The rose, that every morn-

ing, still so fre.sh, so erect on its stalk, at inid-daj
hung its heavy head, discoloured, wan, and fading
but so frequently had the billows, during the fury o
the storm, drenched my boy's little crib, that I coulc
not wonder he shouhl have felt their effects in a seven
cold. I put him to bed, and tried to hush him ti

slei'p. Sunn, however, his face grew flushed, and hir

pulse became feverish. 1 failed" alike in my endea
vours to procure him repose and to att'ord hin'i amuse
nient : but, though playthings were repulsed, anr
tales no longer attend.-d to, still he could not bea'
me an instant out of his sight ; nor would he take
anything e.\cept at my hands. Even when— a-s too
soon it did—his reason began to wander, his filial

affection retained its pristine hold of his heart. It
had grouTi into an adoration of his equally dotin"
father ; and the mere consciousness of my presence
seemed to relieve his unea.siness.

Had not my feelings, a few moments only before,
been those of such exceeding happiness, I should not
so soon perhaps have conceived great alarm ; but I

had throughout life found every e.xtraordinary burst
of joy followed by some unforeseen calamity; and my
e.'cult.ation had just risen to so unusual a pitch, that a
deep dism,ay now at once struck me to the heart. I
felt convinced that I had only been carried to so hich
a pinnacle of joy, in order to be hurled with greater
ruin into an aby^s of wo. Such became my anxiety
to reach Trieste, and to obtain the best medical assist-
ance, that even while the ship continued to cleave
the waves like an arrow, [ fancied it lay like a log
upon the main. How, then, did my pangs increase
when, as if in resentment of my unjust complaints,
the breeze, dying away, really left our keel motionless
on tlie waters ! My anguish baffled all expression.

In truth 1 do not know how 1 preserved my senses,
except from the need 1 stood in of their aid : for,

while we lay cursed with absolute immobility, and
the sun ever found us, on rising, in the same place
where it had left us on setting, my child—my dar-
ling child—wius every instant growing worse, and
sinking apace under the pressure of illness. To the
deep and flushing glow of a complexion far exceedin''
in its transient brilliancy even the brightest hues of
health, had succeeded a settled, unchanging, deadly
jialeness. His eye, whose rouml full orb was wont
to beam upon me with mild but fervent radiance,
now dim and wandering, for the most part remained
half closeil ; and when, roused by my address, the
idol of my heart strove to raise his languid look, and
to meet the fearful inquiries of mine, he only showed
all the ftiriuer fire of his countenance extinct. In the
more violent bursts, indeed, of his unceasing delirium,
his wasting features sometimes acquired a fresh but
sad expression. He would then start up, and with
his feeble hands clasped together, and big tears rol-

ling down his faded cheeks, beg in the most moving
terms to be restored to his home : but mostly he
seemed absorbed in inward musings, and, no longer
taking note of the passing hour, he frequently during
the course of the day moved his pallid lips, as if re-

peating to himself tlie little prayer which he had been
wont to say at bed-time and at rising, and the bless-
ings I had taught him to add, addressed to his
mother on behalf of his father. If—wretched to see
him thus, and doubly agonized to think that I alone
had been the cause— I burst out into tears which I
strove to hide, his perception of outward objects
seemed all at once for a moment to return. He asked
me whether I was hurt, and would lament that, young
and feeble as he was, he could not yet nurse me as he
wished ; but promised me better care when he should
grow stronger.

In this way hour after hour and day after day
rolled on, without any progress in our voyage, while
all I had left to do was to sit doubled over my child's
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couch, wtiidiiii;,' all his want:?, am! studying all hit

look-s trying, tut in vain, to discover sonic amend'
ment. ' Oli for those days!' I now thought, ' when a
calm at sea appeared an intolerable evil, only hecause

it ftopped Honie tide of folly or delayed some t^clienie

of vice !'

At la-st one afternoon, when, totally exhausted with

want of sleep, 1 sat down by my child in all the conj-

posure of torpiil despair, the sailors rushed in one ancl

all— for even they had felt my agony, and doted on

my boy. They came to cheer me with better tidings.

A breeze had just sprung up ! The waves had again

begun to ripple, ami the lazy keel to stir. .\s minute
pressed on minute, the motion of tiie ship bei'aine

swifter; and presently, as if nothing had been want-
ing but a first impulse, we again da-shed through the

waves with all our former speed.

Every hour now brought us visibly nearer the in-

most recess of the deep .Adriatic and the end of our
journey. F'ola seemed to glide by like a vision ; pre-

sently we passed Kiunie: we saw Capo d'Istria but a
few minutes; at last we descried Trieste itself I

Another half hour, and every separate house became
visible, aiul nut long after we ran full sail into the
harbour. The sails were taken in, the anchor was
dropped, and a boat instantly came alongside.

All the necessary preparations had been made for

iramednitely conveyingmy patient on shore. Wrapped
up in a shawl, he was lifted out of his crib, laid "U a
pillow, and lowered into the boat, where I held him
in my lap, protected to the best of my power finni the
roughness of the blast and the dashing of the sjiray

until we r<:ached the quay.
In my distress 1 had totally forgotten the taint

contracted at Melada, and had purposed, the instant
we stepped on shore, to carry my chibl straight to a
physician. New anguish pierced mv soul when two
bayonets crossed upon my breast forced me, in spite

of my alternate supplication and rage, to remain on
the jettee, there to wait his coming, and his previous
scrutiny of all our healthy crew. All I could obtain
as a special favour was a messenger to hurry his

approach, while, panting for his arrival, 1 sat down
with my Alexis in ray arms under a low shed which
kept oft' a pelting shower. I scarce know how lung
this situation lasted. Aly mind was so wrapped up in

the danger of my boy as to remain wholly unconscious
of the bustle around, except when the removal of
some cask or barrel forced me to shift my station.

Yet, while wholly deaf to the unceasing din of the
place, I could discern the faintest runmur that seemed
to announce the approaching pliysician. (>, how 1

cursed his unfeeling delay ! how 1 would have jiaved
his way with gold to have hastened his coming! and
yet a something whispered continually in my ear that
the utmost speed of man no longer could avail.

Ah ! that at least, confirmed in this sad persuasion,
I might have tasted the heart-rending pleasure of
bestowing u]ion my departing child the last earthly
endearments! but, tranquil, composed, and softly
slumbering as he looked, 1 feared to disturb a repose
on which 1 founded my only remaining hopes. All at
luce, in the midst of my despair, I saw a .sort of smile
light up my darling's features, and hard as I strove to
guard against all vain illusions, 1 could not at this
sight stop a ray of gladness from gliding unchecked
into my trembling heart. Short, however, was the
joy: soon vanished the deceitful symptom! On a
closer view it only appeared to have been a slight
convulsion which had hurried over my child's imw
tranquil countenance, as will sometimes dart over the
smooth mirror of a donnant lake the im.age of a bird
in the air. It louke.l like the response of a departim'
angel, to tho.se already on high, that hailed his speedy
coming. The soul of my Alexis was fast jireparing
for its flight.

Lest he might feel ill at case in my lap, I laid him
down upon my cloak, and kneeled by his side to I

watch the growing change in his features. The present I

now was all to me: the future I knew I no longer .

sliuuld reck. Keeling my breath close to his cheek,
j

he half opened bis eyes, looked as if after a long
absence again suddenly recognising his father, and— '

putting out his little moulli—seemed to crave one I

last token of love. The temptation was too powerful : I

1 gently pressed my lip upon that of my babe, and
gathered from it the proffered kiss. Life's last faint |

spark was just going forth, and I caught it on the I

threslKjKl. Scarce had 1 drawn back my face, when
i

all respiration ceased. His eye-strings broke, his
features fell, and his limbs stiffened for ever. All was
over ; Alexis was no more.

WASHINGTON IB\aNG.

Mr W.vsmington Irving, a native of America,
conunonced a career of literary exertion in this
country by the publication in 1820 of The Sketch-

Washington Irving.

Bonh, a series of short tales and essays, sentimental
and liunionius, which were originally printed in an
American jicrioiiical, but illustrative of English
manners and scenery. Mr Irving had previously
])uhlishud in his native country a humorous History

uf At'ir Yorh, hi/ Knickerhncker, being an imaginary
account of the original IJutch inliabit.ints of that
state; and lu* had ;dso issued a satirical periodical

entitled Sfiliuaf/iiiitti. 'The Sketch-Book' was re-

ceived with great favour in Britain ; its carefully

elaborated style and beauties of diction were highly
praised, and its portraitures of English rural life

and customs, though too antiquated to be strictly

accurate, were phasing and interesting. It was
obvious that the author had formed his taste upon
that of Addison and Guldsniith ; but his own great
country, its early state of society, the red Indians,

and native traditions, had also supplied him with a
fund of natural and original description. His stories

of Hiji Van Winkle and the Sleepy Hollow are per-

haps the finest pieces of original fictitious writing

that this century has produced, next to the works
of Scott. In ls*22 Mr Irving continued the same
style of fanciful English delineation in ]ns Jlracehr'nlye

Hall, in which we are introduced to the interior of

a squire's mansion, and to a number of original
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charaottTS, drawn with delicacy and discrimination

eqtiitl to those in his former work. In 1H24 appeared
another series of tales and sketches, hut greatly in-

ferior, entitled TtiU's of a Trartlltr, Having ^one to

Spain in connection with the United States enihussv.

Mr Irving studied the history and antiijuities of that

romantic country, juid in 1<?28 published The Life

and Voijayes of Christopher Coluinhus, in four vohinies,

written in a less ornate style than his former
works, but valuable for the new information it com-
louhicates. Next year appean-il 'fht: Com^uest of
(it(iuifia,iim\ in 18:!'J Thr Al/i<iiiif>ni, both connected
with the ancii'nt Moorish kin;:doni of (Jranadii, and
partly tictitiuus. Si-veral iigliter works have since

Washinyto.i Irving's Cottage

issued from his fertile pen

—

A.^fnrhi^ a narrative of passion for cleaidincss was the leading principle in

American adventure; .-1 Tour in (he Prairms ; Ahhuts- Joniestic t'conomy, and the universal test of an able

fvrd and Nawstead, &c. The principal works (tf Mr |
housewife ; a cliaracter which formed the utmost am-

Irving are his 'Sketch-Book' and * Bracebridj^^e

Hall ;' these are the corner-stones of his fame, and
likely to be durable. In all his writings, however,
there are passages evincing fine taste, gentle aflec-

tions, and graceful description. His sentiments are

manly and generous, and his pathetic and humorous
sketche'* are in general prevented from degenerating
into extravagance by practical good sense and a cor-

rect judgment. Modern authors have too much
neglected the mere matter of style ; but the success
of Mr Irving should convince the careless that the
graces of composition, when emphiyed even on paint-

ings of domestic life and the quiet scenes of nature,
can still charm as in the days of Addison, Gold-
smith, and Mackenzie.

[^Manners in Neio York in the Dutch Times.']

The houses of the higher class were generally con-
structed of wood, excepting the gable end, which was
of small black and yellow Dutch bricks, and ahvavs
faced on the street ; as our ancestors, like their de-
scendants, were very nmch given to outward show, and
were noted for putting the best leg foremost. The
house was always furnished with abundance of large
doors and small windows on every floor; the date of
its erection was curiously designated by iron figures

on the front ; and on the top of the roof was perched
a fierce little weathercock, to let the family into the
important secret which way the wind blew. These,
like the weathercocks on the tops of our steeples,

pointed so many different ways, that every man could
have a wind to his mind ; and you would have thought
old /Eolus had set all his bags of wind adrift, pell-

mell, to gambol about this windy metropolis ; the
most stanch and loyal citizens, however, always went
according to the weathercock on the top of the gover-
nor's house, which was certainly the most correct, as
he had a trusty seirant emjdoyed every morning to

climb up and point it whichever way the wind blew.
In those good days of simplicity and sunshine, a

bition of our unenlightened grandmothers. The front

door wa-s never opened except on marriages, funerals,

New-Year's days, the fistival of St Nicholas, or some
such great occasion. It was ornamented with a gor-

geous brass knocker curiously wrought, sometimes

into the device of a dog, and sometimes of a lion's

head; and was daily burnished with such religious

zeal, that it was ifttimes worn out by the very pre-

cautions taken foi its preservation. The whole house

was constantly in u state of inundation, under the dis-

cipline of mops, and brooms, and scrubbing-brushes

;

and the good housewives of those days were a kind of

amphibious animal, delighting exceedingly to bedab-
bling in water, insonmch that a historian of tlie day

gravely tells us, that many of his townswamen grew

to have webbed fingers like unto a duck ; and some

of them, he had little doubt, could the matter be ex-

amined into, would be found to have the tails of mer-

maids ; but this I look upon to be a mere sport of

fancv, or, what is wov.se, a wilful misrepresentation.

The grand parlour was the sanctum sanctorum,

where the passion for cleaning was indulged without

control. In this sacred apartment no one was per-

mitted to enter excepting the mistress and her confi-

dential maid, who visited it once a-weck for the pur-

pose of giving it a thorough cleaning, and putting

things to rights, always taking the precaution of leav-

ing their shoes at the door, and entering devout;ly on

their stocking feet. After scrubbing the floor, sprink-

ling it with fine white sand, which was curiously

stroked into angles, and curves, and rhombnids, with

a broom, after washing the windows, rubbing and
polishing the furniture, and putting a new hunch of

evergreens in the fireplace, the window-shutters were

again closed to keep out the flies, and the room care-

fully locked up until the revolution of time brought

round the weekly cleaning day.

As to the family, they always entered in at the

gate, and most generally lived in the kilehrn. To
have seen a numerous household assendded around

the fire, one would have imagined that he wa-* tran-
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Sported back to those happy duyn of primeval Hiiiipli-

city whicli flout before our iniH;:iiiatiiiii!* like ^oliifjii

Tisioiis. The fiffpliices wure of a truly patriarcluil

maguitude, where the whole family, old and youn^^
mai^ter and rtcrvant, black and white, nay, eren the

very cat and dog, enjoyed a community of privilege,

and had each a prescriptive right to a conier. Here
the old burgher would sit in perfect silence, puffing

hid pipe, looking in the fire with half-shut eye.-i, and
thinking of nothing for hours together ; the goede
Trouw on the opposite side would employ herself dili-

gently in spinning her yam or knitting stockings.

The young folks would crowd around the hearth,

liHtening with breathless attention to some old crone

of a negro who was the oracle of the family, and who,
perched like a raven in a comer of the chimney,
would croak forth for a long winter afternoon a string

of incredible stories about New England witches, grisly

ghosts, horses without heads, and hairbreadth oscai)es,

and bloody encounters among the Indians.

In those happy days a well-regulated family always

rose with the dawn, dined at eleven, and went to bed

at sundown. Dinner was invariably a private meal,

and the fat old burghers showed incontetstable symp-
toms of disapprobation and unea-sinesa at being sur-

prised by a visit from a neighbour on such occa-sions.

But though our worthy ancestors were thus singularly

averse to giving dinners, yet they kept up the social

bonds of intimacy by occasional banquetings, called

tea-parties.

As this is the first introduction of those delectable

orgies, which have since become so fashionable in tliis

city, I am conscious my fair readers will be very

curious to receive information on the subject. Sorry

am I that there will be but little in my description

calculated to excite their admiration. I can neither

delight them with accounts of sutJbcating crowds, nor

brilliant drawing-rooms, nor towering feathers, nr)r

sparkling diamonds, nor immeasurable trains. I can

detail no choice anecdotes of scandal, for in those

primitive times the simple folk were either too stupid

or too good-natured to pull each other's characters to

pieces ; nor can I furnish any whimsical anecdotes of

brag ; how one lady cheated, or another bounced into

a passion ; for as yet there was no junto of dulcet old

dowagers who met to win each other's money and lose

their own tempers at a card-table.

These fashionable parties were generally confined

to the higher classes, or noblesse—that is to say, sudi

as kept their own cows and drove their own wagons.

The company commonly assembled at three o'clock,

and went away about six, unless it was in winter time,

when the fashionable hours were a Uttle earlier, that

the ladies might get home before dark. I do not

find that they ever treated their company to iced

creams, jellies, or syllabubs, or regaled them with

musty almonds, mouldy raisins, or sour oranges, as is

often done in the present age of refinement. Our
ancestors were fond of more sturdy substantial fare.

The tea-table was crowned with a huge earthen di^vh

well stored with slices of fat pork, fried brown, cut up
into morsels, and swimming in grav3\ The company
being seated around the genial board, and each fur-

nished with a fork, evinced their dexterity in launch-

ing at the fattest pieces of this mighty dish, in much
the same manner as sailors harpoon porpoises at sea,

or our Indians spear salmon in the lakes. Sometimes
the table was graced with immense apple-jiles, or

saucers full of preserved peaches and pears ; but it

was always sure to boast of an enormous dish of balls

of sweetened dough fried in hog's fat, and called

dough-nuts, or oly koeks ; a delicious kind of cake, at

present scarce known in this city, excepting in genuine
Dutch families.

The t<'a wa>* seired out of a majestic delft tea-pot

ornamented with paintings of fat little Dutch shep-

herds and 8hcj>herdease.s, tending |>igM—witli boat<*

sailing in the air, and houses built in the clouds, and
sundry other ingenious Dutch fantasies. The beaux
distinguished themselves by their adroitness in re-

plenishing this jiot from a huge c<»pjier tea-kettle,

which would have made the pigmy macaronies of
these degenerate days sweat merely to look at it. To
sweeten the beverage, a lump of sugar was laid beside
each cup, and the company alternately nibbled and
sipped with great decirum, until an imjirovement
was introduced by a shrewd and economic old lady,
which was, to suspend a large lump directly over the
tea-table by a string from the ceiling, so that it could
be swung from mouth to mouth—an ingenious expe-
dient, which is still kept up by some families in Al-
bany, but which prevails, without e.vccption, in Com-
munipaw, Bergen, Flat-Bush, and all our uncontami-
nated Dutch villages.

At these primitive tea-parties the utniot^t propriety

and dignity of deportment prevailed. No flirting nor
coquetting—no gambling of old ladies, nor hoyden
chattering and romping of young ones—no self-satis-

fied struttings of wealthy gentlemen with their brains

in their pockets ; nor amusing conceits and monkey
divertisements of smart young gentlemen with no
brains at all. On the contrary, the young ladies

seated themselves demurely in their rush-bottomed
chairs, and knit their own woollen stockings ; nor
ever opened their lips, excepting to say yah Mynheer
or yaJi ya Vrouw to any question that was a.sked

them ; behaving in all things like decent well-edu-

cated damsels. As to the gentlemen, each of them
tranquilly smoked his pipe, and seemed lost in con-

templation of the blue and white tiles with which the

fireplaces were decorated ; wherein sundry passages

of Scripture were piously portrayed : Tobit and his

dog figured to great advantage; Haman swung con-

spicuously on his gibbet ; and Jonah appeared most
manfully bouncing out of the whale, like Harlequin
through a barrel of fire.

The parties broke up without noise and without
confusion. They were carried home by their own
carriages—that is to say, by the vehicles nature had
provided them, excepting s?uch of the wealthy as could

afford to keep a wagon. The gentlemen gallantly

attended their fair ones to their respective abodes,

and took leave of them with a hearty smack at the

door; which, as it was an established piece of etiquette,

done in perfect simplicity and honesty of heart,

occsusioned no scandal at that time, nor should it at

the present—if our great-grandfathers approved of the

custom, it would argue a great want of reverence in

their descendants to say a word against it.

\_A Rainy Sunday in an Inn.]

[From ' Bracebridge nail."]

It was a rainy Sunday in the gloomy month of

November. I hud been detained in the course of a

journey by a slight indisposition, from which I was

recovering ; but I was still feverish, and was obliged

to keep within doors all diiy, in an inn of the ."*mall

town of Derby. A wot Sunday in a country inn

!

whoever has had the luck toex])erience one, can alone

judge of my situation. The rain pattered against the

casements, the bells tolled for church with a melan-

choly sound. I went to the windows in quest of

something to amuse the eye, but it seemed as if I had

been placed completely out of the reach of all amuse-

ment. The windows of my bed-room looked out among
tiled roofs and stacks of chimneys, while those of mv
sitting-room commanded a full view of the stable-yard.

1 know of nothing more calculated to make a man
sick of this world than a stable-yard on a rainy day.

The place was littered with wet straw that had been

kicked about by travellers and stable-boys. In one
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comer was n stngiiunt pool nf waiter surrouiulin^ an
inland of muck ; there Wltb several Imlf-drovvned i'owln

erowdcd together under a cart, anion"; which was a
miserable crest-fallen cock, drenclied out of all life

Aud spirit, his drooping tail matted, as it were, into

a sin^'li^ feather, along which tlie water trickled from
his back ; near the cart was a half-dozing cow chew-

ing the cud, and standing patiently to be rained on,

with wreaths of vapour rising fn>ni her reeking hide
;

B wall-eyed horse, tired of the loneliness of the stable,

was poking his spectral head out of a window, with

the rain drij»ping on it from the eaves ; an unhappy
cur, chained to a dog-lniuse hard bv, uttered some-
thing every now and then between a bark and a yelp

;

a di-ab of a kitchen wench tramped backwards and
forwards through the yard in pattens, looking as sulky
as the weather itself; everything, in short, was com-
fortless and forlorn, excepting a crew of hard-drink-
ing ducks, assembled like boon companions round a
puddle, and making a riotous noise over their liquor.

I sauntered to the window, and stood gazing at the

people picking their way to church, with petticoats

hoisted mid-leg high, and dripping umbrellas. The
bells ceased to toll, and the streets became silent. I

then amused myself with watching the daughters of

a tradesman opposite, who, being confined to the
bouse for fear of wetting their Sunday finery, played
off their charms at the front windows, to fascinate the

chance tenants of the inn. 'I'hey at length were sum-
moned away by a vigilant vinegar-faced mother, and
I had nothing further from without to amuse me.
The day continued lowering and gloonjy ; the

slovenly, ragged, spongy clouds ilrifted heavily along
;

there was no variety even in the rain ; it was one
dull, continued, monotonous patter, patter, patter,

excepting that now and then I w,is enlivened by
the idea of a brisk shower, from the rattling of the
drops upon a passing umbrella. It was quite re-

freshing (if 1 may be allowed a hackneyed phrase
of the day) when in the course of the morning a
horn blew, and a stage-coach whirleil tlirough the
street, with outside passengers stuck all over it,

cowering under cotton umbrellas, and seethed toge-

ther, and reeking with the steams of wet box-coats
and upper Benjamins. The sound brought out I

from their lurking-places a crew of vagabond boys
and vagabond dogs, and the carroty-headed hostler,

and that nondescript animal yclept Boots, and all

the other vagabond race that infest the purlieus of an
inn ; but the bustle wa.s transient ; the coach again
whirled on its way ; and boy and dog, and hostler
and Boots, all slunk back again to their holes ; the
street again became silent, and the rain continued
to rain on.

The evening gradually wore away. The travellers

read the papers two or three times over. Some drew
round the fire, and told long stories about their
horses, about their adventures, their overturns, and
breakings-down. They discussed the credits of diffe-

rent merchants and different inns, and the two wags
told several choice anecdotes of pretty chambermaids
and kind landladies. All this passed as they were
juietly taking what they called their nightcaps ; that
is to say, strong glasses of braiuiy and water or
sugar, or some other mixture of the kind ; after which
they one after another rang for Boots and the chani-
berniaid, and walked off to bed in old shoes cut down
into nuirvellously uncomfortable slippers. There was
only one man left—a short-legged, long-bodied, ple-

thoric fellow, with a very large, sandy head. He sat

by himself with a gla-ss of port wine negus and a
spoon, sipping and stirring, and meditating and sip-

pmg, until nothing was left but the spoon. He gra-
dually fell a.sleep bolt upright in his chair, with the
empty glass standing before him ; and the candle
seemed to fall asleep too, for the wick grew long and

black, and cabbaged at the end, and dinmied the
little light that rcnuilned in the chamber. The gloom
that now prevailed was contagiims. Around hung the
shapeless and almost spectral box-coats of departed
travellers, long since buried in deep sleep. I only
heanl the ticking of the clock, with the deep-drawu
breathings of the sleeping toper, and the drippings of
the rain—drop, drop, drop—from the eaves of the
house.

JOHN GIBSON LOCKHART.

John Gibson Lockhart, the biographer of his
illustrious father-in-law, Sir Walter Siuitt, and editor
of the Quarterly- Review, is author of four novels

—

I a/erius, a Roman Sloii/, three volumes, 1821 ; Adam
Blair, one volume, 1822; Reginald Dalloii, three
volumes, 1823 ; and Matlheto Wald, one volume,
1824.

The first of Mr Lockliart's productions is the
best. It is a tale of the times of 'rr:ijan, when that
emjieror, disregarding the e.Nample of his predecessor
Nerva, persecuted the small Christian community
which h;id found shelter in the bosom of the Eternal
City, anil were CJilmly pursuing their jiure worship
and peaceful lives. As the blood of the martyr is

the seed of the church, the Christians were extend-
ing tlieir numbers, though condemned to meet in
caves and sejiulchres, and forced to renounce the
honours and ambition of the world. The hero of the
tale visits Rome for the first time at this interesting

period. He is the son of a Roman commander, who
had settled in Britain, and is summoned to Rome
after the death of his parents to take possession of
an estate to which, as the heir of the Valerii, he had
become entitled. His kinsman Licinius, an eminent
lawyer, receives him with affection, and introduces
him to his friends and acquaintances. We are thus
presented with sketches of the domestic society of
the Romans, with pictures of the Forum, the baths,

temples, and other marvels of Home, which are
brietly, but distinctly and picturesquely delineated.

At the viUa of Cai)ito, an Epicurean iihilosopher,

Valerius meets with the two fair nieces of his host,

Sempronia and Athanasia. The latter is the heroine
of the tale—a pure intellectual creation, in which we
see united the Roman grace and feminine sweetness
of the jiatrician lady, with the high-souled fortitude

and elevation of the Christian. Athanasia has em-
braced tlie new faith, and is in close communion
with its professors. Her charms overcome Valerius,

who soon obtains possession of her secret; and after

various adventures, in which he succours the perse-

cuted maiden, and aids in her wonderful escape, he
is at length admitted by baptism into the fellowship

of the Christians, and embarks with Athanasia for

Britain. The materiids of such a story are neces-

sarily romantic and impressive. The taste and
sidendour of ancient Rome present a fertile field for

tlie imagination, mid the transition from these to

the sufferings, the devotion, and dangers of the
early Christians, calls up a ditferent and not less

striking train of feelings and associations. In his

serious and jiathetic scenes the author is most suc-
cessful. In the low humour of his attendants, the
vulgar display of (he rich widow, and the servile

pedantry of tlie stoic tutor, there appear to us many
sins against good taste. Some of the satirical tttuclies

and phrases are also at variance with the purity and
elegance of the general strain of the story, and with
tile consummate art with which the author has
wrought up his situations of a tragic and lofty na-

ture, where we are borne along by a deep and steady
feeling of refined pleasure, interest, and admiration.

Uue of the most striking scenes in the novel is a
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grand display at the Flavian amphitheatre, given by

the emperor on tlie aniiiversiiry of the day on wliich

he was adopted by Nervii. On tliis occasion a Chris*

tian prisoner is brouj'lit forward, either to renuunce

his faith in the fai-e of the jissenibly, or to die in the

arena. Eighty tliousiuid persons were there met,

*from the lordly senatt>rs on their silken couches,

along the parajn-t itf the arena, up to the imiMjne-

trable mass of plebeian heads which skirted the

horizon, above the topmost wall of the amphitheatre

itself.' The scene ounclndes with the execution of

the Christian. In another scene there is great classic

grace, united with delicacy of feeling. It describes

Atbanasia in jtrison, and visited there by Valerius

through the connivanee of Silo, the jailer, who be-

longs to tlie Cliristian party :

—

I had hurried along the darkening streets, and up
the ascent of the Capitoline, scarce listening to the

story of the Cretan. On reaching the summit, we
found the courts about the temple of Jupiter already

occupied by detuchments of foot. I hastened to the

Mamniertiue, and before the postern opened to admit
us, the PiJT'torian squadron had drawn up at the great

gate. Sabinus beckoned me to him. ' Caius/ said

he, stooping on his horse, * would to Heaven I had been

spared this duty! CotJlius comes forth this raoiuent,

and then we go back to the Palatine; and I fear—

I

fear we are to guard thither your Athanasia. If you
wish to enter the prison, quicken your steps.*

We had scjtrcely entered the inner-court ere Sabinus
also, and about a score of his Praetorians, rode into it.

Silo and Botu were standing together, and both hiid

already hastenfd towards me ; but the jailer, seeing the

centurion, was constrained to part from me with one
hurried word :

—
' Pity me, for I also am most wretched.

But you knnw the way ; here, take this key, hasten to

my dear lady, and tell her what commands have come.'

Alas ! said 1 to myself, of what tidings am I doomed
ever to be the messenger! but she was alone ; and how
could 1 shrink from any pain that might perhaps alle-

viate hers ? I took the key, glided along the corri-

dors, and stood once more at the door of the chamber
in which I had (larted from Athanasia. No voice

answered to my knock ; I repeated it three times^ and
then, agitated with indistinct aj>prehension, hesitated

no longer to open it. No lamp was burning within
the chamber, but from without there entered a waver-
ing glare of deep saifron-coloured liglit, which showed
me Athanasia extended on her couch. Its ominous
and troublfd hue had no power to mar the image of

her sleeping tranquillity. 1 hung over her for a mo-
ment, and was about to disturb that slumber—per-

haps the last slumber of peace and innocence—when
the chambt-r walls were visited with a yet deeper glare.

*Caiu.s,' she whispered, as I stepped from beside the
coiicii, * why do you leave me I Stay, Valerius.' I

looked back, but her eyelids were still closed ; the
same calm smile was upon her dreaming lips. The
liirht streanifd redder and more red. All in an in-

stant becaniu as quiet without as within. I approached
the window, and saw Cotilius standing tn the midst
of the court, Sabinus and Silo near him; the horse-
men drawn up on either side, and a soldier close be-
hind resting upon an unsheathed sword. I saw the
keen blue eye ius tierce as ever. I saw that the blood
was still fervid in his cheeks; for the coniplexion of
this man was of tlie saTtie bold and florid brightness, so

uncommon in Italy, which you have seen represented in
the pictures of Sylla ; and even the blaze of the torches
seemed to strive m vain to hei;;hten its natural scarlet.

The soldier had lifted his sword, and my eye was hxed,
Ets by fascination, when suddenly a deep voice was
heard amidst the deadly silence—* Cotilius !—look up,
Cotilius!'

Aurelius, the Christian priest, standing at an open

window not far distant from that at which 1 was
placed, stretched forth bis fctttred liund as he
spake :

—
' Cotilius! I charge thee, look upon the hand

from which the blessed wuter of baptism was cast

upon thy head. I charge thee, look upon me, and
say, eie yet the blow be given, upon what hope thy
thoughts are fixed? Is this sword bared against the
rebel of Ciesar, or a martyr of .lesus I I charge thee,

speak ; and for thy soul's sake speak truly.'

, A bitter motion of derision pas.sed over his lips,

^

and he nodded, as if impatiently, to the Pr«.'torian.

Instinctively I turned me from the t-pectacle, and my
eye rested again upon the couch of Athanasia—but not
upon the vision of her tranquillity. The clap with
which the corpse fell upon the stones had perhaps
reached the sleeping ear, and we know with what
swiftness thoughts chase thoughts in the wilderness of
dreams. So it was that she started at the very mo-
ment when the blow was given ; and she whisjiered

—

for it was still but a deep whisper— ' Si>are me, Trajan,
Cffisar, Prince—have pity on my youth— strengthen,
strengthen me, good Lord! Fie ! fie ! we must not lie

to save life. Felix—Valerius—come close to mc Caius
— Kie ! let us remember we are Romans—'Tis the
trumpet '

The Pnetorian trumpet sounded the march in the
court below, and Athanasia, starting from her sleep,

gazed wildly around the reddened chamber. The
blast of the trumpet was indeed in her ear—and Va-
lerius hung over her ; but after a moment the cloud
of the broken dream passed away, and the maiden
smiled as she extended her hand to me from the

couch, and began to gather up the rini^lets that floated

all down upon her shoulder. She blushed and smiled
mounifully, and asked me hastily wlience I came,
and for what purpose I had come ; but before I could
answer, the glare that was yet in the chamber seemed
anew to be perplexing her, and she gazed from me to

the red walls, and from them to me again ; and then
once more the trumpet was blown, and Athanasia
sprung from her couch. I know not in what terms I

was essaying to tell her what was the truth ; but I

know, that ere I had said many words, she discovered

my meaning. For a moment she looked deadly pale,

in spite of all the glare of the torch beams ; but she
recovered herself, and said in a voice that sounded
almost as if it came from a light heart— ' But, Caius,
I must not go to Cffisar without having at lea.st a gar-

land on my head. Stay here, Valerius, and I shall

be ready anon— quite ready.'

It seemed to me as if she were less hasty than she
had promised

;
yet many minutes elapsed not ere she

returned. She plucked a blossom from her liair as
she drew near to me, and said, 'Take it: you must
not refuse one token more ; this also is a sacred gift.

Caius, you must learn never to look upon it without
kissing these red streaks—these blessed streaks of the
Christian flower.'

I took the flower from her hand and pressed it to

my lips, and I remembered that the very tirst day I

saw Athanasia she had plucked such a one when
apart from all the rest in the gardens of Capito. I

told her what I remembered, and it seemed as if the
little circumstance had called up all the image of
peaceful days, for once more sorrowfulness gathered
upon her countenance. If the tear was ready, how-
ever, it was not permitted to drop ; and Athanasia re-

turned again to her flower.
* Do you think there are any of them in Britain (*

said she; *or do you think that they would grow
there! You must go to my dear uncle, and he will

not deny you when you tell him that it is for my
sake he is to give you some of his. They call it the

passion-flower— 'tis an emblem of an awful thing.

Caius, these purple streaks are like trickling drops
j

and here, look ye, they are all round the flower. Is
'
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it not very like a bloody crown upon a pale bn)W ? I

will take one of them in my hand, too, Caius ; and

methinks 1 shall not disgrace my^'elf when 1 look

upon it, even though Trajan should be frowning upon

me.*

I had not the heart to interrupt her ; but heard

silently all she said, and I thought she said the words

quickly and eagerly, as if she feared to be interrupted.

The old priest came into the chamber wliile she was

yet speaking so, and said very composedly, * Come,

my dear child, our friend has sent again for us, and

the soldiers have been waiting already some space,

who are to convey us to the Palatine. Come, children,

we must part for a moment—perhaps it may be but

for a moment—and Valerius may remain here till we

return to him. Here, at least, dear Caius, you shall

have the earliest tidings and the surest.'

The good man took Athanasia by the hand, and

she, smiling now at length more serenely than ever,

said only, * Farewell then, Caius, for a little moment!'

And so, drawing her veil over her face, she passed

away from before me, giving, I think, more support to

the ancient Aurelius than in her turn she received

from hira. I began to follow them, but the priest

waved his hand as if to forbid me. The door closed

after them, and I was alone,

* Adam Blair.' or, as the title runs, Some Passages

in tfie Life of Mr Adam Blair, Minister of the Gos/fcl

at Cross-Meikle, is a narrative of the fall of a Scottish

minister from the purity and dignity of the pastoral

character, and his restoration, after a season of deep

penitence and contrition, to the duties of his sacred

profession, in the same place which had forn)erl\

witnessed his worth and usefulness. Tlie unpleasant

nature of the story, and a certain tone of exaggera-

tion and sentimentalism in parts of it, render the

perusal of the work somewhat painful and disagree-

able, and even of doubtful morality. But ' Adam
Blair' is powerfully written, with an accurate con-

ception of Scottish feeling and character, and pas-

sages of description equal to any in the author's other

works. Tlie tender-hearted enthusiastic minister of

Cross-Meikle is hurried on to his downfall * by fate

and metaphysical aid,' and never appears in the

light of a guilty person ; while his faithful elder, John
Maxwell, and his kind friends at Semplehaugh, are

just and honourable representatives of the good old

Scotch rural classes.

•Reginald U:Uton' is the most extended of Mr
Loekhart's fictions, and gives us more of the ' gene-

ral form and pressure' of humankind and suciety

than his two previous works. The scene is laid in

England, and we have a full account of college life in

Oxford, where Reginald, the hero, is educated, and
where he learns to imbibe port, if not prejudice. The
dissipation and extravagance of the son almost ruin

his father, an English clergyman ; and some scenes

of distress and suffering consequent on this miscon-
duct are related with true and manly feeling. Regi-

nald joins in the roivs and quarrels of the gownsmen
(which are described at considerable length, and with

apparently complete knowledge of similar scenes),

but he has virtue enough left to fall in love ; and
the scene where he declares his passion to the fair

Helen Hesketh is one of the most interesting and
beautiful in the book. A duel, an elopement, the

subtlety and craft of lawyers, and the final succes-

sion of Reginald to the patrimony of his ancestors,

supply the usual excitement for novel readers; but

much of this machinery is clumsily managed, and
the value of the book consists in its pictures of Eng-
lish modern manners, and in its clear and manly
tone of thought and style. The following is a de-

scription of an ancient English mansion :

—

They halted to bait their horses at a little village

on the main coiist of the Palatinate, and then pur-

sued their course leisurely through a rich and level

conntry, until the groves of Grypherwast received

them amidst all the breathless splendour of a noble
sunset. It would be difficult to express the emotions
with which young Reginald regarded, for the first

time, the ancient demesne of his race. The scene was
one which a stranger, of years and experience very

superior to his, might have been pardoned for con-

templating with some enthusiasm ; but to hira the

first glimpse of the venerable front, embosomed amidst
its

* Old contemporary trees,'

was the more than realisation of cherished dreams.
Involuntarily he drew in his rein, and the whole party
as involuntarily following the motion, they approached
the gateway together at the slowest pace.

The gateway is almost in the heart of the village,

for the hall of Grypherwast had been reared long
before Knglish gentlemen conceived it to be a point
of di;;nity to have no humble roofs near their own.
A beautiful stream runs hard by, and the hamlet is

almost within the arms of the princely forest, whose
ancient oaks, and beeches, and gigantic pine-trees

darken and ennoble the aspect of the whole surround-
ing region. The peasantry, who watch the tiocks and
herds in those deep and grassy glades, the fishermen,

who draw their subsistence from the clear waters of

the river, and the woodmen, whose axes resound all

diiy long among the inexhaustible thickets, are the
sole inhabitants of the simple place. Over their cot-

tages the hall of Grypherwast has predominated for

many long centuries, a true old northern manor-
house, not devoid of a certain magnificence in its

general aspect, though making slender pretensions

to anything like elegance in its details. The central
towt;r, square, massy, rude, and almost destitute of
windows, recjiUs the knijrhtly and troubled period of
the uhl Border wars; while the overshadowing roofs,

carved balconies, and multifarious chimneys scattered

over the rest of the building, attest the successive in-

fluence of many more or less tasteful generations.

Flxcepting in the original baronial tower, the upper
parts of the hous»^ are all formed of oak, but this with
such an air of strength and solidity as might well
shame many modern structures raised of better mate-
rials. Nothing could be more perfectly in harmony
with the whole character of the place than the
autumnal brownness of the stately trees around.
The same descending rays were tinging with rich

lustre the outlines of their bare trunks, and the pro-

jecting edges of the old-fashioned bay-windows which
they sheltered ; and some rooks of very old family
were cawing overhead almost in the midst of the

hospitable smoke-wreaths. Within a couple of yards

from the door of the house an eminently respectable-

looking old man, in a powdered wig and very rich

livery of blue and scarlet, was sitting on a garden
chair with a pipe in his mouth, and a cool tankard
within his reach upon the ground.

The tale of Matthew Wald is related in the first

person, and the hero experiences a great variety of
fortune. He is not of the amiable or romantic
school, and stems to have been adopted (in the man-
ner of Godwin) merely as a medium for portraying
strontj passions and situations in life. The story of
Matthew's first love, and some of the episodical nar-
ratives of the work, are interesting and ably written.

There is also nuich worldly shrewdness and observa-
tion evinced in the delineation of some of the scenes

and characters ; but on the whole, it is tlie poorest

of Mr Lftckhart's novels. The awkward improbable
manner in which the events are brought about, and
the carelessness and inelegance of the language in

many phicea, are remarkable iii a writer of critical
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li.il'its ami high attuiiimtnta as a spholar. Mr
Liii-kluirf. wt suspwl, like SlicriiJan. requires time

ami ivitieiit revision to hriiij; "ut fully liis coniep-

tions, and nevertheless is often tempttd or impelled

to liurrv to a close.

Mr Lockhart is ii native of the city of Glasgow,

son of the late Kev. John I.oekhart, minister of the

ColIe;;e Church. He was cducateil at the university

of his native city, and, in consequence of his supe-

riority in his classes, was selected as one of the two

students whom Glasgow college sends arnmally to

Oxford, in virtue of an endowment named 'Sneirs

Foundation.' Having taken his degree, Mr I.oek-

hart repaired to Edinburgli. and applied himself to

the study of the law. He entered at the bar, but

was quickly induced to devote himself chiefly to

literature. Besides the works we have mentioned,

Mr Ijockhart was a regular contributor to Black-

wood's Magazme, and imjiarted to that work a

large portion of the spirit, originality, and deter-

mined political charact<r which it has long main-

tained. In 1820 he was married to Sophia, the eld-

est daughter of Sir \V:dter Scott, a lady who pos-

sessed much of the conversatiouid talent, the unaf-

fected good humour, and liveliness of her father.

Mrs hockhart died on the 1 7tli of May 18.37, in Lon-

don, whither Mr Lockliart had gone in 182.5 to re-

side as successor to Mr Gitl'ord in the editorsliip of

the Quarterly Keview.

PROFESSOR WILSON.

Professor AVelson carried the peculiar features

and characteristics of his poetry into liis prose com-

positions. The same ami;ible gentlcncsii, tenderness,

love of nature, pictures of solitary life, humble atfec-

tions, and pious hopes, expressed in an elaborate but

rich structure of lan)i-uage, which fixed U]ion the

autlior of the Isle of Palms the title of a Lake I'oet,

may be seen in :dl his tides. The first of these ap-

peared in 1822, under the name of Liijlitx uml Hhaduivs

of Scottish Life; a Selection from i)te Pupcrx uf the

late Arthur Aii.ilin. This volume consists of twenty-

four short tales, three of which (The Elder's Fune-

ral, The Snow-storm, and I'he Forgers) had pre-

viously been published in Blackwood's Magazine.

Most of them are tender and pathetic, and relate to

Scottish rural and pastoral life. The innocence,

simplicity, and strict piety of ancient manners are

descril)ed' as still lingering in our vales; but, with a

fine spirit of homely truth and antique Scriptural

phraseology, tlie author's scenes and characters are

too Arcadi.in to be real. His second work. The

Trials of Maryaret Liitukay (one volume, 182.')), is

more regular in construction and varied in incident.

The heroine is a maiilen in humble life, whose father

imbibes the opinions of Paine, and is imprisoned

on a charge of sedilion, but afierwards released. He
becomes irreligious ami profane as well as dis-

atfected, and elopes with tlie mistress of a brother

reformer. The gradual ruin and deepening dis-

tress of this man's innocent family are related with

much p;itbos. Margaret, the eldest dunghtiT, endea-

vours to maintain the family by keeping a school;

one of her brothers goes to sea, and Margaret

forms an attai-bment to a saihir, the shipmate of her

brother, who is afterwiirds drowned by llie upset-

ting of a bout in the Firth of Forth. Sorrows and

disasters continually accumulate on the amiable

heroine. Her fortitude is ])Ut to a series of severe

trials, and though it is impossible to resist the

mournful iiUerest of the story, we feel that the

author has lirawn too largely on the synijiathies of

his readers, and represented the path of virtuous

duty in far too melancholy and oppressive a light.

The successive bereavements and afllictions of Mar-
garet I.yndsay are little relieved by episode or
dialogue ; they proceed in unvaried measure, with
no bright allurements of imagination to reconcile us
to the scenes of sutTcring that arc so forcibly de-

picted. In many parts of the tale we are reminded
of the atfecting pictures of Crabbe— so true to

human nature, so Iieart-rending in tlieir reality and
their grief. Of this kind is the description of the
removal of the Lyndsays from their rural dwelling

to one of the close lanes of the citj', which is as

natural and as truly pathetic as any scene in

modern fiction :

—

The twenty-fourth day of November came at last

—

a dim, dull, dreary, and obscure day, fit for parting

everlastingly from a place or person tenderly beloved.

There was no sun, no wind, no sound, in the misty

and unechoing air. A deadness lay over the wet

earth, and there was no visible heaven. Their goods

and chattels were few ; but many little delays oc-

curred, some accidental, and more in the unwilling-

ness of their hearts to take a final farewell. A neigh-

bour had lent his cart for the flitting, and it was now
standing loaded at the door ready tn move away. The
fire, which had been kindled in the raoming with a few

borrowed peats, was now out, the shutters closed, the

door was locked, and the key put into the hand of the

person sent to receive it. And now there was nothing

more to be said or done, and the impatient horse

started briskly away from Braehead. The blind girl

and poor Marion were sitting in the cart—Margaret

and her mother were on foot. Esther had two or

three small flower-pots in her lap, for in her blindness

she loved the sweet fragrance and the felt forms and
imagined beauty of flowers ; and the innocent carried

away her tame pigeon in her bosom. Just as Mar-
garet lingered on the threshold, the Robin Redbreast,

that had been their boarder for several winters,

hopped upon the stone seat at the side of the door,

and turned up its merry eyes to her face. ' There,'

said she, ' is your last crumb from us, sweet Roby,
but tliere is a Ood who takes care o' us a*.* The
widow had by this time shut down the lid of her

memory, and left all the hoard of her thoughts and
feelings, joyful or despairing, buried in darkness.

The assembled group of neighbours, mostly mothers,

with their children in their arms, had given the * God
bless you, Alice, God bless you, Margaret, and the

lave,' and began to disjierse ; each turning to her own
cares and anxieties, in which, before night, the Lynd-
says would either be forgotten, or thought on with

that unpainful sympathy which is all the poor can

uflbrd or expect, but which, as in this case, often

yields the fairest fruits of charity and love.

A cold sleety rain accompanied the cart and the

foot travellers all the way to the city. Short as the

distance was, they met with several other flittings,

some seemingly cheerful, and from good to better

—

others with wo-begone faces, going like themselves

down the path of poverty on a journey from which

they were to rest at night in a bare and hungry
house. * *

The cart stopped at the foot of a lane too narrow

to admit the wheels, and also too steep for a laden

horse. Two or three of their new neighbours—per-

sons in the very humblest condition, coarsely and

negligently dressed, but seemingly kind and decent

peo])le—came out from their houses at the stopping of

the cart-wheels, and one of them said, ' Ay, ay, here's

the fluting, I'se warrant, frae Rrnehcad. Is that you,

Mrs Lyndsay ! Hech, sers, hut you've gotten a na-sty

cauld wet day for coming into Auld Reekie, as you

kiiitra fidks c'a' Kmbro. Ilae ye had ony tidings, say

ye, o* your gndeman since he gacd aiT wi' that lim-

mer! Dool be wi' her and a' sic like.' .Mice replied
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kinillv to »iich questioiiiii;.', for she knew it was not

nicHitt uakinilly. The cart was soon unladen, and

the tiiriiitnre put into the empty room. A cheerful

fire wa-i blazinjr, and the animated and interested

faces of the honest folks who crowded into it, on a

(light aciiilaintance, unceremoniously and curiously,

but without rudeness, gave a cheerful welcome to the

new dwelling. In a quarter of an hour the beds were

laid down— the room decently arranged—one and all

of the neighbours said, 'tiude night,' and the door was

closed upon the Lyndsays in their new dwelling.

They blessed and ate their bread in peace. The
Bible was then opened, and Margaret read a chapter.

There was frequent and loud noise in the lane of pass-

ing merriment or anger, but this little congregation

worshipped (iod in a hymn, Esther's sweet voice lead-

ing the sacred melody, and they knelt together in

prayer. It ha-- been beautifully said by one whose

works are not unknown in the dwellings of the poor—
Tired Nntiu^'s sweet restorer, balmy sleep

!

He, like the world, his re.idy visit p.iys

Where fortune smiles ; the wretched he forsakes

;

Bwift on his downy pinions flies from wo.

And lights on lids unsullied with a tear.

Not SO did sleep this night forsake the wretched.

He carae like moonlight into the house of the widow
and the fatherless, and, under the shadow of his

wings, their souls lay in oblivion of all trouble, or

perhaps solaced even with delightful dreams.

In 1S24 Mr Wilson published another but in-

ferior story. The Fure.^ters. It certainly is a singu-

lar and interesting feature in the genius of an
author known as an active man of the world, who
has spent most of his time in the higher social circles

of his native country and in England, and whose
scholastic and political tastes would seem to point

to a different result, that, instead of portraying

the manners with which he is familiar—instead of

indulging in witty dialogue or humorous illustra-

tion, he should have selected homely Scottish sub-

jects for his works of fiction, and appeared never so

happy or so enthusiastic as when expatiating on the

joys and sorrows of his humble countrymen in the
sequestered and unambitious walks of life.

Various other novels issued about this time from
the Edinburgh press. Mrs Johnstone published
anonymously Clan Albjpi (1815), a tale written

before the appearance of Waverley, and approach-

ing that work in the romantic glow which it casts

over Highland character and scenery. Mrs Grant
of Laggan (a highly competent authority) has borne

testimony to the correctness of the Highland descrip-

tions in * Clan Albyn.' A second novel, Elizabeth

de Bruce, was published by Mrs Johnstone in 1827,

containing happy sketches of familiar Scottish life.

This lady is also authoress of some interesting tales

for children, I'he Diversions of Hulli/cpt, Tlie Niyhts

0/ the Round Table, &c and is also an extensive Ci)n-

tributor to the periodical literature of the day. Her
style is easy and elegant, and her writings are marked
by good sense and a richly cultivated mind.

Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Bart., has written

two novels connected with Scottish life and history,

Lochandhu, 1825, and The Wolf of Badenoch, 1827.

In 1«.30 Sir Thomas wrote an interesting account of

the Great Floods in Morayshire, which happened in

the autumn of 1829. He was then a resident among
the romantic scenes of this unexampled inundation,

and has described its effects with great picturesque-

ness and beauty, and with many homely and pathetic

episodes relative to the suffering people. Sir Thomas
has also published a series of Hiyhland Humbles, much
inferior to his early novels, though abounding, like

them, in striking descriptions of natural scenery.

He has edited Gilpin's Forest Scenery, and Sir

Uvedale I'rice's Kssays on the Picturesque, adding
much new nnitter to each ; and he was commissioned
to write a memorial of her Majesty fjueen Victoria's

visit to Scotland in 1842. A complete knowledge
of his native country, its scenery, people, history,

and antiquities— a talent for picturesque delineation

—and a taste for architecture, landscape-gardening,

and its attendant rural and elegant pursuits, distin-

guish this author.

77ie Youth and Manhood of Cyril Thornton, 1827,

was hailed as one of tlie most vigorous and interest-

ing fictions of the day. It contained sketches of

college life, nnlitary campaigns, and other bustling

scenes and adventures strongly impressed with truth

and reality. Some of the foreign scenes in this work
are very vividly drawn. It was the production of

the late Thomas Hamilton, Esq., who visited Ame-
rica, and wrote a lively ingenious work on the

new world, entitled Men and Manners in America,

1833. Mr Hamilton was one of the many travellers

who disliked the peculiar customs, the democratic
government, and social habits of the Americans ; and
he spoke his mind freely, but apparently in a spirit

of truth and candour.

In 1828 a good imitation of the style of Gait was
pubUshed by Mr Moir of Musselburgh, under the

title of The Life ofMansie Wuuyh, Tailor in Dalkeith.

Parts of this amusing autobiography had previously

appeared in Blackwood's Magazine, and it was much
relished for its quaint simplicity, shrewdness, and
e.xhibition of genuine Scottish character.

Among the other writers of fiction who at this

time published anonymously in Edinburgh was an

English divine, Dr James Hook (1771-1828), the

only brother of Theodore Hook, and who was dean
of Worcester and archdeacon of Huntingdon. To
indulge his native wit and humour, and perhaps to

spread those loyal Tory principles which, like his

brother, he carried to their utmost extent, Dr Hook
wrote two novels. Pen Oieeti, 1822, and Percy MaU
lory, 1823. They are clever irregular works, touch-

ing on modern events and living characters, and dis-

cussing various political questions which then engaged
attention. 'Pen Owen' is the superior novel, and
contains some good humour .and satire on Welsh
genealogy and antiquities. Dr Hook wrote several

political pamphlets, sermons, and charges.

Andrew Picken was born at Paisley in the year

1788. He was the son of a manufacturer, and brought

up to a mercantile life. He was engaged in business

for some time in the West Indies, afterwards in a

bank in Ireland, in Glasgow, and in Ijiverpool. At
the latter place he established himself as a book-

seller, but was unsuccessful, chiefly through some
speculations entered into at that feverish period,

which reached its lUtimatum in the panic of 1826.

Mr Picken then went to London to pursue literature

as a profession. While resilient in Glasgow, he

published his first work. Tales and Sketches of the

West of Scotland, which gave offence by some satiri-

cal portraits, but was generally esteemed for its local

fidelity and naturd painting. His novel of The
Sectarian ; or the Church and the Meeting-House, three

volumes, 1829, displayed more vigorous .and concen-

trated powers; but the subject was unhappy, and
the pictures which the author drew of the dissenters,

representing them as selfish, hypocritical, and sor-

did, irritated a great body of the public. Next year
Mr Picken made a more successful appearance. I'he

Dominie's Legacy, three volumes, was warmly wel-

comed by novel readers, and a second edition was
called for by the end of the year. This work con-

sists of a number of Scottish stories (like Mr Carle-

ton's Irish Tales), some humorous and some pathe-
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tiir. MiiiistLT Tani and Mary Ogilvy approach near
tu the happiest efforts of Gait. Tlie characters an<l

in<'iitents are alike natural and strikinj,'. The same
year imr acithur conciliated the evangelical dissenters

by an interestinj; relifjious compilation

—

Travels ami
Jiesearchcs of Eiiiiiicnt English Missionaries; includ-

ing a Historical Slu'tth uf the Proyress anil Present

State of the Prinrij/al Protestant Missions of late Ytars.

In 1>S31 MrPiikeii issued The Cluh-Uu'oh, a collec-

tion of ori^iinal talcs by different a\ithors. Mr James.
Tyrone Tower, Gait, Mr Moir, .lames Hofi;, jNIr

Jerdan, and Allan Cunningham, contributed each a

story, and tlie editor himself added two—The Deer
Stalkers, and the Three Kearneys. His ne.xt work
was Traditionarif Stories of Old Families^ the first

part of a series which was to embrace tiie legendary

liistory of England. Scotland, and Ireland. Sucli a

work might be rendered highly interesting and po-

pular, for almost every old fajnily has some tradi-

tionary lore—some tale of love, or war, or supersti-

tion—that is handed down from generation to gene-

ration. Mr I'ieken now ap])Iied himself to another

Scottish novel. The Black Watcli (the original name
of the gallant 42d regiment) ; and he ha<l just com-
pleted this work wdien he was struck with an at-

tack of apoplexy, which in a fortnight proved fatal.

He died on the 23d of November 1833. Mr Picken,

according to one of his friends, * was the dominie of

his own tales—simple, affectionate, retiring ; dwell-

ing apart from the world, and blending in all his

views of it the gentle and tender feelings reflected

from bis own mind.'

MISS FERRIER.

This lady is authoress of Marriage, published in

1818, The Inheritance, 1824, and Destiny, or the

Chief's Daughter, 1831—all novels in three volumes
each. We learn from Mr Loekhart's Life of Scott,

that Miss Ferrier is daughter of James Ferrier, Esq.,
' one of Sir Walter's brethren of the clerk's table

;'

and the great novelist, at the conclusion of the Tales

of My Landlord, alluileil to his ' sister shadow,' the

author of ' the very lively work entitled .Marriage,'

as one of the labourers capable of gathering in the
large harvest of Scottish character and fiction.* In

his private diary he has also mentioned Miss Ferrier

as 'a gifted personage, having, besides her great

talents, conversation the least exigeante of any au-

* In describing the melancholy eituation of .Sir Walter the

year before bis death, Mr Lockhart introduces Miss Ferrier in

a very amiable light. ' To a.ssist them (the family of Scott) in

amusing him in the hours which he spent out of his study, and
especially that he might be tempted to make those liours more
frequent, his daughters had invited his friend the authoress of
•* Marriage " to come out tn Abbotsford ; and her coming was
serviceable: for she knew and loved him well, and she had
seen enough of altliction akin to his to be well skilled in deal-

ing with it. She coidd not be an hour in his company without

observing what tilled his children with more sorrow than all

the rest of the caj,e. He would begin a story as gaily as ever,

and go on, in spite of the hesitation in his speech, to tell it with

highly picturesque effect, but before he reached the point, it

would seem as if some internal spring had given way ; he
paused, and gazed round him with the blank anxiety of look

that a blind man has when he has dropped bis staff. Unthink-
ing friends sometimes pained him sadly by giving him the

catch-word abruptly. I noticed the delicacy of Miss Ferrier

on such occasions. Her sight was bad, and she took care not

to use her ghtsM-s when he w.ia speaking ; and she atTected to

be also troubled with deafness, and would say, '* Well, I am
getting as dull as a post ; I have not heard a word since you
said so and so," being sure to mention a circumstance behind

that at which he had really halted. He then took up the thread

with his habitual smile of courtesy, as if forgetting his case

entirely in the consideration of the lady's infirmity.'

thor, female at least, whom he had ever seen among
the long list he had encountered with ; simple, full

of humour, and exceedingly ready at repartee; and
all this without the least affectation of the blue
stocking.' This is high praise; but the readers of
Miss Ferrier's novels will at once recognise it as
characteristic, and exactly what they would hare
anticipated. This Lady is a Scottish Miss Edge-
wfirth—of a lively, practical, penetrating east of
mind ; skilful in depicting character and seizing

upon national peculiarities ; caustic in her wit and
hutnour, with a quick sense of the ludicrous ; and
desirous of inculcating S(»und morality and attention

to the courtesies and charities of life. In some pas-
sages, indeed, she evinces a deep religious feeling,

approaching to the evangelical views of Hannah
More ; but the general strain of her writing relates

to the foibles and oddities of mankind, and no one
has drawn them with greater breadth of comic hu-
mour or effect. Her scenes often resemble the style

of our best old comedies, and she may boast, like

Foote, of adding many new and original characters

to the stock of our comic literature. Her first work
is a complete gidlery of this kind. The plot is very
inartificial ; but after the first twenty pages, when
Douglas conducts his pampered and selfish Lady
Juliana to Gleiifern castle, the interest never flags.

Tlie three maiden aunts at Glenfcrn— Miss Jaeky,
who was all over sense, the universal manager and
detected. Miss Grizzy, the letter-writer, and Miss
Nicky, who was not wanting fur sense either,

are an inimitable family group. Mrs Violet Mac-
shake, the last remaining branch of the noble race

of Girnachgowl, is a representative of the old hard-
featured, close -handed, proud, yet kind-hearted
Scottish matron, vigorous and sarcastic at the age
of ninety, aud despising all modern manners and
innovations. Then there is the sentimental Mrs
Gaffaw, who had weak nerves and headaches ; was
above managing her house, read novels, dyed rib-

bons, and altered her gowns according to every pat-

tern she could see or hear of. There is a shade of

caricature in some of these female portraits, not-

witlistanding the explanation of the authoress that

they lived at a time when Scotland was very diffe-

rent from what it is now—when female education
was little attended to even in families of the higliest

rank ; and consequentlj' the ladies of those days
possessed a raciness in their manners and ideas that

we should vainly seek for in this age of cultivation

and refinement. It is not only, however, in .satirising

the foibles of her own sex that Miss Ferrier displays

such origin:U talent and humour. Pr KcdgiU, a
medical hanger-on and diner-out, is a gourmand of

the first idass, who looks upon bad dimiers to lie the

source of much of the misery we hear of in the

married life, and who compares a woman's reputa-

tion to a beefsteak— ' if once breathed upon, 'tis good

for nothing.' Many sly satirical touchcsoccur through-
out the work- In one of Miss Grizzy's letters we hear
of a Major MacTavish of the militia, w ho, indepen-

dent of his rank, whicli Grizzy thought was very

high, distinguished himself, and showed the greatest

bravery once when there was a very serious riot

about the raising the potatoes a pemiy a peck, when
there was no occasion for it, in the town of Dunoon.
We are told also that country visits should seldom
exceed three days— the rest day, the dressed day, and
the pressed day. There is a great shrew-dness and
knowledge of human nature in the manner in » hich

the three aunts got over their sorrow for the death

of their father, the old laird. 'They sighed and
mourned for a time, but soon fomul occupation con-

genial to their nature in the little department of

Ufe: dressing crape ; reviving black silk ; converting
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imrniw hems intu broad hems; and, in ehort, who
s«» busy, so important, as the ladies of Glenfern?*

The most striking picture in llie book is that of

the Mrs Violt't MaeSluike, who is iutrudueed as liv-

ing in a lorty lodging in the Old Town of Edinburgli,

where slie is visited by her grand-nepliew Mr Doug-
las, and his nteee Mary. In person slie is tail and
hard-favoured, and dressed in an antiquated style :

—

As soon as she recognised Mr Douglas, she welcom-
ed hiru with much cordiality, shook him long and
heartily by the hand, patted him on the buck, looked

into his face with much seeming satisfaction ; and,

in short, gave all the demonstrations of ghvdness

usual with gentlewomen of a certain age. Her
pleasure^ however, appeared to be rather an im-
promptu than a habitual feeling; for, as the sur-

prise wore otr, her visage resumed its harsh and sar-

castic expression, and she seemed eager to efface any
agn^cable impression her reception might have ex-

cited.

* And wha thought o' seein* ye enoo V said she in a

quick gabbling voice ;
* what's brouglit you to the

toon I Are you come to spend your honest faither's sil-

ler ere he's weel cauld in his grave, puir man V
Mr Douglas explained that it was upon account of

his niece's health.

•Health!' repeated she with a sardonic smile, * it

wad mak an ool laugh to hear the wark that's made
aboot young fowk's health noo-a days. I wonder
what ye're a' made o',* grasping Mary's arm in her

great bony hand—*a wJieen puir feckless windle-

straes—ye maun awa to Ingland for your healths.

Set ye up! I wonder what cam o' the lasses i' my
time that hute^ to bide ak hanie? And whilk u* ye.

I sude like to ken, '11 e'er leive to see idnety-sax, like

me. Health! he, he!'

Mary, glad of a pretence to indulge the mirth the

old lady's manner and appearance had excited, joined

most heartily in the laugh. '

*Tak atf yere bannet, bairn, an* let me see your
face ; wha can tell what like ye are wi' that snule o'

a thing on your head V Then after tnking an accurate

survey of her face, she pushed aside her pelisse

—

* Weel, its ae mercy I see ye hae neither the red

heed nor the muckle cuits o' the Doughises. I kenna
whuther your faither has them or no. I ne'er set cen

on him: neither him nor his braw leddy thought it

worth their while to speer after me; but I was at nae
loss, by a' accounts.'

* You have not asked after any of your Glenfern

friends,' said Mr Douglas, hoping to tuuch a mure
sympathetic chord.

* Time eneugh—wull ye let me draw my breath,

man—fowk canna say awthing at ance. An' ye hute

to hae an Inglish wife tu, a Scotch lass wadna ser'

ye. An* yere wean, I'se warran' its ane o' the warld's

wonders— it's been unca lang o' cornin'— he, lie!'

* He has begun life under very melancholy auspices,

poor fellow!' said Mr Douglas, in allusion to his

father's death.
* An* wha's faut was that ? I ne'er heard tell o* the

like o't, to hae the bairn kirsened an' its grandfaither

deein'! But fowk are naither born, iior kirsened,

nor do they wad or dee as they used to du—awthing's

changed.*
' You must, indeed, have witnessed many changes?*

observed Mr Douglas, rather at a loss huw to utter

anything of a conciliatory nature.
' Changes !—weel a wat I sometimes ^vunde^ if it's

the same warld, an' if it's my ain heed that's upon
my shoothers.'

' But with these changes you must also have seen

many improvements V said Mary in a tone of diffi-

dence.

1 Behoved.

* Impruveraentsl' turning sharply round upon her;
* what ken ye about impruvements, bairn? A bonny
inipruvenieiit, or ens no, to see t^lcyors and scluters

leavin' whar I mind juwks and ycrls. An' that great
glowerin' New Toon there,' pointing out of her win-
dows, * whar I used to sit an' luck oot at bonny green
parks, an' see the coos milket, and the bits o' bairnies
rowin' an* tundin', an' the lasses trampin' i* their
tubs—what see I noo but stane an' lime, an' stoor
an' dirt, an' idle cheels an' dinkit oot madams pran-
cin'. Impruvements indeed !'

Mary found she was not likely to advance her
uncle's fortune by the judiciousness of her remarks,
therefore prudently resolved to hazard no more. Mr
Douglas, who was more au fait to the prejudices of
old age, and who whs always amused with her bitter
remarks, when they did not touch himself, encouraged
her to continue the conversation by some observation
on the prevailing manners.

* Mainers I' repeated she with a contemptuous
laugh; *what ca' ye mainers noo, for 1 dinna ken?
ilk ane gangs bang intill their neebor's hoos, an*
bang oot o't, as it war a chynge-hoos ; an' as for the
maister o't, he's no o' sae muckle vaalu as the flunky
ahint his chyre. 1' my grandfaither's time, as 1 hae
heard him tell, ilka maister o' a family had his ain
sate in his ain hoos; ay! an' sat wi' his hat on his

heed afore the best o' the land, an* had his ain dish,

an' was ay helpit first, an keepit up his owthonty as

a man sude du. Paurents war paurents than—bairns
dardua set up their gabs afore them than as they du
noo. They ne'er presumed to say their heeds war
their ain i' thae days— wife an* servants, reteeners
an' cUiidur, a' trummelt i' the presence o' their

heed.'

Here a long pinch of snuff caused a pause in the
old lady's harangue. * *

Mr Douglas availed himself of the opportunity to

rise and take leave,
* Oo, what's takin* ye awa, Archie, in sic a hurry ?

Sit doon there,' laying her hand upon his arm, 'an'
rest ye, an' tak a glass o' wine an' a bit breed ; or

maybe,' turning to Mary, 'ye wad rather hae a drap
broth to warm ye? What gars ye look sae blae, bairn ?

I'm sure it's no cauld ; but ye're just like the lave : ye
gang a' skiltin' about the streets half naked, an*
than ye maun sit an' birsle yoursels afore the fire at
hame.'

She had now shuffled along to the further end of
the room, and opening a press, took out wine and a
plateful of various-shaped articles of bread, which she
handed to Mary,

* Hae, bairn—tak a cookie—tak it up—what are

you feared for! it'll no bite ye. Here's t'ye, Glenfern,

an' your wife an' your wean
;
puir tead, it's no had a

very chancy ootset, weel a wat.'

The wine being drank, and the cookies discussed,

Mr Douglas made another attempt to withdraw, but
in vain,

* Canna ye sit still a wee, man, an' let me speer

after my auld freens at Glenfern ? Hoo's Grizzy,

an' Jacky, an' Nicky ?—aye workin' awa at the peels

an' the drogs—he, he ! I ne'er swallowed a peel nor
gied a doit for drogs a' my days, an' see an ony o*

them '11 rin a race wi' me whan they're naur five

score.'

Mr Douglas here paid some compliments upon her
appearance, which were pretty graciously received

;

and added that he wjis the bearer of a letter from his

aunt Grizzy, which he would send along with a roe-

buck and brace of moor-game.
' Gin your roebuck's nae better than your last,

atweel it's no worth the sendin': poor dry fissinless

dirt, no worth the chowin' ; weel a wat I begrudged
my teeth on't. Your muirfowl war nae that ill, but
they're no worth the carryiu' ; they're doug cheap i*
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the market enoo, so it*s nae great complimeut. Gin
ye had brought mc a lt'<r o' gudu mutton, or a cauler

sawinont, there would Lac been some sense iu't ; but

ye're ane o' the fowk that'll ne'er harry yoursell wi'

your presents ; it's but the pickle powther they cost

ye, an' I'se warran' ye're thinkin' raair o' your ain

diversion than o' my stamick whan ye*re at the

shootin' o' them, puir beasts.'

Mr Douglas had bonie the various indignities

levelled against himself and his family with a phi-

losophy that had no parallel in his life before, but to

thin attjLck upon his game he was not proof. His
colour rose, his eyes Hashed fire, and .something re-

sembling an oath burst from his lips as he strode

indignantly towards the door.

His friend, however, was too nimble for him. She
stepped before him, and, breaking into a discordant

laugh as she patted him on the back, *So I see ye're

just the auld man, Archie—aye ready to tak the

strums an ye ilinna get a* thing your ain wye. Mony
a time I had to tleech ye oot o' the dorts when ye was
a callant. Do ye mind hoo ye was affronted because

I set ye doon to a cauld pigeon-pye an* a tanker

o' tippenny ae night to your fowerhoors afore some
leddies—he, he, he ! Weel a wat yere wife maun hae

her ain adoos to manage ye, for ye're a cumstairy

chield, Archie.*

Mr Douglas still looked as if he was irresolute

whether to laugh or be angry.
* Coiue, come, sit ye doon there till I speak to this

bairn,' said she, as she pulled Mary into an adjoinirit;

bed-chamber, which wore the same aspect of chilly

neatness as the one they had quitted. Then pulling

a huge bunch of keys from her pocket, she opened a

drawer, out of which she took a pair of diamond ear-

rings. * Hae, bairn,' said she, as she stuffed them
into Mary's hand; 'they belanged to your faithcrV

grandmother. She was a gude woman, an' had fnur-

an'-twenty sons an' dochters, an' I wuss ye nae waiir

fortin than just to hae as uion}'. But mind ye,' with

a shake of her bony finger, ' tliey maun a' be Scots

Gin I thought ye wad mairry ouy pock-puddin', lient

haed wad ye hae gotten frae me. Noo had your
tongue, and dinna deive me wi' thanks,' almost push-

ing her into the parlour again ;
' and sin ye're gawn

awa' the morn, I'll see nae mair o* ye enoo—so fare

ye weel. But, Archie, ye maun come an' tak your
breakfast wi' me. I hae muckle to say to you ; but

ye mauna be sae hard upon my baps as ye used to be,*

with a facetious grin to her mollified favourite as

they shook hands and parted.

Aware, perhaps, of the defective outline or story

of her first novel, Miss Ferrier has bestowed much
more pains on the construction of the ' Inheritance.'

It is too complicated for an analysis in this place;

but we may mention that it is connected with high

life and a wide range of characters, the heroine being

a young lady born in France, and heiress to a splen-

did estate and peerage in Scotland, to which, after

various adventures and reverses, she finally suc-

ceeds. The tale is well arranged and developed.

Its chief attraction, however, consists in tlie deli-

neation of characters. Uncle Adam and Miss Pratt

—the former a touchy, sensitive, ricli East Indian,

and the latter another of Miss Ferrier's inimitable

old maids—are among the best of the portraits; but

the canvass is full of happy and striking sketches.

'Destiny' is connected with Highland scenery and
Highland manners, but is far from romantic. ISHss

Ferrier is as human and as discerning in her tastes

and researclics as Miss Edgeworth. The chief,

Glenroy, is proud and irascible, spoiled by the fawn-

ing of his inferiors, and in his family circle is gene-

rous without kindness, and profuse without benevo-

lence. The Higldand minister, Mr Duncan MacDow,

is an admirable character, thougli no very prepos-
sessing specimen of the country pastor, and, whether
in his single or married state, is sufficiently amusing,
Kdith, tlie heroine, is a sweet and gentle creation,
and there is strong feeling and passion in some of
the scenes. In the case of nnisculine intellects, like
those of the authoress of ' Marriage' and the great
Irish novelist, the progress of years seems to impart
greater softness and sensibility, and call forth all the
gentler affections.

J.VMES MORIER.

Mr Jamks Morier, author of a Journey through

Persia, and sometime secretary of embassy to the

court of Persia, has embodied his knowledge of the

//i^t:^rz^ey/^

East in a series of novels

—

The Advenlures nf Ilajji

Bitba of Ispahan, three volumes, 1824 (with a
second part published in two volumes in 1828);
Zuhrnh, the Jfnstuge, three volumes, 1832; Ai/esha,

the Maid of A'urs, three volumes, 1834; and The
Mir:a, three volumes, 1841. The object of liis first

work was, he says, the single idea of illustrating

Eastern manners by contrast witli those of England,
and the author evinces a minute and familiar ac-

quaintance with the habits and customs of the Per-

sians. The truth of his satirical descriptions and
allusions was felt even by the court of IVrsia ; for

Mr Morier has published a letter from a minister of

state in that country, expressing the displeasure

which the king felt at the ' very foolish business' of

the book. It is probable, however, as the author

supposes, that this irritation may lead to rettection,

and reflection to amendment, as he conceives the

Persians to be. in talent and natur.al capacity, equal

to any nation in the world, and would be no less on

a level with them in feeling, honesty, and the higher

moral qualities, were their education favourable.

The hero of Mr Morier's tale is an adventurer like

Gil Bias, and as much buffeted about in the world.
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Ho is thu son of a barber of Istpalian, and is suc-

ci'ssivtflv «)ne of a hand of Turcomans, ii mi-nial ser-

vant, a iiupil of tlie jihysii'lan roval of Persia, an

attendant on tlie cliiuf executioner, a religious

devotee, and a seller of tobiieco-pipes in Constan-

tinople. Having by stnitatrein espoused a rich

Turkish wiiiow. he becomes an official to the Shah ;

and on his further distinguishing himself for his

knowledge of tlie Europeans, he is apiioiiited scere-

j
tary to the mission of Mirzah Firou/, and accom-

I panies the Persian ambassador to the court of Eng-
1 land. In the course of his mullipliud adventures,

I misfortunes, and escapes, the vulatilc unprincipled

I Hajji mixes with all classes, and is much in Tehran,

[
Koordistan, Georgia, Bagdad. Constantinople. &c.

Tlie work soon became jjopular. ' The novelty of

the style,' says Sir Walter Scott, ' which was at once

perceived to be genuine t)riental by such internal

evidence as establishes the value of real old China

—

the gay and glowing descriptions of Eastern state

and pageantry—the character of the poetry occa-

sionally introduced—secured a merited welcome for

the Persian picaroon. As a picture of oriental

manners, the work had, indeed, a severe trial to

sustain by a comparison with the then recent ro-

mance of Anastasius. But the public found appe-

tite f»jr both ; and indeed they ditli^r as comedy and
tragedy, the deep passion and gloomy interest of Mr
Ho[>e*s work being of a kind entirely ditferent from
the light and lively turn of our frientl Hajji's adven-
tures. The latter, with his morals sitting easy
atH)Ut him, a rogue indeed, but not a malicious one,

with as nuich wit and cunning as enable him to

dupe others, and as much vanity as to atTord them
perpetuid means of retidiation ; a sparrow-hawk,
who, while he floats through tlie air in quest of

the smaller gaine, is himself perpetually exposed
to be pounced upon by some stronger bird of Jirey,

interests and amuses us, while neither deserving nor
expecting serious regard or esteem ; and like Will
Vizard of the hill, "the knave is our very good
friend." Mr Morier, however, in the episode of

V'usuf, the Armenian, and the .account of the death
of Zeenab. has successfully entered into the arena of
pathetic and romantic description. The oriental

scenes are the most valuable and original portions

oi' " Hajji Baba," and possess the attraction of novelty
to ordinary readers, yet the account of the constant
embarrassment and surprise of the Persians at Eng-
lish manners and customs is higidy amusing. The
eeremonial of the dinner-table, that seemed to them
'•absolutely bristling with instruments of offence,"

blades of all sizes and descriptions, sutficient to have
ornamented the girdles of the Shah's household,
could not but puzzle those who had been accustomed
smiply to take everything up in their fingers. The
mail-coach, the variety of our furniture aud accom-
modation, and other domestic observances, were
equally astonishing; but, above all, the want of cere-
monial among our statesmen and public officers sur-
prised the embassy. The following burst of oriental

wonder and extravagance succeeds to an account of
a visit paid them by the chairman and deputy -chair-
man of the East India Company, who came in a
hackney-coach, and, after the interview, walked
away upon their own legs.

•'When they were well olT, we all sat mute, only
occasionally saying, 'Allah! Allah! there is but
one A 11.ih I' so wonderfully astonished were we.
What ! India? that great, that magnificent empire I

—that scene of Persian conquest and Persian glory

!

—the land of elephants and precious stones, the
seat of shawls and kincobs!—that paradise sung by
poets, celebrated by historians more ancient than
Iran itsell 1—at whose boundaries the sun is per-

mitted to rise, and around whi>se majestic moun-
tains, some clad in eternal snows, others in eternal

verdure, the stars and the nmon are allowed to

gambol anil carouse I What ! is it so fallen, so

degraded, as to be swayed by two obscure mortals,

living in regions that know not the warmth of the
sun ? Two swine-eating infidels, shaven, impure,
walkers on ftiot, and who. by way of state, travel

in dirty coaches filled with straw ! This seemed to

us a greater miracle in government than even that
of Beg Ian, the plaiter of whips, who governed the
Turcomans and the countries of Samarcand aud
Bokhara, leading a life more like a beggar than a
potentate."'

'Zohrab' is a historical novel, of the time of Aga
Mohammed Shah, a famous Persian prince, described
by Sir John Malcolm as having t.aught the liussiana

to beat the French by making a desert before the
line of the invader's march, and thus leaving the
enemy master of only so nmch ground as his cannon
could command. Tliis celebrated Shah is the rejil

hero of the tale, though the honour is nominally
awarded to Zohrab, an independent Mazanderini
chief, who falls in love with the gentle and beau-
tiful Amima, niece of the Shah. The style of the
work is light, pleasant, and animated, and it is full

of Persian life. ' Ayesha, the Maid of Kars,' is in-

ferior to its predecessors, though certain parts (as

the description of the freebooter, Corah Bey, and
the ruins of Anni, the Spectre City, the attack on
the Russian posts, the voyage to Constantinople,

&c.) are in the author's happiest and most grapliic

manner. In this work Mr Morier introduces a
novelty— he makes an English traveller. Lord Os-
mond, fall in love with a Turkish maiden, and while
the Englishman is bearing off the Maid of Kars to

Constantinople, Corah Bey intercepts them, and gets

the lover sent off to the g.alleys. He is released

through the intercession of the English ambassador,
and carries his Eastern bride to England. Ayesha,
the heroine, turns out to be the daughter of Sir

Edward Wortley ! There are improbabilities in

this story which cannot be reconciled, and the
mixture of European costume and characters among
the scenery and society of the East, destroys that
oriental charm which is so entire and so fascinating

in 'Zohrab.' 'The Mirza' is a series of Eastern
stories, connected by an outline of fiction like

Moore's Lalla Rookh. In concluding this work,
Mr Morier says, ' I may venture to assert that the
East, as we have known it in oriental tales, is now
fast on the change—" C^est le co7>inifncement de la

fin." Perhaps we have gleaned the last of the

beards, and obtained an expiring glimpse of the

heavy caovik and the ample shalwar ere they are
exchanged for the hat and the spruce pantaloon.

How wonderful is it—how full of serious contem-
plation is the fact, that the whole fabric of Moham-
medanism should have been assailed, almost sud-
denly as well as simultaneously, by events which
nothing human conld have foreseen. Barbary,
Egypt, Syri.a, the banks of the Euphrates and
Tigris, the Red Sea, Constantinople, Asia Minor,
Persia, and Affghanistan, all more or less have felt

the influence of European or anti-Mohammedan
agencies. Perhaps the present generation may
not see a new structure erected, but true it is they
have seen its foundations laid.'

In 18.'i8 appeared The Banished; a Sivalian His-
torical Tale, edited by Mr Morier. This publication

caused some disappointment, as the name of the
author of ' Hajji Baba' excited expectations which
'The Banished' did not realise. The work is a
translation from the German, a tale of the Swabian
league in the sixteenth century.
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J.VMKS RAIME FRASKR.

Mu Jamks Haii.ik Frasf.h has, like Mr Moricr.

dt'scribcd the lift* and maiiiitTS of tliu Purgiaiis by
fictiriiuis as well as truu narrative's. In lSii8 he
pultii^lieil The Kiizzilhtish, a Tnh- of Khornsaji, three

vnluiiii's. to wliieh lie afterwanis lukied a eoutimia-

tioii utiii'T the name of The Pcn-'ian Affrcnturtr, tlie

title of his first work not being generally understood:

it was often taken, he says, for a cookery book!

The terni Kuzzilbash, which is 'I'lirkisb. sifjnifies

Retl-he;ul. ami was an appellation ori^Mnally j.Mven

by Shah Isinacl 1. to seven tribes bound to dt't'end

their kin;,'. These tribes wore a red cap as a dis-

tinguishing: mark, which afterwards became the

military head-dress of the Persian troops ; hence

the word Kuzzilbash is used to express a Persian

sohlier ; and often, particularly among the Toorko-
mans and 0)zlieks. is applied as a national designa-

tion to the i»eople in general. Mr Fraser's hero

relates his own adventures, which begin almost from

his birth ; fur he is carried olf while a cliild by a

bandof Toorkonian robbers, who plunder his father's

lands and vtUage, situated in Khorasan, on the bor-

ders of the grtat desert which stretches from the

banks of the {^aspi;in Sea to those of the river Oxus.

The infant bravery of Isniael, the Kuzzilbash. inte-

rests Onier Khan, head of a tribe or camp of the

plunderers, and he spares the child, and keeps him
to attend on his own son Selim. In the camp of Ins

master is a beautiful girl, dautrhter of a Persian

captive; and witli tliis young beauty, 'lovely as a

child of the Peris,' Ismuel forms an attachment that

increases with their years. These early scenes are

finely described ; and the misfortunes of tlie fiiir

Shireen are related with much pathos. The conse-

quences of Ismael's passion force him to flee. He
assumes the dress of the Kuzzilbash, and crossing

the desert, joins the army of the victorious Nadir
Shah, and assists in recovering the holy city of

Mushed, the capital of Khorasan. His bravery is

rewarded with honours and dignities ; and after

various scenes of love and war, the Kuzzilbash is

united to his Shireen. 'Scenes of active life are

painted by the autlior with the same truth, accu-

racy, and picturesque eU'tct which he displays in

landscapes or single figures. In war, especially, he
is at home; and gives the attack, the retreat, the

rally, the bloody and desperate close combat, the

fligiit, pursuit, and massacre, with all the current of

a heady fight, as one who must have witnessed
such terrors.*

A brief but characteristic scene—a meeting of two
warriors in the desert— is strikingly described,

though the reader is probably haunted with an idea

that European thouglits and expressions mingle with
the author's narrative:

—

By the time I reached the banks of this stream the
sun had set, and it was necessary to seek some retreat

where I might pass the night and refresh myself and
my horse without fear of discovery. Ascending the
river bed, therefore, with this intention, 1 soon found
a recess where I couM repose myself, surrounded by
green pasture, in which my horse might feed ; but as

it would have been dangerous to let him go at large

all night, I employed myself for a while in cutting
the longest and thickest of the grass which grew on
the banks of the stream for his night's repast, per-

mitting him to pasture at will until dark ; and secur-

ing him then close to the spot 1 meant to occupy,
after a moderate meal, I commended myself to Allah,
and lay down to rest.

The loud neighing of my horse awoke me with a
start, as the first light of dawn broke in the Kast.

Quickly springing on my feet, and grasping my Bpcar

and scimitur, which lay under my head, I looked

around for the cause of alarm. Nor did it long re-

main doubtful ; for, at the distance of scarce two hun-
dred yards, 1 hhw a single horseman advancing. To
tighten my girdle round my loins, to string my bow,
and prepare two or three arrows for use, was but the

work of a few moments ; before these preparations,

however, were completed, the stranger whs close at

hand. Fitting an arrow to my bow, I placed myself
upon guard, and examined him narrowly as he ap-

l)n)aciied. He wius a man of goodly stature and power-
ful frame ; his countenance, hard, strongly marked,
and furnished with a thick black beard, bore testimony
of exposure to many a blast, hut it still preserved a
prepossessing expression of good humour and benevo-
lence. His turban, which was formed of a cashmere
shawl, sorely tached and torn, and twisted here and
there with snuill steel chains, according to the fashion

of the time, was wound around a red cloth cap that

ro'C in four peaks high above the head. His oemah, or

riding coat, of crimson cloth much stained and faded,

opening at the bosom, showed the links of a coat of

mail which he wore below ; a yellow sliawl formed his

girdle; his huge shulwars, or riding trousers, of thick

fawn-coloured Kerman woollen stufi', fell in folds over

the large red leather boots in which his legs were cased
;

by his side hung a crooked scimitar in a black leather

scabbard, and from the holsters of his saddle peeped
out the butt-ends of a pair of pistols—weapons of

which 1 then knew not the use, any more than of the

matchlock which was slung at his back. He was
niounted on a poweiful but jaded horse, and appeared

to have already travelled far.

When this striking figure had approached within
thirty yards, I called out in the Turkish language,
commonly used in the country, 'Whoever thou art,

come no nearer on thy peril, or I shall salute thee

with this arrow from my bow!' ' Why, boy,' returned

the stranger in a deep manly voice, aiid speaking in

the same tongue, ' thou art a bold lad, truly ! but set

thy heart at rest, I mean thee no harm.' * Nay,* re-

joined 1, ' I am on foot, and alone. I know thee not,

nor thy intentions. Either retire at once, or show thy
sincerity by setting thyself on equal terms with me:
dismount from thy steed, and then I fear thee not,

whatever be thy designs. Beware !' And so saying, I

drew my arrow to the head, and pointed it towards
him. * By the head of my fiither !' cried the stranger,

'thou art an absolute youth! but 1 like thee well

;

thy heart is stout, and thy demand is just ; the slieep

trusts not the wolf when it meets him in the plain,

nor do we acknowledge every stranger in the desert

for a friend. See,' continued he, dismounting actively,

yet with a weight that made the turf ring again—'See,

I yield my advantage; a> for thy arrows, boy, I fear

them not.' With that he slung a small shield, which
he bore at his hack, before him, as if to cover his face,

in case of treachery on my part, and leaving his horse

where it stood, he advanced to me.
Taught from my youth to suspect and to guard

against treachery, I still kept a wary eye on the mo-
tions of the stranger. But there was something in his

open though rugged countenance and manly bearing

that claimed and won my confidence. SU)wly 1 low-

ered my hand, and relaxed the still dniwn strin;; of

my bow, as he strode up to me with a firm conqmsed
step.

' Youth,' said he, * had my intentions been hostile,

it is not thy arrows or thy bow, no, nor thy sword and
spear, that could have stood thee much in stead. I

am too old a soldier, and too well defended against

such weapons, to fear them from so young an arm.

But 1 am neither enemy nor traitor to attack thee

unawares. I have travelled far during the i>a>t niglit,

and mean to refresh myself awliile in this spot before
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I |irwc«<l on my journey ; thou nienneat not,' acliled

tic with H smile, 'to deny mo the boon whioh Allah
extends to all his creatures! M'hatl still suspieious

!

Come, then, 1 will increase thy advanta'.'e, and tr/ to

win thy conlidence.' With that he unbuckled his
sword, and threw it, with his matchlock, upon the
turf a little way from him. 'See me now unarmed

;

wilt thou yet trust me!' Who could have iloubtud
longer! 1 threw down my bow and arrows :

' I'ardon,'
cried I, ' my tardy confidence ; but he that has escaped
with difficulty from many perils, fears even their sha-
dow : here,' continued I, 'are bread and salt, eat
thou of them ; thou art then my {;uest, and that sacred
tie secures the faith of both.' 'The stranger, with an-
other smile, took the oH'ercd food.

The following passage, describing the Kiizzilbash's
return to bis native village, aflt^cts us both by the
view which it gives of the desolations caused in
half barbarous countries by war and rapine, and the
beautiful strain of sentiment which the author puts
into the mouth of bis liero :

—

We continued for some time longer, riding over a
track once fertile and well-cultivated, but now returned
to its original desolation. The wild pomegranate, the
thorn, and the thistle, grew high in the fields, and
overran the walls that formerly enclosed them. At
length we reached an open space, occupied by the
ruins of a large walled village, among which a square
building, with walls of greater height, and towers at
each corner, rose particularly conspicuous.
As we approached this place I felt my heart stirred

within me, and my whole frame agitated with a sccrt-t

and indescribable emotion ; visions of past events
seemed hovering dimly in my memory, but my sensa-
tions were too indistinct and too conf\iscd to be intel-

ligible to myself. .\t last a vague iilea .shot through
my brain, and thrilled like a fiery arrow in my heart

;

with burning cheeks and eager eyes 1 looked towards
my companion, and saw his own bent keenly upon
me.

• Knowest thou this spot, young man V said he, after
a pause :

' if thy memory does not serve thee, cannot
thy heart tell thee what walls are these !'

I gasped
for breath, but could not speak. * Yes, Ismael,' con-
tinued he, ' these are the ruined walls of thy father's
house ; there passed the first days of thy childhood

;

within that broken tower thy eyes first saw the light !

But its courts are now strewed with the unburied dust
of thy kindred, and the fo.xes and wolves of the desert
rear their young among its roofless chambers. These
are the acts of that tribe to which thou hast so long
been in bondage—such is the debt of blood which cries

out for thy vengeance !'

I checked my horse to gaze on the scene of my in-

fant years, and my companion seemed willing to in-
dulge me. Is it indeed true, as some sages have
taught, that man's good angel hovers over the place
of his birth, and dwells with peculiar fondness on the
innocent days of his childhood! and that in after
years of sorrow and of crime she pours the recollec-
tion of tho.se pure and peaceful days like balm over
the heart, to soften and improve it by their influence

!

How could it be, without some agency like this, that,
gazing thus unexpectedly on the desolate home of my
fathers, the violent passions, the bustle, and the misery
of later years, vanished from my mind like a dream

;

and the scenes and feelings of my childhood came
fresh as yesterday to my remembrance ! 1 heard the
joyous clamour of my little brothers and sisters ; our
games, our quarrels, and our reconciliations, were once
more present to me ; the grave smile of my father, the
kind but eternal gabble of ray good old nurse ; and,
above all, the mild sweet voice of my beloved mother,
as she adjusted our little disputes, or soothed our
childish sorrows—all rushed upon my mind, and for I

a while quite overpowered me: 1 covered my face
with my hands and wept in silence.

Besides his Eastern tales, Mr Fraser has written
a story of his native country, T/ie Hl,thlnn<l Smugglers,m which he disiihiys the same talent fiir description,
with much inferior powers in constructing a pro-
bable or interesting narrative.

THEODORE EDWARD HOOK.

Theodore Edward Hook, the best of our fa.shion-
able novelists, was born in London, September 22,
1788. He was the son of a distinguished musical'

/.^^W^
composer ; tind at the early age of sixteen (after an
imperfect course of education at Harrow school), he
became a sort of partner in his father's business of
music and song. In 1805 he composed a comic
opera. The t^oMier^s Return, the overture and music,
as well as the dialogues and songs, entirely by him-
self. The opera was highly successful, and young
Theodore was ready next year with another after-

piece. Catch Him Who Can, which exhibited the
talents of Liston and Mathews in a popular and
effective light, and had a great run of success. Se-
veral musical operas were then produced in rapid
succession by Hook, as Tlie Invisible Girl, Mmic
Mail, Darkness Visible, Trial In/ Jury, J'he Fortress,

Tekeli, Exchange no Hobl/m/, and Killing no Murder.
Some of these still keep possession of the stage, and
evince wonderful knowledge of dramatic art, musical
skill, and literary powers in so young an author.
They were followed (1808) by a novel which has
been described as a mere farce in a narrative shape.
The remarkable conversational talents of Theodore
Hook, and his popularity as a writer for the stage,
led him much into society. Flushed with success,
full of the gaiety and impetuosity of louth, and con-
scious of his power to please and even t^iscinate in
company, he surrendered himself up to the enjoy-
ment of the passing hour, and became noted for
his ' boisterous buffooneries,' his wild sallies of wit
and drollery, and his practical hoaxes.

Amongst his various talents was one which, though
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familiar in adiiie other countries, whose lan^ua^e
afTiinls it facilities, Ims hitherto been rare, if not

\iiik'iou 11 in ours, naniely the power oi imprvvisatisimj,

or extPniporaneous conipositioii of songs and music.

Hook woulil at table turn the whole conversation tif

the evenins; into a song, siiarkling with puns or

witty allusions, and perfect in its rhymes. ' He
accompanied himself (says a writer in the (Quar-

terly Ueview) on the pianoforte, and the music

was fre<iuently. though not always, as new as

the verse. Hu usually stuck to the common ballad

measures ; but one favourite sport was a mimic
opera, and then he seemed to triumiih without

effort over every varifty of metre and complication

of stanza. About the complete e.Ntemporaneousness

of the whole there could rarely be the slightest

doubt.' This power of extempore verse seems to

have been the wonder of all Hook's associates ; it

astonished Sheridan, Coleridge, and the most illus-

trious of his contemporaries, who used to hang de-

lighted over such rare and unequivocal manifesta-

tions of genius. Hook had been introduced to tiie

prince regent, afterwards George IV., and in \S\'i

he received the appointment of acconiptant-general

and treasurer to the colony of the ilauritius, with a

salary of about £2000 per annum. This handsome
provision he enjoyed for five years. The duties of

the office were, however, neglected, and an e.xami-

nation being made into the hooks of the accomptant,

various irregularities, omissions, and discrepancies

were detected. There was a deficiency of about

£12,000, and Hook was ordered home under the

charge of a detachment of military. Thus a dark

cloud hung over him for the remainder of his life

;

but it is believed that he was in reality innocent of

all but gross negligence. On reaching London in

1819, he was subjected to a scrutiny by the Audit

Board, which did not terminate until after the lapse

of nearly five years. He was then pronounced to be

liable to the crown for the deficit of X12.0U0. In

the meantime he laboured assiduously at literature

as a profession. He became, in 1820, editor of the

John Bull newspaper, which he made conspicuous

for its advocacy of high aristocratic principles, some

virulent personalities, and much wit and humour.

His political songs were generally admired for their

point and brilliancy of fancy. In 1823, after the award

had been given finding him a debtor to the crown in

the sum mentioned. Hook was arrested, and continued

nearly two years in confinement. His literary labours

went on, however, without interruption, and in 1824

appeared the first series of his tales, entitled Sayings

and Doings, which were so well received that the

author w.as made £2000 richer by the production. In

1825 he issued a second series, and shortly after that

publication he was released from custody, with an

intimation, however, that the crown abandoned no-

thing of its claim for the Mauritius debt. The po-

pular novelist now pursued his literary career with

unabated diligence and spirit. In 1828 he published

a third series of ' Hayings and Doings ;' in 18.10, Mnx-
well: in 18.')2, The Life of Sir David Baird ; in 1833,

The Parson's Daughter, and Love and Pride. In 1836

he became editor of the New Monthly Magazine, and

contributed to its pages, in chapters, Gilbert Gurnet/,

and the far inferior sequel, Gurney Married, each

afterwards collected into a set of three volumes. In

1837 appeared Jack Brag; in 1839, Births, Deatlis.

and Marriages ; Precepts and Practice ; and Fathers

and Sons. His last avowed work. Peregrine Bunre,

supposed not to have been wholly written by him.

appeared some months after his death. The pro-

duction of thirty-eight volumes within sixteen

years—the author being all the while editor, and

almost sole writer, of a newspjiper, and for seve-

ral years the etUcient conduct«>r of a magazine

—

certainly all'ords, as the Quarterly Kevii:w re-

m^^'ks, sullicicnt proof that he never sank inio idle-

ness. At the same time Theodore HtHtk was the
idol of the fashionable circles, anil ran a heedleu
round of dissipation. Though in the receipt of a
large income—jjrobably not less than £3000 per
anmim—by his writings, he became involved in

pecuniary embarrassments ; and an unhappy con-
nexion which he had formed, yet dared not avow,
entailed tipon him the anxieties and responsibilities

of a family. Parts of a diary whii-h he kept have
been published, and there are passages in it disclos-

ing his struggles, his alternations of hope and de-

spair, and his ever-deepening distresses and difficul-

ties, which are inexpressibly touching as well as

instructive. At length, overwhelmed with diffi-

culties, his children unprovided for, and himself a
victim to disease and exhaustion before he had com-
pleted his Mi\ vear, he died at Fulham on the 24th
of August 1842'.

The works of Theodore Hook are very unequal,

anil none of them perhaps display the rich and varied

powers of his conversation. He was thoroughly ac-

(luainted with English life in the higher and middle
ranks, and his early faniiliarity with the stage had
taught him the effect of dramatic situations and
pointed dialogue. The theatre, however, is not
always a good school for taste in composition, and
Hook's witty and tragic scenes and contrasts of

character are often too violent in tone, and Um little

discriminated. Hence, though his knowledge of high

life was undoubted, and his powers of observation

rarely surpassed, his pictures of existing manners
seein to wear an air of caricature, imparted insen-

sibly by the peculiar habits and exuberant fancy of

the novelist. His pathos is often overdone, and his

mirth and joyousness carried into the regions of

farce. He is very felicitous in exposing all ridicu-

lous pretences and absurd affectation, and in such

scenes his polished ridicule and the practical saga-

city of the man of the world, conversant with its

diiferent ranks and artificial distinctions, .are strik-

ingly apparent. We may collect from his novels

(especially the ' Sayings and Doings,' which were

carefully written) as correct a notion of English

society in certain spheres in the nineteenth cen-

tury, as Fielding's works display of the manners of

the eighteenth. To regularity of fable he made
little pretension, and we suspect he paid little atten-

tion to style. He aimed at delineation of character

—

at striking scenes and situations—at refiecting the

language and habits of actual life—and all this he
accomplished, in some of his works, with a success

that produced many rivals, but no superior.

THOMAS COI.LEV GRATTAN MR T. H. LISTER
MARQrIS OF NORMANBY.

TuoMAS Collet Grattan, an Irish writer of

fiction, commenced his literary career in 1819 with

a poetical romance entitled Philibert, which was

smoothly versified, but possessed no great merit. In

1823 appeared his Highways and Byways, tales of

continental wandering and adventure, written in a

light, picturesque, and pleasing niiinncr. These were

so well received that the author wrote a second

series, published in 1S24, and a third in 1827. In

1830 he came forth with a novel in four volumes.

The Heiress of Bruges ; a Tale of the Year Si-lleen

Hundred. The plot of this work is connected with

the attempts made by the Flemish to emancipate

themselves from the foreign sway of Spain, in which

they were assisted by the Dutch, under I'rince

Maurice. A power of vivid description and obser-
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VHtion of luitiire appears to Ik- Mr Grattiiii's jiriii-

cipal merit. His stUv is oftt'ii (liHusp luui ciin-k'ss;

ami lie ilocs not seem to liavc l:il)ouruil suiiccsj^'uUy

in foiistnu'tinj; his stories. His pictures of ordinary

lite in the Frenoii provinces, us lie waiuicretl among
tlie hiyliways ami byways of that country with a

elieerl'ul ohservant spirit, noting llie peeuHurities of

tlie i>eople, are his happiest and must original

efforts.

Mrt T. n. liiSTKR, a pentlenian of rank and aris-

tocratic connexions, was aullior of three novels,

descriptive of the manners of the higlicr classes;

namely, Grunby, IS'itJ; Jhrhert Lacy, 1827; and
Arlington, 1832. These works are pleasiny;ly written,

and may be considered as atfordiiig correct pictures

of domestic society, but they possess no features of

novelty or originality to preserve them for another

generation. A strain of graceful redeetion, in the

style of the essays in the Mirror and Lounger, is

mingled with tlie tale, and shows tiie autlior to have

been a man of retineii and cultivated taste and
feeling. In 1838 Mr Lister published a Memoir of

the Life and Administration of tlie Earl of Cla-

rendon, in tliree volumes, a work of considerable

talent and research, in preparing whicli tlie autbor

had access to documents and papers unknown to his

predecessors. Jlr Lister died in June 1842, at

which time he held tlie government appointment of

Kegistrar-geiieral of births, marriages, and deaths.

The following brief description in 'Granby' may be

compared with Mr Wordsworth's noble sonnet com-
posed upon Westminster Bridge.

[_London at Sunnnc]

Granby followed them with hi'* eyes; and now, too

full of hajipiiiess to be accessible to any feelings of

jealou.-iy or repining, after a short reverie uf the purest

satisfaction, he left the ball, and sallied uut into the

fresh cool air of a summer morning—^iuddeIlly passing

from the red glare of lainpUght to the clear sober brigUt-

ness of returning day. He walked cheerfully onward,

refreshed and exhilarated by tlie air of morning, and
interested witli the scene around hirn. It wa^s bioad

daylight, and he viewed the town under an aspLxt in

which it is alike presented to the late retiring vutai'V

of pleasure, and to the early rising sons of business.

He stopped on the pavement of Oxford Street to con-

template the etieet. The whole extent of that long

vista, unclouded by the mid -day smoke, w:is distinctly

visible to his eye at once. The houses shrunk to half

their span, while the few visible spires of the adjacent

churches seemed to rise less distant than before, gaily

tipped with early sun-^hine, and much diminished in

apparent size, but heightened in distinctness and in

beauty. Had it not been fur tlie cool gray tint which

slightly mingled with every object, the brightness was

almost that vt' noon. But the life, the bustle, the

busy din, the flowing tide of human existence, were

all wanting to complete the bimilltude. All was
hushed and silent; and this mighty receptacle of

human beings, which a few short hours would wuke
into active energy aiid motion, seemed like a city of

the dead.

There was little to break this solemn illusion.

Around were the monuments of human exertion, but

the hand^ which f Mined them were no longer there.

Few, if anv, were the symptoms of life. No sounds

were heard but the heavy creaking of a solitary

wagon, the twittering of an occasional sparrow, the

monotonous tone of the drowsy watchman, and the

distant rattle of the retiring carriage, fading on the

ear till it melted into silence: and tlie eye that

searched for living objects fell on nothing but the

grim great-coated guardian of the night, niufHed up
into an appearance of doubtful character betwecu

bear and man, and scarcely distinguishable, by the
colour of his dress, from the brown ilags along which
he sauntered.

Two novels of tlie same class with those of Mr
Lister were written by the present Marquis of
Noh:*iani.v; namely, 3/u///(/(/, ])ublishcd in 182.'), and
Yes and No, a Tale of (he J)ay, 1827. They were
well received by the' public, being in taste, correct-

ness of ilelineation, and general good sense, superior
to the ordinary run of fashionable novels.

LADY CAROLINE LAMB—LADY DACRE—COUNTESS OF
MORLEY—LADY CHARLOTTE BURY.

Lady Caroline Lamb(1785-1S28) was authoress
of three works of fiction, which, from extrinsic cir-

cumstances, were highly popular in their day. The
first, Glenarx'on, was published in 1816, and the hero
was understood to * body forth ' the character and
sentiments of Lord Byron ! It was a rejtresentation

of the dangers attending a life of fashion. The
second, Graham Hamilton, depicted the difficulties

and dangers inseparable, even in the most amiable
minds, from weakness and irresolution of character.

The third, Ada lieis (1823), is a wild p:astern tale,

the hero being introduced as the Don Juan of his

day, a Georgian by birth, who, like Othello, is *sold

to slavery,' but rises to honours and distinctions.

In the encj Ada is condemned, for various misdeeds,
to eternal punishment! The history of Lady Caro-
line Lamb is painfully interesting. She was united,

before tiie age of twenty, to the Honourable William
I>amb (now Lord Melbourne), and was long the de-

light of the fashionable circles, from the singularity

as well as the grace of her manners, her literary

accomplishments, and personal attractions. On
meeting with Lord Byron, she contracted an unfor-

tunate attachment for the noble poet, which con-
tinued three years, and was the theme of much
remark. The poet is said to have trifled with
her feelings, and a rupture took place. * For many
years Lady Caroline led a life of comparative se-

clusion, principidly at Brocket Had. This was in-

terrupted by a singular and somewhat roman-
tic occurrence. Hiding with Mr Lamb, she met,
just by the park-gates, the hearse which was con-
veying the remains of Lord Byron to Newstead
Abbey. She was taken home insensible: an illness

of length and severity succeeded. Some of her
medical attendants imputed her fits, certainly of
great incoherence and long continuance, to partial

insanity. At this supposition she was invariably

and bitterly indignant. Whatever be the cause, it

is certain from that time her conduct and habits

materially changed ; and about three years before

her death a sejtaration took place between her and
Mr Lamb, who continued, however, frequently to

visit, and, to the day of her death, to correspond
with her. It is just to both parties to add, that
Lady Caroline constantly spoke of her husband in

the highest and most affectionate terms of admi-
ration and respect.' * A romantic susceptibility of
temperament and character seems to have been the
bane of this unfortunate lady. Her fate illustrates

the wisdom of Thomson's advice

—

Then keep each passion down, however dear,

Trust nie, the tender are Uie most severe.

The Recollections of a Chaperon, 1833, by Lady
Dacre, are a series of tales written with taste,

feeling, and passion. This lady is, we believe, also

autlioress of Trevelyan, 1833, a novel which was
considered at the time of its publication as the

* Annual Obituary for 1029.
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best feminine novel, in many respects, that had ap-

peared since Miss Edpeworth's Vivian. Amongother
works of this class may be mentioned the tale of

Dane, 18'i4, by the CorNTKss of Mohlky ; and

several fashionable novels {The Divorced^ Family

Jiecvrds, Love, The Courtier's Daughter, Sec.) by

Lady Chaklottk Hury. This lady is the supposed

authoress of a Diitry IHustratire of the Tiines of
Georyc /!'., a scandalous chronicle, published in

1838. It appears that her ladyship (then J/ady

Charlotte Campbell) bad held an appointment in

the household of the Princess of Wales, and during

this time she kept a diary, in which she recorded

the foibles and failings of the unfortunate princess

and other nuinbers of the court- The work was

strouKly condemned by the two leading critical

journals—the Kdinburgh and (Quarterly Review

—

and was received generally with disapprobation.

R. PLUMER WAR1>.

Mr R. Plumer "VVaud published in 1S25 a sin-

gular metaphysical and relit-ious romance entitle<l

Tremaine, or the ^fnn of Hejirmnait. The author's

name was not prefixed to his work; and as he

alluded to his intimacy with English statesmen and

political events, and scented to belong tti the evan-

gelical party in the cburcii, much speculation took

place as to t)ie paternity of the novel. The writer

was evidently wt-ll-bred and intellectual—prone to

philosophical and theologicLil dis(iuisitions, but at

the same time capable of forcible delineation of cha-

racter, and the managenipnt of natural dialogue

and incidents. The prolixity of some of the disser-

tations and dialogxies, where the stvry stood still for

half a volume, that the parties might converse and
dispute, rendered 'Tremaine' somewhat heavy and

tedious, in spite of the vig(mr and originality of

talent it disphiycd. In a subsequent work, De Vere,

or the Man of I/u/tpemlence, 1827, the public dwelt

with keen interest on a portraiture of Mr Canning,

whose career was then about to close in his prema-
ture death. The contention in t!ie mind of this

illustrious statesman bet\*een literary tastes and the

pursuits <if and)itiou. is beautifully d<-lineated in one

passage which has been often quoted. It represents

a conversation between AVentworth (Canning), Sir

George Dcloraiue, a reserved and sentimental man,
and Dr H'Tbert. The occasion of the conversation

was Went worth's having observed Dcloraiue coming
out of Westminster Abbey by the door at Poets'

Corner. Mcering at din.ier, ^ir George is rallied

by Wentworth on liis taste for tb.e monuments of

departed genius ; which he defends ; and he goes on

to add

—

* It would do all you men of power good if }'ou

were to visit tlicm too ; inr it would show you linw

little more than upon a level is often the reputation

of the greatest statesman with the fame of those who,

by tht'ir genius, their jihilosophy, or love of hitters,

improve and gladden life even after they are gone.'

The w}i(de conipaiiy saw the force of this remark, and
"Wentworth nut the least among them. 'You have
touched a theme,' said he, * which has often engaged
me, and others before me, with the keenest interest.

I know nothing so calculated as this very reflection

to cure us poor political slaves (especially when we
feel the tugs we are obliged to sustain) of being
dazzled by meteors.' * Meteors do you call them V
said Dr Herbert. 'Men do not run after meteors
with sucli riipid and pei-severing steps as you great

peo].le pursue ambition.' * I grant you,' returned his

fiiend ;
* and if we did not think them sometliing

better, who v. ould gi^e himself [f^. themselves] up to

such labour, such invajjluns of their privacy and

leisure, as we are forced to undergo!' * What is it,

then, that so seduces you T * A little intoxication/

returned Mr Wentworth, laughing off a subject which
he did not wish carried too far; 'for which you
philosophers say we ought to be whipped, and for

which whipj)ed we often arc. Those, however, who
want this whipping would do well to take Sir George's

advice, and visit the shrines of the mighty dead.
They would see how inferior most of themselves are

in present estimation to beings who, when alive, could
not, in splendour at lea,st, compare with them. I

have too often made the reflection, and was not the

haf)pier for it.' ' You cannot be serious,' said the

divine ;
* since who are such real benefactors to man-

kind as enlightened legislators and patriot warriors!

What poet, I had almost said what philosopher, can
stand in competition with the founder or defender of

his country?' * Ask your o^vn Homer, your own
Shaksjicare,* answered A\'entworth, forgetting his am-
hitinii for a moment in his love of letters. * Y'ou

take me in my weak part,' said Herbert, 'and the

subject would carry us too far. I would remark,
however, that but for the Solons, the Ronmluses, the

Charlemagncs, and Alfreds, we should have no Homer
or Shakspeare to charm us.* * I know this is your
favourite theme,' said the minister, * and you know
how much I agree with you. But this is not pre-

cisely the questi9n raised by Sir George; which is,

the superiority in the temple of fame enjoyed by men
distinguished for their efforts in song or history (but

who might have been mere beggars when alive) over

those who flaunted it superciliously over them in a
]>oinp and pride which are now absolutely forgotten.'

* I will have nothing to do with supercilious flaunters,*

rejilied Herbert; '
I speak of the liberal, the patriotic,

who seek power for the true uses of power, in order to

diffuse blessing and protection all around them.
These can never fail to be deservedly applauded ; and
I honour such ambition as of infinitely more real con-

sequence to the world than those whose works (how-

ever I may love them in private) can, from the mere
nature of things, be comparatively known only to a

few.' * All that is most true,' said Mr Wentworth
;

* and for a while public men of the description you
mention till a larger space in the eye of mankind

;

that is, of contemporary mankind. Rut extinguish

their power, no matter by what means, whether by
losing favour at court, or being turned out by the

country, to both which they are alike subject ; let

death forcibly remove them, or a queen die, and their

light, like Bolingbroke's, goes out of itself ; their in-

fluence is certainly gone, and wdiere is even their

reputation 1 It may glimmer for a minute, like the

dying flame of a taper, after which they soon cease to

he mentioned, perhaps even remembered.' 'Surely,*

said the doctor, 'this is too much in extremes.* *And
yet,' continued Wcntwtprth, 'have we not all heard of

a maxim appalling to all lovers of political fame,

"that nobody is missed?" Alas! then, are we not

compelled to burst out with the poet :

—

'* A\'hat boots it with incessant care,

To tend the homely slighted shepherd's trade.

And strictly meilitate the thankless muse?
\Vere it not belter done, as others use,

To Ejiort with Ani;irylh3 in the shade,

Or with the tangles of Newra's hair ?" *

Roth Sir George and De Vere kindled at this ; and

the doctor himself smiled, when the minister pro-

ceeded. 'In short,' said he, 'when a statesnnm, or

even a conqueror is departed, it <lepends upon the

happier jioet or philosophic historian to make even

his name known to posterity; while the historian or

poet acquires immortality for himself in conferring

upon his heroes an inferior existence.' * Inferior

existence !' exclaimed Herbert. * Yes ; for look at
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PliKiirch, ninl it.<k which are most esteemed, hlmselt'

or tfi"se he nronU? Look at the oKl Clainlii and

Muiilii of Liv_v ; or tlie ohariu'tcrs in Tacitus,; or

Aletwiijvs, A^^rippa, or Au-^ustiiH hiuiselt'—princes,

emperors, miiiistt'i"s, esteemed by contemporaries as

gods ! Fancy tluir splendour in the eye of the mul-
titude while the niullitude followed them! Look at

them now! Spite even of their beautiful historians,

we have often ditiiculty in runiniaglng out their old

names ; while those who wrote or sang of them live

before our eyes. The benetits they conferred passed

in a minute, while the compositions that record them
last for ever.* Mr Wentworth's energy moved bin

hearers, and even Herbert, who was too classical not

to be shaken by these arguments. 'Still, however,'

said the latter, ' we admire, and even wish to emulate

CamilUis, and Miltiades, and Alexander; a Sully

and a Clarendon.' ' Add a Lord Burleigh,' replied

the minister, ' who, in reference to Spenser, thought a

hundred pounds an immense sum for a song! Which
is now most thought of, or most loved?—the calcu-

lating minister or the poor poet? the puissant trea-

surer or he who was left "in suing long to bide?'"

Sir George and De Vere, considering the quarter

whence it came, were delighted with this question.

The doctor was silent, and seemed to wish his great

friend to go on. ile proceeded thus— ' I might make
the same question as to Horace and Mecienas ; and
yet, I daresay. Horace was as proud of being taken

m Mecfcnas's coach to the Capitol as the dean of St

Patricks in Oxford's or ISolingbroke's to Windsor. Yet
Oxford is even now chieHy remembered through that

very dean, and so perhaps would Bolingbroke, but that

he is an author, and a very considerable one himself.

We ma}' recollect,' continued he, ' the manner in which
Whitelocke mentions Milton—that "one Milton, a
blind man," was made secretary to Cromwell. White-
locke was then the first subject In the state, and lived

in all the pomp of the seals, and all the splendour of
Bulstrode ; while the blind man waked at early morn
to listen to the lark bidding him good-morrow at his

cottage window. Where is the lord-keeper now ?

—

where the blind man ? What is known of Addison as

Secretary of state? and how can his excellency com-
pare with the man who charms us so exquisitely in

his writings? When I have visited liis interesting

house at Bilton, in Warwickshire, sat in his very

study, and read his very books, no w^ords can describe

my emotions. I breatlie his official atmosphere here,

but without thinking of him at all. In short, there

is this delightful superiority In literary over political

fame, that the one, to say the be-^tof it, stalks In cold
grandeur upon stilts, like a French tragedy actor,

while the other winds itself into our warm liearts,

and is hugged there with all the afl'ection of a friend

and all the admiration of a lover.' * Hear ! hear I'

cried Sir George, which was echoed by De Vere and
Herbert himself.

De ClilTortly or the Cons/ant Man^ produced in

1841, is also a tale of actual life; and as the hero is

at one time seeretary to a cabinet minister, Mr
Ward revels in official details, rivalries, and in-

trigue. In 1844 our author produced Cltutsu-urth, or

the Romance of a Week.

BENJAMIN DISRAELI.

Mr Benjamin IVIsraeli, M. P., son of the vener-
able author of the Curiosities of Literature, composed
a novel of the same class as Mr Ward's, which also

puzzled the busy idlers of literature and fashion.

Vivian Grn/, two volumes. 1826. and continued in

three more volumes in tiie following year, is a work
of irregular imaginative talent, of little orno plot, but
presenting views of society and character witliout

any definite or intelligible i)urpt)su. The secoml part,
iu which Vivian is taken to Germany and Austria,
is amusing from its travelling scenes and sketches.
Cuiitarlui Fltinim), a PmythoUiyical Autohioyntfihy^
fuur volumes, I8;i2, is still more irregular than Mr
D'Israeli's first work, but has some highly-liuibhed
scenes of passion and eoutiueutal description.

MRS TROLLOPE.

Another keen observer and more caustic delinea-
tor of mudern manners we have iu Mrs Troi.lope,
authoress of a long series of fictions. This lady first

came before the public in 1832, when \\qt Domestic

Mrs Trollope.

MoTtnt'rs of the Americans was published, and excited
nnuli atlenti(tn. She drew so severe a picture t*f

AtnericMii fiudls and foiides—of their want of deli-

cacy, their atrectaTioiis, drinking, coarse selfishness,

and ridiculous peculiarities— that Ibe whole nation
was incensed at tlieir English satirist. There is

much exaggeration in Mrs Trollope's sketches; but
having truth for their foundation, her h(M)k is sup-
posed to hnve had scmie effW't in rctonning the
' U)inor morals' and social habits of the Americans.
The same year our authoress continued her satiric

jiortraits in a novel entilled The licfnycc iu Amer/ra,
marked by the same traits as her former wo: k. but
exhibiting little art or talent in the construction of a
fable. j\Irs Tnjllope now tried new ground. In 18.'U

she published hvlyium iind Western German?/ in 1833,
countries where she found much niore to gratifv and
interest her than iu America, and where she travelh-ii

in generally g(nid humour. The only serious evil

which Mrs Trollope seems to have encountered in
Germany was the tobacco-snuike, which she vi-

tuperates -with unwearied perseverance. Tn 18."7

she jTcsented another novel, The Vicar of Wrcvhil/,
an able and entertaining work, full of prejudices,
but containing some excellent painting of matincrs
and eccentricities. In 1838 our anthuross y]<penrs
again as a traveller. Vienna and the Austriuns uas
of the same cast as * Belgium and GiTmany,' but
more def.trnu;d by prejudice. This jounu-y also
afforded I\lrs Trollope materials for a novd.Vhieh
she entitled A Rvmanre of Vienna. Tinie iii>vel3

were the fruit of 1S39; namely. The Widuir Barnnhy,
a highly amusing work, particulaily the dtlineal.hli)

of the hustling, scheming, unprincipled buvban-i-
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hiiiitiiif; widow ; ilicluiel Annslrong, or the Farlory

Boy, a farinitiire of llie ivils attendant on the nianu-

fin'turiii),' syslLMn ; and Oiif I'anit, a dimiestie story,

illnsrratintf with unooTninon vigour and eflt'ft thi*

dismal coiisffnu-iu'c's of tliat specit'S of bad tuniiKT

wliiili iiruivrds from pride and over sensitiveness.

In 1841) ue liad The W'i'lijiv Marrieil ; and in 1841

T/ie Blue Billes of Kiitiliniii, and ChiirJes ChcxItrfiM.

The latter rilates the history of a youth of jrenius,

anil contains a satirieal i)i(tnre of the state of lite-

rature in Knjjland. hranding authors, editors, and
publishers with unprincipled protliiracy. selfishness,

and corruption. In 1842 Mrs TroUope, bi-sides

tlirowing otf another novel (77ie Wiinl of Tliurpe

CiimU), save tlie public the result (pf a second

visit to l!el;iiuin, describing the changes tliat had

lieen eliected since 18.3."), and also A Visit to Itoli/.

The smart caustic style of our authoress was not

so well adajited to the classic scenes, njajuier.s, and

antiquities of Italy, as to the broailcr features of

American life and character, and this work was not

so successful as her previoifr publications. Ketnrn-

ing to fiction, we find Mrs Trollopi-, as usual, proliiic.

Three novels, of three volumes each, were the pro-

duce of 184.i — Hurprircf, Jessie I'hillips, and The

L'lurriniitonx. Tlie first is a sketcli of a man of

fashion ; the second an attack on the new English

poor-law ; and the third a lively satire on ' superior

people,' the " hustling liotherhys' of society. Review-

ing the aggregate lahtnirs of this industrious author-

ess, we cannot say that she has done good pro]>or-

tioned to her talents. Her satire is directed against

the mere superficialities of life, and is not calculated

to check vice or encourage virtue. In depicting

high life, she wants the genial sjiirit and humanity
of Theodore Hook. !she has scattered amusement
among novel-readers by some of her delineations

;

but in all her mirth there is a mocking and bitter

spirit, which is often as misplaced as it is unfemi-

nine.

JOHN BANIM.

The Tales of the O'Hara Fiimihj, first and second

series, 1825 and 182fi, produced a strong and vivid

impressiim on all readers of fiction. The author

seemed to unite the truth and circumstantiality of

Crabbe with the dark anil gloomy jiower of Godwin ;

and in knowledge of Irish character, habits, customs,

and feeling, he was superior to even Miss Edge-
worth or Lady Morgan. The story of the Nowlans,
and that of Croohore of the Uill-Ilook. can never be

forgotten by those who have once perused thcni.

The force of the passions, and the effects of crime,

turbulence, anil misery, have rarely been painted

with such overmastering energy, or wrought into

narratives of more sustained and harrowing interest.

The probability of his inciilents was not much at-

tended to by the author, and he indulged largely in

scenes of horror and violence—in murders, abduc-
tions, pursuits, and escapes—but the whole was re-

lated with such spirit, raciness, and truth of cos-

tume and colouring, that the reader had neither time
nor inclination to note defects. The very peculiari-

ties of the Iri^h dialect and pronunciatitm (though
constituting at first a difficulty in perusal, and
alw:iys too much ]>ersisted in by Mr Banim)
heiglitened the wild native flavour of the stories,

and enriched them with many new and picturesque
wi»rds and phrases. These origin:il and striking

tales were followed up in 1828 by another Irish

story. The Cyojijiji. connected with the insurrection

in 1798. 'We jiaiiit,' said the antlior. 'from the

people of a land amongst whom, for tlie last si.\

hundred years, national provocations h;'.ve never

ceased to keep alive the strongest and often the
worst passions of our nature ; whose pauses, durini;

that long lapse of a country's existence, from actual

conrtict in tlie field, have been but so many changes
into mental strife, and who to this day are held

prepared, should the war-cry be given, to rush at

each other's throats, and enact scenes that, in the
columns of a newspaper, would show more terribly

vivid than any selei'ted by us from former facta,

for the ]iurposes of candid, though slight illustra-

tion.' There was too much of this 'strong writing*

in The Croppy, and worse faults were found in the
prolixity of some of the dialogues and ilescriptions,

and a too palpable imitatit)n of the style of Sir

Walter Scott in his historical romances. The scenes

peculiarly Irish are, however, written with Mr
Banim's characteristic vigour : he descrilK-s the
burning of a cabin till we seem to witness the spec-

tacle: and the massacre at Vinegar Hill is portrayed
with the distinctness of dramatic action. Nanny
the knitter is also one of his happiest Irish like-

nesses. The experiment made by the author to

depict, like Scott, the manners and frivolities of the
higher classes—to draw a sprightly heroine, a maiden
aunt, or the ordinary characters and traits of genteel

society—was decidedly a failure. His strength lay

in the cabin and the wild heath, nr>t in the ilrawing-

room. In 18,'JO Mr Banim published The Dritouttced,

in three volumes, a work consisting of two t.ales

—The Last Baron of Crana, and The Conformists.

The same beauties and defects which characterise

The Croppy are seen in The Denounced; but The
Conformists is a deejdy-interesting story, and calls

forth Mr Banim's peculiarities of <lescriptiim and
knowledge of character in a very striking light. His
object is to depict the evils of that system of anti-

Catholic tyranny when the jienal laws were in full

force, by which home education was denied to Catho-
lic! families unless by a Protestant teacher. The
more rigid of the Catholics abjured all instruction

thus administered; and Mr Banim describes the

effects of ignorance and neglect on the second son of

a Catholic gentleman, h.aughty, sensitive, and pain-

fully alive to the disadvantages and degradation of

his coinlition. The whole account of this family,

the n'Arcys. is written with great skill and effect

In 1838 Jlr Banim collected several of his contribu-

tions to periodical works, and published them under
the title of The Bit o Writin'. and other Tales. In

1842 he came forward with an original and excellent

novel, in three volumes. Father i'oitneli, the hero

being an aged and benevolent Catholic priest, not

unworthy of association with the l*rotestant Vicar

of Wakefield. This primitive pastor becomes the

patron of a poor vagrant boy, Neddy Fennell, whose
adventures furnish the incidents for the story. There
is, as usual w-ith Mr Banim, a variety of incidents

minutely related—scenes of gloom and terror—and
a complete knowledge of the moral anatomy of our

nature. Tliis was destined to be the last work of

the author. He died in August 1842, in the prime

of life, in the neighbourhood of Kilkenny, which
also w.as his birthplace. ' Mr Banim began life as

a miniature painter; but, seduced from his profession

by promi)tings too strong to be resisteil, and by the

success of a tragedy, Damon and Vyihias, he early

abandoned art, and' ailopted literature as a profes-

sion ; anil he will be long remembered as the writer

of that jjowerful and painful scries of novels, " The
O'llara Tales." Some years previous, the general

syinpatliy was attracted to Mr Banim's struggle

against the sufTering and privation which came in the

train of dise:ise that prei-luded all literary exertion ;

and on that occasion Sir Kolwrt Peel came to the

aid of the distressed author, whose latter years were
£12
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rcstort<I tti liis imtive country, ami niaile cmsv by a
yearly [wnsion of X15(i from tlio civil list, to'wliidi

an aiMition of X'4() a-yc;ir wms afterwards iiiuJe tor

the iducatiou of his daughter, an only child.'* Hi-
Bides the works we have inentiontil, Jlr Ganini
wrote linyne Water, and other poetii'al pieces ; and
he contrilmtcd largely to tlie different inafiazines and
annuals. ' The O'llara Tales' had given him a name
that carried general attraction to all lovers of light

literature; and there are few of these short and
hasty tales that do not contain some traces of his

unrivalled Irish power and fidelity of delineation.

In some respects Mr Baniui was a mannerist: his

knowledge e.xtended over a wide surface uf Irish
history and of character, undiT all its modifications

;

but his style and imagination were confined chiefly
to the same class of subjects, and to a peculiar mode
of treating them. ' Thus the consciousness of power
in the description of unhallowed and unregulated
impulse, apjiears to draw him often aw.ay from con-
templating those feelings of a more pleasing kind,
to comprehend and to delineate which is so neces-
sary a condition to the attainment of perfection in

his art. Thus the boldness and minuteness of detail,

which give reality to his frequent scenes of lawless-
ness and violence, are too of'teii forced close on the
verge of vulgar honour and meh'dramatic artifice.

To be brief, throughout the whole of his writings
there is a sort of overstrained excitement, a wil-

ful dwelling upon turbulent and unchastened pas-
sions, which, as it is a vice most often incident to
the workings of real genius, more especially of Irish

genius, so perhaps it is one which meets with least

mercy from well-behaved prosaic people.'f Tliis

defect he partially overcame in his later writings.

I
Father Connell' is full of gfntle affectionate feel-

ings and delineation, and some of his smaller tales
are distin^ished by great delicacy and tenderness.

[Desa-iplion of the Barning uf a Civfipy's House.'\

The smith kept a brooding and gloomy silence
;

his almost savage yet steadfast glare fastened upon
the element that, not more raging than his own
bosom, devoured his dwelling. Fire hjul been set to
the house in many places within and without ; and
though at first it crept slowly along the surface of the
thatch, or only sent out bursting wreaths of vapour
from the interior, or through the doorway, few mi-
nutes elapsed until the whole of the combustible roof
was one ma*s of flame, shooting up into the serene air
in a spire of dazzling brilliancy, mixed with vivid
sparks, and relieved against a background of dark-
gray smoke.

Sky and earth appeared reddened into common ig-

nition with the blaze. The houses around gleamed
hotly; the very stones and rocks on the hiU-side
seemed portions of fire; and Shawn-a-Gow's bare head
and herculean shoulders were covered with spreading
showers of the ashes of his own roof.

His distended eye fixed too upon the figures of the
actors in this scene, now rendered fiercely distinct,

and their scabbards, their buttons, and their polished
black helmets, bickering redly in the glow, as, at a
command from their captain, they sent up the hill-

side three shouts over the demolition of the Croppy's
dwelling. But still, though his brea.^t heaved, and
though wreaths of foam edged his lips, Shawn was
silent ; and little Peter now feared to address a word
to him. And other sights and occurrences claimed
whatever attention he was able to afford. Rising to a
pitch of shrillness that over-mastered the cheers of
the yeomen, the cries of a man in bodily agony struck
on the ears of the listeners on the hill, and looking

* AthenEum for 1842. t WeetminBter Review, 1828.

hard towards a spot brilliantly illuminated, they saw
Saunders Smyly vigorously engaged in one of bis tiLsks
as disciplinarian to the Hallybiechoi.ne cavalry. With
much ostentation, his instrument of torture was
flourished round his he.^d, and though at every lash
the .shrieks of the suflerer came loud, the lashes "them-
selves were scarce less distinct.

A second group challenged the eye. Shawn-a-Cow's
house stood alone in the village. A short distance
before its door wits a lime-tree, with benches contrived
all round the trunk, upon which, in summer weather,
the gossipers of the village used to seat themselves.
This tree, standing between cur spectators and the
blaze, cut darkly against the glowing objects beyond
it ; and three or four yeomen, their backs turned to
the hill, their faces to the burning house, and conse-
quently their figures also appearing black, seemed
busily occupied in some feat that required the exer-
tion of pulling with their hands lifted above their
heads. Shawn flashed an inquiring glance upon them,
and anon a human form, still, like their fi<^ures,

vague and undefined in blackness, gradually became
elevated from the ground beneath the tree,"until its

head almost touched a projecting branch, and then
it remained stationary, suspended from that branch.
Shawm's rage increased to madness at this sight,

though he did not admit it to be immediately con-
nected with his more individual causes for wrath.
And now came an event that made a climax, for the
present, to his emotions, and at length caused some
expressions of his pent-up feelings. A loud crackling
criush echoed from his house ; a volume of flame,
taller and more dense than any by which it was pre-
ceded, darted up to the heavens ; then almost former
darkness fell on the hill-side ; a gloomy red glow
alone remained on the objects below ; and nothing
but thick smoke, dotted with sparks, continued to

issue from his dwelling. After everything that could
interiorly supply food to the flame had been devoured,
it was the roof of his old house that now fell in.

* By the ashes o' my cabin, burnt down before me
this night—an' I stannin' a houseless beggar on the
hiU-side lookin* at id—while I can get an Orange-
man's house to take the blaze, an' a wisp to kindle
the blaze up, I'll burn ten houses for that one!'

And so .asseverating, he recrossed the summit of the
hill, and, followed by Peter Rooney, descended into

the little valley of refuge.

T. CROFTON CROKER.

Mr Croker has been one of the most industrious
and tasteful collectors of the legendary lore, the
poetical traditions and antiquities of Ireland. In
IS24 appeared his Beiiearches in die South of Ireland^

one volume, quarto, containing a judicious and happy
mixture of humour, sentiment, and antiquarianism.

This was followed by Fairy Legends and Traditions

of the South of Irelatui, 1827; Legends of the Lakes, or

Sai/iays and Doings at KiJlameij, two volumes, 1828
;

Daniel O'Rourke^ or liht/mes of a Pantomime founded
on that Stonj, 1828 ; Barney Mahoncy, 1832 ; My Vil-

lage versus Our Village, 18.32 ; Popular Songs of Ire-
land, 1839, &c The tales of ' Barney Mahoney ' and
' My Village' are Mr Croker's only efforts at strictly

original composition, his other works being compi-
lations, like Scott's Minstrelsy, and entered upon
with equal enthusiasm and knowledge of his subject
Barney is a hiw Irish servant, and his adventures i

are characteristic and amusing, though without
|

much force or interest, ' My Village' is an English
tale, and by no means happy either in conception
or execution. Miss Mitfurd may have occasionally

dressed or represented her village en vaudeville, like

the back-scene of a theatre, but Mr Croker errs on
the opposite side. Ue gives us a series of Dutch
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puintint'S, too littli- relieved by iin:i^'in:itioii or piis-

sion to excite or ^ri'tify tl>e curiosity of the reaiier.

lie is happiest anions tlie fiineiful lejrcnils iif his

native ooiuitry, tre.isurin;; up tiicir romantic fea-

tures, quoting frairuiLiits of song, describing a lal^e

or ruin, liittinj^j off a dialogue or merry jest, and
chroiiiding the pueuliarities of his countrymen in

their humours, tlieir superstition, and rustic sim-
plicity. The following is the account wliicli he puts
into the mouth of one of his characters, of the last

of the Irish serpents.

Sure everybody has heard tell of the hiesscd St

Patrick, and how he druve the sarpints and all man-
ner of venomous things out of Ireland ; how he
'bothered all the varmint' entirely. But for all that,

there was one ould sarpint left, who was too cunning
to be talked out of the oountry, and made to drown
himself. St Patrick didn't well know how to manage
this fellow, who was doing great havoc ; till, at long
last he bethought himself, and got a strong iron chest

made with nine boults upon it. So one fine morning
he takes a walk to where the sarpint used to keep

;

and the sarpint, who didn't like the saint in the least,

and small blame to him for that, began to hiss and
show ills teeth at him like anything. * Oh,' says St
Patrick, says he, * where's the use of making such a
piece of work about a gentleman like nivself coming
to see you. 'Tis a nice house I have got made for

vou agin the winter; for I'm going to civilise the
whole country, man and beast,' says he, * and you can
come and look at it whenever you please, and 'tis mv-
self will be glad to see you.' the sarpint hearing such
smooth words, thought that tiiough St Patrick had
druve all the rest of the sarpints into the sea. ho meant
no harm to himself; so the .sarpint walks fair and
easy up to see him and the house he was speaking
about. But when the sarpint saw the nine boiilts

upon the chest, he thought he was sould (betrayed),
and was for making ott' with himself as fa.st as ever he
could. * 'Tis a nice warm house, you see,' says .St

Patrick, ' and 'tis a good friend I am to you."' '
1

thank you kindly, St Patrick, for your civility,' says
the sarpint ;

' but I thnik it's too small it is for me'—
meaning it for an excuse, and away he was going.
' Too small !' says St I'atrick, ' stop, if you please,' savs
he, ' you're out in that, my boy, anyhow— 1 am sure
'twill tit you completely ; and f'll tell you what,' says
he, ' I'll bet yon a gallon of porter,' says he, ' that'if
you'll only try and get in, there'll he plenty of roc.m
for you.' The saqiint was as thirsty as could be with
his walk

; ami 'twas great joy to him the thoughts of
doing St Patrick out of the gallon of porter; so, swell-
ing himself up as big as he could, in he got to the
chest, all hut a little bit of his tail. 'There, now,'
says he, ' I've won the gallon, for you see the house is

too small for me, for I can't get in my tail.' When
what does St Patrick do, but he conies behind the
great heavy lid of the chest, and, putting his two
hands to it, down he slaps it with a bang like thunder.
Wlien the rogue of a sarpint saw the lid coming down,
in went his tail like a shot, for fear of being whipped
off hiin, and St Patrick began at once to bouU the nine
iron boults. 'Oh, murder! wont you let mo out,
St Patrick !' says the sarpint ; ' I've lost the bet fairly,
and I'll pay you the gallon like a man.' ' Let you
out, my darling,' says St Patrick, ' to he sure I will,
by all manner of means

; but you see I haven't time
now, so you must wait till to-morrow.' And so he
took the iron chest, with the sarpint in it, and pitches
it into the Lake here, where it is to this hour for cer-
tain ; and 'tis the sarpint struggling down at the bot-
tom that makes the waves upon it. ilanv is the liv-
ing man (continued Picket) besides myself has heard
the sarpint crying out from within the chest under the
water—

'
Is it tomorrow yet (—is it to-morroiv yet >'

which, to be sure, it never can be : and that's the waj
St Patrick settled the last of the 5ari>iuts, sir.

The national character of Ireland was further
illustrated by two collections of tales published
anonymously, entitled Tu-ihiy in Irdttwl, 1H2.'j: and
Yeslrrdaii in Jnliiml, 1829. Though imperfectly

acquainted with the art of a novelist, this writer
is often correct and happy in his descriptions and
hist^irical summaries. Like Uanini, he ha.s ventured
on the stormy period of 1798, and has been more
minute than his great rival in sketching tlie circum-
st.ances of tiie rebellion. Mb Cuowe, author of
T/ic Ktiijlisli in Italy and France^ a work of suiierior

merit, is said to be the author of these tales. The
l\i:v. C.tsAR Otw.iv, of Dublin, in his Slwlrhes of
Irrliind, and his Tour in Connainjitt, &c. 18;J9, has
dispKayed many of the most valuable qualities of a
novelist, without attempting the construction of a
regular story. His lively style and humorous illus-

trations of the manners of the people render his

topographical works very pleasant as well as in-

structive reading. Mr Otway was a keen theolo-

gian, a determined anti-Catholic, but full of Irish

feeling and universal kindliness. Uc died ia March
1S42.

GERALD GRIFFIN.

Gkrald Griffin, author of some excellent Irish

tales, was born at Limerick on the 12th of December
180;J. His first schoolmaster appears to have been
a true MUesian pedant and original, for one of his

advertisements begins— 'When ponderous poUy-
syllablcs iiromulgate professional powers !'—and he
boasted of being one of three persons in Ireland who
knew how to read correctly ; namely, the liishop of
KiUaloe, the Earl of Clare, and himself, Mr Mac-
Eligot ! Gerald was afterwards placed under a pri-

vate tutor, whence he was removed to attend a school

at Limerick. While a mere youth, he became con-
nected with the Limerick Advertiser newspaper ; but
having written a tragedy, he migrated to London in

his twentieth year, with the hope of distinguishing
himself in literature and the drama. Disappoint-
ment very naturally followed, and Gerald betook
himself to reporting for the daily press and contri-

buting to the magazines. In 182.5 he succeeded in

getting an operatic melodrama brought out at the
English Opera Hou,se ; and in 1827 appeared his

HuUand-Tide, or Munster Popular Tales, a series of
short stories, thoroughly Irish, and evincing powers
of observation and description from which much
might be anticipated. This fortunate beginning
was followed up the same year by Tales nf tlie Mun-
ster Festivals, eojitainijuj Card-Drawimj, iltc Half- Sir,

and Siill JJfiuv the Coiner, three volumes. The
nationality of these tides, and the talent of the
author in depicting the mingled levity and pathos
of the Irisli cliaracter, rendered them exceedingly
poimlar. His reputation was still further increased
by the publicathm, in 1829, of T/ie CoUeijlans ; a
Second Series of Tales of the Munster Festivals, three

volumes, which proved to be the most popular of all I

his works, and was thought by many to place Griftlti

as an Irish novelist above Banim and Carleton.

Some of the scenes possess a deep and melancholy
interest; for, in awakening terror, and painting the

sterner passions and their results. Griffin displayed

the art and power of a master. ' The Collegians,'

says a writer in the Edinburgh Review, • is a very

interesting and well-constructed tale, fall of incident

and passion. It is a history of the clandestine union

of a young man of good birth and fortune with a

girl of far inferior rank, and of the consequences
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vltic-li ttio iiufinally rt\sult. Tlie gnwiuiil tk-cay nf

an attiu-hiiKiit vvhii-h was scarcely basctl un any-

thin j; belter than sensual love—the irksomeness nf

eonce:iliiieiit-— tlie goiulinirs of woundeii itrkie— tlie

sugK^'stiuns of silf-interi'st, which had been luistily

nt'Klected for an object whicii ]»rovcs inadequate

wht'ii gained—all these cianbinin};^ tu produce, first,

neglect, and lastly, aversion, are hitcrestinply and
vividly described. An attadmient to another, su-

perior iKJtli in mind antl station, sjnings up at t!ie

name time; and to effect a union with hc)\ the un-

happy wife is saeritieed. It is a terrible represen-

tation of the course of crime; and it is not only

forcibly, but naturally disidayud. The characters

sometimes exjiress their feelings with unnecessary

energy, strong emotions are too long dwelt upon,

and incidents rather slowly developed; but there

is no eounnon skill and power evinced in the con-

duct of the talc' Jn 18'iu Mr Grillin was again in

the field with his Irish sketches. Two tales, The
liivals^ and Traceys Auil/itinUt were well received,

though improbable in plot am! ill-arranged in in-

cident. The author continued his miscellaneous

labours for the press, and published, besides a

number of contributions to jit-riodicals, another

series of stories, entitled Tales of the Five Senses.

These are not equal to his ' Minister Tales.' but are,

nevertheless, full of fine Iri^h description and cha-

racter, and of that 'dark and touching power' which
Mr Carleton assigns as tiie distinguishing excellence

of his brother novelist. In 1832 the townsmen of

Mr Griffin devolved upon him a very pleasing duty
—to wait upon Mr Moore the poet, and request that

he would allow himsulf to be put in nomination fur

the representation of the city of Limerick in parlia-

ment. Mr Moore prudently declined this honour,

but appears to have given a characteristically kind

and warm reception to his young enthusiastic visitor,

and his brother, who accompanied him.
Notwithstanding the early success and growing

reputation of Mr GriiBn, he appears to have soon

become tired of the world, and anxious to retreat

from its toils and its jdeasures. He had been edu-

cated in the Roman Catholic faith, and one of tiis

sisters had, about the year 1830, taken the veil.

This circumstance awakened the poetical and de-

votional feelings and desires that formed part of his

character, and he grew daily more anxious to quit

the busy world for a life of religious duty and ser-

vice. The following verses, written at this time,

are expressive of his new enthusiasm :

—

Seven dreary winters gone and spent.

Seven blooming summers vanished too,

Since on an eager mission bent,

I left my Irish home and you.

How passed those years I will not say

;

They cannot be by words renewed

—

God wash their sinful parts away !

And blest be he for all their good.

AVith even mind and tranquil breast
I left my youthful sister then,

And now in sweet religious rest

I see my sister there again.

Returning from that stormy world,

How pleasing is a sight like this!

To see that bark with canvass furled

Still riding in that port of peace.

Oh, darling of a heart that still.

By earthly joys so deeply trod,

At moments bids its owner feel

The warmth of nature and of God !

Still hi- liis care in future years
To learn of thee truth's simple way,

And free from fuuiidlcss liopes or fears,

Serenely live, securely jiray.

And when our Christmas days are past,

And life's vain shadows faint and dim,
Oh, he my sister heard at last,

When her pure hands are raised for him I

Christmas, 1«30.

His mind, fixed on tliis subject, still retained its

youthful buoyancy and cheerfulness, and he made a
tour in Scotland, wliicli nlibrded liim the highest sa-
tisfaction and enjoyment. He relired from the world
in the autumn of 1838, and joined t)ie Christian
lirotlierliood (^wliose duty it is to instruct the poor)
in the monastery at Cork. la the second year of
his noviciate he was attacked with typhus fever,

and died on the 12th of June 1840.

"WILLIAM CARLETON.

"William Carlkton, author of Traits and Stories

of the Irish Pensantn/, was born at I*TiIlisk, in the
parisli of Clngher. and county of Tyrone, in the year
1798. His fatiier w:is a jierson in lowly stiitiim—

a

peasant—hut hi^idy and sini:ularly gifted. His me-
mory was unusually retentive, and as a teller of old
t:des. legends, and historical anecdotes, he was un-
rivalled ; anil his stock of them was inexlianstible.

He spoke the Irish and English languages with nearly
equ;d tlui'ncy. His mother was skilled in the native
music of the country, and possessed the sweetest and
most exquisite of human voices.* She was cele-

brated for the effect she gave to the Irish cry or
* keene.' ' I have often been jiresent,' says her son,
' when she has "raised the keene" over the corpse
of some relative or neighbour, and my readers may
judge of the melancholy charm wliiuh ari-ompanied
tliis expression of her syin[)atby, when I assure them
that the general clamour of violent grief was gradu-
ally diminished, fi'om admiration, until it became
ultimately hushed, and no voice was heard but her
own—wailing in sorrowful but solitary beauty.' With
such parents Carleton couM not fail to imbil>e the
jteculiar feelings and superstitions of his country.

His humlile home was a fitting nursery for Irish

genius. His first schoolmaster was a Connaui;ht man,
named Pat Frayne, the prototype of Mat Kavanagh
in the ' Hedge Scliool.' He also received some in-

struction from a classical teacher, a 'tyrannical

Uockhead' who settled in the neighbourliood, and it

was afterwards agreed to send him to Munster, as a
poor sctiolar, to complete bis education. The poor
scholars of Munster are indebted for nothing but
their bed and board, which they receive from the
parents of the scholars. In some cases a collection

is made to provide an outfit for the yimth thus leav-

ing home ; but Carleton's own family supplied the
funds supposed to be necessary. The circumstances
attending his departure Mr Carleton has related in

his fine tale, ' The Poor Scholar.' As he journeyed
slowly along the road, his superstitious fears got the
better of his ambitit»n to be a scholar, and stopping
for the night at a small inn by tlie way, a disagree-

able dream determined the home- sick lad to return
to his fatlier's cottage. His affectionate parents
were equ;il!y joyed to receive him; and Carleton
seems to have done little for some years but join in

the sports and pastimes of the jieojile, and attend
every wake, dance, fair, and merr^'-making in the

* These particulars concerning the personal history of the

novcliat are contained in hia introduction to the last edition

of the ' Traits and Stories.'
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PROM i; CYCLOP^nrA OF
nei).'lib(,iirlii«ii1. In Iiis seventeenth year lie went to
aiisist a .listunt relative, a priest, who liad opened a
classical sihuol near (; lasslnu^'h, eoiinty of Monaehan
where lie renmine.i two years. A pilf,Tiniage to thj
far-famed Loujrh-derK, „r St Patrick's I'lir-atorv
excited 1ms itnayination, aii.i the descriptinn of th'it
performance, some years afterwards, 'not only' hesays -constituted my ,/cAw in literature, but'was
als,. the means of preventing me from being a plea-
sant strong- bodied parish priest at this day ; indeed
1 was the cause of changing the whole destiny of mv
copy of Gil li as in h,s way, and his love of adven:
ture w-as so stimulated by its perusal, that he leftMS native place and set off on a visit to a Catholi,.clergyman in the county of Louth. He stoppedwi

1
liim a fortnight, and succeeded in procuring atiition 1,1 ,l,e h.mse of a farmer near Corcreagh.

This, however, was a tame life and a hard one, andhe re olved on precipitating himself on the Irish me-

fe n ;
•/" ' "" "!^r *^"'''= «''^" « "^"i'"" ^fn-g

I , in wiM'""V''"o' '''T^'''
"'"'''"""• "'= '^"t"'-''

n „ ™ ^ ^'- '"^- '" '"^ P'"-'^'--'- ^'"'"> tl>is

of Mr r
"I'>'?^'',.«-<' "'"'*' d'ite the commencement

of Mr Carletons literary career. In 18.30 appearedhis Traits an,l Stories,' two volumes, pubii lied npubhn, but without the author's name. Mr Carleto
Ju his preface. • assures the public, that what heofftrs
IS, both in manufacture and material, genuine Ir"h
ye.s genuine Irish as to ebara.-ter. dr. w,, b one ,

,'

amidst the scenes he describes-reared as one of hepeople whose characters and situati.ms be sket.-he-and who can cut and dress a shilhdy as well asany man in hi.s majesty's dominions
; ay and i e T

The' eriV
' "'" ""'"' '''^' «'"'- "f"tl.emselve -

The critics were unanimous in favour of the Irishsketcher. II.s acfount of the northern Irish-1 ,!Uster creachts-was new to the reading p„l,|ie a ithe 'dark mountains and green vd,s' ,,f I, - n'J
Tyrone of Donegal, and kTyti bL e fmrtouched by the previous writers on Irclan Asecond senes.if the.se tales was publish by Mr
I8J9 he sent forth a powerful Irish story, /vav/Jw,
the ih^er ur Me Cu.irl. of A-,v„„™„„„-, in wlneh

T

passion of avarice is strikingly depiVtcd wi,l„Us vietim being wholly dea,l t,', n.Vir ten . nand affection. Scenes "of broad bu, i ,u a leom"extravagan..e are interspersed throughout the w "rk

K~?;S;s "- <'" ;"»*.»'.rr E
nov^l. 7f

"" """"•'"" to other modern Irish

n:rt;f^;;-!r^i,-:::r--;;n-.enne,^,u,s

tions • of John «,m „ he 's l":'^^" ''"'r''-or bitterness. He se^ms t , ve f, 1 .'^
^^IJl'-i'^j

ju.st estimate of the character of
'^""' "'"'

and to have drawn it a it a ,, 11 !" """'O'm™'
at home and abroad-ii, .^ud andirul^l!;;,';;;^

TILL TUK PRESENT TIME.

< arious seenes which passed before him in his native
!

district and during hi.s subsequent rambles. In exa-mmmg into the causes which have ope.rated In

a lu. es to tl e long want of any fixe.l system ofwholesome education. The clergy, until lately trnk

chiM^rni
" "" '"'-""''• """ "- i-truc;;!:,!',;/^^

h Id n (where any instruction was obtained) w,«
..', whf Tib f

'"''''" ^f'™''"'-'"s. a class ofmtn who, «,th few exceptions, best.iwed 'such an

lit
.
bsence of all otlier causes, to account for m ,ehof the agrarian violence ami ernmeous prin

"
leawh ch regulate their movements and feelings on tl,.?and simiLir subjects.' The lower Irish.t

"S iVremarks, were, until a coniparativelv re Jn ,,er od

".'tt";;*:,"''^^';''" »~"'*i—^^
•L ,1 '""'T''*"; T hi-' national imagination is artive

st.ll, in the moments of seclusion, at his bed s ^^

ruollec ion whieh is sometimes almost bl-vond>cl ef A people thus cast in extrcmes-melandio v

IPkiure of an IrUh rUlagc and Scliool-house.]

have I spent „, solitary enjoynien
, watchtn. thewavy motion produced upon its plian surface by theunny win, s, or the flight of the cloud shadows I ke

"hils the murmur of the rocking tm-s and thj

huirtfelt pleasure, the very memoiy of which rises in

bi^ghi:?^™:^™
""^ -'"•' f^ain^ecoiiei^r^'::

At the foot of this hill ran a clear deep-bankedmcr bounded on one .ide by a slip of r eh levelme., ow and on the other by a kind rf eo, li, ftthe Milage geese, whose white feathers durin- theunmier season lay scattere,! over its greet urf^e

s,
1 ool

,
for there ran that part of the river whicli«,th very correct judgment, the urchins had selectedas their bathing-pUee. A little slope or watering-ground in the bank brought them to'the ed.-e ,ff the

ZZ'TtU
'I'e

^''r'"'"" -"'> into^ifeflftkpths of the whirlpool under the hanging oak on

1 entured to swim across it, and even yet do 1 .sc>c iu
..uagination the two bunches of water flagons on
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which the inexpenenced swiiumcrs trusted themselves

in the water.

About two hundred yards above this, the hoiren*

whicli led from the village to the main road crossed

the river by one of those old narrow bridges whose

arclies rise like round ditches across the road—an

almost iiupassable barrier to horse and car. On
paj*siiig the bridge in a northern direction, you found

a range of low thatched houses on each side of the

foad ; and if one oVlock, the hour of dinner, drew

near, you might observe columns of blue smoke
curling up from a row of chimneys, some made of

f icker creels plastered over with a rich coat of mud,
some of old narrow bottomless tubs, and others, with

a greater appearance of taste, ornamented with thick

circular ropes of straw sewed together like bees' skcps

vdih. the peel of a brier ; and many having nothing

but the open vent above. But the smoke by no means
escaped by its legitimate aperture, for you might
observe little clouds of it bursting out of the doors

and windows; the panes of the latter being mostly

stopped at other times with old hats and rags, were

now left entirely open for the purpose of giving it a

free escape.

Before the doors, on right and left, was a series of

dunghills, each with its concomitant sink of green

rotten water ; and if it happened that a stout-looking

woman with watery eyes, and a yellow cap hung
loosely upon her matted locks, came, with a chubby
urchin on one arm and a pot of dirty water in her

hand, its unceremonious ejection in the aforesaid sink

would be apt to send you up the village with your

finger and thumb (for what purpose you would your-

self perfectly understand) closely, but not knowingly,

applied to your nostrils. But, independently of this,

you would be apt to have other reasons for giving

your horse, whose heels are by this time surrounded
by a dozen of barking curs, and the same number of

shouting urchins, a pretty sharp touch of the spurs,

as well as for complaining bitterly of the odour of the

atmosphere. It is no landscape without figures ; and
you might notice—if you are, as I suppose you to be,

a man of observation—in every sink as you pass along

a * slip of a pig' stretched in the middle of the mud,
the very beau ideal of luxury, giving occasionally a

long luxuriant grunt, highly expressive of his enjoy-

ment ; or perhai)S an old farrower, lying in indolent

repose, with half a dozen young ones jostling each

other for their draught, and punching her belly with

their little snouts, reckless of the fumes they are

creating; whilst the loud crow of the cock, as he con-

fidently flaps his wings on his own dunghill, gives the

warning note for the hour of dinner.

Ka you advance, you will also perceive several faces

thrust out of the doors, and rather than miss a sight

of you, a grotesque visage peeping by a short cut

through the paneless windows, or a tattered female
flying to snatch up her urchin that has been tumbling
itself heels up in the dust of the road, lest ' the glntle-

man's horse might ride over it;* and if you happen to

look behind, you may observe a shaggy-headed youth
in tattered frize, with one hand thrust indolently in

his breast, standing at the door in conversation with

the inmates, a broad grin of sarcastic ridicule. on his

face, in the act of breaking a joke or two upon your-

self or your horse ; or perhaps your jaw may be saluted

with a lump of clay, just hard enough not to fall

asunder as it flies, cast by some ragged gorsoon from

behind a hedge, who squats himself in a ridge of corn

to avoid detection.

Seated upon a hob at the door you may observe a

toil-worn man without coat or waistcoat, his red

muscular sunburnt shoulder peering through the

remnant of a shirt, mendin" his shoes with a piece of

twisted flax, called a Ihrjci, or perhaps sewing two

* A little road.

footless stockings, or martyctiiSt to liis coat, aa a sub-
stitute for sleeves.

In the gardens, which are usually fringed with
nettles, you will see a solitary labourer, working with,

that carelessness and apathy that characterise an
Irishman when he labours /or himself^ leaning upon
Ills spade to look after you, and glad of any excuse to

be idle.

The houses, however, are not all such as I have de-

scribed— far from it. You see here and there, between
the more humble cabins, a stout comfortable-looking
farm-house with ornamental thatching and well-

glazed windows; adjoining to which is a hay-yard
with five or six large stacks of corn, well-trimmed and
roped, and a fine yellow weather-beaten old hay-
rick, half-cut—not taking into account twelve or

thirteen circular strata of stones that mark out the
foundations on which others had been raised. Neither
is the rich smell of oaten or wheaten bread, which the

good-wife is baking on the griddle, unpleasant to your
nostrils ; nor would the bubbling of a large pot, in

which you might see, should you chance to enter, a
prodigious square of fat, yellow, and almost transparent

bacon tumbliTig about, to be an unpleasant object

;

truly, as it hangs over a large fire, with well-swept

hearthstone, it is in good keeping with the white settle

and chairs, and the dresser with noggins, wooden
trenchers, and pewter dishes, perfectly clean, and as

well polished as a French courtier.

As you leave the village, you have, to the left, a
view of the hill which I have already described, and
to the right a level expanse of fertile country, bounded
by a good view of respectable mountains peering de-

cently into the sky; and in a line that forms an acute

angle from the point of the road where you ride, is a
delightful valley, in the bottom of which shines a
pretty lake; and a little beyond, on the slope of a
green hill, rises a s]ilendid house, surrounded by a
park well-wooded and stocked with deer. You have
now topped the little hill above the village, and a
straight line of level road, a mile long, goes forward

to a country town which lies immediately behind
that white church with its spire cutting into the sky
before you. You descend on the other side, and
having advanced a few perches, look to the left,

where you see a long thatched chapel, only distin-

guished from s dwelling-hnusL' by its want of chim-
neys, and a small stone cross that stands on the top

of the eastern gable ; behind it is a grave-yard, and
beside it a snug public-house, well white-washed

;

then, to the right, you observe a door apparently in

the side of a clay bank, which rises considerably

above the pavement of the road. What ! you ask

yourself, can this be a human habitation ? But ere

you have time to answer the question, a confused

buzz of voices from within reaches your ear, and the

appearance of a little gorsoon with a red close-

cropped head and Milesian face, having in his iiand

a short white stick, or the thigh-bone of a horse,

which you at once recognise as *the pass' of a village

school, gives you the full information. He has an
ink-horn, covered with leather, dangling at the button-

hole (for he has long since played away the buttons)

of his frize jacket—his mouth is circumscribed with a
streak of ink—his pen is stuck knowingly behind his

ear—his shins are dotted over with fire-blisters, black,

red, and blue—on each heel a kibe—his * leather

crackers'

—

videlicet., breeches—shrunk up upon liim,

and only reaching as far down as the caps of his

knees. Having spied you, he places his hand over hia

brows, to throw back the dazzling light of the sun,

and peers at you from under it, till he breaks out

into a laugh, exclaiming, half to himself, half to

you

—

* You a gintleman !— no, nor one of your breed

never was, you procthorin' thief you !'
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You are now iiiniiediately opposite the door of the

seniinury, when hulf a di>zc-ii of tljose seated next it

notic* you.
* (^h, sir, here's a ^intleniaii on a horse !—nia^^ther,

flir, here's a ^intlcniun on a liorse, wid boots and ^:purs

on liini, that's looking in at us.'

' Silence 1' excliiinis the master; 'back frtjm the

door—boys rehearse—every one of you rehearse, I

Bay, you Boeotians, till the gintleman goes past
!'

' 1 want to go out, if you plase, sir.*

* No, you don't, Phelim,*
* I do, indeed, sir.'

*M'hat! is it afther conthradictin' me you'd be?
Don't you see the "porter's" out, and you can't go.'

* Well, 'tis Alat Meehan has it, sir ; and he's out
this half-hour, sir; I can't stay in, sir!'

* You want to be idling your time looking at the
gintleman, I'helim.'

' No, indeed, sir.'

* Phelim, I know you of ouM—go to your s.ite. I

tell you, Phelim, you were boni for the encourage-
ment of the hemp manufacture, and you'll die pro-
moting it.'

In the raeantirae the master puts his h'^ad out of

the door, his body stooped to a *half-bi'mi'—a phrase,

and the exact curre which it forms, I leave fur t!»e

present to your own sagacity—and surveys you until

you pass. That is an Irish hedge-school, and the
personage who follows you with his eye a hedge-
schoolmaster.

MISS MARY BDSSF.LL MITFORD.

Mi.ss Mart Russki.l Mitford, the painter of
English rural life in its happiest and most u'enial

aspects, was born in 1789 at Alrusford, in Hamp-
shire. Keniiniscences of her early hoiirding-scliool

days are scattered through her works, and she
appears to have been always an enthusiastic reader.
When very young, she published a vohinie of mis-
cellaneous poem.s, anil a metrical tale in the style of
Scott, entitled Chrisline, the iluid of ihe Si:illi'Sais,

founded on the discovery of the mutineers of tiie

Bounty. In 1823 was produced her effective and
striking tragedy of Julian, dedicated to Mr Jfac-
ready the actor, ' for the zeal with which he be-
friended the production of a stranu'er, for the judi-
cious alterations which he .suggested, and for the
energy, the pathos, and tlie skill with wliich he more
than embodied its principal ciiaracter.' Next \'ear

Miss Mitford published the first volume of Our Vil-

lage, Sketches of Rural Character ami t<renerri, to which
four other volumes were subsequently adiled, the
fifth and last in 1832. 'Every one,' says a lively
writer,* ' now knows Our Village, and every one
knows that the nooks and corners, the haunts and
the copses so delightfully described in its pages, will

be found in the immediate neiglibourhood of Head-
ing, and more especially around Three-Mile Cross,
a cluster of cottages on the Basingstoke road, in one
of vvhieli our authoress has now resided for many
years. But so little were the peculiar and original
excellence of her descriptions understood, in the first

instance, that, after having gone the rounil of rejec-
tion through the more important periodicals, tliey
at last saw the light in no worthier jniblication
than the Lady's Magazine. But the series of rural
pictures grew, and the venture of collecting them
into a separate volume was tried. The public began
to relish the style so fresh, yet so finished, to
enjoy the delicate humour and the simple ji.ithos of
the tales; and the result was, that tlie popularity
of these sketches outgrew that of the works of

* Mr Ohorlpy—The Aiithor* of KngKind.

loftier order pnK'eeding from the same pen; that
young writers, Knglish and American, began to
imitate so artless and charming a manner lif narra-
tion; and that an ob.seure Berkshire handet. bv the
magic of talent and kindly feeling, was eonvertcii
into a phu-e of resort and interest for not a few of
the finest spirits of the age.' Kxtending her ob-
servatioTi from the country village t« the market'
town. Miss Mitford published another interesting
volume of de.scrii)tions, entitled lltlf.inl Jieyix. She
also gleaned from the new world three viilumes of
Muriex uf American Life, bi/ American Wrilem, of
which she remarks—' The scenes described and the
personages introduced are as various as the authors,
extetiiling in geographical space from Canada to
Mexico, and including almost every degree of civili-

sation, from the wild Indian and the almost equally
wild hunter of the forest and prairies, to the culti-

vated inhabitant of the city and ))lain.' Besides her
tragedies (which are little inferior to those of Miss
Baillie as intellectual productions, while one of them,
Ricnzi, has been highly successful on tlie stage).
Miss Mitford has written numerous tales for the
amiuals and niag.azines, showing that her industry
is equal to her talents. It is to her Knglisli tales,

however, that slie nmst chiclly tru,st her fame with
posterity

; and there is so much unafii-cteil grace,
tenderness, and beauty in tlicse rural delineations,
that we cannot conceive their ever being considered
obsolete or uninteresting. In them she has trea-
sured not oidy the results of Icmg and familiar ob-
servation, but tlie feelings and conceptions of a truly
poetical mind. She is a prose Cowper, without his
gloom or bitterness. In 1838 Miss .Mitford's name
was added to the pension list—a well-earned tribute
to one whose genius has been devoted to tlie honour
and embellishment of her country.

COUNTESS OF BLESSINGTOK.

This lady, well known in the world of fashion and
literature, is a native of Ireland, daughter of Kdward
Power, Esq.. late of Curagheen. cmmty \\'atcrford.

At the age of fifteen she became tlie wife of Captain
Farmer of tlie 47th regiment, after who.se death, in

1817, she was united to Charles John Gardiner,
E,'irl of Blessington, In 1829 she was again left a
widow. Lady Blessington now fixed her residence

in London, and, by her rank and personal tastes,

succeeded in rendering herself a centre of literary

society. Her first publication was a volume of
Trnrellivg Sfirtche.s in Belgium, very meagre and ill-

written. The next work commanded more atten-

tion ; it was her l^cnversatioris with Lnni nitron, whom
she had met daily for some time at Genoa, In 1833
appeared The liepcalem, a novel in tliree volumes, but
containing scarcely any plot, and few delineations of
character, the greater part being filled with dialogiies,

criticism, and reflections. Her hidysliiji is sometimes
sarcastic, sometimes moral, and more fre(iuently per-

sonal. One female sketch, that of Grace Cassidy,

a young Irish wife, is the only one of the characters
we can remember, and it shows that her ladyship

is most at home among the scenes of her early days.

To *The Repealers' succeeded The Tim Frietuis. The
Confessions of an KUierh/ Gcntlfmtin, The Confissions

of an Klilerly Laihj, Lhsultorii Thoughts, Thr JiilU of
a Season, The Gorcmess, The Idlir in Jliili/ (three

volumes. 1839-40), The Lller in France (two volumes,

1841), The Victims of Societi/, and Mmdilh. Her
recollections of Italy and France are jierhaps the

l^st of her works, fur in these her love of anecilote,

epigram, and sentiment, has full scope, without any
of the impediments raised by u story.
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MRS S. C. HALL.

^fRS S. C. Haij., authoress of Lhhts and Shatlow.i

of Irish Life, iiiiil vxriuus otiier w orks, ' is a native of

Wexlord, iliouyii by lier nmtliur's siiio she is of Swiss

descent. Her niaiJuii name was Fielding, by wliieli,

however, she was unknown in tlie literary world, as

her first work was not published till after her mar-
riage. She belongs to an old and excellent family
in her native county. She iirst quitted Ireland at

the early age ol' fifteen, to reside with her motlier in

England, and it was some time before slie revisited
her native country ; but tlie scenes wliich were fami-
liar to her as a child have made such a vivid and
lastiiig impression on her mind, and all her sketches
evince so niucli freslniess and vigour, tliat licr read-
ers might easily imagine she had spent her life

among tlie scenes slie describes. To her early ab-
sence from her native country is probably to be
traced one strong characteristic of all her writings

—

the total absence of party feeling on subjects con-
nected with politics or religion.'* Mrs Ilall's first

work appeared in 1829, and was entitled Sketches of
Irish Charucler. These bear a closer resemblance to
the tales of Miss Mitford tlian to tlie Irisli stories of
Banini or Griffin, tliough tlie latter may have tended
to direct Mrs Hall to the peculiarities of Irish clui-

racter. Tliey contain some fine rural description,
aud are animated by a healthy tone of moral feeling
and a vein of delicate humour. The coquetry of her
Irish girls (very different from that in high life) is

admirably depicted. Ne.\t year Mrs Hall issued a
little volume for children. Chronicles of a School'
Room, consisting also of a series of tales, simple,
natural, and touching. The home-truths and moral
observations conveyed in these narratives reflect

great credit on the heart and the judgment of the
writer. Indeed good taste and good leeliug may be
said to preside over all the works of our authoress.
In 1831 she issued a second series of 'Sketches of
Iri.sli Character,' fully equ;d to the first, and was
well received. The Kapparee is an excellent story,
and some of the satirical delineations are hit off with
great truth and liveliness. In 18.32 she ventured on
a Larger and more difficult work— a historical ro-
mance in tliree volumes, entitled The Buccaneer.
The scene of this tale is laid in England at the time
of the Protectorate, .and Oliver himself is among the
characters. The plot of 'The Buccaneer' is well
managed, and some of the characters (;is that of
Barliara Iverk, the Puritan) are skilfully delineated;
but the work is too feminine, and has ton little of

energetic passion for the storniv times in which it is

cast. In 1834 Mrs Hall published Tales of Woman's
'Trials, short stories of decidedly moral tendency,

Mrs Hall's residence, Uroinpntn.

written in the h.T]ipiest style of the authoress. In
183.') ap]ieared Uncle Unrace. a novel, and in 1838
* Lights and Shadows of Irish Life.* three volumes.
The latter had been previously published in the
New Monthly Magazine, and enjoyed great popu-

larity. Tlie principal tale in the collection. The
Groves of Blarney, was dramatised at one of the

theatres with distinguished success. In 1840 Mrs

* Dublin University Magazine for 1840.
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Hall issued what has l)een stylod the best of her

novel:^, Muriun ; or a Young ^ftti^^s Fortunes, in

whicli her knowledge of \n>\\ chiirackT is Hguin dis-

phiyed. Kutey Maoiine, an Irish cook, wlio adopts

Marian, a fovuidliiig, and watches over her with un-

tiring affection, is e<iual to any of tlie Irish por-

traitures since those of Miss Edgeworth. The next

work of our authoress was a series of Stories of the

Irish Peasantry, contributed to Chambers's Kdin-

burgh Journid, and afterwards pulilished in a col-

lected form. In 18-10, Mrs Hall aided her liusband

in a work cliiefly composed by him, and wliich re-

flects credit upon his talents and industry, Ireland,

its .Sctvi^n/, Character^ SjC. Topograpliical and sta-

tistical information is here blended with tlie poetical

and romantic features of tlie country—the legends

of the peasantry—scenes and characters of humour
or pathos—and all that could he gatliercd in five

separate tours through Ireland, added to early ac-

quaintance and recollection of the country. The
work was highly enihehished by British artists, and
extended to three large volumes. In tasteful de-

scription of natural objects, and pictures of every-

day life, Mrs Hall has few sui»eriurs. Her humour
is not so broad or racy as tiiat of Lady Morgan, nor

her observation so pointed and select as Miss Kdge-
worth's : her writings are also unequal, but in gene-

ral they constitute easy delightful reading, and
possess a simple truth and purity of sentiment that

is ultimately more fascinating than the darker

shades and colourings of imaginative composition.

[Depending Upon Ot!iers.']

[From * Sketches of Irihh Character.']

* Independence !^— it is the word, of all others, that

Irish—men, women, and children— lea^st understand
;

and the calnmcss, or rather indifference, with which

they submit to dependence, bitter and miserable as it

is, must be a source of deep regret to all who Move
the land,' or who feel anxious to uphold the dignity

of human kind. Let us select a few cases from our

Irish village, such as are abundant in every neigh-

bourhood. Shane Thurlough, 'as dacent a boy,' aiid

Shane's wife, as ' clane-skinned a girl,' as any in the

world. There is Shane, an active handsome-looking

fellow, leaiung over the half-door of his cottage, kick-

ing a hole in the wall with his brogue, and picking up
all the large gravel within his reach to pelt the ducks

with—those useful Irish scavengers. Let us speak to

him. * Good-morrow, Shane !' * Och ! the bright

bames of heaven on ye every day ! and kindly w el-

conie, my lady ; and wont ye step in and rest— it's

powerful hot, and a beautiful summer, sure— the

Lord be praised!' * Thank you, Shane. I thought
you were going to cut the hay-field to-day ; if a heavy
shower comes, it will be spoiled ; it has been fit for

the scythe these two days.* * Sure it's all owing to that

thief o' the world Tom Parrel, my lady. Didn't he
promise me the loan of his scythe ; and, by the same
token, I was to pay him for it ; and dcpinding on that,

I didn't buy one, which I have been threatening to do
for the last two years.' 'But why don't you go to

Carrick and purchase one?* *To Carrick ! Och, 'tis

a good step to Carrick, and my toes are on the ground
(saving your presence), for 1 depindcd on Tim Jarvis

to tell Andy Capplcr, the brogue-maker, to do my
shoes

;
and, bad luck to him, the spalpeen ! he forgot

it-* 'Where's your pretty wife, Shane?* 'She*8 in

all the wo o' the world, ma'am dear. And she puts
the blame of it on me, though I'm not in the faut
this time, anyhow. The child's taken the small-pox,
and she depindcd on me to tell the doctor to cut it for

the cow-pux, and I depindcd on Kitty Cackle, the
limmer, to tell the doctor's own man, and ihmight

\

she would not forget it, becase the boy's her bachelor

;

but out o' sight out o' mind—the never a word she

toiiM him about it, and the bahV)y has got it nataral,

and the woman's in heart trouble (to say nothing o'

myself) ; and it the first, and all.* ' I am very sorry,

indeed, for you have got a much better wife than most

men.' 'That's a true word, my lady, only she's

fidgctty like sometimes, and says I don't hit the nail

on the head quick enough ; and she takes a dale

more trouble than she need about many a thing.' * I

do not think I ever saw Ellen*8 wheel without flax

before, Shane?' 'Bad cess to the wheel!— I got it

this morning about that too. I dqnnded on John
AVilliams to bring the flax from 0*Klaharty's this day
week, and he forgot it ; and she says I ought to have

brought it myself, and I close to the spot. But where's

the good ? says I ; sure he'll bring it next time,' ' I

suppose, Shane, you will soon move into the new cot-

tage at Clurn IHll ? I passed it to-day, and it looked

so cheerful ; and when you get there you nmst take

Pollen's advice, and depend solely on yourself.* * Och,

ma'am dear, don't niintion it ; sure it*s that makes
me so down in the mouth this very minit. Sure I

saw that born blackguard Jack Waddy, and he comes

in here quite innocent like
—

" Shane, you've an eye

to squire's new lodge," says he. " Maybe I have,*' says

I. "I am yer man," says he. "How so?" says I.

" Sure I'm as good as married to my lady's maid,'* said

he ;
" and I'll spake to the squire for you my own self."

" The blessing be about you," says I, quite grateful

—

and we tmik a strong cup on the strength of it—and,

depimfing on him, I thought all safe ; and what d'ye

think, my lady ? Why, himself stalks into the place

—talked the squire over, to be sure—and without so

much as by yer lave, sates himself and his new wife

on the laase in the house ; and I may go whistle.* * It

was a great pity, Shane, that you didn't go yourself

to Mr Clurn.' 'That's a true word for ye, ma'am
dear ; but it's hard if a poor man can't have a frind

to depind on.'

SIR EDWARD LYTTON BULWER.

Sir Edward Lytton Bplwer is the youngest

son of the late General Bulwer of Haydun Hall,

county of Norfolk. He is said to have written

verses when only five or six years old, but he has

certainly never attained to the higher honours of

the lyre. His poetry is in general stiff and artificial.

At Cambridge, Mr Bulwer (his baronetcj' was con-

ferred upon him by the Whig government, whose
policy he supported as a member of the House of

Commons) was the successful competitor for the

prize poem, and his first appearance as an author

was made in 1826, when he published a volume of

miscellaneous poems bearing the juvenile title of

Weeds and Wild Flowers. In the following year he

issued a ixjetical tale. O'Neill, or the Febel^ some-

thing of the style of Byron's Corsair, and echoing

the tone of feeling and sentiment most characteristic

of the noble poet The following lines will illustrate

our remark :

—

Eternal air—and thou, my mother earth,

Hallowed by shade and silence—and the birth

Of the young moon (now watohing o'er the sleep

Of the dim mountains and the dreaming deep) ;

And by yon star, heaven's eldest born—whose light

Calls the first smile upon the cheek of Night

;

And beams and bodes, like faith beyond the tomb.

Life through the calm, and glory through the gloom;

My mother earth—and ye her loftier race,

M'idst whom my soul hath held its dwelling-place;

Rivers, and rocks, and valleyB, and ye shades

Which sleep at noonday o'er the haunted glades

Made nuisical by waters and the breeze,

All idly dallying with the glowing trees;
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Aiiii Mon^.'s itf birds which, ever as thev flv,

Hn'Hthe soul mill jihuiness to the suimmut sky
;

Vf cii'irts (if Nature, where aloof ami lone
She sits hikI reif;iis with darkness for her throne ;
Myslerioiis teiniiles of the hmithin;; Hod,
If mid viur mi;;ht wy earliest steps have trod

;

If in mine inmost spirit still are stored
The wild deep memories childhood most a<Iored

;

If still amid the ilrou^ht and wjiste of years,
Ye hold the source of smiles and pan^lcss tears;
Will _ve not yet inspire me!—for my heart
Heals low and languid—and this idle art,

Which I have summoned for an idle end,
Korsakes and Hies me like a faithless friend.
Are all your voices silent ! I have made
My home as erst amid your thickest shade

:

And even now your soft air from above
Hreathes on my temples like a sister's love.

Ah! could it brin;; the freshness of the day
When fii-st my youn^' heart linijered o'er its lay,
Fain would this wintry soul and frozen string
liecall one wind—one whisper from the Spring!

Ill the same year (1S27) Mr Dulwer published liis

first ii.ivel. I'lilkhinil, a liiglily-eiilourcd tale of love
ami ;"issiiin, calculuted to excite and inflame, and
evidently btsed on admiration of the peculiar genius
luiil seductive errors of Byron. Takiu}; up the style
of the fashionable novels (rendered popular by Theo-
dore Hook, but now on the wane), Mr Bulwer cinie
forward wiili I'l'lhniii. nr the Artt'ciilures of a Geiilleman
—a novel full of brilliant and witty writing, sarcastic
levity, represeiitalions of the manners of the great,
jiiquant rcnnirk, and scenes of deep and romantic
interest. There was a want of artistic skill in the
construction of the story, for the tr.igic and satirical

.
parts were not liarnioninusly combined ; but the
picture of a man of fashion, so powerfully drawn,
was irresistibly attractive, and a second edition of
' l\-lliani' was called for in a few months. Towards
the close of the year (1828). Mr Kulwer issued The
DImvmed, intended by the author to contain 'scenes
(f more exciting interest and vivid colouring,
thoiight.s less superficially expressed, passions more
energetically called forth, and a more sensible and
pervading moral tendency.' The work was consi-
dered to fnllil the promise of the preface, though it

did not attain to the poinilarity of ' I'elham.' Deve-
niij; (I \urel, 1,M29, was a more finislied performance.
• The lighter portion does not dispute the field with
the deeper and more sombre, but follows gracefully
by its side, relieving and heightening it. We move,
itnieed, among the great, but it is the great of other
times—names fmiiliar ni our mouths—Bolingbroke,
Louis, Orleans; amidst manners perhaps as frivolous
as those of tlie d;iy. but which the gentle touch of
time has jdready invested with an antiquarian dig-
nity

:
the jiassions of men, the m.achinery of great

motives and universal feelings, occupy the front

;

tlie humours, the aHl'Otions, the petty badges of
sects an.l individuals, retire into the shadows of the
back-gronnil

: no under-current of persiflage or epi-
curean indiUcrence checks the flow of that mournful
enthusiasin which refreshes its pictures of life with
living waters; its eloquent piiges seem consecrated
to the memoty of love, honour, religion, and unde-
viating faith.'- In 18:iO Mr Bulwer brought out
another work of fiction. Paid CUJ'onl, the hero being
a romantic highwayman, familiar with the haunts
of low vice and dissipation, but afterwards trans-
formed and elevated by the influence of love. I'arts
are ably written; but the general effL-ct of the novel
was undoubtedly injurious to the public taste. Our
author's love of satire, which had mingled largely

» Edinburgh Review for 1&T2.

in all his novels, took a more definite shape, in 18.31,
in 'J'lir .Snniiisr Tiriiix. a poem satirical of fashion, of
travellers, of politicians, London notoriety, and
various other topics, discus.sed or glanced' at in
sportive or bitter mood, in verses that flow easily,
and occ.-isionidly express vigorous and lively thoughts,
but are wh,,lly destitute of the eliuir viiic of poeti-
cal immortality. A few months afterwards we
Imd Eiigitie Arum, a Tale, foun<lcd on the history
of the English murderer of that name. In this
work Mr Bulwer depicted the manners of the
middle rank of life, and w.as highly successful in
awakening curiosity and interest, and in painting
scenes of tenderness, pathos, and distress. The cha-
racter of the sordid but ingenious Eugene Aram is

idealised by the fancy of the novelist. He is m.ade
an enthusiastic student and amiable visionary. The
humbling part of his crime was, he says, ' its low
calculations, its poor defence, its paltry trickery, its

mean hypocrisy : these made his chicfest penance.'
Unconscious that detection was close at liand, Aram
is preparing to wed an interesting and noble-minded
woman, the generous JIadeline ; and the scenes con-
nected with this ill-fated passion possess a strong
and tragical interest. Throughout the work are
scattered some beautiful moral reflections and de-
scriptions, imbued with poetical feeling and e.xpres-
sion. Mr Bulwer now undertook the management
of the New Monthly Magazine (which had .attained

a high reputation under the editorship of Campbell),
and published in that work several essays and cri-

ticisms, subsequently collected and issued under the
title of r/ie S/«(/(vi^ In 1833 appeared his England
and the English, a series of observations on society,
literature, the aristocracy, travelling, and other cha-
racteristics and peculiarities of the English people.
Some of these are acute and clever, but many are
tinged with prejudice, and a desire to appear origi-
nal and sarcastic. The Pilgrims of the Rhine—a fan-
ciful and beautifully illustrated work—was Mr Bul-
wer's next offering, and it was almost immediately
afterwards succeeded by one of his best romances. The
Laft Days of Pompeii. This brilliant and interesting
classic story was followed by one still more vigorous
and masterly, the tale of liienzi, perhaps the most
complete, high-toned, and energetic of all the author's
works. With industry as remarkable as his genius,
Mr Bulwer went on preparing new works of fiction.

Ernest MaltraiKrs (1837) illustrates 'what, though
rare in novels, is common in human life—the aflSic-

tion of the good, the triumph of the unprincipled.'
Tlie character of Maltravers is far from pleasing

;

and Alice Darvil is evidently a copy from Byron's
Haidee. Ferrers, the villain of the tale, is also a
Byronic creation ; and, on the whole, the violent
contrasts and gloomy delineations of this novel render
it more akin to the spurious offspring of sentimental
romance, than to the family of the genuine English
novel. A continuation of this work was given in
the following year, under the title of Alice, or the

ilystcries, with no improvement as to literary power
or correct moral philosophy, but stiU containing
some fresh and exquisite descriptions, and delightful
portraiture. His next work was Athens, partly his-

torical and partly philosophical—a book impressed
with fine taste and research. In the same year (1838)
we had Leila, or the Siege of Granada ; and Calderon
the Courtier—light and sketchy productions. Pass-
ing over the dramas of Bulwer, we come to Alight

and Morning. Duy and Night, Lights and Shadows,
Glimmer and Gloom, an affected title to a picturesque
and interesting story. Zanoni (1842) is more un-
connected in plot and vicious in style than the pre-
vious fictions of Bulwer, and possesses no strong or
permanent interest. Eva, Hie Ill-Omencd Marriage,
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attif utfitT Tnlcs an'l Vot^ms (1842) is anotlier attempt

of our aiirh'T to ju'liifvi; jnH'tit':il honours: \vc rait-

not say a hiyhhf surress/ul attinipt ; f.)r. in spite of

p<K'tical ft'irliiif: .miJ fancy, the lines of Sir IMward
Biilwer are cuM {.'litteriiiL'' com'eit.s and personations.

Hi^ acute ni(-ntal analysis is, however, seen in verst-s

like the following:

—

Talent and Gaihts.

Talent convinces—genius but excites ;

This tasks the reason, tliat the soul delights.

Talent from soher judirnient takes its birth,

And recnnciles the pinion to the earth
;

Genius unsettles with desires the tnind,

Contented not till earth be left bohind ;

Talent, the sunshine im a cultured soil,

Ripens tlio fruit by slow dei^rees for toil.

Genius, the sudden Iris of the skies,

On cloud itself retiects its wondrous dyes :

And, to tlic e;irth, in tears aiul irlory given.

Clasps in its airy arch the pomp of Heaven !

Talent gives all that vuli,M.r critics need

—

From its plain horn-book learn the dull to read;

Genius, the Pythian <f the beautiful,

Leaves its large truths a riddle to the dull

—

From eyes profane a veil the Isis screens,

And fools on fools still ask—* What Hamlet means?*

Bulwer's own works realise this description of

genius: they unfold 'an Iris of the skies,' in whieh
are displayed the rich colours and forms of the

imaginatit)n, mixed and interfused with dark spots

and unsightly shadows—with conceit, affectation,

and egotism. Like his model, Byron, he paints

vividly and beautifully, but often throws away his

coliturs on unwortliy ubJL-ets. aud loaves many of liis

pictures untiiiished. The clear guiding judgment,
well-balanced mind, and natural feeling of Scott, are

wanting; but Bulwer's language and imagery are

often exquisite, and his power of deiinenting eer-

tiiin classes of character and manners superior to

that of any of liis contemporaries. Few authors luive

displayed more vers:itility. lie seems capable of

achieving some great work in history as well as in

fiction; an<l if he has not succeeded in poetry, he

has outstripped most of his contemporaries in popu-

larity as a dramatist.

CAPTAIN FREDERICK MARRVAT.

This popular naval writer—the best painter of

sea characters sinee Smollett—commenced what has

proved to be a busy and highly successful literary

career in 18'2n, by tlie publieation of The iVutuil

Ojficer, a nautical tale, in thrte volumes. This

work partook too strongly of the free spirit of the

sailor, but, amidst its occasional violations of taste

and decorum, there was a rough nicy humour and
dramatic liveliness that atoned for many faults.

In the following year the captain was ready with

other three volumes, more carefully finished, anrl

presenting a wL'U-compaotcd story, entitled Thr

King's Own. Though occasionally a little awkward
on land, Captain Marryat was at home on the sea,

and whether serious or comic—whether delineating

a captain, inid>hipnian, or common tar, or even a

carpenter, he evinced a minute practical acquaint-

ance with all on board ship, and with every variety

of nautic^il churaeter. His vivid and striking

powers of dcserij^tion were also displayed to much
advantage in this novel. \ctcfon Foster^ or the

Mercfmnt Scrrirc, 18'V2, was our auth(T's next work,

and is a tale of various and sustained interest. It

was fiurpnssed. however, by its imnu'diate successor,

Peter Simj^k't the most amusing of all the author's

works. His naval coTumandcr, Cjiptain Savage,
Chucks the boatswain, tl'Brieu the Irish lieutenant,

and Muddle tlie carpenter, are excellent individual

portntifs—as distinct and life-like as Tom Bowling,

Hatch w:iy, or Pi[)es. The scenes in the West
Indies display the higher jMiwers of the novelist,

and the escape from the French prison interests us
almost as deeply as the similar etlorts of Caleb
Williams. Continuing Ids nautical scenes and iM>r-

traits, Captain Marryat has since written about
thirty v.iluuu'S—as Jtimh Fait.'i/al (one of his best

product'ons), Tfte Phmitam Ship, Mr Midshipman
K'isi/. 'The Pncha of Mtinif Tales, .hifdu-t in Starch of

a Father^ Poor Jack, Frttnk iM ilthmn/, Joseph A*«aA-

hroofi the Pixirhcr, Mnstt-rrnan Heath/, Percical Keene,

&e. In the hasty production if so many volumes,
tlie ijuiihtii could nt^t always be pqnal. The nnuticid

huini.ur and racy dialogue could not always be pro-

duced at will. f)f a new and ditferent stamp at each

successive effort. Such, however, is the fertile

fancy aiul active ol.>scrvation of the author, and his

lively powers of amusing and describing, that he
has fewer repetitions and less tediousness than
almost any other writer equally voltuuiuous. His
last work, * I\rcival Keene' (1R42), betrays no
falling-off'. hut, on the contrary, is one (»f the most
viifonnis aud interesting of his * sea changes.* 'Cap-
tain Marryat,' says a writer iri the Quarterly Re-
view, 'stands second to no living novelist but Miss

Edgewnrth. His happy delineations and cimtrasts

of character, and e'Asy play of native fun, redeem a

tliousanil faults of verbosity, clumsiness, and coarse-

ness. His strong sense and utter superiority to

atTeetatiou of all sorts, command respect ; and in his

quiet elfectiveness of circumstantial narrative, he
sometimes approaches old Defoe. Tliere is less of

caricature about his jdctures than those of any con--

temporary humorist—unless, perhaps, i\Iorier ; and
he shows far larger and maturer knowledge of the

real workings of human nature tlun any of the

bancl, except the exquisite writer we have just

named, and Mr Tlieofiore Hook, of whom praise is

equally superffuou^,* Tliis was written in 1839,

before Charli'S Dickens had ' gathered all his fame;*

and with all our admiration of Marryat. we should

be disposed at present to claim for the younger
novelist an equal, if not superior—as dear, an<i a

more genial—kiiowludge of human nature

—

at least

on hind.

To vary or relieve his incessant toils at original

composition. Captain Marryat made a trip to Ame-
rica in 1837, the result of whicii he gave tt> the

world in 1839 in tliree volumes, entitled A Dinrtf

in America, icith Hcniurhs on its Institutions. This

was Using at higher game than any he liad pre-

viously brought down ; but the real value of these

volumes consists in their resemblance to i>arts of

his novels—in humorous caricature and anecdote,

shrewd observation, aiul lively or striking descrip-

tion. His account of the Atuerican navy is valuable;

and so ])ractical and sagacious an ol'server could not

vi^it the sclioiils, prisons, and other public institu-

tions of the New World, without throwing out

valuable reffectious, aud noting wluit is superior or

defective. He is lu) admirer of the democratic

government of America: iudee;! his Diary is as

unfavourable to the national cliaraeter as the pre-

vious sketches of Mrs Troliope or Cap»ain Hall.

But it is in relating traits of nuinners, peculiarities

of speech, and other singular or Indienms charac-

teristics of the Americans, that Capiaia Marryat

excels. These are as rich as liis fictitious dt-linea-

ticms. and. like them, probably owe a go.Hl deal to

the smrirestive fancy and hive of drollery pro))er to

the novelist. The success of this Diary nidu<-e<l the
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author to add tlirt'C additional volumes to it in the

folU)winp year, but the continuation is greatly in-

ferior.

[A Prudent Sea Captain—Ahux of Ship Storcs-I

[Prom ' Tho King'8 Own."]

'Well, Mr Checks, what are the carpentera about?'
•Weston and Siuallbridge are jjoing on with the

chairs—the whole of them will be linishcd to-iuon-ow.'
' Well !'

•Smith is about the ehcst of drawers, to match the

one in my Lady Capperbar's bed -room.*
• Veryjrood. .Antl what is Hilton about?*
• He ha.s tinished the spare-leaf of the dining-table,

Bir ; he is now about u little job for the second-lieu-

tenant.*
• A job for the second lieutenant, sir ! How often

have i told you, Mr Cheeks, that the cai-penters are

not to be employed, except on ship's duty, without my
Bpecial permission.*

• His standing bed-place is broke, sir; he is only
getting out a chock or two.*

' Air Clieeks, you have disobeyed luy most positive

orders. By the by, sir, I understand you were not
sober last night ?*

' Please your honour,' replied the carpenter, ' I

wasn't drunk— I was only a little fresh*

•Take you care, Mr Cheeks. Well, now, what are

the rest of your crew about ?'

• Why, Thomson and Waters are cutting out the
pales for the garden out of the jibboom ; I've saved
the heel to return.*

' Wry well ; but there wont be enough, will there?'
' No, sir ; it will take a hand-mast to finish the

whole.*

•Then we must expend one when we go out again.

We can carry away a top-mast, and make a new one
out of the hand-mast at sea. In the meantime, if the
sawyers have nothing to do, they may as well cut the
palings at once. And now, let me see—oh, the pain-
ters nmst go on shore to finish the attics.*

• Yes, sir ; but my Lacly Capperbar wishes the jra-

lowsees to be painted vermilion ; she says it will look
more rural.*

' Mrs Capperbar ought to know enough about ship*s

stores hy this time to be aware that we are only allowed
three colours. She may choose or mix them as she
pleases ; but aj? for going to the expense of buying
paint, 1 cau*t aft'ord it. What are the rest of the men
about V

' Repairing the second cutter, and making a new
mast for the pinnace.'

• By the by—that puts me in mind of it—have you
expended any boat's masts ?'

• Only the one carried away, sir.'

• Then you must expend two more. Mrs C has
just sent me ofFa list of a few things that she wishes
made while we are at anchor, and I see two poles for

clothes-lines. Saw otF the sheave-holes, and put two
pegs through at right angles—you know how I mean V

• Yes, sir. \Vhat am 1 to do, sir, about the cucum-
ber frame ? ^fy Lady Capperbar says that she must
have it, and I haven't glass enough. They grumbled at

the yard last time.*
• JIrs C • must wait a little. What arc the

armourers about ?'

' They have been so busy with your work, sir, that the
arms are in a very bad condition. The first-lieutenant

said yesterday that they were a disgrace to the ship.*
• Who dares say that ?*

' The first-lieutenant, sir.*

• Well, then, let them rub up the arms, and let me
know when they are done, and we'll get the forge up.'

' The armourer has made six rakes and six hoes,

and the two little hoes for the children; but he says
that he can't make a spade.*

•Then I'll take his warrant away, hy heavens, since

he does not know his duty. That wiU'do, Mr Cheeks.
I shall overlook your being in liquor this time ; but
take care. Send the boatswain to me.*

A few other authors have, like Captain Marryat,
presented us with good pictures of maritime life

and adventures. The Niivnl Shich-Book, 1S28

;

Sailors a ii>l t!iihUs, 1829; Tales of a ^ar, 1830; Land
Shar/is aiul Sea Gulls, 18.38; and other works, by
C.APT.iiN Glasscock, R. N., are all genuine tales of
the sea. and display a hearty comic humour and
rich pliraseology, with as cordial a contempt for
regularity of plot ! lialtlin the Reefer, and Outward
Bound, or a MercluuU's Adventures, bv Ma Howard,
are better managed as to fable (particularly ' Out-
ward Bound,' which is a well-constructed tale), but
have not the same breadth of humour as Captain
Glasscock's novels. The Life of a Sailor, and Ben
Brace, hy Captain Chamikr, are e.xcellent works
of the same class, replete with nature, observation,

and humour. Tom Criurjle^s Log, by Michael Sco'rr,

and The Cruise of the Mir/tfe (both originally pub-
lished in Blackwood's Magazine), are also veritable

productions of the sea—a little (Htarse, but spirited,

and showing us ' things as tlicy are.' Mr Scott, who
was a native of Glasgow, spent a considerable part
of his life in a mercantile situation at Kingston in

Jamaica. He died in liis native city, in 1835, aged
about forty-six.

MRS CORE.

This lady is a clever and prolific writer of tales

and fashionable novels. Her first work (published
anonymously) was, we believe, a small volume con-
taining two tales. The Lettre de Cachet, and The
Iteign of Terror, 1827. One of these relates to the
times of Louis XIV., and the other to the French
Revolution. They are both interesting graceful
tales—superior, we think, to some of the more
elaborate and extensive fictions of the authoress.

In 1830 appeared Women as the;/ Are, or the Plan-
ners of the Day, three volumes—an easy sjiarkling

narnitive, with correct pictures of modern society

—

much lady-like writing on dress and fashion, and
some rather misplaced derision or contempt for

'excellent wives' and 'good sort of men.' This
novel soon went through a second edition, and Mrs
Gore continued the same style of fashionable por-

traiture. In 1831 she issued Mothers and Daughters,

a Tale of the Year 1830. Here the manners of gay
life—balls, dinners, and fetes—with clever sketches
of character, and amusing dialogues, make up the
customary three volumes. The same year we find

Mrs Gore C(mipiling a series of narratives fi>r youth,
entitled The Historical Tracetler. In 1832 she came
fi)rward with The Fair of May Fair, a series of

fashionable tides, that were not so well received.

The critics hinted that Mrs Gore had exhausted her
stock of observation, and we believe she went to

reside in Finance, where she contimied some years.

Her next tale was entitled Mrs Amiyluge. In 1838
she published The Booh of Roses, or Bose-Fancier's
Manual, a delightful little work cm the history of tlie

ro.se, its propagation and culture. France is cele-

brated for its rich varieties of the queen of flowers,

and Mrs Gore a\-ailed herself of thtr taste and expe-
rience of the French floricidturists. A few months
afterwards came out The Ueir of Selu-ood, or Three
Epochs of a Life, a novel in which were exhibited
sketches of Parisian as well as English society, ami
an interesting though somewhat confused jilot. The
year 1839 witnessed three more works of fiction
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from this indefiitijfable la(ly. The Cabinet Minister,

the scene of wliiili is laid diiriiif; thu rc'i^eiicy of

Georjje IV., :iiid includes anionic its chara<-tcrs the

great nanie of Sheridan ; r/t'/t-rment, or Mj/ Uncle

the ICcirl, eontainio); some good sketches of drawinj;-

rooin society, but no plot ; and T/ie Cmtrtkr vf the

l)iii/.i nf Charles II., and other Tales. Next year we
have The Dowaijer, or the J\'etv School for Scandal

;

and in 1S41 (rreeille, or a Sea.snn in Paris; I>acr€

of' the Soitlh, or Ihe Uhkn Time (a drama) ; and The

ijircr and her Husband, &e. the latter a free transla-

tion of jM. Bertrand's Gerfaut. In 184^ Mrs Gore
published 'The ISanher's Wife, or Coirrt and Cili/. in

which the efforts of a family in tlie middle rank to

outshine a nobleman, and the consequences result-

ing from this silly vanity and ambition, are truly

and powerfully painted. Tlie value of JIrs Gore's

novels consists in their lively caustic pictures of

fashionable and high society. ' Tlie more respect-

able of her personages are affecters of an excessive

prudery concerning the decencies of life—nay, occa-

sionally of an exalted and mystical religious feeling.

The business of their existence is to avoid the

slightest breach of conventional decorum. What-
ever, therefore, they do, is a fair and absolute

measure of the prevailing opinions of the class, and

may be regarded as not derogatory to tlieir position

in the eyes of their equals. But tlie low average

standard of nioralitj' thus depicted, with its con-

ventional distinctions, cannot be invented. It forms

the atmosphere in which the parties live ; and were

it a compound, fabricated at the author's pleasure,

the beings who breathe it could not but be univer-

sally acknowledged as fantastical and as mere
monstrosities ; they would indeed be incapable of

acting in harmony and consistence with the known
laws and usages of civil life. Such as a series of

parliamentary reports, county meetings, race-horse

transactions, &c. they will be found, witli a reason-

able allowance of artistic colouring, to reflect accu-

rately enough the notions current among the upper

classes respecting religion, politics, domestic morals,

the social affections, and that coarse aggregate of

dealing with our neighbours which is embraced by

the term common honesty.'* Besides the works we
have mentioned, Mrs Gore has published The De-

sennuyee. The Peeress, The Woman of the World, The

Woman of Business, The Ambassador's Wife, and

other novels. She contributes tales to the periodi-

cals, and is perhaps unparalleled for fertility. Her

works are all of the same class—all pictures of ex-

isting life and manners; but the want of genuine

feeling, of passion, and simplicity, in her living

models, and the endless frivolities of their occu-

pations and pursuits, make us sometimes take leave

of Mrs Gore's fashionable triflers in the temper with

which Goldsmith parted from Beau Tibbs— ' The
company of fools may at first make us smile, but at

last never fails of rendering us melancholy.'

[Character of a Prudent Worldly Lady.]

[Prom ' Women as they Are.']

Lady Lilfield was a thoroughly worldly woman—

a

worthy scion of the Mordaunt stock. She had pro-

fessedly accepted the hand of Sir Robert because a

connexion with him wa.s the best that haj^jiened to

present itself in the first ye.ar of her d^hut—the ' be^t

match' to be had at a sea.^on's warning ! She knew that

she had been brought out with the view to dancing

at a certain number of balln, refusing a certain num-
ber of good offers, and accepting a better one, some-

where between the months of January and June

;

* Atbcnrum, 11139.

and she regarded it as a propitious dispensation of

Providence to her parents and to herself, that the

comparative proved a superlative—even a high sheriff

of the county, a baronet of respectable date, with ten

thousainl a-year ! She felt that her duty towarda

herself necessitated an immediate acceptance of the

dullest 'good sort of man' extant throughout the

three kingdoms ; and the whole routine of her after-

life was regulated by the same rigid code of moral

selfishness. She was jienetrated with a most exact

sense of what was due to her position in the world;

but she wa.s equally precise in her appreciation of

all that, in her turn, she owed to society ; nor, from

her youth upwards

—

Content to dwell in decencies for eve^—

had she been detected in the slightest infraction of

these minor social duties. She knew with the utmost
accuracy of domestic arithmetic—to the fraction of a
course or an entree—the number of dinners which
Beech Park was indebted to its neighbourhood— the

coni])lenient of laundry-maids indispensable to the

maintenance of its county dignity— the aggregate of

pines by which it must retain its horticultural pre-

cedence. She had never retarded by a day or an
hour the arrival of the faniily-coaeh in (irovvenor

Square at the exact moment creditable to Sir Robert's

senatorial i)unctuality ; nor procrastinated by half a
second the simultaneous bobs of her ostentatious

Sundav school, as she sailed majestically along the

aisle towards her tall, stately, pharisaical, squire-

archical pew. True to the execution of her tasks

—

and her whole life was but one laborious task—true

and exact as the great bell of the Beech Park turret-

clock, she was enchanted with the monotonous music

of her own cold iron tongue
;
proclaiming herself the

best of wives and mothers, because Sir Robert's rent-

roll could afford to command the serxices of a first-

rate steward, and butler, and housekeeper, and thus

insure a well-ordered household ; and because her

seven substantial children were duly drilled througt

a daily portion of rice-pudding and spelling-book, and
an annual distribution of mumps and measles! All

went well at Beech Park ; for Lady Lilfield was ' the

excellent wife' of * a good sort of man !'

So bright an example of domestic merit—and what

country neighbourhood cannot boast of its duplicate?

—was naturally superior to seeking its pleasures in

the vapid and varying novelties of modern fie-hion.

The habits of Beech Park still aft'ected the dignified

and primeval purity of the departed century. Lady
Lilfield remained true to her annual eight rural

months of the county of Durham ; against whose

claims Kemp town pleaded, and Spa and Baden

bubbled in vain. During her pastoral seclusion, by

a careful distribution of her stores of gossiping, she

contrived to prose, in undetected tautology, to suc-

cessive detachinents of an extensive neighbourhood,

concerning her London importance—her court dress

—her dinner parties—and her refusal to visit the

Duchess of ; while, during the reign of her

London importance, .she niaile it equally her duty to

bore her select visiting list with the history of the

new Beech Park school-house—of the Beech Park

double dahlias—and of the Beech Park privilege of

uniting, in an aristocratic dinner party, the abhorrent

heads of the rival political factions—the Biamhi c

Ncri—the houses of Montague and Capulet of the

county palatine of Durham. By such minute sections

of the wide chapter of colloquial boredom. Lady

Lilfield acquired the character of being a ver_y charm-

ing woman throughout her respectable clan of dinner-

giving baronets and their wives; but the rcputaticn

of a very miracle of prosincss among those

Men of tfie world, w lio know the world like men.

She was but .•* weed in the nobler field of society.
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solemnity of the hour, is not in a state of such lofty

resolution as those who, by joining hearts, arc laying

their joint lianJs on the whole wide realm of futurity

for their own. The statesman who, in the nionient of

success, feels that an entire class of social sins and

woes is annihilated by his hand, is not conscious of

80 holy and so intimate a thankfulness as they who

are aware that their redemption is come in the pre-

sence of a new and sovereign affection. And tliese

are many—they are in all comers of every land. The
statesman is the leader of a nation, the warrior is the

grace of an age, the philosopher is the birth of a

thousand years ; but the lover, where is he not

!

Wherever parents look round upon their children,

there he has been—wherever children are at play

together, there he will soon be—wherever there are

roofs under which men dwell, wherever there is an

atmosphere vibrating with human voices, there is the

lover, and there is his lofty worship going on, un-

speakable, but revealed in the brightness of the eye,

the majesty of the presence, and the high temper of

the discourse.

THOMAS MILLER.

Thomas Miller is one of the humble, happy,

industrious self-taught sons of genius. He was

brought up to the trade of a basketmaker, and

while thus obscurely lubouring ' to consort with the

muse and sujiport a family,' he attracted attention,

first by bis poetical effusions, and subsequently by a

series of prose narratives and fictions remarkable

for the fresliness of their descriptions of rural life

and English scenery. Through the kindness of Mr
Kogers, our author was placed in the more congenial

situation of a bookseller, and has had the gratifica-

tion of publishing and selling his own works. Mr
Miller's first prose composition was, we believe, A
Day in tlie Wuuds, which was followed (IS.^g) by
liuriil S/ielclies, both being somewhat in the style of

Bloomfield's poetry—simple, picturesque, and cheer-

ful in tone and spirit. His first novel was lioystim

Chwer, 1838, wliich experienced such a rocei)tion

as to induce the author to continue novel-writing.

His second attempt was hazardous, from the asso-

ciations it awakened, and the difficulty of painting

historical characters of a distant age ; it was entitled

Fair I{usumuiul, or the Days of King Henry II.

There was an evident improvement in the author's

style, but the work, as a whole, was unsatisfactory

aud tedious. In 1840 he plunged again into a remote

era of English history, requiring minute knowledge

and practised skill to delineate with effect : his Lmly
Jane Grey, a Ilisturical Romance, is defective in

plot, but contains some interesting scenes and cha-

racters. ' There is,' s.iys one of Miller's critics, ' a

picturesqueness in the arrangement and colouring

of his scenes—an occasion.al glimpse, now of pathos,

now of humour, quaint and popuUr, but never vul-

gar—an ease in the use and combination of such few

historical materials as suffice for his purpose, which

put to shame the efforts of many who liave been

crammed in si'hools and lectured in colleges—and af-

ford anot'aer evidence that creative power is like the

air and the sunshine—visiting alike the cottage and

the mansion, the basketmaker's shop and the literary

gentleman's saneiii-m.' Miller's ne.vt appearance, in

1841, evinced still more decided improvement:
Gideon Gilea, the Uoper, is a tale of lOnglish life,

generally of humble characters, but rendered inte-

resting by truthful and vigorous delineation. In

1842 Mr Miller came forward with another novel

—

Gad/riy Malverin, or the Life of an Author, detailing

the adventures and vicissituiles of a country youth
who repairs to Loudon in quest of literary fame and

fortune. Some of the incidents in this work are

exaggerateil, yet the lives of Gerald Griffln, Dr
Magiun, and other literary adventurers, contained

almost as strange and sad varieties, and the author's

own experience doubtless prompted some of his de-

lineations. About the s.ime time Mr Miller pub-

lished a volume of poems—a collection of pieces

contributed to different periodicals, and, like his

prose works, simple and natural in feeling and de-

scription. One of these really beautiful effusions we
subjoin :

—

T/ie Happy Valley.

It was a valley filled with sweetest sounds,

A languid music haunted everywhere.

Like those with which a summer eve abounds,

From rustling corn and song-birds calling clear,

Down sloping-uplands, which some wood surrounds.

With tinkling rills just heard, but not too near;

Or lowiiiL; cattle on the distant plain.

And swing of far-ofl' bells, now caught, then lost again.

It seemed like Kden's angel-peopled vale.

So bright the sky, so soft the streams did flow

;

Such tones came riding on the musk-winged gale.

The very air seemed sleepily to blow,

And choicest flowers enameled every dale.

Flushed with the richest sunliglit's rosy glow

;

It was a valley drowsy with delight.

Such fi aLTance floated round, such beauty dimmed the

sight.

Tlie golden-belted bees hummed in the air.

The tall silk grasses bent and waved along

;

The trees slept in the steeping sunbeam's glare.

The dreamy river chimed its under-song.

And took its own free course without a care:

.Amid the boughs did lute-tongucd songsters throng.

Until the valley throbbed beneath their lays.

Anil echo echo chased through many a leafy maze.

.\nd sh.apes were there, like spirits of the flowers,

^ent down to see the summer-beauties dress.

And teed their fragrant mouths with silver showers

;

Their eyes peeped out from many a green recess,

And their fair forms made light the thick-set bowers;

The very flowers seemed eager to caress

Such living sisters, and the houghs, long-leaved.

Clustered to catch the sighs their pearl-flushed bosoms

heaved.

One through her long loose hair was backward peeping.

Or throwing, with raised arm, the locks aside;

Another liigh a pile of flowers was heaping,

(tr looking love askance, and when descried.

Her coy glance on the bedded-greensward keeping
;

She jniUed the flowers to pieces as she sighed.

Then blushed like timid daybreak when the dawn
Looks crimson on the night, and then again's with-

drawn.

One, with her warm and milk-white arms outspread,

( hi tijvtoe tripped along a sunlit glade
;

Half turned the matchless sculpture of her head.

And half shook down her silken circling braid;

Her back-blown scarf an arched rainbow made;
She seemed to float on air, so light she sped

;

Skininiing the wnvy flowers, .as she passed by.

With fair and printlcss feet, like clouds along the sky.

One sat alone within a shady nook.

With wild-wood songs the lazy hours beguiliDg;

Or looking at her shadow in the brook.

Trying to frown, then at the effort smiling.

Her laughing eyes mocked every serious look;

'Twas as if Love stood at himself reviling :

She threw in flowers, and watched them float away.

Then at her beauty looked, then sang a sweeter lay.
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Others on beds of roses Ifty reclined.

The n'gul flowers athwart their full lips thrown,

And in one fra^nmee both their sweets combined,
As if they on the self-sume stem had grown,

So close were rose and lip ti>'rcther twined

—

A double flower tliat from one bud had blown.
Till none could tell, so closely were they blendeil,

AVhcre swelled the curving lip, or where the rose-bloom
ended.

One, half asleep, crushiiig the twined flowers,

Upon a velvet slope like Dian lay ;

Still as a lark that mid the daisies cowers :

Her looped-up tunic tossed in disarray.

Showed rounded limbs, too fair for earthly bowers;
They looked like roses on a cloudy day

;

The warm white dulled amid the colder green
;

The flowers too rough a couch that lovely shape to

screen.

Some lay like Thetis* nymphs along the shore,

With ocean-pearl combing their golden locks,

And singing to the waves for evermore
;

Sinking like flowers at eve beside the rocks,

If but a sound above the muffled roar

Of the low waves was heard. In little flocks

Others went trooping through the wooded alleys,

Their kirtles glancing white, like streams in sunny
valleys.

They were such fonns as, imaged in the night.

Sail in our dreams across the heaven's steep blue
;

When the closed lid sees visions streaming bright.
Too beautiful to meet the naked view

;

Like faces formed in clouds of silver light.

Women they were ! such as the angels knew—
Such as tlie mammoth looked on, ere he fled,

Scared by the lovers' wings, that streamed in sunset
red.

MR J. L. TEACOCK.

This gentleman has written some livelv. n.atural,

and humnrcnis novels

—

IJenillmiij Hill, 1816; Nhjht-
mare Alilxy. ISIS; ^[llil^ Marian, 1.S22; and Cruicliel

Caslle, 1S:U. These were republislied in IS.T? in one
volume of Bentley's Standard Library, and no siiifjle

volume of fiction of modern production contains
more witty or sarcastic dialogue, or more admirable
sketches of eccentric and ludicrous characters. His
dramatis persnnrr are finely arranged and diversified,

and are full of life, argument, and observation. From
the ' higher mooil ' of the author we extract one short
skefch— a gr.aphic account, in the tale of 'Maid
Marian,' of freebooter life in the forest.

* I am in fine company,' said the baron.
* In the very best of company,' said the friar ;

* in

the high court of Nature, and in the midst of her own
nobility. Is it not so ? This goodly grove is our
palace; the oak and the beech are its colonnade and
its canopy ; the sun, and the moon, and the stars, are
its everlasting Lamps; the grass, and the daisy, and
the primrose, and the violet, are its many-coloured
floor of green, white, yellow, and blue ; the M.ayflower,
and the woodbine, and the eglantine, and the ivy, are
its decorations, its curtains, and its tajiestry ; the lark,
and the thrush, and the linnet, and the nightingale,
arc its unhired minstrels and nnisicians. Robin
Hood is king of the forest both by dignity of birth and
by virtue of his standing army, to sav nothing of the
free choice of his people, which he ha.s indeed ; but I

pitss it by as an illegitimate basis of power. lie hidds
his dominion over the forest, and its horned nnUtitude
of citizen-doer, and its swinish multitude or peasantrv
of wild boars, by right of con([uest and force of arms,
Jle levies contributions annmg them by the free con-
sent of his archers, their virtual representatives. If

tliey should find a voice to complain that we are
" tyrants and usurpers, to kill and cook them up in
their assigned and native dwelling-place," we >liould
nnist convincingly admonish them, with point of
arrow, that they have nothing to do with our law... but
to obey them. Is it not written that the fat ribs of
the herd shall be fed upon by the mighty in tlie land f

.^nd have not they, withal, my blcssijig?—my ortho-
dox, canonical, and archiepiscopal blessing! Do I not
give thanks for them when they are well rousted and
smoking under my nose! What title had William
of Normandy to England that Robin of Locksley has
not to merry Sherwood ! William fought for his
claim. So does Robin. With whom both ? With
any that would or will dispute it, William raised
contributions. So does Robin, From whom both!
From all that they could or can make pay them.
Why did any pay them to William ! Why do any
pay them to Robin ! For the same reason to both
because they could not or cannot help it, 'Ihev differ
indeed, in this, that William took from the poor and
gave to the rich, and Robin takes from the rich and
gives to the poor; and therein is Robin illegitiniate,
though in all else he is true prince, [scarlet and
John, are they not peers of the forest ! lords tempo-
ral of Sherwood? And am not I lord spiritual! Am
I not archbishop? Am I not Pope! Ho 1 not con-
secrate their banner and absolve their sins \ Are not
they State, and am not I Church ! Are not they
State monarchical, and am not I Church niillt.anti

Do I not excommunicate our enemies from veni>nn
and br,awn, and, by'r Lady! when need call.s, beat
them down uiider my feet ! The State levies tax,
and the Church levies tithe. Even so do we. Mass!—we take all at once. What then J It is tax by
redemption, and titlie by connnutation. Vour Wil-
liam and Kicbard can cut and come again, but our
Robin deals with slippery subjects that come not
twice to his exchequer. What need we, then, to con-
stitute a court, except a fool and a laureate! For
the fool, his only use is to make false knaves merry
by art, and we are true men, and are merrv bv natui-e.

For the laureate, his only office is to find virtues in
those who have none, and to drink sack for his pains.
We have quite virtue enough to need him not, and
can drink our sack for ourselves,'

HORACE SMITH.

Mr Horace Smith, one ofthe accomplished authors
of the Hijcc/iil ^4iidrvsxes, was one of the first imita-
tors of Sir Walter Scott in his historical romances.
His Brambklije House, a tale of the civil wars, pnl)-

lished in ISUli, was received with distinguished fa-

vour by the public, though some of its descriptioi.s
of the plag\ie in London were copied too literally

from Def le, and there was a want of spirit and trniii

in the embodiment of some of the historical charac-
ters. The sm-ccss of this eflbrt inspired the author
to venture into various fields of fiction. He has sub-
sequently written Tor Hill; Zillah, a Tale of the holij
City; The MiiLiummer Mcilleij; Waller Coli/ton : The
Imvlunlarij Prophet; Jane Lomax ; TheMonei/eit ilaii

;

Adam Brown ; The Merchant, &e, ' The Moneyed
Man' is tlie most natural and able of Mr Sniith"s
novels, and contains some fine pictures of London
city life. The author himself is fiirtunatcly a
moneyed man, ' Mr Shelley said once, " I kiiow
not what Horace Smith must t.ike me for some-
times: I am afraid he must think me a strange
fellow

;
but is it not odd, th.at the only truly gene-

rous person I ever knew, who had money to he
generous with, should be a stockbroker! 'And he
writes poetry too," continued Mr Shelley, his voice
rising in a fervour of astonishment—"he writes
poetry and pastoral dramas, and yet knows lnj'\ to

t)2;
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make ^iDricy. and ci(K'S make it, and is still frtni'-

niua."'* The pnet ulsu iiul)licly expressed his re-

gard for Mr Smith.

Wit and sense,

Virtue and human knowledge, all that might
Make this dull world a business of delight,

Are uU cunibiued in H, S.

GEORGE P. B. JAMES.

Mb Georue p. R. Ja.mes is another of Scott's

historical imitators, and perhaps the best of the

Qunierous band. If he had not written so much

—

George P. R, James.

if, instead of employing an amanuensis, to whom
he dictates his ' thick-coming foncies,' he had con-

centrated his whole powers on a few congenial

suVjjects or periods of history, and resorted to the

manual labour of penmanship as a drag-chain on
the machine, he might have attained to the highest

honours of this department of composition. As it

is, he has furnished many light, agreeable, and
picturesipie books—none of questionable tendency
—and all superior to the general run of novels

of the season. Mr James's first appearance as

an author was made, we believe, in 1822, when
he published a Hi/ttory of the Life of Edward the

liliirk I'riTire. In 1829 he struck into that path in

wliich he has been so indefatigable, and produced
his historical romance of liicbtlieu, a very attrac-

tive fii;tion. In 1830 he issued two romances,
Diirn/ci/, or the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and De
L'Oniw. Ni?xt year he produced Philip Augustus;
in ls:i2 a IJixtun/ if Charleinayne, and a talc, Ilennj
Miislirlun ; in 18.'J3 Mary of Burijundy, ur the

Itevuil of ahail; in I8.i4 The Life and Adventures

of John Marslmi Hull ; in 1835 One in a Thousand,
or the l)ai/s if Henri Quatrc, and The Gipsy, a Tale ;

in 18.!7 Allihi. a romance, and The Life and Times
of Louts X/V.; in 18;!8 The Huquenot, a Tale of the

h'remh Protistanis, and Tlie Itobher ; in 1839 Henry
of Guise, and A Genlhnmn of the Old School; iii

1840 The h'iny's Hiyhwmj, and The Man at Arms;
in 1841 Coise de Leon, Jacipterie. or the Lady and
I'niie : The Anrieiit lli'fiuie, and A History of the Life
of liu-hard Cirnr de Lion ; in 1842 Morlcy Krnstein ;

" Liird Byron ami Somo of bis Conteniiiorarii^, by LeiKli

llilllL.

in ISI! Forest Days, Era .S7 Chiir, Thi Fake Heir,

and Araftellii Stuart. We h.-ive in this catalogue

some 84'venty or eighty volumes. 'There seems,'

says a lively writer, 'to be no limit to his ingenuity,

Ins faculty of getting up scenes and incidents, dilem-

mas, artifices, ciwtrttemjis, battles, skirmishes, dis-

guises, escapes, trials, combats, adventures. He
accuniuliles names, dresses, implements of war and
peace, otlicial retinues, and the whole paraphernalia
of customs and ci>stumes, with astounding alacrity,

lie npi>ears to have exhausted every imaginable
situation, and to have described every available

article of attire on record. What be must have
])assed tlirough—what triumphs he must have en-
joyed—what exigencies he must have experienced

—

what love he must havj suffered—what a grand
wardrobe his brain must be! lie has made some
poetical and dramatic efforts, but this irresistible

tendency to pile up circumstantial particulars is

fatal to those forms of art which demand intensity

of passion. In stately narratives of chivalry and
feudal grandeur, precision and reiteration are desir-

able rather than injurious—as we would have the
most perfect accuracy and finish in a picture of

ceremonials ; and here Mr .James is supreme. One
of his court romances is a book of brave sights and
heraldic magnificence—it is the next thing to mov-
ing at our leisure through some superb and august
procession.'

bev. c. b. cleic.

The Rev. G. R. Gleio, chaplain of Chelsea Hos-
pital, in the early part of his life served in the army,
and in 182.j lie published his military reminiscences

in an interesting narrative entitled The Subaltern.

In 1821) he issued a work also partly fictitious. The
Vhehea Pensioners, which was followed next year by
The Country Curate; in 1837 by The Hussar, and
Traditinns of Chelsea Hospital; and in 1843 by The
Lujht Livujnon. Hesiiies many anonymous and other

productions. Mr Cileig is author oi Meiuoirs of War-
ren Ilastinys, a work which certaudy has not added
to his reputation.

W. II. JIAXWELL C. LEVER—S. LOVEB,

Various military narratives, in which imaginary
scenes and characters are mixed up with reiU events
and graphic descriptions of contiuent;U scenery,

have been pulilished in consequence of the suc-

cess of the Subaltern. Amongst the writers of this

class is Ma W. 11. JIa.xwell, author of Storicaof
Waterloo. 1829; Wild Sport.'< of the We.tt ; Adoen-
tures of Captain DIahe ; The Htvouac,or Stories of tlte

Peuinsnh:r War; The Fortunes of Hector (yjlalloran,

&c. Jilt C. Le\'ER is still more popular; for, in

addition to his battle scei.es and romantic exphiits,

he has a rich racy national humour, and a truly

Irisli love of frohc. lis first ivork was The Contts-

sions of' ] Joint Lorreipar, which was folluw-ed by
Chailcs O'Miilliy. the Pish Drauoon; .Juc/i Hinton,

the Guardsniiui; Tom Burlte of *Ours;^ mid Arthur

O'Leary, his Wanilerinys and Ponderinys in viajiy

Lauds. Mr Lever's heroes have all a strong love of

aihentnre. a natiunal [)ri>uciiess to blundering, and
a tendency to get into scrapes and (piestionable

situations. The author's chief fault is his often

mistaking f irce for comedy—mere animid spirits for

wit or himiour. Mr Samuel Lovkr. author of

Legends and Stories of Ireland, Pory WMorc, Handy
Andy, L. S. I). &c. is also a genuine Irish writer, a

strong lover of his country, ami, like Moore, a pcx;t

and nnisician, as well as novelist. The sc-enes of

war, rehellion, and adventure in Mr Lover's tides

are rel.ilcd with much spiiit.
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER.

James Feni.more Cooper, tlie American novelist,

lias obtained i,Teat celebrity in England, and over
all Europe, for his pictures of the sea, sea-life, and
¥rild Indian scenery and manners. His imagination

James Fenimore Cooper.

is essentially poetical. He invests the ship with all

the interest of a liviiit; beiiijj. nrid makes his readers

follow its progress, and trace ihe oper.iriniis of those

on board, witli intense and never-tl.t;i>;ii;j.' anxiety.

Of humour he has scarcely any perception ; and in

delineating character and familiar inci^lents. lie often

betrays a great want of taste and knowledge of the

world. 'When he attempts to catch tlie ease of

fashion,' it has been truly said, ' he is siniiularly un-
successful.' He belongs, like Mrs Railclille, to the

romantic school of novelists—especially l(» tlie sea,

the heath, and the primeval forest. Mr Cooper, ac-

cording to a notice of him some years since in the

New Monthly Magazine, was horn at Burlington on

the Delaware, in 1798, and was removed at an early

age to Cooper's Town, a place of which lie has given

an interesting account in The Pioneers. At thirteen

he was admitted to Yale college, New Haven, and
three years afterwards he went to sea—an event that

gave a character and colour to his after-life, and pro-

duced impressions of which tlie world has reaped the

rich result. On his marriage to a lady in the state

of New York, he quitted the navy, and devoted hini-

Belf to composition. His first work was published

in 1821, and since that period he must have written

above seventy volumes. Among them are 77/*? Pilot

;

The Pioneers ; The t<pij : The Prairie: Tlie Last of the

Mohicans; The Red liin-er ; The Bonlercrs ; The Bravo;
The Deer Slayer; Eve Effinciham ; The Headsman;
Beidenmauer ; Homeward Bound; Jack o' Lontem;
Mercedes of Castile ; The Pathfinder ; The Tiro Admi-
rals ; Tlie Water Witch; Wyandotte ; Ned Myers, or

JLife before the Mast, &c. Besides his numerous works
of fiction, Mr Cooper has written Ercursiotis in Italy,

1838; a History of the American Navy, 1839. &c.

In these he does not appear to advantage. He seems

to cherish some of the worst prej udices of the Ame-
ricans, and, in his zeal for republican institutions, to

forget the candour and temper becoming an enlight-

ened citizen of the world.

HAI.1DDRT0N.

Mr IIalibcrton, a judge in Nova Scotia, is the
reputed author of a series of highly-anuising works
illustrative of American and Canadian manners,
abounding in shrewd sarcastic remarks (m political

questions, the colonies, slavery, domestic institutions

and customs, and almost every^ familiar topic of the
day. The first of tliese appeared in 1S37. under the

title of Tlic Vlochmaher, or the Sayings und Doings of
Samuel Slick of Slichville. A second series was pub-
lished in the following year, and a third in 1840. 'Sam
Slick' was a universal favourite; and in 184.3 the
author conceived the idea of bringing him to Eng-
land. The Attache, or Sam Slick in England, gives

an account of the sayings and doings of the clock-

maker when elevated to the dignity of the ' Honour-
able Mr Slick, Attache of the American Legation
to the court of St .James's.' There is the same
quaint humour, acute observation, and laughable
exaggeration! in these volumes as in the former, but,

on tile whole, Sam is most amusing on the other side

of the Atlantic.

W. HARRISON AINSWORTH.

Mr W. Harrison Ainsworth has written several

picturesque romances, partly founded on English
liisttiry and manners. His lionhwood, 1834, is a very
animated narrative, in which the adventures of Tur-
pin the highwayman are graphically related, and
some of the vulgar superstitions of the last century
coloured with the lights of genius. In the interest

.and rapidity of his scenes .and adventures, Mr Ains-
worth evinced a dramatic power and art, but no ori-

ginality or felicity of humour or character. His
second romance, Crichton, 1836, is founded on the
marvellous history of the Scottish cavalier, but is

scarcely equal to the first. He has since written

Jack Sheppard, a sort of Newgate romance, The
Tower of London, Guy Fawkes, Old St Pauls, and
Windsor Castle. There are rich, copious, and bril-

liant descriptions in some of these works, but their

tendency is at least doubtful. To portray scenes of

low successful viUany, and to paint ghastly and
hideous details of human suffering, can be no elevat-

ing task for a man of genius, nor one likely to pro-

mote among novel readers a healthy tone of moral
feeUng or sentiment.

SAMUEL WARREN — MRS BRAY— ALBERT SMITH

—

HON. C. A. MURRAY.

In vivid painting of the passions, and depicting

scenes of modern life, the tales of Mr Samuel War-
ren. r.R.S. have enjoyed a high and deserved de-

gree of popularity. His Pa.ssages from the Diary of

a Late Physician, two volumes, 1837, contain many
touching and beautiful stories; and his Ten Thou-

sand a Year, though in some parts ridiculously ex-

aggerated, and too liable to the suspicion of being

a satire upon the middle cliisses, is also an amus-
ing and able novel. Mrs Bray, a Devonshire
lady, and authoress of an excellent tour among the

mountains and lakes of Switzerland, has written

a number of historical and other novels

—

De Foix,

or Sketches of Manners and Customs of the Four-
teenth Century, 1826; Henry de Pomercy ; The Pro-

testant, a Tale of the Reign of Queen Man/; Talba,

or the Moor of Portugal; Trelawney of Trehncney,

&e. An English novel, Caleb Stukeley, published

anonymously in 1842, is a vigorous and interest-

ing work, though in some parts coarse and vehe-

ment in style. The Adventures of Mr Ledbury,

by Albert Smith, and The Prairie Bird, by the

Honourable C. A. Murray, may be mentioned aa
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among tlie superior diiss of recent nuveU. Tlie

whole of tliuSL' it wouM be impossible to cnumenite;
for not only does 'every year and niontli senil ont a

new one,' but every magazine contains tales and
parts of romances well written, and possessing many
of tlie requisites for sucpcssful works of this descrip-

tion. Tlie bigli and crowning glory of originality,

wit, or inventive genius, nui^t always be rare ; but
in no previous period of our literature was there so

much respectable talent, knowledge, and imagination

embarked in fictitious <'omposition. One great name,
however, yet remains to be mentioned.

CHARLES DICKENS.

Few authors have succeeded in achieving so bril-

liant a reputation as tliat secured by Ma Charles
Dickens in tlie course of a fi.'\r years. The sale of

his works has been ime.\am])led, and they liave l)een

translated into various languages, including even
the Dutch and Russian. Writings so universally

popular must be founded on truth and nature—must
appeal to tliose passions and tastes common to man-
kind in every country ; and at tlie same time must
possess originality and force of delineation. The
first publication of Dickens was a series of sketches

and illiistratiiins, chielly ijf ordinary Knglish and
metropolitan life, known as S/ietches bi/ Buz. Tlie

earlier numbers of tliese were written for a news-
paper, tile Evening Chronicle, and tlie remainder for

a magazine. They were afterwards coUecteil and
pnldished in two volumes, bearing respectively the
dates of 18.')6 and IS.'i7. The author was then a
young man of about twenty-si.x. In IS.T? he began
another series of a similar character. The Pickwkk
Ptijwrs, of wliieii .3U.OU0 cojiies are said to have
been sold. Though defective in plan and arrange-
ment, as Mr Dickens liimself admits, the characters
in this new series of sketches, and tlie sjiirit with
which the incidents are described, amply* atone for

the want of any interesting or well-constructed plot.

The hero, Pickwick, is Hlinost as genial, unsvipbisti-

cated, and original as My Uncle Toliy, and bis man,
Sam Weller, is an epitome of London low life in its

most agreeable and entertaining form. The dia-
logue overthmed with kindly humour, and felicities

of phrase and expression ; the description was so
gr.i])Iiic and copious, and the comic scenes so finely

bleiKled with tenderness and benevolence, that the
effect of the whole was irresistible. The satire and
riilieule of the author were always well directed,

and though coloured a litile too highly, bore the
clear impress of actual life and observation. To aid
in tliese ett'ects, Mr ]>ickpns called in the artist and
engraver. What Boz conceived and described. Phiz
represented with so much truth, and sjiint. and indi-

viduality—seizing upon every trait and feature, and
preserving the same distinguishing characteristics
throughout—that the characters appeared to stand
boddy forth to the world as veritalde personages of
the day, destined to live for all time coming. The
intimate acquaintance evincpd in 'Pirkwii'k' with
the middle and low life of London, and of the tricks
and knavery of legal and medic.il prptenders. the
arts of bookmakers, and generally of particular
classes and usages common to large cities, was a
novelty in our literature. It was a restoration of
the spirit of IIog;irtli, with e<iii;il humour and prac-
tical wit and knowle.lge, but infiirined with a better
tone of humanity, and a more select and refined
taste. 'There is no misanthropy in Ids satire,' said
one of his critics, ' and no coarseness in bis descrip-
tions—a merit enhanced by the nature of his sub-
jects. His works are chiefly pictures of humble life—frequently of the humblest. The reader is led

through scenes of poverty and crime, and all the
characters are made to discourse in the appropriate
language of their respective classes; and yet we
recollect no pass.age which ought to cause pain to
tlie most sensitive delicacy, if read aloud in female
society.'

The next work of our authorwas yirliol.is JVickUbi/,

a t;de which was also issued in nionthl}' numbers,
and soon attained to extensive popularity. The
])lan of tills work is more regular and connected
than that of ' Pickwick,' the characters generally
not overdrawn, and the progressive interest of the
narrative well sustained. The character of Mrs
Nicklcby is a fine portraiture of the ordinary Kng-
lish wife, scarcely inferior in its kind to I-'ielding's

Amelia; and Ralph Nickleby is also ably portrayed.
The pedagogue Squeers, and his seminary of Do-
theboys Hall, is one of the most amusing and gra-
jibicof English satirical delineations; and the picture
it presents of imposture, ignorance, and brutal cu-
pidity, is known to have been little, if at all, cari-

catured. The exposure was a public benefit. The
ludicrous account of Sir Crummies and bis thea-
trical company will occur to the reader as another of
Dickens's happiest conceptions, though it is pushed
into the region of farce. In several of our author's
works there appears a minute knowledge of dra-
matic rules ami stage affairs, lie has himself, it is

said, written an opera and a farce, and evidently
takes pleasure in the business of the drama. May
not some of his more startling contrasts in situa-

tion and description be traced to this )ired i lection ?

OlU'iT Tirist, the next work of Mr Dickens, is also

a tale of English low life, of vice, wretchedness, and
misery, drawn with the truth and vigour of Cralibe.

The hero is an orphan brtiught up by the parish,

and thrown among various scenes and characters
of the lowest and worst description. The plot of
this novel is well managed, and wrought up with
consummate art and jiower. The interest of the
dark and tragical portions of the story is over-
whelming, though there is no unnatural exaggera-
tion to produce effect, and no unnecessary gloom.
Take, for examjde, the following account of a scene
of death witnessed by Oliver while acting in the
capacity of attendant to an undertaker.

[Death and Funeral, of a Paitptr.]

There was neither knocker nor bell-handle at the
open door vvhere Oliver and his iinuster stopped ; so,

groping his way cautiously through the dark p.assage,

and bidding Oliver keep close to him, and not be
afraid, the undertaker mounted to the top of the first

flight of stairs, and, stumbling against a door on the
landing, rapped at it with his knuckles.

It was opened by a young girl of thirteen or four-

teen. The undertaker at once saw enough of what
the room contained, to know it was the apartment to

which he had been directed. He stepped in, and
Oliver followed him.
There was no fire in the room ; but a man wan

crouching mechanically over the empty stove. An
old woman, too, had drawn a low stool to the cold

;

hearth, anil was sitting bcsiile him. There were some
ragged children in another corner ; ami in a small
recess, opposite the door, there lay upon the ground
something covered with an old blanket. Oliver shud-
dered as he cast his eyes towards the jdace, ami crept

involuntarily closer to his mivstcr; fvir, though it was
covered up, the hoy felt that it wjis a corpse.

The man's face was thin and very pale ; his hair

and beard were grizzly, and his eyes were bloodshot.

The old woman's face was wrinkled, her two remain- ,

ing teeth protruded over her under lip, and her eyes !

were bright and piercing. Oliver was afraid to look ]
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at either her or the man ; they seemed so like the rats

he had seen outside.
* Nobody shall go near her,* said the man, starting

fiercely up as the undertaker approached the recess.

' Keep back ! d—n you, keep back, if you've a lite to

lose.*

* Nonsense, my good man,* said the undertaker,

who was pretty well used to misery in all its shapes—
• nonsense !'

* I tell you,* said the man, clenching his hands and
stamping furiously on the floor

—
' I tell you I wont

have her put into the ground. She couldn't rest

there. The worms would worry—not eat her—she is

BO worn away.'

The undertaker offered no reply to this raving, but

producing a tape from his pocket, knelt down fur a

moment by the side of tlie body.

*Ah!' said the man, bursting into tears, and sink-

ing on his knees at the feet of the dead woman ;

'kneel down, kneel down ; kneel round her every one

of you, and mark my words. I say she star^ed to

death. I never knew how bad she was till the fever

came upon her, and then her bones were starting

through the skin. There was neither fire nnr candle
;

she died in the dark— in the dark. She couldn't even

see her children's faces, thoui^h we heard her gasping

out their names. 1 begged for her in the streets, and

they sent me to prison. When 1 came back she was

dying ; and all the blood in my heiirt has drit-d up,

for they starved her to death. I swear it before the

God that saw it—they starved her!* He twined his

hands in his hair, and with a loud scream rolKd

grovelling upon the floor, his eyes fixed, and the toain

gushing from his lips.

The terrified children cried bitterly; but the old

woman, who ha<i hitherto remained as quiet as if she

had been wholly deaf to all that passed, menaced
them into silence; and havin<r unloosened the man's

cravat, who still remained extended on the ground,

tottered towards the undertaker.
* She was my daui:hter,' said the old woman, nodding

her head in the direction i)f the corpse, and speaking

with an idiotic leer more jihastly than even the ])re-

sence of death itself ' Lord, Loril ! well, it is strange

that I who gave birth to her, and was a woman then,

should be alive and merry now, and she lying there

so cold and stiff! Lord, Lord !—ti> think of it j It's

AH good as a phiy, as gf)od as a play !'

As the wretched crejiture nuinibled and chuckled

m her hideous merriment, the undertaker turned tu

go away.
* Stop, stop!' said the old woman in a loud wlii^per.

•Will she be buried to-niorrow, or next day, or to-

night? I laid her out, and I must walk, you know.

Send me a large cloak ; a good warm one, for it is

bitter cold. \Ve should have cake and wine, too.

before we go ! Never mind : send some bread ; only

a loaf of bread and a cup of water. Shall we hjive

some bread, dear?' she said eagerly, catching at the

undertaker's coat as he once more moved towards the

door.

•Yes, yes,* said the undertaker; * of course; any-

thing, everything.* He disengar:e\i himself from the

old woman's grasp, aud, dragging Oliver after him,

hurried away.
The next day (the family having been meanwhile

relieved with a half-quartern loaf and a piece of

cheese, left with them by Mr Bumble liimself) Oliver

and his master returned to the miserable abnde, where

Mr Bumble had already arrived, accomi>anied by four

men from the workhouse, who were to act as bearers.

An oltl black cloak had been thrown over the rags of

the old woman and the man ; the bare coffin having

been screwed down, was then hoisted on the shoul-

ders of the bearers, and carried domi stairs into the

street.

* Now, you must put your best leg foremost, old

lady,* whispered Sowerberry in the old woman's ear
;

* we are rather late, and it wont do to keep the
clergyman waiting. Move on, my men—as quick as

you like.*

Thus directed, the bearers trotted on under their

light burden, and the two mourners kept as near them
as they could. Mr Bumble and Sowerberry walked
at a good smart pace in front ; and Oliver, whose legs

were not so long as his master's, ran by the side.

There was not so great a necessity for hurrying as

Mr Sowerberry had anticipated, however; for when
they reached the obscure corner of the churchyard, in
which the nettles grew, and the parish graves were
made, the clergyman had not arrived, and the clerk,

who was sitting by the vestry-room fire, seemed to

think it by no means improbable that it might be an
hour or so before he came. So thev set the bier down
on the brink of the grave ; and the two mourners
waited patiently in the damp clay, with a cold rain

drizzling down, while the ragged boys, whom the
spectacle had attracted into the churchyard, played a
noisy game at hide-and-seek among the tombstones,
or varied their amusements by jumping backwards
and forwards over the cotfin. Air Sowerberry and
Bumble, being personal friends of the clerk, sat by
the fire with him, and read the paper.

At length, after the lapse of something more than
an hour, Mr Bumble, and Sowerberry, and the clerk

were seen running towards the grave ; and imme-
diately afterwards the clergyman appeared, putting
I'll his surplice as he came along. Mr Bumble then

thrashed a bny or two to keep up appearances; and
the reverend gentleman, having read as much of the

burial-service as could be compressed into four minutes,
gave his surydice to the clerk, and ran away again.

* Now, Bill,' said Sowerberry to the grave-digger,

'fill up.'

It was no very difficult task, for the grave was so

full that the uppermost coffin was within a few feet

of the surface. The grave-digger shovelled in the

earth, stamped it loosely down with his feet, ahoul-

deied his spade, and walked off, followed by the boys,

who murmured very loud complaints at the fun being
over so soon,

* Come, my good fellow,* said Bumble, tapping the

man on the back, ' they want to shut up the yard.'

The man, who had never once moved since he had
taken his station by the grave side, started, raised his

head, stared at the person who had addressed him,
walked forward for a few paces, and then fell down in

a fit. The crazy old woman was too much occupied

in bewailing the loss of her cloak (which the under-

taker had taken off) to pay him any attention; so

tliey threw a can of cold water over him, and when he

came to, saw him safely out of the churchyard, locked

the gate, and departed on their difTercut ways.
* \^''ell, Oliver,' said Sowerberry, as they walked

home, * how do you like it?'

'Pretty well, thank you, sir,' replied Oliver, with

considerable hesitation. ' Not very much, sir.*

*Ah, you'll get used to it in time, Oliver,' said

Sowerberry, ' Nothing when you are used to it, ray

boy.*

Oliver wondered in his own mind whether it had
taken a very long time to get Mr Sowerberry used to

it ; but he thought it better not to ask the question,

and walked back to the shop, thinking over all he

had seen and heard.

The atrocities of Sykes in the same tale, particu-

larly his murder of the girl Nancy, are depicted

with extraordinary power.

In 1840 Mr Dickens commenced a new species of

fiction, entitled Master Humphreys Clock, designed,

like the Tales of My Landlord, to comprise different
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tales uiultr onu irfiiurjil title, ami joined by one c»m-

nectiiijr narrative. The outline was by no uiuaiis

prepus-^essintf or natural, hut as soon as the reader

had trot through this exterior scafToldinjj, and entered

on tlte first story, the genius of tlie autlior was found

to b'j undiminished in vivid delineation of eharaeter

and description. The eflects of gambling are de-

picted with great force. There is sometliing very

striking in tlie conception of the helpless old game-
ster, tottering upon tlie verge of tiie grave, and at

tliat period when most of our other passions are as

mucii worn out as the frame which sustains them,
still maddened with that terrible infatuation wliich

seems to shoot up stronger and stronger as every

other desire and energy dies away. Little Nell, the

grandchild, is a beautiful creation of pure-niinded-

iiess and innocence, yet with those habits of pensive

reflection, and that firmness and energy of mind
which misfortune will often engraft on the other-

wise buoyant and unthinking spirit of childhood

;

and the contrast between her and her grandfather,

now dwindled in every respect but the one into a
second childliood, and comforted, directed, and sus-

tained by her inishrinking firmness and love, is very

finely managed. The death of Nell is the most
pathetic and touching of the author's serious pas-

sages— it is also instructive in its pathos, for we
feel with the author, that * when death strikes down
the innocent and young, for every fragile form from
which he lets the panting spirit free, a hundred
virtues ri.«e, in siiapes of mercy, charity, and love,

to walk the world and bless it. Of every tear that

stirrowing mortals shed on such green graves, some
good is born, some gentler nature conies. In the

destroyer's steps there spring up bright creations

tliat defy his jiower, and his dark path becomes a
way of liglit to heaven.' In the course of this tide

there are many interesting and whimsical incidents

and adventures, with fine glimpses of rural scenes,

old churches, and churchyards. The horrors of the

almost hopeless want which too often prevails in

the great manufacturing towns, and the wild and
reckless despair which it engenders, are also de-

scribed with equal mastery of colouring and etfect.

The sketch of the wretch whose whole life had been
spent in watching, day and night, a furnace, until

he imagined it to be a living being, and its roaring

tlie voice of the only friend he had ever known,
although perhaps grotesque, has something in it

\fry terrible: we may smile at the wildness, yet
shudder at the horror of the fancy. A second story,

Bnniabif Rmhie, is included in * Master Humphrey's
Clock,' and this also contains some excellent minute
painting, a variety t'f broad humour and laughable
caricature, with some masterly scenes of passion

and description. The account of the excesses com-
mitted during Lord George Gordon's riots in 1780
may vie with iScott's narrative of the Porteous mob

;

and poor Barnaby Rudge with his raven may be
considered as no unworthy companion to Davie
Gellatley. There is also a picture of an old English
inn. the Maypole, near Epjiing Forest, and an old

innkeeper, Jolin Wiilet, which is perfect in its kind
—such, perhaps, as only Dickens could have painted,

though Washington Irving might have made the
first etching. After completing these tales Mr
Dii'kens made a trip to America, of which he pub-
lished an account in 1842, under the somewhat
qu;iint title of American AnU-s for General Circu-
lation. This work disappointed the author's ad-
mirers, which may he considered as including nearly
tlie whole of the reading public. The field had
already been well gleaned, the American character
and institutions frequently described and generally

understood, and Jlr Dickens could not hope to add

to our knowledge on any of the great topics con-
nected with the condition or future destinies of the
new' world. * On one national point only did the
novelist dissertate at length—the state of the news-
paper press, which he describes as cornipt and
debasi-d beyond any experience or conception in this

country. He also joins with Captain Basil Hall,

^Irs Trollope. and Cuptain Marryat. in representing
the social state an<i morality of tlie people as low
ami dangerous, destitute of high principle or gene-
rosity. So acute and practised an observer as
Diikens could not travel without noting many oddi-
ties of ciiaracter, and viewing familiar objects in a
new light ; and we are tempted to extract two
sliort passages from his * American Notes.' which
show the masterly hand of the novelist. The first

is a sketch of an oritjinal met with by our author
on board a Pittsburg canal boat :

—

A thin-faced, spare-figured man of middle age and
stature, dressed in a dusty drubbish-coloured suit,

such as I never saw before. He was perfectly quiet
during the tir>it part of the journey ; indeed I don't
remeiuber having so much as seen him until he was
brought out by circumstances, as great men often are.

The canal extends to tlie foot of the ninuntain, and
there of course it stops, the passengers being conveyed
acni.sH it by land-carriage, and taken on afterwards by
another canal boat, the counterpart of the first, which
awaits them on the other sicle. There are two canal
lines of passage-lj<)at ; one is called the K.\prcss, and
one (a cheaper one) the Pioneer, The Pioneer gets

first to the mountain, and waits for the Express people
to come up, both sets of passengers being conveyed
across it at the same tinie. We were the Express
company, but when we had crossed tlie mountain, and
had come to the second boat, the proprietors took it

into their heads to draft all the Pioneers into it like-

wise, so that we were five-and-forty at least, and the

accession (if passengers was not all of that kind
which improved the prosjiect of sleeping at night.

Our people grumbled at this, as people do in such
cases, but suffered the boat to be towed off with the

whole freight aboard nevertheless; and away we
went down the canal. At home I should have pro-

tested lustilv, but, benig a foreigner here, I held my
peace. Not so this ])assenger. He cleft a path among
the peo]de on deck (we were nearly all on deck), and,

without addressing anybody whomsoever, soliloquised

as follows :
—

* This may suit yow, this may, but it don't

suit me. This may be nil very well with down-easters

and men of Boston raising, but it wont suit ray

figure nohow; and no two ways about that; and so I

tell you. Now, I'm from the brown forests of the

Mississippi, / am. and when the sun shines on me, it

docs shine— a little. It don't gUnmier where / live,

the sun don't. No. I'm a brown forester, 1 am. I

an't a .Tobnny Cake. There are no smooth skins

where I live. We're rough men there. Rather. If

diiwn-easters and men of Boston raising like this, I

am glad of it, but I'm none of that niising, nor of

that breed. No. This company wants a little fixing,

// does. I'm the wrong sort of man for 'cm, /am.
They wont like uie, theij wont. This is piling of it

up, a little too mornitainous, this is.' At the end of

every one of these short sentences he turned upon bifl

heel, lind walked the other way; cheeking himself

abruptly when he had finished another short sentence,

and turning back again. It is impossible for me to

say what terrific meaning was hidden in the words of

this brown forester, but I know that the other pas-

sengers looked on in a sort of admiring horror, and
that presently the boat was put back to the wharf,

and as many of the Pioneers as could be coaxed or

bullied into going away, were cot rid of. When W6

started again, some of the boldest spirits on board
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made ItoM to say to the obvious ocoa«ion of this im-

provciiii-'nt in our pro.^pecrs^ * Much oMi<zed to you,

air:' whereunto the brown forester (waving; his hand,

and still wftlkinjx up and down fts before) replied, * No
you an*t. You're none o' my raisin;;. You may act

for yourselves, you may. I have pinted out the way.

Down-ea«tcrs and Jtthnny Cakes can follow if they

please. I an't a Johnny Cake, / an't. I am from the

brown forests of the Mississippi, I am ;' and so on, as

before. He was unanimously voted one of the tables

for his bed at night—there is a great ooutest for the

tables—in consideration of his public services, and he

had the warmest corner by the stove throughout the

rest of the journey. But I never could find out that

he did anything except sit there ; nor did I hear him
speak again until, in the midst of the bustle and tur-

moil of getting the luggage ashore in the dark at

PitUburg, I stumbled over him as he sat smoking a

cigar on the cabin steps, and heard him muttering to

himself, with a short laugh of defiance, ' I an't a
Johnny Cake, / an't. I'm from the brown forests of

the Mississippi. / am, damme!' I am inclined to

argue from this that he had never left otf saying so.

The following is completely in the style of Dickens
—a finished miniature, yet full of heart:

—

There was a little woman on board with a little

baby; and both little woman and little child were

cheerful, good-looking, bright-eyed, and fair to see.

The little woman had been parsing a long time with

her sick mother in New York, and had left her home
in St Louis, in that condition in which ladies who
truly love their lords desire to be. The baby was bom
in her mother's house, and she had not seen her hus-

band (to whom she was now returning) for twelve

months, having left him a month or two after their

marriage. Well, to be sure, there never was a little

woman so full of hope, and tenderness, and love, and
anxiety, as this little woman was ; and all day long

she wondered whether * he' would be at the wharf;
and whether ' he' had got her letter ; and whether, if

she sent the baby ashore b}' somebody else, 'he' would
know it meeting it in the street ; which, seeing that

he had never set eyes upon it in his life, was not very

likely in the abstract, but was probable enough to the

young mother. She was such an artless little crea-

ture, and was in such a sunny, beaming, hopeful state,

and let out all this matter clinging close about her
heart so freely, that all the other lady passengers en-

tered into the spirit of it as much as she ; and the

captain (who heard all about it from his wife) was
wondrous sly, I promise you, inquiring every time we
met at table, as in forgetfulness, whether she ex-
pected anybody to meet her at St Louis, and whether
she would want to go ashore the night we reached it

(but he supposed she wouldn't), and cutting many
other dry jokes of that nature. There was one little

weazen-dried, apple-faced old woman, who took oc-

casion to doubt the constancy of husbands in such
circumstances of bereavement ; and there was another
lady (with a lap dog), old enough to moralise on the
lightness of human affections, and yet not so old that
she could help nursing the baby now and then, or

laughing with the rest when the little woman called

it by its father's name, and asked it all manner of

fantastic questions concerning him in the joy of her
heart. It was something of a blow to the little woman,
that when we were within twenty miles of our desti-

nation, it became clearly necessary to put this baby to

bed. But she got over it with the same good humour,
tied a handkerchief round her head, and came out
into the little gallery with the rest. Then, such an
oracle as she became in reference to the localities

!

and such facetiousncss as was displayed by the mar-
ried ladies, and such sympathy as was shown by the
single ones, and such peals of laughter as the little

woman herself (who would just as soon have cried)

greeted every jest with! At last there were the lights

of St Louis, and hero was tlie wharf, and those were
the steps; and the little woman, covering her face

with her hands, and laughing (or seeming to laugh)
more than ever, ran into her own cabin and shut her-

self up. I have no doubt that in the charming incon-

sistency of such excitement, she stopped her ears, lest

she should hear ' him' asking for her—but I did not
see her do it. Then a great crowd of people rushed
on board, though the boat was not yet made fast, but
was wandering about among the other boats to fmd a
landing-place ; and everybody looked for the husband,
and nobody saw him, when, in the midst of us all

—

Heaven knows how she ever got there—there was the

little woman clinging with both arms tight round the

neck of a fine, good-lonking, sturdy young fellow; and
in a moment afterwards there she was again, actually

clapping her little hands for joy, as she dragged him
through the small door of her small cabin to look at

the baby as he lay asleep !

In the course of the year 1843 Mr Dickens entered

upon a new tale, Murlhi Chuzzhwit, in which many
of his American reminisccuces are embodied, and
which evinces no diminution of his powers. Indeed,

in freshness and vigour of thought and style, and
versatility of character and invention, this story bids

fair to rank among- the most finished of the author's

performances. About Christmas of the same year

the fertile author threw off a li.uht production in his

happiest manner—a Chrisimoji Carol in Prose—which
enjoyed vast popularity, and was dramatised at the

London theatres. Thus crowned with unrivalled suc-

cess, buoyant in genius and spirit, and replete with
Ejenerous and manly feeling, we may anticipate for

Mr Dickens a long and honourable career. * The diffi-

culties to w hieh he is exposed in his present periodical

mode of writing^ are, in some respects, greater than if

he allowed himself a wider field, and gave his whole
work to the public at once. But he would be sub-

jected to a severer criticism if his fiction could be

read continuedly—if his power of maintaining a

sustained interest could be tested—if his work could

be viewed as a connected whole, and its object,

plan, consistenc\', and arrangement, brought to the

notice of the reader at once. Tliis ordeal cannot be

passed triumphantly without the aid of other quali-

ties than necessarih' belong to the most brilliant

sketcher of detached" scenes. We do not, however,

mean to express a doubt that Mr Dickens can wTite

with judgment as well as with spirit. His powers
of observation and description are qualities rarer,

and less capable of being ac<iuired, than those which
would enable him to combine the scattered portions

of a tale into one consistent and harmonious whole.

If he will endeavour to supply whatever may be

effected by care and study—avoid imitation of otlier

writers—keep nature steadily before his eyes—and
check all disposition to exaggerate—we know no
writer who seems likely to attain higher success in

that rich and useful department of fiction which is

founded on faithful representations of human cha-

racter, as exemplified in the aspects of Enghsh life.'*

niSTORIANa

In depth of research and intrinsic value, the histo-

rical works of this period far exceed those of any of

our former sections. Access has been more readily

obtained to all pubhc documents, and private collec-

tions have been thrown open with a spirit of en-

lightened Uberality. Certain departments of history

—as the Anglo-Saxon period, and the progress

* Edinburgh Review for 1838.
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generally of tho Englisli ctnistirution— liave also

been cultivated witli liuiK-rior liMrniny iiiul dili^t'iu'e.

The gn-at works uf Hume, llubertsuti, and (jiblmn.

still niaiiitiiin tlieir prt-cininenee witii the general

reader, hut tlie value of the two first has been mate-

rially diiiiinisheil by subsequent inveslitiatiuns and

new infurmutioii.

WILLIA5I JnTFORD.

The most elaborate and comprehensive work we
have here t<) notice, is The I/iston/ nf (!ri'vrc fnnn the

Earliest Priiotf. by William Mitkokd, K>(i. 'I"he

first volume of Mr Jlitford's history oante before

the public in 1784, a second was publlslied in 179(),

and a tliird in 1797. It was not, however, till the

year 1810 that tlie work was completed. Mr
Mitford, descended of an ancient family in North-

umberland, was born in London on the loth of

February 1744, and was edin-ated first at Clicam

school, Surrey, and afterwards at Queen's enlk-jie,

Oxford. He studied the law, but abandoned it on
obtaining a commission in the South IIami)shire

Militia, of which regiment he was afterwards lieu-

tenant-colonel. In 1761 he succeeded to tlie family

estate in Hampshire, and was thus enabled to pursue
those classical and historical studies to which he was
ardently devoted. His first publication was an
AVwy 071 the Harmony of Lcntf/u<i(fe, intindrd prinri-

palh/ to illustrate that of the English Languaye. 1774,

which afterwards reached a second edition. While
in the militia, he published a Treatise on the Mllitart/

Force, and particularly of the Militia of the Kingiloin.

This subject seems to have engrossed nnicli of his

attention, for at a subsequent period of bis life, when
a member of the House of Conmit)ns, Mr Mitford
advocated the cause of the militia with niucli fervour,

and recommended a salutary jealousy relative to a
standing army in this country. He was neverthe-
less a general supporter of ministers, and held the
government appointment of Verdurer of tlie New
Forest. Mr Mitford was twice elected member of
parliament for the borough of BeeraLston. in iK-von-
Bhire, and afterwards for New Komnev, in Kent.
He died in 1827. The 'History of Greece' has
passed through several editions. Byron says of Mr
Mitford as a historian— ' His great pleasure consists

in praising tyrants, abusing Plutarch, spelling oddly,
and writing quaintly ; and what is strange, after all,

his is the best modern history of Greece in any
language, and he is perhai>s the best of all moiit-r'n

historians whatsoever. Ilaving named his sins

(adds the noble poet), it is but fair to state his vir-

tues—learning, labour, research, wrath, and par-
tiality. I call the latter virtues in a writer, because
they make him write in earnest.' The earnestness
of Mr Mitford is too often directed against what he
terms ' tlie inherent weakness and the indelible
barbarism of democratical government.' He was a
warm admirer of the English constitution and of the
nionarchical form of government, and this bias led
him to be unjust to tlie Atiienian people, whom he
on one occasion terms * the sovereign beggars of
Athens.' His fidelity as a reporter of facts has also
been questioned. 'He contracts the strongest indi-
vidual partialities, and according as tliese lead, he
is credulous or mistrustful—he exaggerates or he
qualifies—he expands or he cuts down the docu-
ments on which he has to proceed. With regard to
the bright side of almost every king wbnni he has
to describe, Mr Mitford is more than credulous ; for
a credulous man believes all that he is told: Mr
Mitford believes more than he is told. With re<nird
to the dark side of the same individuals, his habits
of estimating evidence are precisely in the opposite

extreme. In treating of the democracies or of the
democratical leaders, liis statements are not lees

partial and exaggerated.'* It is undeniable that Mr
Mitford has over-coloured the evils of popular
government, but there is so much acutenesa and
si)irit in liis political disquisitions, and his narrative

of events is so animated, full, and distinct, that he
is always read with ple;isure. His qualifications were
great, and his ver}' defects constitute a sort of in-

dividuality that is not without its attraction in BO
long a history.

[Condemnation and Death o/Socratfs.]

We are not informed when Socrates first became
distinguished as a sophist; for in that description of

men he was in his own day reckoned. When the wit
of Aristophanes was directed against him in the
theatre, he was already among the most eminent, but
his eminence seems to have been then recent. It was
about the tenth or eleventh year of the PelopoTinesian

war, when he was six or seven and-furty years of age,

that, after the manner of the old comedy, he was ofl^ered

to public derision upon the stage by his own name, as

one of the persons of the drama, in the comedy of

Aristophanes, called The Clouds, which is yet extant.

Some antipathy, it appears, exijited between the comic
poets collectively and the suphists or philosophers.

The licentiousness of the former could indeed scarcely

eyca])e the animadversion of the latter, who, on the

contrary, favoured the tragic pnets, competitors with

the comedians for public favour. Kuripides and
Aristophanes were particularly enemies ; and Socrates

not only lived in intimacy with Ruri])ides, but is said

to have assisted him in some of his tragedies. We
are informed of no other cause for the injurious re-

presentation which the comic pnet has given of

Socrates, whom he exhibits in The Clouds as a flagi-

tious yet ridiculous pretender to the occult sciences,

conversing with the clouds as divinities, and teaching

the principal youths of Athens to despise the received

gods and to cozen men. The audience, accustomed
to look on defamation with carelessness, and to hold

as lawful and proper whatever might amuse the mul-
titude, applauded the wit, and even gave general

approbation to the piece ; but the high estimation of

the character of Socrates sufficed to prevent that com-
plete success which the poet had jiromised himself.

The crown which rewarded hiui whose drama most
earned the public favour, and wliich Aristophanes

had so often won, was on this occasion refused him.
Two or three-and-twenty years had elapsed since

the first representation of The Clouds ; the storms of

conquest suflered from a foreign enemy, and of four

revolutions in the civil government of the country,

had jiassed ; nearly three years had followed of that

quiet which the revolution under Thrasybulns ]>ro-

(Uiccd, and the act of amnesty should have confirmed,

when a young man named Alelitus went to the king-

archon, and in the usual form delivered an informa-

tion against Socrates, and bound himself to prosecute.

The information ran thus :—
' Melitus, son of Melitus,

of the borough of Pitthos, declares these upon oath

against Socrates, son of Sophroniscus, of the borough

of Alopece : Socrates is guilty of reviling the gods

whom the city acknowledges, and of preaching other

new gods; nioreover, he is guilty of corrupting the

youth. Penalty, death.*

Xenophon begins his memorials ofhis revered master,

with declaring his wonder how the Athenians could

have been persuaded to condemn to death a man of

such uncommonly clear innocence and exalted worth.

TElian, though for authority he can bear no comparison

with Xenophon, has ncvertheles.'*, I think, given the

WeetmuLstcf Keview for 1826-
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solution.
• Socmtcs.' hv w», 'di.slikcd the Atheniancon, uut.on

; for he s„« that dcnocra^. ' "a
"

Tt ,'• ' """"'' "'"= ''"'''''••^' ^ircunrntancesof the t.,m.s n„„Ic ,t nee.ssarv for rutcnnnrary writersto,peak w„h eauti,,,,, vet luth Xen..,,h!,„ ami Plato

^ an »a.s well-founje.l
; an.l farther ,,r,.„f, were itw«..^d, may be derived fr,.n, another early writernearly eoten.porary, an,l deeply verse.l in the politiesof h,s .^re, he orator .Esehines. Indeed, thou h nort»ted in the .ndiet.nent, yet it «a, u^.ed <Gai sSocrntes by hi. proseeutor/befure the eourt, tl^a he

«^ d,satJeeted to the den.oeraey
; and in pricf, they

ment^^^,'""- r"'""!"",""
r''^-'-»'"--J. «'« appoint-

S- '"'.""'"'•.'"'•^ follo»e,-s, youth, of the prineipalfam,l,es o the e,ty, to despise the established .ove.;'

success had been seen m the conduet of two of themost ennneut, Aleibiades and Critia,s. Even the besttWs he converted to these ill puq-cses : from the

re^iltTV'""*
P"^'-^' ""d Particularly from Homer

princ!%: '

''^'*"'^"' '" ''"^""'' ^''' ''"ti-democratieal

Socrates it appenrs, indeed, was not inclined to

H^del^ner '"'l;*^"'
'" "' "'^ •^"'^"-" con^JitutionMis defence itsell, as ,t is reported by Plato contains

7d:ir :•'"'!'
V"'""^

--.aceusafion a^kins him

aJ u„d^'T.'""-'V'"
"^'""g"f.v of the people, such

ofhi -'h V.
'"";<^''"'^^ «;hject a man to the penalties

fk .r f""- ^ "" "''" know,' he says, 'Atheniansthat had I engaged in public business, l' should lonJ^o have penshed without procuring any advanta"?

you V^s^r^'r'"'"^'^,
Let not°the 'truth oS}ou.

1 sno peculiarity of your democracy, or of yournational character; but wherever the pe-o;ie is sove

Se"",r""',"
'''f

'''' tonestly'^to^'p^se n-

roird";;tn;^;ir.
"'"' "'"™^""" "'j-"--can

M-ithout this proof, indeed, we might reasonably

«ut?KCt Of the Athenian government, and would nro-

Tt iireTh''"r;i;
"• >>""'"'.' ""'^'-- ^-' ^^ ^'mnot like the Athenian constitution. He wished forwholesome changes by gentle means

; and it seem, even

he dediea7V.'^""1r'
°''^"'^ "^ ">^ ''''"""•^ '« -hichne dedicated himself, to infuse principles into the

cLtnlfh'T'-M' '^V"'"'\'
"ringUout'ihe desirablechange insensibly. H,s scholars were chiefly sons of

Ifttrd^ 1

•'"' "'"""• .^'^"'' '^^y circumstancesafforded leisure to attend him ; and some of thesezealously adopting his tenets, others merely ple^'e^d

Hiess i'; l"'"'""-'
°' his arguments and 'ih'^ li,;'!

iiiess of his manner, and desirous to emul.ite his

xaZ'; T"
""-^ "^P-f"- «"- '"-"d, afte? M

kc^ X" TT^' '" '"''f""-'^''"" "P«n all the sub-jects on which he was accustomed to discourse Thus

offijf: ' ;"n "r '''"''''' "'™^"'' himself Avoiding

.irea to go. em the commonwealth throu-h their

Irabu'c"
""'^' ,"'\""^"y- "'i«ht perhaps 'not un-rea.so„ably con,,der him as one who was or mi-htbecome a f;,rniidable advei-sary, nor might it be difficult to excite popular jealousy against him.

was, a.s Plato mfi.rins us, no way a man of any .^reat

Sii'itv'',"7h-
'" '^'^""' J--I"i»» give. .ome°rro-babihty to the conjecture, that his lather was one ofthe eommi.sioners sent to Ua,.ediemon from the mo-derate p.rM, who reposed the ten successors of thethirty tyrants, «nile Thrasybulus held I'iiteus, and

poet, and stood forward a* in a common cause of the
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tT I'lr . T"-'i',""'
'^"'^^""^ of Socrates injuriousto the r mteres

. Unsupported, his accu,atioi/wou"dha.e been little formidable; but he seems to havebeen a mere instrument in the business. . ^1,^0^:

rating; but from circumstances nLrl/ InaWourfn
andTrVrr"-^-'^T ?''^"""^ ""or pi" tl \dc.

.'y"

ni-1 t be thr^''".'"
"i^l'^'-J-ers-we may gather whamight be the party-spmt, and what the weight of in-fluence of the rhetoricians and poets in Ath™, VV hLycon, Any us, a man ecarcel/second to ay in theeommonwealth in rank and g^eral estima iL" vthad he d high command with reputation in the pjloponnesian war, and had been the principa asLcfateof Thra-sybulus ,n the war against the thirty and the

Poft^ Hh"^
"'^

^'T'^'y'
declared himself a sup!porter 01 the prosecution N'othinir ;„ .i,„

"^

could, by any)no,vn law of^^ttn^ fftt Z'^^Zhe accused. In England, no man ^ould be pu upon

loft TutTif AthV'''-?V°°^'">'^ J"^^ wou'ld 1-s^:"to It. Jiut 111 Athens, if the party was stron.' enough
it signified little what was the law. M'be^n L,xonand Anytus came forward, Socrates saw thalhis con"demnation was already decided

of ^^s'?bou°.1,?,'f
*"" "^'' ^'"'''"''' ""-^ ^y 'he turnof his thoughts for many years, he had so preparedhimself for all events, that, far from alarmed at theprobability of his condemnation, he rather rejoiced at

s nd:.d'of 'th^
%'""""'"' r^""™-- HeCas per-suaded of the soul's immortality, and of the superin-tending providence of an all-good Deity, whos f^'ourhe had always been assiduously endeavourin.. to de-serve. Men fear death, he said, as if unquestionably '

he greatest evil, and yet no man knows that Umay !

not be the greatest good. If, indeed, great joy were
Im prospect, he might, and his friend," for him withsomewhat more reason regret the event ; but Lt hh '

years, and wuth his scanty fortune-though he wa '

anrLr;''"''
"' '"™'^ ^"" "> preserve both body

\and „„nd ,n vigour-yet even his present gratifica-
'

ion, must necessarily soon decay. To avoid, thereforethe evils of age pain, sickness, decay of sight, decayof hearing perhaps decay of understanding by theeasiest of Jeaths (for such the Athenian mod'e of exe!cution--by a draught of hemlock-was reputed)cheered with the company of surroundingTendscould not be otherwise than a blessincr
Xenophon says that, by condescending to a little

acL' ;;aT""N
^''7'^^'.''«tt easily have'ob.ained hacjuittal. No admonition or intreaty of his friendshowever, could persuade him to such kn unworthinessOn the contrail when put upon his defence, he toldthe people that he did not plead for his own sake, but

iu t CO,'? r'^ "^r' '" "'"'"^ *« sunt of an un-just condemnation. It was usual for Accused personsto bewail their apprehended lot, with tears to suppl"

benia, to endeavour to excite pity. He thought it hesaid, more respectful to the court, as well^as morebecoming himself, to omit all this; however awarethat their sentiments were likely so far to differ fromhis that judgment would be given in anger foi it

him l!;:"f
'"" P'Tr^i """S""* "O^changeuponliim. He again addressed the court declared hisinnocence of the matters laid agains him and ob

P^-ed 'sUll'all t":^ ^'i^'p
had been'c'oin^ttet

known l' 'ogether did not, according to anyknown law amount to a capital crime. '^But,' "n

to
.*•

T'"k ^»'
'1"'V' I'

" "•"« '0 depart-I to d"e;y,^u

tl';iV
''"' "''-'^ for the greater good, God on^J
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It was usual at Athens for execution very soon to

follow coinlciniiation—coiiiinonly on the raorrow ; but

it happened that the condemnation of Socrates took

place on the eve of the day appointed for the sacred

ceremony of cro\ming the galley which carried the

annual offerinj^s to the gods worshipped at I)elos, and
immemorial tradition furbade all executions till the

sacred ve^pel's return. Thus, the death of Socrates was
respited thirty days, while his friends had free access

to him in the prison. During all that time he admir-
ably supported his constancy. Means were concerted

for his escape ; the jailer was bribed, a vessel prepared,

and a secure retreat in Thessaly provided. No argu-

ments, no pni^'ers, could persuade him to use the op-

portunity. He had always taught the duty of

obedience to the laws, and he would not furnish an
example of the breach of it. To no purpose it was
urged that he had been unjustly condemned—he had
always held that wrong did not justify wrong. He
waited with perfect composure the return of the sacred

vessel, reasoned on the immortality of the soul, the

advantage of virtue, the happiness derived from having

made it through life his pursuit, and, with his friends

about him, took the fatal cup and died.

Writers who, after Xenophon and Plato, have re-

lated the death of Socrates, seem to have held them-
eelves bound to vie with those who preceded them in

giving pathos to the story. The purpose here has been

rather to render it intelligible—to show its connexion

with the political history of Athens—to derive from it

illustration of the political history. The magnanimity
of Socrates, the principal etficient of the pathos,

surely deserves aduiinition
;

yet it is not that in

which he has most outshone other men. The cifcum-

Btances of Lord Hussel's fate were far more tr}-ing.

Socrates, we may reasonably suppose, would have
borne Lord RussePs trial ; but with Bishop Burnet for

his eulogist, instead of Plato and Xenophon, he would
not have had his present splendid fame. The singular

merit of Socrates lay in the purity and the usefulness

of his manners and conversation ; the clearness with

which he saw, and the steadiness with which he prac-

tised, in a blind and corrupt age, all moral duties;

the disinterestedness and the zeal with which he de-

voted himself to the benpilt of others ; and the en-

larged and vrarm benevolence, whence his supreme
and almost only pleasure seems to have consisted in

doing good. The purity of Christian morality, little

enough, indeed, seen in practice, nevertheless is become
80 familiar in theory, that it passes almost for obvious,

and even congenial to the human mind. Those only
will justly estimate the merit of that near approach
to it which Socrates raaile, who will take the pains to

gather—as they may from the writings of his contem-
poraries and predecessors—how little conception was
entertained of it before his time; how dull to a just

moral sense the human mind has really been ; how
slow the progress in the investigation of moral duties,

even where not only great pains have been taken, but
the greatest abilities zealously employed ; and when
discovered, how difticult it has been to establish them
by proofs beyond controversy, or proofs even that
should be generally admitted by the reason of men.
It ia through the light which Socrates diffused by his

doctrine, enforced by his practice, with the advantage
of having both the doctrine and the practice exhibited

to highest advantage in the incomparable writings of
disciples such as Xenophon and Plato, that his life

forms an era in the history of Athens and of man.

»R JOHV GILLIES—MR SHARON TFRNER

—

WILLIAM COXE—GEORGE CHALMERS.

WTiile the first volume of ^litford's history was
before the public, and experiencing that degree of
favour which induced the author to continue his

work, Dr John Gillies, historiographer to his

majesty for Scotland, published The Jlistory of
Attrient Greece^ itjt Colonies and Conquests, two
volumes, quarto, 1786. Tlie monarchical spirit of the

new historian w;is scarcely less decided tlian tliat of

Mr Mitford, though expressed with less zeal and
idiomatic plainness. * The history of Greece,' says

Dr Gillies, 'exposes the dangerous turbulence of

democracy, and arraigns the despotism of tyrants.

By describing the incurable evils inherent in every
republican policy, it evinces the inestimable benefits

resulting to liberty itself from the lawful dominion
of hereditary kings, and the steady operation of well-

regulated monarchy.' The history of Dr Gillies was
executed with considerable ability and care; a sixth

edition of the work (London, 1820, four volumes, 8vo.)

has been called for, and it may still be consulted with
advantage.

In 1799 Mr Sharon Turner, a solicitor, com-
menced the publication of a series of works on
English history, by which he has obtained a highly

respectable reputation. The first was a Ilistoiy of
the Anylit-^^axoivt, tlie second a History of England
during the Middle Ages: in subsequent public;itions

he has continued the scries to the end of the reign

of Elizabeth ; the whole being comprised in twelve
volumes, and containing much new and interesting

information on the government, laws, literature, and
manners, as well as on the civil and ecclesiastical

history of the country. From an ambitious attempt
to rival Gibbon in loftiness of style and diction, Mr
Turner has disfigured his history by a pomp of

expression and involved intricacy of style, that oft^n

border on the ludicrous, and mar the eftect of his

narrative. This defect is more conspicuous in his

latter volumes. The early part of his history, devoted

to the Anglo-Sa.\on8, and the labour, as he informs
us, of sixteen years, is by far the most valuable. Mr
Turner hixs also published a Sacred Hlstonj of the

World, in two volumes : this book is intended to

afford to young persons a selected and concentrated
view of the chief facts and reasonings on the crea-

ti(m, intellectual design, and divine economy of the
world, conceived and expressed in such a manner as

to suit the modern style of thought and argument in

which phih>sophical subjects are presented.

William Coxe (1748-182S), archdeacon of Wilts,

was the author of various historical works of a very
elaborate character. His Memoirs of the Life and
Administration of Sir Hubert \Vu/pok\ published in

1798, in three quarto volumes, was the first tolerable

account of any part of our history subsequent to the
accession of the house of Hanover. It was followed

by Memoirs of Horatio Lord Walpole, in which there

was a view of the times between 1678 and 1757.

These works derive a great value from the mass of

original papers published in connexion with them,
tiiough the author's style is heavy and inelegant.

His History of the House of Austria, 1807, and his

Memoirs of the Kings of Spain of the House of Bour^
ban, 1813, were almost the first English works in

which an acquaintance was displayed with the

materials of European history extant in other lan-

guages than the French and Latin. Archdeacon
Coxe also published the Life and Select Works of
Benjamin StiUingfieet, and the Life and Papers qf the

Duke of Marlborough.

Resembling Turner and Coxe in the vastness of

his undertakings, but inferior as a ^vTiter, was
George Chalmers (1744-182.')), a native of Scot-

land, and originally a barrister in one of the Ame-
rican colonies before their disjunction from Britain.

His first composition, A History of the United Colo-

nies, from tJteir Settlement till t)ic Peace of 1763, ap-

peared in 1780, and from time to time he gave to the
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world many works connected with history. poHtiosami htCTHtuP.. 1„ ,S07 he conuneneed^irpul

:

lKut.o.i of Ins C„le,U,u,a. of whid. three large

t^e hoi f
«PI^''";"". «lHn his death preeluded

t c hope of Its be.„K a„npleted. It contains a

S U
,"""'""'"" ,''^''^'" >'' "»•' ^"lier periods ofScottish iMstory. with ,„i„ute topoRraphicd and

county''™""'' "'"
'"'"" P~"'^'^'' ''^

"'

WILLIAM R08COE.

the L,/e oj Lortn^o ,le Mc<l,c,. and the Life and Pon-
bhrale 0/ 1,0 A., may be more properly classedw„h our historians than blosniphers^ The two workscon ain an account of the revival of letters, and fiU
ip the blank between Gibbon's Decline and Fall and
Hobertson s Charles V. Mr Koscoe was a native of
Liierpiml, the son of humble parents, and wliileengaged as clerk to an attorney, he devoted his
eisnre liours to the cultivation of his taste for
p.^'try and elegant literature. He acquired a com-
petent knowledge of the Latin. French, and Italian
la.ignages. Af^er the completion of his clerkship.Mr Koscoe entered into business in Liverpool, and

m!.nf T' ">
'^^ ""' '". ^""y ^'^'"^"le "f improve-

ment, local and national. He wrote a poem on the»ro„,,s of AjTun. to illustrate the evils of slaveryand al.so a pamphlet on the same subject, which was
translated mto French by Madame Necker The

«W^n^"r'", ',"
"'"'-''.

'"^ "'"^^ '^""•^d fofth several
short political dissertations from his pen ; but about
lu, year 1789, he applied himself to the great task

,r t,
'""P-r'^' >!'''^'J. a biographical ax^count ofL renzo de Medici. He procured much new and

r'nf k' 'i"';'""'""'
'*'"' '" ''96 published the

rL/ V i-%
""'

'," ';;" 1'"""'" volumes, entitled
lheL,fe of Lorenzo ,k Medici, called the Magnificent.

J . A^rV"'
'">''''^' ^<"='^<-'^sful, and at once de-

bited Mr Roscoe into the proud situation of one ofthe most popular authors of the day. A second
edition was soon called for, and Messrs Cadell andDav.es purchased the copyright for L.1200. Aboutthe same time he relinquished the practice of an

se tledT, 'h'^
t'"^".^J f'T the bar. but ultimately

settled as a banker in Liverpool. His next literary
appearance was as the translator of The Nurse apoem, from tjie Italian of Luigi Tansillo. In 1805was published his second great work. ' The Life and

hough carefully prepared, and also enriched with

It^Jf of I^renzo. ' The history of the refor-mation of religion,' it has been justly remarked
involved many questions of subtle disputation aswell as many topics of character and conduct; ^n^for a writer of great candour and discernment, t wa

•Saift'" Tb*" ?-b"'^
"""^.^ "«= ^«P'^'^ - the

1 rotestants. The liberal sentiments and accom-plishments of Mr Roscoe recommended him to h stownsmen as a fit person to represent them in pa^!Iiament and he w.^ accordingly elected in 1806.He spoke in favour of the abolition of the slave tradeand of the eivi disabilities of the Catholics, whTchexcited against h.m a powerful and violent oppo-
sition. Inclined himself to quiet and retirement,and disgusted with the conduct of his opponents, hewithdrew from parhament at the next dissolut on!

Shfate'' H ' ^,,''1'''""'^ "*^"'"S himself as a can:
didate. HestiU. however, took a warm interest inpassing events and published several pamphlets onthe topics of the day. He projected a history of artand literature, a task well suited to his tulents and

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
HiLCOLM LAINO.

Mttainn.ents. hut did not proceed with the workecnmary embarrassments 'also came to cloud his
.
tfer days. The banking establishment of whiche «as a partner was forced in l!*in to suspend pav-en

.
and Mr K,„eoe had to sell his lib'rarv. 'pic-tures, and ether works of art. His love of liteV iti re

nceinV "'"
'Ti't'"''' "'^ «-- valuaHeas ^

I er,
,,',''>'"'"'* "' ""^ Koyal Institution of

add e r!; ,

:' ™-'*' "I"'"'"?..'5^-livercd an inaugural
.uiclri.s!, „„ the origin and vicissitudes of literaturec enee and art, and their influence on the , esTntstate of society. In 1827 he received the grjat 'oM

mc'rn
"^ ' r J^"^"'

^'"'''^^- «f I'iteraturc for^hismerits as a historian. He had previously edited anedition of Pope, in ten volumes, which led to soi^econtroversy with Mr Bowles, as Mr Roscoe hadtoniied a more favourable, and, we think Sestl-mate of the poet than his previous editors
^

WALCOLM LAING.

Malcolm LAiNcazenlous Scottish historian wasborn m the year 1762 at Strynzia, his paternal
estate, in Orkney He was educated for the Scott^h
bar, and passed advocate in 1785. He appeared as

Hisfor. f P
'"93, .having completed Dr Ilenry's

Th» 7 i w?* ^"•'"" "f""" that author's death,

trast to the tame moderatism of Henry : but hisattainments and research were far superior to those

1-S'^ ,? :^T''"I- \'l
1800 he published The Hislory

of Scotland from the Union nf the Crou-ns on the Acces-

Z" % ^"'!'/'''«'%P-'o the throne of Enqland, to
the Union of the Kingdoms in the reign of QueenAnne; with Ui-o dissertations, historical and critical,
on the Ooicrie Conspn-acy, and on the supposed authcn-
tuit;, 0/ Ossians Poems. This is an able workmarked by strong prejudices and predilections, but
^
aluable to the liistorical student for its acute reason-ing and analysis. Laing attacked the translator ofOssian with unmerciful and almost ludicrous seve-nty, in revenge for which, the Highland admirers ofthe Celtic muse attributed his sentiments to the pre-

judice natural to an Orkney man, caused by the
severe checks given by the ancient Caledonians tothe r predatory Scandinavian predecessors! Lain-r
replied by another publication-r-^e Poems ofOssia^,
i-c. containing the Poetical Works of James Macpher-
son Esq. m Prose and lihipne, with Notes and Illus-
trations. In 1804 he published another edition of hisHistory trf Scotland, to which he prefi.xed a Pre-
limnarij Dissertation on the Participation of Man,
Queen ofkcots in the Murder ofDarnley The latterisa very ingenious historical argument, the ablest
ot Mr Laing s productions, uniting the practised skilland acumen ol the Scottish lawyer with the know-
ledge of the antiquary and historian. The latter
portion of Mr Laing's life was spent on his paternal
estate in Orkney where he entered upon a course of
local and agncultunU improvement with the same
ardour that he devoted to his literary pursuits Hedied in the year 1818. ' Mr Laing's merit ' s.ays awriter in the Edinburgh Review, 'as a critical in-qinrer into history, an enlightened collector of mate-
rials, and a sagacious judge of evidence, has neverbeen surpassed. In spite of his ardent love ofliberty no man has yet presumed to charge himwith the sIghtest sacrifice of historical i egrity t^his zeal. 'I hat he never perfectly attained the^artof full, clear and easy n.arrative, was owing to the
peculiar style of those writers who were popular in
his youth and may be mentioned as a reniarkable
instance of the disproportion of particular talents toa general vigour of mind."
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JOHN riSKERTON.

Jons riNKr.RToN (1758-IP25) distin^'uislicd him-
self Ijy tliu fitrrc oiiitroversial toiiu of his historic^tl

writings, and b_v thp violence of his prij\i(iitus, vet
was .1 leanieil and iinlu'^trious (•ollector of forjiottuii

fraiJiMints of aiiciunt liistnry and of national anti-

quitifs. lie » as a native of Ivlinburgh, ami bred to

the law. The latter, however, he soon forsook for

literiry iiursuits. lie coninienwd by writini; im-
perfect veriies. which, in Ids ficculiar antiiiuc ortho-
gra)iliy, lie styled 'Rimes,' from wliich he diverj;ed

to collcctins; &/<•(( Sivtliili Bulluilx. 1783, and in-

ditiiiL' an Kn.tai/ <m Meilnls. 1TS4. I'nder tlie name
of ller lie jiiililisheil some Lfllcr.i im Lilcniliin; and
was recommended by Gibl'on to the booksellers us a

fit person to translate the Monkish Historians. lie

afterwards (178G) imblished Ancient ScnUi.^li Pucms,
being tlie writintis of .Sir Kichard Maitland and
others, extracted from a manuscript in the I'epvs
Libi-arj' at ("anihrid^'e. Ilis first historical work was
A Dissertatiim on t/ie Origin antl PnK/re.ss i}f the So/-
Ihians, nr Gtillm, in wliich he laid down that theory
which he maintained through life, that the Celts of
Irelanii, Wales, and .Scotland, are savages, and have
been savages since the world began! His next im-
portant work was an Inqtiirij into the 11 islonj of Scot-

land Prcctdiny lite lieiyn tif Malcolm 1 1 1 .^ or loriO, in

which be debates at great length, and. as Sir Waller
Scott remarks, with much display of learning, on the
history of the Goths, and the conquests which he
states them to have obtained over the Celts in their
progress through all Europe. In 1796 he published
a Ninton/ of Scothmd During the Reiijn of the Stuartji,

the most laborious and valuable of his works. He
also compiled a Modern Geographi/. eiiiU-d a I'ulhclicm

of VoijageR and Trai'els, was some time editor of the
Critical Iteview, wrote a Treatise on liochs, and was
engaged on various other literary tasks, rinkerton
died in want and obscurity in Paris.

CH.tRLKS JAMES FO.X.

or pretence; but the style of the great stntesman,
with all the care bestowed upon it, is far from being
p<-rfect. It wants force and vivacity, as if, in the
process of elaboration, the grai.lii'c clearness of
narrative and distinct perception of events and
cluiracters necessary to the historian ha<l pvapiirate<i.
The sentiments and principles of the author are,
however, worthy of his liberal and cajiacious mind.

SIR JAMES JIACKINTOSB.

As a phiIoso[ihical historian, critic, and politician.
Sir James XIacki.ntosu deserves honourable men-
tion. He was also one of the last of the Scottish

Sir James Mackintosh,

metaphysicians, and one of the most brilliant con-
Charles James Fox (1749-1806), the celebrated versers of his times—qualifications apparently very

statesman and orator, during his intervals of relaxa- dissimilar. His candour, benevolence, and "libera-

tion from public life, among other literary studies lity, gave a grace and dignity to his literary specu-
and occupations commenced a history of the reign lations and to his daily life. Mackintosh was a
of King James IL, intending to continue it to the native of Inverness-shire, and was born at AKlourie-
settlement at the revolution of 1688. An introduc- house, on the banks of Loch Ness. October 24, 1765.
tory chapter, giving a rapid view of our constitu- His father was a brave Highland officer, who pos-

tional history from the time of Henry VII., he sessed a small estate, called Kylachy, in his native
completed. lie wrote also some chapters of his county, which James afterwards soM for i'UflOU.

history, but at the time of his death he had made From his earliest days James Mackintosh had a

but little progress in his work. Public affairs, and jiassion for books ; and though all his relatives were
a strong partiality and attachment to the study of Jacobites, he was a stanch Whig. After studying
the classics, and to works of imagination and poetry, at Aberdeen (where he had as a colkge companion
were continually drawing him off from his historical and friend the jnous and eloquent llobert Ihdl),

researches, added to which he was fastidiously scru- Mackintosh went to Edinburgh, and studied medi-
pulous .as to all the niceties of language, and wislied cine. In 1788 he repaired to London, wrote for the
to form his jilan exclusively on the model of ancient jiress, and afterwards applied himself to the study
writers, without note, digression, or dissertation, of law. In 1791 he imhlislied liis Vindiriu (iallicir,

' He once assured me,' says Lord Holland, ' that he a defence I'f the French Kevolution, in reph' to

would admit no word into his book for which he Hurke, wliich, for cogency of argument, historical

had not tlie authority of Dryden.' We need not knowledge, and logical jirecision, is a remarkable
wonder, therefore, that Mr Fox died before complet- work to be written by a careless and irregular young
ing his historical work. Such minute attention to man of twenty-six. Though his bearing to his

style, joined to equal regard for facts and circum- great antagonist w-as chivalrous and polite. Mackin-
stances, must have weighed down any writer even tosh attacked his opinions with the ardour and
of uninterrupted and active application. In 1808 impetuosity of youth, and his work was received

the unfinished comjiosition was given to the world with great aiijilause. Four years afterwanis he
by Lord Holland, under the title of .4 Ilistonj of the acknowledged to IJiirke that he had been the dupe
Karlt/ Part of llie lieii/n rf Janiea the Second^ ici'th an \ of his own enthusiasm, and that a niel.tncholy

Jniruduetory Chapter. An appendix of original ' expericnci^' had undeceived him. The excesses of

papers was also added. The history is plainly
j
the French Kevolution bat! no doulit conlrihutcd to

written, without the slightest approach to ped:in(ry
I
this change, which, though it afterwards was made
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the cause of obloquy and dorision to Mackintosh,
scouts t(» have Ijocii adopteil witli perfect sincerity

and singleness of purpose. He afterwards delivered

and published a series of lectures on the law of

nature and nations, which grcutly extended his

reputation. la 1795 he was called to the bar, and
in lu9 capacity of barrister, in 180.'^ he made a

brilliant defence of M. Peltier, an eniicirant royalist

of France, wlio had been indicted fur a lil)el on
Napoleon, then first consul. The forensic display

of Slackintosh is too nnich like an ehiborate essay

or dissertation, but it marked him out for legal pro-

motion, and he received the appointment (to whicii

his poverty, not his will, con3ented) of Recorder of

Bombay. He was knij,'hted, sailed from England in

the l>eginning of 1804, and after discharging faith-

fully his high official duties, returned at the end of

seven years, the earliest period that entitled him to

liis retiring ix^nsion of £1200 per annum. Mackin-
tosh now obtained a seat in parliament, and stuck
faithfully by his old friends the Whigs, without one
glimpse of favour, till in 18:*7 his friend Mr Can-
ning, on the formation of bis administration, made
him a privy councillor. On the accession of the

Whig ministry in 1S30, he was appointed a com-
missioner for the afifuirs of India. On questions of

criminal law and national policy Mackintosh spoke
forcibly, but he cannot be said to have been a suc-

cessful parliamentary orator. Amid the bustle of

public business he did not neglect literature, though
he wanted resolution for continuous and severe study.

The charms of society, the interruptions of public

business, and tlie debilitating effects of his residence

in India, also co-operated with his constitutional

indolence in preventing the realisation of tbe ambi-
tious dreams of bis youth. He contributed, how-
ever, various articles to the Edinburgh Review, and
wrote a masterly Dissertation on the Progress of
Kthical Philosophy for the Encyelopsedia liritannica.

He wrote three volumes of a compendious and
popular Histort/ of England for Lardner's Cabinet
Cyclopedia, which, though deficient in the graces

of narrative and style, contains some admirable
views of constitutional history and antiquarian re-

search. His learning was abundant; be wanted
only method and elegance. He also contributed a

short but valuable life of Sir Thomas More (which
sprung out of his researches into tbe reign of

Henry VIII.. and was otherwise a subject congenial

to his taste) to the same miscellany ; and he was
engaged on a History of the Revolution of 1688.

when his life was somewhat suddenly terminated
on tbe .10th of May 183'2. The portion of liis his-

tory of the Revolution which he had written and
corrected (amounting to about S^O pages) was pub-
lished in 18.34, with a continuation by some writer

who was opposed to Sir James in many essential

points. In tbe works of Mackintosh we have only
the fragments of a capacious mind ; but in all of

them his learning, his candour, his strong love of

truth, his justness of thinking and clearness in per-

ceiving, and his genuine philanthropy, are conspi-

cuous. It is to be regretted that he had no Boswell
to record his conversation.

[_ChivaIrj/ and Modern Manners.']

[From the Vindiciie Gallicse.]

The collision of armed multitudes [in Paris] ter-

minated in unforeseen excesses and execrable crimes.

In the ej'c of Mr Burke, however, these crimes and
excesses assume an aspect far more important than
can be communicated to them by their own insulated

guilt. They form, in his opinion, the crisis of a

revolution far more important than any change of

g<ivcrnmcnt—a revolution in which the sentiments
and tipinic»ns that have formed the manners of the

European nations are to perish. * The age of chivalry

is gone, and the glory of Europe extinguished for

ever.' lie fullows this exclamation by an eloquent
eulogium on chivalry, and by gloomy predictions of

tlie future state of P'urnpe, when the nation that has
been so long accustomed to give her the tone in arts

and manners is thus debased and corrupted. A ca-

viller might remark, that ages much more near the
meridian fervour of chivalry than ours have wit-

nessed a treatment of queens as little gallant and
generous as that of the Parisian mob. He might re-

mind Mr Burke that, in the age and country of Sir
Philip Sidney, a queen of France, whom no blindness
to accomplishment, no malignity of detraction, could
reduce to the level of Maria Antoinetta, was, by *a
nation of men of honour and cavaliers,* permitted to

languish in captivity, and expire on a scaffold ; and
he might add, that the manners of a country are

more surely indicated by the systematic cruelty of

a sovereign, than by the licentious frenzy of a mob.
He might remark, that the mild system of modem
manners which survived the massacres with which
fanaticism had for a century desolated and almost
barbarised Europe, miglit perhayis resist the shock of

one day's excesses committed by a delirious popu-
lace.

But the subject itself is, to an enlarged thinker,

fertile in reflections of a different nature. That sys-

tem of nuuiners which arose among the Gothic nations
of Europe, of which chivalry was more properly the

effusion than the source, is, without doubt, one of the

most peculiar and interesting appearances in human
afiairs. The moral causes which formed its character
have not perhaps been hitherto investigated with tr.e

happiest success. But to confine ourselves to the sub-

ject before vis, chivalry was certainly one of the most
prominent features and remarkable effects of this

system of manners. Candour must confess that this

singular institution is not alone admirable as a cor-

rector of the ferocious jvges in which it flourished. It

contributed to polish and soften Europe. It paved
the way fur that diffusion of knowledge and extension
of commerce which afterwards in some measure sup-
planted it, and gave a new character to manners.
Society is inevitably progressive. In government,
commerce has overthrown that * feudal and chival-

rous' system under whose shade it first grew. In

religion, learning has subverted that superstition

whose opulent endowments had first fostered it. Pecu-
liar circumstances softened the barbarism of the
middle ages to a degree which favoured the admission
of commerce and the growth of knowledge. These
circumstances were connected with the manners of

chivalry; but the sentiments peculiar to that insti-

tution could only be preserved b}' the situation which
gave them birth. They were themselves enfeebled in

the progress from ferocity and turbulence, and almost
obliterated by tranquillity and refinement. But the

auxiliaries which the manners of chivalry had in

rude nges reared, gathered strength from its weakness,

and flourished in its decay. Commerce and diffused

knowledge have, in fact, so completely assumed the

ascendant in polished nations, that it will be difficult

to discover any relics of Gothic manners but in a fan-
tastic exterior, which has survived the generous illu-

sions that made these manners splendid and seduc-
tive. Their direct influence has long ceased in Europe ;

but their indirect influence, through the medium of

those causes, which would not perhaps have existed

but for the mildness which chivalry created in the
midst of a barbarous age, still operates with increas-

ing vigour. The manners of the middle age were, in

the most singiilor sense, coTnf)ulsorv. Knterprising

benevolence was produced bv general fierceness, gai-

6ii9
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laiit courtesy by ferocious ruJeiiesH, aiitl Hrti6cial

gentlent'j^s resisted the torrent »f luitunil barbarism.

But a loss iiicoii;,'ruous systein has Huccecilcd, in wliith

cominuri'e, which uiiilvH iiit'ii's interests, iiiid ktiow-

Icdtfc, which excludes those iircjuvlices that tend to

einhrtill them, present a bruader biisis for the stability

of civilised and beneficent nianiiers.

Mr liurke, indeed, forebodes the most fatal conse-

quences to literature, from events which he supposes

to have given a mortal blow to the spirit of chivalry.

I have ever been protected from such ai)prehensions

by my belief in a very simple truth

—

that d'ffitsed

knouieifr/c iinmortalisen itself. A literature which is

contined to a few, may be destroyed by the massacre

of scholars and the conila;j;ration of libraries, but the

dilfused knuwled^'c of the present ilay couKl only be

annihilated by the extiri)ation of the civilised part

of mankind.

[Extract frfrn. Speech in Defence of Mr Peltier^ for a

Libel on Napoleon Bonu/Hirtc, Febnuxry 1803.]

Gentlemen—There is one point of view in which

this case seems to merit your most serious attention.

The real prosecutor is the master of the greatest em-

pire the civilised world ever saw—the defendant is a

defenceless proscribed exile. I consider this case,

therefore, as the first of a long series of conflicts be-

tween the greatest power in the world, and the only

FREE PRESS remaining in Europe. Gentlemen, this

distinction of the English press is new—it is a proud

and a melancholy distinction. Before the great earth-

quake of the French Revolution had swallowed up all

the asylums of free discussion on the continent, we
enjoyed that privilege, indeed, more fully than others,

but we did not enjoy it exclusively. In Holland, in

Switzerland, in the imperial towns of Germany, the

press was either legally or practically free. Holland

and Switzerland are no nmre ; and, since the com-

mencement of this prosecution, fifty imperial towns

have been erased from the list of independent states

by one dash of the pen. Three or four still preserve a

precarious and trembling existence. I will not say

by what compliances they must purchase its continu-

ance. I will not insult the feebleness of states whose

unmerited fall I do most bitterly deplore.

These governments were, in many respects, one of

the most interesting parts of the ancient system of

Europe. The perfect security of .such inconsidenible

and feeble states, their undisturbed tranquillity

amidst the wars and conquests that surrounded them,

attested, beyond any other part of the European sys-

tem, the moderation, the justice, the civilisation, to

which Christian Europe had reached in modern times.

Their weakness was protected only by the habitual

reverence for justice which, during a long series of

ages, had grown up in Christendom. This was the

only fortification which defended them against those

mighty monarchs to whom they ottered so easy a prey.

And, till the French Revolution, this was sufficient.

Consider, for instance, the republic of Geneva ; think

of her defenceless position in the very jaws of France
;

but think also of her undisturbed security, of her pro-

found quiet, of the brilliant success with which she

applied to industry and literature while Loui.n XIV.
was pouring his myriads into Italy before her gates;

call to mind, if ages crowded into years have not

ertaccd them from your mcmor}*, that happy period

when we scarcely dreamoil more of the subjugation of

the feeblest republic in Europe than of the conquest

of her mightiest empire, and tell me if you can ima-

gine a spt'Ctacle more beautiful to the moral eye, or

a nu>re striking proof of ]>rogress in the noblest prin-

ciples of civilisation. Th(sp feeble states, these mo-
numents of the justice of Europe, the asybun of pi ace,

of industry, and of literature: the organs i}\' public

reason, the refuge of oppressed innocence and perse-

cute<i truth, have peri^hed with those ancient prin-

ciples which were their sole guardians and prutccton*.

Tliey have been swallowed up by that fearful cunvul-
sion which has shaken the uttennost comers of the
earth. They are destroyed, and gone for ever ! One
asylum of free discussion is still inviolate. There is

still one spot in Europe where man can freely exercise
his reason on the most important concerns of society,

where he can boldly publlph bis judgment on the acts

of the proudest and most ])Owerful tyrants. The press

of England is still free. It is guarded by the free

constitution of our forefathers. It is guarded by the
hearts and arms of Englishmen, and I trust I may
venture to say, that if it be to fall, it will fall only

under the ruins of the British empire. It is an awful
consideration, gentlemen. Every other monument of
European liberty has perished. That ancient fabric

which has been gradually reared by the wisdom and
virtue of our fathers, still stands. It stands, thanks
be to God! solid and entire—but it stands alone, and
it stands in ruins ! Believing, then, as I do, that we
are on the eve of a great struggle, that this is only the
first battle between rea.son and jiower—that you have
now in your hands, committed to your trust, the only
remains of free discus.sion in Europe, now confined to

this kingdom ; addressing you, therefore, as the guar-
dians of the most important interests of mankind;
convinced that the unfettered exercise of reason de-

pends more on your present verdict than on any other

that was ever delivered by a jur}', I trust I may rely

with confidence on the issue— I trust that you will

consider yourselves as the advanced guard of liberty—
as having this day to fight the first battle of free dis-

cussion against the most formidable enemy that it

ever encountered

!

DR JOHN LINGARD, &C.

Dr John Lingard, a Roman Catholic priest, pub-
lished in 1819 three volunies of a History of Enyland
from the Invasion by the Ilomavs. He subsequently
continued bis work in five more volumes, bringing
down bis narrative to the abdication of James II.

To talents of a high order, both as respects acute-
ness of analysis and powers of description and nar-
rative, Dr Lingard added unconquerable industry
and access to sources of information new and im-
portant. He is generally more impartial than Hume,
or even Robertsim ; but it is undeniable that bis re-

ligious oj)iriions have in some cases perverted the
fidelity of bis history, leading bim to palliate the
atrocities of the Bartliolomew massacre, and to

darken the shades in tlie characters of Queen Eliza-

beth, Cranmer. Anne litdeyn, and others connected
with the reformation in tlie cliurch. His work was
subjected to a rigid scrutiny hy Dr John Allen, in two
elaborate articles in the Edinburgh Review, by the
Rev, Mr Todd (who published a defence of the cha-
racter of Cranmer), and by other zcui<)us Protestant

writers. To these antagonists Dr Lingard replied

in 18*26 by a vindication of bis fidelity as a histo-

rian, which affords an excellent specimen of calm
controversial writing. Ills work has now taken its

place among the most valuable of onr national his-

tories. It has gone through three editions, and has

been received with equal favour on the continent.

The most able of liis critics (thiiugh condenuiing his

account of the English Refiirmation, and other pas-

sages evincing a peculiar bias) admits tliat Dr Lin-

gard possesses, what lie claims, tlie rare merit of

having collected bis materials Worn original histo-

rians and record", \>y wiiit-li bis narrative receives a
freshness of character, and a stamp of originality,

not to be found in any general historv of England
640
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in common u«. We give ow spucimci of tl,u i.ur-rative stvle ol tlif author:—

lAn A,ro,mt of Cromtoflfs E.rr»a,ion of tU ParVux-
mmt in I K53.J

Atlength Cromwell fixed on his plan to nrocun-he d..»ulufon of the ,.»,liu„.ent. L\ i'.ZlT.tune the soverei-n iiuthority i„ a couiicil nf f...
persons, with himself at their hc-il It7. ' • -T^
effect this quietly by the vo v! of th V^ Ham,,:; V"resolution to etfeot it by one,, for,-, if

j!^^"
refiisprl K..V,.- , / ' '

' '""^'' '"'<"< were

Whitehall. St John a,rd t" few' ^t hers'IZ^^e'irabsent
;
the rest, under the guidance of \VMtelockami U>dr,ngton, declared that the dissolute., wouldbe d,u,gerous, and the establishment of fhr. T. j

council unwarrantable. 1„ the meantime rfT"""'
resu,ned the consideration of the

,"* "ttt":

,^=jirSd:cS-r-£E
.u.tted to power.; On the l..t meetioi, heId o„ L19th of Apnl, all these points were lonl^ and ,™rn Ivdeb..ted. bo.ue of the officers declared "^hat the par^.an.ent must be dissolved 'one way or other ' lutbe general checked their indiscretion and nr'ecinftancy and the assen.bly broke up at n,idni.^ht wi'^^han understanding that the leading men on each sideshould resu.ne the subj.-ct in the .uorn.n

°

anfa'fter a s4 r; "" .™ "'""'-•••-• ^'-^ recommenced,

the ,,rmy. Th.s wa., a mist.ike
; the opposite nartvhad .ndeed resolved to pa.ss a b,ll of disso ution K'lhowever, the bill proposed by the ofBc-rs 1,, m •

'

own bill containin'g a'u the oLoxlouf^^ :ist std

forcTV """k T^ T''™'"^- """ '' "'ife'Lt obtain heforce of aw before their adversaries could have i ,,eto appeal to the power of the sword, ^'hile Hrrri"o.t

be^ -jreTii'ok'"'
'"'"''^' -^""j"-" ">en, t"-'^;

:

Deto.e they took .so unportant a step, lujoKhby has-tened to „.t„rm the lord-general at VVhiTehall H sreso^ut.on was „nmediately for.ned, and a cm ,pa,,vof musketeers receiyed orders to acco.npany h i ,n othe house. At this eventful moment, bi<. with themost important consequences both to hLnself and hi'country, whatever we,-e the workinc of Cro.^well «

Tt t\^rl
"^'^ "' '" ^--•'' '"-' from re,',

he e'.'^erfd th^h "^"'"T
"-^ '"''"''^-^ in the lob" ;

^rj-f^ipcih:::"^^---;;;!

£3^ ^^mJ^:rtr-=c:lf--r iif

pression «,th idolising the lawyers, the constant a,l-

g^tls;^:^:t:r;ei"-:£5

own p.,„er and to replenish their owiTpurses Uutheir time was come; the Lord h,ul di.sowned the™he had chosen more worthy instruments to pe.foriu

i:N(iLlSlI LiTERATUKE.

»-oll,,ut on his hat „nT .'^'. ""-".'^ "-orJ" Crom-

e-x-elalnedT -cle: 'come- XT"?, '™? '"» P'^'
yourprati,,.'.' Kor a f w s„^ a

P"' "" '""^ '»

-5'wo-e,^ag!;:ji™/tpS^k:;r:'i:^VLtt!

bring them in brin/tl!!f ^
.

"" I""-liament

;

opened, and'^'olon':! Wl"- en e"n'd" f'l/'^'^rn-re than twenty musketeTrs '"r 'is

"

'nTd S^^

this n,.> i,„ • • ;
"• • "•= ""gut have prevented

hi 1 'seff . p" " J"rS'"^V"i '"« -ot comino,, honestyhimself! From Vane he directed his discourse ^V, hitelock, on whom he poured a torrent rf.K
then pointing to Chalonerf • There,' irtd ^1
arT'to ',""'' '" ''"''" ''"' vVentwo th:'Ther:are two whoremasters ;' and afterwarH^ ^ i T-
d,m.rent members in siccessionrtSd hem'afl.shone,st and corrupt livers, a shame and scandal Tr,

nniber on the appro,ich of the military ro^e anS
d Jot :™' Ut '"'"•.

.''"'"T"
""« -""dT^

s>f^to]Uiri,:::;.e'::!s:^'l--w

took advantage of thefe 'n^rdl" o •obse^'r e Tat hITsnot yet too late to undo what had b «; d„, e . buCromwell instantly charged him with peculat ^n! andpvehim into custody. When all were gone fixinghis eye on the mace, ' What,' said he 'shall 112w.th this fool's bauble ? Here carry i t 'aw y^ Th«itaking the act of dissolution fro.u the cle^k he or-dered he doors to be locked, and, .accompanied bythe mil,ta,-y, returned to Whitehall.
^ ^

i hat afternoon the members of the council assem-

just taken the chair, when the lor.l-general entered

o(tltl\l^^
""'

r''-'™"^'
''"' if "^ 'he Council

,1.„ ; Y "'f '
•"""' "«' "« parliament wasJ.ssol ved, and with it al.so the council. • sir,' repliedBradshaw iv.th the spirit of an ancient Roman < wehave heard what you did at the house this mor;in7and before n.any hour, all England will know i?

melV '/"VV'i"''''" '" "''"'' "•at the parliamentis dissolved. No power under heaven can d is-

of tt
^'"

l"?'
themselves

;
therefore, take you noticeof that.' After this protest they Withdrew. Thu,by the parricidal hands of its own children, perishedthe Long Parhanient, which, under a variet; of f, rms

llt/7^ "IT ''"'"/"^l™ -vears, defended and Tn-'>^dedthe liberties of the nation. It fell without astruggle or a groan, unpitied and unre^etred Theniembei^ slunk away to their homes, wherftht soughtby submission to purchase the forbearance of thdjnew master; and their partisans, if p^^L, heyh, d, reserved themselves in silence for a day of retri-but,on,wh,ch came not before Cromwell sfept in h",

fvent'wl ^ T"'".''
™"g™'"lated each othir on anevent which they deemed a preparatory step to therestoration of the king; the irmy and Lvy! in nu
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meroin aildrcsses, dcclnred that they would live and

die, 8t;ind and fall, with the lord-general ; and in

everv part of the country the congregations of the

saints magnified the arm of the Lord, which had

broken the mighty, that in lieu of the sway of mortal

men, the fifth monarchy, the reign of Christ might be

established on earth.

It would, however, be unjust to the memory of those

who exercised the supreme power after the death of

the kin*', not to acknowledge that there existed among

them men capable of wielding with energy the desti-

nies of a great empire. They governed only four

years
;
yet, under their auspices, the conquests of

Ireland and Scotland were achieved, and a navy was

created, the rival of that of Holland and the terror

of the rest of Europe. But there existed an essential

error in their form of government. Deliberative as-

semblies are always slow in their proceedings ;
yet

the pleasure of parliament, as the supreme power, was

to be taken on every subject connected with the foreign

relations or the internal administration of the country

;

and hence it happened, that among the immense va-

riety of questions which came before it, those com-

manded immediate attention which were deemed of

immediate necessity ; while the others, though often

of the highest importance to the national welfare,

were first postponed, then neglected, and ultimately

forgotten. To this habit of procra-stination was yier-

haps owing the extinction of its authority. It dis-

appointed the hopes of the country, and supplied

Cromwell with the most plausible arguments iu de-

fence of his conduct.

Besides his elaborate ' History of England,' Dr Lin-

gard is author of a work evincing great eruditiiin

and researcli. on the Antiquities of the AnyluSaxon

Church, published in 1809.

The great epoch of the English Conimonwealtli,

and the struggle by which it was preceded, has been

illustrated by Mr George Brodik's Histon/ of the

Britixh Empire from the Accession of Charles I. to the

Restoration, four volumes, 18-2'2, and by llR Godwin's

History of the Commonwealth of England, four volumes,

1824-27. The former work is chiefly devoted to an

exposure of the errors and misrepresentations of

Hume; while Mr Godwin writes too much in the

spirit of a partisan, without the calmness and dignity

of the historian. Both works, however, afford new
and important facts and illustrations of the momen-
tous period of which they treat.

The Histon/ of the Anglo-Saxons, by Sir Francis

Palgrave, 1831. and the same author's elaborate

account of the Rise and Progress of the English Com-

monwealth—Anglo-Saxon Period, are curious and valu-

able works. The history and literature of the An-
glo-Saxons had long been neglected ; but some ac-

complished scholars, following Mr Sharon Turner,

have recently mastered the difflculties attendant on

such a study, and introduced us more nearly to those

founders of the English character and language. Mr
Convreare's Illnstrations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry, the

valuable translation of the Saxon Chronicle by Mr
Ingram, the Rev. JIr Bosworth's Anglo-Saxon

Grammar, and various works by Sir Francis Pal-

grave and Mr Thomas Wright, have materially

aided in this resuscitation.

Mr SiHiTiiKv's Histon/ of Brazil, three volumes
quarto, 1810, and his History of thr. Peninsular War,
two volumes quarto, 1823-28, are proofs of the

laureate's untiring industry, and of the easy and
admirable English style of which he was so consum-
mate a master. The first is a valuable work, though
too diffuse and minutely circumstantial. The Me-
moirs of Spain during the Reigns of Philip IV. and
Charles II., by Mr .Joun Dun'lop, "is34; the History

of India, by Mb James Mill, si.K volumes, 1819; and

histories of Chivalry nwA of the Crusades, by ('HARLK6
Mills, Esq. (I789-1S27). may lie nutiilH-n-d among
the u.seful liistnries of the jieriod. Mr .lames .Mill's

* llist^)ry of Itulia' is, indeed, (tf a higher ebarartcr,

lieing clear, well-digested, aiiduf aphilusuphical tone

and spirit.

HENRY HALLAM.

The greatest historical name in this period, and
our greatest living historian, is IlhNRY Hallam,
a'lthor of several elaborate works. His first was a
View of the State of Europe during the Middle .^ges^

two volumes qu.irto, 1818, being an account of the

progress of Europe from the middle of the fiflli to

the end of tlie fifteenth century. In 1827 he put>-

lished The Constitutional History of England from tlte

Acce.'ision of Henry VII. to the Death of George I}.,

also in two volumes; and in 1837-38 an Introduction

to the Literature of Europe in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth,

and Seventeenth Centuries, in four volumes. With
vast stores of knowledge, and indefatigable applica-

tion, Mr Hallam possesses a clear and independent

judgment, and a style grave and impressive, yet

enriched with occasional imagery and rhetorical

graces. His introduction to the ' Literature of Eu-
rope' is a great monument of his erudition. His

knowledge of the language and literature of each

nation is critical and profound, and his opinions are

conveyed in a style remarkable for its succinctness

and ]ierspicuous beauty. In his two first works, Mr
Hallam's views of political questions are those gene-

rally adopted by the Whig party, but are stated with

dimness and moderation. He is peculiarly a sup-

porter of principles, not of men, and he judges of cha-

racters without party prejudice or passion.

[Effects of the Feudal System.'}

[From the * View of the Middle Ages.*]

It is the previous state of society, under the grand-

children of Charlemagne, which we must always keep

in mind, if we would appreciate the etfects of the

feuihtl system upon the welfare of mankind. The
institutions of the eleventh century must be compared
with those of the ninth, not with the advanced civi-

lisation of modern times. The state of .anarchy which
we usually term feudal, was the natural result of a
vast and barbarous empire feebly administered, and
the cause, rather than the elfect, of the general esta-

blishment of feudal tenures. These, by preserving

the mutual relations of the whole, kept alive the feel-

ing of a common country and common duties; and

settled, after the lapse of ages, into the free constitu-

tion of England, the firm monarchy of France, and
the federal union of Germany.
The utility of any form of policy may be estimated

hy its elfects upon national greatness and security,

upon civil liberty and private rights, upon the tran-

quillity and order of society, upon the increase and

(iitrusion of wealth, or upon the general tone of moral

sentiment and energy. The feudal constitution was

little adapted for the defence of a mighty kingdom,

far less for schemes of conquest. But as it prevailed

alike in several adjacent countries, none had anything

to fear frojti the military superiority of its neighbours.

It was this inefficiency of the feudal militia, perhaps,

that saved Europe, during the middle ages, from the

danger of universal monarchy. In times when princes

had little notions of confederacies for mutual protec-

tion, it is hard to s.ay what might not have been the

successes of an (Hho, a Frederic, or a Philip Augustus,

if they could have wielded the whole force of their

subjects whenever their ambition required. If an

empire equally extensive with that of Charlemagne,
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and supporteJ hy military despotism, had been formed

about the twelfth or thirteenth ceiituricH, the seeds of

commerce and liberty, just then beginning to shout,

would have perished ; and KurojH?, nduced to a bar-

barous servitude, might have fallen before the free

barbarians of Turtury.

If we look at the feudal polity as a scheme of civil

freedom, it bears a noble countenance. To the feudal

law it is owing that the very names of right and
privilege were not swejit away, as in Asiiv, by the

desolating hand of power. The tyranny which, on

?very favourable moment, was breaking through all

barriers, would have rioted without control, if, when
the people were poor and disunited, the nobility had
not been brave and free. So far as the sjdiere of

feudality extended, it diffused the spirit of liberty

and the notions of private right. Every one will

acknowledge this who considers the limitations of the

services of vassalage, so cautiously marked in those

law-books which are the records of customs ; the reci-

procity of obligation between the lord and his tenant;

the consent required in every mea-sure of a legislative

or general nature ; the security, above all, which every

TftAsal found in the administration of justice by his

peers, and even (we may in this sense say) in the trial

by combat. The bulk of the people, it is true, were

degraded by servitude ; but this h.ad no connexion

with the feudal tenures.

The peace and good order of society were not pro-

moted by this system. Though private wars did not

originate in the feudal customs, it is impossible to

doubt that they were perpetuated by so convenient an
institution, which indeed owed its universal establish-

ment to no other cause. And as predominant habits

of warfare are totally irreconcilable with those of

industry, not merely by the immediate works of de-

struction which render its efforts unavailing, but

through that contempt of peaceful occupations which
they produce, the feudal system must have been in-

trinsically adverse to the accumulation of wealth,

and the intprovement of those aits which mitigate the

evils or abridge the labours of mankind.
iJut, as a school of moral discipline, the feudal

institutions were perhaps most to be valued. Society

had sunk, for s<;veral centuries after the dissolution

of the Rom.an empire, into a condition of utter de-

pravity; where, if any vices could be selected as more
eminently characteristic than othera, they were false-

hood, treachery, and ingratitude. In slowly purging
off the lees of this extreme corruption, the feudal

spirit exerted its ameliorating inrtu»^nce. Violation

of faith stood first in the catalogue of crimes, most
repugnant to the very essence of a feudal tenure,

most severely and promptly avenged, most branded
by general infamy. The feudal law-books breathe
throughout a spirit of honourable obligation. The
feudal course of jurisdiction promoted, what trial by
jieers is peculiarly calculated to promote, a keener
ieirling, as well as readier perception, of moral as well

as of legal distinctions. In the reciprocal services of

lord and vassal, there was ample scope for every

magnanimous and disinterested energy. The heart

of man, when placed in circumstances that have a
tendency to excite them, will seldom be deficient in

such sentiments. No occasions could be more favour-

able than the protection of a faithful sujiporter, or

the defence of a beneficent sovereign, against such
powerful ag^gression as left little prospect except of

ehai'iug in his ruin.

p. F. TYTLEB—COLONEL NAPIER, &C.

The Ilifton/ of Scntlanrf, by Patrick Fraser Tyt-
LER, Esq. is an attempt to ' build the history of that

country upon unquestionable muniments.' The
author professes to have anxiously endeavoured to

examine the URist authentic sources of information,
and to convey a true picture of the tinies, without
prepossession or partiality. lie commences with the
accession of Alexander 111., because it is at that
period that our national annals become particularly

interesting to tlte general reader. The first volume
of Mr Tytler's history was published in 1828, and a
continuation has since ai'jteared at i.itervals, con-
ducting the narrative to the year 160S, when James
VI. ascended the throne of Knyland. The style of
the history is plain and j)erspi(^uo'is, with sufficient

animation to keep alive the attention of I he reader.

Mr Tytler has added considerably to tlie amount
and correctness of our knowledge of Scottish history.

He has taken up a few lioubiful opinions on ques-
tions of fact ; but the industry and talent he luis

evinced entitle him to the Listing gratitude of his

countrymen. A second edition of this work, up
to the period already mentioned, extends to nine
volumes.

The Il'tJftorti of the War in the Peninsula, and in the

South of France, from the year 16U7 to the year
1814, in six volumes, 1828-40, by Colonel W. F. P.

Napier, is acknowledged to be the most valuable
record of that war which England waged against the
power of Napoleon. Mr Southey had previously
written a history of this period, but it was heavy and
uninteresting, and is now rarely met with. Colonel
Napier was an actor in the great struggle he records,

and iieculiarly conversant with the art of war. The
most ample testimony has been borne to the accu-

racy of the historian's statements, anrl to the dili-

gence and acuteness with wliieh he has collected his

luiiteriids. Further light h;is been thrown on the
Spanish war, as well as on the whole of our other

military operations from 1799 to 1818. by the pub-
lication of The Despatches of FieUUMarshal the Du/ie

of Wellington, by Lieutenant-Colonel GuRwoon,
twelve volumes, 18.'16-8. The skill, nioderatiim. and
energy of the Duke of Wellington are strikingly

illustrated by this compilation. 'No man ever be-

fore,' says a critic in the Edinburgh Review, 'had
the gratification of himself witnessing the formation

of sucli a monument to liis glory. His despatcnts
will continue to furnish, through every age, less- ns

of practical wisdom which cannot be too highly

prized by public men of every station ; whilst they

will supply to military commanders, in particular,

examples for their guidance which they cannot too

carefully study, nor too anxiously endeavour to

emulate.'

Ample materials for a comprehensive and complete
history of the revolutitmary war had been furnished,

or existed in national repositories, and a woik of

this kind was undertaken by A. Alison, Esq., a
gentleman of the Scottish bar. Mr Alison's History

of Eiirupe fnim the Commenrmient (f the French Hew-
lution in 1789 to the Festoratitm of the Dourhons in

1815, was completed in 1842 in ten volumes. Excep-
tions may be taken to parts of this work as pmlix in

style and parti;d in statement. His account of the

battle of Waterloo, for exam|)Ie, has been questioned

by the highest living authority on that subject ; but,

taken as a whole, Mr Alison's history is honourable

to his talents, no less than his industry. His style

is generally clear and animated, and his arrangement
of his vast materials orderly, and well adapted fur

eifect.

The following are also recent contributions to this

Viduable department of our literature :

—

A History of
Englandfrom the Fence of Utrecht to the Peace of AiX'

la-Chapelle, and a History '/' the War of the Succes-

sion in Spain, both by Lord RLahon; a Iliston/ a/
r///"a, by the Hkv. Charlks Gitzlaff ; a History

vf the Manners and Customs of Anciait Greece^ by
6-13
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Jamk.m St John ; a JJisfiny vf CJinstiaJiity from the

Birlh of CJtnsI fu t/tf Ahvlition ttf Piii^nnism in the Hu-

man Emp'ni; by tlie Rkv. H. II. Milman ; a l/istmi/

qfjmtia (tiic llintiiM) and Moliiinjint-dan perioilt*). by

the Ib»N. MoiNivruAirr Klphinstonk; h J/i.sfvi/

o/'Minlern Grerve, by Jamks Kmkkson ; ;i IlisUmj nf

me Jititju vf' IWiflimrul uifl IsabtUa o/ Spain, by W.
11. pKKscoT (h vtTV intLTPsting and vabuihlt* work),

and a UtsUmj t<f the Coniiuest of Mexico, by the same
author; a J/tstori/ "ftht Christian Church, by I)i< 10.

BuitTON. The varitius works written to simj'nty

liiatory, and acJapt its details to youn^ and unin-

structc'd readers, far exceed enumeration.

BIOGRAPHERS.

The French have oultivated biojjraphy with more
diligence tlian the I'jnglisli ; but much has beeij done

of late years to remedy this defect in our national

literature. Individual specimens of great v:dtie we
have lon^ possessed. Tlie lives of lionne, Wotton,

Hooker, and Herbert, by lz:uik Wixlton, are entitled

to the highest praise for the fulness of their domestic

details, no less than for the fine simplicity and origi-

iiahty of tlieir style. The lives of the ptiets by John-

son, and tlie occasional n»emoirs by Goldsuiitli,

Mallet, and other authors, are eitlier too general or

txM) critical to satisfy the reader as representations

of the daily life, iial)its, and opinions of those wlioui

we venerate or admire. 2*taM>n's life of Gray w;ts a

vast improvement on former biographies, ns the in-

teresting and characteristic correspondence ui' tlie

poet and his literary diary and journ.ds, bring him
persimaliy before us pursuing tlie silent course of

ins studies, or mingling occasionally as a retired

soliolar in the busy world around him. The success

of Mason's bold and wise experiment prompted an-

other and more complete work— the life uf l>r John-
sou by Boswell. James Boswkll (1 740-1 79o) was
by birth and education a gentleman of rank and
station—tlie son of a ^Scottish judge, and lieir to an
aucieiit family aud estate. He had studied for the

James Boewell.

har, but behip strongly impressed with admiration

of the writings and character of I>r Johnson, he
att!ich<'d hiniscU' to t'>c ruL'-'/ed ninrabst. sontlicd

and flattered bis irritability, submitted to his literary

despotism and caprice; and, sedulously cultivatin}^

his acfjuaintance and stniety wlieiievcr his engage-
ments |)ermitted, he took faithful and copious notes

of his eonversation. In 1773 he ati-ompanied John-
son to the Hebrides, and after the death of the latter,

he i)ublislicd, in 178.5, bis journal of the tour, beinf;

a record of eac h day's occurrences, and uf the more
striking parts of .lolinson's conversation. I'he work
was eminently succes>ful ; and in 1791 Ho«welI gave
to tlie world bis full-length portrait of bis friend,

The Life cf Samuel Jithnson, LL.D., \\\ two volumes
quarto, A second cilillon was published in K^M,
and the author was engaged in jtreparitiK a third

when be died. A great number of editions has

since been printed, the latest of which was edited

by lAIr J. W. Croker. Anecdotes and recollections

of Johnson were also published by Mrs Piozzi, Sir

John Hawkins, Malonc. ;\Iiss lleynol.ls, &c. Itos-

wcU had awakened public curiosity, and siiowu how
mucli wit, wisdom, and sagacity, joined to real worth
and benevolence, were concealed under the personal

oddities and ungainly exterior of Johnson. Never
was there so complete a portraiture of any single

individual. The whole time spent by ]So>wrll in

the society of his illustrious friend did not amount
t() more than nine mouths, yet so diligent was he in

writing and inquiring—so tliorouglily did be devote
himself to his subject, that, notwithstanding Ins

lindted opportunities, and bis mediocre abilities, he
was alJe to jirocluce what all mankind bavu agreed

in considermg the best biography in existence.

Though vain, shallow, and conceited, Boswell had
taste enough to discern tlie racy vigour aud richness

of Joluison's conversatiim, and he was observant

enough to trace tlie i)eeuliarities of Ids character

and temperMmcnt. He f irced himself into society,

and neglected his f.imily and his profession, to meet
his friend; and he was content to be ridiculed and
slighted, sn that he could thereby add one page to

his journal, or one scrap of writing to iiis collection.

He sometimes sat up tliree nights in a week to fulfil

his task, and hence there is a freshness and truth

in his notes and impressions which attest their

fidelity. His work introduces us to a great variety

of living characters, who speak, walk, and think, as

it were, in our presence; and besides furnishing U8

with useful, affecting, and ennobling lessons of

morality, live over again the past for the delight

and entertainment of countless generations of

readers.

With a pardonable and engaging egotism, which
forms an interesting feature in his character, the

historian (iibbim had made several sketclies of his

owu life and studies. From these materials, and
embodying verbatim the most valuable portions.

Lord Shkffikld compiled a memoir, wliich was pub-

lished, with the miscellaneous works of Gibbon, in

179.'i. A number of the historian's letters were also

included in this collection ; but the most important

and interesting part of the work is his journal and
diary, giving an account of his literary occuimtions.

The calm unslirinking perseverance and untiring

energy of Gibbon form a noble example to all lite-

rary students ; and where he writes of his own
personal history and opinions, bis lofly philosophical

style never fttrsakes liim. Thus he opens his slight

memoir in the following strain ;

—

' A lively desire of knowing and of recording our

ancestors so generally prevails, tiiat it must depend

on the influence of some common princijile in the

minds of men. We seem to have lived in the per-

sons of our forefathers: it is the labour and reward

of vanity to extend the term of this ideal longevity.

Onr imagination is always active to enlarge the

narrow circle in which nature has confined us.
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Fifty or a hiinda'tl years may be aUitlted to an in-

diviilual, b«t wt» stt-p forw^nU bcyuinj tiftith with

such liojH's as n'lijiiiin and [iliilustiphy will sn<;j;est

;

aiiti we fill up tlu' silt'iit vacancy that precedes our
birth, by associatinjf ourselves U* the authors of our
existence. (_)ur calmer judgnu'nt "ill rather tend

to moderate than to suppress the pride of an ancient

and worthy race. The satirist may hiuyh. the phi-

losopher may preach, but reason herself will respect

the prejudices and habits wliich have been conse-

crated by the experience of mankind.*
Gibbon states, that before enterinpr upon the

perusal of a book, he wrote down or consiiiered what
he knew of the subject, and afterwards examined
how much the author had added to his stock of

knowledjre. A severe test for some authors ! Krom
habits like this sprunj:; the JJerHne ami Full.

In 1800 Da Jamks Cukrik (1756-I80r)) published

his edition of the w<trks of Burns for the lieiiefit of

the ixkVs family, and enriched it with an excellent

memoir, that has served for the groundwork of

many subsequent lives of Burns. Tlie camlour and
abihty displayed by Currie have scarcely been sutli-

ciently appreciated. Such a task was new to him,

and was beset with difficulties. lie believed that

Burns's misfortunes arose chiefly from his errors

—

he lived at a time when this impression was strongly

prevalent—yet he touched on the subject of the

poet's frailties with delicacy and tenderness. He
estimated his genius highly as a great poet, without

reference to his personal position, and thus in some
measure anticipated the more unetiuivocal award of

posterity. His remarks ou Scottish poetry, and on

the condition of the Scottish peasantry, appear now
somewhat prolix and affected; but at the time they
were written, tliey tended to interest and inform the

English reader, and to forward the author's bene-

volent object in extending the sale of tlie poet's

works. ISIemoirs of Burns have since been written

by Mr Loekbart, Mr Allan Cunningiiam. and various

other authors, who liave added addiTioiia! fucts to

those related by Currie, aiid new critical disquisi-

tions on the character and genius of Burns. It

cannot he said, however, that any of the immber
have composed a more able, luminous, or eloquent
biography than that of the original editor.

After the death of Cowper in 1800, every poetical

reader was anxious to learn the personal history

and misfortunes of a poet who had afforded such
exquisite glimpses of his own life and habits, and
the amiable traits of whose character shone so con-

spicuously in his verse. His letters and manuscripts
were placed at the disposal of Hayley, whose talents

as a poet were then greatly overrated, but who had
personally known Cowper. Accordingly, in 1803.

Hayley published memoirs of the poet and his cor-

respondence in four volumes. The work was a

valuable contribution to English biograpliy. The
inimitable letters of Cowper were themselves a

treasure beyond price; and Hayley's prose, though
often poor enough, was better than his poetry.

What the * hermit of Eartham' left und(me has since

been supplied by Southey, who in 1835 gave the

world an edition of Cowper in fifteen volumes.

about three of which are filled with a life and notes.

The lives of both Hayley and Southey are written

in the style of Mason's memoir, letters being freely

interspersed throughout the narrative. ( )f a similar

description, bat not t« be compared with these in

point of interest or execution, is the life of Dr
Beattie, by Sir William Forbes, published in 1806,

in two volumes.

In the same year Lord Holland published an

Account of the Life and Writim/.s of Lope Felix tie

Vega, the celebrated Spanish dramatist. De Vega

was one of the most fertile writers upon record : his

miscellaneous works till twenty-two quarto volumes,
and bis dranuis twenty-five volumes. He died in

1(135, aged seventy -tliree. His fame has been
ecliliscd by abler SpHiiish writers, Init l>c Vega gave
a great impulse to the literature of his nation, and
is considered the parent of the continental drama.
The amiable and accomplished iiuhleman who re-

corded the life of this Spanish prodigy hiis him.velf

paid the debt of nature ; lie dieti at ilolland linuse,

October 23, 1840. aged sixty-seven. Lord Holland
was a generous patron of literature and art. Hol-
land house was but another name for refined hospi-
tality and social freed<mi, in which men of all shades
of opiniim participated. As a literary man, the
noble lord has left few or no memorials that W'ill

survive ; but he will long be remembered as a gene-
rous-liearted English nobleman, who, with jirmcelv
munificence and varied acconiplishments, ever felt

a strong interest in the welfare of the great ma.ss of
the people; who was an intrepid advocate of popu-
lar rights in the most difticult and trying times;
and wiio, amidst all his courtesy and hospitality,

held fast his integrity and consistency to the last.

The Lifeof Nelaoits by Southkv, pnblishetl in two
small volumes (since compressed into one) in 1813,
rose into instant and universal favour, and may be
considered as one of our standard popular bio-

graphies. Its merit consists in the clearness and
beautiful simplicity of its style, and its lurid arrange-
ment of facts, onutting all that is unimportant or

strictly technical. Mr Southey afterwards ]mb-
lished a Life of Wesler/, the celebrated founder of
the Methodists, in w-hieh he evinces a minute ac-

quaintance with the religious controversies and
pultlicatious of that period, joined to the art of tlie

biographer, in giving prominence and eflect to his

delineati(ms. His sketches of field-preaching and
lay preachers present some curious and interesting

jiictures of human nature under strong excitement.

Thp same author contributed a series of lives of

Hririsli admirals to the Cabinet Cyclopaedia, edited

by I)r Lardner.
The most valuable historical biography of this

ppriod is the Liff. of John Kiicr, by Du Thomas
M'Ckik (1772- 1835), a Scottish ndidstcr. J)r

M'Crie liad a warm sympathy with tiie senti-

ments and opirnons of his tiero ; and ou every point

of his history be possessed tlie most c(unplete in-

formation. He devoted himself to his task as to

a great Christian duty, and not only gave a C(mi-

plete account of the principal events of Knox's
life, 'his sentiments, writings, and exertions in

the cause of religion and liberty,' but illustrated,

with masterly ability, the whole contemporaneous
history of Scotland. Men may difier as to the

views taken by J)r M'Crie of some of those subjects,

but tuere can be no variety of opinion as to the

talents and learning he disjdayed. Following up
liis historical and theoh^gical retrospect, the same
author afterwards published a life of Andrew Mel-
ville, but the subject is less interesting than that of

his first biogfaphy. He wrote also memoirs of

Veiteh and Brysson (Scotlisli ministers, and sup-

porters of the Covenant), and histories of the lie-

formation in Italy and in Spain, Dr M'Crie pub-
lished, in 1817, a series of papers in the Edinburgh
Christian Instructor, containing a vindication of the

Covenanters from the distorted view which he I>e-

lieved Sir Walter Scott to have given of them in Ids

tale of Old Mortality. Sir Walter replied aiumy- I

mously, by reviewing his own work in the Quar-
terly Review! There were faults and absurdities

on the side both of the Covenanters and tlie royalists,

but the cavalier predilections of the great novelist
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(iTr.iiMly lull liiiii <» l'>"k with niuru regard uii the

l:itter— heiirtless ami iruei as tliey were— tliuii on

tlie pour persriiitcci peasants.

The j;eiicTal cli'iiiainl fur biosrapliical compi)sitiiiii

teniptt'l some of mir iiicist popular original writers

til eniliark in this ilelit-'htful department of literature.

Soutliey, as we have seen, was early in the field ;

and his more distinguished poetical contemporaries,

Seotf, Moore, and Campbell, also joined. The first,

besides his admirable memoirs of Dryden and Swift,

prefi.Ked to their works, contributed a series of lives

of tile Ennlisli novelists to an edition of their works

published by Ballautyne, which he e.xecuted with

great taste, candour, and discrimination. He after-

wards undertook a life of Napoleon Bonaparte,

which was at first intended as a counterpart to

Southey's Life of Nelson, but ultimately swelled out

into nine volumes. The hurried composition of

this work, and tlie habits of the author, accustomed

to the dazzling creations of fiction, rather than the

sober plodding of historical iuquiry and calm inves-

tigation, led to many errors and imperfections. It

abiMinds in striking and eloquent passages ; the

battles of Xapolcon are described with great clear-

ness and animation ; and the view taken of his

character and talents is, on the whole, just and im-

partial, very ditferent from the manner in which

Scott luid alluded to Napoleon in his 'Vision of

Don Hoderick.' The great diffuseness of the style,

however, and the want of philosophical analysis,

render the life of Napoleon more a brilliant chro-

nicle of scenes and events than a historical memoir
worthy the genius of its author.

Mr MotntE has published a Life nf Richard BriiiS'

ley Shcriiliin, 18'i.i ; Sntiies of the Life of Lord
Byron, 18'1U ; and jMemoirti of Lord Ediranl Fitz-

gerald, 1831. The first of these works is the most
valuable; the second the most interesting. The
'Life of Byron,' by its intimate connexion with

recent events ami living persons, was a duty of very

delicate and dithcult performance. This was farther

increased by tlie freedom and licentiousness of the

poet's opinions and conduct, and by the versatility

or mohilittj ol his mind, which changed with every

passing impulse and impression. ' As well,' says Mr
Moore, 'from the precipitance with which he gave
way to every impulse, as from the passion he had for

recording his own impressions, all those heteroge-

neous thoughts, f.mtasics, and desires that, in other

men's minds, "come like shadows, so depart," were

by him fixed and embodied as they presented them-
selves, and at once taking a shape cognizable by
public opinion, either in his actions or his words,

in the hasty 1 -tter of the moment, or the ]ioem

for all time, laid open such a range of vulnerable

points before his judges, as no one iiuliviilual ever

before, of himself, presented.' Byron left ample
materials for his biographer. His absence from
England, and his desire ' to keep the minds of

tile English public for ever occupied about him
.— if not with his merits, vith his faults; if not in

applauding, in bl.lining him,' led him to maintain
a regular corres]ionilence with i\Ir .Moore and his

publisher Mr Murray. He al.so kept a journal, and
recorded nicmoranda of his ojiinions. Ills reading,

&c. something in tlie style of Burns. His letters

are rich and varied, Imt too often display an aflec-

tation of wit and smartness, and a still worse ambi-
tion of api>earing more jprofligate than he was in

reality. Byron had w ritten memoirs of his own life,

which he presented to Mr Moore, .and which were
placeil by the latter at the disposal of Mrs Leigh,

the noble poet's sister and executor, but which they,

from a sense of what they thought due to his me-
mory, consigned to the flames. The loss of the

manuscript is not to be regretted, for much of it

could never have been published, and all that was
valualile was repeated in the journals and memo-
randum-books. Mr Moore's ' Notices' are written

w itli taste and modesty, and in very pure and un-
affected English. As an editor he preserved too

much of what was worthless and unimportant ; as a
biographer he was too indulgent to the faults of his

hero
; yet who could have wished a friend to dwell

on the errors of Byron ?

Ma Campbf.ll, besides the bioprapliies in his

Sperimetis of the Pvtts, has published a Life of ^rs
Siddoiis, the distinguished actress, and a Life of
Petrarch. The latter is homely and earnest, though
on a romantic and fanciful subject. There is a
reaUtij about Campbell's biographies quite distinct

from what might be e-xpected to emanate from the

imaginative poet.

The lives of Burhe and GohhniiOi, in two volumes
each, by .Mr James Pnioii, are examples of patieut

diligence and research, prompted by national feelings

and adndration. Goldsmith had been dead half a
century before the inquiries of his countryman and
biographer began, yet he has collected a vast num-
ber of new facts, and placed the amiable and amus-
ing poet in full length and in full dress (quoting

even his tailors' bills) before the public.

Amongst other additions to our standard biogra-

phy may l)e mentioned the Life of Lord Clive, by SiB
JoH.N ^Ialcolm ; and the Life of' Lord Chircndun, by

Mr T. H. Lister. The Life of Sir Walter Italciyh,

by Mr 1'atrick Fraser 'Tvti.er (published in one
volume in the Edinburgh Cabinet Library), is also

valuable for its able defence of that adventurous and
interesting personage, and for its careful digest of

state papers and contemporaneous events. Free
access to all public documents and libraries is now
easily olitained, and there is no lack of desire on the

part of authors to prosecute, or of the public to re-

ward these researches. A Life ofLord William llus^

mil, by Lord John Kl'Ssell, is enriched with infor-

mation from the family papers at Woburn Abbey ;

and Irom a sinularly authentic private source. Lord
NuoENT has written Mtinoirs of Jlamptlert. The Life,

.Jounuth, ajid Correspondence of l^amiiel Pcpys, by the

Key. J. S.MITH, records the successful career of the

secretary to the Admiralty in the reigns of CharltS

11. and James II., and comprises a Diary kept by
Pepys for about ten years, which is one of the n)ost

curiously miimte and gossiping journals in the Ian

guage.

While the most careful investigation is directed

towards our classic authors—Shakspeare, Milton,

Spenser, Chaucer, &c. forming each the subject of

numerous memoirs—scarcely a person of the least

note has been suffered to depart without the honours

of biography. The present century has amply
atcnied for any want of curiosity on the part of

former generations, and there is some danger that

this taste or passion may be carried too far. Memoirs
of ' persons of quality'—of wits, dramatists, artists,

and actors, appear every season. Authors have be-

come as familiar to us as our personal associates.

Sliy retired men like Charles Lamb, and dreamy re-

cln.ses like Coleridge, have been portrayed in all

their strength and weakness. We have lives of

Shelley, of Keats, Hazlitt, Hannah More, Mrs
Hemans, Mrs -Maclean (L. E. L.), of James Smith

(one of the authors of 'The ReJLH.-ted Addresses'),

of Monk Lewis, llayley, ami many authors of less

distinction. In this influx of biographies worthies!

materials are often elevated for a day, and the gra-

tification of a ]irurieiit curiosity or idle love of gossip

is more aimed at than literary excellence or sound

iustructiou. The error, however, is oue on the right
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side. 'Butter,' says tlie triuiitioniil niii.xiin ol' Kng-
lish law, ' that nine guilty nun slicinlil ewape than

tliat one innocent nnm sluuiltl suirer'—anil better,

say we, that nine \iseless lives should be written

than tliat one valuable one should be nej^leeteti.

The ehart" is easily wiiniowed from the wheat ; and
even in tlie memoirs vf comparatively insij;nificant

persons, some precious truth, some lesson of dear-

bought experience, may be found treasured up for
' a life beyond life.' In what may be terined profes-

sional biography, facts and prineiples not known to

the general reader are often conveyed. In lives like

those of Sir Saumel Uoniilly, Mr Wilberforce, Mr
Francis Horner, and Jeremy Bentham, new light is

thrown on the characters of public men, and on the
motives and sources of public events. Statesmen,
lawyers, and philosophers both act and are acted
upon by the age iii which ttiey live, and, to be
useful, tlieir biography should be copious. In the

life of Sir Humphry Davy by his brother, and of

James Watt by 51. Arago, we have many interest-

ing facts connected with the progress of scientific

discovery and improvement ; and in the lives of

Curran, Grattan, and Sir James Mackintosh (each

in two volumes), by tlicir sons, the public history of

the country is illustrated. Sir John Barrow's lives

of Howe and Anson arc excellent specimens of naval

biography ; and we have also lengtliy memoirs
of Lord St Vincent, Lord CoUingwood, Sir Thomas
Munro, Sir John Moore, Sir i)avid B;iird, Li>rd

Exmouth, Lord Keppel, &c. On the subject of bio-

graphy in general, we quote with pleasure an obser-

vation of Mr Carlyle :

—

* If an individual is really of consequence enough
to have his life and character recorded for publii'

remembrance, we have always been of opinion that

the public ought to be made acquainted with all the
inward springs and relations of his character. How
did the world and man's life, from his particular

position, represent themselves to his mind? How
did co-existing circumstances modify him from witli-

out—how did he modify these from witliin? With
what endeavours and wluit efficacy rule over them ?

with what resistance and what suffering sink under
them? In one word, what and how produced was
the effect of society on him ? what and how produced
was his effect on society ? He who should answer
these questions in regard to any individual, would,
as we believe, furnish a model of perfection in bio-

graphy. Few individiials, indeed, can deserve such
a study; and many lives will be written, and, for

the gratification of innocent curiosity, ought to be
written, and read, and forgotten, which are uot in

this sense biographies.'

Fulfilling this high destiny, and answering its

severe conditions, Boswell's jife of Jolmson is un-
doubtedly the most valuable biography we possess.

Moore's Byron, the life of Crabbe by his son. Lock-
hart's Burns, and the life of Bentliam by Dr Bowring,
are also cast in the same mould; but the work which
appro.aches nearest to it is Lockliart's Life of Sir

Walter Scott, an elaborate biography, puhlislied in

1S38, in seven large volumes. The near relationship
of the author to his subject might have blinded his

judgment, yet the life is written in a fair and manly
spirit, without either suppressions or misstatements
that could alter its essential features. Into the con-
tniversial points of the memoir we shall not enter:
the author has certainly paid too little deference and
regard to tlie feelings of several individuals; and
In tlie whole of his conclusions with regard to the
Messrs B.dlantyne, and indeed on the whole ques-
tion as to the parties chiefly blameable for Scott's

ruin, we believe him to have been wrong; yet far

more than euouijh remains to enable us to overlook

these blemishes. The fearless confidence witli which
all that he knew and believed is laid before the
pulilic, and Scott jiresented to the world exactly
as he was in life—in his schemes of worldly ambition
as in his vast literary undertakings—is greatly to be
adnnrcd, and will in time gather its meed of praise.

The book, in the main, exliibits a sound and healthy
spirit, calculated to exercise a great influence on con-
temporary literature. As an example and guide in
real life, in doing and in suffering, it is equally valu-

able. * The more the details of Scott's personal his-

tory are reve.'ded and studied, the more powerfully
will that be found to inculcate the same great lessons

with bis works. Where else shall we be better taught
how prosperity may be extended by beneficence, and
adversity confronted by exertion ? Where can we
see the " follies of the wise" more strikingly rebuked,
and a character more beautifully purified and exalted
than in the pass.age through affliction to death? His
character seems to belong to some elder and stronger
period than ours ; and, indeed, I cannot help likcnintj

it to the architectural fabrics of other ages which
be most delighted in, where there is such a congre-
gation of imagery and tracery, such endless indul-

gence of whim and fancy, the sublime blending here
with the beautiful, and there contrasted with the
grotesque—half perhaps seen in the clear daylight,

and half by r;iys tinged with the blazoned forms of

the past—that one may be apt to get bewildered
among the variety (jf particular impressions, and not

feel either tlie unity of the grand design, nr the
lieight and solidness of the structure, until the door
has been closed on the labyrinth of aisles and shrines,

and you survey it from a distance, but still within
its shadow.' *

We have enumerated the most original biogra-

phical works of this period, but a complete list of all

the memoirs, historical and literary, that have ap-

peared, would fill pages. Two general biographical

dictionaries have also been published, one in tea

volumes quarto, published between the years 1799
and ISl.") by Dr Aikin ; and another in thirty-two

volumes octavo, re-edited, with great additions, be-

tween 1812 and 1816 by Mr Alexander Chalmers.

An excellent epitome was published in 1828, in two
large volumes, by John Gorton. In Lardner's Cyclo-

j)a>dia, Murray's Family Library, and the publica-

tions of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge, are some valuable short biographies by
authors of established reputation. The Lives of the

Scottish Poets have been published by Mr David
Irving, and a Biographical Dictioiuiry of Eminent
Scotsmen by Mr Robert Chambers, in four volumes
octavo. A more extended and complete general

biographical dictionary than any which has yet

appeared is at present in the course of publication,

under the auspices of the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge.

METAPHYSICAL WRITERS.

We have no profound orighml metaphysician in

this period, but some rich and elegant commenta-
tors. Professor Dugali> Stewart expounded and
illustrated the views of his distinguished teacher

Dr Keid : and by his essays and treatises, no less

than by his lectures, gave additional grace and po-

pularity to the system. Mr Stewart was the son of

Dr Matthew Stewart, professor of mathematics in the

university itf Edinburgh, and was born in the col-

lege buildings, November 22, 1753. At the early

age of nineteen he undertook to teach his father's

mathematical classes, and in two years was appointed

his assistant and successor. A more congeniai opea-

* Lockbait's Life, voL vii. p. 417.
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ing occurreti for him in 1780, wlien I)r Adam
Ferpusson retind from the mond pliilosopliy t-hair.

Stewart was appointed his succu!»sor, and contintu-d

to discharge the duties of the office till 1810, when

I>r Thomas Brown was conjoined with him as col-

league. The latter years of his life were spent in

literary retirement at Kiniieil House, on the hanks

of the Firth of Forth, ahout twenty mileR from Edin-

burgh. His political friends, when in office in 180f>,

created for him the sinecure ofTioe of Gazette writer

for Scotland, with a salary of £000 per annum. Mr
Stewart died in Edinhurgh on the 1 1th of June 1828.

No lecturer was ever more popular than Dugald

Stewart—his taste, dignity, and eloquence rendered

him bot)i fascinating and impressive. His writings

are marked by the same characteristics, and can be

read witli pleasure even by those who have no great

partiality for t!ic metaphysical stuiiies in wliich he

excelled. They consist of Ph'dosophj of the Hainan

Mind, one volume of which vras published in 179*2,

a second in ISl"?, and a tliird in 1827 ; also Philoso-

phical Essiii/s, 1810 ; a Dissertation on the Progress of

Mttaphfsicid and Ethical Philosophj, written in 1815

for the Kncyclopa-dia ; and a Vww of the Artire and

Moral Powers of Man, published only a few weeks

before his death. Mr Stewart also published Out-

lines of Moral Philosojdaj, and wrtite memoirs of

Robertson the historian, and J)r lieid. ' AH the

years I remained about Edinburgh,' says Mr James

Mill, himself an able metapliysician. * I used, as

often as I could, to steal into Mr Stewart's class to

hear a lecture, wbicli was always a higli treat. 1

have heard Pitt and Fox deliver some of their most

admired speeches, but I never heard anything nearly

80 eloquent as some of tlie lectures of Professor

Stewart. The taste for the studies which have

formed my favourite pursuits, and which will be so

to the end of my life, I owe to him.'

Dr Thomas'Urown (1778-1820), the successor

of Stewart in tlie moral philosopliy chair of Edin-

burgh, was son of the Rev. Samuel Hrown, minister

of Kirkmabreck, in Galloway. His taste fi»r meta-

physics was excited by the perusal of Professor

Stewart's first volume, a copy of which had been

lent to him by Dr Currie of Liverpool. He ai^pearcd

as an author before his twentieth year, his first work

being a Ueview of Dr Danrins Zoonomia. On the

establishment of t!ie Edinburgh Heview, he became

one of the philosophical contril>utors ; anil when
a controversy arose in regard to Mr I^slie, who
had, in his essay on heat, stated his approbation of

Hume's theory of causation, Brown warndy espoused

the cause of the philosoplier. and vindicated his opi-

nions in an ItKjnlri/ into the Rtlation of Cain^e and

Effect. At this time our author practised as a pliysi-

cian, but without any predilection for his profes-

sion. His appointment to the chair of moral pliilo-

BOphy seems to have fulfilled his destiny, and he

continued to discharge its duties amidst universal

approbation and respect till his death. Part of his

leisure was devoted to the cultivation of a talent, or

rather taste for poetry, which he early entertained ;

andhepublislied The Paradi.se of Coquettes, 181-1; The

Wanderer of Noru'at/, 1815; and The ISower of Spring,

1816. Though correct and elegant, with occasion-

ally fine thoughts and images, the poetry of Pr
Brown wants force and passion, and is now utterly

forgotten. As a jihilosopher he was acute and
searching, and a master of the power of analysis.

His style wants the rich redundancy of that of

Dugald Stewart, but is also enlivened with many
eloquent pa^^sages, in wliich tliere is often a large

infusion of the tenderest feeling. He quoted largely

from the poets, especially Akenside ; and was some-
times too flowery iu his illustrations. His Lectures

[

on the Philosophf of the Human Mind are highly
popular, and form a claas-botik in the university.

In some of his views Dr Brown ditfered from Heid
ami Stewart, His distinctions have been pronounced
somewhat hyjKTcritical ; but Mackintosh considers

that he rendererl a new and important service to

mental science by what he calls * secondary laws of

suggestion or association— circumstances which
modify the action of the genenil law, and must be
distinctly considered, in order to explain its con-
nexion with the phtiiiomena.*

{^Desire of the Happiness ofOtheri."]

[From Dr Brown's Lectures.}

It is this desire of the happiness of those whom we
love, which gives to the emotion of love itself its

principal delight, by atVording to us constant means
of gratification. He who truly wishes the happiness
of any one, cannot be long without discovering some
mode of contributing to it. lleason itself, with all

its light, is !iot so rapid in discoveries of this sort as

simple affection, which sees means of happiness, and
of important happiness, where reason scarcely could

think that any hajipiness was to be found, and has

already by many kind ofhces produced the happiness

of hours before reason could have suspected that

means so slight could have given even a moment's
pleasure. It is this, indeed, which contributes in no
inconsiderable degree to the perpetuity of affection.

Love, the mere fteling of tender admiration, would
in many cases have soon lost its power over the fickle

heart, and in many other cjises would have had its

power greatly lessened, if the desire of giving happi-

ness, anil the innumerable little courtesies and cares to

which this desire gives birth, had not thus in a great

measure ditfu^ed over a single passion the variety of

many emotions. The love itself seems new at every

moment, because there is every moment some new
wish of love that admits of being gratified ; or rather

it is at once, bv the most delightful of all combina»
tions, new, in the tender wishes and cares with which
it occupies us, and familiar to us, and endeared the

more by the remeiubrauce of hours and ye&n of well-

known happiness.

The desire of the happiness of others, though a
desire always attendant on love, does not, however,

necessarily suppose the previous existence of some
»ine of those emotions which may strictly be termed
love. This feeling is so far from arising necessarily

from regard for the sufierer, that it is impossible

for us not to feel it when the sutfering is extreme,

and before our very eyes, though we may at the same
time have the utmost abliorrence of him who is

agonizing in our sight, and whose very look, even

in its agony, still seems to speak only that atro-

cious Bjiirit which could again gladly perpetrate the

very horrors for wliich public indignation as much as

public justice had doomed it to its dreadful fate. It

is sufficient that extreme anguish is b»^fore us; we
wish it relief before we have paused to love, or with-

out rellecting on our causes of hatred; the wish is

the direct and instant emotion of our soul in these

circumstances—an emotion which, in such peculiar

circumstances, it is impossible for hatred to suppres.s,

and which love may strengtlien indeed, but is not

necessary for producing. It is the same with our

general desire of happiness to others. We desire, in

a particular degree, the happiness of those whom we
love, because we cannot think of them without ten-

der admiration. Hut though we had known them
for the first time simply as human beings, we should

still have desired their happiness; that is to say, if

no opposite interests had arisen, we should have

wished them to be happy rather than to have any dis-

tress ; yet there is nothing in this case which cor-
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ill a paper wliicli was iifterwarils exi)andi'd into an

Essay on lifauty for the Eiicvclopavlia Britaiiiiic-a.

The book anil the essay can no«- only he considered

as reniarkal>le examples uf that misapplication of

talent ami labour which is incidental to the infancy

of science—the time of its dreams.

The Scottish metaphysical school, of which

Stewart, lirown, and Alison may be said to have

been the last masters, will ever hold a high place

in public estimation for the qualities which have

been attributed to it; but it must be owneil to have

failed in producing any permanent imiiression on

mankind: nor have we been brought by all its

labours nearer to a just knowledge of mind as tlie

subject of a science. The cause of this assuredly is,

that none of these writers have investigated mind as

a portion of nature, or in connexion with organiza-

tion. Since the Scottish school began to pass out

of immediate notice, this more philosophical mode

of inquiry has been pursued by I)r Gall and his fol-

lowers, with results which, though they have ex-

cited much prejudice, are nevertheless received by a

considerable portion of the public. The leading

doctrines of Gall are, that the brain is the organ of

the mind, that various portions of the enceplialon

are the organs of various faculties of the mind, and

that voluioe or size of the whole brain and its various

parts is, other circumstances being equal, the mea-

sure of the powers uf the mind and its various facul-

ties in individuals. This system is tounded upon

observation—that is to say, it was found that large

brains, unless when of inferior quality, or in an ab-

normal condition, were accompanied by superior

intellect and force of character; also that, in a vast

number of instances which were accurately noticed,

a large development of a special part of the brain

was accompanied by an unusual demonstration of a

certain mental character, and never by the opposite.

From these demonstrations the fundamental cha-

racter of the various faculties was at length elimi-

nated. Thus it happens that phrenology, as this

system has been called, while looked on by many as

a dream, is the only hypothesis of mind in which

scientific processes of investigation have been fol-

lowed, or for which a basis can be shown in nature.

Among the British followers of Gall, the chief place

is due to Mr George Combe of Edinburgh, author of

a Si/ston uf Phrmolvgii. The Cmi.siiliilkm nfMan Con-

sidered ill Itclatiuii 111 External Ohjeets, &c.

[Distinction letivecn Power and Actit-ilij.]

[From the * System of Phrenology. "3

There is a great distinction between power and acti-

vity of mind ; and it is important to keep tliis difi'e-

rence in view. Power, strictly speaking, is the capabi-

lity of thinking, feeling, or perceiving, however small

in amount that capability may be ; and in this sense it

is synonymous with faculty : action is the exercise of

power; while activity denotes the quickness, great or

small, with which the action is performed, and also

the degree of proneness to act. The distinction be-

tween power, action, and activity of the mental facul-

ties, is widely recognized by describers of human na-

ture. Thus t;owper says of the more violent alfective

faculties of man :

—

* His passions, like the watery stores that sleep

Beneath the smilinti surface of the deep, ,

Wait hut the la.-.hes of a wintry storm.

To frown, and roar, and shake hib feeble form.'

—

Hope.

Again :

—

' In every heart

Are sown the sparks that kindle liery war
;

Occasion needs but fan them, and they blaze.'

—The Task, B. 5.

Dr Thomas Rrown, in like manner, speaks of latent

projiensities ; that is to say, powers not in action.

' Vice already formed,' says he, ' is almost beyond our

power: it is only in the state of latent propensity

that we can with much reason expect to overcome it

by the moral motives which we are capable of present-

ing :' and he alludes to the great extent of knowledge

of human nature requisite to enable us * to distinguish

this propensity before it has expanded itself, and eveu

before it is known to the very mind in which it exists,

and to tame those passions which are never to rage.'

In Crahbe's Tales of the Hall a character is thus de-

scribed :—
* He seemed without a passion to proceed,

Or one whose passions no correction need ;

Yet some Iwlieved those passions only slept.

And were in Iwonds by early habit kept.*

' Nature,' says Lord Bacon, ' will be buried a great

time, and yet revive upon the occasion or temptation ;

like as it was with j'Esop's damsel, turned from a cat

to a woman, who sat very demurely at the board's end

till a mouse ran before her.' In short, it is plain that we

may have the capability of feeling an emotion—as anger

fear, or pity—and that yet this power may be inactive,

insomuch that, at any particular time, these emotions

mav be totally absent from the mind ; and it is no

less plain, that we may have the capability of seeing,

tasting, calculating, reasoning, and composing music,

without actually performing these operations.

It is equally easy to distinguish activity from ac-

tion and power. When power is exercised, the action

may be performed with very ditferenc degrees of rapi-

dity. Two individuals may each be solving a pro-

blem in arithmetic, but one may do so with far greater

quickness than the other ; in other words, his faculty

of Number may be more easily brought into action.

He who solves abstruse problems slowly, manifests

much power with little activity ; while he who can

quickly solve easy problems, and them alone, has

much activity with little power. The man who cal-

culates dilficult problems with great speed, manifests

in a high liegree both power and activity of the faculty

of Number.
As commonly employed, the word power is synony-

mous with strength, or much power, instead of denot-

ing mere capacity, whether much or little, to act
;

while by activity is usually understood much quick-

ness of action, and great proneness to act. As it is

desirable, however, to avoid every chance of ambi-

guity, I shall employ the words power and activity in

the sense first before explained ; and to high degrees

of power I shall apply the terms energy, intensity,

strength, or vigour; while to great activity I shall

apply the terms vivacity, agility, rapidity, or quick-

ness.

In physics, strength is quite distinguishable from

quickness. The balance-wheel of a watch moves with

much rapidity, but so slight is its impetus, that a hair

would sutfice to stop it ; the beam of a steam-engine

progresses slowly and massively through space, but its

energy is prodigiously great.

In muscular action these qualities are recognized

with equal facility as ditferent. The greyhound bounds

over hill and dale with animated iigility ; but a slight

obstacle would counterbalance his momentum, and

arrest his progress. The eleiihant, on the other hand,

rolls slowly and heavily along; but the impetus of

his motion would sweep away an impediment suffi-

cient to resist fifty greyhounds at the summit of their

speed.

In mental manifestations (considered apart from

organization), the distinction between energy and vi-

vacity is equally palpable. On the stage Mrs Sid-

dons and Mr .lohn Kenible were remarkable for the

solemn deliberation of their manner, both in dccbinia-
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tioii nnd ill aoiion, and vet they were spleniiiJlyKifteJ

wilh vuvT'^y. Tlu'V nurieil cjijilive at once the fl)iii-

pathiv.-* and i\w uiitlerscaiidiii^ ot' tlie Mudioucef and

ma«tc evfi-y man lc<-i hLs hicuUlcs expanding, and \ih

whole nitiid beannin^ ;:ruater under the intlucnce of

their power. IHher pcrtoruieri, a-^ain, are remarkable

fur ajiilitv of actitin and elocution, who, nevertheless,

are feit to be feeble and inetlective in rousing an audi-

ence to emotion. Vivacity is their distinguishing

attribute, with an absence of vigour. At the bar, in

the pulpit, and in the senate, the same distinction

prevails. Many members of tlie learned professions

display great fluency of elocution and felicity of illus-

tration, surpvi>ing ua with the quickness of their parts,

who, nevertlieless, are felt to be neither impressive

nor profound. They exhibit acuteness without depth,

and ingenuity without comprehensiveness of under-

standing. This also proceeds from vivacity with little

energy. There are other public speakers, again, who
open heavily in debate—their faculties acting slowly

but deeply, like the first heave of a mountain-wave.

Their words fall like minute-guns ujwn the ear, and

to the superficial they appear about to terminate ere

they have bei.'un their efforts, But even their first ac-

cent is one of power ; it rouses and arrests attention
;

their very pauses are expressive, and indicate gather-

ing encrgv to be embodied in the sentence that is to

come. When fairly animated, they are impetuous as

the torrent, brilliant as the lightning's beam, and
overwhelm and t.ike possession of feebler minds,

impressing them irresistibly with a feeling of gigan-

tic power.

The distinction between vivacity and energy is well

illustrated by Cowper in one of his letters. * The
mind and body,' says he, ' have in this respect a

striking resemblance of each other. In childhood

they are both nimble, but nut strong; they can ski])

and frisk about with wonderful agility, but hard la-

bour spoils them both. In maturer years tliey become
less active but more vigorous, more capable of fixed

application, and can make themselves sport with that

which ft little earlier would have atfected them with

intolerable fatigue.' Dr Charlton also, in his Brief

Discourse Concerning the Ditlerent Wits of Men, has

admirably described two characters, in one of which

strength is displayed without vivacity, and in the

other vivacity without strength ; the latter he calls

the man of* nimble wit,* tlie former the man of *slow

but sure wit.* In this respect the French character

Diay be contrasted with the Scotch.

As a general rule, the largest organs in each head

have naturally the greatest, and the smallest the

least, tendency to act, and to perform their functions

with rapidity.

The temperaments also indicate the amount of this

tendency. The nervous is the most vivacious, next

the sanguine, then the bilious, while the lymphatic

is characterised by pmneness to inaction.

In a lymphatic brain, great size may be present

and few manifestations occur through sluggishness
;

but if a strong external stimulus be presented, energy

often appears. If the brain be very small, no degree

of stimulus, either external or internal, will cause

great power to be manifested.

A certain combination of organs—namely. Com-
bat! veness, Destructiveness, Hope, Firmness, Acquisi-

tiveness, and Love of Approbation, all large— is

favourable to general vivacity of mind ; and another

combination — namely, Combativeness, Destructive-

ness, Hope, Firmness, and Acquisitiveness, small or

moderate, with Veneratifm and Benevolence large

—

is frequently attended with sluggishness of the men-
tal character ; but the activity of the whole brain is

constitutionally greater in some individuals than in

others, as already explained. It may even happen

that, in the same individual, one organ is naturally

more active than another, without reference to size,
just as the optic nerve is sometimes more irritable
than the auditory ; but this is by no meant* a common
occurrence. Exercise greatly increases activity as
w-ell as power, and hence arise the benefits of educa-
tion. Dr Spurzheim thinks that * long fibres produce
more activity, and thick fibres more intensity.'

The doctrine, that size is a measure of power, is not
to be held as implying that much power is the only
or even the most valuable quality which a mind iu
all circumstances can possess. Tu drag artillery over
a mountain, or a ponderous wagon through the streets
of London, we would prefer an elephant or a horse of
great size and nmscular power ; while, for graceful
motion, agility, and nimbleness, we would select an
Arabian palfrey. In like manner, to lead men in
gigantic and difficult enterprises—to ccunmand by
native greatness, in perilous times, when law is

trampled under foot—to call forth the energies of a
people, and direct them against a tyrant at home, or
an alliance of tyrants abroad—to stamp the impress
of a single mind upon a nation— to infuse strength
into thoughts, and depth into feelings, which shall
command the homage of enlightened men in every
age—in short, to be a Bruce, Bonaparte, Luther,
Knox, Demosthenes, Shakspeare, Milton, or Cromwell
—a large brain is indispensably requisite. But to
display skill, enterprise, and fidelity in the various
profi?ssions of civil life—to cultivate with success the
less arduous branches of philosophy — to excel in

acuteness, taste, and felicity of expression—to acquire
extensive erudition and refined manners—a brain of
a moderate size is perhaps more suitable than one
that is very large ; for wherever the energy is intense,

it is rare that delicacy, refinement, and taste are pre-
sent in an equal degree. Individuals possessing mo-
derate-sized brains easily find their proper sphere, and
enjoy in it scope for all their energy In ordinary
circumstances they distingui>h themselves, but they
sink when difficulties accumulate around them. Per-
sons with large brains, on the other hand, do not
readily attain their appropriate place; common oc-

currences do not rouse or call them forth, and, while
unknown, they are not trusted with great undertak-
ings. Often, therefore, such men pine and die in ob-

scurity. When, however, they attain their proper
element, they are conscious of greatness, and glory in

the expansion of their powers. Their mental energies

rise in proportion to the obstacles to be surmounted,
and blaze forth in all tlie magnificence of self-sustain-

ing energetic genius, on occaaioiis when feebler minds
would sink in despair.

WRITERS IN DIVINITY.

Critical and biblical literature have made great
progress within the last half century, but the num-
ber of illustrious divines is not great. The early

fathers of the Trotcstant church had indeed done so

much in general theology and practical divinity,

that comparatively little was left to their successors.

The neatest divine of the period is Dr William
Palev, a man of remarkable vigour and clearness of
intellect, and originality of character. His acquire-

ments as a scholar and churchman were grafted on
a homely, shrewd, and benevolent nature, which no
circumstances could materially alter. There was
no doubt or obscurity either about tlie man or his

works : he stands out in bold relief among his bro-

ther divines, like a sturdy oak on a lawn or parterre

—a little hard and cross-grained, hut sound, fresh,

and massive— dwarfing his neighbours with his

weight and bulk, and intrinsic exuelleuce.
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He Bball be like a tree that grows

Near planted by a rirer,

Which in bin season yielil» bis fruit,

And hia leaf fadcth ncTcr.

So says our old version of the Psalms with respect

to the fate of a righteous man, and Paley was a

rif;hteous man whose mind yielded precious fruit,

and whose leaves will never fade. This excellent

a\ithor was born at Petcrborou^jh in 1743. His

fatlier was afterwards curate of Giggleswick, York-

shire, and teacher of the grammar-school there. At
the age of fifteen he was entered as sizar at Christ's

college, Cambridge, and after completing his aca-

demical course, he became tutor in an academy at

Greenwich. As soon as he was of sufficient age, he

was ordained to be assistant curate of Greenwich.

He was afterwards elected a fellow of his college,

and went thither to reside, engaging first as tutor.

He next lectured in the university on moral philo-

sophy and the Greek Testament. His college friend,

Dr Law, bishop of Carlisle, presented him with the

rectory of Musgrave, in Westmoreland, and he re-

moved to his country charge, worth only £80 per

annum. He was soon inducted into the vicarage of

Dalston, in Cumberland, to a prebend's stall in Car-

lisle catliedral, and also to the archdeaconry of Car-

lisle. In 1785 appeared his long-meditated £/cme«ts

of Moral and Political PhUosophy ; in 1790 his liora

Paulina; and in 1794 his I iew of the Evidences of

Christianity. Friends and preferment now crowded

in on him. The bishop of London (Porteous) made

him a prebend of St Paul's ; the bishop of Lincoln

presented him with the sub-deanery of Lincoln ; and

the bishop of Durliam gave him the rectory of

Bishop-Wearmouth, worth about a thousand pounds

per animm—and all tliese within six months, the

luckiest half-year of his life. Tlie boldness and free-

dom of some of P.iley's disquisitions on government,

and perhaps a deficiency, real or supposed, in per-

sonal dignity, and some laxness, as well as an inve-

terate provincial homeliness, in conversation, pre-

vented his rising to the bench of bishops. When liis

name was once mentioned to George III., the mo-

narch is reported to have said ' I'aley ! what, piyecin

Palei/f— an allusion to a famous sentence in the

'Moral and Political Pliih>sophy' on pro[)erty. As

a specimen of his style of reasoning, and the liveli-

ness of liis illustrations, we subjoin this passage,

which is part of an estimate of the relative duties of

men in society :

—

Cf Property,

If you should see a flock of pigeons in a field of

corn, and if (instead of each picking where and what

it liked, taking just as much as it wanted, and no

more) you should see ninety-nine of them gathering

all they got into a heap, reserving nothing for them-

selves but the chaff' and the refuse, keeping this heap

for one, and that the weakest, perhaps worst pigeon of

the flock ; sitting round, and looking on all the winter,

whilst this one was devouring, throwing about and

wajiting it ; and if a pigeon, more hardy or hungry

than the rest, touclied a grain of the hoard, all the

others instantly flying upon it and tearing it to pieces
;

if you should sec this, you would see nothing more

than what is every day practised and established

anion" men. Among men you see the ninety-and-

nine toiling and scraping together a heap of super-

fluities for one (and this one too, oftentimes, the

feeblest and worst of the whole set—a child, a woman,

a madman, or a fool), getting nothing for themselves

all the while but a little of the coarsest of the pro-

vision which their own industry produces; looking

quietly on while thev see the fruits of all their labour

spent or spoiled ; and if one of the numWr take or

touch a particle of the hoard, the others joining

against him, and banging him for the theft.

There must be some very important advantages to

account for an institution which, in the view of it

above given, is so paradoxical and unnatural.

The principal of these advantages are the follow-

ing:—
I. It increases the produce of the earth.

The earth, in climates like ours, produces little

without cultivation ; and none would be found wil-

ling to cultivate the ground, if others were to be ad-

mitted to an equal share of the produce. The same
is true of the care of flocks and herds of tame aniinaU.

Crabs and acorns, red deer, rabbits, game, and fish,

are all which we should have to subsist upon in this

country, if we trusted to the spontaneous productions

of the soil ; and it fares not much better with other
countries. A nation of North American savages, ciin-

sisting of two or three hundred, will take up and be

half-starved upon a tract of land which in Europe,

and with European management, would be sufficient

for the maintenance of as many thousands.

In some fertile soils, together with great abundance
of fish upon their coasts, and in regions where clothes

are unnecessary, a considerable degree of population

may subsist without property in land, which is the

case in the islands of Otaheite: but in less favoured
situations, as in the country of New Zealand, though
this sort of property obtain in a small degree, the in-

habitants, for want of a more secure and regular esta-

blishment of it, are driven oftentimes by the scarcity

of provision to devour one another.

II. It preserves the produce of the earth to matu-
rity.

We may judge what would be the eff'ects of a cora-

niunity of right to the productions of the earth, from
the trifling specimens which we see of it at present.

A cherry-tree in a hedgerow, nuts in a wood, the

grass of an unstinted pasture, are seldom of much
advantage to anybody, because people do not wait for

the proper season of reaping them. Com, if any were

sown, would never ripen ; lambs and calves would
never grow up to sheep and cows, because the first

person that met them would reflect that he had better

take them as they are than leave them for another,

III. It prevents contests.

W^ar and waste, tumult and confusion, must be

unavoidable and eternal where there is not enough
for all, and where there are no rules to adjust the

division.

IV. It improves the conveniency of living.

This it does two ways. It enables mankind to

divide themselves into distinct professions, which is

impossible, unless a man can exchange the produc-

tions of his own art for what he wants from others,

and exchange implies property. Much of the advan-

tage of civilised over savage life depends upon this.

When a man is, from necessity, his own tailor, tent-

maker, carpenter, cook, huntsman, and fisherman, it

is not probable that he will be expert at any of his

callings. Hence the rude habitations, furniture,

clothing, and implements of savages, and the tedious

length of time which all their operations require.

It likewise encourages those arts by which the ac-

comiuodatiuns of human life are supplied, by appro-

priating to the artist the benefit of his discoveries and
improvements, without which appropriation ingenuity

will never be exerted with etfect.

Upon the?e several accounts we may venture, with

a iew exceptions, to pronounce that even the poorest

and the worst provided, in countries where property

and the consequences of property prevail, are in a

better situation with respect to food, raiment, houses,

and what are called the necessaries of life, than any

are in places where most things remain in common.
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Tilt' Imlancc, therefore, tipon the wlmli', iinist prc-

poniii-rato ill favour of property with a umiiifest aiiJ

great rxce.-t^.

liifquulity of property, in the dej;TPe in which it

exi^t-H in most countries of Europe, abstractedly con-

sidered, is an evil ; but it is an evil which tlows from

thoHc rules concerning the aciiuisition and disposal of

Eropertv, bv which men are incited to industry, ami

V which the ohJ"ct of their industry is rendered

secure and valuable. If there be any great inequality

unconnected with this origin, it ou^ht to be corrected.

In ISil'i I*:ili'y published his yaturnl Thcoh*yy, his

hist work. lie enjoyed himself in tlu? country with

his duties and recreatintis : lie was particularly fund

of angling; and he mixed familiarly with his neigh-

bours in all their jduns of utility, sociality, and even
conviviality. He disposed of liis time witli great

ret^uhirity : in his garden he limited himself to one

hour at a time, twice a-day ; in reading books of

amusement, one hour at breakfast and antither in the

evening, und une for dinner and his newspaper. By
thus dividing and husbanding his pleasures, they

renjained with him to the last. lie died on the 2oth

of May 180.5.

Nt> works of a theobigieal or philosophical nature

have been sti exten.sively popular among the edu-

cated chissesof England as those of Paley. His per-

spicacity of intellect and simplicity uf style are

almost unrivalled. Though plain and liomely, and
often inelegant, he lias suoii vigour and discriniina-

tinn, and such a happy vein of illustration, that he is

always read with pleasure and instruction. No
reader is ever at a loss for his meaning, or finds him
too difficult for c()niprchensiun. He had the rare

art of popularising tlie most recondite knowledge,

;uid blending the business of life with pliilosophy.

The principles inculcated in some of his works have

been disputed, particularly Ins doctrine of expediency

as a rule of morals, which has been considered as

trenching on the authority of revealed religion, and
also lowering the standard of public duty. The
system of Taley certainly would not tend to foster

tiie trreat and heroic virtues. In his early life he is

reported to have said, with respect to his subscrip-

tion to tlie thirty-nine articles of the Church of

Enjihind, that be w-as 'too poor to keep a conscience ;'

and sometliing of the same laxness of moral feeling

ptTvades his etliical system. His abhorrence of aU
hypocrisy and pretence was probably at the root of

this error. Like Dr Jolinson, he was a practical

moralist, and looked with distrust on any high-

strained virtue or enthusiastic devotion. He did

not write fi)r philosophers or metaphysicians, but

for the great body of the people anxious to acquire

knowledt:e, :ind to be able to give *a reason for the

hope that is in them.' He considered the art of life

to consist in properly ^ setting our habits,' and for this

no subtle distinctions or profound theories were
necessary. His ' Moral and Political Philosophy' is

framed on this basis uf utility, directed by strong

sense, a discerning judgment, and a sincere regard

for the true end of all knowledge—the well-being of

mankind here and hereafter. Of Paley's other works,

Sir danies Mackintosh has pronounced the following

opinion:— * The most original and ingenious of his

writings is the Horae Paulina;. The Evidences of

Christianity are formed out of an admirable trans-

lation of Butler's Anah)gy, and a most skilful abridg-

ment of Lardner's Credibility of the Gospel His-

tory. Ht may be said to have thus given value

to two works, of which the first was scarcely intel-

ligible to most of those who were most desirous of

profiting by it; and the second soon wearies out the

greater part of readers, though the few w ho are more
patient have almost always been gradu;dly won over

to feel pleasure in a display of knowledge, probity,

charity, and meekness unmatclied by an avowed
advocate in a cause deejdy interesting his warmest
feelings. His Natural Theology is the wonderful

work of a man who, after sixty, had studied anatomy
in order to write it ; and it could only have been

surj)as8ed by a man (Sir Charles Bell) who, to great

originality of conception and clearness of exposition,

added the advantage of u high place in the first class

of physiologists.*

IThe World was Made with a Benevol&it Design.!^

[From ' Natural Theology.*]

It is a happy world after all. The air, the earth,

the water, teem with delighted existence. In a spring

noon or a summer evening, on whichever side 1 turn

ray eyes, myriads of happy beings crowd upon my *

view. * The insect youth are on the wing.' Swarms
of new-born flies are trying their pinions in the air.

Their sportive motions, their wanton mazes, their

gratuitous activity, their continual change of place

without use or purpose, testify their joy and the ex-

ultation which they feel in their lately-discovered

faculties. A bee amongst the flowers in spring is

one of the most cheerful objects that can be looked
upon. Its life appears to be all enjoyment ; so busy
and so pleased : yet it is only a specimen of insect

life, with which, by reason of the animal being half-

domesticated, we happen to be better acquainted than

we are with that of others. The whole winged insect

tribe, it is probable, are equally intent upon their

proper employments, and, under every variety of con-

stitution, gratified, and perhaps equally gratified, by
the offices which the Author of their nature has as-

signed to them. But the atmosphere is not the only

scene of enjoyment for the insect race. Plants are

covered with aphides, greedily sucking their juice-s,

and constantly, as it should seem, in the act of suck-

ing. It cannot be doubted but that this is a state of

gratification: what else should fix them so close to

the operation, and so long % Other species are running
about with an alacrity in their motions which carries

with it every mark of pleasure. Large patches of

ground are sometimes half covered with these brisk

and sprightly natures. If we look to what the waters

produce, shoals of the fry of fish frequent the margins

of rivers, of lakes, and of the sea itself. These are so

happy that they know not what to do with them-

selves. Their attitudes, their vivacity, their leaps

out of the water, their frolics in it (which I have
noticed a thousand times with equal attention and
amusement), all conduce to show their excess of

spirits, and are simply the effects of that excess.

Walking by the sea-side in a calm evening upon a
sandy shore and with an ebbing tide, I have fre-

quently remarked the appearance of a dark cloud,

or rather very thick mist, hanging over the edge of

the water, to the height, perhaps, of half a yard, and
of the breadth of two or three yards, stretching along

the coast as far as the eye could reach, and always

retiring with the water. When this cloud came to

be examined, it proved to be nothing else than so

much space filled with young shrimps in the act of

bounding into the air from the shallow margin of the

water, or from the wet sand. If any motion of a
mute animal could express delight, it was this ; if

ihey had meant to make signs of their happiness,

they could not have done it more intelligibly. Sup-
pose, then, what I have no doubt of, each individual

of this number to be in a state of positive enjoyment

;

what a sum, collectively, of gratification and plea-

sure have we here before our view!
The young of all animals appear to me to receive

pleasure simply from the exercise of their I'.mbs and
bodily faculties, without reference to auy end to be
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attaiiK'ii, or any u^^e to be answered by the exertion.

A chill, without knowing anythinf; of the use of lan-

guage, is in a high degree delighted with being able

to speak. Its incensant repetition of a few articulate

sounds, or perhaps of the single word which it has

learned to pronounce, proves this point clearly. Nor

U it less pleased with its first successful endeavours

to walk, or rather to run (which precedes walking),

although entirely ignorant of the importance of the

attainnient to its future life, and even without ajiply-

ing it to any present puqiose. A child is delighted

with speaking, without having anything to say

;

and with walking, without knowing where to go.

And, prior to both these, I am disposed to believe

that the waking hours of infancy are agreeably taken

uj) with the exercise of vision, or perhaps, more

properly siteaking, with learning to see.

But it is lu t for youth alone that the great Parent

of creation hath provided. Happiness is found with

the purring cat no less than with the playful kitten ;

in the arnr-chair of dozing age, as well as in either

the sprightliuess of the dance or the animation of the

chase. To novelty, to acuteness of sensation, to hope,

to ardour of pursuit, succeeds what is, in no incon-

siderable degree, an equivalent for them all, ' percep-

tion of ease.' Herein is the e.xact difference between

the young and the old. The young are not hai>i)y

but when enjoying pleasure ; the old are hajipy when

free from pain. And this constitution suits with the

degiees of animal power which they respectively

possess. The vigour of youth was to be stimulated

to action by impatience of rest ; whilst to the imbe-

cility of age, quietness and repose become positive

gratifications. In one important step the advantage

is with the old. A state of ease is, generally speak-

ing, more attainable than a state of pleasure. A
constitution, therefore, which can enjoy ease, is jire-

ferable to that which can taste only pleasure. This

same perception of ease oftentimes renders old age a

condition of great comfort, especially when riding at

its anchor after a busy or tempestuous life. It is

well described by Rousseau to be the interval of re-

pose and enjoyment between the hurry and the end

of life. How far the same cause extends to other

animal natures, cannot be judged of with certainty.

The appearance of satisfaction with which most ani-

mals, as their activity subsides, seek and enjoy rest,

affords reason to believe that this source of gratifica-

tion is appointed to advanced life under all or most

of its various forms. In the species with which we

are best acquainted, namely, our own, I am far, even

as an observer of human life, from thinking that

youth is its happiest season, much less the only

happy one.

A new and illustrated edition of Piilcy's 'Natural

Theology' was publislied in 183.5, with scientific illus-

trations by Sir Charles Bell, and a preliminary dis-

course by Henry Lord Brougham.
I)r Rich.4rd"Watson, bishop of Llandaff (17.37-

1816), dill good service to the cause of revealed reli-

gion and social order by bis replies to Gibbon tlie

historian, and Thomas Paine. To the fornier he
addressccl a scries of letters, entitled An Apnlngy for

Christiat)iti/, in answer to Gibbon's celebrated chap-
ters on the rise and progress of Christianity ; and
when Paine published his Age of Reason, the

bishop met it witli a vigorous and conclusive reply,

which he termed An Apolagi/fur the Bible. Watson
also published a few sermons, and a collection of

theological tracts, selected from various authors, in

six volumes. His Whig principles stood in the way
of his ciiurch proferment, and he had not magna-
nimity enougli to conceal his disappointment, w-hich

is strongly expressed in an autobiographical memoir
published after his death by his son. Ur Watson,

however, was a man of forcible intellect, and of

various knowledge. His controversial works are

highly honourable to him, both for the manly and
eaniiid spirit in which they are written, and the

logical clearness and strength of his reasoning.

Dr Hkilbv I'ortkous, bisliop of London (17.31-

1808), was a popular dignitary of the church, author

of a variety of sermons and tracts connected with

church discipline. He distinguished himself at col-

V ./ -it

Tomb of Bishop Purteous at Sunbridge, Kent.

lege by a prize poem On Death, which has been

often reprinted : it is but a feeble transcript of

lilair's ' Grave.' Ylr I'orteous warndy befriended

Ikattie the poet (whom he wishe<i to take orders

in the church of England), and he is said to have

assisted Hannah More in her novel of Coelebs.

Dr Saml'el Horsley, bishop of St Asaph (1733-

ISOtt), was one of the most conspicuous churchmen
of his day. He belonged to the high church party,

and strenuously resisted all politii'al or ecclesiastical

change. He was learned and eloquent, but prone

to controversy, and deficient in charity and the

milder virtues. His character was not \Mdike that

of one of his patrons. Chancellor Thurlow, stern

and unbending, but cast in a manly mould. He
was au indefatigable student. His first public ap-

pearance was in the character of a man of science.

He was some time secretary of the Knyal Society

—

wrote various short treatises on scientific sulijects,

and published an edition of Sir Isaac Newton's

work.s. As a critic and scholar he had few equals;

and his disquisitions on the prophets Isaiah and

Hosca, his translations of the Psalms, and his Hibli-

cal Criticisms (in four volumes), justly entitled him
to the honour of the mitre. His sermons, in three

volumes, are about the best in the language: clear,

nervous, and profound, he entered nmlauntedly upon

the most difficult subjects, and dispelled, by research

and argument, the doubt that hung over several

passages of Scripture. He was for nuiny years

engaged in a ctuUroversy with Dr Priestley on the

subject of the divinity of Christ Both of the com-

batants lost their temper; but when Priestley re-

sorted to a charge of ' inconii)etency and ignorance,"

it was evident that he felt himself sinking m the

struggle. In intellect and scholarship, Horsley was
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vastly supi'rior t(i his antatroiiist. Tlie puliticiil

opinions hiu! infokTiinoe of tlie liishitp wrv more
suooessfully attHi'l<ed by Hohert llall, in Ins Ajio

logy for tile FrufJoin of the I'ress.

GiLDKRT Wakkfield (1756-1801) enjoyed cele-

brity Iwtli as a writer on controversial divinity aiul

a classical critic. lie lett the church in consequence

of his embracing Unitarian o]iinions, and afterwards

left also the dissenting estuhlishnient at Hackney,
to which he haii attached himself. lie published

translations of some of the epistles in tlie New Tes-

tament, and an entire translation of the same sacred

volume, with notes. He was also author of a wt)rk

on t'liristian Evidence, in reply to I'aine. The
bislu>p of l.landatf having: in 1798 written an address

ftjjainst the principles of the French Kevolution,

Wakefield replied to it, and was subjected to a

crown prosecution for libel ; he was found guilty,

and sentenced to two years' iniprisoninent. lie

pulilished editions of Horace, Virj;il, Lucretius, &c.

which ranked him among the first scholars of his

time. Wakefield w;is an honest, precipitate, and
simple-minded man ; a Pythagorean in his diet, and
eccentric in many of his habits and opinions. * He
was,' says one of his biographers, ' as violent against

Greek accents as he was against the Trinity, and
anathematised the final n as strongly as episcopacy.'

The i[ifidel principles which abounded at the

period of the French Kevolution, and continued to

agitate both France and England for some years,

induced a disregard of vital piety long afterwards

in the higher circles of British society. To coun-

teract this, Mr Wllberforck, then niemter of par-

liament for the county of York, published in 1797 A
Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of

Professed Christians in the Higher and Middle Classes

vf thin Country^ Contrasted with Real Christianity.

Five editions of tlie work were sold within si,\

months, and it still continues, in v.irious languages,

to form a popular religious treatise. The author

attested, by his daily life, the sincerity of his opi-

nions. William Wilberforce was the son of a wealthy

merchant, and horn at Hull in 1759. He was edu-

cated at Cambridge, and on completing his twenty-

first year, was returned to parliament for his native

town. He soon distinguished himself by his talents,

and became the idol of the fashionable world—danc-

ing at Almack's, and singing before the Prince of

Wales. In 1784, while pursuing a continental tour

with some relations, in company with Dean Milner,

the latter so impressed him with the trntlis of Chris-

tianity, that Will>erforce entered upon a new life,

and abandoned all his former gaieties. In parlia-

ment he pursued a strictly independent course. For
twenty years he laboured for the abolition of the

slave-trade, a question with which his n.ime is in-

separably entwined. His time, his talents, influence,

and prayers, were directed towards the consummation
of this object, and at length, in 1807, he had the

high gratitication of seeing it accomplished. The
religion of Wilberforce was mild and cheerful, un-

mixed with austerity or gloom. He closed his

long and illustrious life on the 27th July 18.3.3, one

of those men who, by their virtues, talents, and
energy, impress their own character on the age in

which they live. His latter years realised his own
beautiful description

—

[Otiihe Effects of Religion.']

When the pulse beats high, and we are flushed

with youth, and health, and vigour ; when all goes

on prosperously, and success seems almost to anti-

cipate our wishes, then we feel not the want of the

consolations of religion : but when fortune frowns, or

friends forsake us ; when sorrow, or sickness, or old

age comes upon us, then it is that the superiiirity of

the pleasures of religion is established over those of

dissipation and vanity, which are ever apt to fly from
us when we are most in want of their aid. There
is scarcely a more melancholy sight to a considerate

mind, than that of an old man who is a stranger to

those only true sources of satisfaction. How affecting,

and at the same time how disgusting, is it to see such

a one awkwardly catching at the pleasures of his

younger years, which are now beyond his reach ; or

feebly attempting to retain them, while they mock
his endeavours and elude his grasp ! To such a one
gloomily, indeed, does the evening of life set in ! All
is sour and cheerless. He can neither look backward
with complacency, nor forward with hope ; while the

aged Christian, relying on the assured mercy of his

Redeemer, can calmly reflect that his dismission is

at h.ind ; that his redemption draweth nigh. While
his strength declines, and his faculties decay, he can
quietly repose himself on the fidelity of God ; and at

the very entrance of the valley of the shadow of death,

he can lift up an eye dim perhaps and feeble, yet

occasionally sparkling with hope, and confidently

looking forward to the near possession of his heavenly

inheritance, * to those joys which eye hath not seen,

nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart

of man to conceive.' What striking lessons have we
had of the precarious tenure of all sublunary posses-

sions ! Wealth, and power, and prosperity, how pecu-

liarly transitory and uncertain ! But religion dis-

penses her choicest cordials in the seasons of exigence,

in poverty, in exile, in sickness, and in death. The
essential superiority of that support which is derived

from rcligiun is less felt, at leaj^t it is less apparent,

when the Christian is in full possession of riches and
splendour, and rank, and all the gifts of nature and
fortune. But when all these are swept away by the

rude hand f»f time or the rough blasts of adversity,

the true Christian stands, like the glory of the forest,

erect and vigorous ; stripped, indeed, of his summer
foliage, but more than ever discovering to the observ-

ing eye the solid strength of his substantial texture.

Another distinguished volunteer in the cause of

religious instruction, and an extensive miscellaneous

writer, was Mrs Hannah More, whose works we
have previously enumerated.

DR SAMUEL PARR—DR EDWARD MALTCT

—

REV. SIDNEY SMITH.

Dr Samuei. Parr (1747-1825) was better known
as a classical scholar than a theologian. His ser-

mons on education are, however, marked with co-

gency of argument and liberality of feeling. Hia
celebrated Spital sermon, when printed, presented

the singular anomaly of fifty-one pages of text and
two hundred and twelve of notes. Mr Godwin at-

tacked some of the principles laid down in this dis-

course, as not sufficiently democratic for his taste

;

for though a stanch Whig, Parr was no revolu-

tionist or leveller. His object was to extend education

among the poor, and to ameliorate their condition

by gradual and constitutional means. Dr Parr was
long head master of Norwich school ; and in know-
ledge of Greek literature was not surpassed by any
scholar of his day. His uncompromising support of

Whig principles, his extensive learning, and a cer-

tain pedantry and oddity of character, rendered him
always conspicuous among his bristlier churchnien.

He died at Hatton, in Warwickshire, the perpetual

curacy of which he had enjoyed for above forty years,

and where he had faithfully discharged his duties as

a parish pastor.

Db Edward Maltbt, the present bishop of Dur-
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ham, wus the favourite pupil of I'arr at Norwich
school. He is author of a work on tliu Cliristian

Kvidenoes; two volunius of Sfrriions, 1819 and 18*J2;

a third volume of scrnuuis preadied bt-fore the so-

ciety of Liiu-oln's Inn, wliere lie surcteded l)r Ilebtr;

and al.-io of a vastly improved edition uf MoreU'H
Greek Thesaurus, which tngayed his attcution fur

about eleven years.

Tile Key. Siunky Smith, well known as a witty
miscellaneous writer and critic, is a canon residen-

tiary of St Taul's. Mr Smith publislied two volumes
of sermons in the year 18U9. They are more re-

markable for plain good sense than for originality or

eloquence. A few sentences from a sermon on the

Love of our Country will sliow tlie homely earnest-

ness of this author's serious style :

—

\_Difficvlty of Governing a Nation.']

It would seem that the science of government is an
unappropriated region in the universe of knowledge.
Those sciences with which the pa.ssiuns can never in-

terfere, are considered to be attainable only by study
and by reflection ; while there are not many youn"^
men who doubt of their ability to make a constitution,

or to govern a kingdom : at the same time there can-
not, perhaps, be a more decided proof of a sui)erficial

understanding than the depreciation of those difficul-

ties which are inseparable from the science of govurn-
ment. To know well the local and the natural man

;

to track the silent march of human affairs ; to seize,

with happy intuition, on those great laws winch re-

gulate the prosperity of empires ; to reconcile prin-
ciples to circumstances, and be no wiser than the
times will permit ; to anticipate tlie effects of every
speculation upon the entangled relations and awkward
complexity of real life ; and to follow out the theo-

rems of the senate to tlie daily comforts of the cot-

tage, is a task which they will fear most who know it

best—a task in which the great and the good have
often failed, and which it is not only wise, but pious
and just in common men to avoid.

[Means of Arquinng Distinct 10^1.1

It is natural to every man to wish for distinction
;

and the praise of those who can confer honour by their

praise, in spite of all false philosophy, is sweet to

every human heart ; but as eminence can be but the
lot of a feWf patience of obscurity is a duty which we
owe not more to our own happiness than to the quiet
of the world at large. Give a loose, if you are young
and ambitious, to that spirit which throbs within vou

;

measure yourself with your equals; and learn, from
frequent competition, the place which nature has al-

lotted to you ; make of it no mean battle, but strive

hard ; strengthen your soul to the search of truth, and
follow that spectre of excellence which beckons you on
beyond the walls of the world to something better
than man has yet done. It may be you shall burst
out into light and glory at the last ; but if frequent
failure convince you of that mediocrity of nature
which is incompatible with great actions, submit
wisely and cheert'uUy to your lot ; let no mean spirit

of revenge tempt you to throw off your loyaltv to vour
country, and to prefer a vicious celebrity to obscurity
crowned with piety and virtue If you can throw new
light upon moral truth, or by any exertions multiply
the comforts or confirm the happiness of mankind,
this fame guides you to the true ends of your nature :

but, in the name of God, as you tremble at retributive

justice, and, in the name of mankind, if mankind be
dear to you, seek not that easy and accursed fame
which is gathered in the work of revolutions ; and deem
it better to be for ever unknown, than to found a
.nonientary name upon the basis of anarchy and
irreligiou.

[The Ixyie of our Country.^

Whence does this love of our country, this universal

passion, jiroceed ? Why does the eye ever dwell with
fondness upon the scenes of infant life? Why do we
brt-athe with greater joy tlie breiilh of our youth I

Why are not olher soils as grateful, and other heavens
as gay ? Why does the soul of man ever cling to that
earth where it first knew pleasure and pain, and, un-
der the rough discipline of tiie pjis.-«ions, was roused to

the dignity of moral life ? Is it only that our country
contains our kindred and our friends? And is it no-
thing but a name for our social atfections ? It cannot
be this ; the most friendleos of Imman beings has a
country which he admires and extols, and which he
would, in the same circum>tances, prefer to all others

under heaven. Temjft him with the fairest face of
nature, place him by livim.' waters under shadowy
trees of Lebanon, open to his ^lew all the giTgeoui
allurements of the climates of the sun, he will love

the rocks and deserts uf hi^ childhood better than all

these, and thou canst not bribe his soul to forf:et the
land of his nativity; he will sit down and weep by
the waters of Babylon when he remembers thee, oh
Siou 1

DR HERBERT MARSH.

Dr Herbert Marsh, bishop of Peterborongh,
who died in May 18.39 at an advanced age, obtained
distinction as the translator and commentator of
' Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament,*
one of the most valuable of modern works on divi-

nity. In 18U7 this divine was .ippcinted Lady Mar-
garet's professor of divinity in tlie university of
Cambridge, in 1816 he was made bishop of UriiidalT,

and in 1819 he succeeded to the see of Tetcrbonrngh.
Besides his edition of Michaelis, Dr Marsh published
Lectures on Divinity, And A Comparatire Vitw of the

Churches of England and Home. He was author also

of some controversiid tracts on the Catholic question,

the Bible society, &c. in which he evinced great

acuteness, tinctured with asperity. In early life,

during a residence in Germany, I)r Marsh published,

in the German language, various tracts in defence

of tiie policy of his own country in the continental

wars ; and more particularly a very elaborate //i«-

tory of the Politics of Great Britain and France, from
the Time of the Conference at Pilnitz to the Diclanttiojt

of Il'i/r, a work which is said to liave prudui'ed a
marked impression on tlie state of public opinion

in Germany, and for which he received a very con-

siderable pension on the recommendation of Mr I'itt.

About the year 1833 appeared the first of the
celebrated Tracts for the Times, hy Members of
the University of Oxford, which have originated

a keen controversy among the clergy of the church
of England, and caused a wide rent or schism
in that ancient establishment. The peculiar doc-

trines or opinions of this sect are known by the

term Puseyism, so culled after one of their first and
most intrepid supporters, Dr Kdward Boitvkrie
PusEY, second son of tiie late Hon. Philip Pusey, and
grandsim of the Earl of Radnor. Ttiis gentleman
was born in 1801), and educated at Christ-church

college, Oxford, where, in 1828, he became regius

professor of Hebrew. In conjunction with several

other members of the university of Oxford (Mr
Newman, Professor Sewell, &.C.), DrPuscy established

an association for spreading and advocating their

views regarding church discipline and autliority, and
from this association sprung tlie ' Tracts for the

Times.' ' The tenets maintained by the tract writers

were chiefly as follows :—They asserted the three-

fold order of ministry—bishops, priests, and deacons.

They claimed a personal, not a mertly oflScial de-
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gcont from ttio ii]hi.«i1c9 ; tlint is, they declartd that

not only hiwi tlie cliurih ever niaintaiiR'il the tliree

orilers, but that itn unbroken succis^ion of iudivi-

duals, canonically orilaiiu'il, was eujuyeJ by the

churoh, nnil c'S:<cntial to Iior exiatenou ; in short, tliat

vrilliout tliis there eould be no rlturch at all. Tliey

held tlie doctrine of baptismal rejieneration, of saera-

mental absolution, and of a real, in contradistinc-

tion to A fijiurative or symbolical presence in the

Eucharist. They maintained the duty of fasting, of

ritual obedience, and of communion with the apos-

tolic church, declaring all dissenters, and, as a ne-

cessary conseiinence, the members of the church of

Scotland, and all elmrcbes not episcopal, to be mem-
bers of no church at all. They denied the validity

of lay-baptism ; they threw out hints from time to

time which evidenced an attachment to the theolo-

gicjil system supported by the nonjuring divines in

the days of James II. ; and the grand Protestant prin-

ciple, as established by I.uther— tlie right of private

interpretation of Holy Scripture—they denied.'* The
tracts were discontinued by order of the bishop of

O.\ford; but the same principles have been main-
tained in various publications, as in Mr Gladstone's
two works, On the Jiflutinn of the Church to the State,

and Church Principles; Mr Christ-M.\s's Disripline

of the Atiylican Church, &c. In 1S43 Dr Pusey was
suspended from preaching, and censured by the

university for what was lienonnced as a heretical

sermon, in which he advanced the Roman Catholic

doctrine of transubstantiation. Tlie publications on
this memorable controversy are not remarkable for

any literary merit. The tracts are dry polemical

treatises, interesting to comparatively few but zea-

lous churchmen.

REV. ROBERT H.iLL.

The Rev. Robert IIai.i., A.JI. is justly regarded
as one of the most diftinguished ornaments of the
body of English dissenters. He was the son of a

Baptist minister, and born at Arnshy, near Leicester,

on the 2d of May 1764. He studied divinity at an
academy in Bristol for the education of young men
preparing for the ministerial office among the Bap-
tists, and was admitted a preacher in 1780, but
next year attended King's college, Aberdeen. Sir

James Mackintosh was at the same time a student
of the university, and the congenial tastes and pur-
Buita of the young men led to an intimate friendship

between them. From their p.artiality to Greek
literature, they were named by their class-fellows
' Plato and Herodotus.' Both were also attached to

the study of morals and metaphysics, which they
cherished through life. Hall entered the church as

assistant to a Baptist minister at Bristol, whence he
removed in 1790 to Cambridge. He first appeared
as an author by publishing a controversial pamphlet
entitled Chrislianily Consixtent with a Love of Free-
dom, which appeared in 1T91 ; in 1793 he published
his eloquent and powerful treatise. An Apology for
the Freedom of the J'ress ; and in 1799 his sermon.
Modem Infidelity considered with respect to its- Injiuence

on Soriety. Tlie latter was designed to stem the
torrent of infidelity which had set in with the French
Revolution, and is no less remarkable for profound
thought than for the elegance of its style and the
splendour of its imagery. His celebrity as a writer
was further extended by his Reflections on War, a
sermon published in 1802 ; and The Scniiments proper
to the Present Crisis, another sermon preached in

1803. The latter is highly eloquent and epirit-

* A New Spirit of the Age. VoL i. p. SO?.

stirring— possessing, indeed, the fire and energy of

a martial lyric or war-song. In November 18U4
the noble intellect of Mr Hall was deranged, in con-
sequence of severe study ojierating on an anient and
susceptible temperament. His friends set on foot a
subscri|ition for pecuniary assistance, and a life-

annuity of £100 was procured for him. He shortly

afterwards resumed his ministerial functions, but in

about twelve months he had another attack. This
also was speedily removed ; but Mr Hall resigned his

church at Cambridge. On his complete recovery,
he became pastor of a congregation at Leicester,

where he resided for about twenty years. During
this time he published a few sermons and criticisms

in the Eclectic Review. The labour of writing for

the press was opposed to his habits and feelings.

He was fastidious as to style, and he suffered under
a disease in the spine which entailed upon him acute
pain. A sermon on the death of the Princess Char-
lotte in 1819 was justly considered one of the most
impressive, touching, and lofty of his discourses.

In 1826 he removed from Leicester to Bristol,

where he officiated in charge of the Baptist con-
gregation till within a fortnight of his death,
which took place on the 21st of February 1831.
The masculine intellect and extensive acquire-

ments of Mr Hall have seldom been found united
to so much rhetorical and even poetical brilliancy

of imagination. His taste was more refined than
that of Burke, and his style more chaste and cor-

rect. His solid learning and unfeigned piety gave
a weight and impressiveness to all he uttered and
wrote, while his classic taste enabled him to clothe

his thoughts and imagery in language the most
appropriate, beautiful, and commanding. Those who
listened to his pulpit ministrations were entranced
by his fervid eloquence, which truly disclosed the
' beauty of holiness,' and melted by the awe and
fervour with which he dwelt on the mysteries of
death and eternity. His published writings give

but a brief and inadequate picture of his varied
talents ; yet they are so highly finished, and display

such a combination of different powers—of logical

precision, metaphysical acuteness, practical sense
and sag.acity, with a rich and luxuriant imagination,
and all the graces of composition— that they must
be considered among the most valuable contributions
made to modern literature. A complete edition of
his works has been published, with a life, by Dr
Olinthus Gregory, in six volumes.

[On Wiadcm.}

Every other quality besides is subordinate and in-

ferior to wisdom, in the same sense as the mason who
lays the bricks and stones in a building is inferior to

the architect who drew the plan and superintends the
work. The former executes only what the latter con-
trives and directs. Now, it is the prerogative of
wisdom to preside over every inferior principle, to
regulate the e-xercise of every power, and limit the
indulgence of every appetite, as shall best conduce to
one great end. It being the province of wisdom to
preside, it sits as umpire on every ditficulty, and so
gives the final direction and control to all the powers
of our nature. Hence it is entitled to be considered
as the top and summit of perfection. It belongs to
wisdom to determine when to act, and when to cease

—

when to reveal, and when to conceal a matter—when
to speak, and when to keep silence—when to give, and
when to receive ; in short, to regulate the measure of
all things, as well as to determine the end, and pro-
vide the means of obtaining the end pursued in every
deliberate course of action. Every particular faculty
or skill, besides, needs to derive direction from this;
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they are all quite incapable of directing themselves.

The art of imrigation, for instance, will teach us to

uteur a ^Itip across the ocean, but it will never teach

I us on what occasions it U proper to take a voyage.

The art of war will instruct us how to marshal an

Army, or to fight a battle to the greatest advantage,

but you niuf-t learn from a higher school when it is

fitting, just, and proper to wage war or to make peace.

The art of the husbiindinan is to sow and bring to

maturity the precious fruits of the earth ; it belongs

to another skill to regulate their consumption by a

regard to our health, fortune, and other circumstances.

In short, there is no faculty we can exert, no species

of skill we can apply, but requires a superintending

band—but looks up, as it were, to some higher prin-

ciple, as a maid to her mistress for direction, and this

universal superinteudent is wisdom.

l^From Oic Funeral Sermon for tlie Princess Charlotte

of IVu/at.^

Bom to inherit the most illustrious monarchy in

the world, and united at an early period to the object

of her choice, whose virtues amply justified her pre-

ference, she enjoyed (what is not always the privilege

of that rank) the highest connubial felicity, and had
the prospect of combining all the tranquil enjoyments
of private life with the spleuduur of a royal station.

Placed on the summit of society, to her every eye was
turned, in her every hope was centred, and nothing
was wanting to complete her felicity except perpe-

tuity. To a grandeur of mind suited to her royal

birth and lofty destination, she joined an exquisite

taste for the beauties of nature and the charms of

retirement, where, far from the gaze of the multitude,

and the frivolous agitations of fashionable life, she

employed her hours in visiting, with her distinguished

consort, the cottages of the poor, In improving her
virtues, in perfecting her reit-son, and acquiring the

knowledge best adapted to qualify her for the pos-

session of power and the cares of empire. One
thing only was watiting to render our satisfaction

complete in the prospect of the accession of such a
princess ; it was, that she might become the living

mother of children.

The long-wished-for moment at length arrived ; but,

alas ! the event anticipated with such eagerness will

form the most melancholy part of our history.

It is no reflection on this amiable princess, to sup-

pose that in her early dawn, with the dew of her

youth so fresh upon her, she anticipated a long series

of years, and expected to be led through successive

scenes of enchantment, rising above each other in

fascination and beauty. It is natural to suppose she

identified herself with this great nation which she

was born to govern ; and that, while she contemplated
its pre-eminent lustre in arts and in arms, its commerce
encircling the globe, its colonies diffused through both
hemispheres, and the beneficial effects of its institu-

tions extending to the whole earth, she considered

them as so many component parts of her grandeur.
Her heart, we may well conceive, would often be

ruffled with emotions of trembling ecstacy when she

reflected that it was her province to live entirely for

others, to compass the felicity of a great people, to

move in a sphere which would afford scope for the

exercise of philanthropy the most enlarged, of wisdom
the most enlightened ; and that, while others are

doomed to pass through the world in obscurity, she

was to sup(>ly the materials of history, and to impart
that impulse to society which was to decide the des-

tiny of future generations. Fired with the ambition
of equalling or surpassing the moat distinguished of

her predecessors, she pmbably did not de.-spair of re-

viving the remembrance of the brightest parts of their

story, and of once more attaching the epoch of Dritisli

glory to the annaU of a female reign. It is needlcM
to a^Id that the nation went with ner, and probably
outHtri]»ped her in these delightful anticipations. We
fondly hoped that a life 80 inestimable would be
protriicted to a distant period, and that, after ditfu(<ing

the blessings of a just and enlightened administra*

tion, and being surrounded by a numerous progeny,

she would gradually, in a good old age, sink under
the horizon amidst the embraces of her family and
the benedictions of her country. But, alas! these

delightful visions are fled ; and what do we behold in

their room but the funeral-pall and shroud, a palace

in mourning, a nation in tears, and the shadow of

death settled over both like a cloud! Oh the un-
speakable vanity of human hopes!—the incurable

blindness of man to futurity !—ever doomed to grasp

at shadows ;
* to seize' with avidity what turns to dust

and ashes in his hands ; to sow the wind, and reap the
whirlwind.

REV. JOHN FOSTER.

The Kev. Johm Foster (1 770-1 84.'?) was author of

a volume of Essai/s, in a Series of Lctttrs, published in

1805, wliich was justly ranked among the most ori-

ginal and valuable works of tlie day. . The essays are

four in number—on a man's writing memoirs of him-
self ; on decision of character; on the application of

the epithet romantic; and on some of the causes by
which evangelical religion has been rendered less

acceptable to persons of cultivated taste. Mr Foster's

essays are excellent models of vigorous thought and
expression, uniting metaphysical nicety and acute-

ness with practical sagacity and common sense. He
also wrote a volume on the £viU of Popular Igno-

ranee, several sermons, and critical contributions tc

the Eclectic Review. Like Ilall, Mr Foster was
pastor of a Baptist congregation. He died at Staple-

ton, near Bristol.

In the essay On a Plan's "Writing Memoirs of

Himself, Mr Foster thus speculates on a changeable

character, and on the contempt which we entertain

at an advanced period of life for what we were at an
earlier period :

—

Though in memoirs intended for publication a

large .share of incident aiid action would generally be

necessary, yet there are some men whose mental his-

tory alone might be very interesting to reflective

readers ; as, for instance, that of a thinking man re-

markable for a number of complete changes of his

speculative system. From observing the usual tena-

city of views once deliberately adopted in mature
life, we regard as a curious phenomenon the man
whose mind has been a kind of caravansera of opi-

nions, entertained a while, .and then sent on pil-

grimage; a man who has admired and dismissed sys-

tems with the same facility with which John Buncle
found, adored, married, and interred his succession of

wives, each one being, for the time, not only better

than all that went before, but the best in the creation.

You admire the versatile aptitude of a mind sliding

into successive forms of belief in this intellectual

metei ^psychosis, by which it animates so many new
bodies of doctrines in their turn. And an none of

those dying pangs wlilch hurt you in a tale of India

attend the desertion of each of these speculative forms

which the soul has a while inhabited, you are ex-

tremely amused by the number of transition.^ and
eagerly ask what is to be the next, for you never

deem the present state of such a man's views to be for

permanence, unless perhaps when he has terminated

his course of believing everything in ultimately be-

lieving nothing. Kveu then, unless he is very old, or
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feels more pride in being a sceptic, the conqueror of

all systems, than he ever felt in being the chtitnpion

)f one, even then it in very possible he uuiy Mprinj; up
again, like a vapour of fire from a bog, and gliTunicr

through new mazes, or retrace his course through hiilf

of those which he trod before. Vou will observe th;it

no respect attaches to this Proteus of opinion after his

changes have been multiplied, aa no party expect him
to remain with them, nor deem him much of an ac-

quisition if he should. One, or perhaps two, consider-

able changes will be regarded as signs of a liberal

inquirer, and therefore the party to which his first or

his second intellectual conversion may a.ssign him
.vill receive him gladly. But he will be deemed to

have abdicated the dignity of reason when it is found

that he can adopt no principles but to betray them
;

and it will be perhaps justly suspected that there is

something extremely infirm in the structure of that

mind, whatever vigour may mark some of its opera-

tions, to which a series of very different, and some-

times contrasted theories, can appear in succession

demonstratively true, and which imitates sincerely

the perverseness which Petruchio only aiFected, de-

claring that which was yesterday to a certainty the

sun, to be to-day as certainly the moon.
It would be curious to observe in a man, who should

make such an exhibition of the course of bis mind,
the sly deceit of self-love. While he despises the

system which he has rejected, he does not deem it to

imply so great a want of sense in him once to have

embraced it, as in the rest who were then or are now
its disciples and advocates. No ; in him it was no

debility of reason ; it was at the utmost but a merge
of it ; and probably he is prepared to explain to you
that such peculiar circumstances, as might warp even

a very strong and liberal mind, attended his con-

sideration of the subject, and misled him to aiiinit

the belief of what others prove themselves fools by
believing.

Another thing apparent in a record of changed
opinions would be, what I have noticed before, that

there is scarcely any such thing in the world as simple

conviction. It would be amusing to observe how
reason had, in one instance, been overruled into

acquiescence by the admiration of a celebrated name,
or in another into opposition by the envy of it ; how
most opportunely reason discovered the truth just at

the time that interest could be essentially served by
avowing it ; how easily the impartial examiner could

be induced to adopt some part of another man's opi-

nions, after that other had zealously approved some
favourite, especially if unpopular part of his, as the

Pharisees almost became partial even to Christ at the

moment that he defended one of their doctrines against

the Sadducees. It would be curious to see how a
professed respect for a man's character and talents,

and concern for his interests, might be changed, in

consequence of some personal inattention experienced

from him, into illiberal invective against hini or his

intellectual performances, and yet the railer, though
actuated solely by petty revenge, account himself the

model of equity and candour all the while. It might
be seen how the patronage of power could elevate

miserable prejudices into revered wisdom, while poor
old Experience was mocked with thanks for her in-

Btruction ; and how the vicinity or society of the rich,

and, a8 they are termed, great, could perhaps melt a

foul that seemed to be of the stem consistence of early

Rome, into the gentlest wax on which Corruption
could wish to imprint the venerable creed— ' The right

divine of kings to govern wrong,' with the pious infe-

rence that justice was outraged when virtuous Tarquin
was expelled. I am supposing the observer to perceive

all these accommodating dexterities of reason ; for it

were probably absunl to expect that any mind should

itself be able in its review to detect all its own obli-

quities, after having been no long beguiled, like the
nuiriners in a story which I remember to have read,

who followed the direction of their compass, infallibly

right as they thought, till they arrived at an enemy*8
port, where they were seized anil doomed to slavery.

It happened that the wicked cuptain, in order to be-

tray the ship, had concealed a large loadstone at a
little distance on one side of the needle.

On the notions and expcctatioiis of one stage of life

I suppose all reHecting men look back with a kind of
contempt, though it may be often with the mingling
wish that some of its enthusiasm of feeling could be
recovered— I mean the period between pntper clnld-

hood and maturity. They will allow that their reason

was then feeble, and they are prompted to exclaim.
What fools we have been—while they recollect how
sincerely they entertained and advanced the most
ridiculous speculations on the interests of life and the
questions of truth ; how regretfully astonished they
were to find the mature sense of some of those around
them so completely wrong; yet in other instances, what
veneration they felt for authorities fur which they
have since lost all their respect ; what a fantastic im-
portance they attached to some most trivial things

;

what complaints against their fate were uttered on
account of disappointments which they have since re-

collected with gaiety or self-congratulation ; what
happiness of Elysium they expected fiom sources

which would soon have failed to impart even common
satisfaction ; and how certain they were that the feel-

ings and opinions then predominant would continue
through life.

If a reflective aged man were to find at the bottom
of an old chest—where it had lain forgotten fifty

years—a record which he had written of himself

when he was young, simply and vividly describing his

whole heart and pursuits, and reciting verbatim many
passages of the language which he sincerely uttered,

would he not read it with more wonder tlian almost

every other writing could at his age inspire \ He
would half lose the assurance of his identity, under
the impression of this immense dissimilarity, it would
seem as if it must be the tale of the juvenile days of

some ancestor, with whom he had no connexion but
that of name. He would feel the young man thus

introduced to him separated by so wide a distance of

character as to render all congenial sociality impos-
sible. At every sentence he would be tempted to re-

peat—Foolish youth, I have no synipjithy with your
feelings, I can hold no converse with your understand-

ing. Thus, you see that in the course of a long life a
man may be several moral persons, so various from

one another, that if you could find a real individual

that should nearly exemplify the character in one of

these stages, and another that should exemplify it in

the next, and so on to the last, and then bring these

several persons together into one society, wliich would
thus be a representation of the successive states of one

man, they would feel themselves a most heterogeneous

party, would oppose and probably despise one another,

and soon after separate, nut caring if they were never

to meet again. If the dissimilarity in mind were as

great as in person, there would in both respects be a
most striking contrast between the extremes at least,

between the youth of seventeen and the sage of seventy.

The one of tliese contrasts an old man might contem-
plate if he had a true portrait for which he sat in the

bloom of his life, and should hold it beside a mirror

in which he looks at his present countenance ; and the

other would be powerfully felt if he had such a genuine

and detailed memoir as I have supposed. Might it

not be worth while for a self-observant person, in early

life to preserve, for the inspection of the old man. r£

he should live so long, such a mental likeness of the

young one ? If it be not drawn near the time, it can
never be drawn with sufficient accuracy.
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!>R ADAM CLAnKK.

Atuitlipr distini.'uishe(l dissentor was Dr Adam
Clahkk (I7fi()-ls;Vi), a profound (JrieiitiU scholar,

autlior of a ('ommentanj on the Hihle, and editor of a

collection of state
v:*!"-"'"-^

Mii'l>l^''"fc;"t'*ry t" Kymcr's

Foodera. l>r Clarke was a native of Moybej;, a vil-

lujje ill Loridondi-rry, Ireland, where liis f:ttlier was h

Bchoolinaster. He was educated at Kingswood

school, an estahlishnient of Wesley's projecting fur

the instruction uf itinerant preachers. In due time

he hiinsilf hi-canie a prencher ; and m imlcfatigable

was he in propajjatin^' the doctrines of the Wesleyan

persuasion, tliat he twice visited Shetland, and es-

tahlislied there a Methtidist mission. In the midst

of Ids various journeys and active duties, Dr Clarke

I

continued those researches wliich do honour to his

name. He fell a victim to the chulera when that

fatal pestdeuce visited our shores.

REV. ARCHIBALD ALISON.

The Rkv. Abchirald Alison (1757-1838) was

senior nnnister of St Paul's chapel, Edinburgh.

After a careful education at Glnsgow university

and Balio! coUejie, Oxford (where he took his de-

gree of B.C.L. in 1784). Mr Alison entereil into

sacred orders, and was presented to different livings

by Sir William Pnlteney. Lord Lonj,diborout;h. and

I)r Donjilas, bishop of Salisbury. Having, in 1784,

married the daughter of l)r John Gregory of Edin-

burgh, Mr AHmju looked forward to a residence in

Scotland, but it was not till the close of the last

century that he was able to realise his wishes. In

1790 be pul>lished his admirable Essmjonthe Nature

end Priuriphs of Taste, and in 1814 two volumes of

sermons, justlyadndred for the elegance and beauty

of their langviage, and their gentle persuasive in-

culcation of Christian duty. On points of doctrine

and controversy the author is wholly silent: his

writings, as one of his critics remarked, were de-

signed for those who ' want to be mused to a sense

of the beauty and the gooil that exist in the universe

around them, and who are only indifferent to the

feelings of their fellow-creatures, and negligent of

the duties they impose, for want of some persuasive

monitor to awake the dormant capacities of their

nature, and to nuike them see and feel the delights

which providence has attached to their exercise.' A
selection from tlie sermons of Mr Alison, consisting

of those on the four seasons, spring, summer, autumn,

and winter, was afterwards printed in a small

volume.

[Fwm the Soinon on Aittinnn.]

There is an eventide in the day— an hour when
the sun retires and the shadows fall, and when nature

assumes the uppearunees of soberness and j;ilence. It

is an hour from which everywhere the thoughtless fly,

as peopled imly in their imagination with images of

gloom ; it is the hour, on the other hand, which in

every age the wise have loved, as bringing with it

sentiments an*! affections more valuable than all the

splendours uf the day.

Its first impiv^siun is to still all the turbulence of

thought "T i-iivslun which the day may have brought

forth. We folliiw with our eye the descending sun

—we listen to the decaying sounds of labour and of

toil ; and, when all the fields are silent around us,

we feel a kindred stillness tn breathe upon our souls,

and to calm them from the agitations of society.

From this first impression there is a second which
naturally follows it: in the day we are living with

men, in the eventide we begin to live with nature

;

we see the world withdrawn from us, the shades of

night darken over the habitations of men, and we feel

ourselves alone. it is an hour fitted, as if would

seem, by Him who made us to still, but with gentle

hand, the throb of every UJiruly passion, and the

ardour of every impure desire ; and, while it veils for

a time the world that misleads us, to awaken in our

hearts those legitimate affections whieh the heat of

the day may have dissolved. There is yet a farther

scene it presents to us. While the world withdraws

from us, and while the shades of the evening darken

upon our dwellings, the splendours of the firmament

come forward to our view. In the moments wbea
earth is overshadowed, heaven opens to our eyes the

radiance of a subliraer being; our hearts follow the

successive splendours of the scene; and while we
forget for a time the obscurity of earthly concerns,

we feel that there are *yet greater things than these.'

There is, in the second place, an * eventide' in the

year—a season, as we now witness, when the sun with-

draws his propitious light, when the winds arise and
the leaves fall, and nature around us seems to sink

into decay. It is said, in general, to be the season of

melancholy ; and if by this word be meant that it is

the time of solemn and of serious thought, it is un-

doubtedly the season of melancholy
;
yet it is a me-

lancholy so soothing, so gentle in its approach, and
so prophetic in its influence, that they who have

known it feel, as instinrtively, that it is the doing of

(iod, and that the heart of man is not thus finely

touche<l but to fine issues.

When we go out into the fields in the evening of

the year, a different voice approaches us. M'e regard,

even in spite of ourselves, the still but steady advances

of time. A few days ago, and the summer of the year

was grateful, and every element was filled with life,

and the sun of heaven seemed to glory in his ascen-

dant. He is now enfeebled in his jiower ; the desert

no more * blossoms like the rose ;' the song of joy is

no more heard among the branches ; and the earth is

strewed with that foliage which once bespoke the

magnificence of summer. Whatever may be the pas-

sions which society has awakened, we pause amid this

apparent desolation of nature. We sit down in the

lodge *of the wayfaring man in the wilderness,' and
we feel that all we witness is the emblem of our own
fate. Such also in a few years will be our own con-

dition. The blossoms of our spring, the pride of our

summer, will also fade into decay ; and the pulse that

now beats high with virtuous or with vicious desire,

will gradually sink, and then must stop for ever.

We rise from our meditations with hearts softened

and subdued, and we return into life as into a shadowy
scene, where we have ' disquieted ourselves in vain.*

Yet a few years, we think, and all that now bless,

or all that now convulse humanity, will also have

perished. The mightiest pageantry of life will pass

—

the loudest notes of triumph or of conquest will be

silent in the grave ; the wicked, wherever active, 'will

cease from troubling,' and the weary, wherever suffer-

ing, * will be at rest.* Under an impression so pro-

found we feel our own hearts better. The cares,

the animosities, the hatreds which society may have

engendered, sink unperceived from our bosoms. In

the general desolation of nature we feel the littleness

of our own passions—we look forwai"d to that kindred

evening which time mu^t bring to all—we anticipate

the graves of those we hate as of those we love.

Every unkind passion falls with the leaves that fall

around us ; and we return slowly to our homes, and
to the society which surrounds us, with the wish only

to enlighten or to bless them.

If there were no other effects, ray brethren, of such

appearances of nature upon our minds, they would
still be valuable—they would teach us hutuility, and
with it they would teach us charity.
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DR ANDREW THOMSON.

Dr Andrew Thomson (1779-1831), an activpand
able minister of tlie Scottisli ohuroli, was tiutliDr oi'

varioua sernioiis and lectures, and editor uf the
i^'ottiJt Christum Instructor^ a peritHlicul wliit-li exer-

cised no small influence in iScotland on ecrlesiastical

questions. Dr Thomson was successively minister
of Sprnuston, in the presbytery of Kelso, of the Kast
Church, rcrth. and of St Gcorj;e's Church, Edin-
burgh. In tlie annual meetinjfs of the general
assemhly he displayed great ardour and eloquence as

n debater, and was the recotrnized leader of one of
the church parties. He wa^^ed a long and keen
warfare with the British and Foreign liible Society
for circulating the bo4)ks of the Apocrypha ah)ng
with the Bible, and his speeches on this subject,

though exaggerated in tone and manner, produced a

powerful effect. There was, in truth, always more
of the debater than the divine in his public addresses;

and he was an unmerciful opponent in controversy.
"When tlie question of the abolition of colonial sla-

very was agitated in Scotland, he took his stand on
tlie exi>ediency of immediate abolition, and by his

public appearances on ttiis subject, and the energy
of his eloquence, carried the feelings of his country-
men completely along with him. The life of tliis

ardent, impetuous, and independent-minded man was
brouglit suddenly and awfully to a close. In tlie

prime of health and vigour he fell down dead at the
threshold of his own door. Tlie sermons of l)r

Thomson scarcely support his high reputation as a

church leader and debater. They are weighty and
earnest, but witliout pathos or elegUnce of style.

DR THOMAS CHALMERS.

The most distinguished and able of living Scottish

divines is Thomas Ciialmkrs, I). 1). and L L. I)., one
of the first Vresbyteriun ministers who obtained an
honorary degree from the university of Cambridge,

Dr Thomas Chalmers.

and one of the few Scotsmen who have been elected

a corresponding member of the Royal Institute of

France. The collected works of Dr Chalmers fill

twenty-five duodecimo volumes. Of these the two
first are devoted to Natural Theology; three and four

to Evuknces of Chi istiimitif ; five. Aforal I'/ii/usop/>t/ ;

six. Commercial />/.scw«;,v<'a; seven, A.stnmotriiful Di^i-

cuursvii ; eight, nine, antl ten, Conyni/atiundl Sir-
mtm.s ; eleven, Strmtmsim PuUic Ovcasious; twilve.
Tracts and Essni/s ; tbirtcn. Introtliirtorif J£sstn/s^

originally prefixed to editions uf Sileet Vhristiau
Authors; fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen. Christian
and Economic I'olittf vf a Nation^ more especially

wifh reference to its Larye Towns ; seventeen, On
Church and Culleye Endowments ; eit;ht*.'en. On
Church Extension ; niiM teen and twenty, VoUticul
Ecoiionit/ ; twenty -one, The Svjficiinci/ (f a Vurorhial
Si/stem without a Poor- Rate ; twenty -two, three,

fimr, and five, Lectures on the liomans. In all Dr
Chalmers's works there is great energy and ear-
nestness, accompanied with a vast variety of illus-

tration. His knowledge is extensive, including
science no less than literature, the learning of the
philosopher with the fancy of the poet, and a fanii-

liar .acquaintance with the habits, feelings, and daily
life of the Scottish poor and middle rlas,«es. The
ardour with wliich he pursues any favourite topic,

presenting it to the reader or hearer in every pos-
sible point of view, and investing: it with tlie charms
of a rich poetical imaginatiuu, is a peculiar feature
in his intellectual character, and one well e:dcuiated

to arrest attention.* It gives peculiar effect to his

* Robert ITall seoms to have been struck with this peculia-

rity. In BOme Gleanings frum Hall'tt dinversational Humarks,
appended to Dr Gregory's Memoir, we tind the fnllowing criti-

cism, understood to rcft-r to the Scottish divine:— ' Mr Hall

reiK-atedly referred to I'r , and always in terms of jrreat

enteem as well as hii^h admiration of Itis pencral cliaracter,

exerei»ing, however, his usual free and indeiK.*ndent judgment.

The followinp are siime remarks on that extraordinary indi-

vidual:—"Pray, sir, did you ever know any man who had
that binpular faculty of rejx-tition pos.sessed by Dr ? 'V^'hy,

hir, he often reiterates the same tiling ten or twelve times in

the cnnrse of a few pages. Even Burke himself had not so

much of that pi-culiarity. Ilis mind resembles that optical

instrument lately invented; what do you call it?" " You
mean, I suppose, the kaleidoscope." " Yes. sir, an idea thrown
into hit) mind is just as. if thrown into a kaleidoscope. Every

turn present* the object in a new and beautiful form

;

but the object presented is still the same. * * His mind
seems to mnve on hintres, not on wheels. Tliere is incessant

motion, but no progress. A\1ien he was at Leicester, he

preached a most admirable sennon on the necessity of imme-
diate repentance ; but there were only two ideas in it, and on
thtwe his mind revolved as on a pivot." ' A writer in the Lon-

don Magazine gives a graphic account of Dr Chalmers's ap-

I)earances in London. ' \Vhen he visited London, the hold

that he took on the minds of men was unpreoe<iented. It was

a time of strong pulitical feeling ; but even that was unheeded,

and all parties thronged to hear the Scottish preacher. The
very best judges were not prepared for the display that they

heard. Canning and Wilberforce went together, and Rot into

a pew near the door. The elder in attenda,nce stoiid cloac by

the pew. Chalmers began in his usual unpromisiuK way, by

stating a few nearly self-evident propositions neither in the

chi'icest language nor in the most impressive voice. " If this

be all," said Canning to his companion, "it will never do."

Chalmers went on—the shuffling of the congregation gradually

Huhsided. He got into the mass of his subject ; his weakness

became strength, his hesitation was turned into energy ; and,

bringing the whole volume of his mind to bear ui)on it, he

poured forth a torrent oi the most close and conclusive argu-

ment, brilliant with ail the exuberance of an imagination

which ranged over all nature for illustrations, and yet manajied

and applied each of them with the same unerring dexterity,

kA if that single one haJ been the study of a whole life. " The

tartan beats us," siiid Mr Canning ; "we have no jireaching

hke that in England."' Chalmers, like the celebrated French

divines (according to Goldsmithi, assumed all that dignity and

7,eal which become men who are ambassadors from Christ.

The English divines, like timorous envoys, seem more ttolici-

tous not to offend the court to which they are sent, than to

drive home the interests of their employers. The stvle of Dr
tiGl
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imlpit ministratiMns ; for by concentrftting hia atttii-

ti>in on one or two points lit a time, anil pressing

these home with almost unexampled zeal and ani-

mation, a distinct and vivid impression is conveyed

to tlie mind, unbroken by any extraneous or dis-

cursive matter. His pictures have little or no back-

eroiind—the iirincipal figure or conception tills the

caiiva«s The style of Dr Chdmers is far from being

correct or elegant-it is often turgi.l, loose, and de-

elaniatorv, vehement beyond the bounds of gowl

taste and disfigiired bv a peculiar and by no means

graceful phraseology. These blemishes are, however,

more than redeemed by his piety and eloquence, the

originality of many of his views, and the astonislung

force and' ardour of bis mind. His ' Astronomica

Discourses' contain passages of great sublimity and

beauty, an.l even the most humble and prosaic sub-

ject treated by liini, becomes attractive and poetical.

His' triumphs are those of genius, aided by the

deepest conviction of the importance of the truths

he inculcates. » . ^ i,. • »u
Dr Chalmers is a native of Anstruther, in the

county of Fife. A fugitive memoir states that he

was born ab..iit the year 1780, that he studied at ht

Andrews, and was soon ' a mathematician, a natural

philosopher, and. though tliere was no regular pro-

fessor of tliat science at St Andrews, a cbeniist.

After his admission to holy orders, be officiated tor

sometime as assistant to the minister of Wilton

near Hawick. He afterwards obtained the church

of Kilmany. in his native county, and here the acti-

vity of his" mind was strikingly displayed. In addi-

tion to his parocliial labours, he ' lectured in the

dilTerent towns on chemistry and other subjects; he

became an officer of a volunteer corps ; and he wrote

a book on the resources of the cimntry, besides

pamphlets on some of the topics of the day ;
and

when the Kdinbnrgh Encyclopedia was projected,

he was invited to be a contributor, and engaged to

furnish the article "Christianity." which he after-

wards completed with so mucli ability.'* At Kil-

many Dr (^hidmers seems to have received more

serio'us and solemn impressions as to his clerical

duties, for in an address to the inhabitants of the

parish, included in bis tracts, there is the following

remarkable passage :

—

[Inefficary of mere Mwal Preaching.']

And here I cannot but record the effect of an actual

though undesigned e.tperinient which I prosecuted for

upwards of twelve years amongst you. Fur the greater

part of that time I could expatiate on the meanness

of dishonesty, on the villany of falsehood, on the

despicable arts of calumny—in a word, upon all tho»e

deformities of character which awaken the natural

indignation nf the human heart against the pests and

the disturbers ofhuman society. Now, could I, upon the

1 strength of these warm expostulations, have got the

1 thief to give up his stealing, and the evil speaker

his censoriousiiess, and the liar his deviations from

1
truth, I should have felt all the repose of one who

' had gotten his ultiniate object. It never occurred to

I

me that all this might have been done, and yet every

I Boul of every liearor have remained in full alienation

from God ; and that even could I have established in

the bosom of one who stole such a principle of abhor-

rence at the meanness of dishonesty that he was pre-

vailed upon to steal no more, he might still have

retained a heart as completely unturned to God, and

as totally unpossessed by a principle of love to Him,

Chalmers became the rnso in Sontland amnnft the young

preachers, hut few could do more than copy hie defects.

» London Magazine.

as before. In a word, though I might have niade him

a more upright and honourable man, I tniglit have

hft him as destitute of the essence of religious jirin-

ciplc as ever. But the interesting fact is, that during

the whole of that period in which I maile no attempt

against the natural enmity of the mind to God, vrhile

Twas inattentive to the way in which this enmity is

dissolved, even by the free offer on the one hand, and

the believing acceptance on the other, of the gospel

salvation; while Christ, through whose blood the

sinner, who by nature stands afar off, is brought near

to the heavenly Lawgiver whom he has offended, was

scarcely ever spoken of, or spoken of in such a way

as stripped him of all the imj.ortance of his character

and his offices, even at this time 1 certainly did press

the reformations of honour, and truth, and integrity

among my people ; but I never once heard of any

such refonnations having been effected amongst theni.

If there was anything at all brought about in tins

way, it was more than ever I got any account of. I

am not sensible that all the vehemence with which I

ur»ed the virtues and the proprieties of social life bad

the weight of a feather on the moral habits of my
parishioners. And it was not till I got impressed by

the utter alienation of the heart in all its desires and

affections from God ; it was not till reconciliation to

him became the distinct and the prominent object of

my ministerial exertions; it was not till I took the

Scriptural way of laying the method of reconciliation

before them ; it was not till the free offer of forgive-

ness thr<iugh the blood of Christ was urged upon their

accej.tance, and the Holy Spirit given through the

channel of Christ's mediatorship to all who ask him,

was set before them a.s the unceasing object of their

dependence and their prayers; it was not, in one

word, till the contemplations of my people were turned

to these great and essential elements in the hupiness

of a soul providing for its interest with God and the

concerns of its eternity, that I ever heard of any of

those subordinate reformations which I aforetime

made the earnest and the zealous, but, I am afraid,

at the same time the ultimate object of my eariicr

ministrations. Ye servants, whose scrupulous fidelity

has now attracted the notice and drawn forth in my

hearing a delightful testimony from your masters

what mischief you would have done had your zeal

for doctrines and sacraments been accomi>anied by

the sloth and the remissness, and what, in the pre-

vailing tone of moral relaxation, is counted the allow-

able purl.>ining of your earlier days ! But a sense "f

your heavenly Master's eye has brought another ic-

fluence to bear upon you ; and while you are thus

striving to adorn the doctrine of God your Saviour in

all things, you may, poor as you are, reclaim the

ureat ones of the land to the acknowledgment of thegreat ones ui tuc kaiiy* ti' ^"^ " o

faith. You have at least taught me that to preach

Christ is the only effective way of preaching morality

in all its branches ; and out of your humble cottages

have I gathered a lesson, which I pray God I may

be enabled to carry with all its simplicity into a

wider theatre, and to bring with all the power of its

subduing efficacy upon the vices of a more crowded

population.

From Kilmanv Dr Chalmers removed to the new-

church of St .John's in Glasgow, wliere his labours

were unceasing and meritorious. Here his principal

sermons were delivered and published ; and his tame

as a preacher and author was ditliised not only

over Great Britain, but throughout all Europe and

America. In 182:i he removed to St Andnnvs, as

professor of moral philosophy in the United college

;

and in lS'->8 he was appointed professor of divinity

in the university of Edinburgh. This appointment

he relinquished in 1843, on his secession from the

established church.
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IPictuix of the Chase—Cruelty to Animala.'}

The fiufTerings of the lower aniinuls nmy, when out

of sight, be out of miiul. But more than tin;', these

sufferinjjs may be in sijiht^ aiu! yet out of iniml. This

is 8trikin;;ly cxeinplitiei! in the sports of the tield, in

the midst of whose varied and aniniatiii;; bustle that

cruelty which all along is present to the senses may
not for one moment have been present to the thoughts.

There sits a somewhat ancestral difrnity and j,'lory on

this favourite pastime of joyous old Kngland ; when
the gallant knighthood, and the hearty yeomen, and
the amateurs or virtuosos of the chase, and the full

assembled jockcyship of half a province, muster to-

gether in all the pride and pageantry of their great

emprize—and the panorama of some noble landscape,

lighted up with autumnal clearness from an unclouded

heaven, pours fresh exhilaration into every blithe and

choice spirit of the scene—and every adventurous

heart is braced and impatient for the liazards of

the coming enterprise—and even the high-breathed

coursers catch the general sympathy, and seem to fret

in all the restiveness of their yet checked and irri-

tated tire, till the echoing horn shall set them at

liberty—even that horn which is the knell of death

to some trembling victim now brought forth of its

lurking-place to the delighted gaze, and borrie down
upon with the full and open cry of its ruthless pur-

suers. Be assured that, amid the whole glee and

fervency of this tumultuous enjoyment, there might

not, in one single bosom, be aught so fiendish as a
principle of naked and abstract cruelty. The fear

which gives its lightning-speed to the unhappy ani-

mal ; the thickening horrors which, in the progress of

exhaustion, must gather upon its flight ; its gradually

sinking energies, and, at length, the terrible certainty

of that de>truction which is awaiting it ; that piteous

cry which the ear can sometimes distinguish amid
the deafening clamour of the bloodhounds as they

spring exultingly upon their prey; the dread massacre

and dying agonies of a creature so miserably torn ;

—

all this weight of sutfcring, we admit, is not once

sympathised with ; but it is just because the suffering

itself is not once thought of. It touches not the sen-

sibilities of the heart ; but just because it is never

present to the notice of the mind. We allow that the

hardy followers in the wild romance of this occupa-

tion, we allow them to be reckless of pain, but this is

not rejoicing in pain. Theirs is not the delight of the

savage, but the apathy of unreflecting creatures.

They are wholly occupied with the chase itself and
its spirit-stirring accompaniments, nor bestow one

moment*s thought on the dread violence of that in-

fliction upon sentient nature which marks its tenni-

uation. It is the spirit of the competition, and it

alone, which goads onward this hurrying career; and
even he who in at the death is foremost in the triumph,

although to him the death itself is in sight, the agony

of its wretched 8uff*erer is wholly out of mind. * *

Man is the direct agent of a wide and continual

distress to the lower animals, and the fjuestion is, Can
any method be devised for its alleviation ? On this

subject that Scriptural image is strikingly realised,
* The whole inferior creation groaning and travaiUing

together in pain,' because of him. It signifies not to

the substantive amount of the suffering whether this

be prompted by the hardness of his heart, or only per-

mitted through the heedlessness of his mind. In

either way it holds true, not only that the arch-de-

vourcr man stands pre-eminent over the tierce>t chil-

dren of the wilderness as an aninntl of prey, hut that

for his lordly and luxurious appetite, as well as for

his service or merest curiosity and amusement, Nature
must be ransacked throughout all her elements.

Rather than forego the veriest gratifications of vanity,

he will wring them from the anguish of wretched and

ill-fated cre;itures ; and whether for the iudulgLnce

of his barimric sensuality or barbaric spK'nduur, can
stalk piirainnunt over the sutierings of that prostrate

creation which has been placed beneath his feet. That
beauteous domain whereof he has been constituted

the terrestriiil so\-ereign, gives out so miuiy blissful

and bL*nignant aspects; and whether we look to its

peaceful lakes, or to its flowery landscapes, or its

evening skies, or to all that soft attire which over-

spreads the hills and the valleys, lighted up by smiles

of sweetest sunshine, and where animals disport them-
selves in all the exuberance of gaiety— this surely

were a more befitting scene for the rule of clemency,

than for the iron rod of a murderous and remorseless

tyrant. But the present is a mysterious world wherein

we dwell. It still bears much upon its materialism of

the impress of Paradise. But a breath from the air of

Pandemonium has gone over its living generations
;

and so * the fear of man and the dread of man is now
upon every beast of the earth, and upon every fowl of

the air, and upon all thn.t moveth upon the earth,

and upon all the fishes of the sea ; into man's hands
arc they delivered : every moving thing that liveth is

meat for him
;
yea, even as the green herbs, there

have been given to him all things.* Such is the extent

of his jurisdiction, and with' most full and wanton
license has he revelled among its privileges. The
whole earth labours and is in violence because of his

cruelties ; and from the amphitheatre of sentient

Nature there sounds in fancy's ear the bleat of one

wide and universal sufll-ring—a dreadful homage to

the power of Nature's constituted lord.

These sufi'erings are really felt. The beasts of the

field are not so many automata without sensation,

and just so conscructed as to give forth all the

natural signs and expressions of it. Nature hath not

practised this univursiil deception upon our species.

These poor animals just look, and tremble, and give

forth the very indications of suffering that we do.

Theirs is the distinct cry of pain. Theirs is the un-

equivocal physiognomy of puin. They put on the

same aspect of terror on the demonstrations of a

menaced blow. They exhibit the same distortions of

agony after the infliction of it. The bruise, or the

burn, or the fracture, or the deep incision, or the

fierce encounter witli one of equal or superior strength,

just affects them similarly to ourselves. Their blood

circulates as ours. They have pulsations in various

parts of the body like ours. They sicken, and they

grow feeble with age, and, finally, they die just as we
do. They possess the same feelings ; and, what ex-

poses them to like suff'ering from another quarter,

they possess the same instincts with our own species.

The lioness robbeil of her whelps causes the wilderness

to wring aloud with the proclamation of her wrongs;

or the bird whose little household has been stolen,

fills and saddens all the grove with melodies of deepest

pathos. All this is palpable even to the general and
unlearned eve : and when the physiologist lays open

the recesses of their system by means of that scalpel,

under whose operation they just shrink and are con-

vulsed as any living subject of our own species—there

stands forth to view the same sentient apparatus,

and furnished with the stime conductors for the trans-

mission of feeling to every minutest pore upon the sur-

face. Theiis is unmixed and unmitigated pain— the

agonies of martyrdom without the alleviation of the

hopes and the sentiments whereof they are incapabh*.

When they lay them do^vn to die, their only ft-l low-

ship is with suffering ; for in the prison-houae of their

beset and bounded faculties there can no it-lief be

afforded by communion with other interests or other

things. The attention does not lighten tlieir di^trcss
^

as it does that of man, by carrying off' his spirit from

that existing pungency and pressure which mi:;ht else

be overwhelming. There is but room in their ntyste-
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rioufl economy for one inmate, and that in, the absorb-

ing sense of their own single and concentrated anguish.

And so in that bed of torment whereon the wounded

animal lingers and expires, there is an unexplored

depth and intensity of suffering which the poor dumb
animal itself cannot tell, and against which it can

offer no remonstrance— an untold and unknown
amount of wretchedness of which no articulate voice

gives utterance. Hut there is an eloquence in its

silence ; and the very shroud which disguises it only

serves to aggravate its horrors.

[Insignificance ofthii Earth.']

Thongh the earth were to be burned up, though the

trumpet of its dissolution were sounded, though yon

sky were to pass away as a scroll, and every visible

glory which the finger of the Divinity has inscribed

on "it were extinguished for ever—an event so awful

to us, and to every world in our vicinity, by which so

many suns would be extinguished, and so many varied

scenes of life and population would rush into forget-

fulness—what is it in the high scale of the Alniiglity's

workmanship ? a mere shred, which, though scattered

into nothing, would leave the universe of God one en-

tire scene of greatness and of majesty. Though the

earth and the heavens were to disappear, there are

other worlds which roll afar ; the light of other suns

shines upon them ; and the sky which mantles them

(s garnished with other stars. Is it presumption to

say that the moral world extends to these distant and

unknown regions? that they are occupied with people <

that the charities of home and of neighbourhood flou-

rish there ? that the praises of God are there lifted up,

and his goodness rejoiced in! that there piety has its

temples and its offerings! and the richness of the

divine attributes is there felt and admired by intelli-

gent worshippers ?

And what is this world in the immensity which

teems with them ; and what are they who occupy it

!

The universe at large would suffer as little in its

•plendour and variety by the destruction of our planet,

as the verdure and sublime magnitude of a forest

would sufiiir by the fall of a single leaf. The leaf

quivers on the branch which supports it. It lies at

the mercy of the slightest a<;cident. A breath of wind

tears it from its stem, and it lights on the stream of

water which passes underneath. In a moment of time

the life, which we know by the microscope it teems

with, is extinguished ; and an occurrence .so insigni-

ficant in the eye of man, and on the scale of his ob-

servation, carries in it to the myriads which people

this little leaf an event as terrible and as decisive as

the destruction of a world. Now, on the grand scale

of the universe, we, the occupiers of this ball, which

performs its little round among the .suns and the sys-

tems that astronomy has unfolded—we may feel the

same littleness and the .same insecurity. VVe difl'er

from the leaf only in this circumstance, that it would

require the operation of greater elements to destroy us.

But these elements exist. The fire which rages within

may lift its devouring energy to the surface of our

planet, and transform it into one wide and wasting

volcano. The sudden formation of elastic matter in

the bowels of the earth—and it lies within the agency

of known substances to accomplish this—may explode

it into fragments. The exhalation of noxious air from

below may impart a virulence to the air that is around

us ; it may affect the delicate proportion of its ingre-

dients ; and the whole of animated nature may wither

and die under the malignity of a tainted atmosphere.

A blazing comet may cross this fated (ilanet in its

orbit, and realise all the terrors which superstition

has conceived of it. We cannot anticipate with pre-

cision the consequences of an event which every astro-

nomer must know to lie within the limits of chance

and probability. It may hurry our globe towards the

sun, or drag it to the outer regions of the planetary

system, or give it a new axis of revolution—and the

effect, which I shall simply announce without explain-

ing it, would be to change the jdace of the ocean, and
bring another mighty flood upon our islands and con-

tinents.

These are changes which may happen in a single

instant of time, and against which nothing known in

the present system of things provides us with any
security. They might not annihilate the earth, but

they would unpeople it, and we, who tread its surface

with such firm and assured foot^teps, are at the mercy

of devouring elements, which, if let Ictose upon us by

the hand of the Almighty, would spread solitude, and
silence, and death over the dominions of the world.

Now, it is this littleness and this insecurity which

make the protection of the Almighty so dear to us,

and bring with such emphasis to every pious bosom
the holy lessons of humility and gratitude. The God
who sitteth above, .and presides in high authority over

all worlds, is mindful of man ; and though at this

moment his energj* is felt in the remotest provinces of

creation, we may feel the same security in his provi-

dence as if we were tlie objects of his undivided care.

It ia not for us to bring our minds up to this mys-

terious agency. But such is the incomprehensible

fact, that the same Being, whose eye is abroad over

the whole universe, gives vegetation to every blade of

gra.ss, and motion to every particle of blood which cir-

culates through the veins of the minutest animal;

that though his mind takes into his comprehensive

grasp itnmensity and all its wonders, I am as much
knoAvn to him as if I were the single object of his at-

tention ; that he marks all ray thoughts ; that he gives

birtli to every feeling and every movement within me;
and that, with an exercise of power which I can neither

describe nor comprehend, the same God who sits in the

higiiest heaven, and reigns over the glories of the fir-

mament, is at my right hand to give me every breath

which I draw, and every comfort which I enjoy.

TRAVELLERS.

Recent years have witnessed an immense influx

of books of travels and voyages—^journals and nar-

ratives of personal adventure—the result of that

spirit of scientific discovery, religious zeal, and en-

lightened curiosity, which characterise the nine-

teenth century. In physical geography large ad-

vances have been made. The e.xtension of commerce
and improvement of navigation have greatly facili-

tated foreign travelling ; steamboats now traverse

both the Atlantic and Mediterranean ; and the

overland route to India has introduced us to a more
intimate acquaintance with the countries, so fertile

in interesting and romantic associations, which lie

between India and Britain. Indeed, if we except

some of the populous regions in the interior of

Africa—still guarded hy barbarous jealousy and
bigotry—almost every corner of the earth has been

penetrated hy British enterprise; and those coun-

tries endeared to us from the associations of Holy
Writ, the gorgeous and fascinating fictions of Eastern

fable, or the wisdom and beauty of the classic jihi-

losophers and poets, have been rendered familiar to

every class of British society. Even war has been

instrumental in adding to our knowledge of foreign

nations. The French invasion of Egypt led to the

study of Egyptian antiquities—for Napoleon carried

savans in his train—and our most vulualile infornia-

ticm regarding India has been derived from officers

eng.aged in hostile missions and journeys caused by

war. The embassies of Macartney and Amlierst to

China (the first of which was highly satisfactory)
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were [immptfil hy tlio uiifricmlly nnd narrow-niiniled

conduct of the Cliinpso ; and our lute collision with

the emperor has also added to our previous scanty
knowledge of that vast unexplored country, and
may yet be prwluctive of higher results.

JAMES BRUCE.

One of the most romantic and persevering of our
travellers was .Iames Bruce of Kinnaird, a Scottish

gentleman of ancient family and property, who de-

voted several years to a journey into Abyssinia to

discover the sources of the river Nile. The foun-

tains of celebrated rivers have led to some of our
most interesting exploratory expeditions. Super-
stition has hallowed the sources of the Nile and the

Ganges, and the mysterious Niger long wooed our
adventurous travellers into the sultry plains of

Africa. The inhabitants of mountainous countries

still look with veneration on their principal streams,

and as they roll on before them, connect them in

imagination with the ancient glories or traditional

legends of their native land. Bruce partook largely

of this feeling, and was a man of an ardent enthu-
siastic temiierament. He was born at Kinnaird
House, in the county of Stirling, on the 14th of

December 1730, and was intended for the legal pro-

fession. He was averse, however, to the study of

the law, and entered into business as a wine-mer-
chant in London. Being led to visit Spain and
Portugal, he was struck with the architectural

ruins and chivalrous tales of the Moorish dominion,

and applied himself diligently to the study of East-

ern antiquities and languages. On his return to

England he became known to the government, and
it was proposed that he should make a journey to

Barbary, which had been partially explored by Dr
Shaw. At the same time the consulship of Algiers

became vacant, and Bruce was appointed to the

oflBce. He left England, and arrived at Algiers in

1762. Above six years were spent by our traveller

at Algiers and in various travels (during which he
surveyed and sketched the ruins of Palmyra and
Baalbec), and it was not till June 1768 that he

reached Alexandria. From thence he proceeded to

Cairo, and embarked on the Nile. He arrived at

Gondar, the capital of Abyssinia, and after some stay

there, he set out for the sources of Bahr-el-Azrek,
under an impression that this was the principal

branch of the Nile. The spot was at length pointed

out by his guide—a hillock of green sod in the

middle of a watery plain. The guide counselled

him to pull otf his shoes, as the people were all

pagans, and prayed to the river as if it were God.

* Half undressed as I was,* continues Bruce, * by
the loss of my sash, and throwing otF my shoes, I

ran down the hill towards the hillock of green sod,

which was about two hundred yards distant ; the

whole side of the hill was thick grown with flowers,

the large bulbous roots of which appearing above
the surface of the ground, and their skins coming
off on my treading upon them, occasioned me two
very severe falls before I reached the brink of the

marsh. I after this came to the altar of green turf,

which was apparently the work of art, and I stood in

rapture above the principal fountain, which rises in

the middle of it. It is easier to guess than to de-

scribe the situation of my mind at that moment

—

standing in that spot which had baffled the genius,

industry, and inquiry of both ancients and moderns
for the course of near three thousand years. Kings

had attempted this discovery at the head of armies,

and each expedition was distinguished from the last

only by the difference of numbers which had perished,

and agreed alone in the disappointment which had

uniformly, and without exception, followed them all.

Kaine, riches, and honour, had been held out for a
series of ages to every individual of those myriads
these princes commanded, without having i)roduced

one man capable of gratifying the curiosity of bis

sovereign, or wiping oft' this stain upon the enterprise

and abilities of mankind, or adding this desideratum

for the encouragement of geograj)hy. Though a mere
private Briton, I triumphed here, in my own mind,
over kings and their armies! and every comparison

was leading nearer and nearer to presumption, when
the place itself where I stood, the object of my vain

glory, suggested what depressed my short-lived

triumph. 1 was but a few minutes arrived at the

sources of the Nile, through numberless dangers and
sufferings, the least of which would have overwhelmed
me but for the continual goodness and protection of

Providence : I was, however, but then half through

ray journey, and all those dangers through which 1

had already passed awaited me on my return ; I

found a despondency gaining ground fast, and blast-

ing the crown of laurels which I had too rashly woven
for myself.'

After several adventures in Abyssinia, in the

course of which he received high personal distinc-

tions from the king, Bruce obtained leave to depart.

He returned through the great deserts of Nubia
into Egypt, encountering the severest hardships and
dangers from the sand-floods and simoom of the desert,

and his own physical sutferings and exhaustion.

It was not until seventeen years after his return

that Bruce published his travels. Parts had been

made public, and were much ridiculed. Even John-
son doubted whether he had ever been in Abyssinia 1

The work appeared in 1790, in five large quarto

volumes, with another volume of plates. The
strangeness of the author's adventures at the court

at Gondar, the somewhat inflated style of the nar-

rative, and the undisguised vanity of the traveller,

led to a disbelief of his statements, and numerous
lampoons and satires, both in prose and verse, were

Btaircase at Kinnaird Huuse, Stirlingshire—Scene of

Bruce'8 Fatal Accident.

directed against him. The really honourable and
superior points of Bruce's character—such as his

energy and daring, his various knowledge and ac-

quirements, and bis disinterested zeal in undertaking
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eufh a journey at his own exi)ense—were overlooked

in this jutty wiir of the wits. Bruce felt their at-

tacks kienlj ; but he was a prouil-spirited man, and

did not iitit;n to reply to j>asquinades impeaching

his veracity. He survived his publication only four

years. Tlie foot, which had trodden without failing

the deserts of Xubi;i, slipped one evening in his own
staircase, while handing a lady to her carriage, and he

died in consequence of the injury then received, April

16, 1794. A second edition of the Travels, edited by

l)r Alexander Murray (an excellent Oriental scholar),

was published in 1805, and a third in 1813. The style

of Bruce is prolix and inelegant, though occasion-

ally energetic. He seized upon the most prominent

points, and coloured them highly. The general

accuracy of his work has been confirmed from diffe-

rent quarters. Mr Henkv Salt, the next Euro-

pean traveller in Abyssinia, twice penetrated into

the interior of the country—in 1805 and 1810—but

without reaching so far as Bruce. This gentleman

confirms the historical parts of Bruce's narrative;

and Mr Natha.mel 1'eakck (who resided many
years in Abyssinia, and was engaged by Salt)

verifies one of Bruce's most extraordinary state-

ments—the practice of the Abyssinians of eating

raw meat cut out of a living cow ! This was long

ridiculed and disbelieved, though in reality it is not

much more barbarous than the custom of the poor

Highlanders in Scotland of bleeding their cattle in

winter for food. Pearce witnessed the operation ;

a cow was tlirown down, and two pieces of flesh,

weighing about a pound, cut from the buttock, after

which the wounds were sewed up, and plastered

over with cow-dung. l)r Clarke and otlier tra-

vellers have borne testimony to the correctness of

Bruce's drawings and maps. The only disingenu-

ousness charged against our traveller is his alleged

concealment of the fact, that the Nile, whose sources

have been in .ill ages an object of curiosity, was the

Bahr-el-Abiad, or White liiver, flowing from the

west, and not the Bahr-el-Azrek, or Blue River,

which descends from Abyssinia, and which he ex-

plored. It seems also clear that Taez, the Portu-

guese traveller, had long previously visited the

source of the Bahr-el-Azrek.

MU.SGO PARK, &C.

Next in interest and novelty to the travels of Bruce

are those of JIlsgo Park in Central Africa. Mr
Park was born at Fowlshiels, near Selkirk, on the

10th of September 1771. He studied medicine, and

performed a voyage to Bencoolen in the capacity of

assistant-surgeon to an East Indianian. The Afri-

can Association, founded in 1778 for the purpose of

promoting discovery in the interior of Africa, had

sent out several travellers—John Ledyard, Lucas,

and Major Houghton— all of whom had died. Park,

however, undeterred by these examples, embraced

the society's ofl'er, and set sail in May 1795. On
the 21st of .June following he arrived at Jillifree, on

the banks of tlie Gambia. He pursued his journey

towards the kingdom of Bambarra, and saw the

great object of his mission, the river Niger flowing

towards the east. The suflerings of Park during

his journey, the various incidents he encountered,

his captivity among the Moors, and his description

of the inhabitants, their manners, trade, and cus-

toms, constitute a narrative of the deepest interest.

The traveller returned to England towards the

latter end of the year 1797, when all hope of him
had been abandoned, and in 1799 he published his

travels. The style is simple and manly, and replete

with a fine moral feeling. One of his adventures

(which had the honour of being turned into verse

by the Duchess of Devonshire) is thus related.

The traveller had reached the town of Sego, the

capital of Bambarra, and wished to cross the river

towards the residence of the king :

—

I waited more than two hours without having

an opportunity of crossing the river, during which

time the people who had cros.sed carried iuforma-

tii>n to Mansong, the king, that a white man wad
waiting fur a passage, atid was coming to see him.

lie ininiediately sent over one of his chief men, who
informed me that the king could not possibly see me
until he knew what had brought me into his country

;

aud that 1 must not presume to cross the river with-

out the king's permission. He therefore advised me
to lodge at a distant village, to which he pointed, for

the night, and said that in the morning he would

give me further instructions how to conduct myself.

This was very discouraging. However, as there was

no remedy, 1 set off for the village, where I found, to

my great mortification, that no person would admit
me into his house. I was regarded with astonish-

ment and fear, and was obliged to sit all day without

victuals in the shade of a tree ; and the night threat-

ened to be very uncomfortable—for the wind rose, and
there was great appearance of a heavy rain—and the

wild bea.sts are so very numerous in the neighbour-

hood, that I should have been under the necessity of

climbing up the tree and resting amongst the branches.

About sunset, however, as I was preparing to pass

the night in this manner, and had turned my horse

loose that he might graze at liberty, a woman, re-

turning from the labours of the field, stopped to ob-

serve me, and perceiving that I was weary and

dejected, inquired into my situation, which I briefly

explained to her; whereupon, with looks of great

compassion, she took up my saddle and bridle, and

told me to follow her. Having conducted me into

her hut, she lighted up a lamp, spread a mat on the

floor, and told me I might remain there for the night.

Finding that I was very hungry, she said she would

procure me something to eat. She accordingly went

out, and rctunied in a short time with a very fine

fish, which, having caused to be half broiled upon

some embers, she gave me for supper. The rites of

hospitality being thus performed towards a stranger

in distress, my worthy benefactress (pointing to the

mat, and telling me I might sleep there without ap-

prehension) called to the female part of her family,

who had stood gazing on me all the while in fixed

astonishment, to resume their task of spinning cotton,

in which they continued to employ themselves great

part of the night. They lightened their labour by

songs, one of which was composed extempore, for I

was myself the subject of it. It was sung by one of

the young women, the rest joining in a sort of chorus.

The air was sweet and plaintive, and the words, lite-

rally translated, were these :—
' The winds roared,

and the rains fell. The poor white man, faint and

weary, came and sat under our tree. He has no

mother to bring him milk—no wife to grind his corn.

Chorus.—Let us pity the white roan—no mother has

he,' &c. &c. Trifling as this recital may appear to

the reader, to a person in my situation the circum-

stance was afi"ecting in the highest degree. I was

oppressed by such unexpected kindness, and sleep

fled from my eyes. In the morning 1 presented my
compassionate landlady with two of the four brass

buttons which remained on my waistcoat—the only

recompense I could make her.

His fortitude under suff'ering, and the natural piety

of his mind, are beautifully illustrated by an inci-

dent related after he had been robbed and stript of

most of his clothes at a village near Kooma :

—

After the robbers were gone, I sat for some time

lookinc around me with amajcmeut and terror.
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Whichever way 1 tunicii, nothiiii; ujiju'iuvil but

danger ftiul diHiculty. I sivw inyf»elf in the midst of a

viwt wildenie.ts, in the depth of the niiny scanon,

naked and ulonc, svirruunded by savage aninuils, and
men still more savage. I wu-* ti^e hundred miles froni

the nearest European settli-nient. All these circum-

stances crowded at once on my rcctillectiuii, and 1 con-

fesa that my spirits began to fail nie. I considered my
fate a?i certain, and that I had no alternative but to

lie down and j>erish. The influence of religion, how-

ever, aided and 8upported me. I reflected that no
human prudence or foresight could possibly have
averted my present sufferings. I wa,s indeed a stranger

in a strange land, yet I was still under the protecting

eye of that Providence who has condescended to call

himself the stranger's friend. At this moment, pain-

ful as my reflections were, the extraordinary beauty

of a small moss in fructification irresistibly caught

my eye. I mention this to «Uow from what trifling

circumstances the mind will sometimes derive consola-

tion ; for though the whole plant was not larger than

the top of one of my fingers, I could not contemplate

the delicate conformation of its roots, leaves, and cap-

Bula, without admiration. Can that Being, thought

I, who planted, watered, and brought to perfection, in

this obscure part of the world, a thing which appears

of 80 small importance, look with unconcern upon the

situation and sufltrings of creatures formed after his

own image I Surely not. Reflections like these

would not allow me to despair. I started up, and,

disregarding both hunger and fatigue, travelled for-

wards, assured that relief was at hand; and I was
not disappointeil. In a short time I came to a small

village, at the entrance of which I overtook the two

shepherds who had come with me from Kooma. They
were much surprised to see me ; for they said they

never doubted that the Foulahs, when they hail

robbed, had murdered me. Departing from this

village, we travelled over several rocky ridges, and
at sunset arrived at Sibidooloo, the frontier town of

the kingdom of Manding.

Park had discovered the Niger (or Joliba, or

Quorra) flowing to the east, and thus set at rest

the doi^J>ts as to its direction in the interior of

Africa. He was not satisfied, however, but longed
to follow up his discovery by tracing it to its termi-

nation. For some years he was constrained to re-

main at home, and he followed his profession of a
surgeon in the town of Peebles. He embraced a
second offer from the African Association, and
arrived at Goree on the 28th of March 1805. Before

he saw the Niger once more * rolling its inmiense
stream along the plain,* misfortunes had thickened
around him. His expedition consisted originally of

forty-four men ; now only seven remained. He
built a boat at Sansanding to prosecute his voyage
down the river, and entered it on the 17th of

Noveml>er 1S05, with the fixed resolution to discover

the termination of the Niger, or to perish in the
attempt. The party had sailed several days, when,
on passing a rocky part of the river named Boussa.

the natives attackecl them, and Park and one of his

companions (Lieutenant Martyn) were drowned
while attempting to escape by swinnning. The
letters and journals of the traveller had been sent

by him to Gambia previous to his embarking on
the fatal voyage, and a narrative of the journey
compiled from them was published in 1S15.

I'ark had conjectured that the Niger and Congo
were one river; and in 1816 a double expedition

was planned, one part of which was destined to

ascend the Congo, and the other to descend the

Niger, hopes being entertained that a meeting would
take place at some point of the mighty stream.

The command of this expedition was given to Cap-

tain Ti'CKEV, an experienced n:\val ofllcer, and he
was accompanied by Mr Smith, a botanist, Mr
Crancb, a zoologist, and by Mr Galway, an intelli-

gent friend. The expedition was unfortunate—all

died but Ciiptain Tuckey, and he was compelled to

abandon the enterprise from fever and exhaustion.

In the narrative of this expedition, there is an in-

teresting account of the country of Cttngo, which
appears to be an undefined tract of territory,

hemmed in between Loango on the north and
Angola on the south, and stretching fur inland.

The military part of this expedition, under Major
Peddie, was equally unfortunate. He did not ascend
the Gambia, but pursued the route by the Kio
Nunez and the country of the Foulahs. Peddie
died at Kacundy, at the head of the Kio Nunez,
and Captain Campbell, on whom the connnand then
devolved, also sunk under the pressure of disease

and distress. In 1819 two other travellers, Mr
Ritchie and Lieutenant Lyon, proceeded from Tripoli

to Fezzan, with the view of penetrating southward
as far as Soudan. The climate soon extinguished

all hopes from this expedition ; Mr Ritchie sank
beneath it, and Lieutenant Lyon was so reduced as

to be able to extend his journey only to the southera
frontiers of Fezzan.

DENHAM AND CLAPPERTON.

In 1S22 another important African expedition
was planned by a diflTerent route, under the care of

Major Dknham, Captain Clapperton, and Dr
OuuNEY. They proceeded from Tripoli across the

Great Desert to Bornou, and in February 1823
arrived at Kouka, the capital of Bornou. An im-
mense lake, the Tshad, was seen to form the recep-

tacle of the rivers of Bornou, and the country was
highly populous. The travellers were hospitably

entertained at Kouka. Oudney fell a victim to the

climate, but Clapperton penetrated as far as Socka-
too. the residence of the Sultan Bello, and the

capital of the Fellatah empire. The sultan received

him with much state, and admired all the presents

that were brought to him. ' Everything,' he said,
* is wonderful, but you are the greatest curiosity of

all.' Tlie traveller's presence of mind is illustrated

by the following anecdote;—
'March 19, I was sent for,' says Clapperton, *by

the sultan, and desired to bring with me the *' look-

ing-glass of the sun," the name they gave to my
sextant. I first exhibited a planisphere of the
heavenly bodies. The sultan knew all the signs of

the zodiac, some of the constellations, and many of

the stars, by their Arabic names. The looking-glass

of the sun was then brought forward, and occasioned

much surprise. I 'had to explain all its appendages.

The inverting telescope was an object of inmiense
astonishment ; and I had to stand at some little dis-

tance to let the sultan look at me through it, for his

people were all afraid of placing themselves within
its magical influence. I had next to show him how
to take an observation of the sun. The case of the
artificial horizon, of which I had lost the key, was
sometimes very difficult to open, as happened on this

occasion : I asked one of the people near me for a
knife to press up the lid. He handed me one quite

too small, and I quite inadvertently asked for a

dagger for the same purpose. The sultan was imme-
diately thrown into a fright ; he seized his sword, and
half-drawing it from the scabbard, placed it before

him, trembling all the time like an aspen leaf. I

did not deem it prudent to take the least notice of

his alarm, although it was I who had in reality most
cause of fear ; and on receiving the dagger, I calmly
opened the case, and returned the weapon to its owner
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with a|ipurciit unconcern. When the artificial horizon

was arranged, the Bultan anil all bin attendants had

a peep at llie sun, and my breach of etiquette seemed

entirely' forgotten.'

SockatDO formed the utmost limit of the expedition.

The result was puUished in 1826, under the title of

Ntiirativc nf Tr,iirls and Discm-tries in Northern ami

Central Africa, in the i/ears 1822, 1823, and 1824, h,/

Major Denh'im, Captain Clapperlon, and the late Dr
Oudney. Clapperton resumed his travels in 1825,

and completed a journey across the continent of

Africa from Tripoli to Benin, accompanied by Cap-

tain Pearce, a naval surgeon, a draughtsman, and

Richard Lander, a young man who volunteered to

accompany him as a confidential servant. They

Imded at Badagry, in the Bight of Benin ; but death

soon cut off all but Clapperton and Lander. They

pursued their course, and visited Boussa, the scene

of Jlungo Park's death. They proceeded to Socka-

too after an interesting journey, with the view of

soliciting permission from the sultan to visit Tnn-

buctoo and Bornou. In tliis Clapperton was unsuc-

cessful ; ami being seized with dysentery, he died m
the arms of his faithful servant on the 13th of April

1827. Lander was allowed to return, and in 1830

he" published an account of Captain Clapperton's

last expedition. Tlie unfortunate traveller was at

the time of his death in his 39th year.

Clapperton made valuable additicms to our know-

ledge of the interior of Africa. ' The limit of Lieu-

tenant Lyon's journey southward across the desert

was in la"titude 24 degrees, while Major Denhani, in

his expedition to Mandara, reached latitude 9 de-

grees 15 minutes, thus adding 14 J degrees, or 900

miles, to the extent explored by Europeans. Ilorne-

luann, it is true, had previously crossed the desert,

and had proceeded as far southwards as Nyft'c, in

latitude loi degrees ; but no account was ever

received of his journey. Park in his first expedi-

tion reached Silla, in longitude 1 degree 34 minutes

west, a distance of 1100 miles from the moutli of

the Gambia. Denham and Clapperton, on the other

hand, from the east side of Lake Tshad in longitude

17 degrees, to Sockatoo in longitude 5A degrees,

explored a distance of 700 miles from east to west

in the heart of Africa ; a line of only 400 miles re-

ni.aining unknown between Silla and Swkatoo. But

the second journey of Captain Clapperton added

tenfold value to these discoveries, lie had the good

fortune to detect the shortest and most easy road to

the jiopulous countries of the interior ; and he could

boast of being the first who had completed an itine-

rary across the continent of Africa from Tripoli to

Benin.' *

EICHARD LANDER.

The honour of discovering and finally determin-

ing the course of the Niger was left to Kichard

Lander. Under the auspices of government, Lander

and his brotlier left England in January 1830. and

arrived at Badagry on the 19th of March. From

Boussa they sailed down the Niger, and ultimately

entered the Atlantic by the river Nun, one of the

branches from the Niger. They returned from their

triumph.ant expedition in Jime 1831, and published

an account of their travels in three small volumes,

for which Mr Murray, the eminent bookseller, is

said to have given a thousand guineas! Kichard

Lander was induced to embark in another expedi-

tion to Africa—a commercial speculation fltteil out

by some Liverpool nicrcliants, wliich proved an

utter failure. A party of natives attacked the ad-
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venturers on the river Niger, and Lander was

wounded by a nmsket balL lie arrived at Fernando

Po, but died from the effects of his wound on the

16th of February 18.34, aged thirty-one. A narra-

tive of this unfortunate expedition was published in

1837, in two volumes, by Mr Macgregor Laird and

Mr Uldfield, surviving officers of the expedition.

DOWDICH, CAMPBELL, AND DtlRCHELL.

Of Western Africa, interesting accounts are given

in the Mission to Ashuntee, 1819, by Mb Bowdich;

and of Southern Africa, in the Travels of Mr Camp-

bell, a missionary, 1822 ; and in Travels in tioiithern

Africa, 1822, by Mr Burchell. Campbell was the

first to penetrate beyond Lattakoo, the capital of

the Boshuana tribe of the Matchapins. He made

two missions to Africa, one in 1813, and a second

in 1820. both being undertaken under the auspices

of the Missionary Society. He founded a Christian

establishment at Lattakoo, but the natives evinced

little disposition to embrace the pure faith, so dif-

ferent from their sensual and superstitious rites.

Until Mr Bowdich's mission to Ashantee, that

powerful kingdom and its capital, Coomassie (a

city of 100,000 souls), althougli not nine days'

journey from the English settlements on the coast,

were known only by name, and very few persons in

England had ever formed the faintest idea of the

barbaric pomp and magnificence, or of the state,

strength, and political condition of the Ashantee

nation.

J. L. BUBCKHARDT—J. B. BELZ0K1.

Among the numerous victims of African disco-

very are two eminent travellers—Burckhardt and

Bel'zoni. John Li'dwig Burckhardt (1785-1817)

was a native of Switzerland, who visited England,

and was engaged by the African Association. He

proceeded to Aleppo in 1809, and resided two years

in that city, personating the character of a Mussul-

man doctor of laws, and acquiring a perfect know-

ledge of the language and customs of the East. He

visited Palnivra, Damascus, and Lebanon ;
stopped

some time at"Cairo, and made a pilgrimage to Mecca,

crossing the Nubian desert by the route taken by

Bruce. He returned to Cairo, and was preparmg to

depart thence in a caravan for Fezzan, in tlie north

of Africa, when he was cut off by a fever. His

journals, letters, and memoranda, were all preserved,

and are very valuable. He was an accurate ob-

server of men and manners, and his works throw

much light on the geography and moral condition

of the countries he visited. They were published at

intervals from 1819 to 1830. John Baptist Belzoni

was a native of I'adua, in Italy, who came to Eng-

land in 1803. lie was a man of immense stature

and muscular strength, capable of enduring the

greatest fatigue. From 1815 to 1819 he was

engaged in exploring the antiquities of Egypt.

Works on this subject had jireviously appeared—

The Egvptiaca of Hamilton, 1809; Mr Legh s Nar-

rative of a Journey in Egypt, 1816; Captain Lights

Travels, 1818; and Memoirs relating to European

and Asiatic Turkey, &c. by Mr K. Walpole, 181/.

Mr Legli's account of the antiquities of Nubia—the

region situated on the upper part of the Nile—had

attracted much attention. While the temples of

Egvpt are edifices raised alwve ground, those ol

Nubia are excavated rocks, aoi some almost ot

mountain magnitude have been hewn into <emples

and chiseled into sculpture. Mr Legh was the first

adventurer in this c;ireer. Bclzoni acted as as-

sistaut to Mr Salt (the Butish consul at Egypt) m
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exploring: tlie E^'vptian pyranruls ami ancient tonihs.

S<nuo of tlu'se remains of art were eminently riili

and splenilid, ami one wliieh he discovered near

Thebes, containing' a sarcnphapua of the finest

Oricnral alabaster, minutely sculjitured with hun-

dreds of tl-run'S, he brought witli him to Britain,

and it is now in the Uritish Jtuseum. In 1820 he

published A Xttmifire of OjyeratUms and Recent

Ihscorcrit'S wiffiin the I't/rumuis, TetiiplfS, ^'r. iti Egr/pt

and iVii/»i(i, which shows how much may be done

by the labour and unremitting exertions of one in-

dividual. Belzoni's success in Egypt, his great bodily

atrenjrth, and his adventurous spirit, inspired him
with tlie hope of achieving discoveries in Africa,

lie sailed to the coast of Guinea, with the intention

of travelling to Timbuctoo, but died at Benin of

an attack of dysentery on the 3d of December 1823.

We subjoin a few passages from Belzoni's nar-

rative :— .

[Thi Ruins at Thebes.]

On the '22d, we saw for the first time the ruins of

great Thebes, and landed at Luxor. Here I beg the

reader to observe, that but very imperfect ideas can

be formed of the extensive ruins of Thebes, even from

the accounts of the most skilful and accurate travel-

lers. It is absolutely impossible to imagine the scene

displayed, without seeing it. The most sublime ideas

that can be formed from the most magnificent speci-

mens of our present architecture, would give a very

incorrect picture of these ruins ; for such is the diffe-

rence not only in magnitude, but in form, proportion,

and construction, that even the pencil can convey but

a faint idea of the whole. It appeared to me like

entering a city of giants, who, after a long conflict,

were all destroyed, leaving the ruins of their various

temples as the only proofs of their former existence.

The temple of Luxor presents to the traveller at once

one of the most splendid groups of Egj'ptian grandeur.

The extensive propylaion, with the two obelisks, and
colossal statues in the front ; the thick groups of enor-

mous columns ; the variety of apartments, and the

sanctuary it contains ; the beautiful ornaments which

adoni every part of the walls and columns, described

by Mr Hamilton ; cause in the astonished traveller

an oblivion of all that he has seen before. If his at-

tention be attracted to the north side of Thebes by
the towering remains that project a great height above

the wood of palm-trees, he will gradually enter that

forest-like assemblage of ruins of temples, columns,
obelisks, colossi, sphinxes, portals, and an endless

number of other astonishing objects, that will convince

him at once of the impossibility of a description. On
the west side of the Nile, still the traveller finds him-
self among wonders. The temples of Goumou, Mem-
nonium, and Medinet Aboo, attest the extent of the

great city on this side. The unrivalled colossal figures

in the plains of Thebes, the number of tombs exca-

vated in the rocks, those in the great valley of the

kings, with their paintings, sculptures, mummies, sar-

cophagi, fijrures, kc. are all objects worthy of the ad-

miration of the traveller, who will not fail to wonder
how a nation which wa-fonce so great as to erect these

stupendous edifices, could so far fall into oblivion

that even their language and writing are totally un-
known to us.

[Opening a Tomb at 77ic&cs.]

On the 16th of October 1817, I set a number of

fellahs, or labouring Arabs, to work, and caused the

earth to be opened at the foot of a steep hill, and un-

der the bed of a torrent, which, when it rains, pours a

great quantity of water over the spot in which they

were digging. No one could imagine that the ancient

Kgyptians would make the entrance into such an im-

nu-iihe and superb excavation just under a torrent of

water; but I had strong reasons to sujipose that there

was a tomb in that place, from indications 1 had pre-

viously observed in my search of other sepulchres.

The Arabs, who were accustomed to dig, were all of

opinion that nothing was to be found there; but I

persisted in carrying on the work ; and on the even-

ing of the following day we perceived the part of the

rock that had been hewn and cut away. On the 18th,

early in the monilng, the task was resumed ; and
about noon, the workmen reached the opening, which

was eighteen feet below the surface of the ground.

When there was room enough for me to creep through

a passage that the earth had left under the ceiling of

the first corridor, I perceived immediately, by the

painting on the roof, and by the hieroglyphics in

basso-relievo, that I had at length reached the entrance

of a large and magnificent tomb. I hastily passed

along this corridor, and came to a staircase 23 feet long,

at the foot of which I entered another gallery 37 feet

3 inches long, where my progress was suddenly ar-

rested by a large pit 30 feet deep and 14 feet by 12

feet 3 inches wide. On the other side, and in front of

nie, I observed a small aperture 2 feet wide and 2 feet

6 inches high, and at the bottom of the pit a quantity

of rubbish. A rope fastened to a piece of wood, that

was laid across the passage against the projections

which formed a kind of doorway, appeared to have

been used formerly for descending into the pit; and
from the small aperture on the opposite side hung
another which reached the bottom, no doubt for the

purpose of ascending. The wood, and the rope fast-

ened to it, crumbled to dust on being touched. At
the bottom of the pit were several pieces of wood placed

against the side of it, so as to assist the person who
was to ascend by means of the rope into the aperture.

It was not till the following day that we contrived to

make a bridge of two beams, and crossed the pit, when
we discovered the little aperture to be an opening

forced through a wall, that had entirely closed what

we afterwards found to be the entrance into magnifi-

cent halls and corridors beyond. The ancient Egyp-

tians had closely shut it up, plastered the wall over,

and painted it like the rest of the sides of the pit, so

that, but for the aperture, it would have been impos-

sible to suppose that there was any further proceeding.

Any one would have concluded that the tomb ended

with the pit. Besides, the pit served the purpose of

receiving the rain-water which might occasionally fall

in the mountain, and thus kept out the damp from

the inner part of the tomb. We passed through the

small aperture, and then made the full discovery

of the whole sepulchre.

An inspection of the model will exhibit the nume-
rous galleries and halls through which we wandered

;

and the vivid colours and extraordinary figures on

thewalls and ceilings, which everywhere met our view,

will convey an idea of the astonishment we must have

felt at every step. In one apartment we found the

carcase of a bull embalmed ; and also scattered in

various places wooden figures of mummies covered

with asphaltum to preserve them. In some of the

rooms were lying about statues of fine earth, baked,

coloured blue, and strongly varnished ; in another

part were four wooden figures standing erect, four feet

high, with a circular hollow inside, as if intendftl to

contain a roll of papyrus. The sarcophagus of Oriental

alabaster was found in the centre of the hall, to which

I gave the name of the saloon, without a cover, which

had been removed and broken ; and the body that had
once occupied tliis superb coffin had buen carried

away. We were not, therefore, the first who had pro-

fanely entered this mysterious mansion of the dead,

though there is no doubt it had remained undisturbed

since the time of the invasion of the Persians.
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The an-hitcctural ruins anil monuments on the
banks of the Nile are siupemlous relics of former
ages. Tliey reach buck to tiie period when Tiiebes
pdureil her heroes throu;:h a hundred Rates, and
Greece and Home were the desert abtides of barba-
rians. * Fn)m the tops of ilie iVramids,* said Napo-
leon to his eohliera on the eve of battle, * the shades
of forty centuries look down upon you.' Learning.'
and ^e^'ea^ch have unveiled part of the mystery of
these august memorials. Men like IJelzoni have
penetrated into the vast sepulchres, and uneiirthed
the huye sculpture ; and sclu'l.irs like Yuung and
Chanipullioii, hy discovering the hieroglyphic writ-
ing uf the ancient Egyptians, have been able to as-

certain their object and history. The best English
books on Egypt are. The Manners and Custiurm (f (he

Ancient E</i//>tiuns, by J. G. Wilkinson, 18^7; and
An Aranint uf the Manners and Customs of the Motleni
Eyt/ptiansy by Edwaku W. Lase, 1836.

DR E. D. CLARKE.

One of the most original and interesting of modern
travellers was the late Kkv. Dr Edward Daniel
Clarkk (1769-1822), a fellow of Jesus college, Cam-
bridge, and the first professor of mineralogy in that
university. In 1790 Dr Clarke set oti' with Mr
Malthus, and some other college friends, on a journey
among the northern nations. lie travelled for three
years and a half, visiting the south of Uussia, part
of Asia, Turkey, Egypt, and Palestine. Tiie first

volume of his travels appeared in 1810, and included
Russia, Tartary, and Turkey. The second, which
became more popular, was issued in 1812, and in-

cluded Greece, Egypt, and the Holy Land; and
three other volumes appeared at intervals before

1819. The sixth volume was published after his

death, part being contributed by Mr Walpole,
author of travels in the Levant. Dr Clarke received
from his publishers the large sum of ilTOOO for his

collection of travels. Their success was immediate
and extensive. As an honest and accomplished
writer, careful in his facts, clear and polished in his

style, and comprehensive in his knowledge and ob-
servation, Dr Clarke has not been excelled by any
general Eurctpean traveller.

{Description of Uie Pyramid.^.]

We were roused as soon as the sun dawned hy An-
tony, our faithful Greek servant and interpreter, with
the intelligence that the pyramids were in view. We
hastened from the cabin ; and never will the impression

made by their appearance be obliterated. Ry refiect-

ing the sun's rays, they appear as white as snow, and
of such surprising magnitude, that nothing we had
previously conceived in our imagination had prepared
us for the spectacle we beheld. The sij^ht instantly

convinced us that no power of description, no delinea-
tion, can convey ideas adequate to the effect produced
in viewing these stupendous monuments. The for-

mality of their construction is lost in their prodigious
magnitude ; the mind, elevated by wonder, feels at
Once the force of an axiom, which, however disputetl,

experience confirms—that in vastness, whatsoever be
its nature, there dwells sublimity. Another proof of

their indescribable jiower is, that no one ever ap-
proached them under other emotions than those of
terror, which is anotlier principal source of the nub-

lime. In certain instances of irritable feeling, this

impression of awe and fear has been so great as to

cause pain rather than pleasure ; hence, perhaps, have
originated de.>criptionM of the jiyrainids which rei)re-

sent them as deformed and jilouniy masses, without
taate or beauty. Persons who have derived no satis-

faction from the contemplation of them, may not have

been conscious that the uneasiness they experienced
wa-s u result of their own sensibility. Others have
acknowledged ideas widely different, excit«d by every
wonderful circumstance of character and of situation
— ideas of duration, almost endless; of power, incon-
ceivable

; of majesty, Mupreme ;of solitude, most awful

;

of grandeur, of desolation, and of repose.

Cpon the 'ZM of August 180*2 we set out for the
pyranuds, the inundation enabling us to approach
within less than a mile of the larger pyramid in our
djerni.* Messrs Hammer and ilamilton accompanied
us. \\'e an-ived at Djiza at daybreak, and called
upon some English officers, who wished to join our
party upon this occasion. From Djiza our approach
to the pyramids was through a swampy country, by
means of a narrow canal, which, however, was deep
enough ; and we arrived without any obstacle at nine
o'clock at the bottom of a sandy slope leading up to
the principal pyramid. Some Redouin Arabs, who
had assembled to receive us upon our landing, were
nmch aniused by the eageniess excited in our whole
party to prove who should first set his foot upon the
summit of this artificial mountain. With what
anuuement did we survey the vast sui-face that was
presented to us when we arrived at this stupendous
moimnient, which seemed to reach the clouds. Here
and there appeared some Arab guides upon the im-
mense masses above us, like so many pigmies, waiting
to show the way to the summit. Now and then we
tlmught we heard voices, and listened ; but it was the
wind in powerful gusts sweeping the immense ranges
of stone. Already some of our party had begun the
a*^rent, and were pausing at the tremendous depth
which they ^aw below. One of our military compa-
nions, after having surmounted the most dithcult part
of the undertaking, became giddy in consequence of
looking duvvn from the elevation he had attained ; and
being compelled to abandon the project, he hired an
Arab to assist luni in effecting his descent. The rest

of UF, more accustomed to the business of climbing
heights, with many a halt fur respiration, and many
an exclanuition of wonder, pui-sued our way towards
the summit. The mode of ascent has been frequently
described ; and' yet, from the questions which are often
proposed to travellers, it does not appear to be gene-
rally understood. The readier may imagine himself
to be upon a staircase, every step of which, to a man
of middle stature, is nearly breast high, and the
breadth of each step is equal to Its height, conse-

quently the footing is secure ; and although a retro-

spect in going up be sometimes fearful to persons
unaccustomed to look down from any considerable

elevation, yet there is little danger of falling. In some
places, indeed, where the stones are decayed, caution
may be required, and an Arab guide is ahvuvs neces-

sary to avoid a total interruption; but, upon the

whole, the means of ascent are such that almost every
one nuiy accoujplish it. Our progress was impeded by
other causes. U'e carried with us a few instruments,
such as our boat compass, a thermometer, a telescope,

kc. ; these could not be trusted in the hands of the

Arabs, and they were liable to be broken every instant.

At length we reached the topmost tier, to tlie great

delight and satisfaction of all the party. Here we
found a platform thirty-two iVet square, consisting of

nine large stones, each of which might weigh about
a ton, although they are nmch inferior in size to

some of the stones used in the construction of this

pyramid. Travellers of all ages, and of various

nations, have here inscribed their names. Some are

written in (ircek, many in Krencli, a it:\\' in Arabic,

one or two in English, and others in Ealin. ^^"e were
as desirous as our jiredeccssors to leave a memorial
of our arrival ; it seemed to be a tribute of thankful-

ness due for the success of our undertaking; and jirc-

» Boat of the Nile.
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lently every one of our party was seen bu^ivd in adding
the inscription of hiH nnnu-.

\J\wn ibis urea, which looks like a point when seen

from Cairo or from the Nile, it is extraordinary that

Doue of those numerous hermits fixed their abode
who retired to the tops of columns and to almost in-

accessible solitudes upon the pinnacles of the highest

rocks. It offers a much more convenient and secure

retreat than waa selected by an ascetic, who pitched

his residence upon the architrave of a tentple In the

vicinity of Athens. The heat, according to Fahrenheit's

thermometer at the time of our coming, did not ex-

ceed 84 degrees ; and the same temperature continued

during the time we remained, a strong wind blowing

from the north-west. The view from this eminence
amply fulfilled our expectations ; nor do the accounts

which have been given of It, as It appears at this season

of the year, exaggerate the novelty and grandeur of

the sight. All the region towards Cairo and the Delta

resembled a sea covered with innumerable islands.

Forests of palm-trees were seen standing in the water,

the inundation spreading over the land where they

stood, so as to give them an appearance of growing In

the flood. To the north, as far as the e3'e could reach,

nothing could be discerned but a watery surface thus

diversified by plantations and by villages. To the

south we saw the pyramids of Saccara ; and upon the

east of these, smaller monuments of the same kind

nearer to the Nile. An appear.ince of ruins might
indeed be traced the whole way from the pyramids of

Djiza to those of Saccara, as if they had been once

connected, so as to constitute one vast cemetery. Be-

yond the pyramids of Saccara we could perceive the

distant mountains of the S>ald ; anil upon an eminence
near the Libyan side of the Nile, appeared a monastery

of considerable size. Towards the west and south-

west, the eye ranged over the great Libyan Desert,

extending to the utmost verge of the horizon, without

a single object to Interrupt the dreary horror of the

landscape, except dark Uoating spots caused by the

shadows of passing clouds upon the sand.

Upon the south-east side is the gigantic statue of

the Sphinx, the roost colossal piece of sculpture which
remains of all the works executed by the ancients.

The French have uncovered all the pedestal of this

statue, and all the cumbent or leonine parts of the

figure ; these were before entirely concealed by sand.

Instead, however, of answering the expectations raised

concerning the work upon which it was supposed to

rest, the pedestal proves to be a wretched substructure

of brickwork and small pieces of stone put together,

like the raost insignificant piece of modern masonry,
and wholly out of character both with respect to the

prodigious labour bestowed upon the statue itself, and
the gigantic appearance of the surrounding objects.

Beyond the Sphinx we distinctly discerned amidst
the sandy waste the remains and vestiges of a magni-
ficent building, perl ap.^ the Serapeum.

Immediately beneath our view, upon the eastern

and western side, w.i saw so many tombs that we were
unable to count the. a, some being half buried in the

sand, others rising .lonsiderably above It. All these

are of an oblong for i, with sides sloping like the roofs

of European housei . A plan of their situation and
appearance is given in Pocock's Travels. The second
pyramid, standing < > the south-west, has the remains
of a covering near its vertex, as of a plating of stone

which had once inve.ited all its four sides. Some per-

sons, deceived by the external hue of this covering,

have believed It to be of marble ; but its white appear-

ance is owing to a partial decomposition affecting the

surface only. Not a single fragment of marble can
be found anywhere near this pyramid. It is sur-

rounded by a paved court, having walls on the out-

side, and places w for doors or portals In the walls
;

also an advance ( work or nortico. A third pyramid,

of nmch smaller dimensions than the second, appears
beyond the Sphinx to the south-west ; and there are
three others, one of which Is nearly buried In the sand,
between the large pyramid and this statue to the
south-cast,

CLASSIC TRAVELLERS—FORSYTH, EHSTACE, &C,

The classic countries of Greece and Italy have
l)een described by various travellers—scholars, poets,

painters, architects, and antiquaries. The celebrated
Travels of Anacharsis^ by Barthelemy, were pub-
lished in 1788, and shortly afterwards translated

into English, This excellent work (of which the
hero is as interesting as any character in romance)
excited a general enthusiasm with resj)ect to the
memorable soil and history of Greece. \)t Clarke's
travels further stimulated inquiry, and Byron's
CJiilde Harold drew attention to the natural beauty
and magnificence of Grecian scenery and ancient
art. Mr (now Sir) John Cam Hobhouse, the fellow-

traveller of Lord Byron, published an account of his

Jonrnctf through Albania; and Dr Holland, in 181.5,

gave to the world his interesting Travels in the

Ionian Isles, Albania, Thessali/, and Macedonia. A
voluminous and able work, in two quarto volumes,
was published in 1819 by Mr Edward Dodwell,
entitled A Classical and Topographical Tour through

Greece. Sir William Gell, in 1823, gave an ac-

count of a Journey to the Movea. An artist, Mr H.
W. Williams, also published Travels in Greece and
Italy, enriched with valuable remarks on the ancient
works of art. In 1S37 a young scholar, Edward
Giffard, published a Visit to the Ionian Islands^

Athtns, and the Morea. Dr Christopher Words-
worth (now head-master of Harrow school) issued

in 1839 a work entitled Athens and Attica, finely

illustr.ited, and devoted chietlj' to classical inves-

tigations. The latest work on Greece is by a Scottish

gentleman, William Mure. Esq. of Caldwell, who
spent two months in the spring of 1838 in visiting

Greece and the Ionian Islands. His illustrations of

Greek poetry and scenery are marked by good sense
and discrimination.

Lord Byron also extended his kindling power and
energy to Italy ; but previous to this time a master-
hand had described its ruins and antiquities. A
valuable work, which has now become a standard

authority, was in 1812 published under the modest
title of Bemarks on Antiquities^ Arts, and Letters^

during an Excursion in Italy in the years 1802 and
1803, by Joseph Forsyth, Esq. Mr Forsyth (1763-
1815) was a native of Elgin, in the county of Moray,
and conducted a classical seminary at Newington-
Butts, near London, for many years. On his return

from a tour in Italy, he was arrested at Turin in

1803, in consequence of Napoleon's harsh and unjust
order to detain all British sul>jects travelling in his

dominions. After several years of detention, he
prepared the notes he had made in Italy, and pub-
lished them in England as a means of enlisting the
sympathies of Napoleon and the leading members of
the National Institute in his behalf. This last

etfort for freedom failed, and the author always re-

gretted that he had made it- Mr Fursyth was at

length released on the downfall of Napoleon in

1814. The * Kemarks' thus hastily prepared for a
special purpose, could hardly have been improved
If expanded into regular dissertations and essays.

They are vigorous and acute, evint-ing keen obser-

vation and original thinking, as well as the perfect

knowledge of the scholar and the critic. Some de-

tached sentences from Forsyth will show his pecu-
liar and picturesque style. First, of the author's

journey to Rome :

—
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* The vintajre was in full jjlow. Men, women,
children, asst-a, all were variously en(;aj?ed in the

work. I remarked in the scene a iirodinality and

negliKenee which I never saw in France. The
grapes dr(>pj)eil uiiheedeil from t!ie panniers, and

hundreds were left undipped on the vines. The
vintai^ers poured on us as we piusscd the richest

ribaldry of the Italian lan^juaKe, and seemed to

claim from Horsice's old vinilenuaiur a prescriptive

right to abuse the traveller.'*

[TVic Coliseum.']

A colossal taste gave rise to the Coliseum. Here, in-

deed, gij^antic dimensions were neccHsary ; for thou;2;h

hundred.s could enter at once, and fifty thousand find

seats, the space was still insufficient for Hume, and

the crowd fur the niurning ;j;ames bei^'an at niidiiight.

VcMpasittn and Titus, as if presaging their own deaths,

hurried the bnilding, and left several marks of their

precipitancy behind. In the upper walls they have

inserted stones which had evidently been dressed for

a different purpose. Some of the arcades are grossly

unequal ; no moulding preserves the same level and

form round the whole ellipse, and every order is full

of license. The Doric has no (rhjiyphs nor mctopejUy

and its arch is too low for its columns ; the Ionic re-

peats the entablature of the Doric ; the third order is

but a rough cast of the Corinthian, and its fuUage the

thickest water-plants; the fourth seems a mere repe-

tition of the tliird in pilasters; and the whole is

crowned by a heavy Attic. Happily for the Coliseum,

the shape necessary to an amphitheatre has given it a

stability of construction sufficient to resist fires, and
earthquakes, and lightnings, and sieges. Its ellipti-

cal fonn wa-1 the hoop which bound and held it entire

till barbarians rent that cmsolidating ring
;
popes

widened the breach ; and time, not unassisted, con-

tinues the work of dilapidation. At this moment the

hermitage is threatened with a dreadful crash, and a

generation not very remote must be content, I appre-

hend, with the picture of this stupendous monument.
Of the interior elevation, two slopes, by some called

nienianay are already demolished ; the arena, the

podium^ are interred. No member runs entire round

the whole ellipse; but every member made such a

circuit, and re-appears so often, that plans, sections,

and elevations of the original work are drawn with

the precision of a modem fabric. When the whole

amphitheatre was entire, a child might comprehend

its design in a moment, and go direct to his place

without straying In the porticos, for each arcade bears

its number engraved, and opposite to every fourth

arcade was a staircase. This multiplicity of wide,

straight, and separate passages, proves the attention

which the ancients paid to the safe discharge of a

crowd ; it finely illustrates the precept of Vitruvius,

and exposes the perplexity of some modern theatres.

Every nation has undergone its revolution of vices;

and as cruelty is not the present vice of ours, we can
all humanely execrate the purpose of amphitheatres,

now that they lie in ruins. Moralists may tell us

that the truly brave are never cruel ; but this monu-
ment says ' No.* Here sat the conquerors of the

world, coolly to enjoy the tortures and death of men
who had never otfeiided them. Two aqueducts were

scarcely sufficient to wash otF the human blood which

* The poet Rogers has sketched the same joyous scene of

Italian life—
' Many a canzonet

Comes throuRh the leaves, tlie vines in light festoons

From tree to tree, the trees in avenues,

And every avemie a covere<I walk

Hnng with bl;tck clusters. 'Tis enmiRh to make
The Bad man merry, the benevolent one

Melt into tears, so genurul is the joy.'

a few hours' Hport shed in this imperial shambles. Twice
in one day came the senators and matrons of Home
to the butchery ; a virgin always gave the signal for

slaughter; and when glutted with bloodshed, those

ladies sat down in the wet and streaming anna to a
luxurious supper ! ^uch reflections clieck our regret

for its ruin. As it now stands, the Coliseum is a
striking image of Home itself—decayed, vacant, se-

rious, yet grand—half-gray and half-green—erect on
one side and fallen on the other, with consecrated

ground in its bosom— inhabited by a beadsman;
visited by every ca^te ; for morali^t!^, antiquaries,

painters, architects, devotees, all meet here to medi-
tate, to exaniine, to draw, to measure, and to pray.
' In contemplating antiquities,' says Llvy, * the mind
itself becomes antique.' It contracts from such ob-

jects a venerable rust, which I prefer to the polish

and the point of those wits who have lately profaned
this august ruin with ridicule.

In the year following the publication of Fnrsytli'a

original and valuable work, appeared A Classical

Tour in Jtali/, in two large volumes, by John Chet-
woDE Eustace, an English Catholic priest, who had
travelled in Italy in the capacity of tutor. Though
pleasantly written, Eustace's work is one of no
authority. Sir John Cam Ilobhouse (who furnished

the notes to tlie fourth canto of Lord Hyron's Childe
Harold, and afterwards published a volume of His-

torical Illustrations to the same poem) charaeterises

Eustace as *one of the most inaccurate and unsatis-

factory writers that have in our times attained a
temporary reputation.* Mr Eustace died at Naples
in 1815. Letters from the North of Itali/, addressed

to Mr Hallam the historian, by W. Stkwart Rose,
Esq. in two volumes, 1819, are partly descriptive

and partly critical ; and though somewhat afTccted

in style, form an amusing miscellany. A Tour throuyh

the Southern Provinces of the Kingdom of iVaplcs^ by
the Hon. R. Keppel Craven (1821), is more of

an itinerary than a work of reflection, hut is plainly

and pleasingly written. The Diary of an Invalid,

by Henry Mathews (1820), and Jxomc in the Nine-
teenth Century (1820), by Miss Wai,die, are both

interesting works : the first is lively and picturesque

in style, and was well received by the public. In

IS21 Lady Morgan published a work entitled Italy^

containing pictures of It;Uian society and manners,
drawn with more vivacity and point than delicacy.

Observations on Italy, by Mr John Bell (1825). and
a Description of the Antiquities of Rome, by Da Bur-
ton (1828). are works of accuracy and research.

Illustrations of the Passes of the Alps, by W. Brocke-
DON (1828-9), unite the effects of the artist's pencil

with the information of the observant topographer,

Mr Beckford, author of the romance of * Vathek,*

had in early life WTitten Sketches of Italy, Spain, and
Portugal. After remaining unpublished for more
than forty years, two volumes of tliese graphic and

picturesque delineations were given to the world in

1834. Time has altered some of the objects described

by the accomplished traveller, but his work alwunds

in passages of permanent interest, and of flnishcd

and beautiful composition. Every season adds to

the number of works on Italy and the other parts of

the continent.

[Fvncral Ceremony at Rome.']

[From Mathews's ' Diary of on Invalid.']

One day, in my way home, I met a funeral cere-

mony. A crucifix hung with black, followed by a

train of priests, with lighted tapers in their hands,

headed the procession. Then came a troop of figures

dressed in white robes, with their faces covered with

masks of the same materials. The bier followed, on
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which hiy the coqtse of ft vounj; woman arraved in all

thi' oniiiinents ofdrcss, with hor face expOMcd, where the

bloom of life ypt lingered. The nicnibors of ditfeifnt

fmternilies ftd lowed the bier, dressed in the robes

of their onlers, and uU ninsked. They carried lighted

tft|H'rs in their hands, and ehantetl out j^rayerM in a

sort of niunibliiig recitative. 1 followed the train to

the chiin-h, for I had doubts whether tlie beautiful

figure I had seen on the bier was not a fii;ure of wax ;

but I was soon eonviueed it was indeed the corpse of

a fellow creature, cut off in the pride and bloom of

youtliful maiden beauty. Such is the Italian mode
of conducting the last scene of the tragi-comedy of

life. As soon as a person dies, tlie relations leave the

house, and tly to bury themselves and their griefs in

Home other retirement. The care of the funeral de-

Tolves on one of the fraternities who are associated

for this purpose in every parish. These are dressed

in a sort of domino and hood, which, having holes for

the eyes, answers the purpose of a mask, and com-
pleteiy conceals the face. The funeral of the very

poorest is thus conducted with quite as much cere-

mony as need be. This is perhaps a better system

than our own, where the relatives are exhibited as a

ipcctaclc to impertinent curiosity, whilst from feel-

ings of duty they follow to the grave the remains of

those they loved. But ours is surely an unphiloso-

phical view of the subject. It looks as if we were
materialists, and considered the cold clod as the sole

reniains of the object of our affection. The Italians

reason better, and perhaps feel as much as ourselves,

when they regard the body, dejirived of the soul that

animated, and the mind that informed it, as no more
a part of the departed spirit than the clothes which
it has also left behind. The ultimate disposal of the

body is perhaps conducted here with too much of that

spirit which would disregard all claims that 'this

mortal coil' can have to our attention. As soon as

the funeral service is concluded, the corpse is stripped

and consigned to those who have the care of the in-

tcnnent. There are large vaults underneath the

churches for the reception of the dead. Those who
can afford it, are put into a wooden shell before they

are cast into one of these Golgothas ; but the great

mass are tossed in without a rag to cover them. When
one of these caverns is full, it is bricked up ; and after

fifty years it is opened again, and the bones are re-

moved to other places prepared for their reception.

So much for the last scene of the drama of life. With
respect to the first act, our conduct of it is certainly

more natural. Here they swathe and swaddle their

children till the poor urchins look like Egv'ptian

mummies. To this frightful custom one may attri-

bute the want of strength and symmetry of the men,
which is sufficiently remarkable.

[^Statue of the Mcdkean Venus at Florence.*]

[From Mathews's Diary.]

The statue that enchants the world—the unimi-
tatcd, the inimitable Venus. One is generally disap-

pointed after great expectations have been raised;

out in this instance I was delighted at first sight, and
each succeeding visit has cliarmed me more. It is

indeed a wonderful work in conception and execution
—but I doubt whether Venus be not a misnomer.
M'ho can recognize in this divine statue any traits

of the Queen of Love and Pleasure ? It seems rather

* This celebrated work of art was discovered in the villa of

Adrian, in Tivoli, in the sixteenth century, broken into thir-

teen pieces. The restorations are by a Florentine sculptor. It

was brought to Florence in the year 168!). It measures in sta-

ture only 4 feet II inches. There is no expression of passion or

eentiment in the statue : it is an image of abstract or ideal

beauty.

intended as a personification of all that is elegant,

graceful, and beautiful ; not only abstracted from all

human infirmities, but elevated above all human fod-
ings and atfectinns ; for, tliough the fi)rm is female,

the beauty is like tlie beauty of angels, wlio arc of no
sex. I wju>i at fir>t reminded of Milton*s Kve ; but in

Kve, even in her days of iiuiticence, there was some
tincture of humanity, of which there is none in the
Venus ; in whof-e eye there is no heaven, and in whose
gesture there is no love.

[_A Mornhf/ in Venice.']

[From Beckford's * Skctclies of Italy," &c.]

It was not five o'clock before I was aroused by
a loud din of voices and sjdashing of water under my
balcony. Looking out, 1 beheld the grand canal so

entirely covered with fruits and vegetables on rafts

and in barges, that I could scarcely distinguish a
wave. Loads of grapes, peaches, and melons arrived
and disappeared in an instant, for every vessel was in

motion ; and the crowds of purchasers, hurrying from
boat to boat, formed a very lively picture. Amongst
the multitudes I remarked a good many whose dress

and carriage announced something above the common
rank ; and, upon inquiry, I found they were noble
Venetians just come from their casinos, and met to

refresh themselves with fruit before they retired, to

sleep for the day.
VVhilst I was observing them, the sun began to

colour the balustrades of the palaces, and the pure
exhilarating air of the morning drawing me abroad,
I procured a gondola, laid in my provision of bread
and grapes, and was rowed under the Rialto, down
the grand canal, to the marble steps of S. Maria della

Salute, erected by the senate in performance of a vow
to the Holy Virgin, who begged off a terrible pesti-

lence in 1G30. The great bronze portal opened whilst

I was standing on the steps which lead to it, and dis-

covered the interior of the dome, where I expatiated
in solitude ; no mortal appearing, except one old
priest, who trimmed the lamps, and muttered a prayer
before the high altar, still wrapped in shadows. The
sunbeams began to strike agaiust the windows of the
cupola, just as I left the church, and was wafted across

the waves to the spacious platform in front of St Gior-

gio Maggiore, one of the most celebrated works of Pal-

ladio. When my first transport was a little subsided,

and I had examined the graceful design of each par-

ticular ornament, and united the just proportion and
grand effect of the whole in ray mind, I planted my
umbrella on the margin of the sea, and viewed at my
leisure the vast range of palaces, of porticos, of towers,

opening on every side, and extending out of sight.

The doge's palace, and the tall columns at the en-
trance of the piazza of St Mark, form, together with
the arcades of the j-ublic library, the lofty Campanile,
and the cupolas of the ducal church, one of the most
striking groups of buildings that art can boast of. To
behold at one glance these stately fabrics, so illus-

trious in the records of former ages, before which, in

the flourishing times of the republic, so many valiant

chiefs and princes have landed, loaded with Oriental
spoils, was a spectacle I had long and ardently desired.

I thought of the days of Frederick Barbarossa, when
looking up the piazza of St Mark, along which lie

marched in solemn procession to cast himself at the

feet of Alexander III., and pay a tardy homage to

St Peter's successor. Here were no longer those

splendid fleets that attended his progress ; one soli-

tary galeas was all I beheld, anchored opposite the

palace of the doge, and surrounded by crowds of gon-

dolas, whose sable hues contrasted strongly with its

vermilion oars and shining ornaments. A party-

coloured multitude was continually shifting from one
side of the piazza to the other ; whilst senators and
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magistrates, in long black robes, were already arriring

to fill their respective offices.

I coiitemplatt'd the busy pcenc from my peaceful

plutfurin, wliire nothing htirred but aged devotees

creeping to their devotions ; and whilst I remained
tbu8 calm and tranquil, heard the distant buzz of the

town. Fortunately, some length of waves rolled be-

tween me and its tumults, so that I ate my grapes

and read Metastasio undisturbed by officiousness or

curiosity. When the sun became too powerful, I en-

tered the nave.

After I had admired the masterly structure of the

roof and the lightness of its arches, my eyes naturally

directed themselves to the pavement of white and
ruddy marble, polished, and reflecting like a mirror

the columns which rise from it. Over this I walked
to a door that admitted me into the principal quad-
rangle of the convent, surrounded by a cloister sup-

ported on Ionic pillars beautifully proportioned. A
flight of stairs ojiens into the court, adorned with

balustrades and pedestals sculptured with elegance

truly Grecian. This brought me to the refectory,

where the chi/ d^a'm-re of Paul Veronese, representing

the marriage of Cana in Galilee, was the first object

that presented itself. I never beheld so gorgeous a

group of wedding garments before; there is every

variety of fold and plait that can possibly be ima-

gined. The attitudes and countenances are more
uniform, and the guests appear a very genteel decent

sort of people, well used to the mode of their times,

and accustomed to miracles.

Having examined this fictitious repast, I cast a look

on a long range of tables covered with very excellent

realities, which the monks were coming to devour

with energy, if one might judge from their appearance.

These sons of penitence and mortification possess one

of the most spacious islands of the whole cluster; a

princely habitation, with gardens and open porticos

that engross every breath of air ; and what adds not

a little to the charms of their abode, is the facility of

making excursions from it whenever they liare a mind.

\_Dcscription of Pompeii']

[From Williams's ' Travels in Italy, Greece,* fcc.]

Pompeii is getting daily disencumbered, and a very

considerable part of this Grecian city is unveiled. We
entered by the Appian way, through a narrow street

of marble tombs, beautifully executed, with the names
of the deceaj^ed plain and legible. We looked into

the columbary below that of Marius ArJus Diomedes,

and perceived jars containing the ashes of the dead,

with a small lamp at the side of each. Arriving at the

gate, we perceived a sentry-box in which the skeleton

of a soldier was found with a lamp in his hand : pro-

ceeding up the street beyond the gate, we went into

several streets, and entered what is called a coffee-

house, the marks of cups being visible on the stone :

we came likewise to a tavern, and found the sign (not

a very decent one) near the entrance. The streets are

lined with public buildings and private houses, most
of which have their original painted decorations fresh

and entire. The pavement of the streets is much
worn by carriage wheels, and holes arc cut through
the side stones for the purpose of fastening animals in

the market-place ; and in certain situations are placed
stepping-stones, which give us a rather unfavourable
idea of the state of the streets. We passed two beauti-

ful little temples ; went into a surgeon's house, in the

operation-room of which chirurgical instruments were
found ; entered an ironmonger's shop, where an anvil

and hammer were discovered ; a sculptor's and a
baker's shop, in the latter of which may be seen an
oven and grinding mills, like old Scotch querns. We
examined likewise an oilman's shop, and a wine shop

lately opened, where money wa« found in the till; a

school in which wa^* a small pulpit, with steps up to

it, in the middle of the apartment ; a great theatre
;

a temple of justice ; an ainpliitheatre about 'J'2<i feet in

length ; various tvmples ; a barrack for soldiers, the
colunms of which are scribbled with their names and
jests ; wells, cisterns, seals triclinium«, beautiful Mo-
saic ; altars, inscriptions, fragments of statues, and
many other curious remains of antiquity. Among the

most remarkable objects wa-s an ancient wall, with
part of a still more ancient marble frieze, built in it tta

a common stone ; and a stream which has (lowed under
this once subterraneous city long before its burial

;

pipes of Terra Cotta to convey the water to the diffe-

rent streets ; stocks for prisoners, in one of which a
skeleton was found. AH these things incline one
almost to look for the inhabitants, and wonder at the
desolate silence of the place.

The houses in general are very low, and the roomt
are small; I should think not above ten feet high.

Every house is provided with a well and a cistern.

Everj'thing seems to be in proportion. The principal

streets do not appear to exceed 16 feet in width, with
side pavements of about 3 feet ; some of the subordi-

nate streets are from 6 to 10 feet wide, with side pave-

ments in proportion : these are occasionally high,

and are reached by steps. The columns of the bar-

racks are about 15 feet in height; they are made of

tuffa with stucco ; one-third of the shaft is smoothly
plastered, the rest fluted to the capital. The walls

of the houses are often painted red, and some of them
have borders and antique ornaments, masks, and imi-

tations of marble ; but in general poorly executed. I

have observed on the walls of an eating-room various

kinds of food and game tolerably represented : one
woman's apartment was adorned with subjects relating

to love, and a man's with pictures of a martial cha-

racter. Considering that the whole has been under
ground upwards of seventeen centuries, it is certainly

surj>rising th.at they should be as fresh as at the period

of their burial. The whole extent of the city, not one
half of which is excavated, may be about four miles.

ARCTIC DISCOVERY—ROSS, PARRT, FRANKHV, &C.

Contemporaneous with the African expeditions

already described, a strong desire was felt in this

country to prosecute our discoveries in the Northern
seas, which for fifty years had been neglected. The
idea of a north-west passage to Asia still presented

attractions, and on the close of the revolutionary

war, an eflTort to discover it was resolved upon. In

1818 an expedition was fitted out, consisting of two
ships, one under the command of Captain John
Uoss, and another under Likptenant, now Sir
Edwarp Parry. The most interesting feature in

this voyage is the account of a tribe of Esqui-

maux liitherto unknown, who inhabited a tract

of country extending on tlie shore for 120 miles,

and situated near Baffin's Biiy. A singular pheno-

menon was also witnessed— a range of clitfs covered

with snow of a deep crimson colour, arising from

some vegetable substance. When the expedition

came to Lancaster Soimd, a passage was confi-

dently anticipated; hut after sailing up the hay.

Captain Uoss conceived that he saw land—a high

ridge of mountains, extending directly across the

bottom of the inlet—and he abandoned the enter-

prise. Lieutenant Parry and others entertained a

difllerent opinion from that of their commander as to

the existence of land, and the admiralty fitted out a

new expedition, wliich sailed in 1S19, for tbepurp<we

of again exploring Lancaster Sound. The expe-

dition, including two sliips. the Hecla and Griper,

was intrusted to Captain Parry, who had the satis-

faction of verifying the correctness of his former

impressions, by sailing through what Captain Kosi
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supposed tfl be a mountain barrier in Lancaster
Soinul. *To bave sailed upwards of thirty decrees

of lonj^itude beyond the point rt-acbed by any forniL-r

navigator—'to bave diseovt-red many new lands,

islamls, and bays— to have established tiie nuieli-

contested existence of a Polar sea north of America
—finally, after a wintering of eleven months, to

have brought back biii crew in a sound and vigorous

state—were enough to raise his name above that of

any former Arctic voyager.' The long winter so-

journ in this Pt)lar region was relieved by various

devices and amusements : a temporary theatre was
fitted up, and the officers came forward as amateur
performers. A sort of newspaper was also esta-

blished, called the North Georgian Gazette, to which
all were invited to contribute ; and excursions abroad
were kept up as much as possible. The brilliant

results of Captain Parry's voyage soon induced

another expedition to the Northern seas of Americ;u
That commander hoisted biii flag on board the

•Fury,' and Captain Lyon, distinguished by his

services in Afric;i, received the command of the

'Ileclx* The ships sailed in May 1821. It Mas
more than two years ere they returned ; and tliough

the expedition, as to its main object of finding a pas-

sage into the Polar sea, was a failure, various geo-

graphical discoveries were made. The tediousness

of winter, when the vessels were frozen up, was
again relieved by entertainments similar to those

formerly adopted ; and further grutitication was
afforded by intercourse with the Esquimaux, who, in

their houses of snow and ice, burrowed along the

shores. We sliall extract part of Captain Parry's

account of this shrewd though savage race.

[Descrijjtion of tJie EfquimauxSl

The Esquimaux exhibit a strange mixture of intel-

lect and dulness, of cunning and siinplicity, of in-

genuity and stupitlity ; few of them could count
beyoMil tive, and not one of them beyond ten, nor could

any of them speak a dozen words of English after a

constant intercourse of seventeen or eighteen months ;

yet many of them could imitate the manners and
actions of the etrangers, and were on the whole excel-

lent mimics. One woman in particular, of the name
of Uigluik, very soon attracted the attention of our
Toyagers by the various traits of that superiority of

understanding for which, it was found, she was re-

markably distinguished, and held in esteem even by
her own countrymen. She had a great fondness for

singing, possessed a soft voice and an excellent ear
;

but, like another great singer who figured in a diffe-

rent society, * there was scarcely any stopping her

when she had once begun ;* she would listen, however,

for hours together to the tunes played on the organ.

Her superior intellifrence was perhaps most conspicuous

in the readin»*ss with which she was made to compre-
hend the manner of laying down on paper the geo-

grajthical outline of that part of the coast of America
she was acquainted with, and the neighbouring islands,

80 as to construct a chart. At first it was found difii-

cult to make her comprehend what was meant ; but

when Captain Parry had discovered that the Ks(jui-

maux w*Te already acquainted with the four cardinal

points of the compass, for which they have approjiriate

names, he drew them on a sheet of paper, together

with that portion of the coast just discovered, which
was oppasite to Winter Island, where then they were,

and of course well known to her.

We de^iired her (says Captain Parry) to complete
the rest, and to do it viikL'ce (small), when, with a
countenance of the most grave attention and peculiar

intelligence, she drew the coast of the continent be-

yond her own country, as lying nearly north from
Winter Island. The most important part still re-

mained, and it would have amused an unconcerned
looker-on to have observed the anxiety and suspense
depicted on the countenances of our part of the group
till this was accomplished, for never were the tracings

of a pencil watched with more eager solicitude. Our
surprise and satisfaction nuiy therefore in some de-
gree be imagined when, without taking it from the
paper, Iligluik brought the continental coast short
round to the westward, and afterwards to the S.S.W.,
so as to come within three or four days' journey of
Repulse Bay.

I am, however, compelled to acknowledge, that in

proportion as the superior understanding of this ex-
traordinary woman became more and more developed,
her head (for what female head is indifferent to

praise?) began to be turned by the general attention

and numberless presents she received. The superior

decency and even modesty of her behaviour had com-
bined, with her intellectual qualities, to raise her in

our estimation far above her companions ; and 1 often

heard others express what I could not but agree in,

that for Uigluik alone, of all the Esquimaux women,
that kind of respect could be entertained which mo-
desty in a female never fails to command in our sex.

Thus regarded, she had always been freely admitted
into the ships, the quarter-masters at tiie gangway
never thinking of refusing entrance to ' the wise
woman,' as they called her. Whenever any explanation
was necessary between the Esquimaux and us, Iligluik

was sent for as an interpreter ; information was chiefly

obtained through her, and she thus found herself

rising into a degree of consequence to which, but
for us, she could never have attained. Notwithstand-
ing a more than ordinary share of good sense on her
part, it will not therefore be wondered at if she be-

came giddy with her exaltation—considered her ad-
mission into the ships and most of the cabins no
longer an indulgence, but a right—ceased to return

the slightest acknowledgment for any kindness or

presents—became listless and inattentive in unravel-

ling the meaning of our questions, and careless whether
her answers conveyed the information we desired. In
short, Iligluik in P'ebruary and Iligluik in April were
confessedly very different persons; and it was at last

amusing to recollect, though not very easy to per-

suade one's self, that the woman who now sat de-

murely in a chair, so confidently expecting the notice

of those around her, and she who had at first, with

eager and wild delight, assisted in cutting snow for

the building of a hut, and with the hope of obtaining

a single needle, were actually one and the same in-

dividual.

No kind of distress can (deprive the Esquinuiux of

their cheerful temper and good humour, which they

preserve even when severely pinched with hunger and
cold, and wholly deprived for days together both of

food and fuel—a situation to which they are very fre-

quently reduced. Yet no calamity of this kind can

teach them to be provident, or to take the least

thought for the morrow ; with them, indeed, it is

always either a feast or a famine. The enormous
([uantity of aninuil food (they have no other) which
they devour at a time is almost incredible. The
quantity of meat which tiiey procured between the

first of October and the first of April was sufficient to

have I'urnished about double the number of working
people, who were moderate eaters, and had any idea of

providing for a future day; but to individuals who
can demolish four or tive pounds at a sitting, and at

least ten in the course of a day, and who never bestow

a thought on to-morrow, at least with the view to pro-

vide for it by economy, there is scarcely any supply

which could secure them from occasional scarcity. It

is highly probable that the alternate feasting and
fasting to which the gluttony and improvidence of

these people so constantly subject them, may have oc-
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EASTERN TRAVELLERS.
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Wii.sov, in 182.1, puWisliecl Trarcls in Ernjpt and
Vie JliJu Land: .Mk Ci.aidiits .Iames Kich (the
iiCi'iiin[ilislK\l Hiitisli rusiiliiit at Bu^'diul, who ilicil

ill 1.'<J1, at tliu curly ap; iif thirty-fivp) wrote an
ext't'llcrit int'iuoir of the remains of B.ibylon ; the
Hon. Geohok Keim'ki, iiciformed the overland
journey to India in 1S24, and ^a^u a narrative of
his observations in Hass.irah, Hajjdad, the ruins of
liahylon, &c JIu.I. S. Ui'CK1Xi;iiam also travelled

by the overland route (taking', liowever, the way
of the Mediterranean and the Turkish provinces
in Asia Minor), and the result of his journey was
(tiven to the world in three sejiarate works (the
latest published in 1827), entitled Travels in Pales-
tine ; Trareln among the Arah Triln's- ; and Tra-
vels in Mexii/Hitamia. l)ii R. 1{, Madoen, a medical
gentleman, who resided several years in India, in

1829 published Travels in Etii/pt, Turkey, Nubia, and
Palestine. Letters /rum the East, and Ilecollections of
Travel in the East (1830), by John Carne, Esq. of
Queen's eolletre, Cambridge, extend, the first over
Syria and E^iypt, and the second over Palestine and
C^airo. Mr Carne is a judicious observer and pic~

turesque describer, yet he sometimes ventures on
doubtful biblical criticism. The nuracle of the pas-
s,ige of the Ked Sea, for example, he thinks should
be limited to a specific change in the direction of the
winds. The idea of representing the waves stand-
ing like a wall on each side must consequently be
abandoned. ' This,' he says, ' is giving a literal in-

terpretation to the evidently figurative language of
Scripture, where it is said that "God caused the
sea to go back all night by a strong east wind ;"

and when the morning dawned, there was probably
a wide and waste expanse, from which the waters
had retired to some distance ; and that the " sea
returning in his strength in the morning," was the
rushing hack of an impetuous and resistless tide,

inevitable, but not instantaneous, for it is evident
the Egyptians turned and fled at its approach.' In
cither case a miracle must have been performed,
anil it seems unnecessary and hypercritical to at-
tempt reducing it to the lowest point. Jlr Milman,
in his history of the Jews, has fallen into this error,
and explained away the miracles of the Old Testa-
tnent till all that is supernatural, grand, and impres-
sive disappears.

Travels along the Mediterranean and Parts Ad-
jacent (1822), by Pr KonEUT Kicharpson, is an
interesting work, particularly as relates t<i anti-
quities. The doctor travelled by way of Alexan-
dria, Cairo, &c. to the second cataract of the Kile,
returning by Jerusalem, Damascus. Balbec, and
Tripoli. He surveyed the temple of Solomon, and
was the first acknowledged Christian received within
its holy walls since it has been appropriated to the
religion of Mohammed. The Journal to Some Parts of
Ethiopia (1822), by Messrs Waddington and IIan-
BCRV, gives an account of the antiipiities of Ethio-
pia and the extirpation of the Mamelukes.

Sib John Malcolm was autiior of a History nf
Persia, and Sketches of Persia. JIr Morier's Jour-
neys through Persia. Armenia, and Asia Minor, abound
in interesting descriptions of the country, people,
and government. Sir Willlui OtisELY'(who had
been private secretary to the British embassv in
Persia) has published three large volumes of travels
in various countries of the East, particularly Persia,
in 1810, 1811, and 1812. This work illustrates sub-
jects of antiquarian research, history, geography,
philology, &C. and is valuable to the scholar for its

citations from rare Oriental manuscripts. Another
valuable work on this country is Sir Kobert Ker
Porter's Travels in Georgia, Persia, Babylonia, kc.
published in 1822.

[ View of Society in Itagdml.]

[From Sir K. K. I'ojtiT's ' Travels.']

The wives of the higher classes in Itaudad are
usually selected from the most beautiful girls that can
be obtained from Clcorgia and Circassia ; and, to their
luitural charms, in like manner with their captive
sisters all over the East, they add the fancied embel-
lishments of i>aintcd complexions, hands and feet dyed
with henna, and their hair and eyebrows stained with
the rang, or prejiarcd indigo leaf. Chains of gold,
and collars of pearls, with various ornaments of precious
stones, decorate the upper part of their persons, while
solid bracelets of gold, in shapes resembling serpents,
clasp their wrists and ankles. Silver and golden
tissued muslins not only form their turbans, hut fre-

quently their under garments. In summer the ample
pelisse is maile of the most costly shawl, and in cold
weather, lined and bordered with the choicest furs.

The dress is altogether very becoming ; by its easy
folds and glittering transparency, showing a fine shape
to advantage, without the immodest exposure of the
open vest of the Persian ladies. The humbler females
generally move abroad with faces totally unveiled,
having a h.andkerchief rolled round their heads, from
beneath which their hair hangs down over their shoul-
ders, while another piece of linen pjisses under their

chin, in the fashion of the Georgians. Their garment
is a gown of a shift form, reaching to their ankles,

open before, and <if a gray colour. Their feet are com-
jiletely naked. M.any of the very inferior classes stain

their bosoms with the figures of circles, half-moons,
stars, &c. in a bluish stamp. In this barbaric embel-
lishment the poor damsel of Irak Arabi has one point
of vanity resembling that of the ladies of Irak Ajem,
The former frequently adds this frightful cadaverous
hue to her lips ; and, to complete her savage appear-
ance, thrusts a ring through the right nostril, pendent
with a flat button-like ornament set round with blue
or red stones.

But to return to the ladies of the higher circles,

whom we left in some gay saloon of Bagdad. When
all are assembled, the evening meal or dinner is soon
served. The party, seated in rows, then prepare them-
selves for the entrance of the show, which, consisting

of music and dancing, continues in noisy exhibition

through the whole night. At twelve o'clock supper is

produceil, when pilaus, kabobs, preserves, fruits, dried

sweetmeats, and sherbets of every fabric and flavour,

engage the fair cmivives for some time. Between this

second banquet and the preceding, the perfumed nar-

quiUy is never absent from their rosy lips, excepting
when they sip coffee, or indulge in a general shout of

approbation, or a hearty peal of laughter at the freaks

of the dancers or the subject of the singers' madrigals.

But no respite is given to the entertainers ; and, dur-
ing so long a stretch of merriment, should any of the

happy guests feel a sudden desire for temporary re-

pose, without the least apology she lies down to sleep

on the luxurious carjiet that is her seat ; and thus she
remains, sunk in as deep an oblivion as if the num-
mud were spread in her own chamber. Others speedily

follow her example, sleeping as sound ; notwithstand-
ing that the bawling of the singers, the horrid jjingling

of the guitars, the thumping on the jar-like double-

drum, the ringing and loud clangour of the metal bells

ami castanets of the dancers, with an eternal talking

in all keys, abrupt laughter, and vociferous expressions

of gratification, making in all a full concert of dis-

tracting sounds, sufficient, one might suppose, to

awaken the dead. But the merry tumult and joyful

strains of this conviviality gradually become fainter

and fainter ; first one and then another of the visitors

(while even the performers are not spared by the sopo-

rific god) sink down under the drowsy influence, till

at length the whole carpet is covered with the sleeping
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beauties, mixed iiiJiscriiuiuately with haiulitiaidri,

ilftiicers, and iiiu>ii:iaii!*, as fast asleep a** tlieiriMelveH.

The business, however, is not thus quietly ended.
* As soon as the sun b'-;,'ins to call furth the blushes of

tiie inoni, by lifting the veil that shades her slunibcr-

iii<r eyelids/ the faithful slaves rub their own clear of

anv lurking drowsiness, and then tug their re>peetive

nii'stressei* by the toe or the shoulder, to rouse thein

up to perform the devotional ablutions usual at the

dawn of day. All start mechanically, as if touched

bv a spell ; and then commences the splashing of

water and the muttering; of prayers, presenting a sin-

gular co!itrast to the vivacious scene of a few hours

before. This duty over, the fair devotees shake their

feathers like birds from a refreshing shower, and trip-

ping lightly forward with garments, and perhaps lonks,

a little the worse for the wear of the preceding even-

ing, plunge at once again into all the depths of its

amusements. Coffee, sweetmeats, kaliouns, as before,

accompany every obstreperous repetition of the mid-

night song and dance ; and all being followed up by

a plentiful breakfast of rice, meats, fruits, &c. towards

noon the party separate, after having spent between

fifteen and sixteen hours in this riotous festivity.

Travels in the Eaxt. by the Rev. Horatio Soi'th-

GATE (1840), describe the tnveller's route through

Greece, Turkey, Armenia, Koordistan, Persia, and

Mesopotamiji, and give a good account of the Mo-
hammedan religion, and its rites and ceremonies.

The following is a correction of a vulgar error :

—

[Beligi<ms Status of Women in theMohammedan Systan.'\

The place which the Mohammedan system assigns

to woman in the other world has often been wrongfully

represented. It is not true, as has sometimes been

reported, that Mohammedan teachers deny htradujis-

sion to the felicities of Paradise. The doctrine of the

Koran is, most plainly, that her destiny is to be de-

termiried in like manner with that of every account-

able being; and acconling to the judgment passed upon
her is her reward, although nothing definite is said of

the place which she is to occupy in Paradise. Mo-
hammed speaks repeatedly of * believing women,'
commends them, and promises them the recompense
which their good deeds deserve.

The regulations of the Sunneh are in accordance

with the precepts of the Koran. So far is woman from

being regarded in these institutions as a creature

without a soul, that special allusion is frequently

made to her, and particular directions given for her

religious conduct. Respecting her observance of Ra-

mazan, her ablutions, and inaiiy other matters, her

duty is taught with a minuteness that borders

on indecorous precision. She repeats the creed in

dving, and, like other Mussulmans, says, * lu this

faith I have lived, in this faith I die, and in this faith

I hope to rise again.' She is required to do every-

thing of religious obligation equally with men. The
command to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca extends
to her. In my journeys, I often met with women on
their way to the Holy City. They may even under-
take this journey without the consent of their hus-

bands, whose authority in religious matters extends
ouly to those acts of devotion which are not obligatory.

Women are not, indeed, allowed to be present in

the mosques at the time of public prayers ; but the

reason is not that thfy are regarded, like pagan
females, as unsusceptible of religious sentiments, but
because the meeting of the two sexes in a sacred place

is supposed to be unfavourable to devotion. This,

however, is an Oriental, not a Mohammedan prejudice.

The custom ia nearly the same among the Christians

as among the Mussulmans. In the Greek churche,*

the females are separated from the males, and concealed

behind a lattice; and something of the same kind I

have observed among the Christians of Mesopotamia.

Lettem from the South, two volumes, 1637, by Mb
Thomas Campukll, the poet, give an account of a
voyage made by that gentleman to Algiers. The
letters are descriptive, without any political or colo-

nial view8, but full of entertaining gossip and poeti-

cal sketches of striking and picturesque objects.

The grandeur of the surrounding mountain scenery
seems to liave astonished Mr Campbt.'ll. *The
African liighlands,' he says. ' spring up t*) the sight
not only with a sterner boldness tiian our own, but
they borrow colours from the sun unknown to our
climate, and they are marked in clouds of richer

dye. The furtliust-off eumniits appeared in tlieir

snow like the turbans of gigantic Mottrs, whilst the
nearer masses glared in crimson and gold under the
light of morning.'

iSV.r Yftxrs' Residence in Alffier.% by Mrs Broitch-
TON, publislied in 1S39, is an interesting domestic
chronicle. The authoress was daughter to Mr
Blancklcy, the British consul-general at Al;:ier8 ;

and the work is composed of a journal kept by Mrs
Blincklev, with reminiscences by lier dautihter. Mrs
Bron^diton. The vivacity, minute description, and
kindly fetding everywhere apparent in this book,
render it highly attractive.

Discoveries rn the Interior of Africa^ hy Sir Jamks
Ai.KXANOKR. two voluiiies. 1838, descril*e a journey
from Cape-Town, of about four thousand miles, and
occupying above a year, towards the tracts of
C'luiitry inhabited by the Dumaras, a nation of
which very little was known, and generally the
country to the north of the Orange Kiver, on the
west coast. The author's personal adventures are
interesting, and it appears that the aborigines are a
kind and frieniUy tribe of people, with whom Sir

James Alexander thinks that an extended inter-

course may be maintained for the mutual benefit of
the cohmists and the natives.

A Journal ^y)•itten During an Ercitrsion in Asia-
Minor in 1S38. by Charles Fellows, is valuable

from the author's discoveries in Pamphylia. Mr
Fellows has also written a second work. Ancient
Li/ria ; an Account of Discoveries made duriny a Sc'

cotid Excursion to Asia-Minor in 1 840. Two re-

cent travellers, Lieut. J. R. Wellstkp, author of
Travels in Arahia^ the Peninsula of Sinai ^ and along

the Shores of the lied Sea (18.18), and Lori> I-indsay,

in his Letters on Eyt/pt, Edom, and the Ilolij Land
(18.'58), supply some additionjd details. The scene
of the encampment of the Israelites, after crossing

the Red Sea, is thus described by Lord Lindsay :

—

The bright sea suddenly burst on us, a sail in the
distance, and the blue mountains of Africa beyond it

—a lovely vista. But when we had fairly issued into

the plain on the sea-shore, beautiful indeed, most
beautiful wa.i the view— the whole African coast,

from Uebel Ataka to Gebel Krarreb lay before us,

washed by the Red Sea—a Viist aiiiphitheatre of

mountains, except the space where the waters were
lost in distance between the Asiatic and Libyan
promontories. It was the stillest hour of day ; the

sun shone brightly, descending to 'his palace in

the Occident ;' the tide was coming in with its

peaceful pensive murmurs, wave after wave. It

was in this plain, broad and pert'ectly smooth from
the mountains to the sea, that the children of Israel

encanijied after leaving Elim. What a glorious scene

it must then have presented! and how nobly those

rocks, now so silent, must have re-echi>ed the song of

Moses and its ever-returning chorus—' Sing ye to the

Lord, for he hath triumphed gloriously ; the bonte

and his rider hath he thrown into the seal'
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The French authors Chiiteniihriiind, I^abordf, ami
Lauiartiiif, I'.ave minutely do>.cribi'<l the Holy Laml

;

ami in tlie Incidents of Travel in Eyypt, Arahia, ami
(/if Holt/ Lanil, by J. L. STti'iiKXS. tlic lutist infor-

nmtiun rt'specting these interesting countries will

be found.

Various works on India bave appeared, inoludinp

a general political history of tlie empire, by Sni

John Malcolm (18^0), and a Memoir of Ci'iitral

India (1823), by the sann* jintbor. Travels in the

Iliminalai/an Provinces of Hindostan and the Piinjaub,

in Lada/ih and Cashmere, in Peshawar, Cabul, Sfc.

from 1819 to 1825, by \V. Mix^rcroft and Gkorc.k
Trkdkck, relate many new and important particu-

lars. Mr Moorcroft crossed the great chain of the

lUmmala mountains near its highest part, and first

drew attention to those stupendous beinbts, rising

in some parts to above 27,000 feet. A Tour thromjh

the Snuirt/ Hanye of the Ilhnmahi Mountains was made
by Mr James Baillie Fkaskr (1820), who gives

an interesting account of liis perilous journey. He
visited Gango<itrie, an almost inaccessible luiunt of

superstition, the Jlecca of Hindoo pilgrims, and
also the spot at which the Ganges issues from its

covering of perpetual snow. In 1825 Mr Fraser
published a S'arrative of a Jouiniey into Khontsan, in

tJie i/ears \S'2l and 1822, including an Account of the

Countries to the north-east of Persia, The following

is a brief skctcb of a Persian town :

—

Viewed from a commanding situation, the apjiear-

ance of a Persian town is most uninteresting ; the

house-s all of mud, ditfer in no respect froni the earth

in colour, and, from the irregularity of tlieir construc-

tion, resemble inequalities on its surface rather than
human dwellings. The houses, even of the great,

sehloia e.xceed one storey ; and the lofty w;l11s which
shroud them from view, without a window tu enliven

them, have a most monotonous effect. There are few

domes or minarets, and still fewer of those that exist

are either splendid or elegant. There are no public

buildings but the mosques and medressas ; and these

are often &>* mean as the rest, or perfectly excluded
from view by ruins. The general cuvp-d'ail presents

a succes.sion of flat roofs, and long walls of mud,
thickly interspersed with ruins ; and the only relief

to it?< monotony is found in the gardens, adorned with

chiniirf poplars, and cypress, with which the towns
and villages are often surrounded and intermingled.

Tlie same author has published Trarels and Adven-
tures in the Persian Provinces^ 1826; A Winter Jour-
vnifrnm Constantimtjde to Tehran, with Travels through

Various Parts of Persia, 1838, &c. Mr Fraser lias

now settled down on his patrimonial estate of Keclig,

Inverness-shire, a quiet Highland glen. Among
other Indian works maybe mentioned The Annals
and Antiquities of liujaMhan, by Lieutenant-Colo-
NKL James Tod, 1830; and Travels into Bokhara, by
Lieutenant, afterwards Sir Alexander Hurnes.
The latter is a narrative of a journey from India to

Cabul, Tartary, and Persia, and is a valuable work.
1 he accomplished author was cut off in his career

of usefulness and honour in 1841, being treacher-
ously nmrdered at Cabul. Lieutenant Arthur
CoNoLLY made a journey to the north of India, over-
hmd from England, through Russia, Persia, and
Aflghanistan, of which he published an account in

1834. Miss Emma Roberts, in the following year,
gave a lively and entertaining series of Scenes and
Characteristics of Ilindostnn, with Sketches of A mjlo-

Indian Society. This lady went out again to India

in 1939. and was engaged to conduct a Bombay
ncwspappr; but she died in 1840, Her Notes <f an
Overland Journey through France and Egyft to Bi»ni-

hay were published after her death. Another lady.

Mrs Postans, has published (1839) Catch, or liun-

dom Shttrhcs taken during a liesidence in one of the

yorthem Piovinres of ]Ve.-<tent Indni. Tlie autlioress

resided some years in tlie province of Cutcb, and
gives a niiimre account of the feinhd government
and customs, tlie religious sects and superstitions of
the people. The aristocratic distinctions of caste
are rigidly preserved, and the chiefs are haughty,
dcbauclicd, and cruel.

\_Saei-ifice ofa Hindoo Widow.']

[From Mrs Postaim'B • Cutcb, or nandom Sketches,' fi;c.]

News of the widow's intentions having spreail, a
great concourse of people oi both sexes, the women
clad in their gala costumes, assembled round the

pyre. In a short time after their arrival the fated

victim appeared, acconijmnied by the Brahmins, her
relatives, and the body of the deceased. The specta-

tors showered chaplets of mogree on her head, and
greeted her appearance with laudatory exclamations
at her constancy and virtue. The women especially

pressed forward to touch her garments—an act which
is considered meritorious, and highly desirable for

absolution and protection from the * evil eye.'

The widiiw was a remarkably handsome woman, ap-
parently about thirty, and most superbly attired. Her
maimer was marked by great ajtathy to all around
her, and by a complete indifference to the prepara-
tions which for the first time met her eye. From this

circumstance an impression was given that she might
be under the influence of opium; and in conformity
witli the declared intention of the European officers

present to interfere should any coercive measures be
adopted by the Brahmins or relatives, two medical
officers were requested to give their opinion ou the
subject. They both agreed that she was quite free

from any influence calculated to induce torpor or in-

toxication.

Captain Burnes then addressed the woman, desiring

to know whether the act she was about to perform
were voluntary or enforced, and assuring her that,

should she entertain the slightest reluctance to the

fulfilment of her vow, he, on the part of the British

goverimient, would guarantee the protection of her
life and property. Her answer was calm, heroic, and
constant to her purpose :

* I die of my own free will

;

give me back my husband, and I will consent to live
;

if I die not with him, the souls of seven husbands
will condemn me I' * *

Ere the renewal of the horrid ceremonies of death
wei-e permitted, again the voice of mercy, of expostu-
lation, and even of intreaty was heard ; but the trial

was vain, and the cool and collected maimer with
which the woman still declared her determination
unalterable, chilled and startled the most courageous.

Physical pangs evidently excited no fears in her ; her
singular creed, the customs of her country, and hex

sense of conjugal duty, excluded from her mind the
natural emotions of personal dread ; and never did
nntrtyr to a true cause go to the stake with more con-
stancy and finnuess, than did this delicate and gentle
woman prepare to become the victim of a deliberate
saeriflce to the demoniacal tenets of her heathen creed.
Accompanied by the officiating Brahmin, the widow
walked seven times round the pyre, repeating the
usual mantras, or prayers, strewing rice and coories

on the ground, and sprinkling water from her hand
over the bystanders, who believe this to be effica-

cious in preventing disease and in expiating com-
mitted sins. She then removed her jewels-, and pre-
sented them to her relations, saying a ievf words to

each with a calm soft smile of encouragement and
hope. The Brahmins then presented her with a lighted
torch, bearing which,

• Fresh as a flower just blown.

And warm with life her youthful pulses playinjf,*
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she Bteppt'd tlirou;:h the fatal dm.r^ ainl sat within

the pile. The hujy uf her husbain), wrapped in rich

kinkaub, was thoncame<l seven times round the pile,

and finally laid across her knees. Thorns and ^rnss

were piled over the door; and aj;ain it was insisted

that free spai-e tihould be left, a^ it was hoped the

poor victim might yet relent, and rush from her fiery

prison to the protection so freely ofi'ered. The com-
mand was readily obeyed; the stren^rth of a child

would have sufficed to burst the frail barrier which

confined her, and a breathless pause succeeded ; but

the woman's constancy was faithful to the last. Not
a sigh broke the death-like silence of the crowd, until

a slight smoke, curling from the summit of the pyre,

and then a tongue of fiame darting with bright and
lightning-like rapidity into the clear blue sky, told us

that the sacrifice was completed. Fearlessly had tliis

courageous woman fired the ])ile, and not a groan had

betrayed to us the moment when her spirit rte<l. At
eight of the flame a fiendish shout of exultation rent

the air ; the tom-toms sounded, the people clapped

their hands with delight as the evidence of their

murderous work burst on their view, whilst the Kng-

lish spectators of this ead scene withdrew, bearing

deep compassion in their hearts, to jphilosophise as

best they might on a custom so frauglit with horror,

80 incompatible with reason, and so revolting to

human sympathy. The pile continued to burn for

three hours; but, from its form, it is supposed that

almost immediate suffocation must have terminated

the sufferings of the unhappy victim.

First Impressions and Studies from Nature in Ifin-

dostan, by Likutenant Thomas Bacon, two volumes,

1837, is a more lively but carelessly-written work,

with good sketches of scenery, buildings, pageants,

8cc. The Hon. Mountstuart Ei.phinstonf.. in

1842, gave an account of the kingdom of Cabul,

and its dependencies in Persia, Tartary, and In-

dia; and A Narrative of Various Jountet/s in Beho-
rhistany AJfyhujn'stan, and the Vunjauti, by Charlks
IVIasson, Ksq. describes with considerable anima-

tion the author's residence in those countries, the

native chiefs, and personal adventures with the va-

rious tribes from 182fj to 1838. Mr C. \l. Bavnks,

a gentleman in the Madras civil service, published

in 1843 Notes and R^ections dt/riny a liamble in the

East, an Overland Journey to India, &.c. His re-

marks are just and spirited, and his anecdotes and
descriptions lively and entertaining.

[^Remark by an Arab Chief.']

An Arab chieftain, one of the most powerful of the

princes of the defert, had come to behold for the first

time a steam-ship. Much attention was paid to him,

and every facility afforded for his inspection of every

part of the vessel. What impression the sight made
on him it was impossible to judge. No indications

of surprise escaped him; every muscle preserved its

wonted calmness of expression ; and on quitting, lie

merely observed, * It is well ; but you have not brought

a man to life yet.'

\_Legend of the Mosqtie of tlie Bloody Baptism at Cairo,]

Sultan Hassan, wishing to see the world, and lay

aside for a time the anxieties and cares of royalty,

committed the char*^c of his kingdom to his favourite

minister, and taking with him a large amount of

treasure in money and jewels, visited several foreign

countries in the character of a wealthy merchant.

I'leased with his tour, and becoming interested in the

occupation he had assumed as a disguise, he was ab-

sent much longer than he originally intCTidcd, and in

the course of a few years greatly increase*! his alrendy

large stock of wealth. His protracted absence, how- '

ever, proved a temptation too strong for the virtue of
the viceroy, who, gradually fonning for himself a party
among tlie leading men of the country, at length com-
municated to the common people the intelligence that
Sultan Hassan was no more, and (juietly seated him-
self on the vacant throne. Sultan Hassan return-
ing shortly afterwards from his pilgrimage, and, fortu-

nately for himself, suW in disguise, learned, as he ap-
proached his cajMtal, the news of his own death and
the usurpation of his minister; finding, on further
inquiry, the party of the usurper to be too strong to

render an immediate disclosure prudent, he preserved
his incognito, and soon became known in Cairo as the
wealthiest of her merchants; nor did it excite any
surprise when he announced his pious intention of
devoting a portion of his gains to the erection of a
spacious mo.^que. The work proceeded rapidly under
the spur of the great merchant's gobl, and, on its com-
pletion, he solicited the honour uf the sultan's pre-

sence at the ceremony of naming it. Anticipating
the gratification of hearing his own name bestowed
upon it, the usur^ier accepted the invitation, and at
the appointed hour the building was filled by him and
his most attached adherents. The ceremonies had
duly proceeded to the time when it became necessary
to give the name. The chief Moolah, turning to the
supposed merchant, inquired what should be its name

!

'Call it,* he replied, ' the mosque of Sultan Hassan.*

All started at the mention of this name ; and the
questioner, as though not believing he could have
heard aright, or to afford an opportunity of correcting

what might 6e a mistake, repeated his demand. ' Call

it,* again cried he, * the mosque of me, Sultan Hassan ;'

and throwing off his disguise, the legitimate sultan

stood revealed before his traitorous servant. He had
no time for reflection : simultaneously with the dis

covery, numerous trap-doors, leading to extensive
vaults, which had been prepared for the purpose, were
flung open, and a multitude of armed men issuing

from them, terminated at once the reign and life of

the usurper. His followers were mingle<i in the
slaughter, and Sultan Hassan was once more in pos-

session of the throne of his fathers.

The recent war in Affgbanistan, and the occupa-
tion of the Sinde territory by the British, have given
occasion to various publications, among which are,

a liistory uf the War in Aff'ghanistan, by MrC. Nash;
Five Years in India, by H. G. Fane, Esq. late aid-

de-<*anip to the commander-in-chief; Narrative of the

Campaign of the Aruty of the Indus in Sinde and Cabul^

by Mr K. H. Kennedy; Scenes and Adventures in Ajf-
ghanistan, by Mr W. Taylor; Letters, by Colonel
Dennie ; Personal Observations on Sinde, by Captain
T. PosTANS; Military Operations at Cabul, with a
Journal of Imprisonment in Aji'yhanistan, by Lieu-
tenant Vincent Eyre ; A Journal of the Disasters

in Ajf'ghanistan, by Lady Sale, &c. These works
were all published in 1842 or 1843, and illustrate a
calamitous portion of British history.

Of Cliina we have the history of the two em-
bassies— the first in 1702-94, under Lord Macartney,
of wjiich a copious account was given by Sir George
Staunton, one of the commissioners. Further in-

formation was afforded by Sir John Barrow's
Travels in China, published in 1806, and hing our
most valuable work on that country. Tlie second

embassy, headed by Lord Amherst, in 1816. was re-

corded by Henry Ellis, Esq. tliird comnussioner,

in a work in two volumes (ISIS), and by 1>R Abel,
a gentleman attached to the embassy. One circum-

stance connected with this embassy occasiontd some
speculation and amusement. The anibassador was
required to perform the ko-ton, or act of i)r(ist ration,

nine times repeated, with the head knm'ked against

the ground. Lord Arfiherst and Mr Ellis were in-
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clineti to have yit'ldeii tliia point of ceremony; but

Sir Gcorpe Stiuint<in and the other members of tlie

Canton niission took tlie most cU-cided part on the

other eide. Thf rt-sult of thtir deliberations was a

dfterniination apainst the performance of the ko-tou,

and the emperor at hist consented to admit them
upon their own terms, which consisted in kneeling

upon a single knee. The embassy went to IVkin,

and were ushered into an ante-chamber of the im-
perial palace.

[Scene at Pekittj Described by Mr EUis.']

Mandarins of all buttons* were in waiting; several

princes of the blood, distinguished by clear ruby
buttons and round flowered badges, were among them :

the silence, and a certain air of regularity, marked
the immediate presence of the sovereign. The small

ai>artment, much out of repair, into which we were
huddled, now witnessed a scene I believe unparalleled

in the history of even Oriental diplomacy. Lord Am-
herst had scarcely taken his seat, when Chang de-

livered a message from Ho (Kooiig-yay), stating that

the emperor wished to see the ambassador, his son,

and the commissioners immediately. Much surprise

was naturally expressed ; the previous arrangement
for the eighth of the Chinese month, a period certainly

much too early for comfort, was adverted to, and the
utter impossibility of his excellency appearing in his

present state of fatigue, inanition, and deficiency of

every necessary equipment, was strongly urged. Chang
was very unwilling to be the hearer of this answer,

but waa finally obliged to consent. During this time
the room had filled with spectators of all ages and
ranks, who rudely pressed upon us to gratify their

brutal curiosity, for such it may be called, as they
seemed to regard us rather as wild beasts thau mere
strangers of the same species with themselves. Some
other messages were interchanged between the Koong-
yay and Lord Amherst, who, in addition to the rea-

sons already given, stated the indecorum and irre-

gularity of his appearing without his credentials, in
his reply to this it wa^ said, that in the proposed
audience the emperor merely wished to see the am-
bassador, and had no intention of entering upon busi-

ness. Lord Amherst having persisted in expressing
the inadmissibility of the proposition, and in trans-

mitting through the Koong-yay a humble request
to his imperial niajesty that he would be graciously
pleased to wait till to-morrow, Chang and another
mandarin finally proposed that his excellency should
go over to the Koong-yay's apartments, from whence
a reference might be made to the emperor. Lord
Amherst having alleged bodily illness a^ one of the

reasons for declining the audience, readily saw that

if he went to the Koong-yay, this plea, which to

the Chinese (though now scarcely admitted) was in

general the most forcible, would cease to avail him,
positively declined compliance. This produced a
visit from the Koong-yay, who, too much interested

and agitated to heed ceremony, stood by Lord Am-
herst, and used every argument to induce him to

obey the emperor's commands. Among other topics

he used that of being received with our own ceremony,
using the Chinese words, ' ne mun tih lee'—^your own
ceremony. All proving ineffectual, with some rough-
ness, but under pretext of friendly violence, he laid
hands upon Lord Amherst, to take him from the
room ; another mandarin followed his example. His
lordship, with great firmness and dignity of manner,
shook them otF, declaring that nothing but the ex-
treraest violence should induce him to quit that room
for any other place but the residence assigned to him j

* The buttons, in the order of their rank, are as follows :

—

ruby red, worked coral, sniooth coral, pale blue, dark blue,

crystal, ivory, and gold.

adding that he was «o overcome by fatigue and bodily
illness as absolutely to require repose. Lord Am-
herst further pointeil out the gross insult he had
already received, in having been exposed to the in-

trusion and indecent curiosity of crowds, who appeared
to view him rather as a wild beast than the represen-
tative of a powerful sovereign. At all events, he
intreated the Koong-yay to submit his request to his
imperial majesty, who, he felt confident, would, in

consideration of his illness and fatigue, dispense with
his immediate appearance. The Koong-yay then
pressed Lord Amherst to come to his apartments,
alleging that they were cooler, more convenient, and
more private. This Lord Amherst declined, saying
that he was totally unfit for any place hut his own
residence. The Koong-yay having fiviled in his at-

tempt to persuade him, left the room for the purpose
of taking the emperor's pleasure upon the subject.

During his absence an elderly man, whose dress

and ornaments bespoke him a prince,* was particu-
larly inquisitive in his inspection of our persons and
inquiries. His chief object seemed to be to commu-
nicate with Sir George Staunton, as the person who
had been with the former embassy ; but Sir George
very prudently avoided any intercourse with him.
It is not easy to describe the feelings of annovance
produced by the conduct of the Chinese, both public
and individual : of the former I shall speak here-

after ; of the latter I can only say that nothing could
be more disagreeable and indecorous.

A mes*^age arrived soon after the Koong-yay*s quit-
ting the room, to say that the emperor dispensed with
the anibassador's attendance ; that he had further

been jdeased to direct his physician to atlbrd to his

excellency every medical assistance that his illness

might require. The Koong-yay himself soon followed,

and his excellency proceeded to the carriage. The
Koong-yay not disdaining to clear away the crowd,
the whip was used by him to all persons indiscrimi-

nately ; buttons were no protection ; and however
indecorous, according to our notions, the employment
might be for a man of his rank, it could not have
been in better hands.

L^rd Amherst was generally condemned for re-

fusing the protfered audience. The emperor, in dis-

gust, ordered them instantly to set out for Canton,
which was accordingly done. This embassy made
scarcely any addition toour knowledge of China. Mr
John Francis Davis, late chief superintendent in

China, has published two interesting works, which
give a full account of this singular people, so far as

known to European visitors. These are, i^ketches of
Ch'ina^ partly during an Inland Journey of Four
Months between Peh'ni, Nankin, and Canton; and
The Chinese : a General Description of the Empire
of China and its Inhabitants. The latter work was
published in 1836, but has since been enlarged, and
the history of British intercourse brought up to the
present time. Mr Davis resided twenty years at
Canton, is perfect in the peculiar language of China,
and has certainly seen more of its inliabitants than
any other Englisli author. The Journal of Three Voy-
ayes along the Coast of Chiria^ in 1831, 1832, and 1833,
by Mb Gctzlaff, a German, is also a valuable work.
The contraband trade in opium formed a memorable
era in the history of Chinese commerce. It was
carried on to a great extent with the Hong mer-
chants ; but in 183-4, after the monopoly of tiie East
India Company had been abolished, our government
appointed Lord Napier to proceed to Canton, as
special superintendent, to adjust all disputed ques-
tions among the merchants, and to form regulation*
with the provincial authorities. The Chinese, always
jealous of foreigners, and looking upon mercantile

* They are distinguished by round badges.
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employments as <K'gnulint;. insulted our superiii-

tundent; liostilitu's touk place, ami trade wiia sus-

pended. Lord Xapier touk liis depiirture amidst

cireumstanees of insult and confusion, and died on

the 1 1th of <)ct<)ber 1834. The functions of suiK-r-

intendcnt devolved on Mr Davis. * The Chinese,

emholdened by the pacific temperament of our

govennnent, proceeded at Ienj;th to the utmost

extent ; and n(tt satisfied with imprisoning and
threatening the lives of the whole foreign commu-
nity, laid also violent hands on the British repre-

sentative himself, claiming, as the purchase of his

freedom, the delivery of the whole of the opiurn

then in the Chinese waters—property to the amount
of upwards of two millions sterling. After a close

imprisonment of two mouths' duration, during which

period our countrymen were deprived of many of

the necessaries of life, and exposed repeatedly, as

in a pillory, to tlie gaze and abuse of the mob, no
resource w-as left but to yield to the bold demands
of the Chinese, relying with contidence on their

nation for support and redress : nor did tliey rely

in vain ; for inmicdiately the accounts of the aggres-

sion reached London, preparations commenced for

tlie Chinese expedition.'* After two years of irre-

gular warfare, a treaty of peace and friendsiiip

between the two empires was signed on board her

majesty's ship Cornwallis, on the 29th of August
1842. This expedition gave rise to various jmbli-

cations. Lord Jocelvn wrote a lively and inte-

resting narrative, entitled .SVj Mouths wiih the

Chinese Kxpeiiition ; and Commander J. Elliot
BlSGHA."*!, K. N. a Narrative of the Expedition to

China. Two Years in China, by D. Maci'UKKSON,

M. D. relates the events of the campaign from its

formation in April 184U to the treaty of peace in

1842. Doings In China, by Lieutenant Alexander
MiTRRAY, illustrates the social habits of the Chinese.

The Last Year in China, to the Peace of Nankin, by
a Field Officer, consists of extracts from letters

written to the author's private friends. The Closing

Events of the Camyaiyn in China, by Caitain G. G.
Loch, K. N. is one of the best books which the ex-

pedition called forth.

[Chinese Ladies' Feet.']

[From Captain Bingham's Narrative.]

During our stay we made constant trips to the sur-

rounding islands; in one of which—at Tea Island

—

we had a good opportunity of minutely examining the

far-famed little female feet. I had been purchasing

a pretty little pair of satin shoes for about half a dol-

lar, at one of the Chinese fanners' hou.-*es, where we
were surrounded by several men, women, and chil-

dren. By signs we expressed a wish to see the pied

mignon of a really good-looking woman of the party.

Our signs were quickly understood, but, probably from
her being a matron, it wa.s not considered quite conime

ilfani for her to comply with our desire, as she would
not consent to show us her foot ; but a very pretty in-

teresting girl of about sixteen was placed on a stool

for the purpose of gratifying our curiosity. At first

she was very bashful, and appeared not to like expos-

ing her Cinderclla-like slipper, but the shine of a new
and very bright ' lonpcc* soon overcame her delicacy,

when she commenced unwinding the upper bandage
which passes round the leg, and over a tongue that

comes up from the heel. The shoe was then removed,

and the second band:ige taken otl", which did duty for

a stocking; the turns round the toes and ankles being

very tight, and keejung all in place. On the naked
foot being exposed to view, we were agreeably sur-

prised by finding it delicately white and clean; for we
fully expected to have fuund it othenvise, from the

* Macpbereon's * Two Years in Chinn.'

known habits of most of the Chinese. The leg from
the kiu'e downwards was much wasted ; the fwt ap-

peared as if broken up at the instep, while the four

small toes were bent flat and pressed down under the

foot, the great toe only being allowed to retain its na-

tural position. By the breaking of the instep a high

arch is formed between the heel and the toe, enabling

the individinil to step with them uu an even surface;

in this respect nuiterially dilferiiig from the Canton
and Macao ladles; fur with them the instep is not

interfered with, but a very high heel is substituted,

thus bringing the point of the great toe to the ground.

When our Canton compradore wxs sliown a Chusan
shoe, the exclamation was, ' He yaw ! how can walkee
so fashion C nor would he be convinced that such was
the c;ise. The toes, doubled under the foot I have
been describing, could only be moved by the hand
sufficiently to show that they were not actually grown
into the foot. I have often been astonished at seeing

how well the women contrived to walk on their tiny

jKdeMaU. Their gait is not unlike the little mincing
walk of the French ladies ; they were constantly to be

seen going about without the aid of any stick, and I

have often seen them at Macao contending against a

fresh breeze with a tolerably good-sized umbrella

spread. The little children, as they scrambled away
before us, balanced themselves with their arms ex-

tended, and reminded one much of an old hen between

walking and flying. AH the women 1 saw about Chu-

san had small feet. It is a general chanicteristic of

true Chinese descent ; and there cannot be a greater

mistake than to suppose that it is confined to the

higher orders, though it may be true that they take

more ]>ains to compress the foot to the smallest possible

dimensions than the lov/er classes do. High and low,

rich and poor, all more or less follow the custom ; and
when you see a large or natural-sized foot, you may
depend upon It the possessor is not of true Chinese

blood, but is either of Tartar extraction, or belongs to

the tribes that live and have thtir being on the

waters. The Tartar ladies, however, are falling into

this Chinese habit of distortion, as the accompanying
edict of the emperor proves. ' For know, good people,

you nmst not dress as you like in China. You must
follow the customs and habits of your ancestors, and
wear your winter and summer clothing as the empe-
ror or one of the six boards shall direct.' If this were

the custom in England, how beneficial it would be to

our pockets, and detrimental to the tailors and milli-

ners. Let us now see what the emperor says about little

feet, on finding that they were coming into vogue

among the undeformed daughters of the Mantchows.
Not only does he attack the little feet, but the large

Chinese sleeves which were ereej>ing into fiushion at

court. Therefore, to check these misdemeanours, the

usual Chinese remedy was resorted to, and a flaming

edict launched, denouncing them ; threatening the

'heads of the families with degradation and punish-

ment if they did not put a stop to such gross ille-

galities ;' and his celei-tlal majesty furtlier goes on

and tells the fair ones, * that by persisting in their vul-

gar habits, they will debar themselves from the possi-

bility of being selected as ladies of honour for the in-

ner palace at the approaching presentation !' How
far this had the desired etfect I cannot say. When
the children begin to grow, they sulfer excruciating

pain, but as they advance in years, their vanity is

played upon by being assured that they would be ex-

ceedingly ugly with large feet. Thus they are per-

suaded to put up with what they consider a necessary

evil; but the children are remarkably patient under

pain. A poor little child about five years old was

brought to our surgeon, having been most dreadfully

scalded, part of its dress adhering to the skin. Dur-

ing the painful operation of removing tlic linen, it

only now and then said * he-yaw, he*yavv.'
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CAITAIN DA8IL HALL.

The embassy (»f I^>r(i Amherst to China was, as

we have riliti't], ((iniimrntivtly a failure; hut the

return voya>;e whs rich l)oth in discovery and in ro-

mantic inttTt'St. Tlif vnyiitje \[i\s inaile, not alonjj

the coast of China, but hy C'orea and the Loo-Ciioo
ishiiuls, and accounts of it were iiul)li.shed in ISIS

by Mr Maci.kop, surgeon of the Alci'ste, and hy Cap-
Tain IJasii- Hall of the Lyra? The work of the

latter was entitled An Atromit of a }'ri/a{}e of Disco-

very to the IIVa/ Ctnist of Corea, and the Great Loo-

Choo Island. In the course of tliis voyage it was
founii tliat a great part of wliat liad been laid down
in the maps as part of Corea consisted of an im-
mense archipehifTo of small Islands. The number of

these was beyond calculation; and during a sail of

upwards of one hundred miles, the sea continued

closely studded with tliem. From one lofty point a

hundred and twenty appeared in sij^ht, some with
waving wooiis and ^-reeii verdant v;Lileys. Loo-Choo,
however, was the most important, and by far the

most interesting of the parts touched upon by the

expedition. There the strange spectacle was pre-

sented of a people iy;norant eipially of the use of fire-

arms and tile use of money, liviiij; in a state of pri-

mitive seclusion and happiness such as resembles

the dreams of poetry rather than the realities of mo-
dern life.

Captain Basil Hall has since distinguished him-
SPlf by the c<iniposition of other books of travels,

written with deli-jliiful ease, spirit, and picture^que-

ness. The first of these consists of Extracts fium a

Journal Written on tJu C'lHists of Chili, Peru, and Mexico,

being the result of liis observations in those countries

in 1821 and 1S22. Sttuth America h;td, previous to

this, been seldom visited, and its countries were also

greater objects of curiosity and interest from tlieir

political condition, on tlie point of emancipation fnmi
Spain. The next work of Captain Hall was Travels

in Sorfh America, in 18*27 and KS2S, written in a

more ambitious strain than his former publications,

and containing some excellent descriptions and re-

marks, mixed up with political disquisitions. Tliis

was followed by Fragments of \'in/ayfs and 7Va-
VfLs. addressed eliittly to young jiersons. in three

small volumes; which were so favourably received

that a second, and afterwards a third series, citch in

three volumes, were given to the puhhc. A further

Collection of these observations on foreign society,

scenery, and manners, was published by Captain
Hall in 1842, idso in three volumes, under the title

of Patchwork.

MR U. D. INOLIS.

One of the most cheerful and unaffected of tourists

and travellers, with a strong love of nature and a
p4ietical imagination, was Ma Henry David lNt:Lis,

who died in March 18M5, at the early age of forty.

Mr Inglis was the son of a Scottish advocate, lie

was brought up to connnercial pursuits, but his pas-

sion for literature, and for surveying tlie grand and
beautiful in art and nature, overpowered his busi-

ness habits, and led him at once to travel and to

write. Diftident itf success, he assumed the num de

j^Mfrrc of Derwent Conway, and under tliis disgui-^e

he published The Tah'n of Ardennes ; Sotituri/ Walks
t/irouyh Mant/ Lands ; Travels in i^^orwai/, t^weden, and
Denmark. 1829 ; and Switzerland, the South of France,

and the Pyrenees in \S:iO, IH.'JI. The two latter works
were included in Constable's Miscellany, and were
deservedly popular. ]\Ir Inglis was then enga<jed as

editor of a newspaper at Chesterticld ; but tiring of

this, he again repaired to tlie ccmtineni, and visited

the Tyrol and Spain. His travels in both countries

were publislied ; and one of the vohimes— .S'/^oi/i in

IS.SO— is tlie l)est of all his works. lie next produced
a ni)vel descriptive of Spanish life, entitled The Xcw
Gd ///a-s but it was unsuccessful— probably owing to

the very title of the work, which raised expectations,

or suggested comparisons, unfavourable to the new
aspirant. After conducting a newspajier for .>»onie

time in Jersey, Mr Inglis publislied an account of the

Channel Islamis, marked by the easy grai-e and pic-

turesque charm that pervade all liis writin^is. He
next made a tour through Ireland, and wrote Ids

valuable work (remarkable for impiirtudity no less

than talent) entitled Ireland in 1834. His last work
was Travels in the Fvotsttps of I)on Quixote, pubU&hed
in parts iu the New Monthly Magaziiie.

SIR FRANCIS HEAD.

Sir Francis Head has written two very lively

and interesting books of travels

—

Bough Notes taken

during some Rapid .Jourve}fS across the Pampas, 1826
;

and Bubbles from the Bnainens of Nassau, 1833. The
Pampas described is an immense plain, stretching

westerly from Buenos Ayres to the feet of the Andes.
The following extract illustrates the graphic style of

Sir Francis :

—

[Description of the Pampas.^

The great plnin, or Pampas, on the east of the Cor-

dillera, is about nine hundred miles in breadth, and
the part which I have visited, though under the same
latitude, is divided into regions of different climate

and produce. On leaving Buenos Ayres, the first of

these regions is covered for one hundred and eighty

miles with clover and thistles ; the second region,

which extends for fuur hundred and fifty miles, pro-

duces long grass ; and the third region, which reaches

the base of the Cordillera, is a grove of low trees and
shrubs. The second and third of these regious have
nearly the same appearance throughout the year, for

the trees and shrubs are evergreens, and the immense
plain of grass only changes its colour from green to

brown ; but the first region varies with the four sea-

sons of the year in a most extraordinary nnmner. In

winter the leaves of the thistles are large and luxu-
riant, and the whole surface of the country has the
rough aytpearance of a turnip field. The clover in this

season is extremely rich and strong ; and the sight of

the wild cattle grazing in full liberty on such pasture

is very beautiful. In spring the clover has vanished,

the leaves of tlie thistles have extended along the

ground, and the country still looks like a rough crop

of turnips. In less than a month the change is most
extraordinary : the whole region becomes a luxuriant

wood of enormous thistles, which have suddenly shot up
to a height of ten or eleven feet, and are all in full

bloom. The road or path is hemmed in on both sides
;

the view is completely obstructed ; not an animal is

to he seen ; and the steins of the thistles are so close

to each other, and so strong, that, independent of the

prickles with which they are armed, they form an im-
penetrable barrier. The sudden growth of these plants

is quite astonishing; and though it would be an un-
usual misfortune in military history, yet it is really

possible that an invading army, unacquainted with

this country, might be imprisoned by these thistles

before it had time to escape from them. The summer
is not over before the scene undergoes another rapid

change: the thistles .suddenly lose their sap and ver-

dure, their heads droop, the leaves shrink and fade,

the stems become black and dead, and they renuvin

rattling with the breeze one against another, until the
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violence of the pampero or hurricane levels them
with the ground^ where they rapidly decompose and

disappear—the clover rushes up, aud the scene is

again verdant.

M. SIMOND.

Xr. SiMOND, a French author, who, by familiarity

with our lan^'uage and country, wrote in English as

well as in his native tongue, published in 1822 a

work in two volumes— i^u-iizcrlund ; or a Journal of
a Tour and Residence in that Country in the Years

1817, 1818, and 1819. M. Simond had previously

written a similar work on Great Britain, and both

are far superior to tiie style of ordinary tourists.

We subjoin his account of a

[Smss Mountain and Avalanche.']

After nearly five hours* toil, we reached a chalet on

the top of the mountain (the Wingernalp). This

summer habitation of the shepherds wa-s still unoc-

cupied ; for the snow having been unusually deep last

winter, and the grass, till lately covered, being atill

very short, the cows have not ventured so high. Here

we resulved upon a halt, and having implements for

striking fire, a few dry sticks gave us a cheerful blaze

in the open air. A pail of cream, or at least of very

rich milk, was brought up by the shepherds, with a

kettle to make cotlee and afterwards boil the milk
;

very large wooden spoons or ladles answered the pur-

pose of cups. The stock of provisions we had brought

was spread upon the very lowroof of the chalet, being

the be^'t station for our repas chain [jiirey as it afforded

drv seats sloping conveniently towards the prospect.

We had then before us the Jungfrau, the two Eigers,

and some of the highest summits in the Alps, shooting

up from an uninterrupted level of glaciers of more
than two hundred square miles; and although placed

ourselves four thousand five hundred feet above the

laku of Thun, and that lake one thousand seven hun-

dred and eighty feet above the sea, the mighty ram-

part rose still six thousand feet above our head. Be-

tween us and the Jungfrau the desert valley of Trum-
latenthal formed a deep trench, into which avalanches

fell, with scarcely a quarter of an hour's interval be-

tweeii thern, followed by a thundering noise continued

along the wliole range ; not, however, a reverberation

of sound, for echo is mute under the universal wind-

ing-sheet of snow, but a prolongation of sound, in con-

sequence of the successive rents or fissures forming

themselves when some large section of the glacier

slides down one step.

We sometimes saw a blue line suddenly drawn

across a field of pure white ; then another above it,

and another all parallel, and attended each time with

a loud crash like cannon, producing together the effect

of long-protracted peals of thunder. At other times

some portion of the vast field of snow, or rather snowy
ice, gliding gently away, exposed to view a new sur-

face of purer white than the first, and the cast-off

drapery gathering in long folds, either fell at once

down the jirecipice, or disappeared behind some inter-

vening ridge, which the sameness of colour rendered

invisible, and was again seen soon after in another

dirc'tion, shooting out of some narrow channel a cata-

ract of white dust, which, observed through a tele-

scope, was, however, fuund to be composed of broken

fragments of ice or compact snow, many of them suffi-

cient to overw helm a village, if there had been any in

the valley where they fell. Seated on the chalet's

roof, the ladies forgot they were cold, wet, bruised,

and hungry, and the cup of smoking cnjc an lait stood

still in their hand while waiting in breathless sus-

pense for the next avalanche, wondering equally at

the death-like silence intervening between each, and

the thundering cra«h which followed. I must own,
that while we shut our ear*, the mere sight might
dwindle down to the effect of a fall of snow from the
roof of a house ; but when the potent sound was heard
along the whole range of many miles, when the liuie

of awful suspense between the fall and the crash was
measured, the imagination, taking flight, outstripped
all bounds at once, and went beyond the mighty reality

itself. It would be difficult to say where the creative

powers of imagination stop, even the coldest ; for our
common feelings—our grossest sensations—are infi-

nitely indebted to them ; and man, without his fancy,

would not have the energy of the dullest animal. Yet
we feel more pleasure and more pride in the conscious-
ness of another treasure of the breast, which tames the
flight of this same imagination, and brings it back to

sober reality and plain truth.

When we first approach the AlpB, their bulk,
their stability, and duration, compared to our own in-

considerable size, fragility, and shortness of days,
strikes our imagination with terror; while reason,

unappallcd, measuring these masses, calculating their

elevation, analysing their substance, finds in thera
only a little inert matter, scarcely forming a wrinkle
on the face of our earth, that earth an inferior planet
in the solar system, and that system one only among
mj'riads, placed at distances whose very incommen-
surability is in a manner measured. What, again,

are those giants of the Alps, and their duration—those

revolving worlds—that space—the universe—compared
to the intellectual faculty capable of bringing the
whole fabric into the compass of a single thought,

where it is all curiously and accurately delineated

!

How superior, again, the exercise of that faculty, when,
rising from effects to causes, and judging by analogy
of things as yet unknown by those we know, we are

taught to look into futurity for a better state of exis-

tence, and in the hope itself find new reason to hope!
We were shown an inaccessible shelf of rock on the

west side of the Jungfrau, upon which a lammergeyer
(the vulture of lambs) once alighted with an infant it

had carried away from the village of Murren, situated

above the Staubbach : some red scraps, remnants of

the child's clothes, were for years observed, says the

tradition, on the fatal spot.

MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY—MR JOHN BARROW

—

BEV. MR VENABLES.

Since the publication of Dr Clarke's first volume,

in which he gave a view of Russia, that vast and in

man}' respects interesting country has been visited

by various Englishmen, who have given their obser-

vations upon it to the world. Amongst the books

thus produced, one of the most amusing is UecoUeC'

tions of a Tour in the Aortk of Europe, 183S. by the

Marqcis of Londonderry, whose rank and poli-

tical character were the means of introducing him
to many circles closed to other tourists. Mr John
Barrow, junior, son of the gentleman already men-
tioned as author of a work on China, and who lias.

during the last few years, devoted some portion of

his time to travelling, is the author, besides works
on Ireland and on Iceland, of Excursions in the North

of Europe^ through parts of liussia, Finhind, ^r.

1834. He is invariably found to be a cheerful and
intelligent companion, without attempting to be

very profound or elaborate on any subject. Domestic

Scc7ies in liussia, by the Kev. Mr Vknables, 1839.

is an unpretending but higlily interesting view of

the interior life of the country. Mr Venables was
married to a Kussian lady, and he went to pass a

winter with lier relations, when he had an oppor-

tunity of seeing the daily life and social habits of

the people. We give a few descriptive sentences :

—
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iRiusian Peasants* Houses.]

These houses are in general extremely warm and
sub-'tantiHl ; they are built, for the most part, of un-

squured h>i:s of deal laid one upon another, and
firmly secured at the comers where the ends of the

timbers cross, and are hollowed out so as to receive

anil hold one another ; they are also fastened together

by wooden pins and uprights in the interior. The
four corners are supported upon large stones or roots

of trees, so that there is a current of air under the

floor to preserve the timber from damp ; in the win-

ter, earth is piled up all round to exclude the cold

;

the interstices between the logs are stuftVd with moss
I and clay, so that no air can enter. The windows are

very small, and are frequently cut out of the wooden
wall after it is finished. In the centre of the house

is a stove called a ]}cech [prrhka'jy which heats the

cottage to an almost unbearable degree ; the warmth,
however, which a Russian peasant loves to enjoy

within doors, is proportioned to the cold which he is

required to support without ; his bed is the top of

his peeoh ; and when he enters his house in the winter

pierced with cold, he throws off his sheepskin coat,

stretches himself on his stove, and is thoroughly

warmed in a few minutes.

[^Employments of the Peopk.l

The riches of the Russian gentleman lie in the

labour of his serfs, which it is his study to turn to

good account ; and he is the more urged to this, since

the law which compels the peasant to work for him,
requires him to maintain the peasant ; if the latter

is found begging, the former is liable to a fine. He
is therefore a master who nmst always keep a certain

number of workmen, whether they are useful to him
or not ; and as every kind of agricultural and out-

door employment is at a stand-still during the win-

ter, be naturally turns to the establishment of a
manufactory as a means of employing his peasants,

and as a source of profit to himself. In some cases

the manufactory is at work only during the winter,

and tlie people are employed in the summer In agri-

culture ; though, beyond what is necessary for home
consumption, this is but an unprofitable trade in most
parts of this empire, from the badness of roads, the

paucity and distance of markets, and the consequent
dirticulty in selling produce.

The alternate employment of the same man in the

field and in the factory, which would be attempted
in mo-^t countries with little success, is here rendered

pnicticable and easy by the versatile genius of the

Russian peasant, one of whose leading national

characteristics is a general capability of turning his

hand to any kind of work which he may be required

to undertake. He will plough to-day, weave to-mor-

row, help to build a house the third day, and the

fourth, if his master needs an extra coachman, he
will mount the box and drive four horses abreast as

though it were his daily occupation. It is probable
that none of these operations, except, perhaps, the last,

will be as well performed as in a country where the
division of labour is more thoroughly understood.

They will all, however, be sufficiently well done to

serve the turn—a favourite phrase in Russia. These
people are a very ingenious race, but perseverance is

wanting ; and though they will carry many arts to a
high degree of excellence, they will generally stop

short of the point of perfection, and it will be long
before their manufactures can rival the finish and
durability of English goods.

Excur^ons in the Interior of Hussia, by Robert
Bremner, Esq. two voluniea, 1839, is a very spirited

and graphic narrative of a short visit to Russia
during the autumn of 1836. The author's sketches

of the interior are valuable, for, as lie remarks,
*even in the present day, when the passion for

travel has become so universal, and thousands of
miles are thought as little of as hundreds were some
years ago, the number of Knglislinien who venture
to the south of Moscow seldom exceeds one or two
every year.' Mr Bremner is a lively scene-jtainter,

and there is great freshness and vigour about all

his descriptions. The same author has published
Excursions in Denmark, Norway^ and tfwvden, two
volumes, 1840. Before parting from Russia, it may
be observed that no English book upon that country
exceeds in interest A Residence on the Shores of t/ie

Baltic, Described in a Series of Letters (1841), being
more particularly an account of the Estonians, whose
simple character and habits afford a charming pic-

ture. This delightful book is understood to be from
the pen of a young lady named Rigby.

The most observant and reflecting of all the writ-

ing travellers of our age is undoubtedly Mr Samuel
Laing, a younger brother of the author of the His-
tory of Scotland during the seventeenth century.

This gentleman did not begin to publish till a mature
period of life, his first work being a Residence in

Nortoay, and the second a Tour in Sweden, both of

which abound in valuable statistical facts and well-

digested information, Mr Laing resided two years

in different parts of Norway, and concluded that

the Norwegians were the happiest people in Europe.
Their landed property is so extensively diffused in

small estates, that out of a population of a millioa

there are about 41,656 proprietors. There is no
law of primogeniture, yet the estates are not sub-

divided into minute possessions, but average from
forty to sixty acres of arable land, with adjoining

natural wood and pasturage.

* The Bonder, or agricultural peasantry,' says Mr
Laing, *each the proprietor of his own farm, occupy

the country from the shore side to the hill foot, and
up every valley or glen as far as com can grow. This

class is the kernel of the nation. They are in general

fine athletic men, as their properties are not so large

as to exempt them from work, but large enough to

afford them and their household abundance, and even

superfluity, of the best food. They farm not to raise

produce for sale, so much as to grow everything they

eat, drink, and wear in their families. They build

their own houses, make their own chairs, tables,

ploughs, carts, harness, iron-work, basket-work, and
wood-work ; in short, except window-glass, cast-iron

ware and pottery, everything about their houses and
funiiture is of their own fabrication. There is not

probably in Europe so great a population in so happy

a condition as these Norwegian yeomanry. A body
of small proprietors, each with his thirty or forty

acres, scarcely exists elsewhere in Europe ; or, if it

can be found, it is under the shadow of some more
imposing body of wealthy proprietors or commercial

men. Here they are the highest men in the nation.
* * The settlers in the newer states of America,

and in our colonies, possess properties of probably

about the same extent ; but they have roads to make,
lands to clear, houses to build, and the work that

has been doing here for a thousand years to do, before

they can be in the same condition. These Norwegian
proprietors are in a happier condition than those in

the older states of America, because they are not so

much influenced by the spirit of gain. They farm

their little estates, and consume the produce, without

seeking to barter or sell, except what is necessary

for paying their taxes and the few articles of luxury

they consume. There is no money-getting spirit

among them, and none of extravagance. Tbey enjoy

the comforts of excellent houses, as good and large as

those of the wealthiest individuals; cood furniture,
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bod'Iin;:, lliicn, cluthiiit', fuel, victuals, and drink,

nil ill aluniUjincc, and of thtir own providing; pood

h<ir^*es, ami a houi^cful of people who have more food

than w<*rk. Food, furniture, and clothing beinp all

hoine-niride, the ditforencc in these inattcrw helween

the family and tlie servatits is very f*niaU ; but therr

is a perfect distinction kept up. The servatits in-

varialdy eat, sieei), and sit apart from the family,

and have generally a distinct building adjoining to

the family Iniuse.'

The neighbouring country of Sweden appears to

be in a mueh worse condition, and tlie people are

desoriheil as liighly immoral and depraved. By the

returns from ISMO to 18:U, one persoti in every

fortv-nine of the itdiahitaiits of the towns, and one

in every one hundred and seventy-six of the rural

population, had been punished each year for crimi-

nal offences. The state of female morals, particu-

larly in the capital of Stockholm, is worse than in

any'nther European state. Yet m iSwederi educatiini

is widely diff'used, and literature is not neglected.

The nobility are <le?icribed by Mr Laing as sunk in

debt and poverty ; yet the people are vain of idle

distinctitms, and the order of burgher nobility is

as numerous as in some of the German states.

* Every man,' he says, * belongs to a privileged or

licensed chi.'^s or corporation, of which every member
JH bv law entitled to be secured and protected within

his own locality from such competition or interference

of others in the same calling as would injure his

means of living. It is, consequently, not as with us,

upon his industry, ability, character, and moral

worth that the employment and daily bread of the

tradesman, and the social influence and consideration

of the individual, in every rank, even the highest,

almost entirely depends; it is here, in the middle

and lower classes, upon corporate rights and privi-

leges, or upon license obtained from government ; and

in the higher, upon birth and court or government

favour. Public estimation, gained by character and

conduct in the several relations of life, is not a neces-

sary element in the social condition even of the

working tradesman. Like soldiers in a regiment, a

great proportion of the people under this social system

derive their estiniation among others, and conse-

quently their own self-esteem, not from their moral

worth, but from their professional standing and im-

portance. This evil is inherent in all privileged

classes, but is concealed or compensated in the higher,

the nobility, military, ami clergy, by the sense of

honour, of religion, and by education. In the middle

and lower walks of life those influences are weaker,

while the temptations to immorality are stronger ; and
the placing a nuvn's livelihood, prosperity, and social

consideration in his station upon other grounds than

on his own industry and moral worth, is a demo-

ralising evil in the very structure of Swedish society.*

Mr Laing has more recently presented a volume
entitled Nutes of a Traveller^ full of valuable obser-

vation and thought.

Travels ill Circas.na and Krim Tarfarf/, by Mr
Spknceh, author of a work on ' Germany and the

Germans,' two volumes, 1837, was hailed with

peculiar satisfaction, as aflfording information re-

specting a brave mountainous tribe who have h>ng

warred with Russia to j)reserve their national inde-

pendence. They appear to be a simple people, with

feudal laws and customs, never intermarrying with

any race except tlieir own. Farther information

was afforded of the liahits of the Circassians by the

Journal of a liesiJence in Ctrcassia during the years

1837, 1838, and IH39, by Mr J. S. Uf.i.u This gentle-

man resided in Circiiasia in the character of agent

or envoy from England, which, however, was partly

assumed. !!e acted also as physician, and seems
generally to h;»ve l)een re<'eived with kindness and
confidence. 'I'lie populntion, according to Mr Hell,

is divided into fraternities, like the tithings or

hundreds in Knghmd during the time of the Snxons.
Criminal olVences are punished by fines levied on the

frtternity, that f()r homicide being 200 oxen. The
guerilla warfare which the Circassians have cnrried

on against Hussia. marks their indomitable spirit and
love of country, but it must, of course, retard civili-

sation.

A Winfir in tic A:oreft, and a f^ummcr at the Baths
nf the Fuiuns, hy .TosKi'H Hullar, M.1>. and Jons
Hci.i.AR of Lincoln's Inn, two volumes, 1S41, fur-

nish some light agreeable notices of the islands of

the Azores, mider the dominion of Portugal, from
whicli they are distant about 800 miles. This
archipelago contains about 2.50,000 inliabitants. St
MicliaePs is the lar^rest town, and there is a con-
siderable trade in oranges betwixt it and England,
About 120.00U large and small chests of oranges
were shipped for England in 1839, and 315 boxes of

lemons. These particulars will serve to introduce

a passage respecting

[TViC Cultivation of the Orange^ and Gathering

die Fruit.]

March '26.—Acrompanied Senhor B to several

of his orange gardens in the town. Many of the trees

in one garden were a hundred years old, still bearing

plentifully a highly-prized thin-skinned orange, full

of juice and free from pips. The thinness of the rind

of a St Michael's orange, and its freedom from pips,

depend on the age of the tree. The young trees, when
in full vigour, bear fruit with a thick pulpy rind and
an abundance of seeds ; but lus the vigour uf the plant

declines, the peel becomes thinner, and the seeds gra-

dually diminish in number, until they disajipcar

altogether. Thus, the oranges that we esteem the

most are the produce of barren trees, and those which
we consider the least palatable come from plants iu

full vigour.

(_»ur friend was increasing the number of his trees

by layers. These usually take root at the end of two

years. They are then cut otf from the parent stem,

and are vigorous young trees four feet high. The
process of raising from seed is seldom if ever adopted

in the Azores, on account of the very slow growth of

the trees so raised. Such plants, however, are far

less liable to the inroads of a worm which atiaeks the

roots of the trees raised from layers, and frequently

proves very destructive to them. The seed or ' pip' of

the acid orange, which we call Seville, with the

sweeter kind grafted upon it, is said to produce fruit

of the finest flavour. In one small garden eight trees

were pointed out which had borne for two successive

years a crop of oranges which was sold for thirty

pounds. * *

The treatment of orange-trees in Fayal differs from

that in St Michael's, where, after they are planted

out, they are allowed to grow as they jilease. In this

orange-garden the branches, by means of strings and
pegs fixed in the ground, were strained away from the

centre into the shape of a cup, or of the ribs of an open

umbrella turned upside down. This allows the sun

to penetrate, expo^es the branches to a free circula-

tion of air, and is said to be of use in ripening the

fruit. Certain it is that oranges are exported from

Fayal several weeks earlier than tliey are from St

Michael's; and as this cannot be attributed to greater

warmth of climate, it may pos^ibly be owing to the

plan of spreatling the trees to the sun. Tlie same
precautions are taken here as in St Michael's to

shield them from the winds; high walls are built

round all the i:arden8, and tho trees themselves are
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planted anion^ rows of fiijas, fin*. aiiJ c;imphor-trt'es.

If it were not for these precaution;*, tlie oraiijifs

would be blown down in such nuinbent us to Interfere

with or swallow up the profitjtof the gardens ; none of

the windfalls or * pound-fruit,' as the mcrchant-s

here call them, being exported to tji^land. * *

Suddenly we came upon nterrv /jntups of men and
boytt, all busily en^aj;ed in packing oranges, in a

square and open plot of ground. They were gathered

round a goodly pile of the fresh fruit, sitting on heaps

of the dry calyx-leaves of the Indian corn, in which

each orange is wrapped before it in placed in the

boxes. Near these circles of laughing .\/.oreans, who
sat at their work and kept up a continual cross-fire of

rapid repartee as they quickly filled the orange-cases,

were a party of children, whose business it was to pre-

pare the husks for the men, who used them in pack-

ing. These youngsters, who were playing at their

work like the children of a larger growth that sat by
their side, were with much difficulty kept in order by
an elderly man, who shook his head and a long stick

whenever they flagged or idled. * *

A quantity of the leaves being heaped together

near the packers, the operation began. A child

handed to a workman who squatted by the heap of

fruit a prepared husk ; this vms rapidly snatched

from the child, wrapped round the orange by an in-

termediate workman, passed by the feeder to the next,

who (sitting with the chest between his legs) placed

it in the orange-box with amazing rapidity, took a

second, and a third, and a fourth as fa-^t as his hands

could move and the feeders could supply him, until

at length the chest wad filled to overflowing, and was

ready to be nailed up. Two men then handed it to the

carpenter, who bent over the orange-chest several thin

boards, secured them with the willow band, pressed

it with his naked f)ot as he sawed off the ragged ends

of the boards, and finally despatched it to the ass

which stood ready for lading. Two chests were slung

across his back by means of cords crossed in a figure of

eight ; both were well secured by straps under his

belly, the driver took his goad, pricked his beast, and
uttering the never-ending cry * tjackaaio,* trudged off

to the town.

The orange-trees in this garden cover the sides of a
glen or ravine, like that of the Uargle, but somewhat
less steep ; they are of some age, and have lost the

stiff clumpy form of the younger trees. Some idea of

the rich beauty of the scene may be formed by ima-

gining the trees of the Dargle to he magnificent shrubs

loaded with orange fruit, and mixed with lofty arbu-

tuses

—

Groves who?e rich frnit, burnished with golden rind.

Hung amiable, and of delicious tast«.

In one part scores of children were scattered among
the branches, gathering fruit into small baskets,

hallooing, laui^hing, practically joking, and finally

emptying their gatherings into tlie larger baskets

underneath the trees, which, when tilled, were slowly

borne away to the packing-place, and bowled out upon
the great heap. Many large orange-trees on the steep

sides of the glen lay on the ground uprooted, either

from their load of fruit, the high winds, or the weight

of the boys, four, five, and even six of whom will

climb the branches at the same time ; and as the soil

is very light, and the roots are superficial (and the

fall of a tree perhaps not unamusing), down the trees

come. They are allowed to lie where they fall ; and
those which had evidently fallen many years ago were

still alive, and bearing good crops. The oranges are

not ripe until March or April, nor are they eaten ge-

nerally by the people here until that time—the boys,

however, that pick them are marked exceptions. The
young children of Villa Franca are now almost uni-

versally of a yellow tint, as if saturated with orange

juice.

Travtls in AV'C Zenlatul, by Kknkst niKFFF.\n.\rH,

M.l). late inituralist in the New Zealand Company
(18-4M). is a valuable history of an interest in;^

country, destined apparently to transmit tlie Kng-
lish language, arts, i',nd civilisation. Mr Dicffen-

hacli gives a minute account of the language of New
Zealand, of which he compiled a graruinar and dic-

tionary, lie conceives the native population of New
Zealun<l to be fit to receive the benetits of civilisa-

tion, and to amalganiute with tlie Hritish cohinists.

At the same time he believes in the practice of can-
nibalism often imputed to the New Zealanders.

Life in Mexico^ ilui iny a llcsiiltmce of Two YearM
in that Country, by Madajie Caldf.ron de LI.

Barc.\, an English lady, is full of sketches of do-

mestic life, related with spirit and aeuteness. In
no other work are we presented with sucli agreeable

glimpses of Mexican life and manners. Letters on
Parayutn/, and Letters on South America, by J. P. and
W. 1*. KoBEiiTSON, are the works of two brothers
who resided twenty-five years in South America,
The Narrative of the Voyages of H.M.S. Adven-

tiire and Beagle (1839), by Captains King and
FiTZROY. and C. Darwin, Esq. naturalist of the

Beagle, detail the various incidents which occurred
during their examination of the southern shores of

South America, and during the Beagle's circumna-
vigation of the globe. The account of the Pata-
gonians in this work, and tliat of the natives of

Tierra del Fuego, are both novel and interesting,

while the geological details supplied by Mr Darwiii
possess a permanent value.

Notes on the United States during a Phrenological

Visit in 1839-40 have been published by Mr
George Combe, in three volumes. Though attach-

ing what is apt to appear an undue importance to

his views of phrenology, Mr Combe was a sensible

traveller. He paiti particular attention to schools

and all benevolent institutions, which he has de-

scribed with care and minuteness. Among the

matter-of-fact details and sober disquisitions in this

work, we meet with the following romantic story.

The author had visited the lunatic asylum at Blooni-

ingdale, where he learned this realisation of Cymon
and Iphigenia—finer even than the version of Dry-
den I

In the course of conversation, a case was mentioned
to me as having occurred in the experience of a highly

respectable physician, and which was so fully authen-

ticated, that I entertain no doubt of its truth. The
physician alluded to had a patient, a young man, who
was almost idiotic from the suppression of all his facul-

ties. He never spoke, and never moved voluntarily, but
sat habitually with his hand shading his eyes. The
physician sent him to walk as a remedial measure. In
the neighbourhood, a beautiful young girl of sixteen

lived with her parents, and used to see the young
man in his walks, and speak kindly to him. For .some

time he took no notice of her ; but after meeting her

for several months, he began to look for her, and to

feel disappointed if she did not appear. He became
so much interested, that he directed his steps volun-

tarily to her father's cottage, and gave her bouquets of

flowers. By degrees he conversed with her through
the window. His mental faculties were roused ; the

dawn of convalescence appeared. The girl was vir-

tuous, intelligent, and lovely, and encouraged his

visits when she was told that she was benefiting his

mental health. She asked him if he couM read and
write! He iinswered, No. She wrote some lines to

him to induce him to learn. This had the desired

effect. He applied himself to study, and soon wrote
good and sensible letters to her. He recovered his

reason. She was married to a young man from the
neighbouring city. Great fears were entertained that
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this event nuiilil unJo the pooj which she had ae-

couiplished. The joung patient sustained a severe

shuck, hut hin mind ilid not sink under it. He ac-

quiesced in tlic propriety of her choice, continued to

improve, and at last was restored to his family cur«d.

She had a child, and was soon after hrought to the

same hosjiital perfectly insane. The youn;; man
heard of this event, and was exceedingly anxious to

«cc her; but an interview was denied to him, both on

her account and his own. She died. He continued

well, anil became an active member of society. What
a beautiful romance might be founded ou this nar-

rative !

Aiih-ric'i, Historical, Statistical, and Dfserijitire, by

J. S. Buckingham, is a vast collection of facts and

details, few of them novel or striking, hut apparently

written with truth and cindour. The work fatigues

from the multiplicity of its small statements, and

the want of general views or animated description.

In 1842 the author published two additional volumes,

describing his tour in the slave states. These are

more interesting, because the ground is less hack-

neyed, and Mr Buckingham feels strongly, as a

benevolent and humane man, on the subject of

slavery, that curse of the American soil.

Two remarkable works on Spain have been pub-

lished by George BoBnow, l.ite agent of the British

and Foreign Bible Society in Spain. The first of

these, in two volumes 12nio. 1841, is entitled The

Zincali, or an Account of the Gipsies of Spain. Mr
Borrow calculates that there are about forty thou-

sand gipsies iu Spain, of which about one-third are

to be found in Andalusia. The caste, he says, has

diminished of late years. The author's adven-

tures with tliis singular people are curiously com-

pounded of the ludicrous and romantic, and are

presented in the most vivid and dramatic form. Mr
Sorrow's second work is termed The Bible in Spain,

or the Journeys, Adventures, and Imprisoimients of

aa Englishman, in an attempt to circulate the

Scriptures in the Peninsula. There are many things

in the book which, as the author acknowledges, have

little connexion with religion or religious enterprise.

It is, indeed, a series of personal adventures, varied

and interesting, with sketches of character and

romantic incidents drawn with more power and

vivacity than those of most professed novelists.

An account of The Highlands of Ethiopia, by

Major W. Cornwallis Harris, H. E. I. C. En-

gineers, three volumes, 1844, also abounds with

novel and interesting information. The author was

employed to conduct a mission which the British

government sent to Sahela Selasse, the king of Shoa,

in southern Abyssinia, whose capital, Ankober, was

supposed to be about four hundred miles inland

from the port of Tajura, on the African coast. The
king consented to form a commercial treaty, and
Major Harris conceives that a profitable intercourse

might be maintained by Great Britain with this

productive part of the world.

MISCELLANEOnS WKITEKS.

One of the most laborious and successful of modern
miscellaneous writers, and who has tended in a

material degree to spread a taste for literary history

and anecdote, is Isaac D'Israeli, author of the

Curiosities of Literature, and other works. The first

volume of the Curiosities was publislied in 1791 ; a

second appeared a few years afterwards, and a third

in 1817. A second series has since been published

in three volumes. The other works of Mr U'Israeli

ariientitled Literari/ Miscellanies; Quarrels of Authors;

Calamities of Authors; Character of Jama J.; and

'J'he Literary Character. The whole of these are now
printed in one large volume. In 1841 this author,

though lalx>uring under partial blindness, followed

up the favourite studies of his youth by another

work in three volumes, entitled The Amenities of
Literature, consisting, like the Curiosities and Mis-
cellanies, of detached papers and dissertations on
literary and historical subjects, written in a plea-

sant philosophical style, which presents the fruits

of antiquarian research and careful study, without
their dryness and general want of connexion.

In the same style of literarj' illustration, with
more imagination and poetical susceptibility, may
be mentioned Sir Egerton Brydces, who jmblished

the Censiira Literaria, 1805-9, in ten volumes ; the
British Bibliographer, in three volumes ; an enlarged

edition of CoUins's British Peerage ; Letters on t/ie

Genius of Lord Bijron, &c. As principal editor of

the Retrospective Keview, Sir Egerton Brydges
drew public attention to the beauties of many old

writers, and extended the feeling of admiration which
Charles Lamb, Hazlitt, and others, had awakened
for the early masters of the English lyre. In 1835

this veteran author edited an edition of Milton's

poetical works in six volumes. A tone of querulous

egotism and complaint pervades most of the original

works of this author, but his taste and exertions

in P^nglish literature entitle him to high respect.

Joseph Kitson (1752-180.3), another zealous lite-

rary antiquary and critic, was indefatigable in his

labours to illustrate English literature, particularly

the neglected ballad strains of the nation. He pub-
lished in 178.3 a valuable collection of English songs ;

in 1790, Ancient Sonys, from the Time of Henry IJL
to the Revolution ; in 1792, Pieces of Ancient I'opular

Poetry; in 1794, A Collection of Scottish Sonys; iu

1 795, A Collection of all the Ancient Poems, &c. 7?e-

lating to Rvbin Hood, &c. Ritson was a faithful

and acute editor, profoundly versed in literary anti-

quities, but of a jealous irritable temper, which
kept him in a state of constant warfare with his

brother collectors. He was in diet a strict Pytha-
gorean, and wrote a treatise against tlie use of ani-

mal f(X)d. Sir Walter Scott, writing to his friend

Mr Ellis in 1803, remarks— 'Poor Kitson is no
more. All his vegetable soups and puddings have
not been able to avert the evil day, which, I under-

stand, was preceded by madness.' Scott has borne

ample testimony to the merits of this unhappy
gleaner in the by-paths of literature.

The Illustrations of Shahspeare, published in 1807

by Mr Fra.ncis Dodge, and the British Monachis-m,

1802, and Encyclopcedia of Antiquities, 1824, by
the Key. T. D. Eosdrooke, are works of great re-

search and value as repositories of curious infor-

m.ation. Works of this kind illustrate the pages of

our poets and historians, besides conveying pictures

of national manners now faded into oblivion.

A taste for natural history gained ground about

the same time with this study of antiquities. Thomas
Pennant (1726-1798), by the publication of his

works on zoology, and his Tours in Scot/aiul, excited

public curiosity; and in 1789 the I{ev. Gilbert
White (1720-1793) published a series of letters

addressed by him to Pennant and Dairies Barring-

ton, descriptive of the natural objects and appear-

ances of the parish of Selborne in Hampshire. White
was rector of this parish, and had spent in it the

greater part of his life, engaged in literary occu-

pations and the study of nature. His miimte and

interesting facts, the entire devotion of the amiable

author to his subject, and the easy elegance and

simplicity of his style, render White's history a

universal favourite—something like Izaak Walton's

book on angling, which all admire, and hundreds
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have en.leavoured to copy. Tlie retired naturalist
was too full of fails and observations to liave room
for sentimental writinf;, yet in sentenees like the
following (however humble be the theme), we may
trace no common power of picturesque painting:

The evening proceedings and manannTes of the
rooks are curious and amusing in the autumn. Just
before dusk they return in long strings from the
foraging of the day, and rendezvous by thousands
oyer Selbome-down, where they wheel round in the
air, and sport and dive in a playful maimer, all the
while exerting their voices, and making a loud caw-
ing, which, being blended and softened by the dis-
tance that we at the village are below them, becomes
a confused noise or chiding ; or rather a pleasing
murmur, very engaging to the imagination, and not
uuhke the cry of a pack of hounds in hollow echoin"'
woods, or the rushing of the wind iu tall trees, or the
tumbling of the tide upon a pebbly shore. M'hen
this ceremony is over, with the last gleam of day
they retire for the night to the deep beechen woods
of Tisted and Ropley. We remember a little o-irl,

who, as she was going to bed, used to remark on s^uch
an occurrence, in the true spirit of phvsico-theology,
that the rooks were saying their prayers ; and yet
this child was much too young to be aware that the
Scriptures have said of the Ileity—that ' he feedeth
the ravens who call upon him.'

The migration of the swallows, the instincts of ani-
mals, the blossoming of flowers and plants, and the
humblest phenomena of ever-changing nature, are
recorded by GUbert White iu the same earnest and
unassuming manner.

BET. WILLIAM GILPIN.

a 1 the seasons, are afterwards delineated in the
choicest language, and with frequent illustration
troiii the kindred pages of the poets; and the work
concludes with an iiccount of the Knglish forests
and their accompaniments—lawns, heaths, forest
distances, and sea-coast views; with their proper
appendages, as wild horses, deer, eagles, and other
picturesque inhabitants. As a specimen of Gilpin's
manner (though a very inadequate one), we subjoin
Ins account of the effects of the sun, 'an illustrious
amily of tiuts, as fertile sources of incidental
beauty among the woods of the forest :—

REV. WILLIAM CILPIN—SIR tTS-EDALE PRICE.

_
Among works on the subject of taste and beauty,

in which philosophical analvsis and metaphvsi^s
ajre happily blended with the graces of refined
thought and composition, a high place must be
assigned to the writings of the Key. Willi vm Gil-
pin (1724-1804) and Sir Uvedale Price. The
former was author of liemarks on Forest Semen/.
and Olisemttiom: on Pictnrescjue Beaut,/, as connecti'd
With the English lakes and the Scottish Highlands.
As vicar of Boldre, in the New Forest, Hampshire,
Mr Gilpin was familiar with the characteristics of
forest scenery, and his work on this subject (1791)
is equally pleasing and profound—a storehouse of
images and illustrations of extern.il nature, remark-
able for their fidelity and bcautv, and an analvsis
patient and comprehensive, with no feature of'the

chilling metaphysics of the schools.' His ' Ueinarks
on Forest Scenery' consist of a description of the
various kinds of trees. • It is no exaggerated praise

'

he says, ' to call a tree the grandest and most beau-
tiful of all the productions of the earth. In the for-
mer of these epithets nothing contends with it, for
we consider rocks and mountains as part of the
earth itself. And though among inferior plants,
shrubs, and flowers, there is great beauty, yet when
we consider that tliese minuter productions are
cliiefly beautiful as individuals, and are not adapted
to form the arrangement of composition in land-
scape, nor to receive the effect of light and shade,
they must give place in point of beauty—of pic-
turesque beauty at least—to the form, and foli.ige
and ramification of the tree. Thus the splendid
tints of the insect, however beautiful, must yield to
the elegance and proportion of animals which range
in a higher class.' Having described trees as indi-
viduals, he consiilers them under their various com-
binations, as dumjis, park scenery, the copse, glen,
grove, the forest, &e. Their permanent and inci-
dental beauties in storm and sunshine, and through

[Sunrise and Sunset in the Woods.'}

The first dawn of day exhibits a beautiful obscu-
rity. W hen the east begins just to brighten with the
refiections only of eftulgence, a pleasing progressive
hglit, dubious and amusing, is thrown over the face
ot things. A single ray is able to assist the pic-
turesque eye, which by such slender aid created a
thousand miaginarj- forms, if the scene be unknown
and as the light steals gradually on, is amused by
correcting its vague ideas by the real objects. What
in the confusion of twilight perh.ips seemed a stretch
of rising ground, broken into various parts, becomes
now vast masses of wood and an extent of forest.
As the sun begins to appear above the horizon, an-

other change takes place. What was before only
U>nn, being now enlightened, begins to receive effect.
This etJect depends on two circumstances—the catch-
ing lights which touch the summits of every object,
and the mistiness in which the rising orb is commonly
enveloped.

The efll-ct is often pleasing when the sun rises in
unsullied brightness, diftusing its ruddy light over
the upper parts of objects, which is contrasted by the
deeper shadows bfdow

; yet tlie effect is then only
transcendent when he rises accompanied by a train of
vapours in a misty atmosphere. Among lakes and
mountains this happy acconipsmiment often forms
the most astonishing visions, and yet in the forest it is
nearly as great. With what delightful effect do we
sometimes see the sun's disk just appear above a
woody hill, or, in Shakspeare's language.

Stand tiptoe on the miatv mountain's top,

and dart his diverging rays through the rising vapour.
The radiance, catching the tops of the trees as they
hang midway upon tlie shaggy steep, and touching
here and tliere a few other prominent objects, imper"
ceptibly mixes its ruddy tint with the surrounding
nii>ts, setting on fire, as it were, their upper parts"
while their lower »kirts are lost in a dark mass of
varied confusion, in which trees, and ground, and
radiance, and obscurity are all blended together.
When the eye is fortunate enough to catch the°glow-
ing instant (for it is always a vanishing scene), it
furnishes an idea worth treasuring among the choicest
appearances of nature. Mistiness alone, we have ob-
served, occasions a confusion in objects which is often
picturesque

; but the glory of the vision depends on
the glowing lights which are mingled with it.

Landscape painters, in general, pay too little atten-
tion to the discriminations of morning and evenini'.
We are often at a loss to distinguish in pictures th'e
rising from the setting sun, though their characters
are very different both in the lights and shadows. The
ruddy lights, indeed, of the evening are more easily
distingui.sbed, but it is not perhaps always sufficiently
observed that the shadows of the evening are much
less opaque than those of the morning. They may be
brightened perhaps by the numberless rays floating in
the atmosphere, which are incessantly reverberated in
every direction, and m,iy continue in action after the
sun is set ; whereas in the momuig the rays of the
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precediDg day hiiviiig 8ul)^ide.l, no object receives any

light but from the immediate lustre of the eun.

Whatever becouie» of the theory, the fact I believe w

well asccrtiiiiicd.
. , , ...

The iucideutitl beauties which the meridian sun

exhibits arc much fewer than those of the rLsiug sun.

Ill summer, when he rides high at noon, and sheds hi:,

perpendicular ray, all is illumination ; there is no

shadow to balance such a glare of light, no contrast

to onpose it. The judicious artist, therefc«-e, rarely

represents his objects under a vertical sun. -Ami

yet no species of landscape bear« it so well as the

scenes of the forest. The tuftings of the trees, the

recesses among them, and the lighter f.diage hanging

over the darker, may all have an eft'ect under a

meridian sun. I speak chiefly, however, of the in-

ternal scenes of the forest, which bear such total

brightness better than any other, as in them there is

generally a natural gloom to balance it. The light

obstructed by close intervening trees will rarely pre-

dominate ; hence the etfect is often fine. A strong

sunshine striking a wood through some fortunate

chasm, and reposing on the tuftings of a clump, just

removed from the eye, and strengthened by the deep

shadows of the trees behind, appears to great advan-

tage ; especially if some noble tree, standing on the

foreground in deep shadow, flings athwart the sky its

dark branches, here and there illumined with a

splendid touch of light.

In an open country, the most fortunate circumstance

that attends a meridian sun is cloudy weather, which

occasions partial lights. Then it is that the distant

forest scene is spread with lengthened gleams, while

the other parts of the landscape are in shadow ;
the

tuftings of trees are particularly adapted to catch this

effect with advantage ; there is a richness in them

from the strong opposition of light and shade, which

is wonderfully fine. A distant forest thus lUuniined

wants only a foreground to make it highly picturesque.

As the sun descends, the efi'ect of its illumination

becomes stronger. It is a doubt whether the rising

or the setting sun is more picturesque. The great

beauty of both depends on the contrast between splen-

dour and obscurity. But this contrast is produced by

these different incidents in different ways. The

grandest effects of the rising sun are produced by the

vapours which envelope it—the setting sun rests its

glory on the gloom which often accompanies its part-

ing rays. A depth of shadow hanging over the eastern

hemisphere gives the beams of the setting sun such

powerful effect, that although in fact they are by no

means equal to the splendour of a meridian sun, yet

through force of contrast they appear superior. A

distant forest scene under this brightened gloom is

particularly rich, and glows with double splendour.

The verdure of the summer leaf, and the varied tints

of the autumnal one, arc all lighted up with the most

resplendent colours.

The internal parts of the forest are not so happily

disposed to catch the effects of a setting sun. The

meridian ray, we have seen, may dart through the

openings at the top, and produce a picture, but the

flanks of the forest are generally too well guarded

against its horizontal beams. Sometimes a recess

fronting the west may receive a beautiful light,

spreading in a lengthened gleam amidst the gloom of

the woods which surround it ; but this can only be

' had in the outskirts of the forest. Sometimes also we

find in its internal parts, though hardly in its deep

recesses, splendid lights here and there catching the

foliage, which though in nature generally too scattered

to produce an effect, yet, if judiciously collected, may
be beautiful on canvass.

We sometimes also see in a woody scene corusca-

tions like a bright star, occasioned by a sunbeam

darting through an eyelet hole among the leaves.

Many painters, and c«|iocially Ilubens, have been fond

of introducing this radiant spot in their landscapes.

But in painting, it is one of those tritica which pro-

duces no efi'ect, nor can this radiance be given. In

poetry, indeed, it may produce a pleasing image.

Slmkspcare hath introduced it beautifully, where,

speaking of the force of truth entering a guilty con-

science, he compares it to the sun, which

Fire« the proud lops of the eastern pinM,

And darts his light through every guilty hole.

It is one of those circumstances which poetry may

ofltr to the imagination, but the jiencil cannot well

produce to the eye.

The Essays on Oic Picturesque, by Sir Uvedale

Price, vettt designed by their acconiplislied autlior

to explain and enforce the reasons for studying the

works of eminent laiidscaiie painters, and the prin-

ciples of their art, with a view to tlie improvement

of real scenery, and to promote the cultivation of

what has been termed landscape gardening. He
examined the leading features of modern gardening,

in its more extended sense, on the general principles

of painting, and showed how much the character of

the picturesque has been neglected, or sacrificed to

a false idea of beauty. The best edition of these

essays, improved by the author, is that of 1810;

but t^ir Thomas Dick Lauder has published editions

of both Gilpin and I'rice—the latter a very hand-

some volume, 1842—with a great deal of additional

matter. Besides his • Essays on the Ticturesque,'

Sir Uvedale has written essays on artificial water,

on house decorations, architecture, and buildings

—

all branches of his original subject, and treated with

the same taste and elegance. The theory of the

author is, that the picturesque in nature has a cha-

racter separate from the sublime and the beautiful

;

and in enforcing and maintaining this, he attacked

the style of ornamental gardening which Slasoii the

poet had recommended, and Kent and Brown, the

great landscape improvers, had reduced to practice.

Some of Trice's positions have been overturned by

Dugald Stewart in his Philosophical Essays; but

the exquisite beauty of his descriptions must ever

render his work interesting, independently alto-

gether of its metaphysical or philosophical distinc-

tions. His criticism" of painters and paintings is

equally able and discriminating ; and by his works

we consider Sir UvediUe Price has been highly in-

strumental in diffusing those just sentiments on

matters of taste, and that improved style of land-

scape gardening, which so eminently distinguish the

English .aristocracy of the present times.

WILLIAM COBBETT.

William Cobdett (1762-1835), by his Bural

Hides, his Cottage Economy, his works on Aniencm

and various parts of his PoUCwal liciji'ter, is justly

entitled to be remembered among the niiscelhineous

writers of England. He was a native of Farnham

in Surrey, ami brought up as an agricultural la-

bourer. He afterwards served as a siddier in Bri-

tish Anieric:i, and rose to be sergeant-major. He

first attracted notice as a political writer by publish-

ing a series of pamphlets under the name of Peter

Porcupine. He was then a decided loyalist and

high churchman; but having, as is supposed, re-

ceived some slight from Mr I'itt, he attacked his

ministry with grciit bitterness in his Hegister.

After the p.assing of the Ueform Bill, he was returned

to parliament for the borough of Oldham, but he

was not successful as a public speaker. He was

apparently .iestitute of the faculty of generalising

his information and details, and evolving from them
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a luoiil wlutl(\ His titiflxi'diit'ss of principle hUo
operated Btronpty ftpninst liim ; for no niuii who is

rot considtTfil honest und sincere, or ean he relied

Upon, will ever make a lasting impression on a
popular assembly. Cohbett's ineonsisteiiey as a
political writer was so broatl and undisjjuised, as to

have become proverbial. lie had made the whole
round of politics, from ultra-toryism to ultra-radi-

calism, and had pniised and abuseil nearly evt-ry

public man and measure for thirty years. .lereiiiy

Bentham said of him, * He is a mau liilud with odium
humani generis. Ills mulevuleuce and lying are be-

yond nnytlnnjr.' The retired philosopher did not

make sutficient allowance for Cobbett : the latter

acted on tl»e momentary feeling or impulse, and
never calculated the consequence to himself or

others. We admit he was eager to escape when a
difficulty arose, and did not scruple as to the means;
but we are considering him only as a public writer.

No individual in liritain was better known tlian

Cobbett, down to tlie minutest circumstance in liis

character, habits, and opinions. lie wrote freeh' of

himself, as he did of other men ; and in all his writ-

ings there was nmch natural freshness, liveliness,

and vigour. lie liad the power of making every
one who read him feel and understand completely
what he himself felt and described. Tlie idiomatic

strength, copiousness, and purity of his style have
been universally acknowledged ; and when engaged
in describing rural subjects, or depicting local man-
ners, he is very happy. On qnustious of politics or

criticism he fails, because he seems resolved to at-

tack all great names and established opinions. lie

remarks on one occasion that anybo<ly could, at the

time he wrote, be made a baronet, since Walter
Scott and Dudley Coutts Trotter (what a classitica-

tion !) had been so elevated. * It has become,' lie

Bays, 'of late years the f^isliiitn to extol tlie virtues

of potatoes, ;is it has been to admire the writings of

Milton and Sluikspeare ;' and he concludes a ludi-

crous criticism on I'aradise Lost by wondering how
it could have been tolerated by a peofile amongst
whom astronomy, navigation, and chemistry are

understood! Vet Cobbett had a taste ihr what may
be termed the poetry of nature. He is loud in his

praises of the singing-birds of England (which he
Diisseii so much in America), aiul he loveil to write

on green lanes and meadows. The following de-

scription of his boyisii scenes and recullections is

like the simple and touching passages in Kichard-
Bon's Pamela:

—

After living within a fvw hundreds of yards of West-
minster Hall, and the Abbey Cliurch, and the Bridge,

and locikiiig from my own wiiidnws into St James's
Pnrk, all other buildings and spots appear mean and
iiibigniticant. I went to-day to see the house I for-

merly occupied. How small! It is always thus:
the words large and small are carried about with us
in our minds, and we forget real dimensions. The
idea, such as it wan received, remains daring our
absence from the object. When I returned to Eng-
land in llIOU, after an absence from the country parts

of it of sixteen years, the trees, the hedges, even the

parks and woods, seemed so small ! It made me
laui;h to hear little gutters, that I could jump over,

called river*! The Thames was but a * creek!' Hut
when, in about a month after my arrival in London,
I went to Faniham, the place of my birth, what was
my surprise! Everything was become so pitifully

small ! I had to cross, in my postchaise, the long

and dreary heath of Ragshot. Then, at the end of

it, to mount a hill called Hungry IJill ; and from
that hill I knew that I should look down into the

' beautiful and fertile vale of Karnham. My heart

fluttered with impatience, mixed with a sort of fear,

to Bt^ nil the scenes of my childhood ; for I had
leaaied befire the dt-ath of my father and mother.
There is a hill not far from the tcwn called ('rnuk.s-

bury Hill, which rises up out i"f a Hat in the form of

a cone, untl is planted with Scotch (ir-trees. Here I

used to take the eggs and young ones of crows and
nuLg^iies. This hill was a famous object in the neigli-

hourhood. It served as the superlative degree ot

height. *As high a-s Crooksbury Hill/ meant, with
us, the utmost degree of height. Therefore the first

object that my eyes sought was this hill. I could
not believe my eyes ! Literally t^jieakiiig, I for a
moment thought the famous hill removed, aud a
littldheap put in its stead ; for I had seen in New
Brunswick a single rock, or hill of solid rock, ten
times as big, and four or five times as high! The
post-boy, going down hill, and not a bad road,
whisked me in a few minutes to the Bush Inn,
from the garden of which I could see the prodi-
gious sand-hill where I had begun my gardening
works. What a nothing! But now came rushing
into my mind all at once my pretty little garden,
my little blue smock-frock, my little nailed shoes,

my pretty pigeons that I used to feed out of my
hands, the last kind words and tears of my gentle

and tender-hearted and affectionate mother! I has-

tened back into the room. If I had looked a moment
longer 1 should have dropped. When I came to re-

fleet, what a change! 1 looked dr)wn at my dress.

What a change! What scenes I had gone through !

How altered my state! I had dined the day before

at a secretary of state's in company with Mr Pitt,

and had been waited upon by men iu gaudy liveries !

I had had nobody to assist me in the world. No
teachers of any sort. Nobody to shelter me from the
consequence of bad, and no one to counsel me to good
behaviour. I felt proud. The distinctions of rank,

birth, and wealth, all became nothing iu my eyes
;

and from that moment (less than a month after my
arrival iu England) I resolved never to beud before

them.

There is good sense and right feeling in the fol-

lowing paragraph on field sports :

—

Taking it for granted, then, that sportsmen are as

good as other folks on the score of humanity, the

sports of the field, like everytliing else done in the

fields, tend to pro<luce or preserve health. I prefer

them to all other pastime, because they produce
early rising ; because they have no tendency to lead

young men into vicious habits. It is where men
congregate that the vices haunt. A hunter or a
shooter may also be a gambler and a drinker; but

he is less likely to be fond of the two latter if he be

fond of the former. Boys will take to soniething-in

the way of pastime ; and it is better that they take

to that which is innocent, healthy, and manly, than

that which is vicious, unhealthy, and effeminate.

Besides, the scenes of rural sport are necessarily at

a distance from cities and towns. This is another

great consideration ; for though great talents are

wanted to be employed in the hives of men, they

are very rarely acquired in these hives; the sur-

rounding objects are too numerous, too near the eye,

too frequently under it, and too artificial.

ROBERT SOCTHEY.

The miscellaneous writings of Mr SouTHEr are

numerous, and all are marked by an easy flowing

style, by extensive readin*;;. a strain of thought and
reflection simple and antiquated, occasional dia-

logues full of quaint speculation and curious erudi-

tion, and a vein of poetical feeling that runs through
the whole, whether critical, historical, or political.

In 1807 Mr Suuthey published a series of observa-

tions on our national manners and prospects, eu-
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titleti Letters from Kinjlanil, Inj Don MctJiurl Alvarez

Espr'ieih, three voluiiios. Tho forciK'n dismiise was
too thinlv and lij;htly worn to iiistire 0(mcealinent,

but it imparted fret-dom and piquaiK'y to the autlior's

observations. On tlic sulyect itf the church, on

political eeimomy, and on nmnufactures, Mr Southey

seeinss tit h:tve ihouLdit then in inncli tlie same spirit

dir-i)Iayed in his late works. His faney* however,

was more sportive, and his Spanish cliaraeter, as

well as the nature of the work, led to frequent and
copious deseription, in which he excelled.

In 1829 i\Ir Soutliey pnhlished Cnlhqiuis on the

progress and Pmspnts: of Striitt/, two volumes, in

which the antlior, or * ^lontesinos/ holds conversa-

tions with the phost of Sir Thomas More ! The
decay of national i)iety, the evil effects of extended

commerce, and tlie alleged prof^resa of national in-

security and disor;_'anization. are the chief topics in

these colloquies, wliicli. though occasionally relieved

bv passajjps of beautiful composition, are ditliise and

tedious, and rrreatly overstrained in sentiment. The
other prose works of Mr Southey (exclusive of a

vast number of essays in the Quarterly Heview,

and omittinfj his historical and bin^raiiliical works
already noticed) miisist of his early Letters from
Spain; A Short Res'tdturc in Portiujal ; Omnunia, a

collection of critical remarks and curious quota-

tions ; and The Doctor, live volumes, a work partly

fictitious, but ahoundinp in admiriihle description

and quaint fanciful delineation uf character.

THOMAS DK QTINCEY.

The Confessions of an Knyhsh Opium Eatcr^ a

email volume published in 1822 (originally con-

tained in the London Magazine), is a singular and
striking work, detailing the personal experience of

an individual who had. like Coleridge, become a

slave to the use of opium. To such an extent had
the author carried this liahit. that he was accus-

tomed to take three hundred and twenty grains

a-day. He finally emancipated himself, but not

without a severe struggle and the deepest suffer-

ing. The ' Confessions' are written by Thomas de
QriNCEY, a gentleman of extensive acquirements,

literary and scholastic, son of an English merchant,
and educated at Eton and Oxford. He has contri-

buted largely to the periodical literature of the day,

and is author of the admirable memoirs of Shak-
speare and Pope in tiie KncycU)p:edia IJritannica.

The following extracts would do credit to the

highest names iu our original imaginative litera-

ture :

—

\_Drcanis of (lit Opium KaterJ]

May, 1818.

T have been every night of late transported into

Asiatic scenes. I know not whether others share in

my feelings on this point, but I have often thought
that if I were compelled to forego Kngland, and to

live in China, and among Chinese manners and modes
of life nnd scenery, I should go mad. The causes of

my horror lie deep, and some of them must be com-
mon to others. Southern Asia in general is the seat

of awful images nnd associations. As the cradle of

the human race, it would have a dim and reverential

feeling coimected with it. Rut there are other reasons.

No roan can pretend that the wild, barbarous, and
capricious superstitions of Africa, or of sav.ige tribes

elsewhere, atfect in the way that he is affected by the
ancient, monumental, cruel, and elaborate religions

of ludostan, &:c. The mere antiquity of Asiatic

things, of their institutions, history, modes of faith,

&c. ia so impressive, that to me the vast a^ of the

race and name overpowers the sense of youth in the

individual. A young Chinese seems to me an ante-

diluvian man renewed. Kven Kiigli>hmen, though
not bred in any knowledge of such institutions, can-

net but shudder at the mystic Bubliniity of castes that

have tlnwcd apart, and refused to mix, through such
ininiemorial tracts of time; nor can any man fail to

he awi-d by the names of the Ciangcs or the Lupbratea.

It contributes much to these feelings, that Southern
A^ia is, and has been for thousands of years, the part

of the earth most swarming with human life; the
great otfinjia fumtium. Man is a weed in those regions.

The vast empires, also, iiito which the enormous popu-
lation of Asia has always been cast, give a further

sublimity to the feelings associated with all Oriental
names or images. In China, over and abuve what it

has in common \vith the rest of Southern Asia, 1 am
terrified by tlie modes of life, by the manners, and
the barrier of utter abhorrence aiid want of symi»athy
placed between us by feelings deeper than I can
analyse. I could sooner live with lunatics or brute
animals. All this, and much more than 1 can say,

or have time to say, the reader must enter into before

he can comprehend the unimaginable horror which
these dreams of Oriental imagery and mythological
tortures impressed upon me. Under the connecting
feeling of tropical heat and vertical sunlijihts I

brought together all creatures, birds, bea>ts, reptiles,

all trees and plants, usages and appearances, that are

to be found in all trupical regiuns, and assembled
them together in China or Indostan. From kindred
feelings I soon brought Kgypt and all her gods under
the same law. 1 was stared at, hooted at, grinned at,

chattered at, by monkeys, by paroquets, by cockatoos.

I ran into pagodas; and was fixed for centuries at

the summit, or in secret rooms ; I was the idol ; I

was the priest ; I was worshipped ; I was sacrificed.

I fled from the wrath of Brahma through all the forests

of Asia ; Vishnu hated me ; Sceva laid wait for me.
1 came suddenly upon Isis and Osiris ; I had done
a deed, they said, which the ibis and the crocodile

trembled at. 1 was buried for a thousand years, in

stone coffins, with mummies and sphinxes, in narrow
chambers at the heart of eternal pyramids. * *

As a final specimen, I cite one of a different cha-

racter, from Iy20.
The dream commenced with a music whicb now I

often hear in dreams—a music of preparation and of

awakening suspense ; a nmsic like the opening of the

Coronation Anthem, and which, like that, gave the
feeling of a vast march—of infinite cavalcades filing

off—and the tread of innumerable annies. The
morning was come of a mighty day—a day of crisis

and of final hope for human nature, then suffering

some mysterious eclipse, and labouring in some dread
extremity. Somewhere, I knew not where—somehow,
I knew not how—by some beings, I knew not whom

—

a battle, a strife, an agony was conducting—was
evolving like a great drama or piece of music; with
which my sympathy was the more insupportable from
my confusion as to its place, its cause, its nature, and
its possible issue. I, as is usual in dreams (where, of

necessity, we make ourselves central to every move-
ment), had the j>ower, and yet had not the power to

decide it. I had the power, if I could raise myself,

to will it; and yet again had not the power, for the

weight of twenty Atlantes was upon me, or the op-

pression of inrxjdable guilt. * I>eeper than ever phini-

met sounded,' 1 lay inactive. Then, like a chorus,

the passion deepened. Some greater interest was at

stake; some mightier cause than ever yet the sword

had pleaded or trumpet had proclaimed. Then came
sudden alarnis, hurrying to and fVo ; trepidations of

innumerable fugitives, I knew not whether from the

good cause or the bad ; darkness and lights ; tempest

and human faces ; and at last, with the sense that all

was lo>t, female forms, and the features that were
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worth all the wmfM to me, and but ii innincnt iiUuwed

—and chisped hands, and heartbrtakin;; juirtiii^'s,

oud then—everlasting farewells! and with a si^'h,

such oa the oaves ot* hell si-^hed when the i!ice.stuuu,s

mother uttered the abhorred name of death, the sound

wa^ reverberated—everlasting farewells ! and again,

and yet again reverberated—everlasting farewells !

Anil I awoke in struggles, and cried aloud—* I will

sleep uo more !*

WTLUAM HAZLJTT.

One of the most remarkable of the miscellaneous

writers of this period was William Ha/litt, whose
bold and vigorous tune uf thinking, and iicute criti-

cism on poetry, the dram:i, and fine arts, found many
admirers, espeeinlly among young minds. He was
a man of decided genius, but prone to puradox, and
swayed by prejudice. He was well read in the old

English authors, and had in general a just and deli-

cate perception of their beauties. His style was
strongly tinged by the peculiarities of his taste and
reading; it was often sparkling, pungent, and pic-

turesque in expressitm. Hazlitt was a native of

Shropshire, the son of a Unitarian niinisrer. He
began life as a painter, but failed in atraiiiiiig excel-

lence in the profession, though he rftained tiiruugh

life the most vivid and intense appreciation of its

charms. His principal support was derived from
the literary and political journals, to which lie citn-

tributed essays, reviews, and criticisms. He wrote
n metaphysical treatise on the l*rinrif>hs vf Jhtmnn
Action; Characters of S/ut/i.<peare\s J'lui/s ; A I'ieuv

of the Enylish ^tage ; two volumes of Table Talk;
The Spirit of the Age (containing criticisms on enii-

nent public characters); Lectures on the Enylish
Pocfs, delivered at the Surrey Institution; Lectures

on the Literature of the EUzaht'than Ajc : and various

sketclies of tiie galleries of art in Eogland. He was
author also of Xotes of a ,/uurnei/ (hrouyh France and
Itali/, originally contributed tt) one of tlie daily jour-

nals ; an Essai/ on the Pine Arts for tlie ICncyclopa^dia

Britannica; and Sdinc articles on tlie Knglish no-
velists and other standard authors, first published in

the Edinburgh lit-view. His most elaborate work
was a Life of Napulenn, in f<mr volumes, which
evinces all the peculiarities of his mind and opinions,

but is very ably and powerfully written, ishurtly

before iiis death (wliich took place in London on tlie

18tii of September 1830) he had committed to the
press the Conversations of James Northcote, E\(j.

containing remarks on arts and artists. The toils,

uncertainties, and disappointments of a literary life,

and the contests of hitter political warfare, soured
and warped the mind of Ha/.litt, and distorted his

opinions of men and things ; but those who trace the
passionate flights of his imagination, his aspirations
after ideal excellence and beauty, the brilliancy of

his language while dwelling on some old poem, or
picture, or dream of early days, and the undisguised
freedom with which he pours out his whole soul to

the reader, will readily assign to him both strength
and versatility of genius. He had felt more than he
had reflected or studied; and though proud of his

acquirements as a metaphysician, he certainly could
paint emotions better than he could unfold prin-
cifdes. The only son of Mr Hazlitt has, with pious
diligence and with talent, collected and edited his

father's works ia a series of handsome portable
volumes.

iThe Character of FaUtaff.']

Falstaff^s wit is an emanation of a fine constitution
;

an exuberation of good-humour and good-nature; an
overflowing of bis love of laughter aud good-fellow-

ship; a giving vent to his heart's ease and over-con-

tentment with himself and others. He wuuld not he
in character if he were not so fiit as he is ; fur there \»

the greatest keejiing in the bimndlcss luxury uf his

imagiuatiuii, and the i)anipered self-indulgeuce of his

physical appetites. He manures and nourishes his

mind with jests, as he does his body with sack and
sugar. He carves out his jokes as he wuuld a capon
or a haunch of venison, where there is cut and come
again; and pours out upon them the oil of gladness.
His tongue drops fatness, and in the chambers of his
brain * it snows of meat and drink.' lie keeps up
perpetual holiday and open house, and we live with
him in a round of invitations to a rump and dozen.
Yet we are not to suppose that he was a mere sen-
sualist. All this is as much in inuigimition as in

reality. His sensuality does not engross and stuplfy
his other faculties, but * ascends me into the brain,
clears away all the dull cnide vapours that environ
it, and makes it full of nimble, fiery, and delectable
shapes.' His imagination keeps up the ball after his

senses have done with it. He seems to have even a
greater enjoyment of the freedom from restraint, of

good cheer, of his ease, of his vanity, in the ideal ex-

aggerated description which he gives of them, than in

fact. He never fails to enrich his discourse with al-

lusions to eating and drinking ; but we never see hira

at table. He carries his own larder about with hira,

and he is himself * a tun of man.' His pulling out
the bottle in the field of battle is a joke to show his

contempt for glory accompanied with danger, his sys-

tematic adherence to his Epicurean philosophy in the

most trying circumstances. Again, such is his deli-

berate exaggeration of his own vices, that it does not
seem quite certain whether the account of his hostess's

bill, found in his pocket, with such an out-of-the-way

charge for capons and sack, with only one halfpenny-

worth of bread, was not put there by himself as a trick

to humour the jest upon his favourite propensities, and
as a conscious caricature of himself. He is represented

as a liar, a braggart, a coward, a glutton &c. ana yet we
are not ofiended, but delighted with him ; for he is all

these a.s much to amuse others as to gratify himself.

He openly assumes all these characters to show the

humorous part of them. The unrestrained indulgence

of his own ease, appetites, and convenience, has neither

malice nor hypocrisy in it. In a word, he is an actor

in himself almost as much as upon the stage, and we
no more object to the character of Falstatf in a moral
point of view, than we should think of bringing an
excellent comedian, who should represent him to the

life, before one of the police offices.

\_TJie Cliaracter of Hamlet.]

It is the one of Shakspeare's plays that we think of

the oftenest, because it abounds most in striking re-

flections on human life, and because the distresses of
Handet are transferred, by the turn of his mind, to

the general account of humanity. Whatever happens
to him. we apply to ourselves, because he applies it to
himself as a means of general reasoning. He is agreat
moraliser ; and what makes him worth attending to

is, that he moralises on his own feelings and experi-

ence. He is not a commonplace pedant. If Lear is

distinguished by the grciitest depth of passion, Hamlet
is the most remarkable for the ingenuity, originality,

and unstudied development of character. Shakspcare
had more magnanimity than any other poet, and he
has shown moi^ of it in this play than in any other.

There is no attempt to force an interest : everything
is left for time and circumstances to unfold. The
attention is excited without eflort ; the incidents suc-

ceed each other as matters of course; the characters

think, atid speak, and act just as they might do if left

entirely to themselves. There is uo set purpose, no
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atrain'ing at a ])oint. The obserTationn are iiuggested

hy the piLssin;; scene—the giwts of pawsimi cuiile and

go like siiuijiIh of music borne on the win J. The whole

plav is an exact transcript of what niij;lit be suiijiosed

to have taken place at the court of Denmark at the

remote ^leriod of time fixed iii)on, before the modern

retinoments in morals and manners were heard of It

would have been interesting enough to have been ad-

mitted as a bystander in such a scene, at such a time,

to have heard and witnessed something of what wius

going on. Hut here we are more than spectators. We
have not only ' the outward pageants and the signs of

grief,* but * we have that within which passes show.'

We read the thoughts of the heart, we catch the pas-

sions living as they rise. Other dramatic writers give

us very fine versions and paraphrases of nature; but

Shakspeare, together with his own comments, gives us

the original text, that we may judge for ourselves.

This is a very great advantage.

The character of Hamlet stands quite by itself. It

is not a character marked by strength of will or even

of passion, but by refinement of thought and .senti-

ment. Hamlet is as little of the hero as a man can

well be ; but he is a young and princely novice, full

of high enthusiasm and quick sensibility—the sport

of circumstances, questioning with fortune, and refin-

ing on bis own feelings, and forced from the natural

bias of his disposition by the strangeness of his situa-

tion. He seems incapable of deliberate action, and

is only hurried into extremities on the spur of the oc-

casion, when he has no time to reflect—as in the scene

where he kills Polonius ; and, again, where he alters

the letters which Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are

taking with them to England, purporting his death.

At other times, when he is most bound to act, he re-

mains puzzled, undecided, and sceptical ; dallies with

his purposes till the occasion is lost, and finds out

some pretence to relapse into indolence and thought-

fulness again. For this reason he refuses to kill the

king when he is at his prayers ; and, by a refinement

in malice, which is in truth only an excuse for hia own

want of resolution, defers his revenge to a more fatal

opportunity.

The moral perfection of this character has been

called in question, wo think, by those who did not un-

derstand it. It is more interesting than according to

rules ; amiable, though not faultless. The ethical

delineations of 'that noble and liberal casuist' (lus

Shakspeare has been well called) do not exhibit the

drab-coloured quakerisni of morality. His plays are

not copied either from The Whole Duty of Man, or

from The Academy of Compliments! We confess

we are a little shocked at the want of refinement in

those who are shocked at the want of refinement in

Hamlet. The neglect of punctilious exactness in his

behaviour either partakes of the ' license of the time,'

or else belongs to the very excess of intellectual re-

finement ill the ch,<vracter, which makes the common
rules of life, as well as his own purposes, sit loose upon

him. He may he said to be amenable only to the

tribunal of his own thoughts, and is too much taken

up with the airy world of contemplation, to lay as

much stress as he ought on the practical consequences

of things. His habitual principles of action are un-

hinged and out of joint with the time. His conduct

to Ophelia is quite natural in hia circumstances. It

is that of assumed severity only. It is the etfect of

disappointed hope, of bitter regrets, of affection sus-

pended, not obliterated, by the distractions of the

scene around him ! Amidst the natural and preter-

natural horrors of his situation, he might be excused

in delicacy from carrying on a regular courtship.

When ' his father's spirit was in arms,' it was not a

time for the son to make love in. He could neither

marry Ophelia, nor wound her mind by explaining the

cause of his alienation, which he durst hardly trust

himself to think of It would have taken him years

to have conie to a direct ex])lanation on the point. In

the harassed state of liis ntind, he could not have done
much otherwise than he did. His conduct docs not

contradict what he says when he sees her funeral ;

—

' I loved OpIiuHa ; forty thoiiHiind brDUieni

Could not, with all their quantity of love,

Make up Diy sulii.'

THOMAS CARLTLE.

The Gorman studies and metaphysics of Coleridge

seem to liave inspired one powerful writer of the

day, Thomas Carlvle, author uf various works and
tr.Huslations— a Lil'e of Schiller; Sartor Itesartus,

IS.'ifi; The French Revolution, a History, in three

volumes, 1837 ; Cliarlism, 18.39; Cciliciil anil Miscelk-

neinis IC.ssin/s, collected and repuldisiied from reviews

and magazines, in five vols., 18.19 ; a series of lectures

on flejo Worship, 1841 ; and The I\tst and Present,

184.3. Fiimiliar with German literature, and admir-

ing its autliors, Mr Carlyle has had great influenee in

rendering the works of Goctlie, Kiehter, &c. known in

this country. He has added to our stock of original

ideiis, and helped to foster a more liberal and pene-

trative style of criticism amongst us. His philoso-

pliiral theory has been condemned for its resemblance

to the Pantheistic system, or idol-worship, (ioethe

being the special object of his veneration. It is tix)

fanciful and unreal to be of general practical utility,

or to serve as a refuge from the actual cares and

storms of life. It is an intellectual theory, and to

intellectual men may be valuable—for the opinions

and writings of Carlyle tend to enlarge our synipa-

tliies and feelings—to stir the heart with Ixjnevolence

and affection— to unite man to man—and to build

upon this love of our fellow-beings a system of mental

energy and purify far removed from tlie operations

of sense, and pregnant with high hopes and aspira-

tion.s. lie is an original and subtle thinker, and
combines with his powers of analysis and reasoning

a vivid and brilliant imagination. His work on the

French Revolution is a series of paintings—grand,

terrific, and ghastly. The peculiar style and diction

of Mr Carlyle have with some retarded, and with

others advanced Ids popularity. It is luore German
than English, full of conceits ami personifications,

of high and low things, familiar and recondite, mixed

up together without any regard to onler or natural

eoimexion. He has no chaste simplicity, no ' linked

sweetness,' or polished uniformity ; all is angular,

olijective, and unidiomatic ; at times, however, highly

graphic, and swelling out info periods of fine imagery

and eloquence. Even conuuou tlumglits, dressed up
in Mr Carlyle's peculiar cosfimie of words, jiossess

an air of originality. The style is, on the whole, a

vicious and afl'ecte'd one (though it nuiy now have

bectime natural to its jiossessor). but is made strik-

ing by the force and genius of wliich it is the repre-

sentative.

\^The Succession of Haces of Men.']

Oeneration after generation takes to itself the form

of a body, and forth issuing from t'immerian night on

heaven's missions appears. What tbree ami fire is in

each he expends ; one grinding in the mill of indus-

try ; one, hunter-like, climbing the giddy Alpine

heights of science ; one madly dashed in pieces on

the rocks of strife, in war witli his fellow ; and then

the heaven-sent is recalled ; his earthly vesture falls

away, and soon even to sense becomes a vanished

shadow. Thus, like some wild-llaming, wild-thunder-

ing train of heaven's artillery, does this mysterious

mankind thunder and flame, iu long-drawn, quick-
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succeeding grandeur, through the unknown deep.

Thus, like a Ood-creatt-d, fire-breathing spirit-hojit,

we emerge from the inane; haste stornifully acn>ss

the astonished earth, then plunge again into the

inane. Karth's nnnintains are levelled and her seas

filled up in our passage. Can the earth, which is but
dead and a vision, resist spirits which have reality

and are alive ? On the hardest adamant some foot-

print of us is stamped in ; the last rear of the host

will read traces of the earliest van. But whence?
Oh heaven ! whither! Sense knows not ; faith knows
not ; only that it is through mystery to mystery, from
God and to God.

[^Attach np&n the Bastille.']

[From tho work on the French Revulution ]

All morning, since nine, there has been a cry

everywhere, * To the Bastille!' Repeated 'deputa-
tions of citizens* have been here, passionate for arms

;

whom De Launay had got dismissed by soft speeches
through port-holes. Towards noon Klector Thuriot
de la Roslerft gains admittance ; finds De Launay
indisposed for surrender; nay, disposed for blowing
up the place rather. Thuriot mounts with him to

the battlements: heaps of paving-stones, old iron,

and missiles lie piled: cannon all duly levelled; in

every embrasure a cannon—only drawn back a little !

But outwards, behold, Thuriot, how the multitude
flows on, welling through every street ; toosin furiously

pealing, all drums beating the generate : the suburb
Sainte-Antoine rolling hitherward wholly as one man !

Such vision (spectral, yet real) thou, Thuriot las
from thy Mount of Vision, beholdest in this nmment

:

prophetic of other phantasniagories, and loud-gibber-
ing spectral realities which thou yet beholdest not,

but shalt. * Que voulez-vous V said De Launay,
turning pale at the sight, with an air of reproach,
almost of menace. * Monsieur,* said Thuriot, rising

into the moral sublime, * what mean you? Consider
if I could not precipitate both of us from this height*
—say only a hundred feet, exclusive of the walled
ditch ! Whereupon De Launay fell silent.

Wo to thee, De Launay, in such an hour, if thou
canst not, taking some one firm decision, rule cir-

cumstances ! Soft speeches will not serve ; hard
grape-shot is questionable; but hovering between the
two is «H-questionable. Ever wilder swells the tide

of men; their infinite hum waxing ever louder into

imprecation I*, perhaps into crackle of stray musketry,
which latter, on walls nine feet thick, cannot do
execution. The outer drawbridge has been lowered
for Thuriot ; new deputation of citizens (it is the
third and noisiest of all) penetrates that way into

the outer court : soft speeches producing no clearance
of these, De Launay gives fire

;
pulls up his draw-

bridge. A slight sputter ; which has kindled the too
combustible chaos; made it a roaring fire-chaos!

Bursts forth insurrection, at sight of its own blood
(for there were deaths by that sputter of fire), into
endless rolling exjilosion of musketry, distraction,

execration ; and overhead, from the fortress, let one
great gun, with its grape-shot, go booming, to show
what we could do. The Bastille is besieged!

On, then, all Krenchmen that have hearts in their
bodies! Koar with all your throats of cartilage and
metal, ye sons of liberty ; stir spasmodically what-
soever of utmost faculty is in you, soul, bodv, or
spirit; for it is the hour! Smite, thou Louis Tour-
nay, cartwright of the Marais, old soldier of the
Regiment Dauphine'; smite at that outer drawbridge
chain, though the fiery hail whistles round thee!
Never, over nave or feline did thy axe strike such a
stroke. Down with it, man ; down with it to Orcus

;

let the whole accursed edifice sink thither, and
tyranny be swalloweil up fur ever! Mounted, some

say, on the roof of the guard-room, some ' on bayonets
-stuck into joints of the wall,* Louis Tournay smites,
brave Aubin Bonnemere (also an old soldier) second-
ing hin»: the chain yields, breaks; the huge draw-
bridge slams down, thundering {aire fracax). Glo-
rious ; and yet, alas! it is still but the outworks.
The eight grim towers with their Invalides' musketry,
their paving-stones and cannon-mouths still soar aloft

intact ; ditch yawning impassable, stone-faced ; the
inner drawbridge with its back towards ua: the Bas-
tille is still to take!

Mr Carlyle is a native of the village of Eccle-
fechan, in Dumfriesshire, tlie child of jtareiits whose
personal character seems to have been considerably
more exalted than their circumstances. He was
reared for the Scottish church, but stopped short at
the threshold, and, after some years spent in the
laborious business of teaching, devoted himself to a
literary life.

REV. SHfNET SMITH—LORD JEFFREY

—

MR T. B. MACAULAY.

These three eminent men have lately, hy the col-

lection and republication of their contributions to

the Edinburgh Review, taken their place avowedly
among the misccllaneons writers of the present cen-
tury. Mr Smith had, about thirty years previous,

issued a hii;hly amusing and powerful political tract,

entitled Letters on the Subject of the Catholirs, to my
Brother Ahrahtim, who lircs in the Countn/^ by Peter

Plymley. These letters, after going through twenty-
one editions, are now included in the autlior's works.
He has also included a tract on the Ballot (first pub-
lished in 18.39), some speeches on the Catholic Claims
and Reform Hdl, Letters on certain proposed Reforms
in the Church of England, and a few Sermons.
Sidney Smith is one of the wittiest and ablest men
of his age. His powers have always been exercised
on practical subjects, to correct what he deemed
errors or abuses, to enforce religious toleration, ex-
pose cant and hypocrisy, and to inculcate timely
reformation. No politician was ever more fearless

or effective. He has the wit and energy of Swjft,

without Ilia coarseness or cynicism, and a peculiar

breadth of humour and drollery of illustration, that
are potent auxiliaries to his clear and logical argu-
ment. Thus, in ridiculing the idea prevalent among
many timid though excellent persons at the time of
the publication of Plyndey's Letters, that a con-
spiracy had been formed against the Protestant re-

ligion, headed by the pope, Mr Smith places the
subject in a light highly ludicrous and amusing:

—

*The pope has not landed— nor are there any
curates sent out after him—nor has he been hid at

St Albans by the Dowager Lady Spencer—nor dined
privately at Holland House—nor been seen near
Dropmore. If these fears exist (which I do not be-
lieve), they exist only in the mind of the chancellor

of the exchequer [the late Mr Spencer Perceval]
;

they emanate from his zeal for the Protestant in-

terest ; and though they reflect the highest honour
upon the delicate irritability of his faith, must cer-

tainly be considered as more ambiguous proofs of the
sanity and vigour of his understanding. By this

time, however, the best-informed clergy in the neigh-
bourhood of the metropolis are convinced that the
rumour is without foundation : and though the pope
is probably hovering about our coast in a fishing-

smack, it is most likely he will fall a prey to the
vigdance of the cruisers : and it is certain he has
not yet polluted the Prutestantism ui our soil. Ex-
actly in the same manner tlie story of the wooden
gods seized at Charing Cross, by an t)rder from the
Foreign OlEce, turns out to be without the shadow
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of a fiiuiuliitidii : iiisttail iif the angels and arch-

angels nieiilionud by the hifornicT, nothing was dis-

covLTcd but a woiiden iniagt- <if Lord Mulgravc going

down to Chatham as a heaJ-iiicce for the Spanker

gun-vessel ; it was an exact resemblance of his lord-

ship in his military uniform ; and therefore as little

like a god as can well be imagined.'

The effects of the threatened French invasion are

painted in similar colours. Mr Smith is arguing

that, notwithstanding the fe.ars enteTtained in Eng-

land on this subject, the liritish rulers neglected the

obvious means of self-defence :

—

' As for the spirit of the peasantry in making a

gallant defence behind hedgerows, and through

plate-racks and hencoops, highly as I think of their

bravery, I do not know any nation in Europe so

likely to be struck with panic as tlie English ; and

this from their total unacquaintance with sciences

of war. Old wheat and beans blazing for twenty

miles round ; cart mares shot ; sows of Lord Somer-

ville's breed running wild over the country j the

minister of the parish wounded sorely in his hinder

parts ; Mrs Plymley in fits ; all these scenes of war

an Austrian or a Russian has seen tliree or four

times over ; but it is now three centuries since an

English pig has fallen in a fair battle upon English

ground, or a farm-house been rifled, or a clergyman's

wife been subjected to any other proposals of love

than the connubial endearments of her sleek and

orthod<ix mate. The old edition of Plutarch's Lives,

which lies in the corner of your parlour window, has

contributed to work you up to the most romantic

expectations of our Roman behaviour. "Vou are per-

suaded that Lord Anilierst will defend Kew Bridge

like Codes ; that some maid of honour will break

away from her captivity and swim over the Thames ;

that the Duke of York will burn his capitulating

hand ; and little Mr Sturges Bourne give forty years'

purchase for Moidsham Hall while the French are

encamped upon it. I hope we shall witness all this,

if the French do come ; but in tlie nieautmie I am
so enchanted with the ordinary Eiiglisli behaviour

of these invaluable persons, that I earnestly pray no

opportunity may be given them for Roman valour,

and for those very un-Roman pensions wiiich tliey

would all, of course, take especial care to claim in

consequence.'

One of the happiest and most forcible of Mr Smith's

huniorous compari.sons is that in which he says, of

a late English minister, on whom he had bestowed

frequent and elaborate censure— ' I do not attack

liim from tlie love of glory, but from the love of utihty,

as a burgomaster hunts a rat in a Dutch dyke, for

fear it should flood a province.' Another occurs in

a speech delivered at Taunton in 1831 :
—

' I do not

mean,' he says, ' to be disrespectful, but the attempt

of the lords to stop the progress of reform reminds

me very forcibly of the great storm of Sidnionth, and

of the conduct of the excellent Mrs Partington on

that occasion. In the winter of 1824 there set in a

great flood upon that town—the tide rose to an in-

credible height— the waves rushed in upon the houses

—and everything was threatened with destruction.

In the niiiist of this sublime storm, Dame Parting-

ton, who lived upon the beach, was seen at the door

of her house with mop and p.attens, trundling her

mop, and squeezing out the sea- water, and vigorously

pushing away the Atlantic Ocean. The Atlantic

was roused. Mrs Partington's spirit was up; but I

need not tell you that the contest was unequaL The
Atlantic Ocean heat Mrs Partington. She was ex-

cellent at a slop or a pudiUe, hut she should not have

meddled with a tempest,' Ilhistratiims of this kind

are highly chanacteristic of their author. They dis-

play the fertility of his fancy and the richness of

his humour, at the same time that they drive home
his argument with irresistible effect. Sidney Smith,
like Swift, seems never to have taken uj) his jien

from the mere love of composition, but to enforce

pr.actieal views and opinions on which he felt strongly.

His wit and banter are equally direct and cogent
Though a profes.sed joker and convivial wit—'a
diner out of the first lustre,' as he has himself cha-

racterised Mr Canning^there is not one of his

humorous or witty sallies that does not seem to flow

naturally, and without eQ"ort, as if struck out or

remembered at the moment it is used. Mr Smith
gives the following account of his coanexioa with
the Edinburgh Review :

—

' When first I went into the church I )iad a

curacy in the middle of Salisbury Plain. The squire

of the parish took a fancy to me, and requested me
to go with his son to reside at the university of

Weimar ; before we could get there, Germany be-

came the seat of war, and in stress of politics we
put in to Edinburgh, where I remained five years.

The principles of the French Revcdution were then
fully afloat, and it is impossible to conceive a more
violent and agitated state of society. Among the

first persons with whom I became acquainted were
Lord Jeffrey, Lord Murray (late Lord Advocate for

Scotland), and Lord Brougham ; all of them main-
taining opinions upon political subjects a little too

liberal for the dynasty of Dundas, then exercising

supreme power over the northern division of the

island. One day we happened to meet in the eighth

or ninth storey or flat in Buccleuch Place, the ele-

vated residence of the then Mr Jeffrey. I proposed

that we should set up a Review ; this was acceded

to with acclamation. I was appointed editor, and
remained long enough in Edinburgh to edit the first

number of the Edinburgh Review. The motto I

proposed for the Review was

—

' Tenui miisam mcditamur avcna*

—

We cultivate literature upon a little oatmeal.

But this was too near the truth to be admitted, and
so we took our present grave motto from Publius

Syrus, of whom none of us had. I am sure, ever read

a single line ; and so began what has since turned

out to be a verj' important and able journal. When
I left Edinburgh it fell into the stnaiger hands of

Lord Jefl'rey and Lord Brougham, and reached the
highest point of popularity and success.'

Mr Smith is now, we believe, above seventy years

of age, but his vigorous understanding, his wit aud
humour, are still undiminished.

The chief merit and labour attaching to the con-
tinuance and the success of the Edinburgh Review
fell on its accomplished editor, Francis Jeffrky,
now one of the judges of the Court of Session in

Scotland. From 1803 to 1820 Mr Jefl'rey had the

sole management of the Review ; and when we con-

sider the distinguished ability which it has uni-

formly displayed, and the high moral character it

has upheld, together with the independence and
fearlessness with which from the first it has pro-

mulgated its canons of criticism on literature,

science, and government, we must admit that few

men have exercised such influence as Francis Jeffrey

on the whole current of contemporary literature

and public opinion. Besides his general superin-

tendence, Mr Jeffrey was a large contributor to

the Review. The departments of poetry and ele-

gant literature seem to have been his chosen field;

and he constantly endeavoured, as he says, ' to com-
bine ethical precepts with literary criticism, and
earnestly sought to impress his readers with a

sense both of tlie close connexion between soniitl in-

tellectual attaiuments aud the higher elements of
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duty and cniovment, and of the just and ultimate
Bubitrdimition of t!iu former to tlie latter.' Tliis was
a vocation of hi-jh mark and responsibility, and on
the whole the eritie diseharf;ed his duty with honour
and suwess. As a moral writer he was unimpeach-
able. The principles of his criticism are generally

sound and elevated. In some instances he was harsh
and unjust. His reviews of Southey, Wordsworth,
Lamb, and Montjjoniery, are indefensible, inasmuch
as the writer seems intent on finding fault rather

than in discovering beauties, and to be more piqued
with occasional deviation from established and con-
ventional rules, than gratitied with originality of

thought and indications of true genius. No excuse
can be otlered for the pertness and tlippancy of ex-
pression in which many of these critiques abound,
and their author has himself expressed his regret

for the undue severity into which he was betrayed.
There is some ground, therefore, for charging upon
the Edinburgh Review, in its earlier career, an ab-
sence of proper respect and enthusiasm for the works
of living genius. Where no prejudice or prepos-
session of the kind intervened, Jeffrey was an ad-
mirable critic. His dissertations on the works of
Cowper, Crabbe, Byron, Scott, and Campbell, and
on the earlier and greater lights of our poetry, as

well as those on moral science, national manners,
and views of actual life, are expressed with great

eloquence and originality, and in a fine spirit of

humanity. His powers of perception and analysis

are quick, subtle, and penetrating, and withal com-
prehensive ; while his brilliant imagination invested

subjects that in ordinary hands would have been
dry and uninviting, with strong interest and attrac-

tion. He seldom gave full scope to his feelings and
sympathies, but they occasionally broke forth with
inimitable effect, and kindled up the pages of his

criticism. At times, indeed, his language is poeti-

cal in a high degree. The following glowing tribute

to the universal genius of Shakspeare is worthy of
the subject

:

Many persons are very sensible of the effect of fine

poetry upon their feelings, who do not well know how
to refer these feelings to their causes; and it is always
a delightful thing to be made to see clearly the sources

from which our delight has proceeded, and to trace

the mingled stream that has flowed upon our hearts

to the remoter fountains from which it has been ga-
thered ; and when this is done with warmth as well
as precision, and embodied in an eloquent description

of the beauty which is explained, it forms one of the
most attractive, and not the least instructive, of lite-

rary exercises. In all works of merit, however, and
especially in all works of original genius, there are a
thousand retiring and less obtrusive graces, which
escape hasty and superficial obsen-ers, and only give
out their beauties to fond and patient contemplation

;

a thousand slight and harmonising touches, the merit
and the effect of which are ct^ually imperceptible to

vulgar eyes ; and a thousand indications of the con-
tinual presence of that poetical spirit which can only
be recognised by those who are in some measure under
its infiuence, and have prepared themselves to receive
it, by worshipping meekly at the shrines which it in-
habits.

In the exposition of these there is room enough for

originality, and more room than Mr Hazlitt has yet
filled. In many points, however, he has acquitted
himself excellently

; particularly in the development
of the principal characters with which Shakspeare has
peopled the fancies of all English readers—but princi-
pally, we think, in the delicate sensibility with which
he has traced, and the natural eloquence with which
he has pointed out, that familiarity with beautiful
forms and images—that eternal recurrence to what is

sweet or majestic in the nimple aspect of nature—that

indestructible love of flowers and odours, and dews
and clear waters—and soft airs and sounds, and bright

skies, and woodland solitudes, and moonlight bowers,

which are the material elements of poetry—and that
fine sense of their undefinablc relation to mental emo-
tion, which is its essence and vivifying soul—and
which, in the midst of Shakspcare's most busy and
atrocious scenes, falls like gleams of sunshine on rocks
and ruins—contrasting with all that is rugged and re-

pulsive, and reminding us of the existence of purer
and brighter elements—which he aloiic has poured out
from the richness of his own mind without effort or
restraint, and contrived to intermingle with the play
of all the passions, and the vulgar course of this

world's affairs, without deserting for an instant the
proper business of the scene, or appearing to pause or

digress from love of ornament or need of repose ; he
alone, who, when the subject requires it, is always
keen, and worldly, and practical, and who yet, with-
out changing his hand, or stopping his course, scatters

around him as he goes all sounds and shapes of
sweetness, and conjures up landscapes of immortal
fragrance and freshness, and peoples them with spirits

of glorious aspect and attractive grace, and is a thou-
sand times more full of imagery and splendour than
those who, for the sake of such qualities, have shrunk
back from the delineation of character or passion, and
declined the discussion of human duties and cares.

More full of wisdom, and ridicule, and sagacity, than
all the moralists and satirists in existence, he is more
wild, airy, and inventive, and more pathetic and fan-
tastic, than all the poets of all regions and ages of the
world; and has all those elements so happily mixed
up in him, and bears his high faculties so temperately,
that the most severe reader cannot complain of him
for want of strength or of reason, nor the most sensi-

tive for defect of ornament or ingenuity. Everything
in him is in unmeasured abundance and unequalled
perfection; but everything so balanced and kept in

subordination as not to jostle or disturb or take the
place of another. The most exquisite poetical con-
ceptions, images, and descriptions, are given with such
brevity, and introduced with such skill, as merely to

adorn without loading the sense they accompany.
Although his sails are purple, and perfumed, and his

prow of beaten gold, they waft him on bis voyage, not
less, but more rapidly and directly, than if they had
been composed of baser materials. All his excellen-

ces, like those of Nature herself, are thrown out to-

gether ; and instead of interfering with, support and
recommend each other. His flowers are not tied up
in garlands, nor his fruits crushed into baskets, but
spring living from the soil, in all the dew and fresh-

ness of youth ; while the graceful foliage in which
they lurk, and the ample branches, the rough and vi-

gorous stem, and the wide-spreading roots on which
they depend, are present along with them, and share,

in their places, the equal care of their Creator.

Of the invention of the steam-engine he rem.irks
with a rich felicity of illustration— ' It lias become a
thing stupendous alike for its force and its flexibi-

lity—for the prodigious power which it can exert,
and the ease, and precision, and ductility with which
it can be varied, distributed, and applied. The
trunk of an elephant, that can pick up a pin or
rend an oak, is as nothing to it. It cin engrave a
seal, and crush masses of obdurate metal before it-
draw out, without breaking, a thread as fine as gos-
samer, and lift up a ship of war like a bauble in the
air. It can embroider muslin and forge anchors,
cut steel into ribbons, and impel loaded vessels

against the fury of the winds and waves.'
How just, also, and how finely expressed, is the

follo\ving refutation of a vulgar error that even
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Byron condcscemlec] to sanction, namely, that genius

is a source of iifculiar unliappiness to its pi)S8C8sors :

^' Men of truly j;reiit jiowers of mind have gene-

rally been cheerful, soiial, and indulgent ; while a

tendency to sentimental whining or fierce intole-

rance may be ranked among the surest symptoms of

little souls and inferior intellects. In the whole list

of our English poets we can only remember !>hen-

stone and Savage—two certainly of tlie lowest— wlio

were querulous and discontented. Cowley, indeed,

used to call himself melancholy ; but he w as not in

earnest, and at any rate was full of conceits and

afTectations, and has nothing to make us proud of

him. .Shakspeare, the greatest of them all, was
evidently of a five and joyous temperament ; and so

was Chaucer, their conmion master. Tlie same dis-

position appears to have predominated in Kletcher,

Jonson, and their great contemporaries. The genius

of Milton partook S(miething of the austerity of the

party to which he belonged, and of the controversies

in which he was involved; but even when fallen on

evil days and evil tongues, his spirit seems to have

retained its serenity as well as its dignity ; and in

his private life, as well as in his poetry, the majesty

of a high character is tempered with great sweet-

ness, genial indulgences, and practical wisdom. In

the succeeding age our poets were but too gay ; and

though we forbear to speak of living autliors, we
know enough of tlieni to say with confidence, that

to be miserable or to be hated is not now, any more
than heretofore, the common lot of those who excel.'

Iimumerable observatioTis of this kind, remark-

able for ease and grace, and for original reflection,

may be found scattered through Lord .leifrey's cri-

tiques. His political remarks and views of public

events are equally discriminating, but of course will

be judged of according to the oi>inions of the reader.

None will he found at variance with national honour

or morality, which are paramount to all mere party

questions. As a literary critic, we may advert to

the singular taste ami juilgnient wliicli I.ord Jeffrey

exercised in making selections from the works he

reviewed, and interweaving tiiem, as it were, with

the text of his criticism. Whatever was picturesque,

solemn, patlietic, or sublime, caught his eye, and was

thus introduced to a new and vastly-extemled circle

of readers, besides furnishing matter for various

collections of extracts and innuuierable school exer-

cises.

Francis Jeffrey is a native of Edinburgh, the son

of a respectable writer or attorney. After completing

his education at Oxford, and passing through the

necessary legal studies, he was admitted a member of

the Scottisli bar in the year 1 794. His eloquence and

intrepidity as an advocate were not less conspicuous

than his literary talents, and in 1829 he was, by the

unanimous suffrages of his legal brethren, elected

Dean of the Faculty of Advocates. On the forma-

tion of Earl Grey's ministry in IScSO, Mr Jeffrey was
nominated to the first otriee under the crown in

Scotland (Lord Advocate), and sat for some time in

parliament. In 1S34 lie w.is elevated to the dignity

of the bench, the duties of which he has dischargeil

with such undeviating attention, uprightness, and

ability, that no Scottish judge was ever perhaps

more popular, more trusted, or more beloved. * It

has been his envial)le lot, if not to attain all the

prizes of ambition for which men strive, at least to

unite in himself those qualities which, in many,
would have secured them all. A place in the front

rank of literature in the most literary age—the

highest honour of his profession spontaneously con-

ferred by the members of a bar strong in talent and
learning—eloquence among the first of our orators,

and wisdom among the wisest, and universal reve-

rence on that judicial seat which has derived in-

creased celebrity from his demeanour—a y<»uth of

enterprise— a manhood of brilliant success— and
" honour, love, obedience, troops of friends," en-

circling his later years—mark him out for venera-

tion to every son of that country whose name he

has exalted throughout Europe. Wc need not speak
here of those graces of mind and of I'haraeter that

have thrown fascination over his society, and made
his friendship a privilege.'*

The Critical itnj Historical Ksftays contrilmfed to

tlie Edinburyh Heview, by T. B. Macavl.w, three

volumes, 184.3, have enjoyed great popularity, and
materially aided the Review, both as to inmiediate

success and permanent value. The reading and
erudition of the author are immense. In questions

of classical learning and criticism— in English poetry,

philosophy, and history—in all the minutia; of bio-

graphy and literary anecdote— in the principles and
details of government—in the revolutions of parties

and opinions—in the progress of science and philo-

sophy— in all these he seems equally versant and
equally felicitous as a critic. Perhaps he is most
striking and original in his historical articles, which
present complete pictures of the times of which he

treats, adorned with portraits of the principal actors,

and copious illustrations of contemporary events

and characters in other countries. His reviews of

Hallani's Constitutional History, and the memoirs of

Lord Clive, Warren Hastings, Sir Kobert Walpole,

Sir William Temple, Sir W.alter Kaleigh, &c. contain

a series of brilliant and copious historical retrospects

unequalleil in our literature. His eloquent papers

on Lord Bacon, Sir Thomas Browne, Horace Wal-
pole's Letters, Boswell's Johnson, Addison's JIc-

moirs, and other philosophical and literary subjects,

are also of first-rate excellence. Whatever topic he

takes up he fairly exhausts—nothing is left to the

imagination, and the most ample curiosity is grati-

fied. Mr jtacaulay is a party politician—a strong

admirer of the old Whigs, and well-dispo.sed towards

the Roundheads and Covenanters. At times he ap-

pears to identify himself too closely with those poli-

ticians of a former age, and to write as with a strong

personal antipathy against their opponents. His

judgments are occasionally har.^h and uncharitable,

even when fotmded on undoubted facts. In arrang-

ing his materials for effect, he is a consunmiate

master. Some of his scenes and parallels are

managed with the highest artistical art, and his

langu.age, like his conceptions, is picturesque. In

style Mr Macaulay is stately and rhetorical—per-

haps too florid and gorgeous, at least in his earlier

essays—but it is sustained with wonderful power

and energy. In this particular, as well as in other

mental cliaracteristics, the reviewer bears some re-

semblance to tiibhon. His knowledge is as miiversal,

his imagination as rich and creative, and his power

of condensation as remarkable. Both have made
sacrifices in taste, candimr, and generosity, for pur-

poses of immediate efli;ct; but the living author is

unquestionably far superior to his great prototype in

the soundness of his philosophy and the purity of

his aspirations and principles.

WIIXIAM HOWITT, &C.

William Howitt, a popular miscellaneous writer,

has written some delightful works illustrative of the

'calendar of nature.* His Hittik of the Scttsona, 18.32,

presents us with the picturesque and poetic features

of the months, and all the objects and appearances

which each presents in the garden, the field, and the

* North nrilish Review for 1844.
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waters. An cnthusiiustic lover of liis subject^ Jlr

Ilowitt is rt'inurkuMu for the fulness Jind variety of

lus pictt)ri;il sktti'iies, the ritOiness anil jmrity of his

fjiiu'v, and tlie ocviisional foroe and eloquent-o of his

style. ' If I eouM but nrouse in otlar minds,' he

says, Mhat anient and ever-prowing love of the

Wautiful works of God in the creation, which I feel

in myself— if I could but make it in others what it

has been to me

—

The nurse,

The ^uide, the ffuardian of ray heart, and soul

Of ail my moral being

—

if T could open to any the mental eye which can
never be ay:itin closed, but which finds more and
more clearly revealed before it beauty, wisdom, and
peace in the splendours of the heavens, in the

majesty of seas and mountains, in the freshness of

winds, the ever-chuniiing liglits and shadows of fair

landscapes, the solitude of heaths, the radiant face

of brijjlit lakes, and the solemn depths of woods,

then indeed should I rejoice. Oh that I could but

touch a tliousand bosoms with that melancholy
which often visits mine, wlien I behold little children

endeavouring; to extract anmsement from the very

dust, and straws, and peliblcs of squalid alleys, shut
out from the free and glorious countenance of na-

ture, and think how ditTerently the children of the

peasantry are passing- the golden hours of child-

hood; wandering with bare heads and unshod feet,

perhaps, but singing a "childish wordless melody"
through vernal lanes, or prying into a thousand
sylvan leafy nooks, by the liquid music of running
waters, amidst the fragrant lieath, or on the tlowery

lap of tlie meaiiow, occupied with winged wonders
without end. Oh tluit I could but baptize every
heart witli the sympathetic feeling of what tlie city-

pent child is condemned to hise ; how blank, and
p(Htr, and joyless nmst he the images wliich fill

its infant bosom to that of the country one, whose
luind

Will be a mansion for all lovely forms,

His meiMory be a dwelling-place

For all sweet sounds and liarmunies!

I feel, however, an animating assurance that nature
will exert a periK-tually-increasing influence, not
only as a most fertile source of pure and substantial

pleasures— pleasures which, unlike many others,

produce, instead (.if satiety, desire—but also as a

great moral agent: anil what effects I anticipate

from this gniwing taste may be readily inferred,

wlien I avow it as one of the most fearless articles

of my creed, that it is scarcely possible for a man in

whom its power is once firmly established to become
utterly debased in sentiment or abandoned in prin-

ciple. His soul may be said to be brought into

habitual union with the Author of Nature

—

Haunted for ever by the Eternal Mind.

Mr Ilowitt belongs to the Society of Friends,
though lie has ceased to wear their peculiar costume.
He is a native (»f Derbyshire, and was for several

years in business at Nottingham. A work, the na-
ture of whii-h is indicated by its name, the History

of Pr'n-stcraft (1834), so recommended him to the
Dissenters and ret'ormers of that town, that he was
made one of their aldermen. Disliking the bustle

of public life, Mr Ilowitt retired from Nottingham,
and resided for three years at Ksher, in Surrey.

There he composed his Hnral Life in Evgland. a

popular and delightful work. In 1838 appeared his

("oltmi.tittiim awl Christianittf, which led to the forma-

tion of the British India Society, and to improve-

ment in the management of our colonies. Mr
Howitt afterwards publisliod The Boys' Covntry
liouh, and \'isits to licmarkahle Placvg^ the hitter

(to which a second series has been added) descrip-

tive of old halls, battle-fields, and the scenes of
striking passages in Knglish history and poetry.

Mr and Mrs Ilowitt now removed to Germany, and
after three years' residence in that country, the
former published a work ou the iiocial and liural

Life of Germany, which the natives admitted to be
the best account of that country ever written by a
foreigner. Our industrious author has also tran-

slated a work written expressly for him, The Student'

Life of Germany. The attention of Mr and Mra
Howitt having been drawn to the Swedish language
and literature, they studied it with avidity ; and Mra
Howitt has translated a series of tales by Frederika
Bremer, which are characterised by great trutli of

feeling and description, and by a complete know-
ledge of human nature. These Swedish tales have
been exceedingly popular, and now circulate exten-
sively both in England and America.

JOHN CLAUDIUS LOUDON, &C.

JoHX Claudius Loudon (1783-1843) stands at

the head of all the writers of his day upon subjects

connected with horticulture, and of the whole class

of industrious compilers. He was a native of Cam-
buslang, in Lanarkshire, and pursuing in youth the
bent of his natural faculties, entered life as a land-

scape-gardener, to whicli profession he subsequently
added the duties of a farmer. Finally, he settled in

London as a writer on his favourite subjects. Hia
works were numerous and useful, and they form in

their entire mass a wonderful monument of human
industry. His chief productions are an Encyclopedia

of Gardening, 1822; The Greenhouse Companion ; an
Kncyrlopadia of Agriculture, 1825; an Encyclopccdia

of Plants, 1829 ; an Encyclopcedta of Cottage, Villa,

and Farm Architecture, 1832 ; and Arboretum B/itan-
nicum, 8 volumes, 1838. The four encyclopaedias are
large volumes, each exhausting its particular sub-

ject, and containing numenms pictorial illustrations

in wooil. The 'Arboretum' is even a more remark-
able production than any of these, consisting of tour

volumes of close letter-press, and four of pictorial

illustrations, and presenting such a mass of infor-

mation, as might apparently have been the work of
half a lifetime to any ordinary man. These vast
tasks Mr Loudon was enabled to undertake and
carry to completion by virtue of the unusual energy
of Ills nature, notwithstanding considerable draw-
hacks from disease, and the failure, latterly, of some
of his physical powers. In 1830 he married a lady
of amiable character and literary talent, who entered
with great spirit into his favourite pursuits. The
separate publications of Mrs Loudon on subjects

connected with botany, and for the general instruc-

tion of the yfiung, are deservedly high in public
estimation. It is painful to consider that the just
reward of a life of extraordinary application and
public usefulness, was reft from Mr Loudon by the
consequences of the comparative non-success of the
* Arboretum,' which placed him considerably in debt.

This misfortune preyed upon his mind, and induced
the fatal pulmonary disease of which he died.

Etis'iys on Natural llistonj, by Charles Water-
ton, Esq. of Walton Hall, is an excellent contribu-

tion made to natural history by a disinterested lover

of the country ; and Gleanings in Natural History^

by Kdward Jessk, Esq. surveyor of her majesty's
parks and palaces, two volumes, 1838. is a collection

of well-authenticated facts, related with the view of
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portraying the chriractLT of aiiirnals, and endeavour-

ing to excite more kindly feelings towards them.

Some Scottish works of this kind are also deserving

of commendation—as Khind's Studies in. Nalnrul

Uislury; 5W)i.MiMiu's Sketches from Nature; SllL-

LEu's Scenes and Leqends, or Traditions of Cromarty

;

Duncan's Sacred Philusojdii/ of the Seasons^ &c. A
love of nature and observation of her various works
are displayed in these local sketches, which all help

to augment the general stock of our knowledge as

well as our enjoyment.
The Thames and its Tributaries, two volumes, 1840,

by CuARLKS Mackay, is a pleasing description of

tile scenes on the banks of the Thames, which are

hallowed by the recollections of history, romance,

and poetry. The same author has published (1841)
JUentoirs of E^-traordinary Popular IJelusivns.

KoBEKT MuDiE (1777-1842), an indefatigable

writer, self-educated, was a native of Forfarshire,

and for some time connected with the London press.

He wrote and compiled altogether about ninety

volumes, including Babylon the Great, a Picture of
Men and Things in London ; Modern Athens, a sketch

of Edinburgh society; The British i^'aturalist ; The
Feathered Tribes of Great Britain ; A Popular Guide

to Oie Observation of Nature: two series of four

volumes each, entitled The Heavens, the Earth, the

Sea, and the Air; and Spring, Summer, Autumn, and
Winter; and next, Man : Physiral, Moral, Siicial, and
Intellectual; The Worhl Described, &c. He furnished

the letter-press to Gilbert's Modern Atlas, the

'Natural History' to tlie liritish Cyclopa'ilia, and

numerous other contributions to periodical works,

lludie was a nervous and able writer, deficient in

taste in works of liglit literature ami satire, but an

acute and philosophical observer of nature, and

peculiarly happy in his geographical dissertations

and works on natural history. His imagination

could lighten uj) the driest details; lint it was often

too excursive and unbridled. His works were also

hastily produced, 'to provide for the day that was

passing over him;' but considering these disadvan-

tages, his intellectual energy and acquirements were

wonderful.

A record of English customs is preserved in

Brand's Popular Antiquities, published, with addi-

tions, by Sir Hesrv Ellis, in two volumes quarto,

ill 1808 ; and in 1842 in two cheap portable volumes.

The work relates to the customs at country wakes,

sheep-shearings, and other rural pr.aetices, and is

an admirable delineation of olden life and manners.

The Euery-day Book, Table Booh, and Year Book.

by Willia.m Hone, published in 183.3, in four large

volumes, with above five hundred woodcut illus-

trations, form another calendar of popular English

amusements, sports, pastimes, ceremonies, manners,

customs, and events incident to every day in the

year. Mr Southey has said of these works—' I may
take the opportunity of recommending the Every-

day Book and Table Book to those who are in-

terested in the preservation of our national and local

customs : by these very curious publications their

compiler has rendered good service in an important

department of literature.'

JEREMY DENTHAM.

A singular but eminent writer on jurisprudence

and morals, Mr Jerejiv Bentham, was an author

throughout the whole of this period, down to the

year 1834. He lived in intercourse with the leading

men of sever.al generations and of various countries,

and was unceasingly active in the propagation of his

opinions. Those opinions were as much canvassed

as the doctrines of the political economists. Mr

Bentham was a native of London, son of a wealthy
solicitor, and was born on the 6th of February 1749.

He was entered of Queen's college, Oxfonl, Mhen
only twelve years and a quarter old, and was even
then known by the name of ' the philosojiher.' He
took his Master's degree in 1706, and afterwards
studying the law in Liucoln's Inn, was called to the
bar in 1772. He had a strong dislike to the legal

profession, and never pleaded in public. His first

literary performance was an examination of a pas-
sage in Blackstone's Commentaries, and was en-
titled A Fragment on Government, 1776. The work
was prompted, as he afterwards stated, by ' a passion

f(jr improvement in those sli.apes in which the lot

of mankind is meliorated by it.' His zeal was in-

creased by a pamphlet which had been issued by
Priestley. ' lu the phrase " the greatest happiness
of the greatest number," I then saw delineated,' s-iys

Bentham, ' for the first time, a plain as well as a
true standard for whatever is right or wrong, use-

ful, useless, or mischievous in human conduct,

whether in the field of morals or of politics.' The
phrase is a good one, whether invented by I'riestley

or Bentham ; but it still leaves the means by which
happiness is to be extended as undecided as ever,

to be determined by the judgment and oiiinions of

men. To insure it, Bentham considered it neces-

sary to reconstruct the laws and government—to

have annual parliaments and universal suffr.age,

secret voting, and a return to the ancient practice

of paying wages to parliamentary representatives.

In all his political writings this doctrine of utility,

so understood, is the leading and perv,ading prin-

ciple. In 1778 he published a pamphlet on The
Hard Labour Bill, recommending an improvement
in the mode of crimimd punishment ; Letters on

Usury. 1787 ; Introdurtion to tlu: Principles of Morals
and Politics, 1789; I->iscourses on Civil and Penal
Lcqislation, 1802; A Theory of Punishmnits and lie-

wards, 1811; A Treatise on Judicial Evidence, 1813;

Paper Relative to Codification and Public Instruction,

1817 ; The Book of Fallacies, 1824, &c. By the

death of his father in 1792, Bentham succeeded to

property in London, and to farms in Essex, yielding

from £.500 to £600 a-year. He lived frugally, but

with elegance, in one of his London houses—kept

young men as secretaries—corresponded and wrote
daily—and by a life of temperance and industry,

with great self-complacency, and the society of a

few devoted friends, the eccentric philosopher at-

tained to the age of eighty-four. His various pro-

ductions have been collected and edited by Dr John
Bowring and Mr John Hill Burton, advocate, and
pubhshed in 11 volumes. In his latter works Ben-
tham adopted a peculiar uncouth style or nomen-
clature, which deters ordinarj' readers, and indeed

has rendered his works almost a dead letter. For-

tunately, however, part of them were arranged and
translated into French by M. Dumont. Another
disciple, Mr Mill, made known his principles at

home; Sir Samuel Komilly criticised them in the

Edinburgh Review, and Sir James Mackintosh in

the ethical dissertation which he WTOte for the En-
cyclopaedia Britannica. lu the science of legislation

Bentham evinced a profound capacity and extensive

knowledge : the error imputed to his speculations is

that of not sufficiently ' weighing the various cir-

cumstances which require his rules to be modified

in difl'erent countries and times, in order to render

them either more useful, more easily introduced,

more generally respected, or more certainly exe-

cuted.' As an ethical philosopher, he carried his

doctrine of utility to an extent which would be

practically dangerous, if it were possible to make
the bulk of mankind act upon a speculative theory.
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ISAAC TAYLOR.

A spries of works, showinp; reninrkablc powers of

tliounlit, unitfct tci Rruat carnostni'ss in the cause of

cvim^elicnl reliiiion, !i.is proceeileil from t!ie pen
of Isaac Taylor, who is, we bilievc, iv pentlenian

of fortune living in retirement. The first and most
popular is the JVntttm! llistont of Knt/iitsiaftm, 1820,

in which the author cnileavours to show that the

sulijeet of his essay is a new lievelopmcnt of tlie

powers of Christianity, and only bad when allied to

Iiiali<;n passions. It has been followed by iSntut'dai/

Kiriiim], the Phi/sfcal Tliain/ of Atiofher Life, &e.

The reasonins: powers of this author are consider-

able, but the ordinary reader feels that he too often

misexpends them on subjects which do not admit of

detinite conclusions.

POLITICAL ECONO.MISTS.

There have been in this period several writers on
the subject of political economy, a science which
'treats of the formation, the distribution, and the
cousumptiun of \\'c:ilt!i ; which teaches us the causes
which promote or i)reveut its increase, and their

influence on the happiness or misery of society.'

Adam Smitli laid the foundations of this science

;

and as our conmierce and population went on in-

creasiner, thereby augmenting the power of the de-
niocratical part of onr constitution, and the number
of those who take an interest in the affairs of govern-
ment, political economy became a more important
and popular study. One of its greatest names is

that of t!ie Rev. T. R. M.^ltiius, an English clergy-
man, and Fellow of Jesus college. Cambridge. Mr
Slalthus was burn of a good family in 1766, at his

father's estate in Surrey. In 1798 appeared his

celebrated work, an Essai/ on the Principle of Popu-
lation a.i it Ajfecfs tite Future Improvement of Societt/.

Tlie principle here laid down is, that population
has a tendency to increase faster than the means of
subsistence. ' Population not only rises to the level

of the present supply of food, but if you go on every
year increasing tlie quantity of food, population goes
on increasing at the same time, and so fast, that
the food is commonly still too small for the people.'

After the publication of this work, Mr Malthus went
abroad with Dr Clarke and some other friends ; and
in the course of a tour through Sweden, Norway,
Finland, and part of Russia, he collected facts in

illustration of his theory. These he embodied in a
spi-ond and greatly improved edition of his work,
which was publislied in 1803. The most important
of his other works are. An Inquiry into the Nature
and Progress of Kent, 1815; and Principles of Poli-
tical Economy, 1820. Several pamphlets on the
corn laws, the currency, and the poor laws, pro-
ceeded from his pen. Mr Malthus was in 1805
appointed professor of modern history and political

economy in Haileybury college, and he held the
situation till his death in 1836.
Mn David Ricardo (1772-1823) was author of

several origin:d and powerful treatises connected
with political economy. His first was on the High
Price of Bullion, 1809 ; and he published succes-
sively Proposals for an Economical ami Secure Cur-
rency, 1816; and Principles of Political Economy and
Taxation, 1817. The latter work is considered
the most important treatise on that science, with
the single exception of Smith's Wealth of Nations.
Mr Ricardo afterwards wrote pamphlets on the
Funding System, and on Protection to Agriculture.
He had amassed great wealth as a stockbroker,
and retiring from business, he entered into parlia-
ment as representative for the small borough of
Portarlington. Ue seldom spoke in the house, and

only on subjects connected with his favourite studies.

lie died, much regretted by his friends, at his scat,

Gatcomb Park, in Uloucestershire, on the 11th of
September 1823.

The Elements of Political Economy, by Mr James
Mill, the historian of India, 1821", were designed
by the author as a school-book of the science. Dr
WiiATELV (afterwards Archbishop of Dublin) pub-
lisheil two introductory lectures, which, as jirofessor
of political economy, he had delivered to the uni-
versity of Oxford in 1831. This eminent person
is also author of a highly valued work. Elements of
Logic, which has attained an extensive utility among
young students ; noughts on Secondary Punishments,
and other works, all displaying marks of a power-
ful intellect. A good elementary work, Conversa-
tions on Political Economy, by 5Irs Marcet, was
published in 1827. The Rev. Db Chalmers has
on various occasions supported the views of Mal-
thus, particularly in his work On Political Economy
in Connexion with the Moral Prospects of Society,
1832. He maintains that no human skill or labour
could make the produce of the soil increase at the
rate at which population would increase, and
therefore he urges the expediency of a restraint
upon marriage, successfully inculcated upon the
people as the very essence of morality and religion
by every pastor and instructor in the kingdom.
Few clergymen would venture on such a task!
Another zealous commentator is JIr .J. Ramsay
M'CuLLocH, author o{ Elements of Political Economy,
and of various contributions to the Edinburgh Re-
view, which have spread more widely a knowledge
of the subject. Mr M'CuUoch has also edited an
edition of Adam Smith, and compiled several useful
and able statistical works.
The opponents of Malthus and the economists,

though not numerous, have been determined and
active. Cobbett never ceased for years to inveigh
against them. Ma Godwin came forward in 1821
with an Inquiry Concerning the Power of Increase in
the Numhers of Mankind, a treatise very unworthy
the author of ' Caleb Williams.' In 1830 Michael
Thomas Sadler published The Law of Popula-
tion : a Treatise in Disproof of the Superfecundity of
Human Beings, and Developing the Peal Principle of
their Increase. A third volume to this work was in
preparation by the author when he died. Mr
Sadler (1780-1835) was a mercantile man, p,artner
in an establishment at Leeds. In 1829 he became
representative in parliament for the borough of
Newark, and distinguished himself by his speeches
against the removal of the Catholic disabilities and
the Reform Bill. He also wrote a work on the
condition of Ireland. Mr Sadler was an ardent
benevolent man, an impracticable politician, and a
florid speaker. His literary pursuits and oratorical
talents were honourable and graceful additions to
his character as a man of business, but in know-
ledge and argument he was greatly inferior to Mal-
thus and Ricardo. An Essay on the Distribution of
Wealth, and the Sources of Taxation, 1831, by the
Rev. Richard Jones, is chiefly confined to the
consideration of rent, as to which the author differs
from Ricardo. 1\Ir Nassau Williaji Senior, pro-
fessor of political economy in the university of
Oxford in 1831, published Two Lectures on Popula-
tion, and has also written pamphlets on the poor laws,
the commutation of tithes, &c. He is the ablest of
all the opponents of Malthus.

REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.
In no department, more than in this, has the

character of our hterature made a greater advance
during the last age. The reviews enumerated in
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the Sixth Period ciintiniicd to occupy public fiivour,

thoii^'h with small iltscrvinjis, down to the l)e(.'ii>iiiiit;

of tliis century, when u suiliien and irrecoverable

eclipse came over them. The Kdhifmrijh lieview,

started in (>('t(tber 1802 under circumstances else-

where ditailud, was a work entirely new in our

literature, not only as it Imniu'lit talent of the first

order to bear upon periodical criticism, but as it

presented many orifjinal and brilliant disquisitions

on sulijects of publi(,' conoernment apart from all

consideration of the literary jiruductions of the day.

It met with instant success of the most decided

kinil, and it still occupies an important position in

the English world of letters. As it was devoted to

the support of Whij; politics, the Tory or minis-

terial party of the day soon felt a need for a simi-

lar organ of opinion on their side, an<l this led to

the estahlishnicnt of the Qiiarterhj Hemir in 18U9.

The tjuarterly has ever since kept abreast with its

northern rival in point of ability. The \\'c:slmi7ister

Ilevii'W was established in 1824, by Mr Bentham and

his friends, as a medium for the representation of

Radical ojiinions. In point of talent this work has

been comparatively unequal.

The same improvement which the Edinburgh
Keview originated in the critical class of periodicals

was effected in the department of the magazines,

or literary miscellanies, by the establishment, in

1817, of BImkwootl's Edinhuryh Magazine, which
has been the exemplar of many other similar pub-

lications—Eraser's, Tait's, the New Monthly, Me-
tropolitan, &c.—presenting each month a melange
of original articles in light literature, mingled with

papers of political disquisition. In all of these

works there is now literary matter of merit equal

to what olitained great reputations fifty years ago;

yet in general presented anonymously, and only

designed to serve the immediate purpose of amusing
the idle hours of the public

POPULAR PUBLICATIONa

The plan of monthly publication for works of

merit, and combining cheapness with elegance, was

commenced by Mr Constable in 1827. It had been

planned by liim two years before, when his active

mind was full of splendid schemes; and he was con-

fident that if he lived for half-a-dozen years, he

would ' make it as impossible that there should not

be a good library in every decent house in Britriin, as

that the shepherd's ingle-nook should want the salt

poke.' "Constable's Miscellany' was not begun till

after the failure of the great publisher's house, but

it presented some attraction, and enjoyed for sever.J

years considerable though unequal succe-^s. The
works were issued in monthly numbers ;tt a shilling

each, and volumes of three shillings and sixpence.

Basil Hall's Travels, and Lockhart's Life of Burns,

were included in the Miscellany, and had a great

sale. The example of this Edinburgh scheme stirred

up a London iiublisher, Mr Murray, to attempt a

similar series in the English metropolis. Hence
began the ' F.imily Library,' which was continued

for about twelve years, and ended in 1841 with the

eiglitietli volume. Mr Murray made his volumes

five shillings each, adding occasionally engravings

and woodcuts, and publishing several works of

standard merit— including Washington Irving's

Sketeh-Hook, Southey's Life of Nelson, &c. Mr
Irving also abridged for this library his Life of

Columbus ; Mr Lockhart abridged Scott's Life of

Napoleon ; Scott himself contributed a History of

Uemonology ; .Sir David Brewster a Life of Newton,
and other popular authors joined as fellow-labourers.

Another series of monthly volumes was Ix'gun in

IS."!.!, under the title of 'Sacred Classics,' tK-injt re-

prints of celebrated authors whose lalmurs have
been devoted to the eluciilation of the principles of

revealed religion. Two clergymen (Mr Catterniole

and Mr Stebiiing) edited this library, and it was no
bad index to their fitness for the offlee. that they
opened it with .lereiny Taylor's 'Liberty of Pro-
phesying,' one of the most able, high-spirited, and
eloquent of theologtcal or ethical treatises. ' The
Edinburgh Cabinet Library,' commenced in 18.30,

anil still in i>rogres3 (though not in regular inter-

vals of a month between each volume), is chiefly

devoted to geographical and historical subjects.

Among its contributors have been Sir Jcdin Ixslie,

Professors .Jameson and Wallace. Mr Tytler, Mr
.James Baillie Eraser, Professor Si)alding, Mr Hugh
Murray, I)r Crichttm, l)r Itussell, &c. The con-

venience of the tiionthly mode of publication has
recommended it to both publishers and readers

:

eilitions of the works of Scott, Miss Edgewortli,

Byron, Crabbe, Moore, Southey, the fashionable

novels, &c. have been thus issued and circulated in

tlii>usands. Old standard authors and grave his-

torians, decked out in this gay monthly attire, have
also enjoyed a new lease of popularity : Boswell's

.Johnson, Shakspeare and the elder dramatists,

Hume, Smollett, and Lingard, Tytler's Scotland,

Cowper, Uobert Hall, and almost innumerable other
British wurthics, have been so published. Those
libraries, however (notwithstanding the intentions

and sanguine predictions of Constable), were chiefly

su[)ported by the more opulent and respectable

classes. To bring science and literature within the
grasp of all, a society was formed in 1S25 for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, at the head of which
were several statesmen and leading members of the

Whig aristocracy—Lords Auckland, Ahhorp (now
Earl S[tencer), John !{ussell, Nugent, Sutiield, Mr
Henry Brougliain (afterwards Lord Brougliam), Sir

James Mackintosh, Dr Maltby (Bishop of Durham),

ITcnrj- Lord Brougham.

Mr Hallam, Captain Basil H.dl, &c. Their object was

tu circulate a series of treatises on the exact sciences,

and on various branches of useful kin)wledge, in

numbers at sixpence each. The first was published

in March 1S27, being ' A Discourse of the Objects.

Advantages, and Pleasures of .Science,' by -Mr

Brougham. Many of the works issued bv this
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society are exct'lk'nt compt'ndiiims of kiiowlfti^rt'

;

but tlie gfiuTal fiiult of tluir scii'iitifii' tnutist's lias

bifn, thiit tlu-y iirc too tc'cliincal iiiid atistrusc for

tlie woikiiiK-cliisses, and uru, in point of fait, imr-
chased and roail cliielly by tliosu in better stations

of life. Another series of works of a lii^lier east,

entitled 'The Library of Kntertaiiiinj; Knowledge,'

in four-shilling volumes, has also emanated from

this society, as well as a very valuable and exten-

sive series of maps and charts, forminjj; a eon\)ilete

atlas. A collection of portraits, with biojjrapliieal

memoirs, and an improved dcscrijition of ahnaEiae,

published yearly, have formed part of the society's

operations. Their labours have on the whole been

beneficial ; and though the demand for cheap litera-

ture was rapidly extending, the steady impulse and
encouragement given to it by a society possessing

ample funds and large intluence, must luive tended
materially to accelerate its progress. It was obvious,

however, that the field was not wholly occupied, but
that large masses, both in the rural and manufac-
turing districts, were unable either to purchase or

understand many of the treatises of the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. Under this

impression, the publishers of the present work
commenced, in February 1S32, their weekly perio-

dical, Ch(tmltef:i^s Edinhuryli Journal, consisting of

original pajiers on subjects of ordinary life, science,

and literature, and containing in each number a
quantity of matter equal to tiiat in a number of

the society's works, and sold at one-fourtli of the
price. The result of this extraordinary cheapness
was a circulation soon exceeding fifty thousand
weekly, and which has now risen to about ninety
thousand. The Penny Maynzinc. a respectable perio-

dical, and the Penni/ Ci/clnjiadia, were afterwards
commenced by the Society for tlie Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge, and attained each a very great circula-

tion. Tliere are numerous other labourers in the
same field of humble usefulness ; and it is scarcely
possible to enter a cottage or workshop without
meeting with some of these publications—cheering
the leisure moments of the peasant or mechanic, and,
by withdrawing liini from the operation of the grosser
senses, elevating him in the scale of rational beings.

WRITERS ON SCIENCE.

The age has been highly distinguished by a series
of scientific writers whose works, being of a popu-
lar description, may be said to enter into the circle

of general literature. At the head of this cl.iss may
be placed Sir John IIersciikl, whose JDiMOitme an
Natural Pliilusopliji is perhuiis the most perfect work
of its kind ever published. Sir D.\vid Crewstkk
also presents a remarkable union of scientific ac-
compiishnients with the grace and spirit of a first-

rate litterateur. His Letters on Natural Mayic, Life
of Neu-tun, IPistory of Optics, and various contri-
butions to tlie Edinburgh and Quarterly Keviews,
are equally noted for literary elegance "as for jiro-

found knowledge. A high place in this walk is

due to JIr Charles BAnnACE, author of the &o-
nomy ofMachinery and Manufactures; a Ninth Bridye-
water Treatise, &c. The latter work is a most inge-
nious attempt to bring mathematics into the range
of sciences which afford proof of divine design in
the constitution of the world, and contains, besides,
many original and striking thoughts. The works on
geology, by Dr KitcKLAND, Mr Murchison, Mr
Charles Lvell, Sir Henry Delabeche, and Dr
Mantell, are all valuable contributious to the
library of modern science.

Perhaps no writer of the present day has shown
in liis works a more extensive range of knowledge.

united with great powers of expression, than the
Rev. Wii.i.iAM Wuewkli,. master of Trinity col-

lege, Cainbridge. The Jlislunj of the Inductive
Sciences, three volumes, 1S;)7, and tlie Philosojihi/ of
the Inductice Sciences, founded upon their History, two
volumes, li?4(l, are amongst the few books of the
age which realise to our minds the sclf-clevoting

zeal and life-long application of the world's earlier

students. Mr Whewell was also the author of that
member of the series of Kridgewater Treatises
in which astronomy and general physics were
brought to the illustration of natural theology.
Another modern writer of unusually varied attain-

ments was tlie late Da John Macculloch, author
of a work on the Western Islands of Scotland ; a
valuable geological one, presenting a classification

of rocks; and a posthumous treatise, in three
volumes, on the Attributes of the Deify.
The almost infant science of Ethnography has

received a jiowerful illustration from the industrious
labours of Dr 1'ritchahd, whose Liijuiries into the

Physical History of Man is a book standing almost
alone in our literature. It tends to show tiie acci-

dental nature of the distinctions of colour and figure

amongst races of men, and to establish the unity of

the human species. Dr Pi-itcbard's work on the Celts
is .also one of considerable value, particularly for the
light it throws on the history of language.
The Architecture of the Heavens, by Professor

NicuoL of Glasgow, has deservedly attained great

popularity as a beautiful exposition of the sublime
observations of Sir William Ilerschel and others
respecting the objects beyond the range of the solar

system, and of the hypothesis of the nebular cos-

mogony. It \r.\s been followed by a volume of
equally eloquent disquisition, under the title of
Contemplations on the Solar System. The principles of
Natural Philosophy have been illustrated with great

success in the language of common life, in the Ele-
ments of Physics by Dr Neil Aknott.
The various departments of knowledge connected

with medicine have been illustrated by several

writers of the highest talent, from whom it is almost
invidious to single out the few names which we have
room to notice. In physiology, the works of Bostock,
Lawrence, Mavo, Elliotson, Roget, Fletcher,
and Carpenter, stand deservedly high, while the
popular treatises of Dr Co.mde are remarkable for

their extensive usefulness, due to their singularly

lucid and practical character. The Curiosities ofMe-
dical Experience by Dr Millingen, the treatises of

Sir Ja.mes Clark on Climate and Consumption, the
various tracts of Sir IIenrv Halford, Dr Socth-
wooD Smith's Philosophy of Health, and Dr Cope-
land's Dictionary of Practical Medicine, are but a
meagre selection from a great range of medical
works of talent calculated for general reading.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS.
The progress of Encvclop.edias. or alphabetical

digests of knowledge, is a remarkable feature in the
literature of modern times. The first was the Cyclo-
pa?dia of Ephraim Chambers, published in 1728, in

two Large folio volumes, of which five editions were
published within eighteen years. As the work of
one individual, the (.'yclopjedia of Chambers is

highly honourable to his t.aste, industry, and know-
ledge. The proprietors of this work in 1776 en-
gaged Dr Abraham Rees, a dissenting clergyman
(1743-18*2,')), to superintend a new and enlarged
edition of it, which appeared in 1785, and was well

received. They then agreed with the same gentle-

man to undertake a new and magnifit^eiit work of a
similar nature; and in 1802 the first volume of
Rees's Cyclopaedia was issued, with illustrations in
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a style of engraving never surpassed in tliis country.

This spleixiiil wurk cxtiiidtd to forty-five volumes.

In 1751-.')4 appeared Harrow's A'ew and Universal

Dictiujianj of Arti awl Scieiicfs, and in 17G6 an-

other Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, compiled by

the Ivev. H. Croker, Dr Tliomas Williams, and Mr
Samuel Clerk. Tlie celebrated Freneli Encyclo-

pcdie was published between tlie years 17.51 and
1765. Among the various schemes of Goldsmith,

was A Unirersal Diclioniiry uf Arts and Sciences^ for

which he wrote a prospectus (unfortunately lost), and

to which the most eminent British writers were to be

contributors. The premature death of Goldsmith

frustrated this pkn. In 1771 the Encydopx'dia

Britannica, edited by Mr William Smellie, was pub-

lished in four volumes quarto, presenting a novel

and important improvement upon its predecessors

:

' it treated each science completely in a systematic

form, under its proper denomination; the technical

terms and subordinate heads being also explained

alphabetically, when anything more than a refer-

ence to the general treatise was required.' The se-

cond edition of this work, commenced in 1776, was
enlarged to ten volumes, and embraced biography

and history. The third edition, completed in 1797,

amounted to eighteen volumes, and was enriched

with valuable treatises on grammar and metaphysics,

by the Kev. Dr Gleig; witli profound articles on

mythology, mysteries, and philology, by Dr Doig

;

and with an elaborate view of the philosophy of in-

duction and contributions in physical science, by
Professor Kobison. Two supplementary volumes

were afterwards added to this work. A fourth edi-

tion was issued under the superintendence of Dr
James Miller, and completed in 1810; it was en-

riched with some admirable scientific treatises from

the pen of Professor Wallace. Two other editions,

merely nominal, of this Encyelopa;dia were published

;

and a supplement to the work was projected by the

late Mr Constable, and was placed under the cliarge

of Professor Macvey Napier. To this supplement Con-

stable attracted the greatest names both in Britain

and France : it contained contributions from Dugald
Stewart, I'layfair, Jameson, Leslie, Mackintosh, Dr
Thomas Thomson, Sir Walter Scott, Jeftrey, Ricar-

do, Maltlius, Mill, Professor Wallace, Dr Thomas
Young, M. Biot, M. Arago, &c. The supplement

was completed in 1824, in six volumes. Six years

afterwards, when the property had fallen into the

hands of Messrs Adam and Charles Black, a new
edition of the whole was commenced, incorporating

all the articles in the supplement, with such modifi-

cations and additions as were necessary to adjust

them to the later views and information applicable

to their subjects. Mr Napier was chosen editor, and

ao assistant iu the work of revision and additiou

was found in the late Dr James Browne, a man of

varied and extensive learning. New and valuable

articles were contributed by Sir David Brewster, by
Mr Galloway, Dr Traill, Dr Roget, Dr John Thom-
son, Mr Tytler, Professor Spalding, ilr Moir, &c.

Tills great national work—for such it may justly

be entitled—was completed in 1842, in twenty-one
volumes.

In the interval between the different editions of

the Encyclopa.>dia Britannica, two other important

works of the same kind were in progress. The
Edinburgh Encydopasdia, under the suix.Tinten-

dence of Sir David Brewster, was commenced in

1808, and completed in 1830, in eighteen quarto

volumes. The scientific department of the work,

under such an editor, could not fail to be rich and
valuable, and it is still highly prized. The Encyclo-

paedia Sletropolitana was begun in 1815, and pre-

sented this diiierence from its rivals, that it de-

parted from the alphabetical arrangement (certainly

the most convenient), and arranged its articles in

what the conductors considered their natural order.

Coleridge was one of the writers in this work ; some
of its philological articles are ingenious. The Lon-
don Encyclopaedia, in twenty volumes royal 8vo., is

a usefid compendium, and includes the whole of

Johnson's Dictionary, with its citations. Lardncr's

Cyclopaedia is a collection of difTerent works on
natural i>hilosophy, arts, and manufactures, history,

biography, &c. published in 131 small 8vo. volumes,

issued monthly. The series embraces some valuable

works : Sir James Mackintosh contributed part of a

popular history of England, Sir Walter Scott and
Mr Moore histories of Scotland and Ireland, and M.
Sismondi one of the Italian republics. Sir John
Herscliel wrote for it the Discourse on Natural

Philosophy, already alluded to, and a treatise on
Astronomy ; and Sir David Brewster contributed

the history of Optics. In natural history ami other

departments this Cyclopaedia is also valuable, but

as a whole it is very defective. Popular Cyclo-

paedias, in one large volume each, have been pub-
lished, condensing a large amount of information.

Of these Mr M'Culloch is author of one on com-
merce, and another on geography ; Dr Ure on arts

and manufactures; Mr Brande on science, Uterature,

and art ; Mr Blaine on rural sports. There is also

a series of Cyclopaedias on a larger scale, devoted to

the various departments of medical science ; namely,

the Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, edited by
Drs Forbes, Tweedie, and Conolly; the Cyclopaedia

of Anatomy and Physiology, edited by Dr A. T.

Thomson ; and the Cyclopaedia of Surgery, edited by
Dr Costello; each being in four massive volumes,

and composed of papers by the first men of the pro-

fession iu the country.
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